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· ORGANIZED CRIME: '2.5 YEARS AFTER V ALA CHI
MONDAY, APRIL 11, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room
SH-216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Sam Nunn, Chairman
of the Subcommittee, presiding.
Present: Senators Nunn, Glenn, Chiles, Sasser, Mitchell, Roth,
and Cohen.
Staff present: Eleanore J. Hill, Chief Counsel; John F. Sopko,
Deputy Chief Cou.nsel; Harriet J. McFaul, Counsel; Richard A. Dill,
Detailee/FBI; Leonard A. Willis, Investigator; Kathleen A Dias,
Executive Assistant to the Chief Counsel; Mary D. Robertson, Chief
Clerk; Cynthia Comstock, Staff Assistant; David B. Buckley, Investigator; Alan Edelman, Counsel; Harold B. Lippman, Investigator;
Marilyn H. Munson, Secretary; Daniel F. Rinzel, Minority Chief
Counsel; Barbara Kammerman, Minority Deputy Chief Counsel;
Stephen Levin, Counsel; Karen Nye (Senator Chiles); Steve Ryan
(Senator Glenn); Rick Goodman (Senator Pryor); Pat Butle~' (Senator Stevens); Kathy Gerlach (Senator Chiles); Anita Jensen (Senator Mitchell); Rosemary Warren (Senator Sasser); John Belferman
(Senator Sasser); Debby Kilmer (Senator Chiles); Leonard Weiss
(Senator Glenn); Marianne McGettigan (Senator Rudman); and
Sean McAvoy (Senator Cohen).
Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Governmental Affairs, permission is
hereby granted for the Chairman, or any member of the Subcommittee as designated by the Chairman, to conduct open and/or executive session hearings without a
quorum of two members for the administration of oaths and the taking of testimony
in connection with hearings on "Organized Crime: 25 Years After Valachi," to be
.
held on April 11, 15, 21, 22, 29, 1988.
SAM NUNN,

Chairman.

V. ROTH, Jr.,
Ranking Minority Member.

WILUAM

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN

Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will come to order.
Twenty-five years ago this September, Joseph Valachi, also
known as Joe Cago, testified before this Subcommittee. His unprecedented testimony gave Congress and the American people their
first insider's view of a criminal organization that Valachi called
La Cosa Nostra, or LCN, or, as Valachi explained, lI our thing."
(1)
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This morning, the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
begins 5 days of testimony in the first of a series of planned hearings on the status of organized crime and the effectiveness, of law
enforcement's response to it, nearly 25 years after Valachi's historic public disclasures.
.
In 1963, Valachi told Senators in a packed Senate caucus room
about the secret criminal cartel's illicit empire, its private armies,
code of conduct, and ruling body known as the Commission. Gifted
with a phenomenal memory for details, he gave valuable testimony
that detailed not only the activities of this criminal conspiracy, but
also its membership.
We have in our hearing room this morning the very charts with
which Valachi identified the membership of the La Cosa Nostra
family some 25 years ago.
Eleanore, I believe I am correct in pointing out that the charts
are up on the far left.
Ms. HILL. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. Those are the charts that came from the hearings 25 years ago that were published by this Subcommittee at that
time.
His expose culminated with charts showing the names and pho:tographs of the members of the five largest LeN families operating
in New York City. That testimony, coupled with the extensive
work done by this Subcommittee under the chairmanship of the
late Senator McClellan, profoundly· affected not only our understanding of organized crime in America, but also how our Government was to respond to it during the years that followed.
Working with Attorney General Robert Kennedy, formerly the
Chief Counsel of this Subcommittee, Senator McClellan highlighted
the woefully inadequate law enforcement efforts against organized
crime at that time. With the exception of a few police departments,
such as that of New York City, there was no organized lawenforcement response to the organized criminal. At the same time, little
Federal attention was given to a problem which was widely held to
be only of local concern.
This all changed after the appearance of Valachi. That testimony
set in motion a series of important innovations that radically
changed our approach to organized crime in this country. These included the establishment of the first field office of the organized
crime strike force, an increase in the number of attorneys in the
Justice Department's Organized Crime and Racketeering Section.
and the enacbllent of important legislative proposals, including
electronic surveillance, limited immunity, and the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, today known as RICO.
Today, 25 years after Valachi, the same Subcommittee commences a series of hearings intended to review the current status
of organized crime in America. We will hear from a number of witnesses like Valachi, including former members of the La Cosa
Nostra, who, from personal experience, can describe the relative
strength of their organization after 25 years of nearly constant attacks by Federal and other State and local law enforcement agencies. The need for this type of review is in many ways more timely
now than at any time in the last quarter century.
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The recent series of successful prosecutions against the LCN hierarchy, starting in Cleveland in 1982 and continuing to date in
New York City and elsewhere, has provided a glimmer of hope. that
our struggle against traditional organized crime may have turned
the corner. And I say that very cautiously.
Some commentators have urged that this signifies the end of organized crime or at least the LCN. Others argue that successful
prosecutiom; merely remove one hierarchy and replace it with another as powerful and sometimes even more vicious than the old.
Flushed with such success, I think it is important that our Government does not prematurely declare victory. I applaud these successes, yet at the same time I feel that it is necessary to evaluate
closely the impact of these cases and, more importantly, the ability
to transfer such tactics to other areas of orga:nized criminal activity, particularly in the fields of labor racketeering, narcotics trafficking, and to emerging organized erime groups that may be as
powerful as La Cosa N ostra in many instances. Those other aspects
of organized crime and the adequacy of the Government response
will be scrutinized by the Subcommittee in hearings later this year.
Two years ago, a majority of the members of the President's
Commission on Organized Crime in their final report to the President called for a thorough assessment of the effectiveness of the
Federal and local governments' response to organized crime. Admitting that they did not complete this important function, Commission members called on Congress to finish this task and in
many ways laid the predicate for today's hearings. These hearings
will closely review the need for any additional legislation to give
our law enforcement officials new or better tools to fight organized
crime.
At the same time, we intend to find out if Federal law enforcement, and particularly the Justice Department, is using effectively
those tools we have already provided in the last 25 years. Particularly, we expect to heal' testimony about new strategies employed
by the FBI and the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District
of New York, which combine the use of civil RICO with a novel interpretation of the criminal enterprise theory.
We have been fortunate to have had the cooperation of' many of
the most important figures in the law enforcement community,
some of whom will testify during the course of these hearings. In
that regard, I want to express my appreciation especially to FBI Director William Sessions, and to assistant director, Oliver "Buck"
Revell, for their cooperation and outstanding assistance to us
during this inquiry. The FBI cooperation has been invaluable to us.
We could not have these hearings without that splendid cooperation. We thank you for what you have done in making these hearings possible.
We also want to give particular credit to the General Accounting
Office in the production of a series of Subcommittee charts, which
we will unveil this morning, listing the hierarchy of the 25 LCN
families in the United States, as well as the membership of the five
New York City families. The GAO support and assiRtance here was
very critical to the success of these hearings. So, to the General Accounting Office, we also say thank you.
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The Subcommittee will be utilizing these charts throughout the
hearings to granhically portray the size and structure of the LCN
families. Interes(;ingly, some of the same individuals who appeared
iQnly as soldiers on the Valachi charts, those 25 years ago in 1963,
appear today among the very highest ranking powers in these
same LCN families.
I guess the question for the future is whether 25 years from now
. l~he soldiers wt.~ show in the charts· today will be the bossf}s at the
:turn of the century, the year 2000, or whatev'ar 1988 plus 25 is.
Senator Roth, you can add that up.
For years, law enforcement experts have emphasized that organized crime cannot long withstand the glare of notoriety and public
disclosure. In his 1963 testimony before the Subcommittee, former
Attorney General Kennedy stressed that an aroused, informed, and
insistent public was one of the best weapons available to drive the
criminal and racketeer into bankruptcy or prison. I happen to believe that is the case with narcotics today. That is the subject of
another hearing, although we will get into that some. But public
information, public awareness, public dedication, I think, are abse··
lutely crucial to the fight that lies before us now in so many
realms.
We believe that the charts we prepared for these hearings will
help arouse and sustain public interest and vigilance in the fight
against organized crime. At the same time, the Subcommittee is
also aware of its equally important responsibility to insist on the
utmost accuracy in identif.ying anyone as a member of La Cosa
N dstra. In preparing these charts, the staff, assisted by the General
Accounting Office, contacted numerous State, locals and Federal
law enforcement agencies for assistance. This information was then
combined with data developed 'by the Subcommittee in the preparation iQf the charts.
Prior to identifying publicly any individual as a member of La
Cosa Nostra, the Subcommittee has insisted that clertain strict criteria be met. First, that a major law enforcement agency or State
or regional crime commission has advised that the individual meets
their internal criteria for public identification, or for identification
to another enforcement agency, depending on the practice of the
individual agency; and that two or more of those agencies or reliable cooperating or undercover law enforcement sources have identified independently the individual in question as a member of the
LCN.
Although the charts are quite extensive, other names were not
included because they did not meet our strict criteria. So there are
others that were not on this chart, will not appear in public because they did not meet what we felt were the requirements for
public identification.
For instance, over 100 names of soldiers and several capos-these
are the fourth in· the rank of the hierarchy-were not included
even though they met the internal criteria of at least one major
law enforcement agency because they were not corroborated by a
second source. So we have tried to be prudent as well as thorough,.
As a result of this verification process, the Subcommittee feels
confident that the charts and lists it has prepared for this hearing
are the most accurate and complete public listing of La Cosa
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Nostra members operating in the United States. At this point, I
offer those charts as exhibits for the record, along with accompanying biographical data for identification purposes. I believe we will
give these charts, in terms of this set of hearings, the ilUmbers 1 to
26. So without objection, they will be made a part of the· record.
[The documents referred to were marked Exhibit Nos. 1-26 and
may be found starting on p. 746.]
Senator NUNN. F.or their assistance in preparing these charts,
the Subcommittee would like to express its appreciation, as I have
already done but will do again, to the FBI, the General Accounting
Office, the Department of Labor, Office of Labor Racketeering, the
New York City Police Department, the Bl'oward County, Florida,
Sheriff's Office, the New Jersey State Crime Commission, the Chicago Crime Commission, the Pennsylvania State Crime Commission, the Mid-Atlantic Great Lakes Organized Crime Law Enforcement Network, and the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern
District of New York.
In closing, I would like to thank Senator Hoth and the minority
staff for their splendid cooperation and support during the course
of this investigation. Minority chief counsel Dan Rinzel and minority staff counsel Stephen Levin have been extremely helpful to my
staff throughout the almost year-long inquiry. This cooperation attests not only to the bipartisan nature of this hearing, but also to
the bipartisan manner in which both Senator Roth and I have utilized the resources of this Subcommittee.
Senator Roth.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROTH

Senator ROTH. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I would like to congratulate you and Eleanore Hill for continuing our war against organized crime. I think these are critically important hearings.
I am not going to read my statement, Mr. Chairman. I have a
few comments I would like to maIre, but I would ask that the full
statement be included in the record.
Senator NUNN. Without objection.
[rrhe prepared statement of Senator Roth follows:]
STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROTH

This morning the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations begins another
chapter in our continuing effort to investigate, expose and eliminate organized
criminal groups. These secret criminal societies neither respect nor abide by the institutions and laws which govern this country. They recognize only the law of the
jungle and respect only the wealth of ill-gotten gain. If these criminals could have
their way, they would subvert our legal and economic systems; there would be no
justice, and brute strength would be the law of the land.
When we first looked at organized. crime in the Valachi hearings 25 years ago, we
found that traditional organized criminal groups had gained an early foothold
throughout this country. We knew then that it would require a massive effort on
the part of law enforcement to overcome this early advantage and gain the upper
hand in this struggle. These traditional criminal groups used intimidat.ion and violimce to create an atmosphere of fear. Then, with fear as their weapon, they dominated whole communities and seized control of entire industries, building an evil
empire through a process which might be called a "hostile takeover." The President's Commission on Organized Crime estimated that, taken as a whole, this criminal conglomerate which we generally refer to as organized crime siphons $100 billion annually from our economy. And, in addition to draining our resources, the
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strong-arm tactics Hmited our economic growth by deterring many legitimate business people from venturing into the industries controlled by these groups.
But, as we will find out during these hearings, the momentum has shifted. Law
enforcement agencies, armed with new statutory tools and investigative techniques,
have managed to stem the tide of traditional organized crime's growth in this country. Recent successful prosecutions of key traditional organized crime figures have
left many of these families leaderless and in disarray. Perhaps the key to this sur;:cess has been the spirit of cooperation among federal, state and local law enforcement agencies. This spirit of c'ooperation invokes the different strengths of each of
these agencies and brings to bear the full weight of our nation's law enforcement
authority and resources against what we know is a national enemy.
While we have made great strides in this effort, we all know that the battle is far
from over. The hydraheaded world of organized crime constantly presents us with
new opponents who play the same game but by different rules. In 1986, during my
tenure as Chairman of this Subcommittee, we investigated non-traditional organized
crime groups including certain Nigerian, Chinese, Korean and Vietnamese criminal
organizations. More recently, we in Washington have witnessed the cold-blooded violence attributed to the Jamaican drug distribution groups called "posses," in the
form of a rash of murders including the killing of two Jamaican women in front of
four very young children. "
.
Our hearings revealed that these emerging groups bear a striking similarity to
traditional organized crime groups roughly fifty years ago. Although their influence
may now be small and localized, these emerging criminal groups must not be ignored. The methods which we have used successfully against traditional criminal
groups must also be used against these emerging groups; and, of course, we must
continue to develop new ways of effectively dealing with emerging organized crime
groups. We must never allow any organized crime group to make inroads within our
society for, if they do, we have seen how hard it is to expunge them.
I commend our Chairman, Senator Nunn, and his staff for the fine job they have
done on this investigation, carrying forward our Subcommittee's mandate to lead
the battle against organized crime. It has been 25 years since PSI conducted the Valachi hearings which first revealed to the general public the extent to which traditional organized crime had entrenched itself within this country. It is gratifying to
be able to report to the American people the strides made since then. And it is essential that, in the face of these achievements, we renew our commitment to take
the steps necessary to eliminate these groups and ensure that the rule of law 90es
prevail.
.

Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, first of all, I want to congratulate
you on the new hearing room. I have to confess that I think it is a
significant improvement over the ones we have used in the past.
More importantly, as I already have indicated, I want to congratUlate you for holding these hearings on a most critically important problem. As you have already stated, it was 25 years ago that
PSI conducted the Valachi hearings which first revealed to the
general public the extent to which traditional organized crime had
entrenched itself within this country.
I would say this to you, Judge Sessions, it has been very rewarding to see that in recent months and years considerable progress
has been made in prosecuting key figures of organized crime.
It is something that has to be of real concern to us. The President's Commission on Organized Crime showed that it costs this
country something like $100 billion a year in illicit business, something that has to be addressed.
Now, I would like to point out, Mr. Chairman, that there is both
good news and bad news. The good miws is what you and I have
already referred to: the successful prosecutions. But I suppose none
of us can be satisfied. As you look on the old charts of 25 years ago,
which illustrated the criminal families at that time, and then on
the new charts which show the current makeup of these families, it
is evident that organized crime is still an active threat. None of us
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can be satisfied until we successfully destroy the criminal institutions themselves.
It concerns me, Mr. Chairman. I remember being out in Chicago
to hold hearings when I was Chairman of this distinguished Subcommittee. At those hearings, we had the charhl of the local LCN
family. The thing that bothered me is that even though we were
successful In prosecuting some of the key figures, just like in a corporate organization, new people moved up. Those that retired went
out to Palm Springs and enjoyed golf like some of the past chief
executives of legitimate business. That has got to be stopped.
I think RICO has provided us with some successful new weapons.
I want to congratulate the Federal, State, and local authorities, because I think their cooperation is crucial in the fight against organized crime. But I am not only concerned, Mr. Chairman, about
traditional organized crime, but also about what are sometimes
called these new emerging groups-whether it is the Japanese, Chinese, or Nigerians, to mention just a few; where in many cases we
have organized crime abroad taking their ill-gotten gains and
bringing it over here to take over legitimate business. This, too, I
think, has to be a matter of real concern.
So, Mr. Chairman, I look forward to these hearings. I think what
we all hope is not only to hear of what successes have been
achieved, but what else we in Congress can do to support this effort
to end these criminal institutions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Roth.
Senator Glenn, our full Committee Chairman, Vice Chairman,
and a valuable member of this Subcommittee.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GLENN

Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know the tremendous amount of effort that has gone into setting up these hearings
on the activities of the vicious, criminal conspiracy called La Cosa
Nostra, the LCN. They come at a crucial, important time because
we are now enjoying the fruits of several decades-literally several
decades-of painstaking investigations with-and I do not exaggerate this-thousands of man years of time dedicated by the FBI, by
the Drug Enforcement Administration, State and local law enforcement agencies too numerous to mention, along with skil~ed Federal
and State prosecutions in combatting this loathsome enemy.
Now, I want to emphasize that recent successes against the LCN
are the results of work going back through many administrations,
quite a number. They are not the result of any single administration or any single Congress. In the late 1960's and early 1970's,
Congress provided the essential tools to combat the LCN, and we
needed some new weapons at that time: use immunity, special
long-term investigative grand juries, court-ordered electronic surveillance, the ability to attack racketeer-influenced corrupt organizations.
These hearings, too, may turn up the need for other procedures
that we need or other legislative action that we can take that
would provide additional tools to take on this monstrous project. If
so, as we go through these hearings, I would hope that anyone who
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has suggestions along those lines would feel free to provide them to
us.
As a result of all these law enforcement activities, a cumulative
body of knowledge was developed concerning the members of the
LCN, their associates, and the nature of their criminal activity.
These law enforcement successes have replaced the LeN's vaunted
"omerta," or silence of its members, with the sound of major organized crime figures cooperating with the Government. Entire LCN
families have been denuded of leadership, at least temporarily, by
criminal prosecutions.
Despite our successes with respect to the LCN, much remains to
be done. We must carefully consider what new efforts are required
for the LCN, now thought of as a traditional organized criminal
group. And doesn't that say something about it? We now call La
Cosa Nostra the "traditional organized crime group." It shows how
tough it has been to get to the heart of these criminal cartels and
stamp them out.
But along with that comes the growing threat posed by so-called
non-traditional organized criminal groups: the Colombian drug cartels, the vicious Jamaican organizations which have littered the
streets of our Nation's capital, literally, with dead bodies. It has
come to be a rare day that we do not pick up the Washington Post
and see somebody killed in a drug-related incident on the streets of
our Nation's capital. Also, the growing presence of Asian ethnic organized crime groups and many others represent a new and growing threat.
The LCN, of course, has its feet in both camps, the old and the
new, the traditional and non-traditional, if we want to refer to
them that way.
Fundamentally, Federal law enforcement was-I put that in the
past tense, I hope correctly-several decades behind in its response
to the threat posed by the LCN. Funded by the huge illegal profits
derived from Prohibition, the LON consolidated their position as
the model of criminal cartels, incorporating or destroying other
ethnic criminal organizations. With the multi-billion-dollar profits
of the drug trade to finance them, the LCN and non-traditional or-.
ganized crime groups have demonstrated their intention to directly
assault the institutions of our Latin American neighbors.
It does not overstate the problem to say that these criminal activities poses a national security threat of some proportion to this
Nation. We must move with sufficient resources, whatever they
are, and with force and vigor against both the LCN and these other
groups.
Now, I am troubled about one part of this. I am troubled by the
recent unilateral actions of the Attorney General in arbitrarily
downgrading the independence of the Department's Organized
Crime and Racketeering Strike Forces by maki:ng these strike
forces subordinate to the U.S. attorneys in each district. Maybe
this will work out fine; I do not know. Maybe it is necessary, and
maybe it is the best way to go. But when you downgrade the authority that was placed in this one group for a very good and specific reason in earlier days, I think we have to watch this very,
very carefully.
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So while there may be a need for greater coordination between
such offices, I look forward to hear.ing some explanation of this and
other decisions concerning the future structure of our efforts to
defeat and eradi~ate organized crime activities.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Glenn.
Senator Chiles.
.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHILES

Senator CHILES. Mr. Chairman, I want to congratulate you on
holding the· hearing and the staff on both sides for all the wprk
that has gone into it.,
.
This Subcommittee· has a long and, I think, very distinguished
history going back into the McClellan days of the anti-racketeering
Committee. I think you certainly continue in that tradition, as Senator Roth did when he. was Chairman.
. I think this morning is a most interesting hearing to get a
chance to hear Judge Sessions and to be updated on what we now.
see in organized crime, and some great successes by the FBI. It is
my opportunity to try to learn more of the connections now between the LCN and now what we see in the organized crime activities of the Colombian groups, the Cuban drug groups, the Jamai:
cans, and the others; and to see how they interface and how they
connect.
.
.
I .think we also need to see and try to understand how the socalled men of honor, who at one time supposedly did not participate in drugs, turned into that enterprise, and how that now seems
to be one of their leading sources of income.
I look forward to the hearing, and I congratulate you on holding
it.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Chiles.
Senator Sasser.
Senator SASSER. Mr. Chairman, I will defer to Senator Mitchell. I
think he was here prior to myself.
Senator NUNN. Senator Mitchell.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR MITCHELL

Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Senator Sasser.
Mr. Chairman, the quarter century since Joseph Valachi testified
about the activities of organized criminals in the United States has
seen two contradictory developments. On the one hand, Government has successfully prosecuted and convicted more members of
organized crime families than in the previous 75 years. On the
other hand, American public opinion seems to have been swayed by
movies and television shows to a belief in a romanticized picture of
a Mafia, a romanticized picture that conflicts with reality.
These hearings provide an opportunity to set the record straight,
to re-emphasize the fact that there is nothing romantic, glamorous,
or nostalgic about criminals, including 'criminals who pretend to
have a code of honor.
Two years ago, the President's Commission on Organized Crime!
estimated that the activities of criminal enterprises earn more
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than $100 billion a year for criminals and cause tax losses of over
$6 billion a year. Whatever the accuracy of these estimates, there
is no doubt that the existence of criminal enterprises which claim
an immunity from the reach of the law undermines the foundations of civilized society.
The American system of justice gives the presumption of innocence to the defendant in every criminal case, as it should. That
bias for the innocent is at the heart of what protects the individual
liberties of all Americans. But when protections for the innocent
are manipulated to protect organized criminals who are gliilty from
justice, support for our system of justice is undermined. Citizens
then tolerate less concern for the rights of suspects and defendants.
There has occurred in the past quarter century one of the most
dangerous intersections in our Nation's history: the crossing of organized crime a,nd the drug trade. Each has many elements. As
they mesh, they thrive on each other, promoting criminal attitudes
and activities, sapping our society of its strength, turning millions
of Americans into lawbreakers.
Faithfully executing the law is a prime responsibility of Government, but enforcement of the law cannot be successfully accomplished by the Government alone. That requires a concerned public
which condemns and refuses to tolerate any violation of law and
recognizes members of these crime families for what they are: vicious criminals without honor, 'without conscience, whose only purpose is their personal enrichment at the expense of others.
These hearings will serve their purpose if they revive public intolerance for these and other lawbreakers.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Mitchell.
Senator Sasser?
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SASSER

Senator SASSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, Mr. Chairman, I want to join our colleagues in commendingyou for calling these hearings. I am saddened to say that crime
is one of our most critical national problems. Too often, we forget
that organized crime is all too organized, indeed.
Now, as we hear from witnesses and as recent Federal prosecutions show, 25 years after Valachi organized crime is still in business and doing just as well as ever. There are several areas that I
would like to explore during the course of these hearings. One is
the way in which organized crime is now moving into other areas
of the country. Where traditionally organized crime has not been
much of a problem, has not been part of a formal structure of lawbreaking, this is apparent, I might say, Mr. Chairman, in my own
State of Tennessee.
As Government has been successful in stepping up its enforcement against drug trafficking along the Gulf of Mexico, drug smugglers are now overflying the coast and dropping their deadly cargoes further inland, bribing sheriffs and small aircraft or airport
owners, just to leave the lights on at night, so the drug plane can
land and unload its deadly dose of poison, and along the way, leave
off an enormous amount of money that corrupts local officials.
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Anoth1)r concern I have is the absolutely appalling crime wave
this year in the Nation's capital. Here in the District of Columbia,
. in the city that is supposed to be the capital of the home of the
brave, the record number of murders in Washington this year has
made some parts of this city virtual combat zones, and that is no
exaggeration.
Most of this crime is clearly drug related. Much of it is controlled
by gangs, apparently from Jamaica. And I will say to you, Mr.
Chairman, speaking for myself as Chairman of the .authorizing
Subcommittee of this Committee, with jurisdiction over the District
of Columbia, I am extremely concerned about this development.
And speaking as a citizen, I am absolutely outraged that these
vicious and violent criminals have the run of the streets right here
in, the City ofWashingtQD.. Something must be done about it.
They destroy communities. They destroy the lives of thos~ who
live there. It must be stopped.
Now, during these hearings, we should explore the growth of
these gangs. We should examine their structure and their organiza-'
tion, and we should look at their connection with the local communities.
The:re are a number of questions that need to be asked. Are these
. gangs just drug smugglers, or are they expanding into the other socalled normal areas of crime, such as protection, gambling, prostitution, and investment in otherwise legitimate businesses?
We ought to look at the major laws that have been pa..'3sed by
Congress here in recent years, and especially the 1984 criminal
code revision, and also, the 1986 anti-drug-abuse act. We gave the
Federal law enforcement agencies important new tools in both of
these pieces of legislation.
It would seem that some provisions of the criminal code reform
law are working well, especially the increased sentences; the provisions calling for the elimination of parole; and preventive detention.
The prospects of long sentences and no hope of early parole have
led many professional criminals to cooperate with prosecutors. This
has given investigators the opening they need to strike at the hierarchy of organized crime, the bosses.
Suc.;t;lssful prosecutions in recent years have resulted in the convictions of heads of several crime families, dealing a severe blow to
the syndicate, the criminal syndicate, in a number of cities.
Mr. Chairman, we have a number of subjects here today and in
subsequent hearings for fruitful discussion. I think the American
people are wondering what we're doing about crime in this count.ry, and what we're doing here in Washington to try to control it.
I think these hearings will partly provide some of those answers,
and, hopefully, it will give an additional spur to all involved to do
sQmething about this poison of organized crime that's eating away
the very vitals of this country, in my judgment.
'fhank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Sasser.
Judge Sessions, we are ready to hear from you and your te<>.m,
Mr. Revell and Mr. Daniels. We will ask all of you to stand and
take the oath. We swear in all the witnesses before the Subcommittee.
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Do you swear the testimony you give before this Subcommittee to
be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?
[All respond affirmatively.]
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Judge Sessions, you have been introduced already. But again, I
express my appreciation to you and your team. The FBI has been
enormously helpful. The Department of Justice has been v~ry helpful. And we appreciate your cooperation.
I have also had a chance to look at your statement and read the
statements of Mr. Revell and Mr. Daniels. I would say that you will
1;>e introducing it appropriately, but I would say that these attachments to your statement provide us with one of the most thorough,
in-depth and comprehensive statements on the history of organized
crime, as well as the scope of current activities that we have had
before this subcommittee, and we are very thankful to you for that.
And I want to give special thanks to Mr. Jim Whalen of the Congressional Affairs Office. He's been very helpful, and we appreciate
that very much.
So now we are ready to hear from you.
TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM S. SESSIONS, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, WASHINGTON, DC, 1 ACCOMPANIED BY OLIVER B. REVELL, EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF INVESTIGATION,2 AND ANTHONY E. DANIELS, DEPUTY
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE bIVISION 3

Judge SESSJONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, distinguished Members of the Subcommittee.
You must know that I am exceptionally pleased to be able to be
here, and to discuss before this Subcommittee matters that relate
directly to organized crime.
It provides me an opportunity to quickly embark on what I believe will be a continuing cooperative effort to achieve common
goals and objectives which will significantly enhance law enforcement, and thus, the quality of life of all of our citizens here in the
United States.
During the course of my career, first as a United States Attorney
and later as a United States district judge, I developed an awareness of the devastating yet sometimes subtle and therefore unrecognized impact that organized crime has on our society.
Long before my nomination and subsequent confirmation as Director, the FBI had established organized crime as one of its top
criminal investigative priorities, and I fully intend to continue that
policy.
Recent successful prosecutions of top leaders of organized crime
groups, particularly La Cos a Nostra families, have been unprecedented in size and in complexity. But our task is far from being
completed.
\ See p. 263 for Judge Sessions' prepared atatement.
See p. 430 for Mr. Revell's prepared statement.
See p. 445 for Mr. Daniels' prepared statement.

2
3
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We must analyze our past efforts, identify factors which contributed to those successes, and then clearly define how we believe we
should proceed in the future.
These hearings will serve the United States and the FBI well in
that regard.
Now, in January of 1982, the FBI received concurrent investigative jurisdiction with the Drug Enforcement Administration for
violations of 21 United States Code. Major illicit drug trafficking
groups' other than La Cosa Nostra surely fall within a broad defini..
tion of organized crime.
However, for administrative and operational purposes, the FBI
has separated those investigations from our traditional organized
crime program, and established a separate drug section within the
Criminal Investigative Division, in order to more effectively address the problem in accordance with its priority status.
Now, during these hearings we will attempt to articulate our
progress, principally against La Cosa Nostra. And of course we
would appreciate the opportunity to document our progress against
illegal drug traffickers in some future hearing before this Subcommittee.
Senator NUNN. We will be getting into that. We do not derme La
Cosa N ostra as being all of organized crime. We know it goes much,
much further than that, and this set of hearings is the 'beginning of
a series in which we will get into those other subjects in depth.
Judge SESSIONS. Good, that's rewarding, Senator, and I will look
forward to that.
Proper tools, and proper working tools, are necessary to accomplish any task successfully. As witnesses begin to outline for the
Subcommittee some of the recent successful prosecutions I alluded
to earlier, I believe it will become apparent that the tools utilized
were Title IX of the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970, commonly referred to as the RICO. statute; and Title ill of the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, which deals with courtauthorized electronic surveillance.
Now it is my hope that during the course of these hearings we
will explore together whether it may be appropriate to initiate new
legislation, or to modify existing statutes, in order to further enhance the effectiveness of investigators and prosecutors, while continuing to preserve and protect the individual rights of law-abiding
American citizens.
I believe that it would be beneficial to be able to have more of an
immediate financial impact in criminal cases, on criminal enterprises such as La Cosa Nostra. The addition of a civil forfeiture
provision under the RICO statute would permit law enf<)1'cement to
more effectively and efficiently penalize those organized entities.
Currently, the controlled substances act, as well as the cbild protection and money laundering control acts, contain such provisions.
In addition, the emergence in this country of organhed crime
groups which are based in foreign countries may require additional
.
legislation.
There is mounting evidence that large amounts of illegally acquired funds generated by criminal activities of these organized
crime groups overseas are used for investment in otherwise legitimate ventures in the United States.
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The provisions of Title XVIII United States Codes Section 1952
prohibit travel in foreign commerce to distribute the proceeds of
crime committed in the United States. However, this statute deals
only with funds obtained by illegal activity in the United States.
and not funds illegally acquired in other countries and then
brought into the United States.
It was this very Subcommittee, in a series of hearings that
you've alluded to, conducted between September of 1963 and
August of 1964, under the Chairmanship of Senator McClellan,
that exposed to this country, through Joseph Valachi and other
witnesses, the extent to which La Cosa Nostra had expanded and
consolidated its sphere of influence.
La Cosa Nostra has evolved into, over these eight decades, highly
structured families-and there are some 25 in number-which are
located, as the Senators have noted, throughout the United States.
These families are overseen by a commission, which meets periodically to settle disputes and to orchestrate the expansion of their
illicit empire.
Although much of the power of La Cosa Nostra still comes from
the profits generated by gambling, and by loan sharking, extortion
and drug trafficking, their real power base lies in the corruption of
the public officials, and the influence they control and exert over
labor unions.
The latter has enabled La Cosa Nostra to control virtually entire
industries to the economic detriment of the public.
The McClellan hearings provided much of the impetus for Federal legislation, which has been responsible for significant progress
which has been made recently against organized crime.
Now, in the 19th century the American criminal justice system
developed a trial model which has been, I believe, extremely efficient on a specific individual and in dealing with street crimes.
It was predicated on a specific individual committing a specific
criminal act. The addition of the conspiracy statutes permitted an
individual to be charged absent their actual participation in a specific criminal act.
The law, however, remained inadequate and ineffective against
organized crime, however, because it failed to deal with structured
groups, such as La Cosa Nostra, which engaged in crimes for profit,
but whose hierarchy often could not be directly linked to a specific
criminal act.
Prior to the enactment of the RICO statute, many La Cos a
Nostra members were successfully prosecuted and incarcerated.
However, as the Senators have noted, they were quickly replaced
within the family structures, while the leadership remained insulated, and their organizations continued virtually intact and
undamaged.
Now, the Congress recognized this inadequacy, and skillfully
drafted the RICO statute to define criminal enterprises, and to establish as a basis for an indictment, a pattern of racketeering activity on the part of members of those enterprises.
In addition to providing exposure to a 20-year confinement for individual defendants, the statute provides for the forfeiture of benefits derived by a group or by individual members, and permits pri-
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vate citizens who are victimized to file civil actions for treble dam.
ages. ' .
. The Government may also file civil suits requesting the court to
order sanctions, or to provide injunctive relief prohibiting the con.
tinuation of the racketeering activity.
This provision can be extremely effective in removing La Cosa
Nostra members, or those controlled by them, from leadership positions in labor unions, thereby returning the. control of the unions
.
to the rank a.nd file members, where it is intended to be.
A recent example occurred on March 18, 1987, when United
States District Court Judge Vincent L. Broderick of the Southern
District of New York ordered 15 individuals removed from Local
6A of the Laborers International Union of North America and the
District Council of Cement and Concrete Workers, fmd placed both
entities under a court-appointed trustee.
Most of the individual· cases about which you will hear testimony
involve court-authorized interceptions of oral communications,
either through wiretaps, or secreted microphones, which are. often
augmented by closed-circuit television.
'l'hese invaluable investigative techniques were made available
by the Congress of the United States with the enactment of th~
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Str.eets Act of 1968, which was
revised by the Communications Privacy Act of 1986.
The intrusive nature of these techniques on an individual's right
to privacy mandated the establishment of comprehensive requirements in the legislation,' which included authorization from and
contemporaneous oversigM by, the judiciary.
Now, undercover operations have also proven to be highly successful. They are also closely scrutinized, and are governed by specificAttorney General's guidelines. Detailed proposals m,ustbe submitted to the FBI headquarters for evaluation by the criminal undercover operations review committee, which then' makes recommendations to the assistant direct of the Criminal Investigative Division.
.
.
In some instances, my personal review and approval may be re~
quired.
.
Initial approval is for a maximum of 6 months, <:luring which
time progress is closely monitQred by headquarters FBI. Extensions
must be approved in the same manner as the initial request.
Now, the basic structure of the La. Cosa Nostra remains ill place
today, and the Senators have alluded to. that, .and its involvement
in a broad spectrum of activity and cr.iminal aGtivity continues.
However, armed with the tools which I have described, the FBI
since 1981 has convicted 19 bosses, 13 underbosses, four consiglieres, and 43 capodecinas from 20 different La Cosa Nostra families.
The hierarchies of the families in New York, Newark, Cleveland,
Boston, Kansas City, St. Louis, Milwaukee, New Orleans and
Denver have been decimated by convictions and .incarcerations for
long terms.
Prosecutions are pending against the hierarchies of the Philadelphia and the Los Angeles families.
.
!,TOW, my initial assessment of the Bureau's organized crime program leads me to conclude that by taking full advantage of existing
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investigative opportunities, expanding the national intelligence
base, and implementing a comprehensive national strategy, it is
possible to remove the La Cosa Nostra as a significant threat to
American society.
As we progress toward-Senator NUNN. Judge Sessions, let me just make a clarification
there, you are saying you think it is possible, using all of these
tools. You are not saying we are there now?
.
Judge SESSIONS. I am not saying we are there now, Senator, but I
believe that, for instance, the implementation of a December 1987,
national organized crime strategy by the Bureau can be effective
against organized crime families.
And 1 am talking, again, about a national strategy as opposed to
the strategy which was simply an enterprise strategy, very important, but did not incorporate the national concept that we now embrace.
And I am sure that during the course of these hearings we will
discuss that more fully, sir.
Senator NUNN. Good, thank you.
Judge SESSIONS. 'l'hank you. As I indicated, my initial assessment
of the Bureau's organized crime program leads me to conclude that
by taking full advantage of the existing investigative opportunities,
expanding the national intelligence base, and implementing a comprehensive national strategy, it is possible to remove La Cosa
Nostra a.s a significant threat to American society.
As we progress toward that important goal, we have observed
other groups emerging on the horizon, and these have been referred to by the Senators on the Subcommittee.
There is evidence to suggest that in cities with large Asian populations, factions of the Japanese Yakuza, as well as the Chinese
Triads, are attempting to establish footholds.
I believe it is imperative that we move quickly to expand our intelligence base on these groups and prevent them from evolving as
La Cosa Nostra did in past years. This will be accomplished
through comprehensive analysis of intelligence, followed through
by investigations and prosecutions of these organizations.
Now, Mr. Chairman, that concludes my formal statement. But
we have prepared, and I would like to submit, a detailed case summary. And the charts, and the written analysis, and the other exhibits in support of the oral testimony that will be forthcoming. 1
And I respectfully request that they be entered further in the
record at this time.
Senator NUNN. They will be, without objection, put in the record.
Could you describe the attachments in a little more detail for us
so we will know?
Judge SESSIONS. Yes, sir, I will ask Mr. Revell to do that. They
are part of the statement which has been filed.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Judge Sessions.
Now, Mr. Revell, your statement and Mr. Daniels' statement, do
you need to give those this morning, or are you going to summarize
them?
1

See p. 292.
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Mr . .REVELL. No, gir, we would like to just submit them for the
record,. and I think they pretty :Qluch stand on their ow;n.
Senator NUNN. Well, I have read them, and we appreciate your
testimony. They will be part of the record.
So why don't you tell us now what we have before us in terms of
the attachments.
Mr. REVElL. The Director's statement was a summary. We have
given a somewhat more' detailed written statement in .this document. That takes up the first 26 pages.
Then we, have a chronology of organized crime activities, at least
from the perspective of the FBI, that takes up an additional 69
pages. And that chronology, I believe, is quite complete as it traces
the LCN aDd outlines the successes we have had against organized
crime over the past three decades.
Then we go into specific case citations, starting with corruption
matters, labor racketeering matters, and then major investigations.
All of the cases that have been cited in our testimony are given
in mor.e detail in this particular presentation.
,
Then we go into some of the emerging groups, the outlaw motorcycle gangs. We describe in some detail the Pizza Connection case,
because it was there that we found out that the Sicilian Mafia 'was
in fact operating semi-autonomously in the United States, not as a
part and parcel of the LCN.
And then lastly we outline the Asian organized crime groups
that we have under investigation, and some of our concerns in
regard to the emergence of these organized crime groups, some of
which are centuries old, but are newly active in the United States.
And that encompasses the totality of the Director's submission.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Revell.
Let me get these terms straight, now, because there is some sen.
sitivity here on terms.
La Cosa Nostra has been publicly identified over and over again
repeatedly as being an organized criminal operation here in the
United States; is that correct?
Mr. REVELL. That's correct, by its own members.
Senator NUNN. You just made a statement that you have attachments here that show the Sicilian-Mr. REVELL. Mafia.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. Mafia as operating independently
here in the United States?
Mr. REVELL. Right.
.
Senator NUNN. Now, tell us about the term "Sicilian Mafia" so
we will be sure we have that term right.
Mr. REVELL. There are three organized crime groups indigenous
to Italy: the Sicilian Mafia, which is the largest and most powerful,
and it emanates from the eastern part of the island of Sicily. It is
now international in scope. It has members in virtually every part
of the world. And it has very strong familial ties back to the eastern part of Sicily, and particularly, to Palermo.
The two other Italian groups, the Camorra, which is essentially
from the Neapolitan, or Naples, area, it too is international in
scope; and the N'Drangheta, that comes from Calabria, or the boot.
It is closely aligned with the Sicilian Mafia, but to a large extent,
also autonomous, and it also has its tentacles in North America.
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Those three organized crime groups are well documen.ted by Italian authorities. Members of these groups have testified in public,
including testimony at the "Maxi Trial" that recently concluded.
And the names of these organizations and their activities have
been well documented in.the public record.
.
Senator NUNN. Now, the name "Sicilian Mafia," does that come
from law enforcement, or does that come from the membership?
Mr. REVELL. That comes from the membership.
Senator NUNN. That's what they call themselves?
Mr. REVELL. Well, they call themselves the mafia, and its location is Sicily.
Senator NUNN. What about the term "La. Cosa Nostra"?
Mr. REVELL. "La Cosa Nostra" is the name that the eastern establishment of the organized crime elements-the Italian organized
.
crime elements-gave themselves.
We first picked it up in informant information, both from V alachi and from Philadelphia, and later determined ·that in fact this
was the term that they used to describe their thing, their orgaJl1Zation, within the United States.
It evolved from the Sicilian Mafia, and the Camorra, but this is
the particularly American brand of organized crime that emerged
from those roots.
.
Senator NUNN. So in this country, La Cosa Nostra is the selfidentified name of certain organized crime groups?
Mr. REVELL. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. And in Italy, the Sicilian Mafia-you use the
term "mafia" to describe a group that identifies themselves in that
manner?
Mr. REVELL. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Revell. Do you have anything
else you would like to share with us?
Mr. REVELL. Well, I was going to try and give a thumbnail sketch
of the Bt:treau's organized crime strategy, and what elements impacted on the development of that strategy, if that would be all
right.
Senator NUNN. That would be fine.
Mr. REVELL. As you know, Senator, an event which I think probably changed the course of law enforcement in its addressing organized crime occurred in 1957 in Apalachin, New York, when on November 14th, a Sgt. Edward Crosswell of the New York State Police
discovered and reported a gathering of mobsters from throughout
the United States.
.
At that time the exact purpose of this meeting was unknown,
and as the New York State Police and other law enforcement agencies started to identify these 59 individuals, it was determined that
they were all associated with mob groups throughout the various
major cities of the United States; and all of them were of Italian
heritage.
We determined-meaning law enforcement determined-that
this was in fact a meeting of the commission, and the most powerful members of organized crime in the Ur.ited States at that time.
That particular meeting, 1957, of the commission led then J.
Edgar Hoover-or then FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover-to change
his position. Prior to that time Mr. Hoover had held that there was
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in fact mob activity in major American cities, but it was largely
vice, and largely indigenous to those communities, and therefore,
primarily the responsibility of those communities.
Now, the FBI had indeed investigated a number of organized
crime figures, but it was on a crime-specific basis, and there was no
. programmatic response to organized crime, because Mr. Hoover believed that it was largely a matter of local responsibility..
The Federal Bureau of Narcotics had done the most work .in this
area on the Federal level prior to this particular occurrence.. Also
the Internal Revenue Service had, on a case-specific basis, undertaken a number of prosecutions.
From 1957 to 1961 the FBI unde~..ook a rather substantial criminal intelligence collection process. There was instituted a comprehensive program of collecting intelligence on these groups whose
name we did not know at that time, and simply referred to them as
the mafia.
In 1961 of course we had the advent of the Kennedy Administration and the emphasis on organized crime that that brought. In addition in 1961 the Congress passed the first legislation specifically
giving the Federal Government, and m particular the FBI, organized crime jurisdiction, in the Interstate Transportation Aid to
Racketeering, ITAR statute; the Interstate Transportation Wagering Information; and a number of other related statutes, we were
given the first statutory tools directly targeted against organized
crime.
The FBI also formed its organized crime and racketeering section, and set forth to utilize these statutes in a rather significant
program.
Of course in 1963 the first member informant, Joe Valachi, that
was developed by the Bureau testified before this very Subcommittee. That hearing gave a great deal of impetus,' because even with
the revelations that had come from the earlier hearings under the
Kefauver committee, the general knowledge of the Apalachin conference, there was still doubt in this country as to the extent of organized crime, the pervasiveness of its control over certainelements of our society, and the degree to which it had infiltrated the
labor movement and certain elements of our business community.
So these hearings in 1963 were a benchmark in our own investigative activities. As has been stated by some of the Senators, it
highlighted the fact that we did not have, even at that time, an
adequate statutory base, and we still had not focused sufficiently
on the activities of the organization as opposed to the activities of
the individual.
In 1968 we were given jurisdiction under Title III of the Omnibus
Crime Control Act for the interception of electronic communications. Unfortunately, we did not get to use that until 1970.
In 1970 we also had the passage of the Organized Crime Control
Act which gave us the RICO, the now-famous RICO statute.
In 1970 we also had the incoming Nixon Administration, or the
newly arrived Nixon Administration, gave additional emphasis to
organized crime by submitting additional legislation, and by adding
a thousand agents to the FBI for the specific purpose of addressing
organized crime.
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We made a tactical error in the use of those agents. At the time,
and I· was part of the group responsible for that, we decided the
way to attack organized crime on a national basis was to go after
their revenue.
We decided that their principal source of revenue at that time
was gambling, and therefore, we undertook a very massive effort
against organized gambling in the United States. We brought literally thousands of gambling prosecutions, using Title III, and very
seldom' using the RICO statute, but using the ITAR statute and the
illegal gambling business statutes.
We used a number of Federal statutes to attack gambling across
the United States. From a statistical standpoint, that was extremely successful. We obtained literally thousands of convictions.
From the standpoint of the impact on organized crime, it was
negligible. What happened, of course, as has been alluded to, the
members who were convicted and' sent to prison were simply replaced. Virtually as quickly as they were put in jail.
And the revenue, although impeded, did not slow down appreciably. We had to retrench.
In 1965, then Director-I'm sorry, 1975-in 1975, then-Director
Clarence Kelley instructed that an internal study be conducted on
the manner in which we conducted investigations.
Before that time we had taken the position that if it was a violation in our jurisdiction, then we had to commit resources to conduct an investigation. Well, that sounds commendable, but what it
did is, it spread our resources so thin that we could not properly
address the more significant criminal activities.
As a result we developed what was called the quality versus
quantity approach.
We changed our investigative emphasis to prioritize investigations. And we created in 1975' three national priorities. At that
time that was organized crime, white collar crime, and foreign
counter-intelligence.
We continued in that vein until, I believe it was, 1978, when we
started to see the culmination of some of these efforts. The Unirac
was our largest labor racketeering case at the time. It went all the
way from Maine to New Orleans on the International Longshoremen's Association. Convicted a number of high level union officials,
and some high level La Cosa Nostra members, including Anthony
Scotto, who was both.
The success of this case, and the Brilab inve.stigation in which
Carlos Marcello was convicted of using labor pension and welfare
funds for the augmentation of organized crime activities, led us in
1979 and 1980 to reevaluate our investigative approach.
It was during this time that we developed the enterprise theory
of investigation. I would have to say that Professor Bob Blakey,
who I consulted with a number of times, gave a great deal of impetus.
He told us, in fact, we were not using the RICO statute appropriately and thoroughly. And he was right. And he gave us a great
deal of personal instruction in this regard.
We developed a strategy to use the enterprise theory. The New
York office was the first to take hold of that particular approach.
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Resulting from that was. the COmmission case, the Pizza Connection case, and a number of others.
Nineteen-eighty-two was a very significant year in our approach
to organized crime, because it was then that we had given to us the
concurrent jurisdiction over drugs in Title XXI, .and our relationship with DEA was established.
Nirieteen-eighty-two was also the time that. we undertook a
broad-based study of Oriental organized crime groups, because we
were starting to discern their emergence as a potential threat in
the future.
I should backtrack. In 1980 we undertook to broaden our organized crime program to include emerging groups: the outlaw motorcycle gangs; the Oriental organized crime groups; prison-spawned
gangs; and so forth.
.
In 1982 we emphasized the collection of intelligence on Oriental
orgt:mized crime groups.
In 1982, also, I think a very significant event occurred. In October of 1982, we had the Italian law enforcement agencies, the three
principal agencies, the Italian National Police, the Carabinieri, and
the Guardia di Finanza came to Quantico. They met with the FBI.
They met with DEA, the RCMP, and Australian Federal police.
At the working level, and I had the pleasure of chairing that
group, we devised a strategy between the four nations, at the law
enforcement level, to approach in particular the Italian organized
crime element.
We found many, many common elements, and common activities.
It was out of this particular conference, aJ1d a follow-up conference
in Ottawa, that we developed the strategy for Pizza I, and the eventual emergence of the Italian-American working group, which is
chaired by the Attorney General. and the Minister of the Interior.
Well, in 1985, of course, we had the commission case. We have
had a number of others, the Strawman-Argent cases and so forth
and so on.
The development of this strategy has been incremental. It has
been by trial and error. We have made mistakes. But I think we
are now on the right track, and I believe the documentation we
provided here, the cases that we have cited, the fact that we are
going after the root of the organization, its commercial, labor and
political apparatus, as well as the specific criminal elements of that
apparatus, I think show that the. evolution of this process has been
very significant, and has brought us to where w(~ are today.
And I would only add one thing. We know that the job is not
done. That this is simply the closing of the first chapter, and we
have a great deal more to do, against the LCN, against the Italian
groups, and against all the emerging groups that have been mentioned.
.
Thank you, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Revell, very much.
Mr. Daniels, before we get into questions-we will have questions
for all of you-I think it would be helpful if you would explain the
corporate structure of the LCN family and how these families as
depicted on the Subcommittee charts have changed, if at all, since
the days of the Valachi hearings.
Mr. DANIELS. Certainly, Senator.
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The corporate structure of the LCN has remained virtually unchanged before, during, and after the Valachi hearings. And each
LCN family, as you can see from the charts, has a boss who is the
head of the family; an underboss who is the second in command; a
consigliere, who is a veteran member who acts as an adviser to the
boss; and a capo, or capo-regime, who is a captain in the family
who is in charge of a group of soldiers, or button men, and they are
the rank and file members of the LCN.
And if you look at the Chicago family, you'll notice ~hat they use
the term, lieutenant. That is synonymous with the capo, and used
mostly in the Chicago family.
Senator NUNN. That is still fourth in line, is that right?
Mr. DANIELS. Yes, sir. 'rhen you have your associates-these are
nonmembers used by the LCN in their illegal activities.
And Senator, with your permission, to illustrate how this structure has remained unchanged, I would like to provide you with just
a sampling of those individuals identified by Joseph Valachi in
1963, and who are still active with the LCN today.
And I would like to accomplish this by comparing the charts prepared as a result of Valachi's testimony 25 years ago, and the
charts prepared concerning the structure of the various LCN families provided for this hearing.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, we would like to have that.
Mr. DANIELS. Start off with the Bonanno family, Philip Rastelli
was characterized by Joseph Valachi in 1963 as being a soldier in
the Bonanno LCN family. Philip Rastelli is now the boss of this
family.
.
Following the murder of Carmine Galante in 1979, Rastelli assumed control of the Bonanno LCN family. Rastelli currently is
housed in the Federal correctional institute in EI Reno, Oklahoma.
Moving on to the Buffalo family, Pasquale Natarelli was listed
on the Valachi charts as a capo in the Buffalo LCN family, and he
is currently a capo today. Natarelli was described in testimony
before United States Senate hearings held in October of 1963 as a
musc1emall with responsibilities over some of the gambling interests in Buffalo.
In 1967 he was convicted of Hobbes Act violations, and he served
9 years on a 16-year sentence.
Moving on to the Chicago family, or sometimes it's referred to as
the Chicago outfit, Joseph Ferriola was listed as a soldier in the
West Side of Chicago in the Chicago LCN family on the Valachi
charts. Ferriola supervised gambling and extortion matters. And
his ascent to the position of boss in 1987 was due to the conviction
and subsequent imprisonment of former boss Joseph Aiuppa and
underboss John Peter Cerone.
Also in the Chicago family, if you look at Anthony Accardo, he
was listed in the Valachi charts as a lieutenant on the West Side of
Chicago in the Chicago LCN family. Accardo was a former bodyguard for Al Capone, and he was the boss of the Chicago family as
well until 1957 when he voluntarily stepped aside to allow a more
aggressive Samuel Giancana to take control.
However, Accardo regained leadership in 1975 when Giancana
was sent to jail. Then in January of 1986, the conviction of four top
Chicago mobsters for directing the tax-free skimming of cash from
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Las Vegas casinos forced Accardo to return from retirement to supervise the activities of Chicago boss. Joseph Ferriola.
Accardo is now a consigliere in the Chicago family ...
In the Colombo family, if you will notice we have the Genovese
chart up there from 1963 from the Valachi he;:trings.Carmine John
Persico, Jr., was characterized in 1963 by Joseph Valachi as a Genovese LCN solider.
\
\
However, his future activities anli his affiliations with members
of the Colombo LCN family have substantiated his membership in
the Colombo LCN as opposed to the Genovese LCN family. And according to information presented at the 1983 Senate hearings, Carmine Persico was named boss of the Colombo LCN family in 1978.
He had served as interim head of the Colombo LCN since th~
shooting of then-boss Joseph Colombo in 1971 at the Italian-Ame:d~
can day rally in New York.
Police intelligence officials claim that Persico committed at least
a dozen murders during his rise to the position of boss in the Colombo family. On June 25th, 1985, Carmine Persico, Jr., was
charged with extortion and. murder in the commission case, an investigation which led to the indictment of the bosses of the five
New York families uncler the RICO statute.
He was convicted, subsequently sentenced to 100 years in prison
with no parole. He is currently incarcerated at the United States
penitentiary in Marion, Illinois.
Also in the Colombo family, the Colombo LCN family was known
as the Magliocco family at the time of the Valachi charts. And
John Franzese was identified by Valachi as a capo. In 1983 Franzese was considered the underboss of the Colombo family. He is
currently a capo in the Colombo La Cosa Nostra family.
.
Franzese has a long history of criminal. activities to include pornography, gambling, prostitution, murder, labor racketeering, bank
robbery and loan sharking. In March of 1967, Franzese was convicted of conspiracy to commit bank robbery, and was sentenced to two
consecutive terms of 25 years each in prison.
He was paroled in 1978, but his parole was revoked in 1982, and
again in. 1986. He is now in prison in a Federal correctional institute, Petersburg, Virginia, serving: an 8-year sentence for the 1986
parole violation.
.
. Moving on to the Gambino family, Joseph Armone was identified
on the Valachi charts as a soldier, or button man. And he is the
present underboss of the Gambino LeN family.
He became underboss in 1986, when Gambino boss John Gotti's
original choice, Frank DeCicco, was killed in a car bombing on
April 13th of 1986.
In 1965, he was convicted and sentenced to 15 years for importation of heroin as part of the notorious French Connection case.
In June 1986, he was indicted in the Eastern District of New
York for RICO violations. And in December of 1987, Armone was
con:victed of racketeering conspiracy involving extortion, bribery,
and illegal interstate travel to commit bribery; and was immediately remanded to the Metropolitan Correctional Center in New York.
The judge at sentencing labeled Armone as a high-ranking
career criminal, who started his illegal activities at an early age,
and, to date, has sh~wn no evidence that he could alter his life-
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style. And Judge Weinstein sentenced Armone to 15 years' custoc:.\y
each for RICO conspiracy; two counts of Hobbes Act extortion; brib,
ery; and 5 years for ITAR; time to rUn concurrent, and he was
fined a total of $820,000.
In the Genovese family-Senato:r' NUNN. Before you leave the Gambinofamily, would you
identify the person at the top of the Gambino chart in 1987?
Mr. DANIELS. John Gotti.
Senator NUNN. Yes, John Gotti. Now, was he on any of the
charts in 1963?
, Mr. DANIELS. I do not believe he was. I believe he was too young
at the time.
Senator NUNN. What was his age then?
Mr. REVELL. He was about 22 then, I think.
Mr. DANIELS. In the Genovese family, Vincent Louis Gigante was
characterized in 1963 as a soldier in the Genovese LCN family.
Vincent Gigante currently presides as boss of the Genovese LCN
family.
In 1983 Gigante was identified by the New York City Police Department at a hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee as a
capo in the Genovese La Cosa Nostra. Gigante reportedly became a
capo during the 1970s, and headed a crew which operated out of
the lower area. of Manhattan in New York.
In the early to mid-1980s, Gigante gained overall control of the
family, and began sharing power as an equal boss with Anthony
Salerno.
And since Salerno's conviction in 1986 on racketeering charges,
Gigante has progressed from an ~cting boss in the LeN to a very
powerful leader. -He continues to conduct illegal activities for the
Genovese family in such areas as loan sharking, illegal gambling,
narcotics, extortion, and labor racketeering.
Senator NUNN. Neither he nor Gotti has been convicted, is that
right?
Mr. DANIELS. That is correct, Senator.
In the Luchese family, Joseph di Palermo is listed on the Valachi
charts as a solider in the Luchese. family, and he is currently a
capo. In 1962, when Joseph Valachi was a prisoner in a Federal
penitentiary in Atlanta, among his fellow inmates were Di Palermo
and Vito Genovese.
De Palermo was convicted of a narcotics violation, and was sentenced to 7 years in prison. He was released in 1983.
Moving on the Trafficante family in Tampa, Florida, in 1963 Valachi characterized Francesco Diecidue as a soldier in the Trafficante family.
Now the elderly yet still active Dieddue was considered to be the
underboss of the 'I'rafficante family, based in Tampa, Florida, until
Trafficante's death from natural causes in March of 1987.
On November 16th, of 1976, Diecidue was convicted under the
RICO statute, with the predicate acts being murder and conspiracy.
And although he was sentenced to 20 years in prison, the decision
was revel:sed in 1979, and Diecidue was released. And he presently
resides in: Tampa, Florida.
One of the more interesting charts is the Tucson family. And if
you will note, we will put up the old Valachi-Bonanno family chart.
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Senator CHILES. You do not have a picture for the Tampa family?
Mr. DANIELS. No, sir, we suspect at this time that Diecidue is the
acting boss of the Trafficante family.
Joseph Bonanno, Sr., was the boss of the Bonanno organized
crime family in New York from 1931 until his retirement in 1968,
to Tucson, Arizona.
He was listed, as you could see, on the charts, the Valachi charts,
as the boss. On October 20th, 1964, one day before his scheduled
appearance before a grand jury, the boss of the Buffalo organized
crime family, Stephano Magaddino, who incidentally is Bonanno's
cousin, had Bonanno kidnapped and held him captive for a month
and a half in an attempt to resolve longstanding differences.
Following his release, Bonanno:voluntarily remained in hiding
until May 17, 1966, when he surrendered to a U.S. Judge in Manhattan following an unsuccessful attempt on his son Salvatore's
life.
Bonanno was charged with obstruction of justice fbr willfully
failing to appear before a grand jury on the day appointed.
Bonanno haG been in custody many times, including once in the
1930s when he was accused of running guns for Chicago gangster
Al Capone. Bonanno WaS not convicted on this charge, but he was
convicted in 1945 for violating the wage and hour act, and received
a total of a $450 fine.
On January 12, 1981, Bonanno was sentenced to 5 years in the
custody of the Attorney General of the United States and fined
$10,000 following his conviction for a conspiracy to obstruct justice.
And in November of 1986, Joseph Bonanno, Sr., was released
from the medical center for Federal prisoners in Springfield, Missouri, and he had been incarcerated there since September of 1985
for contempt of court.
.
Joseph Bonanno, Sr., is considered to be now the head of the organized crime family in Arizona.
And Senator, that completes the comparison of what was testified to by Mr. Valachi in 1963 regarding the identification of positions held by various members.
I understand we have a time problem. And I did have something
that would show you the evolution of a particular organized crime
family. I had selected the Philadelphia family. But I can submit
that to you for the record.
Senator NUNN. I think we ought to go ahead and do that. I think
we are just going to skip lunch today.
Mr. DANIELS. Okay. I think you will find this informative, and it
will show you the process by which a particular LCN family
evolved in and through the positions that we had stated earlier,
that we had gone through earlier.
As I mentioned, I selected the Philadelphia LON family. The
family was formed by Salvatore Sabella, who had been convicted of
murder in Sicily in 1905. He subsequently fled Italy, arriving in
Philadelphia in 1911.
This family engaged in the traditional criminal activities of extortion, gambling, loan sharking, bootlegging, and to a small
degree, some drug trafficking.
Their activities, however, were confined primarily to Italian
neighborhoods in Philadelphia, and to Southern New Jersey.
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The LCN family, this Philadelphia family's, presence was visible
in a major gang war that raged in Philadelphia from 1926 to 1928.
And Sabella, the head of the family, himself, was charged with killing two mobsters in 1929, although he was acquitted. He had to relinquish leadership of this family.
There was a series of bosses, then, from 1929 to 1958, but the
criminal activities and the status of this particular family remained constant through 1957 when the then-boss of the gang,
Joseph Ida, fled. to Italy due to pressure from law enforcement
brought on by his attendance at the infamous meeting of crime
bosses that Mr. Revell referred to earlier, the Apalachin meeting in
Apalachin, New York.
So enter the scene, Mr. Antonio Pollina, also known as Mr. Mig.
He succeeded Joe Ida. Now, Pollina felt challenged by a young capo
by the name of Angelo Bruno. He was an aggressive capo in the
family.
So Pollina approached Ignazio Denaro to kill Bruno. However,
Denaro was an old friend of Bruno's, and advised him of Pollina's
plan. And Bruno, who had developed a very close working relationship with the New York LCN families, leaders, including Carlo
Gambino, who was. the boss of bosses, went to the commission in
New York. And Bruno was given permission to kill Pollina and
assume the leadership of the family.
Well, instead of killing Pollina, Bruno merely took over the
family and demoted him. And this was kind of characteristic of
Bruno's approach. It indicates why he later became known as the
docile don. It indicates-Denaro's loyalty, incidentally, was rewarded when Bruno named him as underboss.
Now, under the leadership of Bruno, the Philadelphia LCN
family became the very model of a quiet, prosperous, and powerful
crime family. Bruno invested heavily in real estate, casinos in the.
Caribbean, and a host of legitimate businesses such as vending machines, liquor, food services, as well as automobile and trucking
firms.
Bruno did so well he soon became a member of the commission.
At the time Bruno became boss there were approximately 70 active
members, 58 in the Philadelphia area and 12 in northern New
Jersey. In addition to the underboss Denaro, Bruno named Giuseppe Rugnetta to the consigliere positio:t;l.
There were eight capos who carried out the day-to-day criminal
activities of the family. But Bruno had really no interest at this
time in expanding the membership, but he utilized many nonmember associates in his operation.
In other words, Senator, at this time in the Philadelphia family's
history, the books were closed, as they say.
Bruno's 22-year reign was remarkably free from violence, either
toward other members or to outside individuals. The leadership remained extremely stable, changing only as Ignazio Denaro was replaced by Philip Testa and Rugnetta by Antonio Rocco Caponigro.
That latter appointment was to prove a very, very deadly one for
Angelo Bruno. When we received information in 1978 that there
was a very serious split within the Bruno family, and that internal
warfare was likely. The Calabrian faction in the family, headed by
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C~ponigro, had become increasingly dissatisfied with Bruno's leadership. And their complaints were basically threefold.
They wanted to expand the size of the family. They wanted to
open up the books. They felt that Bruno was allowing other LCN
families, particularly the Gambinos, to expand their activities into
territories that should be exclusively Bruno's turf.
. And some of the members within the family wanted to expand
their illicit activities to include drug trafficking.
Well, in typical fashion, Bruno attempted to peacefully resolve
this problem, and as a conciliatory move, he named Caponigro as
consigliere to replace Regnata who had died of natural causes.
Well, rather than resolve this problem, Caponigro's elevation to
consigliere authorized him, gave him the authority, to go to the
commission directly with a grievance and seek permission to kill
Angelo Bruno.
Well, Caponigro had ambitions of becoming the boss. So he did go
to the commission with a request to assassinate Bruno. It is believed, however, that he was set up by one of the New York bosses
who wanted to eliminate Caponigro in order to take over his large
numbers operation.
But Caponigro was led to believe that he had the authority to
kill Bruno. And Angelo Bruno was shotgunned to death on March
21, 1980, as he sat in a car in front of his residence.
.
And within weeks Caponigro, his brother-in-law, Alfred Salerno,
capo John Simone, member Frank Sind one, and John Stanfa, who
was driving the car in which Bruno was murdered, were summoned to New York.
Retaliation for the unauthorized murder of fellow commission
member Bruno was swift and brutal. And shortly after the New
York meetings, all but Stanfa were murdered.
Bruno's underboss Philip Testa succeeded him and named Nicodemo Scarfo his underboss, and Frank Monte as consigliere.
Testa also opened the books, and he began making new members,
including his own son, Salvatore, and Scarfo's nephew, Philip Leonetti. The significance of this was, these individuals were still in
their 20s when they were made.
But unrest continued in this family. And some, including capo
Frank Narducci and former capo Peter Casella, thought they were
being treated unfairly.
So Casella recruited two individuals, Rocko Marinucci and Ted
DePretoro, to kill Testa. And on March l8, 1981, they succeeded in
detonating a bomb on Testa's front porch as he was returning
home, and Testa was killed.
Casella fled to Florida and died of natural causes, while Narducci
and Marinucci were murdered. DePretoro became a cooperating
witness out of fear for his life. After Testa was killed, the commission approved Nicodemo Scarfo as a new boss, and he in turn
named Salvatore Merlino underboss and Nicholas Piccolo, consigliere.
If you look at the Philadelphia chart, you will see basically that
is where we are today.
Under Scarfo's leadership, the family changed radically. He characterized himself, in contrast to Angelo Bruno, by stating: Bruno
was a racketeer; I am a gangster. Under Scarfo's leadership, scores
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of new members were initiated, as I mentioned, many of them still
in their 20s. And young Turks such as Sal Testa and Scarfo's
nephew, Philip Leonetti, rose to positions of influence with little or .
no experience.
And Sal Testa rose quickly because of his close association with
Scarfo. He, too, was subsequently murdered.
In 1987 Scarfo was convicted for attempting to extort $1 million
from a Philadelphia developer with the cooperation of Philadelphia
councilman Leland Beloff.
Scarfo ,is currently serving a 15-year sentence as a result of that
conviction. He is also on trial for the murder of Salvatore Testa.
And later this year he will be tried, along with the entire hierarchy of the family, under the RICO statute, involving predicate offenses of murder and extortion.
Former capo Thomas Del Giorno, and former soldier Nicholas
Caramandi, will testify for the government at that trial.
Thank you, sir. .
.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Daniels.
Do you want to go through any more of these charts right noW?
Mr. DANIELS. No, sir.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Daniels, if I could ask you one follow-up
question before you complete your testimony, we have heard the
LCN is changing, that we have a new breed of soldier: greedier,
higher profile, more undisciplined, more prone to violence. Do you
agree with that? And do you believe we have a standard operating
procedure that is consistent with the past, or do you think we are
entering into a new period?
Mr. DANIELS. I think the new breed of soldiers, Senator, is younger and more aggressive than in the past. However, because of their
youth, they do not really have the old established lines of communication within the family, or with other LCN families, as the
older, more experienced breed had. This inexperience makes the
new breed mOl'e visible and, therefore, more vulnerable to prosecution.
We have seen, however, more involvement by the new and
younger breed. They are more willing to become involved in drug
trafficking. Obviously, through death, incarceration or retirement
of the older members, we have to consider this new breed as a
major factor in the future.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
We will go to questions for all of our panel now.
Judge Sessions, I notice on page 6 of your statement you state,
liThe resulting intelligence not only identified the probable coconspirators responsible for the Hoffa disappearance, but identified
LCN influence and domination of some major international labor
unions and numerous locals throughout the country."
On the question of the Hoffa disappearance, has the FBI established the reason for it? And have you established the conspirator
or conspirators in that?
.
Judge SESSIONS. Senator, I am informed that there are a number
of possible identifications of p.eople involved in that, and the reasons generally for it being, as I understand it, that there was an
expression shortly before his death that he intended to purge the
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organized crime families from the union activities in the Teamsters. But that is the information I have, sir.
Senator NUNN. Are we likely to get indictments in that area at
some point?
Judge SESSIONS. I would not be prepared to comment on that. I
will investigate that and do it for the record for you, sir.
Mr. REVELL. The individuals that we believe are responsible are,
I believe already incarcerated, but for other charges. It is doubtful
at this point that we will ever have sufficient evidence to bring
them to· trial. But as I said, they have been convicted on other
crimes.
Senator NUNN. In other words, you believe you have information
that gives you sound reason. to conclude that you have identified
the perpetrators, but not sufficient h~formation to bring indictments and criminal prosecution?
Mr. REVELL. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. Judge, in your statement, you mention that you
believe that by building on recent successes the LCN can be eliminated as a criminal threat to the marketplace. Let me just go
through some of these field reports, because you are talking about
future tense, and some of these are talking about present tense.
Judge SESSIONS. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. I think that we ought to make it very clear as to
where we are now in contrast to where you hope we will go.
These are the FBI field summaries which have been submitted
for the record this morning.
In Chicago, Illinois, "There have been many successful prosecutions involving LCN members. Prosecutions like those brought in
Kansas City, New York and Chicago have caused the imprisonment
of high-level LCN members. These investigations had a tremendous
impact on the hierarchy of the Chicago LCN but had little effect on
LCN-related criminal activity. This was due to the fact that the
LCN was left with its assets and its structure intact. Therefore,
other LCN members were simply promoted to replace those who
have been incarcerated."
The field office from Detroit, Michigan: "Criminal prosecutions
of the LCN in Detroit during the past 10 years have had little
impact on their overall activity."
Kansas City, Missouri: "During the past 10 years, the impact of
criminal prosecution on the activities of the LCN in Kansas City
has remained relatively unchanged. Although significant statistical
accomplishments and high-impact achievements have occurred resulting in these convictions in Kansas City of LCN bosses and
members, it is the opinion of Kansas City the beat goes on. Replacement personnel have filled the .vacuum left by conviction, and
the criminal enterprise continues."
Los Angeles, California: "These prosecutions have caused a decrease in the overall criminal activity of the Los Angeles LCN
family. However, these prosecutions had no impact on the LCN
members from other LCN families who have relocated to the Los
Angeles area. The criminal activity of those groups is believed to
have remained constant."
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Miami, Florida: "During the past 10 years, the activity of the
LCN in Miami does not appear to have diminished in spite of the
criminal prosecutions that have taken place."
Newark, New Jersey: {'Despite the significant criminal prosecutions of various members of the Genovese LCN family in New
Jersey over the past 10 years, the influence of the Genovese family
has at worst remained stable. The Genovese LCN family has a
huge operation in New Jersey, and its structure has essentially remained intact despite the removal through prosecution of many
significant members and associates. Also during the same time
period, criminal prosecutions of organized crime have impacted on
the Decavalcante LCN family to such a minimal degree that their
overall activity has remained unchanged and may even have increased."
So these reports suggest that we have a long, long way to go.
Now, how do you reconcile your, I would say, relatively upbeat
statement with these statements from the field offices of the FBI
that indicate that we still have major, major problems?
Judge SESSIONS. What you have read from are FBI summaries
which would indicate to you the FBI does not play games with
itself. It takes that information, tries to truly evaluate it very carefully, and decide whether or not it is having an effective pursuit of
investigative and enforcement technique or not. Mr. Revell referred to that evolving procedure that allows us to perfect what
could not be done before.
For instance, the transition under the RICO statutes to effectively go after single enterprises was an evolving technique. My own
observation of it leads me to believe that because we have now
evolved in December of 1987 with our new organized crime national strategy, we will be able to, by consolidating our gathering of information, by our acting on that information as it relates to individual families, by dealing with it in a national strategy, be able to
do through that strategy what has been done before in connection
with the enterprise theory. That is, to expand the enterprise theory
to actually encompass a national scope.
The work towards that or the plan for that was very carefully
delineated to our SAC's. We are proceeding with very definite objectives in that area; and I believe if history can be repeated in connection with the enterprise theory, that on a national scope, we
have hope and expectation of being able to make tremendous inroads into the LCN.
Now, all morning long we have been talking about the progression of family members up through the ranks through various
causes and to effectuate various opportunities the LCN saw. It
seems to me that in any structure it is impossible to actually stop
that. It is the natural evolution of any organization. But I believe
by our effective taking out of the top and pursuing the top on a
national basis, we have a hope to be able to do that.
I would say this: It is the last or the latest in our evolving ability
to be able to deal with La Cosa Nostra.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Judge Sessions.
Senator Roth?
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Let me follow up with a question on exactly· how RICO works.
Now, as I understand, :what you try to show is a cl'iminal enterprise.
Judge SESSIONS. That is correct.
Senator ROTH. Once you show that there is a criminal enterprise,
to what extent can you be successful in prosecuting the members?
We have these organizational charts. You show that there is a
criminal syndicate. Can you prosecute, say, a soldier who has taken
the vow of silence by merely showing that he is a member of that
criminal enterprise, or does something more have to be shown?
Judge SESSIONS. If, in fact, you have the predicate violations that
have been committed by that organization, you can take virtually
any level of the organization. But the intent is generally to deal
with the leaders who are actually driving that enterprise. So, generally, it is at an upper level. But either Mr. Revell or Mr. Daniels
could expand upon that for you in particular cases, Senator.
Senator ROTH. Let me just emphasize one pojnt, because as you
talked about this upward mobility-as I said, it sounds like a corporate chart. Why isn't it worthwhile to try to prosecute the soldiers?
Because it seems to me that from time to time we have been pretty
successful in indicting and convicting key members. But what we
really want to do is destroy the syndicate or enterprise itself. So
why wouldn't it be desirable to try to get everybody, from the soldiers on up.
Judge SESSIONS. Let me answer in part generically. I think, of
course, the gathering of intelligence and the building of an intelligence base-that is, identification of the people and the crimes in
which they are involved as single criminal acts-is very important.
And their association with the enterprise is very important. But
many times, as Mr. Daniels indicated, there are many buttons;
there are many soldiers. It is hard to precisely identify those who
will rise to the top.
At the same time, they are available, and they are being prosecuted singly for criminal acts. But the RICO statute is designed to
comprehensively deal wi.th the enterprise. As Mr. Revell indicated,
Professor Blakey said we are not taking and making the maximum
use of what has been given to us.
So I would say that, again, we are looking at top levels, but there
is no reason to exclude any person at any level.
Senator ROTH. I did not mean to interrupt you.
Mr. REVELL. I just want to say, Senator, that we indeed do want
to prosecute all of the members of the conspiracy. But many times
we will forego the prosecution. for a period of time, unless there are
violent acts involved, in order to build the entire case against the
enterprise'. We can have a number of predicate acts against individual members, and we will weave those into the overall conspiracy
under the RICO statute and prosecute the entire enterprise.
I think the best example of that is the recent prosecution of the
Colombo family in New York where we brought in the entire
~ement workers union and so forth and went after several layers of
the Colombo family and several layers of the various unions and
associated businesses, where they were, in fact, controlling an
entire industry in that particular geographic region.

>'
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Senator ROTH. One further question in this area, and then I want
to move to another. You talked about the Commission, which, as I
understand, is normally made up of the bosses of the various families.
Now, if you show that the Commission is a criminal syndicate,
would that be adequate proof to indict all the various families nationwide?
Mr. REVELL. We convicted the members of the Commission itself
and several of their ranking lieutenants. But we always have to
show specific crimes for individuals. Unlike Italian law, we cannot
convict them for simply belonging to a prohibited organization. We
have to be able to tie specific criminal acts to each individual,
either through conspiracy or the overt commission of those acts.
Senator ROTH. Let me ask this then: Should the law be modified
so that if you show a person is a member of a particular family,
has taken the vow of silence, and that the organization is involved
in crime, that would be sufficient to charge that person, or do you
see problems there?
Mr. REVELL. I think that is fraught with peril.
Senator ROTH. Fraught with peril.
Mr. REVELL. Yes, sir.
Senator ROTH. Let me ask you this question, Judge Sessions: As
you well know, the American people are particularly concerned
about criminal activity involving drugs. To what extent is the traditional LCN involved in this kind of activity? Can you quantify to
what extent it is involved in drugs? Organized crime is said to be a
$100 billion business. Is it all drugs-as I understand, mainly
heroin?
The second part of my question is: To what extent are these
other emerging criminal organizations-the Japanese, the Chinese
or motorcycle gangs-a major factor in drug dealing?
Judge SESSIONS. Let me speak to it generically and then ask
either Mr. Revell or Mr. Daniels to speak to it specifically about
that involvement.
You know that in 1982 the Bureau was given, for the first time,
Title 21 jurisdiction, and the experiences that we had in connection
with that have brought us to the point in 1987, shortly before I
became Director, where the drug war was given a priority status.
When that happened, it meant that it called upon even greater resources than we had to deal with that.
The reason that it became a priority was the recognition, on
review of the summaries and on review of the involvement of the
families, that virtually everything we tied into in the organized
crime area began to involve drugs. And so we began to find that
the organized crime effort and the drug effort had to be tied together, and were, of course, intertwined almost inextricably.
What happened prompted the separation of the drug effort into a
separate section. So we have an organized crime effort and a drug
effort, but both in the Criminal Investigative Division.
Now, as to the involvement of other groups-that is, non-LCNthere is no question at all that they are invading heavily and continually the drug scene. As to the intertwining of LCN and the use
of other organized crime efforts non-LCN, I would ask for either
Mr. Daniels or Mr. Revell to talk specifically about that.
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Senator ROTH. Very good. Mr. Revell?
Mr. REVELL. The LCN has had individual members for many,
many years that have engaged in drug trafficking. Certain families
have had prohibitions against drug trafficking not b~cause of any
sort of moralistic approach, but simply because they -thought it
brought too much heat to the family. But even with those families,
individual members were, in fact, trafficking in heroin.
The heroin brought in by the LCN and the Italian Siciliilll Mafia
generally would run about 1/3 of the total volume in the United
States, with the other 2/3 being Mexican heroin primarily into the
southwestern part and the West Coast, and then also the Chinese
Triads and their' distribution networks particularly in the major
cities.
Both the Pizza I and Pizza II cases, as well as associated DEA
cases, have shown that there is substantial volume to this activity.
I believe Pizza I tracked about a billion-and-a-half dollars worth of
imports of heroin, and even more probably in the totality of the
Pizza II Connection.
These particular cases will not put the Italian organized crime
groups, nor the LCN, out of business. It will cause a tremendous
disruption in their activity. But we have also seen individual members connected with outlaw motorcycle gangs in the distribution of
methamphetamine. We have seen particularly the Philadelphia
family involved with distribution of methadone. We have seen now
the exchange of heroin for cocaine.
So these organizations are in business for profit. rrhey are going
to turn to wherever the profit is the gTeatest in order' to get a
return on their investment. We should not in any way believe that
there is any sort of philosophical prohibition against their involving themselves in any of these activities.
Senator ROTH. What kind of cooperation are we getting from foreign governments? You not only have the problem with Sicily, but
with the Chinese and the Japanese as well.
Mr. REVELL. l'he Italian Government has been exemplary in
their cooperation. From 1982 forward, when we started this joint
relationship, it has just been phenomenally outstanding. We could
not have had either our cases or the Maxi trial in Palermo without
this case-specific exchange of official type cooperation.
We get a great deal of cooperation out of Hong Kong in dealing
with the Chinese Triads. We get a great jeal of cooperation, particularly DEA does, out of Thailand. I think you are all aware of
the problems we have in South America with the governments that
even want to cooperate having an inability to cooperate. The Colombian cartel, the Medellin cartel, is probably the most powerful
drug trafficking group in the world today. Frankly, the Government of Colombia has a difficult time in dealing with it.
'There are other areas of the world where cooperation is not as
extensive, and where, in fact, various levels of Government up to
the leadership have been corrupted by the drug traffickers.
Senator ROTH. Let me go to another area. There are some who
indicate that the capability of the LCN to dominate certain unions
is fundamental to their success, that the skimming off of funds
from various programs is basic to their growth and success. Judge
Sessions or your colleagues, would you care to comment on that?
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Judge SESSIONS. I believe that you are absolutely correct, Sena~
tor. That is a prime area where, along with corruption, the LCN is
able to spread its tentacles throughout the United States, and
through the workings of and domination of the leadership of the
unions is able to do that in ,those specific instances where it is in~
volved.
I will ask either Mr. Revell or Mr. Daniels to comment on specifics, if you would like to hear those.
Se~ator ROTH. Yes.
Mr. REVELL. Four national llnions are substantially dominated by
organized crime. Obviously, the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, which has been well documented, the Hotel and Restaurant Workers Union, the International Longshoremen's Association, and the International Laborers' Union have a significant
degree of organized crime involvement and, in some instances, specific domination of their leadership activities.
That makes available their pension funds, their health and welfare funds, contract relationships, all for corrupting activities. It is
in that area that I think that the LCN is sustaining itself even
above and beyond its gambling. and drug trafficking; ,
Senator ROTH. We had, as you know, extensive hearings on the
Teamsters under Chairman Nunn many years ago, and of the hotel
workers when I was Chairman. But are you saying you do not
think any real progress has been made in ridding those representatives of workers of domination by organized crime?
Mr. REVELL. No, sir. I think we are making progress. I think the
trusteeship of Teamsters Local 560 in New Jersey, I think the
movement by the Government to use the civil aspects of RICO to
prohibit involvement by organized crime figures in labot union activities is an outgrowth of our specific criminal information. And I
believe that the Government has to sustain that over a long period
of time.
It took 30 to 40 years for the LCN to infiltrate and come to dominate these unions. Now, we do not have 30 to 40 years to remove
them, but it is going to take some little period of time to, in fact,
bring these cases and to prohibit these individuals from further
control of these unions. But that is under way.
Judge SESSIONS. The use of the trustee provisions in· those cases
is significant as well because it means the union will be able to
carry on its business without the effect of that leadership being iri
place. Now, I think that is significant use of a statutory capability.
Senator ROTH. My last' question for this round is that we often
hear that organized crime families continue to be run from the
prisons; that you can incarcerate a boss but it does not prevent him
from effectively still directing his family's activities.
Is this true? And if so, why? What can be done to prevent this
from occurring in the future?
Judge SESSIONS. I could not comment as to whether it is absolutely true. Either Mr. Revell or Mr. Daniels may be able to. But I
would say this, Senator: As we all well know, the fact that LCN
members are incarcerated, they do not give up their right to communicate. And, of course, it is very difficult to be able to inhibit
that particular communication capability. So as ingenious as an
LeN member might be if incarcerated, or a drug dealer' might be if
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incarcerated, to be able to find the investigative techniques that
will meet that and be able to get the intelligence and the information to be able to stop it is not easy. But I would say that it is one
of those things that you need to always pursue, because we know
that the prison wall does not necessarily stop the ability or inhibit
the ability of a leader to continue his activities.
Senator ROTH. My time is up.
Senator GLENN [presiding]. Thank you, Senator Roth.
I am concerned about what we can do at this end of the avenue
to help this whole process along. On page 24 of your testimony, you
indicated some areas where you felt legislation was needed. You
talked about how we need a conspiracy provision in Taft-Hartley;
you indicated some changes were needed in U.S. Code Title 18; you
indicated we need a civil forfeiture process under RICO; and
changes in other laws, including the Controlled Substance Act,
child protection laws and Money Laundering Controls Act.
Is that a complete list or do you have a wish list that you would
like to see us work on at this end of the avenue? This is something
we need to do here' to help you in your efforts. And before you
reply, if there is not such a list, I would request that such a list be
formulated and sent to the Committee so we can take some action
oo~
.
Judge SESSIONS. Senator, I am grateful, because there is not in
existence a wish list, but there are a lot of wishes. And you have
gotten some of those. I might enumerate them for you, and then
with the right to edit for the record and send specifically to you, I
would add all those.
You had indicated that you were aware of our request for conspiracy provisions to be added to Title 29, United States Code, Section 186 concerning the conspiracy provisions for the Taft-Hartley
Act. To be able to add in those conspiracy provisions might be extremely helpful.
You mentioned the forfeiture provisions as to civil RICO; that is,
being able to add to the criminal statute similar provisions that
would allow us, without having to wait for the conviction and the
finality of that trial, to be able to attack assets. That could be extremely helpful.
We talked specifically, and you mentioned just now, the amendment of Section 1952 of Title 18, United States Code, to be able to
attack moneys that are coming into the United States from outside
activity and being invested in the United States in legitimate or
other activities in the United States. In other words, to be able to
deal with incoming money in a fashion that was compatible with
what would happen in the United States with that same kind of
money, that same kind of activity.
Additionally, we have talked about-and I will carefully try to
delineate it-in connection with our need to gain information that
flows from the grand jury process. You know now that under a
judge's signature, at the time that information is developed before
a grand jury, the United States attorney is enabled, if he chooses
to, to disseminate information to other law enforcement agencies
that are appropriate under that circumstance. Now, if, in fact, we
had that capability without, for instance, the necessity of pursuing
a permission by a court, it might be very helpful.
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We are looking at the possibility of the suggestion to amend Title
28, Section 524(c) of the United States Code, to permit the use of
the proceeds of forfeited property to support our automation initiatives. We talked about that; we know we have tremendous needs.
We know so much of what we do needs to have a common and
strong intelligence base, and to fund our automation processes is a
very expensive process, as I am sure you are well aware. So that is
a possibility.
We looked at the possible need to be able to have legislative assistance to allow us to lease space without disclosing the Government's involvement in a particular case. That is, again, a very sensitive area, and yet many times we are caught waiting in our need
to be able to have an investigative technique applied through the
use of leased space that might give us proximity to particular activU~

.

We have talked about the necessity of being allowed to issue appropriate administrative summons so that we would be able, without going through the grand jury processes, by the issuance of summons to gain material before otherwise we could get hold of it.
That, again, is a very sensitive area. But I would like to discuss the
possibility of that with you.
Senator GLENN. Good. And if you can, give us a complete and detailed list. We will not have time this morning to go into a lot of
questions on details of specific legislative proposals other than just
as you have enumerated these. But if you can give us a paper on
that, I would appreciate it very much and I am sure the Subcommittee would find it valuable. We could perhaps propose some of
the legislative items that you think would be of help.
Judge SESSIONS. Thank you, Senator. I would look forward to
that opportunity to do exactly that, sir.
Senator GLENN. Just following up on that a little bit, though, you
mentioned the ability of the U.S. attorn~ys to do certain things and
to release certain information there. Does the new directive from
the Attorney General downgrading the independence of the OCR
strike forces give you any difficulty? Because Mr. Meese is giving
more authority to U.S. attorneys. He is cutting back on the autonomy and power of the strike forces, as I read his directive. He is
cutting back on some of the authority to conduct this under a more
centralized umbrella-under the Organized Crime Strike Force
chief, and Mr. Meese is giving some of that authority back to the
individual U.S. attorneys.
Is that a good move, in your estimate, or not?
Judge SESSIONS. Senator, you know I come from a background of
having been a United States attorney, and I have great faith in
their abilities to properly pursue those things. I do not view the
FBI as being impaired in its ability to carry out its investigative
function. I would say this: In connection with the 6(e) comment I
had a moment ago, all United States attorneys approach things differently, even though there are guidelines from the Department of
Justice. Some move more quickly than others. Where there are organized crime and drug enforcement task forces, we have found
that there is significant contribution by the United States attorney
in that leadership, and that all of the agencies that are involved in
those task forces are very vital and very involved.
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So I really do not see an impairment to the FBI's mission by that
move. Either Mr. Revell or Mr. Daniels may have specific instances
they know of where there is impairment, but I see none.
Mr. REVELL. Senator, if I might comment just a second, the
Criminal Division will maintain oversight over the use of the strike
forces, and we have appeal to the Criminal :qivision of the Department on any individual decisions by U.S. attorneys that we think
might be either inappropriate or not sufficient to meet our needs.
So what this attempt was was to have better coordination between the U.S. attorneys, who are more and more involved in the
prosecution of organized crime and the strike forces, to malce sure
that there is an adequate degree of cooperation and coordination.
If it works that way, I think we will be better off. If it does not,
we will probably have to revisit it.
Senator GLENN. Well, okay. I do not disagree with the need for
adequate coordination, but I think the reason we set up the centralized organized crime strike force some years ago was because
we did not have sufficient organized crime prosecution at the local
level. Such prosecutions have worked, and it has been improved
when specific problems are confronted and overcome. Now, there is
a reversal of this policy. And we are going to send all that authority back to the U.S. attorneys.
Maybe the situation has changed. Maybe that is what we need to
do. But we set up the centralized organized crime section because
there was a need to set it up. Now, we are disassembling that, and
we are sending it back to the way it was before. The U.S. attorneys
will be in charge of personnel evaluations of strike force attorneys.
I think we are going to have to look pretty carefully at that and
watch how it works.
Mr. REVELL. It is not being disassembled. The strike forces will
remain in place. They will be still staffed by career attorneys.
What they do have to do is coordinate th~ir activities under the
overall leadership of the local U.S. attorney. But, again, we have a
means to essentially remedy any particular problems in that process. So I think that there is built into it a better coordination, and
if we do not see the intervention of unforeseen consequences, it
should work all right.
Judge SESSIONS. Senator, ifI might comment further.
Senator GLENN. Yes.
.
Judge SESSIONS. It is obvious, and we all know, that the end product from the organized crime drug enforcement task force, or from
any investigation by the Bureau, its end product is in prosecution
in a court. And, of course, the United States Attorney's Office is
the vehicle by which that is done.
So I presume that the direction of the Attorney General to do
that-that is, to bring back under the leadership of the United
States attorney-was designed to be sure that the end product that
we brought to the United States attorney for prosecution, both
from the task force and otherwise, was the kind of product that
would result in a successful prosecution.
Senator GLENN. Okay. Let's turn to whether you have the resources to do the job. You mentioned on page 15 of your testimony
and also on page 22, you allude to "if you had the resources"-I do
not have the exact language here, but you indicate that you per-
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haps might need additional help. I would ask on your budget request, have you received the funding you wanted on your budget
request? If not, why not?
Judge SESSIONS. If I could go to the 1990 budget proposal, you
know, Senator, that I have alluded to the fact that we now have
and have in place a national organized crime strategy, In order to
be able to do that, it will require in the 1990 budget that we come
forward with substantial resources.
Senator GLENN. How about in past budgets here in the past
couple of years? Have you received what you asked for?
Judge SESSIONS. We have received in the budget process not precisely what we asked for, but you know that we are asking for additional support personnel this year. We did not ask for, before the
Congress now, additional resources on agent strength. But we will
be coming forward with that in 1990 under the national drug-Senator GLENN. How much were you cut back in the last couple
of years' budget from what you asked for, from what your original
request was?
Judge SESSIONS. The original request that came forward is less
than·-and I could give you the specifics, Senator. I cannot do it
right novl, but I will give it to you for the record. You know that
when we came on line in 1982 with the Title 21 jurisdiction and the
OCDETF, the Organized Crime and Drug Enforcement Task
Forces, were built, we manned that and gave agent years to that,
some 400 agent years to it out of our own resources. Thereafter,
after several years, that was funded to the extent of and staffed,
with 400 plus agents.
We still commit to the drug involvement over a thousand agent
years. That came out of the Organized Crime in large measure. We
scrape for them wherever we can find them. So in the last several
years, we have cut back.
Senator GLENN. My time is up here. I only have 10 minutes here.
Judge SESSIONS. I did not mean to be verbose.
Senator GLENN. But I would like to know, do you feel you have
the money to do the job? You are sort of running around my question here a little bit, with all due respect.
I want to know whether you have the money to do the job or not,
and do you need more cash to do it?
Judge SESSIONS. We will need more cash to do it, and we will
need more people to do it.
.
Senator GLENN. How much of an increase do you need? A
fourth? A third?
Judge SESSIONS. We are looking at approximately 25 percent in
terms of in the 1990 budget. That is correct, sir.
Senator GLENN. Nineteen-ninety budget. How about this year?
Are you funded this year a third under what you feel your optimum would be, or a half, or a quarter, or what?
Judge SESSIONS. Senator, you are, of course, extremely familiar
with the budget process, and you know that we came forth through
the Department of Justice with our budget request. If I had my
wish list, and if I were to be able to undertake the implementation
of the national organized crime strategy now, it would req~ire additional people and additional funding. That is correct.
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Senator GLENN. Well, I am trying to work at this end of the
avenue to get you some help, and I am not getting an answer as to
how much you need here.
Judge SESSIONS. Well, let me talk in terms of what we anticipate
in 1~90, because the 1990 estimate was, in fact, based upon the national organized crime strategy: 222 agents and 110 support staff.
That is what we anticipate will be required to enable us to do that.
That is approximately a 25 percent increase, sir.
Senator GLENN. Okay. Thank you. My time is up.
Judge SESSIONS. I appreciate your interest in that.
Senator GLENN. Senator Chiles?
Senator CHILES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Judge, I want to congratulate you and the Bureau for the great
success you have had in the Pizza Connections I and II. They certainly were major successes.
Who, in your view, has control of the cocaine enterprise in the
United States today? Do organized crime groups have the greatest
percentage? If not, is it the Colombian and Cuban cartels? How
does that break down?
Judge SESSIONS. As you well know, they come from the sources in
South America, by and large. Those are the Colombian, the Mexican, and the Cuban cartels, that is correct.
Again, Mr. Revell may be able to expand upon that, but that is
my understanding.
Mr. REVELL. We have identified in excess of 100 Colombia organizations involved in the primary importation and distribution of cocaine. The Medellin cartel, that group that is most notorious, generally is involved in the primary supplying of cocaine to each of
these organizations. In the United States, the Colombians provide
cocaine to a number of other organizations which then distribute it
throughout the United States and down to the local level.
I do not believe there is any intelligence that we hold or that
anyone else, including DEA, holds that there is anyone individual
in charge of this importation and distribution. It is a multi-faceted
and mUlti-organizational operation.
Senator CHILES. What influence has the increased presence of the
Jamaican posses and the Haitian crack syndicates had on control
of drugs in the United States?
Mr. REVELL. The Haitians are becoming primary distributors of
qrack.They have come into the United States, most ~f them, with
significant criminal records. They are extremely violent. They have
an organizational apparatus. They call themselves posses. Ma:o.y of
them have been involved in drug production and distribution in Jamaica before they came h.~re.
They are a significant emerging factor. They certainly do not
control the importation and distribution of cocaine into the United
States, but they are a significant factor in its distribution, particularly in the form of crack.
Senator CHILES. You mentioned the large number of murders associated with these groups. Are they instigated from within or
without?
Mr. REVELL. They are primarily over turf, over who will control
distribution in a particular area and/or individual disputes over
particular deals or operations.
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Senator CHILES. Well, as you know, these people are aliens to
start with. In addition to that, many of them are, as you said, very
violent people, and many of them have been convicted of felonies
here or have previous convictions in their countries. I do not know
that I heard you list it, Judge, but would it be helpful if we had
laws dealing with alien felons as opposed to just aliens? We could
then direct a swifter process from INS, whether we want to deport
these people, or whether we want to sentence them first and then
deport them, but to deal with them on a different basis than a typical alien?
What I find in my State is that these people, many Haitians or
Jamaicans, travel from Tampa to Orlando. They have many
aliases. They make bond, and they walk. INS is trying to keep
track of them. But we are now treating them like all of the other
aliens in this country.
Do we need some legislation in that regard?
Judge SESSIONS. Senator, I think you are perceptive. I know that
it is an extremely delicate process because America opens its arms
to people who come to our shores, and we know that. At the same
time, where there is a felony conviction, and the process that is
taken under that one is so belabored and so long and so time-consumit,g and so long to be effective, I think that kind of legislation,
carefully balanced, would be a tremendous help to law enforcement.
It is a very delicate area because we know that we want to be
sure that due process is afforded in .all those instances. And it is
hard to do that.
Senator CHILES. Well, I have introduced a series of bills, five or
six, in that regard, dealing with how we deport them, how we deal
with them. And we are going to hold a hearing; I think the Judiciary Committee has finally agreed to a hearing this Thursday. I
would like to have you all look at that legislation, and I would like
.to have any comments that you may have.
Judge SESSIONS. Thank you, sir. I appreciate that. Do you have
the number of it there, or can you furnish that for me, sir?
Senator CHILES. They are S. 962 through S. 966. Five bills, I
think.
Judge SESSIONS. Thank you, sir.
Senator CHILES. I wanted to ask you, it seems like in the recent
case that you had that there was a bartering of cocaine for heroin.
My understanding is now that some of the cocaine that is going to
Europe is transported through this country.
Would you say we have reached a point where we almost need to
declare ourselves a transit country, a definition that the State Departtnent now uses or that we use in looking at other countries as
to whether there is major transit of drugs through them? For cocaine, are we a transit country?
Judge SESSIONS. Senator, I was not familiar and am not familiar
with that definition of the State Department, but I will say this:
We know that the Sicilian Mafia, in connection with that particular case, was bartering heroin for cocaine that came from South
American sources through the United States. But that was the Sicilian Mafia.
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Senator CHILES. We have not tried to put a pound or a kilo definition on "transit country." But I think it says significant volume
of narcotic substances. We are now looking at Whether Haiti and
Honduras should be considered transit countries.
Judge SESSIONS. Mr. Daniels may be able to speak more directly
and effectively to that, sir.
Senator CHILES. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. We are, in my opinion, becoming a transshipment
country only because of the reason that the cost of cocaine in the
United States has dropped considerably in the last 3 or 4 years.
You can probably purchase a kilo of cocaine retail for approximately $20,000, wholesale much cheaper on the streets 'of Miami.
Senator CHILES. Much cheaper, right?
-Mr. DANIELS. Yes. We are talking maybe $8,000 or $9,000 wholesale.
.
In Europe, of course, the price of cocaine is still selling for
$50,000 to $55,000 a kilo. So, consequently, it stands to reason that
the market is much better in Europe than it is here for the Colombian traffickers.
'
Senator CHILES. Well, what kind of conhections do the Colombians' Medellin cartel have with the LCN? Is it a formal tie?
Mr. REVELL. These are ad hoc relationships that develop on the
basis of mutual needs, the need to distribute the supply and the
need to have additional drugs in the inventory. So these relationships generally are through introductions by mutual criminal associates. They develop very gingerly over a period of time; and then
once they are connected, they operate rather extensively.
Senator CHILES. Knowing of your intelligence and work that you
have done on the major LCN and organized crime, what kind of intelligence do you have on the syndicates led by the alien felons? I
am talking about now primarily the Haitian and Jamaican networks. Can you identify those people, the bosses?
Mr. REVELL. The greatest amount of work in that area has been
done by some local police departments, including Kansas City,
Chief Joyner, and by ATF. We have instituted on the basis of more
recent information-Senator CHILES. The Orlando Police Department.
Mr. REVELL. Orlando Police Department. There are a number of
police departments around the country who have done an excellent
job in identifying the activities of those Jamaican posses, and the
ATF, because of their involvement particularly in automatic weapons, has done a great deal of intelligence collection.
We have started that process on a nationwide basis, but we are
not as advanced at this point as I would like to tell you that we
could be.
Judge SESSIONS. Senator, in that regard, you know, of course,
DEA has international drug trafficking information, and Mr. Lawn
of the Drug Enforcement Administration might well be able to provide that information for you.
Senator CHILES. Yes. Judge, in the strategy that you are talking
about, that you are hoping to begin to implement in the 1990's
when you are seeking this additional funding-Judge SESSIONS. We are now implementing it.
Senator CHILES. You are now implementing it?
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Judge SESSIONS. Yes, sir.
Senator CHILES. All right. How do you include in that strategy
the attack on these crack and cocaine posses and movements that
are coming in primarily through South and Latin America?
Judge SESSIONS. Of course, the national drug strategy deals with
that. I also indicated to you that along with the organized crime
national fltrategy, Mr. Lawn of the DEA and I on behalf of the FBI
put together in January what has been called the Joint Drug Plan,
which is a beginning to deal with those matters beyond the normal
that are cited in particular cities. We have taken and designated
New York, Miami, Chicago, Houston, San Diego and Los Angeles
as being either Level 1 or Level 2 cities where the DEA and the
FBI will have full cooperation in identification of those targets and
those organizations that are dealing directly in those cities, and the
input that comes from other areas of the country into those cities.
So we are hopeful that with that kind of intense gathering of intelligence and dealing cooperatively in those major cities, we will
be able to have an impact on organizational structures which are
dealing not only in heroin but in cocaine and in crack as well, and
whatever else comes into our sight that is being dealt with by
major organizational structures.
Senator CHILES. Judge, I know heroin has just always struck us
as this terrible drug. I know you now know that crack with young
people is more devastating than anything· we ever thought of with
heroin.
Judge SESSIONS. It is so readily available.
Senator CHILES. Readily available, readily addicts people, and
causes a terrible kind of addiction or high that they will literally
steal or kill for, all make it, to me, the most terrifying drug that I
have ever seen. So I hope we will not lose sight of that as we have
to try to look at these key organized crime featUres. But trying to
get control over how we can stop crack in all of the small towns
around this country, in my State and other States as well, and all
the school grounds, I think is a major, major problem.
Judge SESSIONS. What I probably said poorly, Senator, was that I
believe that it is incumbent upon every agency to apply to its jurisdiction the type of investigation or activity that can be most effective.
Senator CHILES. Right.
.
Judge SESSIONS. And the belief is that the Bureau's contribution
can be at the stage in the area that we are discussing right now;
that is, enterprise organization type of investigations, long-term
surveillance intensive, where we can be effective at that level. We
cannot do those at street level as well. It is impossible.
Senator CHILES. Right. I understand that. I understand that well.
I would like to have you make available to me what you can of
the plan that you are talking about.
Judge SESSIONS. I would be pleased to do that. It may actually be
part of the addition, but I will be glad to give it to you and discuss
it with you in detail, sir.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Chiles.
Senator Mitchell.
.
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Judge, I would like to begin by inquiring in some more detail
than we have had previously about the policy or the attitudes of
the LCN families toward drug trafficking. You touched on that
briefly in your written statement,' and I will just read a few sentences from that and then ask some questions based upon that.
You said, "Allegedly, major LCN figures ratified an edict prohibiting the involveJ;l1ent of LCN members in drug trafficking at the
famous Apalachin, New York~ conclave on November 14, 1957."
Judge SESSIONS. That was my understanding.
Senator MITCHELL. "LCN witnesses such as Angelo Lonardo and
Vincent Cafaro affirmed that the drug prohibition remains the rule
in most, if not all, LCN families. However, the FBI intelligence
base and court records identified 292 LCN members as having been
engaged ill drug violations. Of the 25 identified LCN families, 19 of
them have at least one member who has engaged in drug vIolations."
.
My question is: Do you have any evidence, given tlie numbers of
persons and families that are involved, of any change in the policy'
that was allegedly established back at that conference? That is, of
a greater willingness on the part of the families to engage in drug
trafficking?
.
Judge SESSIONS. l.cannot talk of it with specificity, but Mr. Daniels can. But I would say this: It is obvious that there has been a
departure from that pact and that there are tremendous sources of
income that are available to .particular families. And giv0n the oppo~-tunity, it is obvious they have departed.
Mr. Daniels or Mr. Revell may be able to speak with specificity.
Mr. DANIELS. The LCN, Senator, going back to 1957 in Apalachin, wanted to restrict the members from trafficking in drugs for
two basic reasons: Number one, because I think they, .the oldtimers of the family, firmly believed that this was a scourge, this
was a plague. The second reason, and probably more important,
was that they understood the amount of heat that drugs at that
particular time could generate from law enforcement.
.
Now, since 1957, as we have testified to, we have had a change in
the LCN as far as the membership is concerned. And we know that
where there is money to be made, the members of the LCN will
become involved in just about anything.
,
Now, I think what we are seeing is that families, LCN families
are not as an entity involved in drug traffickjng, but individual
members of those families J;l1ay be. I think we have approximately
25 percent of those LCN members that we have identified in our
organized crime information, about 25 percent of those show activity in drug trafficking. But I think it is more or less on an individual basis, s.nd not as a family or an enterprise.
Senator MITCHELL. Is it then fair for us to conclude that .as the
drug industry becomes larger, the problem becomes more pervasive
and the profits become larger, that we can anticipate continued
and perhaps increasing involvement by LeN members in drug trafficking?
.
Mr. DANIELS. Yes, Senator, I think you will.
Senator MITCHELL. That poses the question, then, which Senator
Chiles touched on, of the relationship between the LCN and other
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bian groups which the Director referred to. Do you have any evi~
dence that the cultural reluctance to admit into the LCN members
of such groups is declining 'in any way? Or do they remain wholly
separate groups?
Judge SESSIONS. Are you referring to me, Senator?
Senator MITCHELL. Anyone.
Judge SESSIONS. I do not know. Mr. Daniels may know whether
or not there are other non-LCN persons involved directly in the organizlltions. I do not know. He may.
Mr. DANIELS. The LCN will and does co-exist with these other
groups, and. will cooperate with these groups. They will cohabitate
with these other groups and organizations. They have done so for
many, many years with other organized criminal groups, the
Asians, the outlaw motorcycle gangs, et cetera.
I do not think that as far as the major cocaine traffickers, the
Colombians, the LCN would be in a position to, nor would they
want to, go head to head with the Colombian traffickers. But I
think they would be in a position to co-exist.
. Senator MITCHELL. My question went toward recruitment practices in the LCN.
Mr. DANIELS. They have never recruited.
Mr. REVELL. They never have, and I have never seen any intelligence that would indicate they would actually bring them into the
blood oath membership. They do not have to. Over the entire history of La Cos a Nostra, they have had very close working relationships with Jewish mobsters, Irish mobsters, those of every ethnic
stripe. They have totally incorporated their activities into an integrated approach to various criminal 6nterprises. But they have
never allowed anyone-there has been one change in membership.
It used to be that you had to have Sicilian blood on your father's
side. The lNars were fought, and, in fact, it was the Neapolitans
who were able to, in fact, change the rules so that you had to have
Italian blood. So the Neapolitan and the Calabrians could also be
members of the LCN.
Senator MITCHELL. Given those facts, the question that comes to
my mind is how we best allocate our national resources to deal
with these problems, particularly the effect of drug trafficking in
this country. I assume that you have an ongoing review and planning process by which you make judgments as to where your resources should be allocated. I am not going to ask you to provide us
the substance of that now, but I would like-anything that ought
not to be said in public, obviously I know you will not, but I would
like to get some idea of how you make those decisions.
For example, if the entities remain separate and the evidence is
that they do-there is no indication of a change in LCN recruitment practices-and if the LCN policies remain at least as to the
family policies not participating in drug trafficking, how do you determine the extent to which resources should be focused on, say,
the Colombian drug-dealing groups, as opposed to the LCN? I am
trying to get at what is the best way to attack that serious problem.
Judge SESSIONS. The gathering of intelligence is obviously the
base from which you flow. And that gathering of intelligence comes
from the field. And as the type of summary-or results in the type
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of summary you have seen in evaluation, which makes you decide
where you should, in fact, allocate your resources.
Mr. Daniels, I think, can provide for you-in fact, I know he can
provide for you-specifically about the allocations of resources
about those specific groups you are discussing.
,~
Mr. DANIELS. You are referring to, Senator, I assume, the alloca-~-~ tion of resources to organized crime and to drugs? Is that correct?
Senator MITCHELL. Yes, that is right.
:": "',\,' Mr. DANIEW. Are you looking for numbers?
'\. ')\., Senator MITCHELL. Well, perhaps I would ask you to do this, to
.~ \, 'submit in writing to us a description of the process by which th~
'1
decisions are made, and then th~ specifics, to the extent you can do
,
so.
'
I think it might be 'better to do that.
I would like to make just one comment on that. Driving in here
this mornjng I was listening to the radio in my car. And the news
)r"
report was of a recent public opinion poll announced. yesterday,
which, according to the brief summary which I heard on the
radio-I have not seen any written documentation of this-the,
American people now regard drug trafficking and the drug problem in this country as a greater threat to the Nation than the nuclear arms race or Communism in Central and Latin America.
And it seems to me that there may finally be developing the
public indignation, intolerance and concern for that issue that enables those of us who make policy and decide on how to allocate
resources, and those of you who enforce the law, to undertake the
kind of national effort that I personally believe is necessary, and
that we have not yet undertaken as a society to deal with this
problem.
That is the predicate for my questions about how we allocate our
resources. I think one need not agree with the attitudes expressed
in the public opinion poll in their precise numerical assignment of
what is important.
But I think we can all agree that if it is not the most important
problem we face, it is one of the most important problems we face.
Judge SESSIONS. Well, if that is actually the fact, Senator, then
we are benefited, because the American public has come to realize
the scourge that this drug traffl.cking has brqught upon us.
That of course can effectively be answered by the Congress of the
United States. And by the change of attitude about the involvement of Americans themselves, that we will not tolerate what is
happening to the fabric of our society, and it has to be dealt with.
Senator MITCHELL. It is really undermining the fabric of our society in many ways, not the least of which is that a very substantial
number of the American population are themselves lawbreakers. '
And Judge, as you know, once a person breaks the law with impunity, the likelihood of an undermining of that person's respect
for the law, and a further violation in other areas, is increased.
Judge SESSIONS. I quite agree with you.
Senator MITCHELL. And it is without a doubt if not the, one of
the most serious problems we face.
. I would like to just ask one question on an entirely separate
matter, and again, you may want to provide something in writing
on this.
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You discussed in your written testimony, and in exchange with
Senator Glenn, the question of the use of the civil RICO statute
and civil forfeiture provisions that would enhance the ability to utilize forfeiture more quickly at an earlier stage in the proceedings.
Judge SESSIONS. Yes, sir.
Senator MITCHELL. As you know, civil forfeiture is used in nonracketeering situations. And I would like to ask, if you have not
already done so, if you would have your counsel prepare an analysis of any problem,s that might be created for legitimate businesses
if civil forfeiture provisions are added in those in which civil RICO
is used that are unrelated to the type of activity here.
Judge SESSIONS. We are talking about adding those types of provisions in connection with criminal forfeiture, so that instead of
being bound to do it at the end of the trial or at the tail end, that
early on that would be available to you in connection with your activities.
Senator MITCHELL. Right. And if you could have your counsel
prepare just a general analysis of what it is specifically that has
been proposed, and what, if any, implications it has in other areas,
that would be helpful to us in approaching that problem.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Mitchell.
Just one or two other brief questions, and then we will go to our
next witness, at which time we will have to clear the room and
take a brief recess while the witness is brought in.
Judge Sessions, I noted that no summary was submitted by the
FBI office in Atlanta. There was no summary of that. To what
extent is the LCN present in Atlanta, and what are tlwir principal
areas of activity?
Judge SESSIONS. I would ask either Mr. Revell or Mr. Daniels to
respond to that. I am not familiar with the summary, either, sir.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Revell.
Mr. REVELL. I have an interest in Atlanta, as you might know.
Senator NUNN. Right, we both do.
Mr. REVELL. The LCN is not a factor in Atlanta. On occasion, a
member will have some business transactions, or will transit the
area. But we have not seen them settle in the Atlanta area like
they have in the South Florida area, which by the way is the
second largest concentration of LeN members in the country.
We do see indigenous groups dealing with the LCN and with
other organized crime groups, members of the old Dixie Mafia,
some of the outlaw motorcycle gang members. Many of the old
bootlegging organizations are directly involved in drug trafficking
and associated criminal activities.
So indeed, there is organized crime; it just does not happen to be
of the LCN type. And we are paying attention to the type of organized crime that does exist in Georgia, because it is heavily involved as a geographic area in the distribution Df drugs, and it is
also of course a significant economic area for the Southeast.
So organized crime activity yes, LCN activity no.
Senator NUNN. Thank you. Judge Sessions, I will ask you this,
and either Mr. Revell or Mr. Daniels could give his view on it also:
Both the FBI and the Labor Department's organized crime and
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racketeering section have jurisdiction over criminal investigations
in the labor racketeering area.
In the past, on a number of occasions the Subcommittee has received information to the effect that these -tWll important law enforcement agencies are not cooperating.
Can you address that now?
Judge SESSIONS. I would be pleased to do that.
Senator, if I might go back and discuss what I call days of yore, I
know that as United States Attorney it was always4Tery difficult
for two agencies who had jurisdiction over the same subject lIlatter
to be able to be sure that they were able to effectively carry out
their responsibilities without interfering with each other. And
when they interfaced, there were often problems, because they
were both pursuing the use of tactics, and investigative undeltakings, that brought them head-to-head with the use nf informants;
that involved them with undercover operations; that involved them
with buy and search operations; where they would come into confrontation and realize that one or the other of them was endangered.
I think that the same principle is at play here, that is, where two
vigorous organizations undertake to exercise their jurisdiction of a
common target, that ~ou have a natural setting where they could
endanger each other s investigations; where they can endanger
each other's use of informants; where their undercover operations
can be destroyed or effectively nullified; where surveillance techniques, both wire and otherwise, can become involved with less
than effective investigation.
In other words, there are just many areas that breed that. And I
know that when the Labor Department pursues theirs vigorously,
and when the FBI pursues theirs vigorously, there can be cooperation, but there also can be very difficult circumstances that do not
really translate in terms of turf, but to actual investigations that
are ongoing.
And I think either Mr. Revell-well, I think Mr. Revell could
speak to that specifically.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Revell?
Mr. REVELL. Well, Senator, you 'know I have been before you
before when this was discussed. And we, subsequent to that, have
worked out an MOU with Brian Hyland and with the Labor Department.
I think that across the country we 'have a very supportive relationship. We had a problem in Philadelphia, as you know, and I
think we have overcome that.
_
We had some problems in Cleveland, and I believe those are
behind us as well. I think that we have a mutually supportive relationship.
I do think there is a great deal to be said about not mingling jurisdiction. We certainly know that -the Labor Department brings a
great deal of expertise into the fight against labor racketeering,
and we need to ensure that that expertise and that capability is
fully integrated into the pursuit cif labor racketeering.
I am not sure that the, way to do that is to commingle jurisdiction. l think that we can better work through MOU's to complement each other, rather than to have conflicting responsibilities.
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Senator NUNN. Are you working on any MOU's now?
Mr. REVELL. We have an operational MOU between us now.
Senator NUNN. Have you had many or any joint investigations in
the last couple of years?
Mr. REVELL. Oh, yes, sir, a number of those. And we would be
glad to report those to you.
Senator NUNN. Could you furnish those for the record?
Mr. REVELL. Yes, I'll be glad to.
Senator NUNN. We have a number of other questions that we
would like to submit to you for the record. We could go on for several more hours here, but we have got to go to our other witnesses.
Judge Sessions, do you have anything you want to say in closing?
Judge SESSIONS. No, except to say that I am privileged to have
been here. I am delighted that you are pursuing this matter with
us, and we look forward to cooperating with the Subcommittee.
Thank you.
Senator N UNN. Senator Chiles?
Thank you, Judge Sessions, Mr. Revell, Mr. Daniels, for your
splendid cooperation and your very helpful testimony.
Judge SESSIONS. Thank you, sir.
Senator NUNN. Our next witness will be Mr. Tommaso Buscetta.
Mr. Buscetta, for reasons of personal safety, has been relocated,
and is now living under an assumed name in an undisclosed location in order to protect his identity.
To maintain his security, he will therefore be testifying behind a
screen. No cameras will be allowed to photograph Mr. Buscetta
from the area in front of the screen.
It is my understanding that members of the media have already
been advised as to those locations in the room where cameras will
and will not be allowed during Mr. Buscetta's t.estimony in order to
maintain security.
Prior to clearing the room for Mr. Buscetta's entrance, I again
direct that all cameras and cameramen vacate any of the restricted
areas.
It is my understanding that there are no cameras now in the restricted areas as such. I direct that the room now be cleared of any
individuals other than Senators and the direct staff involved so the
witness can be brought in for testimony.
(Brief recess.]
Senator NUNN. Mr. Buscetta, would you please stand and we will
give you the oath. Would you raise your right hand. This is the
oath we give to all the witnesses before our Subcommittee.
r will ask you a question. Do you swear that the testimony you
give before this Subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth so help you God?
Mr. BUSCETTA [through Interpreter]. I do.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
(Brief pause.]
Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will come to order.
We have already given the oath to Mr. Buscetta. As I stated
before, our next witness is Mr. Tommaso Buscetta. Mr. Buscetta is
an admitted member of the Sicilian Mafia. Since 1948 Mr. Buscetta
hf.\.B been a member of the Porto Nuova Mafia Family in Palermo,
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Sicily. Through his membership he has become familiar with La
Cosa Nostra here in the Unit.ed States.
Today we will hear Mr. Buscetta describe La Cosa Nostra as an
international criminal organization with strong footholds in both
Italy and the United States. Mr. Buscetta can provide us with information regarding what he terms the Sicilian Mafia, its tradi. tions, its activities in the international drug trade, and the violence
which accompanies that trade, including the murders of several
members of Mr. Buscetta's own family.
,
In 1986, Mr. Buscetta's testimony in Palermo, Sicily, was instrumental in the conviction of 435 members of the Sicilian Mafia. In
October, 1985, Mr. Buscetta's testimony in the now famous Pizza
Connection case in New York City helped to convict 35 members of
the New York and Sicilian La Cosa Nostra.
Today marks the first occasion on which Mr. Buscetta has appeared as a witness before the Congress. Mr. Buscetta will be testifying in Italian but is accompanied today by an interpreter, Mr.
Neil Sanderman, who will translate his testimony at the request of
the Subcommittee anil is also translating out words into Italian.
As I have said, I have already given the oath so, Mr. Buscetta,
we appreciate your appearance before the Subcommittee. Weare
grateful to you for your cooperation. We believe your testimony
will be helpful in giving us an understanding of the interconnections between what you term the Sicilian Mafia and what we in
this country term La Cosa Nostra.
We will at this time have your testimony. If you would like to
pause at any point and have water or if you would like to rest a
moment at any time, we will be glad for you to do that. And as I
stated, we do have a translator so you will speak in your language
and we will have it translated into English.
For the benefit of the Senators here, the staff as well as the audience, I would ask both you as a witness and the interpreter who
will be interpreting into English to speak directly into the microphones.
.
You may proceed with your s~tement.
TESTIMONY OF TOMMASO BUSCETI'A, FORMER MEMBER, PORTO
NUOVA SICILIAN MAFIA FAMILY, PALERMO, SICILY 1 [With the
use of an Interpreter throughout]
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
Subcommittee. My name is Tommaso Buscetta. I am a member of

the Mafia, or Cosa Nostra, in Sicily, known. within the Cosa Nostra
as a Man of Honor. Since 1948, I have been part of this organization both in Sicily and later as a favored and protected guest in the
United States. I have known among others Salvatore, or "Lucky"
Luciano, Carlo and Paolo Gambino, Paul Castellano, and Joe Bonaimo. I have spent many years in prison for my activities as a Mafioso. I have lost one brother, two sons, one brother-in-law, three
nephews, and one son-in-law all at the hands of the Mafia.
Over the years I have seen our organization change from within.
I have seen money, drugs, and greed corrupt and destroy the Cosa
1

Mr. Buscetta read his entire prepared statement into the record.
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Nostra code of honor and loyalty to the families. In Sicily, the Cosa
N ostra began as a way of protecting the weak by the strength and
respect of the Mafia. In America it began with the approval and
assistance of the Sicilian families, as a way of protecting the first
Italian immigrants ,from other, already firmly established immigrant groups, particularly the Irish.
In both Sicily and the United States, the Mafia no longer serves
those purposes. Today, the Mafia takes from everybody and gives
nothing back. It exists only for the personal benefit of its members.
Its members care nothing for the needs of anyone but themselves.
I know these things because I have spent most of my life as a
member of the Sicilian Mafia, nearly 40 years. I have seen so many
changes in the organization that I no longer feel bound by the code
of "omerta" or silence. This is the reason that I am testifying here
today in the Senate and that I have cooperated with and testified
for the Government, both in Italy and in the United States.
I was born in Palermo, Sicily, in 1928, the youngest of 17 children. My family owned a glass factory. I fought in World War II
for the Italian underground, and was responsible for the deaths of
some 50 German soldiers. Mter the war, in 1948, I was called to
become a member of the Porto Nuova family of the Sicilian Mafia.
I considered this an honor. At that time Mafia members were Men
of Honor, men respected in the community. Some were doctors,
lawyers, or councilmen.
To become a "Man of Honor" of the Cosa Nostra, it is necessary
to swear an oath before five or six members of the family. The individual or candidate is brought to a secluded ,spot, which could be
someone's home. Then the oldest of those present informs this individual that the purpose of this thing, "Questa Casa," is to protect
the weak and to eliminate the oppressors. A finger is then pricked
on one of the hands of the person being sworn in, and "the blood is
made to fall on a sacred image. Then, the image is placed in the
hand and is burned. At this time the individual must endure the
fire, passing the sacred image quickly fro~ one hand to the other
until it goes out.
.
The individual swears to remain faithful to the principles of the
Cosa Nostra, stating solemnly: "May my flesh burn like this holy
effigy if I am unfaithful to. this oath." After the swearing in, and
only then, is the Man of Honor introduced to the Head of the
family. A Man of Honor can speak to another Man of Honor only
after he has been introduced by a third Man of Honor, known to
both, who can guarantee to each man the other's status.
Before being sworn in, it should be noted that the candidate has
been carefully observed and screened for a period of time without
his knowing it, or even knowing that he is being considered for
membership. His name has been submitted to other families for
evaluation and consideration. But the most important thing this individual has to do is become an assassin. Every Man of Honor,
whether in Sicily or in the United States, before becoming a
member must have killed at least once for the Cosa Nostra. He
may not know he was doing it for the family, but that he was doing
it for a friend.
Once an individual becomes a "Man of Honor," he is that for life.
I have never known of a case where a Man of Honor went to his
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family head' and told him that he no longer· wanted to be part of
the Cosa Nostra.1f a Man' of Honor is arrested, this does not cause
the termination or suspension of his membership in the family.
Even inside prison his status as a Man of Honor and his authority
remain. Events in a person's life may, for example, determine that
he is not actively employed in the family's business. But at any
time he is needed, or wherever he might be; he could be remembered and asked to perform an action derived from his capacity as
a "Man of Honor," that he cannot refuse to perform. It is not possible in any way to lose that status spontaneously, unless justified
motives exist. Of course, when there are cases of non-performance
or censurable behavior, Men of Honor can be temporarily or permanently removed from the: organiz~tion where there are sufficiEmt
groun·ds as evaluated by the family boss or by the Commission.
Whatever a Man of Honor says in the presence of two or more
Men of Honor must always be the truth. This rule also applies to
conversations between two Men of Honor, but since there is' nl(}
third person present, it bec:omes one man's word against another's.
There are no written codes of Mafia ethics, .but these rules are
rigid and universal. No one will ever find a list of Cosa Nostra
members, nor certificates of any type, nor receipts for the payment
of dues. Nevertheless, the tie that binds Men of Honor is even more
solid and impenetrable than if it were written down in some document.
In the early 1950s, Lucky Luciano was deported from the United
States to Italy. Although he was not considered a Man of Honor in
the Cosa Nostra of Sicily" he was treated with much respect as the
Boss of a Mafia family in New York. During this time, Luciano and
I spoke many times, and he became my friend. He told of how and
why he had created the commission in America. Luciano told me
that the killing of Men of Honor unjustly had to be prevented.Luciano {ll"eated the commission in the United States ill order to do
this. The commission had the bosses of all the families in the
United States as its membership.
It was the responsibility of the commission to rule on disputes
between families that cannot be resolved by the family bosses. It is
the respor:..sibility of the commission to rule on the execution of a
Man of Honor. Once the commission has decided to kill someone,
the commission decides who is to carry out its decision, and is em)
powered to choose its executioners from any family. Organizing the
murder is, therefore, the exclusive doing of the commission, and is
supposed to remain a secret from all others, with the exception of
the executioners themselves.
Senator NUNN. May I ask one question right here. You men~
tioned that Lucky Luciano informed you that he had formed the
commission "in the United States. Did he tell you when he had
formed the commission? Approximately what time frame?
Mr. BuscETTA. That was sometime in the 1930s, sometime in the
1930s after the war he had waged with the Maranzano.
Senator NUNN. After the war that he waged with-Mr. BuscETTA. Mter the war he waged with the Maranzano between Lucky Luciano and Maranzano.
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Senator NUNN. At this point, we ha:ve got about 5 minutes before
the roll call vote is completed. There· are no other Senators here at
the moment. They are voting.
We will take about a 10-minute break, but I would ask you to
remain seated so we do not have to clear the room again and we
will be back as soon as we can.
I would also ask the security people to make sure that no one
comes forward so that we would have any camera angle that would
reveal the face of the witness.
We will take a 10-minute break.
[Brief recess.]
Senator ROTH [presiding). The Subcommittee will please come to
order.
The Chairman will return in a few minutes but in the meantime
I would ask the witness to continue with his testimony.
Mr. BuscETTA. It might be good to repeat the last sentence of the
previpus paragraph.
.
The organization of a mu.rder is therefore the exclusive doing of
. the commission and it is supposed to remain a secret from all
others, with the exception of the executioners themselves.
In practice, however, it can happen that a commission member
informs his most trusted personal friends in the family of the decision. Decisions of the commission are executed at all costs, and the
boss of the family in whose territory the execution is to take place
is always informed. Luciano also told me that most American Men
of Honor, like Sicilians, made their money through protection and
extortion. But unlike the Sicilians, the Americans took control of
legitimate businesses, keeping a low profile. By contrast, Sicilians
operate through fear.
In 1957, in Sicily, I met another member of the American Mafia
commission, Joseph Bonanno. Bonanno told me how the American
commission was a good way to resolve family conflicts, and how if a
Sicilian commission were created, this would be a way of renewing
ties between the American and Sicilian Mafia. These ties had been
broken in the early 1950s.
After talking with Luciano and Bonanno I, along with others,
convinced the Sicilian Family Bosses to create a commission in Palermo. From the beginning our commission differed from the
American commission in that all members were to be soldiers and
not bosses. But since it was a great honor to sit on this commission,
bosses of the various families were stepping down, and appointing
another to occupy their position while they sat on the commission.\
This arrangement caused a great deal of turmoil. Some members of
the commission wanted to be seated on the commission and still be
the Capo of their family. In the early 1960s, things began to fall
apart. There were a number of killings of commission members
and eight police officers were killed in a car bombing intended for
a commission member.
As a result, there was a public outcry against the Mafia and a
number of arrest warrants issued, including my own. If this attack
by the police had continued, the Mafia in Sicily never would have
survived. Mafia members fled Sicily en masse for places like the
United States, South America, and Canada. I fled Sicily and went
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to Mexico, from there to Canada, and to New York. I went to
Canada and New York under the name of Manuel Lopez-Cardegna.
In 1963, while in Mexico, Salvatore Catalano, a member of the
Sicilian Mafia who was later killed in New York, brought me $500
from Carlo Gambino~ the head of the American commission at that
time, to help me get to New York. But I sent the money back to
him; Catalano told me that this would be an insult to Carlo Gambino, but nevertheless, I sent it back.
Senator NUNN. Could I ask you a question there as to why you
sent the money back?
Mr. BUSCETl'A. Because I felt that that amount of money was ridiculous. It almost came through as an act of charity.
Mter arriving in New York, Carlo Gambino's brother, Paolo, and
some men came to pick me up. I knew Paolo from Italy, and we
had talked on a number of occasions. I was convinced that I was to
be killed, but I went along because I figured I was already a dead
man. To my surprise, I was taken instead to a big reception given
in my honor by Carlo Gambino. Gambino gave me an envelope
with money in it-around $10,000. He told me that if I needed anything in America, I should call him. But as a member of the Sicilian Mafia, I was not permitted to do criminal business for the
American Mafia nor to talk about the Mafia. He told me that I had
already made a mistake by returning his gift, and. he warned me
that I should not make any more mistakes.
I followed Gambino's wishes and got work through the help of
Gambino and his family: first, as a laborer at a construction company run by one of Gambino's captains, and later, as a partner of
Luchese soldier Leo Giamonna in running a pizza place. I remained
on good terms with both Carlo and Paolo Gambino, regularly playing cards with them, and Paul Castellano, who at the. time was a
caporegime in the Gambino family.
In 1965, Carmine Galante, who was known on the street as
"Lilo," told me that Joe Bonanno wanted to see me. Bonanno was
on the "outs" with Gambino and the commission. He had wanted
to open another wing of the Bonanno family in California, against
the wishes of the commission. Bonanno already had the Cottrone
family in Canada under his family's leadership. The· commission
called Bonanno to explain, and he refused to come forward and do
so. Bonanno knew that I was close to Carlo Gambino, and I suspected that he wanted me to talk to Gambino on" his behalf. I told Lilo,
"No." Gambino had warned me not to deal in American Mafia
business, and I would not and did not interfere.
I should tell you here something that you should know about the
Cosa Nostra. The Government makes so much over tapes and wiretaps, but those tapes miss the most important communications of
all. Cosa Nostra members communicate best without saying anything-no words at all, just a gesture, a look, a wink. We also do
nothing in writing: no lists, no certificates, no receipts, except what
must be kept to satisfy or perhaps fool the Government. We do not
need words or writing to get our points across.
For example, you remember when the big American boss, Joe Colombo, was shot in New York City, at Columbus Circle. He had
been very active in the Italian-American Defamation League, and
had been getting lots of publicity. Paolo Gambino saw headlines of
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Colombo's activities and said to me, he should not be doing this. I
knew then that Colombo was a dead man. Five days, perhaps a
week later, Colombo was shot and mortally wounded.
I left the United States in 1971, after having been detained for
having a false passport. I went to Brazil, where I stayed until my
return in custody to Palermo in 1972 to serve a prison term.
By the time I was released, the Sicilian Mafia had recovered
from the problems of the 1960s, and was back and strong. The commission was back, but mostly as a formality dominated by the Corleones. Upon my release from prison, I was approached by some
Mafiosi and asked if I would participate with them in the narcotics
business. I said, "No." Before, the Mafia would have nothing to do
with drugs. Drugs brought too much attention from the authorities,
too much heat. Now, drugs were the main part of the Mafia's business, and everyone in the Sicilian Mafia was rich because of it. The
tobacco smuggling, which had been the life line of Mafia business,
had been abandoned in favor of drugs.
Along with the drugs had come more money, more greed, more
violence, and less honor. In the period 1981-1983, there were over
400 Mafia killings in Palermo. I began to realize that drugs had
changed everything, the family loyalties and codes of respect that I
had known as a Mafioso were quickly becoming things of the past.
I had no trust for the Corleones and their ways.
I decided that it was best for me to leave Palermo, and emigrated
to Brazil in January 1981. Gaetano Badalamenti, the head of the
Cinisi family in Palermo, who was ousted by the commission, later
visited me in Brazil and tried to convince me to help him displace
the Corleones. Although I refused, Badalamenti went back to Sicily
and spread the lie that I was coming back to rise against the Corleones.
As a result, and while I was still in Brazil, the Corleones began
the brutal and deliberate destruction of the family that I had left
behind in Sicily. My brother, my two sons, and my three nephews
all were violently and needlessly killed. My son-in-law was gunned
down in front of my daughter on Christmas Eve. These persons
were not even membe7"s of Cos a Nostra families. There was no
honor in these murders.
I was arrested in Brazil in October 1983, and extradited back to
Italy in July 1984, on an Italian warrant for Mafia association.
When I returned to' Italy I decided to cooperate with the Italian
and American authorities, in part because I felt that the Mafia
that I had known no longer existed. Gone were the Men of Honor
whose word you believed in. Gone were the men you could trust
with your women and your families.
The Mafiosi are not romantic figures like you see in the movies.
They are men of violence, men who let gross amounts of money
rule their actions. Until the public really understands the true
nature of the Cosa Nostra, its power and its violence will continue.
I think there is only one way to overcome the Cosa N ostra, and
that is to educate the people, to let them see what these men really
are, and how dangerous they are to a civilized society. Then, and
only then, will law enforcement be able to truly win its fight
against organized crime.
Thank you.
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Senator NUNN. Th~k you very much, Mr. Buscetta, for a very
helpful statement to the Subcommittee which assists us in understanding the origins, the nature and the per ~ptions. that an individual who has been involved in organized criminal activity has
about the organization in which he served.
I have a couple of questions relating to your statement, and then
some broader questions.
.
You mentioned that you were picked up ill the United States and
arrested for having a false passport, and then you were deported.
How did that arrest occur? Were you suspected of being a
member of organized criminal activity? Had you committed any
kind of crime?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. First I would like to clarify that I was not deported; I was expelled.
Regarding the background of my arrest, this happened because
in Los Angeles there was an assault and a murder of someone in
the courts. A judge was killed, and a man was apprehended in connection with this attack. They identified him with a· photograph,
and so forth, as being myself. Accordingly, I was subsequently apprehended and accused of being the perpetrator of the crime.
.
I said I was not the one, I was Tommaso Buscetta and I was not
responsible for that.
Senator NUNN. And then your passport revealed that that was
not the name that you were using?
'
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. Yes. I was apprehended. I was in an automobile
with my daughter and her child. At that point it was developed
that I was traveling under a false -name and that I was illegally in
this country.
Senator NUNN. You mentioned in your statement that over the
years you have seen the organization change from within, and you
mentioned greed and drugs and corruption and you also mentioned
that the Men of Honor no longer' could be trusted with fatoily,
women, and so forth.
Some of us who have investigated and looked into the organized
crime activities, family behavior and so forth, over the years have
a very hard time identifying any period of honor or any period of
loyalty.
Could you· tell us a little bit more about when you believe the
Sicilian Mafia behaved with honor and why you have that feeling?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. Perhaps this was not clear enough in my statement. I am not a highly educated person. When I talk about a Man
of Honor and talk about a good period for Men of Honor and a bad
period for Men of Honor, I am not saying in actuality that I think
at this point that they were authentic Men of Honor in the true
sense of the word.
When I said that there was a good time, that there was a good
time for Men of Honor, what I am saying is that there was a time
when you could go to someone and you could believe in what he
said and two Men of Honor could believe in one another, as man to
man as Men of Honor, so-called. But the Cosa Nostra, aside from
this, has always been a. violent organization and an organization of
violent men and an organization and .individuals who have always
operated on the baSis of terror.
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It is the only way they have to operate. It is the only way they
can get their way. They have no courts. They have no jails. There
is no trial. All they have as a means of pow~r is to terrorize people.
Senator NUNN. In other words" you are not saying that there was
ever a time where society benefited from the Sicilian Mafia, but
rather you are saying that within the organization one man could
trust another?
Mr. BUSCETTA. In some cases. For example, the first thing that I
said not too long ago when I held an interview with Italian TV was
that in 1948 when I first got into the organization I immediately
realized and became aware that there was really rtopoint in the
organization. There was no need for it at that point in time. Of
course, at that point I could not go back. But I saw that there was
no reason for its existence because there was no cause that the
Cosa Nostra was needed for and it was serving no cause.
Senator NUNN. You have been portrayed, Mr. Buscetta, as one of
the few members, probably the first member, of the Sicilian Mafia
to have ever broken the Mafia code of silence, or what I understand you term "omerta" and you have testified against other Sicilian members of the Mafia.
Why do you believe it has taken so long for someone to come forward and to actually testify against the members of the Mafia?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Well, it is a difficult question to reply to but I will
try to give you my feeling for this situation. In Sicily it runs in people's blood, you might say, to be like the Mafia would like to believe it is or that it should be.
Because, for example, up to some years ago a lot of people might
give more credence or have more confidence in going to a local
neighborhood Mafia captain for a favor, for some form of protection or retribution, than to go' to the authorities. So, of course,
when a local citizen received this kind of a favor or this kind of
support, he felt indebted to the individual. He appreciated what
was done for him by this individual who was a member of the
Mafia and therefore this became a feeling of appreciation and respect for the organization.
Senator NUNN. Was there also an element of terror involved?
Was it clear that people who cooperated would be penalized severely? When I say cooperated, I mean cooperated with . law enforcement.
Mr. BUSCETTA. Yes. There has always been the factor of a fear of
a penalty. There has always been a price to pay for going the other
way. But very often this attitude stemmed from the fact that
people felt more friendly toward the Mafia than toward the authorities, toward t.he police.
Senator NUNN. Do you believe that has changed in Sicily now?
Mr. BUSCETTA. I would say by about 30 percent, perhaps.
Senator NUNN. There is less favorable feeling towards the Mafia
now in Sicily than there was; is that what you are saying?
Mr. BUSCETTA. That is right. For example, I saw that during that
interview t,hat I had with Italian TV, in which I was talking about
the Mafia, there was a fellow there who was following the proceedings of-I am sorry, I saw a fellow appear on TV, for example, in
connection with my testimony at the "Maxi Trial" in Sicily. He
was all in favor of what I was doing. In fact, he said something
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like, "Way to go, Tommaso," and this Was his attitude toward what
I was doing at the "time.
He was in. favor of it, whereas 20 years ago I do not think that
would have ever happened in Sicily.
Senator NUNN. You mentioned the Sicilian Mafia and also La
Cosa N ostra in t.his country. Are there similar organizations in any
other countries that you know of?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Could you tell us where?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Venezuela, Canada, Calabria in Italy, and Naples.
Senator NUNN. How about Venezuela? When was that established?
Mr. BUSCETTA. In Venezuela there are two families. The first was
established-I am not quite sure this is accurate-but in the 1960s
and the second was established in. the 1970s. This was with the consent of the families in the United States and Sicily.
Senator NUNN. What about Canada? Did that spill over from the
United States or was that a separate organization, and is it a separate organization today?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Well, this might go against all reports from law
enforcement authorities, but I have to tell you what my knowledge
of the situation is.
Senator NUNN. That is what we want.
Mr. BUSCETTA. The family in Canada is not in.dependent, an independent family in the sense that the families are independent in
Detroit, Chicago and Dallas. What we have in Canada is a
"decina," a so-called lidecina," a group that comes under the Bonanno family.
In other words, it is a branch of the Bonanno family.
Senator NUNN. Do they take orders directly from the United
States?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Yes. Their chief' was Bonanno.
Senator NUNN. So they reported directly to the Bonanno family?
Mr. BuscETTA. Yes, that is correct.
Senator NUNN. How about Venezuela? Are they independent or
do they report to anyone in either Sicily or the United States?
Mr. BuscETTA. That organization is independent.
Senator NUNN. Are there contacts between the various groups in
the United States, Venezuela and Sicily?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Yes.
Senator NUNN. What kind of illegal activities do they coordinate
on, if any?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Well, it would be drugs.
Senator NUNN. Drugs, primarily?
Mr. BuscETTA. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Would you say that drugs now represent the
chief source of income for the Cosa Nostra here in the United
States?
Mr. BUSCETTA. To the extent I was aware of what was happening
as of 1983, yes, that is the case.
Senator NUNN. As of 1983, drugs would be the chief source of
income for La Cosa Nostra in the United States?
Mr. BUSCETTA. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. Could I ask you the same question?
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Mr. BUSCE'ITA. Sir, were you referring to Venezuela or the
United States?
Senator NUNN. Well, let me ask a.bout both. And I was going to
also ask about Sicily. So let me frame the question this way.
What is the chief source of revenue or income for the Sicilian
Mafia, for the United States La Cosa Nostra, and for the Mafia in
Venezuela?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Well, to the extent i became aware up to 1983, the
principal source was drugs. For example, in the case of Sicily, all
of-you had all of the drugs being shipped from Sicily to the
United States. It was just very heavy traffic from Sicily to the
United States in drugs.
And concerning the United States, if you were to ask me if the
U.S. Mafia, La Cosa Nostra, is involved in drugs, I would have to
say absolutely, yes, because it would be impossible, say, for the Sicilian Mafia to run drug traffic involving hundreds of kilos of cocaine or heroin in the United States without the local Mafia knowing about it because in order to sell it here they would have to
have authorization and consent from the local Mafia.
This is the way all of the Mafia activities are operated between
one country and another. You have to have the authorization and
blessing of the local Mafia.
Senator Nur-rN. Would it be fair to say then that the principal
source of revenue in Sicily, the United States and Venezuela relates to drug activities?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. I would say there is no doubt about it over the
last several years.
Senator NUNN. Senator Roth.
Senator ROTII. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to continue along the same line of questioning.
Now, Mr. Buscetta, you also mentioned that there were LCN
families in Colombia; is that correct?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. I am sorry. I did not hear you.
Senator ROTH. You suggested earlier that families, organized
crime families were also to be found in Colombia?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. No. I did not mention that.
Senator ROTH. Was that Colombo, Italy, then?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. Calabria. That is a region of Italy.
Senator ROTH. Do you have any evidence that families are being
organized in any other country, and is there any effort being made
to control in its totality the drug business from South America?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. Up to 1983 there was not much drug traffic from
Latin America in Italy, but that is based on what I was in a position to observe. On the basis of subsequent reports that I saw, for
example, and news and whatnot, after 1983 apparently there was
more cocaine being brought into Italy. But I did not observe this
personally.
What I did observe at the time that I am talking about was that
heroin was shipped in large amounts from Sicily to the United
States and you had the involvement in this traffic of the Mafia
people of Naples, of Calabria, Venezuela and the United States
and, of course, the Sicilians, primarily.
Senator ROTH. Where was this heroin being obtained?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. Well, from the Arabic countries, from Turkey.
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Senator ROTH. Now, under the rules of the American LCN families, can Sicilian family members operate _freely in _the United
States? If not, what are they required to do before engaging in any
criminal activities here?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Well, as I mentioned in my statement, in order to
engage in any activity in the United States or any place, if a Sicilian Mafia person were to come to the United States, in New York,
or Detroit, wherever he wants to carry out his activities, he has to
get the necessary authorization from the Mafia organiza,tion of that
city. And if he gO'es ahead with it without this permission, then he
is going to be punislied and this punishment can be death.
Senator ROTH. You stated that the Am0rican LCN operates out
of legitimate businesses whereas the Sicilian LCN operates through
fear. I have two questions. What legitimat/d businesses are controlled by American LCN?
Mr. BU8CE'ITA. I do not know the answer to that.
Senator ROTH. Could you explain how the Sicilian LCN makes
the money to finance its activities?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. Well, at first, for example, the Sicilian Mafia did
not have all that much money to finance its activities. In Sicily,
they began primarily in the-its primary activity was smuggling
cigarettes and tobac:::o and this remained the fact up until about
1977 or 1978. At that time they went over, sometimes operating
from the same sources, they went over to morphine-based traffic
and at that PO'int they began to generate a lot more money to finance their activities.
Senator Ron-I. Approximately how many members and how
many associates would you estimate there are in the Sicilian LCN?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. I am not sure I can give you any numbers. But I
would say it must; be upwards of 5,000 in Sicily.
Senator ROTH. Currently do you think the LCN is becoming
larger or smaller in Sicily?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. I think it is getting bigger, almost as if it were a
kind of cancer.
Senator ROTH. SO' you dO' not think the current law enforcement
efforts really have been successful in destroying the LCN in Sicily?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. No.
Senator ROTH. If you suddenly fO'und yO'urself the head O'f the law
enforcement authO'rities, either in Italy O'r this cO'untry, what steps
would yO'U recO'mmend be taken to' destrO'y these criminal syndicates?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. I am nO't sure. Especially cO'ncerning the United
States, I just WO'uid nO't knO'w where to' begin because, for example,
in the United States I think the Mafia enjO'ys a certain advantage
in cO'mparisO'n to' the Mafia as it exists and O'perates in Sicily because in the American cO'urt system you can O'nly cO'nvict somebO'dy
if yO'U have sufficient evidence.
In Sicily you can cO'nvict somebO'dy withO'ut so much evidence. SO'
there is a distinct. advantage there. In Sicily I think what yO'U need
to' dO' is begin right at the early stages. In elementary schO'O'I you
have to' teach the children, yO'U have to' publicize the fact that the
Mafia, is nO't there to' help anybO'dy; it is O'nly there to' help itself to'
the gO'ods O'f sO'ciety as a whole.
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You have to show people all the millions of dollars that they are
getting from illegitimate sources and that they are not providing
any kind of services and it is not on the basis of any honest work.
You have to show people how many people !ire getting killed because of drugs.
This is the only way you can do it because even if you can conduct all, make all the cases that you want, all the investigations
and so forth. You may be able to get at an individual who has committed a given crime, but the fact is that the crime was not perpetrated by that individual alone. It was perpetrated by all of them,
the organization as a whole.
Senator ROTH. You stated in your testimony that at the time of
your induction into the family a man had to be an assassin and kill
at least once for the LCN. It is my understanding you said this was
true in both the United States and Italy.
To your knowledge, is murder still a requirement for induction
into the LCN, either in the United States or in Italy?
Mr. BUSCETTA. It is essential. It is the first prerequisite.
Senator ROTH. And it continues to be a prerequisite in Italy?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Yes.
Senator ROTH. In the United States?
Mr. BUSCETTA. It really amounts to the same thing whether you
are talking about the Mafia in the United States, Sicily, Calabria,
Venezuela. It is all the same in that regard.
Senator ROTH. Now, in speaking of the code of honor governing
the behavior of LCN members, did that code once include a prohibition against involvement with drug trafficldng?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Yes.
Senator ROTH. But now in both Sicily and the United States,
drug trafficking is one of the principal activities?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Well, in Sicily it is the primary activity. I would
say 99 percent of the activity in Sicily has to do with drug traffic.
Now, concerning the United States, as I have mentioned before,
you cannot get into drugs in the United States without permission
from the local Mafia. And of course, here the local Mafia is all the
more aware of law enforcement activities in this area.
Senator ROTH. My last question, Mr. Chairman.
Do you see the LCN seeking to become more involved in international drug trafficking from Latin America as well as from lithe
Golden Triangle"?
Mr. BUSCETTA. I believe so.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Roth.
Senator Mitchell?
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Buscetta, in your statement you said that in 1948 you were
called to become a member of the Porto Nuova family of the Sicilian Mafia. You also said in your statement that the most important requirement an individual has to do is to become an assassin.
Since you joined the Mafia in 1948, how many people have you
killed?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Senator, I cannot give you the answer to this
question, with all due respect, because Italian law pIOhibits me
from responding to this kind of question.
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Senator MITCHELJ•. Are you aware of any cases in which someone
who was called refused to become an assassin and therefore did not
enter into the Mafia?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Well, it would be very unlikely for this to happen
because before the person involved were-before his name were
submitted to the organization for him to become a member, he has
already been observed and watched and he is known to the people
who are bringing him in and they would know that he would be
only too glad to serve the purposes of the Mafia in any way. So I
have never heard of a similar case.
This would all have been developed and tied together before he
would even be asked about it.
Senator MITCHELL. Did you yourself participate in the recruitment of others after you became a member of the Sicilian Mafia?
Mr. BUSCETTA. I am not sure I understand the question, Senator.
Could you please repeat that.
Senator MITCHELL. You described how individuals are observed
and therefore it is known that they would willingly serVe the purposes of the organization.
Did you yourself participate in the activity of observing others
and selecting people to be invited to join?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. Yes.
Senator MITCHELL. You said in your statement that if the Italian
police in the early 1960s had followed up in prosecuting, it might
have wiped out the Mafia for good, Can you be more explicit about
that?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Well, in 1963 all of the Mafia families and clans
were dissolved. 'I'he Commission was dissolved. The families broke
up and everybody went his own way. And then after all the troubles, all the trials and so forth, we returned, toward the year 1970,
and took up from where we had left off.
Senator MITCHELL. You have used the word "honor" and "Men of
Honor" repeatedly throughout your statement. Do you now agree
that there is nothing honorable about being an assassin?
Mr. BUSCETTA. I agree with that.
Senator MITCHELL. In the early' 1960s there was an internal
struggle-Mr. BUSCET'fA. I would like to follow up' on my response to this
question. I want to explain that in my brief statement I repeatedly
referred to the so-called "Men of Honor" because that is what they
call one another and that is what they call themselves. I no longer
would call myself that. In fact, I am no longer one because you
might say that I have betrayed the organization.
But I would not want to leave with you the idea that I am paying
them any tribute. If you would ask me the name that I would
apply, I would have quite a different name to call them.
Senator MITCHELL. You described briefly the internal struggle in
Sicily in which the Corleones gained control. Would you describe
that in more detail?
Mr. BUSCETTA. The fact that the COrleones came to control the
organization?
Senator MITCHELl,. Yes. Is that the reason you left Sicily? Because you were involved in an internal struggle for control and
were on the losing side?
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Mr. BUSCETTA. No. I did not leave Sicily because I was on the
side of the losers. At the time I left, everything was quiet. Everything was still quiet. But I did see that the Corleone family was
gaining more and more influence and becoming prominent in the
situation.
Actually, this is not in terms of numbers. What you have to do,
you have to look at the follow-up picture, generally. You have to
consider this in terms of a political faction with its particular leadership so that although the Corleone family might have been small
in number, its influence was steadily gaining.
Now, you might consider that the faction that I was in might not.
have really been considered a losing faction because my boss was
friendly with the Corleones. So you might say that my boss was a
winner. But I was a loser.
This is something that is not very easy to explain. I think I could
explain it but I would need a lot more time to explain it to the Senator.
Senator MITCHELL. Nonetheless, you have descr.ibed how the
brutal killings of your family members occurred because Gaetano
Badalamenti returned to Sicily and said that you were planning to
come back to rise against the Corleones; is that correct?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Yes, that is correct.
Senator MITCHELL. Would you tell us what it was you did as a
member of the Sicilian Mafia from the time you entered in 1948
until you left for the first time?
Mr. BUSCE'ITA. In what sense?
Senator MITCHELL. What work did you do? What did you do in
behalf of the organization?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Well, I acted as a soldier. I was one of the members of the commission. As far as active involvement is concerned,
actually I can say that I was not really in Sicily for much of the
time. I lived in Sicily as a child and then duting a lot of my adult
life I was outside of Sicily.
Senator MITCHELL. Is the Corleone family the dominant family
now in the Sicilian Mafia?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Yes.
Senator MITCHELL. How many members of that family in Sicily
went to jail as a result of the recent trial in Italy?
Mr. BUSCETTA. One.
Senator MITCHELL. Why is that? Do you know? Why were the
members of the dominant family able to avoid conviction and imprisonment?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Well, they were convicted but they have not been
arrested.
Senator MITCHELL. I beg your pardon. They were what?
Mr. BUSCETTA. They were convicted but they have not been arrested.
Senator MITCHELL. I see. They were convicted in absentia, you
mean.
Well, who were the remainder of the several hundred who were
convicted? Were they from other organizations in the Sicilian
Mafia?
Mr. BUSCETTA. Yes, from the different families of the Sicilian
Mafia.
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Senator MITCHELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you, Mr. Buscetta.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Mitchell.
I have just two other questions to ask on behalf of Senator Chiles
who is now on the floor managing the budget resolution which is
the pending business of the Senate.
One of them you have already alluded to, but he would like to
ask specifically, what kind of relationship, if any, do the families
have with the Colombian and Cuban drug cartels?
Mr. BUSCETTA. None, to my knowledge. I am not knowledgeable
about this kind of connection.
Senator NUNN. How involved is the La Cosa Nostra in exporting
cocaine to Europe? How involved is the U.S. La Cosa Nostra in ex.
porting cocaine to Europe?
Mr. BUSCETTA. I am not knowledgeable about the Cosa Nostra in
the United States. Concerning the Mafia in Venezuela, they ship a
good deal of cocaine to Europe.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Buscetta, we appreciate very much your testimony today. It has been interesting. It has been informative. It
has been helpful.
We will be making a number of recommendations following these
hearings and your testimony will assist us in that regard so we are
grateful to you and we thank you.
Mr. BUSCETTA. Thank you.
Senator NUNN. Db you have anything else you would like to add?
Mr. BUSCETTA. No, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
We will now clear the room again. We will take about a 5-minute
break while Mr. Buscetta exits the room. I will again ask the cameramen to please turn the cameras down as they leave the room.
We will have two more witnesses this afternoon, Mr. John C.
Keeney, Acting Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice;
and Mr. David C. Williams, Director, Office of Special Investigations of the General Accounting Office.
We will have another hearing on this same subject on Friday of
this week.
[Brief recess.]
Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will come back to order. Our
next witness is Mr. John C. Keeney, acting Assistant Attorney
General, Department of Justice.
Mr. Keeney, we are delighted to have you today, and we are
sorry that .it has taken longer than we planned. I know you have
been very patient in waiting for your turn to come as a witness.
We swear in all the witnesses before our Subcommittee. So I
would have you and whoever you have with you-Mr. KEENEY. I have with me David Margolis, Senator, chief of
the Organized Crime and Racketeering Section.
Senator NUNN. Glad to have you.
Do you swear the testimony you give before the Subcommittee
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you God?
Mr. KEENEY. I do.
Mr. MARGOLIS. I do.
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN C. KEENEY, ACTING ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUS'l'ICE, ACCOMPANIED BY
DAVID MARGOLIS, CHIEF, ORGANIZED CRIME AND RACKETEERING SECTION,AND PAUL E. COFFEY, DEPUTY CHIEF, ORGANIZED CRIME AND RACKETEERING SECTION
Mr, KRENEY. Senator, I know you are running late, and we would
be very happy to just go right to the questioning if you prefer.
Senator NUNN. Why don't you give us a brief summary? We do
not want to crowd you that much. If you. could summarize, we will
make your complete statement a part of the record. 1
I have already congratulated the Department of Justice and the
FBI this morning in my opening statement for the initiatives you
have made in the last few years. And so I again repeat that I think
you have undertaken a number of initiatives.
You have also utilized the law better in recent years, like the
RICO statute, electronic surveillance, and so forth. So I will not go
into all of that. But again, I will say we appreciate the Justice Department's efforts. We think there is a long way to go, but we have
come a way.
And we also appreciate very much your splendid cooperation
with this Subcommittee in preparing these hearings.
Mr. KEENEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, in our statement we have set forth briefly the
successes we have had, and you have discussed those with Director
Sessions. We have discussed in some respect where. we are going,
for example, the expanded use of' civil RICO. We have also discussed our concern about the emerging criminal groups, primarily
the Asian groups. And we and the Bureau have conducted a study
on that, and we are about to mount some pil9t city projects in
order to determine whether or not we should be more deeply involved in Asian organized crime.
At the same time we re~.lize that we cannot let up on traditional
organized crime. It comes through from the hearings today, that if
we do not keep after organized crime and keep hitting them, that
the organization is resilient, and that it will bounce back.
We have outlined some of the uses we have made of civil RICO,
primarily in the labor area. We plan to continue with those initiatives.
.
And we plan to use civil RICO in any fashion we can. We think
it is a very effective tool. We are very appreciative of what the
Congress is doing now with respect to the amendments, and taking
seriously the recommendations, they are few in number, that we
have suggested to make the RICO statute more effective.
Finally, Senator, I would just like to say this in all sincerity, we
thank you very much. We thank the Congress.
You have done wonderful things for us in the enforcement community. You have given us the immunity statute, which is a tremendous weapon.
It has not been discussed here much, but when you take the immunity statute; you add to that wiretapping; you add to that the
RICO statute; you add witness protection, and you add what you
1

See p. 452.
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have done recently in the money laundering area; we could notwe will probably come back and we are going to ask you for a few
things, but you have done an awful lot.
And from those of us in the law enforcement community, we are
very grateful, sir.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Margolis, do you want to add anything? We are delighted to
have you here today. EI~anore Hill tells me you are her boss,
former boss, ih years past?
Ml·. MARGOLIS. Emeritus, Mr. Chairman.
I think Mr. Keeney summed it up very well, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
I questioned Judge Sessions this morning about the overall success of our law enforcemement effort, Mr. Keeney, after congratulating him and the FBI and the JustiCe Department on the many
successful prosecutions, including some of the top people in these
organizations; I read to him the various field reports from Chicago,
and Detroit and Kansas City and Los Angeles and Miami and
Newark which say in essence we have done a lot of things that put
people behind bars, but the activities of La Cosa Nostra continue in
our areas.
Judge Sessions acknowledged there were continuing problems,
but said he believed he had the tools to do much more in the
future, and he was very optimistic, I think; more optimistic than
has probably been expressed in testimony before, on properly utilizing these tools, and basically, making great strides against La Cosa
Nostra.
How would you respond to that same general inquiry that these
field officers out there feel that even though we have had a
number of successful prosecutions, it is generally business as
usual?
Mr. KEENEY. The street operations are still ongoing, Senator,
that is true. But what we have done is taken out the leadership
element. In some cities we are down to the third level.
And in any organization, when you take out the leadership and
continue to take it out, as we ,have been doing, and as we anticipate we will continue to do, we will start hitting hard at the money
making aspects, the day-to-day operations, the gambling, the loan
sharking, and hopefully the narcotics.
But narcotics seems like a never-ending problem, Mr. Chairman.
It is not confined to organized crime. It just seems to be a national
problem.
I am focusing here for the moment on the day-to-day street activities of the LCN. I am optimistic if we can continue the way we
are going that we will keep them on the run.
.
Senator NUNN. The General Accounting Office will testify later
today, and they have submitted a statement which makes several
recommendations for improvements in our enforcement efforts
against organized crime.
I would like to get your thought on several of these recommendations.
GAO has identified certain industries which are particularly vulnerable, as they view it, to the LCN, including land transportation,
construction, and garment manufacturing. They find that what
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they call imaginative restructuring of these industries by industry
and labor is necessary to eliminate LCN influence.
Have you seen this recommendation yet?
Mr. KEENEY. Yes, I have seen that.
Senator NUNN. Could you give us your reaction?
Mr. KEENEY. Yes, we do not really disagree. The President's
Commission on Organized Crime made similar recommendations.
But the way we operate, and I think it has been spelled out here
a little bit today, is: we have been focusing on the organized crime
groups. And while we were focusing on the groups, we have come
out with a lot of industries where there are real problems, like the
air freight industry at JFKin New York; the drywall industry in
New York; the frauds that are being perpetrated by organized
crime jn the gasoline industry in New York.
We have the same objective, Senator, but we are coming at it
from a little different direction. What we have done along the lines
that they are discussing is: we have had discussions with and we
are working very closely now with the Antitrust Division, so that
they can use their personnel and the tools that they have, so that
they can move against industries, particularly those where there is
an organized crime element involved in the matter, but you do not
have as heavily as you usually have the traditional organized
crime muscle being used.
Those are some of the things we are doing. We are not unaware
of the interest in moving into the industries as such. We are doing
it, as I say, a little bit differently.
Senator NUNN. Let me try another recommendation on you.
GAO also recommends increa'3ed efforts by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service in enforcing the exclusion laws against foreign-based organized criminal immigration.
.
Do you agree with this recommendation? Do you believe there.
would be a payoff in increased INS efforts?
Mr. KEENEY. Senator, I really do not know, and I really cannot
answer that question. Do you want to try it, David?
Mr. MARGOLIS. Well,.as to LCN members, Senator, they have
been in the country a long time; many of them are naturalized citizens now.
.
As to the newer groups, whether they be Asians or Sicilians, efforts at keeping criminals out would certainly be welcome. I know
it is done now.
Senator NUNN. Of course, nobody ever comes up and says, I ama
member of the Sicilian Mafia; I'd like to be a citizen of the United
States.
It takes a lot of investigative and intelligence coordination for
INS to be able to have this information. That would not be part of
their jurisdiction normally, would it?
Mr. MARGOLIS. I do not believe so.
Senator NUNN. Does your Department, the Justice Department,
share information as to intelligence and who is a member of organized criminal activities abroad that may be seeking immigration
here, so INS will have an intelligence source?
Do you know whether there is any kind of crosswalk between the
intelligence of law enforcement and the Immigration and Naturalization Service?
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Mr. MARGOLIS. There is, and I think the best e:Kample of that is,
Mr. Keeney referred to our pilot projects on Asian organized crime.
The Immigration and Naturalization Service is going to be a key
player in that program.
Senator NUNN. Has that been ongoing for a long time, or is that
something new?
Mr. MARGOLIS. That is something new.
Senator NUNN. Well, in the past, have we had a crosswalk between intelligence, identification of organized criminals abroad,
and the INS, or is this something that is just coming?
Mr. MARGOLIS. I think it has existed, in the past; obviously, there
could be more of it, and should be more of it. And in this Asian
program, I think we will see more of it.
Senator NUNN. Well, I think we ought to pose the same questions to INS.
Mr. KEENEY. Senator, one point before we leave that.
To the extent that we have had the intelHgence, we have shared
it. We do have INS representatives on our strike forces, particularly in the border areas, Detroit, Buffalo, and so forth, and they have
worked out well.
And we are, as Dave suggested, looking forward to working more
closely with them with respect to organized crime, where their expertise will be extremely useful.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Keeney.
The GAO also stressed the use of both criminal and civil RICO
on other unions, and GAO recommends similar Government efforts
against the Laborers International Union of North America, the
Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees Union, and the International Longshoremen's Association.
How do you feel about that recommendation?
Mr. KEENEY. We feel that is a good recommendation. Those are
particular entities in which we have been interested for quite a
while, Senator.
And those are the same organizations that were recommended
for emphasis by the President's Commission on Organized Crime.
Senator NUNN. You also feel that you have available civil RICO
against this kind of activity?
Mr. KEENEY. Yes, sir, we do. And on civil RICO here, I will put
in a plug. There is one area where Congress could be helpful to us.
We have got a split in the courts as to whether or not the Gov- \
ernment is an entity, the Federal or State governments are entities
which can bring treble damage actions.
If the RICO statute is amended and that were included in. it, it
would be helpful to us. But it is a statute, Senator, which can be
very effective.
We have learned that in the Local 560 case, and in the five or six
other cases, we intend to build on our successes with RICO.
Senator NUNN. And you would like to see it amended to clarify
that particular part?
Mr. KEENEY. Yes, sir, there are several amendments that we
have proposed, and that is one of them.
Senator NUNN. Have you testified on that before the Judiciary
Committee?
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Mr. KEENEY. I have testified, not in the last year; but I have testified previously before it, yes, sir.
.
Senator NUNN. The committees are aware of that recommendation?
Mr. KEENEY. Yes, sir, the committees are aware of it.
Senator NUNN. The RICO provisions were enacted in 1970, but
the first civil RICO lawsuit was not filed until 1982, 12 years later.
Can you tell us why it took so long to start utilizing civil RICO?
Mr. KEENEY. Well, Senator, first of all we moved in the crimina:l
RICO area, and we moved fairly slowly there. It was a complicated
statute; we had to go through a learning process.
And then we were very careful in the type of cases that were
brought under the statute, because the statute was subject to interpretation. We wanted to make sure that the case law developed favorably from an enforcement standpoint.
For that reason, we were very careful in the number of cases we
brought, and the type of cases we brought.
And if you look at the cases that have been brought under that
statute, there were very few bad cases brought. That was because
of our slow approach.
We did virtually nothing with civil RICO for a number of years,
and again, we are going through the learning process. In the Local
560 case in Newark, we ran a pilot project, and we think we have
mastered the statute, and we think we are going to be able to use
it more effectively.
.
If the criticism is that we move slowly, it is valid criticism, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Private parties are also entitled to sue for relief
under the civil provisions of RICO. Do you know of cases where industry members, or associations, or say, union members, have
brought private suit under civil RICO?
Mr. KEENEY. Offhand, I do not. Do you, David?
This is Paul Coffey, Mr. Chairman, and he is our expert on
RICO, both criminal and civil. Would it be all right if he joined us?
Senator NUNN. Certainly.
Let me give Mr. Coffey the oath here. Do you swear the testimony you give before our Subcommittee will be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. COFFEY. I do.
.
Senator NUNN. We will just pose that question to you: Do you
know of private, civil RICO suit efforts by associations, members,
or union members?
\
Mr. COFFEY. I believe the members of Local 507 in Cleveland
have brought a civil RICO alleging that funds provided to alleged
ghost employees belong to the membership. And I think the plaintiffs in that suit have sought the return of those funds.
But those matters are involved in other litigation at this point.
Senator NUNN. They are pending now? They have not been concluded?
Mr. COFFEY. I believe it is. I believe that suit is still pending in
Cleveland.
Senator NUNN. Any other instances you know of?
Mr. COFFEY. I believe there are one or two other instances. But
that is the only one that comes to mind.
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Senator NUNN. If you have that information, could you furnish it
for the record?
Mr. COFFEY. Yes.
[See Exhibit No. 28 on p. 801.]
Senator NUNN. Your statement, Mr. Keeney, mentions the success of the UNIRAC investigation of LCN influence. We had. a set
of hearings on that after it had occurred, after the investigation
and a lot of the successful prosecutions had occurred.
Looking back on that now, what has been. the result of those
UNIRAC investigations, particularly as far as the ILA is concerned
and the shipping industry?
Mr. KEENEY. Well, I think we cleaned up the situation temporarily, but as we have been learning in these hearings, when you
clean these things up, it is not permanent.
We have to be vigilant, and as I say, the ILA is one of the organizations we are looking at right now.
Senator NUNN. You are in the process of following up on that?
Mr. KEENEY. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. So you do not just cure the problem? It does not
necessarily stay cured; is that what you are saying?
Mr. KEENEY. That is exactly what I am saying, Senator.
Senator NUNN. We have been told that the LCN, Cosa Nostra, is
changing. We have been told that there is a new breed of soldier, a
greedier, higher profile, less disciplined, more prone to violence.
Do you agree with that?
Mr. KEENEY. I think it is true in some areas of the country, in
some of the major cities, that some of the younger people are .less
disciplined. They do not have the seasoning that some of the elder
dons have who moved very slowly and carefully and tried to maintain a fairly low visibility.
In some areas of the country we have the leadership almost looking for publicity.
Senator NUNN. I mentioned to Judge Sessions this morning the
pattern of noncooperation between the Labor Department's Organized Crime and Racketeering Section, and the FBI over a period of
time that has come to our attention.
Are the .Justice Department top officials and Labor Department
top officials working on this problem? Are you trying to instill
more cooperation? Iron out problems?
Mr. KEENEY. Yes, sir,. that has been a matter of considerable concern to us.
Mr. Revell mentioned the memorandum of agreement or understanding, which is a step forward.
We have had some problems which we have addressed in particular communities, most particularly, Philadelphia, where the situation between the two agencies was not good at all. And the last
time we sat down with Philadelphia, the situation seemed to be extremely good. As a matter of fact, I could not believe what I was
hearing.
But some of the rough spots have been ironed out.
Wa have tried to help, too, Senator, in that we have been working with the Labor Department, and we worked out an arrangement, and I know you are very interested in this, whereby we have
a trial deputation program where the Labor people were given
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what they have been seeking, full law enforcement authority for a
trial period.
And we will continue to work with them in that regard.
Senator NUNN. Well, that is encouraging. We have gotten into
that several times, and have been rather discouraged about the
lack of coordination.
Your statement cites the Justice Department Organized Crime
and Racketeering Section as responsible for the organized crime
program, a role which as I understand it has rested with that section for many years.
On January 2, 1988, Attorney General Meese signed an order directing new and expanded initiatives in the Federal organized
crime effort.
As I read the order it really addresses primarily the division of
authority between the United States Attorney and the Justice Department organized crime strike forces.
As I understand it, it greatly increases the role of i.ndividual U.S.
Attorneys in strike force cases, including such areas as the initiation of investigation; wiretap requests; all major investigative
steps, including search warrants; and the determination of the
composition and duties of the litigation team.
The order even names the U.S. Attorney as opposed to strike
force superiors in Washington as the rating official for the performance rating of the local strike force chief.
Regarding that order, I would like to ask both you and Mr. Margolis, Chief of the Organized Crime Section, a couple of questions.
First, i& this order and the increased authority which it gives to
individual U.S. Attorneys consistent with the strike force responsibility for coordinating organized crime matters?
I would like to get your personal views on this.
Mr. KEENEY. My view would be, it is consistent, Chairman Nunn.
We have the strike forces; they have been in the field now for 21
years. They have been very successful. They are established.
There has been some tension between some United States Attorneys and the strike forces, because to a limited extent, they are
competing.
However, what the Attorney General tried to do here was to recognize those tensions and encourage the United States Attorneys to
become more active.
And some of the things you have read out there, Senator, are
things that have been on the books for years. I mean, the case initiation reports go to the, and have gone to the, United States Attorneys for a number of years.
Wiretap applications have always been-we have always intended, and correct me if I am wrong, Mr. Margolis-always intended
that they go through the United States Attorney.
It is just a bringing together in a closer way the strike force operation and the United States Attorney.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Margolis, could you give us your personal
view on this? Do you believe this was necessary? And do you believe it has gone too far?
Mr. MARGOLIS. I should point out, Senator, that I think there is
no substantive change in this new initiative of January 20th,
except for the cnange in rating officials.
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That is a substantive change; that is a major change. Everything
else that is in that memo has always been in the strike force guidelines, and it is a matter of reemphasis at this point; reemphasis
never hurts.
As to the rating official situation, I am not going to sit here and
tell you that I recommended that. But it is there. I have got 14
strike force chiefs who will do what they think is right regardless
of who rates them, so I think that is something we can live with.
And if we cannot live with it, I will be the first one after July 1,
1989, when it is first effective, I will be the first one to say so.
But I think we can live with it. Especially you will note that the
reviewing official, who has the final say on any rating, is the Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division; not the United
States Attorney.
Senator NUNN. So you have some possible misgivings about that
one?
Mr. MARGOLIS. No bureaucrat likes to lose any of his turf, and I
am not different from anyone else.
But I think, compared with the alternatives, we can live with it.
Senator NUNN. What other areas would you say we ought to
watch carefully, let me put it that way, in terms of the relationship
.
between strike force and U.S. Attorney?
Mr. MARGOLIS. Well, I think what we all have to watch, the
Senate and ourselves, is to make sure that while a little competition makes everybody work harder, that it doesn't become dysfunctional.
You were talking a minute ago about the Labor Department and
the FBI, the strike force attorneys, United States Attorneys, they
are all proud. They are all professionals.
Up to a point, everybody works harder with competition. I think
what the Attorney General intended to accomplish here with these
expanded and new initiatives was to make sure that the aggressiveness and competition is channeled correctly.
And we will see what happens.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Keeney, Mr. Margolis, we appreciate both of
you being herel.
Would you like to add anything else this afternoon? Do you have
any other recommendations for us?
We will be Elsking you some written questions for the record.
Mr. KEENEY. Senator, we will be responding. There are certain
suggestions made here today, one of which is civil forfeiture in the
RICO area.
I would not want to leave the impression that any of us here
thought that that is a very simple matter, because it is not.
Because the RICO statute is basically an in p1ersonam statute.
And when you are talking about forfeiture, and that is what I am
talking about right now, giving us a civil RICO forfeiture provision,
I am all in favor of it.
But you have to keep in mind that civil forfeiture is an in rem
matt~r. And what we are dealing with in the criminal provisions is
an in personam matter.
I just want to leave a caveat that this is not a simple fix; that if
you are going to attempt it, that staff is going to lh.ave to work with
us very closely to try and come up with a viable statute.
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I am not opposing it. I am just suggesting that it is not something that can be done simply.
.
Senator NUNN. Any other suggestions for us this afternoon? Mr.
Margolis, do you have anything?
Mr. MARGOLIS. Mr. Chairman, just in response to a question you
asked earlier, about the difference between the old mob and the
new mob in the United States, in reading through the materials, it
is clear they do business very similarly to the way they did it back
in Joe Valachi's day.
But one of the differences I notice now is, the younger people are
more desperate; they are less insulated, so they have to get out
front when they are committing crimes; and finally, when they see
witnesses like you had here today, and you will be having later in
these hearings, they do not know whom to trust.
And that wreaks havoc with them, and I think that is important.
Senator NUNN. Thank you. We appreciate both of you being
here, and thank you for your cooperation.
Our next witness is Mr. David C. Williams, Director of Office of
Special Investigations with the General Accounting Office, accompanied by Mr. Donald J. Wheeler, 'Nho is the Assistant to the Director, and, the Special Agent who will be accompanying them is
Mr. Thomas Ciehanski.
I'll ask all three of you, if you would, to please hold up your
hands before you get comfortable here, and let me give you the
oath which we give to all of our witnesses.
Do you sv\tear the testimony you give will be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I do.
Mr. WHEELER. I do.
Mr. CIEHANSKI. I do.
TESTIMONY OF DAVID C. WILLIAMS, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS, GENERAL ACCOUN'I'ING OFFICE,l ACCOMPANIED BY DONALD J. WHEELER, ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR, AND THOMAS CIEHANSKI, SPECIAL AGENT

Senator NUNN. Mr. Williams, we are delighted to have you here
today. We are running late, as you well know, and we appreciate
not only your tremendous work, but also your patience in waiting
to give your testimony today. So we thank you for being here and
we are delighted to receive your testimony.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to
appear here today. At your request, the Office of Special Investigations, U.S. General Accounting Office, has gathered information on
the effectiveness of the U.S. Government's law enforcement efforts
directed against La Cosa Nostra, and on the futUre course of those
efforts. Today, I will discuss the results of our examination.
Much of our information was gained from extensive interviews
with individuals in the law enforcement community, including
members of Federal strike forces, State government agencies, and
various U.S. Attorney's Offices. We relied heavily on the knowledge, judgment, and experience of these individuals.
I

See p. 492 for Mr. Williams' prepared statement.
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The LCN criminal enterprises are secretive in nature. Therefore,
the size of the LCN and the scope of its activities are difficult to
determine. The effects of the Government's efforts directed against
it are difficult to judge as well. Nonetheless, it is clear that the
Government has had recent successes against the LCN. At the
same time, law enforcement officials have informed us that the
LCN still survives and possesses an array of assets and revenueearning enterprises, both legitimate and illegitimate.
Today, I will address the Government's recent efforts directed
against the LCN and conclude with some suggestions as to the
future direction of those efforts, which we have gathered in our
interviews with law enforcement officials.
I would like to begin, however, by addressing the LCN's origin
and evolution. The LCN can be traced to a revolutionary organization in Sicily called the Mafia. Elements of the Mafia fled Italy and
immigrated to this country during the late 1800's. By 1890, Mafia
organizations were established in New Orleans, New York, and
elsewhere. In the 1920's, Prohibition provided these organizations
with opportunities to develop great w~aIth and power. By 1931, La
Cos a N ostra, the American version of the Mafia, had become organized and operational following a violent war of consolidation.
In the nearly 60 years of the LCN's evolution, a sophisticated
and stable criminal organization has developed with rules and a behavioral code that have contributed· to its success and survival.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation has estimated that the LCN
empire consists of 25 independent families or centers of power, that
together contain at least )2,000 members. Remarkably similar
ruling bureaucracies are found among the families and have existed since the LCN's early years. Behavior in the families is dictated
by a code. The strongest features of this code are respect for the
LCN leaders and omerta, which dictates that members are forbidden from betraying one another to the police. Another feature of
the LCN is its dependence upon violence.
The LCN's sole purpose is to make money while reducing the
risks of apprehension for its hierarchy. The backbone of the organization is its reliance on street vice, sllch as narcotics, gambling,
and loan sharking.
One of the LCN's most insidious enterprises is labor racketeering, which not only gen.erates cash, but also provides the LeN with
power and influence. Most of the thousands of labor unions in this
country are law abiding and free of any associat~ons with organized
crime. However, for many years, the LCN has exploited some labor
unions. In many cases, the LON-dominated unions have proven to
be particularly valuable to the LCN in gaining and maintaining
control of industries such as construction, transportation, and meat
processing.
There has been a transition in the way that the LCN has exploited unions over the years. Between the 1930's and the 1950's, the
emphasis was on pilferage from the general union funds. In the
1960's and early 1970's, the LON stole from union benefit funds
through loan schemes and used the proceeds to finance LCN enterprises and purchase business assets. However, because of the risks
posed by laws such as ERISA, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act, and, more recently, the Crime Control Act of 1984, the
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LCN has been forced to change its tactics. In recent years, the LCN
has developed highly sophisticated schemes that drain the union's
trillion-dollar pension and welfare funds through phony service
providers, and through cooperative service providers that kick back
overcharges to the LCN. These mob service providers include medical, dental, eye-care clinics, legal-service providers, and accountants.
The LCN is so deeply involved in certain industries such as shipping, construction, meat-processing, and waste disposal, that sectors of the U.S. economy are heavily influenced by the mob's presence.
From its holdings in legitimate businesses and its dominance of
certain unions, the LCN has acquired a veneer of respectability.
This has been translated into an impressive network of political
and corporate contacts.
Over' the years, the Government has made great strides in its
effort to dismantle the LCN and its powerful network.
In 1951, a Congressional Committee chaired by Senator Estes Kefauver declared that a nationwide crime cartel, which it called the
Mafia, operated in many large cities thr.oughout the United States.
In 1957, authorities discovered at least 75 of the nation's organized
crime leaders gathered for a meeting in Apalachin, New York. Following this discovery, public hearings held by Senator John L.
McClellan" Chairman of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations, disclosed further evidence of a massive criminal organization in the United States. A highlight of these hearings was
the defection and testimony of LCN soldier Joseph Valachi.
After the McClellan Subcommittee hearings, then-Attorney General Robert Kennedy launched a toncerted Federal law enforcement effort against the LCN.
In the late 1960's, the Department of Justice created its Organized Crime Strike Force program, which brought together senior
investigators and career prosecutors to investigate and prosecute
LCN figures. At the same time, Congress began designing legal
tools to combat organized crime, such as the Racketeer Influenced
and Corrupt Organizations Act, known as RICO.
These legal tools, however, were not always put to immediate use
by the Government. Despite the passage of RICO in 1970, prosecutors proceeded cautiously, and criminal indictments of high-level
LCN members under RICO did not occur in significant numbers
until the 1980's.
The first civil RICO lawsuit was not filed until 1982, a full 12
years after the Act's passage. The prosecutors' caution was attributable, in part, to their need to become familiar with a new law
and their uncertainty as to how the courts would react to such a
far-reaching statute. However, in retrospect, such a lengthy delay
in the use of RICO is difficult to justify.
During the early stages of the Government's concerted efforts,
another important development occurred-the increased use of
electronic surveillance.
Around 1980, the Government began emphasizing the use of
wiretaps and room microphones in organized crime enforcement efforts, with a view toward focusing their energies on larger criminal
conspiracies engaged in by the LCN.
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LCN specialists within the United States Attorney's Office in the
Southern District of New York and the FBI began focusing their
efforts on the leadership of the five families-the Colombo, Gambino, Genovese, Luchese, and Bonannq families, These efforts produced significant results. 'I'he Commission case resulted in the conviction of three of the New York City bosses on labor racketeering
charges related to the control of the concrete industry in New York
City. The Pizza Connection case resulted in the conviction of 17 individuals on charges related to trafficking in heroin between the
United States and Sicily and the laundering of $25 million in profits.
Furt4er west, two FBI Strike Forc~ operations, Pendorf in Chicago and Strawman in Kansas City, led to the conviction of members
of the Chicago family as weH as LCN leaders in Milwaukee and
Cleveland. Both investigations concerned the Teamster Ce:ntral
States Pension Fund in Chicago, and, in particular, use of the
fundS to provide the LCN with secret ownership in real estate and
businesses, especially in the casino industry in Las Vegas.
Between 1983 and 1986, over 2,500 LCN mere,bal"s and associates
were indicted. Among those convicted were the following 16 mob
bosses: Tony Salerno, Tony Corallo, Carmine Persico, Philip Rastelli, Eugene Smaldone, Carlos Marcello, Joseph Aiuppa, Nick Civella. Carl Civella, Dominick Brooklier, Frank Balistrieri, Gennaro
Angiulo, Russell Bufalino, Nicodemo Scarfo, James Licavoli, and
Michael Trupiano.
In recent years, court-imposed penalties have also allowed the
Government to begin seizing cash and other assets from the LCN.
In 1982, 22 years after the McClellan hearing exposed the LCNunion connection, the Government sought to place the International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 56'0 into trusteeship. Since then,
the Government has sought to place five other LCN-dominated
unions into trusteeship.
The membership losses ,caused by the Governm.ent's continuous
war have presented the LCN with numerous problems.
First, the recent convictions of LCN leaders have left leadership
vacancies. This has forced sudden promotions from lower, less-experienced ranks and has created operational difficulties.
Let me explain how the forced promotions have damaged the
LCN's operations. The LCN has several tiers of criminal enterprises. The lowest level street-crime enterprises, such as illegal
drug sales, gambling, and loan sharking, are managed by soldiers
and associates, and do not require sophisticated management skills
and contacts. They rely heavily on intimidation, threats, and violence. The higher tiers of criminai enterprises, such as industry
management, political corruption, and labor racketeering, are conducted by the LCN leadership. The activities at these levels rely on
networking between the LCN and co-conspirators who craft fragile
and complex agreements for their mutual benefit. Overseeing these
activities requires managerial ability and experience. Inexperienced, violent wise guys who are promoted too quickly to the LCN's
top management to replace convicted leaders lack the skills needed
to oversee the more sophisticated enterprises operated by the upper
levels of the LCN.
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Second, the LCN cannot simply hire entry-level replacements.
Recruitment is risky. Undercover agents and confidential informants from a host of law enforcement agencies eagerly await recruitment opportunities.
.
.
Today, the law enforcement community has a ri\.l.mber of effective legal tools· to assist in its efforts directed against the LCN.
I have already mentioned RICO. Prior to the passage of RICO,
attacking an organized criminal group was an awkward affair.
With the passage of RICO, the entire picture of the organization's
criminal behavior and the involvement of its leaders in directing
that behavior can be captured and presented. Additionally, the Act
prescribes serious criminal penalties for the kind of'crimes that top
LCN leaders engage in.
The Comprehensive Control Act of 1984, co-sponsored by you, Mr.
Chairman, amended and strengthened various provisions of the
Federal law dealing with labor racketeering. With the passage of
this Act, individuals involved in bribes or payoffs now face felony
charges. Additionally, the Act lengthened the list of criminal violations that are a bar to the employment in labor-management relations positions, and positions with employees' benefit plans. The
Act also increased the period that a convicted labor racketeer could
be barred fr()m 5 to 13 years.
Senator NUNN. How much has this statute had to do with recent
prosecutions? Has it come into play very often? We worked on this
one a long time, and it has been in effect now what, 3 years, almost
3% years? Has it been utilized very much? Have there been many
convictions?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Sir, that particular Act is used primarily to follow
up on convictions and to follow up on Government initiatives. In
order to proceed on a prosecution, the Justice Department has
taken the position that a union leader must be warned, and then if
he is in defiance of that warning, then they will proceed with a
prosecution.
That conservative position has prevented prosecutions, but it has
been a very effective tool in enforcing the progress that the Government has made in those areas.
Senator NUNN. What about the disqualification from serving in
labor-management positions after conviction? Has that come into
play very much?
.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. That has been fairly effective. The Department of Justice, primarily because of resource limitations, does
not make routine notifications of labor leaders when they are convicted, and corrupt management officials. They only make notifications when they have some reason- to believe that those individuals
are going to remain in their positions.
The Office of Labor Racketeering makes routine notifications because of their fear that people will remain in the positions.
What I would like to see, and what would be more effective, is if
there were enough resources to make the kinds of notifications to
everyone who is convicted. That would make the Act more effective.
Senator NUNN. Why would resources be a problem? I do not understand that. There are not that many people convicted, are
there?
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Mr. WILLIAMS. In recent years, there have been a significant
number of people convicted. Also, the notification has to be made
both to the individual that is convicted, and either to the union or
the employee benefit fund that employs them, the entire executive
board and all of the trustees.
It is a rather lengthy process. Right now, the responsibility for
that resides inside the strike force, and Mr. Jerry Toner, who was
here a moment ago, is responsible for that, and there are not·
enough resources dedicated to make the number of notifications
needed.
Senator NUNN. Go ahead.
Mr. WILLIAMS. The Witness Security Program has proven to be a
boon in turning major organized crime figures into informants and
witnesses. The cooperation and testimony of such program participants as "Jimmy" Fratianno and Angelo Lonardo have triggered
numerous successful criminal prosecutions. These violations of the
code of silence have made family members distrustful of one another and are weakening the foundation upon which the LCN was
established.
Another significant tool is the Bail Reform Act of 1984, which established new guidelines for p:r:e-trial detention. Several strike
force attorneys report that as a result of the 1984 legislation, defendants have pled guilty and become cooperative witnesses.
Electronic surveillance is probably the most important tool, and
has been of the greatest value to the law enforcement community
in combatting the LCN. In addition, this tool precludes the LCN
members from freely communicating with one another and conducting day-to-day business.
Mr. Chairman, I have discussed some of the important results of
the Government's attack on the LeN. You also asked that we suggest a strategy that the Government may wish to consider in its
futUre assault. Law enforcement officials have made various suggestions to us during our discussions with them regarding a future
strategy to combat the LCN and other organized criminal groups.
Based on those discussions, we offer seven suggestions.
First, the next stage of the Government's efforts will require
careful strategic planning. A well-thought-out plan should establish
objectives, assign responsibilities, and allocate the Government's
finite resources. The current strike force planning vehicle, the National Organized Crime Planning Council, could be e:'fpanded and
intensified to accomplish this.
Second, our interviews suggest that the industries vulnerable to
the LCN's influence, such as the waterfront, land transportation,
construction, and garment manufacturing, may require sophisticated, imaginative restructuring by industry and labor experts if we
are to make permanent progress in eliminating the influence of organized crime in those industries.
Third, the Department of Justice should begin using new legislative tools as quickly as possible, such as the new Money Laundering Control Act, which is directed at the money-laundering services
so necessary to the LCN. Focusing on t.he LCN's money-laundering
services directs the Government's efforts at the wealthy upper hierarchy of the LCN.
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Fourth, the specter of foreign-based organized criminal immigration, which law enforcement agencies brought to our attention, requires prompt action on the part of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Organized criminal groups are preparing to flee
Hong Kong when control of that territory reverts to mainland
China. Additionally, the "Maxi Trial" in Sicily is causing organized
crime members to consider immigrating because of fears of
prosecution or becoming casualties in the expected wars of succession. Colombian drug cartel members are also seeking to expand
their operat.ions in the United States. The INS must vigorously enforce the exclusion laws and develop strong working relationships
with the police of other nations to prevent criminals from entering
the United States. Taking action now will prevent the new organized criminal groups from establishing a base in this country.
Fifth, the LCN-dominated unions should not be allowed to
remain under the mob's control. If the LCN holds them captive,
the Government should take action to end the LCN's domination
using current available civil and criminal remedies ..
In addition to the reported pending Government actions against
the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, the Government
should also consider taking action against the other LCN-dominated international unions named by the President's Commission on
Organized Crime: the Laborers' International Union of North
America, the Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees Union,
and the International Longshoremen's Association.
Sixth, while law enforcement agencies pursue their attack on the
LCN hierarchy, they must also seek to better understand and address the problem of the LCN's continuing recruitment and induction of new members.
My seventh and final point is that we must continue to focus
public attention on the LCN and its activities. Publicity, like that
provided by today's hearing, increases public understanding of how
the LeN operates. Publicity also increases the risk of exposure for
those participating in the LCN's activities, particularly the political figures and businesspeople who are enticed by the LCN's promises of power and easy profits.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I will be pleased to
respond to any questions that you have at this time.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Williams. We appreciate so much your efforts and assistance to the Subcommittee. You
have been invaluable.
Mr. Wheeler, do you or Mr. Ciehanski have anything to add at
this point?
Mr. WHEELER. I think Mr. Williams has adequately addressed the
problem. I can only say that we are encouraged that the Subcommittee Is continuing their tradition of focusing on the problem of
organized crime, and keeping the problem in the public's eye.
Mr. CIEHANSKI. I have nothing to add, Senator.
Senator NUNN. A few questions. What js the prindpal source of
power for the LeN, based on your investigation?
Mr. WILLIAMS. The principal source of power for the LCN comes
from the labor unions,. both the power that is resident in the
unions and the fact that it provides them with such a powerful network of contacts in the corporate world. Labor unions allow the
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LCN access to political power and influence through endorsements
and political action committee contributions.
Senator NUNN. What is the chief source of revenue?
Mr. WILLIAMS. The chief source of revenue, as we are able to de~
termine,. is drug sales. This represents a fairly recent change.
Senator NUNN. Did you run across any organized crime families
that are not involved in drug trafficking?
Mr. WILLIAMS. We have encountered none. As far as we know,
they are all involved.
"
Senator NUNN. You have named certain industries as especially
vulnerable to LCN influence, including the waterfront, land transportation, construction and garment manufacturing.
What do these industries have in common, if anything, that
makes them vulnerable?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Probably the thing that they most have in
common is that· all of them suffer serious financial losses that
result from even short delays, whether it is through spoilage or
through· the cost of finance. In the case of construction, or spoilage
in the produce industry, these industries can be easily extorted because of the cost of these delays.
The industries also seem to be organized by La Cosa Nostra
unions, and they are well organized by those unions. The industries
are labor intensive, and the labor costs are often the chief cost in
the operation.
The industries are frequently involved 'in economic areas where
monopolies exist, or where they threaten to exist. Those are the
features of a typical organization that would be vulnerable.
.
Senator NUNN. One of your recommendations is that the industries that are vulnerable to the LeN be restructured. What do you
mean by restructuring? How would that be carried out? And would
it be by Government mandate or by voluntar.t action?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I think aimost certainly it will have to be by Government mandate or pressure. There is going to be a witness that
appears before you later who is very good on this topic, Ronald
Goldstock. His thinking and his work have progressed possibly
beyond anyone else's.
.
I can tell you, though, thatari early example of industry restructuring was the outlawing of the shape-up in the ILA. In early
years, a group of men would appear for work every day and the
union would pick from among them, who would receive work and
consequently who would receive pay that day.
That allowed the union to suppress people's rights, extort partl?
of their salaries from them. It opened up a whole host of abuses.
When that practice was outlawed, a number of extortionate practices became impossible for the LCN on the waterfront.
Restructuring requires examining an industry, creating a flow
chart of that industry's activities, 'and isolating the choke points
where the LCN can lodge itself and extort the industry.
The restructuring would focus on those choke points and whether they would use antitrust measures, inspections, or other regulatory efforts. They would eliminate those vulnerable sectors of the
industry to starve out the LeN.
Senator NUNN. You traced for us the LeN's involvement in narcotics. You say now that that is the biggest source of their revenue,
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but at a certain period of time they were not involved to any great
degree. Is that correct, and what changed, if anything?
Mr. WILLIAMS. My understanding is that the LCN, for many
years, has been involved in narcotics. Early on, the LCN was primarily involved with heroin, and the financing and movement of
heroin from Southeast and Southwest Asia.
The LCN has always been nervous about their involvement in
narcotics. They are nervous for a number of reasons. They do not
want their associa.tes a..'1d their members to become addicted. N arcotics convictions bring about extremely lengthy senten~es. There
is enormo:us pressure fo:.:- someone trapped and caught in a narcotics violation to cooperate with the Government. They are fearful of
that.
Because LCN members are not smugglers and because they do
not sell on the street, it also brought· them in contact with less-disciplined gangs and organized crime groups. They were fearful of
these groups knowing about LCN's business because they were
afraid those other groups would betray them to the police.
Recently, they had to balance that off against the possibility of
becoming irrelevant. The Colombian gangs, with their Cuban and
Jamaican allies, are growing with such speed that they are beginning to rival the LCN with regard to their assets and their income.
Those other groups do not have the contacts of the LCN in the
political world and the corporate world. But if La Cosa Nostra
wishes to remain relevant inside the criminal world, they have to
become involved with drugs. It is too big, and it is too lucrative.
Senator NUNN. We have heard for years about various members
of the LCN being at war with each other-murders, so forth, battles for power. We d.o not hear much about the LCN being involved
in battles with emerging crime groups, other types of groups that
are involved in narcotics, whether it is a Chinese group,Japanese
group, Irish group, or any other group.
Do those kinds of battles occur?
Mr. WILLIAMS. As you said there is no evidence that a lot of that
has occurred. One reason is they complement one another's efforts.
Some of the foreign-based groups focus primarily on smuggling
and importation, which the LCN has not become involved with.
Other groups, the street gangs, are pretty much involved with
street sales, high-risk and low-volume sales on the street. The LCN
appreciates the fact that they do not have to become involved with
that, for apprehension is a fearful likelihood.
So 011e reason that they do not fight more often is that they complement one another's efforts. There have been some instances, and
I think a lot of those have swirled around the LCN coming into
clashes with motorcycle groups. 'l'he younger members of the LON
have fought with the motorcycle grou.ps over drugs.
Senator NUNN. Isn't that bound to occur more as the emerging
groups become more powerful and move into other activities?
Mr. WILLIAMS. You would expect that, particularly if the LCN
has the hope of maintaining its grip on th~ neighborhoods where
they are no longer the premier force, or where they hope to expand
their dru.g businesses.
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The drug business is a very wide open, free market right now.
Anyone who would seek to institute a monopoly would meet with a
great deal of violence.
Senator NUNN. I understand that you have reviewed the makeup
of the Chicago LCN family, both as depicted in 1963 on the Valachi
charts, and also today on the charts that have been introduced this
morning.
Can you give us a summary of what you have discovered in
making that comparison?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. We can. There are some tremendous similarities between the Valachi-era family in Chicago and the organized crime family today.
Like then, they are organized into north, south, and west groups.
There is no ea..')t group because that is Lake Michigan in Chicago.
The west group is by far and away the most powerful group in
Chicago. It is where most of the LCN members work and where
most of the LCN members live. The Chicago family, as was the
case back then, is the strongest family outside New York City. It is
also the most violent.
Since that family's existence there have been, I think, 1,100
gangland slayings in Chicago. Until quite recently, and certainly
during the Valachi era, the hierarchy of the Chicago LCN was well
insulated and invincible. That has changed dramatically in recent
years with the FBI operations, Pendorf and Strawman in Chicago
and Kansas City. Those operations did much to riddle the LCN hierarchy and its middle-management layers with convictions.
Today, Joe Ferriola heads the Chicago's day-to-day businesses.
Joey Aiuppa, the former boss, is in prison, and his predecessor,
Tony Accardo, is in retirement and very inactive.
Ferriola, like Aiuppa, and Accardo, and their predecessor, Momo
Giancano, all were from the west group. That is from where all of
the leaders of the Chicago family have come. They are located in
the near west suburbs of Chicago.
Ferriola today is a very strong and violent "leader. He holds much
tighter reins than any of. his predecessors have for many years.
There is evidence from looking at the charts that during the Valachi era, those groups and those gangs came from the neighborhoods, and they were formed up into semiautonomous street gangs.
The organization of today is formed into a corporate-looking pyramid, and the hierarchy is formed in a traditional bureaucratic
shape.
Chicago directly controls the family in Milwaukee and has very
powerful interests in Las Vegas. Because it has a seat on the LCN
Commission, it also mediates disputes and approves major initiatives for most of the Midwest, and all of the western LCN families.
In recent years, the influence of organized crime in Las Vegas
has declined sharply. That is primarily a result of the fact that the
Central States Pension Fund divested itself of its real-estate holdings there.
While the Central States Pension Fund had real-estate holdings
in the casinos and hotels, those were thinly veiled LCN properties.
As was the case in the Valachi era, and is the case now, Chicago
LCN leaders and members still hold a number of positions in labor
unions.
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Also, the Chicago LCN family controls two of the four international unions that are dominated by La Cosa Nostia. They control
the Laborers' International Union and the Hotel Employees and
Restaurant Employees Union.
Until very recently, they also controlled the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, but under the current admfnistration, the
ownership of that union has transferred from Chicago to New
York. Those are some observations about the Chicago LCN.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Wheeler, do you or Mr. Ciehanski have anything to add?
Mr. WHEELER. No, Senator.
Mr. CIEHANSKI. No, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Williams, do you have anything else you
would like to add today?
My. WILLIAMS. No, sir.
Senator NUNN. We thank you so much for your help. We are
going to continue to rely on you. You have been terrific, and you
have been indispensable for our being able to hold these hearings.
We will have other questions for the record.
Mr. WILLIAMS. A pleasure. Thank you.
Senator NUNN. Again, thank you for being patiellt today with
the length of the hearing.
On Friday, April the 15th, in this room, the Hart Building, we
will resume these hearings. We will hear from Mr. Angelo Lonardo, former acting boss of the Cleveland LCN family. We will
have an FBI panel including James Ahearn, Special Agent·jnCharge, and some of his people from Boston, Massachusetts. Mr.
Joseph Griffin, Special Agent-in~Charge, Cleveland, Ohio. Mr.
Robert B. Davenport, Special Agent-in-Charge, from Kansas City,
Missouri. Our final witness will be Mr. Frederick Martens, Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Crime Commission.
The Subcommittee will stand adjourned for the day.
[Whereupon, at 3:50 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.]
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FRIDAY, APRIL 15, 1988

U.S. SENA'I'E,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,
CoMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:20 a.m., in room
SH-216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Sam Nunn, Chairman
of the Subcommittee, presiding.
Present: Senators Nunn, Glenn, Chiles, Roth, and Cohen.
Staff present: Eleanore J. Hill, Chief Counsel; John F. Sopko,
Deputy Chief Counsel; Harriet J. McFaul, Counsel; Richard A. Dill,
Detailee/FBI; . Leonard A. Willis, Investigator; Kathleen A. Dias,
Executive Assistant to Chief Counsel; Mary D. Robertson, Chief
Clerk; Cynthia Comstock, Staff Assistant; David B. Buckley, Investigator; Alan Edelman, Counsel; Harold B. Lippman, Investigator;
Daniel F. Rinzel, Minority Chief Counsel; Stephen Levin, Counsel;
Leonard Weiss (Senator Glenn); Steve Ryan (Senator Glenn);
Debbie Kilmer (Senator Chiles); Rosemary Warren (Senator
Sasser); Sean McAvoy (Senator Cohen); Pat Butler (Senator Stevens); and Richard Ashooh (Senator Rudman).
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN

Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will come to order.
We swear in all our witnesses before this Subcommittee.
Do you swear that the testimony that you will give before the
Subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth. so help you, God?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
.
This morning, the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
presents its second day of testimony in its hearing on the status of
organized crime in America. On Monday, we heard from the Direc- \
tor of the FBI, the Department of Justice, the General Accounting
Office, and Tommaso Buscetta, a member of the Sicilian Mafia.
This morning, we will hear from the former underboss of the
Cleveland Cosa Nostl·a family who, like Mr. Buscetta, can give us
an insider's view of life within La Cosa Nostra.
We will also hear from law enforcement representatives in different areas of the country for a more accurate picture of La Cosa
N ostra families in those regions.
Our first witness will be Mr. Angelo Lonardo. Mr. Lonardo, for
reasons of personal security, has been relocated and is now living
under an assumed name in an undisclosed location, in order to pro(83)
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tect his identity. To maintain his security, he will be testifying, as
you see, behind a screen. No cameras will be allowed to photograph
Mr. Lonardo from the area in front of the screen,
To ensure the security of the witness, access to certain areas of
the room will be restricted during the course of the testimony. I
think that has already been explained to the members of the media
with cameras here.
Mr. Angelo Lonardo, now before the Subcommittee, is the former
underboss of the Cleveland Cosa Nostra organized crime family. On
April 7, 1983, Mr. Lonardo was convicted of drug trafficking and
racketeering charges and sentenced to life in prison, pilus 103
yest's.
Subsequent to his conviction and after approximately 40 years as
a member of the Cleveland LeN, Mr. Lonardo in 1984 became the
highest ranking member of the American LCN to testify as a pros~
ecution witness about the criminal activities of La Cosa Ndstra.
His testimony was critical to the successful prosecution of high~
ranking LCN figures throughout the United States. Mr" Lonardo
agreed to testify as a prosecution witness as part of a cooperation
agreement previously entered into with the government, specifical~
ly the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York, in the
Organized Crime and Racketeering Section of the Department of
Justice. I will offer that agreement into the record now as an ex~
hibit, and it will be appropriately numbered. It will be Exhibit No.
27. [Exhibit No. 27 may be found in the files of the Subcommittee.]
Among other things, in exchange for Mr. Lonardo's cooperation,
the Government agreed to the dismissal of outstanding charges
against him, a reduction in his sentence which would allow his re~
lease at any time at the d,iscr0tion of the Parole Commission, and a
guarantee of immunity for any testimony or information given by
Mr. Lonardo in a court or grand jury proceeding.
Mr. Lonardo's testimony this morning is his first before a con~
gressional committee. He is p:l"epared to describe for us his initi~
ation into the organized crim.e family, the operations of the Clev~
land family and the Cleveland family's relationship with other mob
families in such places as New York, Kansas City, and Chicago.
The witness has already been sworn, because we wanted to facilitate that before we had tJ;ie :cameras in the room.
Mr. Lonardo, we have ma.ny questions we would like to ask you
this morning. The Subcommittee of the full Committee on Governmental Affairs has d.etermined that your testimony is necessary for
our hearing on the status of organized crime today in America.
Through your attcrtiey, Mr. Joseph Jaffe, you have requested a
grant of immunity for your testimony today. Although you have
been previouS!ly immunized by the Government to the extent of
your testimony in several criminal trials, it is the Subcommittee's
understandihg that your testimony would not be otherwise covered
by that grant of immunity, that previous grant of immunity, and
th?ot aQsent an extension of that immunity to today's testimony,
you would on the advice of your attorney invoke your Fifth
Amendment privilege and decline to testify. Is our understanding
correct?
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TESTIMONY OF ANGELO LONARDO, FORMER UNDERBOSS OF
CLEVELAND'S LA COSA NOSTRA FAMILY,! ACCOMPANIED BY
JOSEPHJAFFE,COUNSEL
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Based on that understanding, the Subcommittee
has applied to the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia
for an order immunizing your testimony from use in prosecution
against you, and the Court has issued such an order. I am asking
the Clerk to furnish you with a copy of that order and a copy for
your attorney. Do you have that order?
Mr. LoNARDO. Yes, I do.
Senator NUNN. Your attorney has the order. I am also furnishing
a copy of the statutory provisions, 18 U.S. Code, sections 6001
through 6005, under which this order was issued. At this point, I
will read the order to you:
On consideration of the application by the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Senate Committee on' Governmental Mfairs and the memorandum of
points and authorities and exhibits in support thereof, the Court finds that the procedural requisites set forth in 18 U.S. Code 6005 have been satisfied. Accordingly, it
lIas the 6th day of April 1988 ordered that Angelo Lonardo may not refuse to testify
in proceedings of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Senate
Committe(~ on Governmental Affairs on the basis of his privilege against self-incrimination.
And it is further ordered that no testimony compelled un.der this order or any
information directly or indirectly derived from such testimony may be used against
Angelo Lonardo in any criminal case, except a prosecution for perjury, giving a
false statement or otherwise failing to comply with this order.

Senator NUNN. This order is signed by the U.S. District Judge,
Thomas P. Jackson, U.S. District Judge for the District of Columbia, dated 6th of April 1988.
I will ask you and your attorney, do you understand the court
order?
Mr. JAFFE. Yes, sir.
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, I do.
Senator NUNN. I understand that under this order you are prepared to testify?
Mr. LoNARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. And you are sworn.
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. You are sworn to tell the Subcommittee the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. I understand, Mr. Lonardo, that you have a
shortened version of your 'statement this morning and your entire
statement will be made a part of the record. I ask you to take your
time, you have got water before you there and if you need to sip
water occasionally, you can certainly do that. If you will, I believe
these microphones pick up pretty well, so you do not have to put
your voice right on them, but make sure that you are close enough.
Before we begin, Senator Roth has a short statement and then
we will turn to you.
1

See p. 529 for Mr. Lonardo's prepmed statement.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROTH

Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
These hearings I believe are exposing the changing face of organized crime. Frankly, that changing face gives me cause for concern. On Monday, we were told that we are facing a new generation of the LCN which differs significantly from its predecessors.
They lack respect for tradition and for the family, they have succumbed to the influence of drugs, both as traffickers and as users.
As a result, they have become more greedy, selfish, more violent.
Many have chosen to forsake omerta, the traditional vow of silence
and turn in other family members to save their own skins.
Today, Angelo Lonardo, the son of an LCN boss and a former
acting boss himself, will confirm from the inside this new face of
the LCN. On Monday, Tommaso Buscetta, a former Sicilian LCN
member, told us that these changes are not limited to the United
States. Primarily because of drugs, he said, in Italy as well, there
are no more men of honor.
While it may be true that the LCN has changed, what has not
changed is the fact that it is still here, terrorizing citizens, draining
our economy, and in many cases taking over legitimate businesses.
As long as that is true, our efforts to eliminate organized crime
must continue unchanged.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. 'Thank you, Senator Roth.
Mr. L-onardo, why don't you proceed.
Mr. LONARDO. My name is Angelo Lonardo. I am 77 years old,
and I am a member of the La Cosa Nostra. I am the former underboss of the Cleveland organized crime family.
I became a member of La Cosa Nostra in the late 1940's, but
have been associated with the organization since the late 1920's.
When I was "made" or became a member of La Cosa Nostra, I
went through an initiation ceremony. I later learned that to be proposed for membership in La Cosa Nostra, you would have to have
killed someone and stood up to the pressure of police scrutiny.
Today, you do not have to kill to be a member, but just prove yourself worthy by keeping your mouth shut or by being a "stand-up"
guy. However, if you are called upon to kill someone, you have to
be prepared to do it.
In my case, my father was murdered by Salvatore Todaro in
1927. In revenge, my cousin, Dominic Sospirato, and I killed
Todaro. This is one of the reasons that I was proposed for membership in La Cosa N ostra.
In'the 1930's, my cousin, ,John Demarco, and I murdered Dr.
Romano, the former boss of Cleveland, because Romano had a role
in the death of my father, and we believed that he killed our
cousin on the operating table.
At the time, I was not a member of the LCN, but Demarco was.
As a result of the Romano murder, Demarco was condemned to
death by the commission for killing a boss without okaying it with
the commission. I was excused fcr my part in the murder, since I
was not an LCN member and did not know the rules. Later, I attended a meeting with Al Polizzi, the boss of Cleveland, in Miami,
Florida. It turned out that this was a commission meeting and that
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Polizzi was defending Demarco's murder of Romano. I did not sIt in
on the meeting, but afterwards Polizzi t,')ld me that he had
"straightened out" Demarco's problem with tne commission.
During the 1930's, the commission put a "freeze" on the making
of any new members. The commission put the freeze on since families, especially in New York, were not making the "right" kind of
people. Some individuals were even buying their way into the LCN.
I have heard that one businessman paid $50,000 to join the LCN. ...
Because of the decree, I was not made into the Cleveland family
until the 1940's.
John Scalish became boss of the Cleveland family around 1949.
He took over for AI Polizzi, who tired of Cleveland and retired in
Florida. In 1949, the Cleveland family had between 50 and 60 members. Scalish did not "make" any new members, so the strength of
the Cleveland· family diminished as its members aged or died. Scalish just did not want to make any new members.
Even though a small organization, the Cleveland family became
involved in Las Vegas casinos through their association with the
"Jewish Boys," Maurice Kleinmann, Moe Dalitz, Sammy Tucker,
Tommy McGinney, who is dead, and Lou Rothkopf, also dead.
In the late 1940's, Wilbur Clark began building the Desert Inn
casino in Las Vegas, Nevada. Clark was in need of additional capital and eventually went into a partnership with "the Jewish Boys"
in order to obtain the necessary funding to complete the construction of the casino. Kleinmann, Dalitz, Tucker, McGinney, and Rothkopf were gamblers who owned the Beverly Hills Supper Club, a
casino-type gambling operation in Covington, Kentucky.
A few years after the Desert Inn was licensed and operating,
"the Jewish Boys" gave Al Polizzi, John King, and Frank Milano a
"piece" of the Desert Inn in exchange for the Cleveland family's
protection.
During the 1970's, the Cleveland family received money from two
sources. The first source was the "skim" money from the Las
Vegas casinos, and the second was our piece of the Pittsburgh family's Youngstown, Ohio, rackets. Our family received about $40,000
a month from Vegas and 25 percent of the Youngstown rackets,
which would average about $5,000 per month. I did not learn about
this arrangement until I became the underboss in 1976.
The skim of the Las Vegas casinos started in the early 1970's.
Starting in 1974, I began receiving about $1,000 to $1,500 a month
from the family, through Maishe Rockman. I did not know where
the money was coming from, but I suspected that it was from the
Las Vegas casinos. I learned this from various conversations that I
had with Rockman.
In 1976, John Scalish died, and at a meeting at Scalish's house,
Rockman told me and Jack Licavoli, who is also known as Jack
White, that Scalish's wishes were that Licavoli become "boss" of
our family. At first, Licavoli did not want the job, but I told him to
take it, as those were Scalish's wishes.
Later, Licavoli made Leo Moceri his underboss and Tony DelSanter his consigliere. One day, I asked Licavoli if he had gone to
New York and illltroduced himself to Tony Salerno as boss of the
family. Licavoli said no, and that he did not know that he had to
do this. I told him that it was only right, out of respect, since the
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Genovese family represents us, Cleveland, on the commISSIOn.
After this conversation, Licavoli went to New York to introduce
himself as boss of our family.
Later, in 1976, Leo Moceri was murdered. Moceri had been murdered on the orders of John Nardi. I became underboss after Moceri's death.
After Licavoli named me underboss, he and I traveled to New
York to introduce me to Salerno as underboss of the Cleveland
family. I had known Tony Salerno since the 1940's, and out of respect for him and the Genovese family, it was proper to Jet them
know of my appointment.
When I became· underboss, Rockman told me the details of the
Las Vegas casino skim operation. Rockman told me that the skim
started when Allen Glick approached Frank Balistrieri about
Glick's obtaining a Teamsters pension fund loan so that Glick
could purchase a Las Vegas casino.
Balistrieri was the boss of the Milwaukee family. Balistl"ieri
talked to Nick Civella, boss of the Kansas City family, since he controlled Roy D. Williams, who was a high official with the Teamsters. Civella told Balistrieri that he would find someone in Cleveland that could talk to Bill Presser. Civella got a hold of Rockman
and asked him to talk to Bill Presser about getting a pension loan
for Glick. Glick told Balistrieri that in return for the pension loan,
he, Glick, would give the Milwaukee, Kansas City, and Cleveland
families a piece of the casinos.
Rockman also told me that Glick received the Teamsters pension
loan and purchased the Stardust, Fremont, and Desert Inn casinos.
[Witness :::onsults with counsel.]
Mr. LONARDO. I do not remember about him purchasing the
Desert Inn, though.
"Lefty" Rosenthal ran the skim operation in Las Vegas. Kansas
City would get the money from Las Vegas and cut it up between
themselves, Cleveland and Milwaukee. Rockman would travel to
Kim.sas City or Chicago to obtain Cleveland's share. Rockman controlled the money and would cut it up with Scalish's and later Licavoli's approval.
Bill Presser and Roy L. Williams received about $1,500 a month
for their role in the skim. The Cleveland family received a total of
about $40,000 a month from the skim. Later, when a dispute arose
in regard to the distribution of the skim between Milwaukee and
Kansas City, Chicago settled the dispute and began receiving 25
percent of the skim. Chicago settled the dispute since Milwaukee
and Kansas City answer to Chicago, the same way Cleveland answers to New York.
To the best of my knowledge, the skim continued until at least
1984.
Since the 1920's, my family has reported to the Genovese family
in New York City. We always had a very good relationship with
the Genovese family, and that is why they represent us on the commission. The Genovese family also represents the Maggadinno and
Pittsburgh families.
There is a separate commission in Chicago. Chicago has control
of all of the Western families, including Detroit. The Chicago commission makes and enforces the rules for those families and settles
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"beefs." If there was a beef or problem that included
New York families with Chicago on Chicago-controlled families,
that dispute would be settled by members of both commissions
having a sit-down and working out the dispute.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Lonardo, let me interrupt you right there
and ask you just one or two short questions. Is there still a commission, to the best of your knowledge, in Chicago?
Mr. LONARDO. Up to the time I was out, yes ..
Senator NUNN. What date was that?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, I knew at the time I was in Lewisburg, and
that was in 1984 or 1985.
Senator NUNN. Up until 1984-85, to your knowledge there still
was a commission of organized ,crime operating in Chicago?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, there was.
Senator NUNN. I would ask you the same question about New
York. Was there stm a New York organized crime commission that
basically controlled activities of La Cos a N ostra as of 1984-85?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Since then, you cannot speak of personal knowl.
edge?
Mr. LONARDO. I do not know.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Senator ROTH. Could I ask just two questions related to that, Mr.
Chairman?
In speaking of these commissions, the Chicago commission and
the New York commission, neither one was supreme, is that correct? Were they co-equal-did they work together in resolving disputes?
Mr. LONARDO. If there were disputes, they would-if there was a
dispute with the West Coast family and an East Coast family, they
would get together, yes.
Senator ROTH. But one was not paramount or supreme?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator NUNN. They were on the same level?
Mr. LONARDO. The same level.
Senator ROTH. The second question, am I correct in understanding that no member can be put to death or should be put to death
without the approval of the appropriate commission? In other
words, must a family go to his commission to get that approval?
Mr. LONARDO. If it is a young member, they do not have to go to
the commission, but if it is a boss from the East, the eastern commission handles that.
Senator ROTH. So if a so-called senior member or boss of a family
were to be put to death, the family would go to the appropriate
commission to get approval?
'
Mr. LONARDO. The commission, that is right.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, M1'. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you. Why don't you go ahead and proceed.
We will not interrupt you much, but I wanted to ask a question.
Mr. LONARDO. That is okay.
Up to 1983, when I went to jail, I knew that Tony Accardo was
head of the Chicago family and, therefore, the head of the Chicago
commission.
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Since the Genovese family represents the Cleveland family on
the commission, I have traveled to New York on several occasions
to discuss family business. In 1976, after the murder of Moceri, Licavoli and I went to New York to talk to Salerno to obtain his help
in murdering Danny Greene and John Nardi. Nardi and Greene
had taken a trip to New York to see Paul Castellano about a meat
business. Salerno agreed to speak to Castellano and to have Nardi
and Greene murdered on their next trip to New York. Nardi and
Greene never made a second trip to New York, so New York never
helped in their murders.
In 1977, Licavoli and I traveled to New York City to see Salerno
and requested permission to "make" 10 new members into the
Cleveland family. Salerno granted our request and told us if we
needed any more members, just to let him know.
In 1981, Licavoli, Rockman, and I went to Chicago, Illinois, to see
Jackie Cerone and Joey Aiuppa about getting them to agree to support Roy L. Williams as President of the International Brotherhood
of Teamsters, since Frank Fitzsimmons was dying. Cerone and
Aiuppa agreed on Williams, and we then traveled to New York to
see Salerno. We called John Tronolone in Florida, and had him set
up a meeting in New York. We went to New York and saw S~
lerno, who agreed with the choice of Williams and told us that he
would contact his people to line up support for Williams. We supported Williams over Jackie Presser, as Williams was Kansas
City's man and had Chicago's backing. In return, Williams promised to make Jackie Presser the head of the Central States Pension
Fund. After Williams was elected, he went back on his word and
did not name Presser. Maishe Rockman told Presser not to worry
about it and not to do any favors for Williams.
When it appeared that Williams, who had been indicted, was
likely to be forced to step down from his position, Rockman and I
made a second trip to Chicago to get Chicago's support for Jackie
Presser as President of the IBT, because he was Maishe's protege,
and it would increase the Cleveland family's prestige and respect.
Cerone and Aiuppa had other candidates for the position and
told us that they did not want Presser because he was an informant. Maishe asked Cerone how he knew Presser was an informant,
but all he would say is that he "just knew." We left Chicago with
the promise from Cerone and Aiuppa that t}1ey would think about
Presser and let us know in a week or so.
The next day, a Teamsters official named Dominic called Rockman and told him that Presser was "okay" with Cerone and
Aiuppa. After obtaining Chicago's support, we went to New York
to see Salerno. Salerno asked if Chicago agreed to Presser. We told
him that they did, but that they had thought Presser was an informant. Rockman swore to Salerno that Presser was not an informant and Salerno agreed to the choice of Presser as IBT President.
Later, an article appeared in the "Cleveland Plain Dealer" which
said that Presser was. an informant. Presser demanded, but was refused, a retraction by the paper. Rockman and I traveled to New
York City and met Salerno at his 116th Street Club. I explained to
him about the "Plain Dealer" article and said that the article was
not true. I told him Presser had asked Rockman to attempt to get a
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retraction, and asked if he could do anything about it. Salerno had
"Fish" Cafaro call Roy Cohn. Cohn told Salerno that the owner of
the "Plain Dealer" was his client and friend. Salerno made an appointment to see Cohn. We left New York, and a short while later
the "Plain Dealer" printed a retraction.
Rockman was the Cleveland family's contact with the Teamsters
Union. The family would use the Teamsters to obtain pension loans
and to do people favors. One time, Salerno had asked Rockman to
see if he could obtain a union charter for a friend of Salerno's, and
a second time he had Rockman obtain information about a vending
company in Cleveland that a friend of Salerno's wanted to buy. As
I stated earlier, we also used the Teamsters Central States Pension
Fund to obtain a loan for Glick so that we could "skim" profits
from their casinos.
As I stated previously, the Genovese family looks out for the
Eastern families-aside from the other four in New York Cityand Chicago takes care of the Western families. I knew that Antho-·
ny Scotto and Tony Anastasio used to run the waterfront for the
Gambino family.
In the early 1980's, I knew Salerno to be the boss of the Genovese family and also knew that Vincent Gigante (The Chin) was
the consigliere and was being groomed to be the boss. I know that
Salerno had a great deal of respect for Benny "Squint" Lombardo
and frequently sought his counsel on family matters.
Mr. Chairman, I have been in the Mafia most of my adult life. I
have been aware of it ever since I was a child in Cleveland. It has
changed since I first joined in the 1940's, especially in the last few
years with the growth of narcotics. Greed is causing younger members to go into narcotics without the knowledge of the families.
These younger members lack the discipline and respect that made
"This Thing" as strong as it once was.
At the same time, the Government has successfully convicted
many members, including most of the Cleveland family. However,
this does not mean that La Cosa Nostra is finished in Cleveland or
elsewhere. Many of the made "members," such as Anthony Liberatore, Tommy Sinito, and others, will be released in the next few
years. In addition, there are many young men who are still in
Cleveland who would have been "made" if we had had the time to
do so before we were incarcerated.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Lonardo.
Let me ask you just the definition of a term or two here. You
used the term "made." Would you tell us what being "made"
means?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, when you join the LCN.
Senator NUNN. When you are officially made a member?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. Being "straightened out" means the same thing?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. You used the term "straightened out." When you
"straighten someone out," that means you have made him a
member?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Where did that term originate? They always use
these two interchangeably?
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Mr. LONARDO. 'rhey always said it that way, yes.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Lonardq, you have broken with La Cos a Nostra's code of silence.
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. You have cooperated with the Federal Government.
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, I did.
Senator NUNN. Tell us why, why did you break the code of silence?
Mr. LONARDO. I was convicted and got life with no parole, plus
103 years. I know I will never get out of there alive and I miss my
family very, very much.
.
Senator NUNN. How much of your sentence did you serve in
prison?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, I was in altogether about 18-19 months.
Senator NUNN. Had you served any other time prior to this in
the penitentiary?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, I did.
Senator NUNN. How much time?
Mr. LONARDO. Twenty-three months.
Senator NUNN. When was that?
Mr. LONARDO. In 1942.
Senator NUNN. You mentioned in your statement at the end that
organized crime now is different from what it was in the 1940's.
You mentioned that now there are SO many La Cos a Nostra members going into narcotics. When did that start changing?
Mr. LONARDO. I really cannot answer you when, but it must have
been the late sixties or seventies.
Senator NUNN. The late sixties or seventies.
Mr. LONARDO. But before that, the higher-ups had told all the
members that they could not handle any sort of dope.
Senator NUNN. Now, was that a brea.kdown from the bottom up?
Did the soldiers start getting into narcotics, or did the commission
itself, the top bosses, decide that narcotics were okay?
Mr. LONARDO. It was not the bosses. It was the younger ones .
Senator NUNN. You were the boss in Cleveland, is that right?
Mr. LONARDO. I was.
Senator NUNN. Did you ever give permission for people in your
organization to be involved in narcotics? .
Mr. LONARDO. We told them they could not do it.
Senator NUNN. You were convicted, though, of narcotics, is that
right?
Mr. LONARDO. I was, but I was an innocent victim. I was an innocent man. I was thrown into that trap.
Senator NUNN. You were not guilty of that, the crime of which
you were convicted?
Mr. LONARDO. I was not.
Senator NUNN. But you were guilty of a number of other crimes
which you had admitted, correct?
_
Mr. LONARDO. There were no other crimes admitted in that trial.
Senator NUNN. You are telling us today that you committed
many crimes?
Mr. LONARDO. I admitted other crimes, yes.
Senator NUNN. But you did not commit the narcotics violation?
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Mr. LONARDO. Never. I never believed in that.
Senator NUNN. Tell me, why do people who are engaged in gambling, loan sharking, and as you have said here today, in murder
over and over again, think that being in narcotics is worse, of a different nature, than murdering people?
Mr. LONARDO. In the first place, narcotics always brought a lot of
heat to the organization.
Senator NUNN. In other words, it is easier to get away with
murder than it is narcotics?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, it was.
Senator NUNN. But it was not a moral position of being against
drugs that kept the Commission out of narcotics?
Mr. LONARDO. I did not get that, Senator.
Senator NUNN. It was not a matter of moral concern about arug
dealing that really kept the Commission from wanting La Cosa
Nostra to go into narcotics, it was more of a matter of not wanting
the heat turned up by the Feds, is that right?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. That has completely broken down now, has it
not, now La Cosa Noska is engaged in narcotics. in a pretty widespread fashion?
Mr. LONARDO. 'Well, honestly, I do not think the older fellows and
the higher-ups, I still believe that they do not fool around with it.
It is the younger crowd that does.
Senator NUNN. You still believe that at the very top they do not?
Mr. LONARDO. They do not.
Senator NUNN. Could I get your attorney perhaps to tell us the
conditions of your cooperation? If you would like to answer that,
you could, or if your attorney would prefer to answer it, because it
gets into some technical detail, we could ask him. In other words,
what has the Government agreea to do for you in exchange for
your cooperation as a witness?
Mr. JAFFE. Senator, it may be easier if I answer that, a shorter
period of time.
Senator NUNN. Yes, why don't you do that.
Mr. JAFFE. The terms of the agreement are 'already in the-Senator NUNN. Could you identify yourself? I have done that, but
I think it would be-Mr. JAFFE. Yes, sir. My name is Joseph Jaffe, and I am Mr. Lonardo's attorney.
Senator NUNN. Where is your office?
Mr. JAFFE. My office is in Liberty, New York.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr .•Jaffe.
Mr. JAFFE. The terms of the cooperation agreement are set forth
in what has now been marked as Exhibit 27, and basically that
agreement provided that, in exchange for Mr. Lonardo's cooperation with the United States Department of Justice throughout the
United States, three things would happen.
Number one, the continuing criminal enterprise conviction under
which he was doing a life sentence without parole would be dismissed. The remainder of the sentence would be converted, if the
judge approved, so that Mr. Lonardo could be parole eligible immediately. The remainder of the motion to reduce the sentence would
be held in abeyance until Mr. Lonardo had testified at grand juries
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and at trials throughout the United States, at which time a motion
to reduce would be made before the judge who had sentenced him,
the Government would make known the full extent of Mr. Lonardo's cooperation, its evaluation of the truthfulness of that testimony which he may have given, and the judge would then make a decision whether to reduce Mr. Lonardo's sentence.
As an alternative, a provision was made where an application
could be made to the United States Parole Commission for Mr.
Lonardo to be placed on parole if the judge denied the motion to
reduce. Mr. Lonardo, because of security and fear and the'necessity
for security for his family if he were to testify, was to be brought
into a witness protection program in existence under the authorizing statutes of the Federal Code, and that in broad brush is what
the agreement provided.
You should know that at the time he was not under indictment
and has never been under indictment in the districts in which he
testified, with the information testified. The agreement was with
respect to reduction of the conviction which arose out of the Ohio
convictions.
'
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Jaffe.
Mr. Lonardo, you have testified that Milton (Maishe) Rockman
controlled Jackie Presser and the Teamsters Union for the Cleveland family, is that correct?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, that is.
Senator NUNN. What benefits did the Cleveland family derive
from their control of the Teamsters Union?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, they used to get favors through the pension
fund for loans for the casinos. Also, if they want to put somebody
to work there in the Cleveland Teamsters, Maishe would go down
there and recommend somebody, to give them a job.
Senator NUNN. How did Rockman have so much influence, since
he was not, as I understand it, a member of the family?
Mr. LONARDO. He grew up with John Scalish and they were
always together. They both married into each other's families.
Johnny married Maishe's sister and Maishe married Johnny's
sister.
Senator NUNN. Was he treated pretty much like a member of the
family then?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, he was.
Senator NUNN. Was there any real distinction between his role
and what it would have been had he been an official "made"
member of the family?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, he was like a "made" man, but he could not
be sworn in because he was Jewish.
Senator NUNN. Is that based on religion?
Mr. LONARDO. Religion-not religion, on-Senator NUNN. Ethnic background?
Mr. LONARDO. You have to be Italian.
Senator NUNN. So it is ethnic background and not religion?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. How can the LCN, how can La Cosa Nostra have
such a powerful influence in the election of Teamster presidents?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, most of the delegates are really made by the
families, they are recommended and they get elected to be dele-
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gates, and when you need these delegates they usually listen to the
families that made them.
.
Senator NUNN. You are saying that the delegates that el~.Qt the
Teamster president, a number of them are basically controIIed by
La Cosa N ostra?
Mr. LONARDO. It is mostly the delegates and the vice presidents.
Senator N UNN. How do. the organized crime families obtain that
kind of control over those individuals who elect the president of the
'l'eamsters Uniont' What kind of pressure, leverage or incentives do
La Cosa Nostra offer those people that they, according to your testimony, follow orders in terms of whom they elect to their highest
office?
Mr. LONARDO. How do they elect them?
Senator NUNN. No, what kind of leverage does the family exercise over those individuals so that they basically, according to your
testimony, will elect whomever you choose, from the LCN point of
view?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, they get their jobs actually through the families. The families recommend to others that are in there and they
get elected.
Senator NUNN. You are saying a number of the delegates who
elect the highest officer in the Teamsters Union are basically controlled by La Cos a N ostra?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. And they will elect whomever La Cosa Nostra
chooses?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUN. And you are saying that they themselves get their
jobs through La Cosa Nostra?
Mr. LONARDO. You mean the delegates?
Senator NUNN. Yes.
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. By that I mean the union jobs, their designation
as vice presidents and so forth?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. No, certainly not all of these people are controlled by La Cosa Nostra?
Mr. LONARDO. Now, they are not.
Senator NUNN. You say that a majority are?
Mr. LONARDO. Truthfully, I cannot answer that.
Senator NUNN. You do not know how many?
Mr. LONARDO. I said mostly the higher-ups are.
Senator NUNN. You know that there are enough to get elected
whomever La Cosa Nostra wants to get elected?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Has La Cosa Nostra ever recommended someone
for election to the head of the Teamsters, based on your personal
experience, who has not been elected?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator NUNN. Have you ever lost an election for the Teamsters
head?
Mr. LONARDO. Do you mean the head of the Teamsters?
Senator NUNN. Has the family ever recommended someone to be
elected head of the Teamsters who has lost?
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Mr. LONARDO. I do not know anything about that.
Senator NUNN. You know some that have been recommended
have been elected, correct?
Mr. LONARDO. Oh, yes.
Senator NUNN. Well, what I am saying is do you know of any
individual that the family has in effect nominated or recommended
be elected as head of the Teamsters who has lost the election?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator NUNN. You mentioned skimming operations in Las
Vegas, a good part of the skim going to the family in Cleveland,
:Kansas City, and also Chicago, is that right?
Mr. LONARDO. At first it was Cleveland, Milwaukee, and· Kansas
City.
Senator NUNN. Is that an arrangement between these three families, was that an arrangement between the three families in those
cities?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, it was.
Senator NUNN. And then Chicago came in on the act?
Mr. LONARDO. There was a dispute about the money, I think it
was Kansas City and Milwaukee, they thought they were not getting the right amount of money, and Frank Balistrieri went to Chicago to talk about it and Chicago called' in Nick Civella and they
straightened it out, and after they straightened it out they took 25
percent of what was coming in.
Senator NUNN. Is that kind of skimming operation still going on,
to the best of your knowledge, from Las Vegas to La Cos a Nostra?
Mr. LONARDO. Up to-I remember I was in Lewisburg-not
Lewisburg, Springfield, Missouri, at the hospital there, and Maishe
Rockman come to see me there and he told me he was going, I
think, to Kansas City to pick up the money.
Senator NUNN. Approximately what time frame was that?
Mr. LONARDO. That was in August of 1983. And when I was in
Lewisburg, Frank Balistrieri was there and Frank Balistrieri told
me that he got word from Aiuppa that he was still getting his end
of the skim money and that he would see to it that it would go to
the right source, and that was around 1984.
Senator NUNN. So, as recently as 1984, to your personal knowledge, the skimming operation was still going on?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, it was.
Senator NUNN. You mentioned on nage 3-1 am going to refer
YQIJ to yoq.1.' te$timony for several different questions here and then
i am going to defer to my colleagues-on page 3, you mentioned
the murder of Salvatore Todaro.
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Who committed that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. I did, with my cousin.
Senator NUNN. You and your cousin?
Mr; LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. And why was it committed?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, he was the fellow that was responsible for
my father's death.
Senator NUNN. How was the murder carried out?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, my cousin John Demarco, we had a hard
time trying to get Sam Todaro because he was the brains of this
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outfit, and he told me, "Why don't you talk to your mother, don't
tell her anything about it, though, just tell her if she would go
along with you and talk to Sam Todaro for financial help, maybe
your mother will go along with you to see Sam Todaro." So I said, I
will talk to my mother and see vthat she would say.
I talked to my mother and I said, "Ma," I said, 'Iyou know we
need money," I said, "would you go along with me to see Sam
Todaro and ask him for financial help?" and my -mother agreed.
She did not know anything about what was going to happen.
I picked up my mother with my cousin and we go down .to llOth
Street, Woodland, off of Woodland, and there was someone standing there and we said hello and we told him if he would see if Sam
Todaro was there, my mother would like to talk to him. He said
yes, I will go back there.
He went back there and he come out and he says, 'ISam will be
here in a minute." All of a sudden we see Sam Todaro turn around
the corner, walking towards our car. He must have been about
four, five feet away from me-I was driving, and that is the side he
was walking towards, and as soon as he got about four feet away
from me, I pulled out my gun and started shooting him. He was
hollering and screaming, naturally, and we pulled away.
Senator NUNN. Was your mother in the car?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes. She was screaming and yelling. I felt so bad
for my mother.
Senator NUNN. You felt bad about having your mother witness
that?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. Was anyone ever prosecuted for that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes. There were two fellows that told the police
who did it. They told the police it was me and my cousin and that
my mother was in the car. My mother got indicted, but my cousin
and I, we stood away for about 6 months or 7 months, something
like that.
After the murder, we dropped my mother off at home and we
went to an apartment we had rented, in case this thing happened,
we would go there, and after we went there we called-my cousin
Johnny Demarco and told him what we had done and he says,
I'Fine/' he says 111'11 see you," he says, 111'11 be up there." Right
after that, the police went over to arrest my mother-they went to
my home and they arrested my mother, and she got tried and she
was acquitted.
Senator NUNN. She was tried and acquitted?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. And you were never tried for that?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, I was.
Senator NUNN. You were tried?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. What happened in that trial?
Mr. LONARDO. We gave ourselves up about 6, 7, 8 months later
and we got tried and convicted and got life. We appealed the case.
We got a different attorney and he got us a new trial in a court of
appeals and they held us in the county jail altogether 23 months,
and finally the attorney went to the prosecutor and he told the
prosecutor, he says, at least why do you not put a bond on those
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two fellows, instead of keeping them in jail, or try them, so the
prosecutor, who happened to be Ray T. Miller at the time, talked to
my attorney, who happened to be Jim Connell-he happened to
become the presiding judge of the Federal Court in Cleveland-and
he got us-·he talked to Ray T. Miller and Ray T. Miller told Mr.
Connell, he says, IIJim," he says, "tell them boys to stay in a couple
of weeks and I'll set a date and try them and save the bond
money." He kept his word and set a date, there were no witnesses
at the trial and the judge threw it out of court.
Senator NUNN. What had happened to the witnesses?
Mr. LONARDO. They left Cleveland. Nobody told them to leave,
they left on their own.
Senator NUNN. Do you think they were afraid to stay and testify
the second time?
Mr. LONARDO. I think they were.
Senator NUNN, You did not have anything to do with that?
Mr. LONARDO. No, I was in jail.
Senator NUNN. You did not send word for them to be intimidated?
Mr. LoNARDO. No.
Senator NUNN. They just left because they were afraid?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. Let me ask you about the murder of Dr. Romano.
Who committed that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. My cousin Johnny Demarco and me.
Senator NUNN. Why was that murder committed?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, he was one of the fellows that was responsible for my father's death.
Senator NUNN. How was that murder committed?
Mr. LONARDO. My cousin Johnny talked to some fellow that had
a home-at that time it was country, but now it is a big suburband he was living there and my cousin talked to him. He said, IIMr.
Milano, is it all right if we tell the doctor that you want to see him,
and he'll come here, and we could get him over here?" Mr. Milano
says, "Ye!:, it's okay with me."
So my cousin Johnny. went to see the doctor and he says, "Mr.
Milano would like to see you at his house." So the doctor himself
says, "Okay, tell him I'll be therl3 at about 10 o'clock or 11 o'clock."
I do not know if it was the next day or the day after, I forget. We
made it our business to be there when he got there, and when he
got there we did it.
Senator NUNN. You shot him?
Mr. LONARDO. No, I did not. My cousin did. I was holding him
and he shot him.
Senator NUNN. You were holding him while he was shot?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Did your cousin shoot him in the head?
Mr. LONARDO. In the ear.
Senator NUNN. Behind the ear. Did anyone in the Cleveland
family authorize or approve that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. No. The one that authorized it was Frank Milano,
but later on he would not admit it. He told everybody he did not
know anything about it, that it was going to happen there.
Senator NUNN. You had asked him to authorize it?
.
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Mr. LONARDO. Yes-:-not me, but my cOUf;;in.
Senator NUNN. You had been a "made" man, then?
Mr. LONARDO. No, I was not.
Senator NUNN. You were not a "made" man then?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator NUNN. So the man who authorized it backed out and
said he had not authorized it?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Was anyone ever prosecuted for that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
SenatoJ:" NUNN. Was there an investigation?
Mr. LONARDO. I imagine there was, yes. But the body was moved
away from that yard.
Senator NUNN. Senator Roth?
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask you a series of general questions and then fiat
into more detail. You spoke about the ;.nfluence of the Cleveland
family and other organized crime in the Teamsters Union. Are
there any other international un.ions under the influence of organized crime that you have personal knowledge of?
Mr. LONARDO. I do not know. Maybe they do.
Senator ROTH. But you have no knowledge of any other?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator ROTH. You also-Mr. LONARDO. Do you mean the Teamsters Union or other
unions?
Senator ROTH. Other unions, Longshoremen, Hotel Workers, any
of them?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, the Longshoremen, New York controls that.
Senator ROTH. Who controls that?
Mr. LONARDO. New York, the Gambino family head it.
Senator ROTH. And are there any other unions controlled by
other families that you personally have knowledge of?
Mr. LONARDO. I don't know, no.
Senator ROTH. You also mentioned that a certain number of casinos were taken over in Las Vegas by members of the LCN, is that
correct?
Mr. LONARDO. I did not testify to them taking over, I testified to
them getting money from the pension fund.
Senator ROTH. They skimmed funds off from certain casinos, is
that correct?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator ROTH. In Las Vegas?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator ROTH. Is that also true of any casinos in Atlantic City?
Mr. LONARDO. I could not answer you there, Senator.
Senator ROTH. You have no personal knowledge?
Mr. LONARDO. I do not know.
Senator ROTH. Now, you stated that Bill Presser and Roy Williams received a cut of the skim from the Las Vegas casinos. How
did the Cleveland family divide up its share of the skim?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, it was to Milton Rockman, Jack Licavoli-do
you mean when it first started?
.
Senator ROTH. At any time.
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Mr. LONARDO. Well, when it first started I did not know anything
about it. But after 1976, it was to Maishe Rockman, Jack Licavoli
and I.
Senator ROTH. Did Jackie Presser ever receive any of this
money?
Mr. LONARDO. That I do not know, sir.
Senator ROTH. You have no knowledge?
Mr. LoNARDO. No.
Senator ROTH. Now, you testified that the family controlled a
number of delegates and vice presidents of the Teamsters Union.
How do they bring about this control? Do they control not only the
international, but a number of the local unions?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator ROTH. How do they exercise influence or control in these
individual unions?
Mr. LoNARDO. Do you mean the members of the LCN?
Senator ROTH. Yes.
Mr. LONARDO. I never had anything to do with the unions.
Maishe Rockman was the one that used to 'handle that.
Senator ROTH. When someone in the LCN vouches for a person's
credibility and that person turns and cooperates with law enforcement, is that person's sponsor punished?
'
Mr. LONARDO. Is he punished?
Senator ROTH. Yes.
Mr. LONARDO. He will be, yes.
Sene.tor ROTH. Was the Cleveland family worried about retaliation, after sponsoring Jackie Presser for Teamster president and
after Rockman assured Chicago that Presser wag reliable, the article 8,ppeared alleging that Presser was an informant?
Mr. LONARDO. Was Maishe Rockman worried, you mean?
Senator ROTH. Yes, that is correct. Was the family concerned
about that?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, Maishe Rockman still did not believe it and
that is when we went to New York and talked to Salerno, to find
out if he knew anybody that owned the "Cleveland Plain Dealer,"
and Tony Salerno says I really do not know, but I will find out. So
he gets "Fish" Cafaro and he says, "Fish, call Roy Cohn and tell
him I want to talk to him." Fish Cafaro went to the phone and he
says, "Tony, Roy Cohn is on the phone." Tony Salerno went to the
phone and he talked to Roy Cohn and he asked him over the phone
if he knew of anyone owning the "Cleveland Plain Dealer."
When he came back, he told us that Roy Cohn told him that that
was his client and friend, and Tony Salerno said that he would see
him and talk to him in person.
Senator ROTH. There was a retraction afterwards in the-Mr. LONARDO. Later on there was, yes.
Senator ROTH. So apparently that was the result of Roy Cohn?
Mr. LONARDO. It was. I would imagine it would have had to be.
Senator ROTH. After the retraction was published, did the other
families trust Presser and consider him reliable?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, since that has happened, I have been in jail.
I doubt it very much.
Senator ROTH. Have there ever been any occasions when the
Cleveland LCN family has worked with any other non-LCN orga-
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nized crime group, such as outlaw motorcycle gangs or other ethnic
groups?
..
Mr. LONARDO. Not in Cleveland, no, sir.
Senator ROTH. Do you know of any working relationship between
the Cleveland LCN family and any LCN groups in Italy?
Mr. LONARDO. Would you say that again?
Senator ROTH. Yes. Do you know of any working relationship between the Cleveland family and LCN groups in Italy?
Mr. LONARDO. No, I do not know.
Senator ROTH. You have no personal knowledge?
Mr. LONARDO. I'do not think there is, no. They might know some
people over there that were in Amel"ica and went back there. .
. Senator ROTH. Now, you mentioned that drugs are becoming increasingly popular as an activity with the younger members of the
organized crime families. To what extent do you think drug trafficking, for example, in the Cleveland area is controlled by the hierarchyof the Cleveland family or is it only the younger members?
Mr. LoNARDO. Well, at the beginning there was none, until
Tommy Sinito and Joe Gallo got to be members of the LCN, and we
did not know anything about what they were doing. We never
knew that they got themselves connected in the drug business. We
told them when we "made" them that as far as drugs, that was a
no-no in the Cleveland family and they could not do anything like
that.
Senator ROTH. But if I understood your earlier testimony, despite
the fact that the most senior members, the bosses of the family
were opposed to it, still there were younger members of the family
involved in drug'trafficking, is that correct?
.
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, it is.
Senator ROTH. To what extent do you think those younger mem.
bers controlled the drug trafficking?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, they got connected with a fellow by the
name of Carmen Zagaria and they were only supposed to be running our "barboot game," that is a Greek dice game, and through
that Tommy Sinito and Joe Gallo got connected with Zagaria in
the drug business and we did not know anything about it.
Senator ROTH. I would like to go back to your testimony that the
younger members apparently look upon drug trafficking as an approved activity. Do you see this becoming an area of activity controlled increasingly by organized crime?
Mr. LONARDO. By the higher-ups?
Senator ROTH. Well, by the younger members who are probably
going to be the senior members tomorrow.
Mr. LONARDO. These young fellows are doing it on their own.
Most of the higher-ups do not know anything about it, but they
find out.
Senator ROTH. Now, you talk about ending the LCN's influence
in Cleveland. Do you have any suggestions for how law enforcement can go about ending LCN influence in Cleveland and elsewhere.
Mr. LONARDO. Well, the only thing I could see is the RICO law,
by taking everything away from them.
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Senator ROTlf. How important are the funds that are skimmed
off of the casinos and the unions to the operation of the LCN? Is
that the principal source of fup-ds?
Mr. LONARDO. Did you mention the union?
Senator ROTH. The unions, yes.
Mr. LONARDO. As f~l.r as I know, we did not get any money from
the unions.
.
Senator ROTH. No money directly from the unions?
Mr. LONARDO. We dic.:. not. Jack White denied, did not get anything from there.
Senator ROTH. How important a source were the casinos?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, the casino money, right after that we all got
indicted for the Danny Greene killing with John Nardi, and
Maishe Rockman was holding all the money ever since then for expenses for attorney fees.
Senator ROTH. Do you know Jackie Presser?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, I do.
Senator ROTH. What dealings have you had with him?
Mr. LONARDO. Never, not once did I ever have a meeting with
Jackie Presser, and I hardly ever saw him. Once in a while I used
to see him, either at a wedding affair or something like that.
Senator ROTH. Have you ever paid any money to Jackie Presser?
Mr. LONARDO. Never.
.
Senator ROTH. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Roth.
Senator Glenn?
Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There are some limitations we are operating und~r here, because
of court cases and investigations under way, and some issues will
come up at later hearings, but there are several areas that I would
like to explore a little bit further.
You mentioned earlier that during the late twenties and early
thirties some of the influence the family had over some of the
public officials. To your knowledge, did any members of the family,
of the LCN, payoff any public officials such as State or Federal
judges or other public officials in the Cleveland area?
Mr. LoNARDO. I think they did, but I could not tell you who they
were.
Senator GLENN. But it was your opinion that that was going.on?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator GLENN. How about jury tampering or threatening witnesses or juries, was that done on a routine basis or ever done?
Mr. LONARDO. Not that I know of.
Senator GLENN. Okay. Who controlled what in the northern Ohio
area? Does the Cleveland family control LeN or La Cosa Nostra activities in Youngstown and on down through the Steubenville area?
Who controlled that?
Mr. LoNARDO. Steubenville never had anything to do with Ohio.
Steubenville was connected with Pittsburgh.
Senator GLENN. How about Youngstown?
Mr. LoNARDO. Youngstown at one time was connected with
Cleveland, but Cleveland gave it up.
Senator GLENN. ¥lho asked Cleveland to give that up or what arrangements were made to give up a territory like that?
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Mr. LONARDO. I believe, I am not sure now, but I think it was Al
...
Polizzi.
Senator GLENN. How about other communit~es in Ohio, were
there activities in Dayton or Columbus or Cincinnati that were controlled by the LeN?
Mr. LONARDO. Not from Cleveland, no.
Senator GLENN. How about Lima?
Mr. LONARDO. Lima used to be four or five brothers that belonged to the LCN family from Cleveland, but they are all dead
today.
Senator GLENN. How about other areas? Akron, Canton, any
others?
Mr. LONARDO. Akron, they are dead also.
Senator GLENN. Do you believe the family is still operating in
that area, in the Cleveland area?
Mr. LONARDO. The Cleveland family?
Senator GLENN. The LCN family.
Mr. LoNARDO. There is nO family there right noW. It was destrqyed.
Senator GLENN. You mentioned that some of the younger members perhaps might come back, there was something you alluded to
in the last part of your testimony, I believe. Do you feel there will
be an attempt made to bring back family influence there?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, there is Tommy Sinitb, he is in jail, Tony Liberatore is also in jail. I do not know when they will be out. It will
be a long time before they will be out. There might be an attempt
by them, but I doubt if they will get any okay from anybody to
take over.
Senator GLENN. Let us talk about this money from the Teamsters, particularly loans to members of LeN. To your knowledge,
was any of that loan money ever repaid?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, I imagine it was.
Senator GLENN. You have a lot of Teamster locals and a lot of
individual Teamsters pay into pension funds and a lot of money
from those funds allegedly was diverted for other purposes, and I
wonder if that money ever got back into the fund.
Mr. LONARDO. I imagine some did, I do not know.
Senator GLENN. Members of other ethnic or religious groups
were not "made" members, but it would appear that the Cleveland
family made considerable use of Irish, Jewish, -and other ethnic
groups. I gather the use of these other people was of' great value to
the family, even though they were not "made" members, is that
correct?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, for example, Tommy McGinney with the
Jewish crowd.
Senator GLENN. Is it possible for "made" members to operate independently at all? You mentioned that some of the people were
"made," as I understood it, were also operating independently and
that you did not know that they had gotten into some drug activities and that came as a surprise. Is it possible for people to operate
independently?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, before they were "made" they had never operated in the drug business.
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Senator GLENN. But once you are a "made" member, do you
have more freedom then to operate independently?
Mr. LONARDO. You are not supposed to.
Senator GLENN. Did you keep everything in cash? I am curious
about how this operates. Did you work with bundles of cash? Did
you have credit cards? Did you have bank accounts? How does this
operate, anyway? Do you have briefcases full of money, like we see
on television, or what-Mr. LoNARDO. That is television.
Senator GLENN. I know. How did you get skim money from Las
Vegas.
Mr. LONARDO. I do not think you believe everything you see on
television.
Senator GLENN. No, I do not. But you get money from Las Vegas,
there is a skim going on, and the money is going to be distributed.
Mr. LoNARDO. Yes.
Senator GLENN. That certainly is not done by check.
Mr. LONARJOO. No.
Senator GLENN. It is done in cash only?
1\1r. LoNARDO. By cash.
Senator GLENN. Do you put the cash in a bank?
Mr. LoNAR.DO. Maishe Rockman used to hold it.
Senator GLENN. I am sorry?
.
Mr. LoNARDO. Maishe Rockman used to hold it.
Senator GLENN. You had your own banker then?
Mr. LoNARDO. Well, he held it mostly for attorney fees and all of
theSenator GLiENN. But if you get money and you want to keep the
money and you are getting a skim off Las Vegas and it is being
distributed, then what, do you put it in the bank or do you keep it
in cash? How do you handle it?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, we did not get much money. We used to
keep it ourselves, hold onto it.
Senator GLENN. We view this as huge amounts of money taking
place and you are indicating that there is not that much here, it is
not a very profitable business to go into.
Mr. LONARDO. Well, I just think I said before, Mr. Glenn, that
since 1977, I believe it was, Maishe Rockman was holding all the
money for attorney fees.
Senator GLENN. Well, what if you needed money to live on, like
you said you were concerned-Mr. LONARDO. Well, I had my own business. I had a restaurant.
Senator GLENN. What did you use the money you got off the
skimming for then? Was that just supplementary income to your
other businesses, or did you invest in an increasing number of businesses?
Mr. LoNARDO. No, I did not invest it.
Senator GIiENN. How would most of the-Mr. LoNARDO. I was not getting much at the beginning.
Senator GLENN. Would most of the LCN families live off of what
they got off the skim and from criminal activities, or would most of
them have other businesses they had invested in, legitimate businesses?
Mr. LoNARDO. Do you mean in the Cleveland area.
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~enator GLENN. In the Cleveland area, yes .
. Mr. LONARDO. Well, in the Cleveland area, Tommy Sinito used to
get money, Joe Gallo, Russell Pappalardo, and also "Peanuts"
Tronolone.
."
.
Senator GLENN. I am not clear yet on how the ll10neyis trapsferred. If you wanted to go some place on an airplane, you are
going to New Yor1,c,. where did the money come from? .
Mr. LONARDO. Well, we used the skim money for that.
. Senator GLENN. Who was the man you said was holding this
money for you?
Mr. LONARDO. Maishe Rockman.
.
Senator GLENN. Maishe Rockman. Okay. Would you ask Maishe,
would you say I need some money to travel on or take a vacation
on, and he would give you the money?
Mr. LONARDO. Not for a vacation, no.
Senator GLENN. It would be only for official LCN business?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator GLENN. If you were going to New York, you in effect ran
an expense account off of Maishe Rockman then?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator GLENN. And if you wanted money, if you wanted some of
your skim money that he was holding for you to start a business or
something, would you have to get approval to get that, or could you
call and say I have so much built up in your account?
[Witness consulted with counsel.]
Mr. LONARDO. At the beginning, I used to get $1,500 a month, but
after 1976-77 I got a little hit more, until it was stopped, come all
the headaches and we needed the 'money for attorney fees, and
Maishe Rockman-Senator GLENN. When you started in business, did you start in
business on money you received from the LCN?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator GLENN. Did you go to a bank and get a regular business
loan and start a restaurant?
Mr. LONARDO. I had a loan from Seaway when I bought The
Highlander. I also had the Tasty Barbecue on Vinson Avenue at
one time. After I sold that, I went in partners at Captain Franks
on the pier for a short while, then I had The Frolics Bar on Vinson.
I also had a bar-not at the same time, though-on Superior and
123rd, called Sonnys, and I had a supper club on~-Northfield Road,
near the race track.
.
Senator GLENN. The skim money from Las Vegas was one source.
Did you get a cut from all of the illegal gambling operations
around that Northern Ohio area?
Mr. LONARDO. We only got money from Youngstown.
Senator GLENN. The gambling there?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes. They had poker machines there.
Senator GLENN. Could you expand a little bit on the kinds of
crime activities you were involved with? Were truck hijackings; extortion or threats to businessmen such as payoffs to keep in operation or you would shut them down, were you involved in these
types of activities?
Mr. LONARDO. Never.
Senator GLENN. You did not get involved with. those at all?
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Mr. LONARDO. The only time I was charged with extortion was in
a_:numbers business, in 1940, I think, 1940 or something like that.
Senator GLENN. Is it your impression that other family members
derive most of their income from legitimate business or illegitimate
activities? In other words, you indicate your participation in quite
a number of business activities and claimed that you went to the
bank, got a loan, started a business and had a successful business. I
gather from what you are saying that your skim operation and
what you got from being a "made" member was almost supplementary ·income. You imply illegal income was not your main source of
income. Is that a correct impression, or am I misinterpreting, that?
Mr. LONARDO. No, I think you are right.
Senator GLENN. How about other operations, other LCN members? Would it be your impression that this was typical of their operations also, or is it more of a full-time operation in organized
crime for most members?
[Witness consulted with counsel.] ,
Mr. LONARDO. If you are asking about John "Peanuts" Tronolone, we did not get anything off of him.
'Senator GLENN. No, I did not have any particular name that I
was pointing toward with that question.
Mr. LONARDO. Joseph Gallo. we did not get anything.
[Witness consulted with counsel.]
Senator GLENN. In the vocabulary of the family or the LCN or
"made" member, what does the term "an earner" mean?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, maybe he knows how to make money.
Senator GLENN. Well, I heard that there are different terms applied to different LeN members. 'One was an "earner" who is a
person who really makes a lot of money, big money, as opposed to
people who would be earning considerably smaller amounts, as you
indicated. Is an "earner" a term with which you are familiar?
[Witness consulted with counsel.]
Mr. LONARDO. No, I do not know the term, sir.
Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Senator Cohen?
Senator COHEN. 'fhank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a statement which I will not read but ask that it be inserted into the record.
'
[Senator Cohen's statement follows:]
>

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR COHEN

Our knowledge of the pernicious influence and alarming scope of organized crime
in the United States has increased exponentially since those days in 1963 when
Joseph Valachi provided this same committee with his account of the La Cosa Nos·tra's activities. During those intervening years the nature and extent of law enforcement efforts to combat organized crime have evolved as well. The benefits of our
increased knowledge and determined efforts to destroy organized crime will be testified to again today. Indeed, the recent success of law enforcement efforts against
organized crime are legion and attest to the significant resulte that can be accomplished when adequate resources and attention are focused on the blight that is organized crime in America.
For this same reason, I would like to take this opportunity to thank the chairman
of this subcommittee, Senator Nunn, for holding these hearings and for once again
helping to focus our attention on this crucial issue. Thanks to the chairman, we
again have an opportunity to assess the law enforcement communities recent accomplishments and to outline the many and varied challenges still facing all of us
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who look forward to the day when organized crime is eliminated as 'a threat to our
society and its laws ,and institutions.
,
This hearing is thus a contribution to the continued effort to keep the ]l1ob at bay.
We cannot afford complacency and will not countenance it. Instead, we will continue to augment the resources available to the law ,enforcement community to insure
that what organized crime once thought of as business as usual bec<;lmes nothing but
a cherished memory to a few incarcerated and aging gangsters.
The successful formula of effective statutory tools, national coordination, and
local' cooperation that has become the hallmark of recent law enforcement efforts
must be consolidated and carefully scrutinized for any possible improvements that
may be necessary or desirable. Moreover, this constellation of noteworthy instruments must in turn be directed at the so-called "emerging" organized crime groups,
groups that equal La Cosa Nostra in ruthlessness and dedication to profit at any
cost.
.
We must also insure that organized crime's ability to infiltrate legitimate business and union interests is further circumscribed. There is no more insidious threat
to our well-being than the corrupting influence of organized crime's involvement in
otherwise legitimate enterprises. This activity is a singular threat to the economic
and political interests of the Nation as a whole. I look forward to the testimony on
how such influence can be eradicated at this juncture and prevented in the future.
In closing, I would like to reiterate that we have gone a long way towards exploding the various myths which for too long animated the public's perception of the
organized crime problem and its perpetrators. Nbw, thankfully, La Cosa Nostra is
recognized for what it is, a sordid assortment of ruthless, petty men. Yet, there still
remains the need for eternal vigilance in combating the debilitating presence of organized crime in our democratic society. These groups are nothing other than the
antithesis of the cultural, political and econ'omic norms that we as a nation value. It
, is thus heartening to know that life as a gangster in 1980's America is an increasingly problematic endeavor.

Senator NUNN. Senator Sasser also has a statement that he
would like inserted into the record and we will do so at this time.
[Senator Sasser's statement follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SASSER

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here this morning at the continuation of the
Subcommittee's hearings on organized crime.
First of all, I want to express my admiration for the panel of FBI agents who will
appear today and to their colleagues. They put their lives on the line every day for
each and everyone of us. For that we are deeply grateful.
As I mentioned in my opening statement on Monday, there are several areas of
organized crime on which these hearings can usefully focus. Our witnesses today,
concerned as they are with the day to day battle against crime, can speak powerfully to the foothold that organized crime has in our communities.
In my own state of Tennessee, we have begun to see the corrupting effects of organized crime and the devastation it causes in our communities.
In addition, as the Chairman of the authorizing subcommittee for the District of
Columbia, I am extremely concerned about the emergence of' several new groups
which are heavily involved in drug trafficking. These vicious criminals are making
some parts of our nation's c,apital a virtual battleground.
The existence of a interlocking criminal syndicate in the United States was first
documented in 1951, through the work of the Special Committee on the Influence of
Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce. That committee was chaired by a predecessor of mine from Tennessee, the distinguished Estes Kefauver. His hearings, conducted across the country, vividly portrayed the pernicious influence of organized
crime.
A quarter of a century ago, Joe Vala,chi spelled out for this Subcommittee the organization, membership, and methods of an organizAd crime syndicate, the "Cosa
Nostra". His revelations were considered sensational. They confirmed the existence
and activities of an organization whose public reputation, perhaps, was matched
only by its elusiveness.
Thanks to those revelations, and the dogged work of law enforcement officials in
the years since, considerably more is known about how La Cosa Nostra works. And
one lesson we forget only at our peril is that this organization is not a "relic", not
just grist for imaginative screenwriters.
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Despite the dedicated efforts of police and prosecutors, this decades-old organized
crime network remains active in our midst. Its violence and corrupting influence
are not confined to the fringes of society, to traffic in so-called "traditional" vicessuch as gambling, loansharking, or prostitution. These alone do not account for the
$100 billion a year which organized crime takes in each year.
Organized crime reaches deep into our economy. Where its organizational and financial roots have been able to take hold, it has succeeded in placing a stranglehold
on honest businessmen and contractors, exacting from them and the taxpayers a
fearsome tribute. It corrupts those whom it touches in the legitimate economy.
In its lawlessness and greed, it has put aside its former reluctance to engage in
the narcotics trade. Today, organized crime is deeply involved in peddling death to
our citizens, and especially to our young people.
The picture is not, however, entirely grim. We are heartened by the successes of
recent years. As much as Americans need to be vigilant to the continued existence
and influence of organized crime, they should also hear of the ,progress which has
been made against it.
But although many senior members of organized crime families have been put out
of action by prosecutors and the courts, this alone will not deliver a death blow to
criminal organizations. In many cases ruthless and ambitious junior members
merely move up in the ranks.
The difficulty of rooting out organized crime was shown in our first hearing as
witnesses pointed out that many of those identified as soldiers or other low-ranking
members of La Cosa Nostra twenty-five years ago, are today senior members of
crime families.
So, as we spotlight these successes, we must not lose sight of the unfini.shed task.
Battles have been won, but not the war. Even as we record progress against traditional crime organizations, it is only too obvious that emerging groups are gaining a
foothold-especially in the narcotics trade. We must take the lessons we have
learned in fighting organized crime and apply them to these new criminal groups.
I look forward to today's hearings and to hearing from bur witnesses.

Senator COHEN. Mr. Lonardo, how many men have you murdered?
Mr. LONARDO. Two.
Senator COHEN. The first man was implicated in your father's
murder, and the second man also?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator Cm-IEN. ! have before me a list that indicates that between 1968 and 1981, while you were an active member of the
family, there were roughly 50 LCN related murders in the Cleveland area. Did you have knowledge of those individuals who were
targeted for assassination or murder or execution?
[Witness conferred with counsel.]
Mr. LONARDO. I cannot answer the question, the way you put it.
Senator COHEN. Tell me how I should ask the question.
Mr. JAFFE. With all respect, Senator, the pl'oblem is you display
a. list and say that there are 50 murders you are aware of and ask
whether he approved them and, frankly, without seeing the list
and &sking on an individual basis, I do not think he can respond.
Senator COHEN. Fair enough. Let me give you the list. Before you
go through the list, perhaps I can shorten the question by phrasing
it differently. Were there any people who were murdered during
the time that you were a member of the family whose execution
you knew about and approved of?
[Witness conferred with counsel.]
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Lonardo, I am afraid my time is going to expire
before you answer the question, so perhaps you could submit your
answer for the record.
Mr. JAFFE. Excuse me, Senator. What we are trying to do is
review a list he had not seen before, becau!:!e there are some of
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those names that he has knowledge of but did not approve or know
beforehand, and if you want those questions answered for the
record, we can do that in a written submission, if you so choose,
with your staff.
Senator NUNN. We will submit the list to you and, if you could
respond to each act of violence, we will have them made part of the
record, it will be part of the sworn testimony, and we would like to
get your signature in an affidavit form. 1
Senator COHEN. Am I 'correct, Mr. Lonardo, that you served a
total of about 3% years in prison for the two murders you committed?
Mr. LONARDO. I did not get that.
Senator COHEN. You served a total of about 3% years in prison
for the two murders that you were associated with?
Mr. LONARDO. I was in the county jail for 232months in Cleveland.
Senator COHEN. Right.
.
Mr. LONARDO. And a year in Columbus.
Senator COHEN. Can you tell me who decides the method of execution?
Mr. LONARDO. Excuse me, 2 years in Columbus.
Senator COHEN. Who decides the method of execution?
Mr. LONARDO. Who decides it?
Senator COHEN. Yes.
Mr. LONARDO. Well, it is usually somebody who has a headache
and you will go to the boss and talk to him about it.
Senator COHEN. Has a headache?
[Witness conferred with counsel.]
Mr. LONARDO. No, I do not decide that.
Senator COHEN. No, no, that is not what I meant to ask you. Who
decides what method of execution should be used to eliminat.e
people who cause headaches for others?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, that is-Senator COHEN. In other words, in some of those cases I gave
you, people are shot and in some cases they are bombed. Who decides the method of execution and is there any system or grading
system that you use or the LCN uses in order to instill a different
level of terror?
Mr. LONARDO [continuing]. Well, it is usually the fellow that does
it, he decides how he is going to do it.
Senator COHEN. So once it is approved by the so-called commission, then the execution-Mr. LONARDO. Well, the commission does not approve anything
like that. The boss does, wherever he is, unless the commission approves if a boss is going to get killed.
Senator COHEN [continuing]. I see. So the commission only gets
involved if they go as high as the boss, but anybody below the boss
level, the boss decides who can be executed.
Mr. LONARDO. Their own cities take care of that.
_
Senator COHEN. And the individual executioner as such determines the choice of weapon?'
I

See p 539.
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Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator COHEN. In the fmal page of your prepared remarks, you
state that greed is motivating the young members to traffic in narcotics without the knowledge or consent of the families. My question is, if the younger members went into narcotics with the knowledge of the families, would they be any less greedy?
Mr. LONARDO. Would they be less greedy?
Senator COHEN. Right. You said greed is causing young LCN
members to go into narcotics without the knowledge of the families, and I am asking you that, assuming they had the consent of
the families, would their greed be any less.
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator COHEN . You also said these younger members lacked the
discipline and respect that made "this thing" as strong as it once
was. Respect for what?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, they do not take orders like they used to
years ago. Years ago, you told them you cannot do this, you cannot
do that, they would listen, but today these younger members, they
go ahead and do things on their own, without saying anything.
Senator COHEN. Let me turn you to the Cleveland family members, I think you have mentioned several of them so far. John
"Peanuts"-is it Tronolone?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator COHEN. He was, what, convicted of loansharking, gambling?
Mr. LONARDO. Did you say he was convicted?
Senator COHEN. Was he convicted?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator COHEN. What activities was he involved with?
Mr. LONARDO. He was in loansharking and gambling and skimming.
.
Senator COHEN,. And Joseph Gallo?
Mr. LONARno. Loansharking and gambling and narcotics.
Senator COHEN. And Thomas Sinito?
Mr. LONARDO. Loansharking and narcotics.
Senator COHEN. And Anthony Liberatore?
Mr. LONARDO. The Laborers Union and gambling.
Senator COHEN. Can you tell us the names of the other soldiers
in the Cleveland family, when they were straightened out, and
what illegal activities they were engaged in.
Mr. LONARDO. When they got straightened out or when they got
to be "made" members?
.
Senator COHEN. Yes.
Mr. LONARDO. Well, Joe Gallo got to be made a member, I believe, around 1979. Thomas Sinito, 1979. They both got "made" together, in 1979 or 1980. Liberatore, the same time.
Senator COHEN. How about John Calandra?
Mr. LONARDO. John Calandra, about, 1977.
Senator COHEN. Mr. Lonardo, you dress like and you look very
much like a successful businessman. Did you and the other LCN
members consider organized crime to be a business?
Mr. LONARDO. I cannot answer that question honestly.
Senator COHEN. Well, why did you become a member?
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Mr. LoNARDO. Well, usually when you become a member, a lot of
people that find out about it or hear about it, they show more .respect for you.
Sena:tor COHEN. So you joined the LCN to simply derive more respect from your community?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right. I also got money for it later.
.
Senator COHEN. But you did not consider it part of a businessmaking operation?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator COHEN. Mr. Chairman, that is all I have right now. I
want to commend you for holding the hearings. Mr. Chairman, you
are recognized as an expert in matters of national security,. and I
hope that these hearings will serve to illustrate to both Congress
and the country that the internal thread of a orr:. mized crime is
every bit as dangerous and insidious as any posed !Jy our external
enemies.
I think what is most disturbing when we hear testimony on this
issue is that we see that organized crime feeds off of the fears and
the weaknesses of innocent people, all the time wrapping itself in
pretentions of legitimacy. These criminals have set up a government of their own outside the law, and I think it is important that
you continue to remind tpe American people just how deadly and
dangerous organized crime is.
Thank you.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Cohen. I agree
with you completely and I am very grateful to you for your participation, not only here but in your constant attention to the works of
this Subcommittee, because you have been one of our most active
members in this narcotics and other areas as well.
I have a few more questions, but, Senator Glenn, I defer to you if
you have any additional questions first .
. Senator GLENN. I have a couple I would like to ask, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much.
One involves the informant list out of the Cleveland FBI office.
How did you get that? What use did you make of it?
'Mr. LONARDO. I did not get that list.
Senator GLENN. You did not have that?
Mr. LONARDO. I saw it, but I did not get it.
Senator GLENN. Who received that?
Mr. LONARDO. Tony Liberatore.
Senator GLENN. And did he keep it to himself or did he share it
with other members of organized crime, so they would know what
they were dealing with or what?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, he showed it to us and he also showed it to
other members.
,
Senator GLENN. I was just looking at this summary sheet here on
the chronology of violence of Cleveland organized crime, and between May of 1968 and the end of April 1981, or say May to May,
between 1968 and 1981, over a period of about 13 years, not counting the people who were just hurt or autos that were blown up, but
tliere were 35 deaths, if I! add this up correctly, 35 people were
murdered in the Cleveland area in that 13-year period.
Now, during that time period you were the underboss all during
that time period. Were you involved in approving most of those or
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a substantial number of those, or did you not know about them, or
what was your involvement in those 35 murders?
Mr. LONARDO. Most of them, I knew nothing about.
Senator GLENN. Well, how could they operate independently like
that, if you had such tight family control?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, it was not our members who were doing it.
Senator GLENN. It was not members of the Cleveland family,
then, or the "made" members that were approving these 35
deaths?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. I think you are not answering that question in
regard to everyone on the list, but you are saying that a number of
the murders were not commissioned by the Cleveland family, is
tilat correct?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. There are some murders on the list that you
have talked about in your opening statement that your family was
involved in, is that correct?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. I am going to come back and ask you a few questions on the specifics of those murders.
Senator GLENN. Just one other question. How far down in professional levels did you have people .who were essentially on the LCN
payroll? Did you have accountants and lawyers and other people
that were virtually your full-time employees?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator GLENN. You did not? If you needed an accountant or a
lawyer or somebody, you just hired somebody for that particular
time?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right. I had an accountant for my business.
Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Let me ask you, taking up where Senator Glenn
left off on the murders, was there a period of time when you had in
your Cosa Nostra family, a gang war with other organized crime
groups?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator N UNN. There never was anything like that?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator NUNN. You never did have any kind of gang war with
an Irish gang?
Mr. LONARDO. No, we did not, that I know of. I do not remember
it.
Senator NUNN. On pages 8 and 9 of your statement you mentioned the murder of Charlie Carabbia. Who committed that
murder?
Mr. LONARDO. There were orders from Pittsburgh, mostly from
Pittsburgh.
Senator NUNN. Why was that murder committed?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, he was knocking Jimmy Prato and Joey
Naples and he says he was going to take no orders from them,
either from them in Pittsburgh or Cleveland.
Senator NUNN. How was that murder carried out?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, Prato was mad, so was Joey Naples, at Charlie Carabbia because he used to go to different bars and drink and
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knock the Pittsburgh and Cleveland families also, and he says one
of these days I will hit him.
Senator N~T. Did you participate in that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. No, I did not.
Senator NUNN. Did you authorize or approve of that murder?
Mr. LoNARDO. Well, we tried to block it for a long time, for respect of Ronnie Carabbia, who was serving time ·for the Danny
Greene murder.
Senator NUNN. Did you eventually approve of that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. Later on, we did, yes, but we tried to save his life
for respect of Ronnie Carabbia.
. Senator NUNN. But later on you approved it?
Mr. LoNARDO. Well, Jack and I both, yes, we said if he still keeps
on giving you headaches, go ahead and do it. We tried to stop it.
We talked to Charlie Carabbia, told him to mind his own business,
he was making a good living, and just to go along with the fellows
at Youngstown, from Pittsburgh.
Senator NUNN. But fmally you said, okay, if he keeps on giving
you trouble, go ahead and do it?
Mr. LONARDO. '!'hat is right.
Senator NUNN. Was anyone ever prosecuted for that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator NUNN. On page 10, you mention the murder of Leo
Moceri. Who committed that murder?
Mr. LoNARDO. I believe it was Danny Greene and KeIth Ritzen.
Senator NUNN. Why was that murder committed?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, Leo Moceri and John Nardi did not get
along, and one day during the feast that they hold every year in
Cleveland, in Mayfield-I think you know about that-Leo Moceri
told John Nardi to mind his own business from now on and he had
better start behaving or otherwise he was'going to get it. He says,
"You know I'm the underboss now," he says, "don't forget."
Senator NUNN. How was that murder carried out?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, John Nardi was being tried in Miami on'
narcotics, and while he was there he gave Danny Greene the order,
the contract to try to get Leo Moceri.
Senator NUNN. Where was that contract carried out? Where was
he killed?
Mr. LoNARDO. Where he was killed, I do not know, but they
found his car in Akron. He lived in Akron.
Senator NUNN. Akron?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Did you participate in that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. No, sir.
Senator NUNN. Did you authorize or approve of that murder?
Mr. LoNARDO. No, sir.
Senator NUNN. Did any other member of the Cleveland family
authorize or approve of that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. No, sir.
Senator NUNN. Was that the murder carried out by the other
gang, another gang-Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. Against a member of your gang?
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Mr. LONARDO. Against a member of our gang? No. He was a
of ou),' family.
Senator NUNN. Moceri?
Mr. LONARDO. He was the underboss.
Senator NUNN. Of your family?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. And someone from another family carried out
the contract on him?
Mr. LONARDO. It was not a family, it was Danny Greene and
Keith Ritzen.
Senator NUNN. Did they belong to any kind of family at all? Was
there any kind of-Mr. LONARDO. They were called what you call a gang or-Senator NUNN. Did that basically start a war between your
family and that group of people?
Mr. LONARDO. Do you mean after Leo Moceri died?
Senator NUNN. Yes.
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, it did.
Senator NUNN. That murder-Mr. LONARDO. But before that there was nothing.
Senator NUNN. So the Moceri killing started the killings back
and forth between your family and the outside group?
Mr. LONARDO. There were just two killings there, yes.
Senator NUNN. Which two were they?
Mr. LONARDO. Danny Greene and John Nardi.
Senator NUNN. So those killings were the result of the Moceri
killing?
Mr. LONARDO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. I am going to skip the details on Greene and
Nardi and Johnny Keys, which you have described on pages 13 and
14, because of concerns for pending trials.
At page 18, the murder of Joe Bonarigo, who committed that
murder?
Mr. LONARDO. Joe Iacobucci, known as "Joe Loose."
Senator NUNN. Known as Joe?
Mr. LONARDO. Loose.
Senator NUNN. Why was that murder committed?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, Tommy Sinito came to Jack White, he came
to Jack White and then he told me about it, that Joe Bonarigo
wanted to clip Jack and I. Jack told Tommy Sinito to get him.
Senator NUNN. How was that murder carried out?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, Joe Iacobucci, which later I found out got
some fellow from the Hells Angels to help him do it.
Senator NUNN. Do you know where that murder occurred?
Mr. LONARDO. Where?
Senator NUNN. Where? The location? What city? What State?
Mr. LONARDO. It was in Cleveland, but where I do not remember.
Senator NUNN. However, it was in Cleveland?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Did you participate in that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. Well, Tommy talked to me and he said Joe Bonarigo wants to hit you and Jack White, and that was Joe Iacobucci,
and Jack White had told Tommy Sinito to get him.

,~member
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Senator NUNN. Well, did you authorize or· approve of that
murder?
Mr. LONARDO. He talked to me about it, yes, later.
Senator NUNN. You gave him the okay?
Mr. LoNARDO. Okay.
.
Senator NUNN. And you were never prosecuted for that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. Was anybody ever prosecuted?
Senator NUNN. Was anyone ever prosecuted?
Mr. LONARDO. No. No.
Senator NUNN. At pages 18 and 19, you mention the murder of
David Perrier.
Mr. LONARDO. Perrier.
Senator NUNN. Who committed that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. Tommy Sinito and Ronny Anselmo.
Senator NUNN. Why was that murder committed?
Mr. LoNARDO. Well, Tommy later told me that he was afraid of
him because he thought he had gone to the .authorities, the FBI
and the other authorities and said something about him.
Senator NUNN. Did you participate in that murder?
Mr. LONARDO. I did not.
Senator NUNN. Did you authorize or approve it?
Mr. LoNARDO. No, sir, I did not.
.
Senator NUNN. Was anyone ever prosecuted for that or convicted?
Mr. LONARDO. I do not think so.
Senator NUNN. Was Cleveland one of the more violent La Cos a
N ostra families?
Mr. LONARDO. No, I would not say that.
Senator NUNN. You say it was-Mr. LONARDO. They were respected.
Senator NUNN. They were respected. You mean they were violent enough to demand respect, is that what you mean?
Mr. LoNARDO. The older crowd maybe was, yes, but they were
well respected.
Senator NUNN. Can you maintain, develop and maintain respect
in the family without murdering a number of people?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes, you could.
Senator NUNN. It does not seem that you succeeded in doing that
in Cleveland, with all of these murders.
Mr. JAFFE. Mr. Chairman, with all respect, sir, the inference
from that is that he has or the Cleveland family has either participated, approved or in some way in advance had knowledge of this
list of murders, and I do not think that is a correct inference
that-.
Senator NUNN. I will make it clear, counsel. You make a good
point. I am not referring to the list. I am referring to the ones we
have just gone through. There were a number of murders that the
witness has either said he participated in personally or that he
gave the okay on. We have established those. So, for these that we
have talked about, where you have either participated yourself or
have given approval, not the whole list, it seems that there was an
effort-may I ask the question, was this an effort to gain respect?
Were the murders carried out in order to gain respect?
Mr. LoNARDO. No.
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Senator NUNN. They were'more in the nature of revenge, retalia.
tion?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator N UNN. SO you are saying you do not necessarily have to
murder a number of people in order to maintain respect?
Mr. LONARDO. No, I do not think so.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much for your testimony. It has
been informative. Senator Glenn has one question.
Senator GLENN. Yes, a couple more. You indicated that one
murder was carried out on orders from Pittsburgh, I believe was
your wording. Did you ever ask other La Cos a Nostra families to
carry out a murder in other parts of the country?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator GLENN. Did you carry out requests from other places-Mr. LONARDO. Oh, wait a minute.
Mr. JAFFE. Mr. Glenn, if I may refer you to the transcript of his
prepared testimony, the answer to your question is there is discussion in that transcript of discussions between Cleveland and New
York, which are the subject matter of the trial in which the jury
has summations today, and I would suggest that the answer to that
question is found in the transcript of the prepared testimony. The
answer is yes, there were discussions about that, and I would ask
you to please defer to that written transcript and, if further oral
testimqny is necessary after the trial, have the responses after that
trial.
Senator GLENN. Okay. Fine. The line of questioning I want to
pursue is this: I was curious as to whether these murders, including those that were never solved, were done because you asked
someone else to come in and do it from outside; for example, from a
New York group or a St. Louis group?
Mr. LONARDO. I never had anybody else do it for us, from other
cities, no.
Senator GLENN. Okay. In other words, you do not do favors back
and forth from one branch of the family to the other as far as
taking care of the murder business goes?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator GLENN. So you would on occasion request somebody else
to do a job or you would do a hit for them?
.
Mr. LONARDO. If I had to request somebody to do it, I would talk
to them, or they would need something, they would come to us.
Senator GLENN. Well, to make it more difficult for the police and
more difficult to track, did you have other hit men come in from
time to time to take care of a murder that had to be executed, or
did local family members always take care of that on a personal
basis?
Mr. LONARDO. No, we never did.
Senator GLENN. You never called people in from the outside, it
was always done locally?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator GLENN. What happens to somebody within your group
that you would say, okay, we now want to get this person, we want
to eliminate them, we want them murdered, and you would assign
that to some subordinate to do. Did they have an option of doing
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that, or were they duty-bound to carry out that murder on your
orders?
Mr. LoNARDO. They are duty-bound to do it.
Senator GLENN. Has he looked at this whole list? Is that the
same list that you had a while ago?
Senator NUNN. That is the same list and he is going to submit
that for the record. He is going to look at each one of those and
submit answers for the record on each one.
Senator GLENN. If the LCN could get to you today, would .you
presume that you would be a dead man?
Mr. LONARDO. Yes.
Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Lonardo, you are 77 years old, you have had
a life involvement with La Cosa Nostra. If you were starting over
today, would you go back through that pattern again?
Mr. LONARDO. No, I do not think so, and I run telling the truth.
Senator NUNN. Would you join the family?
Mr. LONARDO. No.
Senator NUNN. Tell us why not.
oMr. LONARDO. There are too many headaches involved in it.
Senator NUNN. HEladaches are what you described as things that
occur and you have to take care of them by murdering, is that
what you mean by ht~adaches?
Mr. LoNARDO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Lonardo, thank you. You have given us some
gruesome inside pictures of how La Cosa Nostra operated based on
your personal experience. We thank you for your testimony.
At this time we wiE clear the room for approximately 10 minutes, and we will start back here at quarter to. I will ask all cameras to be turned away from the front, as you have been requested,
before the witness leaves.
Mr. J°affe, we thank you so much for your cooperation. We appreciate it.
Mr. JAFFE. Thank you, Senator.
[Short recess.]
Senator NUNN. The Sub(~ommittee will come to order.
Our next panel of witnesses will be Special Agent-in-Charge,
James Ahearn, and Supervisory Special Agent Edward Quinn of
the FBI's Boston Division; Special Agent Joseph Griffin of the
FBI's Cleveland Division; and Special Agent Robert B. Davenport
and Michael Shanahan of the FBI's Kansas City Division.
Gentlemen, we are delighted to have you here. We know you do
an awful lot of good work foor our Government and for the safety of
our people and we are very grateful to you.
This panel will discuss organized crime activity in their particular regions of the country with an emphasis on major investigations conducted by them aga,inst an LCN family. Each investigation
is unique and utilized diffel'ent investigative techniques that were
warranted by problems that were endemic to their divisions.
We swear all the witne!3ses· before our Subcommittee and we
would ask all of you to stand and take the oath.
Do you swear the testimony you give before the Subcommittee
will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so
help you God.
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[All reply affirmatively.]
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Mr. Ahearn, we will lead off with you, if that is satisfactory this
morning.
TESTIMONY OF JAlViES F. AHEARN, SPECIAL AGENT·IN·CHARGE,
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, FIELD DIViSION,
BOSTON, MA, ACCOMPANIED BY EDWARD QUINN, SUPERVISO·
RY SPECIAL AGEN'l'

Mr. AHEARN. Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman, at this time I would like to
make a short condensed statement and submit to you a lengthier
statement about activities in New England. 1
Senator NUNN. Your entire statement will be incorporated in the
record without objection.
Mr. AHEARN. Thank you, sir. It is a privilege to appear before
this panel today as a representative of the Boston Field Division of
the FBI. The Boston Division encompasses the territory covered by
the States of Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
Maine. I would like to present some information on the organized
crime picture as it relates to La Cosa Nostra in this territory.
Today in New England we find two LCN groups represented; the
Patriarca Family in Boston and Worcester, as well as Providence,
Rhode Island; and the New York Genovese Family in Springfield,
Massachusetts.
Raymond L.S. Patriarca took over the leadership of the Family
in 1954 and retained that role until his death in 1984 when Family
leadership passed to his son, Raymond J.C. Patriarca. In 1981 a
court-authorized microphone was placed in the office of the Family
Underboss and another in a club frequented by a powerful family
Capo and his soldiers. Evidence from these two microphones presents a rare picture of the day-to-day operation of an LCN family
wherein the very nature of this secret organization was frequently
discussed, as were a wide variety of their criminal ventures.
Murder, extortion, gambling, loansharking, bribery were found to
be their primary areas of criminal effort.
As a result of the evidence obtained from these microphones, 22
convictions were recorded. The length of the sentencing ranged
from 45 years to 18 months imprisonment and included convictions
extending from the Underboss to La Cos a Nostra associates. More
specifically, convictions were obtained on the Underboss, three Caporegimes" seven members and 11 associates. An indictment was
also returned on the Consigliere of the family but trial was postponed due to medical reasons. The Consigliere died prior to any
trial on RICO charges.
.
It is noted that' convictions were also recorded in State court
against the Underboss of the family and one additional LeN
member on the charge of accessory before the fact of murder utilizing evidence from the Federal wiretap mentioned above. Conviction
on this charge resulted in a life sentence to the Underboss and a 15
to 20 year sentence for the soldier.
1

See p 552.
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Our efforts against the Springfield, Massachusetts, faction of t.he
Genovese Family have been equally succeslful utilizing electronic
microphone surveillance and the RICO theory of the LCN ·as a
criminal enterprise. Within the last several months, a long-time
Capo for that area and five of his soldiers, as well as two associates,
entered guilty pleas to charges and were sentenced.
The Boston investigative strategy to combat organized crirne is
only a small part of the national organized crime strategy but is
similar in design. Our goals will be met only when the LCN no
longer functions as a criminal enterprise.
I think I can safely represent to you today that in New England
this process is well started. The newly created LCN leadership has
within 2 years found itself subject to intense investigation and expecting -extensive RICO indictments. Fear of electronic surveillance
and cooperating witnesses have greatly reduced' their ability to
communicate with each other and without communication no
group can successfully function. New LCN members are not being
successfully recruited and those sought are not as interested in
membership as they were in the past. Conviction of experienced
leaders has forced less capable people into leadership roles for
which they are not prepared.
The LCN in New England is in a state of regression for the first
time in 70 years. However, the history of the Mafia in Sicily would
tell us that this is not enough to claim victory. Our successes
should only serve to convince us how much more there is to be
done. There is much about the LCN that we do not know, particularly in the areas of finance, legitimate business and corruption, or
how they will replenish their ranks from a community of more
educated people who may choose a different way of life.
A necessary ingredient in our effort against the LCN· is a community belief that we can do the job and that citizens will do their
part in fighting organized crime. Where the LCN has been deeply
entrenched in the community for many years, this sense of community rejection of the LCN is often difficult to achieve. However, in
many parts of New England I am convinced that our successful efforts to date have turned the tide and citizens do believe that something can be done about the LCN and their influence. This does not
come overnight. It is a continuous problem but I can assure you it
is taking place.
Mr. Chairman, at this time I would like to ask Mr. Quinn to give
you specifics on a case that he supervised for a number of years
that will illustrate my remarks.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Mr. Quinn?
Mr. QUINN. Thank you, Senator. Thank you, Jim .
. Senator, I too would like to echo Jim's comments regarding my
privilege to be here to testify before you and your Subcommittee
and to present to you some of the facts concerning the FBI's investigation regarding the LCN in Boston. Like most of the other FBI
Field Offices, the Boston investigation paralleled the investigative
strategy that the FBI had in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
As Mr. Revell testified last Monday, most of'the FBI's investigation regarding 'the LeN in Boston centered ar1)und the financial
base of the LCN itself. This met with statistical success. However,
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it did not meet or curtail any of the LeN activities particularly in
Boston.
In late 1979 and 1980 the FBI attempted to prepare affidavits allowing for the interception of conversations at 98 Prince Street in
the North End section of downtown Boston, a predominantly Italian area and the home of the Angiullo brothers for approximately
50 years. This one factor alone, namely the long-time standing of
the Angiullo brothers in this community, caused perhaps the greatest and the most difficult investigative technique for the FBI in
Boston.
For almost a 12-month period the FBI was unsuccessful in its efforts to obtain video surveillance of the area known as 98 Prince
Street. This was as a direct result of the citizens in this area who,
because of either fear, loyalty or respect for the LeN, had in fact
reported to the LeN all activities of law enforcement surveillance
conducted anywhere within a 3-block area of the headquarters of
the LeN.
This was all too clear to the FBI during its 3 month electronic
surveillance when during a period of approximately 103 days on
virtually every day an individual vvould run into one of the An··
giullo brothers and report a new car or a new individual known to
be or suspected to be law enforcement to one of the Angiullo brothers. They would describe the individual. They would give the license plate and any other additional information needed to determine whether or not the individual was in fact law enforcement.
Surprisingly, most of the time they were accurate. This caused,
as I said, our. greatest difficulty. We had to have video surveillance
to go along with the audio surveillance in order to identity the
speaLers in connection with the electro.nic surveillance. One of the
agents of the Boston Office devised a system whereby, through the
use of a videotape recorder, a camera, car batteries and other
equipment, we were able to secret a camera inside a vehicle and
for 103 separate days obtained pictures of individuals going in and
out of 98 Prince Street.
This necessitated the changing of a vehicle, which I 'will describe
in a little while relative to one of the slides you will see. It necessitated the changing of this vehicle each and every evening for 103
separate evenings, and not once were any of the agents detected
bringing in additional vehicles containing the same equipment.
One of the other problems we encountered as a result of the electronic surveillance was the decision by the FBI office to utilize only
FBi personnel in this investigation. This was based on two facts;
one, all of law enforcement in the New England area knew who
the Underboss of the LeN was and who controlled all of the organized illegal activities in Boston-namely, Genaro Angiullo. And
number 2, all of the law enforcement officers in that area also
knew that the headquarters of the LeN was located at 98 Prince
Street.
Under normal procedures, if any law enforcement knew that the
FBI or any other group had successfully planted microphones and
was obtaining information from that area, it would obviously have
encountered numerous conversations among the law enforcement
community. That, coupled with the fact that the FBI also had alle-
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gations of police corruption in the Boston area, necessitated the
fact that we would go only with FBI personnel.
We would also go strictly with no usage of any utility company
in the Boston area. We have from information received knowledge
that the Angiullos also had their own people with the telephone
company and all utility companies in Boston and would be able to
report back to them any request by the FBI or law enforcement
concerning leased lines or any other equipment needed for the
usual manner in which electronic surveillance is conducted.
We also, unfortunately, did not have any cooperating witnesses
in preparing fo! this affidavit. Very few people, because of the
long-standing community, the long-standing relationship that the
LCN had to the Boston area and the fact that they had gone untouched as far as the hierarchy goes for a period in excess of 25
years meant that very few people were willing to cooperate and
testify for the FBI. We did, however, utilize a number of informants in establishing probable cause and drafting an affidavit for
the electronic surveillance itself.
Prior to going into some of the conversations and the subject
matter discussed during this 103 day surveillance I would, with
Your permission, like to show just a fe'N slides so that you and your
Committee see the area that the FBI did in fact successfully enter,
to see a little bit of the North End of Boston to know some of the
difficulties we encountered, and to also see some of the areas of
property as well as some of the other items that the jury upon conviction awarded through the forfeiture provisions of RICO.
Senator NUNN. Good. We look forward to seeing that.
Mr. QUINN. Thank you, sir.
The first slide, Senator, shows the Prince Street area of Boston.
[See Exhibit No. 30a on p. 813]. Again, it is a largely predominant
Italian area. It is located less than 2 miles from downtown Boston.
The area that Mr. Ring will now point to depicted the area that
the FBI had positioned the vehicle in which we afforded video coverage of the front entranceway-which he will now point to-each
day throughout the surveillance.
Again, each morning at approximately 3 or 4 in the morning,
FBI agents would have to remove that car and place another car
fully equipped with video coverage. Just trying to maintain the
parking space in Boston was a unique achievement. We did have a
substitute parking space but we did not have to use it at any time.
I might also add on this one, if you would, notice the closeness of
the buildings to each other. There is no space between any of the
buildings. They are approximately 4 to 5 floors of apartment
houses with no elevators and the majority of residents in that area
have been there for many, many generations. This alone afforded
them their most important form of protection against law enforcement.
This is the front entranceway to 98 Prince Street. [See Exhibit
No'. 30b on p. 814.] The two windows to the left form almost the
complete width of the apartment inside, which you will see on the
next slide. This slide was taken, again, in 1981. The only difference
to the street now is that the gaslights of Boston have been replaced
by more modern means.
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As you enter the door that Mr. Ring just pointed to, the door
which is now depicted on the far left of the slide, you simply enter
into a small lobby, take one step to the left and you are inside the
first floor apartment of 98 Prince Street. [See Exhibit No. 30c on p.
815J
.
This is a full view of 98 Prince Street, or the first floor apartment of 98 Prince Street. [See Exhibit No. 30d on p. 816.] It is apartproximately 30 to 35 feet long and less than 12 feet wide. The only
thing now shown in this slide is a small 8-foot section to the kitchen area into an alcove area and a very small bathroom located in
the very middle of the apartment. There are no sleeping arrangements in that apartment and it was used for only one purpose,
namely to conduct criminal activities and to have criminal conversations.
The items that you see on this slide, together with a TV which
was depicted on a slide just two ago, were the main reasons that
caused the audibility problems regarding the electronic surveillance. [See Exhibit No. 30e on p. 817.] The radio on the left was left
on 24 hours a day and was tuned to a talk-radio station, again,
having similar characteristics to normal individuals in their conversational tones.
This caused tremendous difficulty early on in the electronic surveillance and was the direct result of having to go to FBI laboratory after the completion of the electronic surveillance and enhance
696 different conversations ranging in length from 3 hours to less
than a minute in duration.
The enhancement process did in fact minimize some of the background noise caused by the radio, TV and the two other items located to the right of the telephone, namely a police scanner and a
CB scanner. The CB scanner was the way that they communicated
between their cars and the headquarters. '1'he police scanner was
on constantly and on one occasion we even monitored one of the
FBI communications over their police scanner.
The item shown in the slide right now was found on the second
floor apartment of 98 Prince Street. [See Exhibit No. 30f on p. 818.]
The day following the completion of the electronic surveillance,
search warrants were executed at 98 and 95 Prince Street. This
was found in a fake fireplace on the second floor and it was a safe
cemented in concrete. They refused to open the safe and with the
help of the Boston Police Department the safe was extracted from
the cement.
The safe that you see there now contained $327,000 in cash,
$300,000 in bonds and some jewelry. rSee Exhibit No. 30g on p.
819.] The jury, after rmding them guilty of RICO violations, awarded 50 percent of the money and the bonds to the United States
Government.
The scene depicted on this slide was from the 4th floor apartment of 95 Prince Street, just across the street from the headquarters. [See Exhibit No. 30h on p. 820.] It was a gutted out section of
the apartment building which contained five different floors.
The significant portion of this slide is the small piece of paper
located on the lower center section of the slide. It was this one
piece of paper that allowed the jury to say that criminal activity
was conducted at that location and forfeited that property to the
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United States Government. The piece of paper in question is shown
as a closeup, and although it is difficult to see from this area, what
it is, is a numbers betting slip. [See Exhibit No. 30i on p. 821.1 The
numbers on the piece of paper itself are 212 equals $4, 122, 25 and
221, 25, with a notation underneath saying 27 and a notation at the
very bottom of the slip saying 6-day play.
It is the normal type of slip, as testified to by an FBI expert in
gambling matters, that a numbers operator would use in a numbers operation and the jury found that sufficient to award that
property to the Government.
This was also an apartment owned and operated by Francesco
Angiullo at 95 Prince Street. [See Exhibit No. 30j on p. 822.] That
was the dresser drawer in his bedroom apartment containing
$40,000, 50 percent of which was forfeited to the Government. As a
result of many conversations at 98 Prince Street in which
Francesco Angiullo, the accountant for the operation, would say to
his gambling operatives that he had to go across the street, would
come back and would pay his operatives off. As a result of some of
those and similar conversations, we searched that apartment house
and in fact came up with that money and other pieces of evidence.
On April 20th, 13 days before the completion of the electronic
surveillance, the FBI conducted raids on 20 locations regarding the
numbers operation. [See Exhibit No. 30k on p. 823.] This is similar
in nature to all of the locations that were raided by the FBI and
depicts a numbers operation at the time the FBI raided that location. Each one of the 20 individuals that were raided, either by
themselves or through another runner or through another means,
reported back to 98 Prince Street and to the Angiullos.
'rhe slide depicted here shows a popular espresso shop in the
downtown North End area of Boston called the Cafe Pompeii. [See
Exhibit No. 301 on p. 824.] As a result of conversations, again, with
the electronic surveillance, it was determined that one of the offices inside the Cafe Pompeii functioned as the office for Denardo
Angiullo, one of the Caporegimes of the New England Family. And
again, the Government received that in forfeiture as a result of the
jury's decision.
Again, the slide depicted here simply shows Francesco's Restaurant, a nightspot that they usually went to after leaving 98 Prince
Street and where three of the individuals were arrested in September of 1983, including Genaro Angiullo. [See Exhibit No. 30m on p.
825.]
The last slide, which is difficult to see on the collage, depicts various areas of 51 North Margin Street. rSee Exhibit No. 30n on p.
826.] At the same time electronic surveillance was being conducted
at 98 Prince Street, there was also a similar electronic surveillance
being conducted less than 50 yards away at 51 North Margin
Street. The majority of times that Hario Zannino, the top Capo in
the New England Family, would finish his conversations at 98
Prince Street, he would then go over to 51 North Margin Street
where he would conduct additional business with his own regime.
These conversations were also recorded and were used at subsequent trials for and against the LCN.
The conversations gleaned during the 103-day period of the electronic surveillance obtained conversations in murder, conspiracy to
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murder, extortion, gambling, loansharking, obstruction of justice,
police corruption and many others. Perhaps more fascinating than
any of the conversations were those conversations involved in three
different areas.
One was the fascination that Genero Angiullo, his brother
Francesco, and his top Capo, llario Zannino had regarding the
RICO statute. During the time of this electronic surveillance, the
First Circuit Court of Appeals had in fact reversed a RICO decision
against Novia Turquette saying that the RICO statute did not
apply to wholly illegitimate businesses, that it only applied to the
infiltration of legitimate businesses.
This produced numerous conversations, particular by Genaro Angiullo, who specially related the RICO statute to his criminal enterprise. He was able to quote every section of Title 18 that pertained
to all violations that he participated in, and he wanted to make
sure that all of his soldiers knew every provision of the RICO statute. More than anything else, he feared the forfeiture provision of
the RICO statute and in fact during a 9-month trial spent as much
time trying to keep all of his property and money away from the
Government than he did trying to protest his innocence.
The RICO statute, as I said before, produced numerous quotes
and if I may before the Subcommittee right now, I would like to
read some of the quotes to give some idea to the Subcommittee of
the significance the RICO statute had relative to this investigation
and the fear and the respect that it had among the LCN.
The following quote, on April 27th, between Genaro Angiullo and
Hario Zannino pertained to a conversation they had relative to the
RICO decision being argued before the Supreme Court. He was certain that the Supreme Court would reverse the First Circuit Court
of Appeals and llario Zannino was taking a stronger stand, saying
that the Supreme Court would hold that in fact it did not pertain
to wholly illegitimate businesses.
GENARO ANGIULLO. We're off the hook. We can do anything we want. They can
stick RICO. I wouldn't be in a legitimate business for all the money in the world to
begin with.

Their argument was: We're illegitimate business. We're a Shylock. We're a bookmaker. We're selling marijuana. We're illegal
here, illegal there, arsonist. We're everything. Pimps, prostitutes.
The law simply does not cover us.
As they found out. in June of 1980, the law did cover them and
covered them throughout the trial.
On another occasion, Genaro Angiullo, citing his knowledge of
the Title 18:
There's a 1955 here which is gambling. There's an 892, 3, 4, which is Extortionate
Credit Acts. You are beginning to make the framework of the RICO an enterprise;
remember that word enterprise, and it isn't the USS aircraft carrier, either. Enterprise. This is the enterprise here.

Some of the conversations involving their almost callous and
haphazard manner in which they discuss murder and in which
they took that on many occasions as the only alternative to the solution of a problem. All of the individuals named in this quote are
either members and/or Capos under Genaro Angiullo.
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Genaro ANGIULLO. I got Dominic. I got John Cincotti. I got Peter Limone, Jr. I got
Richie. I got my brother, Danny. I got you and I got four soldiers in East Boston
that will kill anybody.

The next quote refers to a murder contract. On March 19th of
1981 at 9:30 p.m. Genaro Angiullo called two of his soldiers into 98
Prince Street. An individual by the name of Walter Lafreniere had
been summoned before the Grand Jury and subpoenaed before the
Grand Jury relative to a $2,000 loan he had taken in a "barboot"
game by Jason Angiullo, the son of Genaro Angiullo. Even though
Genaro Angiullo had been told that Walter LaFreniere would
stand up and that he would take 18 months rather than testify
before this Grand Jury, Genaro Angiullo, never having met Walter
LaFreniere and at most times never even been able to pronounce
his name, still wanted to eliminate the threat.
He gave the following order to two soldiers, Richard Gamboli and
Peter Limone, Jr.: "Arrange a meeting with LaFreniere and then
hit him in the head and stab him. The jeopardy is just a little too
much for me. You understand American. Okay, let's go."
•
That order was given exactly at 9:56 p.m. on that date and a few
hours later the FBI fOU!ld Walter LaFreniere before they did,
warned him of the contract on his life only to find out that the
next day, after in fact they tried to make the contact with LaFreniere, he explained to the LCN everything that had been told to him
the night before by the FBI.
It is only the result of the ego and the fact-the ego of Genaro
Angiullo-and the fact that they never thought that their headquarters could be bugged, that he blamed everybody else for the
leak on the contract and never once realized that the contract was
heard as a result of the microphones in his location.
Senator NUNN. They did not kill him?
Mr. QUINN. They did not kill him because of the fact that the
FBI now knew that a contract had been placed on him. They did
not kill him. He in fact did go to testify before the Grand Jury, was
granted immunity and was held in contempt and did 18 months
rather than testify.
Another murder contract regarded an individual by the name of
Harvey Cohen. The significance on this contract was the fact, as
Hario Zannino said, this was for the family in New York. Mr.
Cohen had a trucking firm with businesses both in Boston and New
York. His exact association with the family in New York was never
made clear.
However, Hario Zannino gave the following order to three of his
soldiers at 51 North Margin Street: "You two and you, I want to
. kill Harvey Cohen very shortly. Get his confidence and keep talking to him and we will hit him in the head. This is for the family
in New York."
There was one other murder contract given out during the
course of that 3% month surveillance. It was on March 19 when a
Capo brought in a soldier calling for the murder of an individual
by the name of Angelo Petrizzi. Three years prior to that Angelo
Petrizzi's brother had been murdered by the LCN. The fear that
they had that Angelo would in retribution try to kill some of them
brought about Angelo's murder.
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When the order was given to kill Angelo Petrizzi, the FBI tried
unsuccessfully to locate him as he was in a fugitive status at that
time. He-was located by finding his badly decomposed body in the
trunk of a car approximately 3 months later.
Mr. Ahearn has stated that Genaro Angiullo was found guilty of
RICO in the Federal system and was also tried in the state system
based upon those conversations for accessory before the fact of
murder and received a life sentence in addition to a 45 year sentence under the Federal Government.
The trials that emanated from all of the electronic surveillance
resulted In a conviction of all individuals indicted with the exception of the Consigliere, who died through normal means prior to
going to trial.
There were numerous areas that the FBI had to improvise upon
during this investigation, the most of which was to try to overcome
the surveillance techniques employed by the LCN itself in the
North End of Boston and perhaps more significantly was the enhancement process that the FBI laboratory assisted the FBI Office
in Boston with, allowing for these convers;ltions to be played in
court.
.
I appreciate once again, Senator, and the time and the effort to
bring this before the Committee.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Quinn and Mr.
Ahearn. We appreciate your very, very interesting testimony.
I gather that the bottom line as far as the legislative body is concerned, the U.S. Senate and the House of Representatives, is that
electronic surveillance and RICO are absolutely essential tools in
what you are doing; is that a correct impression?
Mr. AHEARN. Absolutely, Senator. Without the RICO law I think
the matters we have just spoken of never would have occurred, and
without the authorization to use electronic surveillance, evidence
of this type could not be gained.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Griffm, we are delighted to have you here as
the Agent-in-Charge of the Federal Bureau of Investigation Field
Office in Cleveland, Ohio. We will now have your testimony. We
will hear all of the testimony first and then come back forquestions.
We have heard a lot about Cleveland in the last couple of days,
so we will be delighted to get your perspective on it.
TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH E. GRIFFIN, SPECIAL AGENT-IN-CHARGE,
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, FIELD DIVISION,
CLEVELAND, OR 1
Mr. GRIFFIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. With your
permission I would like to read a brief opening statement and then
thereafter discuss two investigations.
Senator NUNN. That will be fine. We will put your entire statement in the record without objection.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Thank you, sir.
1

See p. 574 for Mr. Griffm's prepared statement.
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee,
I am honored an.d pleased to appear before you on behalf of the
Cleveland Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
My opening remarks concern a recent history of the Cleveland
Family of La Cosa Nostra and of the accomplishments of the Cleveland FBI in eliminating this cancer to our society, and of our plans
for maintaining the investigative momentum in this area.
The story of the Cleveland LCN Family is not one of criminal
genius or superior business acumen in the realm of criminality. It
is a story of young hoodlums grown old, lacking any vestige of conscience, social responsibility, remorse, or any other human virtue
that would identify them as responsible members of human society.
They have called themselves "the Family," "The Mob," "La Cos a
Nostra" which, incidentally, roughly translates to "our thing." It is
a gang acting as a business. Its tools are guns, bombs, extortion
and death.
Upon the death of John Scalish in 1976 the position of Cleveland
LCN "Boss" was taken over by James T. Licavoli. A power struggle
soon developed between Licavoli and a faction of Cleveland west
side organized crime figures led by Danny Greene and John Nardi,
who intended to take over control of all illegal gambling in the
Cleveland area, as well as exert strong influence on the unions
through Teamsters Local 410.
The conflict burst into intra-gang violence when Licavoli's underboss, Leo "Lips" Moceri disappeared, the apparent victim of a gang
war. Licavoli immediately put out a contract to kill Greene and
Nardi.
In May, 1977 John Nardi left the Teamster Hall in Cleveland
and entered his car. He was blown to pieces by a bomb, detonated
by a remote control device.
After several failed attempts to kill Danny Greene, professional
hit men from out of State were recruited to assist in the murder of
Greene. Jimmy "The Weasel" Fratiano from the Los Angeles
Family recruited Ray Ferritto, who traced the habits and movements of Danny Greene, aided by the use of wiretaps. As Greene
returned to his car from a dental appointment, a bomb placed in
the car adjacent to his exploded, killing him instantly.
Ironically, the death of Danny Greene served to do what Greene
himself had been unable to do, that is, to destroy the Cleveland
LCN Family. The apparent use of outside mobsters and the developing evidence of interstate cooperation between these mobsters
made it possible for the FBI to place their overt criminal acts into
the category of a racketeer influenced and corrupt organization,
thereby subject to the Federal RICO statute. The FBI's intense investigation resulted in a successful prosecution in August of 1982
which was devastating to the Cleveland LCN Family.
At the same time, the Cleveland FBI was investigating a major
narcotics operation-Senator NUNN. Mr. Griffin, let me try to get it straight as to exactly how RICO came into play. You said the death of Greene led
to the basic successful prosecution of many of the organized crime
elements in Cleveland.
Now, tell us specifically how the death of Greene led to that and
how you utilized the RICO statute.
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Mr. GRIFFIN. Senator, we used the two murders-the murder of
Nardi and the murder of Greene-as the basis of the pattern of
racketeering activity. If two murders are committed in a pattern
by La Cosa Nostra, which in this case was the establishment in
fact, it becomes a violation of the RICO statute.
Senator NUNN. All right. Now, I think I understand it, and we
have been through it many times. But I think it is important for
the record to be very clear on this point because we will later have
a review of the RICO statute.
You could have proved the murders without the RICO statute.
Sort of walk us th:rougb. why RICO helped your investigation as opposed to simply proving the murders.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Senator, an actual murder is not a Federal offense,
but once it becomes a pattern, it falls within the RICO statute and
it does become FBI jurisdiction.
Senator NUNN. Okay. Now, what does the prosecution under
RICO enable you to do that simple convictions under murder, even
if it was simply State law, jf the State brought murder charges,
what does RICO allow you to do that just a conviction on murder
would not allow you to do?
Mr. GRIFFIN. It allows us to seize property. There are maximum
prison terms of 20 years. And basically tttat is what it helps.
Senator NUNN. So, the tw'o things you have identified in RICO; it
gives you jurisdiction, first of all, Federal jurisdiction?
Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Over some elements that would normally be
State crimes; is that correct?
Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes, sir. In fact, in. these cases many of the individuals were both tried in Federal Court for RICO and in State court
for murder.
Senator NUNN. All right. It gives you jurisdiction, first of all, and
second it allows the seizure of property once you have established
the criminal enterprise and the pattern of racketeering activity.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. And the seizure of property is part of the criminal RICO statute. It does also ha:ve the option of being part of the
civil RICO statute?
Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Ahearn, do you want to add to that? I want
to pin down this point of where RICO helps you as opposed to the
law in absence of RICO.
Mr. AHEARN. Well, I think, Senator, not only in the two areas we
are talking about, but as Mr. Quinn alluded to in his remarks,
using RICO as one of-if we had been able to use RICO during the
Angiullo investigation we would have been able to gather a lot
more evidence about the structure of the organization. We picked
up some. We picked up a lot, really, but we could have picked up a
lot more about their illegal activities.
Unfortunately, during the times of the electronic surveillance, as
Mr. Quinn described, we could not use RICO because the appellate
court had found it not to be applicable in our case. That was since
overturned but it was too late to help us. But it would have given
us quite a bit more of the overall span of the illegal activities of
this organization.
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Senator NUNN. But you were able to obtain the convictions without RICO?
Mr. AHEARN. No, sir. They were convicted of RICO. It was during
the period of time that the evidence was being gathered that the
doubt was there.
Senator NUNN. I see. All right, now we have heard from Mr.
Griffin that giving jurisdiction is the main element of RICO. Would
you want to supplement that or add to it? What else, besides giving
Federal jurisdi~tion does RICO do for you, and in addition to the
other benefit, which is seizure of property?
In addition to those, what else does RICO do?
Mr. AHEARN. I think those are the two main points, the jurisdiction, but in the case that we are referring to and others that we
have under investigation now, the forfeiture aspect, taking away
the assets, is just so important.
Senator N UNN. SO the jurisdictional aspects of RICO and the
property seizure aspects and the forfeiture, those are the two main
elements that RICO gives you?
Mr. AHEARN. In my opinion, sir.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, could I ask one further question?
Senator NUNN. Certainly.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Ahearn, I think you made some mention of
the scope of the criminal conspiracy. To what extent does RICO
help you prosecute individuals who are members of that conspiracy? For example, you had the two murders.
Let's say you had a soldier who was obviously a member of the
family, what would you have to show to indict him under the RICO
statute? Would it be enough to just show he is a member of the
family?
Mr. AHEARN. No, sir, it would not. We would still have to prove
individual acts on his part. But let me give you an example. In the
Angiullo case, if we had been pursuing a RICO violation at the
time, we know that we missed a lot of evidence that could have
been gathered on money laundering activities and things of that
nature which, because we were not pursuing RICO at the time, we
could not monitor those conversations.
Senator ROTH. I would just like to follow with one more question,
Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Go right ahead.
Senator ROTH. One of my concerns, and I am sure a concern of
the other members of this panel, is how do we destroy the criminal
syndicate or enterprise? We don't want to just put a few people
behind bars. We want to eradicate the enterprise itself.
Does RICO go far enough in permitting you to prosecute those
who are involved in the activity or do you think it could have a
broader reach? Am I clear?
Mr. AHEARN. Yes, sir. You are very clear. In the experience that
we have had in the last 10 years or so, I think the statute covers
everything that I have tried to do and basically everything that we
need to do.
Senator ROTH. Would you agree with that, Mr. Griffm?
Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes, sir.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senatqr NUNN. Go right ahead, Mr. Griffin.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Thank you.
To reiterate the point that we were discussing about the jurisdiction under RICO, before RICO the FBI could not investigate gangland murders. We had no jurisdiction whatsoever.
At the same time the Cleveland FBI was investigating a major
narcotics operation involving still more Cleveland LCN figures.
Court orders were obtained for electronic surveillance of the major
figures involved and in January of 1983 Federal convictions were
obtained for Cleveland LCN Boss Angelo "Big Ange" Lonardo,
Capo Joseph C. Gallo, and associates Kevin J. McTaggart, Harmut
Graewe and Frederick Graewe. One leading crime figure, Carmen
P. Zagaria, cooperated and became a star witness, not only for this
case but for other major Federal cases involving the LCN.
Eventually, the entire hierarchy of the LCN in Cleveland was
convicted in these two cases. As these cases developed in the late
1970s and early 1980s, it soon became apparent that the widely accepted loyalty between the mob leaders was only a myth.
In 1983, Angelo Lonardo became the highest ranking LCN figure
to become a Government witness against the mob, not only in
Cleveland but in other parts of the Nation. To date his testimony
has been devastating to LCN Families in New York, Chicago, Milwaukee and Kansas City and the information he has provided has
given the FBI a unique insight into the inner structure of the LCN.
The threat of organized crime continues. The relationships between the families of the LCN are as strong as ever. With the conviction of the Cleveland LCN leadership, the vacuum was quickly
:filled by an acting boss, a former Consigliere or advisor for the
Cleveland Family, John "Peanuts" Tronolone.
Based on testimony by Angelo Lonardo, Tronolone has been
charged with RICO violations and is currently standing trial in
New York City. The FBI recently convicted the last active made
member of the Cleveland LCN Family for Federal narcotics violations. Even with the successful prosecution of the Cleveland
Family, all it would take is one initiation ceremony to take in new
members and the Cleveland family would be back in business once
more.
When the pressure is relaxed and the attention of the Government is focused elsewhere, the LCN returns to its original structure and continues business as usual. The Cleveland Division of the
FBI plans to vigorously pursue organized crime as a high investigative priority and to increase our emphasis on the investigation of
LCN in:filtration and control of labor unions through labor racketeering. We consider this criminal activity one of the most serious
threats of our free society.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I would now
like to expand on the history and violence of the Cleveland LCN
Family.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Griffin.
Mr. Davenport, we are delighted to have you he:re, Special Agentin-Charge of Field Division, Kansas City, Missouri. And I believe
you also have Mr. Michael Shanahan.
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Mr. Griffin, we will get your pictures. I did not mean to interrupt
you. I missed that. We will get your pictures and then go to Mr.
Davenport.
Mr. GRIF~'IN. Okay. Mr. Chairman, I will be discussing two major
RICO investigations. One was code named "Buzzmark" and the
other "Ganginurs". Both of these cases were worked as a task force
basis with assistance from the Cleveland Police Department Intelligence Squad, the Cuyahoga County Sheriff's Office, and the pros~
ecutions were handled by the County Prosecutor's Office, as well as
the U.S. Attorney and the Federal Strike Force.
This is a photograph of John Scalish, who for many years was
boss of the Cleveland LCN Family. [See Exhibit No. 31a on p. 827.J
He became boss in the mid-1940s. His health began to deteriorate
;,n early 1965, causing him to be weakened as far as the leadership
of the family. An individual by the name of Danny Greene, who
was a west side mobster, decided to take him on. The first target of
opportunity was the individual that ran the numbers operations for
Licavoli on the east side, Shondor Burns. [See Exhibit No. 31b on p.
828.J
This is Shondor Burns' automobile that was blown up by Greene
with Burns i.n it. [See Exhibit No.31c on P. 829.J Greene ordered an
associate, Keith Ritzen, to place a bomb in this vehicle and wire it
to the ignition. Burns went to the car, entered it, turned the key
and was blown to bits.
As a result of this murder, John Scalish ordered that Danny
Greene be killed, and this caused a series of attempts on Greene's
life, many of which were unsuccessful. The first occurred when
Greene was stalked by a fellow by the name of Mike Frato, who
was a close associate of Licavoli.
Frato followed Greene down to the Metropark in Cleveland
where he was going to do some jogging. Frato waited until he had
his jogging clothes on. He drove up to Greene, pulled a gun, shot at
Greene. Greene pulled a .38 out of his jogging shorts and killed
Frato. Greene later was tried and was acquitted for self-defense.
Another instance where they tried to kill Greene, an associate of
Scalish by the name of Moe Craley placed a bomb on the front
porch of Greerte's house and on the back porch and then detonated
the bombs. It totally destroyed the house. Greene happened to be
up on the second floor with his girlfriend. He fell two stories,
landed in the basement on top of a refrigerator, and walked away.
In 1976, John Scalish died of natural causes after heart surgery.
At this point James Licavoli, who is pictured here on the left. took
over as boss of the family. [See Exhibit No. 31d on p. 830.J He
named as his underboss Leo "Lips" Moceri, who is depicted on the
right here in this photograph.
At this point John Nardi, who was a nephew of the former boss
of the family, joined forces with Greene in attempts to take over
the criminal operations run by the Cleveland LCN Family. The
killings and the attempts to kill really escalated after Nardi joined
forces with Greene.
The next attempt was on the life of Alec Calabriese. They placed
a bomb in Calabriese's vehicle, here again attaching it to the starter. Unfortunately, the next door neighbor, a totally innocent citizen, Frank Persio, was asked by Calibriese to move his car. Persio
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got in the car, turned the ignition, and was blown to bits. [See Exhibit No. 31e on p. 831.]
The next instance of violence occurred when Greene decided to
kill one of his associates, Enith Cernik, who was a member of the
"Hell's Angels." [See Exhibit No. 31f on p. 832.] Cernik had been
making bombs for Greene and Greene became fearful that he knew
too much about this activities. So Greene ostensibly hired Cernik to
make another bomb and to place another bomb in a car of a fellow
by the name of John Del Zappo, who was a Licavoli associate.
However, before Cernik went to the car, Greene had Ritzen go to
this vehicle, put a second battery in the car, in the trunk, and wire
it to the frame of the car, thereby electrically ch,arging that frame.
So then Greene just drove Cernik and told him, that's the car I
want you to put the bomb on, and then he drove away. Cernik got
under the car, started to put the bomb on. Of course, when the
wires hit, the bomb went off and killed him. That is the car, after
the bombing.
In May of 1977 the Licavoli faction was finally able to kill John
Nardi. This was the fh'st time that they used what we call the
"Trojan Horse" method where they load explosives and shrapnel in
the side of the car, put a remote control device on that bomb, and
they drove the bomb car in next to Nardi's car. [See Exhibit No.
BIg on p. 833.] When Nardi exited the Teamster Hall where he was
secretary-treasurer, started to get into his car, they detonated the
bomb car and, of course, blowing Nardi to pieces. [See Exhibit No.
sih on p. 834.]
At this point we had an investigation going which we called
"Gangmurs" and based on the evidence that we developed, we were
able to place a microphone in the residence of James Licavoli's
house. This was the first time that the LCN has been used as the
establishment in fact in a RICO case in connection with this affidavit.
The microphone was in place. for about a month and it gave us a
lot of very valuable evidence which was later used at the trial of
Licavoli and these others.
This is a photograph of a group which was called the "Carl Ferritto Gang." [See Exhibit No. 3li on p. 835.] The individual second
from the right is Tony Liberatore. Liberatore was convicted back in
1937 for killing two Cleveland police officers. He was given a life
sentence and in 1956 Governor John W. Brown, who was serving
an 11-day term as mayor, commuted his sentence: And he was subsequently released.
Senator NUNN. Wait a minute. He was serving a term as mayor?
Mr. GRIFFIN. Governor.
Senator NUNN. Governor.
Mr. GRIFFIN. He was interim governor for 11 days and he commuted Liberatore's sentence, plus a number of other convicted
murderers.
Liberatore made a lot of contacts with LCN while he was in the
State Prison in Ohio. Using these contacts, he returned to the
Cleveland area and became very active in the Laborers International Union. He eventually became president. In 1975, he was appointed by Ralph Perk, the Mayor of Cleveland, to the Cleveland
Regional Sewer Board. Liberatore subsequently became involved in
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the attempts to kill Danny Greene, was subsequently-after
Greene was killed. he was indicted, became a Federal fugitive, and
was eventually was placed on the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted" list.
He was still a member of the Cleveland Regional Sewer Board.
He was still getting his check through his wife and it was not until
just prior to his arrest that they fired him from the Regional Sewer
Board. So he waS on the "Ten Most Wanted" list at the same time
he was on the Regional Sewer Board.
'l'his is Danny Greene. [See Exhibit No.. 31j onp. 836.] Eventually, in October of 1977, they were able to successfully kill Danny
Greene. Jimmy Fratiano was brought in by James Licavoli.
Fratiano was a member of the Los Angeles family and they were
having such difficulty killing Greene-I think this is one of those
headaches that Angelo Lonardo was talking about this morningthey were having such difficulty killing Greene that they needed
outside help. So Fratiano hired Ray Ferritto, a hit man from Erie,
Pennsylvania, to do the killing. And Liberatore also had a backup
hit team in case the bomb did not go off.
Well, Ferritto and Ron Carabbia, a Youngstown hoodlum, placed
another bomb in another vehicle in the side of the door. They determined through an illegal wiretap that Greene was going to have
a dental appointment on this particular day. They waited until
Greene went there and parked his car. Then they moved the bomb
car in, the "Trojan Horse" car in. When Greene exited the dentist's
office, they detonated the bomb killing him.
This is a photograph of the bomb car. [See Exhibit No. 31k on p.
837.] And in this photograph, you can see the bomb car on the left
and Greene's car on the right and you can see the force of that explosion. That indentation was made by Greene's body.
At about this time, after Greene's death, Joe Gallo and Tommy
Sinito, both of whom were Capos in the Cleveland LCN Family, decided that they must make peace with the west side faction, those
that were left from the Danny Greene group, since they had already killed Greene and Nardi. So they made contact with Carmen
Zagaria, who was a west side hoodlum that had been associated
with Danny Greene.
They made peace and they decided to work together. However,
Sinito and Gallo told Zagaria that Keith Ritzen had to go because
he had just been indicted for narcotics, he had been the one responsible for killing Leo "Lips" Moceri, and they were afraid that he
would become a Government witness.
This man was assigned to do the hit-Hans Graewe. [See Exhibit
No. 311 on p. 838.] He and Carmen Zagaria took Ritzen under a
ruse to Zagaria's fish store, down into the basement. When Ritzen
was walking down the stairs, Hans shot him in· the back of the
head. They took the body, wrapped it in plastic, in chains, put it on
a dolly and took it to a Volkswagen bus that they had. Hans used
to laughingly refer to this as his ambulance.
Then they took the body to this lake where they dumped it. [See
Exhibit No. 31m on p. 839.] Eventually Carmen Zagaria became a
Government witness and he took us to this location and showed us
exactly where they had thrown the Dody and as a result we were
able to recover it. This was very important as far as the subsequent
trials were concerned because this corroborated his testimony.
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These are the Lorain County divers that are recovering the body.
[See Exhibit No. 31n on p. 839.J This is his body being brought out
and here the body is before the coroner took it. [See Exhibit No.
310 on p. 841.] This was .very important because Zagaria. had described how the body was wrapped and packaged before they threw
it in the water., so this here again further corroborated his testimony. [See Exhibit'No. 31p on p. 842.]
Another killing that took place was that of Joseph Giamo, who
was a drug dealer from Florida that had been working with Zagaria. Zagaria was ordered by Gallo and Sinito to kill him and to
rip off, to steal from him $600,000 worth of marijuana. Here again
he was killed at the fish store and his body was plastered in a wall
at the fish store and left there for about a year.
When wellwere getting close to Zagaria in connection with this
investigation, he became very nervous and one night he and Hans
Graewe took the body out of the wall and took it to a quarry called
the Jakeway Quarry, which is on the outskirts of Cleveland. Now,
this was in December and it was very cold and because the body
had been in the wall for so long, it had-there was a lot of gas and
it would not sink. So they went back into Cleveland, got two manhole covers from the street, took them back and tied them around
the body. And Hans Graewe put an axe in Giamo's head and the
body sank.
Here again, Zagaria told us exactly where the body was and we
went there and recovered him. [See Erl>..ibit No. 31q on p. 843.] This
quarry, we found that this was a location used by individuals that
are getting rid of automobiles, insurance frauds. There were hundreds of vehicles down here, including a Pepsi-Cola truck. Our
divers, the only way they could tell if they were going up or down
is the way their bubbles went. Eventually we had to bring in the
Navy diving team from Norfolk to assist us in the thing. These are
the Navy divers that helped us on the case. [See Exhibit No. 311' on
p. 844.J This is the Giamo body being brought out of the water. [See
Exhibit No. 31s on p. 845.]
Now, in connection with this case, this second case which we
called "Buzzmark," we had installed in Gallo's office a microphone
and a wiretap. Now, this was the first wiretap that was ever used
by the FBI when Title 18 was not our jurisdiction. The basis of this
wiretap was drugs.
As a result of this investigation Angelo Lonardo, Joseph Gallo,
Hans Graewe, Frederick Graewe and Kevin McTaggart were indicted and subsequently convicted. All received life without parole
with the exception of Frederick Graewe who received 22 years imprisonment.
"Buzzmark" had 25 additional Federal convictions and 20 State
convictions. In 1983, based on Lonardo's sentence of life without
parole plus 103 years consecutive, he decided to become a Government witness. Now, these slides show the violence over this period
of time. [See Exhibit Nos. 3lt, 31u, 31v, and 31w starting on p. 846]
All of these killings were the result of a gang war between Greene
and Licavoli in Cleveland and the Pittsburgh and Cleveland Family
in Youngstown. .
.
This chart depicts the members of the Cleveland Family that
have been convicted in connection with these two cases. Since this
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chart was prepared Joseph Iacobucci on the bottom has been arrested and convicted on Federal narcotics charges and is awaiting
trial. [See Exhibit No. 31x on p. 850.]
Subsequent to Lonardo's turning, we interviewed him extensively
as far as what associates would he make if he was still boss of the
family and we targeted these individuals and this chart depicts
those in that category that we have convicted in this case and
other cases. [See Exhibit No. 31y on p. 851.]
The Cleveland Division has enjoyed tremendous success over the
last 10 years because of its singular commitment to this pervasive
and continued problem. The Division's continued vigilance and utilization of innovative approaches, coupled with aggressive Federal
and County prosecutors have without question impacted materially
on the LCN's Cleveland ability to conduct business as usual.
As I noted earlier, these investigations were condu.cted on a'
strike force basis with the Cleveland Police Department intelligence squad and the Sheriff's Department intelligence squad. And
we received outstanding support from the prosecutive side, from
the strike force, and the County prosecutor, John T. Cord in Cleveland.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Griffin for your very
interesting testimony, it was very helpful.
Mr. Davenport, I have already introduced you, so why don't you
go ahead.
'fESTIMONY OF ROBERT B. DAVENPORT, SPECIAL AGENT-INCHARGE, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, FIELD DIVISION, KANSAS CITY, MO,l ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL SHANAHAN, SUPERVISORY SPECIAL AGENT

Mr. DAVENPORT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a privilege to appear before you today representing the
Kansas City FBI Office. For more than 50 years Kansas City has
been plagued by organized crime activity and, regrettably, this ac··
tivity continues today despite successful prosecution of Kansas City
mob figures in recent years.
The Kansas City organized crime family, which is commonly
called the "Outfit," has traditionally been involved in a multitude
of criminal activities-bootlegging, gambling, prostitution, loansharking, labor racketeering and murder. More than 50 murders or
attempted murders were attributed to the Kansas City mob between 1940 and 1978.
Senator CHILES. I didn't hear you say narcotics.
Mr. DAVENPORT. No, sir: Not at that time, sir.
Only one of those murders was solved and no member of the
IIOutfit" was ever charged with a gangland slaying. A series of
bombings and murders in the 1970s caused law enforcement to step
up our efforts to attack the pervasive organized crime threat to our
community.
In April, 1978, an investigation was launched by the FBI in cooperation with the Kansas City, Missouri, Police Department, the In··
1

See p. 592 for Mr. Davenport's prepared statement.
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ternal Revenue Service, and Department of Justice Strike Force attorneys, focusing on unsolved murders and contract killers.
Federal court-authorized electronic surveillance provided virtual
daily coverage of the Kansas City Outfit from May, 1978, through
February, 1979. This case, designated the "Strawman" investigation, resulted in one of the most successful and far-reaching organized crime investigations in FBI history.
After years of frustration by law enforcement, top leaders of the
Kansas City LCN family, brothers Nick and Carl Civella, were convicted and sentenced to lengthy prison terms. In addition, organized crime leaders and their henchmen in Chicago, Cleveland,
Milwaukee and Las Vegas-a total of 19 LCN members and associates in all-were convicted in three lengthy Federal court trials in
Kansas City between 1980 and 1986.
The Strawrnan investigation laid bare the structure of organized
crime and the mob's corrupt influence on Las Vegas and the Teamsters Union. Intercepted conversations of mob figures provided concrete evidence of the LCN's hidden ownership in the Tropicana
Hotel in Las Vegas and the skimming or concealing of gambling
proceeds averaging $150,000 per month from the casino.
This case was aptly code named "Strawman" because of the
mob's concealed ownership of Las Vegas casinos by Kansas City,
Chicago, and Cleveland LCN families. The investigation also revealed LCN efforts to expand their interest in the Argent Corporation, which was the owner of several other Las Vegas hotels and
casinos.
In February 1979, search warrants served in Kansas City resulted in the seizure of an $80,000 skim package being delivered to
Kansas City from Las Vegas by an LCN courier. Seized records documented meetings between Kansas City LCN members and LCN
members in other cities.
The records detailed how the skim money from Las Vegas was
distributed between Kansas City, Chicago and Cleveland families,
and also showed that additional skim money was given to Teamsters official Roy Lee Williams of Kansas City, who was later elected President of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters.
Eight convictions resulted from the lengthy Strawman trial in
1983, including the top Kar.sas City LCN leaders, their Las Vegas
representatives and skim couriers, and all received lengthy prison
terms.
The second phase of the Strawman case, the Argent Corporation
investigation, resulted in convictions in January, 1986, of Chicago
LCN boss Joseph Aiuppa, Milwaukee boss, Frank Balistrieri, Cleveland LCN representative Milton Rockman, and the entire Kansas
City leadership and their Las Vegas representatives.
There is no doubt that the Strawman case struck a major blow
against organized crime, destroying the rank and file of the Kansas
City, Chicago, Milwaukee and Cleveland families. Most of those
convicted in the Strawman case are still in prison.
An interesting note is the fact that this Subcommittee's use of
Strawman evidence led to a criminal contempt of Congress prosecution when Kansas City LCN member William Cammisano, Senior,
after being wanted immunity steadfastly refused to answer questions posed by this Committee in 1980. Cammisano served a 2-year
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prison term, was released and he is back in Kansas City today as
the boss of the LCN family.
The war against organized crime goes on in Kansas City. Traditional LCN activities continue, but under new leadership. Mob control gambling is pervasive. There is evidence the LCN is moving
into the construction industry, pornography, and highly profitable
drug trafficking. The mob is also trying to regain a stronghold in
the Teamsters Local 41.
But in spite of our successes, we cannot let up the pressure. We
will continue to use the tools and techniques that have proven to
be effective-electronic surveillance, the RICO statute, high-level
informants and continued cooperation between Federal and local
authorities. We cannot afford to become complacent in our victories.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks.
Supervisor Shanahan will now give a brief overview of the
Kansas City LCN activities during the past 10 years, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. So Mr. Cammisano is back in charge?
Mr. DAVENPORT. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Mr. SHANAHAN. Senators, the two focal points of the Kansas City
investigation of Strawman and Argent concerned itself with the
domination control of Las Vegas gambling casinos by the LCN,
namely through the personality and perseverance of one individual, Nick Civella.
The Civella family established itself in the early 1950s as the
controlling element of the LCN faction, continued such until his
death in 1983. When you take that in perspective and go back to
the associations that he developed in Kansas City, namely with
labor leaders, namely Roy Lee Vlilliams, everything comes into perspective as to what happens approximately 25,30 years later.
What does happen is that the Argent and the Strawman investigations is the result of a pattern of homicide activity by the LeN in
Kansas City. The local law enforcement was having-the Kansas
City Police Department-was having little success in identifying
the perpetrators. Informant information was coming forward that
continuing in this pattern, a hit, a homicide would occur sometime
in the very near future of Apri11978.
As a result of that information, probable cause was developed,
coverage was initiated, and in fact a hit did take place on a rival
faction, not dissimilar from other cities where Mr. Civella's power
base was being threatened. That having been achieved and Mr. Civella's ability to continue on through his association with Roy Lee
Williams gave him the strength which he needed in Las Vegas and
henceforth the skimming operation that began there.
As a result of the Title 3 coverage initiated in 1978, it continued
until February 14, 1979, at which time the Kansas City Office executed search warrants on the various residences and establishments known to be frequem':ed by the LCN. As a result of that, and
primarily upon the accounting maintained by one Carl "Tuffy"
DeLuna, we were able to piece together significant evidence documenting this particular accounting and distribution of the skim
coming out of Las Vegas and into the cities as mentioned beforeCleveland, Milwaukee and Chicago.
\
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Senator NUNN. How much skim money were you able to identify
coming out on an annual basis?
.
Mr. SHANAHAN. On an annual basis there is no specific amount.
However, on the particular date in question, February 14, 1979, the
courier, Carl Caruso, was carrying $80,000 which represented, "two
sandwiches," two sandwiches being 2 months payment, which was
an $80,000 package. That is intercepted at the airport when he was
stopped and confronted with a search warrant.
Senator NUNN. Do you think there is a lot more than that going
on in terms of Las Vegas skimming? Is that just one part of the
operation? Do you think there is more? Or is this the only evidence
you have?
Mr. SHANAHAN. As far as now or then?
Senator NUNN. Either one, or both.
Mr. SHANAHAN. Okay. I will take the first one.
Senator NUNN. That looks like about-if 2 months is $80,000, you
are talking about what? $500,000 a year?
Mr. SHANAHAN. That was the Kansas City faction. That is what
they were getting and that was the controlling factor, I would say,
at that point. We have no documentation indicating more than
that or other participation by say other families or whatever.
Senator NUNN. We have heard testimony from Mr. Lonardo this
morning that Kansas City got payoffs and I believe Chicago, Cleveland, and I believe one other town also received payoffs.
Mr. SHANAHAN. Right.
Senator NUNN. So you are talking about just one family when
you are talking about $80,000?
Mr. SHANAHAN. Basically, yes, sir, that is correct.
Senator GLENN. Could I ask a question on that?
Senator NUNN. Senator Glenn?
Senator GLENN. Just one question. Is this customary? The numbers that we talked about with Lonardo this morning I thought
were fairly low compared to what had always been my impression
of this thing. In the write-up in Cleveland Magazine back in 1978,
for instance, they talk about Big Al Polizzi leaving because he had
earned upwards of $100 million through control of gambling clubs
and slot machines. That is a far cry from what we are talking
about here this morning.
Who is right? Is there hundreds of millions of donars involved in
this or are we skimming $40,000 and splitting it up 10 ways and
they are getting $1,000 or $1,500 a month, which isn't much compared to what I have always thought was what they are doing.
Mr. SHANAHAN. I can cite an example in response to that. With
regard to the Argent Corporation, when they attempted a takeover
of Alan Glick Enterprises, the Argent Corporation by the various
factions in Milwaukee, Kansas City and Chicago, his sons, Frank
Balistrieri's sons, were written into the contract for a purchase
price of that-should they be able to procure a loan from the
Teamsters-for the purchase price of $25,000. The actual value of
the property at that time was $62.5 million. That is something fOT
nothing and I think that enhances the monetary gains or whatever
that you are looking for. I assume that is some type of answer to
that question.
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As far as the actual skim, we just know what we had, one portion thereof. That isn't to say that there was not other coming out
at other times that we did not detect. But this on this specific date.
It was, you know, the grab, or the opportunity that we were presented with and we seized it.
Senator ROTH [presiding]. Mr. Ahearn?
Mr. AHEARN. Senator, just to add to that, during the Angiullo operation we have evidence just in one small segment of their illegal
gambling operation, the numbers operation, that they were gaining
$30,000 per day. And that does not include sports bookmaking or
any other illegal gambling activity they were involved in, just the
numbers operation. So you can let your imagin.ation run wild with
you on numbers there.
Thank you, sir.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Senator, in regard to Cleveland, at the Zagaria
trial, the trial that Lonardo was convicted in, we presented evidence that Zagaria was bringing in about $15 million worth of
drugs every year. This operation was being financed by Lonardo
through Gallo and Sinito. So you can imagine the profit coming
from $15 million worth of drugs.
Senator ROTH. Will you please proceed with the testimony.
Mr. SHANAHAN. As a result of the Title 3 coverage that was afforded in the Strawmanl Argent cases, we were able to, if you will
make reference to that chart on the floor, we in Kansas City itself,.
as a result of the Strawman investigation, were essentially able to
knock out the eight higher echelon members of the LCN in Kansas
City.
In conjunctIon with that, on the Argent phase, which was the attempt to gain control of Alan Glick Enterprises, that too led to 15
indictments and 13 convictions, which took out, in essence, the control of the Cleveland, Milwaukee, Chicago and Kansas City families.
'fhe result of all this was to leave a void and that is where we
are basically today, with the situation which gave rise to having removed these people from the hierarchy, the lower echelon has now
risen to the top. This is to say that organized crime continues to
march on in Kansas City. It has not stopped. We do not anticipate
that it will stop. The fight continues and that is where we are
today.
That is basically it with regard to Argent and Strawman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much.
We have a number of questions. We also have a vote, another
witness, and we are running into hearings that we have got this
afternoon. So rather than take more of your time with questions,
we will ask you if you would cooperate in answering questions for
the record. We have a number for each of you, but we will try to
cut them down to a manageable size because I know that you have
got enough paperwork without this.
Let me say that your testimony has been very interesting and
very helpful. We are very proud of what the FBI and the Justice
Department are doing in this area. We think that you have made a
lot of progress. We have a long way to go. No one is declaring victory. We know that you have got continuing problems and it is a continuing battle.
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We hope to cooperate in every way we can from the legislative
point of view and we thank you and hope you will in turn thank
your agents who are working on these problems on behalf of the
American people.
- Thank you.
Our final witness today will be the representatives from the
Pennsylvania Crime Commission, Mr. James H. Manning, Jr., Commissioner of the Pennsylvania Crime Commission, Mr. Frederick T.
Martens, Executive Director, Pennsylvania Crime Commission.
We will be about 10 minutes in getting back from the vote that
has now come.
Let me just make an announcement. On Thursday of next
week-Thursday, April 21-we will continue these hearings. We
will have a panel from the State of New Jersey Commission of Investigation; and we will also have the Director of the State of New
York Organized Crime Task Force and we will have a witness representing one of the most active La Cosa Nostra families in New
York City.,
So next Thursday we will resume these hearings and we will be
back in approximately 10 minutes to complete the hearing today.
[Brief recess.]
Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will come to order.
Mr. Manning, Mr. Martens, we are delighted to have both of you
here today. I will let you introduce your associates and then I am
going to ask each of you that will testify to hold up your right hand
and we will swear you in.
But if you could introduce the people with you, Mr. Manning, we
would be delighted.
TESTIMONY OF JAMES H. MANNING, JR., COMMISSIONER, PENNSYLVANIA CRIME COMMISSION,l ACCOMPANIED BY FREDERICK T. MARTENS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ALAN BAILEY, CHIEF
COUNSEL, WILLIE BYRD, DIRECTOR OF INVESTIGATIONS, AND
GINO L. LAZZARI, INSPECTOR

Mr. MANNING. That would be fine, Mr. Chairman. On ID,1j" right is
Fred Martens, our Executive Director of the Pennsylva'(),1~ Crime
Commission, and to my far right is Alan Bailey, who is C.hiel.f Counsel for the Pennsylvania Crime Commission. First, on my left is
Willie Byrd, who is our Director of Investigations, and ('in my far
left, Gino Lazzari, who is an Inspector with the Penli~sylvania
Crime Commission,
Senator NUNN. Fine. Will all of you be testifying?
Mr. MANNING. Just myself and Mr. Martens.
Senator NUNN. All right. If you two would stand, as we swear in
all our witnesses before the Subcommittee.
Do you swear the testimony you give will be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth so help you God?
Mr. MANNING. I do.
Mr. MARTENS. I do.
Senator NUNN. First, let me thank all of you for being ki!,ere, and
second, apologize for the late hour. I know you have be~f,n sitting
1

See p. 623 for Mr. Manning's prepared statement.
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here very patiently most of the day. We never know how long these
hearings are going to go, but this one has lasted longer than we
thought. But we would be delighted to receive your testimony.
I understand you are going to summarize it and we will put the
entire statement in the record without objection and be pleased to
get your testimony and then we will have some questions.
Mr. MANNING. Yes, sir. If that will please the Subcommittee, we
are prepared to proceed that way.
I would like to say that we thank the Chairman and the Subcommittee for allowing us to appear. I think our appearance is symbolic in the sense that it represents dialogue between this Committee
and a state agency. It all represents dialogue in a formal way, but I
think it also is good that we informally dialogue with the Federal
authorities ,as well as state authorities.
Also, I think it is symbolic in the sense that it represents the cooperation that we need and must have in law enforcement agencies, both State, Federal and local, if we are to be successful in defending against organized crime.
I would like to say that the Pennsylvania Crime Commission has
submitted a statement to this body and we are willing to stand on
that statement. We also have provided the Subcommittee with a
copy of our annual report and I would like to say two things before
we take any questions.
Because we are charged to report to the legislature on an annual
basis on the state of organized crime in the State of Pennsylvania-we have looked at both the traditional, the LCN operations,
and also the emerging nontraditional groups, the Asians, the Jamaicans, the Blacks and the Hispanics. And I would make that
note in comment and unless Mr. Martens has a statement, we
would accept your questions and answers.
Senatqr NUNN. Mr. Martens, would you like to make any statement before we begin with questions?
Mr. MARTENS. No, not necessarily.
Senator NUNN. Senator Roth has been coming in second on the
questioning today and I will ask him to lead off and then I will followup.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In your prepared testimony, you discuss in some detail the cocaine market in Philadelphia being saturated. In your prepared
testimony, you also talk about narcotics or drug trafficking on the
part of organized crime.
This is somewhat in conflict with some of the testimony we have
heard that the families really do not like to get involved in drugs,
that it is traditionally contrary to their practice. Would you like to
explain this conflict?
Mr. MARTENS. Yes. Let me take that question, Senator.
First of all, I do not believe it. I think the history clearly demonstrates that the La Cosa Nostra has been involved in heroin trafficking going back to the 1940s and 1950s. In fact, it was the LCN
that basically had a monopoly on heroin that came from Europe to
the United States. So I think it is somewhat of a self-serving state:
ment and erroneous historically.
If you were to do an analysis of your major organized crime
LCN-type people who have been convicted over the last 20 years or
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so, you will find that a significant number of those individuals
have been charged .and/or convicted of narcotics trafficking.· I see
one chart over there, your biggest chart, that represents the Vito
Genovese crime family. Well, the fact of the matter is that Vito
Genovese served time in prison and died in prison. He was convicted on a narcotics violation.
So I think it is historically incorrect when that statement is
made. It sounds to me like good public relations as opposed to reality.
Senator ROTH. Let me follow up with one question. In your testimony, you made reference to the large amount of cocaine that is
now available in the Philadelphia area. Is this in any way controlled, regulated, or participated in by the local LCN family?
Mr. MARTENS. Well, I think we want to be, again, somewhat
more clear. When we say, is it controlled by organized crime or are
there organized crime elements involved? I think the answer is yes.
Is it controlled by La Cosa Nostra? The answer is no.
What we have demonstrated, I feel, in our statement as well as
our annual report is that organized crime is not synonymous with
La Cosa Nostra. There are a variety of ethnic groups-and nonethnic groups I might add-that are involved in organized criminal
activity. And as we point out in our testimony, there are Hispanic
- elements involved in narcotics trafficking. There are black criminal
organizations that are also involved; Asian criminal organizations;
motorcycle gangs and a variety of organized criminal groups that
basically are involved in the cocaine rackets.
Senator ROTH. As you know, I come from Delaware and, of
course, that is very close to Philadelphia. I wonder if either of you
gentlemen could testify as to what extent you think there is organized crime activity in my own State of Delaware?
Mr. MANNING. With all due respect, Senator, we are a Commission for Pennsylvania. But I can tell you in the city of Chester,
which is close to your State and Wilmington, Chester certainly is
considered by us-and our agents have investigated and we have
informants in that. area-Chester is a center, at least for the southeastern corner of Pennsylvania, for cocaine trafficking and other
drugs.
The distribution is widespread and fairly open and people come
as far as way as Wilmington and other parts of that area to purchase drugs for two reasons. One, it is easy to purchase, the quality
is fairly good, and it is fairly reasonable.
So, I cannot speak to the situation of organized crime in Delaware, but I know that certainly it is affected by it simply because
of its proximity to, well, in this case, Chester and Philadelphia.
Senator ROTH. Earlier, you mentioned these emerging criminal
groups, including the various Asian groups and the motorcycle
gangs. Which of these organizations are most directly involved in
cocaine trafficking?
Mr. MANNING. Well, I guess we both have opinions. Let me first
give you my response. I think the emerging groups that we have
looked at in. Pennsylvania, to some extent I think the obsession,
the concentration and focus on the elimination of the LCN by Federal authorities is obviously very good. But I think one of the impli-
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cations of that is that there has been less control of other emerging
groups because of that.
I am thinking now.in terms of the failure to collect and levy
street tax on emerging criminal organizations. As a result, in my
opinion, I think you have a situation in· parts of the Commonwealth where drug dealers are really entrepreneurs. They could be
Jamaican. They could be Asian. They could be Cubans. They are
people who are trying to profit in a situation that is open at the
moment and I do not really think there are any controls in terms
of one group controlling the market. I think it is a wide open
market now.
What happens is, for instance, blacks carve out certain areas of
Philadelphia, west or north Philadelphia. Jamaicans will also be
operating in those same areas. And as a result, b l mething has to
give. Someone has to be in control, and we expect that we could see
some bloody interactions because it is so wide open. And I would
dare to say that that is happening in Philadelphia, but I would
think it is happening in a lot of other places.
Senator ROTH. Are you saying that, by concentrating on the
LCN, we have opened the door to other groups?
Mr. MANNING. I do not mean to make that a negative. I think
that is very good. Let me say that, first of all.
Senator ROTH. Sure.
Mr. MANNING. But I think one of the impacts of that has been
that the LCN has somewhat of a different problem today than it
had 10 years ago. We have indicted-between 1983 and 1986 we indicted 16 of the 24 leaders of the LCN and we have had over 700
wiretaps during that period of time.
My point is that they are not the power on the street that they
once were because leaders have gone, there has been internal.
struggles, and it has taken their attention off some other businesses. As a result, I think it is a little easier for an entrepreneur in
drugs to operate in certain parts of the City of Philadelphia and
elsewhere in the Commonwealth.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Martens, would you care to comment?
Mr. MARTENS. I agree 100 percent with the Commissioner, not
just because he is my boss but because it is factual, I might add.
I think that what Commissioner Manning is pointing out is that
these entrepreneurs are taking advantage of an opportunity that
now exists. There is a void in a sense, in the ability to control like
the LCN perhaps once was able to do.
Senator ROTH. To what extent is the LCN family in Philadelphia
involved with the casinos in Atlantic City?
Mr. MARTENS. That is a loaded one, isn't it? I come from New
Jersey and I would say that they are not involved in actual control
of casinos.
Are they involved in certain ancillary industries? Yes, they have
been proven to be involved in those industries.
Senator ROTH. Would you name those?
Mr. MARTENS. I would rather not. I will give you one example of
a local union. Local 54, the Hotel and Restauran.t Workers Union.
The Scarfo LCN family was involved and New Jersey was very effective in having the leader, Frank Gerace, of that union basically
removed.
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There are other instances where organized crime members have
taken advantage of that particular industry in terms of perhaps
complimentary services that that industry extended to members of
organized crime, which again have been highlighted by New Jersey
authorities.
Actual ownership of the casinos, I think we can be fairly safe in
saying that that has not been demonstrated and where it has, New
Jersey has taken action.
Senator RO'l'H. What about skimming off funds, either through
unions or the casinos; is that a significant problem? We had very
extensive hearings, incidentally, in this Subcommittee several
years ago on the hotel workers. Currently, is there substantial
skimming taking place?
Mr. MARTENS. Let me answer that by saying it has not been demonstrated in the Atlantic City casinos as far as I can see.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Manning?
Mr. MANNING. No comment.
Senator ROTH. One further question, Mr. Chairman.
In your prepared testimony you mentioned the problem of public
corruption where the Philadelphia LCN family had gotten involved, as I recall, in the construction industry, l·equiring certain
payments to be made by developers to public officials and to members of organized crime.
How widespread is this problem of public officials' corruption
and to what extent has organized crime taken over, infiltrated or
otherwise influenced legitimate businesses?
Mr. MARTENS. If we look at New York, they just recently-in
fact, next week you will have Ron Goldstock here to testify with
regards to the New York construction industry in which they have
developed significant pieces of evidence relative to the mob's involvement there.
In Philadelphia, the case I suspect you are referring to, Ed
Dennis will be able to comment on next week. But in that particular case you have got a mob boss, Nicodemo Scarfo, who was seeking to levy, through Leland Beloff, a $1 million bribe. 'l'hat is unusual in the sense that it is almost unheard of for a. mob boss to get
involved at that level and basically make himself that vulnerable.
As far as their involvement in legitimate business, it is there. It
has been there' for the past 20, 30, 40 years and I suspect it will
continue to be there until law enforcement begins-or continues, I
should say-to use the RICO law effectively.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Roth.
What has your Commission-Mr. Manning or Mr. Martens, or
both-what has your Commission noticed in terms of trends among
the La Cosa N astra since the Valachi days? Are we going to see a
different kind of La Cosa Nostra in the post-Valachi, I suppose to
take it down to Pennsylvania, the post-Angelo Bruno period?
Mr. MANNING. I guess both of us will comment, but let me give
you my impressions first. I think, yes, you will see a different LCN,
somewhat out of necessity. You have to remember, under the old
system the bosses moved up rather slowly and over a period of
years and they reached their positions after a great deal of experience.
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Because of the indictments, once agairi, during the 1980s you lost
a lot of that leadership and even though it is in jail, or some of it is
in jail, that vacuum has to be filled by a lot younger members and
I think maybe not quite as patient.
.
'
So I think you are going to see more violence, maybe less discriminating violence, probably less loyalty because now the alliances will be centered within the organization in terms of money
and profit and not necessarily because of an oath or because of past
loyalties, which leaves for a very volatile, unstable sort of organization, like the Philadelphia mob.
Senator NUNN. It sounds to me as if you are saying that the organized crime group we have known as La Cosa Nostra, as they
move to younger members, may behave more like the emerging organized crime groups which are coming up with less discipline and
less formality, less structure, but many times more violence and
less stability.
Mr. MANNING. And more indiscriminate violence. I think that
the reason for that is, if you look at the Philadelphia history under
Angelo Bruno for the 20 years that he was in charge, there were
certainly assassinations but they were very selective and they were
very business oriented.
If you look at the 5 to 6 years that Nicodemo Scarfo has been in
charge, we have had at least 30 gangland killings, or related therein, and in my humble opinion-maybe not the opinion of this Commission-that may have been one factor that was probably his
Achilles heel, the use of violence so indiscriminately against his
own membership.
I think that is a good example of that and I think we will see
more of that.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Martens, do you want to comment on that?
Mr. MARTENS. Well, I agree again, wholeheartedly, with the
Commissioner. If you look at Nicky's reign, which was what I
would consider a fairly unstable reign, he spent about half of his
time as the boss in jail and the other half was spent defending himself against indictments.
The fact of the matter is that Nicky has been a fairly unsuccessful boss. Angelo Bruno recognized that in 1963 when he banished
him to Atlantic City. He did not have it then, and I think that as
Commissioner Manning points out, the younger people do not seem
to have the stability that the Angelo Bruno's brought to the operations of their families.
Mr. MANNING. I might also add, too, that in terms of stability,
the younger organized type, at least in Pennsylvania, that we have
looked at-the Jamaicans and some of the blacks-they demonstrate some of the same traits; the use of violence, very well. For
instance"the Jamaicans in Philadelphia recently assassinated two
brothers who were 12 and 15.
That kind of violence you do not need, and most of the violence
that comes from that group of what we call non-traditional groups,
is kind of irrational and is non-selective. You get a lot of bad publicityas a result of that.
Senator NUNN. When you say "you," you mean the-Mr. MANNING. Looking at the groups that we have looked at and
looking at the LCN in Philaclelphia, they have some traits in
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common and if I could use .a word, they are cowboys to some
extent.
Senator NUNN. Does that make it tougher on law enforcement or
does it make it somewhat easier in terms of prosecutions?
Mr. MANNING. I think it makes it-well, it gives you more opportunities.
Senator NUNN. The more dangerous to the community, the more
opportunities?
Mr. MANNING. Yes. I was going to say, we may have more opportunities but I think the public is at greater risk than perhaps
under an Angelo Bruno or some of the older dons where they were
just not at risk.
Senator NUNN. Wouldn't it be likely that there would be less
community-any kind-I do not know whether there has ever been
community support for what we call traditional organized crime.
We have had it described here this morning by some of the FBI as
certain neighborhoods had a large degree of community support
and notification when law enforcement was in the community and
so forth.
Is that kind of random violence, that kind cowboy behavior,
likely to lead to more public alienation, particularly when innocent
people are getting killed?
.
Mr. MANNING. I think so. It think in this case that I cite, the two
brothers who were killed by the Jamaicans, that instilled in the
local police, because of the public outcry, a determination to apprehend these individuals as quickly as they could. They have not
done that but they have identified the individuals as of this week
and that in itself is a very difficult task because these people do
not have surnames. They are JP and JR and they could be from
New York, they could be from Lancaster. But they have made a
concerted effort and I have noticed that the press has followed it
up. And I think the reason is the public is outraged.
Senator NUNN. Have you seen any trend in Pennsylvania for different groups to work together, like traditional organized, La Cosa
Nostra, working with any of the emerging groups, or like emerging
groups having any kind of either formal or defacto relationships
with each other?
Mr. MARTENS. Yes. In fact just recently we came across a group
in Philadelphia called the Junior Black Mafia that has been meeting with the son of a member of the Scarfo family, Joey Merlino, in
terms of cocaine trafficking endeavors. So we are beginning to see
some type of interaction.
Generally, that is not the case. We have found individuals from
different crime families working together. For instance, William
D'Elia, who is the current surrogate for Bufalino, Russell Bufalino,
in the northeastern part of the State is working both in Philadelphia and out in Pittsburgh with members of the Pittsburgh crime
family, which was the old LaRocca family, and the Scarfo crime
family in Philadelphia.
So we find interaction both within LCN activity within the families and also groups outside, such as this Junior Black Mafia.
Senator NUNN. What about legitimate businesses being controlled by organized crime, traditional La Cosa Nostra or organized
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crime. Do you have many legitimate businesses that they have penetrated in the State of Pennsylvania that you can identify?
.
Mr. MANNING. I would not like to comment on that, Senator, for
fear of tarring or-Senator NUNN. I. will not ask you which ones. Let me just ask
you in a general sense, is that a )3ignificant problem, the control of
certain legitimate businesses by organized criminals?
Mr. MARTENS. Certain industries have a higher proclivity, perhaps, towards it.
Senator NUNN. And you prefer not to name them because I am
sure that there are exceptions within every industry.
Mr. MARTENS. Yes, exactly.
Senator NUNN. Could you give us your impression of what the
major sources of revenue are from traditional organized crime in
Pennsylvania?
Mr. MANNING. I guess we both can answer that. From my point
of view, from what I have seen in Pennsylvania, Mr. Chairmanand you speculate when you say which is first, you cannot do
that-but ce~i.'tainly narcotics is a big money maker for LCN and
non-traditional groups; gambling probably is very high; and loansharking is up there.
From my point of view, I would think those would be basic markets.
Senator NUNN. I have a 5 minute vote warning up there, so I
think we are being called to a halt here. We thank you so much for
being here.
I would· ask you one other question, though, that I think is essential. What kind of cooperation do we have between our Federal law
enforcement authorities, your Commission, and your impression of
th\~ coopera.tion between Federal and State law enforcement?
Mr. MANNING. Well, for the Commonwealth, I think it is excellent between local authorities, Philadelphia Police, the U.S. Attorneys Office in Philadelphia with the Commission, and the U.S. Attorneys Office in the Western District of Pennsylvania, and the
Federal Strike Force, also, in Philadelphia.
The cooperation and exchange is there and we really have no
complaints about that. We think it is working well.
Senator NUNN. Are you more hopeful, Mr. Manning, or less
hopeful than you were in terms of law enforcement effectively combatting organized criminal activity than you were say 2 or 3 years
ago?
Mr. MANNING. I am more hopeful, and for several reasons. I
think the statistics indicate that over the last 10 years-and I am a
former prosecutor myself and left the U.S. Attorneys Office in
1977. RICO was on the books in 1968 and we did not know what it
was until the Justice Department came out with a manual on how
to use it.
When I look at the 5,000 indictments for organized crime in 1985,
I am truly amazed. I think we are headed in the right direction. It
will take a Herculean effort, but I think the thing that bothers me
most is that when we look at detection, apprehension, and prosecution, we focus on that and we focus on that almost entirely.
Organized crime, whether it be traditional or non-traditional,
serves a basic supply side need. Whether that need 'is legal or ille-
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gal really does not matter to the people who want that service, and
we do very little to really educate in a way that would perhaps
allow people to more intelligently select what they need and what
they do not need.
Senator NUNN. I agree completely, a good point to close on.
Thank you all for being here. We appreciate your cooperation
and your good work on behalf of law enforcement.
Mr. MANNING. Thank you.
Mr. MARTENS. Thank you.
Senator NUNN. The hearings will resume next Thursday.
(Whereupon, at 1:55 p.m., the Subcommittee adjourned subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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ORGANIZED CRIME: 25 YEARS AFTER VALA CHI
THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Sam Nunn, Chairman of the Subcommittee, presiding.
Present: Senator Nunn.
Staff present: Eleanor J. Hill, Chief Counsel; John F. Sopko,
Deputy Chief Counsel; Harriet J. McFaul, Counsel; Richard A. Dill,
Detailee/FBI; Leonard A: Willis, Investigator; Kathleen A. Dias,
Executive Assistant to the Chief Counsel; Mary D. Robertson, Chief
Clerk; Declan Cashman, Secretary; Harold B. Lippman, Investigator; Marilyn H. Munson, Secretary; Barbara Kammerman, Minority Deputy Chief Counsel; Stephen Levin, Counsel; Steve Ryan (Senator Glenn); Rosemary Warren (Senator Sasser); Marianne McGettigan (Senator Rudman); and Sean McAvoy (Senator Cohen).
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN

Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will come to order.
This morning the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
begins a third day of hearings on the status of organized crime in
America. Last week we heard from the FBI, the Department of
Justice, the General Accounting Office, the Pennsylvania Crime
Commission and two former members of La Cos a Nostra-Tommasso Buscetta, a member of the Porto Nuovo Family of Palermo,
Sicily, and Angelo Lonardo, the former underboss of the Cleveland
LCN Family.
Today's testimony will focus on the status of organized crimeac··
tivity in the northeastern United States, particularly the New
York/New Jersey area. We will hear from James Zazzali, former
Attorney General of the State of New Jersey, presently the Commissioner of the State of New Jersey Commission of Investigation.
We will also hear from Mr. Ronald .Goldstock, Director of the New
York Organized Crime Task Force.
The Subcommittee had previously announced a third witness for
today's hearing. Due to unforeseen circumstances, that witness, a
member of one of the most active La Cos a Nostra families in New
York City, will not be appearing before us today. We have, however, rescheduled that witness to appear and testify on Friday, April
29, beginning at 9:30 a.m. and we will announce the location of
(149)
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that hearing next week. It may be in this room or it may be in the
Hart Building, the main hearing room.
We will go ahead this morning. I think one of our witnesses is
not here yet, but we have other testimony. We will go ahead.
Mr. Goldstock, we are delighted to have you, if you will come up.
If you would like any of your associates to come with you, we
would be glad to have them.
We swear in all the witnesses before our Subcommittee. We appreciate you being here with us and we are delighted to have you.
We will ask you to take the oath.
Do you sw~ar, the testimony you give before this Subcommittee
will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth so
help you God?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. I do.
Senator NUNN. We thank you for being with us and we thank
you for the good work of the New York Organized' Crime Task
Force. We appreciate your splendid cooperation in assisting us on
our work thus far and we look forward to your testimony this
morning.
TESTIMONY OF RONALD GOLDSTOCK, DIRECTOR, STATE OF NEW
YORK ORGANIZED CRIME TASK FORCE

Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Thank you very much. As you know, I have a
prepared statement which I ask be submitted for the record. 1
Senator NUNN. Without objection, the entire statement will be
part of our record.
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. What I'd like to do in the next few minutes is to
try and summarize the statement and emphasize the points that I
think are probably most relevant to the Committee and its work.
I thank you for inviting me here today. It is a pleasure because I
think the work of this Subcommittee is extraordinarily important
and helpful in dealing with the problem of organized crime.
I was asked by the staff to address four issues in my testimony:
The reason for the recent successes against organized crime, the
challenges that lie ahead, the approach to the problem that the
New York State Organized Crime Task Force has taken, and the
appropriate role of the Federal Government vis-a-vis State and
local authorities.
It seems to me that the recent successes can be attributed to a
combination of both historical and sociological factors. When the
mob was first formed in this country in 1930 it was made up of
first generation Italian-Americans, either people that were born
here or had come at an early age.
While it was a different organization than the Mafia, its Sicilian
predecessor, it was influenced by it. The ties that bound the members of each together were those of honor, kinship and respect.
We are now in the second and third generation of the mob, and
the new members have grown up differently. They have the values
of their contemporaries. They are the sociological equivalent of
ItYuppies." Their values are not those of honor and respect, they
1
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. are economic. The ties that bind them to the mob are finalll':;.al in
nature.
Such ties are easier to break. And that is what we have seen
happen. The concept of "omerta," literally, "being a man," is the
oath of silence within the mob. The modern mob was formed some~
time around 1930 in this country, and it was not until 1961 when
Joe Valachi testified that it was first broken. And then it took 10
years after that for the next breach. Valachi was viewed as a "rat"
and a "stoolie," somebody who was undeserving of respect.
But increasingly there· have been more and more people who
have violated that oath, and now, with a different mob, in a sociological sense, both sides-the younger people who have joined and
not reached the economic advantages they had hoped for and the
older side who sees the mob as not the organization they joined, instead as an organization run solely through tinancial considerations, including dealing in drugs, each feels free.' to break their
oaths.
Not only now are they testifying before Senate committees, but
they are testifying against their colleagues at trial. They have
worn wires against their colleagues and recorded conversations
Within the families. And they now write books. Indeed the titles of
books they write indicate their current feelings.
Bonanno, who reveals the innermost secrets of the mob, writes
that he is a "Man of Honor"; James Fratianno who goes around
the country testifying, calls his book "The Last Mafioso. " He is the
last one; everybody else within the mob is undeserving of respect.
At the same time, law enforcement has changed from the point
of not even understanding the language of the people that they
were investigating and a FBI denial at the Federal level as to the
existence of the mob, to aggressive, pto-active investigations conducted by Federal and local authorities working together.
In addition, Congress has passed meaningful legislation directed
at organized crime enabling law enforcement to deal effectively
with it. Dangerous Special Offender treatment, the Witness Protection program, testimonial immunity, electronic surveillance, and
the RICO statute-where we now are able to address syndicates
rather than fighting a war of attrition against individuals, and can
use civil and other non-criminal remedies to deal with this social
problem.
The results have been extraordinary. Within the families where
convictions have occurred organization has been replaced by factionalization and friction. Mob figures are moving up too qUickly.
The "Peter Principle" is at playas people are not trained or tested.
Those who now occupy high-level positions within the mob previously were gamblers and bookmakers. They were used to running
simple operations. Now they are involved in the construction industry and the garment center and the waterfront. They are not up to
the tasks that their predecessors were. As a result, there is instability that is arising throughout their organizations and within the
industries in which they operate.
So my sense is that if law enforcement continues its efforts, and
if the sociological changes COltltinue-and they necessarily willthat the mob will not be recogll~ble in the next 10 to 15 years, by
the year 2000.
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That does not mean our job is over. Obviously, there are non~tra
ditional, emerging, and ignored organized crime groups. There is a
need for analysis to understand each of these groups. 'I'hey are not
the same; they are not monolithic.
They need to be analyzed to understand their likely development, their structure their criminal activities the threat to society
and the ways in which they are vulnerable and can be combatted.
In the statement that I have prepared I have laid out one possible
analysis which breaks the non-traditional syndicates into 5 different categories so that they can be better analyzed for these purposes.
But I think perhaps more importantly, that aside from syndicates, we need to focus on the criminal activities and in particular,
the infiltration, influence, domination or control of the legitimate industries in which they operate. I think law enforcement
has failed to do so in the past and is prepared to do so today.
We need to understand why particular industries are susceptible
to organized crime, through economic structural and historical
analyses. In doing so, two concepts are of particular importance;
one is racketeering susceptibility and the other is racketeering potential.
Racketeering susceptibility relate to those structural aspects of
the industry which allow racketeers to gain control of critical Components of the industry.
Racketeering potential is measured by organized crime's ability
to withdraw from the industry money or power, that is, what they
seek to gain. There may be a variety of industries which organized
crime is able to control or dominate but only some of which they
would want to because of the money making potential. There may
be a number of industries which would allow them to profit from if
they could gain control, but only very few in which they can actually gain control.
It is possible to analyze a particular industry's racketeering susceptibility and potential by using law enforcement, economic, historical and similar approaches.
Once having done that, one can design a restructuring of those
industries, to be implemented by court orders, by legislation, by
regulation or by voluntary industry adoption. A variety of remedies
can be utilized.
Criminal remedies have been used in the past. RICO can be used
to apply criminal remedies such as forfeiture and injunctive relief.
There are institutional remedies as well. We are able to change the
way institutions operate. Local 560 in New Jersey is only one example where court appointed trustees and receivers are able to run
the local on behalf of its members, when criminal prosecution
failed to do the same. It may be necessary to have hearings and
issue reports in order to get public support behind this type of institutional change.
Economic principles can be used to change the structure of industries. It may be that if organized crime is able to control an industry because it owns a particular piece of land which is essential
for the control of a critical good or service, we can take that property away by emminent domain.
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If they control a particular industry because they control the industry association or the industry union and thereby can allocate
territories and. determine who bids on what projects, we can structure public interest corporations which can bid agairist them free
from fear of economic reprisal.
We have made such proposals with respect to the garbage industry, that is the Organized Crime Task Force in New York and the
Rand Corporation. A copy of that report can be ma.de available to
the Committee.
Senator NUNN. We would like to incorporate that as part of OUr
record if you would submit it.
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Sure. I would be happy to givt:.) you that.
Vie have done a major study of corruption and racketeering in
the construction industry through analysis from economic, historical and structural perspectives. UnfortunatEPly, that report is not
yet public for the same reason this Committee has had such a difficult time holding its hearings. But as soon as it does become public
I will send a copy to you, as well.
Senator NUNN. We understand. [Laughter.]
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. You have asked for the Organized Crime Task
Force's approach in dealing with organized crime. I have laid that
out in great detail in the statement and it is the approach that I
have suggested in the last several minutes. It is taking a look at
problems, not only from the traditional perspective of law enforcement, that is, the investigation and prosecution of these activities,
but also from academic viewpoints in order that we may study the
nature and structure of the criminal activity and thus be in a position to propose meaningful long term solutions.
It does us very little good if we only prosecute the people in the
targeted industry who are engaged in criminal behavior and are
left with the same problem in the coming years. We are much
more effective if we can affect the industry and make it much
more difficult for racketeers of the futUre to gain a foothold in it.
With respect to the final point, that is, the Federal and the State
roles, we have seen over and over again that the public laments
the fact that Federal, State, and local authorities do not work together, being at cross-purposes, being competitive. I think that was
certainly true before. It is true to a lesser degree today. But on the
other hand, I think we have made great strides.
That is not to suggest that we all ought to be working together
doing the same thing. We have different jobs to do.
Let me use narcotics as an example. If we are going to look at
the supply side and have an effect on that, it is not going to be
local authorities that are going to have an impact. It ;is going to be
Federal authorities w'ho either can seal the border or put pressure
on foreign governments to reduce the production of narcotics. I do
not think that that is at all possible but if it could be done, it
would be the Federal authorities to do it. They could also stop the
use of 50 and 100 bills and make the transference of money much
more difficult.
On the other hand, if we look at the demand side, if we look at
street sales, the· Federal authorities are going to have very little
impact. If anything can be done there it will be local authorities
with their resources and the type of work that they do.
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\¥hat do we as a State agency do? Well, obviously, we to some
ext(mt can help the Federal authorities with the importation problem. We can help the local authorities to some extent with the
street problem. But by and large our interest ought to be in taking
a regional approach to the problem.
There are new organized crime groups developing around narcotics the way the mob did around liquor during prohibition. We
ought to be addressing those newly emerging groups, investigating
them, prosecuting them while they are vulnerable, and not allowing them to grow into the kinds of problems that we have with the
mob for the past 50 years.
But when it comes to the question of who ought to be undertaking what investigations when the interests overlap it seems to me
we have the greatest problem. We have not as yet designed any
principled rules which would suggest when the Federal authorities
ought to conduct an investigation or when it should be the local or
state autho::-;hies.
Normally, it is a race to see who gets there first, who has the
witnesses, who has the evidence, and who can prosecute most
quickly. That seems to me to be not an appropriate way of achieving the results we ought to be achieving.
There are certain agencies and jurisdictions that have a general
interest in a particular area, that have the resources which are
able to cope with the problem. And it is possible that under those
circumstances the others ought to defer to them.
There p.re other jurisdictions which have a special interest in a
particular area. For example, New Jersey has legalized casino gambling. They have a particular interest in keeping that clean and it
may be that the Federal authorities ought to defer to them, aid
them, work with them, but defer to them because they have primary responsibility and indeed set up special units to deal with the
problem.
In particular cases there may be substantive or procedural law
or unique resources which are particularly useful; one agency
ought to defer to another when it can be more effectively prosecuted by either the local authorities or the Federal authorities.
On the other hand, it strikes me that one role of the Federal authorities ought to be to aid local law enforcement in doing the job
that they should be doing. Very often the FE!deral authorities come
in, take over an investigation and a prosecution, Indeed prosecute
the case very successfully. But what that does, is to allow the local
authorities, to ha.ve an excuse not to do it. Or maybe it does not
allow them to develop the resources, or allow their legislature to be
forced into passing the laws that they should pass in order to deal
with the problem.
Like with an unused muscle, a type of atrophy sets in, and if
local authorities are not doing the work because the Federal authorities are, they may not be able to do it in the future. The Federal role may necessarily have to be to aid the local authorities, to
embarrass them, to work with them, to force them into doing that
kind of job, because if they do not do it, in the long run, with the
shifting Federal priorities and the limited resources that they do
have, that work cannot be done in the future.
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It seems to me that if we can develop such a set of principled
decision making rules, as to who conducts particular investigations
and who has particular responsibilities, we will have gone a long
way to achieving our objectives.
Senator NUNN. 0'n that latter point, where should the leadershi.p
come from in developing that kind of teamwork approach?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Well, obviously, it has to come from Federal,
State, and local authorities working together. There exists now
NOCPC, the National Organized Crime Planning Council. I suggest, although I do not have any great hope that it will happen,
that there be ROCPCs, Regional Organized Crime Planning Councils, which are made up of members of the various Federal agencies
and state agencies dealing with the organized crime problems; they
would work together to develop principles which would determine
who would be responsible for a particular type of case.
I think it makes sense to do so and I think that if we were able
to do that it would avoid some of the competitiveness which exists
now.
Senator NUNN. I see that Commissionel' Zazzali has come in and
I would like to have him come up and receive his testimony and
then we will ask both of you questions, if that is satisfactory.
Mr. Zazzali, we are delighted to have you here. James R. Zazzali
is Commissioner of the State of New Jersey Commission of Investigation.
Mr. Zazzali, we are delighted to have you. We swear in all the
witnesses before our Subcommittee, if you will take the oath.
Do you swear the testimony you give before this Subcommittee
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth so
help you God?
Mr. ZAZZALI. I do.
Colonel DINTINO. I do.
Senator NUNN. I believe Mr. Zazzali is accompanied by Col.
Justin Dintino, who is the Chief of the Organized Crime Intelligen,ce branch of the New Jersey Commission, and Mr. Dintino, we
are delighted to have you also.
Mr. Zazzali, why don't you give us your testimony. We will put
your entire statement in the record, if you would like to shorten it
any, and then we will have questions for all of our witnesses.
TESTIMONY OF JAMES R. ZAZZALI, COMMISSIONER, NEW JERSEY
STATE COMMISSION OF INVESTIGATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
COL. JUSTIN DINTINO, CHIEF OF ORGANIZED CRIME INTELLIGENCE

Mr. ZAZZALI. Thank you, Senator, and good morning.
Our statement is part of the record. 1 We have indicated that.
By the way, our Chairman of this Commission, of the SCI, Henry
Patterson, could not be here. The Commission asked me to speak in
his stead..
We appreciate the invitation. The SCI for 20 years has been
under a statutory mandate in the State of New Jersey to address
the problem of organized crime, among other issues. Extraordinary
1
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efforts have been made in that period. It is no secret that our goal,
as is the goal of law enforcement in general, is to eradicate the
problem. Whether that is feasible or not long term remains to be
seen. For the present, vigorous efforts to control the problem, if not
to eliminate it or to eradicate it, must be made.
I would like to talk in a couple of areas this morning. First is in
the traditional organized crime area, that is, the LCN; the second
is in the area of the newly emerging groups; the third is to briefly
touch on the problem of Atlantic City; and, fourth, to make a
couple of closing comments with respect to the drug problem which
this subcommittee is addressing in a forthright way.
As to the problem of the LCN, particularly in New Jersey, and in
the region, including New York and in Pennsylvania, there is no
question that because of recent investigations, indictments, and
prosecutions, substantial inroads have been made. And I at least in
New Jersey it has been a significant cooperative or collective effort
on the part of the Attorney General's office, the United States Attorney, the FBI, the State Police and, of course, the SCI itself.
I recognize that the FBI previously testified, and we agree with
the statement that the problem of organized crime remains a very
critical one, particularly in the northeast, particularly in the states
I have identified. We all accept that proposition. The challenge is,
of course, to reduce the problem further, as I indicated before, and
I wish to emphasize-and I know the Federal authorities, at least
in New Jersey, agree with us-that substantial inroads have been
made in the State of New Jersey byway of prosecutions, by way of
indictments, by way of investigations.
.
Indeed, in the late 1960s, just taking the SCI as an example, and
the early 19708, numerous hoodlums in the State fled to other
states, particularly Florida, in other to avoid our investigative efforts, in order to avoid our subpoenas.
Today, for example, and with the assistance of Philadelphia authorities and Pennsylvania authorities, one half of the Bruno/
Scarfo mob is either facing indictment or is facing criminal charges
or is in jail. Nonetheless, we have to redouble our efforts. Although
inroads have been made, resources must continue to be expended
on the problem.
I would like to shift, with that background, briefly to the area of
the nontraditional or newly emerging groups or organizations
which, for lack of a better term, should be called "other groups,"
because the term "newly emerging" is something of a misnomer,
given the fact that these organizations have been around for some
time.
Just as a "for instance," to use the cliche, in New Jersey there
are 29 organized crime groups; 22 are the "other groups"; seven are
the traditional LCN organizations. I think Colonel Dintino can corroborate this, but in fact the amount of members in those 22 other
groups, other ethnic groups, the amount of money which flows
through them and out of them, far exceeds those monies in the
LCN coffers, far exceeds the members in the LCN ranks.
In New Jersey we have specific groups, and I will identify them,
with the permission of this Subcommittee. There, of course, are the
Colombians, which have, as a matter of camouflage, insinuated
themselves in the Hispanic community. There are eight known Co-
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lombian groups in the State of New Jersey. They are prone to violence, and I think you already have that testimony to that effect.
They are prone to violence in New Jersey. They are prone to eliminate families, including women and children, where members are
informants or otherwise cooperate with authorities.
There are the Cuban organized crime groups. We have identified
them in the report submitted to you. One, the Jose Battle group,
consists of 2,500 members in the state. It is based in Hudson
County. It is the largest Cuban criminal enterprise in these United
States. Gambling and the laundering of money are its hallmarks,
but they engage also in so-called legitimate activities which run the
spectrum or the gamut from mortgage finance agencies to travel
agencies.
There are, next, the Jamaican organized crime groups. Similarly,
there are the black American groups, there are the Russian groups,
and there are the oriental groups or Asian groups, including Chinese, Japanese, Koreans, and Vietnamese.
I must concede that the Korean and Vietnamese dimensions of
the problem are not that critical at this point, but certainly the oriental problem is very substantial. They seek to make inroads upon
their own oriental population, particularly the Chinese population.
There are 1,000 Chinese restaurants in the State of New Jerseythat is a lot of egg drop-and you find that they are victimized,
that they are extorted, in order to receive protection.
Finally, and it has not been given the consideration it ought to
receive, there are the motorcycle gangs in the State. Those motorcycle gangs are operating primarily in South Jersey. They are well
organized. They are also prone to violence. They are extending
themselves somewhat into the northern part of the State, although
evidence of that is not substantial at this point. But they are
coming across the mid-point in the State.
I repeat, law enforcement cannot and should not divert its resources from the traditional LCN structure in order to address
these problems. But it seems that, independently, we have to
expend additional and significant sums of money and manpower to
address the problem of other groups.
With respect to Atlantic City, it is axiomatic, of course, that the
LCN has long coveted Atlantic City and what it represents. Some
time ago the LCN declared Atlantic City to be an open city. By
open city, I mean-or it means-that the city was open to exploitation, to manipulation, to victimizaticJll by any and all LCN organizations. In fact, as a footnote to that comment, however, I note that
the Scarfo group appears to pretty well dominate the street crime,
particularly vice, in Atlantic City. But other than that, it is an
open city where there are unlimited opportunities for the mob to
exploit.
What has the SCI done in this area? By way of illustration, the
SCI only a year ago conducted hearings and issued a report to address the problem of ancillary businesses, subcontractors and so
forth, who might be doing business with casinos, with hotels, but
who are either influenced by or controlled by the mob. In particular, there was evidence that construction companies, subcontractors on casino sites, were mob controlled.
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Similarly, there is evidence that real estate ventures and travel
junkets, as insigp.ificant as that might appear, are also subject to
mob influence. Obviously, in Atlantic City, law enforcement must
continue to be vigilant. It is a whole separate subject which has to
be addressed, although I am confident that if law enforcement on
both the Federal and State level and the local level continues the ..
job that it has' been doing for the last 10 years, we can at least control-to use my verb of 10 minutes ago-the problem.
Finally, as to cocaine, this speaker certainly does not have the
answers Qr the solutions. I would only note parenthetically that a
recent survey taken in our State indicates that 60 percent of the
high school students have access to cocaine. But even that does not
paint the complete picture because the survey indicated not pnly
that they had access but that these high school students, 60 percent of them in the State, felt that it was "very easy", to obtain
cocaine. .
.
That concerns me, as I know it does you. We spend billions of
dollars to fight wars-or to prepare for wars.,-elsewhere. It seems
to me we should be spending a substantial amount of money, much
more than we are doing now, to fight a war on our own soil. I am
not talking about doubling or tripling that effort. We have to quadruple it and then maybe quadruple it again.
The amount of money, in my judgement, respectfully, spent on
education on the drug menace is minuscule. I know you probably
heard this before, but if we address-if law enforcement on the
State and Federal level-addresses the question with a 4-pronged
attack-eradication of the problem, interdiction of drugs, law enforcement-and that "runs the panoply from arrests to investigations to prosecutions to incarceration-and finally, education or
demand or prevention, whatever one wants to call it, collectively if
you approach the epidemic on all those levels, a good deal can be
accomplished.
I thank you. Colonel Dintino and I are, of course, available for
questions.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much.
Colonel Dintino, do you have any statement you would like to
make, or just respond to questions?
Colonel DINTINO. No, I do not, sir.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Goldstock, let me start with you on something you touched on. You testified that due to current law enforcement efforts, internal instability, and sociological changes, the
LCN will be unrecognizable in the next several years.
Will we then be much better off or will we have another group
take its place? Is there likelihood that we will simply have another
group come in and be the dominant organized crime group as the
LCN has been?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. I think there certainly will be organized crime,
but I do not think there will be one group that will take its place. I
do not expect that ever again we will have a situation where a
group exists within the country that we do not now about for a 30year period and is involved in so many different types of illegal activities and illicit businesses for such a long period of time.
On the other hand, the problems that we face with other groups
may be far more insidious and affect us in much greater ways. The
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problem of the Colombian drug cartel is a much different, much
greater problem than we have had with Cosa Nostra and it provides challenges that this country has to meet. As I said before I
am not quite sure how we go about doing that.
.
But on the other hand, to get back to the question, the face of
organized crime will change, I think, dramatically.
Senator NUNN. Do you want to comment on that, Mr. Zazzali?
How do you see us in the year 2000?
Mr. ZAZZALI. I am in full agreement with Ron. I just think his
summary accurately reflects the problem.
I do think, based on the statistics that have come to us, that the
problem of the-and I will revert to the phrase I was not going to
use-the problem of newly emerging groups is not the only problem, but .5 to 10 years from now it may be if it is not already the
major problem facing us in the area of organized crime.
Senator NUNN. Do either of you believe that there need to be legislative changes to the RICO statute? Or from your perspective do
you believe the RICO statute as it is a sufficient and effective tool?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. I think the RICO statute has been a very effective tool. I think it is a balanced tool, especially now that the
courts are developing more consistent approaches to the "pattern"
and "enterprise" concepts. I think they have done so correctly and
at this time I do not see any need for any legislative changes.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Zazzali?
Mr. ZAZZALI. I think the course of RICO will be largely determined not by the Congress but in the next 4 or 5 years by the
courts, and the future and the success of RICO largely depends on
interpretations placed on the statute by a changing judiciary. And
that is the only way I know how to suggest the flux that exists
with a changing judiciary reflecting different views, particularly in
the area of RICO. .
We have a vast number of conflicting decision on the district
court level and to some extent on the court of appeals level. Ultimately-and I will hot say as always-but ultimately one would
hope the Supreme Court would address those problems.
Senator NUNN. Are there any cases before the Supreme Court on
that right now? Anything that is pending, or about to come down,
on RICO? Do either of you know?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. No. As far as I know, there are not. The last
case that did address the issue, Sedima raised the "pattern" issue
in a footnote. The Supreme Court laid the groundwork for the
future.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Goldstock, could you tell us in New Yorkand I will ask the same question of Mr. Zazzali about New Jerseyand I will try to word this in a way that you can answer it, but you
change the question if you would like.
The question really is, what industries are most susceptible to organized crime in your state?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. There are certain characteristics about industries which make them susceptible to organized crime. Given those
attributes, it is the presence of racketeers that influences what industries and what States are affected.
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But in New York, the ones that are most prevalent are the construction industry,. the garment industryj the waterfront, cargo,
carting, and other service industries.
Mr. ZAZZALI. I would give perhaps the same answer, slightly
varied. I think the garbage industry, the waste industry in New
Jersey presents a source of revenue for organized crime. They have
taken advantage of that in the past; they will continue to do so.
I know that both the State and the Federal law enforcement
communities in New Jersey are addressing the question. Bars and
restaurants remain a source. Vending is an opportunity for the
LCN; as is the construction industry to a more limited extent.
Going to the other emerging groups, I know that for the last 6 or 7
years-and this happens to be a personal interest of mine-sweatshops in the northeast part of the State-and I think Mr. Goldstock
has seen the same thing in New York City-are a terrific problem.
That issue is somewhat tied in with organized criminal efforts of
some of the other groups.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Goldstock, in your testimony you gave us
several options which stimulates our thinking on restructuring industries that are susceptible or are dominated by organized crime.
Do you see that the Federal Government is doing anything in this
regard in terms of restructuring as opposed to simply prosecution?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Well, they have gone a little bit beyond prosecution in the sense that the Federal Government in the past 5 years
has tended to focus on unions, found out which unions in which industries have provided the leverage by which organized crime can
control the industry, and then moved, using the RICO statute, to
take over that union, and then hopefully hold honest elections, give
dissidents a chance to speak out, and thus change the way the
union operates.
.
But even that has left the industry untouched; and I think in
that sense the Federal Government has failed to recognize the
issue.
Senator N"uNN. What do you suggest the Federal Government
should do in terms of restructuring industry to get organized crime
out of it where they are in it and to keep them out of it?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. I think one problem is the very structure and
nature of the Department of Justice. The Department of Justice is
set up by and large by remedies. That is, there is a civil division
and a criminal division and an antitrust division. Each takes a look
at the way to approach a particular problem but not at the problem itself. It is as if the National Institutes of HeBlth structured its
divisions by remedy: surgery, radiation and chemotherapy, and
then attempt to deal with cancer, in one of those divisions without
a department of oncology.
.
What needs to be done is to use all appropriate remedies and address a particular social problem. If, for example, we are concerned
about the construction industry, then there ought to be a construction industry group which is made up of people from the various
remedial divisions or has those skills and applies those disciplines
and looks at the industry as an industry and decides in a multifaceted approach how to restructure that industry.
The same thing can be done with garbage collection or carting.
The same thing can be done with the garment center and so on.
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The Department of Justice has incredible resources. I do not
mean solely in terms of money and people, but I mean in terms of
quality, in terms of research capability, in terms of the ability to
conduct hearings, issue reports, conduct investigations.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Zazzali, would you like to comment on that?
Mr. ZAZZALI. I am really not in a position to sugges~ a structuring of the Justice Department. I do think what Mr. Goldstock has
indicated makes a good deal of sense, however. It is an appealing
and a sensible approach. Again, though, I would not want to comment beyond that.
Senator NUNN. What about the impact of legalized casino gambling in Atlantic City as far as organized crime is concerned? Could
you give us sort of a before and after analysis of where we are on
organized crime because of the legalization of casino gambling in
Atlantic City?
Mr. ZAZZALI. First of all, as a premise, organized crime ,,(<::;1.5 in
Atlantic City, active in Atlantic City, before the legalizati't}i> of
casino gambling. When casino gambling did achieve its birth approximately a decade ago, there was no question, and there is no
question, that, as I said before, the LCN coveted opportunities
there.
I think-and Colonel Dintino can supplement- my comments-but
I think it is fair to say that while no one knows what kind of discovery or disclosure would be made tomorrow in terms of an inquiry, in terms of an indictment, or whatever, evidence of skimming or anything like that. No one knows and no one can predict.
To date, law enforcement on both the Federal and State levels has
done a terrific job in addressing the problem of organized crime
and is responsible for its general absence in casinos and hotels.
The problem and the challenge is that there is evidence of organized crime in the ancillary businesses such as supply services,
linen companies, in construction with subcontractors that I mentioned, or whatever. That is an omnipresent problem. In a sense
that is perhaps the Trojan horse for organized crime. The challenge
to us is to address that as vigorously as possible.
Colonel, would you like to add to that?
Colonel DINTINO. Yes. Concurring with what you said initially,
organized crime had a presence ill Atlantic City. In fact, Nicky
Scarfo was banished there in 1963 for a homicide he committed in
Philadelphia where he stabbed an individual in a diner. Bruno was
not happy with that. We banished him to Atlantic City, which was
considered Siberia, and he was making peanuts there as a small
time pimp and loanshark.
Now, with the advent of casino gaming, that offers organized
crime the potential to make much more money than they had in
the past. There are 30 more million tourists that visit Atlantic City
annually and organized crime is ready, willing and able to supply
them with loansharking operations, narcotics, prostitution, gambling, whatever, and they have.
And I think in addition, while there has been an increase in organized crime activities in Atlantic City from prior to casino
gaming, we also have the other groups in the Atiantic City area;
American Blacks, we have cycle gangs, we have Colombian gangs,
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all in the narcotics area. So it has created a more serious problem
to New Jersey in terms of organized crime.
Senator NUNN. Would that be the case even if it were not gambling? If it were some other endeavor that attracted that number
of people to visit an area, would you still have that target of opportunity for organized crime? Or 8lTe they attracted because of the
gambling itself?
Colonel DINTINO. I believe that the gambling plays a big part in
it because the people that are coming there are coming to gamble
and they are coming with money and the market or clientele tJ:lat
wants to gamble will turn to the illegal gambling enterprises such
as sports bookmaking, which is a good example.
.
Senator NUNN. That is not legal?
Colonel DINTINO. That is what?
Senator NUNN. That is not legal?
Colonel DINTINO. No, that is not legal in New Jersey.
Senator NUNN. You are saying that there are other forms of
gambling which are not legalized which the legalized gambling sort
of spills over into. the illegal~type gambling?
Colonel DINTINO. Yes.
Senator NuNN. What about the reduction of organized crime
income from illegal gambling? That was my question. We are already on it.
.
.
If they were invo1ved in illegal gambling before gambling was
made legal, has there been a reduction of illegal gambling or an
increase in illegal gambling?
Colonel DINTINO. No. In fact, a number of surveys have been
taken and all the surveys have indicated that wherever gambling is
legalized, there is an increase to organized crime's money making
capacity in the illegal market, because legalized gambling creates a
new clientele, it creates a new market, and some of these new clients do turn to the illegal gambling market. And again I will use
the example of sports bookmaking.
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Obviously, for people who had not bet before,
having learned to bet as a result of legal gambling, illegal gambling becomes very attractive. It is done on credit. They do not pay
taxes on winnings. It is not open and notorious so people do not see
what they are doing.
I think wherever there is legalized gambling, whether it be offtrack betting, whether it be legalized numbers or any experiment
that a state does, rather than competing successfully with the illegal gamblers, it in fact creates a better and bigger market for
them.
Senator NUNN. Let me ask both of you to comment on the RICO
statute as it applies to possible takeover of labor unions that are
allegedly corrupt. Now, takeover, by that I mean the Federal Government basically taking over a union under RICO and placing
some form of trusteeship on that union in order to purge it of
whatever criminal activities there are.
How do you feel about that in terms, number 1, of effectiveness,
number 2, of the philosophy of it?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. I think it is extraordinarily valuable. But first
let me just change the nomenclature a little bit. I tend not to use
"Federal takeover" because that implies that the Executive is
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taking over rather than the judiciary putting the union in trusteeship and appointing somebody outside the Government to run it. It
is not as if the Government itself were running the union.
Senator NUNN. What would be the right term? Shakeup? Turnover?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Placing it in trusteeship or receivership.
Senator NUNN. Trusteeship.
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. If one takes a look at the history of labor racketeering in the country and the attempts by the -Government to do
something on behalf of the union members that have been victimized by it, we see that prosecution in and of itself has been relatively unsuccessful.
The prime example is the Teamsters International. Dave Beck
was indicted and convicted and sent to prison in the 1950s. Jimmy
Hoffa came in and things got worse. Hoffa was indicted and convicted and sent to prison and Fitzsimmons came in and things got
worse. Fitzsimmons died in office while under investigation which
is, I suppose, the functional equivalent of capital punishment, and
Roy Williams came in. He was indicted and convicted and Jackie
Presser is in and no one suggests that anything is any better.
It has been impossible over time, with respect to particular
unions; that is, those unions which are, again, susceptible to organized crime and provide racketeering potential, to rid them of racketeers so that they do not remain as captive unions.
The only thing that has had a chance of working and has indeed
been successful is the attempt under RICO to place the union into
receivership and have the union members have an honest operator
of that union for a period of time. I think the success with 560
right now under Ed Stier points the way.
There are a lot of different experiments, lots of different ways in
which unions can be run; 560 is different than 6A, is different than
814, which are the three that are now in receivership.
I think there needs to be studies of each of the ways in which
those unions are run to determine which is the most successful and
which is the most beneficial for the union members. Former labor
investigator, Mike Maroney's thoughtful analysis deserves careful
consideration and should be studied by the Justice Department.
But I think unquestionably, while there are flaws in the RICO approach, it is far better than what has gone on before.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Zazzali, how do you feel about that?
Mr. ZAZZALI. Senator, Ron just referred to Ed Stier. He is the
former Director of the Division of Criminal Justice in the State of
New Jersey. He served with me in that capacity when I served as
Attorney General some years ago. He is an outstanding public servant who is doing an extraordinary job in that position.
You asked two questions; you asked as to the effectiveness of the
approach and the philosophy of the approach.
Senator NUNN. Right.
Mr. ZAZZALI. I am somewhat acquainted with the 560 problem
since I was appointed and hold the position of Special Counsel to
560, pursuant to the direction of the Federal Court.
As to the experience or effectiveness of the trusteeship, the jury
is still out. Certainly enormous reforms have been initiated and im-
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plemented, reforms which benefit the well being of the members,
which is what the labor movement is all about.
We have not only substantially improved benefits, and I will not
get into that here, it is also a mud cleaner operation, the members
have more confidence in the process, and there is a feeling that integrity exists at the top which, of course, never existed before.
In terms of ultimate effectiveness, there will be an election in
November. I believe the results come in in December. In any event,
by the end of the year someone can give you a more definitive
answer to the question that I am giving to you now. It is an extraordinarily complicated situation. Regardless of the results of
that election, though, I underscore the fact that very significant reforms have been initiated, and progress made.
As to the philosophy of it all, reasonable men can differ over
that. It is a battle which is raging back and forth. On the local
level with a local union, different questions are implicated than
with respect to a trusteeship placed upon an entire international
union. I am not saying the latter is right or wrong. I am only suggesting, again, that different questions are presented.
Some law enforcement people I know, have a different view with
respect to an international trusteeship, suggesting that the better
approach is not the trustee approach-and Ron is correct, that has
not really worked entirely-but the traditional approach, that is,
prosecutions, coupled with reforms in the area of elections for
international officers and similar efforts.
But on the local level where you have Local 560, which is rife
with a history of not simply extortion, but of violence and murder,
I do not know that there is or should be too strong a philosophical
difference in that area.
Senator NUNN. We have gotten some evidence that individuals
from Sicily-Sicilians-are being recruited by LCN to come to this
country, or at least they are coming into the country and cooperating with the LCN.
Do you see any evidence of that yourselves and is this a result of
the sociological law enforcement trends that you mentioned, Mr.
Goldstock?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. I think it has come about in two ways. In the
first instance, mob figures some years ago recognized that they
were unable to recruit new members in this country who were up
to the caliber of those they needed. Street gangs which fostered and
trained such people, generations ago had disappeared. The more
disciplined and aggressive individuals, however, still could be found
in Sicily.
The mobsters who recruited the Sciclians found that not only did
they have the type of discipline and experience and skill that they
wanted, but in addition were so good that they posed a threat to
the American leadership. As a result, such recruitment efforts
tended to end fairly quickly.
On the other hand, families in the United States who had for a
period of time determined that they were not going to be directly
involved in drug trafficking, were still greedy enough to want the
profits from narcotics, which was far beyond anything that they
could make in any other kind of criminal activity. And so they had
working relationships with Sicilian Mafia members who would
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then bring the drugs into this country, sell it here after the importation, and split the profits with the sponsors families in the
United States. That has continued and has resulted in, for example, the Sicilian Pizza Connection case that was recently concluded
in the Southern District of New York and the arrests made several
weeks ago.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Zazzali, how about that in your view.
Mr. ZAZZALI. Senator, if I may, since Colonel Dintino is head of
our intelligence section.
Senator NUNN. Colonel Dintino, we would be glad to have you
answer any of these questions, so just volunteer where you would
like to be heard.
Colonel DINTINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I might add that with the Sicilians, We do not know everything
there is to know about them. We know that they are independent
of the American LCN. We know that while they have working arrangements in the area of narcotics, that they do report back to
Sicily, they do send their profits back to Sicily to buy more narcotics and invest in property and other enterprises .
. We believe that there are more Sicilians in this country than
there are members of LCN and they are throughout the Nation.
Senator NUNN. Say that again, will you?
Colonel DINTINO. We believe that there are more Sicilians in this
country than there are members of the LCN and they are throughout the Nation.
Senator NUNN. Throughout the whole country, you believe there
are more?
Colonel DINTINO. Throughout the whole country, and they are
dealing in narcotics and they have working arrangements with the
American LCN.
Senator NUNN. So you think the number over all, not just in narcotics, but the overall number of Sicilians involved in organized
crime in this country is greater than the number of LCN members?
Colonel DINTINO. Yes. I have heard figures of 3,000 or over. It is
an area that even the FBI have the samt! concerns. They have been
taking a hard look at them in the last several years, and at one
time they thought that the two groups were together. And while
we found some cross-membership between the American LCN and
the Sicilian Mafia, for the most part they are independent. They do
have working arrangements.
They do have other factors that concern us, because in Sicily
they are like the Colombians, they are very vicious. They kill
family members and public officials. There is a differenc(> in them
in that they use family members as couriers and mo~~ey launderers, including females, which the American LCN would not do.
So far, it seems like there is a peaceful coexistence between
them. In other words, they have been told to stay out of the American LCN traditional crimes such as loansharking, gambling, and
they appear to have done that. They have stayed within the narcotic area.
Senator NUNN. What about the cross-relationship, if any, between the LCN and the emerging crime groups? What is your view
on that? Is there a relationship? Is it de facto?
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Colonel DINTINO. The only relationship that I see, Senator, is
that, again, there are working relationships between the groups. In
other words, let's talk about the Colombian cartels. They basically
control bringing all the cocaine into this country.
Now, that does not mean that the LCN or other organized crime
groups do not make purchases from them and then wind up in the
distribution end. You will find the saine with a number of these
other groups, that there are working relationships between them.
And I find it somewhat odd, as I look across the country and we
know we have a number of various groups and they seem to have
carved out their own geographical area, their own particular criminal activity, and there does not seem to be any particular wars
brewing between any of these groups.
And yet, I have no knowledge of any sit-down between these
groups and to say, well, you can have cocaine and we will have
heroin, and this is out' geographical area and you take that area. I
just believe that when a new group enters the market, they look
for something that maybe someone else is not involved in and they
take that over.
Senator NUNN. You mentioned in your prepared statement, Mr.
Zazzali, that the New Jersey Casino Control Act was recently
amended to prevent further profiteering by the mob at casino construction sites.
Could you go into that in a little bit more detail for us?
Mr. ZAZZALI. Yes, Senator. Previously the Act required licensing
et cetera, for an entity which did business directly with a casino or
a casino hotel. But the problem was at that time that, while the
State may have had the ability to police that relationship between,
let's say, a contractor and the casino, it was not able to fully police
the relationship between the contractor and, let us say, subcontractors. And organized crime elements and their advisors knew, quite
simply, how to get around that.
So what we have done is to extend the State's right and obligation to police those relationships and to enforce violations of those
relationships as to those dealing with the casinos in an indirect
way or in a sub-direct way, if that answers your question. It has
been; we think, reasonably effective.
.
Going back to the casinos, by the way, one of the ways that a fair
amount of progress has been made by law enforcement-and this
may be a lesson to any other state thinking about adopting a
casino program-is the enormous presence of law enforcement
down there. I am talking about the following: the SCI, the State
Police, the Attorney General's office-that is, the State Attorney
General, the county prosecutor in Atlantic County, the United
States Attorney, the FBI, and, at last count, about three strike
forces.
So that is a fairly significant arsenal of personnel and resources
and that is. why I think that job is being effectively done.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Mr. Goldstock, I did not give you an opportunity to comment on
the emerging groups and the relationship. Could you tell us in New
York, your view of whether there is a relationship, whether it is de
facto, or how would you view it?
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Mr. GOLDSTOCK. There does not appear to be too many joint ventures, that is, where they agree to work together. Essentially their
relationships tend to be working ones where they move commodities from one to another, one may purchase from another, and one
group may on occasion do some contract work for another group.
For example, the mob has been known at times to use motorcycle
gangs for muscle work the same way that they would use the Irish
gangs on the west side of Manhattan for that purpose.
But by and large they operate independently and the battles between them seem not to be so much between different ethnic
groups but between similar groups battling for turf within the
same area; for example, black crack groups operating within
Queens may fight one another for supremacy.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Zazzali, your statement suggests that the DeCavalcante/Riggi organization is involved, among other things, in
the recording industry. Could you explain their role in the recording industry and generally comment on the evidence that you have
that supports that conclusion?
Mr. ZAZZALI. I can. That is the Vistolo problem, but that is a
fairly intricate fact pattern, and because of his direct experience I
will turn to Colonel Dintino.
Colonel DINTINO. Basically what that involved, Senator, as Corky
Vistolo was involved with MeA Recorders, Inc., out of California
and through that they got involved with a corporation in the Pennsylvania area. And this subject was required to purchase a million
and a quarter of recordings, and through intimidation and fear
they forced him. to relinquish part of his company and as a result
there were indictments. It was an extortion conspiracy.
Senator NUNN. In your statement, Mr. Zazzali, you stated that
John Riggi met with Gambino boss Paul Castellano on the very day
that Castellano was murdered in New York City. Do you have any
reason to believe that Riggi had prior knowledge of the planned hit
of Castellano?
Mr. ZAZZALI. Colonel?
Senator NUNN. Colonel?
Colonel DINTINO. Senator, while he met with him--it was December 16, 1985-and he had with him his bodyguard, and Gotti had
his bodyguard and another individual, we do not have any knowledge that he was aware that Castellano was going to be murdered
that day. But afterwards, it was interesting that Riggi's bodyguard,
Colletti was brought before a Federal grand jury and he was offered immunity and he refused to talk and he spent a year in jail,
which indicates that maybe he felt that he was part of some conspiracy. So he sat in jail for one year and did not say anything.
Senator NUNN. What is the relationship between John Riggi and
current Gambino head, John Gotti?
Colonel DINTINO. It is not good. It has never been good. And the
reason for that is, John Riggi was close to Paul Castellano, so automatically John Gotti did not like that.
Riggi has step~ed down as business manager of 394 laborers out
of Elizabeth in D~cember of 1986. We believe there was pressure
put on him by Gotti. The last few months, Rotondo, the underboss
of the Riggi Family, who operated in the New York waterfront,
was killed. We believe that that was a Gotti sanctioned hit, and we
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also believe that Gotti would prefer to see Corky Vastolo become
the boss of that particular group. But right now Vastolo has these
extortion indictments pending and there will probably be no
change in that particular group until those charges are terminated.
Senator NUNN. Colonel, do you have evidence of activity by John
Gotti ill New Jersey, criminal activity?
Colonel DINTINO. Yes, we do. We have evidence that he is involved in loansharkirlg and labor racketeering. but they are both
under investigation and I do not think it would be proper to make
any further comment.
Senator NUNN. In the late 1970s-and I will ask any of our witnesses that would like to comment on this-the Justice Department and the FBI conducted the UNIRAC investigation, a massive
law enforcement effort resulting in the conviction of numerous individuals across the country for corruption and illegal payoffs in
the waterfront industries. Our Subcommittee had a number of
hearings on that.
I believe, Mr. Goldstock, you will recall that. That was when
Marty Steinberg was our Chief Counsel before Eleanore Hill
became Chief Counsel. There w~re numerous people convicted, including Genovese Family members in the New Jersey area.
You mentioned current Genovese influence in your statement,
Mr. Zazzali, over waterfront operations.
How successful wel'e the UNIRAC investigations and prosecutions in the long run? I will ask you if you would like to comment,
or Colonel Dintino?
Mr. ZAZZALI. Just as an opening statement, and then I will shift
the focus with the Colonel, but I think it is fair to say that while it
was very successful from a law enforcement perspective in terms of
both arrests and in terms of convictions, it, very simply stated, did
not result in the removal of organized crime from waterfront operations.
That is a short declarative statement which the Colonel can
elaborate upon.
Colonel DINTINO. I would concur with that and elaborate a little
further and compare that to 560, which we have talked about. The
fact that we had the LCN operating in this country for over 30
years with absolutely no enforcement effort being directed at them
allowed them to become firmly entrenched. I believe it .is a good
example when you use labor locals.
The fact that we have allowed that, they have become so entrenched-and 560 is a perfect example-that we frnd it is almost
impossible to untrench them, even with a trusteeship. Like the
Commissioner said, we are not certain about the election which
occurs in December.
And I use the same parallel with the UNIRAC investigation.
While it was a successful operation at the time, it had no. affect in
changing anything on the waterfront. Organized crime is on the
waterfront. They have been there since the co~pletion of the
UNIRAC investigation, they are there now.
(
I do not think that one investigation, or several: would have any
appreciable effect. I think it takes a continual commitment of the
Department of Labor, the FBI, the Justice Department. You have
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to create a situation where the risk and price is so exorbitant that
organized crime is going to choose to go elsewhere.
Senator NUNN. Your statement mentions, Mr. Zazzali, that the
Jose Battle. criminal organization is known to, quoting you, "have
attempted to actively subvert local government."
Could you give us further reading on that in terms of evidence?
Mr. ZAZZALI. Sure, and by way of specific reference to a document, rather than anything approaching hearsay, back on April 1,
1985, exactly 3 years ~o, a Hudson County grand jury issued a
presentment in connection with activities in Union City. It indicated that the Battle group was attempting to control or influence
Government in Union City, which is in Hudson County. That inform~tion was obtained through authorized· electronic surveillance
and numerous witnesses who appeared before the grand jury.
The electronic surveillance indicated that Mr. Battle was attempting to effect and affect the removal of the Union City police
chief, that attempts were made to fix court cases, that attempts
were made both to obtain jobs for people in Government and to
remove people from jobs in Government.
I would add, while there. is that problem-and it is significant
that it is from the so-called "newly emerging groups" or "other
groups," it is the consensus of both Federal and state law enforcement authorities that organized crime in New Jersey is not having
any kind of impact on government generally. I believe Mr. Sessions, the FBI Director, in his testimony before the Chairman a
couple of weeks ago indicated that the influence of the LCN on political organizations, on government, and on business has been substantially reduced. That is certainly the case in New Jersey, fortunately.
But there is evidence of an occasional breakthrough, such as the
Union City example which I have just described.
Senator NUNN. So when you have examples, you believe today
that is the exception rather than the rule?
Mr. ZAZZALI. Absolutely. I know that is the exception in our
State, and that is, to the credit of many in. both the 1:1'\~deral and
State law enforcement communities. Vigorous prosecutors have
been able to remove at least that part of the stigma.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Goldstock, could you comment on that same
point as to New York, and I will come back to Colonel Dintino, as
to the influence on Government, local, State, and so forth?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Well, of course, New York has recently had some
cases in which there has been corruption involving organized
crime, but I would say it is nowhere where it was before.
We have had bugs and taps on the highest ranking members of
organized crime within the City and within the state and while not
guarded in their conversations, nor having any thought that they
were being subjected to electronic surveillance, they did not talk
about any contacts they had with law enforcement or with the political process.
.
Indeed, the fact that those bugs and taps remained there for such
a long period of time with so many different agencies knowing
about it would suggest that they have lost to a tremendous extent
their ability to influence law enforcement.

L_
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If I might, I would also like to get back before to the issue of the
waterfront which you raised.
Senator NUNN. Fine.
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. It pertains to what I ha.d suggested before in
terms of the need to restructure industries and the susceptibility of
particular industries to organized crime. The waterfront is a perfect example.
With respect to racketeering susceptibility, which is in the union
area related to the membership, we find that susceptibility is greatest where the work sites are scattered, the workers are transient;
they may lack skills or be involved in semi-skilled work; they may
be recent immigrants; all which was true of the ILA in its formative years and in fact for sometime thereafter.
The desirability factor, rat:keteering potential, relates to the
structure of the industry, for example, strike insurance is prevalent in one in which capital expenditures are very high and delay
is exceedingly costly. Obviously, if there is a ship tied up at a pier
and needs to be unloaded, the cost of that ship remaining there
while it is not unloaded, the cost of having cargo on the ship and
possibility rotting, depending upon what it is, is very, very high
and therefore people in the industry would be willing to pay virtually anything to get the workers moving.
So it is one in which the very structure and nature of the industry itself provides opportunities for racketeers. The mere removal
of some of them will not change the way the industry operates.
What needs to be done is to put in cost effective countermeasures,
some opportunity blocking techniques, to stop that kind of activity
from continuing.
Senator NUNN. Now, how would you do it on the water-front?
What are those opportunity options?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Well, I cannot give you an answer right now because a study of it has not been done. There was a perfect opportunity to do that after the UNIRAC investigation because of the data
gathered by so many agents using electronic surveillance, informants, and analyzing books and records. With that kind of information, one could design these kinds of restructuring techniques.
It is precisely what we are doing with the construction industry,
as the interim report will show, and that is an infinitely more complex industry. So my sense is if we can be effective there-and I
hope we can be, and I think we came up witn the right kind of restructuring for the carting industry and garbage collection-I think
it can be done for the waterfront as well.
Senator NUNN. Well, I congratulate you on exploring these
areas. I am sure it is going to be a trial and error method, case by
case, industry by industry, and it is going to be long and difficult.
But I think you are doing pioneering work in that area and I hope
we can learn from it at the Federal level and, really, other states
also.
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. I hope it will be successful.
Senator NUNN. Colonel Dintino, you were going to add a comment.
Colonel DINTINO. Yes. My comment goes back to Jose Battle.
While I concurred with what Goldstock and Zazzali said about the
corruption aspect, I just wanted to point out that I have been in
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this business since 1967. and when I came into this business Jose
Battle was in Union City at the time. So when we use the term
"newly emerging groups," it is a misnomer.
And from being in Union City back in 1967, he has grown. He
operates an organization known as "The Corporation" which have
over 2,500 members. He has now moved to Miami but he still has a
strong base in Hudson County, New Jersey, New York City, Miami
and other parts of the country.
I just wanted to point out the significance of his organized crime
operation.
Senator NUNN. You mean he emerged a long time ago?
Colonel DINTINO. Yes, he certainly did. In fact, the area that he
was in in Union City was an area that was dominated by Joseph
Zigarelli and the Bonanno Family, and at the time we succeeded
putting the bug in his office and we had a successful prosecution,
he went off to jail, and who filled the vacuum? Jose Battle.
There wasn't any other LCN pressure that came on Jose Battle.
He filled that vacuum and he has been there ever since.
Senator NUNN. Let me ask both of you to comment on how effective the Federal effort has been against labor racketeer-ing in your
states.
Mr. ZAZZALI. In New Jersey it has been effective. I know that
CoJonel Dintino is an expert in this area. He sat on the President's
Commission on Labor Racketeering. He makes a point of underscoring the fact in all of these discussion, and I think it should be
noted for the record, that according to the empirical data, less than
1 percent of the unions in our state and nationally have any kind
of organized crime influence.
With that, let me shift the focus to the Colonel.
Colonel DINTINO. Senator, I would say that the effect of labor
racketeering, while there have been tremendous efforts put in that
area, both by the Labor Department and the FBI, and they have
had some outstanding successes, I do not think there has been
much effect.
In other words, again, we look at 560. Now, on the President's
Commission we made a strong recommendation that we thought
this was the way to go, a trusteeship. And we said, why aren't
there more trusteeships with other labor locals that are controlled
by organized crime? Agaiu, the reason has been because they have
become so entrenched over 30 years that the membership becomes
intimidated and is fearful of their own safety and it is very hard to
get a reform platform to run against the present incumbents.
I would be willing to guess that if an election was held today in
560, I believe Mike Sciera would be elected and he is a Tony Provensano protege.
Senator NUNN. You are saying we have a long way to go.
.
Colonel DINTINO. We have a long way to go in labor racketeering.
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. In New York, while I think it is true that maybe
with 100,000 locals in the country and less than 1 percent being
corrupted, there are in fact four internationals that are corrupted
and all four operate in New York, l'j.nd I think New York probably
has more of its share of corrupt locals than anywhere else, and particularly in the industries that I had mentioned before.
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Senator NUNN. I think you made an important point here and I
hope we can keep it in perspective. You said that of 100 percent,
-only about 1 percent in New York are affected in terms of labor
corruption.
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Well, I am saying out of 100,000 locals throughout the country.
Senator NUNN. You are saying throughout the country 100,000
and about 99 percent of them are not affected by organized crime.
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Are not affected.
Senator NUNN. But those that are, you are saying New York has
more than its share?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. We have more than our fair share. Of the four
corrupted internationals-the HREU, the Laborers, the Teamsters,
and the ILA-many jurisdictions are not going to have all four operating within them. The ILA is not going to be operating in the
midwest cities without ports. The Laborers, of course, are very important in New York where there is a tremendous amount of construction going on. So, as I suggest, New York has more than its
fair share.
The FBI has been, I think, extraordinarily attentive to the problem. The Labor Department has, as well, but they have very few
people operating in this area-maybe a hundred for the entire
country. The head of the New York office, Frank Allesandrino, is a
very effective leader and has done very, very good work but there
are just too few people to do the massive job that is required.
Senator NUNN. Do you see much conflict in this labor racketeering between the FBI and the Labor Department now? Has it gotten
better or has it gotten worse?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Well, as you know, at one time I headed the
labor racketeering unit in the Labor Department and at that time I
thought that relationships were very good. We had just started out
and were developing a program at that time.
I think overall it is not bad. I think the two have the capacity to
work well together. I think however that there are certain problems built into the system whenever there are two different units,
especially within two different departments. There is built-in competitiveness and I think this is exacerbated by the fact that within
the Labor Department the individuals who are in the organized
crime unit, the labor racketeering unit, do not have law enforcement authority in their own right; they may be cross-deputized as
Marshals, but essentially they are not law enforcement officers.
I think it would be very helpful if they were and I think that
then, being on a par with other law enforcement agencies dealing
with this problem, they could do a much more effective job. I think
if that were the case, there would have to be some internal changes
in the rules and procedures within the Labor Department as would
befit a professional law enforcement agency, because given the current civil service rules, I do not think that all the present agents
ought to be authorized to carry weapons. But with the changes that
would have to be made to bring them to the same professional level
as the FBI, I think that it could be done.
Senator NUNN. We have some legislation that I have introduced
on this subjection and it is pending. We are waiting to see how this
new effort works out, the deputization effort.
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Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Well, I do not know and I am not in a position
8Jly more to really see how well it will operate. But if it does not
work out, I think it would be helpful to have legislation.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Zazzali, do you have any comment following
up on that?
Mr. ZAZZALI. The cooperation between the two entities within the
Federal Government appears to be effective. Generally in law enforcement, I have always marveled at the problem of cooperation
and I have always been pleased when I see it coming about.
I am talking about cooperation in a little different sense than
suggested by your question, but it is important. It is critical to all
the areas you are talking about, whether the drug problem or
whatever. That is, cooperation between the State agencies and the
Federal agencies and, significantly, cooperation within the State
apparatus between agencies, and also what you have touched on,
between Federal agencies within the Federal apparatus, is improving.
It has always been very interesting to see the understandable rivalries. And I say understandable, because whenever you have a
bureaucracy, that is going to happen, whether it is a university or
the Government.
I cannot speak for New York, but I know that in New Jersey it
has been gratifying to note that in the last 10 years, the State and
the Federal agencies are cooperating with each other whereas
before that time it was very difficult to get. cooperation.
Senator NUNN. Let me ask each of you, as we close out here-we
will have other questions for the record. We will not give you a lot
of paper work but we may have a few that we will submit to you if
you could cooperate in that.
Other than. what we have discussed this morning and you have
already given your opinion on, what other suggestions, if any,
would you have for the Congress or for the Federal Government in
terms of making the overall effort more effective against both organized crime in the traditional sense and the emerg:ing sense?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. Well, I think the Congress can essentially do
three things; It can pass legislation, and I think in this area it has
done that quite effectively. It can arouse the public conscience, and
through hearings like this I think it is doing that as well.
The third area is, of course, the allocation of resources, especially
in the drug area, and I think there the Congress can do better.
Local law enforcement, in dealing with drugs, has a virtually impossible task. I know that the local law enforcement agencies, especially the police departments, feel almost under siege by the drug
operators with vast sums of money.
The Organized Crime Task Force in New York has perhaps a
hundred people for 62 counties. We average less than two people
per county throughout the State, and that is including support
staff. However, in just one case that we are working, with the New
York State Police, we have seized from a Colombian cartel probably 200 kilograms of cocaine and over $10 million in the last several months. That has not affected the drug cartel, and yet theamount of seized cash is about twice our annual budget.
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So to the extent that the Congress is in a position where it can
allocate more resources and aid localla\v enforcement, I think that
would be a major help.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Zazzali?
Mr. ZAZZALI. Senator, to echo some of that and to elaborate a bit
further in other areas, again, the helpful weapons are hearings
such as these, education, sense of commitment, and an expenditure
of resources and manpower. Most of all, the drug problem remains
the number one social issue addressing this country.
Allow me to present a little different slant on things, perhaps.
Most of these issues, fortunately, are black and white issues which
makes many of the decisions easy and probably that is why it is
fun to a lot of people in it because it is not easy to find black and
white issues any more. But I do think that a certain perspective
and sense of balance has to be brought to some of these questions.
The cocaine issue is an easy one. There is not much need for perspective or balance there. It is an all-out war. We have not had one
like it, I do not think, since World War II. But in these other areas,
maintaining a broad perspective is necessary. There are certain
- areas where a simplistic approach is warranted and other areas
where it is not and it is the function of the Congress to know the
difference.
Colonel DINTINO. Senator, I just would follow-up on what Commissioner Zazzali said and emphasize further, and to go back to
something earlier that Mr. Goldstock said, that I believe we should
be focusing on criminal activity and not the individual group.
Without a doubt in my mind, narcotics is the number one problem in this country. It dwarfs all other criminal activities, moneywise and societal harm to our citizens. I believe that we should
focus on that criminal activity regardless of what groups are involved in it. And I will sit he1'e and admit that the priority should
be on the LCN, that they are a significant problem and we should
focus on them.
But by the same time, I would like to see some resources put into
some other ar{';as where they would bp doing some good on the
number one problem in country, and as far as money making capabilities, on the President's Commission we did a survey to determine the income of organized crime and in the area of narcotics,
when it came to marijuana, heroin, cocaine and the other dangerous such as pills, all four of them were the biggest money makers.
And if you combine them all together, there was more money made
in t:le narcotics area than in all other criminal activities combined.
Senator NUNN: I will ask you one other question. The military
has had random tests on drug use for several years now. They have
had, according to their testimony, a very large degree of success. Of
course, that is a controlled environment. They control the activities. They can time the tests, so it is different than in the civilian
world.
The Navy testified the other day-or at least an Admiral told
me-that they had gone from 35 percent drug use in his command
to about 3 or. 4 percent, based on random tests. He felt that the
deterrent effect was very significant.
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Is it time for any kind of debate iIJ. the country about whether we
want to start random-type testing on the users?
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. One of the major problems with certain types of
criminal activity or social problems is not the result of the social
problem itself but what it causes the public to do to combat it.
Very few of us are going to be the victim of a terrorist attack and
yet all of us have. to pass through airport detectors and give up
some of our rights of privacy. And we do so Willingly because we
fear the problem. of terrorism. Yet it is somewhat scary that we do
.
give up those rights so quickly.
I am more than a little concerned about giving up other rights in
order to combat drug trafficking. I hope we never have to reach the
point of universal drug testing, although I think that in certain
control and specific areas, such as the military, and IJublic safety, it
is probably makes sense now. If the problem gets much worse it
may have to be done for everybody. I would hate to see that day.
That is one reason why courts and legislatures ought to make'realistic and practical pronouncements in less drastic areas.
On the other hand, if the question is public debate, I think there
always should be public debate, and to the extent that it focuses
attention on the demand side rather than the supply side, I thin,k
that is of critical importance. .
Because we are not going to seal the borders, we are not going to
put enough pressure on foreign governments, we are not going to
have the military :ilnterdict enough to make a difference. And even
if we could, 9 out of the 11 most abused drugs are homegrown or
manufactured in the United States.
Senator NUNN. We are increasingly producing those drugs in
this country.
Mr. GOLDSTOCK. That is right, so that even if we could seat the
borders, we are not going to end the problem.
What we need to do for drug abuse is to stop the demand. Drug .
testing may be one way to effect demand, but there are others as
well. Education is certainly a part. There can be forfeiture proceedings against users. There could be sales of phony drugs by police.
We could look to arrest the buyers.
I think there are a lot of things that can be done to address the
demand side. UniverBal drug testing may be one of them. It is one
that I would hate to see have to happen.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Goldstock.
Mr. Zazzali, we will close with your answer on this one.
Mr. ZAZZALI. Number 1, I believe the time for the debate has arrived, in answer to your question. Number 2, I am not sure as to
whether the debate is resolved in the affirmative or in the negative, and that is precisely the purpose of a debate.
Mr. Goldstock in so many words has indicated that perhaps we
are in agreement here. Ten minutes ago I alluded to the need for
perspective and balance.
Certainly in the area of the military and law enforcement, I
apart from whether draconian measures are necessary, a different
test applies. 'rhe courts seem to be coming down that way. The Supreme Court has not yet with any kind of finality addressed the
question. The appellate courts are indicating that the test is reasonable suspicion. In non-military or non-law enforcement contexts,
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if there is reasonable suspicion, an employer can compel an em~
ployee to take the test.
Without getting into detail, I have a decent regard, I would like
to think, for constitutional rights and civil liberties I always hope
to have that concern. But because of this enormous drug problem
to wh,ich both Mr. Goldstock and Colonel Dintino. and I have re~
ferred to today, we are rapidly approaching the day when critical
decisions have to be .made, whether by the Congress or by the
courts.
But a continuing debate is one way to get the right answer ..
Senator. NUNN. I have been to a number of local communities in
my State and tried to get the law enforcement, health, education
people together so that we could community by community start
stimUlating that kind of cross current between supply~demand
trBatment which I think in too many communities does not exist.
In some it does.
Nevertheless, in almost every community I go into among people
who are most concerned, this subject comes up-should we begin
random testing? And the discussion is mixed.
It is a very sensitive subject. There are liberties involved. There
are liberties that would have to be given up and, of course, you
would not want to do it on a nationwide basis. If you were even
going to begiri it, you might want to do it on a pilot project basis
and it might be even voluntary and it might be confined to certain
groups, certain ·schools.
But I do find that at the grassroots level that discussion and that
debate has started. It has probably started there much more than
it has at the Federal level or probably even the State level.
.
I thank all of you for being here. You have been very helpful. We
appreciate your being here. We appreciate your cooperation and we
will continue to rely on your for assistance as we proceed.
We will have our next hearing tomorrow morning at 9 a.m. We
will have Mr. Joe Pistone, Former Special Agent, Federal Bureau
of Investigation. We will also llave the Honorable Edward Dennis,
Jr., U.S. Attorney, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, and we will
have a panel with Mr. Thomas Sheer, Assistant Director in Charge,
and James Kossler, Supervisory Special Agent, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, New York Division, New York.
Thank you, gentlemen, we appreciate it.
[Whereupon, at 11:10 a.m., the Subcommittee adjourned subject
to the call of the Chair.]
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ORGANIZED CRiME: 25 YEARS AFTER VALACHI
FRIDAY, )..PRIL 22, 1988
U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,
CoMMITTEE ON GoVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee' met, pursuant to notice, at 9:10 a.m., in room
8D-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Sam Nunn (Chairman of the Subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Nunn, Glenn, and Roth.
Staff present: Eleanore J. Hill, Chief Counsel; JohnF. Sopko,
Deputy Chief Counsel; Harriet J. McFaul, Counsel; Richard A. Dill,
Detailee/FBI; Leonard A. Willis, Investigator; Kathleen A. Dias,
Executive Assistant to the Chief Counsel; Mary D. Robertson, Chief
Clerk; Alan Edelman, Counsel; Declan Cashman, Secretary; Harold
Lippman, Investigator; Daniel E. Rinzel, Minority Chief Counsel;
Barbara Kammerman, Minority Deputy Counsel; Stephen Levin,
Couilsel; Steve Ryan (Senator Glenn); Debbie Kilmer (Senator
Chiles); Rosemary Warren (Senator Sasser); Marianne McGettigan
(Senator Rudman); Sean McAvoy (Senator Cohen); and Pat Butler
(Senator Stevens).
OPENING SfATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN

Senator NUNN [presiding]. The Subcommittee will come to order.
We had intended to start with Mr. Pistone's testimony this morning, but he has requested as of yesterday afternoon to have a
screen. He does not want to be seen, since the.re. is continuing
danger to him, and so we have acceded to his request and, rather
than clear the whole room and begin with him, we are going to reorder the hearing this morning. We will have the same witnesses,
but we will have a different order, then we wilJ only have to clear
the room once, set up the screen, bring in the witness and have his
testimony, rather than spending 20 or 30 minutes here clearing the
room. So we will start with the FBI and then we will have our next
"Witness and then we will go to Mr. Pistone probably in the neighborhood of about quarter to 11 this morning.
Our first panel of witnesses are the former Assistant Director in
charge, Thomas S. Sheer, and Supervisory Special Agent James
Kossler, of the FBI's New York Division. Mr. Sheer and Mr.
Kossler will discuss the successes and setbacks that the New York
Division of the FBI has encountered in its investigation of the La
Cosa Nostra. They will highlight the manner in which they have
successfully employed the enterprise theory of investigation against
the major organized crime families in the New York area.
(1'17)
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Mr. Sheer and Mr. Kossler, we appreciate your being here, we
appreciate your cooperation. I know you are going to have a slide
presentation this morning which will be the main form of testimony, but we swear all the witnesses before the Subcommittee, so
before you begin I will ask each of you to stand and raise your
right hand and take the oath.
Do you swear that the testimony you give before this subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you God?
Mr. SHEER. I do.
Mr. KOSSLER. I do.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much. We are delighted to have
you and we will be pleased to receive your testimony.
TESTIMONY OF THOMAS S. SHEER, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR IN
CHARGE (RET.), ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES KOSSLER, SUPERVISORY SPECIAL AGENT, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION,
NEW YORK DIVISION, NEW YORK, NY

Mr. SHEER. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased
to appear before the Subcommittee today. What I intend to do is
provide you with an overview of the evolutionary process that has
taken place in the New York Office of the FBI.
I am here to talk about the evolution of the FBI's efforts against
the LCN in New York City. I intend to read into the record my
statement.
The La Cosa Nostra in the United States, the LCN, is rooted in
the five New York City families, and our successes against those
families are rooted in the investigations conducted by the FBI over
the past 30 years. Despite a narrow jurisdictional base, in the
1950's and the 1960's, numerous dedicated agents gathered volumes
of important intelligence information that has laid the foundation
for prosecutions of the LCN hierarchy today.
Although organized crime investigations have been a high priority of the FBI, they have been more successful than others. Our investigations of the 1960's, for example, were successful against individual LCN members, but had no impact on the organization's infrastructure.
In 1968 and 1970, Congress gave the FBI two of the most important weapons used in our current attack on the LCN. The passage
of title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of
1968 gave the FBI statutory authority to electronically intercept
criminal investigations. This was a great first step.
With the enactment of the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970,
Congress further expanded the use of title III and gave law enforcement a very effective tool to fight organized crime-the Racketeer
Influenced and Corruption Organizations statute. This major component of the Crime Control Act was the most comprehensive and
powerful tool we had, but, unfortunately, for over a decade that
tool remained the least used of the weapons in our arsenal.
During the 19'70'5, our effective organized crime investigations
evolved slowly. For example, in the early seventies, our focus was
on illegal gambling, with the purpose of eliminating gambling
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funds as a way of financing organized crime. This was a short lived
and not very effective effort.
In 1978, the FBI's investigations of LCN control of the International Longshoremen's Association, known as UNIRAC, reinforced
this conclusion. This nationwide probe resulted in numerous indictments and convictions and at that time was the FBI's most successful multidivisional organized crime investigation.
By 1979, the management team at the New York Office of the
FBI realized that our efforts were not successful in really attacking
the families in a: meaningful way. There was a period of time when
we" conducted a self-analysis of our effort and we produced the conclusion that our intelligence base was inadequate and outdated,
and, probably more significantly, there was no overall plan or any
grand strategy to commit ourselves to.
We implemented an analysis, if you will, a snapshot of the LCN
or a portrait of the LeN in New York City at the turn of the
decade, and from that analysis developed a strategy that featured
an all out, simultaneous assault en the hierarchy of the five LCN
families in New York, a frontal-assault, if you will, attacking all
five families at the same time.
The plan had a long-range objective to reduce the sphere of influence of the five families by the devi~lopment of prosecutions focusing on the families as criminal enterprises. The organizational
structure of the New York office was changed so that we could
mirror those five families .
.The plan became operational in 1981 when a multifaceted, multidivisional FBI investigation was launched against the Bonanno
LCN family. The iIivestigation used information from Miami,
Tampa, and Milwaukee FBI offices, in addition to New York, as
well as numerous title III wiretaps focused on the hierarchy of the
family. Our successful prose'.)ution devastated the Bonanno family.
The key to this success was the' realization that the· plan had to
be followed, that adequat~" resources must be dedicated, that the
effort must be sustained and the approach must be disciplined
without deviation, and with strong lines of communication maintained between the investigative units and the prosecutors. What
was learned from this effort was to be l1sed again and again
against othe:r LCN families in New York and around the .united
Stat~s.

While the Bonanno family investigation was ongoing, similar efforts were under way against the other four families, the Colombo,
Gambino, Luchese, and Genovese families. Numerous title III wireta~s disclosed that these families controlled segments of the Laborer s International Union of North America, the Hotel and Restaurant Workers, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, and the
International Longshoremen's Association.
The industries affected included the construction, trucking, poultry, food distribution, air freight, gasoline and oil, and the carting
industry. Succes~ful prosecutions have been effected in the air
freight, gasoline and oil, construction, and qarting industries to
date.
By mid-1983, we were well along our way. However, we never
fully anticipated the human resources req~lired "in these labor-intensive, long-term project-type investigation.s. That effort was stag-
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gering. We reached a point by mid-1983 where we were missing tremendous opportunities, quite frankly because we could not support
those opportunities with manpower. FBI Headquarters supplied
temporary agents from other field offices and within the New York
Office itself we diverted tremendous amounts of resources from our
other investigations, other priorities and at significant costs to
those other investigative areas, but we still did not have the workforce.
We found the answer by joining with the New York State Police
Department, formalizing a series of task forces. Those task forces
have proven to be of utmost importance to our attack on organized
crime. They have given us the additional resources, they have
given us an augmented intelligence base, and a fresh, often enlightening, insight to the problems and solutions for this effort.
When I left the FBI, there were eight Organized Crime Task
Forces in effect in bringing to bear on organized crime the combined efforts of the FBI and detectives of the Organiz~d Crime Control Bureau of the New York City Police Department.
The effective planning, dedication of resources, and commitment
to this effort over the long term resulted in some of the most significant organized crime investigations and prosecutions ever brought
by the New York Office of the FBI. Over the past 5 years, these
efforts have led to the conviction of 4 bosses, 3 underbosses, three
consiglieres, 19 capos, and 51 soldiers of the La Cosa Nostra.
As I previomily stated, the investigation of organized Grime by
the FBI has been evolutionary. The enterprise theory of investigation is now the road map by which we conduct not only organized
crime investigations, but all investigations involving criminal organizations. For example, our Terrorist Task Force utilizes this same
approach against terror groups, and our white collar crime squads
follow this theory in the investigation of corruption.
While successful prosecutions are the primary objective of the
FBI, our responsibilities go beyond investigation and prosecution.
We believe that it is our duty to identify and solve significant
crime problems. Often, prosecutions only impede criminality and
the cause of the problem remains. However, through the use of
civil RICO, we are seeking to remove permanently the influence of
organized crime from our legitimate labor unions and institutions.
The goal is to restore the rights of the worker and to allow free
enterprise to function as our forefathers intended.
Following up our successful criminal prosecutions, the FBI and
the U.S. attorney's offices in both the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York have brought civil RICO actions against the Colombo family to end its involvement in the District Coucil of
Cement Workers of the Laborers International Union of North
America.
In an action now pending in Federal District Court in the Eastern District of New York, we are asking the court to prohibit the
Bonanno family from recruiting new members, to enjoin them from
certain illegal activities, and to bar their involvement in Local 814
of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters. And most recently,
a civil RICO action was filed in the Southern District of New York
seeking to eliminate the criminal control at all levels in the Fulton
Fish Market.
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Senator NUNN. Let me ask you a question, Mr. Sheer. What you
are doing is using the RICO statute, as I understand it, having es~
tablished the criminal enterprise-type theory, to get the court to
enjoin certain activities that would otherwise not be illegal, is that
correct? For instance, recruiting new members by the LCN is not a
violation of the law per se.
.
Mr. SHEER. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. Correct?
Mr. SHEER. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Also, involvement in Local 814 of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters is not a violation of law per se, is
that correct?
Mr. SHEER. That is correct. The vehicle we use is the intent of
the LCN. The LCN itself we identify as a criminal enterprise created, established and maintained to commit criminal activity.
Senator NUNN. So that is one of the most vivid examples of the
use of the RICO statute, is that right?
Mr. SHEER. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. You could not do that without the RICO statute?
Mr. SHEER. That is right. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Mr. SHEER. May I finish?
Senator NUNN. Yes, go ahead.
Mr. SHEER. RICO criminal forfeiture strikes at the core of the
criminal enterprise's power by taking from the organization the
money and property that is the source of much of that power. This
past summer, the New York Office established a team of agents
dedicated to identifying and forfeiting the assets of these criminal
organizations. The asset removal team will be an integral part of
our investigative efforts.
The FBI views its short-range goal as that of reducing the LCN
influence with a long-range goal to remove the LCN as a significant threat to American society. I firmly believe that the agents
presently working organized crime matters are building upon the
FBI's successes and using this momentum to achieve the long~
range goal ahead of schedule.
Mr. Chairman, that is the conclusion of my prepared statement.
I would like to make one small addition, and that is to highlight at
this time the cost of these investigations to the Subcommittee in
terms of what is happening to the FBI in New York, specifically
the agent and support employee resources in light of the cost of
living changes. I will be short.
In leaving the FBI my last year was spent trying to alleviate
what has become an almost unbearable burden for the employees
of the FBI in New York City in terms of cost of living. The FBI
investigative and administrative system, infrastructure, if you will,
depends to a great degree on a fluid movement of agents and support employees from field office to field office in response to the
needs of the organization.
What that has created in New York is an influx of agents relatively young at the lower end of the pay scale coming into the
highest cost of living area in the United States. That translates
into forcing them to move further and further away from the city
where they can find housing, which translates into 3· and 4- and 5-
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hour commutes on a daily basis just to maintain the work schedule. That has impacted on our ability to work this sort of work.
We no longer can have an agent population that has to live 100
miles away responding in the same fashion, with the same degree
of effectiveness and efficiency that we had 5 and 10 years ago.
Something has to be done to correct that process.
Senator NUNN. Do you have any special cost of living adjustments for a high cost of living area within the FBI salary structUrE3?
Mr. SHEER. Currently, no, in the Continental United States. They
exist ill Hawaii and Alaska.
Senator NUNN. In other words, and FBI agent in New York City
gets the same pay-Mr. SHEER. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. Exactly the same pay, based on
grade and service and so forth, as they would if they lived in Delaware or Georgia?
Mr. SHEER. Yes, sir. There is an accelerated promotion policy,
but that only affects the agent population for a very short period of
time. You are correct, there is an imbalance. The agent working in
Butte, MT, makes the same salary as the agent working in Manhattan.
Senator NUNN. Is that true throughout the whole Federal salary
structure? Is that true for all the other-Mr. SHEER. There are some exceptions, Senator. Some Government agencies have been able, within their own agency, to alleviate
the problem to a degree. There is no cost of living differential that
I know of in the civilian sector of the Federal Government.
Senator NUNN. We found that that was happening in our military about 7 years ago, 7 or 8 years ago, I guess the latter part of
the 1970's, particularly Navy bases, where they were near the seashore and very high cost of living areas, housing and so forth,
coming with all the tourists and the condominium trade, and we
have made cost of living adjustments in the military, so there are
housing adjustments. And you are saying you do not have anything
like that in the FBI?
Mr. SHEER. No, sir. There are attempts being made now to correct that problem. The purpose in me bringing it up today is to implore you to consider that problem when it is presented to the Congress.
Senator NUNN. Well, it is a good point and it deserves consideration. We thank you.
Mr. SHEER. Thank you, sir.
I would defer now to Mr. Kossler, unless there are any questions.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Kossler?
Mr. KOSSLER. Senator, I have been asked to explain to you the
enterprise theory of investigation and how we use it in the New
York Office of the FBI. If I could, before I get into the enterprise
theory of investigation, which emanates from the RICO statute, I
would like to give you just a quick overview of what the RICO statute does and how we use it and what it means and what we need to
prove to use the RICO statute.
First of all, we must show and collect evidence of the existence of
an enterprise. We use this term "enterprise" very loosely some-
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times, but an enterprise can. be· anything that can be constructed
through evidence. It can be a Mafia family, it can be a group of
individuals who are associated in fact, who are grouped together to
commit crimes. The structure of an enterprise can be whatever the
prosecutors and the investigators see the evidence to be.
The second point which I would like to bring to your attention is
that, in order for the RICO statute to function, each of the individuals in the enterprise must commit at least two criminal acts enumerated by the statute. These two criminal acts· must be within a
10-year period of the date of the indictment. That is basically what
the RICO statute is all about, two simple things, prove the existence of an enterprise and prove that the individuals who make up
that enterprise committed two separate acts of racketeering or, as
we call them sometimes, predicate acts.
'
With that in mind, we have developed a system of investigation
which we know as the "enterprise theory of investigation," and
what that does is force us to think about collecting evidence of the
existence of enterprises and the subsequent criminal acts.
Now, what is different between that and what we did 15 years
ago or before the enactment of the RICO statute? Even after we
received the RICO statute in 1970, it took a great deal of time for
the organization of the FBI and the court system, as well as the
prosecutors, to understand the legislative history and t.he theory
behind the RICO statute.
Fifteen years ago, maybe even 10 years ago, when information
came to us about criminality on the part of an individual, we many
times treat that criminality as an indivi,cual criminal act committed by an individual on a specific day. For example, if we had information that someone was involved in an extortion of a contractor,
we may go to lihe contractor to get his cooperation and thereby try
to collect evidence against the extortionist and go to court and
prosecute that individual.
What that did was to create a promotional system within the La
Cosa N ostra or the Mafia where the ,next person would come along
and continue to commit the same extortions. We came to realize
that if one person is out committing extortions with one individual,
he is probably committing extortions with many other people and
probably is in the business of committing crimes, and if he is in the
business of committing crimes in New York City, he must have
somebody that he reports to, he must have a supervisor as such.
So the idea is not to look at the individual criminal act by an
individual on a specific day, but to look at the totality of the criminality and the size and scope of the enterprise that approves that
criminal activity. Therein lies a great deal of change about how we
approach the attack on organized crime.
We started to realize that taking out individuals or individual
crimes was not efficient, was not effective, and was not doing the
job against the LCN.
The four factors that we have come to learn in order to conduct
an enterprise theory of investigation project, the first thing is that
we have to clearly defme what the criminal problem is, and we do
that through our intelligence base, and I will discuss that later.
The second thing that' we have come to learn, and something
that law enforcement has not done historically, is to think about
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planning, to plan investigations once We begin them. We are very
much into planning investigations at the earliest stages. We get
into written plans which change during the course of the investigation.
We realize that when you go from individual crimes to a myriad
of crimes, you must also dedicate adequate resources. As part of
the planning process, we identify what the resources are that are
needed and we build that into the plan.
And lastly, and something that is maybe foreign to us and has
been for years, is that we have to recognize that the resources must
continue to be applied to the criminal problem until the problem is
solved. It may take 6, 7, and in some cases we have had investigations ongoing for up to 10 years and the problem still has not been
solved.
'
Let me, if I may, give you a briefing on the breakdown of the
enterprise theory of investigation. As I mentioned, this is a systematic approach to investigation.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, because of the light, it is impossible to see the chart. I wonder if we could-Senator NUNN. It might help if you would hold that chart up so
that it blocks the light off, right between us and the light there.
That is it. Get it a little bit higher. Now move it over a little bit.
That takes care of me, I do not know about Senator Roth. [Laughter.]
Senator ROTH. As long as the chairman is OK.
Senator NUNN. Can you see it now?
Senator ROTH. Yes, I can see it fine.
Sell'ator NUNN. That is'much better.
Mr. KOSSLER. Every investigation begins with a predication. We
have to establish a firm basis for an investigation. There are two
ways that is done. One way would be to have a complainant, an
individual who comes to us or is referred to us and describes a
criminal problem that he is aware of or he is involved in. He may
be a victim, he may be an informant in some regards, but usually
this is a minor way of beginning an investigation.
The major way in which we begin an investigation is through an
analysis of our intelligence base. What is the intelligence base? The
intelligence base is all information we have available to us. That
would include informant information, that would include informa·
tion that is already in our files from prior investigations, it could
include prior surveillance information we have in our possession, it
could include electronic surveillance information that was possibly
not used in the court system, it could be information from other
witnesses that was developed as collateral information. It can be
public source information, it can be information brought to our attention by the media. This is basically the intelligence base that we
analyze to determine what significant criminal problems exist, and
usually our investigative efforts emanate from the intelligence
base.
We make a very clear point while we are conducting an investigation to identify and catalog other problems that we identify. For
instance, if we are investigating labor racketeering in a particular
industry and through the course of that we find out that there is
other criminality going on in a collateral industry, we will identify
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that as something to be addressed when we have adequate resources to do that.
Informants: Under enterprise background, you will notice the
block where we begin an investigation, and this is the rudiments of
the investigation. Informants are very key to investigations. They
tell us many things. 'rhey can tell us who is involved in the· enterprise. They can tell us what does the enterprise do, what crimes
are being committed, who are the victims of the enterprise, what
industries are affected. They can tell us where the activity that the
enterprise is engaged' in occurs. They can give us specific details
which can be later used for probable cause to further the investigation. They are probably the life blood of an investigative effort, particularly against organized crime.
.
Informants are key to us throughout the investigative process,
and as I go along you will see that we continually go back to informants.
The next step or a step that is taken at the same time we are
talking to our informants would be to go into our files and find out
what we already know about the criminal enterprise that we are
beginning to investigate. It may be that we have information that
is gathered through voluminous files that we have kept over the
years of singular criminal activities that we can pull together to'
get a better picture of the enterprise.
For instance, a gambling investigation that was looked upon as
only a gambling investigation now becomes very significant to us
when we look at that group of people who are involved in gambling
as part of an enterprise, because now we are looking at that enterprise as conducting gambling and other activities that we are
aware of.
File reviews can also be used and are used to make assumptions.
For instance, if our file reviews or past history that has been documented indicates an involvement by people in the enterprise in
loansharking, the assumption we ca.n make is that they are continuing to be involved in loansharking and it will expand the investigative activity. At that point, we may go back to our informants
and say we understand this group is involved in labor racketeering
and gambling, what else are they involved in, are they still loansharking, and then through the informants' active participation we
will try to corroborate that. We try to use that to identify the enterprise and expand on the enterprise as is necessary.
We will then, as we have identified the members of the enterprise, begin background checks on them, and that would usually involve public source records or records that are available to us. We
would want to do a criminal check on each of the members of the
enterprise, to determine what prior criminal activities they were
involved in. We would want to do a check on the motor vehicle registrations to find out what kind of cars they have, what kind of
driving record they have. It tells us more about the individuals in
the enterprise. Real estate records, if we find out where an individual lives, we may start to identify information from the real estate
records.
Military records and if an individual is part of a labor union as
well as a part of a criminal enterprise, we will check with the Department of Labor and get information they have. We will also
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check with the local police agencies to determine what records they
might have as well.
At the same time we are doing this, we are attempting to identify the assets of the individual within the criminal enterprise, and
the reason we begin this at the early stage is because if we wait
until later on when we are ready to prosecute, we may not have
taken the steps nec(::ssary to identify the assets. So we make a very
clear point at the earliest stages of the investigation, we attempt to
identify the assets of all the individuals who we feel are a part of
the enterprise, not only-Senator NUNN. Excuse me just a minute. One of our .most valued
staff members is now showing considerable fatigue, so we are going
to ask him to put the chart down. We have read it now, so we
thank y'1U, Len.
Go ahead, Mr. Kossler.
Mr. KOSSLER. That is what I would call the earliest stages of the
investigation. We would move into a little bit more sophisticated
investigative effort with what I would call Evidence Collection
Level I.
Heretofore, none of the information that we have obtained is necessary through any court action. There were no subpoenas needed,
most of it is in the public records. When we move into the more
sophisticated level of evidence collection, we are also looking at evidence that can be used later on in the court proceedings.
One of the first things we may consider doing is asking our assistant U.S. attorneys or our strike force attorneys for subpoenas
for toll records for the individuals who we have identified or we are
making assumptions are part of the criminal enterprise. Toll
records of phone calls are very significant to us. They do several
things. First of all, an analysis of toll records by people within the
enterprise will show connections between those individuals. For instance, if Sam calls Pete and Pete calls John and John calls Sam in
a series of phone calls, iIi. analysis, we can show through that analysis an interrelationship between those individuals. It can be used
later on in the courtroom as evidence to prove that the enterprise
existed because we can show the interrelationship and the contact
between the individuals.
They also can be used to expand the enterprise, because through
the analysis we may be able to identify new people whom we did
not know were in the enterprise when we began the investigation.
It can be used as well to identify victims of the enterprise, through
telephone contact, through physical surveillance and through contact with our informants, we may be able to determine who the victims are.
Now, I want to emphasize two things, and I think you may have
a chart in front of you. There is an arrow that goes back and forth
between evidence collection and enterprise background. What
occurs as we continue the investigative process is that, as we collect toll records, for instance, which is one step, we may then have
to go back to our file reviews, to our informants to get more information, so that the investigative process must have synergy, and
the workload will continue and increase because of the new information that comes to our attention. So the beginning process, the
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beginning steps, the enterprise background is key throughout the
investigative process.
One of the next things we may do is to ask the court, after an
analysis ,of toll records, for a device which is known as a pen register. The pen register is an electronic device that can be placed on a
telephone line and, as an individual makes a telephone call, it will
record the date, time, and the phone number of the individual that
he is calling. This is important for timeliness. Toll records are usually historical because you only get them after the fact, after a billing date is completed, and it may be a 6-month period before you
get them. Pen registers will give you the information immediately
and as an investigation is progressing, it is very important to us to
have this information very quickly.
Another very, very important investigative technique is the use
of physical surveillance. In organized crime investigations, physical
surveillance is many times the key to firming up the existence of
an enterprise. Not only do we use the things I have talked to you
about before, but physical surveillance observations, photographs of
key people within the enterprise meeting together, talking together, is tremendous evidence at court. You combine that information
with the pen register and phone record information and you have
very strong evidence to prove to a court that an enterprise exists,
and many times physical surveillance can identify furtive behavior
on the part of individuals which can be USed later as probable
cause.
Prior convictions: Many times it is overlooked that prior convictions are important to establishing two things. When a group of
people who are part of an enterprise, when you find out what prior
criminal records they have and what prior convictions they have,
you do two things. If in fact five people in an enterprise all have
been convicted of loansharking in the same case and against the
same victims, you have solid court tested evidence that these
people have already engaged in criminal activity as an enterprise,
and, secondly, if that crime was committed within a lO-year period
and we can reprove it again at trial in a RICO trial, that crime will
stand as a predicate act against that group. So it is a very important aspect of the law.
Now, at this point the enterprise theory of investigation has two
ways to go, and these are not two ways that are independent of
each other. These are two ways that have to be commingled from
time to time, and something that we have to analyze continuously.
We can either go overt with an investigation or covert. Overt
would mean that we would go out on the street, like we did in the
old days, and start knocking on doors and try to get people to give
you evidence that you can use to prove what your assumptions are
in court. That is the type of investigation that is usually done in a
bank robbery investigation or a hijacking investigation, where
the.re may be witnesses to a singular crime. It is not always something that is very well done in an organized crime investigation.
Usually, the people who may be witnesses are in fear of their life
to testify.
We could subpoena records. If we have an investigation of a loanshark or loansharking-loansharking :\s not a good example-of
labor racketeeri:r;tg, infiltration of a legitimate business, we may
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want to ask the court, have the U.S. Attorney issue a subpoena for
certam rec~rds. 'We are going to execute search warrants. We have
developed probable caus~ based upon the information available to
us, through informant information, physical surveillances. If we
have determined that· there is a gambling operation going on, that
we can prove is part of a criminal enterprise we are investigating,
we may want to execute a search warrant on that gambling operation and collect that evidence to show that the enterprise is involved in that type of crime. We may do the same thing with a
loansharking operation.
Along the way, we may determine that we need expert witnesses.
An ideal example of that would be in the field of labor racketeering, where we may have to have accountants who are experts analyze particular records to find out if in fact and where money was
taken from to pay for the labor racketeering kickbacks. And of
course forfeiture, which is something we usually do at the end of
an investigation, would be an overt act.
On the other side of the coin, covert-type investigation would include electronic surveillance. That includes electronic surveillance
on telephones or microphones that are placed with court orders, it
includes closed-circuit rrv, and many times would involve consensual monitoring where we have an individual who is cooperating with
us that would be willing to record various conversations.
The use of undercover technique is also something that would be
utilized at this time. Now, I want to point out that none of this is
mutually exclusive of each other. If we engage in an undercover
operation, we will certainly use consensual monitoring by the undercover agent or the cooperating witness that we have developed
in recording the conversations of the criminal activity. We may use
that as the basis for title III application, which is electronic surveillance. We may use these things together. CCTV, which is the
closed-circuit TV, will show us various activities that go on. An
analysis of that activity would be also the basis for electronic surveillance. All of these things work together in an enterprise theory
investigation.
Along the way, we are continually evaluating the evidence, we
are continually evaluating the members of the enterprise, we are
continually trying to determine what criminal acts they are involved in, we are in discussions continually with the assistant U.s.
attorneys or the strike force attorneys to keep them up to date on
the progress of the investigation. It is something that is very manpower intensive. We no longer will conduct an investigation with
one or two agents. It may take 10 to 15 agents and detectives three
or four years to conduct this kind of investigation.
If I may, I would like to show you some examples of enterprise
evidence that we have collected as well as some examples of predicate acts or criminal activity that we have recorded.
[Slides shown.]
This is a slide of a physical surveillance that was made by FBI
agents on May 15, 1984. [See Exhibit No. 37a on p. 861.] This is an
example of where an informant was able to tell us that a commission meeting was to take place.
The individual on the left, in the black sweater, is Frank Decicco.
Frank Decicco is acting as the chauffeur in this situation. These
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gentlemen are lea"ing a residence at 34 Cameron Avenue, on
Staten Island.
Decicco, up until 1987, was the underboss of the Gambino organized crime family until he was blown up in his car in Brooklyn.
The next gentleman on your right is Generro Langella. At the
time of this photograph, he was the acting boss of the Colombo
family, is presently serving over 140 years in prison for his involvement in not only the Colombo family but the commission of the La
Cosa N ostra.
The individual in the checkered jacket was Thomas Biloti.
Thomas Biloti who preceded Frank Decicco as the underboss of the
Gambino family,. was·shot down in December of 1986 on the streets
of Manhattan, with his boss, Paul Castallano.
The last individual you can see to the right is Ralph Scopo.
Ralph Scopo was a soldier in the Colombo LCN family as well as
the President of Local 6A of the District Council of Cement Workers in New York.
These individuals were meeting at this location, along with
others. [See Exhibit No. 37b on p. 862.] Again, you see Frank Decicco on the left going to get his car. The individual in the middle I
would prefer not to identify because of pending court cases,but the
individual on the right, with the white hair, is Salvatore Santoro,
also known as "Tom Mix" who at the time of this photograph was
the underboss of the Luchese organized crime family. This individual is Anthony Salerno or "Fat Tony." [See Exhibit No. 37c on p.
863.] Fat 'l'ony, at the time of this photograph, was the boss of the
Genevese organized crime family. He is being led to his car by Carmine Delacava, a member of the Genevese family and also a fugitive at this point. [See Exhibit No. 37d on p. 864.] Mr. Salerno has
been sentenced to 100 years in jail.
Lastly, the gentleman at the top on your right is Paul Castellano. [See Exhibit No. 37e on p. 865.] At the time of this photo-'
graph, he was the boss of the Gambino organized crime family.
These photographs represent evidence of the enterprise known as
the LCN Commission. There are other photographs of individuals
who for times' sake did not show. Each of. those people are members of individual families who have particular expertise in the
area of construction. They are either construction or union types
who are there to assist their bosses at a commission meeting over
the construction industry in New York City.
This was a key piece of evidence, these slides were a key piece of
evidence in the commission case in New York and it was the first
time that anyone had ever actually photographed a commission
meeting, either in process or having broken up.
Another type of evidence of enterprise wa.c;; recorded in December-I am sorry, I do not have the date of that-it was in 1981, I
think it was in 1981, in which Frank Falanga, an associate of Tom
DiBella, the former boss of the Colombo family, is telling an individual named Vinnie the history of the Colombo family. If I may,
you have earphones in front of you and it may be better for you to
listen.
First of all, there is a switch on the side, you have to push the
switch forward.
[See Exhibit No. 35 on p. 852.]
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Mr. KOSSLER. This tape was played at the trial of the Colombo
family. Some of the words you may have noticed in there were
words like "skipper" which is a slang word by the LeN to refer to
a boss or a capo of a family. Some of the people they mentioned,
like "Junior," Junior is Carmine Persico, who is presently serving
140 years in Federal prison for his involvement in the LCN Commission as well as involvement in running the Colombo family.
These two examples are what I would call enterprise-type evidence. I would like to be able to show you two examples of evidence
which we would call predicate acts or criminal acts, and these will
be recorded conversations.
.
The first conversation was on December 11, 1981, between the
same Frank Falanga, also known as "Frankie the Beast." By the
way, Frankie the Beast was convicted in the Colombo family trial
and was committed to prison at the end of that trial and died in
jail the next day with a heart attack.
Frank is discussing with Vinnie a loanshark debt that is owed to
him. by an individual who runs a pizza shop. He discusses the
amount of the loan, he says that the loan is legit, but he also discusses what he is going to do to this pizza owner if he does not pay
him.
[See Exhibit No. 35 on p. 852.]
Mr. KOSSLER. You will notice that there is a reference to "you
got a friend," he is talking about the loanshark victim, he tells him
that if you have a friend you had better talk to him. He is talking
about another member of organized crime, that if the pizza parlor
owner has somebody in organized crime that he can go to, he had
better go to him.
This next segment is a March 19, 1984, title III intercept in the
car of Ralph Scopo, whom you saw in the Commission slides. Scopo
again was a soldier in the Colombo family and president of local 6A
of the Cement Workers. He is meeting with an individual named
Sally D'Ambrosia, who is a contractor who wants to build some
buildings, wants to get a contract to build some buildings at JFK
Airport.
D' Ambrosia comes to Scopo to ask him what he has to do to get
these contracts, recognizing that Scopo has control over this. Some
of the terms you may hear are GC, which stands for general contractor. He refers to "every family," meaning every LCN family.
He mentions two points, which is 2 percent of the contract that has
to go back as a kickback, and he mentions "the club," and what
the club is is an illegal group of contractors under the auspices of
the LCN, the La Cosa Nostra, and the union that ban together to
fix the price of each contract, and in doing that the contractors
must pay 2 percent back to the Mafia or the LCN.
[See Exhibit No. 35 on p. 852.]
Mr. KOSSLER. Mr. Sheer has indicated to you that we have task
forces of FBI agents and detectives from the New York City Police
Department's Organized Crime Control Bureau. One of these task
forces is a task force that is focused on nontraditional organized
crime activities, which would include Cuban, black, Chinese, or
other Asian organized crime groups.
In employing the enterprise theory of investigation, in 1986, and
using the combined resources of the FBI and the New Y01k City
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Police Department, an investigation ensued for six months and
search warrants were conducted under the enterprise theory of investigation where we looked at the total criminality of the organized criminal group. We executed 500-plus search warrants, using
2,200 agents and detectives, all deployed at one time and within 17
minutes completed the searches, resulting in almost total disarray
to the gambling business of this Cuban organized crime gr01,lp.
If I could, I would just like to show you some clips of a video that
was taken of that effort.
[Video tape played.]
Mr. KOSSLER. The result of this effort caused "The Company" to
close up. The Neyv York City Police Department, which had police
enforcement teams, whose sole responsibility was to conduct investigations and curtail this type of activity, made a decision to do
away with their policy enforcement team because' there was no
longer the blatant gambling effort going on in the New York City
area.
Lastly, I have been asked to give you a quick overview of the evolution of how we got to where we are today in organized crime in
New York. I believe I have a chart here with the evolution.
As Mr. Sheer mentioned, in 1981 we began a concerted effort to
attack the LCN and its power base,' We had very few resources at
that time and because of various analyses that was done of the information at our disposal, we chose to use those resources to attack
the hierarchy and the infrastructure of the Bonanno LCN family.
This project was called the Genus Project, and what we did was
through a detailed planning process we deployed our resources
almost totally against the Bonanno family. As a result of that, one
of the areas of interest was the Sicilian faction of the Bonanno
family which we called Genus Cattails. Genus, of course, is Latin
for family. Cattails was the code name that represented the Catalano faction of the Bonanno family.
We have all come to know that investigation as the Pizza Case
and it was part of the initial plan against the LCN. The Bonanno
family investigation, which was very successful-and Mr. Pistone I
am sure will talk to you later on about it-was prosecuted, the hierarchy of some of this family was prosecuted and incarcerated.
We turned our attention, using the similar undercover operation
we used in the Bonanno family, towards Mr. Frank Falanga, whom
you just saw on the video tapes, and his association in the Colombo
family. Using the same plan to attack the hierarchy of the family
and with added resources that FBI Headquarters provided us, we
began a four-year investigation of the Colombo family, with the
intent of taking out the hierarchy of that family.
At the same time, we began a similar-type investigation of the
Genovese LCN family, where we began to use the enterprise theory
of investigation against that hierarchy, as well as the Gambino
family. At the same time, we were conducting an investigation of
these three families, the New York State Organized Crime Task
Force, who we work closely with, was conducting an investigation
of the hierarchy of the Lucchese family.
The fact that these investigations were in the same time frame,
we were able to collect information of the existence of the commission of the La Cosa Nostra, and pulling that information together
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we were able to bring about the prosecution of the commission of
the La Cosa Nostra, which you are all aware of.
Our efforts today continue. We still have much more work to do.
We still have LCN families that are still functioning. They are
hurt, they are in disarray, but they still exist.
I have no further presentation, if you have questions.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Kossler. That is a
very interesting presentation and you gave us a real view of how
the enterprise theory works and how the RICO statute can be
made very effective. It is my understanding that you and your
team have really taken the lead in discovering the most effective
ways to use RICO and we, I think, have been given a good demonstration of that this morning.
I think you have anticipated and answered most of the questions
I had. We have other witnesses this morning, so I am going to call
on Senator Roth, if he has questions now. We will have questions
for the record.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, I will try to be brief. I do have two
or three questions I would like to ask.
The chairman made reference to prohibiting the Bonanno family
from recruiting new members in the union, which seems to me a
very resourceful means. Can the same technique be used to prevent
organized crime from gaining control of ~egitimate businesses?
Mr. KOSSLER. Senator, we conducted a joint investigation, the
FBI and the New York City Police Department,one of our joint
task forces, of criminality at the Fulton Fish Market, which is an
investigation we call Seaprobe, a 3-year investigation of all aspects
of criminal activity of Genovese family involvement in the Fulton
Fish Market, which is the center for the seafood industry on the
east coast.
The investigation was not prosecuted criminally, but a civil
action was brought under the RICO statute, and just last week we
received a consent judgment on the part of the individuals who
were sued that requires that an administrator be set up and that
the administrator will oversee the entire Fulton Fish Market and
its related businesses, and there are in that judgment prohibitions
against conducting criminal activities that we have uncovered, so
we are taking a first step towards that end.
Senator ROTH. A second question; it is my understanding that, in
Italy, it is a crime to be a member of the criminal syndicate. Now,
as I understand it here, we have to show some direct participation
in a criminal act. Putting aside for a moment the constitutional
questions which this would raise, would it help law enforcement to
consider broadening our law to cover any member of an organized
criminal group?
Mr. KOSSLER. I do not know, as you say, about the constitutional
issue, but I can say that there is no question that membership in
the La Cosa Nostra means that you are involved in the business of
crime and there is no other reason to be there other than to be involved in crime and to make money and to get power. If that is
illegal, then it is something I leave to you.
Senator ROTH. It seems to me it is worthwhile examining.
My last question is, we have heard a lot of talk here that organized crime has not traditionally been involved in drugs. To. what
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extent are the LCN families involved in illicit drugs? How influential and to what extent is that important to their operations?
Mr. KOSSLER. For instance, the Bonanno family, which is not a
member of the commission of the La Cosa N ostra, was banned from
being involved with the commission because it had a policy within
its family of allowing its members to engage in narcotics trafficking. The other four families did not want to have anything to do
with them.
They do have a policy that states that you are not to be involved
in narcotics trafficking, but for the reasons I think you have already heard, because of the fear of law enforcement, that is not to
say that there are not individual members of the La Cos a Nostra
families who do engage in it. They take it at their own peril sometimes to do this, but if there is money to be made-we have a kind
of saying, if there is money to be made, there would be a wise guy
behind it, and I think that you will find that that may be the case.
Now, I may add as well something of our analysis, that because
of the prosecutions of the old-line hierarchy of the La Cosa Nostra
in New York and because the mainstay of the La Cos a Nostra is
the control and dominations of the labor unions, the incarceration
of these old-line managers, as it were, has left a void and the
younger people do not know and do not understand as well the
inner workings of the labor movement and how they can use that
to their benefit, so they have to be left with other criminal activities to engage in. If narcotics is one of them that will maintain the
existence of the La Cosa Nostra, that is something we have to be
very vigilant about.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman-Mr. SHEER. Senator, if I may, there is another perspective that I
think should be added. Although Mr. Kossler is absolutely correct
in the approach that the Americanized version of the LeN has
adopted, distancing themselves officially from narcotics trafficking,
they have let out franchises for the importation and distribution of
narcotics, specifically in New York, and we saw that graphically in
what Mr. Kossler referred to earlier as the "pizza connection."
That was a Sicilian version of the Mafia operating under a franchise agreement and to a degree paying off in terms of a tribute to
the American LCN brand for permission to operate in New York
City.
So, while the American LCN distance themselves from the narcotics trafficking themselves, they allowed it to happen and they
received tribute for it.
Senator ROTH. I know our time is passing and I want to thank
these two gentlemen. I think their testimony has been very excellent. Thank you, gentlemen.
Senator N UNN. I agree, Senator Roth. We thank you for your
service to our country and law enforcement and the security of the
citizens of the country and we hope that you will express our appreciation to those who work with you. We appreciate your suggestions and your testimony here today.
Mr. KOSSLER. Thank you.
Mr. SHEER. Thank you.
Senator NUNN. Our next witness is Mr. Edward S. G. Dennis, Jr.,
U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. Mr. Dennis'
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district has been responsible for several major prosecutions in the
organized crime area. We are very pleased to have Mr. Dennis with
us today and eager to hear his views on the effectiveness of law enforcement's efforts against organized crime in his community.
Mr. Dennis, do you have anyone else with you this morning that
you-Mr. DENNIS. No, I came down by myself, sir.
Senator NUNN. Well, we will ask you to take the oath. We swear
in all the witnesses before our Subcommittee. Do you swear that
the testimony you give before this Subcommittee will be the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. DENNIS. I do.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, I should point out that Mr. Dennis
is here under false colors. He is really a Delawarean, not a Penn-.
sylvanian, and we are delighted to see him. His family are old
friends of mine and he has certainly been a leader in criminal law
enforcement in Pennsylvania. It is nice to have you here.
TESTIMONY OF EDWARD S. G. DENNIS, JR., U.S. ATTORNEY FOR
THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA,
PAl

Mr. DENNIS. Thank you very much, Senator Roth and Mr. Chairman. I really appreciate the opportunity to be here and to talk a
little bit about the problems that we have encountered in Philadelphia as far as organized crime or the Mafia is concerned.
We have a saying in Philadelphia that New York is to organized
crime what Paris is to fashion, and if New York is like Paris, I
guess Philadelphia is a little bit like Marseilles, we do not quite
have the numbers in terms of the organized crime members in
Philadelphia, but we do have a very substantial problem for Philadelphia, and my statement, which I will not read, really details
some of the history of our organized crime mob problem in Philadelphia, starting With Angelo Bruno, who was Don of the Philadelphia mob for quite a number of years-Senator NUNN. Mr. Dennis, we will put yom.' whole statement in
the record, without objection.
Mr. DENNIS. Thank you very much-and who was assassinated
brutally in front of his own hOIDI3 in South Philadelphia in 1980,
~d with that event touched off a series of homicides, 20 or so, that
took place over the next 5 or 6 years, as a power struggle ensued in
Philadelphia for the leadership of the Philadelphia Mafia.
Along with that, though, law enforcement was not standing still.
With the Organized Crime Strike Force in Philadelphia, the U.S.
attorneys office, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, its organized
crime squad and many others, a number of prosecutions were
brought. Those have been outlined in my statement as well.
In Delaware, certainly the prosecution of Frank Sheeran, who
was the president of the Teamsters Union in Wilmington, received
18 years for engaging in extortion of business leaders in return for
labor peace was one of the notable prosecutions that took place
1

See p. 732 for Mr. Dennis' prepared statement.
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during that 5- or 6-year period. There were a number of others,
ranging from extortion, corruption, murder, drug trafficking, any
number of crimes that would come under the umbrella of RICO
and the RICO statute was employed extensively, as it has been in
New York, in prosecuting these individuals.
But I think in terms of my career as a law enforcement official,
the high point of that career has been my involvement in a case
known as the Rouse extortion case, in which Nicodemo Scarfo, who
succeeded Angelo Bruno after a number of assassinations of those
who attempted to follow in Bruno's footsteps, really in a bold way
attempted to insert the Mafia, the Philadelphia Mafia, into the
construction and developing trad~s and began to emulate New
York in terms of much more intensive Mafia involvement in the
developing real estate market in Philadelphia, and that attempt
took the form of a very overt and bold demand for a million dollars
in cash made by a member of the Mafia to a project manager for
Willard Rouse, who was developing the Penn's Landing Project in
Philadelphia, a three quarters of a billion dollar project to develop
the waterfront in Philadelphia, similar to the development that is
going on along Christiana River in Wilmington, Harbor Place in
Baltimore, the waterfront development in Boston, and this project
was really a project that the City of Philadelphia was looking forward to, to attract tourists to the area, to develop jobs, to expand
the tax base, and to really provide an economic uplift for Philadelphia.
Fortunately, because of the fact that we had the assets in placeand I want to say that in terms of the success of the prosecutions
that we have seen, aside from the work of the law enforcement
agencies, we certainly have to give credit to the Senate and to the
Congress for providing us over the years with the funding that has
been necessary to have the assets in place to bring the prosecutions
that we have brought and to be in a position to take advantage of
opportunities that arose when that extortion demand was made,
because at that point in time, because of our ability to be able to
move forward in the investigation quickly, we were able not only to
bring to justice a city councilman who was in the pocket of the
mob, and his administrative assistant, but eventually we were able
to bring down the mob boss, the mob Don himself and 18 other
members of the Philadelphia Mafia.
When you consider that in terms of the membership of the Philadelphia Mafia, on an average it has been about 50 members, and
when you have 18 of those members in jail as a result of this investigation and related prosecutions, that is a substantial impact. And
although it happened within a period of about 1 year to 18 months
from the time the extortion demand was made, really the credit
has got to be given to the years and years of work done by Federal,
State and local law enforcement to develop the kind of intelligence
base and the kind of information and evidence base that we needed
to go forward, because one of the key aspects in that case was that
we had an informant that was dealing with the Mafia member,
Nick Caramandi, who had made the extortion demand, and so
while Caramandl was making this demand we were getting him on
tape, we had an informant in place, and the reason we had an informant in place really was a result of years and years of effort on
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the part of law enforcement, State, Federal and local, to develop
and make inroads into organized crime so that we would be in such
a position when the opportunity arose.
I want to thank you, Senator Roth, and Dan Rinzel, for giving
me the opportunity to testify today, a week after I was originally
scheduled, because I had a Law Enforcement Coordinating Committee meeting last Friday, I was originally scheduled to be here last
Friday, but it is very important, that Law Enforcement Coordinating Committee meeting is really the time that I have to get together with State, Federal and local law enforcement agencies to really
encourage them in a kind of cheerleading session to continue to
work together, because I think that that has been really the heart
of our success insofar as this is concerned.
Clearly, if we had not had the support of the Pennsylvania State
Police and the New Jersey State Police and the New Jersey U.S.
attorneys office and the State attorney general's office, and Roy
Zimmerman, the State attorney general of Pennsylvania, and Ron
Castile, the district attorney of Pennsylvania, along with the Philadelphia Police Department and the Federal law enforcement agencies, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Postal Service, the
Internal Revenue Service-it is not just a matter of coordinating
with State and local, but also we have a number of Federal law enforcement agencies that work closely together, really setting aside
any kind of rivalries that there may have been in the past or misunderstandings, really to try to get the job done, and I think that
that has really been the heart of our success.
To date, we have, as I said, 18 members of the Mafia in jail.
Nicky Scarfo, who is the mob boss-and make no mistake about it,
he is still the boss of the mob in Philadelphia, even though he is in
jail, is standing trial for homicide, along with seven other members
of his group, for the murder of Sal Testa, one of his capos, and that
trial is going on even as we speak.
Leland Beloff, who is the city councilman who went along with
Scarfo and others to put the squeeze on Willard Rouse, is going to
be pleading guilty today with regard to some election fraud
charges, but he is scheduled to report on Tuesday to begin a 10year sentence imposed by Judge Fullam in the Rouse extortion
case.
So we are moving forward. There are a number of other prosecutions that are waiting in the wings. Scarfo and his group will face
another homicide trial in the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia. There is a Federal RICO prosecution that has been brought,
the indictment was filed a number of months ago, and that charge
is a wide range of crimes under the RICO statute and they will be
facing those charges, the 18 members of the Mafia will be facing
those charges after the homicide trials have been completed.
We certainly have the Mafia on the run in Philadelphia and elsewhere, but my assessment is that, even though the Mafia is down,
they are not out. There are those that are waiting in the wings in
Philadelphia, particularly waiting to see what is going to happen,
obviously, with regard to the results in the criminal prosecutions,
but also in terms of whether or not we are going to continue to
keep the heat on in terms of those that would be on the periphery,
coming into center stage perhaps to take the place of a Nicky
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Scarfo, taking the place of those mob members that would be put
out of commission if they receive the kind of sentences I think they
will receive as a result of the charges.
So I do not think we can let down our guard. I think we are
going to continue to need the support that we have enjoyed in the
past insofar as funding is concerned. The Mafia has been around a
long time, its roots go back to almost the Middle Ages in terms of
its birth in Sicily and, although we have only experienc..''!1. the
power of the Mafia for the last 50 years or so, I do not think it will
pass from the scene very easily or very quickly, so it is my assessment that we need to continue to keep the pressure on.
There are emerging organized crime groups that we are turning
our attention to now. In terms of the assessment in Philadelphia,
we see, of course, Hispanic organized crime in terms of the drug
trafficking particularly, the Jamaican drug gangs. Some of the earlier ethnic groups that were involved in the rackets that have been
displaced by the Mafia, we expect them to begin to reassert their
presence insofar as crime in Philadelphia is concerned.
Our successes do not mean the end of drug trafficking or extortion or corruption in Philadelphia, but I think it goes a long way to
putting the criminal element in disarray and thus making ~hem
easier targets for future criminal investigations.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify, and if you
have any questions I would be happy to try to answer them, if I
can.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Dennis, for your interesting presentation. We have heard a lot about you and your work from Senator Roth, who has kept up with it, and I am going to defer to Senator Roth to lead the questioning here.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me start out by congratulating you again for the job you are
doing as U.S. Attorney. As I indicated earlier, my only regret is
that you left Delaware for Pennsylvania.
Going back to the hearings we have been holding here, there has
been a lot of talk about the changing nature of organized crime
and the new breed of LCN members, and I think that it was Nicky
Scarfo that compared himself with the family's deposed boss by
proudly saying, "Bruno was a racketeer, I'm a gangster." What exactly does that mean? What is the difference in this new breed of
members in the LCN?
Mr. DENNIS. Well, as Nicky Scarfo is an example of that new
breed, we have certainly seen i;hat they are more violent, much
more violent than the old guard. Angelo Bruno really represented,
I guess, the paradigm of the diplomatic and politically astute mob
boss, one who weighed the risks, who really had a sense of how far
he could or should go in terms of staying out of harm's way, building his power through alliances and through astute maneuvering
with others that he had to contend with.
The new breed really seems to have reverted to the days of
Pancho Villa. They seek to maintain their power out of the muzzle
of a revolver, and thus we have seen more organized crime assassinations in the last 5 or 6 years than we probably saw in the last 30
or 40 years.
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I had the opportunity to interview both Nick Caramandi and
Tommy Del Giorno, who are the two mob hit men who cooperated
and testified in the Rouse extortion trial and are testifying in the
local homicide trial. Nick Caramandi said that in New York, they
kind of look up to New York as being sort of the big leagues of organized crime, and they described the organized crime members in
New York as being real gangsters and those in Philadelphia as
merely being hoods with titles, so I do not know whether that is
the remark you were referring to or not.
Senator ROTH. One of the things that is distressing is the fact
that~Mr. Scarfo is currently in prison-Mr. DENNIS. Yes, he is.
Senator ROTH [continuing]. And according to your testimony, if I
understand it correctly, still continues to run the mob. How is that
possible? And is there anything we can do from the legislative
point of view to try to eliminate this practice? What role do lawyers play in this kind of a situation?
Mr. DENNIS. Well, we know from the fact that now with the two'
mob hit men cooperating, that Nicky Scarfo has directed his mob,
when he was in prison in La Tuna for a firearms violation, he was
sentenced to 2 years on that and that was several years ago, so we
know from an historic point of view that he has done this in the
past.
We also suspect and we are fairly sure that the mob is still collecting tribute from numbers runners and other criminal elements
in the city. Regardless of how bad it may look in terms of Nicky
Scarfo being eventually convicted, they still, the Mafia still commands a great deal of fear and respect from other criminal elements and those that owe tribute will continue to pay it. So we are
fairly confident that this is money that is being used to probably
mount his defense in court.
The mob boss is recognized, Nicky Scarfo, as head of the Mafia,
even though he is h· jail, and in terms of being able at least to
have a role in terms of what is going on out on the street is a
matter of just getting the word out to key individuals. Of course, I
do not want to ascribe any particular conduct to a lawyer or group
of lawyers, but that can be done through a lawyer.
I will state that at the time that we had the Rouse trial, there
was testimony that one of Scarfo's lawyers had been more than
just counsel for him in terms of cases that he had to be defended
in, but also was very actively involved in promoting his mob interests and did act as an intermediary in the Rouse extortion, and if
that is in fact true, and we do not have any reason to believe it is
not true, then clearly that lawyer and perhaps others could be used
as messengers.
I am not sure in terms of legislation what could be done. However, I will, in line with your concern, bring your concern to the attention of the Department and see if there might be some area of
legislation that we might want your help on in terms of being able
to make it more difficult for Nicky Scarfo (,!" any other mob boss to
operate his operations out of a corrections institution.
Senator ROTH. Is there a need for the death penalty at the Federallevel to deal with the mob?
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Mr. DENNIS. Well, the death penalty was one of the-the fact
that the death penalty was in existence in Pennsylvania was one of
the reasons that I strongly urged the homicide prosecutions in
Philadelphia, rather than taking everything federally, that we
should have the DA's office prosecute the organized crime figures
for murder on the local level.
It was my judgment that basically Nicky Scarfo and the others
were mass murderers and that they should be tried as such. I am
not prepared to recommend that we institute the death penalty on
the Federal level particularly, but I did think it was appropriate in
this case, and if we had a death penalty provision under Federal
law, I would have sought the death penalty under Federal statute
if it had been available to me.
Senator ROTH. Back in 1983, this Subcommittee conducted some
investigations on organized crime in the Mid-Atlantic Region, and
at that time it became clear that there were feuds between the
New Yotk and the Philadelphia LCN families about who controlled
Atlantic City. I wonder if you could testify as to what involvement
there is by the Philadelphia families in Atlantic City, either in
skimming funds off or control of the casinos, and particularly with
respect to the unions?
Mr. DENNIS. Our involvement in law enforcement out of Philadelphia with the problems of organized crime in Atlantic City, and
particularly in the casino industry, is somewhat limited because
that tends to be an area that is intensively investigated by the New
Jersey Gaming Commission and the New Jersey U.S. attorney's
office and the New Jersey office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
What we have clearly seen from our vantage point is that the
Philadelphia mob is deeply involved or has attempted to become
deeply involved in the casino industry in Atlantic City. They have
done that in terms of union influence, they have done it more directly in terms of the Mayor Matthews scandal, in which basically
the mob bought the mayor of Atlantic City when he was a candidate and, as it came out· at the trial, had big plans once he was in
office to use their relationship with him to become firmly entrenched in Atlantic City and probably firmly entrenched in the
casino industry.
We have had the case involving Frank Gerace, who was the
president of a Teamsters local in Atlantic City representing hotel
workers, who was removed frorr. his position because of his connections with organized crime. Thut. was in the form of a civil action,
it was not a criminal prosecution. Of course, Nicky Scarfo himself
is from Atlantic City, his cement company and construction company are based in Atlantic City, and so we have no doubts that the
Philadelphia mob is deeply involved in whatever organized crime
activities are going on in Atlantic City, but I must say I think that
law enforcement has really been very aggressive and pro-active in
trying to keep organized crime from getting a very secure foothold
in Atlantic City.
Senator RO'rH. Let me be a little more parochial and look at organized crime activities in another direction. To what extent is
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spect to the LCN but also involving some of these new emerging
groups or motorcycle gangs?
Mr. DENNIS. Well, Delaware certainly would come under the umbrella of the Philadelphia mob, and we had the Frank Sheeran
case as one case involving a very high level of mob activity coming
out of Wilmington, Delaware. But the mob involvement in terms of
the Mafia has been somewhat sporadic insofar as Delaware is concerned, and so we deal with it when we become aware of it on a
case-by-case basis.
.
.
Clearly, in terms of a more day-to-day problem in Delaware is
the problem of the emerging organized crime groups, primarily in
the drug trafficking area. Delaware is certainly not immune from
the problems that plague Philadelphia and other urban areas insofar as this is concerned. I know that Bill Carpenter, the U.S. Attorney in Delaware, has his hands full with regard to the drug trafficking problems and even down in his hometown of Milford, they
are reporting. that drug trafficking is a real problem,. apparently
some drug houses are being set up and we are sort of seeing a miniature of the same problems that we are seeing in some of the more
notorious drug trafficking neighborhoods in Philadelphia, and it is
very serious.
The motorcycle gangs remain a problem, although we have made
some major inroads with them, particularly with our Pagan prosecutions, in which we took out the hierarchy of the Pagan organization. They had been involved in Delaware, in Delaware County,
which is the county just north of the State of Delaware, in Pennsylvania, and their primary interest was in methamphetamines. Although they are still a problem and we still have some investigations going on, they do not seem to be of the same strength that
they were in the past.
I am not painting a rosy picture, we still have many areas that
we need to continue to work very diligently in, but I think the
landscape is changing insofar as who is doing what and who is'
goiIlg to be the threat in the future.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Dennis. I think my time is up.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Dennis, we thank you very much for being
here. Congratulations on doing an excellent job.
Mr. DENNIS. Thank· you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank you
for having me.
Senator NUNN. rflhank you.
Our next witness will be retired FBI Sp~cial Agent Joseph Pistone. Initially, we had anticipated Mr. Pistone would not need to
conceal his identity from the cameras. We had not known that he
had been relocated to a new home and that he has changed his appearance.But he has made that fact known to us and we have rearranged his schedule so that he could testify last this morning,
and we will ask that the room be cleared to assure the security of
the witness.
Access to certain areas of the room will be restricted during the
course of his testimony, and at this time, in order to maintain his
security, I direct members of the media, cameras and cameramen,
to vacate any restricted areas for the duration of Mr. Pistone's testimony. The staff will work with you to show you where you can
put your cameras, and we will take an approximately 9-minute
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break and try to have the room cleared now, ask everyone to leave
and come back at approximately 11 o'clock, at which time we will
have our last witness testify.
.
[Short recess.]
Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will now come to order.
I am going to ask our witness, who is behind the screen at this
time, to remain seated as we give the oath.
Do you swear that the testimony you give before this Subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you God?
Mr. PISTONE. Yes, I do.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
For 6 years, Mr. Pistone lived as an undercover agent whose mission was to infiltrate the New York factions of the La Cosa Nostra.
Known on the streets as Donnie Brasco, Agent Pistone did indeed
succeed in penetrating the Colombo and Bonanno organized crime
families. His· experiences have provided the Government. with a
unique perspective on the innermost workings of organized crime
in New York.
His stint as an associate in the' Bonanno LCN family proved instrumental in helping to disable several LeN families throughout
the United States. Mr. Pistone ended his undercover assignment
after he received orders from a high-ranking member of the Bonanno family to kill Anthony Indelicato. Mr. Indelicato was subsequently tried and convicted for the commission-sanctioned murder
of Carmine Galente in 1979.
Mr. Pistone, we appreciate your service, which has been so effective, for the Government and at considerable risk to your own wellbeing, and we appreciate very much your being with us today. You
have already taken the oath now, and we will ask you to proceed
with your testimony and then we have questions.
TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH D. PISTONE, FORMER SPECIAL AGENT,
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Mr. PISTONE. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here today to,testify on the
current status of organized crime in the United States, 25 years
after the historic testimony of Joseph Valachi before this same
Subcommittee.
As you know, my name is Joseph D. Pistone, although for almost
6 years I was better known on the streets of New York City as
Donnie Brasco, in my capacity as alf undercover agent for the Federal Bureau of Investigation. My experiences for those years as a
close associate of members of the La Cos a Nostra, as well as the
insights I gained into the innerworkings of this criminal subculture, will be the subject of my testimony today. I believe that they
may be useful in the Senate's understanding of how this organization has matured since Valachi first publicly exposed it in 1963, as
well as helpful in explaining how it has survived the persistent efforts of law enforcement to eradicate it.
On July 7, 1969, I was sworn in as a Special Agent of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. My early career as an agent followed the
usual pattern of most agents. I served in various field offices
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throughout the country. In 1974, I was transferred to New York
City and assigned to the truck hijacking squad. This assignment
led to my initial exposure to a long-term undercover assignment. In
part, because I knew how to drive an 18-wheeler semi-tractor-trailer and I also was versed in driving bulldozers, I was chosen to work
undercover in an attempt to infiltrate a ring of thieves who stole
trucks, bulldozers, heavy equipment, and luxury cars, and even on
occasion we stole airplanes, and this was all done on order. We
were given orders and we went out and stole these pieces of equipment. This criminal conspiracy had been operating successfully for
years, stealing mjJlions of dollars worth of vehicles along the Eastern Seaboard, from New York to Florida.
Based in part upon my successful infiltration of the ring, in February 1976, the FBI and the Florida Highway Patrol arrested the
entire ring, which consisted of 30 people, and recovered a significant amount of stolen property. At the time, law enforcement
sources deemed this to be one of the largest, most lucrative theft
rings ever broken.
r subsequently returned to the truck and hijack squad in New
York City. At that time, the FBJ was faced with five to six major
hijackings per day in the New York City area. Intelligence sources
indicated that all were somehow tied to the various New York mob
families. Faced with these statistics and the recent completion of
our successful undercover operation, my supervisor in New York at
the time, Guy Berada, pm;hed for another long-term undercover operation to attempt to penetrate the upper echelon fences who handled these stolen loads.
Based upon Berada's initiative, the FBI Headquarters approved a
6-month undercover operation, to be known as "Sun-Apple." Due to
my recent experience as an undercover agent, I was chosen to be
the undercover operative in this operation.
On the day in September 1976 that I left the New York FBI
office to start my 6-month undercover role, our main goal was not
with the intention of infiltrating the Mafia, nor did we have any
idea that it would result in my being undercover for all those
years.
Although an extensive amount of effort and research was done to
develop a credible cover for me as Donnie Brasco, a small-time but
successful jewel thief and burglar, no one had any idea where it
would lead us. The extent of our aims in the beginning was just to
get the fences that were dealing with the Mafia. We had decided
that if we were successful in this effort, we would significantly hurt
the Mafia operation in its pocketbook.
Ironically, I never did succeed in infiltrating the Mafia fences.
What I did accomplish was far more significant-I succeeded in infiltrating the Colombo and, later to an even greater extent, the
Bonanno Mafia families of New York.
Then I was introduced to and worked with the Frank Balistrieri
family of Milwaukee and the Santo Trafficante organization of
Florida. I had become so accepted by the Bonanno family through
my close association to Dominick "Sonny Black" Napolitano, at the
time a top-ranking capo, and Benjamin "Lefty Guns" Ruggiero, a
Bonanno soldier, that I had actually been proposed as a soldier in
their family.
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The culmination of my years of living 'daily as an associate of .
these Mafia members was my testimony in over 10 trials and even
more grand juries throughout the United States. This testimony resulted in more than 200 indictments and over 100 convictions of
members of organized crime across the country.
Rather than dwelling upon either these trials or the day-to-day
activities of my undercover life, for purposes of my testimony, I
have been asked by the Subcommittee staff to discuss some of the
more significant observations I gleaned from my experience concerning the innerworkings of organized crime.
At the outset, I think it is important to observe that law enforcement's success in our operation should once and for all destroy the
romantic illusion about the Mafia. Organized crime is neither invincible nor honorable. Combined with the series of publicized prosecutions in New York and elsewhere that the Subcommittee is reviewing in its hearings, law enforcement has shown that this secret
society called the Mafia is no longer so secretive. Its ranks can be
penetrated, its meetings' recorded, and its hierarchy indicted, convicted, and all sent to jail.
This is not to say that the Mafia'is beaten. Nor is it to say that
they will not learn from their past mistakes to become even harder
to attack in the future. As an example, due tq my infIltration of
the Bonanno family, I understand that the New York families have
instituted new rules to thwart future undercover penetrations.
They have reinstituted the requirement that before someone is
made a soldier, he will have to "make his bones," that is, he will
have to kill someone. In addition, they are now requiring two
"wiseguys" to vouch with their own lives for the new member,
rather than as before, when only one did so.
I hope that just as the myth of invincibility has fallen, my infIltration and the recent criminal trials have also put to rest the romantic illusion that the Mafia is an "honorable society." There is
no honor among these thieves. They deal in drugs, death, and deception. Though they continually claim to have rules of conduct
that they live by, in reality their lives revolve around breaking
these rules in a boring, never-ending life of trying to beat the
system; both society's and the Mafia's.
"
One thing I will never forget from my 6 years with them is the
daily grind of trying to make a "score" that they face from the
time they wake up in the morning to the time they go to sleep at
night. This is not the romantic life of "The Godfather" or television
drama but, rather, is a life of treachery, violence, and, ironically,
boredom.
While I acted the part of Donnie Brasco, my day would pretty
much follow the same routine as that of the other wiseguys. I
would usually get to the club or restaurant where they hung out
every morning and hang out with them. They spent every waking
hour thinking about how they were going to make money. They did
not think or talk much about their wives, girlfrlend~, familjes, hobbies. The mob was their job as well as their whole life. What they
did for a living was on their minds far more than it is with ordinary, "straight" citizens.
At night, if not out pulling a score, they would hit various nightclubs or restaurants popular with the wiseguys and sit around
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planning new scores or Teminiscing about old ones. This routine
never changed. Their whole life revolved around the Mafia and,
more importantly, the local crew or group that they worked with.
Once claimed by a particular soldier, you worked with and for
him and his crew. You could never work with another soldier or
crew without his approval. Everyday, you would have to check in
with your captain or, in my case, the wiseguy who had claimed me,
and tell him what you were doing. There was no such thing as
taking a couple of weeks off for vacation, unless you first had your
captain's approval. Every score you did had to be approved.
There is a surprising similarity which marks the innerworkings
of the Mafia and contemporary terrorist organizations. The families are broken down into small, separate cells, commonly called
crews. You work with that crew and rarely ever deal with any
other crews. In all likelihood, a member of one crew may not even
know who are the members of another crew in his own family. A
strict "need to know" policy is enforced. No. one asked about what
other members were doing or even who they were.
There were people I worked with closely for 6 years who never
told me their last names, only their nicknames. If you did inquire,
you were viewed with great suspicion, since it could only mean you
were a cop or an informant. To say the least, this latter rule complicated my undercover role and contributed to its longevity. This
street policy of not asking too many questions also, as in terrorist
cases, makes investigations and later prosecutions so difficult.
Rarely are things discussed over the phone, and rarely do cooperating witnesses know much beyond their own cell or crew. Thus, it is
not surprising that sometimes a long-term Mafia member will·
decide to cooperate with the Government but have little information concerning his family or other families that operate in the
same city or neighborhood.
Fortunately for our investigation, Lefty Ruggiero, a Bonanno soldier who became my business partner when I was on the streets,
took it upon himself to educate me in the ways of being a wisegUy.
He spent hours telling me about the proper conduct for mob members and associates while criticizing others for not complying with
it. Nevertheless, he would then turn around and break the rules
when it served his purpose, or if he could make an extra buck
doing so. He best summed up this world of deception by once telling me that what was so great about being a wiseguy was that,
"You can lie, steal, cheat, kill, and it's all legitimate."
I think this last statement of Lefty Ruggiero is very insightful. It
helps explain why the Mafia exists and why it is so -difficult to destroy. To Lefty and all the rest of the people I met in the mob,
what they do is legitimate. They do not view themselves as morally
reprehensible, they do not think of themselves as being criminals.
Coming from a subculture where crime is acceptable, where their
elders, friends, and neighbors view criminal behavior as normal, as
even honorable, these men would take issue with being called
criminals or gangsters.
To this subculture, cooperating with the Government is morally
reprehensible and criminal. That is why it is so significant when
Government agents successfully convince a wiseguy or an associate
to become a Government witness. Such occurrences are extremely
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rare and important events, since for whatever motives-whether
revenge or self-preservation-they indicate a conversion from one
value system to another. When a wiseguy turns from his value
system, he disgraces himself and his family, which then loses the
respect of its neighborhood.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Pistone, I am going to ask you to stop right
there. We have a vote going on and we have about 4 minutes to
complete the vote. Senator Roth has already gone over to vote and
he will be back, and when he comes back we will go ahead with
your testimony.
.
Mr. PISTONE. OK.
Senator NUNN. So if you will pause until Senator Roth comes
back, we will take a very brief recess. I am going to ask the cameras to stay as you have been instructed and make sure that that is
done to protect the security and identity of the witness.
[Short recess.]
Senator ROTH [presiding]. The Subcommittee will please be in
order.
The witness will continue with his testimony.
Mr. PISTONE. Thank you.
The neighborhood where the wiseguys regularly hang out is
always aware of their presence and their positions in the Mafia.
Whether from fear or respect, the neighbors protect the wiseguys
from police surveillance. The wiseguys in return will help out the
neighborhood by ensuring that no disorganized or street crime operates in the area. I have heard of more than one occasion where
some hapless criminal was punished for committing crimes unwittingly within an area protected by the local Mafia crew.
Law enforcement and society in general have to be aware of this
subculture phenomenon in order to succeed in eliminating it. As
long as this subculture exists and to some extent is supported by
the rest of society, there will be new subculture members ready
and willing to replace those who are convicted or killed by rival
gang members.
However, let me clearly state that I am not in any way trying to
be an apologist for the Mafia. I am not saying that we should
either pity or feel sorry for these people. If anything, my years on
the street has made me less tolerant of them and what they stand
for. But what I am stating is that in order to successfully eliminate
this cancer in our midst, we cannot view them as we do other
criminals. Nor can we measure our success, as we do in other areas
of law enforcement, by the numbers of arrests and convictions.
In the case of organized crime, we must not merely focus on the
individuals or even the criminal organization, since it is to some
extent similar to other structured organizations, but rather we
must keep in the forefront of our attack the subculture that produces the Mafia membership·.
That brings us to another point that I believe bears attention by
this Subcommittee, namely the role of gambling. Quite candidly, I
must admit that I did not fully understand the importance of gambling to the organized crime family before I went undercover. Gambling is probably the most important source of income for the
Mafia. It is the blood that pumps through the veins of the system
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365 days a year. It keeps the organization alive when other, more
lucrative scores or crimes fail.
Although narcotics trafficking :may be a major moneymaker for
various members of the mob, not every member of the family may
be involved in it. On the other hand, every Mafia member was involved in gambling and used the profits from it to sustain his other
activities. It is the most important source of income for the mob,
not only because of its size but, more importantly, because of its
steady, uninterrupted flow.
..
For example, Lefty Ruggiero ran a small bookmaking operation.
Nevertheless, I knew from just two or three of his customers that
he was bringing in $20,000 to $25,000 every weekend. Sonny Black
told me that from his bookmaking operation, he was making an average of $70,000 per week.
As you quickly realize, these figures can mount up. They in turn
are used to bankroll other mob activities, such as drug buys, payoffs, lawyers' fees, and investments into legitimate businesses.
It would appear to me that until our society realizes that each
small, innocent bet on the numbers or horse races supports the organized crime subculture, we are never going to fully eradicate the
Mafia. This is one area where the statutes are already on the books
to break the mob. The main stumbling block is society's attitude
toward gambling, which finds its way into law enforcement's lack
of interest in pursuing these offenses due to the judicial system's
reluctance to punish the violators. This vicious circle must be
broken to effectively cut off the monetary and societal support for
the Mafia subculture.
To our good fortune, it appears to me that time and the recent
Federal and State law enforcement efforts bode well for the future.
From my own observations as well as from the candid admissions
of many of the Mafia members I met, it appears that the Mafia
may never again be as strong as it once was.
One reason is simply the passage of time. With each generation,
the Mafia subculture moves closer to mainstream America. The
oldtimers who exhibit the strongest values of the Mafia are aging
and slowly dying off. They are being replaced by younger wiseguys,
25 to 35 years of age, who do not possess the same, strong family
values. This is slowly Americanizing the Mafia and, with it, the
strong attachment to kinship and family honor.
I continually heard the older members complaining about this
phenomenon. They were concerned that the new members cared
more about themselves than they did about the family or crew"our thing" was turning into "my thing" within the Mafia, just as
the larger American society is facing the new realities of the lime
generation."
As in the larger society, the Mafia subculture is also facing the
problems of drug abuse. Although the older members have always
dealt with the importation and sale of narcotics, very few were
users. But what I noticed. was that the younger members were
more and more likely to be "turning on" to the same drugs as their
"straight" compatriots.
. Added to the erosion of its values, the Mafia is also, for the first
time in the 25 years since Valachi, facing a concerted onslaught of
indictments and investigations. I do not think we have ever faced a
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situation where more bosses and underbosses are currently in jail.
Since these indictments have been more devastating on the older
and more respected members, they have added to the wea,.1tening of
the Mafia subculture.
Nevertheless, Mr. Chairman, this in no way means the war is
over and the Mafia is beaten. As I have stated before, tbere is a
large pool of potential members and leaders just waiting to take
over from those we convict. To a large measure, the rise in the
prominence of the Sicilians and other emerging groups who still
maintain the older values and traditions in organized crime is indicative of the new wave of future criminal leaders starting to fill
the vacancies.
We cannot to any degree slow down our assault upon organized
crime. If we do, we will lose our greatest opportunity in 2.5 years to
control this problem. My biggest fear is that we will consider stopping too soon in this effort. Now is not the time, Senators, for the
Government to declare victory and sue for peace.
I am encouraged by the attention that· this Subcommittee is
giving to this serious topic, that stich shortsightedness will not
occur. Thank you very much for your attention and the opportunity to express my views. I am more than happy to answer any questions you may have at this time.
Senator NUNN [presiding]. Thank you very much, Mr. Pistone.
You have already touched on this in your testimony, but to get specific with you, would you have any particular recommendations to
the Senate and the Congress, based on your experience in dealing
with organized crime as to how law enforcement can be more effective and, most particularly do you have any kind of recommendations for changes in the law?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, I think basically we have to get back to prosecuting the gambling cases. As I mentioned in my statement, gambling is the lifeblood of the Mafia, it is an activity, an illegal activity where they gain daily money, money daily, everyday, and
through this illegal obtaining of proceeds is where they finance
their other criminal activity, such as their drug activities and their
activities dealing in stolen property, extortion, or whatever other
activities that they are involved in.
Everyone that I was associated with in the Mafia was involved in
gambling operations and made illegal proceeds from this gambling
operation.
Senator NUNN. What kind of gambling? Can you give us some
examples?
Mr. PISTONE. Basically, horse betting, football, betting on football
games, basketball games, baseball games, this type of gambling.
Senator NUNN. What about the numbers game?
Mr. PISTONE. And numbers. Numbers is a big moneymaker, and
everyone in the neighborhood plays the numbers. They have the
nickel numbers, 10-cent, quarter, 50-cent numbers, and basically
almost every wiseguy is involved in a numbers operation.
Senator NUNN. Now, is that a gambling network, when they are
betting on football games, basketball games, is that one organized
on a neighborhood basis, is it organized on a city hasis, or does it go
through a national-type system wh~re they have layoffs on their
bets, edges and that kind of thing?
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Mr. PISTONE. Well, the operation that I was involved in was run
by an individual named Nicky Marangello, who at the time was
the underboss of the Bonanno family, and it was a Bonanno family
operation that had various members throughout New York and
Brooklyn involved in taking the bets and then turning it in to Marangello and other ind~viduals that were the upper echelon of the
family, and they were running it. Now, how they operated from
there, I ca.nnot answer that.
Senator NUNN. You mentioned that it actually is a subculture,
that organized crime is actually a subculture. Could you explain
that a little bit more?
Mr. PISTONE. Yes. These individuals that become members of the
Mafia, they are not people that start out later in life to be Mafia
members. They are individuals that have grown up in the neighborhood, have been associated with crime as youngsters and associated with Mafia members as youngsters. As a general rule, there is
some type of family bond, real family, not Mafia family, a father,
,an uncle, a cousin l so all during their formative growing up years,
their upbringing, as an example, it may never occur to them that it
is wrong to payoff a policeman, say, it is not wrong to gamble, it is
not wrong to steal from the local candy store when you are 8 or 9
years old, and all through these years they basically do not leave
their neighborhoods, so they do not see in the outside world that
there are other rules other than what is confined within that
neighborhood.
Senator NUNN. Are policemen looked all as enemies in the neighborhood?
Mr. PISTONE. Basically, yes.
Senator NUNN. Senator Roth?
Senator ROTH. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
When you described the LCN as a subculture, that seems to also
include a subgovernment, which means they live by the rules of
their organization-is that'correct?
Mr. PISTONE. That is correct. They consider anyone outside of
their organization, they c'aU them a citizen or a straight, and they
do not consider that the outside, the citizen or the straight person
is living within their rules.
Senator ROTH. You explained that both time and law enforcement are successfully combining to Americanize this subculture. Is
there anything that can be done to speed this process along?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, I think what we have to do is not let up in
our fight against the Mafia right now. I think what we have a
tendency to do is attack a group, get it on the run, and then move
on. I think now is the time to keep them, now that we have them
down, keep them down, keep the pressure on them, show the public
that the Mafia is not all honorable society, that the Mafia is not
invincible, and to publicize any time that we have any kind of indictment or any kind of law enforcement pressure on any of the
Mafia members, to let the people know, let the public know that
this is going on, let the public know who the individuals are that
are dealing with the Mafia, make them public.
Senator ROTH. Now, this Subcommittee, as well as law enforce~
ment, has been involved in investigating and prosecuting the LCN
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for 25 years. Can you tell us how law enforcement's response to organized crime has changed?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, I think it has changed in that we finally realize that we can, through the RICO statute, prosecute the upper
echelon of organized crime, that we are not confining ourselves to
the lower echelon guys, the connected guys and just the soldiers,
and lJy stripping away this invisible screen that was put before the
bosses, the underbosses and the captains, this is what has made us
successful and will continue to make us successful.
Senator ROTH. Similarly, how do you think organized crime itself
has changed?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, I think it has changed in that with the younger members coming up, they are not as dedicated to the society as
the older individuals. It is more of their looking out for the individual. They do not have that tie to the tradition.
On the other hand, they have changed by diversifying more in
their illegal activities, they are putting more of their illegal proceeds into legal businesses, legitimate businesses.
Senator ROTH. As I am sure you are aware, many people believe
your underground activities were among tpe most successful in
penetrating the LCN. First of all, I want to congratulate you. I
know you did it at tremendous personal risk.
Mr. PISTONE. Thank you.
Senator ROTH. But I would like to ask you how you feel you were
able to be so successful, how did you become accepted by them, and
what advice would you have for the future?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, one reason is because I am Italian. I mean
that is obvious. Another reason is that I grew up in a large city, I
grew up knowing mob guys, so I was not awed when I became an
FBI agent or when I went undercover by the LCN, by the Mafia.
I think ancther is I did not have any grind, I did not go undercover saying I was going to go with the Mafia. It was my job and
whatever organized crime, whatever group I would investigate,
that was going to be my job.
Also, the fact that I knew that, no matter what I did, I was not
going to reform anybody, they were going to lie, steal, cheat,
murder and kill, whether Joe Pistone, Donnie Brasco, was there or
not, so my main goal was to gather evidence for later prosecutions.
I was not a reformist or a social worker nor a reformer, and that is
the mind set I had, and I also maintained that if they found out
who I was, they would kill me just as soon as they have killed their
best friends.
Senator ROTH. Now, you did do it at great personal risk. What
kind of influence did it have on your family? Would you do it
again? If some friend or some agent is being proposed for similar
activities, what would you recommend to him, particularly as to
how he could reduce the influence and impact on his family?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, number one, I would not recommend it for a
married agent, with children. It had a tremendous toll on my life
that way, because I was married, I had children. I was fortunate
enough that I have a very loving and great wife and she was able
to raise my children to the point where they are now without any
problems. But there is a tremendous strain. You have a financial
strain.
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In the first undercover operation, I spent $3,000 of my own
money which I was never reimbursed for, basically because at that
point in time-these were on phone calls and on meals-at that
time there was really no set program in the FBI for funding agents
while they were under.
At .the point of time that I worked under, there were not~any
provisions for an agent to take time off, comp time off to spend
that with his wife. There was no program for anyone to get involved with counseling the wives, which I understand now that is
all being instituted by the FBI.
I think I was lucky in the fact that a lot of my success came from
that I had a wife who was strong and when I was away she ran the
household, she took care of the children, and she took care of her
own life. Every undercover agent that I worked with except one
during that period has gotten divorced. So I have to give a lot of
my success to my wife, really.
Senator ROTH. To your wife herself.
Mr. PISTONE. That is correct.
Senator ROTH. In contrast to the movie "The Godfather," you
have testified that the LCN is neither romantic nor honorable, and
I understand that vicious retaliations occurred when you came in
from the cold. Can you tell us what the results were inside of the
LCN after the exposure of your undercover role?
Mr. PISTONE. Yes. When it was disclosed to the LCN who I was
and that I was in reality an agent and when they finally realized
it, 17 days after the disclosure Sonny Napolitano was killed, Sonny
Black, who I was closely aligned with. A contract was put out on
Lefty Ruggiero. When the FBI found out about the contract, that is
when we arrested him for his own protection. He was due to get
killed the day the FBI arrested him.
Another individual by the name of Tony Mira got killed. They
also have come back, from what we understand from informants,
they have reinstituted the fact that at one point in time they had
eliminated that you would have to kill somebody to become a
member. I understand that has been reinstituted, and they have
now reinstituted where two individuals, two wiseguys have to
vouch for an individual, and they have to say that they have
known them since, if not childhood, for 15 to 20 years, so it puts
two wiseguys on the line versus one.
Senator NUNN. Let me just continue that for a minute. If we get
into any areas that you think from a law enforcement point of
view it is not advisable to talk about it, just let us know that and
we will defer the question.
Mr. PISTONE. All right.
Senator NUNN. What led to the decision for you to come in from
your undercover assignment?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, since 1979, when Canaine Galente got killed,
there became two factions within the Bonanno family fighting for
control of the family, and I was aligned with Napolitano and Ruggiero, who were aligned with Rusty Rastelli, who became the boss
of the families at that point in time. This struggle continued up
through 1981.
In May 1981, Rastelli's faction, which included Napolitano,
myself, Ruggiero, and of course others, these individuals murdered
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three captains who were the top members of the opposition. At this
point in time, there was a shooting war going on between the factions and I had been given-Senator NUNN. Between the families?
Mr. PISTONE. It was within the Bonanno family.
Senator NUNN. Within the Bonanno family, all within the
family?
Mr. PISTONE. Within the Bonanno family, there had been two
factions. An individual by the name of Bruno Indelicato escaped
the assassination, and I was given a contract to kill him. Besides
being given this contract, at this point in time everybody was carrying guns and it was basically a shooting war going on, a.nd the
FBI felt-and so did I-felt that it was a good enough time to get
out, since everybody was getting killed, but that is the basic reason
we terminated the operation.
.
Senator NUNN. In other words, you did not protest too much at
that stage, right?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, basically being a dyed-in-the-wool FBI agent,
in law enforcement, I did put up kind of a stink:, if you will, because I had been proposed for membership, I was due to become a
made member of the Bonanno family in December and we terminated the operation, I think it was July 27, so this would have been
the first time in history, and this would have, I thought, really
would have devastated the Mafia when I surfaced, say you made an
FBI agr.:mt, I think that would-and that was one of the reasons I
argued for, but I lost the argument.
Senator NUNN. Could you tell us a little bit more about the contract that they asked you to carry out in terms of murder?
Mr. PISTONE. Yes. Bruno Indelicato was one of the shooters in
the Carmine Galente killing, and his father was Sonny Red, who
was one of the captains that Napolitano had killed, and he had escaped getting killed by not going to the meeting. He was a cocaine
addict, and I guess he was high on cocaine and missed the meeting
that they had called.
So Napolitano summoned me, I was down in Florida at the time,
we had a bottle club outside of Tampa, FL, that we were running
for the mob, and"-Senator NUNN. What kind of club?
Mr. PISTONE. A bottle club, it was· a night club-and he summoned me by telephone to come to New York, he said he wanted to
speak to me, so I flew from Tampa to New York City and I went to
the club, which at the time was the Motion Lounge in Brooklyn, on
Graham and Wither Street, and Napolitano sat down in the back
room and he told me about the hits, that they killed the three captains and he wanted me to-he gave me the contract to get Bruno,
whom he referred to as "the kid who had escaped," and he had information that he was down in Miami, so he sent me down to
Miami with another wiseguy by the name of Sally Paintglass.
When we got down to Miami, we hooked up with another. wiseguy out of Miami named Steve Marucco, and he was to aid us in
fmding Indelicato. What the FBI was going to do was we were
going to arrest Bruno if we could :fmd him, pull him off the street,
because we knew that he was due to get hit and we were going to
arrest him for his own protection, but we did not find him, the
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wiseguys never found him until later, he surfaced a couple of years
later.
Senator NUNN. Was he eventually killed?
Mr. PISTONE. No, he was convicted in the commission trial in
New York City, and I think he got sentenced to 35 years in that
triaL
Senator NUNN. You mentioned that there was a money problem,
and yet you were involved in all sorts of activities where the members of the mob were taking in huge amounts of money. Did you
not get some of that money and, if so, were you allowed to utilize
that?
Mr. PISTONE. The way it worked, what we had was we had a
gambling operation going in Tampa" outside of Tampa, a gambling
shylock operation, which was financed by the Bonanno family. We,
through Ruggiero and Napolitano, had borrowed money from the
Bonanno family and we were to pay back 2 percent a week on this
money that we used to finance this gambling operation, and all of
the proceeds that we made, we just turned it back into the shylocking operation, so that is how we utilized the money.
Senator NUNN. You did not get to keep the money yourself?
Mr. PISTONE. No.
Senator NUNN. You did not get anything, you did not keep any
of the money?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, any moneys that I got from Ruggiero, we
turned in to the FBI.
Senator NUNN. But did you not get enough money to cover your
living expenses from the gambling proceeds? In other words, does
organized crime pay for the living expenses, are you on an expense
account, or is it all of it out of your own pocket?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, you get a salary but, you see, since I was a
connected guy at that time, I was not a made guy, it was determined by Ruggiero and Ruggiero was kind of a leech, so my end he
took, since I was the lowest guy on the totem pole.
Senator NUNN. So the lowest guy on the totem pole does not
always get a ·lot of money, is that what you are saying?
Mr. PIs'roNE. That is why he has to continually do scores, and
that is why they do a lot on their own and-you know, the old
saying "honor amongst thieves," there is no honor amongst
thieves. The way it works is every time you pull a score, a percentage of it has to go to the individual above you, so what the wiseguys do is they will pull a score and if the score is, say, $200,000,
they will say the score was $150,000 because they know that if they
are on the bottom, the guy up top is going to get more of the proceeds, so they will pocket $50,000 and split $150,000.
Senator NUNN. So there is your "honor amongst thieves"?
Mr. PISTONE. That is correct.
Senator NUNN. Tell us a little bit more about the people that you
say you hung around with, the members of the mob, you went to
coffee with them in the mornings, you got bored a lot of times because there was not that much activity on some occasions, you
went to nightclubs at night, tell us a little bit about those individuals, how do they treat their families and so forth, what kind of
individuals are they, how do they fit into the environment they live
in?
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Mr. PISTONE. Well, they fit into their own environment very well.
They do not fit into the straight world at all, because they cannot
fathom doing anything legitimate as a first means of making any
type of money. The one thing you have to remember about a Mafia
member is it is Mafia, and then his family, and then God, and then
country or. country-God, but the Mafia is placed first and foremost
in his daily, everyday routine, from the time he wakes up until the
time he goes to bed, he is a 24-hour Mafia member and that is all
he is thinking, is Mafia, how to make scores, how to get money,
how to maintain whatever position he has in that family. It is an
everyday struggle, everyday your existence is struggling to stay
alive and to maintain whatever position you have in the family,
and what dictates your position and how you rise is how much a
money earner you are, how much money or how many different activities you can bring together for that crew or for your boss, that
determines your respect in the Mafia.
Senator NUNN. You mentioned Mafia first, family next, God,
then country. Tell us about family relationships, are they loyal to
their family in general, or does it just vary on an individual basis?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, I would say it is on an individual basis. Of
course, they are no different than you or I with their children.
They all love their children. But most of them I dealt with, their
children were all involved in the Mafia. Napolitano had a son that
was a thief, Ruggiero had a son that was a thief. Now, they were in
their twenties. Other individuals that I dealt with that had children that were 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, they were all well aware of
what their fathers were doing and they were all thieves in their
own right. So, I did not rmd anyone that I dealt with that tried to
steer their sons away from a life of crime.
Senator NUNN. You mentioned God and religion, are they really
religious people or were those just words?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, they are religious in that they believe in God,
they believe in not going to church but they believe in the church.
You say how could they believe in God and murder? Well, you
have to remember, to them, killing another Mafia member is not
like you or I would think of robbing somebody and killing them, it
was part of business. If someone did wrong within that society and
his punishment was death, you killed him because it was part of
business. Every Mafia member has in his head that at some point
in time he may be whacked out or killed if he does something
wrong, so it is not wrong for them to kill somebody within their
society. It would be no different than the police coming and arresting somebody in their mind and the man being sentenced to the
electric chair.
Senator NUNN. In other words, they have just as much right in
their own mind to go out and kill someone that has done something that breaches their rules-Mr. PISTONE. That is correct.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. As society believes that a judge and
a prosecuting attorney and a prison warden and the -executioner
have to carry out the judicial sentence within our system of laws,
is that right?
Mr. PISTONE. That is correct, yes, sir.
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Senator NUNN. What about the question of country? You mentioned family, God, and country. What is the general rule in terms
of their sense of feeling toward the United States or toward any
kind of government, local, State?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, in conversations, you have to realize that
they sit around, we sat around many days discussing problems with
Iran and Russia, and their whole feeling of-they like the United
States, of course, because they could never make this kind of
money in any other country, you know, free enterprise.
Senator NUNN. They believe in the free enterprise system, according to their definition?
.
Mr. PISTONE. Correct. And they would-you know, their general
attitude and feelings were that we should deal more harshly with
these countries that do not agree with the U.S. system. You know,
at that point in time we were having trouble with Iran and some of
the conversation was, you know, "I don't know why they just don't
send the Marines or the CIA over there and eliminate them."
Senator NUNN. In other words, they are hawks on foreign policy,
is that right? [Laughter.]
Mr. PISTONE. Correct, Senator.
Senator NUNN. What about the narcotics trafficking, can you
give us your observations. on that? We hear from some that narcotics trafficking is off limits for the family, and we heard witnesses
during the course of these hearings saying that the younger members are breaching family rules and going forward with narcotics
trafficking but it is against the rules, so to speak. I think you have
a little different view of that, do you not?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, from the time I was in, it was always against
the rules, so to speak, to deal in drugs, but anybody that could
would, basically because of the money. Now, you have to understand that only certain people in certain families were involved in
large-scale drug importation and distribution, such as the Sicilians
and the Bonanno family, the Pizza Case, this latest case that was
broken. You find that there are only a certain small element in
that family that have a largescale operation.
The other drug dealings were of the type I was involved in.
There might be three or four individuals involved in drug transactions, but you would not discuss these drug transactions or your
drug business with another member of your crew if he was not involved in it. It was only confined to the four or five individuals involved in that trafficking of the drugs. So you could have somebody
who was a good friend of yours, but if he was not involved in that
you did not discuss it with him. But everyone tried to get involved
in narcotics, because of the great amount of money involved. A lot
of these wiseguys did not have the ability to move around the country. Once you got these guys out of New York City, they were like
fish out of water. Some of them, in the beginning I had to take
them, as they schooled me in the Mafia, I had to school them on
how to make airline reservations. I am talking about a 49-year-old
man, telling him how to make airline reservations to three different cities, with an open return, because we did not know what date
we were going to return to New York City.
So they did not have that type of mobility and they could not go
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ting permission. So if they did not have the sanction of their bO!s3
in this narcotics transaction, they could not ('arry it to another
city, so that is why we see that in these cases you see basically the
Sicilians involved or ranking members of families involved in
major narcotics, That was my experience anyway.
Senator NUNN. So with your experience, most of them stayed involved in their own neighborhood and their own city?
Mr. PISTONE. Correct.
Senator NUNN. Senator Roth?
.
Senator ROTH. How does publicity or public exposure hurt the
LeN?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, I think it hurts them in that if they are exposed, it takes away our movie image of them, that they are invincible and that they all walk around in $2,000 suits and that they
cannot be touched. Also, if they are exposed along these lines, it
may help to have legitimate businessmen who at this point would
think twice before becoming involved with a Mafia member if he
knows that this individual has been in the n~wspapers or there has
been articles about this individual as being associated with the
mob.
Senator ROTH. One of the things that has intrigued me, we talk
about skimming off some pretty huge sums of money, and yet when
you watch the movies that the FBI were showing earlier and so
forth, the style of life, at least on the surface, does not seem to be
extraordinarily expensive, or is that inaccurate?
Mr. PISTONE. No, I do not think it is, because no matter what you
say, they are basically street people, street thieves, ruling by fear
and intimidation. They have not risen above this, that I have seen
to date.
I know a case of one individual from I think it was January, February, March, April, May-from January to May, he made illegally
$1.5 million, by June he was broke, so, you know, they are not
going out buying rnA's or investing in IBM; It is basically, the majority of them, you know, you might have $100,000 in your pocket
today and tomorrow you are out borrowing from the shylock. That
is how their basic life is, they are living for today.
Senator ROTH. In your earlier statement, you talked about how
the LeN depended particularly on gambling as a principal source
of income. Now, we have had other witnesses-and it may be because there are differences in different regions-talk about skimming off funds from the unions as being a principal source. What is
your understanding as to the principal source of funds for the
LeN?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, again, I can only go by my experiences and
the individuals that I hung around with, and the people that I was
associated with, both in the Colombo and Bonanno families, their
principal source was gambling, stolen property, extortion-type
methods of gaining money, and drugs. But gambling, like I say, because it was an everyday revenue, they did not have to wotry
about, you know, making the connection with the' drugs or making
a score on a robbery, they knew that that gambling revenue was
there at the end of each day.
Senator ROTH. Did you have any association or contact with the
LeN-controlled labor unions?
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Mr. PISTONE. No, the individuals that I was associated with,
unions were not one area that they got into.
Senator ROTH. Now, it is my understanding that you operated in
Florida as well as New York. Did you see any evidence in Florida
of cooperation or deals between the LeN families and emerging
drug trafficking groups, such as the Colombian cartel?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, at one point in time, myself and Ruggiero had
a meeting with a Cuban banker who was going to introduce us to
some Colombians for the purpose of me going to Colombia to purchase cocaine, however that fell through ironically because the
banker, after about 20-25 minutes of the meeting, completely
turned off to the deal and we found out later that during the
course of the conversation he became afraid of me, and his COmments were that if the deal did not go through he knew that I had
the eyes of a killer, when next to me was sitting Ruggiero, who had
28 hits under his belt. [Laughter.]
So I do not know whether that is a compliment or a-but we also
had individuals that frequented our club outside of Tampa that
told us that they had contacts with different Colombians for cocaine, but we never went through with those deals, due to just the
logistics of having to go to Colombia and the amount of money.
Senator ROTH. My last question is, where do you see the LCN
going from here, how do you see them developing in the future?
Mr. PISTONE. Well, I do not think we will ever see the-we are
talking about the American faction?
Senator ROTH. Yes.
Mr. PISTONE. I do not think we will ever see them as strong as
they were 10-15 years ago, and the reason being is that, of course,
all the major bosses right now are in jail or under indictment, but
also they are old, these individuals are old.
The individuals, as I mentioned prior, that are coming in, it is
more of a "me-type situation," they are becoming Americanized.
They do not have that traditional value that the oldtimers have. I
think one of the main things that is destroying it is this drug problem, in that besides becoming involved in profits from drugs, a lot
of the young generation is using it and I think this is leading tothey just do not have the closeness any more, so as generations
Come along I think they are going to be another organized crime
group to deal with and not have the strength that they had in the
past.
Senator ROTH. I want to thank you again for being here today
and for your contribution.
Mr. PISTONE. Thank you.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Roth.
Mr. Pistone, we appreciate very much your being here. We appreciate what you have done for law enforcement, at considerable
risk to your own life and I am sure considerable discomfort and
frustration to your family from time to time, and we take note of
what you said about your wife. That is quite a tribute that you
made to her and I hope you will express our appreciation, representing the Senate, for her strength and her willingness to make
sacrifices so that her husband could serve the interests of the U.S.
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Government and the citizens of this country, so we are very grateful to you.
We do not have any more questions at this time. We may from
time to time have to get back in touch with you for clarifications or
for your advice as we proceed.
The Subcommittee will stand in recess in just a moment. I want
to first thank the members of the news media for your understanding and cooperation i.n having the screen here, which is necessary
and has been necessary from time to time. We do not use it unless
we have to and we do not use it unless the witness believes that
there is some danger and they have a credible reason to believe
that, and certainly our witness today believes that and has every
reason to make that request.
I thank the members of the audience for your cooperation. At
this time I am going to ask that all cameras be turned off and we
will vacate the room and then Mr. Pistone will leave and you can
come back and collect all of your eq1llipment.
We will have another Subcommittee hearing on this same subject to take testimony from the witness that we did not have yesterday and that had originally been scheduled for yesterday. We
anticipate that hearing will be next Friday, at 9:30 a.m. We will
announce the name of the witness, who has been an important
member of an organized crime family and we will give the name
and the location of the hearing sometime next week.
So the Subcommittee will now stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the Subcommittee was recessed, to reconvene at the call of the Chair.]
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ORGANIZED CRIME: 25 YEARS AFTER VALA CHI
FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m., in room
SH-216, Hart Senate Office Building, Hon. Sam Nunn, Chairman
of the Subcommittee, presiding.
Present: Senators Nunn and Roth.
Staff present: Eleanore J. Hill, Chief Counsel; John F. Sopko,
Deputy Chief Counsel; Harriet J. McFaul, Counsel; Richard A. Dill,
Detailee/FBI; Leonard A. Willis, Investigator; Mary D. Robertson,
Chief Clerk; Cynthia Comstock, Staff Assistant; David B. Buckley,
Investigator; Alan Edelman, Counsel; Harold B. Lippman, Investigator; Declan Cashman, Secretary; Daniel F. Rinzel, Minority Chief
Counsel; Stephen Levin, Counsel; Carla J. Martin, Minority Assistant Chief Clerk; Steve Ryan (Senator Glenn); Rosemary Warren
(Senator Sasser); Anita Jensen (Senator Mitchell); Marianne
McGettigan (Senator Rudman); Sean McAvoy (Senator Cohen); and
Pat Butler (Senator Stephens).
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN

Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will come to order.
Just over 2 weeks ago, this subcommittee began public hearings
intended to assess the impact of recent law-enforcement efforts
against traditional La Cos a Nostra families across the country,
nearly 25 years after Joe Valachi's testimony before this same Subcommittee, hearing witnesses identify the current make-up and
structure of the 25 LCN families which today operate in the United
States.
This morning, the Subcommittee continues its examination of
the operation of those families with particular emphasis. on one of
the largest and most powerful, the Genovese LCN family of New
York City.
.
Our witness this morning will be Mr. Vincent Cafaro. Mr. Cafaro
. has been a member of the Genovese La Cos a Nostra family in New
York City since the early 1970's, and a close associate of former
Genovese boss, "Fat Tony" Salerno for the last 35 years.
In 1986, Mr. Cafaro, along with 15 other defendants, was indicted
in United States v. Salerno, et al. on Federal charges, including
racketeering, extortion, gambling, and conspiracy.
Although Mr. Cafaro has been severed from that case, the trial
of the remaining defendants has been going on for some time now
(219)
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in New York City. It is my understanding that the jury began its
final dt:lliberations in that case earlier this week.
Sevetal months after the return of that indictment, Mr. Cafaro,
in October 1986, began cooperating with Federal authorities. As
part of that cooperation, and at the request of law-enforcement authoritieB, for several months Mr. Cafaro secretly tape-recorded conversatio:ns which he had with other individuals.
One of those individuals from the LCN family, by the name of
Ralph Tutino, was recently convicted on Federal narcotics charges.
Part of the evidence presented to the jury in that case were tape
recordings made by Mr. Cafaro while cooperating with the Government.
In MarIch 1987, as the trial of the Salerno case began, Mr. Cafaro
was ordeI'ed severed from the case. In October 1987, for reasons of
his own, Mr. Cafaro advised the prosecutors that he no longer
wanted to cooperate, and he was ordered confined pending trial.
In February 1988, Mr. Cafaro was subpoenaed as a defense witness in the Tutino case. Aside from matters contained in or pertaining to \~he tape recordings of his conversations with Mr. Tutino,
Mr. Cafaro invoked his Fifth Amendment privilege and declined to
provide other testimony.
Other than that appearance, Mr. Cafaro, according to my information, has not previously testified on the matters before the Subcommittee this morning.
It is my umderstanding that Mr. Cafaro is appearing here today
with the sta.ted intention of cooperating and testifying fully regarding his Imowledge of La Cosa Nostra, particularly the makeup and
activities of'the Genovese family in New York City.
Mr. Cafaro, we are pleased to have you here this morning. We
appreciate your testifying before this Subcommittee. We look forward to hearing of your own experience as a member of the Genovese family for the last 14 years.
We are also pleased to have your attorney with you this morning. Let me ask the attorney if he would introduce himself, and
give us your location and law firm.
Mr. EAMES. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
Subcommittee. My name is David Eames. I am with the law firm of
Bodian & Eames in New York City, and I am here today representing Mr. Cafaro.
Senator NUNN. Let me just get a couple things on the record, but
first, let me swear the witness in.
Mr. Cafaro; we swear all the witnesses in before our subcommittee, without exception. We will ask you to stand and take the oath
at this time.
Do you swear the testimony you give before this subcommittee
will be the truth, the whole truth, nothing but the truth, so help
you God?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
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TESTIMONY OF VINCEN'l' CAFARO, NEW YORK, NY, ACCOMPA·
NIED BY DAVID T. EAMES, OF BODIAN & EAMES, NEW YORK,
NY

Senator NUNN. First of all, as I understand it, Mr. Cafaro, you
currently remain under Federal indictment on various criminal
charges in the Southern District of New York. Is that correct?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Given the fact of that indictment, I want to
advise you of your rights as a witness before this Subcommittee,
and if there are any questions, you and your attorney certainly can
confer, and you can certainly pose those questions to us.
First, you have the right not to provide any testimony which
may tend to incriminate you. Do you understand that right?
. .
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Do you understand that if you do testify here this
morning anything you say here may be used against you in other
legal proceedings?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Second, you have the right to consult with aJ). at·
torney before answering any question or questions before the Sub·
committee. Any questions we may pose this morning, you have the
right to confer with your attorney before answering that question.
Do you understand that right?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator N UNN. In that regard, I would certainly suggest to both
of you that if you do want to' confer, and if the attorney feels a
need to confer, he is welcome to do that, and we will give you time
for that before we require an answer.
Mr. Cafaro, the Subcommittee looks forward to your testimony
this morning. I know you have previously provided the Subcommit·
tee with a signed, sworn, rather detailed affidavit, which we will
not hear in total this morning, but we will make it a part of the
record. l
Is that correct, that you have given us an affidavit?·
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator NUNN. I understand that you have a shorter prepared
statement, and we will be delighted to have you present that statement at this time. Once you complete that statement we will have
questions for you. Again, we appreciate your being here this morning, and after Senator Roth, our ranking member, gives his opening statement, we will turn it over to you. Senator Roth.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROTH

Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is fitting that we
conclude these hearings on traditional organized crime by focusing
on the organized crime capital of this country, New York.
Not only is New York important because it is the home of the
most powerful LCN families in this country, but it is also the headquarters for many of our Nation's most important industries.
By exerting undue influence on industry through its control of
ancillary businesses and labor unions, organized crime can use its
1

See p. 866.
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base in New York to wield immense economic power throughout
the country.
As we will hear this morning from a former member of one of
the New York LCN families, the primary means by which organized crime obtains control over legitimate business is through its
control of labor unions, and that is the real power behind the LON
in New York.
Organized. crime's control of organized labor results' in organized
extortion. Kickbacks can become just one of the costs of doing business. Of course, most labor unions in New York and elsewhere are
not involved with, or under the influence of, organized crime. But
in these hearings we are necessarily concerned with those few that
are.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to take this opportunity to commend
you, and Chief Counsel Eleanore Hill, as well as your staff, for focusing t.he attention of this Subcommittee and the American people
on the problem of organized crime.
Under your direction PSI has continued to carry out its important mandate to investigate and eliminate organized crime. Perhaps in 25 years, hearings such as these will be unnecessary, and
the only evidence of the LCN will be in crime novels and old
movies.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Roth.
Let me just add a word. We are going to hear a good bit about
some industries, and some labor unions this morning, and as Senator Roth has just stated, when organized crime does control either
organized labor unions, or segments of industry, it is indeed very
serious.
I think we need to put it in a 1;>roader perspective, however,
before we begin. We have had testimony over and over again before
this Subcommittee, over the years, that in some cities, and perhaps
New York is one of those in which control by organized crime of
labor is disproportionate perhaps, but, overall, most labor unions,
most labor leaders are honorable, law-abiding citizens.
We are going to hear some exceptions this morning in that context, and I hope we do put it in that context. I think the same
thing can be said about business in this country. We are going to
hear about corrupt businesses this morning, but that does not
mean that all businesses in America or in New York City, or anywhere, are corrupt.
So I think we have to put it in context, and where it happens we
have to be very concerned about it, but it is important to keep our
perspective.
Mr. Cafaro, we are delighted to have you this morning. We are
pleased that you are cooperating and we welcome your testimony,
so why don't you proceed.
Mr. CAFARO. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
subcommittee. My name is Vincent Cafaro, known to my friends as
the "Fish".
Thirty-six years ago, when I was 17 years old, a kid in New York
City, I got "pinched" or busted for possession of 2 ounces of "junk,"
meaning narcotics.
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Senator NUNN. Mr. Cafaro, if you want to pull that mike down a
little bit, I think it might be easier. Just take your time nbw. We
have got plenty of time. You have got all the time you need. Just
take your time as you present your statement.
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, sir. My grandparents went to "Fat Tony" Salerno, at the time a soldier in the Genovese family or "brugad," for
help. Fat Tony took me aside and gave me some advice: leave the
junk alone; if you need money, go out and steal.
Six or 7 years later, around 1958, Fat Tony came to me and
asked me if I wanted to work for him in a numbers office. I said
yes, and stayed with Fat Tony for the next' 25 years. In the end,
Fat Tony had become, in many ways, like a father to me.
In 1986, the Federal Government charged Tony, myself, and 14
others, amico nostra, for, among other things, racketeering, extortion and conspiracy.
Tony and the others are now awaiting a jury verdict on those
charges in New York City. Shortly after the indictment was returned, I began cooperating with the FBI and the U.S. attorney's
office.
I agreed to and did wear a wire for the FBI for 5 months in New
York City. In October 1987, for a number of reasons, including concern for my family, I informed the prosecutor's office that I no
longer wished to cooperate, and was placed in custody to await
trial.
.
I am providing this statement independently of any agreement
with the U.S. attorney's office. My case and all the charges against
me remain pending. I have not been given any immunity by the
Federal Government or by this subcommittee.
In 1974 I got "straightened out." In other words, I became a
"made" member of the Genovese family or the "brugad," a true
amico nostra. This is not something that you ask for. It is something that you are offered by the family, if they feel you are
worthy.
Our family or our "brugad" has approximately 400 members,
with a definite hierarchy: a boss, an underboss, and a consigliere,
followed by 14 caporegimes. Each caporegime has a crew of at least
eight.
The boss of the Genovese family is Vincent Gigante, also known
as "Chin." Bobby Manna-Louis Manna-is the consigliere. Until
his death in Apri11987, Sammy Santora was the underboss of our
brugad.
Beginning in the early 1980's, Fat Tony Salerno was generally
recognized on the streets as the boss of the Genovese family. In fact
for years Fat Tony reported back to Phillip Lombardo, also known
as Ben or Benny Squint.
In the 1960's, when Vito Genovese went to jail, he had turned
over control of our brugad to Lombardo. Lombardo wanted to stay
in the background and keep the heat off himself. So over the years,
Tommy Ryan, then Eli Zaccardi, then Funzi Tieri, and finally Fat
Tony, fronted as the bosses of the family while Lombardo controlled things from the background.
In 1981, Fat Tony had a stroke and was "pulled down" by Lombardo, Vincent "Chin~' Gigante, Manna, and Santora. Lombardo
was also in poor health and retired.
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Se-hator NUNN. Could I stop you right there, what do you mean
by "pulled down"?
Mr. CAFARO. In other words, he was not the boss any more. He
was taken down.
Senator NUNN. It does not mean he was killed, or anything like
that, or hurt, or harmed?
Mr. CAFARO. NQ, no. He was just taken down. He was not a boss
any longer.
Senato.r NUNN. Thank you.
Mr. CAFARO. Gigante became the boss behind the scenes with
Santora as the underboss, and Manna as the cC)llsigliere.
Gigante also allowed Fat Tony to continue to front as the boss,
letting the other families believe, as recently as 1984, that Fat
Tony still controlled our brugad.
Fat Tony continued to represent the family by sitting on the
commission and in meeting representatives of the other families. In
fact Fat Tony conferred with Chin on any major matters affecting
the family. Chin attended one commission meeting but preferred
that Fat Tony go to these meetings.
I remember the day I became a member of the Genovese family.
Tony Salerno had told me and Patty Jerome to meet him and
Buckaloo one morning. When we arrived, Buckaloo took me to the
EI Cortile Restaurant on Mulberry Street, where we met with
Funzi Tieri, the brugad's underboss, and· Fat Tony, who at that
time was the consigliere.
I knew what I was there for when I saw a gun, a knife, a pin,
alcohol and tissue laying out on the table. Funzi asked me if I
wanted to become a member of the family. He said I could accept
or not accept, and there 'I"lould be no hard feelings.
But he also said "once you accept you belong to us. We come
first. Your family and home come second. We come first, no matter
what." And I accepted.
Funzi then showed me the gun and the knife, and says "This is
the gun and the knife, you live with the gun and die by the knife."
He told me that Fat Tony had sponsored me, and gave me a piece
of paper to let burn in my hand while I took the oath. lelf I betray
the Cosa Nostra, I shall burn like this paper".
He then pricked my trigger finger with the pin and told me,
"Now you are amico nostra, you have been born over again. Now
you are a man; you belong to us."
From that point on, I was amico nostra, a soldier in the Genovese family, the most powerful mob family or "brugad" in New
York City, and, for that matter, in the United States.
There were certain rules that all amico nostra lived by: no fooling around with another amico nostra's wife; no "junk"; no dealing
with pornography or Government bonds; and never talking about
"this thing" to anyone but another amico nostra.
Senator ROTH. Would you explain what you mean by "no junk."
Mr. CAFARO. It is narcotics.
Senator ROTH. Narcotics. Thank you.
Mr. CAFARO. We were a very disciplined organization. A sold.ier
had to check in at least once a week with his caporegime. A soldier
could not make a "score," meaning any illegal business, without
the approval of his capo. If he wanted to, a caporegime could
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demand 10 percent of the profits made by his soldiers on a ~core. A
soldier could not even carry a gun without first getting approval
from his capo.
Most important, we knew never to ask questions about another
amico nostra's business unless it was also our business.
La Cosa Nostra enforces its rules through murder. So we even
have rules about who could or could not be murdered, or, as we say
on the streets-clipped, whacked or hurt. First of all, killings were
mandatory for certain offenses. Messing around with another
amico nostra's wife or family; dealing in "junk"; "ratting"; refusing
to go on a hit if asked; knowingly killing a cop or other law-enforcement agent. Also, if someone you sponsored "ratted", you
would be killed as being responsible for his actions.
No killing or "hit" could take place without the approval of the
hierarchy of your family. The first step in getting that approval
was to take your "beef" to your capo, who in turn gets approval for
the hit from the consiglieri and the underboss. Ultimately, no hit
could go down without the approval of the boss.
If the boss okays the hit, the capo assigns it to you to be carried
out. You decide who, if anyone, from your own regime, will help
you do the job.
If the hit is against a member of another family, your boss will
take the beef to the boss of that family. If he agrees, members of
that family will carry out the hit. If he disagrees, and the hit takes
place anyway, a "war" may result.
As for me, I was never asked to carry out a hit. I never had to
kill anyone. This was because Fat Tony always looked out for me.
It was like a father and son relationship. However, I knew that if I
was ever asked, I would have to kill or be killed.
What I did for our family was to run the numbers business in
West Harlem from about 1l0th Street to 153rd Street. I had about
72 controllers working under me. We had plenty of willing customers. We paid 6 to 1. The New York lottery only paid 5 to 1. At my
peak I was grossing about $80,000 per day with a net of about
$65,000 before payouts. I had some bad years, but in a good year I
could make as much as $2 million or more. Whatever money I
took, I split 50-50 with Fat Tony. Later I expanded my business
from numbers into sports betting.
My family made a lot of money from gambling and the numbers
rackets. We got our money from gambling but our real power, our
real strength came from the unions. With the unions behind us, we
could shut down the city, or the country for that matter, if we
needed to, to get our way.
Our brugad controlled a number of different unions, some of
which I personally dealt with, some of which I knew about from
other amico nostras. In some cases we got money from our dealings
with the unions, in some cases we got favors such as jobs for
friends and relatives, but more importantly, in all cases we got
power over every businessman in New York.
With the unions behind us, we could make or break the construction industry, the garment business, the docks, to name but a few.
For example, Bobby Rao-Robert Rao-was a union official with
a local of Hotel Workers and Bartenders Union, Hotel, Restaurant
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Employees, AFL-CIO Production, Service and Sales District Council.
Bobby and his union belonged to our brugad. Every month,
Bobby would bring over anywhere from a $1,000 to $2,000 forme to
give to Fat Tony, which I would split with Fat Tony.
At Christmas, Bobby-would bring over $25,000 for me to give to
Fat Tony. Fat Tony would tell me how to split the money up-half,
or $12,500 to Ben Lombardo who, at the time, was the boss of our
family behind Tony; another $6,500 to Tony Provenzano, or Tony
"Pro," a family member who controlled Teamstels Local 560; and
the remainder to be split between Fat Tony and myself.
I knew that the money that Bobby Rao delivered was money that
was skimmed from union funds, including union dental and medical plans. I knew this because Bobby himself told me so.
Although our brugad probably had the greatest amount of union
influence in New York City, the other families also had control of
unions in certain areas and industries.
As a result, some of the most important industries in New York
City, such as the waterfront and shipping industries, construction
and concrete industries, the garment center, and the convention
center operations, were all subject to mob influence and control.
Another major soutee of our power and income for our brugad
was the mob's control of the concrete industry through what we
called the "2 percent club." Fat Tony and Paul Castellano were
partners with Nicky Auletta in S&A Concrete.
Salerno and Castellano had put up no money, but had provided
Auletta with their control and influence of the construction unions;
Through S&A Concrete, the Genovese and Gambino families also
took over the high-rise construction business of DIC Concrete and
Construction.
Castellano also controlled "Biff" Halloran, the owner of Transit
Mix and Certified Concrete. Castellano could control Halloran and
others like him because Castellano controlled Local 282 of the
Teamsters Union. All of the concrete drivers belonged to that Local
282.
For a while, only Halloran was allowed to deliver concrete to
construction sites in Manhattan. Fat Tony and Castellano used
their influence to insure that contractors bought all of their concrete from Halloran. In return, for every sale arranged by Fat
Tony and Castellano, they got back from Halloran $1 per yard of
concrete poured.
During the same time, "Junior" Persico, the boss of the Colombo
brugad and "Tony Ducks" Corallo, the boss of the Lucchese brugad,
raised a "beef" about Halloran being the only one allowed to deliver concrete in Manhattan.
Both of them had connections with concrete plants and wanted
to get a piece of Manhattan. Persico gets $3 to $4 a yard from Ferrara Brothers, Ozone Park, Queens, New York, for concrete sales
obtained for them by Junior. Fat Tony and Castellano told them
that Halloran was with them, and given the strength of their families, were able to keep Persico and Corallo out of Manhattan.
This worked well until a "beef" arose between Castellano and
Halloran regarding payment for some damaged trucks. As a result
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of that dispute, Halloran stopped payments to Fat Tony and Castellano, and other concrete companies were allowed into Manhattan.
To control the award of contracts, Vinnie DiNapoli came up with
a plan for the "2 percent Club" consisting of high-rise concrete construction contractors.
The Genovese, Gambino, Lucchese and Colombo brugads ran the
club. Each family had a "made" guy who knew the construction
business as its representative on the club. These individuals ran
the club, but any "beefs" were settled by the bosses of the families.
The club members split up all of the jobs over $2 million. S&A
Concrete got all the jobs over $5 million. After a while, the smaller
contractors who were not members of the club started beefing because there were not enough jobs under $2 million to go around,
and eventually, the $2 million rule was raised to $3 million. Anything over $5 million still went to S&A concrete.
A club contractor that was given a job had to pay the club 2 percent of the contract price. This 2 percent was split among the four
brugads.
.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Cafaro, if I could interrupt you right there,
and when you say they control these contracts, and anything over
$5 million went to a certain company, anything under $2 million,
for a period of time, went to people who were not members of the
club, is that right?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. And then you raised that to $3 million?
Mr. CAFARO. Three million.
Senator NUNN. Now how did they control this? Presumably whoever is awarding the contract wants a low price. Were they doing it
through rigged bids?
Mr. CAFARO. Through bid rigging. They would put in a bid ofwe say $1.5 million. You would put in your bid for $1.5 million, and
me knowing I co.uld get the job, we knew the bids, and I would tell
you put in a bid for $1.3 million, and that is how the contractors
went along with that.
Senator NUNN. In other words, before the bids were put in, there
was an agreement among the members of the clubMr. CAFARO. You put in a bid for $1.5 million, I put in a bid for
$1.3 million, and that is how I got the job.
Senator NUNN. So you knew who was going to be the low bidder
before the bids went in?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. How did you restrict outsiders from bidding?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, there were so many jobs allocated from the
Dodge report. They would get the Dodge report and see how many
jobs were coming up in a certain amount of time, and they would
start to work on the bids from then.
Senator NUNN. Well, you had to make sure nobody that was not
a member of the club bid, right?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, you made sure that was not done because of
the contractors you had. Most of these contractors got all the work
anyway, but you made sure you got so many jobs,. I got so many
jobs, he got so many jobs, and it was done with the bid.
Senator NUNN. But you are basically saying there was not any
competition? .
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Mr. CAFARO. No, none whatsoever.
Senator NUNN. No real competition?
Mr. CAFARO. No.
Senator ROTH. Could I ask one question there, Mr. Chairman.
Does that mean all construction on Manhattan was controlled by
these measures?
Mr. CAFARO. I would not say all of it but 75 percent of it.
Senator ROTH. Could you estimate what percentage.
Mr. CAFARO. I said 75 percent.
Senator ROTH. 75 percent?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you. Go ahead.
Mr. CAFARO. Ihave reviewed charts of the five New York families which have been shown to me by the Subcommittee staff. I
have identified for the Subcommittee staff many of those individuals who I know, either personally or through other amico nostras,
including the five current bosses of the New York families: Vincent
"Chin" Gigante of the Genovese family; John Gotti of the Gambino
family; Victor Amuso of the Lucchese family; Philip Rastelli of the
Bonanno family; and Carmine Persico of the Colombo family.
Senator NUNN. How many of those have you met personally?
How many of those individuals? Let's take them one by one, and
tell us whether you know them personally, or through others.
Mr. CAFARO. I met-well, Vincente "Chin" Gigante is a boss I
met.
Senator NUNN. You know him personally?
Mr. CAFARO. Personally. John Gotti, I met him at MCC. Never
knew him until I met him at MCC.
Senator .NuNN. MCC being?
Mr. EAMES. That is the Metropolitan Corrections Center.
Senator NUNN. Right. So you met him personally, too?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes. Victor Amuso, "Little Vic," I met him personally. Philip Rastelli, I don't know him, never met him.
Senator NUNN. You know him by reputation but not personally?
Mr. CAFARO. Not personally. And Carmine Junior, I met him per'
sonally. .
Senator NUNN. Persico?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Mr. CAFARO. As for our own brugad, "Chin" Gigante is now
clearly recognized on the streets as the boss. To the outside world,
Gigante is known for his sometimes bizarre and crazy behavior.
In truth, he is a shrewd and experienced family member, who
has risen through the ranks from: soldier to capo to boss. His
strange behavior, suggesting to the outside world that he is crazy,
helps to further insulate him from the authorities.
In the meantime, his control of the family's activities is as strong
and as calculated as ever.
Senator NUNN. Could you give us an example of his so-called
crazy behavior.
Mr. CAFARO. Well, walks around with the robe and his pajamas.
He-Senator NUNN. You mean outside?
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Mr. CAFARO. Outside, yes, by the club where he stays. He is
always in his robe and his pajamas, and says crazy things. He does
crazy things.
Senator NUNN. But it is all a guise, you are saying?
Mr. CAFARO. From what I hear, yes.
Senator NUNN. You are saying he is not crazy?
Mr. CAFARO. I do not think so.
Senator NUNN. Go ahead. Thank you.
Mr. CAFARO. As boss, Gigante ultimately controlG any of the family's deals or scores. He directly controls all numbers operations in
the area from Sullivan Street up to 14th Street.
He runs the St. Anthony Feast, a street festival held annually in
Lower Manhattan. When "Tommy Ryan" was killed, Gigante took
the book on his shylock business. Since that time that money has
gone to Gigante's crew.
I also know that Gigante and John Gotti, as heir to Paul Castellano, and current boss of the Gambino family, both pushed Nick
Auletta for a cut of the profits from the sale of the Bankers and
Brokers Building, as a result of promises supposedly made to Fat
Tony and Paul Castellano when Auletta first bought the building.
Gotti was seeking the money from Auletta because as the new
Gambino boss, he would be entitled to all the business and money
that used to go to Castellano.
FOI' example, I remember Gotti asking me if I knew how much
money Castellano had been getting kicked back every month from
Scoissa Concrete Company.
I did not know but I told Gotti he should contact Funzi Mosca,
who, as the Gambino representative in the "Concrete Club," would
be able to give him the answer.
Thank you. That concludes my statement. I will be glad to
answer any questions you may have.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Cafaro. Senator Roth
and I have a number of questions. And again, take your tim.e. We
are not in any hurry this morning.
The first question I have, you have used several terms that may
not be clear during your testimony. What do you mean by the
term, for instance, of amico nostra?
Mr. CAFARO. Amico nostra is a wiseguy, a made member.
Senator NUNN. I have not heard that term before. What is the
difference in that and just being a member of the LCN or a made
man? Is that the sam.e thing?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, amico nostra, that is the term I use. Amico
nostra. But you could say, friend of ours.
Senator NUNN. Friend of ours?
Mr. CAFARO. When you are making an introduction of a amico
nostra to meet another amico nostra.
Senator NUNN. Is' that your term uniquely, or qo others use that
term, too?
Mr. CAFARO. A lot of people do not use those terms. They use
"friend of ours."
Senator NUNN. Why do you use arnico nostra?
Mr. CAFARO. I am not going to go through that story now. Well,
at one time I was drinking at a restaurant in a bar. And two
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friends of mine walked in, and we were having a few drinks or
whatever, talking about everyday things.
And I told this amico nostra who was a friend, meet a fdend of
ours. I do not know if I said friend of ours or friend of mine.
Senator NUNN. You were talking to someone who was a member
of the family about someoneMr. CAFARO. Who wasn't a member of the family.
Senator NUNN. About somebody who was not?
Mr. CAFARO. To this amico nostra, who was a member, I must
have said, meet a friend of ours, whatever his name, Jerry or whatever. So he took it upon himself to think that he was amico nostra.
So the next day or a couple of days later, or a week later, they
were introducing him as amico nostra, which he was not.
So he come up to see me about a week later, he says, Vince, you
told me that so-and-so is a friend. I says, no, I never said he was a
friend. But you introduced me. If I introduced you as a friend of
ours or a friend, I says, I do not know; what is the problem?
He says, well, everybody is going-I introduced him, and everybody thinks he is a friend of ours. And I say no, he was never
straightened out. I did not interpret it that way.
And he said, well, he said, I already did it. So I says to him, J(
says-he says, you got a problem? I says, no, I says I will see Tony,
and I will discuss it with Tony.
But meanwhile, the kid who was supposed to be straightened out,
says, gee, I got straightened out and I didn't even know about it.
And that was it.
That is why-some oldtimer grabbed me, told me, say amico
nostra, that's a word that was from Portuguese, the wiseguys over
there used to use the word amico nostra, so that the agents or the
cops couldn't infiltrate. They would ask you what's the word, and
you had to say, amico nostra. And that's where it come from.
So I used to say amico nostra after that.
Senator NUNN. So you quit introducing people as a friend of
ours, and started using that term?
Mr. CAFARO. I started using amico nostra.
Senator NUNN. What does the term, brugad, mean?
Mr. CAFARO. That's the family. That's your family.
Senator NUNN. That is the family?
Mr. CAFARO. That all consisted of amico nostras, is the family.
Senator NUNN. Where did that term come from? Is that used
commonly by a lot of people? Or is that just your term?
Mr. CAFARO. That is the way I use it. Same fellow I was telling
you about, amico nostra, he is dead now.
Senator NUNN. You also refer in your affidavit to beefs and sitdowns. Tell us what a beef is and what a sitdown is?
Mr. CAFARO. A beef is when you can have it within your family
or another family with arnico nostra; that's a sitdown. You have a
dispute about something. It could be about a union; it could be
about numbers; it could be anything. That's what a beef means to
us.
Senator NUNN. In other words, a beef is a problem, and a sitdown is a negotiation?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, the-it is the same thing. A sitdown, who says
a sitdown, who says a beef, it is the same thing.
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Senator NUNN. A beef and a sitdown are the same thing?
Mr. CAFARO. Same thing.
Senator NUNN. So a beef is an effort to solve a problem?
Mr. CAFARO. Both are. A beef or a sitdown is the same thing, to
solve a problem.
Senator NUNN. Have you taken part in sitdowns?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Do sitdowns normally occur between people on
the same level? In other words, soldiers, or capos, or bosses? Is
there a mixed group?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, usually, if there is a beef soldier to soldier, it
is you and the soldier, amico nostras. Or if there is, say, somebody
around me that is not amico nostra, he gets into a problem with
another fellow around another amico nostra, you let them try and
straighten it out.
If they cannot, then we sit down for them. But· you go according
to rank. If you cannot straighten out the beef, I tell him or he tells
me, we are going further. Which means going to your captain.
Senator NUNN. You have explained something about the way
you go about requesting permission to murder someone within the
family. Were you ever present when this type of approval for a
murder was requested?
Mr. CAFARO. Requested by the boss?
Senator NUNN. Requested by anyone. In other words, were you
ever present when a member of the family asked the hierarchy for
permission to murder someone?
Mr. CAFARO. You have got to go through your captain, if you are
a soldier. You go through your captain. And you give him the
reason Why.
I was there one time when this Philly-what is his name?-this
Philly Buono had come down, he is amico nostra with us in our
regime, and he was looking for an okay with this Nat Masselli.
Senator NUNN. Who was Nat Masselli? Was he a member of the
family?
Mr. CAFARO. No. Not that I know of. I do not know him. I just
know the name.
.
Senator NUNN. He was outside the family then?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, yes. He come down with a piece of paper, about
as big as this. And I was standing on the corner on 116th Street
with Sammy Santora.
Senator NUNN. In New York City?
Mr. CAFARO. In New York City, yes. And he come down, he
pulled this paper out of his pocket, and he showed it to Sammy.
Senator NUNN. Sammy was who?
Mr. CAFARO. He was the underboss in our brugad at the time.
Senator NUNN. Santora?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes. And he showed him the paper. &mmy read it,
he said, well, could this hurt you? He says, yeah, I did ~ few things
with this kid. And the kid was supposed to be a rat. So Sammy
says, all right, I'll get back to you tomorrow.
So I says to Sammy, what are you going to do? He said, I am
going to go down and see the skinny guy and the "Chin".
Senator NUNN. Who was the skinny guy?
Mr. CAFARO. That is what I interpret as Bobby Manna.
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Senator NUNN. Who was Bobby Manna?
Mr. CAFARO. Bobby Manna is the consigliere in our brugad.
Senator NUNN. Of the family?
'
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. And who was the IIChin"?
Mr. CAFARO. The boss of the family.
Senator NUNN. And tell us the name of the boss.
Mr. CAFARO. Oh, IIChin" Gigante, Vincent Gigante.
Senator NUNN. So the IIChin" was Gigante?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Go ahead.
Mr. CAFARO. And he went down and supposedly seen him that
day or that night. And I had seen Sammy the next day or a day
later, whatever it was, and I asked him, I said, how did you do? He
says, yeah, I got the okay for Philly. He says, in fact I got to go see
Philly and tell him it is okay to do what he wants. And that was
the situation.
Senator NUNN: What happened?
Mr. CAFARO. I do not know if it was a week later or two weeks
later, whatever, the kid was found killed in his car in the Bronx.
Senator NUNN. The kid being Nat Masselli?
Mr. CAFARO. Nat Masselli, right ..
Senator NUNN. The one the request was made on?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes. Yes, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Was anyone ever tried for that murder or hit?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, they were convicted, this Philly Buono and Sal
Odierno.
Senator NUNN. Was anyone else involved in the actual murder?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, not that I know of, Senator.
Senator NUNN. So they were actually arrested, tried and convicted?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Do you know how that murder was carried out?
Mr. CAFARO. No.
Senator NUNN. Was it by gun, or do you know?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, according to what the newspapers say, he was
killed in a car.
Senator NUNN. Were you present during conversations regarding
the disappearance of Teddy Maritas?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, there was one conversation. I was standing on
the corner on 115th Street and First AvenJJ.e.
Senator NUNN. That is again in New York City?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes. I was talking to some people. And Vinny DiNapoli asked me-he wanted to ask me something.
Senator NUNN. Who is that?
.. Mr. CAFARO. Vinny DiNapoli. He is amico nostra with us, with
our regime. He says, I am a little worried about this Teddy Maritas.
I say, what do you mean, what? He said, I am a little scared
about him. He was standing trial then on some concrete case,
something, I do not know what about.
I says, so what are you telling me for? Go discuss it with Sammy,
Sammy Santora. And that was the extent of it.
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Senator NUNN. Do you know whether he did discuss it with
Sammy later?
Mr. CAFARO. Ido not know, Senator. I never spoke about it any
more.
Senator NUNN. What happened to'Marit;;lS?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, according to the newspapers, he was missing.
Senator NUNN. How much later after that conversation?
Mr. CAFARO. I could not te'U you 'offhand.
Senator NUNN. Several months, or within a year?
Mr. CAFARO. Could have been several months, several weeks.
Senator NUNN. Do you know, or do you have any way of knowing, or do you have any belief, about who was responsible for his
disappearance?
Mr. CAFARO. I do not know. For him to ask something like that, I
.
would say-Senator NUNN. You would just be guessing, would you not? You
.
do not really know?
Mr. CAFARO. I do not know.
Senator NUl'iN. Well, let us leave that one off. Was anyone ever
convicted in connection with Maritas' disappearance?
Mr. CAFARO. No, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Do you have any knowledge regarding the
murder of Tony Bananas? I believe the formal name is Antonio Caponigro.
Mr. CAFARO. Well, when the old man Bruno got killed in Philadelphia.
.
Senator NUNN. That is Angelo Bruno?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes. And he had got killed, he was the boss of the
Philadelphia mob. And there was supposed to have b~en a power
struggle the:r;e between this fellow, Chicken, he was the underboss·
there, and this Tony Bananas.
Senator NUNN. Chicken was Phillip Testa, wasn't it?
Mr. CAFARO. Philly Testa, right. He had come up to New York at
one time to see Tony. And who was there was Tony IIDu,cks", Tom
"Mix"-Senator NUNN. Is Tony "Ducks" Corallo?
Mr. CAFARO. He is the boss of the Luchese family, Tony "Ducks"
Corallo. Tom "Mix" Santora was the underboss.
Senator NUNN. Who was Tom "Mix"?
Mr. CAFARO. He was the underboss of the Luchese family.
Senator NUNN. That is his nickname. What is his-Mr. CAFARO. Santoro. And Paul Castellano was there and Fat
Tony. And this Chicken went and seen them. So when I seen Tony
later on, after they had their meeting in the club, he said that
there was a power struggle between Philly Testa and Tony Bananas Caponigro, and that there was a power struggle.
And then after that, a couple of hours after that, this Tony Bananas come to discuss it with Tony, and there w.as present Tony
Ducks Corallo of the Luchese mob; Tom Mix Santora, the underboss of the Luchese mob; and Paul Castellano, and Fat Tony.
And whatever they discussed, I do not know. But about a week
later this Philly Testa come back. So Tony introduced me to him as
the underboss of the Philadelphia mob.
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So he says to Tony that he thinks Tony Bananas was guilty of
the murder of Angelo Bruno. And that was the extent to that.
Then about a week after that, Tony Bananas come up or 2 weeks
after, he wanted to discuss something with Tony, and we were
walking. And Tony said, I do not want to get involved. I do not
want to hear about it. Go see Chin.
Senator NUNN. Who was he telling that to?
Mr. CAFARO. Tony Bananas. And that was the extent of that part
of the conversation.
Then about a couple of weeks later, I do not remember the
weeks, Tony Bananas had to go to 47th or 48th Street in the diamond center to meet Baldy Dom Cantarino, he is a caporegime in
our brugad. And he had to meet Baldy Dom, whatever his name is,
I cannot say the last name, and he had to meet him there between,
I do not know, 47th or 48th Street in the diamond exchange.
And then that day or a couple of days later, they were found in
the Bronx dead; Tony Bananas.
Senator NUNN. I did not hear that last part?
Mr. CAFARO. I says, Tony Bananas, a couple of days later or next
day or two, 3 days later; was found in the Bronx dead.
Senator NUNN. You believe there was a direct connection between those conversations and his murder, then?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Do you have any way of knowing who carried out
the hit?
Mr. CAFARO. No.
Senator NUNN. So you do not know who carried it out?
Mr. CAFARO. No.
Senator NUNN. I am puzzled by the connection between the
Philadelphia family and the New York family. Why was the New
York family, your family, concerned about I the murder of Bruno in
Philadelphia?
Mr. CAFARO. It was not only our family. It was Paul Castellano
there, Tony Ducks Corallo was there, and Tom Mix.
Senator NUNN. So there were three families?
Mr. CAFARO. Three families there.
Senator NUNN. Three New York families concerning the
murder-Mr. CAFARO. The killing of Angelo Bruno, being that he was a
boss of another brugad. And usually it is not done that way, to kill
a boss, without discussing it. So there is where th(~ power play
must have come in.
Senator NUNN. In other words, Bruno had been killed in Phil adelphia--Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. And he had been killed obviously
without a discussion among the other top mob leaders-Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. In the country, or at least in New
York?
Mr. CAFARO. At least in New York or whatever. It was never discussed.
Senator NUNN. So they felt it was not within the overall protocol
or the rules of the mob?
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.. 'Mr. CAFARO. It wasn't in the rules; no, it wasn't in the rules.
Senator NUNN. To kill the boss 'Without discussing it with other
bosses?
.
.
Mr. CAFARO. Without discussing any reasoning or whatever.
Senator NUNN. Did they feel that they themselves might be in
jeopardy if that protocol broke down, if they didn't enforce it?
Mr. CAFARO. I would say yes. I would say yes.
Senator NUNN. So it was something that offended them pretty
seriously?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator, I would say.
Senator NUNN. Did Tony talk to you about this? Did he go into
any detail?
.
Mr. CAFARO. Well, no, after this killing with Tony Bananas, the
following week, he says, I am glad I sent him down to Chin; I did
not get involved with this.
Senator NUNN. Why was he glad he did not get involved?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, my interpretation I guess is that because of
the killing.
Senator NUNN. So he would prefer not to have been involved.
Mr. CAFARO. That is a family problem within-let them straighten out their own problems.
.
Senator NUNN. In other words, he would rather for Chin to be
the one to make that decision rather than him?
Mr. CAFARO, Either that, or he just did not want to get involved
with a family problem from another brugad.
Senator Nu."m. Did Fat Tony tell you about the killing? Is that
the way you found out about it?
Mr. CAFARO. No, I read it in the papers. It was in the newspapers.
Senator NUNN. And did Fat Tony ever tell you who he thought
did the-actually cBlrried out the killing?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, he had said to me, that is how I know about
the appointment on 47th or 48th street in the diamond exchange,
that it was a!n appointment made with Baldy Dom down there.
Senator NUN"!>!. Appointment made ~Nith?
Mr. CAFARO. With Tony Bananas and Baldy Dom.
Senator NUNN. Bald~ Dom?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, he s a caporeginie in our brugad.
Senator NUNN. Did Fat Tony tell you that Baldy Dom's crew actually carried out the killing? .
Mr. CAFARO. No, he did not tell me they carried out the killing.
My opinion, I would say yes.
Senator NUNN. Your opinion?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes. I misunderstood the question.
Senator NUNN. I believe in your affidavit, let me read that and
see if this is correct, you say, reading, that in April 1980-this is
page four, for counsel, page four of the affidavit. I am sorry, page
12 and 13 of the affidavit.
Let me read this to you and see where it is in error, if in error,
or whether it is accurate if it is accurate.
You say, "In April 1980, 'Tony Bananas' visited Tony Salerno, at
the Palma Boys Social Club. After this visit, Tony told me that he
had advised 'Tony Bananas' to go see 'The Chin,'because he did
not want to get involved in Philadelphia's problems. Fat Tony
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thought that the matter was a Philadelphia problem, and passed
the problem off to 'The Chin.' At the time, the acting boss was (underboss) Funzi Tieri, with Lombardo, the real power behind the
scene, and Manna, the consigliere. A short time later 'Tony Bananas' and another guy were found murdered in the Bronx. In midApril, 1980, Salerno told me, 'It's is a good thing that I did not get
involved with this Tony Bananas thing and I sent him to see the
Chin. He had an appointment with the Chin, Baldy Dom (Dominick) Cantarino picked him up and the other guy, at the Diamond
Exchange on 47th Street or 48th Street (New York, New York), and
they banged him out.' " Is that correct?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Do you have anything to add to that? Are there
any deletions? Any changes? Anything in error on that?
Mr. CAFARO. Oh, I do not know exactly who carried out the hit,
who killed him. But it had to be the regime.
Senator NUNN. Right, yes. Was anyone ever convicted of the
murder of Tony Bananas?
Mr. CAFARO. No, not that I know of.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Cafaro, what was your age when you became
a made man, or straightened out, became a member of the LON?
Mr. CAFARO. Say, 14 years ago, I was forty or forty-one years old.
Senator NUNN. Forty or forty-one years old?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Why did you agree to become a member?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, when you were brought up in the neighborhood, East Harlem in New York City, you always looked up to the
wiseguys, what I mean is amico nostra. And the kid from the
streets, and whatever. And to us it's honor, honorable.
Senator NUNN. Did you know who the wiseguys were when you
were growing up?
Mr. CAlt'ARO. I knew some of them; not all of them. Of course
then it was more of a secrecy than it is now.
Senator NUNN. What do you gain from being a member?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, you gain honor, respect; that is what you gain.
Honor and respect.
Senator NUNN. Honor within the community?
Mr. CAFARO. The community and all over the city. Five boroughs,
I would say.
.
Senator NUNN. How can an organized group like that that carries out all sorts of criminal activity including murder as you've described here this morning be considered honorable?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, in our way of thinking and our way of life,
that is what it is to us. Being honorable, and respect. That is the
way we are brought up. That is the way you are born and raised in
these big Italian neighborhoods.
Senator NUNN. What about. killing people? Is that considered
within the rules of honor?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, yes, as far as a lot of guys look to get called to
do killings; that's an honor to them. We do not kill innocent
people, Senator. In other words, for you to kill somebody, it has to
be a rat. He has to maybe fool around with somebody in your
family, another amico nostra's wife, or you fool around with junk,
or maybe your family got abused by someone.
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Senator NUNN. In other words, when the rules are broken, you
feel that the person that breaks the rule deserves to be murdered?
Mr. CAFARO. Oh, when it comes to amico nostra's wife or junk,
thl~re is no talking.
.
Senator NUNN. In other words, what about any other rules?
Those various-Mr. CAFARO. Well, as far as pornography and Government bonds
and the lesser things there, they sit down and talk; they warn you.
Senator NUNN. In other words, you are not supposed to fool with
junk, which is narcotics?
Mr. CAFARO. No junk, and amico nostra's wife.
Senator NUNN. No other member's wife.
Mr. CAFARO. Those are the two, there's no tal,king about it.
Senator NUNN. Those are the top two rules?
Mr. CAFARO. That is right.
Senator NUNN. You break those rules and you're a dead man?
Mr. CAFARO. There is no talking.
Senator NUNN. No question about it?
Mr. CAFARO. No question about it.
Senator NUNN. Now what about-you mentioned Government
bonds?
Mr. CAFARO. You cannot fool around with Government bonds,
l?Ornography, there's a few others.
Senator NUNN. Why Government bonds? What's-Mr. CAFARO. They do not want to get involved too much with, I
guess with the Government, with the bonds and the securities
there or something like that.
Senator NUNN. They believe that would be more rigidly enforced
by Federal law enforcement?
Mr. CAFARO. I don't know. I could not answer that, Senator. I do
not know why Government bonds. But we were told not to-Senator NUNN. What about pornography?
Mr. CAFARO. Pornography, no pornography.
Senator NUNN. Why?
.Mr. CAFARO. Well, beeause, it is like being a pimp.
Senator NUNN. In other words, that is not honorable?
Mr. CAFARO. No, not as far as we are concerned.
Senator NUNN. So tlomeone fooling around with Government
bonds or pornography, it> that also, in your words, no talk? In other
wOlrds, is that-Mr. CAFARO. No, that you can sit down and talk about.
Senator NUNN. You can talk about those two things?
Mr. CAFARO. Those two things you can sit down and-Senator NUNN. That is not capital punishment?
Mr. CAFARO. No, no.
Senator NUNN. But fooling around with someone's wife who is a
member of the organization-Mr. CAFARO. Or junk.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. Or junk, is?
Mr. CAFARO. That's-there's no talking then.
Senator NUNN. How do you explain so many people being convicted within the families of narcotics charges?
Mr. CAFARO. How do you explain it? How would I explain it?
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Senator NVNN. Yes. In other words, you are saying that it was
against the rules for members to fool with narcotics. And yet time
after time it appears that they are-Mr. CAFARO, If I got pinched for junk, I would want to stay in
jail; I wouldn't want tv come out on bail.
Senator NVNN. In other words, if your family found out that you
had been convicted of junk, you were a marked man?
Mr. CAFARO. That's right. Yes, Senator.
Senator NVNN. When you say you never kill innocent people,
now you mentioned a minute ago a fellow' named, I believe it was
Nat Masselli-Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. You said he was not a member of
the family?
Mr. CAFARO. No.
Senator NUNN. How do you define innocent?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, according to-he was supposed to have ratted
on this Philly about something; I don't know what.
Senator NUNN. So if you rat on someone, even if you are not a
member of the family, you are fair game?
Mr. CAFARO. Fair game.
Senator NUNN. So the killings are not confined simply to family
members?
Mr. CAFARO. No. If you are ratting, you rat on me, you are fair
game. Like me, I am fair game.
Senator NUNN. You are fair game now?
Mr. CAFARO. Oh, yes, no question about it.
Senator NUNN. So if you were to get out on the streets now, you'
think you'd be a marked man?
Mr. CAl<"ARO. Think? I know.
Senator NUNN. You know you would be?
Mr. CAFARO. Sure.
Senator NUNN. Let me ask one other question before deferring to
Senator Roth, we've heard a lot about the International Longshoremen's Association. We had a whole series of Federal investigations
on the waterfront back in, I believe it was, the late 1970's.
Do you know about those investigations, the so-called Unirac investigations?
Mr. CAFARO. No.
Senator NUNN. You are not familiar with them?
Mr. CAFARO. No.
Senator NUNN. What about right now, as far as you know, is the
Genovese family still in control of the International Longshoremen's Association in the ports of New York?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. You know that for a fact?
Mr. C:AFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Personal knowledge?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Who controls it for the family? Who controls this
for the family?
Mr. CAFARO. Dougie Rago. He's amico nostra with our brugad.
He's a union official there. He's been there for years.
Senator NUNN. He's a union official but also a made man?
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Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Do you know that personally?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. How?
Mr. CAFARO. I was introduced to him. He was in my regime.
Senator NUNN. Part of your regime?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. You dealt with him?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Go ahead and tell us about that; as much as you
know about it.
Mr. CAFARO. About what?
. Senator NUNN. About Rago and his-Mr. CAFARO. Well, he's-like I say, he is a union official with the
ILA, and he's amico nostra with us. How long he is amico nostra, I
do not know. But I was introduced to him as amico nostra.
And he has been under the longshoremen-well, I call it the
longshoremen-with the ILA for years. And I had a conversation
one day with Sammy Santora, and I was not aware of how much
money was taken down at the ILA, via union officials.
And Sammy happened to mention to me one day that they were
taking down $400,000 to $500,000 a year. I says, you are kidding?
He says, no, that's what Dougie is pulling down, $400,000 to
$500,000 a year.
And that was the extent of it.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. You say $400,000 or $500,000 a year~
That money was coming to Doug Rago from-Mr. CAFARO. According to Sammy, what he told me, yes.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. From union activities?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes .
. Senator NUNN. Was Rago keeping the money or sharing it with
the family?
Mr. CAFARO. I don't know what he was doing, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Was there ever a period of time when Rago
wanted to retire?
.
Mr. CAFARO. Not that I can recall. He was never around anyway.
He lives in Florida, I think.
Senator NUNN. Senator Roth.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In a very real sense, an LCN is really a subgovernment, is it not?
Once you become a member of a family, you disregard local law,
but you are bound by the rules of this subgovernment; would that
be a correct interpretation?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator ROTH. It is considered above and beyond what we ordinarily call the law-is that correct?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator ROTH. Now, I would like to go back to this question of
the unions. You say that organized crime still controls the docks; is
that correct? .
Mr. CAFARO. The what, Senator?
Senator ROTH. That the union still controls the Brooklyn docks?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, both, New York and Brooklyn.
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Senator ROTH. New York and Brooklyn? The past investigations
and prosecutions have in no way diminished the LCN control of the
docks?
Mr. CAFARO. No, Senator.
Senator ROTH. What other unions does the Genovese family control?
Mr. CAFARO. Local 560 Teamsters.
Senator ROTH. Local 560? What union is that?
Mr. CAFARO. That's the Teamsters. 272, that's the garage union.
What other ones? The Javits Center in New York. The carpenters
and the expos. :Bobby Rao's union, I do not. know what local that is.
That is hotel and restaurant workers.
And there are all these other small unions, ambulance drivers.
Senator ROTH. How does the LCN get control of a union? How
does it maintain control?
Mr. CAFARO. You mean the strength? I would say the shop steward is the strength there. He controls the workers. And when you
send people down for jobs, you send them to the shop steward. Usually the amico nostra knows the shop steward. And you send him
down, working guys to go to work.
And it straightens up the position of the union delegate.
Senator ROTH. Now, the shop steward is the one who decides who
.
works; is that correct?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, he's-he hires and fires.
Senator ROTH. He hires and fires?
Mr. CAFARO. Right. He's the strength. When it comes to voting
time for the union official, he puts in who he wants. He tells his
men, vote for so-and-so. So that's where the strength.
Senator ROTH. How does the LCN control the shop stewards? Are
they members of the family?
Mr. CAFARO. No. They are just working guys, shop steward. But
they are controlled by the amico nostras, the wiseguys, whatever
you want to call them.
Senator ROTH. Well, I am not clear. How does a wiseguy control
the steward? By fear? By payoff? Or what?
Mr. CAFARO. No, none of that. It's his position. He got a job. Now
he knows what we say through the union delegate, with the shop
steward there, he's the strength to delegate as far as putting him
there.
Usually he goes to the union guy when there's a problem. When
we need a favor, we-and they know who the wiseguy is, involved,
the shop stewards.
Senator ROTH. When you say shop steward;' does that mean' all of
them are dominated by the LCN?
Mr. CAFARO. I don't say all of them, Senator. I do not say all of
them.
Senator ROTH. A majority?
Mr. CAFARO. A majority, yes. You had asked me where the
strength is, and I says, with the shop stewards.
Senator ROTH. Now, how does an LCN family use its control of a
union?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, you can use it in any way you want. You want
to pull a strike. Or maybe the union guy is not getting enough
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money, the officials or whatever. Sweetheart contracts. However
you want to use the union; you can use it ..
Senator ROTH. Can you use it for kickback&?
Mr. CAFARO. Oh, sure.
.
Senator ROTH. I want to emphasize. something the Chairman said
a few minutes ago, bec;:ause it is absolutely right. By far and away
the majority of unions represent workers in an honorable way, so
we are talking about the exception and not the general rule,
Now, you stated LeN families have substantial influence in the
conventiop. center'soperation in New York City through their control of certain unions: .
How do LCN families exercise influence through the convention
center's operation?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, you got the locals. There's the carpenters,
electricians, the platform where they pull up with the trucks to
unload, whatever. There are all different locals there.
And ,most, I would say at least half the locals in the city is run
by wiseguys. Carpenters, laborers, expos; so that is all wiseguys involved.
Senator ROTH. Now, earlier in your testimop.y, you said, if I understood correctly, that something like 75 percent of construction
in New York City was controlled or influenced-Mr. CAFARO. By the wiseguys.
Senator ROTH [continuing]. By the) LCN; is that correct?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, yes.
Senator NUNN. May I ask a question on that, because I was not
clear a little while ago on that.
We were talking about the conc;rete industry now when we were
talking about that. Are you talking about overall construction, or
the concrete part of it?
Mr. CAFARO. I would say the concrete part of it. And I would say
50 percent of the overall is controlled by-Senator NUNN. But 75 percen1c of the concrete?
Mr. CAFARO. Concrete, yes.
Senator NUNN. And that is ill New York City?
Mr. CAFARO. New York City..
Senator ROTH. And you say 50 percent of the construction?
Mr. CAFARO. I would say of the construction.
Senator ROTH. So that mf~ans that 50 percent of the buildings
constructed in New York are) in one way or another-Mr. CAFARO. Affiliated with wiseguys, the contractors.
Senator ROTH. Are what by the wiseguys?
Mr. CAFARO. The contractors are affiliated with wiseguys.
Senator ROTH. Affiliated with wiseguys. Now, I am not exactly
clear how they use their influence in this area. You mentioned, for
example, that when the contracts are let, they know what the price
would be.
Mr. CAFARO. They know the bids.
Senator ROTH. They know the bids?
Mr. CAFARO. Right.
Sem.ator ROTH. Now, how does that work out in a private contract? Let us say I am a businessman and want to build a building.
So what do I do? I go and get a general contractor?
Mr. CAFARO. You want to build a building?
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Senator ROTH. Yes.
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, you get a general-GC, they call them. And he
told you I guess how much it is going to cost you for the building to
go up with everything involved.
Senator ROTH. Is he the one that lets the contracts?
Mr. CAFARO. The GC? No. I am sure the owner.
Senator ROTH. It is the owner that does it.
Mr. CAFARO. He is the one. Whoever works for-Senator ROTH. Why would the owner cooperate?
Mr. CAFARO. It is not that he is cooperating. Wh<'ever is giving
out the bids that works for the owner that wants to build the building, whoever works with him for the bids, receives the bids.
Senator ROTH. Would that be an employee of the owner?
Mr. CAFARO. I would say, yes, sure. And he would tell certain
contractors what the lowest bid is.
Senator ROTH. He would, as a general rule, he would tell-Mr. CAFARO. Well, I do not know about a general rule. But certain contractors he would tell.
Senator ROTH. And he is the one who lets them know what
the-Mr. CAFARO. What the lowest bid is.
Senator ROTH. So somebody else can come in and bid lower?
Mr. CAFARO. Right.
.
Senator ROTH. Are you saying then it takes the owners as well as
the general contractor to control these bids?
Mr. CAFARO. The owner does not control the bid. In a sense he
does, but the bid is given out to one of his employees. He gives out
the bids. The contractor, whatever. And when he gets into bids, he
knows what is the lowest bid.
So now as we say, a contractor with a wiseguy that he is friendly
with. And he tells him, this is our bid, the lowest bid we got. And
he will go in with a lower bid. Where you would not know the bid.
Senator NUNN. Let me ask a followup on that. In other words,
Senator Roth owns a lot and he wants to build a building on it in
New York City, and the bids come in, and they're rigged bids.
Senator ROTH. Are they rigged at that stage?
Senator NUNN. They are rigged, in other words, the people doing
the bidding are conspiring--Mr. CAFARO. It is already rigged.
Senator NUNN. All right, does the owner know about it in most
cases or some cases?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, that I do not know, Senator. That I do not
know. The bids are already rigged when they go in.
Senator Ro'rI-I. Is it rigged when the bids go in?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, the Two-Percent Club knows all the jobs. So
now naturally four or five contractors start to put in bids, and
sometimes-Senator ROTH. So it is through the general contractors that the
LCN exerts its influence?
Mr. CAFARO. I would say yes. The legitimate guy has not got a
chance when them bids go in.
Senator ROTH. And you said approximately 50 percent of construction in New York City is handled in this manner?
Mr. CAFARO. Sure, I would say.
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Senator ROTH.. Let me ask you this. You have mentioned a
number of unions, but what businesses are controlled or dominated
by the LCN? Could y64name them?
Mr. CAFARO. Legitimate businesses?
Senator ROTH. Legitimate businesses.
Mr. CAFARO. Well, I would say garbage.
Senator ROTH. Garbage.
.Mr. CAFARO. Private carting.
Senator ROTH. As a general rule, those that handle garbage are
controlled, influenced, by the LeN families?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, I would say-Senator ROTH. Genovese family?
Mr. CAFARO. Genovese, all the families.
Senator ROTH. Do you know that from personal knowledge?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, sure.
Senator ROTH. What are the names of the companies? .
Mr. CAFARO. Well, I know-I do not know the names of the companies, but I know a few guys that are in the garbage business.
Senator ROTH. Who are they?
Mr. CAFARO. Matty "the Horse" Ianell<>. He's a caporegime with
us. He's in it. Tommy Mallo from the Bronx, they are in it. But
mostly that is controlled by the mob. .
.
Senator ROTH. What other legitimate businesses are controlled-Mr, CAFARO. Have they got?
Senator ROTH. What?
Mr. CAFARO. Have the wiseguys got?
Senator ROTH. Yes.
Mr. CAFARO. Trucking business.
Senator ROTH. The trucking business?
Mr. CAFARO. I would say trucking business.
Senator ROTH. Can you name any specific businesses?
Mr. CAFARO. No. No.
Senator ROTH. What other businesses?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, I would say mainly garbage and trucking; that
is what I would say.
Senator ROTH. The LeN apparently has a prohibition against
trafficking in junk, or drugs. If so, why do we see so many members of the LCN being prosecuted for drug trafficking?
Is there a change in the practices of the family? Are the younger
members of the LCN more inclined to be involved in drugs than
the older?
Mr. CAFARO. No, my opinion, I would not say that. I say the
money. The money is great. You can become rich overnight. That
is what I would say. Whether you are young, old, whatever; the
money.
Senator ROTH. Is drug trafficking in New York City controlled in
any large percentage by organized crime, despite its prohibition?
Mr. CAFARO. Senator, I cannot speak for other families. But I can
speak for my-well, it was my family. I can speak for the Genovese
family. No way in hell they would fool around with junk. There
might be sneakers; but as far as I know, none.
Senator ROT? ·To your knowledge members of your family--
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Mr. CAFARO. No. There might be sneakers; there might be guys
that are.
Senator ROTH. What about the other families? What about the
Bonanno family?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, we were told at one time, years back, not to
get involved with the Bonanno mob, because first of all they're in
the junk business-most of them were-and there is no organization there. There is no-1 week it is a boss; next week it is somebody else.
So we could not get involved with them, mainly for the junk.
They are disorganized.
Senator ROTH. Do you know if and how the LON launders
money?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, I guess through legitimate business people,
they would launder their money. I know I did one time with Roy
Cohn, a $200,000 gambling check, I laundered a check through him.
Senator ROTH. How did you do that?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, the fellow that owed me the money, he owed
me $200,000, he was a client of Roy Cohn's. So I said, make out a
check to Roy Cohn for $200,000, and I will get the money from him.
That is how I laundered it.
Senator ROTH. Did you ever get the money?
Mr. CAFARO. $50,000.
Senator ROTH. Out of how much?
Mr. CAFARO. Out of $200,000.
Senator ROTH. So he still owes you $150,000?
Mr. CAFARO. What, am I going to go on his grave and get it?
Senator ROTH. It is my understanding that some of the bosses
have their own private armies aside from their families. Is that
true?
Mr. CAFARO. That was the days of Carlo Gambino. He had the
Cordeleones from Italy. He had a private mob which-no boss is
supposed to have a private mob. So when he died, Paul inherited
the Cordele ones from Sicily. And he had a private mob.
Senator ROTH. Was the private mob to protect himself from his
own family, if necessary?
Mr. CAFARO. I would say yes. For his own-that nobody knows, a
hidden mob, you called it. I would say yes.
Senator ROTH. Now, you talked about some fairly substantial
sums being taken by the LCN. Is there any effort on the part of the
LCN to take that money, launder it, and buy into legitimate businesses?
I am not talking now about the garbage or the trucking industries.
Mr. CAFARO. I would say yes. I would say they are going through
legitimate businesses.
Senator ROTH. In any significant way? How much would you say
your family has invested in legitimate businesses? Do you have any
idea?
Mr. CAFARO. Oh, gee, I do not know, Senator. I really could not
tell you that. I could not answer that.
.
Senator ROTH. Do you know what any of these businesses would
be?
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Mr. CAFARO. Well, like I says, mainly it was trucking and garbage. But if it is a legitimate business, they look to go into legitimate business. And anything that is flourishable, or they can make
money with, they would go into business. Bakery, anything, as long
as it is legitimate and they can make money with it. Any business.
There are no exceptions.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Cafaro, could you briefly explain the purpose
of the Two-Percent Club, how it worked and who the members
were?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, members as far as who? Contractors?
Senator ROTH. Yes.
Mr. CAFARO. Or wiseguys?
Senator ROTH. Both.
Mr. CAFARO. Well, the Two-Percent was created about, I do not
know, 5 or 6 years ago, when Vinnie DiNapoli had put it together.
This way it don't create a problem among contractors. Whoever
had contractors with them, they would not go in and put in a bid
to take a job away from you, they would underbid you.
So not to create a problem, to keep the peace, the circle was
formed, the Two-Percent circle with the contractors. So everybody
would get so many jobs, and keep everything going good.
And who represented-there were a load of contractors who were
in it. I cannot remember all the names offhand.
Senator ROTH. Can you name some of them?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, you had S&A Concrete; that is Nick Auletta.
You had G&G. XLO. Cedar Park. Century Maxim. Glenwood. Technical. North Berry. Metro Concrete. You had seven or eight different contractors; maybe ten. And they would belong to the circle.
Senator ROTH. I am sorry, I could not hear. They would what?
Mr. CAFARO. And they would belong to the circle, which meant
the Two-Percent circle; that is what we called it, the circle. And
when the jobs come out, so many jobs, five or six jobs were coming
out, that buildings were going up, they would allocate so many
jobs.
Over $5 million on the concrete, S&A would get it. Under $5 million, another company would get it. And the same thing with the
contractors. So many jobs, and so many were given out. And everybody got a piece of the action.
Every family's representative there that was there got a job.
With the contractors. Or for the contractors.
Senator ROTH. Now, in what ways does a wiseguy make money
on a construction job?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, now, once he gets the job, the contractor,
automatically the 2 percent goes into the pot; 2 percent of the job,
say $20,000, goes into the pot from all the contractors, and that is
split up amongst the four families.
Senator ROTH. Split up between them?
Mr. CAFARO. It is split up between the families, yes.
Senator ROTH. There have been a number of LCN prosecutions
recently. Do you think that the families in New York have been
damaged by these prosecution.c;, or do you think they will continue
to function effectively in the future?
Mr. CAFARO. That will go on forever, Senator.
Senator ROTH. As far as you are concerned, there is no way--
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Mr. CAFARO. No.
Senator ROTH. Are you aware of the forfeiture of assets on the
part of your family to the Federal Government as a result of prosecutions?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, there is-lam aware of it.
Senator ROTH. Have there been any major forfeitures on the part
of your family?
Mr. CAFARO. Mine, personally?
Senator ROTH. Yes.
Mr. CAFARO. Well, they got some levies on my son's property,
and my daughter.
Senator ROTH. What about the Genovese family in general? Have
they been affected by forfeiture of their holdings?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, on this case that is going on now, on the Salerno case, there's forfeitures there, on Fat Tony, Vinnie DiNapoli,
Louie DiNapoli, Biff Halloran, Nick Auletta, there are forfeitures
there.
Senator ROTH. You do not see either the prosecutions or these
forfeitures in any way really harming the continuity of the Genovese family?
Mr. CAFARO. None whatsoever.
Senator ROTH. If you were a law enforcement official, what
would you do or what do you think could be done to try to end
their influence?
Mr. CAFARO. Cannot end it. You can try to curb it. I do not think
you are going to end it. But what you can do is, try to curb it.
Senator ROTH. Do you think the younger people coming up are as
well disciplined and able to carryon in the same manner as the
more senior members'?
Mr. CAFARO. They are not as disciplined as we are, the oldtimers.
They are not as disciplined. I would call them renegades.
Senator ROTH. Are they more violent-the LCN boss in Philadelphia said he was a gangster.
Mr. CAFARO. We're all gangsters, Senator.
Senator ROTH. They're all gangsters?
Mr. CAFARO. We're all gangsters.
Senator ROTH. But do you see more violence? Early on you said
that no innocent person was murdered by an LCN family. Do you
think that is going to continue to be true of the newer breed of
gangsters?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, I would say, yes, it is all up to the cap oregimes. It is up to them to pull them in and make them understand.
You got to school them. You got to teach them your way.
And when you got a restriction on them, you pull them in. You
make them understand. Over here, there is no-you cannot do
what you want. You do what we tell you.
And. they will curb it. They will curb it. You get a few of them
that get a little out of line, but they will pull them in.
Senator ROTH. So as far as you are concerned, you see the LCN
continuing to be as potent in the future?
Mr. CAFARO. I would say, yes.
Senator ROTH. What about its relationship to Sicilian organized
crime? Did you have any contact 10th SiciJ.ians?
Mr. CAFARO. No. No, Senator.
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Senator ROTH. Did your family?
Mr. CAFARO. They are not recognized by us.
Senator ROTH. Why is that?
Mr. CAFARO. Because first of all you do not Imow who they are.
They could come here and say, they're amico nostra from Sicily.
You could be being introduced to an agent or whoever. And they
are vicious.
Senator ROTH. What do you mean by vicious?
Mr. CAFARO. They got no respect for one another. And most of
them are in the junk business.
Senator ROTH. Now, you have reiterated several times that your
family is not in the junk business. Do you see that changi.l'1g in the
future? There are those who say it is a $100 billion a year business.
Do you not see your family becoming involved?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, no, like I always said, money mal{E~s a blind
man see. So I do not know.
Senator ROTH. Now, you stated that the penalty for ilndividual
LCN members dealing with drugs is death.
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator ROTH. Now, you also said that there are some LCN members who have been involved with drugs. Do you knlOIW of anyone
that has been given the death penalty because he violated the prohibition against drugs?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, like I said, I do not know about other families,
Senator. I can speak for the Genovese family. I nlilver heard of it
with our family.
Senator ROTH. Isn't that sort of an empty threat, then?
Mr. CAFARO. There is a story years ago that I heard about Tony
Bender. He was supposed to be fooling around with junk at one
time. That is the time with Joe Cago-what is his name, Valachi?
Senator NUNN. Joe Cago was Valachi.
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, that is the only story I know, that he is missing from then.
Senator ROTH. He is missing, and that was 25 years ago. But
there have been no recent cases?
Mr. CAFARO. Not that I know of.
Senator ROTH. My time is up, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Roth.
Do you know, or have you heard anything, about Paul Castellano
or the Gambino family being involved in drug trade?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, from what I heard when I was in the streets,
as far as the rules, no fooling around with junk. I cannot speak for
another family.
But what I was made to understand was that Paul was taking
money from people that were around him in the junk business. He
would say, you cannot fool around with junk, but leave the shopping bag, I will turn my head. In other words, leave the money.
That is all I know about that, Senator.
Senator NUNN. What is your opinion on why Paul Castellano
was murdered? Do you have a view on that?
Mr. CAFARO. A view? The greed. The greed. He would shake
down everybody. He would shake down his men. In my. opinion, he
would shake down his mother, too. That was Paul. That is what I
say got him killed.
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Senator NUNN. In other words, he didn't treat others-Mr. CAFARO. As long as Neil was alive.
Senator NUNN. Who was Neil?
Mr. CAFARO. Neil Dellacroce. As long as he was alive, I think
Paul would have still been alive today.
Senator NUNN. Why is that?
Mr. CAFARO. Because Neil was a guy that, he is the boss and that
is it. Paul was his boss, and that was the way it was going to be.
Senator NUNN. And Neil protected him?
Mr. CAFARO. He protected him, yes. That is what I was made to
understand.
Senator NUNN. Was l1e protecting him with physical means, or
was he protecting him because Neil was powerful himself and respected him?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, Neil was powerful; he was the underboss. Neil
Dellacroce.
Senator NUNN. In other words, Neil's respect helped pl~otect Paul
Castellano?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. How did Vincent Gigante become a power in the
Genovese family?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, I say his power come from his regime. He has
got a powerful regime. He has got maybe 30 or 40 members. That is
without counting-he is affiliated with them.
Senator NUNN. Let me shift back to the contractor business.
Why would a contractor want to pay money' to a member of organized crime?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, he gets jobs. And then don't forget, with the
. bid rigging. I can go in a bid for, let us say, $4 million. Maybe the
job is only worth $3% million. So naturally the next contractor
who is going to put in $4% million, who is going to put in $5 million. So there is money being made.
And then they got the clearance with the unions. Do not have
union problems as far as laborers, or the Teamsters.
Senator NUNN. In other words, two reasons. One is, the contractor makes more money-Mr. CAFARO. Sure he does.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. By bid rigging. The second reason is
because the wiseguys can basically-Mr. CAFARO. They control the unions.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. Control the unions?
Mr. CAFARO. The laborers, truck drivers, carpenters, brick layers.
Senator NUNN. What is the incentive for the union leadership to
be involved in that kind of operation? What do they get out of it?
Mr. CAFARO. The delegates? They wheel and deal for themselves.
They go to the contractor or whoever, and he gets x amount of dollars. Money goes right down the line.
Senator NUNN. Other than the money, does the contractor give
the wiseguy anything else in return for the job?
Mr. CAFARO. He gives him the money, whatever he gives him. He
gets maybe $50,000, maybe $100,000.
Senator NUNN. What about subcontractors?
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Mr. CAFARO. Well, now there's some contractors is usually
around wiseguys, so you get the plumber, he is looking for the job.
So you tell him, all right, you go see so-and-so.
Senator NUNN. So the wiseguy helps control the subcontractor?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, yes.
Senator NUNN. In other words they help the contractor get the
job?
Mr. CAFARO. Then there is a subcontractor-if you got, let us say
a plumber with you, or an electrician, or a carpenter, or the dry
walls, you go to the contractor, you tell him, listen, give him this
job, whatever. And that is how you get him.
Senator NUNN. Do the wiseguys get money back from the subcontractor by helping them get the job?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes. Yes.
Senator NUNN. So basically they are controlling everything from
one end to the other,
Mr. CAFARO. Top to bottom.
Senator NUNN. Top to bottom?
Mr. CAFARO. Sure.
Senator NUNN. Did you ever accept a finder's fee for helping a
contractor obtain a job?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Tell us about that.
Mr. CAFARO. Well, S&A Concrete was looking for a job on, I do
not know if it was 35th Street or 36th Street, First Avenue, in New
York City. And a friend of mine, his contractor had the job.
So I went and see him, and tell him, listen, if you could, give
S&A the concrete work and do me a favor. So he says, yeah, why
not. So I got the job; he got the concrete work; and I got $240,000.
Senator NUNN. Now, who did you split that with?
Mr. CAFARO. Nobody.
Senator NUNN. That was yours?
Mr. CAFARO. Yeah.
Senator NUNN. Let me ask you this. You said in some good years
you made $1 million, $2 million dollars a year, and this $240,000;
you were handling an awfully lot of money, right?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Did you save any of it? Did you put it up?
Mr. CAFARO. Nope.
Senator NUNN. What happened to it?
Mr. CAFARO. You want to tell them, Eleanore? I spent it, Senator. Just gave it away. I never got it ~ll at once. I never had a big
lump of money. As I was making it, I was spending it: women, bartenders, waiters, hotels. Just spending the money.
Senator NUNN. Spending, $400,000, $500,000, :ji600~OOO, $'1'00,000 a
year?
Mr. CAFARO. Sure.
Senator NUNN. A million dollars a year in some years?
Mr. CAFARO. If! had it to spend, I'd spend $3 million.
Senator NUNN. How do you spend $3 million?
Mr. CAFARO. That's easy.
Senator NUNN. Do you not get tired going out every night of the
week?
Mr. CAFARO. No, sir.
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Senator NUNN. Every night?
Mr. CAFARO. Three, four nights a week.
Senator NUNN. Did you loan money to people?
Mr. CAFARO. I loaned a lot of money to people. Never got it back.
Senator NUNN. Do you have a list? Did you keep up with it?
Mr. CAFARO. I had the list. I used to ask now and then. But they
say they're broke; they ain't got it; be a little patient, I will pay,
and this and that. And I never got it back. So when this happened
to me, how am I going to get it back?
Senator NUNN. That is gone now, I take it.
Mr. CAFARO. That is gone. That is all water under the bridge.
Senator NUNN. Did you operate strictly on a cash basis? When
you spent money, was it strictly cash?
Mr. CAFARO. When I went out spending? Yes, strictly cash.
Senator NUNN. Do you keep large amounts of cash on you?
Mr. CAFARO. I used to go out with $5,000 to $10,000 in my pocket.
Senator NUNN. Where did you keep the other cash that you had?
Mr. CAFARO. Leave it at somebody's house, somebody hold it for
me; $40,000, $50,000, $100,000, whatever I had.
Senator NUNN. You did -not operate through checking accounts,
or anything of that nature?
Mr. CAFARO. No, no. I wish I could have.
Senator NUNN. Strictly cash?
Mr. CAFARO. Strictly cash.
Senator NUNN. What is your understanding of a commission
meeting? Could you give us your defmition of the word "commission" and IImeeting"?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, from what I was made to understand, a commission meeting was made-the commission was formed in the late
1930s, after the wars. The wars, what I mean, the wars with the
wiseguys. At the time, it was with the Sicilians. They were killing
all the Sicilians in the 1920s and 1930s, when Luciano was in
power.
So after they, I guess, killed whatever they had to kill, and whoever went back to Sicily, Luciano, they had killed, what's his
name? Joe "the Boss" Masseria in New York? Joe the Boss. And he
was the boss of bosses at the time.
So when Luciano became in power, he says, it would not be fair
for me to be boss of bosses, because you got a family, he's got a
family, he's got a family. Why should I tell you what to do? We will
form a commission, and we will straighten out our grievances.
And the commission was only formed for the purpose of stopping
wars. For peace.
Senator NUNN. Do we have a boss of bosses now?
Mr. CAFARO. No.
Senator NUNN. So the commission is the hierarchy?
Mr. CAFARO. Right. All the bosses sit at the commission.
Senator NUNN. They are on the same level then?
Mr. CAFARO. Right. And that is why the commission was formed
in the late 19308.
Senator NUNN. Did you ever take Fat 'rony Salerno to commission meetings?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
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Senator NUNN. Would you tell us about that? I believe a couple
of occasions. Tell us about the first one.
Mr. CAFARO. I took him twice to Staten Island in the luncheonette there, I forget the name; it is on the paper there.
The first time I took him, it was me, Tony and Vinnie DiNapoli.
We met in this restaurant with Tommy Bilotti. He was caporegime
in Paul's, in the Gambino family, and we went to a house in Staten
Island. I don't know where the house was. We were driven there by
Tommy, and we went in and there was Paul, there was Tom Mix,
there was Halph Scopo, Donny Shacks; there was about four or
five. But, anyway, there was, like I says, about five or six members
there.
Senator NUNN. Did you see them?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. You took Fat Tony there in the car?
Mr. CAFARO. No. We were driven there. I took him to Staten
Island in the luncheonette, but we were driven to this house.
Senator NUNN. Did you go to the meetin~?
Mr. CAFARO. I went, but then we couldn t be at the meeting. We
stood upstairs and-Senator NUNN. "We'" being who?
Mr. CAFARO. Me and Tommy Bilotti, and we stood, and there was
four or five more amico nostras up there, wiseguys, and we just sat
upstairs. And what was the discussion? Mostly about concrete and
construction.
..
Senator NUNN. Tony told you that?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Concrete and-Mr. CAFARO. Construction. Paul-every time there was a commission meeting with Paul, it was alway::; about business, money and
business.
Senator NUNN. What date was that, approximately, do you
know?
Mr. CAFARO. I don't remember, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Was that in the 1980's or-Mr. CAFARO. 1984.
Senator NUNN. All right. Was there any other commission meeting that you recall?
Mr. CAFARO. I went to another one after that; I drove Tony, but I
didn't go. I just went to the same restaurant, luncheonette, or
diner, whatever you want to call it, and we were waiting there.
Some wiseguy come and pick us up; ! forgot his name. And I didn't
go. He drove Tony there and I was waiting in the luncheonette.
Senator NUNN. You waited there for him?
Mr. CAFARO. I waited at the diner or the luncheonette, whatever
you want to call it.
Senator NUNN. Did the people like Tony that were going to the
meeting, Tony Salerno, did they worry about being trailed or the
FBI or anybody follo'wing them?
Mr. CAFARO. No, no.
Senator NUNN. They didn't appear--.
Mr. CAFARO. Usually when I drove Tony, I would look in my mirrors and try to be careful and go different ways.
Senator NUNN. But they didn't appear to be worried about it?
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Mr. CAFARO .. No, no.
Senator NUNN. Now, was that the second meeting where they
did think there was an FBI agent?
Mr. CAFARO. That was the third meeting. I wasn't there, I wasn't
present.
Senator NUNN. Tell us about that third meeting.
Mr. CAFARO. It was a meeting in Bari's on Houston Street.
Senator NUNN. Is that a restaurant or what is it?
Mr. CAFARO. No. They sell restaurant equipment, they sell restaurant equipment, and Tony had an appointment down there. He
went down with Tony Ducks and Tom Mix. I picked him up to go
to the commission meeting there, and the meeting, from what I
was made to understand, there was Paul, there was Chin-there
was Paul, Chin, Joe Gallo, Donny Shacks, "Jerry Lang" Langella.
Senator NUNN. How many different families was that?
Mr. CAFARO. There was the four families there.
Senator NUNN. Again, which family was not there?
Mr. CAFARO. The Bonanno mob.
Senator NUNN. Was that because of the narcotics involvement?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes. They weren't recognized as far as--.
Senator NUNN. So they had four families there. What, a couple
of people from each family?
Mr. CAFARO. There was Jerry Lang and Donny Shacks for the
Colombo mob. There was-Tony was with Chin for the Genovese
mob. There was-for the Gambino mob was Paul and Joe Gallo,
and who was the other one? Luchese was Tony Ducks and Tom
Mix.
Senator NUNN. All right. Go ahead and tell us what you know
about that and what happened at that meeting. You weren't there,
but you found out about it later, right?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes. I was in the neighborhood and Tony had come
back early. Usually, a commission meeting, they last 4 or 5 hours,
6 hours, and he come to the neighborhood and I seen him. He's
huffing and puffmg. I says, you know, how come you're back so
early?
Senator NUNN. He was huffing and puffing?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes. I says to him, how come you're back so early?
He says, no; he says, there was the agents down there. I says, no
kidding? He says, yes.
Senator NUNN. What agents?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, Federal agents.
Senator NUNN. Federal agents.
Mr. CAFARO. He says, there was the agents there; he said, we had
to get out. We, you know, went out. He says, I had to go through a
window. He sal's, they had to push me through the window to get
out. He couldn t fit; he was too fat.
Senator NUNN. He got stuck in the window?
Mr. CAFARO. He got stuck in the window and they had to push
him out, and that was it.
Senator NUNN. So they were worried about the agents at that
meeting?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, this Baldy Dom had-he's a caporegime with
us in our brugad, says he seen an agent outside. So rather than to
get pinched or the agents go in, they all ran.
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Senator NUNN. Did you find out whether ·there really was an
agent out there later on?
.
Mr. CAFARO. Well, I had asked Rick. He says there wasn't no
agents there, so who knows if there was· an agent or there wasn't
an agent? I really don't know.
.
Senator NUNN. Do you think-we've had a lot of cOllvictions of
the top members of various families in New York and elsewhere.
Do you think there still is a commission in New York?
Mr. CAFARO. To my knowledge, no, and I don't think there will
ever be a commission anymore.
Senator NUNN. Why is that?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, you haven't got the Fat Tonys no more. You
haven't got the Tony Ducks, you haven't got the Tom Mixes. The
oldtimers are not there no more and I say there will never be another commission.
.
Senator NUNN. You're still going to have the families, though,
aren't you? .
Mr. CAFARO. Well, you can talk boss to boss. You send your consiglierc:! there if there's a problem in the family.
Senator NUNN. In other words, you think it will be more boss-toboss, one family to another, and not the whole group meeting together?
Mr. CAFARO. That's right.
Senator NUNN. Why would not their successors follow that pattern?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, why they won't follow the same pattern as the
oldtimers?
Senator NUNN. Yes.
Mr. CAFARO. Well, you haven't got the oldtimers there no more
and the young guys that are there now, they are not as levelheaded as the oldtimers. They are not peace-minded. I don't think
they are peace-minded, w:hich the oldtimers, there was nothing but
peace and if you-.
Senator NUNN. Well, the purpose of the commission was peace
and you don't believe that that will be organized that way?
Mr. CAFARO. No, because you get a-from what I see of Johnny
Gotti-I met him in MCC, like I said. He ain't going to-he has got
an attitude that, hey, this is my brugad and nobody is going to tell
me what to do. Or Chin ain't going to make anybody tell him what
to do with his brugad.
Senator NUNN. Can you tell us what the consigliere does in the
overall family?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, the consigliere, he's the powerhouse, he's the
strength, because he takes care of all the beefs from the captains.
In other words, a captain can't go to a boss or the underboss unless
he goes to the cdnsigliere.
.
Senator NUNN. So he's really the-Mr. CAFARO. He's' the strength, he's the powerhouse.
Senator NUNN. The operating officer, so to speak?
Mr. CAFARO. Oh, yes. He-whatever decision he gives, that's it.
You don't go-unless it's rare that you want to go further. \Vnat I
mean by tlfurther," you want to go to the underboss or the boss.
But once the consigliere gives you his decision, that's it.
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.Senator NUNN. I understand that you have stated there are certain new rules for admitting members to the LeN. Could you .tell
us what those new rules are?
Mr. CAFARO. I didn't hear you, Senator.
Senator NUNN. I understand that you have stated that there are
certain new rules for admission to membership, for being straightened out, for being a made man. Could you ten us what those new
rules are?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, I don't know about new rules, but I know
there was a new rule put in about 10 years ago because years ago
they used to call in the books when you had to open the books to
straighten out a member. If you wanted to make a guy a member,
the books had to be opened.
It got to a point where the books weren't open for maybe 15, 20
years. The brugads wouldn't open them and what was happening,
the regimes-a lot of oldtimers were dying and the regimes were
getting small.
So a captain with maybe 15, 20 men was down to 8 men, 7 men,
and they'were weakening their positions. So they instituted-if a
member dies, they can replace him with another member. That's
tl}e only new rule I knew of.
, Senator NUNN. So the books aren't closed now?
Mr. CAFARO. There's no more books.
Senator NUNN. No more'books?
Mr. CAFARO. If somebody dies in the regime, he can be replaced
by another member.
Senator NUNN. So it's on automatic pilot now?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator NUNN. You are trying to maintain about the same
number of members?
Mr. CAFARO. That's the purpose of it.
Senator NUNN, But not have the membership go down?
Mr. CAFARO. Not have it go down. You're allowed seven men in a
regime and when they got to straighten out a member, they send
his name around. They give it to the consigliere, his name and
nickname, and it goes to the four families.
If there's any grievance against him or if maybe he's a rat or
something, if somebody knows there's something against him, they
would check it out, and that's the purpose of sending the name
around.
Senator NUNN. Were you told anything about the disappearance
of the Luchese family acting boss, Buddy Luongo?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator. When I was wearing the wire, I was
talking to Ralphie Tutino, and I wasn't aware of it because I think
I was out on bailor something. And he had told me this Buddy
Luongo had an appointment with this Little Vic in Brooklyn and
he went out there to meet him and he never came back. That's all
I know about that.
Senator NUNN. Who is Little Vic?
Mr. CAFARO. At the time I had knew him, he was the consigliere
in the Luchese mob.
Senator NUNN. Do you have any other name, any other name besides Little Vic?
.
Mr. CAFARO. That's all I know him as, Little Vic.
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Senator NUNN. Why are there so many people that you were
with all the time. that you don't really know their last names?
Mr. CAFARO. They usually give you their nic!c'1anie.
Senator NUNN. So you usually don't use last names?
Mr. CAFARO. We don't use last names, no.
Senator NUNN. Were you just known as Fish?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Where did that name come from?
Mr. CAFARO. I don't know; I got it since I'm 8 years old. Where,
how it came from, I really don't know.
Senator NUNN. Just a nickname?
Mr. CAFARO. Just a nickname.
Senator NUNN. Senator Roth.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You mentioned that both Chin Gigante and John Gotti were
claiming part. of the profits from the sale of the Bankers and Brokers Building in Lower Manhattan. Can you explain in greater
detail how this came about and whether they did, in fact, receive
part of the profits of that sale?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, there was a situation there-when Paul was
alive, he had sold this property to S&A Concrete, Nick Auletta, I
think, for $4.5 million, with the understanding that he was going to
build a high-rise there.
Now, as it went along he didn't build a high-rise. He was selling
the property, I don't know, for $7, $8, $9 million. That's when Paul
didn't like the idea. In other words, he told him, I sold you the
building with the understanding that you would build a high-rise.
Now, he wanted to turn around and sell it, like I said, for $7 or $8
million; I really don't know.
But Paul wanted half of the profits on the sale of the building
and Tony got involved with that. Then he had never gotten nothing
from Nicky, Paul, but Tony got his share from the sale of the buildin~
.
Now, who wanted to get involved there was Chin, hut he put up
a little problem there from what Sammy was telling me, but it
didn't belong to him; it belonged to Tony, and that's how Tony
wound up with the money.
Now, as far as Gotti, I don't know if he got anything out of it; I
doubt it. That's my opinion. He was looking to take over Paul's
share if there was a share for him to-if he was entitled to anything.
Senator ROTH.. In view of the fact that many of the recent cases
brought by the Government were the result of wiretaps or bugs,
what do you think the LCN will do to take steps to avoid their conversations?
¥r. CAFARO. I know they are not going to talk in clubs anymore.
They are not going to talk in places they hang out. They are not
going to talk OIl phones. If anything, they will send a soldier to another soldier or a captain to another captain, if there's going to be
the consigliere for a meeting, and tell them, say, Bobby or whoever,
I'll be at this restaurant tonight at 7 o'clock, to meet me there.
And that's how they would do it, or walk and talk in the streets.
Senator ROTH. Will they avoid meeting places they used in the
past?
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Mr. CAFARO. Sure, yes.
Senator ROTH. Did you know that the Palma Boys Social Club
and the First Avenue Club were bugged, and if so, why did you and
others continue to hold conversations there?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, we were told they were bugged and I guess we
took it lightly. I figured me, gambling and bookmaking; I didn't
care.
Senator ROTH. Do you know how Santora knew about the bug?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, he had somebody telling him. From what
agency, I don't know.
Senator ROTH. What do you mean by "agency?"
Mr. CAFARO. Well, it could be a police department, it could be the
Government, it could have been anybody.
~nator ROTH. Does the LCN have many people in law enforcement agencies or in public office under their influence o'r control?
Mr. CAFARO. As far as the past amico nostra, 14, 15 years, not
that I know of.
Senator NUNN. Do you know of any high governmental officials
that are being paid or cooperating illegally?
Mr. CAFARO. No, sir.
SenatOr NUNN. You don't?
Mr. CAFARO. No, no.
Senator ROTH. You and others apparently knew in advance who
was going to be arrested or subpoenaed.
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, indictments and subpoenas.
Senator ROTH. How did you get that information?
Mr. CAFARO. My nephew, Sammy Santora.
Senator ROTH: Where did he get the information?
Mr. CAFARO. I don't know, Senator, but whatever information he
gave us, whatever he told us was on the money.
Senator ROTH. It was always accurate?
Mr. CAFARO. As far as indictments and subpoenas, it was on the
money.
Senator ROTH. Did you know in advance of your impending
arrest?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, Senator.
Senator ROTH. How far?
Mr. CAFARO. Two weeks before.
Senator ROTH. Two weeks?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator ROTH. How did you know? Who told you?
Mr. CAFARO. My nephew, Sammy Santora.
Senator ROTH. And your nephew gave no indication to you how
he acquired this information?
Mr. CAFARO. You can!t ask, you don't ask.
Senator ROTH. You don't ask?
Mr. CAFARO. No.
.
Senator ROTH. When you got information that you were going to
be arrested, what action did you take?
Mr. CA.FARO: I said let them come and pinch me. I wasn't interested in going on the lamb.
Senator ROTII. And so you chose not to run?
Mr. CAFARO. No. I stood home.
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Senator ROTH. Was that because you thought the charges would
be relatively minor, such as bookmaking?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, I figure bookmaking and gambling, but I
didn't think I was going to be held a danger to the community. If I
thought that, I would have went on the lamb.
Senator ROTH. You've stated that it's no longer necessary for one
to kill to become a made ~y. When did this rule change and why?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, as far as I can remember, 14 years ago when I
was-or 15 years ago when I was straightened out. A lot of guys,
you straighten them out for business because a lot of us don't understand about construction, whatever, situations like that, electrical work, contracting or plumbing.
We don't understand thai there, so you straighten out a guy. You
make him an amico nostra just to take care of business that you
don't have to be there with him, because if you'.re not a made
member and you're sitting down, you can't sit down with a made
member.
So rather than' to be there-say, me, and I don't know nothing
about the construction, to go sit down with a beef about it, I don't
know what I'm talking about. So you straighten .out people just for
business.
Senator ROTH. Now, earlier, you told me that you thought the
families would continue and that even though the younger members were perhaps less disciplined, that through orientation, training, whatever you want to call it, that they would become much
like the current members of organized crime.
Yet, at the same time you say you don't think the commission
will ever be recreated because there will never be new bosses like
the old. Isn't that somewhat inconsistent?
Mr. CAFARO. No, that's not inconsistent. Like I says, you get a
Gotti and a Chin. First of all, there's no need for a commission
with them because, like I says, it's not that there's the disrespect.
The respect is there; the respect will always be there.
But a Chin or a Gotti wouldn't need a committee. You do your
thing, I'll do my thing, and that's it. There's nothing taken away
from me and there's nothing taken from you.
Senator ROTH. Now, you mentioned earlier that your family had
no association or contact with Sicily. How about some of the other
criminal groups, such as the Colombians?
Mr. CAFARO. I don't know about them. Well, I have business with
the Cubans.
Senator ROTH. With the Cubans?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes.
Senator ROTH. What kind of business did you have with the
Cubans?
Mr. CAFARO. Number business.
Senator ROTH. What's that?
Mr. CAFARO. Numbers.
Senator ROTH. Numbers?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, yes. I had Cubans with me.
Senator ROTH. Did any of these groups, like the Cubans, try to
intrude on your area of activity?
Mr. CAFARO. In what way, Senator?
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.Senator ROTH. Well, did they begin to try to take over some of
the racketeering or gambling business?
.
Mr. CAFAlio. No, no. They want to be with the wiseguys; they
don't want to be against them.
Senator ROTH. They wanted to work with you?
Mr. CAFARO. They want to work with you, yes, and I had a lot of
Cubans with me.
Senator ROTH. There has been no effort on the part of drug traffickers to work with your family?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, if they were fooling around, you know, with
junk or something, I don't know about it, but who knows?
Senator ROTH. What rank did you hold in the Genovese family?
Mr. CAFARO. I was a soldier.
Senator ROTH. Why, particularly in view of your close relationship with Fat Tony, did you not rise higher?
Mr. CAFARO. I didn't want the responsibility. I didn't want to be
responsible. I didn't want to-when he left on a Thursday morning,
I left with him. When you were a captain, you have to be therenot have to be there; you're on call 24 hours a day in case there's a
problem or beefs or whatever. So that wasn't for me. I wasn't interested. But you can't refuse.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Cafaro, 2 weeks--.
Senator NUNN. Excuse me, Senator Roth. Would you yield?
Senator ROTH. Yes.
Senator NUNN. You say you can't refuse if you're asked to take
that responsibility?
Mr. CAFARO. That's right, you can't. The only reason why I got
away with it is because of Tony. There was a position open at the
time, the caporegime. I says, no, Tony, I'm not interested. He says
all right.
Senator NUNN. So it was handled informally?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, it was informal. If! would have said-Senator NUNN. Tony protected you when he needed you and you
didn't want it?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes. If, say, Chin would have asked me, I had to
accept. When the consigliere tells you, you have to accept, yes.
Senator ROTH. Let me ask you this question. We had Angelo Lonardo testify before us a few days ago and he said that if he had
his life to live again, he would not repeat his mob activities because, as he said, it created too many headaches. By "headaches," I
think he was referring to arrests, jail terms, and so forth.
If you had the chance to do it allover again, would you do things
differently or would you again be a member of the family?
Mr. CAFARO. In my honest opinion, I would be a member of the
family, but I would do it in a different way. I wouldn't be close to
Tony or any boss or any consigliere. I'd just stay by myself, a club
or whatever, and that's it.
Senator ROTH. But don't you, as a member of a family, have to
do what they tell you to do?
Mr. CAFARO. Sure.
Senator ROTH. Well, then, how can you stay-.
Mr. CAFARO. In other words, stay by myself, don't stay withyou're not,supposed to be with the bosses anyway.
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Senator ROTH. In other words, you think you were too close to
the bosses?
Mr. CAFARO. Too close, that's a fact.
Senator ROTH. But why would you want to be a member again?
You say that your life is in danger now, is that correct?
Mr. CAFARO. That's the way I chose it. What can I do? But it's
not good and it's not bad.
.
.
Senator ROTH. Let me ask you this. Who do you think, let's say 5
years from now, will be boss of your family?
Mr. CAFARO. If anything happens to Chin?
Senator ROTH. Yes.
Mr. CAFARO. I would say Bobby Manna.
Senator ROTH. Bobby who?
Mr. CAFARO. Bobby Manna.
Senator ROTH. Now, who is he?
.
Mr. CAFARO. He's the consigliere now.
Senator ROTH. After 36 years of friendship with Tony Salerno,
during which time I think you said that he was like a father to
you, why did you agree to cooperate with law enforcement?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, when I was in MCC for the 7% months, I was
having a lot of trouble with Tony over some moneys, and lowed
him, I think, $65,000 that I had used of his money, not knowing I
wasn't going to get bail when we got arrested.
If I would have got bail, there would have been no problem with
the money, and I had owed him $65,000. And when you get pinched
and you're in jail, no bail, nobody wants to loan you money anymore; they look the other way.
So I had owed him $65,000 and we were arguing every day over
the money, but I paid him the money. And we had some slot machines going; I had some slot machines in the streets and I used to
give Tony a third.
So one day I told him he's got no more revenues coming from the
slot machine; whatever comes from there, I'm keeping. And he
says, no; he says, it's my business. I says, no, it's not your business,
it's mine; I created the business.
So he says to me, he says, well, he says, I'll Rick up this cane and
I'll hit you with it. So I says to him, well, that s the biggest mistake
you'll make in your life if you ever pick up that cane to me. And
that's how I think I turned.
Senator ROTH. Do you have any family?
Mr. CAFARO. Do I have a family?
Senator ROTH. Personal family, yes. Are you married?
Senator NUNN. Senator Roth, I don't think he wants to-Senator ROTH. I think that's all the questions I have at this time,
Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Roth.
When you had that argument with Fat Tony and he threatened
to hit you with a cane, did that lead you to believe you might be on
his hit list?
Mr. CAFARO. No, no.
Senator NUNN. In other words, how do you distinguish between a
threat like that-Mr. CAFARO. ·Well, you know, when a relationship like me and
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lationship, but when it came to the money, I said for money, is this
what-I would have killed him; I would have killed him in MCC.
Senator NUNN. You would have killed him if what?
Mr. CAFARO. If he would have picked up the cane.
Senator NUNN. Even though he'd been like a father to you?
Mr. CAFARO. That's right. The disrespect was there. There wasn't
respect anymore, not when you're going to argue for $65,000. I gave
that out in tips. I got to argue for $65,000? Let him use it, let him
use it all. Whatever I had, he could have had.
Senator NUNN. He had insulted you at that stage?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes. Well, from-we were there about three
months. He started asking, you know, about moneys and this and
that, whatever the situation was. So it was all over moneys.
Senator NUNN. Let me ask you two or three other questions.
You've mentioned a few unions this morning. Do you know other
unions that have not been mentioned this morning by you in your
testimony here that are controlled in New York City by LCN families?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, there's the Kennedy Airport; that's controlled
by the Luchese mob. That's controlled by them, and as far as the
garment center, from what I know, the whole four families are involved with the unions in the garment center. That's what I know
about that.
Senator NUNN. Is that done by territory? How do they decide
what family controls what?
Mr. CAFARO. Well, I don't know. I wouldn't say it's territories;
it's not the question of territories. If you got certain houses down
there-what I was made to understand by "houses" is these lofts
that make the clothes, dresses, coats, or whatever.
So if you got four or five houses in one building, that's yours, and
the union down there controls all that there. But I don't know too
much about the garment center, Senator, as far as the unions, you
know.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Cafaro, nearly 25 years ago an individual
named Joe Valachi testified before this Subcommittee about the existence of La Cosa N ostra in the United States. Did you ever meet
Mr. Valachi?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, I knew Joe Cago, Valachi.
Senator NUNN. You call him Joe Cago?
Mr. CAFARO. Joe Cago, yes.
Senator NUNN. When did you meet him? Tell us about that.
Mr. CAFARO. Well, he was born and raised in Harlem. He was
born and raised in Harlem and he was an amico nostra in our
brugad. He was with Tony-at the time, Tom Rena. I don't know
who Tom Rena was, but he was a captain, and from there he was
with Tony Bender.
.
And I had a candy store, a club, on 115th Street between First
and Second Avenue, and he had come down one day with Joey
Pagano and I was friendly with Joey. How are you? How do you
feel? Fine. How are you?
One word to another, he says, you got gambling here? I says, yes,
I got blackjack and poker games in the back, you know. He says,
listen, he says, maybe I could send some guys down and play. So I
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says, for what? He says, well, he says, we'll send five or six players
and we'll take a piece of the game.
Right away, he's looking to shake me down. So I didn't say nothing. I says, no, I says, we don't need no players here. I got--I'm
doing all right the way I am. Well, he says, think about it. He says,
we'll send some players.
What I should have said to him then is mention Tony's name,
Fat Tony; listen, I'm with Fat Tony, because I knew what he was
leading up to. So I says, all right, I'll let you know tomorrow, and I
went and see Tony and I told him.
He said I close the club or the candy store, whatever you want to
call it; close it up, he says, and come and stay here. The next day, I
seen Joe Cago. I says, no; I'm closing the joint. And I went and
stayed with Tony. I opened up a club over there. And that was it,
the first time-not the first time I met Joe Cago. I seen him a few
times.
Senator NUNN. Did you have any other relationship with Vala.
chl.·?
Mr. CAFARO. No, no.
Senator NUNN. Were you a made member at the time he testified before this Subcommittee?
Mr. CAFARO. No. That was 25 years ago, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Do you recall that? Did you follow it?
Mr. CAFARO. Yes, yes. I was watching it on television.
Senator NUNN. What was the reaction in the family based on
that testimony? W~hat was that-Mr. CAFARO. What was my reaction?
Senator NUNN. Your reaction and the reaction of others that you
knew. Did you hear them talk about that, Fat Tony or any of them,
later on?
Mr. CAFARO. No. I was in the bar. No, Tony wasn't there; a few
people. He's a rat. What's the reaction?
Senator NUNN. Yes.
We appreciate very much your being here, Mr. Cafaro. You have
given us a lot of interesting information this morning. We appreciate your attorney being here and we appreciate your cooperation
before this Subcommittee.
Mr. CAFARO. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. EAMES. Thank you very much.
Senator NUNN. We have Exhibits 28 through 58 which, without
objection, will be made part of the record.
[See Exhibit Nos. 28-60 starting on p. 801.]
The Subcommittee will now adjourn. Thank you very much.
Mr. CAFARO. Thru.l.k you, Senator.
[Whereupon, at 11:39 a.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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Mr. Chairman, I, as Director of the FBI, would like to
express my appreciation to you and to the committee for your
continued interest in

provid~g

assistance in combating a

national problem in today's society, organized crime.

In

addition, I appreciate this opportunity for the FBI to provide
you with its vie,ws on the status of organized crime in America,
how the widely publicized successes of recent years have been
achieved, and what tools and resources the law enforcement
community should seek and dedicate to combat these organized
criminal groups which physically assault and intimidate some
Americans and create a detrimental economic impact on all'
Americans.
As you are all aware, the President's Commission on

Organized Crime in 1986 estimated that organized criminal
enterprises reaped an annual income of more than $100 billion.
That represents a loss of $6.5 billion in tax revenues and a loss
in the American work force of 414,000 jobs.

In these austere

economic times, it would be unacceptable for the law enforcement
community not to maintain pressure on the underworld groups,
build on prior successes, and prohibit prosecuted organizations
from reemerging stronger and with more
making and hiding money illegally.

sophistica~ed

schemes for

In addition, a continuous

assessment must be made of new emerging groups so that law
enforcement resources can be directed at these groups before they
can bEcome entrenched as a subculture while utilizing
illegitimate gains to maintain a facade of respectability.
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Various definitions have been used to distinguish an
organized crime group from a group of individuals who band
together to commit a

cr~

act.

The key elements of

distinction to focus upon are that an ol."qanized crime group has
some manner of organizational structure, engages in a continuing'
criminal conspiracy, and has as its primary purpose the
generation of profit.

The

La

Cosa Nostra or LCN is the

preeminent organized crime group in the United states, and became
recognized as a national conspiracy after the testimony of Joseph
Valachi before this same committee in 1963.' Beginning with that.
startling testimony and through the present date, irrefutable
evidence has been accumulated which demonstrates how the LeN has
invaded the economic infrastructure of the United states
threatening the integrity of the governing process, escalating
taxes, increasing the costs of goods and services to tile
consuming public, and jeopardizing the personal safety of our
citizens.

Attached to my prepared statement is a chronological

history of the evolution of the LCN in tile United states from
January 1920 through August 1987.

This accounting of events and

prosecutive actions reveals that labor racketeering, narcotics
trafficking, gambling, loansharking, murder, kidnapping,
extortion, prostitution and smuggling are the LCN's stock in
trade.

But beyond that, intelligence gained through

investigative efforts on the LCN and other organized crime groups
has established that profits generated by these criminal
enterprises are often funneled, through sometimes elaborate

- 2 -
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money laundering schemes, into otherwise legitimate businesses.
These businesses have an edge over their competitors who must
worry about profit margins, overhead costs, and repaying bank
loans.

In a very real sense, organized crime'touches evexy

citizen in America.

It was this understanding of the pet:'rasive

threat posed by these groups, that caused former

Dir~ctor,

clarence M. Kelley to designate organized crime as a FBI national
priority.

Among the many investigative responsibilities of the

FBI, I reaffirm the cOll!l!\itment of the FBI to continue the
dedi,cated effort against

orq~ized

crime.

Traditionally, the ability to develop and operate
informan~s

has been the FBI I s strength in the de"ection and

investigation of criminal activities.

Although the term

informant conveys many connotations, the FBI criminal informant
category includes any individual who willingly provides
information of a general criminal nature and requests
confidentiality.

The motivation of these individuals may be

moral, patriotic, or self serving: however, it is important to
bear in mind that the end result of their cooperative action
benefits each and every law abiding citizen.

An

informant in the

area of organized crime could be a victim businessman or woman
who fears economic or personal reprisal from his or her
cooperation; or a career criminal who seeks mitiliJation from
criminal exposure or financial reward.

From 196:1 to the present,

the FBI has directed its informants in a concerted effort to
develop and expand the FBI's intelligence base on the membership,

- 3 -
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structure, and 'criminal activity of the I£:N.

The reputation of

the FBI to protect, within legal constraints, the confidential
relationship of individuals

~d

the prosecutive success against

the LCN, has allowed for the recruitJJient of valuable informants
who are able to provide increasingly detailed

in~ormation

about

the inner workings of the LCN.
In September 1961, three pieces of legislation had a
significant impact on the investigative techniques utilized
against, organized crime.

These statutes banning interstate

transportation in aid of racketeering, interstate transportation
of wagering paraphernalia, and interstate transmission of
wagering information, provided the FBI with jurisdiction over
gambling vioiations.

This focus on illegal gambling was an

outgrowth of the findings of various investigative panels to
include two Senate bodies

knc~

popularly as the Kefauver

Committee and the McClellan Committee.

The general conclusions

issued by these groups stated that gambling bankrolled the rest
of the underworld's empire and that legislative, judicial and
police corruption were an almost inevitable consequence of
allowing illegal gambling to operate unchecked for any length of
time.

FrClll

1961 to December 1973, utilizing these three

statutes, FBI investigations resulted in more than 1800
convictions and $2.9 million in fines.

Aroong those sentenced to

prison, were LCN leaders such as Raymond Patriarca of
New England, Samuel Rizzo De Cavalcanta of New Jersey,
John Phillip Cerone of Chicago, and ,Anthony Giardano of
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st. Louis, Missouri, plus a nUlDber of their l:'anking lieutenants.
Th.F.! next major change in investigative techniques used
to address organized crime,

~s

caused by the enact:merlt of the

Omnibus crime control and Safe Streets Act of 1968.

This

provided for the use of court-approved electronic surveillances
in the investigation of certain specified violations.

The

electronic surveillance technique was widely used from 1971
through 1973, when interstate gambling violations were
prioritized; and declined until 1981, when the enterprise theory
of investigation was instituted.

I will discuss this theory

later.
The past investigative emphasis on gambling and other
street violations as a means of attacking organized crime
achieved statistical successes, but did not address organized
crime as a structured criminal entity.

In 1970, the passage of

the Racketeer Influenced and corrupt organizations statute,
commonly known as RICO, provided the most important prosecutive
tool for the FBI to address a structured criminal organization.
RICO provided a method to prosecute organized groups for all of
their diverse criminal activities, without the crimes being
linked by perpertrator or an all encompassing conspiracy.
Additionally, this statute increased criminal penalties and
provided for criminal forfeiture and civil actions to address the
profit motive ,of organized crime and to restrict the recurring
crime problem.
Due to the complexity of tl1is unique legislation and
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the focus of investigations at that time on gambling,
loansharking, and gangland slaying type violations, the RICO
statute was initially used a.s a Federal conspirGCY statute.

As

investigators and prosecutors began to understand the tremendous
potential of this investigative and prosecutive weapon, an event
oql.::urred which caused a reassessment of the crime threat posed by
tHe LCN.

This event, the disappearance of James Riddle Hoffa in

July 1975, was the catalyst to our recognition of the teN's
foothold in the socio-economic structure of the United states.
The FBI mobilized resources nationwide in a concerted
effort to uncovel: the link between the LCN and Hoffa I s
disappearance.

Several LCN figures had been successfully

prosecuted prior to 1975 for labor racketeering violations.

We

combined the intelligence gained from these prosecutions, sought
out information from prior cooperating witnesses, and directed
existing informants to secure further information on Teamster
links with the LCN.

The resulting intelligence, not only

identified the probable coconspirators responsible for the Hoffa
disappearance, but identified LCN influence and domination of
some major international labor unions and numerous locals
throughout the country.
In 1977, the FBI adopted a program management approach
to organized crime investigations wherein investigative
priorities were set nationally by FBI Headquarters.

FBI

resources were redistributed throughout the country so that the
thrust of the investigative effort would be on identified
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priorities in a quality over qL\antity concept.

The LCN; though

recognized as not being the only organized crime element existing
in the united states, received primary investigative emphasis
within the FBI's organized crime program.
The priorities established in decending order of
significance were labor racketeering, corruption, infiltration of
legitimate business, loansharking, gambling, and major impact
cases.

Because of this program direction, the labor racketeering

area accounted for several of the Bureau's most significant and
successful investigations.
The use of the undercover technique, wherein undercover
FBI agents held themselves out to organized crime as businessmen
- to be victimized, provided new insight into the sophisticated
enterprises controlled through labor racketeering and extortion.
The "Brilab" i:nvestigation resulting in the conviction of the LCN
boss of New Orleans, the "Lilrex" investigation resulting in the
prosecution of several union officials and LCN associates, and
the "LIUNA" investigation resulting in the prosecution of several
LCN members and national union officials, demonstrated the LeN's
control over pension and welfare funds.
The "Unirac" investigation focused on LCN manipUlation
of the shipping industry through influence at all levels of the
International

Longshor~Qan's

Association (ILA).

This

investigation, which Wc!.s the subject of senate hearings in 1981,
resulted in the conviction of ,nore than 130 businessmen, union
officials, and LCN members.
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Two other major labor investigations initiated during
the period were the "Pendorf" investigation, which focused on, the

LeN control of the Teamster Central states Pension Fund and
resulted in the

I.~Qnviction

of the International President of the

Teamsters Union, and the "strawman" investigation which focused
on a conspiracy among

fo~

LCN Families to utilize funding from

the Teamster Central states Pension Fund to secure interests in
the Las Vegas casino industry and subsequently "skim" the profits
of those businesses.

Detailed summaries of these

case~s

are

attached.
The second major priority, instituted in 1977, was
organized crime corruption.

PUblic corruption is a primary

inVestigative area of the FBI's White Collar Crime Program.
PUblic corruption is a facilitator for organized crime and not a
necessity.

Some major a<":complishments, due to this program

emphasis, include "Greylord" which was an investigation into
widespread corruption within the Cook County, Illinois, Circuit
Court System which has achieved 60 convictions to date; "Poco", a
massive investigation of police corruption j,n San .Tuan, Puerto
Rico which has resulted in 116 persons convicted to date; and
"Mach Tenn," an investigation of widespread cOr1:Uption in fiVe
counties in Eastern Tennessee.

Additional de'tails on these

investigations are also attached.
commencing in 1981, the FBI devised a new investigative
strategy in the war on organized crime.

The concept is called

the enterprise theory of investigation, and was first initiated
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in our New York office.

Under this strategy, the criminal

enterprise itself became the investigative focus, as opposed to a
particular violation.

Even though existing intelligence on a

particular LeN Family indicates that members of this group are
generating illegal profit through control of a particular labor
union, the investigation does not solely center on this cri:minal
activity.

These criminal organizations deal in various criminal

activities for profit.

In any structured group, and most

particularly the LCN, directives flow down the chain of command
and profit flows up.

This mandates communication between the

hierarchy of the group and the members or nominees participating
in the criminal activity.
our

atte~tion

Under the enterprise theory 1 we direct

on the hierarchy in a team concept to penetrate the

chain of command, using conventional techniques such as
informants and cooperating witnesses or extraordinary techniques
such as undercover Agents or court approved electronic
surveillances.

The first step is to identify the organizational'

structure and hierarchy, and then, the methods of communication
between members and associates.

The communications are then

targeted for interception, over an extended period, in order to
expand the identification of the members and associates

e~gaged

in the enterprise as well as to additionally identify the various
crimes being committed by the enterprise.

When the enterprise

and criminal acts are initially identified consideration is given
to the RICO sanctions which appear appropriate and attainable to
neutralize the enterprise and eradicate the crime problem.

The
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sanctions to be sought dictate the remaining course of the
investigation.

The criminal prosecut:ion should, at the very

least, remove the leaders of the enterprise •. As we have
repeatedly learned through successful prosecutions of the bosses
of LeN Families, the removal of. the head of' any structured
organized group disrupts the grouP's actjvities for a period of
time, but through sU9(:essions in leadership the crime problem
continues unabated.

Under the enteIprise theory, we seek

prosecution of the leadership, identified members and-associates
participating in the various crimes, and the coconspirator
businessmen who financially benefit from the'pattern of
racketeering activity.

We additionally seek to remove the profit

incentive by identifying all the assets generated by the criminal
enteIprise, so that the assets may be frozen at the time ·of
indictment to prevent liquidation or transfer.
~y

This is followed

a forfeiture action to-seize the frozen assets.

The final,

and we believe most important step, is to. identify the type of
civil sanctions which can be sought through civil litigation to
prevent a pervasive crime problem from continuing.

The

refinement of the steps of this process is ongoing and the
substantial successes against the LCN families are indicative of
how the battle against organized crime, regardless of the
criminal enterprise, can be won in the future.
The four key ingredients to the highly publicized
string of successes against the LCN, are the expanded use of the
civil as well as criminal provisions of the RICO statute. the
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existence of the Witnes. security
~urt

I

(WSP)

I

the utilization

authorized electronic surveillances. and the task toree

concept of combining the resources
state

Program

and expertise of Federal.

and local l.aw enforcement agencieli!.
As you are aware, the FBI is the primary Federal agency

tasked in the war against organized crime.

Tbe RICO sutute

incorporates a broad spectrum of serious violations Which can be
used as predicate offenses for indictment.

our expansive

criminal jurisdiction allows us to pursue the enterprise theory
of investigation regardless of the predicate violations engaged
in and by any given group.

As this investigative strategy

evolved, electronic surveillance became more critical to its
success in penetrat;i.ng sophisticated groups who have maintained
their existence through enforced secrecy and by aytion taken to
reduce the ris:..: of penetration by government Agents.
The family enterprise investigation of the

C010l~

LeN

Family, code named "starquest," utilized severiteen court
authorized electronic surveillances and sixty extensions of these
court orders beyond the initial 30-day monitoring period.

This

four year investigation will be discussed later in detail.
utilization of the electronic surveillance technique is manpower
intensive, and the magnitude of the electronic surveillances in
this investigation places a severe drain on personnel resources.
For this and many other reasons, the FBI is a strong proponent of
the task force concept.
The FBI has formed task forces in most of its
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si9llifiCtlrlt organized crime investigations in the past several
years.

I \llould like to mention briefly how we accomplish this

cooperative effort to distinguish between the·organized crime
task forces an,d the strike Force concept as well as the Organized
Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) concept.
In pursuing the enterprise theory of investigation we
enlist the commitment of state and local law enforcement on a
multiyear project with a well defined long term objective.

Other

Federal agencies, with a more limited jurisdiction and expertise,
are incorporated into the task force as the investigation
progresses and specific needs arise.

From its inception, the

task force is generally located in FBI space to facilitate
communication, integration, and access to the FBI intelligence
base, and operates under the management direction of the FBI and
under the constraints of. all Federal policies as set forth in
Attorney General Guidelines.
The strategy of the task force is established in
coordination with representatives of the participating agencies
including the united states Attorney and strike Force Chief.
This close coordination is essential to the mission's success"
inasmuch as the theory of prosecution of an enterprise
investigation is based on the strategy employed during the,
investigation.

lfany of the major investigations which are

completed through prosecution or are in the litigation process,
attached herein, are examples of successful task force efforts.
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The oeDE task forces are principally focused on the
investigation of drug violations.
Fede~l

and local agencies

In these task forces various

u~ilizing

their respective

jurisdictional responsiQilities work together in pursuing this
crime problem.

The strike Force concept combines personnel from

different Federal

agencie~

under the COOrdination of

IS

Departmental Attorney to address organized crime problems.
U. S.

The

strike Force has been valuable to the FBI organized crime

task force efforts both in providing prosecutive resources and
coordinating the investigative approach.

The FBI task forces do

not work under the direction of the Strike Force or other
Departmental prosecutors in that 'the inVestigators and
prosecutors each play a distinctive role.

Field Division program

managers make. the ultimate decisions on overall task force
objectives ana

~e

commitment of .financial an!l personnel

resources to fulfill these objectives.
The Witness security Program is also a facet in the
potential

suqces~

of organized crim9 investigations.

'The LeN as

well as other .organized crime groups maintain' internal IUsr;;ipline
to deter
t~

coop~ration

with law enforcement through their

physically and financially harm potential

witne~ses.

~bility

The ws.p

?',f£ords the government the ability to offer security to potehtial
witnesses.
p~ogram

Between' January 1, 1985, and september 2J., 1987, this

has a9cepted 243

witn~ss~s

that were

sponso~ed

by the FBI

and the Department C)f Justiee as;. a resul,t of their testimony on
behalf of the government.
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A substantial obstacle to the increased usage of the
WSP to enhance current investigations is the financial burden
borne by the investigative a9ency.

It is the responsibility of

the sponsoring agency to maintain the security of potential
witnesses who face personal peril until such time as they are
accepted for entry into the WSP.

As

a result of increased review

given to individuals proposed for entry into the WSP, required by
passage of the Witness Security Act of 1984, approximately eight
weeks is required to process an individual for entry into the
WSP.

(No funding exists specifically to offset the expenses

incurred by the FBI while maintaining individuals who have been
proposed for entry into the WSP.

The FBI expends approximately

$450,000 per year for pre-entry support of WSP witnesses and
anticipates this escalating td $750,000 for fiscal year 1988.)
"OInerta," the code of silence of the LCN, has been
broken in recent years.

The FBI has not only secured the

cooperation and testimony of numerous individuals who have

be~n

utilized by the LCN to,promote their criminal activities but has
elicited the cooperation of four LCN members whose knowledge and
testimony concerning the operation, membership, and criminal
activities of LeN Families has enabled the FBI to expand the
attack on this national criminal enterprise.
The member witnesses are Aladena Frattiano, the former
acting boss of the Los Angeles leN Family; Angelo Lonardo, the
former underboss of the Cleveland LCN Family; and Thomas
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n&l Giomo and Nicholas Caramandi, a capo and soldier
respectively, in the PhHadelphia LCN Family.

These witnesses

who will play pivotal roles in future prosecutive actions have
been a substantial drain on FBI organized crime resources.

For

example, t.."!e FBI assumed custodial control of Angelo Lonardo in
July 1985 and used a four Agent security detail to protect and
debrief him while secretly moving him in and out of major cities
for pretrial and trial testimony.

(Prior to Mr. Innardo being

placed in the wSP, the FBI had expended $250,000 for his security
and maintenance excluding salaries of personnel assigned to
protect him.)
since the inception of the enterprise theory of
investigation in 1981, more than 1,0001 LeN members and
associates have been convicted in Federal courts and sentenced to
prison.

The hierarchies of the five New York LeN Families have

been. prosecuted and similar prosecutions have crippled the LeN
hierarchies in Boston, Cleveland, Denver, Kansas city, Milwaukee,
New Jersey, and st. Louis.
against the

LeN

In addition, indictments are pending

Families in Los Angeles and Philadelphia.

As

a

result of FBI efforts during Fiscal Year 1986, there were 35
com'ictions of LeN members to inClude 3 bosses, 2 underbosses, 9
capodecinas and 22 soldiers as well as 125 LeN associates and 9
Sicilian Mafia members.

During Fiscal Year 1987 there have been

- 15 lAs of March 31, 1987, 1009 LeN members and associates
have been convicted.
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41 convictions of LeN members to include 6 bosses, 6 underbosses,
1 consigliere, 12 capodecinas and 16 soldiers, as well as 136
convictions of LeN associates.
I believe these statistical accomplishments are
significant.

Combined with the recent filing of civil complaints

tQ prohibit the continuance of same of the profit generating
rackets engaged in by the LCN we have taken substantial strides
in our efforts to reduce the profits of the most insidious
organized crime groups in the nation.
The question most often asked is whether we have
eradicated 'the LCN as a national threat.
no.

The simple answer is

They continue to engage in a wide variety of criminal

activities, however, our expansive intelligence base on the LeN
indicates that many of their lucrative criminal conspiracies
~hich

have

e~isted

unfettered for years have been dismantled,

their secrecY and status in the criminal underworld has been coopted, and most importantly their ability to influence and
intimidate the business and political community is weakened.

It

is essential that law enforcement pressure continue to be applied
to this criminal group.

By

continuing the thrust of the pae;t few

years with the refined enforcement techniques the LCN can be
eliminated as a criminal threat to the marketplace.
OUr efforts in labor racketeering, which is the top
priority of the organized Crime Program, and corruption continue,
and I have added to this statement a summary of several major
investigations which have been adjudicated or are currently being
litigated.

These investigations demonstrate our emphasis on
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labor racketeering and corruption.

Most of the precedent setting

RICO enterprise prosecutions, such as the "LCN Commission"
prosecution, the Colombo Family prosecution, and the ongoing
Genovese Family prosecution, U.S. vs Salerno, have multiple labor
racketeering violations charged as predicate acts in the RICO
indictment.
In addition to the LCN members and associates convicted
for labor racketeering, 43 union members and officials were
convicted during Fiscal Years 1986 and 1987.

Investigations

involving organized crime public corruption have resulted in the
convictions of one Federal, four state, and 37 local elected or
appointed public officials during Fiscal Year 1986.

During

Fiscal Year 1987, 48 elected or appointed public officials were
convicted.
The President's commission on Organized Crime (PCOC)
issued a report in April 1986 ti';led The Edge which addressed
organized crime's involvement in labor racketeering.
reco~ended

The PCOC

that the Department of Justice adopt a national

strategy to remove organized crime from the marketplace using an
industry-by-industry approach.

The FBI has incorporated many of

the PCOC recommendations into its investigative strategy against
the LCN.

The PCOC report and the FBI intelligence base recognize

the LCN influence within various industries, with that influence
affecting some marketplaces locally, some regionally, and some
nationally.
Rather than direct our investigative attention to an
industry, thereby creating the 'perception that a wide spectrum of
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businesses are corrupted or engaging in unfair trade practices,
we focus on the criminal enterprise manipulating the marketplace.
The FBI ranks its target selection among organized crime groups
on a priority basis based on many considerations.
factor in

add~essing

A primary

a particular LeN group is the extent of

their economic inroads within a specific industry.

Recently

concluded investigations have exposed LeN influence in, among
others, the. casino gambling, insurance, shipping, construction,
air freight, and trucking industries.
A frequent periodic evaluation is conducted by FBI
program managers to assess the crime threat of other organized
crime groups and to allocate resources based on this assessment,
as well as to refine and disseminate investigative strategy and
techniques that have proved effective in combating organized
crime.

A highly successful example of this approach occurred in

19Si when the FBI completed a study which indicated that outlaw
motorcycle gangs, in particular the "Big Four," the Hells Angels,
the Outlaws, the Pagans, and the Bandidos, on a similar but less
sophisticated scale than the LeN, were involved in a variety of
illegal activities including prostitution, drug trafficking,
murder, pornography, and property thefts.

An effort was

undertaken to address these criminal enterprises which has
resulted in substantial prosecutions of the hierarchy and
membership of each of these motorcycle gangs.

The details of

this coordinated investigative effort are also provided as
attachments.
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A second example involvQS the sicilian Mafia.

Italian

law enforcement authorities have identified 150 mafia families or
clans in sicily, 35 of which operate in Palermo.

Due to the

mafia wars in Italy during the late 1960's and early 1970's as
well as investigative pressure by Ital'ian authorities, nwnerous
sicilian Mafia members relocated to South America, canada, and
the united states.

During 1980, while investigating the money

laundering activities of the Bonanno LeN Family and the gangland
murder of the recognized boss of this Family, carmine Galante,
the FBI first became aware of the extent of the influx of the
sicilian Mafia into the united states and the scope of their
involvement in international heroin trafficking.

Again by

diverting organized crime dedicated resources in a joint effort
with the DEA and other Federal and local agencies, the much
publicized "Pizza Connection" investigation and prosecution were
successfully undertaken.
overview which will

Attached to this statement .is an

provid~

additional details of this

investigative and prosecutive success.
The intelligence base for the threat assessment of the
Sicilian Mafia was initiated through the "Pizza Connection"
investigation and is being contlnually enhanced through
cooperation with Italian and Canadian authorities.

This

intelligence base also assisted and enhanced the direction and
recruitment of informants and cooperating witnesses.

We now know

that the Sicilian Mafia members associate and criminally interact
with the LeN.
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The third maj or category of organized crim.e which was
initially evaluated by FBI. program managers was the ethnic
criminal groups immigrating

~rom

the Far East.

These are Asian

gangs, specifically the Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese, and Korean
organizations.

A study was conducted in 1984 which provided a

preliminary assessment of the emerging Asian Organized Crime
problem in the united states.

Subsequent to this analysis

investigative actions have resulted in successful prosecutions of
several of these emerging Asian Groups, summaries of which are
attached.
Another area W01-thy of brief mention is the connection
of the LCN in our investigations of drug trafficking.
major LCN figures ratified an edict

pr~hibiting

Allegedly,

the involvement

of LCN members in drug trafficking at the famous Appalachin,
New York conclave on November l4, 1957.

LCN witnesses such as

Angelo Lonardo and Vincent Cafaro affirm that the drug
prohibition

r~~ains

the rule in most, if not all, LCN Families.

However, the FBI intelligence base and court records identify 292
LCN members as having been engaged in drug violations.

Of the 25

identified LCN Families, 19·of them have at least one member who
has engaged in drug violations.
The FBI, under the enterprise theory of investigation,
pursues Title 2l violations as predicate acts of the enterprise
under the RICO statute.

In 1982 the FBI was assigned concurrent

jurisdiction over Title 21 violations with the DEA.

In 1987 the

FBI removed responsibility for oversight of drug investigations
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from the organized crime program, and created a separate drug
section at FBIHQ.

In 1981, prior to receiving Title 21

jurisdiction, ·the FBI had a

~taffing

level of 1,100 Agents

nationwide to address all organized crime.

since 1982 the FBI

has diverted a substantial number of Agents to support the drug
program reflecting the Administration's strategic effort against
the drug problem in the united states.

By 1987 the FBI had an

organized crime staffing level of 617 which is 483 fewer trained
organized crime investigators dedicated to combat the LeN and
other emerging groups than in 1981.

This reduction in personnel

resources has made the utilization of task forcesmld priority
ranking of target selection moze critical.
A key reason the FBI organized crime program has been
so successful since 1981 with a reduction in personnel resources
has been the ability to develop and access an intelligence base
on the structure, makeup, and activities of the leN over many
years and to disseminate intelligence from one field division to
anot.~er

in a timely mmmer.

This is a result of the development

and implementation of the Organized crime Information System
(OCIS), a computer network designed to collect, evaluate, store,
and disseminate organized crime intelligence information.
The OCIS system was initiated in the first field office
in 1980 and to date 47 of our field offices and 3 of our Legal
Attaches located in u.S. Embassies have access to this data base.
onl:( 33 of our field offices

havc~

been allocated support .

positions for entry of intelligence

info~tion

into OCIS and

analysis of information retrieved from the system.

Intelligence
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estimates of emerging groups must be frequently updated to assist
in the priority rariking of investigative responsibilities,
however, the-number of

cleri~al

positions allocated to support

OCIS in our 33 offices is inSUfficient to process all of the LeN
and major drug trafficking intelligence information.

The full

utilization and future expansion of the capabilities of this
system will directly affect our ability to use the Enterprise
Theory of Investigation against iderltified organized crime groups
other than the LCN.

'Itds will not occur without enhanced

staffing resources.
In January 1986, President Ronald Reagan pledged that
the U.S. Government was determined to destroy organized crime.
He said:

"America has lived with the problem of organized crime

far too long ••• we can--in our children's lifetime, perhaps even
ill our own--obliterate this evil and its awful cost to our
nation."
This challenge is being met by the FBI and together
with the combined resources of other Federal, state, and local
agencies and the support of innovative legislation we are capable
of dealing a fatal blow to organized crime.

Investigative

strategies and techniques must be modified as criminal groups
learn to negate the successes of law enforcement.

The Electronic

Communications Privacy Act of 1986 is an example of the
legislature providing the tools to address changes in technology.
Electronic mail, cellular telephones, and digital print-out
beepers are methods of communication used by organized crime
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members which were not addressed in the electronic surveillance
legislation in 1968 since the technology did not exist.

When

problems are encountered that hinder our effectiveness in
accomplishing our mission they are brought to the attention of
the Department of Justice

an~together

we attempt to adjust

policy, guidelines, or recommend legislation to overcome

theL~e

obstacles.
The WSP is a necessary program to encourage citizen
cooperation and provide for the safetY.of those individuals who
testify at personal risk.

This program has

institu~ional

guidelines which must be strictly followed to assure witness
security and safeguard communities from relocated government
protected witnesses who.might themselves have a criminal
bac~ground.

In recent years many organized crime witnesses have

personal circumstances such as family members who refuse or are
unable to relocate which prohibit these witnesses from a"ailing
themselves of the WSP.
The recent FBI successes would have been greatly
diminished had the FBI not found a method to secure testimony
from these witnesses and provided security for them and their
families until the lengthy trials are concluded.

In the

"Starquest" Colombo Family prosecution.alone approxiniately
$300,000 was expended by the FBI on providing physical security,
prior to and during the criminal prosecution for ten cooperating
witnesses who refused or were ineligible for the WSP.

This

funding does not include the FBI personnel required to provide
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security details.

This necessary witrle5lE

FBI to expend substantial

resourc~.. s

since witness security is

no~

a~.curity

has caused the

fl"OYol op...'1lratj,onal fW"lding

budgetGd for the'FBI.

At the

conclusion of the testimony of one of these witnesses he or she
must again be relocated to preserve th,eir safety.
Another issue under discussion with the Department of
Justice is the potential need for a conspiracy provision in the
Taft Hartley statute, Title 29, section 186 United states Code.
situations have arisen where an undercover FBI Agent,
representing a fictitious company is solicited and pays a bribe
to a union Official.

A legal impediment arises in charging a

Taft Hartley violation in that the fictitious company cannot
legally perform as a union employer.
The emergence of organized crime groups based in
foreign countries sucm as the Chinese Triads, the Japanese
Yakuza, or the various narcotics cartels may require some
additional legislation.

There is mounting evidence that some of

these criminal enterprises are generating large amounts of
capital from criminal activities in their homeland and
transporting these proceeds to the United states for investment
in otherwise legitimate entities.

The provisions of Title 18,

section 1952 prohibit travel in foreign commerce, or the use of
any facility in foreign commerce, to distribute the proceeds of
enumerated unlawful activity, however this unlawful activity
pertains to violations under existing U.s. jurisdiction.

since

this is a new area of concern, research by the Department of
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Justice may be necessary to determine whether legislation can be
,recommended for criminal prosecution or asset seizure under these
circumstances.
The addition of a civil forfeiture provision under RICO
would penuit law enforcement to more effectively and efficiently
penalize those engaged in, or otherwise involved in, racketeering
activities.
One of t.".e most potent and effective criminal penalties
",

under RICO is the forfeiture of the convicted individual's
property which was used to violate the law or was derived from
the violation of the law.

However, the civil remedies under RICO

do not penuit the forfeiture of any such property.

In contrast,

the Controlled Substances Act, as well as the Child Protection
and Money laundering Control Acts, provide for both criminal and
civil forfeiture of sU.ch property.

By

providing both criminal

and civil forfeiture penalties, these Acts penuit law enforcement
to seize and forfeit a larger percentage of property which has
been used to violate, the law or which was derived from the
violation of the law and to decide how the seizure and forfeiture
of such property can best be accomplished.
In order to criminally forfeit

property~

law

enforcement must establish beyond a reasonable doubt that the
owner of the property has violated the law and the property is
subject to forfeiture.
enforc~~ent

To civilly forfeit propeLty, law

need only establish probable cause to believe the

property is subject to forfeiture.

Therefore, if the ownership
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of property cannot be conclusively established by the Government;
if the owner of the property was aware of or facilitated, but did
not commit, a violation of the law; or, if it can only be
established by

<:l

preponderance of the evidence that the owner of

the property violated the la"r, and the property is subject to
forfeiture, the property could not be criminally forfeited but
could be civilly forfeited pursu,ant to a civil forfeiture
statute.
Furthermore, it is difficult to seize or restrain
property which is

bein~

criminally forfeited prior to the

conc:lusion of the criminal forfeiture proceeding.

On the other

hand, property subject to civil forfeiture can be and usually is
seized at

~le

commencement of the civil forfeiture proceeding.

This greatly reduces the risk that property subject to

f~rfeiture

will be destroyed, placed beyond the jurisdiction of the court,
transferred to a third party, commingled

~ith

other property or

diminished in value.
In conclusion I would like to emphasize the commitment
of the FBI to the eradication of organized crime regardless of
the facade under which. it emerges and I agai,n wish to thank this
distinguished panel for allowing me to present the views of the
FBI.
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INTROOOCTION

On october 15, 1890, David Hennessey, sur.,erintenclent of
Police of New Orleans, was ambushed by assassins.
Il'l. the
aftermath of his assassination, a large number of immi~-rants fram
Italy and sicily were indiscriminately arrested, some for no more
reason than they did not speak English well. On November 20, of
that year, indi~ents were returned against 19 prisoners. On
February 16, 1891, a trial of some of the defendants began. The
trial lasted until the middle of March and ""ias covered
extensively by the press. The jury went out orl March 12, 1691.
The following afternoon the jury declared itself deadlocked as to
3 defendants, and it found the others not qu11 ty. since
additional charges were pending, those found not quilty, as well
as the others, were remanded to the Parish P1:ison. On March 14,
1891, a mob marched to Orleans Parish Prison, where the warden,
realizing the futility of resistance, relealiJed the 19 prisoners,
so that they might have a chance to hide. '!'his tactic saved the
lives of 8 of them but the remaining 11 were shot or hanged or
both. Of the 11 who were lynched, 3 had been acquitted, 3 had'
been declared subjects of a mistrial, and 5 had not been tried at
all.

The Hennessey killing and the subsequent murders
created perhaps the first significant public awareness of tAe
La Cosa Nostra (LeN). Newspapers nationwide reported the
killings, and relations between Italy and the United states were
strained for a time. The New Orleans grand jury investigating
the incident reported that "our research has developed the
existence of the secret organization styled 'Mafia' ••.• Officers
of the Mafia and many of its members were not known. Among them
are men born in this city of Italian origin .••• The larger
number of the society is comJ?Osed of Italians and Sicilians ••.• "
(we know today that the LeN 1S strictly a North American
phenomenon and distinctly different from its cousin organizations
in Europe).
Because of the rapidly changing face of the LeN in the
United States, (changing from the rough characters of the early
years to the sophisticated influential members of today) an easy
reference quide was needed. This quide was deemed necessary in
that it will assist all personnel assi~~ed to the Organized crime
Program in developing a working background of the LCN.

3
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A chronoloqical history was the vehicle chosen. One
can trace the u:N from its infancy in the united statu, through
the more notorious phases, to its present statua. '!'be period
1920 - 1987 was selected to demonstrate that the LCN has
undergone significant changes. The chang. . can be traced to the
stepped-up law ·eriforcaent effort, which included consolidation
of Federal resources in the form of Rlqional strike Forces, . .
well as extensive use of electronic surveillance; and perhaps the
most noteworthy, the RAcketeer Influenced and Corrupt
organizations (RICO) statute. A!l index has alBo been appended in
order to provide a ready reference to specific naHB and places.

4
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1920 - 1929

January 16, 1920:

The 18th Amendmm1t to. the ConatitUtion
beCAJD8 ettectiye, JIIIldnq Prohibition a
national law.. 'lbe followinq day, the
Volstead (or Prohibition EnfOrcGl8nt) Act
became effective. Although oJ:9BJ1ized cri.JDe
had existed in the united Statu prior .to
this. thle, it was the bonanza of
Prohibition which enabled the DIll1, but
powerful, LeN to capitalize upon its
international contact., ita reputation tor
ruthlessness, and-above all--lta riqidly
disciplined structure of cooperatinq qanqs
to establish the position of unrivaled
eminence it holds in the American
unde~orld today.

May 11, 1920:

James (Big Jim) Colosimo, Chicago Camorra
head, was shot and Jdlled in his
restaurant •. He was IlUcceeded by Johnny
Torrio.

February 6, 1921:

Vito Guardalabene, boss of the Milwaukee
LeN Family died of natural causes. He was
succeeded by his son, Peter Guardalabene •

"lay 12, 1921:

•\ntllony D'Andrea, boss of the Chicago LeN
Family was shot to death during the early
morning hours while returning from a card
game. He was succeeded by Mike Merlo.

May 6, 1922:

Pellegrino Scaglia, member of the Colorado
Family was shot to death, precipitating
such a crisis in the Colorado and Kansas
City Families that a "general assembly" of
LeN leaders had to be called in New York to
resolve the dispute.

LeN

July 9, 1922:

Joseph Peter Dicarlo, boss of the Buffalo
Family, died of natural causes. He was
succeeded by Stefano (Steve) Magaddino.

August 11, 1922:

Umberto Valenti, alleged former "right arm"
of New York city LeN boss Salvatore

5
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D'Aquila, was shot to death on the running
board of an automobile after hi. friends
had conducted an intensive cmapaign to get
D'Aquila to cancel the "contract" he had
iSSUed for Valenti's murder.
November ,8, 1924:

Mike Merlo, boss 'of the Chicago Fudly died
of natural causes. He was succeeded by
Antonio IDmbardo.

November 10, 1924:

Dion o'Banion, Chicago g:mq leader, was
shot to death in his flower shop while
preparinq the floral arrangements for Mike
Merlo's fUneral. Since he had been head of
one of the Wljor independent IIIObs then
competing with the LCN in the power
struggle known as the .Prohibition "beer
wars," O'Banion's death urked an important
milestone in the LCN' s march to eventual
domination of the American underworld.
Indicative of the blOodiness of this
struqqle is the fact that more than 700
gangland slayinqs occurred in the Chicago
area alone between 3.920 and 1933, with 76
being recorded in the year 1926 and 72 in
1928.

January 24, 1925:

Chicago CIlmorra head Johnny Torrio was shot
and seriously wounded. He subsequently
resigned his position and was succeeded by
Alphonse (Scarface Al) capone.

March 28, 1927:

Joseph Amato, boss of the Milwaukee Family
(having succeeded Peter Guardalabene in
approximately 1924) died of natural causes.
He was succeeded by Joseph Vallone.

October 13, 1927:

Joseph Lonardo, boss of the Cleveland
Family, was shot and killed--along with his
brother John--in a local barbershop. He
was succeeded by Salvatore Todaro.

July 1, 1928:

New York City Mobster Frankie Yale (true
name: Uale) was shot to death while taking
a Sunday afternoon drive in Brooklyn,
New York.

September 7, 1928;

Antonio Imnbardo, boss of the Chicago
Family, was shot and killed .;on a downtown
sidewalk. The ilIIportance ofI:A:;mbardo's
death is that it Is said to have sealed the
merger of the LCN and the CIlmorra in the
Chicago area. Reportedly, 121 capone, head

6
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of the Chicago branch of the CUIorra, was
offered Jl8Jllberahip and a ranking podtion
in the LCN i f he would have I.cabIlrdo
aurdered.

OctOber 10, 1928:

Salvatore (Toto) D'Aquila, hud of what is
now the CArlo Gambino Faaily and allegedly
"boss of all boaIlU," was Mot and .ldl1ed
while standing beside hi. autCllllObile in New
York city. He was 1lUcc:eec1ec1 u Faaily Mad
by Frank Scali...

November 4, 1928:

New York City gambling figure Arnold
Rothstein was shot at Park central Hotel
and died 2 days later.
.

December 5, 1928:

More than 20 top La{ leaders were arrested
in the early morning hours at a Cleveland
hotel~
Two, Joe ~faci and Joe Magliocco,
were among those later in attendance at the
1957 Apalachin, New York, . .eting.

February 14, 1929:

SUi: followers of George (Bugs) Moran and a
viSiting optaaetri5t were aurdered in a
Chicago garaqe (nportedly by Mlllbers of
the CApone mob) in what has come to be
known as the "st. Valentine's Day
Massacre."

May 16, 1929:

Al Capone, boss of the Chicago Family., was
arrested by the Philadelphia Police
Department on a charge of carrying
concealed weapons shortly after leaving
what he descrlbedas a 3-day "peace
conference" of leading mobsters in an
Atlantic City, New Jersey, hotel.

June 11, 1929:

Salvatore (Black sam) Todaro, boss of the
Cleveland Family, was abot to death while
approaching a parked car. He was succeeded
by Joe Porello.

August 6, 1929:

steVe Monastero, boas of the Pittsburgh
Family, was abot to death at the entrance
to Allegheny General Hospital. He was
succeeded by Joseph Siragusa.

7
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1930 ... 1939
February 20, 1930:

CArlo T.Piranio, leader of the old Dallas,
Texas, Family died of natural caUHII. He
was BUoc::eeded by his brother, JOIIePh T.
Piran10.

February 26, 1930:

Gaetano ('l'oIIImy) Reina, bolls of what later
became the Thomas Luchese Family, was shot
and killed leavinq a b'llildinq in New York
City. ,He was auCdeeded by Joseph Pinzolo.
The murders of D'Aquila and Reina
(allegedly by followers of GiWl6ppe
Masseria)are said to have been 2 of the
main causes of the bloody CAstalli!lllllllllrese
gangland war that raged throughout much of
1930 and 1931.

May 31, 1930:

Gaspare Milazzo, boss of the Detroit
Family, was mot to death in a fish market.
His successor is not known.

July 5, 1930:

Joe Perello; boss of the Cleveland Family,
was shot to death--along with his
bodyguard--in Frank Milano's restaurant.
He was succeeded by Milano •

September 5, 1930:

•1oseph Pinzolo, boss of the former Reina
Family in New York city, ,nos shot to death
in a Manhattan office building. He was
succeeded by Thomas Gagliano and, later, by
Thomas Luchese. Luchese was arrested for
P'inzolo's murder, but the grand jury failed
to indict him.

october 23, 1930:

Joseph Aiello, former underboss of the
Chicago Family, was shot and killed leaving
a friend's apartment house.

November 5, 1930:

Stephen Ferrigno and Manfredi Mineo, top
aides to Giuseppe Masseria, were shot to
death in New York 'city by followers of
rival gang leader Salvatore Maranzano.

April 15, 1931:

Giuseppe Masseria, "boss of all bosses" was
shot to death in a Coney Island, New York,
restaurant. He was succeeded as Family
head by Salvatore "Lucky" Lucania and as
"boss of all bosses" by Salvatore
Maranzano. After Masseria' s murder, there
were significant changes in the LeN's
structure. Individual groups became known
as families
"

8
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and the fa~.rs became ·bo••••• • Regional
deaignationa were dropped, and the families
took the name. of theIr original leaden •.
More important were organizational IIhalceupa
during 1931. . Luciana took over the
Ma.uria (Hapolitana) Faally, with !'rMJt
Co.tello a. underboll.; vito Genova8e. WIllI a
trusted asacciate, and later becaM the
boss and the organization va. known as the

Genovue Family. JOHph Profaci retained
control of the Vlllabate group that new
bore his naJIe. and later bec:ae the JOIMlph
Colombo Family. Philip llarigano a.1IlDI8d
control of the Mineo (Palendtana) Faaily,
which later bec:ue the carlo Gabino
Family. Gaetano Gagliano beca.e bolls of
the Reina (Siclliani) Family, later
identified as the 'lbomas lAlche.e Family.
Joseph Bonanno became underboss in the
)lI.tranzano (Cast.llamar.) Family which
eventually bore hi. name.

September 10, 1931:

~'alvatore

Maranzano, successor to Ma.seria,

was .hot and.•tabbed to death in hi.
Manhattan office building by 4 MIIIbers of
Meyer Lansky'. Jewidl 'IIOb posing as police

offic.rs. This a.sistance rendered to one
of the warring factiona in the
caatelllUlllllarese war conaolidated Lansky's
allianee with the victorious .eqment and
accounts for 1IlUch of the respect he enjoyed
in the underworld. A .econd, and .till
more important,. rGsult of Maranzano's death
was the abolition of the old title ·boss of
all bosses" and the .stabliahllent of the
"commission" .ystem to assign territories,
adjudicate disputes, and exerci.e internal
discipline. Members included: Salvatore
Lucania (known variou.ly throughout the
underworld as ·Charley Lucky" and ·Lucky
Luciano"): Joe Profaci: Thomas Gagliano:
Joseph Bonanno: Vincont Mangano (Who had
deposed Frank Scaliae as head of the old
D'AquilaFamily): Frank Milano, of
Cleveland: and. Al Cllpone, of Chicago.

September 13, 1931:

Joseph Siragusa, boss of the. Pittsburgh
Family, was shot to death in his h01l1e. He
was succeeded by John Bazzano.

october 15, 1931:

Joe ArcUzonne, boss of the Loa Angeles
Family, disappeared and is pr.sumed to have
been murdered. He was .ucceeded by Jack
Oragna. Following the dea~ of
9
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Salvatore
slayinqs,
swept the
ArdizoMe
siragusa.

october 17, 1931:

Haranzano, a wave of gangland
known as the "Sicilian Vespera,"
CDUritry, allegedly including both
and the previously Mntionecl

Al capone, boas of the Chicaqo Faaily, vas
convicted on Federal cbarqes of incaiDe ~
evasion.· He was fined $50,000 and
ilentenced to llYMrIJ in priaon.

Jack (Ieqs) DilUllOnd, Hew York City hoodlUJI,
was shot to death in an Albany, New York,
boardinghouse after reportedly refusinq to
take sides in the CAstellUlllllre88 CJIU'IC111Ul!!
war. His lllUrder is said to have been
COIIIIIIitted by an unidentified MI!Iber of the
Vito Genovese faction.
February 8, 1932:

Vincent (Mad Dog) Coll, Hew York City
hoodlum, was shot to death in a Manhattan
telephone booth, reportedly at the
ins~ctions of u:N boas Salvatore Lucania.

July 29, 1932:

John, Arthur and James Volpe--notorious
underworld fiqures and bootlegqers--were
shot to death in a Pittsburgh coffee shop,
allegedly at the orders of John Bazzano,
boss of the Pittsburgh Family.

August 8, 1932:

The body of John Bazzano, boss of the
Pittsburgh Family, was found in the middle
of a Brooklyn, Hew York, street--stranqled
and stabbed to death and Awn into a burlap
sack. Bazzano was reportedly lllUrdered
when, called to New York City to explAin
the slayings of the 3 Volpe brothers, he
replied that what he did in Pittsburgh was
no concern to anyone else in the
organization. Bazzano was succeeded by
vincenzo capizzi as head of the family.

June 17, 1933:

FBI Agent Raymond J. caffrey, 3 police
officers, and hoodlum Frank Nash were
killed in the Union station parkin; lot
durin; the infa:mous "Kansas .city MaSSAcre."
Reportedly the Kansas City u:N Family
declined a nquut that it participate in
the' operation. one of the CJWIIII8n
(Vernon C. Miller, an associate of Hew York
city lIObater Louis IAtpke Iklchalter) was
found JilUrdered in Detroit on November 29,
1933, allegedly killed by followers of
Hew Jeraey qanq leader Abner Zwillun.
10
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December 5, 1933:

The 21st Amendment to the ConStitution
became law,repealinq Prohibition. The
nsulting' end' pf their bonanza cauqht WIOb
leaders with larqe hordes o:f waalth, vast
fleets of truckll, and whole and.. of
trained gunman at their cU~. XoIIt
branched out into other fielda of crWnal
endeavor (auch as qublinqL!oan aharJdnq,
narcotiCII, labor l'Ilcketeerl.Jlg', etc.),
whereas quite a fw added to their flow of
illicit wealth by investing- their funds in
a auccession of legitimate invest.enta,
ranqinq from ~al ..tate and manufacturingplants to hoapitals and theatrical
aqenciu. It t.'all also at this tbaa that
many racket leaders tried to play down
their past histori.. and adopt an air of
pseudorespectabUity in their local
communities.
I
<

January 1,1934:

Fiorello H. laGuardia was .worn in as Mayor
of New York City and taDediately declared
war on orqanized criile. Between February
and May, more than 2,000 slot _chinas
controlled by LCN member Frank Costello and
his partner, "Dandy Phil" Kastel, were
aeized by local, police, with laGuardia
servinq as a committing' _qistrate.
Costello and Kastel decided to move the
center of their slot :machine operations
and, in August, 1935, founded the Bayou
Novelty ~y in New Orleans.

July 10, 1934:

John Lazia, boss of the Kansas City Family,
was fatally ahot in front of his residence
during' the early zorninq hours. He died
later that afternoon and was succeeded by
Charles V. carrollo.

September 19, 1934:

Ferdinand (The Shadow) Boccia was shot to
death in Brooklyn, New York. Subsequently
developed as a prize IlU8pect in the
slayinq, Vito Genovese fled to Italy and
did not return until after World War II.

January 30, 1935:

Frank Hilano, former boas of the Cleveland

August 22, 1935:

Family, entered Mexico. He was granted a
permanent immigration visa on April 13,
1942. He was succeeded as boss by Alfred
(Biq Al) Polizzi.

Vincenzo Troia, formerly a close associate
of "boss of all bones" Salvatore Maranzano
and himself a nominee for the position
11
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following the death of GiUHppe Hasaeria in
1931" was lIbot tQ death tor all~y
plotting to aeize'control of the N~k,
New Jer.ey, Family.
'
October 23, 1935:

(Du~ SChultz) FlegenheiMr, a
participant in the c.stellllllllllreH gangland
war of the early 1930s, was fatally lIbot in
a Newark reataurant after an "open
contract" bad been iawed by u:tl official.
for his llUrd.er. He died the following
evening.

February 15, 1936:

Vincant Gelbarc:li, better known a. "Machine
Gun" Jacm.~, was lIbot to death at a
Chicag~ bowling alley.

May 19, 1936:

Mrs. Nicholas IQnqo, aister and next-door
neighbor cd, J3Uffalo CO!IImi.ssion 1IIe1IIber Steve
Hagaddino, was killed by an early .,rninq
bomb blast believed intended for her
brother.

June 7, 1936:

Salvatore IAlcania (IAlcky IAlciano) and 8
a.sociates were convictacl on 62 counts each
of compulsory prostitution charges.
Luciano was sentenced to a prison term of
30-50 years'. Succeeded by Frank Costello,
tuciano served IiOre than 9 years' before
New York Governor., '!'homas Dewey reC01lllllended
clemency. He noted that IAlciano bad
cooperated with the Armed Forces during
World War II when the Navy, fearing
sabotage, had asked his help in gathering
intelligence and controlling the docks.
tuciano was paroled and 1JraDediately
deported.

Auqust 17, 1936':

"Big Nose" John Avena (also known as John
Mazzone), boas of the ,Philadelphia Family,
was ahot to death while talking to a friend
on a Philadelphia street corner. He was
succeeded by JOiIGph Bruno.

January a, 1937:

The CUban cabinet approved plans to place
certain gambling operations under control
of the army, headed by Colonel (later
President) Fulgencio Batiata. Shortly
thereafter, New York City 9ambling czar
Heyer Lansky led a vanguard of AMrican
hoccUuu iIlPorted to help operate the IIIljor
C'1.Iban casinos. AI though World War II and.
Batista'a removal from office during the
latter part of the 19408 drove Lansky to
seek greener pastures (such as those

Arthur
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beqinninq to blossom in the Nevada desert),
Batista returned to power in March, 1952,
and soon asked Lansky to come back and "add
a touch of class" to ~e CUban operations.
February 22, 1937:

Gaspare D'Amico, boss of the Newark Family,
was shot andallriously wounded, reportedly
'at the instructions of Commiasion aember
Joseph Profaci. UpQn his recovery, D'Amico
is said to have fled the country, and it is
probably at this time that the Commission
voted to dissolve the Newark Family and
parcel out its operations amol!9 the various
New York city Families, includinq the one
headed by Profaci.
.

June 14, 1937:

Francesco lanza, boss of the San Francisco
Family and fatl:er of the future boss, James
Joseph lanza, died in San Francisco of
natural causes. He was S\~cceeded by
Anthony J. Lima.
.

october 5, 1937:

Nicolo Gentile, formerly a hiqh-rankinq
member of families in Kansas City,
Pittsburqh, and New York City, was arrested
at New Orleans in a nationwide narcotics
raid involvinq more than 80 subjects.
Gentile later jumped bond and fled back to
Sicily to avoid standinq trial.

May 2, 1938:

Detroit q~g leader Joe Tocco was fatally
shot in the back and died the followinq
da:,r. Reportedly, his death was one of the
major factors leading to the ultimate
consolidation of power in the Detroit area
by LCN Commission member Joe Zerilli.

August 24, 1939:

N~w

october 20, 1939:

Charles V. carrol1o, boss of the Kansas
city Family, was incarcerated in the united
States Penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kansas,
for violatinq ~ederal tax laws.
Reportedly, he was succeeded by Charles
Binaqqio.

York City hoodlum Louis Lepke
Buchalter, after 25 months as a fuqitive on
Federal Antitrust charqes, surrendered to
FBI Director J. Edqar Hoover in New York
city. Buchalter was subsequently turned
aver to local authorities and executed for
murder.

13
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November 16, 1939:

1.1 Capone was released fram Federal custody
and co.aitt:ed to a hoapital for. t.reatllent

of paresis •.

1940 - 1949

November 12, 1941:

Ab8

December 7, 1941:

Pearl Harbor Day. While temporarily
interrupting American gambling operaticlns
in CUba and fortlinq certain hoodlums into
milital:y service, World War II also opened
up new areas of illicit profits througll
black-JDarketeering and the theft and .
counterfCllitinq of Gov~t ration stamps.

December 5, 1942:

vincenzo Capizzi, fOX'll6r boss of the
Pittsburgh Family, was arrested by FBI
.Agents for conspiring to violate the
National Bankruptcy Act •. He had been
succeeded, possibly in 1937, by Sebastian
John LaRocca.

January II, 1943:

Carlo '!'resea, editor of the Italianlanguage newspaper Il Martello was shot to
death on a Manhattan street comer. The
prime suspect was identified as Carmine
'Galante, later named eapodecina (or
Captain) in the Joseph Bonanno Family.
When the New York city police assigned
1,000 officers to the investigation,
Bonanno 1IIOVedtO Tucson, Arizona.

February 2, 19.43:

Estelle Carey, atieago's "Queen of the Dice
Girls," was brutally JlUrdered and bumed,
possibly because of her involvement in the
lIIovie extortion ring then being
investigated by the FBI.

March 18, 1943:

As the result of an extensive FBI

Reles, a priJle witness in the local
investigation of "Murder, Incorporat~,"
fell to his death during the early JIIOming
hours froID. his gwmied hotel room in Coney
Island, New York. '!be grand jury returned
a verdict of accidental death.

investigation, sealed indictments were
retumed against Frank Nitti, Paul Delucia,
(also known as Paul "The Waiter" Ricea),
LouisC8lllpagna, John Roselli, and 5 other
individuals for extorting more than
14
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$1,000,000 from.the major producer. and
exhibitors in the American fila induatry.
The indictments wars opened the following
day.

March 19, 1943:

On thi.! day his Federal indict.ent WIllI

announced, Frank· Nitti lIhot hiJlaelf to
death alongside a railroad track in
Riverside, Illinois, after reportedly
threateninq a nearby train crew.

December 22, 1943:

DeIDcia, campagna, Roselli, and 4 other
defendants were convicted in the fil.llindustry extortion cue. All were fined
$10,000 apiece, and the sentences ranged
from 7 to 10 year.'. With the death of
Nitti in 1943, and the departure of Delucia
and campagna for prison in 1944, Anthony
Accardo was named boss of the Chicago
Family.

July 25, 1944:

Corrado Giacona, boss of the New Orleans
Family for approximately 20 years, died..
He was succeeded by Frank Todaro.

August 7, 1944:

Vito Genovese, indicted for the 1934 lIIIlrder
of Ferdinand Boccia, was arrested by
American authorities in Italy. He arrived
in the United states June 1, 1945, to stand
trial, but the main witness against him
died of an "overdose of sedative" while in
protective custody and, on June 10, 1946,
Genovese's trial ended with a directed
verdict of acquittal.

october 19, 1944:

Alfred Polizzi, boss of the Cleveland
Family, pleaded guilty to charges of
failing to pay Federal liquor taxes and,
after his release from prison in 1945,
moved to Coral Gables, r'lorida. He was
succeeded by John Scalillh.

November 29, 1944:

Frank Todaro, boss of the New orleans

Family, died. He was succeeded by
Sy1vestro (Sam) carollo.

February 1, 1946:

Former commission member Salvatore Lucania
(Lucky Luciano) deported to Italy.

June 24, 1946:

Race-wire operator James M. Ragen was shot
from a truck while driving in rush-hour
traffic on a Chicago street. Reportedly
attacked for refusing to sellout to the
hoodlum element, he died of his wounds on
August 14, 1946.
15
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october 22, 1946:

Joseph, Bruno, boss o~ the Philadelphia
Family, died in a Hew York City ha.pital.
He vas IlUcceeded by Joe Ida.

December 26, 1946:

'DIe. ~oXJlal opening o~ the FlUliJv)o .Hotel
caaino in Las Vegu-bacJced by IIUCb hoocUUIIl
~igures as Benjuin (BUgay) siegel, Meyer

IAnsky,Frank Costello, and Joe Adonis-urkad the ~iltration of Navada gambling
by the oJ:9fl1\izllid' crbdnal eluent. The
formal opening'of the hotel itself toOk
place on March 1, 1947.

January 25".1947:

Foraer gangland czar Al capone died of
natural causes in his Miami Beach, Florida,
home.

February 22, 1947:

Salvatore Iucania (Iucky Iuciano) was
arrested by CUban authorities after the
united states discovered ,that he had been
living on the island since October, 1946.
(While in Havanna, Iucania placed calls to
all the top crae ~igures in the
United ~tates. COJImission members Genovese,
Costello, Anastasie.,Accanlo, Marcello-even Iansky--who was not a member of the
I.CH, came to Havana. Many believe the
occasion was to pass his power to Vito
Genovese.) He was deported back to Italy
on MArch 20, 1947.

April 30, 1947:

Sylvestro (Sam) carollo, boss of the
New Orleans Family, deported. He was
succeeded by carlos Marcello. (His true
name was. calogero Kinacore, which was
subseqUently changed to Marcella and later
IIIlsculinized to Marcello.)

May 7, 1947:

Nick ~ohn" ~oraer capodecina in the
ChicagClFamily, was strangled and his body
stuffed into the trunk of a car parked on .:l
San Francisco street. DaJ'ohn had
reportedly ~led Olicago after murdering
several other tal JIeIIbers and was livinq in
Santa Rosa, california, under an alias at
the tilDe of his death •.

June 20, 1947:

Benjamin (Bugsy) Siegel was shot to death
through a liVing-roam window while" sitting
in the Beverly Hills ~ion of his
paramour i Vir9inia Hill.
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1950 - 1959

February 28, 1950:

Abraham Davidian was shot to death in
Fresno, california; while vait:lnq to
testify in a _jor West coastnarcotica
trial.

April 6, 1950:

Charl.s Binagqio, boss of the :ran.as City
Family, vas found shot to death, along with
his body9uard, Charl. . Garqotta. He vas
succeeded by Anthony Gizzo.

May 26, 1950:

The Senate S~cial Ccla:mittee to Inv. .tigate
organized cr.ille in· Interstate COIIMrce
(popularly lcnown as the Kefauver c:o.mitt.. ,
even though senator Est. . Kefauver ruigned
his chairmanship on May 1, 1951) opened
hearings in Miami, Florida. Subsequent
hearings were held in various cities
throughout the country until August 17,
1951 •.

June 5, 1950:

February 16, 1951:

James Lumia, boss of the Tampa Family, vas
shotgunned to death on a street corner. He
was succeeded by santo Trafficante, Sr •
. Thomas Gagliano, LCN commission member from
New York City, died of natural causes. He
was succeeded by Thomas Luchesa.

April 16, 1951:

Sam Maceo, former underboss of the Texas
Family, died of natural causes in a
Baltimore, Maryland, hospitaL

April 19, 1951:

Philip Mangano, brother of commission
member Vincent ManganO, was found shot to
death in a marshy ..etion of Brooklyn, New
York. Vincent disappea.r,"(ad at about the
same time and has not been seen since. He
was succeeded by Albert Anastasia as head
of what was later to become the carlo
Gambino Family.

August 6, 1951:

The "two Tanys," Brancato
were shot to death in IDs
reportedly for committing
hoodlum-controlled Nevada

October 4, 1951:

Willie Moretti, LCN gambling czar, vas shot
to death in a Cliffside Park, New Jersey,
restaurant. He is said to have been killed
because he had beCCllle ....ntally ill and had
been talking too .uch.

and Trombino,
Angeles,
a robbery in a
hotel.
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October 20, 1951:

'l'he Revenue Act of 1951 signed into law, to
~ effective Hcwabar 11 utablillhing
wagerin!l axei. . and occu.pat onal taxu.
'l'ha J..McIiata effect of the new statute,
which _was later declared unconatitutiCll'lal
, by the , rr..a
.
Ccurt in 1968, was to driv",
.any laac:l1ng booJalaJcera to JIOV8 their bases
of aperation out of the ccuntry for several
SUp,

yean.

November 20, 1951

Dewer

Haw York Governor 'l'hClllls E.
ordered
the Haw York state crt. o:.mis. on to
.conduct an investigation of the Port of
Hew York. In 1953 , the cc.mu•• ion issued a
repQrt charqing, that' corruption was
widespread in the waterfront and the
International IDngahoremen
Association
(IIA) had flagrantly disregarded the rights
of dockworkers.

I.

March 18, 1952:

Joseph Vallone, fOnler boss of the
Milwaukee FuilY died. He had been
succeeded upon h l • retirement in
'
approxiJllltely 1949 by SIlIII Ferrara.
Ferrara's rule lasted until November or
December, 1952, when he was deposed by the
Chicago FllIIIily, at the request of the
Milwaukee membership, and was replaced by
John Alioto.

April 27, 1952:

More than 80 hoodlum figures from various
areas attended a party in Johnston,
Rhode Island allegedly to celebrate
Raymt.)nd PatrIarca's appointment to head the
HewEnqland FllIIIily upon the retirement of
Philip Buccola, who had returned to Italy.

April 1, 1953:

Anthony (Tony) Gizzo I boss of the
Kansas City FllIIIily, died of natural causes
in Dallas, Texas. He was succeeded by
Hicnolas civella.

April 27, 1953:

Anthony J. Lima, boas of the San Franc:l.sco
FllIIIily, cc.lDitted to california State
Pricon for grand theft. He was succeeded
by Mike Abeti.

June 11, 1953:

Illinois state Representative Clem Graver

was kidnaped after incurring the

displeasure of future COIImIission MIIber SIlIII
Giancana and has not been seen since.
September 23, 1953:

George Meany, President of the American
Federation of Labor (AFL), expelled the
IDngahoreaen's Union from the AFL. He
18
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called the ItA "the· tool. of the New York
Waterfront mob." Meany also noted that the
gangster element had "exploitee! longllhore-.en on the New York.docks for year.."
January 7, 1954:

May 13, 1954:

Charlu V. carrallo, tOrM%' ~s ot the
Kansas City Family, deported and last known
to be residing in Palermo, Sicily.
Frank costello, (true na.e Francesco
castiglia) u:N CoIIIIIi.don Mllber trom
New York City, was convicted in the U.S.
District COurt, Southern District of New
york (SONY), for violating Federal income
tax laws. He was fined $30,000 arid
.. sentenced to 5 years'. OnMarc:h 11, 1957,
he was released from prisqn on bail
pursuant to a Supr8llle COurt order.
Returned to custody october 21, 1958, when
the Supreme Court denied his appeal, he was
finally released June 20, 1961, on "good
behavior."

August 11, 1954:

Santo 'l'rafficante, Sr., boss of the Tampa
Family, died of natural causes. He was
succeeded by his son, Santo Jr.

May 16, 1955:

Frank Bompensiero, head of
in the San Diaqo area, was
california State Prison on
charges. He was succeeded
Mirabile.

May 30, 1955:

Louis (Little New York) Campagna,- former
Chicago gang leader, died of natural causes
while on a Florida fishing trip.

June 4, 1955:

carmella Profaei, daughter of Joseph
Profaei, boss of the Profaei Family,
married Anthony Tocco, son of William
Tocco, LCN leader in Detroit. Joseph
Zerilli, boss of the Detroit Family, and
his brother~in-law William 'l'occo formed an
alliance with Joseph Prafaci following
World War II. It was cemented by the above
marriage and the marriage of another
Profaei daUghter to Anthony Zerilli,
Joseph's son.

November 4, 1955:

Willie Bioff, one of the GoVernment' II main
witnesses in the 1943 film-industry
extortion case, was killed when a bomb
explodei;l in a ·truck at his Phoenix,
Arizona, home.

LCN operations
COlIIIIIitted to
local bribery
by Antonio
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January 3, 1956:

Joaeph (JOG Adonis) Doto, a JIIljor Brooklyn
rackets figure, Voluntarily left the
United statu to avoid deportation
procuc:linga and to avoid &erVing a Federal
perjury aentence.

February 23, 1956:

Jack Dragna, boas' of the IDa Angel. .
Family, was found dead in a JIOtel room
reportedly of natural CBWI8S. He .was
aucceeded byattomey Frank Du.iJlone.

April 5, 1956:

Victor Rieael, a nationally known labor
columnist, wa,s blinded in an acid attack
while leaving ,a Naw York city raataunmt.
u:N IIeIIIber John Dioguardi was indict.d but
never tried.

June'lS, 1956:

Girolamo (Momo) Adamo, underboss of the Los
Angeles Family, ~.1IIImitted suicide in San
Diego after seriously wounding his wife
over an affair ahe allegedly was having
with the then head of the Family, Frank
Desimone.

July lS, 1956:

The Narcotics control Act of 1956 was
signed into law, drastically increasing
penalties for engaging in the illicit-drug
trade.
.

october 17, 1956:

The first of 3 .eatings to discuss postWorld War II domination of the U. s. heroin
market by the LeN was held in Binghamton,
New York. These high-level LCN meetings
established Sicily as a major base in
United states drug trade. CUba, a major
dis~ributor in the smuggling of narcotics
into the United states, had fallen into
political turmoil. A new base was needel'"
and the 3 JIIletings of LCN chieftains were
held primarily to establish such a base.
LCN and Mafia leaders decided to formulate
a COlIDIlOn strategy. 'l'he second Meting took
place between october 12-16, 1957, at the
Hotel Delle PalM, Palermo, Sicily. 'l'he
third lleetinq took place at the Apalachin
mountain estate of .ob boss Joseph M.
Barbara on November 14, 1957.

october 27, 1956:

Joseph T. Piranio, boss of the Dallas,
Texas, Family, ahot himself to death after
a brief illness. He was succeeded by
Joseph civello.
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February 25, 1957:

George (BUgs) Moran, former prohibition
rival of Al capone, died of natural causes
in the United states Penitentiary at
Leavenworth while serving a lO-year
senteuce for :bank robbery.

February 26, :L957:

The Senate Select COmmittee on Improper
Activities in the Labor or H~gement Field
(popularly known as the "senate Rackets
Committee" and chaired by Senator John L.
McClellan) opened hearings in Washington,
D.C. Subsequent hearings lasted until
December 3, 1958, and included an intensive
probe into the hoodlum meeting held at
APalachin, New York.

May 2, 1957:

Commission member Frank Costello received a
minor head wound when he was shot entering
his New York City apartment building. He
reportedly stepped aside shortly thereafter
and relinquished his commission post to
Vito Genovese, whose chauffeur and
bodyguard, Vincent Gigante, had been the
leading suspect in the shooting.

May 14, 1957:

Philip (Big Phil) Amari, boss of the
Elizabeth, New Jersey, Family, left the
United States for an extended residence in
Italy. He was succeeded by Nicholas
Delmore.

June 17, 1957:

Frank Scalise, former gang leader and top

adviser to Commission member Albert
Anastasia, was shot and killed in a New
York city grocery store. At the time of
his death, Scalise had reportedly been
aelling LeN memberships for as much as
$40,000-$50,000 each, a practice that
resulted in a lucrative side income and
frightened rival mobs by causing the
Anastasia Family to dwarf all the others in
size.

September 7, 1957:

Joe Scalise, brother of the murdered Frank

October 25, 1957:

Albert Anastasia, LeN COmmission :.ember,
and 2 bodyguards walked into the barbershop
of the Park-Sheraton Hotel in Manhattan.

Scalise, was reported by his relatives as a
"missing person." According to underworld
sources, he was killed and cut up into
small pieces by LeN hoodlums acting under
the direction of Vincent squillante.
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Anastasia sat down, loosened his tie; and
closed his eyes as 'the barber covered his
face with a hot towel. The bodyguards
slipped away. Two other :men walked in from
the hotel lobby, strode up to Anastasia,
and literally blasted him out of the cha~rD
The high executioner of Murder, Inc., had
himSelf been executed. Anastasia's murder
was ordered by Vito Gonovese as part of the
latter's plan to elininate hia lIIOre
powerful rivals, dispense with the
"Commission," and claim the lonq-sincediscarded title "boss of all bosses."
November 10, 1957:

A national meetinq of LCN leaders-reportedly larger than that held later in
Apalachin, New York--convened at the
LiVingston, New Jersey, estate of Ruggiero
Boiardo, a captain in the Vito Genovese
Family. Lastlng from approximately noon
unt:ll 5 the following morning, the meeting
is lJaid to have covered such topics as
Albert Anastasia's recent murder, the
selection of carlo Gambino as his
successor, and the closing of the
ol'glllnization's JIIelWership "books" to
further recruiting (&n edict that lasted
until 1972). Upon adjournment, the members
present agreed to hold &nother session
later in the week ut the 58-acre Apalachin
estate of Joseph M. Barbara, head of the
Family centered in the pittston,
Penrusylvania-Binghamton, New York, area.

November 14, 1957:

The" Iilccond session of the above meeting
convened on November 13, 1957, at
Apalachin, New York, on the estate of
Joseph Barbara, Sr., for a continuation of
the discussions regarding Anastasia,
Gambino, and the ban on the recruiting of
new members. Scheduled to last through
November 15, the meetinq broke up early in
the afternoon of the 14th when detected by
New York state Police. Al though some 60
leading racket figures were detained and
interrogated while trying to flee the
premises, another 40 or 50 reportedly
succeeded in making good their escape.

May 22, 1958:

Tonr Musso, boss of the Rockford, Illinois,
Fam ly, died. He was succeeded temporarily
by Jasper calo and then later by Joseph
zammuto.
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December 3, 1958:

December 27, 1958 :

Gus GreenbaUII, Las Vegas· casino operator,

and his vife were found llUrderld in their
Phoenix, Arizona, bcae.
Antanio KirabU., bead of LCN operatians in
tbe san Diego ana, was llUrdere duriJvj an
attapt to :rob IWI. 'Be was succeeded by
Joe AdImo, brother of the late undarbOlls
Irc.o Mao •. '

In 1959

'l'ho FBI in Chicago badinlltalled the f!rat

in a llleri_ of electronic devices that

vould reveal. DO Imch about the underworld
in YNDI to cc.e.

January 1, 1959:

The CUban .GoYUnaent under President
Fulgencio . Batilolta collapsed, resulting in
widespread riots and the burning of hanes,
stores, and gaJlblinIjJ casinoe. With the
advent of Fidel castro'. ri.. to power, the
foreign casino owners (including SOllIe of
the top nIUIeS in the Allerican underworld)
were forced. to abandon their gambling
operations in CUba.

January 15, 1959:

Joseph 14&, LCN ca.ds.ion Mllbar from
fbiladelphia, left the United states to
return to Italy. He renounced his
citiZenship on April 21, 1960, and was
eventually succeeded-after considerable
bickering and fighting--by Angelo Bruno.

February 26, 1959:

Abner

April 1~/' 1959:

Vito CienDYHe, a-ission Mllber from
Hew York City, was convicted of violating
Federal narcotic. lava. ae vas sentenced
to 15 years' on April 17, 1959, and
reIIIlnI!ed to custody in February, 1960, 'ihen
his appeal was denied.

JUne 17, 1959:

Jcaeph K. Baxbara, Sr., boss of the UN
Faa11y centered in the Pittston, .

(IDngie) ZWill.Jlan, Hew Jersey mckets
figure, was found hanged in the basement of
his lMllSion. Officially rulld a suicide,
Zvillun·. death Clme 1... than 2 weeks
after 3 of hiiJauociates had been arrested
by FBI Agents and cbarged with bribing
jurors in ZWillun's iilcaM tax trial,
Which bad uded in a hung jury on March 1,
1956.

Pennsylvania-BinghaJlton, Hew York, area and
host for the notorious . . .ting of hoodlUIII
leaders at Apalachin, died of natural
23
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causes. He .was succeeded by Russell A.
Bufalino.
September 10, 1959:

onofrio Sciortino, boss of the San Jose,
california, Family, died of natural causes.
He wa!l succeeded by J~ cerrito.

September 25, 1959:

Anthony carfano (also Jcnown as "Little
Augie Pisano"), I.CN mobster, was shot to
death in his car after leaving a Hew York
City night: club. Also killed with cartano
was former "Hiss ·AlIIerica" contestant Janice
Drake.

December 16, 1959:

Roger (The Terrible) 'l'ouhy, former aticago
qanqland fiqure and capone rival, was
fatally shot less than a month after his
parole from prison.

1960 - 1969

September 23, 1960:

Vincent Squillante, a "capedecina" in the
carlo Gambino Family, was last seen drivinq
a 1960 Chevrolet. Although Squillante is
~aid to have been murdered for personal
misconduct, neither he nor the car were
ever found.

January 1, 1961:

The ~eneral qamblinq provisions of the
BettJ.ng and Gaming Act of 1960 became
effective, leqalizinq casino operations in
Great Britain and attracting certain
ranking hoodlum figures from the
United States. The off-track wagerinq
provisions of the statute became effective
May 1, 1961-

February 27, 1961:

The Gallo-Profaei gangland war in Hew York
City was launched with the Iddnaping of a
group of commission member Joe Profaci's
top aides by a faction of hoodlums loyal to
Joe and Larry Gallo. Before the shooting
stopped in Auqust, 1963, at least 9 persons
were killed; 15 were wounded, beaten, or
otherwise injured; 3 were reported missing
and presumed to be dead: and 9 wtlre fired
at but missed.

April 4, 1961:

Carlos Marcello, boss of the New Orleans
Family, was deported to Guatemala.
Returning to the United States without
permission, he sUrl."elldered to ilamigration
24
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authoriti. . in June, 1961. SUbaequent
deportation proceedings have been thwarted
~~ rafwlal of other countri. . to accept
July 8, 1961:

K1JteAbati, bon of the San 1"ranci8CO
Faldly, vas ~rt.d to Italy, where ba
died on S8pt:em)er 5, 1962.. He was
II\lCOMded by J _ _

~a.

september 13, 1961:

'Die Interstate Transportation in Aid to
Racketeerinq (ITAR), Interatate
.
Transportation and Wagering of Inforaation
(I'l'WI) and '1'he Intentate '1'ran8portation of
Wagerinq Parapbemal.ia (I'lWP) stat:utu were
signed into law! giving the FBI its fint
Jlajor jurisdict on in the bookmaking and.
lIUIIbers-lottery anas.

october 20, 1961:

John A. Kilpatrick, International President
of the United Industrial Workers of

Allerica, was found shot to death in his car
An FBI '
investigation led to the conviction in
local court of Detroit hoodlum William G.
Triplett and h~s uncle Dana Horton Nash.

parked in a Chicago alley.

Oec.:ember 27 I 1961: ..

vas reportedly
"foraalized" as the IMIW head of the
Milwaukee Faldly at a civic testiBonial
dinner for Dr. Vito Guardalabene, son and
grandson of 2 for.er LCN officials.
Balistrieri aucceeded hi. father-in-law
John Alioto, who had .erved as boss since
NoveabEl:' or DeCeIIber, 1952.

January 26, 1962:

Salvatore lJ1c:ania (lUcky lUciano), former
COImdssion -.bar, died in Italy,
apparently of natural causes.

April 8, 1962:

Anthony (Tony Bender) Strollo, a captain in

May 18, 1962

JiJamy Hoffa was indicted under the TaftHartley Act in Nashville, Tennessee, for

Frank Peter Balistrieri

the Vito Genovese Family and a close
personal. friend of Genovese, vanished .
during tlw late tlVening hours and was never
seen again. Reportedly Strollo's death had
been ordered by GenDveae from his Atlanta
prison cell becaUse Strollo had been
dealing in narcotics against Genovese' B
orders and was believed to be thereby
jeopardizing Genovese'. chances of
obtaining parole.
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receiving $1,000,000 in illegal
through a trucking company, the
Corporation, which had been set
wife's name.

payw.nts
Teat Fleet
up in his
.

June 6, 1962:

Josepli Profaci, Ccmadssion II8IIbc" frca New
York city, died of natural causes. He was
succeeded temporarily by his brother-in-law
and ti:lP aida, Joseph Magliocco.

June 13, 1962:

Simone scozzari, underboss Qf the IQs
Angeles· Family, was deported to Italy.
was succeeded by Nicolo Licata.

June 22, 1962:

Joseph Valacbi, then Ii priaoner in the
Federal penitentiary in Atlanta, seized a
2-foot length of iron pipe, rushed fellow
inmate John Saupp, and beat him to death.
Valachi believed that the man he had killed
was Joseph DiPalermo, who had been, Valachi
thought, ordered by vito Genovese, then in
prison with Valachi, to kill him. 'l'he
murder precipitated Valachi's break with
the ~ and the chain of events that led to
his public testimony on the structure of
organized crime in America.

July 3, 1962:

FBI Agents seized more than $2,000,000 in
cash, some $13,000 in stocks and bonds, and
·3 guns hidden in a Jersey City, New Jersey,
garage of gambling figure Joseph Vincent
(Newsboy) Moriarity. Although Moriarity-then incarcerated in New Jersey State
Prison on local gambling charges-originally refused to discuss the ownership
of the funds, he subsequently filed a tax
form listing them as income derived from
miscellaneous sources.

August 16, 1962:

"Dandy Phil" Kastel, former underworld
gambling czar and associate of ~
commission member Frank Costello, committed
suicide in New Orleans, reportedly because
of ill health.

September 8, 1962:

Joseph Valachi, while being questioned by
the FBI, first acknowledged "La Cosa
Nostra" as the name usod by members of his
organization.

November 23, 1962:

Charles (cadillac Charley) cavalla~~--a
Youngstown, Ohio, gambling figure ...··and his
ll-year-old son were killed by a bomb wired
to the ignition of their automobile. 'l'his

He
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. aarJced the S2nd .,.,ing in the Young.town

area during a 1o-year period.

January 7 f 1963:

JUJce-bax CIpR'Iltor Anthony J. Biernat va.
~ r~ the parJq.n9 lot of the
, Witlccnain,railroad station. H18
li.M-ccMlnd body vu locaUd on
January 28, 1963, by an FBI Agent and local
. officers on en abarxloned Air Force base
aboUt 20 Ilil.. away.

July 17, 1963:

OcIIIIiasion MJIber Joe Bonanno reportedly
flew fna Hw York City to Phoenix,
Arizona, took hi8 wife and car, and drove
to the wut Cout under an a. .UIMld naM-all 1 _ than 2 VIMb before he and Joe
Magliocco (acting boa. of the Profllci
Foily) were acheduled. to appear before the
eo.aission on cbargea of having plotted to
kill 3 of the organization's top leaders.
Bonanno was not Men again publicly until
May, 1964, wen he appeared in canada and
applied for peranent residence.
Magliocco, in the .-antiwoe, allegedly
adldtted his guilt and was deposed as
"acting b o e a . . . ·

September 24, 1963:

Philip (Big llbil) A:mari~ former boss of the
Eliz&bath, Hew Jer.ey, Family, died of
natural c:aUMB in Arcadia, california.

September 25, 1963:

The senate Peraanant Subcc.<mmittee on

November 22, 1963

President John F. Jtennedy was assassinated.
President·'s a .....ination, the
s1:eall went out Of the organized crime
PrograJl. Prior to hi. death, for the first
tilDe in history, on a sustained,
COlIIprehensive basis, the syndicate was
feeling the pressure, not just the public
exposure of II congressional investigation,
~rosecution for serious crimes.
The
ttee was able to identify trom Feder~l
and local intelligence reports the
organized cri.Jle fUdlies that dominated
various areas and various illicit
activities, inclucUng the identity of their

InVestigations (popularly Jcnown as the
McClellen CoIIIIlittee) opened hearinqs in
Washington, D.C., reqardinq "organized
crilDe and Illicit Traffic in Narcotics."
Featuring the testi.-ony of LCN lIember Joe
Valachi, the hearing's lasted periodically
until August 5, 1964.
After the
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bosses, underbos.lu, colUliqlillri,
caporeqille, and their I18111bera. With the
President's death, the prea.ure wa. oft the
syndicata •
DrJcember 28, 1963: .

Jt>••ph Magliocco, deposed acting ~s of
the late Joe Profaci's :u::N FaaJJ.y in
New York City, died apparently of natural·
causes.

January 23, 1964:

The Lucayan Beach Hotel casino (christened
the Monte carlo) opened on Grand BahaJIa
.
Island, less than 100 Jailea off the Florida
coast. 'Dle firat of various Baluudan
casinos licensed to date, the Monte carlo
reportedly received hidden financial
backinq from a nUllber of American hoodlums
formerly associated with the CUban gambling
industry.

February 2, 1964:

Nicholas Delmore, boss of the Elizabeth,
New Jersey, Family, died of natural causes.
He was succeeded by hiG nephew, Samuel
Rizzo eecavalcante.

March 15, 1964:

William J. Sheridan was abot and killed in
Roxbury, Massachusetts, by waterfront
hoodlum George Mclaughlin (later arrested
as a "Top Ten" fugitive and IHmtencecl to
death), thereby toUchinq off a strinq of
more than 60 gangland slayings in the
Boston area during the next 5 years.

April 5, 1964:

The Gallo-Profaci war officially closed
with the formal installation of Joseph
Colombo as boss of the old Profaci Family.
Reportedly, LeN officers from as far away
as Detroit attended the ceremonies in New
York city.

June 11, 1964:

Retired Teamsters official Floyd R. Hayes
was shot to death in Kansas City, Missouri,
after testifying as a Government witness in
a perjury case involvinq payoffs to sane of
his former associates.

July 30, 1964:

commission member Joe Bonanno was deported
from canada to Chicago, Illinois, by
airplane.

September 19,

1964~

Samuel Rizzo Decavalcante., head of the
Elizabeth, New Jersey Family, met with Joe
Bonanno and attempted to persuade him to
appear before a meeting of the
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COIIII.iallion on the earlier charqes that he
to JNrder 2 or 3 of hi. fellow
Bsion 118J1bera. When Bonanno refused,
a special .ae~inq of the COmmimsion was
call~ and he was expelled.
As a nault,
the Bonanno La{ F_ly Ilplit into various
warrinq factions, 11 mnlber of ganqland
shootings took place, and an unsuccessful
attempt: was _de· on. the life of Bonanno'.
Bon, salvatore, in January, 1966, to try to
keep him frOil BUCCtMtdinq his filther.
~lanr.3d

october 21, 1964:

Joe Bonanno, fol'll8r COlII1IIiuion JIIEl\1lb3r from
New York City and TUcson, Arizona,
all89edly was kidnapeddurinq the early
BIOrn1ng hours fro. a Manhattan street
corner and was not seen again publicly
until 1966.

April 24, 1965:

OWen victor (owney) Madden, fonuer New York
city rackets boss, died in Hot springs,
Arkansas, of natural causes.

June 1, 1965:

Sl!IlIl Giancana, COlIIIIIission JDeJDber from
Chicago, was incarcerated for contempt
after refusing to testify under iln offer of
immunity before a. Federal grand jury
probing organized crime in the Chicago
area. Released on May 31, 1966, he
subsequently fled to Latin America, where
he stayed until expelled by Mexican
authorities on July 19, 1974.

November 23, 1965:

Murray (The Cl!IlIlel) Humphrey, a leading
Chicago rackets figure, died of natural
causes several hours after having been
arrested by FBI Agents for perjuring
himself before a Federal grand jury.

January 6, 1966:

Salvatore Palma, a Kansas City hoodlum
under indict.ent for havinq violated the
Interstate Transportation of Stolen
Property statute (ITSP), was found shot to
death in Mount Olivet cemetery, Raytown,
!of-issouri.

January 28, 1966:

A major gun battle was waged on a Brooklyn
street at 10:45 p.m., involving an attempt
by 4 or 5 gunmen on the life of Salvatore
(Bill) Bonanno, son of deposed COlIIIIIission
JIIelIIber Joe Bonanno.
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May 17, 1966:

Joe Bonanno surrendered in Federal court at
New York city after'havinq allegedly been
kidnaped on october 21, 1964, the day he
had been scheduled to testify befl:lre a
Feder~l qrand jury sitt;inq in the SOOY.
He
was immediately arraigned on a l-count
indictment charging him with Obstruction of
Justice (000) inaSlllUch as he had failed to
appear on the d3y ordered.

September 22, 1966:

New York city authorities arrested 13 major
LCN leaders at a "Little Apalachin"
gathering in the La Stella Restaurant,
Queens, New York. Among those taken into
custody were commissi(;ln lII8IIIbers carlo
Gambino and Joe Colombo; Thomas Eboli,
acting boss of the Vito Genovese Family;
and Santo Trafficante, Jr., boss of the
Tampa Family.

March 23, 1967:

Frank Balistrieri, boss of the Iolilwaukee
'Family, was convicted of violating the
Federal income tax laws.

May 9, 1967:

Sam Battaglia, acting boss of the Chicago
Family, was convicted of violatinq the
Anti-Racketeering ,Act and subsequently
sentenced ~o lSyears in prison. He was
succeeded by John Philip Cerone.

July 13, 1967:

Thomas Luchese, commission lII~r from New
York City, died of natural causes. He was
succeeded eventually by carmine Tramunti.

August 4, 1967:

Frank Desimone, boss of the Los Angeles
Family, died of natural causes. He was
succeeded by Nicolo Licata.

March 4, 1968:

Peter crociata, underboss in what was
formerly known. as the Bonanno Family, was
shot and seriously ¥OUndad but eventually
recovered.

March B, 196B:

Raymond Patriarca, boss pf the New England
Family, was convicted of violating the ITAR
Statute and subsequently was sentenced to S
years in prison.
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May 27, 1968:

,carlo caputo, boas of the Madison,
wisconsin, Family, was convicted on Federal
charges of inCOJle tax evasion. He was
subsequently sentenced to 30 days in jail
and 23 IIIQnths' probatio!:l'

May 29, 1968:

The "Truth in IAmdiiMJ' Bill" was signed into
law, banninq extortionate credit
transactions and giving the FBI its first
lUjor jurisdiction in the hoodlUil loanBharldilq field.

June 19, 1968:

The om.nibus Cr:imeOontrol and Safe stre.ts
Act of 1968, providing for the use of
court-approved electronic aur.reillanc:a in
certain types of caau, was si9J'*1 into
law.

August 8, 1968:

Carlos Marcello, boss of the New Orleans
Family, was convicted of attellptinq to
assault an FBI Agent and subsequently
sentenced to 2 years in prison.

September 14, 1968:

Attendance of variowa warrinq factions at a
reception given by Paul sciacca, recant:ly
appointed head of the old Bonanno Family,
was indicative of efforts beinq ude to
solve the blood feud and power struggle
dating back to Joe Bonanno's expulsion from
the'COmmission in 1964.

November 26, 1968:

steve Magaddino. CccID.i.sion 1IUIber from
BUffalo, New Y9rk, and 8 unclerlinqs were
arrested by FBI Agents for interstate
gamblinq activities ,extenc1i.nq into portions
of Ce-,ada. '

February 14, 1969:

Vito Genovese, Comd.sion.amber from
New York city, died of natural causes while
incarC$rated at the Medical ~'ter for
Federal Prifloners, Springfield, Kissourio

April 23, 1969:

President Nixon sent a . . . .q. to Congress
proposing a campaign against the MIIIbers of
organized crime Families in the United
States.

July 9, 1969:

Nicolo Licata, boss of the IDs Angeles
Family, was convicted on Federal contempt
charges and imprisoned until Septaber 20.
1970.

July 9, 1969:

A group of dissident -.embers of the BUffalo
Family lIIet at the farm of Frank Valenti,
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near Henrietta, New York, and voted to form
a rump orqanization until IlUch tiM aa the
National commission agreed to oust Steve
Magaddino as the head of the Family.
Allegedly responsible for the upheaval was
a FBI raid of Magaddino's gambling
operation the preceding November, leading
to the confiscation of $500,000 at a time
when Magaddino claimed to be suffering from
a severe shortage of funda. Named to head
the new group was Salvatore Pieri.
September 18, 1969:

Frank Mari, heir apparent to Sciacca, boss
of the Bonanno Family, and his bodyguard,
Mike Adamo, were l~t seem alive. Both
were reportedly lllUrdered in the continuing
dispute as to who would eventually qain
control of the Family.

January 15, 1970:

International bookmaking figure Gilbert Lee
Beckley vanished in the New York City area
while out on bond from a 1967 Federal
gambling conviction. He is alleged to have
been murdered.

January 17, 1970:

Joseph Francis Civello, boss of the Dallas,
Texas, Family, died of natural causes.
This Family is no longer active.

May 9, 1970:

John Philip cerone, acting head of the
Chicago Family, was convicted on interstate
gambling charqes. He was subsequently
fined $10,000 and BBntenced to 5 years in
prison.

June 11, 1970:

Gaspare DiGregorio, appointed by the
Commission to succeed Joe Bonanno following
the latter's expulsion and disappearance in
1964, died of natural causes. DiGregorio
had served as head of the Bonanno Family
from January or February, 1965, until
approximately May, 1966.

June 26, 1970:

Sylvestro (Sam) carollo, former boss of the
New OrlLeans Family, died in New Orleans of
natural causes.

July 27, 1970:

Scarcely 1 month after Miami newspapers
reported that a Federal grand jury there
had begun probing the alleged Interstate

1970 - 1979
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transportation of c;jaJIbling funcSs, notorious
American hoodlua and gaablinq figure Meyer
Lansky arrived in Israel, indicating his
intention of applying for status as an
immi~ant.

August 2"0, 1970:

Ignazio Denaro, unc!erboas of the
Philadelphia Family, died in Los Angeles of
natural cauau.

Auqust 31, 1970:

Raymond Patriarca, U'!N boas of New England,
was sentenced to 10 years in prison for
conspiraey to murder ~

September 15, 1970:

Frank Milano, former bolls of the Cleveland

September 25, 1970:

Salvatore Pieri, head of the insuxgent LeN
Family in the Buffalo area, vas convicted
on Federal chal:qes of bribery and tampering
with a juror during his earlIer trial for
violating the ITSP statute. He was
sentenced to 5 years in prison and was
succeeded by Joseph Fino.

October 15, 1970:

The Organized crime COntrol Act of 1970 was
signed into law, giving the FBI
jurisdiction over _jor local qubling
operations and hoodlum infiltration of
legitimate business. Title IX of the Act
is Racketeering Influenced and corruJ;¢,
organizations Statute CCIIIIIIICInly referrtild to
as the RICO statute.

October 15, 1970:

carlos Marcello, boss of the New Orleans
Family, was imprisoned for 6 aonths after
the Supreme COurt denied bail PencIinq
further appeals on his convictlon for
assaulting a Federal officer.

November '1, 1970:

Joseph Aiello, underboss of thia Madison,
Wisconsin, Family, dilld of natural causes.
This Family is no longer active.

January 15, 1971:

Samuel Rizzo oacavalcanta, ~s of the
Elizabeth, New Jersey, FlIJIily, was
convicted on interatate gambling charges
and subsequently fined $10,000 and
sentenced to 5 years in prison.

January 25, 1971:

Frank Pasqua, a high rankinq I18D1ber of the
Gambino Family, pled quilty for failure

Family, died in Los Angeles of natural.
causes.
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to file an income tax nturn for the y.ar
1962.
March 16, 1971:

Anqe10 Mele, II caporegiJle with the Gambino
Family, and 4 associates were convicted for
conspiracy to sell 2 kiloe of heroin. Mele
was sentenced to 30 .yean in prison.

April 3, 1971:

Joe Valachi, one of the JIOIIt protected
prisoners in the history of the Federal
prison system, died of natural causes at
La Tuna Federal Penitentiary, El Paso,
Texas.
.

Hay 12, 1971:

Paul Sciacca, the leader of the Bonanno
Family, and Michael Casale, a caporeq.ime,
were arrested for conspiring to sell and
for the sale of heroin. Sciacca was
replaced by Natale Evola.

June 28, 1971:

Commins ion member Joseph Colombo was shot
and critically wounded during a New York
City street rally less than 3 aonths after
being arrested by FBI Agents on Federal
gambling charges •. He was eventually
succeeded by Thomas, DiBella.

July 7, 1971:

Joseph (Scotty) Spinuzzi, boss of the
Colorado Family since the retirement of
former boss James Colletti during the
latter part of 1969, was convicted on local
gambling charges and sentenced to 1 year in
prison.

September 17, 1971:.

James D. Plumeri, a captain in the New York
city Family of the late Thomas IAlchese, was
found strangled to death less than 6 months
after his conviction on charges of
violating the Welfare and Pension Plans
Disclosure Act.

September 25, 1971:

Felix (Milwaukee Phil) AIderisio, former
high-ranking member of the Chicago Family,
died of natural causes while serving a term
for extortion in the United states
Penitentiary at Harion, Illinois. .

October 12,1971:

Alexander DIAlessio, who was identified by
Joseph Valachi as a man who controls
gambling on staten Island for Gambino, was
arrested in a raid of gambling
establishments by FBI Agents.
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November 26, 1971:

Joaeph (Joe' Mont.) Doto, rOrMr BrooJclyn
rackets rigure, died of natural cauaea in
Italy.

March 22, 1972:

Nicholas camerota! boa. or the GenOVeH
Family in Sprinqr tid, Hauacbuaetta, died
of natural cau....

MArch 31, 1972:

The numbers operation or Gennaro Anguilo

ceased due to the jailing or IlUIIbera
runners for civil conte.pt. (Anguilo

became the New England u:N leaclar with the
ilapriaonaent of Raymnd Patriarca.)

April 7, 1972:

Jo.eph Gregory Gallo, head of a di •• ident
faction within the Colc.bo P'lmily and
believed 1>y many to have been behind the
attempt on Colombo'. life, was shot to
death in a New York city restaurant. It
had been a .laying that had been planned by
Joseph Colombo before Gallo got him first.

April 26, 1972:

Anthony Giardano, boas of the st. Loui.
Fuily, ~s convicted along with 2 captains
from the Detroit Family and the Emprise
corporation, which has been described in
the press as the country's largest sports
concessionaire, on interstate gambling
charges.

May 9, 1972:

Illario Zannino and 2 associates--Zannino
was th'e New England' underboss--were ordered
to begin serving sentences ror transporting
stolen jewelry in interstate COlIIIIIerce.
Also convicted with Zannino in November,
1970, was former underboss, Peter Limone.
Both Zahnino and Limone got terms of 7
years t but Limone ~s already in prison,
having been sentenced to death for.: a
gangland murder in 1965.

June 5, 1972:

Dominic Chirico, who was a close associate
of Frank Valenti, was killed by individuals
. associated with the group which was
dissatisfied with Valenti. Valenti
appointed hillself as boas of the Rochester
LCN when Rochester became a separate ,
operation f:t:'Dm Buffalo. valenti developed
a reputation as very greedy and other IOi
members bacUle upset with Valenti because
they did not feel that they were receiving
their fair ahare of the proceeds from the
Rochester mob. After the killing, Valenti
was told to step aside, which he did on
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June 6, 1972. 8aJIuel liRe" Rusaotti WIllI
appointed the bolls.
July 16, 1972:

ThOllllla (Tamny Ryan) EbrJli, acting bolla of
the fOnlllr Genov... Faaily, WIllI IIhot: to
death on a Brooklyn sidewalk at
approxiutely 1 a... Eboli, who had been
in a contest for confaol with Gerado Catena
• and was prea\lJl8d to have pnvailed, vas
succeeded by Frank Tied.

July 9, 1972:

TWelve II8IIben and usociat. . of the Licata
FaJllily-it vas nned for Nicolo Licata (IDa
Anqeles) who died in 1973--wre indic:ted in
the invutiqation. of a lIhaluadown ring whose
vict.iJaa were booJalakera, loanaharka, and
pimps. Among thoae JUUIMId were Dominic
Bruccl,eri (aka Dominic Brooklier), the
underboss; Sam Sciortino, a caporeqillle; and
Peter Milano, a caporegilae.

August 11, 1972:

An unidentified qunman shot 4

August 25, 1972:

Louis Donald Shoulders, notorious st. Louis
hoodlUlll fiqure, was killed when a bom))
exploded in his auto during the early
morning hours.

october 11, 1972:

Paul DeLucia, former boss of the Chicago
Family, died of natural causes.

october 16, 1972:·

Approximately 1,200 police officers in
New 1(ork City and lNl:Toundinq counties-based partly upon intormation obtained frOlll
the li'BI--commenced aervinq aubpoenas on 677
LeN members and associates in what was
described as a "Illassive probe of mob
dealings in narcotics, prostitution, and
extortion."

November 5, 1972:

Meyer Lansky, American hoodlUlll and gambling
fiqure, departed Israel atter the Iaraeli
Supreme Court denied his appeal tor the
continuance of his tourist visa or his
application for immigrant status
(previously rejected in September, 1971, by

aen to death
at the Neapolitan Ne·:xUe, a Manhattan
restaurant. The victiJIs were wholesale
meat .dealers, havinq been lliataken
apparently tor Alphol)8e Persico, Jerry
Lange11a, and other IleIIbers ot the Colombo
Family faction, who were dininq at. the
restaurant the AJIIe time.
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the Minister of the Interior). Although
Lansky's airplane traveled thraugh
SWitzerland, Africa, and !leVanl CIOWltries
in South and Central ~rica, he was unable
to gain entry to any other country and was
arrested by FBI Aqents at the Millili
airport, November 7. 1972, on contapt of
Federal grand jury charg~.
November 13, 1972:

Joseph Yacovelli, Candne PerIIico, carmine
DiBiase, and Jo~eph Russo, of the Colombo
Family, wan irnticted for their efforts to
enable RuBso to avoid prosecution for
murder. (Mistrial was declared in the case
against -Persico and Russo on Septtbaber 25,
1973, due to prejudicial publicity relating
to Persico's background.)

December 7, 1972:

19 grand jury indictments were announced by
the Manhattan District Attorney, Frank
Hoqan. The principal subject was Vincent
Rizzo, a caporeqime in the Genovese Family,
who had been tailed for 2 years by
detectives in Hoqan's office. (In
February, 1973, the Federal strike Force
entered the investigation of Rizzo and his
associates, as it beqan to assume worldwide
proportions. ) Eventually uncovered was a
complex smuggling operation throughout
Latin America, a number of incidents of
loansharking and extortion, and a scheme to
sell counterfeit airline tickets. Rizzo
was convicted and sentenced to 20 years in
prison.

January 4, 1973:

Frank Valenti, the criminal leader in
Rochester until he was deposed, was
sentenced to 20 years' for his conviction
on multiple counts of extortion.

February 5, 1973:

Henry Robert sentner pled guilty to 7
counts of an indictment ar~sing out of the
alleged kidnaping and murder of Emanuel
r.ambino, nephew of Carlo Gambino. Sentner
pled guilty to manslaughter June 1, 1973,
and was sentenced to 15 years'.

February 6, 1973:

Richard J. Todaro, an influential .ember of
.the Maqaddino Family, was indicted on
charges of running an ~llegal gambling
business. Todaro also was charged with
destruction of property to avoid seizure
when he set fire to hill recorda during an
FBI search of his residence in March, 1972.
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February 18, 1973:

Frank Costello,' forme~ commission member

from New York, died of natural ca\lSU.
August 3, 1973:

Frank Brancato, all.ged underbou of the
Cleveland Family, was convicted on Federal
gambling charqes. SubsequentlyI he died of
natural causes on DeceIIIber 17, 1973.

August 28, 1973:

Natale Evola, boss of the Bonanno Family,
died of natural causes. He was replaced by
Philip Rastelli.

August 29, 1973:

Sam Battaglia, former acting boss of the
Chicago Family, was released fram prison
with a terminal illneos. He died
September 7, 1973.

September 12, 1973:

Philip Testa, underboss of the l't!,iladelphia
Familr' was convicted of contempt for
refus ng to testify before a Federal grand
jury under a grant of immurlity and was
incarcerated until January 10, 1975.

october 25, 1973:

Carmine Tramunti, boss of the Illchese
Family, was convicted on Federal perjury
charges and sentenced to 5 years In prison.

December 22, 1973:

Vincent Aloi, former head of the COlombo
Family, and John Dioguardi, notorious labor
racketeer, was convicted of conspiring to
defraud in a major Gtock-swindle case.
Dioguardi received a 10-year prison term,
and Aloi was sentenced to 9 years'.

January 23, 1974:

Alphonse Persico, COlombo Family
cQnsiglieri, was sentenced to 2 months for
contempt (although granted immunity, he
refused to testify in a grand jury
investigation of racketeering Influence in
legitimate business).

January 24, 1974:

carmine (Lilo) Galante, a close associate
of former cdJlllllission aember. Joe Bonanno,
was released from prison after serving 12
years on Federal narcotics charges and
returned to New York city with avowed
intention of gaining control of the Bonanno
Family.

April 23, 1974:

Michael Genovese, reported to be "second in
command" of the Pittsburgh LCN Family, was
ordered to j ail for ~ntempt after
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x'.fusing to anawer qu••tiona before a
_ Fedctrd grand jury.
,
May 8, 1974:

3~}m .... i:uillflri, a
~ l'ag.t'l,th %11 what was

capongiM, va. abot
seen aa an outbreak of

h~'iiltiJ,,:ti~' betwHn rival fllctiOl'Ul of the
1Z0\~ao;!l,OliM 'li'lblUly--l led by Slllvatoxw Pieri,

,,~~ e~"M!r. 1:/y JOlieph Fino.

July 19, 1974:

St.Ill!<mO ~9aMino, ca.dsaion MlIber from
V",.!!l:.!'..io, New York, cUed of natural cause••
ne waa succeeded after considerable debate
bY Sa FrangiallOxw, • rankinq MIIber of- the
dIssident group, in hopes of rutoring
peace to the Buffalo Family.

July 18, 1974:

Se Gianca.na 'was deported by the Mexican
Government and forced to return to Chicago.

August 22, 1974:

Frank zito, boas of the Springfield,
Illinois, Foily, died of natural causes.

October 9, 1974:

A body, believed to be that of Dominick

scialo, a ColOllbo Family caporegillle, was
discovered buried in the basement of a
Brooklyn aocial club.

october 19, 1974:

Nicolo Licata, boss of the los Angeles
Family, died of natural causes. He was
Bucc~eded by Dominic Brooklier.

December 26, 1974:

RAymond Patriarca, the LCN boss of New England, was granted parole having served 5
years' of a lO-year sentence for conspiracy
to murder 2 Providence booJcmakers, Rudolph
Marfeo and Anthony Malei.

March 17, 1975:

Richal~

Callei, a high-ranking LeN figure
in the New England LeN Family, was
reportedly killed. callei 's body was found
(he had been shot, knifed, and beaten with
a blunt instruJlent) in Rehoboth,
Massachusetts •

April 9, 1975:

Dominic Brooklier, boas I sam. sciortino,
underboss; and Peter Milano, a captain of
the los Angeles Family were all convicted
of violating the RICO statute by extorting
money from local bookmakers· and
businessmen. Sentences ranged from 15
months to 4 years'.

May 14, 1975:

Nick civella, boss of the Kansas city
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Fam!.
. ll", was convicted. of violating Federal
gambl1nq lI.tatUtes with 3 uaociatu.
June 19, 1975:

Sam Giancana, former CCmIia.ion -.ber, was
found .abot to death in hi. 0Ilk Park,
Illinois, re.idence.

July 1, 1975.:

Paul castellano, the underbotl. of the
Gambino Family, and 8 auociates ware
charged with "fonU.ng an entupri. . that
was designed to operate by coll...··ting debts
that had resulted froa uauriaua loana." A '
dincted acquittal
ordend on
November 16, 1976, fl"llowing the refusal. of
the principal witnes,,, to testify in the
trial.

"'I.

July 10, 1975:

Nicholas Civella, boss of the Kansas City
Family, his nephew Anthony Clvella, and 2
associates, were aentenced to 42 IIOnths in
prison following th/air convictions for
conspiring to run an interstate boolcaaJdnq
business,. Two other co-defendants each
received terms of 2 years' and 90 days.
Subsequent to aentencing, Nicholas Civella
was di!lgnosed as having cancer and
underwent surgery. In April, 1977, he
moved for a reduction of aentence to
probation, or th,at he be allowed to .ane
time at home, because of ill health. The
Government argued that prison -.edical
facilities were adequate to treat him, and
he was resentenced on July 26, 1977, to 3
years' • Civella was paroled on June 14,
1978, ,having ,served 10 months. ACCOrding
to Government informant sources, he oniered
that all pending murder contracts be acted
on before his release, to offset the public
outcry over his parole. on May 2, 1978,
Myron Mancuso was found shot to death,
having attended 1I . .eting earlier that day
with C8J:'l, eivelln, Nicholas eive11a'a
brother, and Anthony cardare11a, a rsputed
hitman. on May 4, 1978, Michael Massy, a
former associate of cardarella,was found
ahot to death. And on May 16, 1978, 3
members of .the rival spero faction, Hike,
carl, and Joe Spero, were gunned down in a
bar, killing 'Mike Spero and Wounding his
brothers.

July 28, 1975:

James COlletti, former boss of the Colorado
Family, died of natural causes.
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July 30, 1975:

Former Teamsters Pra8ident, Ja..s R. Hoffa,
disappeare. His body has never been
found, nor has the cas. been 801ved. It is
the consensus of peop1. close to the
investigation that Hoffa was .utder.d as a
result of his efforts to rega~ the
'l'eaJIatera' presidency and his vexbal
threats about disclosing the u:N control of
the Teamsters if, in fact, he did not
xtlgain the Telmatera' presidency.

September 6, 1975:

Joseph spinuzzi, boos of the Colorado
Family, died of natural causes.

october 15, 1975:

carlo Gambino diecS of natural causes.
Beforehia death he instituted a .ajor
regrouping program; replenillhllent of
manpower &,d the consolidation of forces
were entailed. The family Ilembership roles
were opened in 1973, for first time in 16
years--they had been closed to prevent
Government infiltration--and Sicilian
aliens were being amuggled in by the
hundreds via canada, to work in pizza
parlors and be available for underworld
dirty work. He was succeeded by his aonin-law Paul castellano.

November 18, 1975:

Mario Pannicioli, a Gambino associate, was
murdered while he was on his way to court
to stand trial for a gangland murder.
Pannicioli was also under investigation in
a million-dollar bank .windle.

November 20, 1975:

John Nardi, a ranking LeN leader in Ohio,
was arrested as a result of an indictment
returned in the southern District of
Florida. Nardi, Secretary-Treasurer of
Teamsters Local 410, was a Jl8lllber of
Teamsters Joint Council 41, of which
William Presser was President.

November 23, 1975:

Jimmy "The Hammer" Massaro was killed.
After an investigation lliiS conducted by the
Monroe County Sheriff'. Office, Red
Russotti, Rene Piccaretto, Sam Gingello,
Dick Marino, Tom Marotta, and Eugene Di
Francesco, were convicted of Massaro I s
murder, and all received sentences of 25
years' on January 1, 1977. Thomas Didio
was placed in charge of the Rochester LeN.

January 2, 1976:

Antonio caponigro, the consigliere of the
Bruno Family in Philadelphia, pled guilty
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to assaulting aOFederal officer. capanigio
had been succeasfully avoiding' the service
of a subpoena by the HIIW Janey ec.aiuion
on IlWesti9'2ltion "by resioding' in Kanhattan
and return1ng to' hi8 HIIW Jeney bc:.e cnl.y
sporadically and clandestinely.- On
December 31, 1974, in an effort tq avoid
what he believed was a Pl:'OCUS server,
caponigro 1'anIed the car of an FBI Agent,
who was b10ckinq his driveway. He was
sentenced to 30 months in prison.
0

January 23, 1976:

Frank CUcchiara is a fOUl'ldinlJ MIIber of the

Hew England LCN ox:ganization and was on.ce
an associate of ~.:ky Luciano and Vito
Genovese. Frank CUccbiara and his wife
were found shot to death at their home in
Belmont, Massachusetts. Police theorized
that cucchiara, 79, killed his wife and
then committed suicide.

February 12, 1976:

Joseph Barboza, who had been a Government
witness, was shotqunned to death in
San Francisco. Barboza's testimony had led
to the colWiction of RayrlOnd Patriarca for
conspiracy to COIIIIIlit JlUX'der.

February 20, 1976:

A plea by carmine Persico, boss of the

March 13, 1976:

Illario Zannino, the Hew England Family
underboss, returned to prison. Zannino,
serving 7 years' for fencing stolen
diamonds, had been released by a Federal
judge on Zannino' s claim that he had been
denied parole "because he had been
improperly' labeled as a member of organized
cr1lne."

COlombo Family, for reduction of his 14year sentence for hijacking was denied.

0

March 19, 1976:

March 31, 1976:

Lawrence paladino, the qodson of Frank"

"Funzie" Tieri, was indicted for tax
evasion. Paladino, who alleg&dly was in
the shylock business 'with Matthew Iani.llo,
, had been indicted for extortion and bribery
in 1975. With the death of Tieri, who
would be succeeded by Anthony Salerno,
Ianiello would become the underboss of the
Genovese Family.
Francesco scibelli, long an LCN leader in
western Massachusetts, was colWicted with 8
associates for operating an illegal
gambling business.
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April 20, 1976:

Louis Rucci, a relative by urriftge of
carlo Gambino and a ranldnq Mlllber of the
Gambino Family, was lIentanced to 3 -.onths
for criminal contempt after retuainq to
testify before a qrand. jury inv. .tigatinq
. loanSJuu-kinq.

April 21, 1976:

Joseph. Colombo and 30 edditional defendants
were indicted and c:harqed with i11eqal
gambling. Evidence obtained by courtordered electronic aw:veillance indicated
Colombo supervised larqe-scale.gamblinq
operations.

Apl'il' 23, 1976:

Philip Rastelli, the Bonanno Family boss,
was convicted of an antitrust violati<:in and
extortion,. arisinq out of his efforts to
create a monopoly in the mobile commissarY
business. Rastelli was sentenced on
Auqust 27, 1976, to 1 year on the antitrust.
count. and to ~ concurrent 10-year tenlS on
3 counts of extortion.

May 28, 1976:

Frank Diecidue, the Tampa Familr underboss,
was indicted with several assoc ates and
charqed with conspiracy and JIUltiple counts
rslatinq to their participation in a RICO.
Diecidue was convicted on November 16,
1976, along with 4 members of the Tampa
gang.

J\ll1f11 23, 1976:

Richard Marino, a caporegime in the
Rochester Family, was convicted of the
murder in 1973 of Vincenzo Massaro. On
November 10, 1976, 5 other Rochester crime
figures, including salvatore Russotti, the
boSS', and Rene Piccarreto, the consigliere,
were also convicted in the slaying of
Massaro.
.

september 2., J.976;

leo Moceri was the' orq&nized crime boss in

Akron and reportedly the number-2 man in
northern Ohio to JalII8S Licavoli, who had

succeeded Joru'l scaHsh. Scalish died of
natural' causes in 1976. Moceri was
reported missing and presumed dead after
his damaged and bloodstained automobile was
discovered in a motel parking lot in a
subu:rb of Akron.

September 5, 1976:

John cm':.rone, a Gallo loyalist liho defected
after the death of Joseph Gallo and formed
an independent gang, was machinegunned to
death in a luncheonette in Brooklyn,
New York • .
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May 17, 1977:

June 13, 1977:

John Nardi, one of the leaders of the, antiLicavoli faction in cleveland vas killed
by the remote control detonatl en of a bomb
that had been placed in an autc.obile
par~ next to Nardi ~ II.
"{incant Napoli, a principal family
associate of the Gambino Family, was one of
S indicted for importing and distributinq
quantities of heroin. Napoli, the leader
of the ring, was c:onvicted on Novembe%.' 14,
.1977, and was aen'l:enc:ed on DIK:eaber 20,
1977,· tel 10 yean; in priaon.

April 14, 1977:

Anthony paiblerJ., aka Tony Granda, a lonqtilllelllbor rackl'jt:Hrwho grew up with carlo
Gambino and was a caporeqime .i.n the
Gambino Family, pled guilty to extortion.
Specifically, ,PalimerI was collecting
protection money from hoae builders in
New York and llew Jersey and funneling the
receipts through his plUllbinq CCIIIpany. He
was sentenced to 3 years in prillOn on
June 16, 197'1.

october 6, 1977:

Daniel Patr1l.ck Greene vas killed by an
explosive d'8vice detonated u he entered
his car on a Clweland .treat. Hill death
culminated an organized erbla feud that had.
started in 1975. 'lbe battle wall over the
control of: the Cleveland LCH Family's
activiti.,. in northaallt Ohio. It was
brought about by the IlUddan and unexpected
death of the fOl'1ller LCH boas John Sealish,
and the lJuccession to the throne by f
James T. Licavoli. A retullal of the Greene
group to, accept thill dumqe in power led to
this WIU:. As a result of investigations
that followed, JaJIIU T. Licavoli, the head
of the Cleveland Family; James T.
FratilU1l1'1o, and ot:hera were indicted for
murder"

November 19, 1977:

Joseph Zerilli, the boII11 of the Detroit
LCN, d,ied of natural cauaes and was
lIucC8elded by Jack 'l'occ:o.

January 6, 1978:

Eight leading erhle figures were indicted
as thla result of a grand jury invutiqation
.of the bombing deaths of John Nardi on
May 1,', 1977, and Daniel Greene on
Octol:er 6, 1977. 'lbese included JUleS
Licavoli, the boss of the Cleveland Family;
Angelo lonardo, Underboss; .John calandra,
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Ronald carabbia, pasquale ciaternino,
Thomas Sinito, Alfred CAlabrese, and
Aladena Flt'atianno, aka Jimmy Fratianno. On
August 25, 1978, 2 o'l:her LCN associates,
Thomap Lalnci and Kenneth ciarcia, were
found guilty of aggravated .urdu c:barqes
in the death of Greene. on January 15,
1979, ~ymond Ferritto, Ii recognized hit
man, testified that he stalked Greene for
several months in an effort to dster!lline
the best way to do away with him. As part
of a negotiated plea agreaent, Ferritto
:t'8C6ived a 5-yaar II8l1terice. Ferrittols
cooperation led to the indictment of
Licavoli and othero, including Fratianno.
As III direct risult of his i.IIiplication in
the Greene war of Cleveland, James
Fratianno· turned himself over to the FB!
and became a protected witness. Fratianno
later came to testify in Federal cases
throughout the country. On July 30, 1982,
Licavoli was sentenced to 17 years I for the
killing of Greene •.
February 28, 1978:

,

May 1, 1978:

The 5 top LCN leaders in IDs Angeles were
indicted on charges including RICO
violations, extortion, and obst:t'uction of a
criminal investigation. ~le defendants
,were Dominic Brooklier, boss; Sammuel
Sclortino, underboss; Louis Tom Dragna,
influential member; and Jack LeCiero,
consigliere.
Joseph Napolitan, an LCN member from the
New England Family, was convicted of
conspiring to·distribute $3.3 million in
'counterfeit $100 bills. Napolitan'B
defense was based on his claim to have been
an FBI infbrmant. On September 6, 1978,
Napolitan and an associate wer3 found
murdered in New York.

June 12, 1978:

Salvatore Bonanno and Joseph Bonanno, Jr.
had their paroles revoked for reporting
their incomes inaccurately, and were
sentenced to 30 monthfl and 34 months,
respectively. Both Bonanno brothers had
been convicted of extortion in 1972.

June 14, 1978:

Anthony Provenzano, a caporegime and
Secretary-Treasurer of Teamsters Local 560,
and Harold Konigsberg, a contract killer
with Genovese credentials, were convicted
of the murder of Anthony castellito, a
45,
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union rival of Provenzano. Provenzano and
Konigsberg each were sentenced on JUne 21,
1978, for 25 years' to life imprbonMnt.
June 16, 1978:

William C!aJIIID1sano and his brother, Joaeph,
who wAre 1I8lIIbers oftha Kansas eity U2l and
reputed enforcers for eivalla, were
indicted for "conspiracy to extort the
property of Fred Bonadonna." Bonadonna was
the owner of a bar in the River Quay area,
and Joseph cammisano in the mid-1970s was
interested in opening establishments
featuring adult entertainunt there. Fred
Bonadonna, despite threats by the
cammiSMOS, opposed the plan and wj.th the
support of his father David, once a
criminal associate of William cammisano,
decided to continue his opposition to the
plan. On July 22, 1976, David Bonadonna
was found shot to death in the trunk of his
car. Fred Bonadonna, in March, 1977,
entered the Government program for
protected. witnesses and was scheduled to
testify against the CAmmisanos. on
October 23, 1978, the day the trial was to
begin, the cammisanos entered into plea
agreements, and they wet:e sentenced on
November 22, 1978. Willi.am was sentenced
to 5 years' imprisonment and Joseph to 18
months' •

August 5, 1978:

Anthony Milano, the 90-year-old consigliere
of the Cleveland Family, died of natural
causes.

August 8, 1978:

Russell Bufalino, LeN boss from Pittson,
was convicted in U.S. District Court, SDNY
on charges of extortion.

November 8, 1978:

Joseph Volpe, who worked as a handyman for
Anthony Accardo, was reported Ilissing and
presumed murelered. Volpe, like Accardo,
had been quefJtioned by !1 grand jury
investigating the torture and murder of 6
known burglars, OC\..'"Urring wi thin 4 weeks of
a breaking e.~ fmtering of Accardo's home.
The burglary had been discovered by Volpe.
As the investigation progressed, it became
apparent that f,roof of a burglary at the
Accardo home WllS substantial proof of a
motiV'<>I for the 6 murders. At a hearing on
November 16, 1'978, Accardo sought the
return of property seized in a search of
his home for evidence in the disappearance
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of Volpe.

handguns

(In addition to 2 .38 caliber
and $275,000 in $100 and $50 bills

located in.a hidden vault in the buaent,
remnant. of eyegl..... s!Jailar to thCIM
worn by Volpe were found by the PBI in an .
incinerator. ) Accardo' s plea for return of
th~ property was denied, .. the court ruled
that the affidavit for the MarCh warrant
vas SUfficient and the it.as vere properly
seized, even though they vere not covered
by the warrant.
November 20, 1978:

Salvatore piere, the bolls of the Buffalo
P'amily, pled guilty to illegal gUlbliD;J
charges.

Januazy 17 t 1979

Anthony Scotto, (son-in-law of Albert
Anastasia, Murder Inc.) a caporegime of the
Gambino IJ::N Family, was indicted on charges
of taking $200,000 in a pattern of illegal
payoffs. Scotto, the President of Brooklyn
IIA Local 1814 and the General Organizer of
the lIA, was one of the II08t influential
labor leaders in New York state.

April 14, 1979:

Giovanno Priziola, 84, a former conaigliere
with the Detroit LCN, died of natural
causes.

April 26, 1979:

Anthony Russo, a rankinq Genovese loyalist
who had been a chauffeur and body~ard for
Genovese and was the gang leader ~
Monmouth County, New Jersey, where Genovese
had lived was found shot to death in Innq
Branch, New Jersey. Russo had been the
subject of FBI surveillance which revealed
details of hidden casino ownership and
skimminq in las Veqas.

July 12, 1979:

Carmine Galante, the boss of the Bonanno
Family, was gunned down as he ate lunch at
Joe and Mazy's Restaurant in Brooklyn,
New York.

November IS, 1979:

Raffaele QUasarano and Peter Vitale,
members of a council of 6 that supposedly
ruled IJ::N activities in Detroit, were
indicted for RICO, racketeerinq, extortion,
mail fraud, and tax fraud. The charges
were ~~lated to the takeover in 1972 of a
cheese company in Wisconsin. Both
QUasarano and Vitale were involved in
events surrounding the disappearance of
James Hoffa. (It was speculated they were
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involved becawae they owned a nnitation
company, which reportedly had been uaed to
!iispose of u:N aurder victims.)
1990 - 1987

March 21, 1980:

Anqelo BrunQ,. the bon of the Philadelphia
Family, was killed by a IIbotqun blut.
Some bIalieve Bruno waa killed because of
his reluctance to IIhan Atlantic City. The
aurder .et off a aeries of 15 qanglandstyle killings as family .embers and
associatu fought aonq t.baselvu. Philip
Olarlu ~ta .all\med control ~t the
family.

January 20, 198J.:

As a rasul t of Jillmy Fratianno' a testimony,
. Dominic Brooklier was sentenced to 4
years'.: Sammuel Scoirtino, 4 years': Louis
Tom Dragne, 2 years'; Michael Rizzitello, 5
years I ; and Jack LoCicero, 2 years I • They
had been convicted of racketeering charqes,
which included the aurder of Frank
Bompensiero.
'

January 23, 1981:

Frank "Funzie" Tieri, boss of the Genovese

March 1, 19B1:

Salvatore catalano, a Sicilian, stepped
down as boss of the Bonnano Family.
Sources indicated that catalano felt he was
unable to communicate with members of the
Bonnano Family as. well as outsiders because
of language problems.

March 15, HIB1:

The new Philadelphia LeN boss, Philip
Charles Testa, was-murdered by a powerful
bomb blast as he attempted to enter the
front door of his residence. Testa was
succeeded by Nicodemo Dominic Scarfo.

January 2B, 1982:

Attorney.General smith gave the FBI
concurrent jurisdiction in matters
involving the COntrolled SUbstances Act.

February ;16, 1982:

Chicago orgamized crime figure Frank
Renella was sentenced to 7 years"

>

Family, was convicted, of operating a
criminal group through a pattern of
racketeering, which included lI\u:der and
extortion. lie was the first boss convicted.
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imprison.ant for violation of the ECT,
HODbs Act-Extortion, and bail-ju.pinq
statutes. This investigation r.celVWd
considerable public interest due to the
gangl4J1d 5layinq of local businuaan Kick
Velentzas. Velentzas had been thrutened
by Ranella and his a.5ociates on nuaarous
occasions l"89'ardlnq loansharkinq and
protection payments for his ...11 business.
July 20, 1982:

Cleveland LeN boss James Licavoli was
sentenced to 17 years in prison for RICO,
gambling, aurder, and conspiracy cbarges in
u. S. District Court, Cleveland, Ohio.•

August 17, 1982:

In U.S. District Court

Sept~r

11, 1982:

october 14, 1982:

in ca.den,
New Jersey, Nicodamo Scarfo' a bail· was
revoked on a prior conviction for
possession of· firearms by a convicted
felon. Scarfo was illlllediately rsmanded to
prison. While incarcerated, he Jll&intained
control of the Philadelphia teN Family
through Salvatore Merlino, underbosa, and
Nicholas Piccolo, the consigliere.
After a wave of 1IIUrdera and bombings of
police officers, investigating magIstrates,
and judges in Sicily and other parts of
Italy, the leqialatura of the Central
Government of Italy enacted. the Anti-Mafia
Law. This law has had a significant impact
on Sicilian Mafia heroin traffickers. One
of the main features of the Anti-Mafia Law
is that association with known Mafia types
is illegal, whether or not a crime is
committed. It is the basis of this action
that led to the worldwide arrest in 1984 of
over 460 members and associates of the
Sicilian Mafia. The trial of these
defendants, called the "Maxi-trial," began
in FebJ:Uary, 1986, in Palermo, Sicily. The
"Maxi-trial" ia called the IIOst intense
crackdown of the Sicilian' Mafia since the
"Mori Operation" was instituted. in the
1920s by MUssolini. (Between 1922 and
1929, at least 500 Sicilian Mafiosi fled to
the United states. The fugitives included
Joseph Bonanno, Mike cappola, Stefano
Maqgadino, Joe Magliocco, Salvatore
Moranzano, and Jo.eph Profaci. These men
would become the nucleus of LCN leadership
in the United. states.)
Formation of organized crime Drug
Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) Program •
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December 6,1982:-

The 3 top M1IIbera of the Denver u:N Family,
boss Eugene Sllalc:lone', unc:Ierboas Clarence
Smaldone, and coruligliere Paul Vill::~_"'lO,
wer~ convict.d for extortionate cr.1it
transactions, tax evasion, and conspiracy
following a lengthy investigation by the
Denvet Division. '!hey are all curn.ntly
serving lO-year sentences.

December 15, 1982:

Allan M. Dortman, a "..ll-known Chicago
insurance executive with ties to the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters
(IST) union and u:N MIIbera, was convicted
in u.s. District Court, Olicago, Illinois.
The trial of Dortllan, IBT PrelJident Roy L.
williams, u:N capo Joseph LaIIIbarc:Io, IBT
'l'rwItee '!hClllltlS O'Malley, and fOrlMlrIBT
TrUstee Amos Massa concluded with all 5
being found guilty on all C'.ounts of the
charges of attempting to bribe Nevada
senator Howard cannon to influence
favorable action regarding trucking
industry deregulation.

October 26, 1983

Angelo IDnardo, underboss of the Cleveland
u:N Family, facing a life plus a 103-year
sentence, beqan supplying the FBI with
vital information concerning the LCN.
Lonardo, the highest ranking member ever to
defect, was instrumental in later court
cases involvinq the u:N. On March 10,
1987, U.S. District Court Judge John Mandos
reduced IDnardo' s sentence to time served
and 5 years' probation.

February 7, 1984:

The entire hierarchy of the Kansas City LCN
was indicted by a special Federal grand
jury in Kansas City, Missouri. The RICO
indictment used 4 predicatG violations:
the 1978 conspiracy to lllUrder Carl Spero;
u:N hidden interest in skillmdng frOlll the
Argent corporation; teN hidden interest in
skimming from the 'l'ropicana casino; and the
LCN sJdmlllinq of the Kansas City bingo
business. .On September 4, 1984, subsequent
tp guilty pleas, Carl Civella received a
10- to 30-yearsentence with a fine and
Anthony Civella was sentenced to 5 years'
ar,d a fine.
'

April 9, 1984:

Milwaukee ICN boas Frank Balistrieri and
his 2 attorney sons, Joseph and John, were
convicted of a Hobbs Act-Extortion
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violation. Thiscaae involved the lifethreateninq extortion of an FBI undercover
Agent by Baliatrieri. The Special Aqent
was introduced to Bali.trieri lUI a Venc1ingmachine representative of the Bonanno u:N
Family JII8IIIbers Lefty Ruggiero and Mike
Sabella. The extortion was the
Balistrieri's response to the undercover
Agent '. attempts to intrude into the
Milwaukee vend.ing-Jllllchine bua!M.s without
prior BalistrierI approval. On May 29,
1984, Frank Balistrieri was sentenced to 13
years' and on July 30, 1984, Ja.eph and
John Balistrieri each received 8-year
prison sentances and fines.
June, 1984:

ltalr and the United states had the first
of the Italian-U.S. Working Group
on Druq Interdictic·n.

meet~ng

July 2, 1984:

The U. S. Supreme COUrt cleared the way for
state officials to take an active role in
policing labor union leadership, ruling 4
to 3 that labor leaders can be required by
law to be of qood .oral character.

July lJ., 1984:

Raymond L. S. Patriarca, boss of the
New Enqland LeN Family, died of natural
causes.

July 18, 1984:

Dominic Brooklier, boss of the Los Angeles
Family, died in j ail of natural causes
while serving a 5-year sentence on
racketeering charges. He was succeeded by
:Peter John Milano. Milano, who at present
continues as boss of the family, has
reorganized the structure and has increased
t.'efami1y activities in the Los Angeles
area ..

September 18, 1984:

Anthony Corallo, boss of the IAlchese
Fl!\.'!Qily, was among 21 persons and 16
organizations indicted for conspiring to
dominate the private qarbaqe collectIon
business on Long It;land. It also charged
that disputes among the conspirators were
settled by Corallo and Paul Castellano,
boss of the Gambino Family, alld that
Corallo and castellano split quarterly
payments of over $50,000 from the
companies.

December 5/7, 1984:

Rosario Gambino, Erasmo Gambino, Anthony
Spatola, and Antonio Gambino, alleged
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soldiers of the GaIIb!..noFamily, were
sentenced to COIIbinad tiM of 143 year.'
imprisonment and $300,000 in finea for druq
charges.
February 25, 1985:

A Federal CJrand juzy IIIIHting' in the SmfY

June 25, 1985:

Colombo U!N Family boas carmine "Junior"
Persico was charged with extortion and.
murder, respectively in the Commission
case.

November 12, 1985:

Anthony Indelicato, Bonanno LCN member, was
indicted in a superseding indictment
(cOIIIIIlission case) charqing' him with the
murders of carmine Galante, Leonard
Coppella, and Guiaeppe 'l'urano.

November 23, 1985:

James T. Licavoli, Cleveland boss, at the
age of 81 died of a heart attack at OXford
Federal Correctional Institution, OXford,
Wisconsin.

December 2, 1985:

Aniello Dellacrcce, Gambino Family
underboss, died of natural causes.

December 16, 1985:

Paul castellano, boas of the Gambino U!N
Family, was killed in a WIOb hit on a
New York city street. only a faw weeks
after the slaying', John Gatti was installed
a5the new boss of the Gambino Family.

December 19, 1985:

Michael Franzese, a Colombo Family MJIIber,
was indicted for RICO violations involving
his scheme of selling gasoline to retailers
while failing to pay Federal, state, and
local taxes.

indicted the top leaderahip of the 5
New York 1m Failies under the RICO
statute for operating' a criJdn&ll enterpri..
known as the U!N cc.dssion. This RIO)
indictment was _de up of predicate acta of
Hobbs Act-Extortion, aurder, and labor
racketeering. '1'he following individuals
were indicted: Anthony Salerno-bossGenov. . . Fadly 1 Paul ca.t:ellano-boasGaJllbino Faily; Aniello Dellacroceunderbosa-Gambino Family; Gennaro r.anqellaI'!ctinq boss-COlOlllbo Family; Anthony
Corallo-boss-Il1chue Family; Salvatore
Santoro-underbotls-Luchese Family;
Christopher Furnari-consigliere-Luchese
Family; Philip Railtell,i-boas-Elonanno
Family.
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January 21, 1986:

In U.S. District court,'Kansaa City,
Missouri, guilty verdicts were returned
against Chicago LeN members Joseph Aiuppa,
bosSl John Cerone, underboss: Angelo
IaPierta, caPOl and Joseph ~o, capo.
These verdicts culminated an extensive
5-year FBI investigation directed at a
conspiracy among the Chicago, Cleveland,
Milwaukee, Md Kansas City LeN Families to
obtain loans fram the Central States
Pension Fund (CSPF).

March 20, 1986:

A '-9-count Federal indictment was returned

June 13, 1986:

Guilty verdicts were returned against the
leadership of the COlombo Family in the
SDNY. The defendants were charged with
RICO, conspiracy, octortion, and bribery.
Following the convictions, the U.S.
Attorney's OffiCI! filed a Civil RICO
complaint against family members. This was
the first Civil RICO complaint filed
against an LCN family as an enterprise, and
the labor unions they influence.

June 23, 1986:

The bodies of Michael and Anthony spilotro
were found in a grave in Morocco, Indiana.

June 23, 1986:

U.S. District Court Judge Harold A.
Ackerman of Newark, New Jersey, named a
trustee to operate Teamsters Locul 560.
The Local had been dominated by the
Provenzano faction of the Geriovese Family
for more than 25 years.

September 25, 1986:

Trial began for Gal:ibino boss John Gatti,
\lilho was charged with an la-year series of
crimes, including gambling, loan-sharking,
IllrDlOrad-car robbery, and homicide. Ir,\
alddi tion to the above charges, Gott:\. was
flamed es an unindicted coconspirator i11
!Lllother case.

october 24, 1986:

}\ 51-count indictment was returned in SONY
charging 2 former bosses and 1 current boss

chnrging Anthony Salerno, boss of the
Genovese LCN Family, and 14 other members
with a variety of offenses, including
conspiracy, racketeering and extortion.
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of the ColOilDbo I(!N Family, 4 capos, 2
soldiarG, and 2 criminal 88Bociates with
engaging in a crilrAinal enterprise (the
Colombo LCN) to obtain money through
widespread racketeerin~ activities.

boss

October 31, 1986:

Nicodemo Scarfo,
of the Philadelphia
LCN Family, and others were indic:""..ed by a
New Jersey stll.te grand jury for
loansharking, qubling, and extortion
violations as well as racketeering.

November 5, 1986:

Harry Davidr.)!!, Vice President of IBT Itlcal
851, was fCAlnd guilty after a jury trial in
the Eastern )istdct of New York (EONY) of
RIco-conspiracy, 2 counts of the Hobbs ActExtortion, and 2 counts of Hobbs Actconspiracy. This investigation was
directed at the LCN's control of the air
freight industry at JF.K International
Airport through its influence within the
Teamst;ers Union. On October 10, 1986,
during the above trial, Paul Vario (Lucbese
LCN ct.po) ami Frank Manzo and Pasquale
Raur.lci (Luebese soldiers) pled guilty to
RIco-Conspiracy. To date, 9 of the 11
defendants indicted on February 15, 1985
have pled guilty. Salvatore Santoro
(Luebese underboss) was severed in that he
'flalil a defendant in the "LCN COI!I1IIission"
prosecution 'Ul1der way in New York.

November 18, 1986:

carmine (Junior) Persico, head of the
Colombo LCN F~unily, was sentenced to 39
years I in priElon for racketeering. Also
sentenced was Colombo underboss Gennaro
(Jerry Lnng) Iangella, who received 65
years', and other COlombo members and
associates.

November 24, 1986:

Anthony "Fat Tony" Salerno, head of the
Genovese LCN Family, and 3 other mob
fiqures were indicted for "exerting
influence and l:entrol over Jackie Presser's
selection as General President for the
seandal-plaquecl 1.7 million JlleIDber union
(lST) in 1983 and then influencing his
decisions and acts to benl,lfit the mob."

December 2, 1986:

Gaetano Mazzara's body was found stuffed in
a garbage bag ar.d left on a street. corner
in an industrial section of Brooklyn,
New York. Mazzara, owm~r of a Union, New
Jersey pizzaria, was 1 ()f 20 men on trial
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on charqes of participating in an
international drUg-..ugql1ng and .aneylaunderinq rinq. 'lbe case ~caM known as
the "Pizza Connection" because the ring
allegedly used pizza parlors in the Midwest
and Northeast aa frontll to JIIlX'ut .are than
$3.6.billion in heroin ~rtad over a 10year period. He was the _cone! Jcnown
indivicSual believed shot in connection with
the trial.
Decem5ar 23, 1986

A 61-count indicblent wu nturrMKi in the
Eastern Dilltrict of ~lvania' c:har9ing

19 individual. ....ociated with Roofers
union local 30 under the RICO statute with
the predicate violatiOM being extortion,
Qbezzlement, and bribery. JUdg••
Esther R. sylvester, Court of common Pleas
and Mario F. Driggs, Municipal court, were
c:harqed in ••parate indic:t.entll with 1
count each of extortion.

January 13, 1987:

""'.

.

U.S. District court Judge Richard Queen,
SONY, ..ntenc:ed the below-lbted defendants
in the Commission case as follows:

Anthony Salerno, Genovese FNllily boas,
received 100 years' to run consecutively
and was fined $240,000 with no parole •
carmine Persico, Colombo Family boss,
was .entenced to 100 years' to r.m
consecutively I and fined $240,000 with no
parole.
Gennaro Iangella, Colombo Family undexbos.,
was aentenCttd to 100 yaara' to run
consecutively, and was fined $240,000, with
no parole.
Ralph sc:opo, ColOllbo FaJlily IIOldier,
va. sentenced to 100 yean' to run
consecutively,. and was fined $240,000 with
no parole.
Anthony Corall", lAlchue Fa:aily bolls,
was sentenced t:o 100 yun' to run
consecutively, and waD fined $240,000 with
no parole.
Salvatore Santoro, IAJc:hese Fuily
underboss, was untenced to 100 years' to
run consecutively, and was tined 250,000
with no parole.
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Anthony Indelicato, Bonanno Family member,
was sar!tenced to 40 yearQ in pri80n to run
consectively, and fined $50,000 with no
parole.
January 15, 1987:

Federal Kllgistrate Edwin E. Naythons ruled
that Philadelphia Family bOIl8 Nicodao
Scarfo was a public danger and ordered him
held without bail pending his trial on
charges that he had planned an extortion
scheme with a city councilman.

January 16, 1987:

Philip RasteUi, boss of the Bonanno
Family, was sentenced to 12 years in a
Federal prison for directing a massive
labor racketeering conspiracy from 1964 to
1985 (IST Local 814).

January 20, 1987:

The U. S. Parole a:lIImu.ssion ruled that
ailing former Team..tera Union boss Roy L.
Williams must serve his full lO-year prison
term for conspiring to bribe a u.s.
Senator. Williams, aged 71, will be in
prison until May 31, 1992.

March 2, 1987:

A New York jll~ return,eel quil.ty Verdicts

against 18 subjects in the IlUch-publicized
"Pizza Connecti,on" trial. As a direct
result of this investigation, an additional
175 Mafia members and associates in Italy
were indicted. The only I.\cquittal in this
case was for Vi to Badalamenti, the son of
Gaetano Badalamenti, who WIllS the former
chief of the Sicilian Mafia and known in
Italy as the boss of all bosses.

March 12, 1987:

I11ario zannino, a high-ranking member of
the New England LCN Family, was 8entenced
to 30 years in prison. Zannino, who
apologized for aaying that he hoped the
jurors would die when they found him
guilty, was sentenced to 5 years in prison
on .each count of running an underground
gambling business and to 15 years' for
extortion involving Donald Smoot, II. gambler
who owed him $14,000 for poker loans.

March 13, 1987:

Gambino LCN boss, John Gotti, and 5
defendants were acquitted on RICO and
conspiracy charges by a U.S. petit jury in
Now York city.
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•t

CIlua...Jr.,

March 17, 1987:

santo 'l'rafficante
(Jf natural

AprIi

u. S. District court JUt2ge Vincent

22, 1987:

'l'1lIIpIl U!N boas, died

'

L.

Broderick, SONY, entered a j~t in the
civil IIIlltter between the USA and. Local fiA
arid ot:hera. Hili judCZ..-nt enjoina Gennaro
Lang.lla, the COlClllbo U!N Fully (and. any
persons associllted with or MIIbers of the
ColombO LeN'Family), the ca..ission of the
LeN (and. any peraona Il. .ociated with or
II8lIIbers of the ComIission of the Iaf),
OlrIIline Persico, oc.inic Montaarano, blph
Scope, Antllony Sillerno, Anthony corallo,
Salvatore Santoro, and. Christopher Furnari
from: CA) Pllrticipatirlq in any way in the
affairs of IDeal fiA, the CleMnt and
Concrete Workers Union or any other labor
organization or employ.e benefit plan a.
defined in 'l'itle 29 of tlle U.S. Code; (8)
Having and dealing with any officer,
auditor, or employee of Local 6A or any
other labor organization or aploye. plan
about any aatter which relates, directly or
indirectli' to the affairs of the labor
organizilt on Ilnd eC) Participating in any
way or profiting from any concrete
~.,nstruction business in SONY or elsewhere.

May 19, 1987:

M:lildred OlrIIlellll Rueso, a clerk in U.S.
District Court, SDNY, was indicted by a
Federal grand jury and charged with 001.
Investigation revealed that RUsso had been
furnishing lIaaled information to GaJilbino
LeN Family members and associates for over
10 years.

May 21, 1987:

Peter and carmen Hilano, boss and underboss
of the Los Angles Family, were indicted. by
a Federal grand jury in Los Angeles. The
indictment also charged 13 other defendants
with conspiring to vIolate the RICO statute
by being part of .a criminal enterprise,
U!N, enqaged in c1ruq trafficking, OOJ. and
extortion.

June 13, 1987:

The folluwii"Iq ~ of the COlombo LCN
Family were convicted of engllging in Il
criminal enterprise, the COlombo Family, to
obtain profits through labor rllcketeering:
carmine Persico, ,boss: Gennaro Langella,
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underboas: John Deross ~ Andlrew Russo,
capes: and Dominic cataldo and, Alphonae
Persico.
August 4, 19S7:

Philadelphia LeN boss Nicodemo Scarfo and 6
associates pled not guilty to charges of
conspiracy and llUrder in 1 of :. gangland
slayings. The 7 were charged in the JUly
1985 killing of Frank D'Alfonac).

August 26, 1987:

A civil RICO complaint vas filed in the

EONY against the Bonanno LOT Fwly, its
top hierarchy, la})or union locals, and
property controlled by this fuily. 'lhe
complalilt asked t:h8 court to aPl[)Oint a
trustee to unage ~CIIdnIlted
Teamster Local 814, an called for the
forfeiture of 3 properties used for
gambling purposes and the divestiture of 3
hotels and a taxi COIIIPIlJly. It also barred
specific Bonanno FlIIIlily Jl8lDbers from
engagirlq in unlawful activities, from
making new family MIl1bers, and. frOID
.
associating with each other for business
purposes. This 18 the first time that the
GoVernment had attapted to enjoin the
operation of an o~ized crime flllllily,
and, if they are successful, flllllily-...bers
will face tough contempt sanctions should
they engage in certain of their traditional
activities.
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CORRUPTION MATTERS
GUYI.ORD
00: aD:CAGO

Greylord is a continuing REI investigation into
widespread corruption within the COok COUnty, Illinoi., Circuit
Court System. This investigation has been afforded Title III
coverage and utilized a Group I undercover operation. It i.
currently focused on the prosecution of previously identified
.ubjects.
.
The below chart 8U1111Da%'izes the statilltiCS to date.
Ind;i.ctmentl

Judges
Attorneys
Clerks
Police Officers
Deputy Sheriffs
other

~1rl;i.2t;i.2llI

9
38

8
34

2

2
7

7
9

8

....l

....l

§.2

§.!l

Acauittal.l

Pend;i.ng

1
1

3

1 deCeased

1

1
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MICHAEL AN'l'HONY JONES;

etal;
ILLEGAL GAMBLING BUSINESS
00: MOBILE

operati~m

period.

This investigation involves a multistate gambling
which handled approximately $30 million in a 3-year

Investigation by Mobile has uncovered a gambling
organization comprised of 42 individualS in Birmirlgham, Atlanta,
Jackson and Mobile. Among the subj ects are a prominent
Birmingham underworld attorney and aU. S. Government engineer who
has been conducting his bookmaking operations from his office
located in the United states COurthouse Buildinq, Montgomery,
Alabama. This investigation was coordinated with local
authorities.
All 42 subjects in this matter were indicted by a
Federal grand jury, Middle District O.f Al~\bama, on July 27, 1987,
and arrest warrants were issued on July 28, 1987 charging all
subjects with violation of Title 18, United states COde, Sections
371, 1084, 1955 and 2. Sub~ects were arrested in Atlanta,
Jackson, Birmingham and Mob~le on July 29, 1987 with the
assistance of various Alabama state and county law enforcement
agencies. All have been released on bond and are currently
Pending trial.
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MACH-TENN
HOBBS ACT
00: F;NOXVILLE

The Knoxville Division has developed information
regarding widespread corruption of law enforcement and public
officials in a number of the primarily rural counties which
comprise the Knoxville, Division. Through a joint investigative
agreement between the Property Crimes and Organized CriJlle
Programs, the MACH-TENN investigation was developed to address
these allegations. Indictments, arrests and prosecutions
stemming from this investigation began in March, 1986, and are
still ongoing. To ,date, a total of 51 people have been arrested
and of these, 50 have been convicted. Recoveries have occurred
in excess of $2,210,000. Among those prosecuted as a result of
this investigation were 2 East Tennessee sheriffs, 3 local judges
and at least 2 deputy sheriffs. Charges involved their
participation in either drug trafficking activity or gambling
operations. Also prosecuted were 6 individuals In the Detroit,
Knoxville and Miami Divisions for their involvement in a
multistate major drug operation which included the Iron Coffin
Motorcycle Club in Michigan and Ohio. Recovered during this
investigation were several tractor trailer loads of stolen
merchandise valued at several hundred thousand dollars.
The impact of this investigation, not only in the
Knoxville Division but in surrounding divisions, has been
extremely favorable to the FBI. A number of the individuals who
were prosecuted have agreed to cooperate in continuing
corruption, drug and property crimes related investigations.
Several capable criminal informants and cooperative witnesses
have been developed who are currently being used by the Knoxville
Division, as well as other divisions, in continuing
investigations.
Knoxville believes that the MACH-TENN investigation is
an example of how any FBI division, regardless of size, may
utilize its Crj~inal Informant Program to identify a significant
criminal problem and utilize experienced Agent personnel with the
undercover technique to successfully address that problem, with
the result being major impact on both the local and national
level. The results of Knoxville's MACH-TENN investigation were
the subject of favorable reviews by several national media
organizations.
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POCO
RICO

00: . SAN JUAN

The POCO investigation was initiated in June, 1980,
when the Government o~ the ec.momreal th at Puerto Rico nquut.d
FBI assistance in Ii CAse in which it aPP8lU'*l that otticen of
the Police ~f Puerto Rico (POPR) were liwolved in thlihcaicide of
a witness of a local lII1.rder trial. Intorunta wre developed and
a aeries of Title IlIa tollowed. Invutigation ~ealed that
corruption within the ra.nka of the POPR WItS puvuive. ~
of violations of local and Federal law involving over 400
.ul~jec:ts have been recorded.
The criminal activitiu relat.ed to
these IIW:!j ects included JIIUl:der. Jddnaping, narcotica, extortiOn,
bribery and theft.
In March, 1987, !'OPR Colonel Miguel Rivera, head of the
Legal Counsel Division of !'OPR, was convicted of a Hobbs Act
violation in connection with his acceptance of bribes in exchange
for protection by !'OPR of gambling andproatitution operations. .
In May, 1987, Rivera was sentenced to nrve 15 years' for each of
the 2 counts, to be served concurrently.
As of August, 1987, 123 penon. have been indicted: 6
complaints' and 11 informations have !;lean filec1: 116 penon. have
been convicted, approxlluately $2 .illion in potential economic
loss has been prevented): and approxilI!ately $100,000 in property
has been recovered. This case has had a tremendous impact on the
liiocial and political stl:'Ucture of Puerto Rico. The investigation
is continuing.
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LABOR MATTERS

"BRIIAB"

This -extensive orqanized crime investiqation was
initiated by the IDs Angeles Division of the FBI in approxiJlat.ely
January, 1979, as a result of the plea barqain aqreeaent entered
into by Joseph Hauser, LeN associate, in connection with a
Federal prosecution in the District of Arizona relatinq to
various racketeerin9 offenses in which he had participated,
involving wide-ranging insurance fraud schau perpetrated
throuqhout the united states. As a part of Hauser'. plea bargain
aqreement, he agreed to cooperate ful.ly with the FBI and the
Department of Justice in connection with his knowledge of
widespread racketeering activities relatinq to the wholesale
bribery of union officials in connection wIth union life, haalth,
and welfare group insurance progrlUllS. The FBI was particularly
interested in Hauser's knowledge concerninq certain labor unions
historically believed to have been infiltrated by orqanized
crime; such as, the Teamsters Union, LIUNA AFIt-CIO, and the lIA.
After Hauser agreed to cooperate, he ~ealed to the FBI that he
had had a close association with reputed LeN boss carlos Marcello
of New Orleans through his friendship and business relationship
with Washington-based lobbyist and "fixer" 1. Irvinq Davidson.
The FDI skillfully utilized HatlSer's association with these 2
qentlemen to penetrate Marcello's crime orqanization and
investigate and dOC\Jl'!lent Marc.)llo' 8 influence at both the parish
and state levels in LoUisiana, and his contacts and close
association with numerous union officials in IDuisiana and
Illinois.
In addition to utilizing Joseph Hauser as a cooperating
witness, along with 2 undercover Agents, extensive electronic
surveillance was commenced in Washington in mid-May, 1979, on
telephones subscribed to and utilized by I. Irving Davidson. The
surveillance of Davidson's telephones lasted throUgh
appkoximately late october, 1979. Electronic surveillance was
alst> instituted on office and residence telephones subscribed to
and utilized by carlos Marcello in Metairie, LoUisiana, beginning
approximately mid-June, 1979. The electronic surveillance
ultimately included microphone coverage of Marcello's office.
This surveillance concerning Marcello lasted, with several short
interruptions, until approximately February 9, 1980.
-
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Through the utilization of the various investigative
techniques described above, the FBI was able to chroni<Ole 'the
efforts IIIIlde by Marcello, Davidson,. and various indivilJuals,
including publIc officials in Louisiana and el..wh~, to carry
out a scheme to bribe public officials in return for lucrative
-public employee insurance progr&lllB which had been initially
suggested. by Hauser. The evidence shows a clear pr.c!~ition
on the part of Marcello, Davidson, certain public officIals, and
other subjects, to engage in this bribery ach... in order to
enjoy illegal profit.. By alleging Fidelity Financial.
.
Consultants to be an agency representing the Prudentietl Life
Insurance Company, the FBI provided Harcello, Davidaorl, and
others with an excellent Hl88 pitch by which corrupt politicians
could be approached at the direction of Marcello.
ultillllltely, the undereovu investigation
on the following areas andcitie.:

COIr1C8ntrataCl

.
1. Kickback ():)ribery) scheme surrounding Marcello's
contacts with parish and state officials-New Orleans, Im1isiana;

2. Investigation into possible Federal bribery
violations involving officials of the lJImiqration and,
Naturalization Service (Mario T. Noto; ct al)--WaBhinqton, D.C.;
3. Kickback (bribery) schee involving un1.on, city and
state officials--Houston, Texas:

.
4. Scheme to bribe a Federal judqe in POIDIEX case
(sciortino; et al)--·I.os Angeles, california and:
5. Additional spinoff investigations in Olclahoma,
Arkansas, Mississippi, and Arizona.
Numerous convictions followed this. investil;Jl!tion.
Notable among them were carlos Marcello, LCN boas, Nw Orleans:
Charles Roemor, Director of MIIIinistration for the ~tate of
Louisiana: samuel Sciortino, LOl underbou, Loa Anqelesl Philip
Rizzuta, New orleans LCN associate; ·Alfred. Pilotto, :tm capo,
Chicago, lAS well as John Garrett, Port CCIIIIIIissioner in Houston,
Texas and L.G. Mool:"e, the Regional Director of the largest
operating engineering union in the United Stat...
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Predicated upon reliable source information indicating
that sOllIe facets of New york's construction industry were
controlled by org~ized crime, the "LILREX" investigation was
l~unched in 1977 as an undercover operation.
Posing as a corrupt labor corisultant, working for an
undercover front business appropriately named James Rico
Consultants the undercover Agent discovered illeqal payoff
schemes devised to ensure "labor peace" at several New York
construction sites. In fact, the undercover Agent would beoaIIe .
the conduit for these payoffs between general contracts and union
officials and/or organizoo crime figures.
.
As a result of the "LILREX" endeavor, 17 people pleaded
guilty to a variety of charges. An additional defendant, Ted
Maritas, President of New York's 30,000 member carpenter's Union,
disappeared before the trial.
"LI~X" was a progenitor of investigations geared to
identify and el.iJninate organized cr.iJne influence upon the
New York Builders and Trade Union.

In addition to Maritas, other union Officials involved
were Danny Pagano, Genovese LeN Family member and an official of
Laborers Loc~l 59; Frank D'Ambroso, Teamster Loczl 955; George
Cooper, P1Ul)li:.\(!rs local 2; John Palumbo, Electrician's Local 3 and
Sal Wanderlingh, Electrician's Local 3. All were fined and
sentenced to probation. Six contractors, 3 of whOlll cooperated in
the probe, were fined between $3,000-$10,000 and given suspt':lnded
sentences.
Vincent DiNapoli, a powerful Genovese LeN Family
member, was fined $60,000 and given a five-year jail sentence.
Mike La Rosa, long-time member of the LuChase LeN Famil~· received
a I-year sentence and a $25,000 fine, Jack Mccarthy, ;t1 labor
consultant with a history of labor racket&ering was sentenced to
31 years in jail.
In addition, a Suffolk County licensing official and a
loan officer for the Small Business Administration were placed on
probation and fined for mail fraud violations.
The "LI~X" case led to additional investigation that
further uncovered bid-rigging, mail fraud and tax violations
within the New York construction industry.
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"LIUNA"
Laborers International 'Onion of North Allerica,
Characterized by ~e President'. Commi•• ion on
organized crime as the only successful investigation to date of
organized r.:ime' s control of the Laborers I union in the
united Stat'<ls, the "LIUNA" case impacted tremendously upon the
LCN structure in Chicago as well as nationally within the labor
un,ion.
David G. Milano was developed as It witness in aucago
in September of 1976, after he and his father argued oyer
Milano I s personal life.
Subsequently, David Milano's life was threatened by his
father's close associate, Alfred Pilotto, an LCN street boss, of
Chicago's south side. Milano entered the Witness Security
Program in October of 1976. Infoxmation provided by Milano
initiated the Chicago Division investigation into embezzlement,
kickbacks, and :major fraud involving "LlUNA" which not only has
resul ted in a number of significant convictions, but also
continues after 11 years as an ongoing invaatiqation.
Milano I s testimony led directly to
LCN capo Alfred Pilotto, as well as 11 other
members and LCN associates. Total sentences
in prison.

the conviction of
influential union
exceeded 100 years
.

To fully c.:omprehend the impact of this investigation,
consider the actions of James Pinchard, son-in-law of Alfred
pilotto and 1 of the 11 convicted.
James Pinchard was the owner/operat.or of Pinchard and
Associates, Inc. CPA). PA was formed solely for the puzpose of
receiving 10 percent kickbacks from James Norton, President of
Consul tants and Administrators (CA) for the Laborers I Union
contract. (James Norton was also convicted in this case).
Following receipt 'ot the JdckbacklS t Pinchard purchased
resort property in Indiana and Port st. Lucie, Florioil, to be
utilized by himself and Pilotto. In addition, he converted large
sums of money from the kicJd)acks to cash for subsequent delivery
to Pilotto and others. In return Pinehard. drew Po !Nbstantial
salary and eventually acquired great wealth. ,
DUring the period from Septl!lJllber ot 1974 to the fall of
1977, Pinchard drew over $420,000 in aalary and dividends from
the operations of PA, a business whose principal function was to
provide telephone services to CAr 11 aervice previously provided
by 1 receptionist.
This single "LIUNA" investigation will serve as the
basis for a civil RICO action.
78
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"PENDORF"
In 1978, an investigation was initiated predicated upon
allegations that 5 individuals were attempting to bribe then
Senator Howard cannon, Demcicrat from Nevada.
In order to scuttle legislation which would have
effectively deregulated the/trucking industry, the bribery
attempt would have provided the former Senator with an exclusive
right to purcliiiSe certain property owned by the CSPF. The
individuals assured Mr. cannon a specific and attractive aale
price for the property which was ideally located in the Las Vegas
Country Club.
After extensive electronic aurveillances and the
cooperation of not less than 6 FBI field offices, en ll-count
indic1::!nent was returned by a Federal grand jury in Chicago,
Illinois, on May 22, 1981.
The indictment charged violatianG of Federal laws
pertaining to conspiracy to bribe a United States Senator,
interstate travel in furtherance of the bribery and wire fraud.
The following 5 individuals were named in the
indictment:
(1)

Allen M. Dorfman, Insurance Executive with
Amalgamard Insurance Agency of Chicago, Illinois
and former "consultant" to the Teamsters CSPF.

(2)

Roy Lee Williams, President of the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters.

(3)

Joseph Lombardo, Chicago u:N Family capo.

(4)

Thomas O'Malley, EmpIOY&e Trustee of the CSPF.

(5)

Andrew G. Massa, Director of Labor Relations for
both the Teamsters CSPF and the Health and Welfare
Fund.

on December 15, 1982, all 5 individual. were convicted
of all 11 counts cited in the oriqinal indictllent and ware with
the exception of Allen Dorfman, subsequently .antenced on March
31, 1983.
Allen Dorfman, on January 20, 1983, 2 IIOnths prior to
.entencing and less than 5 weeks after being convicted. was
m.urdered gangland style.
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STARQUES'I'
RICO

'I'he "S'I'ARQUES'I''' iuvestigr.tion was an innovative
investigative strategy designed to address the most significant
org~lized crime problem in the United states, the ICN.
Prior investi'Jationa had rasultoo in the ir.carceratlon
of large numbers of hiqh-lev31 and influential lCH ~.
'I'hese investigations, as yet, had not significantly disrupted the
all-pervasive control and influence which the lCH exerted over
legitimate business and industries, and within the labor
movement.
~nerefore, a strategy was formulated and developed to
implement ail attack upon the I.CN 1"amily as a criminal enterprise,
utilizing the RICO statute to prosecute the hierarchy, members,
and associates of an I.CN Family for all the predicate criminal
violations in which they were allegedly involved.

'I'his investigation was historic; as former Attorney
General William French Smith stated, "It Was one of the few times
in the history of law enforcement that the entire top echelon of
a major organized crtJlle family has been charged in a single
Federal indictment. ~I
In November, 1984, after assembling a compilation of
historical intelligence and highly sensitive source information,
the FBI directed its investigative efforts toward the Colombo I.CN
Family in New York.
'I'he ensuing investigation would continue for nearly 6
years and, due to the violent nature of the subjects, would
involve extremely cautious and calculated case management and
timing in order to minimize risks to FBI technical personnel and
to the 10 cooperating witnesses who subsequently testified at
great personal jeopardy to corroborate recorded conversations and
physical evidence.
Eventually, the expanding investigation would involve
extensive electronic surveillances of top-level COlombo ICN
members including the implementation of 17 court authorized
electronic surveillances, to which 60 extensions were approved.
In addition, there were over 9, 000 consensually monitored
conversations involving cooperating witnesses and 43 search
warrants executed during this time.
'I'he overall investigation would cost $2.1 million. 'I'he
product of this investigation, however I would prove profound, not
only culminating in the virtual decimation of the entire
hierarchy of the Colombo I.CN Family, but also generating no less
than 13 additional investigations.
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Directly spawned fll.'ta the"S'DlQ.JEST" investiqation;
the "STARawmER-FIVE STAR" inveatigaticn z.ulted in the
indictment, under 'the RICO statute, of'.tbe hierarchy of all 5 New
York LCN Families.
"

all-

, SUb8aquently,
def8Dlianta in both the
and "STARCHAMBER" cases were found qullty.

"STARQOEST"

court Judqefor
defendants:

On November 18, 1986, a U.S. District

the SONY I18Dtanced thefollowinq

"STAlQJJ!ST"

carmine Persico - boss - COlc.bo u::H
Gannaro Lanqella - undaJ:tIag - COlc:.bO LCN
JolLTl J: DeRose - C!lpO - COlc.bo Lt!r

Anthony J. scarpati - capo - COIOlllbo LCN
Andrew Russo - capo - Colc.bo LCN

Dominic cataldo - soldier - Colombo LCN
Alphonse' Pm'sico - 1I01dier - Colc.bo LCN
Hugh Mc:Intosh - aaaociate - Colc.bo LCN

The sentences for these individuals tOtaled 4159 years'.
Additionally, at. a later date, Co1c.bo u::H capo DoIliniclJt
MOl1temarano, and soldier, Ralph SCCpo. vera aentenced U) 18 and
15 years in prison respectively. TWo other defendants, Colombo
soldier, Frank Melli, and u::H associate Prank liThe Beas1:"
Falanga, died prior to sentencing.
On February 26, 1985, the leadership of the 5 New York
families where indicted under the lUCO statute. '!bese
individuals had been identified by intelliCiJ8DC8 aources and
exposed in a prosecution in the Smi' as being' part of an
executive body Jcnown aa the o:..iasion, Wlich vaa forlled to
arbitrate LCN interfamly diaput:es.

Predicate acta in tlU-s indictMnt included 1IiUrder,
violation of the Hobbs Act, tlXtortion and labor racketeerinq.
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On NQVember 19, 1986, a petit jury in U.S. District
Court, SDNY, -returned guilty verdictuon all count. aqain8t all
defendants in the "COIIIId••ion" caae. The following January, U.S.
District Court Judge Richard Owena sentenced the defenclant. to a
total of 740 years in prison and levied tine. totaling about
$2,000,000. Among those sentenced were Anthony Salerno, Genov. . .
Family boss; carmine Persico, CoIOllbo FUlily bo.s, Gennaro
Langella, Colombo Family underDoss; Ralph Scopo, Colc.bo Faaily
aoldier; Anthony Corallo, IAlchesl'! Family boss; salvatore santoro,
IAlchase Family underboss; Christopher Furnari, Uichue FUlily
consigliere and Anthony Indelicato, Bonanno FUlily 'MlIber.

Following th~ successfUl pros.ecution of the Colc:abo LCN
hierarchy, which established the judicial finding' of the Cola.bo
LCN Family as a racketeering enterprise, the U.S. Attorney, in a.n
unprecedented action, tiled a civil complaint charging 31
defendants with controlling a labor organization through a
pattern of racketeerinq activity. This represented the first
civil RICO complaint filed against an LeN family as an enterprise
and against the labor organization which they controlled.
Besides Colombo LeN memben and aasociate., the
defendants included LIUNA Local 6A and Officials of the District
Council of cement and Concrete Workers.
As a result of this unique endeavor, an injunctive
relief order was issued that permanently enjoined the Colombo LCN
Family, the LCN COmmission, and any person associated with, or
members of those entities, from participating in any way in the
affairs of any labor organization or benefit plan as defined by
Title 29, U.S. Code.

Additionally, the Colombo LeN Family, the LeN
Commission, and any members and associates were further enjoined
from having any dealings with any officer, auditor, or employee
of a -labor organization or benefit plan about any matter which
relates to the officers of the labor organization.
The impact of the economic loss prevented as a rasul t
of "STARQUEST". "STA.~CHAMBER", the civil RICO case and subsequent
investigations are virtually incalculable.
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However, as an indicator, baaed on the percentage of
kickback dollars that WDUld bave been extorted fraa only 2
New York construction firIuJ .in 1 year'. t.:lJIe, the ImOWlt would
exceed $10,000,000. There are hundreda of ccapani. .,
organizations, businautta, lJIliona, and individual. fraa which
.ilidlar payment. are, under threat. of 1I8hotaCj\l, beatingll and
JllUrder, extorted by the EnteEprise. JIaat recently in an ongoing
investigation origlnally evolving fraa "S'l'ARQOEST," a 97-count
indictment was returned in the EIIfY charcJing 20 individuals under
the RICO statute with operating as a crWnal. enterprise.
.
The identified pattorn of racketeering consi.tfid of a
wide array of extortion, bid-riqqing, br~·, and fraud
techniques, and involved MI!bera of the IDcbese LCN Family,
Genovese Family associates, local labor union officials, and
related construction contractors.
'rile unions cited in the indict.ent are the Masons
Tender Locals 13 and 46 of the LIONA, Local 531 of the United
Brotherhood of carpenters and Joinera of Allerica and Local 20 of
the cement and Cc."'lcrete Workers union of L!tlNA.
The criJllinal ent:exp;.iaes identified in this and other
investigations have systeaatically bled the construction industry
in New York t.Ju:ouqh a pattern of extortion, labor bribery,
criminal collusion and fraud designed to Virtually destroy the
concept of "free entexprise" within the industry. OUr strategy
is to vh-tually eliminate the criminal enterprises operating not
only in ~2 construction industry but within all the industries
in whi~h th~ LeN has gotten a foothold.
The success of our investigatiONl has demonstrated that
to effecti~elf remov.~ these illegal, cancerous cartels fram
society, to h,terally )Nt them "out of business", we ~t
continue to "G:U,sorganize" organized crhle by convicting the
leaders 19m di1lllll!Jltlinq their business apparatus.
Togettler with the support of innovative le.giolation we
ar-e capable of dealing a fatal blow to organized crime..
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On April 27, 1978, an investigation was launched in
Cleveland, Milwaukee, Chicago, Las Veqas, and Kansas city Which
focused on Il conspiracy UIOnq 4 LCH fuili. .· to illeqally obtain
IIOney from the CSPF of the "International Brotherhood of
Teamsters. The money would be used to est:abl:lllh the Argent:.
Corporation, an umbrella corporation for several Las Veqas hotelcasinos.
The investiqation represented an exceptional team
effort, involving col,1l1tless FBI IIUppOrt personnel, Special'
Agents, executives and attorneys, as well as extenaiva eloctronic
and physical surveillances.
The result would be fC!r reachinq, including the
Buccessful conviction of the organizad crime leadership in
Cleveland, Milwaukee, Chicago, Kansas city and Las Vegas.
Seventeen defendants were convicted, receiving combined
sentences exceeding 250 years' and ordered to pay restitution and'
court costs amounting to over 1 llillion dollars. AIIonq those
sentenced were; Joseph Aiuppa, Chicaqo Family bos.; John COrone,
Chicago Family underboas; JOHph :tc.bardo, Chicago Fuily capo;
Angelo La Pierta, Chicago Family capo; and carl Deluna,
Kansas city underboss. Nick Civella, Jtansas City boas, named as
a coconspirator in the indic:t2ents, died befora the trials began.
One of the IIOre significant a.pects fJf "Strawman" is
that the dOCUlllents, trial testimony and colorful evidence,
resulting from the investigation, facilitated the media's
education of the public concerning the LCH. "STRAWMAN" laid bare
the structure of organized crime, graphically illustrating the
intricate manipulation of the LCH in the unions, and demonstrated
to the citizenry and .law enforcement alilce, the devastating
impact of LCH on the econCIIIIY of the United states.
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Beqinrlinq in 1975, "UHIRAC" VIllI a higbly publicized
investigation which fOCUHd en U'H cantrol of the aaritt.e
industry through their ~lUence in the International
IDngshoremen's Asscciation (IIA). . i'bia union ~luence extended
from the Port of New orleans, along the East Coast and throughout
the Great Lakes Ragion.

The investigation vas predicated upon inforu.tion
received from Joseph 'l'eitlebaua. a cooperating witness and owner
of Florida container Aqencies. Be aaintained that certain'
individuals were involvad in a aystautic extortion of legitiJDate
shipping and related support bua1neaaes. 'lhroIigh the utilization
of FBI undercover Agents, and the cooperating witnesses'
consensual monitoring, the WUNIRAC· investigation identified an
entire network of LCN corruption throughout the eastern seaboard.
The 4-year probe of the aarit.t.e industry resulted in
more than 117 convictions throughout the united states with .u
convictions in New York alone.
Among those convicted were; Anthony Scotto, a capo in
the Gambino Family and the International Vice President of the
IIA; Michael Clemente, Genovese LCN JI8IIber; numerous other LCN
members and associates: as well as high-ranJ9.ng officials of the
IIA: shipping line executives, and officials of shipping related
companies.
The Anthony Scotto trial, which lasted approximately 9
weeks, historically may be cons.idered one of the IIOSt significant
investigations and prosecutions undertaken by the FBI at that
time.
Prior to his conviction, scotto, was one of the most
politically pD\#erful labor leaders in the united States who
eventually might have become President of the IIA. According to
his own testimony, scotto was personally responsible for raising
millions of dollars in various national election campaigns and in
turn, used his fund-raising abilities to ingratiate himself in
political circles.
.
Because of the extraordinary efforts of the Agents, the
quality and substance of court authorIzed electronic
surveillances, the cooperation of wit.nea.es, and the superior
advocacy of the proeecutors, scotto VIllI convicted, and on
January 22, 1980, alJIost 1 year to the day from the date of the
original indict.ent, he was sentenced to 5 years in prison, 5
years' probation and fined $75,000.
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Six months later, Michael Clemente would be sentenced
to 20 years in prison and fined $50,000. Greatly publicized, the
Clemente trial graphically demonstrated for the public at large,
the extent of the dominance of organbed crime in the port of
New York. In fact, 110 overwhel.minq wall the GoverrDllant'.
evidence, that after .their convictIons, the judge natulled bail
and remanded Scotto and. others "because of the danqer they polled
to the community at large".
On Hay 6, 1980, U.S. District Court Judge Leonard Sands
stated: " ••• based on the 'lVidence, the power and control here is
not a power and control which derives solely from union officers;
nor is the association, thl8 organization here, the .nterprille,
'\:he IrA. Rather, it is the unholy alliance of union officials
and organized crime."

Without a. doubt, this statement clearly emphasized the
infiltration, the influence, and the overpowering control of the
ILA by organized crime.
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MAJOR INVESTIGATIVE MATTERS
Bl\CKU1.l'

00:

RICO
NEW HAVEN

captioned JlAtter -is a m:co investigation into the
illeqal activities of the Genevese Lai FaaUy in Bridqaport.
connecticut. On February 29, 1984, the !"8deral grand jury
returned indict::llents against capo John A1'dito, and II8IIbera
Vincent Pollina, Gus curcio, and Francis curcio. nte charges
stemmed from Title IXI intercepts in connection with another
matter wherein the curcios wore on trial for loan.harking. The
intercepts revealed the defendanbl were conspiring to feign
illness. Ultimately, all either pled or wore fooncl guilty and
sentenced to long prison sentences.
Ardito and Pollina who were atill incarcerated on the
aforementioned convictions and another LeN aember Salvatore Basso
plus 4 associates were indicted on February 12, 1985, for RICO
involving assorted predicate offllNl8ll inclUc1inq extortionate
credit transactions, interstate transportation in aid of
racketeering, interstate transportation of wagering
paraphernalia, and gUlbling. 1\ m.DIber of others were .inlticted
for gambling. All pled guilty.

on November 19, 1986, Basso was sentenced to U years in
In octpber, 1986, Ardito and Pollina were fined $10,000
each and sentenced to 10 and 9 years' respectively to run
concurrently with their OOJ sentences.
jail.

on December 16, 1986, LeN associate Anthony Menillo was
found guilty of 2 counts of perjury in connection with his
earlier appearance before the FGJ.
'l'his investigation resulted in a total of 4 convictions
for 001, 24 for RICO, and 1 for perjury.
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BAN BC.lN

RICO

00: NEW YORK

This investigaticm was initiated in April, 1.987, to
focus on the entire membership of the Bonanno LCN Family and its
associates for the purpose of filing a civil complaint under the
RICO Statute.

After extensive electronic and physical surveillance,
the u.s. Attorney's Office f.iled a civil racketeering complaint
in August, 1987, in Brooklyn, New York, against the Bonanno LeN
Fandly. The complaint named the Bonanno boss, Philip Rastelli,
and 12 other members, including the underboss, the consigliere, 4
capos, and 3 union offici",ls including, Teamsters Local 814
President Ignatius Bracco.
The 70-page complaint outlined 196 acts of racketeering
which included murder, gamb1. ing , narcotics trafficking,
loansharking, and labor racketeering. In the complaint, the
courts were requested to enforce the following:

1)

Seize mOb-owned businesses, including 3
New Jersey hotels, a Brooklyn taxi service, 2
New York cafes, and a Queens cake shop;

2)

The Bonanno Family payed the Government $1 million
in damages;

3)

Bar specific members of the Bonanno Family and
members of Teamsters Local 814 with 2 or more .
criminal convictions from engaging in future
business with one another;

4)

Replace the local union's executive board with a
trustee pending trial; and

5)

Prevent current officials of Local 814 from holding
any position in the union or from using union
f'lIlds.
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BERGEN HUNT AND FISH CWB:

et al:
RICO (A)

00:

NEW YORK

This investigation began in August, 1979, and was
predicated on information that Gambino capo John Gotti was
directing the illegal activities of a major organized ,crime crew
in Ozone Park, ,New York. These illegal activities included the
traditional organized crime vi,olations such as loansharld.nq ~
gambling, contract murders, maj or thefts and labor racketeering.
Gotti was of particular interest because of his prominence in ,the
Gambino LCN Family and, more importantly, because of the
magnitude of the criminal activlties conducted by his crew.
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378
BOSTAR
00: BOSTON

captioned matter j:ocuses on the Anqiulo faction of i".he
New England LCN. There has been a lIeries of indict:Mnts. In
september, 1983, an indictment was returned against several of
the most .ilnportant members and associates of the New England LCN.
Those indicted included the former underboss Gennaro Angiulo,
former consigliere Nicolo Angiulo, conaigliere Ilario Zannino,
capo Donato Anqiulo, soldler Francesco Anqiiulo and associate Mike
Anqiulo. zannino was severed because of health pL"Oblams.
However, on February 26, 1986, the others were convicted in
Federal court on various counts of 1GB, ECT, and RICO. All were
sentenced in April 1986, and received lex¥Jthy jail sentences and
fines. Trial of Ilario Zannino began in January 1987. on
March 6, 1987, Zannino was found guilty of 1GB and ECT. on
March 12, 1987, he was sentenced to 30 years'. Zannino faces
additional Federal and local charges but, aqain, because of
health reasons the judge ordered his RICO trial broken into
shorter segments.
The followi~ individuals have been convicted or pled
guilty as follows:

PATE OF

l'Wm
~

lWlli

CONVICTlQHLPLEA*

§ENTENCE

Carlo
Abruzzio

associate

9/22/86

6 months
$3,000

Donato
Angiulo

capo

2/26/86

20 years
$20,000

Francesco
Angiulo

soldier

2/26/86

25 years
$60,000

Gennaro
Anqiulo

. former
underboss

2/26/86

45 years
$120,000

James
Angiulo

associate

9/9/86

2 years

Jason
Anqiulo

associate

10/9/86

3 years
$20,000

Kike
Anqiulo

associate

:".

2/26/86

3 years
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CONVl¢rJ;ON/PlM*

DATE OF
SEiN'l'ENCE .

J:Wm
Nicolo
Angiulo

lWm
forllier
consigliere

John
Cincotti

soldier

10/9/86

18 years
$25,000

Mario
Correnti

associate

9/22/86

3 IIOnths

Anthony
Firicano

associate

Richard
Gambale

soldier

9/23/86*

12 years

Samuel
Granito

capo

2/26/86

20 years
$35,000

Kazonis

associate

10/22/86

6 years
$15,000

Ralph
Lamattina

soldier

Fugitive

William

Never tried

Deceased

Suspended

Peter
Limone, Jr. soldier

9/30/86*

12 years

John
Orlandella associate

9/23/86*

6 years

Anthony
squ.illante associate

9/26/86*

6 months
$3,000

Ilario
zannino

3/6/87

30 years

consiqliere

It should also be noted that tt,e jury detel1llined that
property valued at approxima~ly $1 million owned by Donato,
Francesco and Gennaro Anqiulo be forfeited to the Government.
That figure does not include the value of a 68-foot yacht also
forfeited. In addition to the puaonal property above, the jury
also ordered the following forfeited:
,1.

Fifty percent of $331,576 lleized from the
Angiulo's headquarters, 98 Prince Street.

2.

Fifty percent of $41,025 seized from 95 Prince
Street.

3.

Fifty percent of $300,000 in Chrysler Financial
corporation stock seized from 98 Prince Str••t.
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COLOMBO LeN FAMILY,
CEMENT. AND CONCRETE WORRERS

.

DISTRICT COONCIL1

CEMENT ANP CONCRETE WOlUCERS
LOCAL 6A (LItJNA).1

HOTEL EMPI.DYEES AND RESTAURANT EMPIDYE:E
Ut.'ION (HERE) IDeALS 6 AND 100;
at all
RICO - CIVIL
00:

NEW YORK

On June 3, 1986, a petit jury in the amY returned a
guilty verdict in the trial of 9 defendants who represented the
hierarchy of the COlombo LeN Family. on June 19, 1986, the
united states Attorney (USA), SONY, utilizing' the factual
presentation from the Colombo Family hierarchy criminal
prosecution, filed a civil complaint charqing' 31 defendants with
controlling a labor orqanization through a pattern of
racketeering activity. The defendants include LItJNA Local 6A,
the District council of Cement and COncrete Workers, Colombo LeN
members and LeN associates. This is the first civil RICO
complaint filEid against an LeN family as an enterpriSe and the
labor orqanizations they influence and control.

On March 18, 1987, U.S. District Court JUdge Vincent L.
Broderick, SDNY, pursuant to a negotiated settlaaent between the
GoVenunent and the defense, issued a ruling providing injunctive
relief against LCN influence with LIUNA Local 6A and the District
Council of Cement and Concrete Workers. The court order set
forth the following:

1. Enjoined for life the following individuals from
holding office, membership in, or conducting businass
with these labor entities: Louis Gaeta, Ralph Scope,
Jr., Joseph Scopo, carmine Montalbano, Rudolph
Napolitano and Frank Belino.

2. Enjoined for life as in 1 aupra except for
employment as laborers: Anthony Galuizza, Rumondo
Graziano and Peter Vitale.
3. Enjoined for life from any activities concerning
these labor entities: Joseph Frangipane, Richard
Tomaszewski and Christopher Furnari, Jr.
.
4. Enj oined as in 3 supra for the length of the
trusteeship: Thomas Hennessy, Edward Kelly and Jerry
Miceli.
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s. Court appoint.cl trustee to ovvs. . the.. entities
until late 19B7 When auperviaed .lections will be h.ld.
"

6. Trustee to monitor all management decisions with
veto powers for a.period of 3 years atter elections.
7. TrUstee will supervise
the three-year period~

nw~

.lections at the end of
,

On April 22, 19B7, U.S. District Court JUdge Broderick,
SDNY, am8l'Y.ied the injunctive relief ordeL" originally issued on
Karch IB, 1987in United states YI. Local !SA It 11 to order that:

The Colombo LCN Family and the CalalDislilion of the u:H
and any person associated with or membex-. of thue entities, are
permanently enjoined from participating in any way in the affairs
of any labor organization or benefit plan as defined by Title 2i
(sic) (Title 29) United states Code.
The Colombo ICN Family, the LeN Commission, and any
person associated with or members of these entities are further
enjoined from having any dealings with any officer, auditor or
employee of a labor organization or benefit plan about any .attar
"aich relates to the affairs of the labor organization.
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00:

CONRAX
RICO

NEW YORK

This inveatiqation was initiated in 1984 and foc:uses on
the teN control of the construction indWltry in Naw York through
its influence over MallOn Tenders locals 13 and 46, caent and
COncrete Workers union Local 20, and carpenter. Union local 531.
Extensive electronic surveillance of :teN llellbers and union
officials has established that a. criminal enterprin has
syste.."Iatically led the construction industry in the New York
metropolitan area throuqh a pattern of extortion, labor bribery
and various forms of collusion and fraud.
on Auqust li, 1987, 20 individuals were charged in a
97-count sealed indictment with RICO - conapiracy, extortion,
Taft-Hartley violations (brlbery), .ail and wire. fraud, benefit
fund fraud, theft of welfare funds, perjury, and oar. Th.ose
indicted were 6 officers of 4 different construction trades'
labor unions, 6 union shop stewards, and 8 construction
c"ntractors of which 2 were lllcheae u::N Family .ambers. Of those
indicted, the JIOst notable are:
Basil Robert Cervone - Genovese a ••ociate: Officer,
Mason Tenders local 46, LI:tlNA
Peter A. Vario Josepb Franqipane-

Luchese I18111ber: Business
Manaqer, Mason Tenders Local 46
lllchese member; BusiJIess Agent,
loCaL 20, LIUNA
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ROY ALBERT DEMEO
JOSEPH GUGLIEOO - PVGITIVE
DENNIS· TESTA - PVGITIVE

RICO

00: NEw

YORK

This investigation focused on the criminal enterprises
comprised of the hierarchy of the Gambino u::N Family. In
September, 1984, indictments were returned charginq Gambino boas
Paul castellano and 20 members and associates of the Gambino u::N
Family with RICO with the predicate violations bej.ng aurder,
ITSP, narcotics, bribery, extortion, pro.titution and
pornography.
The court ruled that the prosecutions be divided into
several trials, the first of which COMmenced in september 1985.
This trial included castellano and 8 other defendants who ~ere
charged with conspiracy, ITSP, Civil Rights violation andinq in
death, and Mail Fraud. Castellano was JllUI'dered in December;
1985, and in March, 1986, Anthony Gac;gi, a Gamb.ino capo, and 5 of
7 co-defendants were convicted. TWo associates received 165-year
sentences while the remaining c;lefendanta recebrad from 5 to 15year seritences. Including plea agreements, 19 convictions have
been recorded to date and the sentences given were the. longest
sentences in the history of the Federal court in the EDNY ~
Trial is scheduled in EONY for the remaining
defendants. This RICO ~rosecution charges 25 homicides,
extortion, OOJ and bribery as predicate acts.
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JOHN JOSEPH DIGILIO
DONAlD CABSON, GENERAL ORGIWIZER
INTERNATIONAL IDNGSHOREMAN' S ASSOCIATION
RICO - lABOR RACI<E'l'EERING
00: NEWARK

Captioned utter was initiated. in Sept:eIiber, 1984, afl a
result of infonaation obtained from a Genoves. Pallily Title III
which indicated that Donald canon, the then international VicaPresident of the lIA, as well as Business Agent fram IIA Locals
1587 and 1588, BaYOMe, Naw Jersey, were receiving kickbacks
reqarding' the .avaent of containers in and out of the cc:aaercial
facilities at theHilitary Ocean Terminal, Bayonne, Hew J&rfIIey.

It was determined 'that the DiGilio criminal «nterprige
able to establish a CCIIIIpBtitive advantage for their awn
,service company witnin the Bayonne facility through their control
of the lIA labor contracts. In addition, they extracted labor
peace payments from cc.apanies doing businus with their aervica
company. These payments ,were made to the DiGilio group throuqh
an intricate web of phony and inflated invoices.
,
W\'lS

In November, 1986, DiGilio, carson-and 6 a ••ociates
were indicted for violation of the RICO S~.:atute. The predicate
acts included ext:prtion, mail fraud and conspiracy. Trial in
this matter is scheduled'for late 1987.
'
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ARMANDO ESTRADA

et al
RICO; CIVIL RIGHTS; FFA; CFO
00:

MIAMI

This investiqation was initiatsd in Auqust, 1985, When
allegations surfaced regarding corruption by police officers of
the Metro-Dade Police Department (MDPD). It was alleged that
MOPD officers raided a barge containinq a large quantity of
cocaine and were responsible for the theft of 350 kilagTlU\lS of
the controlled substance from the barge. During the raid 3
persons on the boat jumped into the Miami River Which resulted in
their deaths by drowning. The officers involved were initially
indicted locally in December, 1985. Eiubsequently, local
authorities became concerned about their ability to successfully
prosecute the defendants. Therefore, in June 1986, the 7
defendants were indicted in the Southern District of Florj.da
(SDF) on RICO charges with murder, robbery and bribery as
predicate violations. They were also charged with Title 21,
United states Code (USC), Sections 841 and 846 violations and
Title 18, USC section 2. Six of the officers were also charged
with civil riqhts violations stemminq from the drowning deaths of
the 3 persons aboard the barge. As a result, the trial in this
matter lasted for 4 months and ended in January, 1987, with a
hung jury. A new trial was set for September, 1987.
continued investigations 1.nto other aspects of police
corruption by these and other police officers resulted in the
development of additional cooperating witnesses and uncovering
new evidence. As a result +-he original indictment has been
superceded twice and the total number of former and current
police officers indicted now total 16, 5 of which are in fugitive
status.
On September 8, 1987 the trial for 1 severed defendant,
Ricardo Aleman, began and is still in progress. The other 15
defendants are scheduled for trial in this matter in November,
1987.

Several spin-off investiqations have been initiated by
Miami regarding other ~oups of former police officers and
civilians involved in pervasive ~~rruption and a pattern of
racketeering.
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RAYMOND H. FLYNN, aka;

JOHN PAUL SPICA - VICTIM
RICO - MURDER
00: ST. UlUIS

In June, 1986, Raymond H. Flynn, former head of
:Laborers IDeal 42, was indicted for the murder of John Paul
Spica. Spi4..:..l: was 11 former member of the st. Loui. u:N Family and
a business ~liiBociate of Anthony Giordano, deceased boss of the
st. Louis Family. Flynn reportedly was. associated with the
Syrian Organized crime Family of Paul IAliaura.
Flynn was subsequently convicted in March, 1987, for
the death of· spica in a 1979 car bombing which occurred. as a
result of·a dispute over the control of :Laborers Local 42.
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ANTHONY FRANK GUARNIERI f

at al
RICO

00:

MIJ\MI

In August 1985,' Miami initiated an investigation of
criminal activity by Anthony Frank Guarnieri, a Bufalino
LeN capo, and several coconspirators who were involved in the
sale of counterfeit brand name watches and other violations. The
investigation was conducted with the cooperation of the Broward
County Sheriffs' Office organizod crillle DaparbDe.nt. The
investigation culminated in May 1987, when Guarnieri and several
others were indicted. This indictment was sealed and rmperseded
in June 1987.
alleg~

In June 1987, the indictment was unsealed and all the
subjects were arrested. Among those indicted were the following;
Joseph Covello, soldier, Gambino LeN Family who ¥8S
charged with operating an illegal gambling business and
conspiracy;
Patri.::k Joseph Decrescito, who was charged with
operating an illegal gambling business, conspiracy, selling
counterfeit credit cards, distribution and possession with intent
to distribute narcotics, and Ul".lawful use o~ the telephone;
John Charles Charney, who was charged with distribution
and possession with intent to distribute narcotics, and
conspiracy;
John Joseph Denoia, soldier, Genovese LeN Family, who
was charged with selling counterfeit goods; and
Richard Delgaudio, soldier, Gambino LeN Family, who was
charged with conspiracy, operating an illegal gambling business,
attempting the collection of an extension of credit by extortionate
means, receipt of a firearm by a convicted felon, distribution and
possession with intent to distribute narcotics, and unlawful use of
the telephone.
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HIP BOOT

RICO
00:

PHIlADELPHIA

HARVEST TIME

RICO

00:

PHIlADELPHIA

Both the Hip Boot and Harvest Time investigations are
directed at the Philadelphia LCN hierarchy. Hip Boot WIUI a Group
I Undercover Operation which fQCUSad on the Philadelphia LCN's
control of the restoration of historic properties.
In october, 1986, a Philadelphia LCN .aldier and a
Philadelphia city councilman, were indIcted for Hobbs Act extortion violations. LCN JII8IIIbers conspired with certain
Philadelphia city officials, real estate develope~, and
construction companies in securing and restoring certified
historical properties. In N9Vember, 1986, the LCN member beqan
to cooperate with the FBI and subsequently pled guilty to 1 count
of Hobbs Act in connection with the extortion of real estate
developers in Philadelphia. He also pled quilty to an
information charqing him with 1 t:Ount of RICO.
In January, 1987, another Philadelphia LCN member pled
quilty to an information charqing him with 1 count of RICO and he
aqreed to cooperate.
Both LCN members described the Bruno/Scarfo LCN Family
as a criminal enterprise headed by Nicodemo Scarfo. One member
admitted that he participated in 3 LCN-related murders and 1
attempted murder. The other admitted his participation in 5 LeNrelated murders and 1 attempted murder. Both implicated
Philadelphia's LCN boss Nicodemo Scarfo as being directly
involved in at least 10 LeN-related murders.
In January, 1987, the LeN boss and 1 LeN member were
indictid for Hobbs Act-Extortion in a aupersedinq indictment. By
July, 1987,. all defendants, except those in fugitive status, were
found quilty following a jury trial. The 2 LeN members were
Government witnesses during the trial.
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RENRAC
RICO
00:

NEW YOlUt

The New York Division (Brooklyn-Queens) inIItituted an
investigation into allegations ·~.hat the IiUchue LCW Fuaily in
New York controlled the airfrei~'t induatry at JFK International
Airport through the manipulation. of HVeral labor unions and
businesses. central to the allegationa was infonution that the
LCN directly controlled Teamsters Locals 295 and. '951 in New York
and through this domination dictated all truck.ing functions at
this airport.
Title III coverage was initiated in May, 1983, and
continued through October, 1983. It was lNbsequently learned
that in excess of $1. 5 million was paid to the Teamsters by the
trucking industry in exchange for labor peace.
The following individuals were convicted for HObbs
Act - Conspiracy, OOJ, extortion, attempted extortion and
securities fraud:
Harry Davidoff, Vice President of 'l'ealIIsters Local 851;

Frank calise, President of Teamsters IDeal 295; Paul Vario,

Luchese capo; 2 other IAlchese I18111bers; 3 IAlchese associates; 1
Bonanno member; 1 Gambino associate; the Vice-President of Air
Interna.tional; and the owners of 4 trucking companies and 2
freight .companies. IAlchese underboss Salvatore Santoro has been
indicted, however, since he was sentenced to 100 years in the
star Chamber - Five sta~ investigation, this indi~~t is being
held in abeyance.
..
The Kenrac investigation is continuing because new
leadership in Teamsters Local 295 is still associated with
IAlchese LeN Family members.
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LCN STRUCTURE ... GENOVESE FAMILY
SPRINGnELD, MASSACHUSE'I'TS, AREA:

RICO; ASSAiJIJrING A FEDERAL OFFICER
00: BOSTON
Investigation is focused upon the. capo Francesco
"Skyball" scibelli faction of the Genovese LCN Family operating·
in the Springfield, Massachusetts area. A Title III KISOR was
operated from september, 1983, until mid...Dacember, 1983.
on March 7, 1984, FBI Agents attemptec! to .erve a
search warrant for the automobile of LCN associate John J.
Nettis. One Agent approached Nettis' automobile on foot
attempting to serve a search warrant. As Mattis fled, his
automobile brushed against the Agent. No injury resulted. A
high-speed chase ensued during ~"hich Mettis I automobile strUck a
FBI vehicle operated by another Agent, who was slightly injured.
The high-speed chase continUed for several more minutes after
which Mettis was arrested. Mettis was charged with Assaulting a
Federal Officer (AFe), taken before a U.S. Magi.trate, and
released on $5,000 cash bond.
Mettis was subsequently convicted of AFO, and on
June 12, 1985, was sentenced to 3 years in the custody of the
U.s. Attorney General. The Boston Division is continuing the
investigation with New York authorities.
The cooperation of state authorities was instrumental
in obtaininq several conviCtions in a related matter. The
Mew York State organized crime Task Force at Albany, New York,
convicted 4 subjects in this investigation. Those convicted were
soldiers Adolfo Bruno, Amadeo Santaniello, Anthony Liquori, and
Rick Songini. Each received 5 y~ars' probation and a fine.
on October 29, 1986, a Federal grand jury at
springfield, Massachusetts, returned an indictment against 9
members. All defendants except Donald J. Pepe have been
arrested. As of October 10, 1987, Pepe remains a fugitive.
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On October 27, 1987,8 Genov••• u:N Fatly -.ben or
...ociat~s pled guilty to variOWI counta of RICO, Illegal
Gamblinq atainU!I (1GB), and Interatate 'l'ranaportatian in Aid of
Rackettlerinq (ITAn) as followa:

l&N Potition

Francesco Scibelli

Adolfo Bruno

Albert Scibelli

Anthony Scibelli
Felix Tranghese

Mario Fiore
John Pradella

Ricardo Sonqini

capo

lIoldier
soldier
.oldier
soldier

soldier
associattl
associate

RICO
RICO
1GB and ITAR

1GB and ITAR
1GB and ITJ\R
ITAR
ITAR

1GB

Additional indictments of approximately 15 associates
are expected in the future.
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JOSEPH PAUL MARCELID, JR. I
FRANCIS W. mOLLIN, JR. I
awu.ES L.~;

ILLEGAL GAMBLING BUSINESS
00: NEW ORLEANS

captioned investiqation fOCUll... on a larq....cal.
boOJemakinq operation that is financially backed by JOHph Paul

Marcello, Jr. He is runninq the activiU. . of the Naw Orleanll
u:N Family while his brother, carlos Marcello, ia i.ncllrcerated.
The investigation haa involved the use of electronic
surveillance. In August, 1987, 17 individuals were indicted on
charges of illegal qambling, OOJ, perjury and druq violations.
Among those indicted were Albert Payne, Warden, Jefferson Parish
IDuisiana. Payne is the third highest rank.ing law enforcement
official in the Jefferson Parish.
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PETER JOHN MILANO

at alI
RIOO - NlRCIO'rICS
00:

UIS ANGELES

captioned -.attar is a long-tara investigation into the
illegal activities of the Los Angeles LCN FaJdly. The initial
component of the investigation began in the fall of 1982, as a
result of inforlllltion received froa a Los Angele. source. Balled
on information provided and the ensuing investigation, Title III
coverage wall authorized. All a result of inventory notices having
been sent to IllUbjects intercepted, as required by Title 18, USC,
Section 2518 (8) (D), Lawrence "Larry" Fato contacted the IDII
Angeles Office and began to cooperate with the GovarnHnt in this
investigation. Larry Fiato and .ubsequently his brother, craig
Fiato, were instrumental in cbtaininq evidence of criminal
violations that IIUPPOrted the indictaent of 15 individuals in
May, 1987, for RIOO violations predicated on narcotics, extortion
and murder conspiracy charges. AIIong those indicted were the
boss, underboss, 2 capos, and 4 1I01cllers of the IDs Angeles LCN
Family.
Seven subjects were char9&d with a total of 107 counts
of violation of Title 21, USC, involving the distribution of
Cocaine. Eleven IllUbjecta were charged with a total of 33 counts
of extortionate credit transaetions, while all are charqed with
RICO conspiracy. One defandM.t has entered a guilty plea to drug
l:'e1ated charges and plea negotiations are under way with several
other defendants. .Po trial date has be,2l1 lIet for March 1, 1988.
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OPERATION CASTANAY
RJ:CO
00:

NEW YORK

This investigation was initiated in Augu.t 1979 and was
. directed at establishing a prosecution of the hierarchy of the
Gambino LCN Familr as a criminal IInterpriM. In 1981, Title III
coverage was init ated on Gambino u:N MIIber Anqelo Ruggiero.
BetHeen March( 1983, and August, 1983, Title III coverage vaa
conducted on Paul Castellano, boss of the GaJlbino u:N Family.
This resulted in excess of 30 Gambino Fmaily capos or IIOldien
and 2 high-ranking members of other u:N families being
intercepted discussing criminal activiti... In~, 1985,
CAstellano and Gambino capo 'lbomas Bilotti were murdered in New
York city. At the tilDe of the murder, castellano was on trial in
the SONY for murder, ITSP and Mail Fraud as a ruul t of a
separate New York FBI investigation. The pracecUng death, by
natural causes, in December 198!:; of Aniel10 Dellacroce, Gambino
underboss, resulted in John Gatti assuming a leadership position
in the Gambino u:N Family. .
In June, 1986, a Federal grand jury in the EDNY
returned a true bill of indictment chargiilq 16 IlI8mb6ra and
associates of the Gambino u:N Family with RJ:CO, RJ:CO-COnapiracy,
and a 1!lI.1ltitude of substantive counts to include ITAR, 1IUrder,
conspiracy, extortion, labor violations, qUlbling, '!beft frcm
Interstate Shipment, and Obstruction of JUatice •. NIl1D8d as
unindicted coconspirators were 4 ICN lMJIbera and John Doe. John
Doe is John Gatti. Gatti was an anticipated defendant in this
indictmer:t; however, evidence fram this investigation was
provided to the USA to support a February 1985 indictment and
March 1987 prosecution of Gatti. Gatti was removed fram the
indictment presentation to prevent a double jeopardy issue.
In March, 1987, Gatti and 5 defendants were acquitted
on RICO and RIco-conspiracy charges that were part of the
February, 1985, indictment.
In July, 1987, 2 Gambino capos .JlllI'es Failla and Joseph
Corrao were found not gui! ty of RICO charg~'. in a jury trial.
U.S. District Court Clerk Mildred Russo pled guilty to charges of
diw1ging privileged court information to llelllbers of the Gambino
Family.
In September, 1987, Joseph Zingaro, capo, Gambino U!N
Family, was convicted of RICO. In Decel!1ber 1987, Joseph R.
Armone, underboss and Joseph N. Gallo, consiqlieri of the Gambino
LCN Family were convicted of RICO.
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PIER II
RICO
00:

NEWARK

'l'his organized crbe task force investigation, which
combined the resources of the Union County, New Jersey,
Prosecutor's Office and the FBI, vas directed at the. gambling and
loansharking activities of the DeCavalcante u:N Family.
Title III coverage vas initiated in March, 1985, and vas extended
for 70 days. The Title III coverage and llUbsaquent search
warrants established extortion and gaJlbling violations as well as
copyright violations, bankruptcy fraud, inaurance fraud and
narcotics violations.
New York has instituted Title III coverage in an
unrelated Genovese ICN investigation. Through the Newark and .
New York Title Ills it vas deter.sinod that a Philadelphia record
distributor was being extorted by Genovue and DeCavalcante
members and associates. Roulette Records brokered the sale of
merchandise from MeA Records, Inc., to this distributor, pilfered'
the marketable Jl8rchandise ~ore delivery, and then u.ed
extortionate means, including' physical violence, to collect
payment. The distributor, after being beaten in an attempted
debt collection, agreed to cooperate with the Government.
In September, 1986 a sealed inclict.ent vas returned
cha~in~ 2 DeC&valcante soldiers and 8 aaaociates with operating
a crminal enterprise in fact under the RICO statute. The
predicate acts included gambling, extortion, mail fraud,
narcotics, wire fraud, and firearxlo violations. In addition,
substantive charges were placed against 11 additional defendants
including a capo in the Genovese I.Qf Family: Genovese soldiers;
and the owner of Roulette Records who is a Genovese I.Qf
associate.
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PHILLIP RASTELLI, BOSS,
BONNANO LeN:

et al:
RICO

00:

NEW YORK

This priority investigation was directed at the LeN
control of the 250 million-dollar-a-year JIOVing and storage
industry in the New York area. This investigation exposed a 20year crIminal conspiracy in which the LCN controlled this
industry through its influence over officials in the
International Brotherhood of Teallsters. On October 15, 1986,
qui!ty verdicts were returned in a RICO prosecution in the EDtlY
against 10 defendants to include the boils, underboas and acting
boss of the Bonanno LCN Family and the president, secretarytreasurer and business agent of Teamster Local 614.
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ANTHONY SAI.£RNO, aka;

at al
RICO
00:

NEW YORK

In March, 1986, RICO indic\:aenta were returned aqainst
the hierarchy of the Genovese u:N Faaily as a crillinal enterprise
in fact. Fifteen individuals, inclucUnq the boeaes of the
.
Genovese and Cleveland u:N Families were naJIed in the 30-count
indictment.
This indicbaent was the result of an l8-month Title III
surveillance on Anthony Salerno, boss of the Genovese u:N Family
resulting in the defendants being charqad with the extortionate
control of the concrete industry in New York, illegal control of
the lET, conspiracy to commit the murder of a Philadelphia u:N
member and operating an illegal gambling business. Trial
commenced in April, 1987. .
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SOL C. SCHWARTZ'
et 21.1:
RICO
00:

DETROIT

This investigation was initiated based on a review and
analysis of the 'PENDORF investigation. It focused on IIOnitlS and

kickbacks paid by 2 busineSSlIIen to fOX'lll8r 1M officials.

~
subjects Sol C. SchWartz and Roger Towne were alleged
to have paid union officials ChArlcs Collins and Ric~~·
Fitzsimmons money to ensure that health ..rvices being Bold to
the union by Schwartz and ToWne received favorable considera'tion
by union trustees.

Sol C. schwartz, a business partner of the late Allen
Dorfman; Roger Towne, a business partner of the late Edward J.
Brown in Delaware Professional Services; Charles Collins, a
former Executive Director of the Michigan Conference of
Teamsters; and Richard Fitzsimmons, former trustee of ltichigan
Conference of Teamsters, general organizer of the 1M, and aon of
Frank Fitzsimmons, were all convicted in September, 1986, of RICO
and substantive labor violations. The court sentenced all 4
subjects to sentences ranging from 3 to 7 years' imprisonment.
In excess of $80,000 in fines and forfeitures were ~lso levied.

III
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SmDGE;
P.lCO-FBN; MF.
00:

HEW YORK

In 1981, the FBI '!niti&ted an investigation into
traditional organized crble infiltration of the independent
gasoline distribu.tion industry in Hew York. In 1982, an
organiZed crble Task Force (0C'lF) consisting of the Hew York
state Attorney General's Office, Hew York state Tax and Finance
Division, the Nassau and SUffolk county Police Daparbilents and
the Internal Revenue service (IRS), was foDled.
.
This investigation bas dcmor'llltrated that the COlombo,

GenOVQJ(1e

and IJlchese lCH FmIil.ies bave utilized a Bch8lle whereby

both Federal and state tax exa.pt:ion certificates are obtained
for numerous companies. Gasoline is purchased unciar a tax
deferment exemption and. resold, on paper, through several
companies before being sold to the end-user who invoices the
product as all taxes being paid. nse loss of the tax liability
generates millions of dollars in stolen tax revenue. Organized
crime MootingS, within this group in 1986, have been directly
linked to the gasoline distribution industry.

As of July, 1986, there have been 11 Federal and state
convictions, including the camriction of COlombo LCN aember
Michael Franzese. !lbe state of Hew York, Deparblent of Taxation,
by' letter dated March 5, 1986, projected a l-year increase in
New York state .ator blel excise tax returns of approximately
$150 million as a result of the OCTF. From January to June 1986,
12 additional subjects W(t:e indicted on state charges.

on July 23, 1986, a state grand jury in SUffolk county,
New York, returned a 186-count indict.ent against 7 individuals,
including 3 Russian eaigres, charging grand larceny, falsifying
business records and IIUltiple state tax violations. Extensive
media coverage was given to the indictllent of the Russian
emigres.
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S'l'ARCHAMBER - FIVE STAR:

00:

NEW YORK

On February, 26, 1985, the leadership of the 5 New York
I£N Families, the "cOmmission," were indicted under 'the RI:CO
statute.

Those indicted were:

Anthony Salerno
Paul castellano
Aniello Dellacroce
Gennaro Langella
Ralph Scope
Anthony Corallo
Salvatore Santoro
Christopher Furnari
Phillip Rastelli

boss
boss
underboss
underboss
soldier
boss
underboss
oonsigliere
boss

Genovese
Gambino
GambiI,o
Colombo
Colombo
IAJ.chese
IAJ.chese
I1lchese
Bonanno

Family
Family. (deceased)
Family (deceased)
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family

The predicate acts in this indictment include murdor,
Hobbs Act - extortion and labor racketeerin~1.
On June 25, 1985, Colombo I.CN Family boss carmine
"Junior." Persico was cha;rged with extortion and murder in the
"Commission" case.
.
On November 12, 1985, Anthony Indel'icato, Bonanno LeN
member, was indicted. in a superseding indictment charging him
with the murders of carmine Galante, IA!onard Coppolla and
Guiseppe Turano. These 1!luroers were ordered by the LCN
Commission 1!lembers previously indicted.

Trial commenced on September 8, 1986, and concluded on
November 19, 1986, at which time guilty verdic;:ts were returned
against I:!alerno, Langella, Scope, Corallo, Santor.o, Funlari,
Indelicato and Persico.
On January 13, 1987, U.S. District Court Judge Richard
OWen, SDNY, sentenced the below-listed defendants e.s follows:
1. Anthony Salerno, GenOVGse Family boss, was
sentenced to 100 years in prison and fined $240,000 with no
parole.

2. carmine Perisco, Colombo Family boss, was aenten(;ed
to 100 years in prison and fined $240,000 with no parol,e.
3. Gennaro Langella, Colombo Family underboss, was
.entenced to 100 years in prison and fined $240,000 wi'db no
parole.
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Ralph Scapo, COlcabo FaIIil~t' aoldier, was nnteneed
run consecutively and f:\ned $240,000 with no

to 100 years' to

parole.

S. Anthony COrallo, IAlCb~ FllJIily bon, WIllI unteneed
to 100 years in prisOn and tined $250,001l1 with no parol••

,

6. Salvatore santoro, Iuchese Fuily und.~., WIllI
sentenced to 100 years in prison and fine~ $250,000 with no
parole.

'7. Christopher Furnari, Luch.... Fuily consiqliere,
was sentenced to 100 years in prison and 1~ined $240,000 with no

parol••

B. Anthony Indelicato, Bonanno .Family aamber,w&s
. sentenced to 40 years in prison and t!nad$50,OOO with no parole.
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.MICHAEL TACCE';t"l'A, aka,

et all
RICO

00:

NEWARK

This investigation was initiated to focua on the
criminal activities of the I1lchese LeN Family in Northern
New Jersey which operated under- ~ches. capo Anthony Accetturo.
On August 19, 1985, an indictment was returned in the
District of New Jersey (DNJ) charging IJlchue LeN capo Anthony
Accetturo, Luchesa LeN 1II8lIIbers Michael and Martin Taccetta; and
23 other associates under the RICO statute with the pr.dicate
acts being multiple counts -involving narcotiCII, gllllbling,
loansharking, credit card fraud and conspiracy. On August 21,
1985, 21 defendants wera arrested and the execution of search
warrants resulted in the seizure of weapons, umrunition, cash and
assorted books and records.
On April 14, 1986, Manuel C. Monterro waS convicted in
the DNJ for possession with intent to distribute cocaine. On
June 12, 1986, a six-count indictment was returned in the DKT
charging 11 defendants with violation of Federal narcotics laws.

On october 7, 1986, the initial trial in this
investigation concluded with the conviction of all 11 defendants
on charges of conspiring to distribute multikiloqram quantities
of cocaine.
These are significant convictions in that this
eliminates the main cocaine distribution network utilized by the
Florida and New Jersey IJlchese LeN Family factions.
A petit jury was impaneled on March 27, 1987, or the
RICO prosecution of Accetturo and 23 codefendants. Opening
arguments COIIIIIIenced on March 30, 1987, and the prosecution
portion of the trial is ongoing.
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THE WES'l'IES
RICO
00: NEW YORK

The Westies, aka the Irish Ifob, ill believed to consist
of about 75 aembers who operate on the w..t Side of Manhattan.
Criminal activities incluc1e-loansharkinq, .gambling. extortion,
labor racketeering, narcotics and llUrder. In 1978, the Westies
came to an agreement with the Gambino IQI' Family. The Gambino's
agreed to allow the Westies to operate under 2 conditiona:
first, . the Westies agreed to pay the Gambino ICN Family 10
percent of their illegal. proceeds; secondly, the Westies agreed
to perform murders requested. The New York Office believes that
the Westies have since committed approximately 137 homicides. In
April 1986, a JIelIIber of the Westies, Mickey FeathQratone, agreed
to cooperate after being found guilty of aurc1er in local court.
As a result of his cooperation, 10 individuals have been indicted
for RICO - murder, loansharking and extortion. Trial began on
October 5, 1987 and is ongoing.
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ot11'IAW MOTORCYCLE QNGS
The FBI officially designated the outlaw Motorcycle
Gangs (OHGs) as a national priority within the Bureau's Orqanized
crime Program in 1982. Since that time, 8ignificant progrua bas
been made through existing and recently established channe18 of
communication and greater coordination of law enforceJl8nt efforts
nationwide.
Among the multitude of OMGs identified through
investigative efforts to date, those considered to be the best
organized and most sophisticated criminal organizations continue
to be the HELLS ANGErs MOTORCYCLE GANG, the OUTIAWS MOTORCYCLE
GANG, the BANDIOOS MO'roRCYCLE GANG, and the PAGANS MOTORCYCLE
GANG. Bureauwide efforts against Plese OMGs have proven to be
highly successful.
BANPIOOS MOTORcyCLE GANG
on Febl:uary 21, 1985, ~ensive investigative efforts
between several local, state and federal law enforcement agencies
resulted in the nationwide issuanPe of arrest warrants for 88
members and associates of the ~idoB Motorcycle Gang.
on the Federal level, '1 FBI field divisions including
Albuquerque, Dallas, Detroit, Ho~ton, Little Rock, New Orleans,
and Seattle, along with DEA and~erau of Alcohol, Tobbaco and
Firearms (ATF) participated in
ese arrests. As of June, 1985,
a total of 87 Bandidos members
associates have been arrested.
During the course of tihe raids, 3 Chapter Presidents
and 4 Sergeant-At-Arms were appjehended in the Houston, Little
Rock, and seattle Divisions. ~ough~t the subsequent aearches,
in excess of 200 firearms wer!__~eized including fully automatic
weapons, handguns, shotguns, elCflosives, and narcotics.
convictions of the Bapdidos Motorcycle Gang _embers and
associates continued in Fiscal ~ear 1986 with 7 aembers and 7
associates being convicted.
HELLS ANGElS MOTORCYCIE GANG
, a 3-year ~tidivisional FBI
investigative effort culminat
with the .iIIultaneous nationwide
arrest of 112 Hells. Angels
rs and associates. A total of
126 warrants were iasued cons sting of 98 Federal warrants Which
primarily charged violations f Title 21, USC, Sections 841
(a) (1), and 846, Possesaion,lD stribution of COntrolled Substances
and Conspiracy, with additio 1 charges ranging from violations
of the RICO Statue to Federal firearms charqes. The reaining 28
warrants were local in naturej.
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Of the members who were arrested, 8 were Hells Angels
Chapter Presidents, 3 were Chapter Vice Pruideni;Q and 2 were
Secretaryj'I'reasurers. Search warrants were executed at over 50
locations durinq this effort., As a result, in .xceaa of 250
firearms were recovered including fully automatic weapons,
explosives, l:iombs, swords, and sabers. A COIIIpUter and relat.d
software, reportedly containinq records of Hells Angela activity,
along with voluminous Hells Angels files and reports W8~ also
recovered.
Further, on May 2, 1985, in relation to the Hells
Angels raids within the New Haven. Division, a connecticut State
Trooper was shot during the course of an attempted arrest in
Stratford, connecticut. The Hells Angels associate r.eaponsible
for the shooting was charged with 3 counts of felony, Attempted
Murder of a Police Officer, in addition to Federal charges .of
narcotics violations and Assaulting a Federal Officer.
During Fiscal Year 1986, an additional 20 Hells Angels
members were Federally convicted alonq with 48 associates.
OUTIAwS MCYl'ORCXCLE GANG
In 1985, efforts to address the OUtlaws Motorcycle Gang
with the Federal RICO statute resulted in 13 members of the Tampa
and Jacksonville, Florida, Chapters bainq convicted and sentenced
to multiple 20-year terms. These RICO-related convictions
stemmed primarily from drug trafficking and prostitution.
On February 21, 1985, the Oklahoma city Division along
with state and local assistance, conducted an arrest/search
effort directed against the Oklahoma City Chapter of the OUtlaws
Motorcycle Gang. During the raid, which was conducted in concert
with simUltaneous raids in the Philadelphia and Sacramento FBI
Divisions, a total of 8 members and associates, inclUding a
Regional President, and the Oklahoma city OUtlaws Chapter
President, Secretary, former Vice President and Enforcer were
arrested. During the ensuing searches, including a search of the
Oklahoma city clubhouse, several firearms, a amall amount of
drugs, and gang related books and records were seized. All 8
members or associates have since been convicted of RICO r:.nd
conspiracy charges addressing primarily narcotics related
offenses.
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Along the narcotics line, DEA had instituted an
investigation regarding drug traffickers in southern Florida.
Several individuals were indicted and the trial was about to
COllIIIIence when the prosecution's chief witness Robert Lae Collins
was murdered. This lIlUrder resulted in the dismisul of all
charges by the Government •. Approximately 1 year later, as a
result of the RICO investigations in Tampa and Jacksonville,
Florida, the murder of Collins was solved. on February 6, 1985,
in local court in New Orleans, Louisiana, 2 JIel!Ibars of the South
Florida Chapter of the OUtlaws were convicted of lIIUrder. The
jt1r¥ further found special circumstances resulting in both
subjects being sentenced to death. A third member pled guilty to
this murder and received a 3O-year sentence at hard labor with no
possibility of parole. This IIIl1rked the first time that any
investigatIon targeted against an outlaw wctorcycle gang resulted
in the subjects receiving the death penalty.
Fiscal Year 1986 does not have an extensive conviction
rate for the OUtlaws Motorcycle Gang. Only So associates were
convicted along with 1 member who was the President of the
Pittsburgh Chapter.
PAGANS MOTORCYCLE GANG

The Pagans have been the focus of a major joint FBI/DEA
and local law enforcement investigative effort which resulted in
the indictment of 35 high-ranking members and associates since
July 18, 1984. To date, all those indicted have been convicted,
including 4 top national officers of the Pagans including the
Pagans National Vice-President, Donald Trott.
Fiscal Yea~ 1986 also showed significant convictions of
the mmnbers and associates of the Pagans Motorcycle Gang with 25
associates and 16 members being convicted.
The FBI is proud to consider itself part of the
cooperative effort by local, state and Federal law enforcement
agencies in the ongoing efforts to combat the nationwide
organized crime problem represented by OKGs. The successes
realized by this total law enforcement commitment underscores the
necessity to combine our available resources and expertise to
combat the OMG threat.
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THE PIZZA CONNECTION CASE

,

This historic international investigation was commonly
referred to by the media as the "Pizza Connection" case because
the Mafia used pizza parlors throughout New York, New Jer.ey,
.
Michigan, Illinois, Pennsylvania and wiaconsin to facilitate the
distribution of an estimateo $1.65 billion worth of heroin
smuggled into this country from Sicily.
During 1980, the New York Division of the FBI was
conducting several organized crime investigations regarding
Sicilians who were believed to be LCN aembera and who were
involved in various organized crime activities. During this
initial phase of the investigation, it was determined that
Sicilians were laundering millions of dollars out of the country
and were prime suspects In the l!IUl:der of carmine Galante, the
recognized boss of the Bonanno LCN F~ly in New York.
It was also determined that the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) had several major heroin-smuggling
investigations which were linked to subjects identified in the
FBI investigation. DEA investigations had resulted in seizures
of multikiloqram shipment'" of heroin during the 1970s, 1980, and
1981. Although DEA had conducted numerous investigations against
some of the smugglers, the organization that supported them was
still intact and thriving.
A joint effort was initiated aqainst this organization
by the FBI and DEA with the cooperation and support of the U.S.
Customs Service, the Department of Justice, and law enforcement
officials and prosecutors from Italy and canada.

In February, 1983, arrest warrants were issued by the
Italian authorities for 159 subjects for h~oin smuggling and
organized crime activity. DEA and FBI provided critical evidence
which was utilized by the Italians in their investigation. By
March, 1983, this investigation had grown in such magnitude and
importance that it was approved as an Organized Crime Drug
Enforcement Task Force case. The FBI had formally joined forces
with DEA, the U.S. Customs Service, the ATF, t."le IRS, and the
New York City Police Department in creating a task force
comprised of nearly 120 full-time investigators. working closely
with Federal prosecutors.
.
In March, 1983, the task force inlltalled a courtauthorized electronic surveillance on the telephones at Guiaeppe
Ganci's residence at 67-20 78th street, Queens, New York. '!his
wiretap would begin providing an unparalleled aeries of startling
revelations for investigators regarding the Sicilian Mafi~ and
its ability to supply IIOst of the heroIn sold in the United
states from 1975 to 1984.
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The tape-recorded evidcmol9 Boon revealed 46-year old
Salvatore Catalano operating from h:ls position of power and
influence in the Bonanno LCN managing the importation of lIIUltikilogram quantities of high-purity heroin.and cocaine from
overseas sources. once the drugs were smuggled into the
United States, catalano employed a group of major Sicilian
criminals, including Guiseppe Ganci, Salvatore Mazzurco, Gaetano
Mazzara, Pietro Alfano, and Francesco castronovo, to function as
primary wholesale distributors of heroin, at prices varyinq from
$150 thousand to $180 thousand per kilogram, to a group of
secondary wholesale distributors including Benito Zito, Filippo
ca~amento, Antonio Aiello, Guiseppe Baldinucci, Franco Marchese,
the Crespo brothers, Sadid Forres, Salvatore Evola, and Girolamo
Vito Palazzolo.
During the next 13 months, the FBI initiated 46
additional court-approved electronic surveillances on this major
drug-trafficking group in New York city and in small towns and
cities in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Wisconsin,
New York, and Michigan. The continuing preparation of the
affidavits in support of these electronic surveillances was made
especially difficult because all intercepted conversations were
in Sicilian and this drug-trafficking group frequently moved
their communication from telephones in homes and businesses to
pay telephones and back again.
Coupled with these wiretaps, a DEA undercover Agent had
been able to buy heroin in kilogram quantities from one of the
distributors in this organization. These undercover buys
accompanied by electron ic survei.llance and physical surveillance
began to put the pieces together. Analysis of toll records and
intercepted telephone conversations led to investigations in
Michigan, Illinois, and Wisconsin. The extensive wiretaps
revealed that Catalano's organization in the united states and
Sicily dealt with Gaetano Badalamenti, whose own organization
supplied heroin and cocaine into the drug "pipeline" that flowed
into New York and Chicago and throughout the country.
By 1983, Badalamenti was dealing cocaine and heroin
with the New York representatives of the mainstream Mafia in
Sicily. The evidence clearly established that Badalamenti's
primary drug customers in New York were Salvatore catalano and
his underlings. From 1975 to 1978 Badalamenti was the head of
the Mafia Commission in Palermo; the boss of all bosses in
Sicily-the most powerful man in the Sicilian Mafia. Even though
Badalamenti was temporarily removed from the Mafia Commission in
1978, as a result of an internal power struggle in Sicily, he
continued selling and exporting drugs to his Sicilian Mafia
associates in the United states.
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Salvatore CAtalano was entrusted bY Mafia cohorts to
supervise the overall money-launder~ng operations in Hew York.
His controlling role was clearly Observed by hi. personsl
delivery of $1.5 million in cash to an auociate in Queena. That
IIOney eventuallYlllllde its ~y through carribean and SWi•• banks
to his Mafia· brothers in Sicily. This shipment of money, like so
zany others which quickly followed, was used in part to pay
Turkish-based morphine suppliers million. of dollars for
thousands of pounds of heroin. Even thouqh investigators could
prove that $60 million in narcotics cub prtiCHdB were laundered,
this staggering amount of drug revenue was only a small portion
of the huge assets and profits of the aultinationsl Mafia
enterprise which could be traced.
The investigation Cu1lIIinatad during early April, 1984,
with the arrest of Gaetano Badalamenti in Madrid, Spaln and the
subsequent arrests of Salvatore catalano and 26 Jlllimbers of this
international Sicilian drug network in the United States on drug,
money-laundering and racketeering charges. The arrests were
conducted simultaneously with the execution of search warrants at
49 locations throughout this country. The searches. were
conducted at the homes and busine.ses of 1D8JIIbers of catalano's
drug organization in the United states and produced valuable
evidence which was later presented in their Faderal trial. Based
upon evidence gatherfid in this case, Italian authorities were
able to arrest another 175 Mafia figurel! in Italy on ~g
trafficking and money laundering violations. Law enforcement
authorities in SWitzerland subsequently indicted another 6
members of this international Sicilian drug group for IIOneylaundering activities.
On september 28, 1985, Badalamenti catalano and 20
codefendants went on trial before U.s. District Court Judge
Pierre N. Leval in Federal court in New York on drug, moneylaundering and racketeering charges. The trial, which lasted 17
months, made its mark as one of the longest and most violent in
United states court history.
.

On March 2, 1987, an ll-member jury announced its
,
verdict 'near the end of its sixth day of deliberations. All
defendants ,with the exception of Gaetano Badalamenti'. Bon, ware
found guilty on a variety of drug, money-laundering and
racketeering charges. ,
These charges included the KmUggling and distribution
of 2 tons of heroin, the SMUggling of more than 4,000 pounds of
IIOrphine base from Turkey to sicily, and tn. laundering of more
than $60,000,000 obtained by this organization through their
heroin-smuggling activitie~.
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on June 22, 1987, Federal JUdqe lAVal nntenced
Salvatore catalano to serve a total of 45 year8 in prison, levied
a fine of $1,150,000 ~1Ih, ordered that he pay rutltution of
$1,000,000 cash tbat is i:o be depo8ited into an ac:c:ount
administered for an approved druq addiction rehabilitation
program. Gaetano Badalamenti was ordered to serve. a 1IIIlXiIIuJII of
30 years in prison du·e to an exilltinq extradition a~t the
spanillh Galrernment had with the United states when he was
arrested in Spain in April, 1984.
The remaininq 15 defendants were Hntenced to jail
terms of up to 35 years', fine. ranqinq froll $50,000 to 350,000
cash and 7 defendants were ordered to alllO pay rutitution
ranqing from $200,000 to $500,000 cash to be deposited into the
same account administered for a drug rehabilitation proqru.
The remaininq defendant, Pietro Alfano, subHq\lently
had his conviction reversed due to his being .absent for alaoat
the last month of the trial. However, rather than face a
retrial, Alfano pled guilty to druq charges ,in Federal court.
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ASIAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUPS
,
In June, 1983, the FBI began a etudy of the nature and
extent of Oriental Organized crime (OOC) in the United States.
At that time, it was expected that this dDanaion of
nontraditional' organized cd. . would continue to expand with the
possible concurrent displaceJllUlt of other -.ore f~liar organized
crille groups. For this reason the FBI began an exp&naion of
intelligence information in thl. area as well as establishing
liaison with local and foreign law enfo~t agencies in order
to effectively 'deal with this emerging national crimeprobllllll.
CHINESE' ORr'"ANIZED CRIME GROUPS,

The New York Division of the FBI has been successful in
the investigation and prosecution of Chine. . Organized crime
Groups in the Metropolitan New York area.
In December, 19S2,·the New York Diviaion initiated an
investigation regarding the GHOST SJW)OWS GANG. This RICO case
utilized a cooperating witness and focused on .urder, protection
rackets, and gambling. Following 4 years of inquiry, in late
1986, 2S members of the gang were condcted on several varying
counts of RICO. Among th1:.lse convicted, were the founder/bOss of
the gang, 2 street leaders, and the tnaaurer. Furthermore, of
those convicted, 21 pled guilty while 4 remain in the fugitive
status. sentencing occurred in January, 1987, with confinement
ranging from 1 year to 24 years'.
In early 1985, the New York Division in conjunction
with the las Vegas, ~ Angeles, and Houston Divisio~ again
utilized a cooperatinq witness during an investigation focused on
the UW'.TED BAMBOO GROUP. This OOC group was IlUllpected of being
involved in the murder of california journalist, Henry Liu. In
addition, the United Bamboo Group was allegedly involved in the
8ale of narcotics and prostitution.

.
on July 28, 1986, 10 1IUIber& and 1 associate of the
United Bamboo Group were brought to trial'on various counts of
narcotics, RICO and firearm violations and conspiracy to violate
same. on September 19, 1986, all 11 defendantll were fOUnd guilty
of these charges. +n, addition, 3 of the llelllbers were also
convicted on RICO ~es which' included the lIIlrder of Henry Liu
as a predicate crt... Sentencing occurred in DecelDber, 1986,
with confinement ranging from 1 year and 3 .anths to 2S years'.
JAPANESE ORGANIZED CRD!E GROUPS
Japanese Organized Crime is generally known as the
YAKUZA. '!'he Yakuza, in turn, is broken into 7 ujor gangs.
CUrrently, 2 of these gangs, the ICIiI WA KAI and the YAMAGUCHI
GUMI, have been involvad in a war resulting in several
retaliatory murders.
125
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In February 1987, one INch 1IUXder occurrod in the
Northern MArianas Islands, oft the cout of GUaII covanc:! by the
Honolulu, Hawaii, Division of the FBI. 'lbe vict!» of thia atrder
was Hideo Shiraqami, a _jor official of the Ichi Wa Itai.
Throuqh FBI invest,1qatiOnll, analysis of Shiraguai's activiti. . ,
interviews, review of toll recorila and polygraph axaainatiOnll', it
was .determined that. Shiraqami' s aploy... and travel'1ng
c:ompanions were prillie suspects.

on July 25, 1987, the 3 IlUBpectII in thi. ca.e were
found quilty in a jury trial. Two were charged with praec1itated
1II\U'der and 1 with accessory atter the fact. on Auqust 27, 1987,
sentencing was conducted wlth 1 subject r.c:eivec1 45 years', 1
'
received 30 years', and the other received 15 years'
imprisonment.

mREAN

ORGANIZED CRIME GROups

The New York Division has also been successful aqainst
a KoreM orqaniZed crillie Group,thearuNG NYUN HOE GROUP aka
KOREAN YOUNG MENS ASSOCIATION. This group has been involved in
extortion, druq traffickinq, and illeqal qambling. It has also
been alleged that they exert theil:.' control over these _ttera
through violence within the New York Korean ea.munity.

on June 19, 1986, 3 members of the Chunq NyunHoe were
arrested and charqed with Hobbs Act violations derived from the
extortion of local businessmen. on October 6, 1986, the. .
subjects wers convicted on 4 counts of Hobbs Act and 1 count of
conspiracy.
on a local level, 13 members of the Chung Nyun Hoe,
including the 3 convicted of Hobbs Act, in September, 1986, were
indicted on charqes of kidnaping, attempted murder, extortion,
and conspiracy. Additionally, 1 member was indicted for
conspiracy and drug trafficking.
In view of these INccessful OOC cases, the FBI has
placed greater emphasis on thie relatively new dimension ot
orqanized crime in order to fully mElet our responsibilities in
the future. It is necessary not only to raise the .1evel of
understanding of this matter within this Bureau, but also to
provide impetus to nationwide efforts to fully identify and
viqorously investiqate the vario~ criainal eleaenta depicted by
these groups. The FBI intends to use its resources and
capabilities, in conjunction with local authorities, to properly
address this emerqinq crime problem.
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U.S. Department ofJustlce,
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washing/oil, D,C, 20535

Office of the,Director

October 13. 1988

Honorable Sam Nunn
Chairman
.
Senate Permanent Subcommitte
on Investigations
Committee on Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr.' Chairman:
Enclosed please find my responses to questions for the
record

fr~

my April 11,

1~88,

Subcommittee on Investigations.

appearance before the Permanent
Also included are responses to

questions submitted by Senators John Glenn, Lawton.Chiles, and
George J. Mitchell.
urs

~
n

S.
sions
Director·

~am

Enclosure
1 - Honorable John Glenn - Enclosure

United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

1 - Honorable Lawton Chiles - Enclosure

United states Senate
Washington, D. C.

1 - Honorable Geo~ge J. Mitchell - Enclosure
United states Senate
Washington, D. C.
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ISSUE: Senator Nunn' asked, "Have you had many or any joint
investigations (with OLR) in the last couple of years?" (Record
. Q lie A Nunn)
ANSWER: The FBI and OLR have worked numerous investi~ations
together over the past few years and we have intensif1ed o~
efforts to continue to do so. The following represents a portion
of those cases, many of which are pl'~sently ongoing:
Miami: A 1987 indictment was returned involving a kickback
scheme regarding the aWarding of a multimillion-dollar contract
concerning the South Florida Hotel Employee and culinary Workers
Union.
Las Vegas: Investigation continues regarding kickbacks in
prepaid dental plan of the CUlinary Workers Union.
San Francisco: A 1987 indictment resulted from a joint
investigation regarding a payroll scheme involving the
Internation.al Longshoreman and Warehouse Union (ILWU) at the Port
of Sacramer,to.
Knoxville: Joint investigation resulted in a 1987 indictment
'regarding the embezzlement of union funds, cOllllllission of benefit
plan assets and deprivation of union member rights, concerning
the Shaetmetal Workers Union.
San Francisco: A 1987 investigation resulted in indictments and
guilty pleas regarding a scheme to embezzle union funds from
Local 748 of the Cannery Warehouse, Local Processors, Drivers and
Helpers Union (IBT).
Boston: A 1987 indictment was returned in a joint investigation
regarding a scheme utilized by present and former members of Iron
Workers Local 7 ip Boston inVolving false social security numbers
and Employee Retirement Inco;ne security Act (ERISA).
Newark: A joint investigation resulted in a 29-count indictment
in 1987 relating to the embezzlement of $500,000 from Local 9 of
the Hotel Employees, Restaurant Employees International union in
Newark, New Jersey.
Philadelphia: A 1987 indictment was returned charging violations
of ERISA and bank fraud regarding a $500,000 embezzlement from a
Pennsylvania bank and $400,t,00 embezzlement from 48 pension plans
who \-lere investing through the bank.
Chicago: A joint Chicago investigation into bid rigging
involving a present and former officer of the Chicago Transit
Authorit¥ led to a 53-count indictment charging mail fraud and
bid rigg1ng.
New York: A joint investigation resulted in the 1987 indictment
of an official of Local 804 of the Teamsters Union in New York
The indictment charged violations of RICO, Taft-Hartley and
•
embezzlement of union funds.
In addition, the FBI and OLR are presently working
together on a health care fraud investigation in at least f.ifteen
?ities ~nd d~stricts. The investigation will have a tremendous
1lllpact 1n th1S area.
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. Issue:
"How much were you cut back in the last couple of years' budget
from what you asked for, from what your original request was?"
(Recol~ Q & A Glenn).
Answer:
The FBI requested 130 Special Agent positions (130
workyears), 254 general support positions (190 workyears), and 99
special support positions (99 workyears) for FY 87. These
requests were reduced at the Department of Justice to 254 general
support positions (190 workyears) and reduced again at the Office
of l.fanagement and Budget to 108 general support positions and 90
workyears. These fiscally imposed reductions were subsequently
funded by Congress. The budget requests in FY 87 were combined
for organized crime and Drug (exclusive of the Organized crime
Drug Enforcement Task Force) investigations.
In 1988, the FBI requested, through DOJ and OMB 106
special Agent positions (53 workyears), 54 general support
positions (27 workyears), and 71 special support positions (69
workyears). None of these positions/workyears were approved by
Congress. The Special Agent positions were requested to support
labor racketeering investigations of the La Cosa Nostra's control
and domination of the Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees
International Union; the International Brotherhood of Teamsters;
the Laborer's International Union of North America; and the
International Longshoreman's Association. Testimony before the
PSI during April, 1988 concerned the political and economic power
as well as the vast source of funds available to the La Cosa
Ncstra from its control and domination of these unions. The La
Cosa Nostra influence in these unions had been noted in 1985 by
the President's eonunission on organized crime. The general
support positions re~lested were those required. to support the
investigative activities of the additional special Agents. The
66 oelS positions would have enabled the organized erime
Information System (OCIS) to address the demands placed on it
since 1982 when the FBI received concurrent jurisdiction in CL.-ug
investigations. The requested special support positions would
have relieved agent persormel of less complex matters and
provided vital resources in order for the FBI to take advantage
of the high speed and cost effective capabilities that automation
was designed to provide..
.
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The 1989 projected requirement for special Agents
within the FBI's org-anized crime program was add!:'essed by
'reprogramming resources. Twenty eight general support positions
have been requested to support court ordered electronic
surveillance in support of the El'ectronic Communications Privacy
Act of 1986. These personnel will relieve agents of a
significant volume of less complex matters thereby enhancing
their efficiency. Seven Intelligence Research Specialists (IRS)
have been requested in order to provide field office and
headquarters management with trend analysis, forecasts, and
predictions necessary to plot the overall investigative course of
action to lIleet the changing demands on the limited resources of
the FBI.
The most current resource initiatives are in connection
with the FY 90 budget process which is in its initial stages
within the FBI and -Department of Justice. org-anized Crime
resources appropriate to the program and fiscal considerations
will be requested through this budget process.
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ISSUE: (Senator Chiles) Well, I have introduced a series of
bills, 5 or 6, in that regard, dealing with how we de~ort them.
And we are going to hold a hearing; I think the Judic~ary
Committee.has finally agreed to a hearing this Thursday. I would
like to have you all look at the legislation, and I would like to
have any comments that you may have. (Record Question and
.
Answers - senator Chiles)

ANSWER: Review of Senate Bills S.972 through S.976 determined
that each seeks to amend provisions of the Immigration and
Nationality Act. While none of the bills directly affects
matters of primary investigative jurisdiction of.the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, all of them would benefit law
enforcement in general.
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Issue:
How do you deterkine how yo~ will allocate resources between
the organized crime. Program and the Drug Pr9gram?
(Record Q & A Mitchell)
I

The FBI assesses its resource requiremen~s based upon
requests by field office management, an evaluation of the level
of resource use and effectiveness within identified priority
areas. This involves the continuous assessment of field offices
by headquarters4 program managers with subsequent reviews and
approvals by executive management.
.
-The program managers evaluate the formal periodiC input
of FBI field offices in the context of the C:cganized Crime
National strategy and the National Drug strategy and make
resource recommendations, by program, to the executive manageinent
of the ~BI. Drug activity by LCN families is addressed within
the Organized crime Program as a predicate offense within the
purview of the RICO statute pursuant to the organized Crime
National strategy. The program managers evaluate the level of
crime problems experienced in each field office; whether othex
agencies are available to address the problem and to what· extent;
the results of intelligence assessments and what they indicate
regarding these and other emerging problems; and finally, make a
cohesive evaluation of the. needs of that: program.
The execUtive management of the FBI addresses these
resource recommendations in light of the FBI's overall mission
requirements. These recommendations are subsequently passed
through the Department of Justice and the Office of Management
and Budget where further reviews and adjustments by program
occur. Ultimately the congress acts upon. each program resource
request.
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ISSUE:, Senator Mj,.tchell asked the FBI to prepare an analysis of
any problems that might be created 'for legitimate businesses if
civil forfeiture provisions are added in (to) those in which
civil RICO is used that are unrelated to the type of activity
here (civil forfeitur8" in crimina). matters). (Record Q & A ..
Mitchell)
ANSWER: Tht;l analysis requested has been completed by the
Depattment of Justice and. previously presented to the Senate
during testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee conducting
hearings on proposed Senate Bill 1523, "RICO ,Reform Legislation,"
in october 1987.
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RESPONSES BY WILLIAM S. SESSIONS TO ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

Question. You discussed in your statement the success of the UNIRAC investigation of LeN influence in the shipping industry and the !LA in the late 1970s. As a
result of that investigation, is organized crime still a dominant force in the !LA and
the shipping industry? Has its influence decreased, increased, or remained the
same?
Answer. At the conclusion of the UNIRAC investigation, the FBI believed that it
had dealt a crippling blow to La Cosa Nostra (LON) influ.ence and control over the
ILA and the shipping industry. In retrospect we now realize that although we had
prosecuted and jailed large numbers of labor racketeers, we had not destroyed their
criminal infrastructure. We had not taken advantage of the criminal provisions of
the RICO Statute, which allow for prosecution of the criminal enterprise and the
seizure of the assets of that enterprise, nor did we employ the resources of the civil
provisions of the RICO Statute. Therefore, the LON has remained a dominant force
in the ILA and the shipping industry.
Question. What kind of follow-up has been done in those areas subsequent to the
UNIRAC investigation?
Answer. Labor racketeering is the highest priority in the FBI's organized crime
investigative program. The FBI has identified four major unions that are substantially corrupted by the LCN. The !LA is one of those unions and as such receives
continu.ous and requisite investigative attention.
Question. How important are associates to an ....,cN family? What are their functions or role in the family?
Answer. Associates are extremely important to an LON family because they provide the financial, economic and business foundation. The associate can be a businessman, professional or consultant in a position to assist in labor racketeering, infiltration of legitimate business or corruption. The associate can also be, and often
is, a career criminal who assists the family in performing active roles in gambling,
loansharking, extortion, murder, thefts and other "street" crimes.
Question. Can you identify the major sources of profit to the I,cN and rank them
in order of importance?
Answer. The major sources of profit to the LON in order of importance are as
follows:
1. Labor racketeering and the resulting influence within the related induskies.
2. The traditional crimes of loansharking, gambling, extortion, and drug trafficking.
3. Infiltration of legitimate businesses.
Question. You discussed in your statement and we have heard about numE:rous
successful labor racketeering caseG in recent years. Yet, in reviewing the FBI field
summaries, the Subcommittee has noticed that labor racketeering, in both the labor
management and benefit plan areas, has been identified as an ongoing LON activity
in the great majority of cities for which summaries were submitted, despite all the
recent prosecutions. Is it realistic to believe that we will ever free the unions from
the influence of the LCN?
Answer. We believ.e that freeing the unions of LCN control, dominance and influence is a realistic goal. A review of the FBI's investigative efforts and successes over
the past decade relative to the LON reflects a positive evolvement of investigative
techniques and effectiveness. As a result, today the FBI's current Organized Crime
National Strategy has as its mission the elimination of the LON and other organized
crime groups as significant threats to American society through sustained coordinated investigation that support successful prosecutive action. Central to the accomplishment of this mission are well-developed, well-coordinated RICO investigations
utilizing the Enterprise Theory of Investigation. We believe that our strategy provides for an imaginative, responsive and effective investigative approach directed
against the LCN, and that with enhanced legislation, sufficient coordinated resources and sustained efforts to expand our national intelligence base, it is possible
to remove the influence the LCN has with unions.
Question. If so, how are we going to accomplish that?
Answer. We believe that we can free the unions from the influence of the LCN
and we believe we can accomplish that through the effective implementation of our
Organized Crime National Strategy. Our Organized Crime National Strategy calls
for coordinated investigations against LON families utilizing the Enterprise Theory
of Investigation. These investigations will be prosecuted under the RICO Statute
and followed up when appropriate by the civil provisions of the RICO Statute.
Question. You discussed in your statement the need to address the problem of
emerging organized crime groups, in addition to the LON. What, if any, evidence
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have you seen of cooperation or joint efforts between the emerging groups and the
traditional LCN families?
Answer. The LCN maintains a working relationship with certain other organized
crime groups in order to fulfill their racketeering objectives. For example, the Gambino and Genovese Families are known to use a violent group in New York called
the "Westies" who function as a "private army" for these families. The "Westies"
may be called upon to carry out contract murders or provide "muscle" when necessary. The Bambino Family has reportedly utilized a group of professional burglars
and armed robbers who reside and operate in New Jersey to perform armed robberies for the family. The Gambino, Bufalino and Bonanno families have strong ties to
Colombian and Cuban drug. cartels in the greater Miami, Florida, area which provide these families with drugs for distribution in the United States. Also, there are
other incidents of isolated relationships between the LCN and nontraditional organized crime groups, such as outlaw motorcycle gangs and the Sicilian Mafia, wherein these groups are utilized in furtherance of the LCN members collect bad debts
from reluctant clients. Other Hispanic and Asian groups in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago and Miami have also been known to collaborate with the LCN on occasion for their mutual benefit.
Question. Is the FBI giving any consideration to making any nontraditional organized crime a ranking priority in its organized crime program?
Answer. Nontraditional organized crime is an investigative priority of the FBI.
The Organized Crime Program is one of the priority investigative programs of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation. Consequently, all subprograms within the Organized Crime Program are considered investigative priorities. Due to limited resources it is also necessary to prioritize subprograms within the Organized Crime
program. Presently the subprograms of the FBI's Organized Program are prioritized
as follows:
1. LCN (LCN) (a) Labor Racketeering; (b) LCN Enterprise Investigations; (c) Corruption
2. Asian Organized Crime.
3. Other significant organized crime groups.
Question. The drug trade by Colombian and other groups is a miItibillion-dollar
industry in this country. Is it realistic to believe that the traditional LCN families
will permit this kind of money-making to flourish in their cities without getting a
cut of the pie?
Answer. The FBI has no information to suggest that the LCN will initiate direct
confrontation with Colombian or other major drug cartels. However, it is realistic to
expect that the LCN has or will develop avenues and methodology to profit from the
illicit drug trade. Past investigations have shown LCN involvement in illicit drug
trafficking, and that involvement is expected to increase based on the profitability
of the drug trade. Historical events suggest that the LCN will profit from the lucrative drug trade whether it be through coexistence or cultivation of elements already
involved in drug trafficking.
Question. What about involvement of the Sicilian Mafia in drug trafficking in the
United States? Tomasso Buscetta, the former Sicilian LCN member who testified in
the Pizza Connection case, touched on that in his testimony. How significant is the
presenC-J of the Sicilian Mafia in the United States? Is their role in the drug trade
increasing?
.
Answer. The Sicilian Mafia is independently active in the United States and is
primarily involved in drug trafficking. They have minimal involvement in other traditional criminal activity in this country. The existence of the Sicilian Mafia, although already established and criminall?; active in the United States, was discovered as a result of the "Pizza Connection' investigation. Beyond this initial discovery it was also determined that it is associated in some fashion with the LCN in
several locales, including Buffalo, Boston, New Jersey, Chicago, and Detroit-to
name a few. These Sicilian Mafia drug traffickers maintain their principal lines of
communication and authority with their sponsoring families in Sicily.
Question. The use of the RICO Statute, in both the criminal and civil areas, is
becoming more and more frequent. With its increased use, there has come increasing criticism in some quarters that it is being abused by over-eager prosecutors and
plaintiffs. Would you comment on those criticisms? Do you have any suggestions for
reform of the RICO Statute?
Answer. Criticisms of FBI and Government use of the civil RICO p,rovisions in
labor racketeering RICO investigations by the unions as union "busting I may be the
result of misunderstanding, self-interest, misplaced loyalty, or rootless anxiety on
the part of some. Examination of the results of completed investigations and under-
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standing of the role of the Government and the FBI, in such cases, should serve to
demonstrate the lack of substance in such criticisms.
A key area of reform of the RICO Statute is to have u civil forfeiture provision
which would permit law e.uforcement to more effectively and efficiently penalize
those engaged in, or otherwise involved in, racketeering activities. One of the most
potent and effective criminal penalties under RICO is the forfeiture of the convicted
individual's property used to violate the law, or which was derived from the violations of the law. However, the civil remedies under RICO do not permit the forfeiture of any such property. In contrast, the Controlled Substances Act, as well as the
Child Protection and Money Laundering Control Acts, provide for both criminal and
civil forfeiture of such property. By providing both criminal ana civil forfeiture penalties, these Acts permit law enforcement to seize and forfeit a larger percentage of
property which has been used to violate the law or which was derived from violations of the law and to decide how the seizure and forfeiture of such property can
best be accomplished.
In order for property to be criminally forfeited, law enforcement must establish
beyond a reasonable doubt that the owner of the property has violated the law and
that the property is subject t.o forfeiture. For civil forfeiture purposes, law enforcement need only establish probable cause to believe the property is subject to forfeiture. Therefore, if the ownership of property cannot be conclusively established by
the Government; if the owner of the property was aware of, or facilitated, but did
not commit, a violation of the law; or, if it can only be established by a preponderance of the evidence that the owner of the property violated the law and the property is subject to forfeiture, the property could not be criminally forfeited but could be
civilly forfeited pursuant to a civil forfeiture statute.
Furthermore, it is difficult to seize or to restrain property which is being criminally forfeited prior to the conclusion of the criminal proceeding. On the other
hand, property subject to civil forfeiture can be and usually is seized at the commencement of the civil forfeiture proceeding. This greatly reduces the risk that
property subject to forfeiture will be destroyed, placed beyond the juriediction of the
court, transferred to a third party, commingled with other property or diminished
in value.
Question. Has the use of Civil RICO Statute been instituted, as a matter of J"BI
policy, as a natural extension of all FBI criminal RICO investigations regardless of
the type of organized crime groups?
Answer. It is not FBI policy of use the Civil RICO Statute as a natural extension
in all FBI criminal RICO investigations regardless of the type of organized crime
group. The decision to employ the Civil RICO Statute will be made when appropriate and on a case-by-case basis. For example, a civil RICO is less likely to be
brought as a follow-up to a criminal RICO prosecution brought against an automobile theft ring. It is more likely to be brought as a follow-up to a criminal RICO
prosecution of an LCN Family that has gained control of a labor union or an industry. The type of organized crime group is not what determines whether or not the
provisions of the Civil RICO Statute will be employed, but rather the degree to
which that organized crime group has infiltrated legitimate labor unions, business,
and/or industry.
Question. In view of the FBI's successes against organized crime-using fewer
human resources and given your commitment to maintaining organized crime as a
top FBI priority-are you contemplating raising the FBI Agent complement targeted against organized crime?
Answer. The recent successes against the LCN are unprecedented. Much of the
hierarchy of the five New York LeN Families, as well as other LCN families, have
been indicted and convicted. However, the criminal activities or an LCN family do
not stop simply by convicting and incarcerating the upper echelon. Their positions
are filled by subordinates, often acting as figureheads who maintain contact with
their jailed superiors. In addition, an often discounted segment of the LCN are the
countless criminal "associates" who operate with or at the behest of the LCN. This
association can vary in degree, but the common thread is that these individuals
work for the financial benefit of the family. The Federal Government must pursue
the opportunities that are now available in order to follow through and render ineffective these criminal enterprises.
Investigative and prosecutive successes have also confirmed a nationwide organized crime influence in many industries through local or national control of labor
unions. Beginning with LeN labor racketeering investigations, which are the top
priority within the Organized Crime Program, the FBI has a number of investigations underway, both civil and criminal, which when concluded are expected to have
a crippling and long-lasting effect on the LCN. The much publicized report issued by
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the President's Commission on Organized Crime confirmed what FBI investigations
had previously shown. That is, through control of unions, the LeN gains political
power, economic power and a vast source of funds from which they can finance
other illegal activities.
I intend to request additional resources, both Agent and necessary specialized support for our organized crime automation initiatives, through the budget process, in
order to assure that the FBI's successes against organized crime continue and that
our efforts have a lasting effect on these criminal entities.
Question. Has the FBI been able to keep abreast of the technological advances in
telecommunications and electronics so as to effectively combat their use by the
criminal element?
Answer. "Generally yes. Following are examples":
The FBI's Organized Crime Section (OCS) and the Technical Services Division
(TSD) regularly assist one another in the development and refinement of computer
systems. This effort maximizes the collection, analysis and dissemination or organized crime information and the management of the Organized Crime Program in
order to avoid unnecessary expenditure of resources and provides analysis to the
field for investigative focus. These systems include the Organized Crime Information
System (OCIS), Artificial Intelligence (AI), the Resource Management Information
System (RMIS) and the Field Office Information Management System (FOIMS).
Cellular telephones and telephone pagers (beepers) provide investigators and managers with an important and continuous communication link which has significantly increased the effectiveness and efficiency of FBI operators. The FBI has increased
the procurement and installation of voice privacy radio equipment and secure telephone facilities in an accelerated manner due to the prolific use of radio scanner
and other sophisticated equipment by criminals and foreign agents to intercept FBI
communications. The TSD examines new commercially developed and marketed
technical equipment that may adversely affect the FBI's ability to conduct its investigations.
Organized crime cartels also closely monitor developments in communications
technologies not only as a means of enhancing the effectiveness and efficiency of
their illicit operations, as evidenced by their widespread use of cellular telephones,
telephone pagers, and call forwarding, but also in a continuing attempt to neutralize the technology utilized by law enforcement. It is therefore necessary fm' us to
remain cognizant of technological advances in equipment capable of impeding law
enforcement efforts, and conduct the research necessary to protect the integrity of
our investigative operations.
Question. Have the recent FBI successes against organized crime bolstered the
FBI's ability to recruit informants?
Answer. Yes. This year the .FBI is conducting suitability inquiries on 35 percent
more potential organized crime informants than we conducted last year. This is considered to be a direct result of the FBI's recent successful efforts against the LCN.
The particular area where the FBI has become even more successful is in developing cooperating witnesses (CWs). A CW is an individual who cooperates in an investigation and who has agreed from the inception of that cooperation to testify in
court.
Prior to 1986 only three LCN members voluntarily cooperated with the Federal
Government and testified about their criminal acivities and the criminal activities
of others as well as furnishing information about the LCN. Those three LCN CWs
were Joseph Valachi, Aladena Fratianno, and Angelo Lonardo.
Since late 1986, two more members have become CWs. They are Thomas Del
Giorno, a former capo in the Philadelphia LCN, and Nicholas Caramandi, a soldier
in the Philadelphia LeN Family. Several other LCN members have expressed an
interest in cooperating but the terms of their cooperation has yet to be finalized.
Question. In view of the many recent drug-related convictions of LCN members
and associates, are LeN drug trafficking cases incorporated into a family enterprise
investigation, or are they investigated as a separate drug violation?
Answer. Either approach can be and has been used successfully. However, when
investigating traditional LeN families, it is preferable to expose the broad scope of
their illicit activities by utilizing the Enterprise Theory of Investigations. The goal
is to effectively attack the enterprise, rather than to focus on individual members or
groups of members involved in a specific crime, or in a series of similar crimes.
The RICO Statute was (!f.-::lCifically drafted for that purpose, and it has been extremely successful. Drug violations are used as one of the requisite predicate offenses in order to establish a clear pattern of racketeering on the part of the enterprise. The hierarchies of LeN families generally insulate themselves well from
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direct involvement in criminal acts and the enterprise theory of investigation makes
them much more vulnerable.
'
Colombian, Sicilian and Mexican drug cartels, which are involved almost exclusively in illicit drug trafficking, dictate a far more selective investigative approach.
Question. In your statement, you mentioned that several prospective witnesses
have refused to enter the, Witness Security Program. Have these types of refusals
increased in recent years and, if so, why?
Answer. The Witness Security Program (WSP) was established in 1970, and since
the FBI began to keep statistics, there have been 103 LCN members or associates
who have opted for this program. Refusal to enter the WSP is dependent upon the
individual's personal nature, life style and familial relationship. Refusals have remained relatively level in recent years.
Question. Do you believe that, in certain cases involving LCN protected witnesses
and where use of the Witness Security Program is not feasible, the FBI should be
provided with monies to relocate these witnesses? Would such a provision offer an
added enticement to future LCN members or associates to testify for the Government or to become FBI informants?
Answer. People who refuse to enter the WSP do so for a variti'ty of reasons, mostly
personal in nature (i.e., significant change in life style, reduced contact with relatives and friends, refusal of family members to relocate, etc.). None of those situations would change if the FBI were to administer the program. What the FBI needs,
is increased funding' for protection and subsistence of witnesses prior to their entry
into the WSP.
It is sometimes necessary for the FBI to maintain custody of r:ertain witnesses for
brief periods. Some have information of value to many different FBI field divisions.
Each of those field divisions requires ready access to such witnesses so they can be
questioned concerning knowledge of LCN activities in that particular division's territory. It is much easier to coordinate such questioning if the FBI maintains control
of the witness during the time required to fully debrief the witness. Again, this
sometimes involves a considerable expenditure of funds.
In the past two years the FBI has expended $450,000 per year for witness protection and expects to expend approximately $750,000 in the coming year. Such expenditures have thus far been obtained from funds originally designated for other
operational matters.
Question. During these hearings, we have heard testimony regarding the human
cost of a long-term, RICO-type investigation. A part of this human cost is due to
"burn out." Can a commitment of more manpower dedicated to the FBI's Organized
Crime Program alleviate some of this human cost?
Answer. The intensive efforts and dedication required of investigators in longterm RICO-type investigations inevitably does lead to emotional and physical stress
and can result in "burnout." Soms stress, of course, is unavoidable, particularly in
the law enforcement profession. The extensive nature of the work required in the
investigation of an LCN family enterprise includes numerous Title Ills, the use of
undercover operations, surveillance, the development and handling of cooperating
witnesses, the proper use of informants and the coordination and collation of the
investigative data to 'support spin-off investigations, search warrants and prosecution. Tho Agent's work does not end with the conclusion of the investigative phase
of the case but extends into preparation for trial and testimony involving the detailed review and collation of evidence developed over a long period of time.
While streSS cannot be entirely eliminated, there are some things we can do to
alleviate extreme stress and control Agent "burnout." The increase of investigative
resources and support resources to these investigations would aid in alleviating the
extended work hours and in handling and processing the monumental detailed information gathered in these cases. I intend to request, through the budget process,
the resources necessary to properly address these long-term RICO investigations,
particularly with respect to LCN matters. In addition, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 contained provisions which will permit noninvestigative
support personnel to monitor ongoing electronic surveillance under the direction of
law enforcement personnel. These provisions would allow the investigator to be relieved of the intense but routine tasks of monitoring, preparing drafts of transcripts,
analyzing and collating relationships and disseminating and coordinating intelligence data with respect to the Title Ills in LCN labor and family enterprise cases. I
will request the appropriate level of support in this area through the budget process.
Question. Evidently a major source of the LCN's illegal income is derived from
gambling. We have been told that pure gambling investigations are often difficult to
get prosecuted, due to a general opinion among prosecutors, the judiciary, and the
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public that gambling is a victimless crime that lacks jUry appeal. Do you believe
that law enforcement needs to reemphasize gambling investigations or do you 'believe that gambling can be adequately addressed via the RICO Statute?
Answer. LeN families are involved in a myriad of illegal activities. Gambling is
only one aspect, however, it remains a major source of income and should be addressed.
Your observations regarding gambling prosecutions are accurate. Historically, independent gambling investigations and prosecutions consumed an inordinate
amo,unt of our limited resources, lacked jury appeal, resulted in minimal sentences,
and had no significant impact on the LCN. Successful utilization of the RICO Statute has led to a major change in our investigative philosophy. Concentrating on a
single activity such as a large scale gambling operation is neither efficient nor effective. Analysis of our most effective prosecutions led to the development of what we
refer to as the "Enterprise Theory of Investigations."
The RICO Statute allows for the establishment of a pattern of racketeering on the
part of a criminal enterprise, and exposes the leaders of that enterprise to prosecution, in that they direct, manage or control the overall activities of that criminal
organization, and derive benefits from their illicit activities. Illegal gambling is one
of the predicate offenses enumerated in the RICO Statute, and is frequently used as
such. In short, the Congress has built us a better mousetrap. Juries get a much
clearer understanding of the overall menace presented by the LCN when they are
exposed to the broad spectrum of their illicit activities, and ,the Courts have responded with appropriate penalties.
The civil provisions of the RICO Statute also permit the seizure of assets obtained
through the illegal activity, which is probably more damaging than incarceration to
the future of the LCN as we know it.
Question. Former FBI Agent Joe Pistone operated in an undercover capacity
within the mob for nearly seVen years. Obviously, that kind of long-term assignment
must have significant costs, from a personal standpoint, to an Agent. What steps
has the Bureau taken to minimize any adverse effects on an undercover Agent who
is assigned to a long-term undercover operation?
PRIOR TO SELECTION

Answer. In order to avoid our Undercover Agents (UCAs) developing psychological
problems associated with stress, the FBI developed what is known as our Psychological Safeguard Program in 1983, and we have continued to develop. and refine it
since then. A summary of this program is as follows:
(1) UCA candidates are carefully screened by field office management and FBIHQ
officials prior to voluntarily entering the pool of UCA candidates. Field office management is instructed to assess a candidate's maturity, stability, dependability, and
professionalism prior to recommending him/her for inclusion in the program.
,
(2) Proposed UCAs are required to attend a two-week training seminar held at the
FBI training academy. This seminar exposes the UCA to videotaped role playing,
legal instruction, moot court exercises and psychological tesing to further evaluate
the candidates.
(3) Group I undercover operation (UCO) proposals ,are evaluated by the Criminal
Undercover Operations Review Committee (CUORC). This evaluation focuses on
such things as the propriety of the rise of the undercover technique, the scenario,
the budget, the potential for civilliabHty, etc., but an equally important function is
to consider and review the role of the UCA.
(4) Once the UCO is approved by the Assistant Director or Director, a Supervisory
Special Agent assigned to the Undercover and Sensitive Operations Unit (USOU) at
FBIHQ is tasked with.identifying qualified UCA candidates, and sending them to
the respective field office for an assessment by that field uffice's senior personnel.
(5) Those senior field personnel vigorously question the potential UCAs concerning their personal situation, motivation and experience and attempt to paint a realistic picture of the potential psychological impact of the proposed assignment on the
UCAs.
A'r THE CONCLUSION OF LONG-TERM UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS (UCO)

At the conclusion of a long-term UCO, the UCA is-;;!lfforded a debriefing interview.
This ~onsists of the following:
(1) What went well and what did not go well during the UCO.
(2) Whether any personal problems exist.
(3) What are the career goals, expectations and preferences of the UCA.
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(4) The need for "refresher/reorientation training" at Quantico to prepare the
Agent for field assignment..
(5) To provide an opportunity for emotional decompression with particular emphasis on any real or perceived concerns that the UCA may have upon returning to
work.
(6) If there are any real or perceived concerns, the UCA is afforded psychological
evaluation by trained professional medical personnel coordinated by the FBI Behavioral Science Unit at Quantico, Virginia.
After four to six months, the UCA is afforded a follow-up interview. The purpose
of this follow-up interview is three fold:
(1) To determine the attitude of the UCA toward the judicial (luccome or status of
the case;
(2) To determine if there have been any problems encountered during the transition from undercover work to more traditional investigative assignments; and
(3) To ensure that the UCA's behavior patterns have not dramatically changed
prior to, during or after the UCO.
Question. In view of the success of the New York FBI/New York City Police Department Task Force, is the FBI instituting similar operations in other major cities
that have an organized crime problem? What are the benefits and/or liabilities of
the task force concept?
Answer. The task force operations in New York are well known because New
York City continues to be the hub of LCN activity, and media coverage is so extensive, however, it is not at all unique to New York. Philadelphia for example has had
a highly successful task force on organized crime in operation for more than four
years. As a result, virtually the entire hierarchy of the Philadelphia Family is currently incarcerated, or awaiting prosecution on RICO charges. In addition, the task
force concept. is currently being utilized in Chicago, San Francisco, Dallas and Houston.
Parochialism has no place in law enforcement if we expect to succeed. It is imperative that we combine all of the available knowledge, experience, and expertise in a
well coordinated plan of action. The results of past efforts speak for themselves.
There are some inherent problems in forming task forces, but most of them are
logistical or administrative in nature, and can be overcome if the participants are
committed to the overall objective. Objectives must be clearly defined, personnel
carefully selected, work space provided, lines of authority established, and financing
secured. Trust and confidence among the participants, which is essential to success,
is not something that can be issued to them, or mandated by their parent agencies,
but is something that develops over time, as professionalism overtakes institutionalism. I can conceive of no liability in combining law enforcement's best talent to address society's most serious problems. Indeed we would be remiss to do otherwise.
Question. You have mentioned the success of the Task Force approach in enlisting
the expertise.of many different agencies in attacking organized crime. What about
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)? Have they been an active part of Task Force
efforts against organized crime?
Answer. The IRS played an extremely active part in successful Task-Force-type
investigations of the LCN. Recently the IRS, Broward County Sheriff's Office in
Florida, New Jersey State Police and the Miami Division of the FBI conducted a
joint investigation which resulted in the conviction of Joseph Dominick Paterno (deceased), a Gambino LCN Family capo, and several Gambino associates. IRS also
played an important role in the "Pizza Connection" case. The FBI relies on IRS expertise in organized crime cases involving money laundering, gambling, bank frauds
and embezzlement, and drugs. IRS has participated and continues to participate in
other successful investigations in Miami, New York, St. Louis and ot.her major
cities.
Question. In your testimony, you stated that the FBI has developed and is implementing a national organized crime strategy. Please explain that strategy, and tell
us what has been done to implement it. What are its aims?
Answer. The LCN is comprised of 25 families throughout the Nation. It has been
established that LCN families interact frequently with one another in conspiracies
to commit crimes. This is one of the primary reasons the LCN has successfully established a strong power base through its national control and influence of certain
labor unions and businesses.
The FBI's Organized Crime Program mission is to eliminate the LCN and other
organized crime groups as significant threats to American society through sustained
coordinated investigations that support successful prosecutive action. Unprecedented investigative and prosecutive successes against the LCN and other significant organized crime groups have provided the FBI ~ith the opportunity to implement an
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Organized Crime National Strategy which will enhance the FBI's efforts in the accomplishment of its Organized Crime Program mission.
On December 11, 1987, the FBI announced its national strategy which will be im"
plemEmted througn the accomplishment of the following objectives:
(a) RICO investigations directed at each LeN family's illegal activities utilizing
the "Enterprise Theory of Investigations."
(b) A multidivisional approach that will require respective field offices to initiate,
with one another, an investigative plan to address the interaction and conspiratorial
activities, of the LCN families.
(c) The undertaking of nationally coordinated criminal and civil RICO investiga~
tions to obtain evidence of the criminal relationships the LCN has established with
certain labor unions.
(d) The enhancement of the national intelligence base and appropriate analysis of
information pertaining to the LeN and other organized crime groups. The findings
will be published with appropriate taskings to address newly developed trends.
(e) Proper utilization of available resources.
(0 The requirement that all field offices, in the area of which an LCN family or
other significant group is engaged in criminal activity, fully participate in the implementation of this strategy.
Since implementing this stratep;, FBIHQ has stressed that each filed division will
specify how each of their offices LCN families or LCN presence interrelate criminally with other offices' LCN families and, in particular, to the LeN as a national
criminal enterprise. Conferences have been and will continue to be held among appropriate field divisions having mutual criminal investigative interests to formulate
investigative plans that will be submitted to FBIHQ. These investigative plans will
be developed in consultation with U.S. Attorneys, Strike Force Chiefs or their representatives for their concurrence and input.
Question. Please furnish the Subcommittee, as requested by Senator Glenn during
your testimony, the "wish list" of legislative changes and modifications which might
be helpful to law enforcement.
Answer. The following is a list of specific legislative proposals which are under
consideration as items which could enhance the FBI's investigative effort against organized crime. When the review and clearance process is finished, complete proposals may be forward to the Congress.
1. Amend RICO to allow civil forfeiture of property and immediate receivership or
seizure of such property at the commencement and during the pendency of the civil
forfeiture proceeding;
2. Amend RICO to allow seizure of property which may be the subject of forfeiture
at the commencement of criminal RICO proceedings;
3. Amend Title 29, United States Code (U.S. C.), Section 186, (Taft-Hartley Act) and
Title 18, U.S.C., Section 1954, to cover attempts and conspiracies to give or accept
corrupt payments to influence the operation of employee benefit plans and labor organizations. Allow prosecution of an attempt to pay a person who only appears to
hold a status required for receivers or who purported to exercise influence over employee benefit plans or labor organizations because that person was, or was cooperating with, a Federal law enforcement officer, or dUring the course of a law enforcement undercover operation. A new class of receivers would be added to both statutes
in order to expressly prohibit corrupt payments to persons who have actual Clr apparent influence or decision-making authority with respect to benefit plans or labor
matters, but who do not occupy the capacities required by current law for receivers
such as La Cosa Nostra members;
4. Amend Title 18, U.S.C., Section 1952 to make it a violation to transport illegal
proceeds derived from criminal acts committed on foreign soil into the United
States;
5. Amend Rule 6 (e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure to relax its severely circumscribed disclosure restrictions;
.
6. Amend Title 28, U.S.c., Section 524, (c) to permit the use of the proceeds of
forfeited property to support FBI investigations(e.g., cooperating witnesses, ·automation initiatives, etc.);
7. Provide legislation to allow the FBI to lease space without disclosing the Government's involvement;
8. Provide legislation to allow the FBI to obtain an administrative summons without going through the grand jury processes;
9. Provide legislation to allow the FBI to open checking accounts in UCOs without
obtaining Department of Justice exemptions;
10. Provide legislation to allow the FBI to use appropriated funds to establish proprietaries in UCOs without exemptions;
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11. Amend Title 18'-U.S.C., Section 1963, (RICO), to provide for a life sentence for
conviction of RICO involving murder as a predicate offense;
12. Amend Title 18, U.S.C., Section 1951, to permit the Federal prosecution of significant extortionat.e violence that is calculated to obtain property in a labor dispute. Such an amendment would overturn the decision of the Supreme Court in
U.S. v. Enmons which greatly restricted coverage of the Hobbs Act over labor management violence;
13. Provide legislation to require ERISA-covered employee benefit plans to provide
more detailed information concerning plan fmancial condition and activity to the
IRS and DOL;
14. Provide legislation to require LMRDA-covered unions to provide more detailed
information concerning union financial condition and activity to the DOL;
15. Provide legislation which would require all Labor-Management and Disclosure
Act covered uuions to identify all unions, officers and union employees that are convicted felons; and
16. Provide legislation which would require all ERISA-covered employee benefit
plans to identify all plan officers, plan employees, third-party administrator management officials, fund consultants, and service provider management officials who
are convicted felons.
Question. Please furnish the Subcommittee, as requested by Senator Mitchell
during your testimony, your opinion as to how we can best allocate our national
resources to combat drug trafficking in this country.
Answer. Through a national coordinated effort, there has been progress in the
war on drugs. However, drugs remain plentiful despite law enforcement's best efforts due to the high demand for these controlled substances by the user popUlation.
Strong drug education, drug awareness programs, and drug treatment efforts are
key steps, which, over time, will greatly enhance law enforcement efforts at addressing the drug abuse problem in the United States.
The FBI has made great progress in identifying the most sophisticated drug-trafficking organizations, developing a strategy to address them, and efficiently and effectively investigating them with the limited resources at its disposal.
The FBI's National Drug Strategy concentrates investigative resources on the
highest levels of drug cartels located in geographic areas identified as key importation and distribution centers.
Progress can also be expressed in the coordinated efforts of the FBI and the Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA) where both agencies combine their respective
investigative expertise to synergize the Federal drug enforcement effort. In addition
to their involvement in Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF)
cases, the FBI and DEA have adopted a Joint Drug Plan (JDP) to assist in identifying, targeting, and addressing major drug-trafficking organizations within a specific
region of the country.
The drug-trafficking and drug abuse problem facing the United States is of such
magnitude, that it will not be solved by investigative agencies alone. Long-term success will require a comprehensive program of both supply and demand reduction.
In January 1988, the FBI and DEA adopted to JDP to jointly identify and target
major Colombian/South American and Mexican drug-trafficking organizations in
Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New York and San Diego. These organizations are being addressed through investigations conducted on a long-term, sustained basis using extensive electronic and physical surveillance coverage and sophisticated undercover investigative techniques. JDP's are viewed as important
mechanisms for addressing major drug-trafficking organizations in a given region
using the combined talent and experience of both the FBI and DEA. The JDP is
closely aligned to the National Drug Policy Board strategies and coincides with the
goals and objectives of our NDSD.
.
The FBI is also an active participant in the Department of Justice OCDETF Program. This program's mission is to identify, investigate and prosecute high-level
members of drug-trafficking organizations by adding new Federal resources and fostering interagency coordination and cooperation, bringing together the combined expertise and unique abilities of Federal, state and local law enforcement.
The FBI's goal is to address the highest levels of drug-trafficking organizations.
This is ambitious. In order to accomplish this goal we must expand our intelligence
base, intensify our seizure and forfeiture initiatives, and continue our efforts to
identify illicit drug enterprises. All of these require the commitment of additional
resources.
The drug-trafficking and drug abuse problem facing the United States is of such
magnitude, that it will not be solved by investigative agencies alone. Long-term success will require a comprehensive program of both supply and demand reduction.
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Question: Please furnish the Subcommittee, as requested by Senator Mitchell
during your testimony, an'analysis of any problems that might be created for legitimate businesses if civil forfeiture provisions are adopted by criminal RICO actions,
allowing the Government to seize and protect assets early in the proceedings.
Answer: The forfeiture of particular, identified types of property engaged in or
acquired by particular, identified illegal activity, in a manner similar to that authorized by the provisions of Title 21 U.S.C., would not unduly interfere with legitimate business interests. As long as a statute identifies specific property subject to
forfeiture, and sufficiently connects that property with the illicit conduct generally
prohibited by the statute-usually by finding the property is substantially connected
with or is an active aid to the illegal activity-the remedial sanction of a civil forfeiture is accomplished without unduly interfering with the property interests associated with legitimate business enterprises. A generally worded provision however,
encompassing property interests in a broad, nonspecific manner such as, "all property, real or personal, tangible or intangible, OJ: any interest therein," combined
with similarly broad language describing the prohibited activity such as "used to
commit or to facilitate the commission" would predictably result in the seizure and
forfeiture of interests difficult to identify, segregate, or partition. This is especially
true with regard to on-going businesses which engage in legitimate activities as well
as illicit ones.
The particular distinctions separating a civil forfeiture from a criminal forfeiture
are attributable to the differences between the in rem and the in personam proceedings with which these types of forfeitures are pursued. The lower quantum of evi:
dence necessary to succeed in a civil forfeiture is generally supported by the focus of
the in rem proceeding on the specific property involved rather than on the guilt of
the owner which is the threshold required for the more punitive sanction imposed
by a criminal forfeiture in an in personam proceeding. Through the jurisdiction of
the court over the person convicted, there exists adequate judicial authority for the
segregation, division, or partitionment of sophisticated ownership interests often
found in on-going business enterprises.
This analysis was previously requested and was completed by the Department of
Justice and previously presented to the Senate during testimony before the Senate
Judiciary Committee con.ducting hearings on proposed Senate Bill 1523, "RICO
Reform Legislation," in October 1987.
Question: Deputy Inspector General Raymond Maria, when questioned by the Subcommittee staff, stated that one of the greatest costs of the aborted Presser investigation was its long-term effect upon his and the entire Government's labor managment racketeering program. Maria indica.ted that the basis of his response was the
cost of the lost investigative opportunities to the Government. While the Labor Department was devoting its resources (estimated, 22,120 manhoursl on the
ghostworker case, they were constrained from investigating other allegations of
labor management racketeering. Maria could not quantify this cost but added that
it would take a great tieal of time to make up for the wasted time and resources
expended on the Presser investigation. Do you agree with this analysis? How do we
avoid this in the future?
Answer: The DOL established its own investigative priorities when the decision
was made to dedicate Cleveland DOL resources to the "Ghost Employee Case."
Since indictments were obtained against the investigative targets this effort cannot
be characterized as a "waste of time." A subsequent review of agency roles in this
investigation indicates the lack of effective coordination between the DOL, FBI, and
Cleveland Strike Force delayed the prosecutive decision but did not hinder the investigative effort. The burden created by this ineffective coordination has been carried by the Cleveland Strike Force in altering the prosecutive strategy.
It is hoped that this type of situation will not reoccur because of the close liaison
and coordination established by management of the FBI and DOL in Cleveland with
the counsel of the Cleveland Strike Force. At the present time, the FBI and DOL
are pursuing joint investigative objectives in Cleveland using the task force concept.
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I

Nr. Chairman and distinguished members of the committee:
I am pleased to appear here today to coffer testimony
regarding the FBI's efforts against organized crime groups and to
attempt to place in some historical perspective how our program
has developed over the past three decades.

I have had the

opportunity to directly participate in this effort for the past
23 years as an investigator, supervisor and for the last nine
years as one of the officials charged with the direction of this
program at the headquarters level.

My comments will attempt to

place in context the evolutionary process that our Organized
Crime Program has rone through to the pOin,t where it has reached
what I believe to be the most successful effort ever mounted
again~t

organized crime.
The term organized crime is properly used to describe a

variety of criminal cartels in the united states; however, La
Cosa Nostra is the most notorious.

It is an insidious cancer

that saps the strength of our.society, threatens the integrity of
government, causes taxes to go up, adds to the cost of goods we
buy and jeopardizes our personal safety.

Labor racketeering,

drug trafficking, gambling, loansharking, murder, kidnaping and
extortion are the stock in trade of organized crime.
Profits generated by organized criminal activities are
often funneled through elaborate money laundering schemes, into
otherwise legitimate businesses.

These businesses have an edge

over their competitors who must worry about profit margins,
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overhead costs and repaying bank loans.

In a very real sense,

organized crime touches every citizen in America.
My comments will concern the problem area we refer to
as traditional organized crime in the

Unite~

states.

This is not

to suggest that the FBI is not fully cognizant of the tremendous
threat to our Nation that illicit drug trafficking poses and
certainly the Mexican, Colombian and Sicilian drug cartels are
extremely well organized criminal enterprise's.

We have. actively

pursued organized crime groups in the broader context since 1980.
This includes not only La Cosa Nostra but outlaw motorcycle
gangs, oriental organized crime groups particularly the Japanese
Yakuza and the Chinese Triads as well as emerging organized crime
groups such as Vietnamese, Russian and Jamaican organizations
that have become active in the recent past.
In response to the severity of the drug

p~oblem

and the

high priority given to drug enforcement by the FBI, we have
established a Drug Section to direct and coordinate this program
at FBI Headquarters and have dedic/'!ted over 1,000 Agents to the
effort against organized drug iFrafficking groups.

The indictment

and arrest of over 200 members of the Sicilian Mafia for heroin
trafficking in the united States and Italy on March 31,. 1988 is
but the latest example of our efforts in this regard.

Sig-'

nificant progress has been made in this effort through cooperative efforts w,ith the Drug Enforcement Administration and
numerous other Federal, state and local law enforcement agencies.
We would welcome an opportunity to provide an overview of our
Drug Enforcement Program and the national strategy we have
2
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developed at a future hearing.
perhaps history will record that the beginning of the
end for La Cosa Nostra occurred em November 14, '1957 in upstate
New York when Sergeant Edgar Cro.sswell of the New York state
Police detected and reported a large meeting that was taking
place on the estate of Joseph. Barbara in Apalachin, New York.
Fifty-nine men, all with extensive criminal records and all
suspected of involvement in "m,:>b" activities, were identified as
attending this meeting.
It was this gathering of "mobsters" from around the
country that prompted many in law enforcement, including then FBI
Director .J. Edgar' Hoover 1 to accept the findings of the Kefauver
Committee issued in 1951.
1.

'che committee concluded:

There is a nationwide crime syndicate known as the
Mafia, whose' tentacles are found in many large
cities.

It has international ramifications which

appear most clearly in connection with narcotics
trafficking.
2.

Its leader:s are usually found in control of the
most lucrative rackets in their cities.

3.

There are indicators of a centralized direction and
control of these rackets but leadership appeared
to be in a

gro~p,

rather than in a single

indivldual.
1

Comment of J. Edgar Hoover to Oliver B. Revell, Februar.y 8,
1971. See "The Many Faces of Organized Crime,"
"The '::nvestigator's Journal," Volume II, 1986, pages :1.7-18.

3
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4.

The Mafia is the cement that helps to bind the
syndicate of New York and the syndicate of Chicago
as well as smaller criminal gangs and individual
criminals throughout the country.

5.

The domination of the Mafia is based fundamentally
on muscle and murder.

The Mafia is a secret

conspiracy against law and order which will
ruthlessly eliminate anyone who stands in the way
of its success in any criminal enterprise in which
it is interested.

It will destroy anyone who

betrays its secrets.

It will use any means

available - political influence, bribery, intimidation, etc., to defeat any attempt on the part of
law enforcement to touch its top figures or to
interfere with its operations. 2'
Continuing public exposure of these criminal
enterprises prompted the Congress at the behest of the Kennedy
Administration in 1961 to enact the first legislation providing
the Justice Department and the FBI with laws specifically
designed to combat

organi~ed

crime.

These statutes included

Interstate Transportation in Aid of Racketeering and Interstate
Transportation of Wagering Information.

Based upon this

legislative authorization as well as additional resources
provided, the FBI undertook to formalize its Organized
2 Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in
Interstate Commerce, Third Interim Report, S. Rep. No. 307 82nd
Congress, 1st Session 150 (1951).
4
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Crime Program.

From 1957 to 1961 the Bureau's efforts were

primarily in the collection of criminal intelligence on the
various organized crime groups which had been,identified by the
Kefauver Committee and law enforcement agencies including the
E'ederal Bureau of Narcotics.

Although significant progress was

made against specific organized crime members including many in
leadership positions utilizing these laws, more powerful'
statutory tools were required to penetrate the veil of secrecy
and code of "omerta" surrounding the activities and the very
existence of La Cos a Nostra.
In 1967 the President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice issued a Task Force Report on
organized Crime.

This report advocated development of a national

strategy against organized crime including a number of legislative proposals to enhance the ability of law enforcement to
collect and present evidence.

This report provided impetus to

the passage of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of
1968, Title III of which gave the Federal Government authority to
conduct electronio surveillance under court order.

In addition,

recommendations of the president's task force were later
implemented in the Organized Crime control Act of 1970 which
included the now famous Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organizations (RICO) statute, our most comprehensive and powerful
statutory tool in combating organized crime.
There is no question that prosecutions of La Cosa
Nostra leaders have been unprecedented

i~

the last several years.

In view of the fact that the two key statutes described above
5
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have been in effect for nearly 20 years, the question is often
asked, "Why the sudden success?"

There are a number of factors

contributing to this apparent sudden turn ,of events.
First and foremost, the innovative nature and
complexity of these statutes, particularly RICO, dictated that
prosecutor,s and investigators develop a thorough comprehension of
the utility of the legislation and the adverse impact it could
have on illicit organizations such as La Cosa Nostra.

Since

there were no precedents for the courts to conSider in these
matters, presentation of the initial cases was most critical and
time-consuming.
Second, effective '.Io5e of these statutes necessitated a
courageous change in the
within the Bureau.

applic~,I;1.on

of scarce human resources

lUstoricall\', anr.\lal budget requests

submitted by the FBI to the

congl.·'~il:";

were supported by impressive

statistical accomplishments sue:..,. as in,olctments, convictions,
fines, savings and recoveries. In 1971, t:qe FBI undertook on
behalf of the newly arrived Nixon Administl:ation a "massive
crackdown" on organized crime.

We hired ,'n, addi tional 1,000

Agents and conducted thousands of investigations geared primarily
to the La Cosa Nostra controlled illicit gambling activities in
the United states.

OUr efforts resulted j,n thousands of

convictions but, unfortunately, very little lasting impact on the
La Cosa Nostra or even the level of illegal gambling activity in
the United States.

Later analysis showed us that while gambling

indeed had provided the major source of revenue for the La Cosa
Nostra, our approach on a case by case, operation by operation
6
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basis had not been effective in either diminishing the flow of
revenue or bt'eaking down the illegal enterprise and that
organized crime groups were controlling not only gambling but
other related illegal activities.

Statistically our emphasis on

individual cases and the prosecution of large numbers of La Cosa
Nostra members and associates was a resounding success.

However,

our efforts 'were dOing very little to lessen the actual impact of
the La Cosa Nostra on American society.

Organized crime cases by

their very nature are complex, manpower intensive and long term.
Weighing the risks of Congress perceiving a loss in return on
investment against the devastating

impar~

of organized crime on

our society, in the mid-1970S, former Director Clarence Kelley
designated organized crime a national investigative priority and
instituted a "quality over quantity" concept across the board in
our criminal investigations.
The third factor was an evolution in the FBI's
investigative philosophy toward La Cosa Nostra.

Experience had

shown us that prosecuting individual members for a specific
criminal act or series of acts had no lasting effect on the
enterprise as a whole.

Incarcerated members were quickly

replaced and the leadership remained insulated from prosecution.
In 1979 and 1980 when we undertook a complete review of our
Organized Crime program and adopted the enterprise theory of
investigation as our basic strategy, we began to make tremendous
progress in dismantling the criminal infrastructure that was
supporting illeg~l activities on a much broader base than just
gambling.

In order to have a lasting impact, it was necessary to
7
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clearly establish a "pattern of racketeering activity" on the
part of a particular La Cosa Nostra family using a variety of
predicate offenses resulting in indictment of the hierarchy of
the family, who direct and control the continuing criminal
enterprise.

Addition of civiJ. forfeiture provisions to the RICO

statute and effective use of its criminal forfeiture provisions
is essential if we are to
the economy.

neutrali~e

La Cosa Nostra's impact on

We must seize the fruits of their illicit

activities thereby denying them the continuing financial base
with which they expand their criminal empires.

A very recent

example is the "Commission Case II which received widespre1ld media
coverage.

It was, in fact, the culmination of years of manpower

intensive investigative activity.
Today our efforts include not only the use of criminal
statutes such as RICO but also the use of the civil. provision of
the RICO statute, bankruptcy fraud statutes and an evolving
theory that we may be able to utilize the antitrust statutes to
root out organized crime influence in particular areas where both
business and labor are controlled or heavily influenced by
organized crime.

At this time there is not a single La Cosa

Nostra family wherein the leadership elements have not. been
convicted or indicted based upon the FBI's efforts aided, of
course, by our law enforcement associates.
One of the strongest power bases of La Cosa Nostra has
been their influence in

organi~ed

labor.

Previous prosecutions

have clearly established their influence in the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, the International Longshoreman's

s
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Association,_ the Laborer's International Union of North America
and the Hotel Employees' and Res.taurantEmployees International
Union.

At the conclusion of a recent trial in New

Jersey,~he

1

court removed the officers of Local 560 of the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters and appointed a trustee to oversee the
local until new elections could be held in order to return
contrc)l of that local to the rank and file.

The primary emphasis

on our program today is in the area of the infiltration of the
La Cosa Nostra into the economic infrastructure of the United
states.

We have ample evidence and substantial intelligence to

indicate that the La Cosa Nostra dominates four major international unions and has infiltrated

larg~

numbers of previously

legitimate businesses to the point where the organization is
capable of substantially influencing the economic activities in
certain areas of our country.
I cannot understate the importance of electronic
surveillance to our operations.

Without the ability t9 conduct

court authorized wiretaps and microphone surveillances, we could
not have penetrated the inner circles of organized crime. Of
equal importance has been our enhanced capability to conduct
physical surveillances through the development and utilization of
hi~lhly

specialized, technologically advanced surveillance groups.

Tho development of our organ;zed crime information computer
sY!ltem has also been a major contributing factor in our ability
to undertake complex organized crime investigations.

We are

developing an artificial intelligence capability to be coupled
with this data base which will further enhance our ability to
9 .
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deal with the most intricate activities 'of'complex organized
crime groups.

The support of the Congress in funding these

costiy but essential investigative tools has

sub~tantially

contributed to our success.
Although the La Cosa Nostra continues to be the top
investigative priority of our Organized Crime Program, from time
to time other well organized, highly structured criminal groups
will pose a significant enough threat to the citizens of this
Nation to justify the application of Bureau resources.

A classic

example of this need was the concern of citizens in many cities
of the increased activities of outlaw motorcycle gangs in the
early 1980s.

The Bureau in a cooperative effort with other

Federal, state and local law enforcement agencies responded
quickly and effectively.
The FBI officially designated the outlaw motorcycle
gangs a national priority within the Bureau's Organized Crime
Program in 1982.

Since that time, significant progress has been

made nationWide.

Among the multitude of outlaw motorcycle gangs

identified through investigative efforts, those considered to be
the best organized and most sophisticated criminal organizations
are the Hells Angels Motorcycle Gang, the OUtlaws Motorcycle
Gang, the Bandidos Motorcycle' Gang and the Pagans Motorcycle
Gang.
As examples of this effort let me cite a few cases:
On February 21, 1985, extensive investigative efforts
between several Federal, state and lOcal law enforcement agencies
resulted in the nationwide issuance of arrest warrants for 88
10
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members and associates of the Bandidos Motorcycle Gang.
On the Federal level, seven FBI field divisions
including Albuquerque, Dallas, Detroit, Houston; Little Rock,
Ne~

'Orleans and seattle along, with DEA.and the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms participated in ·these arrests.,
During the course of the raids, three.Chapter Presidents and four sergeants at Arms were apprehended ill Houston,
Little Rock and Seattle.

Throughout the subsequent searches, in

excess of 200 firearms were seized including fully automatic
weapons, handguns, shotguns, explosives and narcotics.
On May 2, 1985, a three year, multidivisional FBI
investigative'effort culminated with the simultaneous nationwide
arrest of 112 Hells Angels members and associates.

A total of

126 warrants were issued consisting of 98 Federal warrants which
primarily charged violations of ,Title 21, United States Code,
Sections 841(a)(1) and 846, possession/distribution of controlled
sUbstances and conspiracy, with additional charges ranging from
violations of the RICO Statute to Federal firearms charges.

The

remaining 28 warrants were local in nature.
Of i:he members who were arrested, eight were' Hells
Angels Chapter preSidents, three were Chapter Vice presidents and
two were Secretary/Treasurers.

Search warrants were executed at

ove,r 50 locations during this effort.

As a result, in excess of

250 firearms were recovered including fully automatic weapons,
explosives, bombs', swords and sabers.

A computer and related

software, reportedly containing records of Hells Angels activity
along with voluminous Hells Angels files and reports were also
11
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recovered.
In 1985, efforts to address

t~e

OUtlaws Motorcycle Gang
f

with the Federal RICO statute resulted 'in 13 members of the Tampa
and Jacksonville, Florida, Chapters being convicted and sentenced
to multiple 20 year terms.
stemmed

.p~imatily

These RICO related convictions

from drug trafficking and prostitution.

The pagans were the focus of a major joint FBI/DEA and
local law

enforcem~nt

investigative effort in 1985 which resulted

in the convictions of 35 high-ranking members and associates
including the pagans' national Vice President and three additional top national officers.

The major national outlaw motorcycle

gangs continue to be a problem in the manufacture and distribution of methamphetamine, barbiturates and other synthetic drugs. ,
We also have information that they are becoming more involved in
the distribution of cocaine.

OUtlaw motorcycle gangs are also

involved in illegal prostitution, stolen property and illegal
weapons trafficking, extortion and murder for hire.

These

organizations continue to deserve our attention.
I ••

We must remain vigilant for emerging organized criminal
groups who would seek to fill the voids created by the neutralization of La Cosa Nostra families.,

La Cos a Nostra began in this

country around the turn of the century as street gangs in
New York City preying on fellow immigrants in their own neighborhoods.

Fueled by prohibition, those street gangs evolved into 25

separate, highly structured and disciplined families located
throughout this Nation overseen by a "Commission."
There is evidence now in several major cities with
12
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large Asian popu1atio.ns that gangs of Chinese, Vietnamese and
Koreans are growing in strength fueled in many instances by huge
profits from drug trafficking, gambling, loanshar.king and
extortion.

In additioI): to these emerging street gangs, we have

observed an increasing presence of Japanese Yakuza members active
in Hawaii and on the west Coast..

We are highly concerned that

the recession of Hong Kong. to the people's Republic of China in
1997 will cause a further relocation of Chinese Triad members to
the United states.
We are more effective in combating organized crime
today because we know more about how organized crime groups work,
how they are structured and where their weaknesses lie and
because we recognize that cooperation in this effort is' essential.

None of us can do the job alone.

The FBI is participating

in joint investigations and joint task forces with an ever
expanding number of foreign, Federal, state and local agencies.
Many of the successes were the product of these cooperative
efforts and many of them involved undercover Agents from the FBI
and other agencies working together to penstrate the inner
circles of these criminal associations.
Substantial progress has been made but now is the time
to remove this menace from our society.

In that regard, the FBI

has recently distributed to our field offices an Organized Crime
National Strategy.

The strategy reaffirms the priorities of the

program, encourages further development of the national intelligence base and highlights the success of the enterprise theory
of investigation.

Momentum in this battle is now on the side of
13
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law enforcement and we must make every effort to sustain it.
Public awareness of the.ominous threat of organized
crime and continued support of the lawenfoicement agencies
tasked' with the responsibility ofremc:iving that threat is most
critical to successfully achieving that important goal.

Hearings

such as these help to accomplish those objectives and we are
grateful for the opportunity to participate.

14
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11r.. CHAII~MAU, nlSTIIlGlJlSItEO MEMRFRS OF THE COIiMITTf.E; I

AM PLEASEV TO HAVE THE OPPORTUUITY TO APPEAR OEFORE YOU TO REPONT
. Off THE STATUS OF I1RGAfUZED CRIME IN THE UNITED STlr-TES.

As THE

HEARINGS PROGRESS, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTlGATIOfl (FBI)
PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO VAHIOUS AREAS OF THE

CO~NTRV

WIL( PROVIDE

OVERVIEWS OF SUCCESSFUL INVESTIGATIONS ~N~ PROSECUTioNS W~IC~
HAVE HAD A SIGNIFICANT 1I1PACT ON THF ·PROBLEM.

ALTHOUGH /'IANY OF

THESE CASES WERE RECENTLY CONCLUD~D AND RECEIVED WIDESPREAD MEDIA
ATTEUTION, THEY ARE, IN FACT THE CULMINATION OF YEARS OF MANPOWER
INT~NSF

INVESTIGATIVf EFFORtS CONDUCT~D BY THE FBI. THROUGH A

WELL-COO~OINAT~D

JOIUT COMMITMENT WITH MANY FEDERAL, STATE AND

LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIFS.
THE OPGANllFO

C~IM~

PROBLEM ENCUIiPASSES A

CRIMINAL CARTELS; HOWFVEk, LA COSA

~DSTRA

NUMBE~

OF

HAS IMPACTED MORE

NEGATIVELY ON hHERICAN SOCIETY THAT ANY OTHER SINGLE GROUP AND
THHEFOflE CONTIUUF.S, AS THE lIIRF.CTOR NOTED

EAf(LlE~,

TO BE THE' TOP

PRIORITY OF OIlR URGANIZED C~IME PROGRM.
SINCE THEIR STRONG EMERGENCE DURING THE PROHIBITION ERA
OF THE 1920s, LA CORA NOSTRA FAMILIES HAVE CONTINUED TO ENGAGE IN
A BROAD SPECTRIIM OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITY.

ENORMOUS PROFITS ARE

G&tJ..gQATEO BY TtiEIR ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES, SOME OF WHICH ARE INVESTElJ
IN LEGITIMATE BUSINESS VF.NTURES, WHILE MUCH ARE IISED TO FINANCE
THF EXPANSION OF THEIR CRIMINAL ENTERPRISES.
THE ENACTMENT OF THE RICO STATUTE IN 1~70 WAS A
HISTO~IC

EVEUT IN THE FIGtiT AGAINST ORGANIZED CRIME, BECAUSE IT

RENDERED THE ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR LEADERSHIP VULNERABLE TO
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PROSECUTIOU.

RATHE~

THAN MERELY THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBEHS WHO

OUT THE DAY-TO-D,AY' CRIMINAL ACTIVITY.
PROVISIONS OF THE STATUTE

ENABL~

C~RRY

IN ADDITIOII, FORFEITURE

THE GOVERNMENT

T~

SEIZE A_SETS

OBTAINED THROUGH ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES. INCLUDING'LEGITIMATE
BUSINESSES, AND ALSO PROVIDE FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF NECESSARY TO
REMOVE THEIR INFLUENCE ,FROM LABOR UNIONS.
INVESTIGATOPS AND PROSFCUTORS HAVE DEVELOPED A KEEN
UNDERSTANDING OF THE UTILITY OF THIS LEGISLATION AND 7HE ADVERSE
IMPACT IT CAN HAVE
NOSTRA.

O~

ILLICIT ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS LA 'COSA

SUCCESSFUL APPUCATION OF THE LAW HAS LED TO A CHANGE IN

INVESTIGATIVE AND PROSECUTIVE PHILOSOPHY. WHICH HAS RECOME KNOWN
IN THE FBI AS THE ~ENTERPRISE THEORY OF INVESTIGATION.~
THEORY WILL BE

EXPLAI~~D

THIS

IN FIJRTHE,R DHAIL BY PERSONNEL FROM OUR

NEW YORK OFFICE. BUT BASICALLY IT STATES THAT IT IS NO LONGER
SUFFICIENT TO INVESTIGATE AND PROSECUTE INDIVlnUAL MEMBERS OF A
CRIMINAL ENTERPRISE FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL ACTS.
NOW VIEWED AS PREDICATE OFFENSES OF A PATTER!I OF

THOSE ACTS ARE
~ACKETEERING

ACTIVITY. CARRIED OUT AT THE DIRECTION AND UNDER THE CONTROL OF
THE HIERARCHY OF THE CRIMINAL ENTERPRISE.
ORGANIZED CRIME CASES BY THEIR VE~Y NATURE REQUIRE THE
DEDICATION OF EXTENSIVE MANPOWER OVER PROLONGED PERIODS.

THE

FEAR ANn ItlTlMIDATlOl1 PROJECTED BY LA COSA NO·STRA. WHICH HAVE
BEEN ENHANCED FOR DECADES THROUGH THE MEDIA AND THE MOTION
PICTUR~

INDUSTRY. OFTEN RESULT IN ACCEPTANCE OF THEIR EXISTENCE.

OR INDIFFERENCE TO IT ON THE PART OF THE PUBLIC. AND AN
UNWILLING~

~s

OF POTENTIAL WITNESSES TO COME FORWARD.

lHESE

- '2 -
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FACTORS, COUPLED WITH THE

DI~FltULTY

OF

~EVELOprNG

INFORMANTS'

FROM WITHIfI THE MEMBERSHIP OF LA COS A NaSTRA FAMIUES'. NORMALLY
NEGATE 'EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION (ll-' TflADlTlOllAL INVESHGATI'VE
TECHNIQUES. AND DICTATE THE, IMPLEMENTATION OF MORE SOPHiSTiCATED
METHODS SUCH AS UNDERCO,VER OPERATI ONS, ELECTRONIC SURVE I LLAHCE
THE FAMILY ENTE~PRISE

AND EXTENSIVE PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCES·

INVESTIGATION OF ~HE COLOMBO FAMILY, CODENAMED ·STARQUEST.- TOOK
FOUR YEARS TO COMPLETE~ DURING WHICH TIME
ELECT~ONIC

17

C61IRT-AUTHORIZED

SURVEILLANCES ~ND &0 EXTENSIOUS OF THOSE COURT ORDERS

TO PERMIT MONITORING BtYOND THE INITIAL

~O-DAY

AUTHORIZATION

WE~E

UTiL IZED.
A'S THE ENTERPRISE THf!:ORY OF INV~STIGATION WAS
DEVELtiPING AND, REQUIRING AN INCREASED

COMMIT~ENT

OF PERSONNEL,

THE 'FHI's INVESTIGATIVE R_SPONSIBILITIES ~'RE EXPANDED TO IUCLUDE
CONCURRENT JURISDICTION W{TH THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
FOR lNVESTIGATION OF VIOLATIONS OF THE CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT,
TITLE 21. UI/ITED STATES Cone.
CRIME MATTERS ARE

~ETTER

IIGENTS EXPERIENCED IN ORGANIZED

PPEPARED TO COl/DUCT INVESTIGATIONS OF

MAJOR DNUG NETWOPKS. AIIO CONSEQUENTLY. MANY WERE ASSIGNED THOSE
DUTIES.

j~

lY81.

THE

FBI

WAS UTILIZING

1.10U'

AGENTS TO ADDRESS

TRADITIONAL ORGANIZf[l CRIME" NATIONALLY, BUT BY 1987 HAD REDUCED
THAT NUM8ER TO 61/·
JH~

"

Nf!:W STRATEGY ALSO CREATED UNFORESEEN EXPENDITURES

,OF FlIlms. WH ICH CO NT I NUE TO

~IOUNT

ANNUALLY.

THE ENACTMENT OF THE

WITNESS Sr:.CIIR1TY ACT IN 19R4 HAS BEEN A MAJOR CONTRIBUTING FACTOIl
III THE

IHCk~ASING

NUMBERS OF WITNESSES WILLING TO

T~STIFY

AGAINST

- s-
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LA COSA NOSTRA.INCLUDI~G·SOME HIGHLY FLACED MEMBERS.

IN' ORDER

TO THOROUGHLY DEBRIEF THESE WITNESSES. WHILE AFFORDING

THE~

ADEQUATE PHYSICAL' SECURITY. IT IS OFTEN NECESSARY

WE DELA¥,

TRANSFER'OF THESE WITNESSES TO THE CONTROL OF THE
SERVICE, FOR.EXTENDED PERIODS.

~HAT

U. S.

MARSHALS

THIS REQUIRES THAT THE FBI.

•

PROVIDE .FOOD. HOUSING. AND OTHER INCIDENTAL LIVING EXPENSES, NOT
MO~E

ONLY FOR THE WITNESS, BUT

OFTEN THAN NOT, FOR IMMEDIATE

FAMILY MEMBERS ALSO., OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS. WE HAVE
AVERAGED $qSU.UUU PER YEAR FOR THIS TYP£

O~

PRE-ENTRY SUPPORT.

AND ESTIMATE THAT WE WILL SPEND .AN ADDITIONAL $750.00U IN FISCAL
YEAR

lYK8.

THERE IS NO SEPARATE FUNDING FOR THIS PURPOSE AND,

THEREFORE. IT IS OFFSET BY UTILIZING OTHER APPROPRIATED
OP·ERATIOtlAL FUNDS, TO THE OVERALL DETRlf1EtIT pF THE PROGRAM.
A RECENT PLEA AGREE',ENT IN A FLORIDA CASE CONTAIIIED A
PROVISION FOR REIMBURSEMEWT BY THE DEFENDANT TO THE FHl OF

SbU.UOO USED FOR THE TEMPDRARY HOUSING AND MAINTENANCE OF
WITNESSES IN THE CASE·
APPROPRIATE.,

LEGISLATIVE ACTION IN THIS AREA nAY BE

CIVIL COURTS HAVE BEEN LEVYING SIMILAR PENALTIES

FOR"YEARS IN THE FORM OF COURT COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES AGAINST
UNSUCCESSF~L

LITIGANTS.

FINES LEVIED CURRENTLY IN FEDERAL

CRIMINAL CASES kEQUIRE PAYMENT TO THE
PROVISIONS FOR

REIMB~RSEMENT

BORE UNAPPROPhlATED COSTS·

U. S.

TREASURY, WITH NO

TO THE INVESTIGATIVE AGENCY THAT
PENHAPS RICO COULD BE AMENDED TO

INCLDDE PROVISIONS REQUIRING CONVICTED DEFENDANTS TO REIMBURSE
THE APPROPklATE INVESTIGATIVE AGENCY FOR SOME OF THE COSTS
INCURREn BY THE INVESTIGATION.
- q -
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AS TO THE CURRENT STATE OF ORGANIZED CRIME; THE
PROSECUTIONS IN RECENT YEARS OF THE HIERARCHY AND HEMBt,RSHIP OF
LA COSA NOSTRA' ARE INDICATIVE OF THE SUCCESSFUL BA~TLE BEING
WAGED AGAI~ST ORGANIZED CRIME IN THE UNITED STATES.

PARTICULARLY

SIGN I F·I CANT WAS THE UOVEMBER,' 1986, CONy I CTI ON OF;THE LEADERSH 1P ..
OF THE FIVE /olE'll YORK FAMILIES OR. "THE CO"'HSSION," Ii BODY )lHICH
HISTO~ICALLY

CRIMINAL

·EXEHClsED CONSIDEnABLf. INFLUENCE OVER A NATIONWIDE

~"TERPRISE.

As

A RESULT OF THIS PROSECUTION, IUU-YEAR

PRISON SENTENCES AND $250.UUO FINES \lEkE METED OUT BY THE
PRESIDl"G JUDGE.
CRIMINAL

floRE IMPORTAUTLYi BY EXPOSING THESE SECRET

ENT~RPRISES

A~D

PMOV1NGTHElk·1NFLUfNCE AND CONTROL OVER

SUCH Dl VEI<SE 1NDIISTRI ES AS CDNSTRUCTl ON, TRUCK I NG, WASTE DI SPOSAL
Aim SH 1 PP IIIG, THE POll T I CAL AND PUBLI C AWARENESS OF THF MENACE OF
ORGANIZED CRIME HAS B~EN INCREASEIT SIGNIFICANTLY.

THE PERCEPTION

OF INVINCIBILITY HAS BEEN SEVERELY DAMAGED, ANn THE SHIELD OF
FEAR AND I"TIMIDATION ROLLED ASIDE BY THE CONTINUING EMERGENCE OF
WITNESSES FO" THE PROSECUTION·
ALTHOUGH THE UNDERWORLD HAS BEEN DISRUPTED BY
SUCCESSFUL INVESTIGATIONS AHD PROS~CUTIONS, THE

JS

LA COSA NOSTHA

FAMILIES ARE STILL INTACT ANn ATTEMPTING TO SHORE UP THEIR
DEFENSES.

IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT WE SUSTAIN THE

MOMENTU~

BY FULLY

IMPLEMENTING A tlATlON.AL STRATEGY, WITH INCREASED EMPHASIS 011 THE.
ENTERPRISE THEORY OF INVESTIGATION, CLOSELY COORnlNATEU ON A
REGIONAL BASIS.

IN ADDITION, WE ~UST CONTINUE TO FOLLOW A VIABLE

AND AGGRESSIVE PROGRAM TO ADDRESS LABOR

RACKET~ERING

AND TO

- 5-
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EXPAND THE USE OF THE CIVIL PROVISIONS OF THE HICU

ST~TUTE

AGAINST LA COSA NOSTRA ~ND THOSE L~BORUNIONS KNOWN TO BE
IIIFLlJENCED. DOMINATED OR CONTROLLED BY ORGANIZED GRIME.
THERE WILL ALWAYS BE SOMEONE ANXIOUS TO FILL THE VOID
CREATED BY THE DEMISE OF A FORMERLY SUCCESSFUL

CRIMINA~

ENTERPRISE. OR TO CREATE NEW ARENAS FOR ILLICIT PROFIT.,

WE MUST

REMAIN VIGILANT IN ORDER TO QUIC.KLY, IDENTIFY THESE EMEP.GltlG
GROUPS. ESTABLISH A COMPREHENSIVE INTELLIGENCE BASE. AND EMPLOY
ESTABLISHED AS WELL AS INNOVATIVE INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES IN
ORDER TO SUCCESSFULLY ADDRESS THEM·
IN ALL OF

OU~

INVESTIGATIVE

~ESPONSIBILITIES.

THE

COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE OF THE PUBLIC IS ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS;
AND PUBLIC HEARINGS. SUCH AS THESE. AFFORD US A UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY TO SOLICIT 11. FOR WHICH
CO~'~lITTEF..

W~

ARE GRATEFUL TO THE

ThllllK YOII. folil. t:HAIR~'AN.

- 6 -
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JOlIN C. KEENEY
ACTING ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
CRIMINAL DIVISION

Mr. Chairman and Members of 'the Subcommittee, I am pleased
to have

the

opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the

efforts of the Department of Justice in our continuing battle
against organized crime in this country.
We have scored tremendous victories against organized
criminal groups over'the past few years as a result of a national
offensive that has been systematic and sustained.

Through an

extraordinary series of prosecutions across the country, the mob
leadership in our major cities has

bee~

crippled.

Boston,

Buffalo, Chicago, Kansas City, Cleveland, Los Angeles, New
Orleans, New York, Philadelphia -- all have seen La Cosa Nostra
,(LeN) bosses, underbosses and capos convicted, sentenced to long
prison terms and stripped of their assets.
And our successes extend beyond individual convictions.

The

government is setting the agenda and the mob is on the defensive.
Mobsters have been overheard on electronic surveillance lamenting
the RICO statute and scorning their increasing inability to spend
or conceal the proceeds of their crimes.

They must go to

extraordinary lengths to avoid electronic surveillance; they know
they can no longer safely plan,crimes in their cars, their
favorite clubs, or even on the sidewalk.

Power struggles are

breaking out as DOss after boss is convicted.
Perhaps the best indicator of the progress of our war
against organized crime is that more and more racketeers facing
stiff sentences are defecting from the ranks of organized crime
to become federal witnesses against their former associates.
~,

the Mafia code of silence, is being challenged by a new
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canon:

When the going gets tough, the smart change sides.

The

number and stature of convicted mobsters "flipping" to the
government's side in recent years is unprecedented" and in itself
demonstrates a significant weakening of the mob.

The list of

government witnesses includes such figures as long-time mob
members Henry Hill, "Jimmy the Weasel" Fratianno, Angelo Lonardo,
Thomas Del Giorno, and Nicholas Cararnandi as well as former
Teamsters president Roy Williams.
But, important as our successes have been, they are mere
battles won in a war that continues to rage.
this country is neither dead nor dying.
resilien~

Organized crime in

La Cosa Nostra is a

and opportunistic group of criminals.

Although it may

never again, amass the concentrated power it once wielded, it must
not be underestimated.

If we reduce our vigilance or ease the

pressure, the criminals who make up the mob will grab back every
inch we have taken away.

The LCN is continually in the process

of replenishing its ranks and diversifying into new areas.

At

the same time, newer organized criminal groups, such as the
Chinese Wah Ching and the Ja,panese Yakuza, have emerged, ready to
fill in the power vacuum caused by our offensive against the LCN
hierarchy.
The ch.allenge facinc;r law enforcement today is to sustain our
pressure on the LCN and at the same time prevent emerging
organized c:riminal groups from acquiring a power base.
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In my testimony today, I will first highlight the progress
that the Department of Justice has made against'organized crime
in recent years.

I will th~n discuss 'what I befieve are the

reasons for this progress andwhilt we have learned from our
successes.

Third, I will discuss the challenges remaining for

the future and our strateg'y to continue the successful fight
against organized crime.
RECENT SUCCESSES
As you know, 'the cornerstone of the Department's organized
crim~'program is the Organized Crime and Racketeering Section of

the Criminal Division.

The Organized Crime and Racketeering

Section has established Strike Forces in fourteen cities across
the country with significant organized crime problems.
Strike Force Field Offices in ten additional cities.

There are"
The

Attorney-in-Charge of each Strike Force works closely with his
United States Attorney to develop an organized crime enforcement
plan for the dist'rict that achieves the optimum integration of
all availabie resources.

Close' coordination of prosecutors and

investigators in the Strike Force offices is encouraged.

In

developing and executing their district enforcement plans, the'
Strike Forces draw on the expertise of federal investigative '
agencies, including the FBI, DEA, the Department of Labor, the
Internal Revenue Service, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobaci::o and
Firearms, the Immigration and Naturalization Service, the U.S.
Customs Service, the u.S. Postal Service, and the U.S. Secret
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Service, as well as state and local investigators· and
prosecutors.
Quite simply, the mission of the Strike Forces is to disrupt
organized criminal enterprises by imprisoning their leadership
and forfeiting their assets.

Using the most sophisticated and

intrusive investiga.tive techniques, including electronic
surveillance, undercover operations and aggressive use of the
federal grand jury and the federal

i~~unity

statute, they are

dedicated to building comprehensive Racketeer Influenced and
corrupt Organizations (RICO) cases against entire crime families.
As the following survey of cities demonstrates, they have met
with great success.
Family Prosecutions
Boston
In February, 1986, the Boston strike Force convict,ed Gennaro
Angiulo, head of the Boston branch of the Patriarca family of La
Cosa Nostra, two capos and an associate on a RICO indictment that
charged as predicate acts six murders, two conspiracies to
murder, loansharking, gambling, and obstruction of justice. 1/
The eight-month jury trial, which was based in

larg~

part on

tape-recorded evidence obtained during three months of electronic
surveillance of Angiulo's criminal headquarters, was the longest
in the history of the District of Massachusetts.

Angiulo was

sentenced to a term of 45 years, and property worth approximately
$4 million was forfeited to the United States.

One year later,

Ilario Zannino, the consigliere, whose c,ase had been severed from
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the other Angiulo defendants, was convicted of loansharking and
gambling arid sentenced to thirty years in prison.
Buffalo
In, Buffalo, NeW' York, where the first Organized Crime Strike
Force was cr'eated in 1967, LCN boss Samuel Russotti, his
underboss, consigliere, and several capos and associates ,were
convicted in 1984 following a six-week trial.

~/

This RICO

prosecution emllraced predicate 'acts of murder, arson, extortion
and obstruction of justice.'

Russotti and four other leaders

received '46-year sentences.
9hicago and Kansas City
In 1986, Joseph Aiuppa, the boss of the Chicago LCN family,
the underboss and three other Chicago LCN members were convicted
by the Kansas City Strike Force in a landmark case which
dramatically demonstrated LCN domination of the Teamsters Union
and major Las Vegas casinos;':2./

The Aiuppa case laid out a

conspiracy among four LCN families to use their influence with
the Teamsters Central States Pension Fund in Chicago to obtain
more than $80 million in loans for the acquisition and
improvement of Las 'Vegas casinos;

The evidence was that they

then "skimmed" 'the profits'and distributed the skimmed money
among the mob families in Kansas City, Chicago, Milwaukee ahd
Cleveland. 'Aiuppa, who'had never before been convicted of a
serious offense, was sentenced to 28 years.

Also convicted were

Carl DeLuna, acting boss of the Kansas City family, Frank
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Balistrieri, boss of"the Milwaukee family, and Milton Rockman,
financial advisor ,to

t~e

Clevela'nd family.

The Aiuppa 'case illustrates the challenges and the rewards
Q~

prosecuting organized crime on the national level.

The

prosecution was based on 4,00'0 hours of electronic surveillance
conducted by the FBI 'in five different judicial district's.

To

ensure the necessary coordination among the different jurisdictions during this lengthyaIid' sensitive investigation, the'
Department-appointed a career attorney in the Organized Crime
and Racketeering Section to

ov~rsee

the case's investigative

development.
The government's case was significantly bolsteredby'the
testimony of two witnesses, Angelo LOnardo and Roy Williams, both
of whom' had previously been convicted in Strike 'F'orce
prose,cutions and decided to cooperate with the government in the
face of long prison terms.

In 1985, Lonardo, underboss of the

Cleveland LCN family, had been convi6ted by the Cieveland Strike
,

'

Force of violating the RICO statute 'and sentenced tO'a life term
without parole.' ~I

In 1982:, former Teamsters president Williams

had been convicted by the Chicago Strike Force and senten6e!d to
ten y~ars in prison for his role'in a conspiracy to'Bribe a
Unit~d states Senator in order to defeat legislation affecting

deregulation of the trucking industry. 1/
The Kansas 'City prosecution demonstrates the advantages

(,.f

long term, nationally coordinated investigations, the
effectiveness of 'court authorized 'electronic surveiilaric~' as an
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defendants into government witnesses.
Cleveland
Also

~onvicted

with Angelo Lonardo, the Cleveland underbosH

who received a life sentence and testified in. the Kansas City
case, were two of his young street captains, Joseph Gallo and
Thomas Sinito. §/

Gallo received a life sentence, while Sinito

had four years added to a previous sentence of 18 years.

The

boss of the Cleveland family, James Licavoli, had been
successfully
He received a

prose~uted
17-yea~

by the .Cleveland Strike Force in 1982.

sentence and later died in prison. 11

Los Angeles
In 1981, ·Los Angeles mob boss Dominick Brooklier, his
underboss, and two associates were
'prosecution and sent

~o

conv~cted

in a RICO

prison, where Brooklier died in 1984. !I

New cYrleans
In 1981, New Orleans mob boss Carlos Marcello was
convicted on a RICO indictment as a result of the FBI's BRILAB
un~ercover

investigation. 21

Following a five-month trial,

Marcello was sentenced to seven years in prison.

He alt:io

received a ten-year consecutive sentence for a conspiracy to
bribe the judge in the Brooklier case in Los Angeles.
New York
As you know, New York has been the site of unprecedented
organized crime prosecutions over the past· several years.

In a

series. of RICO cases, the bosses of four of the five LCN families
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were convicted of rac:keb~ering ands'entenced to long prison
terms.

'The fifth b.oss was murdered before, he 'we'nt to trial.

Foremost among the New York p~os~cutionswas the so-callea
"~ommission" case prose-cuted oy the united states Attorney for

the Southern District o'f New York. lOr This RICO prosecution
charged the bos'sesof each' of the five families with being
members of an organized crime "Commission" which coord:i:nated the
criminal activities of the five families and mediated disputes
which arose bet.ween the families. . Three bosseS, two underbosse's
and one consigliere were convicted in November 1986, and
sentenced to 100 year prison terms, as was Colombo family member
Ralph Scope, president. of the Concrete Workers District Council
of the Laborers Union.'

The fourth' boss, Paill Castellano, was

murdered prior to the trial.

Bonanno family boss Philip Rastelli

was severed from the case because he.was on trial in another
prt)secution.
In addition to'the Commission case, each New York LCN
family has recently been the subject of at least one majot RICO
prosecution., In June'1986, the leadership of the Colombo family,
including boss Carmine Persico, underhoss Gennaro Langella, and
four capos, were cOlivictedin a RICO prosecution involving labor
racketeering. 11/
Philip Rastelli, boss of the Bo'nanno family, and several
other family members were convicted in a RICO prosecution by the
Brooklyn Strike Force in O~tober 1986,' following' a six-month jury'
trial. 12/

The charges in that case involved labor racketeering
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in the domination of the moving and storage industry in

~ew

York

City and also included related charges of arson, robbery and. mail
fraud.

Rastelli was sentenced to 12 years in prison.

The Luchese family was the target of a RICO prosecution by
the Brooklyn

St~~ke

Force in 1986. 13/

Ten Lucches9rnembers and

associates were charged with dominating the air freight business
tIt John F. Kennedy Aixport in New York.

Nine of the ten

6efendants pled guilty and the tenth was convicted following a
jury trial.

The defendants received sentences of up to twelve

years.
The Gambino family, the largest of the five New York
families, has been the subject of numerous federal prosecutions.
In June 1986, sixteen members and associates of the Gambino
family were indicted by the Brooklyn Strike Force. lil

Eleven of

the fifteen defendants were convicted, including the consigliere., .
Joseph N. Gallo.
After nine months of trial, a second RICO prosecution
involving the Gambino family reCently resulted in a mistrial on a
motion by the government which alleged attempts to tamper with
the jury.

III In a rare proceeding, nine Federal judges from the

Eastern District of New York sitting en banco found that the
government had properly raised questions of jury tampering,
thereby clearing the way for a retrial.
Finally, in March 1987, John Gotti, Who became boss of the
Gambino fa.-nily following the mUl."der of Paul Castellano, was
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I;listrict of New York. 16/
The fifth New York family is the Genovese family.

Six

members of the Genovese family and several associates are
currently in the final phase of a trial in New York on a RICO
indictment which charges a wide range of racketeering activities,
including a charge that Anthony Salerno and others controlled the
election of the president of the Teamsters Union. 171
One final New York prosecution that· deserves particular
mention is the so-called "Pizza Connection" heroin
prosecution. 181

The indictment in that case charged 35

defendants with participating. ·in an international heroin 'ring
which imported over a metric ton of heroin and resulted in the
transfer of over $50 million in proceeds to the Sicilian mafia
through Swiss bank accounts.

The Newark, Detroit, and

Philadelphia Strike Fox:ces and the Organized Crime Unit of the
United States .Attorney , s Office. for the Southern District of New
York all participated in the investigation of the case, which
culminated in a 17 month trial in the Southern District of New
York.

Eighteen of the nineteen defendants who went. to trial were

convicted and received' sentences of up to 45 years.
Philadelphia
Finally, in Philadelphia, a RICO indictment against Nicky
Scarfo, boss of the Philadelphia mob, and eighteen other mob
associates was returned on January 11; 1988.

121

The indictment
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charges the defendants with ]?a.:::ticipating in an eleven-year
racketeering conspiracy which included ten murders, four
attempted murders, and a variety of extortion, gambling, and
narcotics offenses·.

This is a "second generation" mob prose-

cution in Philadelphia.

A 1981 RICO prosecution resulted in the

conviction of several leaders of the Philadelphia mob, although
boss Angelo Bruno, underboss Phil Testa, and several top capos
were slain before the case went to trial. 20/

Scarfo was also

recently convicted of extortion and sentenced to a fourteen-year
term in a 1987 prosecution. 21/
Indu'stry Prosecutions
In addition to targeting for prosecution the leadership of
LCN families, a second, more recent element of our strategy has
been to remove organized crime from the marketplace by
identifying and focusing our efforts on specific industries or
sectors of the economy that have been corrupted, and in some
cases, dominated by organized crime.

This approach implements

the recommendations of the 1986 President's Commission on
Organized Crime which addressed organized crime's involvement in
labor racketeering.

It represents an important new step in the

continuing evolutionary development in the government's tactical
war against organized c;ime.
In the early years of fighting the

LCN~our

response to

organized crime activities was basically a reactive one.
was committed and law enforcement tried to solve it.

A cz:,ime

The next
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step in the evolution was the

targetin~

of specific organized

crime figures w~o were responsible f9r large numbers of crimes.
This strategy was effective to a poinb but in

som~

instances we

fl',und that mob leaders were replaced by those below them with
little or no disruption to the functioning of the organization.
This realization led ,to the development of the

ent~rprise

theory of investigation and prosecution in Which we target not
individuals but whole

crifuin~l

organizations or families, so that

an entire chain of command is eliminated at onetime.

As we have

just seen, this strategy has been use'd with considerallle success,.
However, given the increasingly sophisticated nature of our
economy and the ability of organized crime to exploit it, even
enterprise prosecutions are not enough.

:.>

Our s,trategy

h~s

expanded to include the active scrutiny of our economy for
particular sectors that have been corrupted by organized crime,
followed by the targeting and attacking of that corruption on an
industry-wide basis.
Organized labor has historically provided a vital power base
through which the mob has plac,ed a strangle hold on our economy.
All too frequently, organized criminal grQups have used their
control of particular labor unions and the

f~ar

of labor unrest

in particular industries to allocate business among contractors
and firms from whom members of these groups have demanded and
received payoffs.
One important aspect of theLCN,"Cornmission" case in,New
York involved such an extortion scheme.

~I

In that case,
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mobsters used their domination of the local Concrete and Cement
Workers Union to control the allocation of contracts to pour:
concrete on construction jobs in New York City.

Operation of the

bid-rigging scheme involved payoffs to the mob of up to 2% of the
value of each concrete contract which exceeded $2 million.

The

result of this scheme was in effect a 2% tax -- payable to the
mob -- on the 'foundation of each large building project in
Manhattan.
~IO

of the Commission defendants, Carmine Persico and

Gennaro Langel1a, leaders of the Colombo family, had already been
convicted in a separate prosecution which

~harged

Colombo family

members with the controlling concrete const,ruction contracts
below $2 million, demanding and receiving payoffs of up to H of
~

the contract price, and dominating certain local unions in New
York affiliated witil the Teamsters and H.otel Employees
~mions.

23/

Although he was not charged with personal participation
in the construction bid-rigging nClub,· Bonanno family boss
Phillip Rastelli was convicted on Oc'tober 15, 1986, of racketeering and extortion in a federal prosecution which detailed a
twenty-year history of the Bonanno organized crime family's
influence over the New York moving and storage industry.

lit

After a six-month trialprosecutecl by the Brooklyn Strike Force,
Rastelli and fourteen other defendants, including the entire
leadership of Teamsters Lo·cal.Uni.on 814 in New York and
executives of moving and storage ·firms, were convicted.

A major
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part of the racketeering activity consisted of a conspiracy among
owners of moving and storage firms, union officials, and
organizad crime figUres·to make and receive payoffs of up to 5%
of the contract revenue.

In .return for the payoffs, union help

and organized crime mUscle'protected a

bid-~igging

scheme to

monopolize government moving contracts in the New York
metropolitan,area.

Indeed, it was determined during the

investigation that a payoff to labor officials and organized
crime figures' had been built into the cost of a particular moving
contract for which the Fel1eral'Government had paid $142,000 in
connection with the relocation of an

FBI office.

The conviction on November 5, 1986, of Harry Davidoff, a
Teamsters Local Union 851 official, through the efforts of the
Brooklyn strike Force demonstrated that the Lucchese organized
crime family, through its control of two Teamster local unions,
reaped millions of dollars in illegal profit from a wide variety
of extortionate and other criminal activity. 25/

The racketeer-

ing conspiracy, which covered an eight-yeax- period, charged the
extortion or attempted extortion of more than $1.5 mH,lion in
labor peace payoffs from air freight companies at Kennedy
Airport.
Moving hack further in time, operation UNIRAC in the late
'70's broke the cycle of mob corruption of the ports along the
Eastern

Seaboar~.

The UNIRAC prosecutions exposed the LeN's

manipulation of the shipping industrY tfirough its infiltration of
the Jnternational Longshoreman's Union and resulted in the
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members.
The series of casino-related prosecutions in Las Vegas and
~anBas

City were also "industry· prosecutions, although not

originally highlighted in that manner.

During the Kansas City

skimming prosecution, the government presented evidence that
certain LCN defendants used their influence with the Teamsters
Central States Pension Fund in Chir-ago in order to obtain loans
in excess of $80 million for the a,cquisition and improvement of
the casinos.

Du~ing

this trial, former Teamsters president Roy

Williams testified that he accepted monthly payments of .$1,500
from the LCN between 1974 and 1981 as a result of his activities
as a Pension Fund trustee and his help in arranging the casino
loans.

Williams, of course, had been convicted by the Chicago

Strike Force fOr his role in
St~tes

a

conspiracy to bribe a United

Senator in order to defeat legislation affecting the

deregulation of the trucking industry.
was Allen Dorfman, a former.

aS~9t

Among his co-defendants

manager and insurance provider

for the Central States Fund, who was murdered one month after
being convicted.
Although it has received. t:he most public attention,
organized labor is not tbe only sector of the economy which has
been exploited by organized, crime.
tions disclose

tha~

owners

~nd

More and more, our investiga-

managers of legitimate businesses

ha.ve cD-operated with organized crime in return for benefits such
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as decreased labor costs, inflated prices, or increased share of
a market.
For example; in 1985, Standard Drywall Corporation, one'of
the largest dry wall contractors in the New York metropolitan
area, entered guilty pleas to criminal charges and agreed to make
restitution of $1 million to the Unit.ed States Treasury, the
State

of

New'York, union-sponsored pension' and welfare funds, and

an insurance company which it had defrauded ,of payroll taxes,
fringe benefit contributions, and'unemployment insurance benefit
payments, respectively. 26/- The scheme involved the employment:of workers "off the books" over a three-year period, that is, for
wages in cash and without taxes or fringe

benefit~l

being paid.

The company's owners and more than twenty key employees have 'also
been convicted in the case.
In 1981, Eugene Boffil, an owner of a nationwide labor
leasing business, was convicted'by the Philadelphia Strike Force,
senten~ed

to twenty years' imprisonment and ordered to forfeit

assets worth approximately $250,000 and his interest in the'
leasing corporations as a result of his participation in a
racketeering scheme to defraud employees of their benefitC'. under
existing collective bargaining contracts. 27/

The fraudulent

scheme involved keeping labor COl3ts down and silencing aggrieved
employees by closing down business operations at particular
locations, terminating eJr,ployees' jobs, and then restarting
businesses at the same locations •. 'Managers concealed from

ne~,
th,~

employees the true identity of the new businesses which paid
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At some locations, the

union official representing the terminated employees was bribed
to overlook this flagrant violation of employees' rights under
their labor contracts.
In addition to the conviction of executives in the moving
'and storage industry as part of the Rastelli prosecution', the
Brooklyn Strike Force's. use of the "enterprise" approach resulted
in the conviction of a powerful leader of the Colombo organized
crime family, Michael Franzese, in connection with his racketeering activities in a wide variety of industry segments including
automobile dealerships, construction firms, movie production
companies, oil and gasoline distributorships, and a
union-sponsored employee benefit plan.

l!1

Following his guilty

plea, Franzese was sentenced to ten years' imprisonment, fined
$35,000, and ordered to forfeit $4,748,112 and to make
restitution to his victims in the amount of $10 million.

Among

the victims were the States of New York, Florida, and New Jersey
which were defrauded of millions of dollars in taxes through
Franzese's distribution of bootleg fuel oil and gasoline.
In May 1987, the New Haven Field Office of the Boston Strike
Force convicted the owner of a mob-run company which fraudulently
administered the dental ·plans of most Teamsters locals in
Connecticut. 291

Under this scheme, select Teamsters officers

received a host of expensive, coumetic dental benefits to which
they were not entitled, and, in turn, insured that the dental
administrator's company turned a larger profit.
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three officers of united Terminals, Inc., a stevedoring company,
were indicted along with several 'mobsters and union officials for
taking part in a scheme to utilize ·a lpWer-paid class of union
employees at a shipyard in violation of union regulations. lQ/
In September, 1986, the provider of claims service to a
Teamsters welfare fund and the owner of companies providing
health care services to the fund were convicted by the Detroit
Strike Force in a RICO prosecution which charged that they paid
off union officials, to gain- business ·from the fund. 31/

The

union offi,cials, one of whom was the son of the late Teamsters
president Frank Fitzsiamons, were also ,convicted.
As these cases graphically demonstrate, while organized
labor

~as

been frequently victimized and exploited by organized

crime, management has also been a fertile ground for mob
corruption.
Civil RICO
While keeping the pressure on the mob with criminal
prosecutions, we have also added the civil provisions
statute to our arsenal of weapons.

~f

the' RICO

Under section 1964 of Title

18, the federal government is authorized to file civil RICO
actions to 'prevent and restrain -violations' of'the criminal RICO.
provisions.

Civil RICO permits the government to remove

organized criminal influencefrOlll enterp:t:isea which have beencorrupted and exploited by organized crime.

It isa valuable
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a~

an alternative to criminal RICO

charges.
A civil RICO case can, in certain circumstances, present a
more effective means of attacking the prohibited conduct than a
criminal RICO prosecution.

For example, unde:t; civil-RICO treble

damages and a wide variety of equitable relief are available.

In

addition, the burden of proof in a civil RICO case is a
preponderance of the evidence, rather than beyond a reasonable
doubt.

Liberal rules of pleading are in effect for civil RICO

cases, including the possibility of amending the complaint.
Venue in civil RIC,O cases is governed by special provisions that
are broader than those for ordinary civil suits.

In a case where

the government seeks only equitable relief, the defendant
generally is not entitled to a jury trial.

Civil RICO provides

for the issuance of civil investigative demands by the United
States prior to the institution of criminal or civil proceedings.
Pre~imi~ary

relief is also available to the government under

civil RICO.
In civil action, unlike a criminal prosecution, the
government has available to it the full, panoply· of discovery
provided for by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, including
depositions, interrogatories, and requests for production of
documents.
Also of great significance are the flexible injunctive
remedies available under the civil RICO statute.

For example, a

court can enter an order prohibiting a labor racketeer from
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participating in the affairs of the union he corrupted.

The

court can bar members of an olrganized crime family···.from
associating with each other or -making- new members.

The court

can order mobsters to aake restitution to their.victims or divest
their interests 'in corruptly teld businesses ••
Probably thelllOst dramatic civil RICO remedy imposed to date
was placing the mob-corrupted Teamsters Local 560 into a
court-supervised receivership and enjoining dfficials of Local
560 from future involve.ent in the affairs· of the labor
organization which they had dominated and controlled by means of
criminal activity for .ore than twenty years.

The Court of

Appeals for the Third Circuit upheld the use of this remedy in a
watershed opinion supporting the usage of the civil enforcement
provisions of the RICO statute against labor-management
racketeering. '32/
In the Local 560 case, the Newark Strike Force proved that
mob members had continuously ca.mitted acts of murder, extortion,
violence, and labor racketeering as part of their effort to seize
and maintain control of Teamster Local 560 in Union City, New
Jersey.

Despite repeat:=:d arrests, prosecutions, convictions, and

even lengthy incarceration of these racketeers, they returned
again and again to their union offices with appalling audacity.
At the time the RICO cOliplaint vas filed in 198.'2, these mobsters
either directly or through friends and relatives

-~

utterly

dominated the local's Executive Board, and had used their
positions to gain access. to union funds.

As the district court
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put it, these "gangsters, aided and abetted by

th~ir

relatives

and sycophants, engaged in a multifaceted orgy of criminal
activity. "
Applying sanctions permitted by civil RICO, the dIstrict
court enjoined the defendants from further acts of racketeering,
removed all members or the Executive Board from their positions
as trustees, created a temporary trusteeship for the union, and
ordered a democratic e':t'ection under governmental supervision
following an eighteen-month cooling off period.

'the court

described the granting of these extraordinary remedies as the use
of a judicial scalpel to remove a "malignancy."
The Local 560 decision was particularly important in that it
upheld the concept that union officers not convicted of criminal
offenses under RICO can nonetheless be removed from office for
having aided and abetted other convicted union officials to
control and dominate the union through a pattern of extortion
directed at union members' rights of free speech and democratic
participation in labor union affairs.

That is, the aiders and

abettors of racketeering activity can be removed from their union
positions even though they have not been criminally prosecuted
and convicted of the underlying offenses by which the convicted
officials inspired fear in the union membership.
Since this landmark decisiOn, the Government has achieved
other successes using civil RICO.

In June 1986, shortly after

final ac}ion by the Supreme Court let the Local 560 decision
stand, federal prosecutors in New York City filed a civil RICO
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of Local 6A, Cement and Concrete Workers Union.

1I1

As I

mentioned above in the discussion of the "Commission" case,

the

Cement and Concrete Workers Union had been infiltrated and
exploited by the LCN to control construction contracts in New
York.
The Local 6A litigation was resolved through a consent
agreement entered into on March 18, 1987, by the union with the
government.

Under the terms of the agreement, the union will be

supervised by a court-appointed trustee until 1990, when new
elections will be held.

In addition, several union officials

were forced to step down and permanently barred from further
participation in the union.
Other civil RICO cases have followed.

After Genovese family

capo Matthew Ianniello was convicted in a RICO prosecution which
included among its charges the skimming of profits from Umberto's
Clam House, the government filed a civil RICO lawsuit to divest
Matthew Ianniello of his interest in the restaurant, bar him from
further participation in the restaurant business, and place
Umberto's Clam House under trusteeship while the civil case is
pending~

lil

The judge agreed to place the restaurant under a

trusteeship to prevent further 'skimming.
On August 26, 1987, the United States Attorney in Brooklyn
filed a civil RICO case which charged the Bonanno LCN family
with controlling Teamsters Local 814 and several businesses in
the New York moving and storage industry.

~I

This case was a
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follow-up to the criminal RICO prosecution by the Brooklyn strike
Force and sought to remove the present leadership of Local 814
.

~nd

permanently bar the convicted mob defendants from any further

union activity.

On October 9" 1987, a consent decree was

approved which provided for the immediate resignation of the
current Executive Board and the appointment of a trustee by the
court.
On October 15, 1987, th,e united states Atto,rney for the
Southern District of New York filed a civil RICO suit against
members of the Genovese organized crime family, 11nion officials,
and others in connection with the operation of the Fulton Fish
Market in New York City.

l!1 The comp,laint is

des.i.g~ec;1

to remove

the' Genovese Family's control over the operations of the Fulton
Fish Market and Local 359, which the Genovese Family has
controlled since the 1930's.

The Fttlton Fish Market, located in

the lower Manhattan section of New York City, provi4es the
majority of the fresh ,seafood in the New York metropolitan area,
amounting to approximately one billion pounds per year.

Local

359 has members employed by companies operating a't or out of the
Fulton Fish Market.
The complaint alleges that the Genovese Family, certain of
its members, and officers of Local 359, United Seafood Workers,
Smoked Fish and Cannery Union, United Food and Commercial Workers
Union, AFL-CIO, CLC (Local 359) are conducting, and conspiring to
conduct, a pattern of racketeering

acti~ity

based on predicate

acts including theft from interstate shipments, extortionate
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credit transactions, interference with commerce by extortion,
illegal gambling businesses, illegal labor payments, wire fraud
and murder.

The compl&int follows a 1981 RICO prosecution in

which Carmine and Peter Romano and others were convicted of
labor-racketeering in connection with the operation of the Fulton
Fish Market.

'j'

The relief sought includes injunctions against future RICO
violations; divestiture of the- Genovese Family members'
businesseS that are related to the Fulton Fish Market; an
injunction against Genovese Family members, associates, and all
present defendants prohibiting their re-entry into the commercial
seafood industry; removal of uhion officials from office and
appointment of a trustee; and

appoint~ent

of administrators to

direct the operation of the Fulton Fish Market.
On December 2, 1987, the United States Attorney for the
Eastern District of Pennsylvania filed a civil RICO suit against
Stephen Traitz, Jr., Business Manager of Locals 30 and 30B,
United Slate, Tile and Composition Roofers, Damp and-Waterproof
Workers Association (.Roofers Union), and other persons affiliated
with the locals. 37/

The civil suit was filed immediately upon

the criminal RICO convictions, of Traitz and others for conducting
the affairs of the Roofers Union through a pattern of
racketeering activity.

The evidence in the criminal case

established that· virtually the entire leadership of the Roofers
Union was engaged in a variety of criminal. activity inc1udiLIg
public corruption and extortion.

For example, owners of roofing
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companies within Local 30's jurisdiction were routinely called
int.o the union office and threatened "dth violence if they did
not make

pa~ents

to the union.

In addition, numerous judges and

other public officials in the Philadelphia area were bribed by
Traitz with money that was generated by kickbacks received from
the law firm that provided legal services under the union's
prepaid legal plan.
The civil RICO complaint in the Roofers Union case, which
includes allegations beyond those established in the criminal
trial, seeks to enjoin the convicted defendants from
participating in the affairs of the union, and

reque~ts

that a

trustee be appointed by the court to oversee the union'S affairs
until elections of new officers can be held.
Le~·

me emphasize that the government's objective in these

cases is to help labor union members perceive ±hat they can run
-their own organizations according to the democratic principles
guar~nteed

in the Labor Management Reporting and D~sclosure Act

of 1959 and without domination by organized criminal elements.
The goal is not to take away unions from the workers but to
return them to the workers.
The civil RICO statute is an extremely effective and
powerful tool when used in

approp~iate

cases.

It is appropriate,

for example, when a receivership is the only means of repairing
the extensive damage inflicted over a period of years by a
career-crim.inal group -- damage which remains even after key
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from society at large by criminal prosecution and incarceration •.
The, second arm of the civil RICO statute, the treble damages
provision, has also been employed recently by the Department.
Section 1964(c)
or

p~operty

~rovides

that "any person injured in his business

by reason of a violation of Section 1962 of this

Chapter may sue therefor • • • and shall recover threefold the
damages he sustains."

The first action filed by the government

under this provision. was united States' v.Barnette, filed in the
Middle District of Florida in 1985.

Barnette, which is still

pending, was filed by the Department's Civil Division after the
sucGessful completion of a RICO prosecution which charged the
defendants with defrauding the Department of Defense in
connection with the awarding of laundry contracts.

~/

The suit

_seeks to recover for the government.more than $47 million in
damages from two businessman and three companies.

We are also

seeking an injunction that would divest the individual defendants
of their interests in certain companies and bar them from doing
further business with the government.
A second civil RICO suit for treble damages was filed in
Brooklyn in 1985.

In United States v. Shasho, the government's

complaint alleges that more than thirty accountants, insurance
adjusters and businessmen defrauded the Federal Emergency
Management Agency of $1 million by filing fraudulent insurance
claims. 39/

Twenty-three of the defendants have previously been
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The suit,

which is still pending, seeks -$3 million in treble damages.
A. third civil RICO case,' United States v. Turoff, was filed
in Apri11987 by the United States Attorney in Brooklyn. on behalf
or-the National Credit Union Administration. 401

It charges four

defendants with defrauding a federally insured credit union of
$1.2 million.

The defendants, who have been convicted of

criminal ·charges, owned a company through which they paid bribes
to.secure the rights to install electronic meters in
New York City taxicabs.

The investigation of these bribes'

eventually unraveled extensive corruption throughout New York
City's transportation agencies.
Obscenity Prosecutions
Another focus of our attention in recent years· has been
organized crime's., involvement in the obscenity industry.

The

Attorney General's Commission on Pornography concluded that the
findings of a 1978 FBI analysis remained essentially correct in
1986, namely, that, "few pornographers can operate in the United
states independently without some involvement with organized
crime."

Chief Daryl F. Gates, Los Angeles Police Department,

testified before that 1986 national Commission as follows:
Organized crime infiltrated the pornography
industry in Los Angeles in 1969 due to the
lucrative financial benefit.- By 1975,
organized crime controlled eighty percent
of the industry and it is estimated that
this figure is between eighty five and
ninety (85%-90%) percent today.
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The California Attorney General's 1986 Organized Crime ill
California Report "estim9 tes that nationwide revenues'from
pornography range from $7 billion to $10 billion annually, and
organized crime is believed to be cqnnected to most of this
money."
Based on reports such as these, we created a special unit at
the Department of Justice, the National Obscenity Enforcement
Unit (NOEU), to implement an initiative against obscenity,
organized crime a'nd ciJ.ild sexual exploitation.

The NOEU works

with the strike Forces in investigating and prosecuting obscenity
crimes which have an organized crime connection.
REASONS FOR SUCCESS
Statutory Tools
The list of accomp1ishme~ts which I have just recited
indicates that we at the Department of Justice are making good
use of the statutory tools with which the Congress has provided
us.

A large share of the credit for our success must go to you

for responding when we have requested additional legislation to
close loopholes in the criminal code or to change the statutory
landscape to keep pace with a rapidly developing technological
society.
One of the most significant weapons with which you have
armed us, the RICO statute, needs little further discussion
except to emphasize that recent amendments have made a good law
even better.
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The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 substantially.
strengthened the .RICO forfeiture provisionll,

.It codified the

relation back doctrine under whi9h the government's
forfeitable property vests !.1pon commission of
ri~e

to forfeiture.

18 U.S.C. S 1963(c).

The

th~

~nterest

in

act that gives

~ct

also amended

the forfeiture provisions to permit the government to seek a
restraining qrder,before or af,ter indictment,. to preserve the
availability of the forfeitable property.

18 U.S.C. S 1963(d).

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 further amended the
to provide for the .. forfeiture of substitute assets.

~ICO

statute

Th.is

important statute also added obscenity offenses and money
laundering offenses to the list of RICO predicates.
A second statute which has been vital to our success in
fighting organized crime has

be~n

Title III of the Crime Control

Act of 1968 -- the electronic surveillance statute.

The

contribution made by electronic surveillance to the investigation
and prosecution of organized crime cannot be overstated.

Simply

stated, nothing is more persuasive to a jury than a tape of a mob
boss ordering a hit or deScribing the chain of command of his
criminal organization.
As with the RICO statute, recent amendments to the
electronic surveillance statute have helped to keep investigators
and prosecutors up to speed with technological developments and
the increased sophistication of our targets.
The Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 provides
aut~~rization

for a Wroving tap" that enables law enforcement
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officers to intercept a target's criminal conversations without
specifying the exact location to be bugged or telephone to be
tapped in advance of the court order.
of this amendment, an order

ill

qut~~rizing

Before the enactment

electronic surveillance

was required to indicate with particularity the telephone or
lobation where the interception was to occur.

This requirement

proved impractical in cases where suspects met in parking lots
and open fields: or move from hotel room to hotel room, to avoid
being overheard by law enforcement.

The new amendments also

establish procedures for conducting intercepts of cellular
telephones, digital readout beepers and electronic mail.
Another of the 1986 amendments about which we are
enthusiastic authorizes state and local law enforcement officers
to monitor an ongoing federal wiretap under the direction of a
federal law enforcement officer without the need for going
through the special deputization procedure.

Over the years,

state and local law enforcement officers, as members of joint
investigative teams, have o.evoted many hours to manning federal
wires that have led to successful organized criltle prosecutions.
We want to encourage these joint efforts and this should further
that end.
A third recent statutory enactment which we anticipate will
result in a significant number of prosecutions in the organized
crime area is the Money Laundering Control Act of 1986.

The Act

created two new offenses, generically designated as "money
laundering", which were codified at 18 U.S.C. SS 1956 and 1957.
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proceeds of a wide range of "specified unlawful activities" when
those dealings are aimed at furthering the same "specified
onlawful activities" or at concealing or disguising the source,
ownership, location, or nature of the proceeds.

Section. 1957

creates a new offense entitled "engaging in monetary transactions
in property derived from specified unlawful activity."

In

effect, this statute proscribes any knowing receipt of criminally
derived funds when over $10,000 is involved and a financial
institution is utilized at some point.

As a practical matter,

these statutes give us the means to prosecute organized crime
figures for spending their dirty money, deposting it, investing
it, transferring it, or doing almost anything with it o.ther than
hiding it under their mattresses.
The 1986 Act .also added a new crime to the Bank Secrecy Act
entitled "structuring to evade reporting requirements."

Section

5324 of Title 31 is specifically intended to overrule a line of
cases initiated by united States v. Anzalone, 766 F.2d 676 (1st
Cir. 19851.

Under the terms of this statute, it is unlawful to

cause or attempt to cause a domestic financial institution to
fail to file a Currency Transaction Report (CTR) or file a CTR
with omissions or misstatements.

Further, and most

significantly, it is now unlawful to ·structure," "assist in
structuring," or attempt to do either of the above
more domestic financial institutions.

~ith

one or

In addition to these new

offenses, the Money Laundering Control Act authorizes both civil
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and cr.iminal forfeitures relating to money laundering.

Sections

1956, and 1957 as well as the currency reporting requirements of

Title 31 have been made RICO and Title III predicates.
National Coordination
A second factor which has played an important role in the
successful prosecution of organized crime is the coordination of
our organized' crime program on the national level through the
Organized Crime and Racketeering Section of the Criminal
Division.

The battle against organized crime is being fought on

many fronts.

RICO cases often involve

in more than one district.

~redicate

crimes committed

As a result of the review and

coordination of RICO prosecutions at the national level, numerous
organized crime defendants have been prosecuted in two or more
RICO cases without any violations of the double jeopardy

c~ause.

As the Kansas City skimming prosecution demonstrated,
organiz'ed crime investigations also frequently involve electronic
surveillance ongoing in different judicial districts
simultaneously.

If these investigations are not coordinated, the

significance of leads may be missed and the potential for further
prosecutions lost.

Again the Kansas City case is a good example.

It began as an investigation to prevent suspected gangland
murders in the Kansas City area.

During the course of the

investigation, information was uncovered which eventually led to
disclosure of the skimming activity and the involvement of
organized crime figures from several cities.

The investigation

ultimately involved approximately 100 FBI agents.
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National coordination is also important to informed
decision~making

as to the expenditure of resources.

Contribution of Local Authorities
A third ingredient in the formula for successful organized
crime prosecution is the assistance and cooperation of local
authorities.

The Strike Force concept encourages federal

prosecutors and agents to work closely with local authorities in
developing organized crime cases.

The·fact is that local

investigators and prosecutors have made immeasurable
contributions to the successful prosecutions I have described in
this testimony.
RICO prosecutions are frequently based in part on offenses
which are normally prosecuted on the local level, such as murder
or robbery.

When such state offenses are incorporated into a

RICO prosecution, the expertise of state investigators and
prosecutors is indispensable.

In several federal prosecutions,

local prosecutors have been temporarily cross-designated as
federal prosecutors to assist in the federal prosecution.
Local authorities also make a significant contribution by
continuing to prosecute traditional organized crime moneymaking
activities such as gambling and prostitution.

If we·are to win

this war, we must squeeze the mob from both ends -- at the street
level where the local expertise lies and in the syndicate
boardrooms where we can take advantage of the FBI's expertise in
undercover investigations and electronic surveillance.

Organized
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crime prosecution on the national level will not be successful if
there is not aggressive prosecution on the local level as well.
These are some of the

~ngredients

for fighting organized crime:
coordination, and local

in the successful formula

effective laws, national

coo~eration.

All three ingredients have

played important roles in our success.
CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE
What, then, is our blueprint for the next few years?
First, we will keep the pressure on the LCN.

The day that

one mobster is put into jail is the day we start building our
case against his possible successor.

We will continue to pursue

RICO prosecutions of entire LCN families and utilize the
forfeiture provisions to the fullest extent possible.
Second, we will increase our scrutiny of industries to
identify those that are infected by organized crime and we will
continue to vigorously pursue every available means of liberating
organizations or businesses which have been corrupted or taken
over by the mob., In this regard, we are in the process of
informing the united States Attorneys' Offices and the Strike
Forces on the virtues of civil RICO and how it can be used
effectively.

The Criminal Division has published and distributed

a manual on the use of civil RICO and the Organized Crime and
Racketeering section plans to sponsor a civil RICO seminar in
conjunction with the Attorney General's Advocacy Institute.

We

are also drawing on the expertise of our Civil Division
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attorneys.

Another avenue we are exploring is the prospect,_ of:

using the antitrust laws 'as a method of loosening the grip of
organized crime on our economy, a prospect about which Assistant
Attorney General Rule of the Antitrust Division is enthusiastic.
We have identified to the Antitrust 'Division areas where its'
analytical resources can be used to examine anti-competitive
practices engaged in by the mob, such as bid rigging and price
fixing

practices that may be reachable under an antitrus.t:

theory even without evidence of violence or extortionate tactics.
Third, we will emphasize the early investigation and
prosecution of non-traditional or non-LCN organized crime
syndicates -- sometimes referred to as emerging groups.

The

increasing concern expressed by state and local authorities,
particularly on the West Coast; prompted intensive study over the
past year, by both the FBI and the Criminal Division, of th,e
threat posed by Asian organized crime groups operating in this
country.

The results of that study have confirmed the severity

of the threat posed by Asian organized crime groups and the need
for federal involvement in some areas of the country.
Our attention is focused most closely on a few Chinese
criminal groups now operating iIT the united States such as the
Wah Ching on the West Coast, the Hip Sing in New York and the
Ping On in Boston.

These groups have evolved from street gangs

that acted as lookouts for gambling games to powerful syndicates
, who sometimes employ th'.! less developed Vietnamese gangs as their
enforcers and whose criminal activities in this country rival
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(and in some instances surpass) the LCN in terms of diversity and
violence.

Their criminal portfolios include illegal gambling"

loansharking, heroin trafficking, money laundering, contract
murder, interstate prostitution and theft rings, and alien
smuggling.

And they are adopting the earmark of organized

crime -- corruption of our public officials and institutions
as their

~,operandi.

To meet this growing threat we have tasked the Strike Forces'
with targeting Asian organized crime groups for prosecution using
the enterprise theory that has proven successful in attacking the
LCN.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, Drug Enforcement

Administration, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Internal
Revenue Service, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, and

u.s.

Customs Service all have pledged their support and

cooperation in this new initiative and we will again draw on the
expertise of state and local law enforcement authorities.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, I would like to return to my initial theme.
We have made progress against organized crime, but we cannot let
up our pressure.

The LCN must not be underestimated.

We simply

cannot slip into complacency because we have won significant
victories.

Only by sustaining our effort will we continue to

reduce the threat from organized crime.

It has been said that

eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.
also the price we must pay for

3

Eternal vigilance is

society free from the parasite

of organized crime.
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On behalf of the Department of Justice, . I thank you for your
wisdom in giving us powerful tools with which to fight'organized
crime, and I enlist your continued support in our efforts.
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(9th Cir. 198'2), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1206 (19831.
United States v. Marcello, No. 80-276-G (E.D. La. filed
June 17, 1980), convictions affirmed sub nom. United States
v. Roemer, 703 F.2d 805 (5th Cir. 1983); cert. denied, 464
U.S. 935 (19831.
- - ---
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United States v. Salerno, No. S-85-CR-139-RO (S.D.N:Y. filed
Feb. 26, 19851.

ll/

United States v. Persico, No. S-84-CR-B09 (S.D.N.Y. filed
Oct. 24, 1984).
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United States v. Rastelli, No. 85-345 (E.D.N.Y. filed
June 10, 19851:United States v. Santoro, NCi. 85-100 ;(E.D.N..:y. filed
Feb. 20, 19851.
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United States v. Gallo, No. 86-452 (E.D.N.Y. filed Sept. 21,
1983).
United States v. Ruggiero, No. 83-CR-412 (E.D.N.Y. filed
Sept. 21, 1983).
United States v •. De11acroce, (E.D.l~.Y. filed March 28,
1985). At the time of fiis death, Castellano was on trial
with several co-defendants for RICO-related charges • . His
principal co-defendants were convicted in that case.

17/

United States v. Salerno, No. 86-CR-245 (S.D.N.Y. filed
March 21, 1986).

~/

United States v. Badalamenti, No. 84-236 (S.D.N.Y. filed
April 19, 1984).

19/

United States v. Scarfo, No. 88-0003 (E.D. Pa. filed
January 11, 1988).

20/

United States v. Testa, No. 81-49 (E.D. Pa. filed
Feb. 19, 1981), convictions affirmed sub nom. United
States v. Riccobene, 709 F.2d 214 (3d-crr:r;-c~enied
~ ~ Ciancaglini v. United States, 104 S.~ -.----157 (1983).
United States v. Be1off, No. 86-453 (E.D. Pa. filed
Jan. 5, 1987).
United States v. Salerno, No. S-85-CR-139-RO (S.D.N.Y.
fi1ed·Feb. 26,1985).
United States v. Persico, No. S-84-CR-809 (S.D.N.Y.·
filed Oct. 24, 1984).

~/

United States v. Rastelli, No. 85-345 (E.D.N.Y.
filed June 10,1985).

2'!T/

United States v. Santoro, No. 85-100 (E.D.N.Y.
superseding indictment filed June 13, 1986).

~/

United States v. Standard Drywall Cnrp., No. 85-036
(E.D.N.Y. filed January 14, 1985).

27/

United States v. Boffa, 688 F.2d 919 (3d Cir. 1982),
denied, 103 S. Ct. 1272 (1983).

~

United States v. Franzese, No. 85-755 (E.D.N.Y. filed
Dec. 19, 1985).
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United States v. Rossetti, No. 86-2, (D. Conn.
filed June 27,19861.
301

United States v. DiGilio, No. 86-340 (D. N.J. filed
Nov. 3, 1986).
"

United States v. Collins, No. 84-20715 (E.D. Mich.
filed Dec. 21, 1984).
United States v. Local 560, International Brotherhood
of Teamsters, 780 F.2d 267 (3d Cir. 1985), cert. denied,
106 S. Ct. 2247 (1986).
-- ---

ll/ united States

~. Local 6Ar Cement and Concrete Workers;
Laborers International Un Lon of North America, No. 86
Civ. 4819 (VLB) (S.D.N.Y. filed June 19, 1986).

,!!I

United States v. Ianniello, No. 86 civ. l552-CSH (S.D.N.Y.
filed Feb. 12, 1986). See ~ 824 F.2d 203 (2d Cir. 1987).
United States v. The Bonanno Organized Crime Family,
No. CV-87-2974 (E.D.N.Y. filed August 26,1987).

~I

United States v. Local 359, United Seafood Workers, No. 87
Civ 7351 (S.D.N.Y. filed October 15, 1987).
United States v. Local 30, 'United Slate, Tile and
Composition Roofers, Damp and Waterproof Workers
Association, No. 87-7718 (E.D. Pa. filed Dec. 2, 1987).,
United 'States v. Barnette, No. 85-754-CIV-J-16 (M.D. Fla.
filed May 16, 1985).
united States v. Shasho, No. CV-86-l667 (E.D.N.Y.
filed May 19, 19871.

iQ.1

United States v. Turoff"No. CV-B7-l324 (E.D.N.Y.
filed April 29, 1987).
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Statement of
David C. Williams, Director
Office of Special Investigations
Mr. Chairman and Members of the

SUbcom~ittee

I appreciate this opportunity to appear here today.

At your

request, the Office of Special Investigations, U.S. General
Accounting Office, has gathered information on the effectiveness
of the U.S. Government's law enforcement efforts directed against
La Cosa Nostra (LCN) and on the future course of those efforts.
Today, I will discuss the results .of our examination.

Much of our information was gained from extensive interviews with
individuals in the law enforcement community, including

m~mbers

of federal strike forces, state government agencies, and various
U.S. attorneys' offices.

The a·ttorneys we interviewed had

collectively prosecuted over 80 LCN members and associates.

We

also sought the views of dozens of law enforcement agents in the
cities where the LCN is known to operate.

We have relied heavily

on the knowledge, judgment, and experience of these individuals.
Some have information obtained from undercover agents and
informants.

Others have listened to many hours of co.nversations

between LCN members and leaders that were intercepted
electronically as part of criminal investigations.

The LCN criminal enterprises are se.cretive in nature.

Therefore,

the size of the LeN and the scope of its activities are difficult
to determine.

The effects of the government's efforts directed

against it are difficult to judge as well.

Nonetheless, it is

clear the government has had recent successes against the LCN.
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At the same time, law enforoement officials have informed us that
the LCN still survives and possesses an array of asset,s and
revenue-earning enterprises, both legitimate and illegitimate.
The challenge ahead for the Nation's law enforcement community is,
great.

Today, I will begin by addressing the LCN's origin and evolution.

.

,

I will follow with a discussion of what we have learned about the
government's recent efforts directed against the LC'N, and the
effectiveness of these efforts.

I will conclude my statement

today with some suggestions as to the future direction of these
efforts, which we have gathered in our interviews with law
enforcement officials.

THE ORGANIZATION AND ITS CODE

The LCN can be traced to a revolutionary organization in Sicily
called the Mafia.

Elements of the Mafia fled Italy and

immigrated to this country dUr ing the late 1899' s.By 1899,
Mafia organizations were established ~n New Orleans, New York, ~~
and elsewhere.

In the 1929's, Prohibition provided these

organizations with opportunities to develop
power.

gre~t

wealth and

By 1931" La Cosa Nostra, the American version of the

Mafia, had become organized and operational.

2
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In the nearly

6~

years of the LeN's evolution, a sophisticated

and stable criminal organization has developed with r.ules and a
bahaviora.l code that have contributed to its success and
survival.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has estim'ated that the
LeN 'empire consists .of 25 families, or centers of power, that
together contain at least 2,999 members, each member having a
number of associates.

T~ese

families, which are largely

independent, local organizations, comprise a confederation and
acknowledge the authori ty of a commiss,iotl' consisting of the
leaders of the most powerful LCN families.

Remarkably similar ruling bureaucracies ar.e found among the
_ families and have existed since the LCN's early years.

The

family is led by a boss, or "capo," whose deputy is called an.
underboss, or "sottocapo."

Senior officials who provide advice,

mediate disputes, and have important networks of contacts, but
have no line authority, are called "consiglieres."
or "wiseguys," are

org~nized

The soldiers,

into groups of varying sizes and are

led by street bosses, or "caporegimes. n

Each family has

aSsociates at the lowest levels with whom the family shares its
profits.

3
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Behavior in the families is dictated by a code.

The strongest

features of this code are' respect for the LCN le,aders and
"omerta," which dictates that members are forbIdden from
betraying one another to the police.

Another feature of the LCN is its dependency tin violence.
violence is practiced to enforce omerta, to eliminate
competition, to extort payments, to intimidate witnesses and
victims, and to remove partners in fatled financial ventures.

The LCN's

s~le

purpose is to make money.

The backbone of the

organization is its reliance on street vice, such as narcotics,
gambling, and loan-sharking.

Certain secon~ary criminai

activities are also necessary to protect the LCN's enterprises
and to insulate its leaders.

These criminal acHvi ties inciude

murder, political corruption, and union domination.

One of the LCN's most insidious enterprises is labor
racketeering, which not only generates cash, but also provides
the LCN with power and influence.

Most of the thousands of labor

unions in this country are law abiding and free of any
associations with organized crime.
LCN has exploited some labor unions.

However, for many years, the
In many cases, the LCN~

dominated unions have proven to be particularly valuable to the
LCN in gaining and maintaining control of industries, such ~s
construction, transportation, and meat-processing.

In recent

4
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years, the LCN's methods of exploitation have become more
sophisticated.

The LCN has turnpd from looting the unions, which

have annual receipts of $9.5 billion, to stealing from union
pension and welfare funds, which have assets worth more than $1
trillion.

In the 1960's and early 1970's, the LCN stole from union benefit
funds through loan schemes and used the proceeds to finance LCN
enterpr.ises and purchase business assets.

However, because of

the risks posed by laws such as ERISA, the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act, and, more recently, the Crime. Control Act of
1984, the LCN has been forced to change its tactics.
years, the LCN

h~s

In recent

developed -highly sophisticated schemes that

drain pension and welfare funds through phoney service providers,
which provide no services, and through cooperative service
providers that kick back overcharges to the LCN.

These mob-

service providers include medical, dental, and eye care clinics;
legal service pro'!iders; and financial planners and accountants.

The LCN is so deeply involved in certain industries, such as
shipping, constructiol1, meat-processing, and waste disposal, that
sectors of the U.S. economy are heavily influenced by the mob's
presence.

From its holdings in legitimate businesses and its dominance of
certain unions, the LCN has acquired a veneer of respectability.
5
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This has been tr·anslated into an impressive network of pOlitical
. ...;;

and corporate contacts.'

THE GOVERNMENT'S EFFORTS TO COMBAT ORGANIZED CRIME

In 1951; a congressional committee chaired by Senator Estes
Kefauver declared that a nationwide crime cartel, which it called
the Mafia, operated in many large cities throughout the united
States.

In 1957, aUthorities discovered at least 75 of the

Nation's organized crime leaders gathered for
Apalachin, New York.

a m·eeting

in

Following ·this discovery, pGblic hearings

were held by. Senator Johri L. McClellan, Chairman of the Select
Senate Committee investigating the infiltration of organized
crime into labor and business.

At that time. McClellan also

served as Chairman of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations.

These hear.ings, which were held between 1958 and

1961, disclosed further evidence of a massive criminal
organization in the united States.

After the MCClellan Committee hearings, then-Attorney Gerseral
Robert Kennedy launched a concerted federal law enforcement
effort against the LeN.
was' the

defect~on

One of the highlights of these efforts

and testimony of LCN soldier Joseph Valachi.

6
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In the late sixties, the Department of Justice created its
Organized Crime Strike Force. program, which brought together
senior investigators and career prosecutors to investigate and
prosecute LCN figures.

At the same time, Congress began

designing legal tools to combat organized crime, such as the
Racketeering Influenced and corrupt Organi1:ations Act (RICO).

These legal tools, however, were not always. put to immediate use
by the government.

Qespite th.e passage of. RICO in 1971'1,

prosecutors proceeded cautiously and criminal indictments of
high-level LCN members under RICO did not occur in significant
numbers until the 1989's.

The first civil RICO law suit was not

filed until 1982, a full 12 years after the act's passage.

The

prosecutors caution was attributable, in part, to their need to
become familiar with the' new law and their uncertainty as to how
the courts would react to such a far-reaching statute.

However,

in retrospect, such a lengthy delay in the use of RICO is
difficult to justify.

An important development during the early stages was the
increased use of electronic surveillance.

Not only did

technology improve in this area, but federal and local law
enforcement personnel learned how better to prepare and present
probable cause affidavits in support of requests for surveillance
warrants and better use the information obtained thrQugh
electronic surveillance.
7
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Around 1989, the' government began emphasizing the use ,of wiretaps
and room 'microphones in organized crime enforcement efforts, wi,th
a view toward focusing their efforts,on the larger criminal
conspiracies engaged in by the LCN.

By this time, criminal

prosecution's under RICO by the Department of Justice were more
common.

Civil RICO cases were also being pursued.

For example,

the International' Brotherhood of' Teamsters (IBT) Local 569 was
placed into trusteeship'.

Additionally, the FBI had been

authorized to carry out intelligence collection and assessmgnt
efforts directed at the LCN.

LCN specialists within the New York Organized Crime TaSK Force
and the FBI began focusing their efforts on the leadership of the
five families in New York--the Colombo, Gambino, Genovese,
Luchese, and Bonanno families.

FBI squads were set up to attack

the criminal activities of each family.

These squads studied 'the

structures and the enterprises of each of the five families.
Evidence was then collected connecting these enterprises to the
family hierarchy.' About this time, the FBI began to work jointly
wi th other criminal investig'ative' experts, such as investigators
from the New York City Organized Crime Task Force and Department
of Labor's Office of Labor Racketeering, in attacking the LCN.
There was also a cooperative effort between the FBI and the New
York Police Department (NYPD), which combined the experience of
New York City detectives and the resources of the FBI.
8
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These efforts produced significant results.

The

Commi~sion

case

(United States v. Salerno, S85 CR 139 [ROj SONY) resulted in the
conviction of three of the New York City bosses on labor
racketeering charges related to control of' the concrete industry
in New York City.

The Pizza Connection case (United States v.

Badalementi, SONY 84-236) resul ted in the conviction of 17
individuals on charges related to trafficking in heroin between
the United States and Sicily and the laundering of $25 million in
profits.

Further west, two FBI-Strike Force Operations--Pendorf in Chicago
and Strawman in Kansas City--led to the conviction of members of
the Chicago family as we'll as LeN leaders in Milwaukee and
Cleveland.

Both investigations concerned the Teamster Centxal

State Pension Funds in Chicago, and, in particular, use of the
funds to provide the LCN secret ownership of real estate and
businesses, especially in the casino industry in Las Vegas.

Between 1983 and 1986, over 2,599 LCN members and associates were
indicted.

Among those convicted were the following 16 mob

bosses:

(1)

Tony Salerno--boss of the Genovese family in New York City;

(2)

Tony Corallo--boss of the Luchese family in New York City;
9
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(3)

Carmine Persi'co--boss of the colombo"family in New York
City;

(4)

Phillip Rastelli--boss of the Bonanno family in New York
City;

(5)

Eugene Smaldone--boss of the LCN family in Denver;

(6)

Carlos Harcello--boss of the LCN family in New Orleans;

(7)

Joseph Aiuppa--boss of the LCN family in Chicago;

(8)

Nick Civella--boss of the LCN family in Kansas City;

(9)

Carl Civella--successor boss of the LeN family in Kansas
City;

(lB) Dominick Brooklier--boss of the LeN family in Los Angeles;

(11) Frank Balistrieri--boss 6f the LeN'family in Milwaukee;

(12) Gennaro Angiulo--boss

o~

the Boston branch of the LCN;

(13) Russell Bufalino--boss of the LeN family in Pittsto'n,
Pennsylvania;
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(14) Nicodemo Scarfo--boss of the LeN family in Philadelphia;

(IS) James Licavoli--boss of the LCN family in Cleveland; and

(16) Michael Trupiano, Jr.--boss of the LCN family in St. touis.

In recent years, court-imposed penal ties have also' allowed the
government to begin seizing cash and other assets from the LCN.
In the Boston S,trike Force's Angiulo case, $4 million in assets
were seized and fines of $25G,GGG were levied against defendants.

In 1982, 22 years after the McClellan hearing exposed the LCN,union connection, the governme'nt sought to place the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 56g into
trusteeship.

Since then, the government has filed. civil RICO

suits in New York City involving Local 6A Cement and Concrete
Workers of the Laborers International Union. of North America, the.
International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 814, and the United
Seafood Workers Union Local 359.
Department has asked the
3g-3GB under trusteeship.

cour~

In Philadelphia, the Justice

to place the Roofers Union Local

It is widely reported that the

government is preparing to seek trusteeship for. the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, the largest of the four international
unions dominated by the LeN.

11
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The membership losses caused by the government's continuous war
have presented the LeN with a number of problems.

First, the

recent convictions of LeN leaders have left leadership vacancies
and, as a result, operational difficulties.

Within many

families, a number of leaders a.t .the caporegima level and above
were removed simultaneously.

This forced sudden promotions from

lower, less experienced ranks.

Let me explain how the forced'promotions have damaged the LeN's
operations.

The LeN has several tiers of criminal enterprises.

Generally, the lowest level. street-crime enterprises, such as
illegal drug sales; gambling, and loan-sharking, are managed by
the soldiers and associates.

These enterprises do not require

sophisticated management skills and 'contacts; they rely heavily
on intimidation, threats, and violence.

The higher tiers of the

criminal enterprises, SU9h as industry management, political
corruption, and labor racketeering, are conducted by the leN
leadership.

The activities at these levels rely on networking

between the leN and co-conspirators who craft fragile and complex
agreements for their mutual benefit.

Managing these activities

requires managerial ability and experience.

Inexperienced,

violent wiseguys who are promoted too quickly to the LeN's top
management to replace convicted leaders lack the skills needed to
oversee the more sophisticated enterprises operated by the upper
levels of the leN.
12
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Second, the LeN cannot simply hire entry-level replacements.
Recruitment is risky.

Undercover agents and confidential

informants from a host of law enforcement agencies eagerly, await
recruitment opportunities.

In addition, affiliation with the LeN

has become increasingly hazardous.

Government convictions and

the resulting mob wars over succession rights have made once
attractive membership opportunities now fearful prospects for
professional criminals.

E'inally, the lengthy sentences being given convicted LCN members,
pretrial detention, and the Witness Security program have
resulted in the defection of LCN members' in key positions.

<

E'or

example, the conviction of LeN members on drug-related charges
can bring lengthy sentences.

These prison sentences sometimes

result in members betraying one another in exchange for leniency.'
This pattern of betrayal contributes to the success of the
government's efforts as well as the'further deterioration of the
LPN's important code of omerta.

At the same time, the continuing

prosecution of the LCN's most powerful. leaders has undermined
respect for the bosses within the organization.

THE GOVERNMENT'S RESOURCES

Today, the law enforcement community has a number of effective
legal tools to assist it in its efforts.
13
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I have already mentioned RICO--theRacketeering Influenced and
Corrupi Organization Act.

Prior to the passage of this act,

attacking an organized criminal group was an awkward affair.
RICO facilitated the prosecution of a criminal group involved in
superficially unrelated criminal ventures and enterprises
connected only at the usually well-insulated upper levels of the
organization's bureaucracy.

The act prescribed serious criminal penalties for the kind of
crimes that top LCN leaders engage in.

Before the act, the

government's efforts were necessarily piecemeal, attacking
isolated segments of the organization as th~y engaged in single
criminal acts.

The leaders, when caught, were only penalized for

what seemed to be unimportant crimes.

The larger meaning of

these crimes was lost because the big picture could not be
presented in a single criminal prosecution.

with the passage of

RICO, the entire picture of the organization's criminal behavidr
and the involvement of its leaders in directing that behavior
could be captured and presented.

\.
The significance of this was demonstrated by the Commission case.
In that case, which focused on the highest levels of LCN
leadership, the bosses of the major crime families in New York
were found guilty of engagi ng in a pattern of racketeer ing
through the Commission--the ruling counsel for the LCN families.

14
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Evidence of the existence of the Commission was so compelling,
the defendants did not even contest it.

The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, co-sponsored by you,
Mr. Chairman, amended

~nd

strengthened various provisions of the

federal law dealing with labor racketeering.

with the passage of

this act, individuals involved in bribes or payoffs now face
felony charges.

Additionally, the act lengthened the list of

criminal violations that are a bar to employment in labormanagement relation positions and positions with employees
benefit plans.

The act also increased the period a convicted

labor racketeer could be barred from 5 years to 13 years,

The Witness Security Program has proven a boon° in turning major
crime figures into informants and witnesses.
testimony of

s~ch

The cooperation and

program participants as Aladena "Jimmy"

Fratianno and Angelo Lonardo have triggered numerous successful
criminal prosecutions.

These violations of the code of silence

have made family members distrustful of one another and are
weakening the foundation upon which the LCN was established.

Another significantotool is the Bail Reform Act of 1984, which
established new guidelines for pre-trial detention.

Several

Strike Force attorneys report that as a result of the 1984
legislatit)O, some defendants have pled guilty or become
15
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cooperative witnesses.

Without the Bail Reform Act, these

defendants probably would not have done so.

This is a change

from the old system in which defendants would often cause lengthy
delays in their trials while 'they were free on bail.
Furthermo.re, the jailing of defendants awaiting trial or pending
appeal has effectively disrupted their illegal businesses and
destroyed the myth that the mob is invincible.

Witnesses, too,

have been more willing to cooperate with the knowledge that
defendants are jailed.

Electronic surveillance is another tool that has been of great
value to the law enforcement community to combat the LCN.
Evidence gathered through electronic surveillance, such as the
kind presented in the Commission and strawrnan trials, has had, a
devastating impact on organized crime.

The risks of being

overheard preclude LCN members from freely communicating with one
another and conducting day-to-day business.

The use of

intercepted communications as evidence has aided greatly in
successfully prosecuting the mob.

Electronic surveillance

continues to grow in importance as a result of legislation such
as the Electronic Communications Act of 1986, which allows
wiretaps to be directed at an individual, not just a particular
telephone, and technological developments, such as sophisticated
equipment that permits unmanned surveillance.

16
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FUTURE STRATEGY

Mr. Chairman, I have discussed some of the important results of
the government's attack on the LCN.

You also asked that we

suggest a strategy the government may wish to consider in its
future assault.

Law enforcement officials have made various

suggestions to us during our discussions with them regarding a
future strategy to combat the LCN and other organized criminal
groups.

Based on those discussions, we offer seven suggestiqns.

First, the next stage of the government's efforts will require
careful strategic planning.

A well-thought-out plan should

establish objectives, assign responsibilities, and allocate the
government's finite resources.

The current strike force planning

vehicle, the National Organized Crime Planning council, could be
expanded and intensified to accomplish this.

Second, our interviews suggest that the industries vulnerable to
the LeN's influence, such as the waterfront, land transportation,
construction, and garment manufacturing, may require
sophisticated, imaginative restructuring by industry and labor if
we are to make permanent progress in eliminating the influence
organized crime in those industries.

For

e~ample,

o~

in New York

17
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City, where customers are captive to particular garbage haulers,
the vity has proposed that garbage haulers bid for the right to
business in assigned districts.

Third, the Department of Justice should begin using neW
legislative tools, such as the new Money Laundering Control Act,
which is directed at the money-la.undering services so necessary
to the LCN, as quickly as possible.
laundering services

direct~

Focusing on the LCN's money-

the government's efforts at the

wealthy upper hierarchy of the LCN.

Fourth, the specter of foreign-based organized criminal
immigration, which law enforcement agencies brought to our
attention, requires prompt action on the part of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS).

Organized criminal

g~oups

are

preparing to flee Hong Kong when control of that territory
reverts back to mainland China.

Additionally, the "Maxi Trial"

in Sicily is causing organized crime members to consider
immigrating because of fears of prosecution.

Columbian drug

cartel members are also seeking to expand their operations in the
United States.

The INS must vigorously enforce the exclusion

laws and develop strong wbrking relationships with the police of
other nations to prevent criminals from entering the united
States.

Taking action now will prevent these new organized

criminal groups from establishing a base in this country.

18
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Fifth, the LCN-doillinated un.ions should not be allowed to remain
under th·a mob's control.

If they elect to be LCN-co.ntrolled

enterprises, or if the LeN holds them captive, the government
shoul1 take, action to end the LCN's domination using current
available civil and criminal remedies.

In addition to the

reported pending government actions against the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, the government should also consider
taking action against the other LCN-dominated international
unions named by the President's Commission on Organized Crime:
the Laborers International Union of North America, the Hotel
Employees and Restaurant Employees Union, and the International
Longshoremen's Association.

Sixth, while law enforcement agencies pursue their attack on the
LCN hierarchy, they must also seek to better understand and
address the problem of the LCN's continuing recruitment and
induction of new members.

My seventh and final point is that we must continue to focus
public attention on the LCN and its activities.

Publicity, like

that provided by today's hearing, increases public understanding
of how the LCN operates and so increases the risk of exposure for
those participating in the organization's activities,
particularly the political figures and businessmen and women who
are enticed by the LCN's promises of large, easy profits.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement.

I will be pleased to

respond to any questions you or other members of the Subcommittee
may have at this time.
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Hearings Before
.
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
on
Organized Crime: 25 Years After Valachi
."

."

."

Additional Questions tor the Hearing Record
DAVID C. WILLIAMS
Director
Office of Special Investigations
General'Accounting Office
Question
Could you briefly expla,in the methodology utilized by your
office in its conduct of its study of organized crime and law
enforcement efforts against it?
Answer
We interviewed attorneys experienced in the prosecution of LCN
bosses and both federal and local law enforcement authorities in
each of the cities where the LeN is kno~ to operate.
These individuals were asked t9. measure the activity and
influence of the LCN in criminal areas over the past 10 years,
and identify investigative approaches found to be effective
against the LeN. They were then asked to determine the effect of
prosecutions on the LCN in their areas.
Their answers to our questions were compiled and represent the
consensus views expressed in my testimony here today.
Question
During the course of your investigation, did you discern a change
in the profile of the La Cosa Nostra membership? If so, what
factors do you believe are responsible for this change? will
this change in the profile effect the methods utilized by law
enforcement in its investigation of organized crime?
Answer
We found the emergence of a younger membership--thus younger
leadership--as a re.sult 'of recent successful government
prosecutions throughout the country. Many older, well-connected
leaders of the LeN have been removed.
The prosecution of older members has created a significant void
in the upper echelons resulting in power struggles among the
younger, less experienced members. These younger members are now
attempting to consolidate their influence and control over other
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family members, and move into the more sophisticated operations
and scams traditionally managed 'by the more experienced bosses.
The younger members are attempting to handle these sophisticated
operations without the wealth of contacts and expe~ience of the
older members, sometimes treating co-conspirators in the business
world like victims as a result of their street orientation.
These changes present unique opportunities for law enforcement to
use electronic surveillance, especially wiretaps, during this
period when young members are trying to take over operations and
need to engage in high volumes of simple, clear communications.
Law enforcement can develop important witnesses caught in power
struggles to take advantage of the lack of experience of the
younger LCN members as they try to move into complex enterprises.
We can expect businessmen who were allies of older LCN figures to
cooperate with government when victimized and mishandled by the
new young LCN members.
Question
Mr. Williams, your office was extremely helpful to the
Subcommittee in compiling and analyzing the information used as a
basis for the LCN charts that have been introduced this morning
as Subcommittee exhibits. Could you briefly explain for the
record what assistance you gave to the S'ubcommi ttee in that
regard?
Answer
We sought and obtained from various federal and local law
enforcement agencies their intelligence data on LCN membership,
including the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of
NY, DOL/OLR, FBI, Broward County Sheriff's Office, and several
state crime commissions.
Data that these law enforcement sources provided us was
originally obtained through court-approved wiretaps, informants,
and public court testimony.
Information was also obtained from a 1983 Senate Judiciary
hearing and from a Law Enforcement Reporting Se,rvice. These last
two sources were regarded as secondary and were used to further
confirm or describe LCN members identified from a primary
source.
The criteria established by the Subcommittee was that two or more
independent primary sources were necessary to establish an
individual's membership in the LCN, with this criteria we
compiled the names, positions, and families as shown on the
charts here.

2.
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Question
Do you believe that the Le'N has entered narcotics trafficking on
a major scale even though it was allegedly banned by the LeN in
1949? If so, what type of narcotics trafficking are they
involved in and what other criminal enterprises or groups is the
LeN involved in the narcotics trade with? Is their interest in
narcotics increasing?
Answer
Despite a so-called ban in 1949, there is evidence that the LeN
has been heavily involved in narcotics trafficking for many
years. LeN leaders have long been fearful and skeptical about
the involvement with drugs for these reasons:
They are fearful that their members and close associates
will become addicted.
They are fearful that the long prison sentences that drug
charges bring will cause members to cooperate with the
government against them.
They are uncomfortable knowing they must 'work with other
less disciplined organized crime groups that have no
allegiance to the LeN or the code of Omerta.
However, they fear that to avoid involvement in drug sales
would cause them to become irrelevant or lose ground in
their competition with non-traditional organized crime
groups.
The LeN has historically been involved with importation and highvolume distribution of heroin from Southwest and Southeast Asia.
More r-ecently, the LeN has become one of many organizations that
act as middlemen in cocaine distribution.
Drug trafficking brings the LeN into uncomfortable, often
temporary alliances with many organized crime groups and gangs.
We found that the LeN works with foreign-based organized crime
groups and cartels in Asia, Mexico, and South America that
manufacture and smuggle narcotics, and with ethnic street gangs
and motorcycle qangs involved i .. high-'risk, low-level
distribution an~ street sales.
Our work has been unable to discern a trend in the LeN's
involvement in narcotics sales. However, we can say that the
LeN does not appear to have a monopoly on smuggling, financing,
or distributHm of narcotics. They represent one of many forces
in a wide-open marketplace typified by temporary alliances in
single-venture transactions.
3
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Question
You have recommended that the government take action against
other· "LCl~-dominated- international unions, particularly the
Laborers International Union of North America, the no.tel
Employees and Restaurant Employees Union, and the International
Longshoreman's Association. What type of action do you feel is
necessary? Specifically, are you recommending imposition of
trusteeships under the provisions of civil RICO for those unions?
Answer
Labor organiza.tions considered. to be influenced by organized
crime should be targeted for intensive scrutiny. The specific
facts and c:ondi tions· uncovered in an examination of a labor
union's control by organized crime and involvement in criminal
activity should dictate the appropriateness of using
criminal/civil RICO.
The traditional investigative and enforcement activity leading
to conviction and incarceration of organized crime figures and
racke'c.eers have not be,en effective in releasing the· grip of the
LCN from the unions they influence and control.
We found that the most effective method against organized crime's
control of labor unions is through the use of criminal and civil
RICO. RICO provides the courts with broad powers and a wide
latitude to seize assets, attack the LCN's revenue earning
enterprises, and effect appropriate remedies, beyond just the
conviction of offenders, to ~rmanent1y wrest control of a labor
union from the LCN.
Question
Government efforts to impose trusteeships on certain unio,ns have
been criticized by many as effort~ to -bust the unions-.· How
would you respond to those criticiSms?

·Union busting- is not the goal. Since the McClellan hearings 22
years ago, the unions have not taken any action to weed out
corrupt leadership. Elected union officials hold a position of
trust and a fiduciary responsibility to their members,. but union
members continue to be subjected to violence and economic
.
intimidation by corrupt leaders. These leaders h,ave looted the
unions' benefit plans and extorted funds from employers at the
expense of their members. Honest leadership of un'ions should be
encouraged. The rank-and-filemembership needs to know that
their best interests are served by honest union officials .•

4
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Question
Assuming you were in. the position of deciding whether or not to
impose a trusteeship on a particular. union, what criteria would
you use in making that decision?

I would consider the following factors before deciding to impose
a trusteeship or any other intrusiv~ court-ordered remedy on a
particular union: the union's history of corruption or criminal
activity; the failure of traditional investigative and
enforcement activity to eliminate corrupt influence and control
in the union; the absence of a free and democratic process within
the organization to select leaders; if the membership has been
rendered. voiceless and subservient to corrupt elements: the lack
of financial integrity within the union; if the union's
collective bargaining and grievance process· has been undermined.
Question
These trusteeship actions against unions are a rather recent
development. What, if any, problems has the government
encountered both as to prevailing in these actions as well as in
the operati.on of the trusteeship once it is imposed?
Answer
While the government's experience with trusteeships has been
limited, the government has been successful in presenting
evidence sufficient to convince the courts to impose
trusteeships. The imposition of a trusteeship over Teamsters
Local Union 560 resulted in an immediate benefit--the removal
from office of approximately 22 officials and employees loyal to
the corrupt Provenzano regime. For the first time in 25 years,
the local's internal affairs were free from direct control by the
Provenzanos.
The problems encountered in the implementation and operation of
trusteeships include difficulty in identifying qualified trustees
willing to take on long-term assignments, difficulty in
determining the right trustee who knows how to protect the
interests and concerns of the membership.
Trustees must restore integrity and maintain the representational
process, i.e., collective bargaining, contract enforcement, and
grievance procedures along with maintaining day-to-day union
operations. They must protect. jobs along with restoring a free,
democratic process and involving the membership in the affairs of
the union.

5
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Question
Where trusteeships have been imposed, how well are they working
and what is the prognosis, time-wise, for a return to a
democratically-run union?
Answer
It is too early to evaluate the effectiveness of trusteeships.
Teamsters Local Union 560 has provided the best experience to
date in the use of trusteeships.
Some observations from this experience are that trustees can
appoint business agents from among the membership, experienced
individuals and from other labor organizations.
However, it is evident that the Provenzano enterprise has
maintained a ·shadow government- at Local 560. A February 15,
1987, New York Times article reported that Michael Sciarra, a
close associate of Salvatore Provanzano, is favored to win the
presidency. Sciarra is reportedly the choice of Matty "the
Horse" Ianiello, a reputed Genovese crime family captain,
according to a tape recording released in February 1987. Vocal
opposition to the Provenzanos has begun to emerge. Courtapproved elections for officers will take place in November of
1988, approximately two years after the trusteeship was imposed
(June 1986).
The trusteeship could continue for an indefinite period after
election to ensure implementation of reforms and to guard
against retaliation or violence toward those who participate.
Question
As to the International Longshoreman's Association (ILA), this
Subcommittee held extensive hearings on the FBI's UlRAC
investigation on corruption in the lLA and the shipping
industries in 1981. Bas the government sustained its enforcement
efforts in that area since UNlRAC? Bas LCN influence in the lLA
been reduced as a result of those enforcement efforts?
Answer
The FBI's attack on the lLA provides a good microcosm of the
government's current efforts directed against the LCN. As a
result of the UNIRAC investigation, organized crime elements in
the lLA were devastated. Because the industry was left alone and
was not restructured in any way, organized crime influence
returned and regained its strength. The LCN influence in this
industry is unchanged. The lesson to be learned from the UNlRAC
investigation is that the government needs to seize assets and
revenue-sharing enterprises of the LCN.
6
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There have been SOffie partial successes since UNIRAC. After his
release from prison, Anthony Anastasia, one of the principal
racketeers convicted in UNIRAC, assumed a $700 a week position
with the Marine Engineers Beneficial Association in Brooklyn.
When union officials were questioned by Department of Labor
investigators, he was fired. No prosecu,tion resulted.
A
number of other low-level officials with Local 1814 were indicted'
as a result of a joint investigation run by the Brooklyn District
Attorney's Office. However, known organized crime members still
serve as officers of Local 1814 and Local 1804-1. Additionally,
the current racketeering'trial of Donald Carson, an ILA vice
president, and John Digilio, an identified member of the Genovese
family is certainly evidence of continued law enforcement
interest and activity.
Question
Recently this Subcommittee heard testimony that American drug
traffickers have identified certain countries, such as Panama, as
centers for their money-laundering activities. Do you see any
evidence that LCN money-laundering activity is centered in
certain geographical areas abroad and, if so, where?
~

OSI is not aware of which specific tax-haven countries the LCN's
money-laundering activity is centered, but there are indications
that the Caribbean continues to dominate due to its proximity to
the United States. Asia, Hong Kong and the Channel Islands are
growing in prominence as money-laundering centers for nontraditional organized crime groups.
Money is also laundered through the legitimate businesses owned
by LCN figures. At the lower-levels of organized crime, these
individuals continue to hide cash rather than attempting to
launder the funds.
Question
You mentioned the importance of the labor-management racketeering
amendments which we passed in 1984 and which increased both the
length of time a convicted racketeer was barred from union office
as well as the number of crimes for which he could be barred.
What government agency is responsible for enforcing those
provisions and, in you opinion, are the provisions being complied
with?

7
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The Justice Department is 'responsible for enforcing these
prov~s~ons.
Justice takes the approach that a convicted labor
racketeer must be notified that he is to vacate his office. He
may be prosecuted at that po'int if he refuses to do so. Our
study did not focus on whether offi.ce holders openly defying
removal were aCJgressively prosecuted, however, 'such prosecution
is obviously essential. Justice is currently notifying some
convicted racketeers of the barr but staff limitations do not
permit them to make all notifications.
The Office of Labor Racketeering makes their own notification to
fill this void. However, labor racketeers convicted by other
agencies, such as the IRS and FBI, are not always being notified
to vacate their offices.
Question
What is your definition of Labor Racketeering? Is it merely the
theft of" pension funds and benefit plans or does it encompass a
broader range of criminal activity?

The definition of labor racketeering is broader than just
benefit-plan abuse. The service-provider abuses that I described
are merely the state-of-the-art crimes being committed •. Labor
racketeering can be defined as the corrupt use of union power and
trust funds for personal gain. Labor racketeering encompasses a
broad range of criminal activity that can generally be broken
down into four general categories:
1.

Abuses related to internal union affairs are those through
which organized crime seeks to gain dominance and control of
a union. These violations often involve violence, union
election fraud, and deprivation of union members' rights.

2.

Abuses related to labor-management relations enable the LeN
to enter into ·sweetheart contracts" wit~ private businesses
and to e~tort payments from them. These abusive
relationships provide the LeN with access to the corporate
world and facilitate the infiltration into private business.

3.

Abuses of employee-benefits plans make the power of finance
available to the LeN. The LeN utilizes these finances to
acquire assets for themselves and to cultivate powerful
contracts in the business world by making loan monies and
service contracts available to influential people.

B
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4.

Abuses related to the utilization -of a labor organization
for the acquisition of power and influence provide a veneer
of respectability for the LCN·. They also provide a power
base for political-connections at the local, state, and
federal level. Labor organizations are the most powerful
tool the LCN has to engage in political c,o.rruption. Thr.ough
labor organizations, the LCN can provide financial
contributions from the union's political action committees
to politicians, and deliver votes through political
endorsements. The IBT has, in fact, publicly boasted that
they control oV.er 10 million votes.

Question
In your reconunendations, you state that there is a need for long
term strategic planning? Did your study determine a deficiency
in strategic planning or a distinct lack of coordination between
the law enforcement agencies involved in the investigation of
organized crime?
Answe..!.
There is a need for strong leadership to promote coordination of
projects requiring long-term commitments and labor-intensive
efforts. The need for strategic planning is being increasingly
recognized.
The mechanisms for coordination have been in place since the late
60's. The strike Force National Organized Crime Planning
Counsel (NOCPC), and more recently memorandums of understanding
between agencies can be used for coordination and planning.
NOCPC in the past has been used primarily for liaison and
overview studies but must now focus their efforts towards
strategic planning for the commitment of agency resources and
provide coordination of resources.
In the Southern District of New York under the leadership of
Louis Freeh the FBI/NYPD Task Force was a model of constructive
cooperation. The strategy of the future for criminal and civil
RICO is a highly technical, labor intensive investigation.
Success relies on the use and coordination of all the
government's information and resources.
Question
Due to the length of time that it took the Department of Justice
to fully utilize the RICO statute, does GAO have any specific
recommendations as to how the recently enacted money laundering
prov~s~ons as well as civil RICO may be brought on line and
utilized in a more timely fashion?

9
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Answer
Yes, we recommend DOJ require specialized training for organized
crime prosecutors on use of Title 31 and Civil RICO. They should
capitalize on the experience of those involved in past successes,
i.e., .Robert Stewart, IBT 560, by using them in the training
programs.
Justice should encourage agencies to commit resources to longterm, difficult investigations such as criminal and civil RICO.
The January 20, 1988, DOJ decision to place strike force career
prosecutors under U.S. Attorney's offices should be monitored to
ensure that it does not adversely affect investigation efforts
due to the increased layering of bureaucracy, slowing decisionmaking/approval proceSS1 the reluctance of u.s. attorneys to
engage in long-term caseS1 the reluctance to commit resources to
interdistrict investigations1 and redirection of organized crime
resources to meet other demands/pressures on U.S. attorneys.
Question
During the course of your investigation, were you able to
determine or gauge the strength of non-traditional or emerging
organized groups in the United states today? Do they work
independently or in concert with the LCN?
Answer
Although criminal strength of emerging, or non-traditional,
groups cannot accurately be determined, consensus within the law
enforcement community is that these groups are unquestionably
growing in size and strength. According to estimates, ·the
Columbian and Jamaican drug gangs have grown to the extent that
they may soon rival the LCN in size and strength. What
Prohibition did for the rapid development of the LCN, drug sales
are doing for these groups.
The emergence of non-traditional organized groups imposes an
ever-increasing burden on law enforcement in the united Sta~es.
We anticipate an. influx of Sicilian organized crime figures into
the u.s. as a cons~quence of the Maxi trials in Sicily and gang
wars tha·t are expected to erupt to fill the void in the
leadenlhip of sicilian Mafia. Other emerging groups, such as
street gangs in Los Angeles, Chicago, and other large U.S.
cities, also present an increasing threat. Additionally,
motorcycle and prison gangs continue to be a constant problem for
law enforcement authorities.
Oriental· organized crime groups, particularly Chinese Triads,
are growing in significance. As I have stated the Chinese
Triads, with their strong, anti-communist history, may be
expected to flee to Canada and the United States as the British
10
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Colony of Hong Kong reverts to the Republic of China in 1997.
The Vietnamese gangs, although comparatively small and
unsophistica,ted, could pose an increasing threat as they gain
experience and align themselves with other groups, such as' the
Chinese Triads.
These emerging groups generally operate independently. However,
considerable evidence exists that the groups will occasionally
work in concert with the LCN by either providing or obtaining
services to their mutual benefit on specific ventures and
transactions.
Question
Did your investigation reveal the extent of organized crime's
money laundering activities? Do you have any specific
recommendations as to how these activities may be curtailed?
~

Our investigation did not examine any money laundering
activities, but we found large examples of such activities in the
Pizza Connection case ($25 million) and the Anguilo case. The
extent of money laundering bY'organized crime is difficult to
assess because of the concealed nature of the activity. Recent
cases brought to light show instances of bank/brokerage firms
wittingly and unwittingly assisting in the laundering of money
from illegal enterprises. There are indications that organized
crime is beginning to infiltrate financial institutions for
profit as well as concealment of transactions of illegal
ent.erprises.
We have three recommendations to curtail money laundering
activities: First, tax crimes are not an offense for which
wir~taps can be authorized under current law; Congress should
consider the appropriateness of using wiretaps in the
investigation of tax crimes committed by organized crime
elements. This would be done by augmenting 18 USC 2516.
Secondly, recently enacted money laundering statutes require the
element of "knowledge." This requirement in prosecutions under
18 USC 1956 and 1957 should be removed. Finally, the Treasury
Department should greatly expand its intelligence analysis of
lluspectE:d wire transfers. It is far more efficient for the
c~iminaL element to use wire transfers and nominee accounts to
1all~d~r large dollar proceeds tha, it is to play with numerous
CTR of relatively small amounts (CTR's must be completed for
amounts greater than $10,000).

11
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Question
In your opinion, what is the current status of or9anized crime as
opposed to its status 25 years ago at the time of the Valachi
hearings?
~

Over the past 25 years, theLC~ 'evolved from ethnic neighborhood
gangs with decentralizEld power .in hands of middle managers in the
prime of life to an organization of centralized power held by
aging leaders forming a pyramid-like hierarchy. The middle
management level of this structure has been devastated by the,
gover.nment's attack.'
The source of power for Valachi's .mob was the ethnic
neighborhoods, which supported the old· world qualities of
allegiance, respect, and a code of secrecy. Today's newer
members are a product of ~rica in the eighties. This
.
generation does not lend itself well to the old world qualities.
Violence and raw extortion of victims have diminished since the
Valachi era. Today, violence is used almost 'exclusively to
maintain internal order. Today, the LCN has begun to focus on
white collar criminal activities. Their timing may be
unfortunate because federal enforce~nt agencies are now more
adept at investigating white collar crime than they were in the
paat.
Question
Do you have any specific recommendations as to what Congress can
do to aid law enforcement efforts in their investigation of
organized crime?
.
~

racketeering is at the heart of many organized crime
operations and often serves as a means for facilitating other
activities. This should be a top priority of the DOJ, FBI, and
DOL!OLR. It has been ten years since the creation of OLR. The
Secretary of Labor and Congress should examine the level of
commitment by DOL to its attack on labor racketeering. There are
only 100 agents for this nationwide program, and those agents
have never been .provided the necessary authority and powers to
engage in law enforcement activities.

~abor

Continuing Congressional oversight is needed to assure that the
DOL/FBI coordinate their efforts, rather than squander resources
by duplication and working at cross' purposes.
Congress should request that DOJ reexamine its initiative
(1/20/88) to place Federal Strike Forces under local U.S.
12
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attorneys. The decision may negatively impact on the Strike
Forces. As I pointed out before, Congress should exercise
continuing oversight of the planning process, commi.tment of
resources and mechanisms for coordination between agencies.
In 1972, Congress provided a powerful tool - RICO. Congress
should encourage the use of Civil RICO and similar laws that
provide the means to take from organized 9rime their ill-gotten
profits. As Civil RICO becomes more heavily used, DOJ may
discover legislative remedies to streamline what is now a
massive, labor-intensive process.
Question
Do you believe that the Federal Government needs to take any
steps to assist state and local agencies in· their efforts against
organized crime? If so, explain.
Answer
Organized crime is a nationwide problem affecting all community
and population centers. State and local law enforcement efforts
are at a serious disadvantage in the fight against organized
crime without federal assistance. The effective investigation of
organized crime demands cooperation between law enforcement
agencies and coordination of investigative techniques and
prosecutorial efforts. This coordination comes at a cost to the
pub~ic.
The public, nationwide, through federal monies, shares
in the cost of organized crime enforcement.
The task force concept has proven remarkably successful, notably
in New York and Chicago; combining law enforcement resources
brings together experience and creates a stake in the outcome for
all concerned. The cross-designation of prosecutors a,nd law
enforcement resources ensure an economic, comprehensive, and
strategic approach to the effort against organized crime. The
task force concept engenders a cooperative ,atmosphere between the
involved law enforcement agencies and is enhanced when seized
assets are shared with local authorities. state and local
agencies should share in seized assets in financing further
enforcement initiatives against organized crime.
Question
During the course of your investigation, did you find adequate
cooperation between federal, state, al1d local law enforc,ement
agencies? Is there room for improvement in this area?

13
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~

We found an outstanding example of what can be achieved through a
genuine spirit of cooperation in New York city where Louis Freeh.
'Chief of the Department of Justice, Organized Crime Section in
the Southern District of New York, has obtained significant
prosecutions and convictions utilizing the combined resources of
federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies. Outside of
New York, we found the usual lack of cooperation and coordination
between many law enforcement agencies, which has deterred their
effectiveness to varying degrees. DEA was noted as working well
with state and local agencies within large metropolitan areas.
Although a few instances of cooperation were noted between the
Labor's Office of Labor Racketeering and the FBI, as a general
rgle, this cooperation was less than satisfactory.
Question
What about the Internal Revenue Service? Have they been acth"e
in joint law enforcement efforts against organized crime?
~

Title III wiretaps have been the most effective enforcement tool
available to law enforcement offices focusing on organized crime,
but tax crimes are not enumerated in the federal statutes as a
basis for court-authorized wiretaps. IRS/CID has been very
active and effective in joint federal law enforcement efforts.
Financial evidence developed by IRS is extremely useful in
support of other substantive counts. However, as an enforcement
agency, IRS is not in a leadership role in the effort to combat
organized crime. Additionally, rigid tax information disclosure
b¥ IRS prevent the open sharing of intelligence information
d~rectly between law enforcement agencies.
Question
Mr. Williams, I want to quote to you from some FBI field
summariea that have been submitted for the record:
Chicago, Ill. - "There have been many successful prosecutions
involving LCN members. Prosecutions like those brought in Kansas
City ('STRAWMAN'), New York ('The Pizza Connection Case'), and
Chicago ('PENDORF', 'STRAWMAN', and others) have caused the
imprisonment of many 'high-level' LCN members. These
investigations had a tremendous impact on the hierarchy of the
Chicago LeN activity. 'This was due to the fact that the LCN was
left with its assets and, structure intact. Therefore, other LCN
members were simply promoted to replace those who had been
incarcerated."

14
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Detroit, Mich. - ·Criminal prosecutions of the LCN in Detroit
during the last ten years has had little impact on their overall
activity."
Kansas City, MO - "During the past ten years~ the impact of
criminal prosecution on the activities of the LCN in Kansas City
has remained relati~ely unchanged. Although significant
statistical accomplishments and high impact achievements have
occurred resulting in these convictions at Kansas City of LCN
bosses and members, it is the opinion of Kansas City that the
'beat goes on', e.g., replacement personnel have filled the
vacuum left by conviction and the criminal enterprise continues."
Los Angeles, CA - "These prosecutions have caused a decrease' in
the over.all criminal activity of ·the Los Angeles LCN Family.
However, those proeecutions had no impact on the LCN members from
other LCN families who have relocated to the Los Angeles area.
The criminal activity of those groups is believed to have
remained constant."
Miami, FL - "During the last 10 years, the activity of the LCN in
IHami does not appear to have diminished in spite of the criminal
prosecutions that have taken place."
Newark, NJ - "Despite· the significant criminal prosecutions of
various members of the Genovese LCN Family in New Jersey over the
past ten years, the influence of the Genovese .Family has at
worst, remained stable. The Genovese LCN Family is a huge
operation in New Jersey, and it structure has essentially
remained intact despite the removal through prosecution of many
significant members and associates. Also, during this same time
period, criminal prosecutions of organized crime have impacted on
the DeCavalcante LCN Family to such a minimal degreE.! that their
overall activity has remained unchanged and may hav!! even·
increased."
Those reports seem to suggest that, despite all tl1esie successes,
in the long run we are fighting a losing battle against organized
crime. Do you agree?
~.£

It is difficult to accept the premise that the nationwide attack
on the LCN has been a losing proposition. Notable successes have
been realized, and numerous organized crime groups h,ave been
seriously damaged by successful government prosecuti()Ds and
concerted law enforcement e~forts.
In Kansas City, the entire Civella leadership has beem devastated
as a result of the "Strawman" prosecutions. It is unlreasonable
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to assume that in the Kansas'City family, it is "business as
usual" when the recent boss, underboss, and a principal member
(Carl De Luna) are no longer in power.
In Chicago, the top leadership of that family is in jail as a
result of the "Strawman" case. The incarceration of the
hierarchy and two principal capos (Angelo·La Pietra, Joseph
Lombardo) has certainly devastated the Chicago LCN.
In Cleveland, "the LCN family has been completely destroyed except
at the lowest, most decentralized levels.
Recent prosecutions of the Milwaukee LCN family have all but
destroyed the viability of this organized crime group. With the
convictions and incarceration of the boss and under boss, this
family suffered dramatically.
As the loss of top leadership affects any organization, it has
affected the LCN hierarchy. The lo'ss of personal contacts and
the loss of alliances developed over many years are not easily
replaced.
The government's success notwithstanding, the teN remains a
powerful and deeply rooted criminal phenomena within this
society. The battle; therefore, is far from over.
Question
On January 2, 1988, Attorney General Meese signed an "Order
Directing New and Expanded Initiatives in the Federal Organized
Crime Effort". As I read the order, it really addresses only the
division of authority between the united states Attorney and the
Justice Department's Organized Crime Strike Forces. As I
understand it, the Strike Force was initiated in the late 1960s,
as an experienced corps of prosecutors who would concentrate
exclusively on the investigation and prosecution of organized
crime. In that regard, the Strike Forces, under the direction of
the Strike Force Chief in Washington, exercised control of their
inves'tigations, while keeping the U.S. Attorney advised of their
activities in order to avoid possible conflicts.
By contract, this new order apparently gives the united States
attorney principal control of Strike Force investigations and
prosecutions, including decisions on such things as the
initiation of an investigation; wiretap requests; "all major
investigative steps', including search warrants, and the
determination of the "composition and duties of the litigation
team." The order even names the U.S. Attorney, as opposed to
Strike Force superiors in Washington, as the "rating official"
for the performance rating of the local Strika Force Chief. Do
you feel this order was necessary a~d, if so, why?
16
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The order's purpose was to maximize efforts between the local
u.s. Attorneys and the organized crime strike force attorneys.
Cooperation between these two offices was mandated under previous
orders.
Under this new order, u.s. attorneys have approval authority on
initiating new investigations by the strike forces. In federal
districts where the priorities are the same between the U.S.
attorney's Office and the Strike Force's office, .there will be no
diminishment in the efforts against organized crime. When
priorities are different or conflicting in the view of the u.s.
attorney, his view will prevail. It will now be possible for the
u.s. attorney to siphon off resources for other programs under
his jUrisdiction.
The independence of strike force investigations and prosecutions
may also suffer. Long~term investigations that tie up
investigative resources may be jeopardized for shorter cases.
This may also reduce criminal RICO pros~cutions that are laborintensive and require an experienced team of prosecutors.
The localized jurisdictions of U.S. attorneys may inhibit
nationwide interdistrict investigations that have been
successfully pursued in the past by joint federal strike force
operations.
Question
We have been toid that the LeN is changing: that a "new breed"
of soldier-- greeaier, higher profile, undisciplined, and more
prone to violence -- is taking over. Do you agree? Do you
believe this new breed of soldier will alter the methods or types
of criminal activity that the LCN traditionally engages in?
Answer
As a result of our analysis, we would quickly agree that many
younger LCN members no longer subscribe to the utterly secretive
and ritualistic behavior of their predecessors. Many members now
deride the old ways and flaunt their new wealth at the same time.
LeN members today reflect the changed values of their own
operations and are less subservient and less loyal to the ·old
world" .tradition. Accepting the premise that the LCN has a
higher profile than in the days of Valachi, the LCN remains,
however, an intensely isolated and rigidly focused class of
criminals. The players may have changed, but the goals have not.
Because LeN member~ of today are smarter and more sophisticated
in selecting their crimes of opportunity, we can anticipate their
17
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scams to broaden in complexity as the members attempt to avoid
detection. Law enforcement must anticipate LCN activity by
examining industries vulnerable to mob encroachment.
Question
Both the FBI and the Labor Department's Organized Crime and
Racketeering Section have jurisdiction over criminal
investigations in the labor racketeering area. In the past,
we've heard of bad ~lood and lack of cooperation between the two
agencies. Are you satisfied with the cooperation between the two
agencies in the labor racketeering field?
Answer
While relationships between individual agents in certain field
locations of the FBI and DOL appear to be improving, the two
organizations need to give full and honest recognition to each
other's concurrent jurisdiction in the area of labot'
racketeering.
Full cooperation, coordination, and,communication must be
demanded by the leadership of both organizations and be enforced
from the top down. A great deal more than-lip service must be
paid to the spirit of the recently signed memorandum of
understanding entered into by the FBI and Labor's Office of
Labor Racketeering.
The Department of Justice should take a more active role in
encouraging honest communication and coordination between the two
principal agencies responsible for labor racketeering. Congress
should provide,continuing oversight to insure that coordina~ion
takes place, scarce resources are not squandered, and agencl.es
avoid working at cross purposes.

18
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STATEMENT OF
ANGELO LOtlARDO
BEFORE THE
U.S. SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE 011 INVESTIGATIONS
.HEARINGS ON
ORGANIZED CRIME: 25 YEARS AFTER VALACHI

My.name is Angelo Lonardo. I am 77 year.s old, and I am
a member of· La Cosa Nostra. I am the former underboss of the
Cleveland organized crime family.
I became a member of La Cosa Nostra in the late 1940s
but have been associated with the organization since the late
1920s. My father, Joseph Lonardo, was the former boss of the
Cleveland family.
When I was hmade" -- or became a member of La Cosa
Nostra -- I went through an initiation ceremony. I was invited
into a room at the Statler Hotel in Cleveland and asked if I knew
what I was doing there. ·You naturally say, IINo." Present were'
John Scalish, the acting boss; Tony Milano, the underboss; John
Demarco, a capo; and Frank Brancato. They explained to me that I
had been proposed to be made a member ,of La Cosa Nostra and
defined the rules and regulations of the organization. They told
me that you cannot fool around with narcotiCS; you cannot own a
hous.e of prostitution or have prostitutes working for you; you
cannot fool around' with a woman that's married to a member of La
Cosa Nostraj and that whatever illegal activity you engage in, you
have to report to the boss and receive permisSion to engage in
that activity. After I was told the rules, I was asked if I still
wanted to join -the organization. One can still leave at that
time, but the person usually accepts. In my cas~, I joined and
became a member of La Cosa Nostra.
Once you accept the rules of membership. they lift a
cloth off a table; underneath is.a gun and a dagger. You are told
that you now live and die with the dagger and the gun. You die
that way, and you live that way. You are then given a card with a
picture of a saint on it. This card is placed in the palms of
your hands and lit. You shake the burning card back and forth
until it is burned down to ashes. They then pinch you~ finger to
draw blood, and then everyone gives you a kiss on the cheek and
says, "You are now a member."
I later learned that to be proposed for membership in La
Cosa Nostra you would have to have killed someone and stood up to
the pressure of police scrutiny. Today, you don't have to kill to
be a member, but just prove yourself worthy by keeping your mouth
shut, or by being a "stand up" guy. However, if you are called
upon to kill someone, you have to be prepared to do it.
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In my case, my father was murdered by Salvatore Todaro
in 1927. In revenge, my cousin, Dominic Sospirato~ and I killed
Todaro.
This is one of the reasons that I was proposed for
membership in La Cosa Nostra.
I

In the 19305, my cousin, John Demarco, and I murdered
Dr. Rcmano, the former boss of Cleveland , because Romano had a
role in the death of my father, and we believe that he killed our
cousin on the. operating table. At the time, I was not a member of
the LCN, but Demarco was •. As a result of the Romano murder.
Demarco was condemned to death by the Commission for kUling a
boss without okaying it with the Commission. I was excused for my
part in the murder, since I was not an LCU member and did not know
the rules. Later, I attended a meeting with Al Polizzi, the boss
of Cleveland, in Miami, Florida. It turned out that this was a
Commission meeting and that Polizzi was defending Demareo's murder
of Romano.
I did not sit in on the meeting, but afterwards,
Polizzi told me that he had nstraightened out" Demarco's problem
with the Commission.
During the 1930s, the Commission put a nfreeze" on the
making of any new members. The Commission put the freeze on,
since families, especially in New York, were not making the
"r'ight n kind of people. Some individuals were even buying their
way into the LCN. I have heard that one businessman paid $50,000
to join the LCN. Because of the decree, I was not made into the
Cleveland family until the 1940&.
John Scalish became boss of the Cleveland family around
1949. He took over for Al Polizzi, who tired of Cleveland and
retired in Florida. In 1949, the Cleveland family had between 50
and 60 members •.. Scalish did not "make" any new members, 50 the
strength of the Cleveland family dimin~shed as its members aged or
died. Scalish just didn't want to make any new members. Scalish
was the boss of the Cleveland family until his death in 1976. One
of the main reasons for the Cleveland family's decline was the
fact that neither Polizzi nor Scalish wanted to make new members.
Even though a small organization, the Cleveland family
became involved in Las Vegas casinos through their association
with the "Jewish Boys," Maurice Kleinmann, Moe Dalitz, Sammy
Tucker, Tommy McGinney (phonetic), and Lou Rothkopf (phonetic).
In the late 1940s, Wilbur Clark began bu ild ing the Desert Inn
casino in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Clark was in need of additional
capital and eventually went into a partnership with "The Jewish
Boys" in order to obtain the necessary funding to complete the
construction of the casino. Kleinmann, Dalitz, Tucker, McGinney,
and Rothkopf were gamblers who owned the Beverly Hills Supper Club
(a casino-type gamb~ing operation) in COVington, Kentucky.
A few years after the Desert Inn was licensed and
operating, "The Jewish Boys" gave Al Polizzi, John King, and Frank
Hilano a "piece" of the Desert Inn in exchange for the Cleveland
family's protection. I do not know the percentage of the casino
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given to the family.
I do know that Cleveland received their
"piece" on a monthly basis. Polizzi, Kin*, and Milano would cut
up their percentage among themselves and certain Cleveland family
members. This arrangement continued ~ntil Howard Hughes purchased
the Desert Inn.
.
DUring "The Jewish Boys'" partnership with Clark, they
obtained an interest in the Stardust casino. The Chicago family
claimed a "piece" of this casino from the Jewish Boys. Sometime
in the early 1960s, a "sit down" over this claim occurred, and the
Cleveland family participated. Cleveland sided with Chicago, and
Dalitz and Kleinmann were instructed to make payments to Chicago.
The Cleveland family also received a percentage of ,the Stardust
for their participation in the "sit down." John Scalish and Jack
Licavoli represented Cleveland at this meeting.
Scalish and
Licavoli told me that Jackie Cerone and Tony Accardo (Joe Batters)
attended the "sit down" for Chicago. Cerone also told me that the
Cleveland' family was foolish for not investing in the Stardust
from the beginning and lost millions of dollars as a result of
this.
George ,Gordon. a partner in the Jewish organization,
would carry Cleveland's percentage from the Stardust casino to
Cleveland. Gordon may also have brought the Desert Inn percentage
wi th him. Gordon would give the percentage to Scalish ~Iho would
split it with King, Al Polizzi, Frank Brancato, Dominic Sospirato,
Ma ishci Rockman, Johnnie DeNarco, and myself. I was never told
th~t the money I received came from the Stardust and Desert tnn,
but I assumed it did. I continued to receive this cash until the
casinos were sold.
The reason the casinos were sold was that
Kleinmann wanted to retire.
During the 1970s, the Cleveland family received money
from two sources. The first source was the "skim" money from the
Las Vegas casinos, and the second was our piece of the Pittsburgh
family' s Youngstown, Ohio, rackets.
Our family received about
$40,000 dollars a month from the Vegas sklm and 25 percent of the
Youngstown )"ackets. which, would aver.age about $5,000 per month. I
didn' t learn about' this arrangement until I became the underboss
in 1976.
The skim of the Las Vegas casinos started in the early
1970s. Starting in 1974, I began receiving about $1,000 to $1,500
a month from the family, thrdugh Maishe Rockman. I did not knol"
where the money was coming from, but I suspected that it was from
the Las Vegas casinos. I learned this from various conversations
that I had with Rockman.
In the 1970s, Cleveland gave Pittsburgh control of the
Niles/Youngstown, Ohio, area vending and gambling bUsinesses. As
a result, Cleveland received 25 percent of the profits from these
activities,
with
Pittsburgh
and Youngstown
receiving the
remainder. Representing the Pittsburgh family in Youngstown were
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Jimmy Prato, a member of the Pittsburgh family; and Joey Naples, a
proposed member of the Pittsburgh family.
When James Traficant was running for sheriff of Mahoning
COUrlty. Charlie Carabbia was given $60,000 to "buy off"
Traficant. Carabbia talked to Traficant and told him that the
money came from both the Cleveland and Pittsburgh families.
Traficant refused the money and told Carabbia that he, Traficant,
would not work with Pittsburgh (Maples and Prato) but would limit
any de.als to the Carabbias. When Carabbia told Naples and Prato
this, they sent Cal"abbia back to Traficant, telling him "not to
take no for an answer." Carabbia never took the money back to
Naples and Prato, and it was~their understanding that the
"pay-off" to Traficant had been made.
I would meet with Naples and Prato on a monthly basis in
Boston Heights, Ohio, to pick up the Cleveland family's percentage
of the profits from the Youngsto\~n gambling and vending
businesses. This percentag. was approximately $5,000 to $6,000 a
month. During several of these meetings, Prato told me that he
and Naples suspected Charlie Carabbia of not "paying off"
Traficant and of keeping the $60,000 for himself. Also, Carabbia
was suspected of lying to Naples and Prato about poker machines
that he controlled. They felt that Carabbia was cheating them, as
he was lying about the number of poker machines that he had around
the city. Carabbia, while drunk in the local bars, would also
make statements against the Pittsburgh and Cleveland families.
At a later monthly meeting at the Brown Derby in Boston
Heights, Ohio, which Licavoli, Naples, Prato, and myself attended,
Naples and Prato requested permission to kill Charlie Carabbia.
Licavoli "Jnd I,' were not in favor of the murder, as Charlie
Carabbia was supporting Ronnie Carabbi~rs family while Ronnie was
in prison.
Ronnie Carabbia was serving time for the murder of
Danny Greene. We told them that we would talk to Charlie Carabbia
and resolve the matter.
Later, I traveled to PittsbUrgh with Pat Ferruccio and
met with Kelly Mannarino at his place of business. Mannarino and
I drove to his home in New KenSington, Pa., to discuss business.
John LaRocca I boss o'f the Pittsburgh family, was also at this
meeting. Mannarino and LaRocca told me that they wanted Charlie
Carabbia murdered.
Again, I told them that I would talk to
Charlie Carabbia and clear the matter up. During this trip, I was
. given by Mannarino a package containing approximately $23,000.
This money was Cleveland's percentage of the Youngstown rackets.
Sometime after the meeting, I talked to Charlie
Carabbia, and I felt that the entire matter had· been resolved. In
a later meeting at the Holiday Inn, Boston Heights, Ohio, Licavoli
and I explained to Prato and Maples that ~Ie had resolved the
problems with Carabbla. Prato and Naples agreed to allow Carabbia
to live, on the condition that Carabbia would not make any more
problems for them. Naples and Prato sought our permission to kill
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Charlie Carabbia if he did not live up to his side of the
agreement and continued to steal from them and embarrass them in
public •. Licavoli and I told them that if he didn't stop, "You do
whatever you want to do."
A few weeks later, I heard on the news that Charlie
Carabbia was missing. A week or two later, at a meeting in the
Boston Heights area, Prato and Naples' told Licavoli and me that
they had killed Carabbia after they learned that Carabbia was
making plans to "hit" them. Prato and Naples also apologized for
leaving Carabbia's car in the Cleveland area after he was killed,
explaining that "whoever drove the car there didn't know where he
was." l~e told Prato and Naples that under no circumstance:;! could
they hit Orlie Carabbia, as he was needed to take care of Ronnie
Carabbia's family. We also told them to give $1,OOO/month from
the profits of the Youngstown rackets to Ronnie Carabbia's wife.
They agreed to our requests.
In 1976, John Scalish died, and at ~ meeting at
Scalish's house, Rockman told me and Jack Licavoli, who is also
known as Jack 1'1hi te, that Scalish' s wishes were that Licavoli
become "boss" of our family. At first, Licavoli did not want the
job, but I told him to take it, as those were Scalish's wishes.
Later, Licavoli made Leo Moceri his underboss and Tony DelSanter
his consigliere. One day, I asked Licavoli if he had gone to New
York and introduced himself to To ..,y Salerno as boss of the family.
Licavoli said no, and that he did not know that he had to do
this. I told him that it was only right, out of respect, since
the Genovese family represents us, Cleveland, on the Commission.
After this conversation, Licavoli went to New York to introduce
himself as boss of our family.
Later " in 1976, Leo Moceri, was murdered. Moceri had
been murdered on the orders of' John Nardi. I became underboss
after Moceri's death.
After Licavoli named me underboss, he and I traveled to
New York to introduce me to Salerno as underboss of the Cleveland
family. I had known Tony Salerno since the 1940s, and out of
respect for him and the Genovese family, it was proper to let them
know of my appointment. When I became underboss, Rockman told me
the details of the Las Vegas casino skim operati,on. Rockman told
me that the skim started when Allen Glick approached Frank
Balistrieri about Glick's obtaining a Teamsters penSion fund loan
so that Glick could purchase a Las Vegas ca~ino. Balistrieri Uas'
the boss of the Milwaukee family.
Balistrieri talked to Nick
Civella, boss of the Kansas City family, since he controlled Roy
D. Williams, who was a high official with the Teamsters. Civella
told Balistrieri that he would find someone in, Cleveland that
could talk to Bill Presser. Ci ve11a got a hold of Rockman and
asked him to talk to Bill Presser about getting a pension loan for
Glick. Glick told Balistrieri that in return for the 'pension loan
he, Glick, would give the Milwaukee, Kansas City, and Cleveland
families a piece of the casinos.
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Rockman also told me that Glick received the Teamsters
pension loan and purchased the Stardust, Fremont, and Desert Inn
casinos. "Lefty" Rosenthal ran the skim operation in Las Vegas.
Kansas City would get the money from Las Vegas and cut it up
between themselves, Cleveland, and Milwaukee.
Rockman would
travel to Kansas City or Chicago to obtain Cleveland' 5 share.
(Rockman controlled the money and would cut it up with Scalish's
and, later, Licavoli's approval.)
Bill Presser and Roy L.'
Williams received about $1,500 a month for their role in the
skim. The Cleveland family received a total of about $IJO, 000 a
month from the skim. Later, when a dispute arose in regard to the
distribution of the skim, between Milwaukee and Kansas City,
Chicago settled the dispute and began receiving 25 percent of the
skim. Chicago settled the dispute since Milwaukee and Kansas City
answer to Chicago, the same way Cleveland answers to New York.
Upon becoming underboss,
my share of the skim
increased.
On occaSion,' it averaged as much as $10,000 per
month.
Jack tlhite, Maishe Rockman, and I would split the skim
after giving a portion of it to Joey Gallo, Tommy Sinito, and
Russell Pappalardo. After December, 1977, all of our shares in
the skim were given to Maishe Rockman to hold for lawyer's fees in
regard to the Danny Greene murder cases. So, after December,
1977, my receipt of any monies from the skim was sporad ic, at
best.
On two occasions, in 1978, and in June, 1979, I traveled
with Rockman and saw Rockman receive Cleveland's portion of the
skim from Anthony Chiavola. On a third occasion, in approximately
August, 1979, Licavoli and I accompanied Rockman to Chicago at
which time he received Cleveland's cut of the skim.
To the'best of my knowledge, ,the skim continued until at
least 1984. In August, 1983, Rockman. stopped by to see me in
prison and told me that he was on his way to Kansas City,
Missouri, to pick up skim money.
When I was at Lewisburg
Penitentiary in '98~, Frank Balistrieri told me that the skim was
still going on.
Since the 1920s, my family has reported to the Genovese
family in New York City. lie always had a very good relationship
with the Genovese f:amily, and that is why they represent us on the
Commission. The Genovese family also represents the Maggadinno
and Pittsburgh families.
There is a separate Commission in Chicago. Chicago has
control of all of the Western families, including Detroit. The
Chicago Commission makes and enforces the rules for those families
and settles inter-family "beefs." If there was a beef or problem
that included New York families with Chicago on Chicago-controlled
families, that dispute would be settled by members of both
Commissions having a sit-down and working out the dispute. Up to
1983, when I went to' jail, I knew that Tony Accardo was head of
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S1,nce the Genovese family represents the, Cleveland
family on the Commission, I have tl'aveled to tlew Yort; on several
occasions to discuss family bus.iness. As I ..stated earlier,' in
1976, Licavoli and I traveled to New York to pay respects to Tony
Salerno as the underboss of the Cleveland family. In 1976, after
the murder of Moceri, Licavoli and I went to New York to talk to
Salerno to obtain l')is help in murdering Danny Greene and John
Nardi. Nardi· and Greene had taken a trip to New York to see Paul
Castellano about a meat business.
Salerno agreed to speak. to
Castellano and to have Nardi and Greene murdered on their next
trip to New York. Nardi and Greene never made a second trip to
New York, so New York never helped in their murders.
In 1977, Licavoli an.4 I traveled to flew York City to see
Salerno and requested permission to "make" 10 new members into the
Cleveland fami~y. Salerno granted our request and told us if we
needed any more members just to let him know.
Whenever we', wanted to contact Salerno, We would go
through "Peanuts" Tronolone (John).
Tronolone was close to
Salerno and th~ Genovese family and held the position ,of
Consigliere iTI the Cll~veland fani:lly while I was the underboss.
Tronolone once jokingly told me that he considered himself a
member of both the Genovese family as well as, the Cleveland
family.
John "Peanuts" Tronolone told me that he had spoken to
Salerno who told him the Commission condemned Johnny Keys
(Simone), and others to death for the unsanctioned murder of
Angelo Bruno. the boss of the Philadelphia familY. Keys had gone
to Florida to see if Tronolone could straighten things out for
Keys with Salerno. Tronolone had Keys pay for his, Tronolone's,
trip to New YO.I"k. l'ronolone talked to Salerno, who told h~m to
send Keys to New York and that he, Salerno, would have him
killed. Tronolone returned to Florida· and told Ke.ys that he had
'straightened things out between Keys and Salerno and that Salerno
wanted to see him. Several days later, Keys was found murdered in
New York City. Thereafter, Tronolone bragged that he had taken
care of that thing.
Salerno was acting boss of the Genovese 'family in the
late 1970s as the boss, Funzi Tieri, was sick. Salerno once told
Licavoli and me that when Funzi died, he would become boss of the
Genovese family.
In 1981, Licavoli, Rockman, and I went to
Chicago, . Illinois, to see Jackie Cerone and Joey Aiuppa' about
getting, them to agree to support, Roy L. Williams as president of
the International Brotherhood of Teamsters since Frank F:lh:simillons
was dying.
Cerone and Aiuppa agreed Oil lllilli;;lms, and we then
traveled, . to New York to see· Salerno. We called Jo\hn Tronolone 1n
Florida, and had him set up a'meeting in New York. We went to New
York and saw Salerno who. agreed with the choice of Will1amsand
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told us that he would contact his people to line up support for
Williams. We supported Williams over Jackie Presser, as Williams
was Kansas City's man and had Chicago's backing.
In return,
Williams promised to name Jackie Presser the head of the Central
States Pension Fund. After Williams was elected, he went back on
his word and did not name Presser. Haishe Rockman told Presser
not to worry about' it and to n'Ot do any favors for Williams. ,
When it appeared that Williams, who had been indicted
was likely to be forced to step down from his position, Rockman
and I made a second trip to Chicago to get Chicago's support of
Jackie Pr~sser as president of the IBT because he was Maishe's
protege, and it would increase the Cleveland family's prestige and
respect.
Cerone and Aiuppa had other candidates for the position
and told us that they did not want Presser because he was an
informant.
Maishe asked Cerone how he knew Presser was an
informant, but all he would say is that he "just knew." We left
Chicago with the promise from Cerone and Aiuppa that they would
think about Presser and let us know in a week or so. The next
day, a Teamsters official named Dominic called Rockman and told
him that Presser was "okay" with Cerone and Aiuppa.
After
obtaining Chicago's support, we went to New York to see Salerno.
Salerno asked if Chicago agreed to Presser. We told him that they
did, but that they had thought Presser was an informant. Rockman
swore to Salerno that Presse'r was not an informant and Salerno
agreed to the choice of Presser as IBT president.
Later, an article appeared in the Cleveland Plain Dealer
which said that Presser was an informant. Presser demanded, but
was refUsed, a retraction by the paper. Rockman and I traveled to
New York City a'nd met Saler,no at his 116th Street Club. ' I
explained to him about the flg~n Dealer article and said that the
article was not true. I told him Presser had asked Rockman to
attempt to get a retraction, and asked if he could do anything
about it. Salerno had "Fish" Cafaro call Roy Cohn. Cohn told
Salerno that the owner of the Plain Dealer war, his client and
friend. Salerno made an appointment to see Cohn. We left New
York, and a short while later the Plain Dealer printed a
retraction.
During one of our visits with Salerno, Salerno told me
that an F .B.I. agent had infiltrated one of the families and was
close to getting made. At that time, Salerno did not know which
family or soldier that the F.B.I. agent was close to and that they
were trying to find out who he was.
Rockman was the Cleveland family's contact with the
Teamsters union. The family would use the Teamsters to obtain
pension loans and to do people favors.
One time, Salerno had
asked Rockman to see if he could obtain a union charter for a
friend of Salerno's; and a second time, he had Rockman obtain
information about a vending company in Cleveland that a friend of
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9.

Salerno's wanted to buy. As I stated earlier, we also used the
Teamsters Central States Pension Fund to obtain a loan for Glick
so that we could "skim" profits from their casinos.
My nephew, Brent Harco-Giuseppi, was working for a
record distributor in Cleveland, Ohio. His company was attempting
to get a record whose rights were held by a company in New Jersey,
owned by a guy named Levy. Salerno was a friend of Levy's and
arranged for Levy to sell the record to my nephew's company.
Later, a dispute arose about money allegedly owed to Levy. After
a trip to New York by Brent, Rockman, and others, Salerno found
out Levy had been paid.
As a membe~ of La Cosa Nostra, I know that besides
Cleveland, there are five LCN families in New York City and an LCN
family in Los Angeles; San Francisco; Denver; Milwaukee: Chicago;
Kansas City: Detroit: St. Louis; Buffalo; Philadelphia; Boston;
Providence; Pittsburgh; New Orleansj New Jersey; Windsor, Ontarioj
Toronto; Ontario; and Montreal, Quebec.
As I stated previously, the Genovese family looks out
for the Eastern families (aside from the other four in New York
City), and Chicago takes care of the Western families. I knew
that Anthony Scotto and Tony Anastasio used to run the waterfront
for the Gambino family. In the early 19805, I knew Salerno to be
the boss of the Genovese family and also knew that Vincent Gigante
(The Chin) was the consigliere and was being groomed to be the
boss. I know that Salerno had a great deal of respect for Benny
Lombardo and frequently sought his counsel on family matters .
. There is no rea] association between the Cleveland La
Cos a Nostra and ·the Cleveland chapter of The Hell's Angels
Mot.orcycle Club.' One time, Joe Iacobucci (Joe Loose) used the
help of a Hell's Angels member in the murder of Joe Bonarigo. I
found out about the use of a Hell's Angel in this murder after the
murder was committed. Thomas Sin ito came to Licavoli and me and
told us that Bonarigo was going to "clip" us. \{e gave Slnito
permiSSion to contract f'or Bonarigo's murder, which was given to
Joe Iacobucci. This murder occurred before Iacobucci was "made."
But later we found out that Sin ito was in the dope business with
Zagaria, and we assumed that Sin ito wanted Bonarigo out of the way
for his dope business and not because of any threat to us.
Around 1981, a David Perrier was found shot to death.
Perrier had been a collector of loanshark debts for Sinito:
Perrier had a drug problem and would get drunk and get into fights
at the local bars. Sinito had told me that he was worried about
Perrier, as he thought Perrier had already talked to law
enforcement about Sinito's illegal activities. One time, Perrier
created a scene at a bar in Mayfield Heights, Ohio, when he made
statements against Licavoli and slapped Licavoli's friend, Steve
Calcavecchio (Darby). Later, Perrier met Licavoli and got on his
knees and begged Licavoli's forgiveness.
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10.

Perrier continued his unstable behavior.
I had been
seeing Sin ito on a daily basis, and after Perrier was killed. I
did not see Sinito for several days. Later, Sinito told me that
he had killed Perrier, as he was afraid Perrier had talked to law
enforcement about him. I was upset with ~anito, as he had not
obtained my permission to kill Perrier. Sin ito explained that an
opportunity to kill Perrier arose and that he did not want to pass
it· up.
SinHo told me that Ronnie Anselmo helped him in 1<he
murder of Perrier.
Sin ito told me that he had difficulty in
killing Perrier. He and Anselmo picked Perrier up and drove to an
area near \iarren, Ohio. They shot Perrier four to five times in
the head, and he still struggled with them. Perrier told Sinito,
"You son of a [expletiV'e). I thought we were brothers • • • • n
Perrier lived for a short while, then died. They then dumped the
body from the car. Sinito had to disposo of the car, as it was
soaked with blood. I believe that he burned the car.
Tony Liberatore, who was made a member of the Cleveland
family after the murder of Danny Greene, once obtained an F.B.I.
informant list from the Cleveland F.B.I. Office. He gave the list
to Jack White, who showed i t to Maishe and me. LilJeratore had
told Jac~: tllat he had gotten i t from a woman in the F. B.I. whom he
had promised to pay. Jack told me he gave Liberatore the money to
pay for the informant list.
I remember that the list contained the names of Danny
Greene, and others whq were informants for the F.B.I.
I was
shocked to see some of the names on the list, as I had known some
for years. Licavoli and I believe Liberatore placed names on the
list of people he had been feuding with and did not like. At that
time, we burned the lists in Rockman's incinerator and instructed
Liberatore not to obtain any fur-ther- information from his source
in the F .B.I. t. learned lIhile I was ;in jail for the Panny Greene
murder that Liber-ator-e was still receiving information from his
F.B.I. source. Liberatore was attempting to provide information
to other La Cosa Nostra members in other cities in an attempt to
build himself up and to look for support in taking over
Cleveland. This never occurred, as the other "made" guys did not
think him trustworthy as he attempted to take over the family when
Licavoli and I ~Iere having legal problems.
Mr. Chairman, I have been in the Mafia most of my adult
life.
I have been aware of i t ever since I was a child in
Cleveland. It has uhanged since I first joined in the 1940s, and,
especially, in the last few years with the growth of narcotics.
Greed is causing younger members to go into narcotics without the
knowledge of the families.
These younger members lack the
discipline and respect that made "This Thing" as strong as it once
was.
At the same time, the Government has suocessfully
oonvicted many members, including most of the Cleveland family.
However, this does not mean the La Cos a Nostra is finished in
Cleveland or elsewhere.
Many of the made "members," such as
Anthony Liberutore, Tommy Sinito, and others, will be released in
the next few years. In addition, there are many young men who are
still in Cleveland who would have been I'made" if we had had the
time to do so before we were incarcerated.
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CHRONOLOGY OF VIOLENCE:
. CLEVELAND ORGANIZED CRIME
1968
5/21/68

. PATRICK CATALANO

reported missing body never foun~.

PETE DI GRAVIO

murdered

1LO/31/71

ARTHUR SNEPERGER

killed by bomb

11/26/71

MICHAEL FRATO

shot and killed

POST AND PADDOCK
RESTAURANT

Autos of SANDY DUBLO,
PHIL BONADONNA and
JOSEPH BRANCATO
dam~ged by bomb

6/21/68
1971

1972
1/1/72

1973
10/6/73

SALVATORE CARCIONE shot and wounded

10/6/73
10/6/73

ROBERT BOGGESS

shC/t and killed

WILLIAM WHITCOMB

shot and killed
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1975
3/29/15
4/12/75
9/19/15
1976
7/22/16
8/20/76
8/20/76
8/22/76
9/10/16
9/24/16
9/26/76
10/26/16

ALEX "SHONDOR" BIRNS

killed by bomb

DANNY GREENE

injured by bomb

JOHN CONTE

beaten to death

EUGENE CIASULLO

injured by bomb

JOSEPH KOVACH

shot and killed

JOSEPH ILLILUS

shot and killed

LEO MOCERI

reported missing

JOHN NARDI

shot at {not injured}

FRANK PERCIO

killed by bomb
}\'aced on auto of
II CALABRESE

EUGENE CIASULLO

home damaged by bomb

LARRY CASSANO

shot and killed
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1977
4/5/71

ENIS CRNIC

killed r.!acin g bomb
on au 0 of
JOHN DEL ZOPPO

5/17/77

JOHN NARDI

killed by bomb
placed on auto

5/28/77

HENRY GRECCO

shot and killed

10/6/77

DANIEL GREENE

killed by bomb
placed on auto

11/14/77

KEITH RITSON

home damaged by bomb

11/17/77

ElMER BRiTTAIN

shot and killed

1/11/78

POST AND PADDOCK
RESTAURANT

damaged by bomb

7/3/78

ORVILLE KEITH

reported missing

11/16/78

KEITH RITSON

reported missing

12/3/78

CHARLES GRISHAM

shot and killed

1/11/79

JAMES CONONICO

shot and killed

4/8/79

LABORERS AFL-CIO
LOCAL 860

damaged by bomb

4/12/79

ROBERT FUREY

shot and killed

7/25/79

JOHN TOBIN

shot and killed

10/4/79

ASGARD LOUNGE

damaged by bomb

1978

1979
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1980
1/6/80
2/13/80
3/6/80
5/14/80
6-80
6/18/80
6/27/80
7/5/80
8/1.6/80
10/2/80
12/13/80

JOHN MAGDA

shot and killed

ROBERT DE CERBO

shot and killed

JOSEPH BONARRIGO

shot and killed

JOSEPH DE ROSE, JR.

injured by gunfire

DAVID HARDWICK

murdered

WILLIAM BOSTIC

murdered

SAM FOSSESCA

injured by gunfire

CURTIS CONLEY

murdered

WILLIAM BOSTIC

body found

DOMINIC SENZARINO

shot and killed

CHARLES CARABBIA

murdered

1981
1/5/81
1/17/81
1/23/81
2/24/81

DAVID PERRIER

shot and killed

JOSEPH GIAIMO

murdered

LAWRENCE DEL GRECCO'

shot and killed

JOSEPH DE ROSE, SR.

killed when mistaken
'for his son

4/17/81

JOSEPH DE ROSE, JR.

murdered - auto
found burned
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u.s. Department of Justice

Ra:EMDBY
SENATE PERMANENT
SUBCOMM, ON INVESTIGATIONS

United States Marshals Service OCT

6{)0 Ann~v

MOW

17 1988

l\'av." Drive

Arlinglon. V.4 22201-4210

OCT 17 19B9

Richard A. Dill
United States Senate Committee
or. Governmental Affairs
Senate Subcommittee on Investigations
Washington, D. C. 20510-6250
Dear Mr. Dill:
In accordance with the request of Joseph Jaffe of Levine,
Silverman and Jaffe, Counselors at Law, I am submitting to you
an affidavit signed by Angelo Lonardo.
If I may be of any further assistance, please do not
hesitata to contact me.

~

SinCerelY'

.~
ugene

~C~,

Jr.
Chief
witness Security

Enclosure
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U~ITED

STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON
. INVESTIGATIONS
Committee on Governmental Affairs
The United States Senate
'Washington, D.C. 20510

~FFIDAVIT

Misc. No. 80-103

I, EUGENE L. COON, of full age, being duly sworn according

.....

to law, do depose and say that:
1)

I am the Chief of the Witness Security Division, United

States Marshals Service, U.S. Department of Justice, Washington,
D.C.
2)

As Chief of the WitneSS Security Division, I am respons-

ible for the adrroinistration of the activities of the United
States Marshals Service in the U.S. Department of Justice Witness
Security Program.
3)

To the best of my knowledge and belief, Angelo Lonardo

was sel:'ved with an Affidavit concerning the above matter.

Angelo

Lonardo was served by a Deputy united States Marshal who personally
delivered the process to him and witnessed his signature on same
at 10:00 a.m. on September 19, 1988.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON
INVESTIGATIONS

Misc. No; 88-103

Committee on Governmental Affairs
The united States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510,
Applicant.
ANGELO LONARDO being duly sworn deposes and says:
I

1.

the

am the same Angelo Lonardo who appeared before
Permanent

senate

Subcommittee

on

Investigations

(hereinafter "Committee") on April 15, 1988.

2.
made

This Affidavit is submitted to answer the inquiry

of· the

Committee

"Chronology of Violence:

3.
Committee,

In
I

response

respond as

concerning

a

document

captioned,

Cleveland Organized Crime."

to

the

follows

questions
with

put to me by the

regard

to

each of

the

events seriatim by name and date.

A.

511/68

PATRICK CATALANO:

I

Greene and John Nardi were responsible.

believe that Danny
I

did not organize,

and was not involved in the same.

B.

6/21/68

PETE

DI

GRAVIO:

I

have

no

knowledge

concerning this matter.
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10/31171

C.

ARTHUR

SNEPERGER:

Greene was involved with this murder.

I

believe

Danny

I did not authorize and

did not participate in the same.
D.

11/26/71

MICHAEL

FRATO:

Frato

was

shot

and

killed by Danny Green in a gun battle between the two of them.
Green

was

tried

and

acquitted

for

this

murder.

I

did not

authorize or participate in the same.
E.

111/72

Danny Greene was
to.

I

did not

POST AND PADDOCK RESTAURANT:

responsible

for

the

auto

I

bombings

believe
referred

authorize or participate in the same.

DubIo,

Bonadonna and Brancato did not work for the family.
F.

10/6173

WILLIAM WHITCOMB:

SALVATORE

CARCIONE.

ROBERT

BOGGESS

and

I have no knowledge of who the shooter was,

and I did not authorize or participate in the same.

As 'far as

I know, the three named individuals were burglars.
G.
killed
Ritson.

by

3/29/75
a

bomb

ALEX "SHONDOR" BIRNS:

placed

by

either

Danny

I

believe he was

Greene

or

Keith

I did not authorize or participate in the same.
H.

4/12/75

DANNY GREENE:

placed the bomb on Greene.

I

have no knowledge who

I did not authorize or participate

in the same.
I.

9/19/75

JOHN

CONTE:

I

heard

from

various

individuals that Conte was beated to death by Danny Greene.

I

did not authorize or participate in the same.
J.

7122176

EUGENE CIASULLO:

I

understand the bomb

was placed by Greene or at his ordars because Greene was having
trouble with him.

I did not authorize or participate in the

same.
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K.

8/20/76

JOSEPH KOVACH and JOSEPH ILLILUS;

I have

no knowledge of who either of the individuals were or who shot
and killed them.

L.
murdered

I did not participate in the same.

8122176

LEO MOCERI;

by Danny Greene

and

I

Keith

believe that Moceri was
Ritson.

This

was

done

because John Nardi was having trouble and headaches from Leo
Moceri,

who

family..

at the time was

the

underboss

of

the

Cleveland

Nobody in our family authorized a hit on our underboss

or participated in the same.

M.

JOHN

9110176

Calabrese and Butch 8istenino

As

NABD.l..t

far

as

I

shot at Nardi.

(SP)

know,

Al

They were

having their ow~ problems with Nardi and Greene.

They were not

part

authorize

of

the

Cleveland

family.

We

did

not

or

participate in the shooting.
N.

~76

FRANK PERCIO;

I believe he was killed by

a mistake when a bomb placed in Calabrese's car by Danny Greene
who was

trying to kill

Calabrese.

We

did

not

authorize

or

participate in this killing.
O.
Greene

had

9/26/76

the

E~CIASULLO;

bomb placed

I understand that Danny

in Ciasullo' 5

home.

It was not

authorized, nor did we participate in the same.
P.

10126176

LARRY CASSANO;

I have no knowledge of

who Cassano was or who shot and killed him.

Q.

415177 ENIS CRNIC;

Crnie or John Del Zoppo,

I have no knowledge of either

in whose car it is alleged the bomb

was placed.
R.

5/15/77

JOHN NARDI;

I understand Nardi was killed
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by a

bomb

placed in an automobile which was parked next to

Nardi's by Curly Montana
authorized

by

and

Poppalardo.

Jack White Licavoli who

Nardi's death was

was

the

boss

of our

family at the time.
S.
Grecco is.

5/28/77

I have no knowledge of who

1. did not authorize or participate in the killing.

T.
bomb was

HENRY GRECCO:

10/6/77

placed

DANIEL GREENE:

in

Ronnie Carabbias.

an

automobile

Greene was killed when a
by

Ferrito

Sistenino

and""

Greene's murder was authorized by Jack White

Licavoli.

u.
later

became

11/14/77

KEITH

a

of

member

our

RITSON:
family,

Tony

Liberatore,

placed

the

bomb.

who
I

believe that Jack White talked to him before it was done.
V.

11/11/77

ELMER BRITTAIN:

I have no knowledge who

1/11/78

POST AND PADDOCK RESTAURANT;

Brittain is.
W.

I

did not

authorize or par,ticipate in the same.
X.

ORVILLE KEITH:

713178

Orville Keith is.

I

' I have no knowledge who

did not au.thorize or participate in any

matters with him.

Y.
Zagaria
him

as

~1~1~/~6~/~7~8~-£K~E~I~TuH~R~~

and Hans Graew.
a

narcotics

Was

killed

by

Carmine

Segalcia thought Ritson would finger

trafficker.

I

did

not

authorize

or

participate in the killing, nor did the Cleveland family.
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Z.
Grisham.

CHARLES GRISHAM:

12/3/78

I have no knowledge of

did not authorize or participate

I

in

any matters

relating to him.
AA.
Connonico

JAMES CONONICO:

1111179

was.

I

did

not

I have no knowledge

authorize

or

participate in

I~ho

any

matters relating to him.
BB.
knowledge of
controlle~

Furey

I

have no

the matter except that the local was the local

by Tony Liberatore.

CC.
who

LABORERS An-CIa LOCAL 860:

4/8179

ROBERT FUREY:

4112179

was.

I

did

not

I

authorize

have no knowledge of
or

participate in

the

shooting.
DD.

7125179

JOHN TOBIN:

have no knowledge of him.

I

did not know Tobin.

I

I did not authorize or participate

in the shooting.
EE.

1014179

ASGABD LOUNGE:

I have no knowledge of

the bombing.
FF.

1/60180

JOHN MAGDA:

I

have

no

knowledge

of

Magda.
GG.

2/13/80

HH.

3/6/80

ROBERT PE CERBO:

I have no knowledge of

De Cerbo.
JQSEPH

BONARRIGO:

Joe

Yacavelli· (SP)

shot and killed Bonargio with a member of the Hells Angels.

I

testified concerning this in my wltitten statement, to which the
Committee's attention is respectfully directed.
II.

5/14/80

JQSEPH DE ROSE. JRj

The shooting was by

the Youngstown Group who were at that time under the control of
Pittsburg.
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6/80

JJ.
Zagaria's

orders.

DAVID
He

HARWICK;

was

a

Was

narcotics

killed

by

dealer.

I

Carmine
did

not

authorize or participate in the same.

6/18/80

KK.
Zag aria •

WILLIAM BOSTIC;

Was murdered by Carmine

He was another narcotics traffic)ter.
FOSSF.~

LL.

6127180

SAM

MM.

7/5/80

CURTIS

I

have no

knowledge of

the same.

Zagaria murder.

was

a

Carmine·····

I did not authorize or participate in the same.

81'16/80

NN.

This

CQNI~

WILLIAM

BOSTr~

This

was

a

Carmine

Zagaria murder.

10/2/80

00.

PP.
attention

DOMINIC SENARINO;

12/13/80

is

.CHARLES

respectfully

I have no knowledge.
The

CARABB~

directed

to

my

Committee's

prior

written

submission and testimony before you of April 15, 1988.

1[5/81

QQ.
is

respectfu~

1y

DAVID PERRIER:

directed

to

my

The Committee's attention

prior

written

submission and

testimony before you of April 15, 1988.
. RR.
and others.
5S.
I

U17[81 JOSEPH GIAIMO..:..

Was murdered by Zag aria

I did not authorize or participate in the same.

1[23[81

LAWRENCE DEL GRECCO;

have no knowledge of who may have been

death.

A narcotics user.
involved with

his

I think he committed suicide.
DE BQSf;. SR. :

TT.

2[24[6Z

JOSr,;~H

UU.

4[17[61

"IQSEEH DE RQSl:;, "IR, ;

Joseph DeRose, Jr.

was a close friend of Charlie Carabbia, who after Carabbia was
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killed

sought

Youngstown group.
DeRose

Jr' s.

to

revenge

Carabbia' s

death

against

the

Pat Farucci (SP) spoke to me sometime before

death

and told me a man named "Skinny Sam",

a

close fried of Joe DeRose, Jr. had told Farucci that I had a
contract out
untrue.

on

·Skinny Sam".

I

told him this was totally

Farucci asked me if .the contract could be considered

lifted if "Skinny Sam" would kill Joseph DeRose, Jr.

Since I

knew that both the Pittsburg and Youngstown crowd wanted to get
rid of Joseph DeRose, Jr., I told Farucci "yes".

Thereafter I

learned

DeRose,

that

whoever was

trying

to

get

rid

of

Jr.

mistakenly killed Joseph DeRose, Sr., thinking it was DeRose,
Jr.

Thereafter I heard that DeRose, Jr. was killed.

4.

Greene, Nardi, Ritson, MCTaggart and Cappolo were

all part of a group called the "Greene Gang", who were engaged
in gambli.ng and bombings on the west side of Cleveland.

They

were not part of the Cleveland family, part no tribute to it,
did not act at our request and were no accountable to us.

5.

Zagaroa was not a member of the Cleveland fami ly

and did not ever receive any permission from us to commit any
of the acts which he may have committed.

~L~c?
Lonardo

Angel
Sworn to before me this
day of August, 1988.
Notary Public
5810S
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U.S. D<parlmenl of JwstIce
f"Cdeml Bureau oflnvestigatioo

Statement of
James F. Ahearn
. SAC Boston Division
,., Federal Bureau of Investigation

•

Before the
Committee on Governmental Affairs
Permanent Subcommittee' on Investigations
United States Senate
April 15, 1988

Re: Organized Crime - 25 Years
After Valachi
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:
It is a privilege to appear here today representing the
Boston Field Division of the Federal Bureau of ~nvestigation.
The Boston Division encompasses the states of Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Maine.
By way of background I have been a Special Agent of the
FBI for twenty-fi ve years and have been aS,si gned to organized
crime investigations as an Agent,and as a Supervisor in both the
field and FBI Headquarters. As an Assistant Special Agent in
Charge and Special Agent in Charge I have, through subordinates,
supervised organized crime investigations i-n San Francisco, Omaha
and Boston. Through these experiences and my interaction with a
former member of the La Cos a Nostra (LCN) turned Government
witness, I am familiar with the internal workings of the LCN both
from an historical and present-day view.
I would now like to present some information on the
organized crJme picture as it relates to the LCN in the Boston
Division of the FBI.
Today in New England we find two LCN groups
represented - the PATRIARCA Family in Boston and Worcester,
Massachusetts as well as Providence, Rhode Island, and the New
York GENOVESE Family in Springfield, Mass. RAYMOND L.S.

2
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PATRIARCA took over leadership of his family in 1954 and retai,ned
that role until his death in 1984, when fam;iy, leadership passed
,peacefully to his son, RAYMOND J. C. PATRIARCA.
Like other LCN·families in major U. S. metropolitan
'areas, this group had its United States origins, in the
i~igration patterns of the'early 20th Century when organized
crime members from Sicily and Italy joined thousands of
immigrants seeking a better life in the United States .. Initially
these criminals stayed within the imnigrant coonlunity but
Prohibition enabled them to. increase their contacts and criminal
reputation~ outside the imnigrant community. By the end of
Prohibition, having pushed aside other ethnic criminal groups,
the LCN was well on its way to becoming the dominant criminal
group in New Engl and. Gambl i ng, extorti on, loansharking and
dealing in stolen p'('operty became the mainstay of their illegal
enterprises and murder ~as routinely used to enforce their will.
Where necessary, the LCN was adept at forming 'alliances with
other ethnic groups to minimize the disruption of profits due to
canfl i ct .. Other ethni c crime groups in New Engl and, whil e
locally powerful, did not have the national sc;ope and resources
of the LCN. This factor alone separated the LCN from these other
groups.
By the late 1940s and early '1950s, one PHIL BUCCOLA of
Boston had been identified as the head of this group. Public
congressional hearings during the early 1950s determined that

3
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Mr. BUCCOLA was taking frequent and extended vacations to Sicily
where he eventually sought early retirem~nt setting the stage for
RAYMOND L. S. PATRIARCA.
The history of the FBI's efforts to identify the nature
and extent of this criminal conspiracy began in the early 1960s
at a point in time when the LCN was not understood as the
national criminal conspiracy it is today. The LCN had a
forty-year head start al\'d was well ingrained into the fabric of
the communi ty. The code of silence or "OMERTA" di d not make the
information-gathering process easy but steady progress was made.
Successful prosecutions were developed against many prominent LCN
members including RAYMOND L.S. PATRIARCA, but the enterprise
continued to operate.
By studying and evaluating the past, it became obvious
that a new investigative strategy was needed. This was not just
an idea of the Boston Division but of the FBI seeking to develop
a national investigative strategy based on information about the
LCN developed over a period of years from many parts of the
country.
In New England resources were concentrated on the
family and its leaders as a functional criminal entity, using the
Racketeer Infl uenced a'nd Corrupt Organi zati ons (RICO) statute in
such a way that the evidence obtained would show the totality of
their criminal enterprises and thus, when convicted, sentences
could be imposed that woulct stop the revolving door process that
had gone on in the past.

4
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In 1981, a court-authorized microphone was placed in
the office of the family Underboss and another in a club
frequented by a powerful family Caporegime and his soldiers ..
Evi dence '~rOOl these two mi crophones presents a rare pi cture of
)he d~y-to-day operation of an LCN family wherein the very nature
of this secret organization was frequently discussed as were the
wide variety of their criminal ventures. Murder, extortion,
gamb Ti ng, 1oansharki ng, and. bri berywere all found to be primary
areas of criminal effort.
Largely as a result of the evidence obtained from the'
microphone, 22 convictions were recorded. The length of
sentences ranged from 45 years to 18 months and included
convictions of the Underboss, 3 Caporegimes, 7 members and 11
as~ociates.
An indictment was also returned on the Consigliere
of the Family but ~rial was postponed due to medical reasons.
The Consigliere died prior to trial on RICO charges.
It is noted that Iconvictions were 'also recorded in
state court agai nst the Und~!rboss of the New Engl and Family and
o~e additional LCN member on the charge of accessory before the
fact of murder utilizing evidence from the federal wiretap
mentioned above. 'Conviction on this charge resulted in a life
sentence for the Underboss and a 15/20 year sentence for the
soldier.
Our efforts against the Springfield., Mass. faction of
the GENOVESE Family have been equally successful utilizing
electronic microphone surveillance and the RICO theory of the LeN
as the criminal enterprise. Within the last several months, a
5
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long-time Caporegime for that area and 5 of his soldiers and two
associates entered guilty pleas and were sentenced.
An unusual by-product of these mi crophones in Boston.
was the substantial amount of "structure" conversation in which
the history of their criminal group was' discussed by the subjects
themselves leaving little need for speculation. While this
evidence led to substantial convictions noted above, we had to
realize that an honest assessment would tell us that total
success could not be claimed and that the effort, more than ever,
had to be increased. if we were· ever goi ng to be able to remove'
the LCN from their position of criminal dominance.
An investigative strategy was developed and employed at
a time when substantial Agent resources were corrmitted to ongoing
prosecutions. In essence, those individuals seeking to fill the
leadership vacuum being created by Federal convictions were
already targeted for intensified investigation. Electronic
surveillance, undercover projects, and cooperating witnesses were
used to gather evidence. Since many of these matters are
presently before Federal Grand Juries, I must keep my corrments
general but I do wish to point out to you today that while
convictions of individuals are essential, it is not necessarily
the only goal. The Boston investigative strategy is only one
part of a national investigative strategy simil~r in design. Our
goal will only be met'when the LCN no longer functions as a
national criminal enterprise.

6
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I think that I can safely repre5ent to you today that
in New Engl and thi s process has started. Thf~ newly created LeN
leadership has, within two years, found itself subject to intense
investigation and expecting extensive RICO indictments. Fear of
electronic surveillance and cooperating witnesses have greatly
reduced their ability to communicate with each other and without
commun;cat;onno group can function effectively. New LeN members
are not being recruited and those sought are not as interested in
membership as in the past. ·Conviction of experienced leaders has
forced less capable people into leadership roles for which they
are not prepared. The LeN in New England is in a state of
regression for the first time in seventy years; however, the
history of the Mafii,t in Sicily tells us that this is not enough
to claim victory. Our success should only serve to convince us
how much more there is to be done. There is much about the LeN
that we do not know, particularly in ,the areas of finance,
legitimate business and corruption, and how they replenish their
ranks from a community of more educated people who may chose a
different way of life.
The B,oston Division of the FBI continues to fihd
innovative ways to investigate a no~well-educated LeN. One of
our greatest assets is the competence and dedication of Justice
Department prosecutol'S who have formed exce11 ent worki ng bonds
with FBI Agents. We have had the full support of various U. S.
Attorneys and this has been essential in presenting a solid
Federal front against the LCN.
7.
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A necessary ingredient in our effort against the LeN is
a community belief that we can do the job and that citizens will
do their part in fighting organized crime.
Where the LCN has bee~ deeply entrenched in a community
for many years, this sense of community rejection of the LCN is
often difficult to achieve. However, in many parts of New
England I am convinced that our successful efforts to date have
turned the tide and citizens do believe that something can be
done about the LCN and it.s criminal influence. This does not
come overnight and is a continuous problem but'I can assure you
it is taking place.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I
will be happy to answer questions of this Committee.

8
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RESPONSES TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM THE BOSTON DIVISION

Question. The FBI has submitted for the record field office summaries from across
the country recounting the status of orgar.ized crime activity in those areas. The
Boston Office summary says and I quote: "The New England LCN Family historical-ly has opted to remain in illegal ventures and apparently has not sought or not
gained major influence in legitimate industry." Why, unlike many other LCN families, has the New England Family decided against infiltrating legitimate business?
Answer. It is difficult to say whether or not the New England LON made a positive or negative decision against infiltrating legitimate business or whether their
lack of action in the area was just an outgrowth of their style of operation. The New
England LON had the same Family Boss from 1954 to 1984 which was a period of
general stability for this criminal group where they took in few new members and
experienced little growth in their numbers of criminal ventures. In the more traditional areas of criminal activity, they had no competition and each of its members
was able to obtain reasonable wealth through traditional crimes. While the exact
answer to this question is not known it does appear quite possible that this family
was in a period of stagnation while other families were growing either in numbers
or complexity of criminal activity.
Question. That same summary notes that "suspected Camorra members from the
Naples, Italy area" have been found in Springfield, Massachusetts. As I understand
it, those individuals and their organization are distinct from the Sicilian Mafia families about which lV"ir. Buscetta testified here last Monday. Could you describe in
greater detail these individuals, their organization, and the extent of their r::riminal
activities in New England?
Answer. The Camorra is a centuries-old Italian criminal organization with its
roots in Naples, Italy and the surrounding countryside. At times in its history,
which pUrportedly predates the Sicilian Mafia, this group has often been referred to
as a second government. It now appears, like the Sicilian Mafia, that members of
this group have emigrated from Italy to various European and Western countries to
ply their criminal trade.
Antonio Orlando Manzi was born July 14, 1952, at Quindici, Avellino, Italy. As a
result of an arrest on September 13, 1984, at Chicopee, Massachusetts, by the Massachusetts St,Rt.e Police (MSP) for the sale of six ounces of cocaine, he was charged
with drug trafficking, and is currently serving a seven- to ten-year sentence in the
Massachusetts penal system. An extradition warrant was lodged against Manzi for
extradition to Italy for offenses including two counts of homicide, armed robbery
and Camorra association. Manzi has since been ordered extradited by a U.S. Magistrate and has appealed this order. Upon affirmation of the order, Manzi will be released by Massachusetts authorities to be returned to Italy to serve a thirty-twoyear sentence whi·::h he received on the above homocides and other charges in absentia.
Manzi alleged that he met a Genovese LCN member who resides in Springfield,
Massachusetts, originally in Italy. Upon arrival, Manzi sought out this LON member
and was given employment in gambling operations controlled by him in the Springfield area. He later became involved in cocaine trafficking in the Springfield, Massachusetts, and Albany, New York, area with his borther, Carmine Manzi, a naturalized U.S. citizen who was a codefendant in the cocaine trafficking case. Italian authorities described Manzi's criminal activities in Italy as including acts as a leader
of the Nuova Camorra Organization in warfare with the rival Nuova Famiglia faction of the Camorra. Biagio Cava, born October 16, 1955, at Quindici, Avellino, Italy,
was arrested by the Immigration and Naturali7.ation Service (INS) at 51 Johnson
Street, Springfield, Massachusetts, on June 5, 1985, on charges on Illegal Entry to
the United States and Possession of False Documents. Cava was subsequently indicted
on three counts of violation of immigration statutes. He pled guilty to these
charges on June 26, 1987, received a five-year suspended sentence and signed a
Waiver of Extradition to Italy. Cava was turned over to Italian authorities to serve
a previously imposed sentence of five and one-half years for conviction on charges of
extortion, weapons possession, telephone threats and Camorra association. He was
also reportedly under investigation for conspira;:y to murder an Italian judicial official.
Cava is alleged to be a member of the Nuova Famiglia (NF) faction of the Camorra. He survived an ambush murder attempt in April 1983, in which his companion
was killed. Antonio Orlando Manzi has been convicted of this attack. Information
received by INS prior to Cava's arrest was that he was in Springfield to kill Antonio
Manzi although Manzi was in state custody at the time.
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Cava had entered the United States on the altered Italian passport of an Agostino
Libepaie, born November 18, 1958, in Avellino Province,Italy. Cava had entered the
United States on five occasions between May 31, 1986, and June 1, 1987, on this
paSsport.
Cava, although a member of the rival Camorra faction from Manzi, was also
aligned with the Genovese LeN Family and their associates in Springfield. In January 1987, Cava was observed traveling from Las Vegas, Nevada, to Springfield, Massachusetts, with two Genovese LCN associates.
Question. Both the FBI and the Labor Department's Organized Crime and Racketeering Section have jurisdiction over criminal investigations in the labor racketeering area. How many joint FBIILabor Department investigations have been handled
by your office in the last three years? Are you satisfied with the cooperation between your office and Department Agents in criminal investigations?
Answer. During the past three years, four investigations have been conducted
jointly by the Boston FBI Field Division and the Regional Office of Labor Racketeering (OLR). Cooperation between the two agencies has been excellent in each of the
iriveStigations.
.
"Question: In your view, what should the role of the Labor Department Inspector
General's Office be in the investigation of labor racketeering cases? Is the labor
racketeering· problem big enough to accommodate both the FBI and the Labor Department?
"
Answer: In labor racketeering matters, the role of the LabOr Department of Inspector General's Office should ~ to investigate waste, fraud and abuse within the
Department of Labor (DOL); and to investigate 1tiolations of Section 805 (b) of the
Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, Section 504 of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (ERISA), and Section 601 of the Labor Management F.,porting
and Pisclt,lsure Act (LMRDA), statutes which DOL is"statutorily empowered to investiJ7.ate. All other labor racketeering violations identified by DOL's Inspector Gener9.i.s Office- ehould be referred to the appropriate criminal investigative agency. The
DOL should continue to provide to investigations their expertise developed over
years of administering various DOL programs where appropriate and applicable.
The labo~\ rp..cketeering problem is substantial. However, the number of important
org/illized crime influei1ced labor racketeers in Ii city is fmite and usually readily
identifiable by. law enforcement. Past experience has demon~trated extraordinarily
r.1ysfunctional refl-ults caused by uncoordinated multiagency pursuit of the same subjects. fu fact, !;ome of the best organized crime sources of the FBI have been lost
unnecessarily due to uncoordinated investigations.
The ll'BI's "Organized Crime National Strategy," which has proven so successful
against tb.4l La Cosa Nostra (LeN), mandates use of the RICO sll,\tute in concert with
Title ill and undercover techniques. Indeed, the experience of the FBI is that all
thr.ee techniques are essential to success against the LeN" Furthermoro, the LeN is
the major fo?ce in labor racketeering. Although additional resources to law enforcement to combat crime would be a much needed and welcomed augmentation to the
law ~nforcement effort, it is incumbent that such additional r~sources be structured
and marshaled in a coordinated and well-defined manner to avoid inefficient, ineffective and, duplicative acti1tity. To em.power numerous agendes and departments
with full taw enforcement pqwerS under the direction of individual semiautonomous
departments, without clear lines of jurisdiction most Msured.ly ensure inefficiency
and conflict in fv.ture investigati,ons.
Coordinating resource USJilge from independent agen"ctes ha'Ving concurrent jurisdiction was attempted under the s,trike force concept with less than favorable results. Statistical accomplislJ,ment cOTlsiderations, as well M differing investigative
strategies necessitated by resources availability, inteUigence base, and the technical
capabilities of each agency prevented. coord.inated effo~ toward a common goal. No
agency will unilaterally subjugate their persr>'nneJ or responsibility to another
agency leaving the alternative of management by committee for a particular investigative project. This has proven to be inefficient and ineffective in addressing crime
problems in a thorough and timely fashion.
Qup,stion: Currently, unlike other Fedilrp.(l law enforcement Agents, Agents of the
Labor Department Organized Crime Section do not have statutory law enforcement
authority, i.e., the authority to make arrests and to carry a gun. They receive this
authority only on a case-by-case depatization basis from the Justice Department. Do
you know of instances where this uathority has delayed or impeded their ability to
effectively investigate organized crime cases?
'
Answer: The Boston Division of the FBI is aware of no instances where the lack of
statutory law enforcement authority has delayed or impeded the ability of Labor
r,)epartment organ~ crime Agents to conduct effective investiga~ion in the area of
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organized crime. The case-by-case deputization by the Justice Department appears
to have effectively resolved the need when it has arisen.
Question: Do you believe that Agents of the Labor Department Inspector General's organized crime section should have statutory law enforcement authority? Why
or why not?
Answer: Based upon the experience of this office, no need has been demonstrated
for the OLR to have statutory law enforcement authority. Moreover, if such authority were granted, it could easily lead to a diffusion of investigative effort.
Question: Did your Division use any state or local law enforcement agencies in its
LeN investigations? If so, what agencies C<H>perated in these investigations, and
what was the level of that co-operation? If not, why not?
Answer: No. Utilization of local law enforcement was considered impractical due
to ongoing FBI investigations predicated on allegations of local police corruption
during the time of the Angiulo investigation. On the state level, there were no investigations assigned, on a full-time basis, to organized crime in 1981.
Question. Does the Boston Division utilize the task force concept in any of its organized crime investigations, and if so, what are the parameters of the task force?
Answer. The Boston Division utilize"! informal task force arrangements depending
on the nature of the organized crime investigation. The Boston Division has conducted a joint electronic surveillance with the Boston Police Department, and two of
its last electronic surveillances have been done with a recently formed Massachusetts State Police Organized Crime Unit. In each case, the state and local investigators were depu~ized as U.S. Marshals in order to assist in electronic surveillance.
Since the Massachusetts State Police Organized Crime Unit is of fairly recent
origin, this concept has been mutually agreed upon and subsequently used.
Question. What is your Division's LCN family's involvement in drug-trafficking, if
any, and to what degree are they involved in the distribution of narcotics in your
area?
Answer. A recent survey of LeN-related intelligence within the Boston FBI files
indicates that approximately 50 percent of New England LeN members have had
some form of involvement in illegal drug trafficking' or personal drug abuse. The
New England LeN is not the most significant drug-trafficking group in the region
and there is a "family rule" prohibiting an LeN member from involvement in drug
activities. This rule is a myth as it is not enforced by the Family hierarchy and individual members and capos cannot resist the lucrative drug profits. illegal drugs activity represents just another criminal leg of the LeN enterprise in New England.
Question. What are the industries that the LeN controls or influences in your Division, and how does that control or influence affect the citizenry?
Answer. The primary illegal activities of the New England LeN family are gambling, extortion, loansharking and fencing. During the past 10 years, the New England LeN's involvement in fencing has decreased whilE'> its involvement in extortion
has increased. Loansharking activities by the New England, LeN appear to be
stable. The New England LeN has decreased their gambling operations in the last
ten years.
The New England LeN Family historically has opted to remain in illegal ventures and apparently has not sought or not gained major influence in legitimate industry.
Question. What investigative techniques were used in your Division's investigations into the LeN, and which of those techniques proved most successful?
Answer. During the course of the Boston Division's investigation of the LeN a
number of investigative techniques were employed. Among these were electronic
and physical surveillance, witness interviews, use of informants and others. Informants and cooperating witnesses are the most useful techniques in connection with
LeN investigations. Without informants and cooperating witnesses it would be very
difficult to obtain probable cause for our next most useful technique, court-authorized electronic surveillance.
Question. Is your Division fully committed to the Enterprise Theory of Investigation and the use of the RICO Statute?
Answer. Yes. The Enterprise Theory of Investigation is used whenever an organization meets the Attorney General's Guidelines for such an investigation. Today,
the RICO Statute is the most widely used statute in organized crime investigations.
Question. Does this commitment to the enterprise theory of investigation include
the use of the civil components of the RICO Statute?
Answer. Yes. The civil provisions of the RICO Statute permit the Government to
remove organized criminal influence from enterprises which have been corrupted
and exploited by organized crime. Under certain circumstances a civil RICO case
may present a more effective means of addressing the prohibited conduct than a
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criminal RICO prosecution. The flexible injunctive remedies under the civil RICO
Statute also provide a formidable weapon against organized crime. The imposition
of court-supervised trusteeship on a labor union or business entity influenced or
controlled by organized crime and the ability to enjoin these criminals from business dealings with the union or business entity eradicates a crime problem which
may go unaddressed in criminal prosecutions. In addition, the standard of proof in a
civil RICO action is less than in a criminal RICO action thus allowing the Government to expeditiously remove the crime problem while continuing to pursue criminal penalties.
Question. Does the LCN family in your Division use any nontraditional or emerging organized crime groups in the conduct of its illegal criminal enterprises or activities?
Answer. During the course of the Angiulo court-authorized electronic surveillance, both Gennaro Angiulo and Larry Zannino commented at different times
about tbei.r bookmaking in t.he Chinatown area of Boston. Zannino and his associates independently had some contacts with Chinese Ping-On gang members that appeared to have been generated by contact with the Genovese LCN regime in Springfield, Massachusetts, over gambling junket matters. Gerry Angiulo, in prior years,
had been observed at the restaurant of a Chinese organized crime person of influence, during the early morning hours. However, Asian organized crime groups are
not known to have direct, regular, illegal business ties with the Boston LCN, but
apparently have the access.
For many years, an Irish organized crime group, known as the "Winter Hill
Gang,i' has been closely associated with the LCN. While separate criminal enterprises, they often joined forces with the LCN on matters of mutual interest and
Gerry Angiulo claimed "they are with us."
Additionally, in 1985, Angiulo used members of the Hell's Angels Motorcycle
Gang to collect loanshark debts. The LCN, when necessary will engage in a symbiotic relationship with other groups. However, this appears to be sporadic, unusual and
not a common practice.
.
Question. What influence does the LCN have in the labor unions in your area?
Has your Division's organized crime successes had any effect on the LCN's influence
on those labor unions?
Answer. Electronic surveillances conducted in New England between 1981-1987
failed to reveal the direct ties between the LCN and labor unions that have been
found in other parts of the country. No LCN member is known to hold a union position. This is not to say that they are without their own degree of influence. Further
investigation concerning this area is warranted in the Boston area.
Specifically, during the Angiulo interception Nicolo Angiulo talked with his brother Gennaro about having gone to New York and having met with other LCN consigHeres wherein he learned the New York fa,milies were heavily involved in labor
unions. Nicolo Angiulo reporWd he was totally against this form of activity and advised his brothers against it.
Question. What other investigative tools or Federal statutes are neeaed to aid law
enforcement in its investigation of organized crime in New England?
Answer. The LCN in New England is extremely conscious of electronic surveillance and, having learned from the past, now meets in places or under conditions
which are exceedingly difficult to surveil electronically. As a result, law enforcement l'equires the ability to electronically intercept the conversations of subjects
wherever they are located rather than conducting electronic surveillance on a specific location. The Electronic Communications and Privacy Act of 1986, with provisions for "roving taps," has enabled law enforcement to overcome this obstacle. The
institution of this type of electronic surveillance, however, generates the need for
additional personnel, for monitoring and physical surveillance purposes and requires innovative technical equipment designed to provide the capability of moving
rapidly from one means of communication to another.
Question. Can you identify any emerging or nontraditional organized crime groups
that will be able to challenge-or fUl a void left by-the LeN family in your Division?
Answer. No. Previous prosecutions of a faction of Irish organized crime-The
Winter Hill Gang-have left that group decimated and they themselves are not in a
position to fill the void. The Chh'lese Ping-On Society, an Asian oJ:ganized crime
group, in general, is still not a threat outside of the Chinese community as is the
LCN.
Question. In what New England states does the Patriarca LCN family conduct its
criminal activities, and what is the extent of these criminal activities?
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Answer. Providence, Rhode Island, is a stronghold for the Patriarca LeN family
and the family boss, and at lel'st two regimes are active in that area. Since 1985, the
underboss for the Patriarca family has been located in the New Haven-Hartford,
Connecticut area, where the Patriarca LeN family seems to have coexisted with
other LeN groups for years. The influence of the Patriarca LeN family is consider.
able in both Connecticut and Rhode Island.
The LCN impact is New Hampshire and Maine is almost negligible.
Question. In view of the Boston Field Division's successful investigation into the
Boston faction of the Patriarca family, has the LeN threat in Boston been eliminated?
Answer. No. These recent successes have merely created vacancies for others less
qualified to fill. The Boston Division is presently conducting investigations that will
result in indictments of a substantial portion of the emerging leadership but even
this will not ensure that the LeN's control is broken.
Question. What was the Patriarca family's influence in the Boston social and civic
community? What was the extent of that influence, and how did that influence
affect the way the Boston Division conducted its investigation?
Answer. The Patriarca influence in the Boston social and civic community was
considered extensive. This group operated without any legal opposition for mnny
years, and it made little difference whether it was incompetence or corruption that
allowed them to operate, The Boston Division, in attempting to locate lease lines in
the area, utilized the New England TeleRhone Company only to find that this information had been leaked to the Angiulo s. This required the electronic surveillance
to be done withcut any aid from the telphone company. It would have to be said
that the investigative plans for this case were very carefully protected, and the case
was conducted with as much secrecy as possible.
One by-product of the recent conviction is that certain law enforcement agencies
and prosecutors seem to be more willing to investigate or prosecute the LeN.
Whether this results in positive action remains to be seen.
Question. It is this Subcommittee's understanding that the citizens of tl~e Prince
Street area of Boston's North End participated in a "lookout" system for the Angiulos, in which they would report any "suspicious" activity in the neighborhood to the
Angiulos. How did this community support of the Angiulos affect the investigative
techniques utilized by the Boston Division? Is this community family involved in
narcotics trafficking, and if so, to what degree is it involved?
Answer. It is true that Agents in this investigation not only had to avoid discovery by LeN figures or associates but also had to avoid the curiosity of citizens in
that immediate area. A number of LeN murders have been committed in the North
End section of Boston over the years, and authorities had failed to show these citizens that they had the capacity to break the LCN control. Since the prosecutions in
1985 and 1986, it appears that the North End community would offer less support to
the LeN than in the past.
A recent survey of LCN-related intelligence within the Boston FBI mes indicates
that approximately 50 percent of New England LeN members have had some form
of involvement in illegal drug trafficking or pe/:SOnal drug abuse. The New England
LeN is not the most significant drug-trafficking group in the region, and there is a
"family rule" prohibiting an LeN member from involvement in drug activities. This
rule is a myth as it is not enforced by the Family hierarchy, and individual members and capos cannot resist the lucrative drug profits. Illegal drug activity represents just another criminal leg of the LeN enterprise in New England.
Question. Has the Boston Division had any successful organized crime investigations outside of the Boston area?
Answer. As a result of Federal prosecutions over a number of years, the Patriarca
LeN faction in Worcester, Massachusetts has almost been neutralized as a criminal
threat to the community.
All pertinent members of the Genovese faction in Springfield, Massachusetts are
presently under Federal RICO indictment awaiting trial. The Genovese LeN family
has been charged as an illegal enterprise.
The Boston Division was responsible for both the Worcester and Springfield, Massachusetts investigations.
Question. What is the Patriarca family's role in the LCN's nationwide criminal
activity? Do they stay in their own territory, or conduct illegal activities with other
LeN families?
Answer. In general, the Patriarca LeN family operates within New England.
There are examples where they have operatr.ld outside New England, but these are
relatively limited.
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Based upon Title III intercepts between January and May of 1981, it is' obvIous
that the Patriarca family does in fact have a relationship with other families
throughout the United States. This was particuiarly emphasized as Ilario Zannino
talked to three of his soldiers abOut the death of Plilladelphia boss Phil Testa and
the fact that the LeN family in New. England should, when called upon by the commission, go to Philadelphia and help kill those responsible for the murder of Testa.
There were also numerous conversations, particularly between Nick Allgiulo and
Gennaro Angiulo, concerning the New. York family and the number of times Nick
Angiulo traveled to visit the New York family to obtain more information, particul~rly as it related to the running of the LeN.
During the Gallo-Profaci war in the late 1960's in New York, Patriarca did loan
o~e of his trusted aids to New York in an attempt to settle the dispute. In 1976,
former Government witness Joseph Barboza was murdered in San ·Francisco by four
members of the Boston LeN who were believed to have set up the hit through the
West Coast LCN. In summary, however, it would have to be said that this.i1legal
enterprise .confmes the majority of its activities to the New England area.
Question. Why were the civil components of the RICO Statute not utilized in this
investigation?
Answer. The initial phase of the Angiulo investigation was planned around the
full use of RICO predicates; however, the First Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in
September of 1980 that the RICO Statute did not apply to purely crimirial enterprises. During. the actual period of court-authorized electronic interception, the investigative and prosecutive theories were switched to· substantive crimes of gambling, loansharking, etc., and thus greater minimization was required and converSations were lost because the RICO Statute was not cited in the court order. Shortly
after termination of the electronic interCeption in the Angiulo case, the United
States Supreme Court ruled in June of 1981 that the RICO 'Statute did apply to
purely criminal organizations and thus the prosecutive and investigative direction
reverted back to the utilization of the RICO theory.
.
,
Since then, our Boston Office has used, is now using, and will continue to use, the
civil components of RICO, especially in the forfeiture area, to remove the profit
. .
motive from organized criminal activity.
Questi~n. I;>id the Patriarca Family use money-laundering techniques to "wash"
the mQnillli !ibtruned from its illegal operations? Is money laundering a common
practic~ engaged in by the LeN, or is it unique to the Patriarca Family?
Answer. Investigation revealed that over a 18-month period, the Angiulo group
laundered approximately $7 million between two Boston banks. The banks were
later prosecuted, but the issue r~garding the Patriarca Family's use of money~laun
dering techniques is still being investigated.
Money laUndering is not a practice restricted to the Patriarca LeN Family. It is a
.
common practice among many organized crime groups.·
Question. Are there LeN families, other than the Patriarca family, conducting illegal activities in New England. .and what activities are they engaged in7
.
Answer. The New York Genovese .LeN family has a regime in Springfield, Massachusetts, and two members of this regime are located in Worcester, Massachusetts.
This family is active in gambling, loansharking and stolen property and. has a heavy
interespn gambling. junkets. Certain of these individual members may also be involved in labor racketeering and narcotics.
Question. How important are illegal gambling businesses to the Patriarca family?
Can you estimate the approximate size and extent of their gambling business? ,_
Answer. In Boston, Gerry Angiulo often commented that he feared Federal gambling investigations,. knowing that they could be used as RICO predicates.' The
Boston LeN faction controlled all the numbers, were heavy into sports bookmaking
layoff, and conducted fraudulent charity sponsored Las Vagas nights where ·the
charities were victimized by this group.
.
It cannot be emphasized strongly enough that the illegal· gambling business was
the principal source of revenue for the Angiulo and Patriarca family as a whole. It
was the single most important illegal activity that tFie New England family engaged
in and has been for a period in excess of thirty years. This was primarily due to the
business sense of the Angiulos and the way that they ran their gambling activity,
particularly the numbers operation. Conservatively, based upon the records and testimony at trial, it is estimated that the approxima~ size and extent of the gambling
business was $30,000 a day, strictly limited to the numbers operation run by the
Angiulos in Boston. It is impossible to estimate the amount of money that was generated by their sports bookmaking.
.
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Question. The FBI has done fine work against the LCN. The obvious question now
is what is next? That is, who is filling the LCN void, and what are we doing about
it?
"
Answer. In the New England area, despite the successes achieved against the
LCN, no void presently exists that would permit an emerging organized crime group
to seize power. The LCN is still the dominant organized crime group in this area
and will be for the foreseeable future.
Question. In our 1984 Subcommittee Report on the' Status of Organized Crime in,
the Mid-Atlantic Region, we concluded on page 67 of the Report that: " ... emerging crime groups such as outlaw motorcycle gangs should be investigated fulty by
law enforcement and immobilized before they become entrenched." Do you agree
with that assessment of the Subcommittee's? If so, what is your office doing about
them? Specifically, how many cases have you brought, and what resources have you
allocated to them? Where do you take such investigations for prosecutions? U.S. Attorney?
Answer. Yes, we agree with the 1984 Subcommittee report. However, the LeN
continues to be the most significant organized crime group and therefore, receives
the highest investigative priority. Investigations regarding ~merging organized
crime groups are allocated resources accordingly.
The Organized Crime National Strategy calls for the LCN to receive the highest
investigative priority, while addressing other organized crime groups and expanding
existing intelligence on emerging organized crime groups to ensure that priorities
are set properly and allocation of limited resources are utilized effectively and efficiently.
One successful prosecution of several outlaw gang members was achieved in this
Division partially as a result qf a coordinated National effort against these groups.
The outlaw motorcycle gangs in New England are not considered as serious a crime
problem and, therefore, not demanding of the same investigative attention as is necessary in other parts of the United States. Investigations concerning outlaw motorcycle gangs in New England are normally prosecuted by the Organized Crime Strike
Force.
.
.
Question. In the same Report, our Subcommittee criticized the Department of Justice and the Organized Crime Strike Force for focusing. their attention almost exclusively on the LCN. We stated on page 67 .of the Report: "For too long, the Strike
Forces have addressed the subject of organized crime as if the problem were one
limited almost exclusively to La Cosa Nostra. The LCN is an important factor in
organized crime, but it is not all there is to the prob~em." Do you agree with this
1984 assessment of the Subcommittee? Has it changed based upon your own experiences with your local Strikes Forces and U.S. Attorney offices?
Answer. While we agree that the LCN is certainly not the only organized crime
group present in New England, we feel it is by far the most dominant and accordingly, should continue to receive the most attention both from the FBI and the
Strike Force. The LCN continues to ,be the most significant organized crime group.
The prosecutive successes realized by the U.S. Department of Justice of LCN members in recent years may have served to curtail LCN organized crime activity but
have not significantly diminished the threat the LCN poses to American society.
The Organized Crime National Strategy calls for the LCN to receive the highest investigative priority, while addressing other organized crime groups to ensure that
priorities and allocation of limited resources are utilized in the most efficient and
effective manner. Investigative resources are committed to other organized crime
groups to a limited degree, and these investigations are coordinated with the local
Strike Force.
Question. In our 1984 hearings on the status of organized crime in the Great
Lakes region, the Subcommittee conducted a confidential survey of 30 past and
present strike force attorneys and investigators. Twenty-six of the 30 respondents
said they had firsthand, direct knowledge of instances in which they had gathered
sufficient evidence to demonstrate a major organized criminal activity that was not
part of or associated with an LeN family. But in each instance their requests for
Strike Force assistance were denied because there was :tIO LCN involvement. (page
13 of the Hearings and page 3 of the Report.)
.
Are such observations accurate based upon 'your office's experience? In such a
case, what does your office do with the investigation? Do you have problems taking
it to a U.S. Attorney's office if it was rejected by the Strike Force? What should be
done about this?
Answer. We are not aware of any instances wherein any significant organized
crime activity was not investigated because there is no LCN influence or involvement in the New England region. It is noted that in consultation with the Chief of
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the Strike Force on a periodic basis, all organized crime-related problems are examined, priorities set, and resources allocated; however, due to the continued strength
of the LCN in this area, there has been no question as to the proper allocation of
these resources. No serious criminal act in any organized crime group has gone unaddressed from this region.
During the 1970's, the Boston Division aggressively investigated the racketeering
activities of an orlf,anized crime group known as the "Winter Hill Gang." The
"Winter Hill Gang' was comprised of members who were of Irish descent. As a
result of these investigations, the hierarchy of this gang was arrested, convicted and
incarcerated.
Based upon the above statements, it should be concluded that the priorities of the
Strike Force and the FBI are consistent in the 1\lew England Region. If a situation
did arise where, due to lack of resources, the Strike Force was unable to handle a
case, it would, of course, be referred to the U.S. Attorney's office.
Question. In our report on the Status of Organized Crime in the Great Lakes
Region, we noted that there appeared to be no agreement within the Organized
Crime and Racketeering Section of the Justice Department, which supervises the
strike forces, as to what constituted organized crime. Do you agree with this assessment? How does your office define organized crime for prioritizing investigations?
Do your priorities agree with the Strike Force's? U.S. Attorneys'? If not, where do
they differ? What do you do when they differ?
Answer. As previously stated, priorities of the field division agree with the local
Strike Force Chiers as well as the various U.S. Attorneys. In addition, this office is
in complete agreement with established FBI national strategy concerning organized
crime. The formulation of the FBI National Organized Crime Strategy is the result
of many successes and some failures, designed by Agents who have actively engaged
in the organized crime fight in the last several years. When applied at the field
level, it is most effective in helping to assign priorities not only regionally but ruso
in assisting to insure that not only is the regional program effective, but that it
blends in and becomes a component of a national investigative strategy. This national strategy assists each field division in assessing and defining its own individual
organized crime problem and in insuring that there are coherent national goals and
objectives.
Effective communication between this office, the U.S. Attorney and U.S. Strike
Force Chief leaves no room for confusion or differences regarding the nature, scope
and impact of organized crime; its investigative priority; and the strategy to be followed in addressing it.
Question. On the first day of the hearings, the General Accounting Office (GAO)
recommended to the Subcommittee that our organized crime efforts need to be
based upon "careful strategic planning" that established clear objectives, assigns responsibilities and allocated our finite law enforcement efforts. Do you agree with
such an analysis, and if you do, who do you recommend should establish such a well
thought out plan for all Federal law enforcement agencies involved in the fight
against organized crime?
Answer. As previously discussed, the FBI has a carefully planned national strategy against organized crime, which has proven extremely effective. The FBI strategy
is conveyed to other Federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies through established liaision. The goal of all Federal law enforcement combating organized
crime should be uniform; however, the strategies setting forth priorities, objectives,
and techniques must be tailored by each agency depending upon their jurisdiction,
intelligence base and resource availability.
Question. GAO recommended that the current strike force planning. vehicle, the
National Organized Crime Planning Council (NOCPC), be expanded and intensified
to accomplish this goal. NOCPC was established in response to prior criticism by
this Subcommittee that the Justice Department's Organized Crime Program lacked
"formal standards to measure effectiveness, lacked a national strategy and definition of organized crime." Although NOCPC. is supposed to annUally visit every
strike force and discuss local problems with the various law enforcement agencies, it
is our understanding, they rarelr do so. Do you get any guidance from NOCPC?
When was the last NOCPC meetmg in your town? I understand, for example, that
there hasn't been a NOCPC in Cleveland for three to four years? What is the
system iri existence in your city to discuss and layout local strategies and iUlocate
resources between agencies? When was the last time you met? Who attended? Who
chaired the meeting?
Answer. The last NOCPC meeting in New England was approximately four years
ago and more recent scheduled meetings were canceled because of lengthy LeN
trials in progress or.budgeting problems on the part of the Justice Dep!lrlment.
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Insofar as organized crime strategies in New England are concerned, I would
again point to the FBI national investigative strategy against organized crime and
the prioritization of criminal investigation within this strategy. Using this strategy,
an FBI investigative strategy for the four New England states is written on a yearly
basis in consultation with the Organized Crime Strike Force Chief. This strategy is
directed at the LCN as a criminal enterprise and is reviewed periodically during the
year by the Special Agent in Charge, Boston, his Organized Crime Program manager, and any changes necessary are made during the course of the year as warranted
by case development or additions to the intelligence base.
Joint organized crime intelligence meetings are periodically held during the year
between the Boston and New Haven FBI Divisions to insure continuity of purpose
and direction concerning the investigation of the LCN in New England.
The Organized Crime Crime Strike Force Chief in New England is either a personal attendee or has perso'lal input into the meetings. Both the FBI and the Organized Crime Strike Force Chief coordinate intelligence and ongoing investigations
through the Strike Force with other Federal agencies.
In summary, the FBI national investigative strategy is used as a framework for
the New England strategy, which is developed in conjunction with the Organized
Crime Strike Force. This strategy is then coordinated between two FBI offices covering all of New England and with other Federal agencies through the Strike Force.
FBI Program Management in Washington reviews the progress of these plans
through various administrative controls.
Question. As you know, on January 2, 1988, Attorney General Edwin Meese
signed an "Order Directing New and Expanded Initiatives in the Federal Organized
Crime Effort." As 1 read the order, it really addresses only the division of authority
between the United States Attorney and the Justice Department's Organi~<:!d Crime
Strike Forces. As I understand it, prior to this order, the Strike Forces, under the
direction of the Strike Force Chief in Washington, exercised control of their investigations, while keeping the U.S. Attorney advised of their activities in order to avoid
possible conflicts. By contrast, this new order apparently gives the United States Attorney principal control of Strike Force investigations and prosecutions. The order
even names the U.S. Attorney, as opposed to Strike Force superiors in Washington,
as the "rating official" for the performance rating of the local Strike Force Chief.
Now, the FBI has obviously worked organized crime cases with both the Strike
Forces and the U.S. Attorney's Offices. Do you feel this order was necessary and, if
so, why?
Answer. The Boston Division of the FBI has enjoyed a commonality of purpose
and prosecution with the Organized Crime Strike Force and the U.S. Attorney for
the District of Massachusetts, as well as the U.S. Attorneys for the other New England districts. At the present time, the above order has not disturbed our working
relationshIps in any fashion with any prosecutor. This harmonious relationship has
certainly been a positive ingredient in recent successes in long-term, complex cases.
The above-cited order to date has not demonstrated any positive or negative effect
on our investigative efforts.
Question: What is the current procedure for coordinating labor cases with the
Strike Force and Labor Department? How can we be assured those problems won't
occur again?
Answer. At the first level, Boston FBI Agents are encouraged to routinely converse with their counterparts at the OLR and to exchange intelligence regarding
labor racketeering at this level. Secondly, management of both these groups periodically meet to discuss cases of mutual interest and methods of procedure. Lastly,
both the FBI and the Labor Department utilize the New England Organized Crime
Strike Force as prosecutors and, therefore, there is a third level of communication
to ensure that no investigation is at cross purposes with another.
Question: Judge Sessions explained how the FBI effectively uses the "Task Force"
concept in Organized Crime investigations to maximize the resources of Federal,
state, and local law enforcement agencies. However, isn't it true that your office's
investigation of a powerful LCN underboss was conducted solely by the Bureau because of the LCN's network of contacts throughout state and local government? Is it
true that several members of the Boston Police Department were on the LCN family's payroll? Did the LCN's family influence extend to any Federal law enforcement
personnel?
.
Answer. In order to maintain the integrity of all its investigations whether inside
or outside the FBI, the FBI operates on the need-to-know principle. Therefore, investigations concerning the LCN are not shared with FBI employees within the Boston
Division or any other FBI office or FBI Headquarters entity that does not have a
need to know.
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In 1980 and 1981 the Task Force technique was not as widely used as it is today.
In 1980 and 1981, while preparing for the cou,rt-authorized electronic surveillance at
98 Prince Street, the headquarters of the LCN in Boston, no consideration was given
at that time to employ a Task Force concept relative to the electronic surveillance
itself. Basically, the reasons are set forth as follows: All of law enforcement, to include local, state, and Federal agencies, were aware of the location of the LCN headquarters and the fact that this had been the same location for a period in excess of
20 years. The decision to utilize only FBI resources to include personnel, was based
mainly upon the desire to maintain secrecy relative to all phases of this investigation. It was generally conceded that if in fact other law enforcement agencies were
aware of the fact that the FBI had electronic surveillance at the headquarters of the
LCN in Boston, this would have been a matter of conversation and would have
quickly spread throughout all departments. This fact coupled with information received by the Boston Office that individuals of the Boston Police Department were
known to have talked to members of the LCN and associatEls, firmly dictated that
the FBI and the FBI alone would conduct all aspects of this investigation. As a
result of the 3-month electrol1ic surveillance at 98 Prince Street, it was determined
that various members of t~e Boston Police 'Department had in fact been furnishing
information to the LCN on a regular basis. The names of these individuals were
made known during many of the conversations, and this information was relayed to
the hierarchy of the Boston Police Department through the administrative staff of
the FBI in Boston. Since all of the information was of a third party nature, no official charges were introduced during Federal court proceedings relative to these
police officers. It is also noted that all of the police officers mentioned on the tape
recordings retired shortly after the electronic surveillance became known to the
general public and to all law enforcement.
Some corruption in the Boston Police Department has been uncovered, and that
problem is being adpressed jointly by the Boston Police Department and the FBI.
There has been no evidence gathered to indicate the LCN's influence extended to
Federal law enforcement.
Question. One of the purposes of these hearings is to strip away the myths surrounding the LCN and reveal to the public the true nature of these thugs and hoodlums. We must deglamorize organized crime to make it less appealing to those
people who support it. Could you explain the problems which the FBI encountered
from neighborhood supporters of the LCN during the Bureau's attempts to maintain
surveillance of the LCN's Boston headquarters?
How did you eventually overcome the problems presented by these sympathizers'
efforts?
Answer. The neighborhood support furnished the LCN in Boston relative to their
headquarters located at 98 Prince Street was based upon the long-time association
of the Angiulo brothers at that specific location (in excess of 30 years) and the personal friendships the Angiulos had made with many of the long-time residents of
that area. This association, coupled with the fear and in some cases respect afforded
the Angiulos lent itself to a neighborhood security network which made it virtu.ally
impossible for any law enforcement agency to enter the area without notification
being made to the Angiulos by one or more of the local residents. Normally, these
residents had no association with criminal activity but rather attempted. to ingratiate themselves with the Angiulos by advising one or more of the Angiulos of the
presence of law enforcement. This was verified on numerous occasions throughout
the course of the court-authorized electronic surveillance. When any strange vehicle
or indivisual appeared in the neighborhood, this information complete with all descriptive data, would be immediately referred to one or more of the Angiulos.
An extensive plan was devised and instituted by the FBI for court-authorized
entry into 98 Prince Street for the purpose of installing two surveillance microphones. The same plan was put into effect on five different occasions regarding each
entry into the location in order to maintain and/or replace the equipment.
Only when the results of the conversations were made public through court proceedings and subsequently reprinted in all major media newspapers within the
Boston area did the sympathy for the Angiulos and their associates dissipate in the
North End section of Boston. The same individuals who had been held in high
esteem by many of the local residents were now displayed as murderers, extortionists, and as individuals whose primary interest was to conduct criminal activity.
Much of the support which had been in evidence for the Angiulos was eradicated.
Thes~ obstacles were overcome by thorough planning, total dedication on the part
of Agent personnel willing to undergo physical rigor for long hours, and knowledge
that any error in execution would jeopardize the investigation. The investigation
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could not and did not make any damaging mistakes, and when Agents were active
in the area they managed to blend into the locale.
Question. Did your electronic surveillance operation reveal the Boston LCN planning any murders and, if so, was the FBI able to avert any of the planned killings?
If so, how was this accomplished?
Is it true your electronic surveillance operation disclosed that the Los Angeles
LCN family used a member of the Boston family to commit a murder in San Francisco? Do LCN families usually use members of other families to do their hits for
them?
Answer. During the course of the 103-day electronic surveillance, members of the
LCN discussed the murder of three individuals and discussed the details concerning
six murders which had previously been committed by themselves or other members
of the LCN. With relation to the three ongoing murders that were discussed, the
following facts are set forth: On March 31, 1981, the murder of Angelo Patrizzi was
discussed between the Underboss, Gennaro Angiulo, the Capo Regime Sammy Granito and an LCN soldier, Freddy Simone. Granito and Simone discussed with Angiulo
the previous attempts to kill Angelo Patrizzi, who expressed his desire for revenge
relative to the'murder of his brother by the LCN three years previously. The decision to kill Patrizzi was also made and sanctioned by the Underboss in order to
avoid Patrizzi killing any member of the LCN. On March 21, 1981,' Ang;.ulo again
discussed this murder with Capo Regime llario Zannino and explained to Za.nnino in
detail the reasoris why this murder had to Occur. Efforts were made by the FBI
upon identifying the victim of this proposed murder to locate and warn Patrizzi.
However, Patrizzi was in fugitive status at this time having escaped from a halfway
house and could not be located by the FBI. It is noted that in June of 1981, the
badly decomposed body of Angelo Patrizzi was found in the trunck of a car in the
vicinity of Lynn, Massachusetts. Because of the decomposed nature of the body, the
exact time of death could not be verified. However, based upon investigation which
disclosed his last known whereabouts prior to his death, it appears evident that Patrizzi was killed shortly after or on March 15, 1981, which was the last date he was
seen by friends. Patrizzi was wearing the exact same clothes on that date that were
found on him in June of 1981.
On March 19, 1981, Gennaro Angiulo, Underboss, ordered the execution of an individual known as Walter Lafrenier and ordered that the execution be carrioo. out
by two LeN members, Richard Gambale and Peter Limone. Immediately upon receiving this information at the monitoring site, FBI Agents instituted efforts to
locate and warn Lafrenier. This was accomplished a few hours after the actual converstion and prior to the LeN reaching Lafrenier. Lafrenier was advised that he
was to be killed, that a contract had been placed on his life, and appropriate security precautions would be afforded him by the FBI if he so desired. Lafrenier did not
request any protection from the FBI and when the LeN attempted to reach him and
ask him to come for a ride, he responded, "Why, so you can kill me?" Lafrenier
then proceeded to tell the LeN of the FBI's warning which was immediately given
back to Gennaro Angiulo. LeN efforts to kill Lafrenier were placed in abeyance and
were never carried out.
On April 23, 1931, llario Zannino gave an order to three LeN members to execute
an individual by the name of Harvey Cohen. Zannino advised his soldiers that the
execution was to take place "for the family in New York." Zannino then proceeded
to tell his soldiers how he wanted the murder accomplished and, based upon this
conversation, it appeared that the murder would riot take place for approximately
three to four days. The next morning, following this conversation, the FBI located
and advised Cohen that a murder contract had been placed on him. Cohen left the
area and remained out of the Boston area for approximately a five-year period, long
after the convictions against Angiulo and all high-ranking m~mbers of the LeN.
In short, of the three planned IdIlings by the LON during the course of the electronic surveillance, two were averted by the FBI and one could not be averted due
to the fugitive status of the victim himself and the inability to locate him prior to
his murder.
During the course of the electronic surveillance, Gennaro Angiulo, Underboss,
and Ilario Zannino, Capo Regime, openly discussed the murder of Joe Baron Barboza and the fact that a Boston soldier by the name of Joe Russo had accomplished
the hit in the San Francisco area in 1976. Zannino discussed his part in setting up
this murder and the fact the murder had been helped by members of the Los Angeles family. Based upon this discussion and the previously mentioned planned
murder of Harvey Cohen, which was to have been commit.ted for the family in New
York, it app,ears certain that LCN families do in fact use members of other families
to do their 'hits" for them.
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While not having the factual information to refer to specific murders, Boston FBI
intelligence has indicated that New England LCN members have assisted New York
LCN families with their problems. One of the organizational strengths of the LCN
has been the ability of one family to call upon the resources of another, where specific situations warranted. This would still be considered a valid investigative assumption. However, in New England, the usual case would appear to be that the
New England LCN did their own murders and that a prospective member had to
commit or participate in one murder before he could become a "made" member of
the LCN.
Question. Did the Boston LCN family have any close ties to any of the New York
families? Did any of the New York families represent the Boston families in matters
involving the Commission?
Answer. Based upon conversations intercepted at 98 Prince Street, it appears evident that Boston members, particularly the Underboss Gennaro Angiulo, former
Boss Raymond L.S. Patriarca, and Consigliere Nicolo Angiulo did in fact have close
connections to the New York families. Angiulo commented at length regarding a
meeting he had with former LCN boss Vito Genovese while in New York with Raymond Patriarca. Nicolo Angiulo also discussed the number of times he traveled to
New York to meet with other consiglieres of the LCN relative to policies of the LCN
nationwide.
Intelligence subsequent to this investigation has indicated that the New England
LeN was and still is represented on the "Commission" by the New York Genovese
family.
Question. Traditionally, we have been told that LCN members do not operate outside of their home country. However, there is evidence of suspected LCN figures
from Naples operating in Springfield, Massachusetts, aligned with one of the New
York families. Is this true? If so, what kind of operations are they engaged in?
Is there evidence of similar relationships between LCN figures from Italy and
other American families?
What does this suggest for the future?
Answer. This specific situation refers to two individuals that have been arrested
in the Springfield, Massachusetts area and were found to be membeli3 of the Camorra, a centuries-old criminal group operating out of the Naples, Italy and surrounding area. While a separate criminal organization, in recent years it appears that
members of the Camorra have become closely aligned with the Sicilian Mafia and
like the Sicilian Mafia have had members emigrate to various European and other
western countries including the United States. On September 13, 1984, one Antonio
Orlando Manzi was arrested by Massachusetts State Police for the sale of 6 ounces
of cocaine. He was subsequently convicted and is currently serving a 7-to-10 year
sentence in the Massachusetts penal system. During the investigation, it was determined that Manzi was wanted in Italy for offenses including two counts of homicide,
armed robbery and Camorra association. Manzi' has subsequently been ordered extradited and has appealed the order.
Manzi is a member of the Nuova Camorra Organization (NCO) and while in the
United States was associated with a member of the New York Genovese family operating out of the Springfield, Massachusetts area. Upon arrival from Italy, Manzi
was allegedly given employment by this Genovese LCN member in his gambling operations and later became involved in cocaine trafficking in Springfield, Massachusetts and Albany, New York, with his brother, Carmine ¥anzi, a naturalized U.S.
citizen.
'
On June 5, 1987, one Biagio Cava was arrested by the immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) for illegal entry into the United States and possession of false
documents. He subsequently pled guilty to the Federal charges and signed a waiver
of extradition to Italy wherein he was turned over to Italian authorities to serve a
previously imposed sentence of 5% years for conviction of charges of extortion,
weapons possession, telephone threats and Camorra association. Cava is also reportedly under investigation for conspiracy to murder an Italian judicial official.
Cava is alleged to be a member of the Nuova Famiglia (NF) faction of the Camor·.
ra, the opposing faction to the NCO Family. He survived an ambush-murder attempt in 1983 in which a companion was killed. Antonio Orlando Manzi (supra) has
been convicted of this attack. INS provided information that Cava was in the
Springfield, Massachusetts area to kill Antonio Manzi, a member of a rival Camorra
faction.
Cava was also aligned with the Genovese LCN Fatnily and their associates in the
Springfield, Massachusetts area.
Concerning relationships between the New EnglElnd LCN and the Sicilian Mafia,
the following is set forth:
.
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FBI, Boston, intelligence indicates that members of the Sicilian Mafia have come
to this area, but are put under the control of the local LCN. After a period of time,
they may be made rpembers.of the Patriarca family, or be told to go back to Sicily.
What type of relationship these people maintain with the Mafia in Sicily is not
clearly known at this point nor is it really known if they maintain a sort of dual
membership.
One thing appears certain is that in the New England area, there is contact between the Patriarca LCN family and the Sicilian Mafia and that what is convenient, efficient and profitable for both of these groups will dictate the future.
'The Sicilians have demonstrated that they are international citizens and often
have more contacts across the country than the traditional LCN in large most part
because many of their associates from Italy have also immigrated to the United
States and aliEJiled themselves in some manner with other traditional LCN families.
Question. There is also evidence of cooperation between the LCN and Chinese organized crime groups in Massachusetts, primarily in connection with gambling junkets. How was this relationship developed and what is the nature of the cooperation
between these two organized crime groups?
Is there evidence to suggest that this kind of cooperation between traditional and
emerging criminal groups is increasing?
How would you characterize relationships between these groups in New England?
Answer. At the present time there is no evidence to indicate substantial illegal or
legal business dealings between Chinese organized crime in Massachusetts and the
LCN. However, there is certainly cont,act between these groups. The Genovese LCN
family in Springfield, Massachusetts, and their associates, have been active in gambling junkets to Las Vegas and Atlantic City for years. Through these junkets, Genovese LCN members reportedly became acquainted with a Chinese OC leader from
Boston.
Another Chinese OC leader in Boston and an elder associate had a preexisting
acquaintance with underboss Gennaro Angi1l10 who would reportedly have late
night meetings in Boston's Chinatown.
'
To date, no significant criminal activity between these groups has been observed
or reported. It would appear that at present, these two groups appear desirous of
having the ability to communicate with each other while going their separate ways.
There has been no known increase or change in the nature of contact between these
two groups in recent times and the Chinese OC influence still appears to be limited
to the ethnic community.
Question. The FBI has reported that, during the past 10 years, the New England
LCN's various illegal activities have generally decreased or remained stable, with
the exception of its involvement in extortion, which has increased significantly. To
what do you attribute this rise in extortion cases?
Answer. Historically the LCN in Boston actively participated in conducting illegal
gambling in numbers, sports, horse and dog races. The LCN leaders knew how to
manage and operate these forms of enterprises as they had substantial experience
while working their way up through the ranks. These leaders were eventually convicted and the replacement leaders had two problems: first, they literally did not
know how to manage large bookmaking enterprises and second, they were reluctant
to participate in day-to-day management as this left them exposed to Federal RICO
prosecution utilizing gambling predicate acts. 'rhe newer leadership was unable to
just take' over the operation of incarcerated members so ther began to extort all
identifiable bookmakers into paying weekly or monthly "rent' to the LCN in order
to be allowed to operate. Anyone not wanting to pay was told to get out of the bookmaking business or be killed and that all bookmakers "had to be with someone,"
i.e., an LCN member. This tactic allowed the newer LCN leaders access to a quick
source of income from a group that would not complain legally nor were they in a
position to resist and still remain in the business.
Reportedly, the LCN periodically applies this same tactic to drug dealers but this
information is less detailed than the above.
Question. Historically, the New England LCN family has generally confined itself
to illegal ventures, choosing not to attempt to infiltrate legitimate businesses. Has
this remained true during the recent boom in high-technology businesses which has
occurred in New England?
Answer. Yes.
For years the New England LCN has dominated without any serious competition
in the traditional crimes of gambling, loansharking, extortion and to some extent
involved themselves directly in aspects of the drug trade. At the same time they
remained a relatively small family led by the same person for 30 years. This left a
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group where everybody was making mon~ and the family was controlled by an
older mentality.
:
Gennaro Angiulo did not want to get involved in labor racketeering fearing this
would bring. too much attention from law enforcement. Younger .niembers were
brought up in the old school and do not .'appear to have ever been schooled in the
sophisticated white-collar/business crime's demonstrated by other LeN families in
the country. During the boom in high technology business in Massachusetts, which
is ongoing, the situation has remained the same to date.
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MR.

AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:
I am Honored and pleased to appear before you on behalf
of the Cleveland Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
My opening remarks concern a recent history of the
Cleveland Family of "La Cosa No~tra" (LCN) and of the
accomplishments of the Cleveland FBI in eliminating this cancet
to our society, and of our plans for maintaining the
investigative momentum in this area.
The story of the, Cl evel and LCN family is not one of
criminal genius or of superior business acumen in the realm of
criminality. It is a story of young hoodlums grown old, lacking
any vestige of conscience, social responsibility, remorse or any
other human virtue that would identify them as responsible
members of human society.
Their incentive is pure greed. Their business is
feeding on the weaknesses of our society: gambling, alcohol,
dangerous drugs, narcotics. Their competitive spirit is basic;
elimination of competition by any means. Hired killers are used
to dispose of persons judged to be disloyal or a threat to the
status quo. Their business strategy is and has been the
corruption of our laws, our leaders, our government and our
soc'j ety itself.
CHAIRM~N

-2-
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They have called themselves "The Fami ly", "The Mob",
"La Cosa Nostra" (LCN), which incidentally, roughl,y<translates to
"our thing". It is a gang masked as a business." Its tools are
guns, bombs, extortion and the threat of death.
The Cleveland "LCN" began in 1913 when some young
toughs, members of a street-gang cal1ed the "Mayfield Road Gang" ,
were recruited by a local newspaper to break up a rash of
beatings, shootings and truck hijackings re~~ted to a newspaper
circulation "war" in the Cleveland area. The street gang
consisted of young hoodlums from a small district of ItalianAmericans.
With the coming of prohibition, the Cleveland mob
became active in bootlegging, liquor and taking advantage of
Cleveland's harbor and frontage on Lake Erie by bringing in
illegal liquor across the lake fr()l11 Canada and servicing other
harbor cities. To maximize their profits, they soon built a
small bootleg empire by infiltrating the sugar industry,
servicing hundreds of small operators of illegal stills, and then
buying back th~ finished product for resale.
As huge profits began to flow in, the money was
"laundered" by investing it in gambling casinos. in Las Vegas and
resort hotels in Florida but in 1933, prohibition ended.
-3-
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The Cleveland mob was left with a massive amount of
capital, fleets of trucks 'and boats, and an army of trained
giJnmen whom were'by that time "made" members of the Cleveland LCN
family. The leaders met with their financial advisors and
immediately branched out into new areas of crime: gambling,
loansharking, labor racketeering and eventually narcotics.
Meanwhile, large sums continued to be diverted into legitimate
businesses, including real estate, manufacturing plants,
theatrical agencies and even ho~pitals.
As a teenager, John Scalish was a stick-up man and a
burglar. In 1933 he was convicted of robbery, receiving a
sentence of ten to twenty-five years in pri,son. Two years later
he was pardoned by the governor. He emerged from prison to
reassemble his former associates of the "Mayfield Road Gang" and
soon became the "Boss" of the Cleveland family of LCN.
Before his death in May of 1976, John Scalish
maintained his reign over an organization of known friends and
associates; taking no new members into the family, but merely
maintaining his empire of gambling casinos in Las Vegas and
undertaking various legal and illegal money-making schemes in the
Cleveland area.
-4-
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Scal ish began to .assess the possibilit.ies of his
infi ltration of the labor movement, eyeing the massive,resources
of the. teamsters' union C~ntral States Pension Fund. He soon
developed plans to obtain a loan fr9ID that fund t~ purchase two
major Las Vegas casinos, and then to skim money from the casino
profits to be divided among several LCN families.
This new development soon revealed both the interfamily cooperation that had developed within the LCN, and also·
the degree of penetration the LCN had made into the inner
workings and leadership of. the labor union movement.LCN support
soon placed Roy Wi 11 i ams and 1ater, Jack Presser into the
presidential position of the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters. This support not only came from the Cleveland family,
but the families in Kansas City, Chicago and the Genovese family
in New York as well.
Upon the death of John Scalish in 1976, the position of
Cleveland LCN "80ss" was taken over by James T. Licavoli. A
power struggle soon developed between Licavoli and a faction of
Cleveland west side organized crime figures, led by Danny Greene
and John Nardi who intended to take over control of all illegal
gambling in the Cleveland area, as well as exert strong influence
on the unions through Teamsters Local 410. The conflict burst
-5-
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into intra-gang violence when Licavoli's underboss, Leo "Lips"
Moceri disappeared, the appareht victim of the gang war.
Licavoli irrmediately put out a "contract" to kill Greene and
Nardi.
In May, 1977 John Nardi left the Teamster Hall in
Cleveland and entered his car. He was blown to pieces by a bomb,
detonated by a remote control device.
After several failed attempts to kill Danny Greene,
professional "hitmen" from out of state were recruited to ,assist
in the murder of Greene. Jinmy "The Weasel" Fratiano from the
Los Angeles family recruited Ray Ferritto, who traced the habits
and movements of Danny Greene aided by the use of illegal
wiretaps. As Greene returned to his car from a dental
appointment, a bomb placed in a car adjacent to his, exploded,
killing him instantly.
Ironically, the death of Danny Greene served to do what
Greene himself had been unable to do~ The apparent use of
outside mobsters and the developing evidence of interstate
cooperation between mobsters made it possible for the FBI to
place these overt criminal efforts into the category of a
racketeer influenced and corrupt organization and subject to the
Federal Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO)
Statute. The FBI's intense investigation resulted in a
successful prosecution in August, 1982 which was devastating to
the Cleveland LCN family.
-6-
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Not only was Cleveland boss Licavoli convicted, but
also high-ranking Cleveland LCN members John P. Calandra, Anthony
D. Liberatore and "associates" Pasquale J. Ci sterni no, Ronald D.
Carabbia and Kenneth Ciarcia.
Meanwhile, the Cleveland FBI was investigating a major
narcotics operation involving still more Cleveland-LCN figures.
Court orders were obtained for electronic surveillance of the
major figures involved, and in January, 1983, Federal convictions
were obtained for Cleveland LCN Acting Bosl? Angelo "Big Ange"
Lonardo, "Capo" Joseph C. Gallo and "Associates" Kevin J.
McTaggart, Harmut Graewe and Frederick Graewe. One leading crime
figure, Carmen P. Zagaria, cooperated and became a star witness
not only for this case, but other major Federal cases involving
the LCN.
Eventually the entire hierarchy of the LCN in Cleveland
was convicted in these two FBI cases.
As these cases developed in the late 1970s and early
1980s, it soon became apparent that the widely accepted "loyalty"
between the mob leaders was only a myth. In 1983, Angelo Lonardo
became the highest ranking LCN figure to become a government
witness against the mob, not only in Cleveland, but in other
parts of the nation. To date, his testimony has been devastati'ng .
to LCN families in 'New York and.Kansas City and the information

-7-
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he has provided has given the FBI a unique insight into the inner
structure of the LCN.
My openi ng remarks have been intended to famil i ari ze
y~u with the kind of people we have been dealing with and the
kind of organization with which we are confronted. It is not my
intention, however, to portray the Cleveland Division's successes
as an end to the story.
The threat of organtzed crime continues. The
relationships between the families of the LCN are as strong as
ever. With the conviction of the Cleveland LCN leadership, the
vacuum was quickly filled by an "acting boss", a former
"consigliere" or legal advisor for the Cleveland family. John
"Peanuts" Tronolone. Based on testimony by Angelo Lonardo,
Tronolone has been charged with RICO violations and is currently
standing trial in New York. The FBI recently charged the last
active made member of the Cleveland LCN family with Federal
narcotics violations. Even with the successful prosecution of
the Cleveland family, all it would take is one initiation
ceremony to take in new members and the Cleveland family would be
back in business once more. When the pressure is relaxed and the
attention of the government is focused elsewhere, the LCN returns
to its original structure and continues business as usual.
-8-
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The Cleveland Division of the FBI plans to vigorously
pursue organized crime as a high investigative priority and to
increase our emphasis on the investigation of LCNinfiltration
and control of labor unions through labor racketeering matters.
We consider this criminal activity one of the most serious
threats to our free society.
Mr. Chairman. this concludes my prepared remarks. I
will be happy to answer the subcommittee's questions.

-9*-
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RESPONSES TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM THE CLEVELAND DIVISION

Question. The field office summary submitted by the Cleveland Office also mentions the presence in Cleveland of members of the Camorra organized crime group.
Could you more fully describe for us the makeup of that group and the extent and
nature of their activities in the Cleveland area?
Answer. The Camorra is a centuries-old Italian criminal organization with its
roots in Naples, Italy, and the surrounding countryside. Historically, the Camorra,
which purportedly predates the Sicilian Mafia, has often been referred to as a
second government. It now appears, like the Sicilian Mafia, that members of this
group have emigrated from Italy to various European and Western countries to ply
their criminal trade.
The Cleveland organized crime intelligence base has determined that certain individuals who were members of the Cleveland LCN were alleged Camorra members in
Italy prior to emigrating to the United States. Cleveland currently, however, has no
intelligence which would indicate that the Camorra exists as a criminal entity in
the Cleveland territory.
Question. The Cleveland summary also states that LCN influence in the communications industry has been identified in the Cleveland area. Could you expand on
that somewhat? Particularly, have you found any evidence of LCN influence in the
recording industry in the Cleveland area?
Answer. Cleveland is aware that investigations conducted by the FBI in New
York, Newark, and Philadelphia have demonstrated LCN influence in the recording
industry. Angelo Lonardo, the former acting boss of the Cleveland LCN, provided
information concerning the use of this LCN influence in New York to benefit a relative who operated in the industry in Cleveland, Ohio.
Question. Both the FBI and the Labor Department's Organized Crime and Racketeering Section have jurisdiction over criminal investigations in the labor racketeering area. How many joint FBI/Labor Department investigations have been handled
by your office in the last three years? Are you satisfied with the cooperation between your office and department Agents in criminal investigations?
Answer. As a result of two joint inv2stigations, a satisfactory relationship exists
between the Cleveland FBI and the Cleveland Labor Department. There are regular
meetings at the highest management levels. This has resulted in ongoing joint investigations in the Cleveland area.
Question. In your view, what should the role be of the Labor Department Inspector General's Office in the investigation of labor racketeering cases?
Answer. It is our opinion that the appropriate jurisdictional role for the DOL
would be to investigate Federal labor law violations, such as ERISA.
DOL and the OLR should concentrate on fulfilling its mission of detection and
preventing waste, fraud, and abuse within DOL. DOL/OLR when called upon by the
FBI should render support and expertise to the FBI in cases relating to organized
crime labor racketeering matters.
Question. Currently, unlike other Federal law enforcement Agents, Agents of the
Labor Department's Organized Crime Section do not have statutory law enforcement authority-i.e., the authority to make arrests and carry a gun. They receive
this authority only on a case-by-case, deputization basis, from the Justice Department. Do you know of instances where this lack of authority has delayed or impeded
their ability to effectively investigate organized crime cases?
Answer. The Cleveland Division is not aware of any instances wherein this lack of
authority delayed or impeded organized crime investigations of the Labor Department's Office of Labor Racketeering.
Question. Do you believe that Agents of the Labor Department Inspector General's Organized Crime Section should have statutory law enforcement authority?
Why or why not?
Answer. No. The Labor Department Inspector General's Office of Labor Racketeering (OLR) does not need statutory law enforcement authority to accomplish their
current responsibilities pursuant to Public Law 95-452.
Question. Did your Division use any state or local law enforcement agencies in its
LCN investigations? If so, what agencies cooperated in these investigations, and
what was the level of that cooperation? If not, why not?
'
Answer. Local law enforcement assistance from the Cleveland Police Departmen~
was successfully utilized in surveillances of subjects in these investigations. Excellent cooperation was also obtained from the Lyndhurst, Ohio Police Department in
developing witnesses to the bombing which killed Danny Greene and in the development of physical evidence at the crime scene. The Bay Village, Ohio Police Depart-
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ment provided lengthy assistance in the. protection of several witnesses for the Government.
Question. Does your Division use the Task Force concept? If so, with whom, and
what are the parameters of the Task Force?
Answer. Yes, in narcotics investigations. The primary agencies involved in the
task force are the FBI, IRS, DEA, and U.S. Customs. Various local law enforcement
agencies are utilized on a case-by-case basis.
Question. What is your Division's LCN family's involvement in drug trafficking, if
any, and to what degroo are they involved in the distribution of narcotics in your
area?
Answer; The Cleveland family was involved in a large-scale narcotics network
that distributed and sold marijuana, cocaine, quaaludes, and other controlled substances. The principal employee of this network was Carmen P. Zagaria, who was
controlled in the operation by LCN "Lieutenants" Joseph Carles Gallo and Thomas
Sinito. It is estimated that in 1981 alone Zagaria's drug network brought in approximatley $15 million and was considered the largest narcotics network in northeast
Ohio. The Cleveland LCN, through its associates, is still involved in the distribution
of drugs in northeast Ohio. The extent of that involvement, however, is less than it
was in the early 1980s.
Question. What are the industries that the LCN controls or influences in northeast Ohio, and how does that control or influence affect the citizenry?
Answer. The Cleveland LCN has had a direct effect on certain industries through
its influence in the unions. The most direct influence held by Cleveland LCN members was felt in the vending businesses. This influence has resulted in the elimination of competition through the intimidation of independent vendors or the businesses to whom they provide their services. Once the vending business of a particular area becomes monopolized by LCN-controlled vendors, high prices and poorer
service usually result.
To a lesser extent, the Cleveland LCN also influences the construction and waste
disposal industries. As in the case of the vending industry, it is also believed that
the end result is usually higher prices and poorer service.
Question. What investigative techniques were utilized in Cleveland's investigations into LCN, and which of those techniques proved most successful?
Answer. The most successful investigative technique used in Cleveland's prosecutions of the LCN has been the Title ill wiretap. This technique highlights the importance of productive informants since informant information is usually necessary
to develop sufficient probable cause to support the Title III affidavit.
Question. Is your Division fully committed to the Enterprise Theory of Investigation and the use of the RICO Statute?
Answer. Yes, the Cleveland Division is fully committed to the Enterprise Theory
of Investigation and the use of the RICO Statute. This is especially true in those
cases involving significant criminal groups and/or any enterprise whose criminal activities have a major impact on society.
Question. Does this commitment to the Enterprise Theory of Investigation include
the use of the civil components of the RICO Statute?
Answer. The civil sanctions of the RICO Statute are integral and indispensable
elements of the FBI's Enterprise Theory of Investigation. The utility of the civil aspects of the RICO Statute cannot be overstated. The overall objective of the La Cosa
Nostra and other organized crime groups is to generate revenue through illicit
means. Organized crime groups generate this revenue through a myriad of criminal
activities including infiltration of legitimate businesses and labor racketeering
which, often times, involves influence and/or control of legally institutionalized entities, such as unions. The FBI has determined that the conviction of prominent
and/or influential organized crime group members, to include bosses, does not necessarily create a void within the organized crime group. In some cases, the convicted
member is able to continue his criminal role from inside prison while in other instances incarcerated members' positions are assumed by others to continue the
criminal activity.
It is safe to conclude that the organized crime groups are, for the most part, dynamic, not static. Civil RICO sanctions force organized crime out of union office and
legitimate business, bar association between members of the organized crime group
and labor union and legitimate business, and enable the seizure of assets acquired
by organized crime through criminal activity. This, coupled with criminal convictions, can substantially disrupt or eliminate organized crime groups.
Question. Does the LCN family in your Division use any nontraditional or emerging organized crime groups in the conduct of its illegal enterprises or activities?
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Answer. Past LCN investigations'in Cleveland have determined that individual
members of the Cleveland chapter'of the Hell's Angels Motorcycle Club were used
to perform contract murders for the Cleveland LCN.
Question. What influence does the LCN have in the labor unions in your area?
Has your Division's "organized crime successes had any effect on the LCN's influence
on those labor unions?
,
Answer. The FBI has identified individuals; who, because of their relationship"
with the LCN, influence leaders of labor unions. The FBI has been able to develop
additionaL sources in the LCN and labor unions which are influenced by the LCN.
Specific focus is on the International Brotherhood of Teamsters and the Laborer's
International Union of North America.
.
Question. Can you identify any emerging or non-traditional organized crime
groups that will be able to challenge-or fill avoid left by-the LCN family in your
Division?
Answer. The greatest influence of the Cleveland LCN family was formerly in the'
area of union corruption and the subsequent sharing of the "skimmed" profits from
ganlbling casinos that this influence brought with it. The LCN and their associates
are still involved in labor'racketeering, and the Cleveland Division does not believe
that any emerging organized crime groups are capable of gaining significant control
in matters of union corruption. In other areas, such as narcotics, groups like the
Hells Angels Motorcycle Club and Jamaican drug networks are beginning to take
control.
'
.
Question. Due to the recent convictions of Cleveland LCN members and the failure of Cleveland LCN to "make" any new members, can the FBI say that the Cleveland LCN has been eradicated?
Answer. No, the Cleveland LCN has not been eradicated. Some relationships with
other LCN families remain which provide illegal finances to the remaining members.However, the family at tl-Js time does not enjoy the same influence that it
once had. It must also be noted that a significant network of LCN associates remain
in northeast Ohio. Consequently, the potential for a rebirth of LCN 'activity in the
Cleveland Division is great if investigative pressure is diminished.
•
Question. What groups, either LCN or non-traditional, now control the rackets in
Cleveland, Ohio? What are these rackets, and how are they operated?
Answer. Significant control of certain rackets in Cleveland is maintained by
emerging organized crime groups, in areas such as illegal gambling, the Hells,.
Angel Motorcycle Club, in illegal drugs and extortions,and more recently, Jamaican
group in the importation and sale of marijuana and cocaine. The non-traditional
groups operate in much the same manner lis traditional organized crime groups,
that is, through the use of intimidation and force .
. Significant control of certain rackets in Cleveland is maintained by emerging organized crime groups such as the Hells Angel Motorcycle Club who are involved in
illegal gambling,' narcotics trafficking and extortion. More recently, Cleveland has
seen the emergence of Jamaican groups who are involved in the importation and
sale of marijuana and cocaine. These non-traditional groups operate in much the
same groups, that is, through the use of intimidation and force.
Question. In past hearings before this Subcommittee, we've had testimony about
the LCN's longstanding influence in the Youngstown, Ohio, area. What LCN family
now controls Youngstown and is their influence increasing or decreasing?
Answer. The rackets of the greater Youngstown area are controlle<J. by both the
Cleveland and the Pittsburgh families of the LeN. 'The -Cleveland "precentage" of
the illegal businesses there, however, has declined since the convictions of the LCN
hierarchy.
.
Question. Have the successful LCN prosecutions in Cleveland resulted in any
"gang wars" for the control of Cleveland?
Answer. Recently, there have been no significant violent confrontations by groups
contesting the control of the rackets in Cleveland.
Question. The FBI's characterization of the Cleveland LCN revealed an extremely
violent side of the LCN. Is this violence unique to the Cleveland family, or is it representative of LCN as a whole?
Answer. The use of violence is common throughout the 'LCN. The amount of violence seen over the-past decade in Cleveland, however, may::in part be attributed to
the fact that the warring factions were the LCN family and other non-LCN groups.
Decision regarding murders did not require approval above the Cleveland family
level and.often were made by LCN members without full approval of theLCN hier-

artJ'~tion.

Did the extreme violence exhibited by the Cleveland family hinder or
assist the FBI's ability to successfully investigate the Cleveland mob?
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Answer. Generally, the extremely violent nature of the Cleveland LCN family
made investigation of the crimes easier, due to the fact that it created significant
. instances of physical evidence and resulted in much public attention being centered
on an organization that many professed did not even exist. In a few instances, the
fear of reprisal made the development of witnesses much more difficult.
Question. How important was the cooperation of Cleveland Underboss Angelo
Lonardo to .the FBI's investigations of LCN in Cleveland, as well as the rest of the
country?
.
.
Answer. Angelo Lonardo is generally thought to be the most significant witness
developed in the LCN since Joe Valachi initially testified about its existeI)~e. His
testimony appreciably enhanced the prosecutions in th-a "Strawman" trials in
Kansas City and the "Commission" trial in New York. He provided insights into the
internal affairs and interrelationships of numerous LCN families that previously
were either unknown or unconfirmed. His willingness to come forward and testify
dealt a very serious blow to the previously unshakeable tradition of "Omerta" and
will greatly enhance the development of future witnesses within the ranks of the
LCN.
.
Question. What has been the relationship of the Cleveland family to other LCN
families nationwide since the conviction of its hierarchy? What is the Cleveland
family's current role in the nationwide criminal activity pf LCN? Currently, does
tht~ Cleveland family have a minor role in illegal activities of LCN?
Answer. The Cleveland family's role in nationwide LCN activity has been diminished by virtue of the fact that its entire hierarchy has been convicted and, to date,
no permanent replacements have been made. John Tronolone, aka, Peanuts, has remained as an interim overseer of the Cleveland family's LCN activities from his
base of operations in Miami, Florida. He is a close. associate of Anthony Salerno,
former boss of the Genovese LCN family. Attempts are being made to replenish the
ranks of the Cleveland family. The Cleveland LCN will remain in a minor role in
national LeN.activities unless they are successful in reorganizing the family.
Question. Were there any significant cultural or social problems endemic to northeast Ohio that impeded the FBI's investigation into LCN? If so, what were those
-problems, and how were they overcome?
Answer. High unemployment in a number of sections of northeast Ohio appears
to provide an impetus to the establishment of various illegal gambling businesses in
the very areas most affected by a faltering local economy. The successful use of the
civil forfeiture provisions of the RICO Statute has been most effective against gambling and numbers operators in the Cleveland Division.
Question. The FBI has done fine work against LCN. The obvious question now is,
"what is next?" That is, who is filling the LCN void, and what are we doing about
it?
Answer. We are monitoring our intelligence base and constantly working to
expand that base of information in order to immediately identify those organized
criminal groups who would seek to fill the void created by our recent successes. We
believe that the LCN itself is working to fill that void. When identified, we will
employ the same investigative techniques that proved to be successful in the past.
We will employ the Task Force concept whenever necessary and work closely with
other Federal investigative agencies such as the Department of Labor's Office of
Labor Racketeering, and the Internal Revenue Service.
Question. In our 1984 Subcommittee Report on the Status of Organized Crime in
the Mid-Atlantic Region, we concluded on page 67 of the report that: " ... emerging
crime groups such as outlaw motorcycle gangs should be investigated fully by law
enforcement and immobilized before they become entrenched." Do you agree with
that assessment of the Subcommittee? If so, what is your office doing about them?
Specifically, how many cases have you brought, and what resources have you allocated to them? Where do you take such investigations for prosecution? U.S. Attor.
ney? Strike Force?
Answer. We wholeheartedly agree with the conclusion that emerging crime
groups such as outlaw motorcycle gangs should be investigated fully by law enforcement and immobilized before they become entrenched. In fact, from 1982 through
1987, we vigorously investigated the Pagan motorcycle gang. That effort resulted in
numerous convictions and the incarceration of the leaders of the Ohio chapters of
that organization. Today, the Youngstown chapter of the Pagan motorcycle gang
consists of about seven or eight members. The Columbiana County, Ohio chapter
consists of about six or seven members. We do not consider that organization to be
the threat to the community that it once was. Our commitment of resources to the
investigation varied over time but we were always committed to applying as many
resources as were available to the investigation. The prosecutive side of the case was
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handled by the United States Attorney's Office. Presently, matters involving motorcycle gangs are handled through the FBI's Drug Program.
Question. In the same report, our Subcommittee criticized the Department of Justice and the Organized Crime Strike Forces for focusing their attention almost exclusivelyon the LCN. We stated on page 67 of the report: "For too long, the Strike
Forces have addressed the subject of organized crime as if the problem were only
limited almost exclusively to La Cosa Nostril:. The LCN is an important factor in
organized crime,. but it is not all there is to the problem." Do you agree with this
1984 assessment of the Subcommittee? Has it changed based upon your own experience with your locf!,l Strike Forces and U.s. Attorney Offices?
Answer. We must agree with the Subcommittee's statement that "the LCN is an
important factor in organized crime, but it is not all there is to the problem." However, we must note that the LCN continues to be the most significant threat to
American society. Even though we have made significant progress against the LCN
in Cleveland, the LCN as a national organization continues to be extremely powerful and influential. In fact, the four international unions that have been identified
as significantly influenced by the LCN have a presence in Cleveland. Until the
LCN's influence over the international unions is eliminated or significantly diminished the LCN as a national organization is eliminated as the most'significant
threat to American society, we must address the LCN as our first priority.
Question. In our 1984 hearings on the status of organized crime in the Great
Lakes region, the Subcommittee conducted a confidential survey of 30 past and
present, Strike Force attorneys and investigators. Twenty-six of the 30 respondents
said they had first hand, direct knowledge of instances in which they had' gathered
sufficient evidence to demonstrate a major organized criminal activity that was not
part of or associated with ,a La Cosa Nostra family. But in each instance their requests for Strike Fprce assistance were denied because there' was no LCN involvement. (page 13 of the Hearings, and page 3 of the Report.)
.,.
~
Are such observations accurate based upon your office's experience? In such a
case, what does your office do with the investigation? Do you have problems taking
it to a U.S. Attorney's Office after it was rejected by the Strike Force? What shouid
be done abput this?
Answer. Any problems which we have experienced with the Cleveland Strike
Force are a thing of the past. At the present. time, we enjoy an outstanding working
relationship with the Strike Force. By mutual agreement only organized crime cases
involving the LCN are presented to the Strike Force for prosecution. Any cases
which we considered worthy of prosecutive merit have been given prompt attention
by the Strike Force. All organized crime cases not involving the LCN are handled
by the U.S. Attorney's Office. If. LCN involvement in the case is identified subsequent to bringing the case before the U.S. Attorney's Office, then the mattter is
transferred to the Strike Force Attorney's Office. This arrangement has proven to
be quite successful.
Question. In our report on the Status of Organized Crime in the Great Lakes
Region, we noted that there appeared to be no agreement within the Organized
Crime and Racketeering Section of the Justice Department, which supervises the
Strike Force, as to what constituted organized crime. Do you agree with this assessment? How does your office define organized crime for prioritizing investigations?
Do your priorities agree with the Strike Force's U.S. Attorneys? If not, where do
they differ? Whaj; do you do when they differ?
' .
,
Answer. In accordance with the FBI Organized Crime National Strategy, the FBI
in Cleveland sustains an investigative strategy that addresses the LCN as a national
criminal conspiracy. The thrusts of this'strategy is the elimination 6f the LCN and
other organized crime groups as significant threats to American society. Along with
the recent success against the traditional" LCN family in Cleveland, the FBI in
Cleveland has identified non-traditional groups such as the Outlaw Motorcycle
Gang, Jamaican and other drug gangs. These non-traditional groups are being addressed and investigated using the same strategy as that employed to investigate
the LCN. A top priority within this program is the determination of the extent of
influence and control the LCN has established within the labor community.
Question. In the same report, our Subcommittee (on page 47) recommended that
" ... the Justice Department consider using the Strike Force mechanism in communities such as Youngstown, Ohio, and other smaller communities where there are
serious organized crime problems." Do you agree with such a recommendation? Specifically, has the Cleveland Strike Force and the Cleveland FBI done anything about
.
.
Youngstown?
Answer. The recent 'FBI Cleveland case entitled "Strongarm" exemplified the utilization of the Strike Force mechanism in smaller communities which have orga- _
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nized crime problems. "Strongarm" successfully targeted LCN elements operating
in the Youngstown, Ohio, area. The FBI in Cleveland continues to pursue an aggressive investigative strategy to identify and eliminate the LCN and other· organized
crime groups operating in the Youngstown area.
Question. During those hearings in 1984, we heard testimony from the Pennsylva-Ilia Crime Commission that Youngstown was the " ... traditional capital of organized crime and professional crime in the Ohio Valley." Also testifying about the
strangle-hold of organized crime on their city were the Mayor, the Honorable Patrick J. Ungaro, and the leaders of the bipartisan Citizens' League of Greater
Youngstown. All of them echoed the words of John W. Powers of the Citizens'
League that: "Federal law enforcement agencies are the only present hope the community has for addressing the problem. Yet we believe that Federal agencies, particularly the FBI, have not committed resources or techniques commensurate with
the pervasive presence of organized crime and public corruption." (Page 10, Report).
What has the Strike Force and the FBI done since our 1984 hearings? Can you
provide us with a list of the cases? Have you assigned any additional men to
Youngstown? Has the Strike Force of U.S. Attorney's offices assigned any resources
to this problem?
Answer. The FBI has committeed sufficient resources to address the organized
crime problems in the Youngstown, Ohio, area. In 1984, the FBI began to investigate illegal gambling and police corruption in Youngstown, Ohio. This case was entitled "Strongarm."
In April 1988, the following individuals were indicted for violations of Title 18,
USC, Sections 1961 and 1962 (RICO), Title 18, USC, Section 1955 (Prohibition of illegal gambling businesses), Title 18, USC, Section 1511 (Obstruction of State and local
law enforcement): Lenine Strollo; Dante Strollo; Lawrence P. Garono; Bernard Altr
shuler; Kenneth Bragalone; Lt. Michael Terlecky, Commander Vice Section, Mahoning County Sheriffs Office, Youngstown, Ohio; Former Chief of Police Joseph Rinko,
Beaver Township, Ohio; Vincent Serman Jr.; Lauon Hahn; Joseph P. Van Oudenhove; and Calvin Butler.
As a result of the "Strongarm" investigation, substantial forfeitures have been obtained as well as information being developed leading to a number of new subjects
and violations in Youngstown, Ohio.
There have been no additional personnel assigned to Youngstown, Ohio. Present
resources are adequate. The Strike Force assigned resources in the "Strongarm" investigation and continues to assist the FBI in Youngstown with sufficient resources
to address ongoing investigations.
.
Question. Along with this recommendation, in that report, the Subcommittee also
recommended that all Strike Forces should establish formal lines of communication
with law enforcement agencies in outlaying communities within their jurisdictions
in order to better determine the extent of the organized crime problems in their
area with such a recommendation. Do you know if the Strike Forces have initiat{1d
such a program? Has your office? Particularly, has Mr. Griffin of the Cleveland FBI
office talked to Mayor Ungaro and the Youngstown Citizens' League?
Answer. The FBI is Hot aware of liaison procedures established by the Cleveland
Strike Force to assess the organized crime problem in the community. The FBI does
provide such an assessment to' the Strike Force on a regular basis. The Special
Agel:it in Charge of the Cleveland Division, or his designated representative, is
always willing to speak to any civic group 'or elected official. Although I am not
aware of any representative .of the FBI personally speaking to Mayor Ungaro in
Youngstown, Ohio, the Assistant Special Agent in Charge (ASAC) did speak to the
Youngstown, Ohio, Citizens' League. In addition to the ASAC, a Supervisory Special
Agent assigned in Youngstown, Ohio, has spoken to numerous elected officials in
Mahoning, Trumbull and Columbiana Counties, Ohio.
Question. On the first day of the hearings, the General Accounting Office (GAO)
recommended to the Subcommittee that our organized crime efforts need to be
based upon "careful strategic planning" that establishes clear objectives, assigns responsibilities and allocates our finite law enforcement efforts. Do you agree with
such an analysis? And if you do, who do you recommend should establish such a
well thought out plan for all Federal law enforcement agencies involved in the fight
against organized crime?
Answer. The FBI, through a continuous review of its intelligence base, maintains
and revises its national organized crime strategy as necessary. This strategy also incorporates state and local law enforcement elements into the plan and is coordinated with these agencies through established liaison. Although the goals of all Federal
law enforcement should be uniform, the investigative strategy of each agency is con-
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tingent upon their availability of resources, intelligence bases, jurisdiction, arid technical capabilities.
Question. GAO recommended that the current Strike Force planning vehicle, the
National Organized Crime Planning Council (NOCPC), be expanded and intensified
to accomplish this goal. NOCPC was established in response to prior criticism by
this Subcommittee that the Justice Department's organized crime program lacked
"formal standards to measure effectiveness, lacked a national strategy and defini·
tion of organized crime." Although NOCPC is supposed to annually visit every
Strike Force and discuss local problems with the various law enforcement agencies,
it is our understanding they rarely do so. Do you get any guidance from NOCPC?
When was the last NOCPC meeting in your town? I understand, for example, that
there hasn't been a NOCPC in Cleveland for three or four years. What is the system
in existence in your city to discuss and layout local strategies and allocate resources between agencies? What was the last time you met? Who attended? Who
chaired the meeting?
Answer. The last NOCPC conference was held in Cleveland in 1983. Others had
been planned, however, due to budgetary constraints and the development of Angelo
Lonardo, former acting boss of the LCN in Cleveland as a cooperating witness, and
the resulting "spin-off" investigations, the Department of Justice cancelled the
meetings. A NOCPC conference is scheduled for the Fall of 1988.
Cleveland's organized crime program and investigative strategies and prioritized
in compliance with the FBI National Organized Crime Strategy. This strategy was
developed to eliminate the LCN and other organized crime groups as significant
threats to American society. Utilizing the Enterprise Theory of Investigation in cooperation with other field divisions that have LCN families which criminally interrelate, Cleveland establishes its investigative priorities. Cleveland has prioritized investigations of LCN infiltration and control of labor unions through labor racketeering. The FBI and the Organized Crime Strike Force Chief then coordinate these investigations through the Strike Force with other Federal agencies.
In conclusion, the FBI's investigative strategies emanate from a national strategy
which is supported by a nil-tional intelligence base. The FBI's unprecedented investigative successes against the LCN and other significant organized crime groups originated from Bureau investigations.
Question. I note in Mr. Griffin's testimony that, ". .. the FBI recently charged
the last active made member of the Cleveland LCN family." In light of such success,
is there still a LCN in Cleveland? If so, who and what type of organization does it
have? Also is there a need for an Organized Crime Strike Force in Cleveland in
light. of such a success? If so, what will it be doing that will justify its existence?
Answer. The Cleveland LCN is in the process of rebuilding its ranks through the
initiation of new members. These new LCN member-s and an existing network of
associates will require a sustained investigative effort. The Cleveland Strike Force
will also be required to sustain their prosecutive'efforts against the LCN.
Question. As you know, on January 2, 1988, Attorney General Meese signed an
"Order Directing New and Expanded Initiatives in the Federal Organized Crime
Effort." As I read the order, it really addresses only the division of authority between the U.S. Attorney and the Justice Department's Organized Crime Strike
Forces. As I understand it, prior to this order, the Strike Forces, under the direction
of the Strike Force Chief in Washington, exercised control of their investigations,
while keeping the U.S. Attorney advised of their activities in order to avoid possible
conflicts. By contrast, this new order apparently gives the U.S. Attorney principal
control of Strike Force investigations and prosecutions. The order even names the
U.S. Attorney, as opposed to Strike Force superiors in Washington, as the "rating
official" for the performance rating of the local Strike Force Chief. Now, the FBI
has obviously worked organized crime cases with both the Stdke Forces and the
U.S. Attorney's offices. Do you feel this order was necessary and, if so, why? What is
its impact in your city? Especially in Cleveland where the former U.S. Attorney was
recently indicted for leaking Grand Jury m&terial, wouldn't this new control over
the Strike Force cases be potentially dangerous.
Answer. This order, by establishing clear non-duplicative lines of prosecutorial authority, should be a continuing benefit. The FBI in Cleveland does not anticipate
any problems relating to this "rating official" change. The Grand Jury materialleak by the former U.S. Attorney is regrettable, but could have occurred in various
environments within the Federal law enforcement system. Federal prosecutors are
extremely careful and concerned about the security of Grand Jury material.
Question. As you are aware, this Subcommittee conducted an inquiry into the Justice Department's handling of the Jackie Presser ghostworker case. Without going
into the guilt or innocence of Mr. Presser and other defendants, our prior hearing
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reveals apparent problems with the cooperation between the Cleveland FBI Office,
the Justice Department, and the Labor Department. Do you agree that there were
such problems? If so, what were they, and have they changed?
Answer. A view of the relationship between the Department of Labor (DOL), FBI,
and Cleveland Strike Force in the DOL investigation of Jackie Presser determined
that the cct'peration and coordination between the entities was less than effective.
It is hoped that management efforts within each agency will reduce any potential
for coordination pro",).ems in the future. The DOL and FBI are now pursuing mutual
investigative targets via the Task Force concept with the pro&ecutive assistance of
the Cleveland Strike Force.
Question. What is the current procedure for coordinating labor cases with the
Strike Force and Labor Department? How can we be assured those problems won't
occur again?
Answer. The FBI in Cleveland coordinates certain labor-related cases with the
Strike Force and appropriate DOL Agents. Per an agreement between the DOL and
the Department of Justice (DOJ), DOL is required to provide DOJ and the FBI with
prior notification before initiating an investigation in order to avoid any unnecessary duplication of investigative effort by the FBI and Office of Labor Racketeering
with respect to organized crime and labor-management racketeering.
Question. The "task force" concept has been very successful in facilitating prosecutions of organized crime figures. Yet, testimony before this Subcommittee two
years ago revealed major problems with task force operations in Cleveland during
our investigation of the Jackie Presser ghostworkers case. Mr. Griffin, you were the
Special Agent in Charge of the FBI's Cleveland Division at that time. I would be
interested in your view of what went wrong in the Jackie Presser investigation.
Answer. While Mr. Presser is deceased; other defendants remain and it would be
inappropriate to comment on this pending litigation.
Question. As you know, Mr. Presser's indictment is pending trial and one of your
former Agents in Cleveland, Robert Friedrick, is also under indictment for obstructing justice in the Presser investigation. I am not asking you to comment on specific
pending cases, but I would like to know whether it is true that there was, in 1986
and earlier, tension between the FBI and the Department of Labor investigation in
Celeveland and what caused these tensions.
Answe~. While some general tensions existed, the relationship has now improved
dramatically. We have regular meetings at the highest office levels using the task
force concept. This has resulted in ongoing joint investigations in the Cleveland
area.
Question. A Labor Department memo cited in our hearings two years ago asserted
that tlie FBI was actively obstructing the Labor Department's investigation of labor
racketeering. What comment do you have regarding those allegations?
Answer. It is inappropriate to comment on another agency's document except to
say that the policy of the Cleveland Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
has been and presently is not to engage in activities which would obstruct another
investigation.
Question. Have any FBI employees, other than former Special Agent Robert Friedrick, been disciplined for their conduct in the Presser manner?
Answer. FBI Headquarters advises that no other Special Agents have been disciplined for their conduct in this matter as of this date. The matter continues under
review.
Question. Have any changes been instituted since PSI's hearings in May, 1986, to
ensure that the FBI cooperates fully and shares relevant information with the Justice Department and other law enforcement agencies which are part of 'the organized crime task forces so as to prevent a recurrence of the Presser situation?
Answer. The Cleveland FBI has established an excellent working relationship
with the department of Labor (DOL) and currently has more than one joint investigation with them. The current relationship is such that the two offices have combined as a task force to pursue common matters. Formalized periodic liaison has
been established with the DOL and the Cleveland Strike Force.
Question. You st..'1ted that the last active member of the Cleveland Family is currently being prosecuted. do you have any indication of any efforts to recruit new
members?
Answer. Yes, and the FBI is currently investigating these allegations. Current intelligence indicates an attempt in this regard may be made. A strong infrastructure
with numerous LCN associates remains in place. Only continued attention by the
FBI can prevent the LCN from reestablishing their dominance over criminal activities in Cleveland.
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QUestion. With the Cleveland family in disarray, is there evidence that any other
non-LeN criminal groups are trying to move in and take advantage of this situation? If so, which groups are they and what types of illegal activities are they engaged in?
,
Answer. There are indications that non-LCN groups are becoming more active
and traditional LeN associates are expanding their illegal activities now that tribute payments to the LeN are not being made. Intelligence indicates the LeN is attempting to replace the structure in Cleveland which was eradicated through prosecutions before other groups become entrenched..
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:
It is a privilege to appear before you today
representing the Kansas City Office of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
Kansas City has been plagued by organized crime since
the 1930s, ani:! this activity continues today despite the
successful prosecution of Kansas City mob figures in recent
years.
The purpose of my pr.esentation is to relate our efforts
in the never-ending battle against organized crime and to explain
what we are striving to accomplish in the future.
The Kansas City organized· crime family, commonly called
the "Outfit," has traditionally been involved in a multitude·of
criminal activities -- bootlegging, gambling, prostitution,
loansharking, labor racketeering and murder. More than 50
murders, or attempted murders, were attributed to the Kansas City
mob between 1940 and 1978. Only one of those murders was solved
and no member of the Outfit was ever charged with a gangland
slaying. Witnesses and informants were too intimidated to
cooperate with law enforcement.
A series of bombings and murders in the 1970's caused
law enforcement to step up our efforts to attack the pervasive
organized crime threat to society.

2
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In April, 1978, an investigation was launched by the
FBI in cooperation with the Kansas City Police Department, the
Internal Revenue Service and Department of Justice Strike Force
attorneys, focusing on unsolved murders and contract killers.
Federa 1 court-authori zed ,el ectroni c surveil 1ance
provided .virtual daily coverage of the Kansas City Outfit from
May, 1978, through February, 1979. This case,. designated the
"Strawman" investigation, resulted in one of the most successful
and far-reaching organized crime investigations in FBI history.
After years of frustration by law enforcement, top leaders of the
Kansas City La Cosa Nostra (LCN) family, brothers Nick and Carl
Civella, were convicted and sentenced to lengthy prison terms.
In addition, organized crime leaders and their henchmen in
Chicago, Cleveland, Milwaukee, and Las Vegas -- a total of 19 LCN
members and associates in all -- were convicted in three lengthy
federal court trials in Kansas City between 1980 and 1986.
The Strawman investigation laid bare the structure of
organized crime and the mob's corrupt influence on Las Vegas and
the Teamsters Union.
Intercepted conversations of mob figures provided
concrete evidence of the LCN's hidden ownership in the Tropicana
Hotel in Las Vegas and the skimming or concealing of gambling
proceeds averaging $150,000 per month from the casino. This case
was aptly code named "Strawman" because of the mob's concealed

3
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ownership of Las Vegas casinos by Kansas City, Chicago, and
Cleveland LCN families. The investigation also revealed LCN
efforts to expand their interests in the Argent Corporation,
owner of several Las Vegas hotels and casinos.
In February, 1979, search warrants served in Kansas
City resulted in the seizure of an $80,000 skim package being
delivered to Kansas City 'from Las Vegas by an LCN courier.
Sei zed records documented meetings between KrJOsas Ci ty LCN
members and LCN members in other cities; detailed how the skim
money from Las Vegas was distributed between Kansas City,
Chi cago, and C1 eve1 and LCN famil i es; and also showed that
additional skim money was given to Teamsters official Roy Lee
Williams of Kansas City, who was later elected president of the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters.
Eight convictions resulted from the lengthy "Strawrnan"
trial in 1983, including the top Kansas City LCN leaders, their
Las Vegas representatives and skim couriers. All received
lengthy prison terms.
The second phase of the "Strawrnan" case, the Argent
Corporation investigation, resulted in the convictions in
January, 1986, of Chicago LCN boss Joseph Aiuppa; Milwaukee boss
Frank Balistrieri; Cleveland LCN representative Milton Rockman;
and the enti re Kansa's City 1eadershi p and thei r Las Vegas
representatives.

4
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The Kansas City LCN's influence has been prevalent
nati'onally, as well as in Kansas City, in financial affairs of
the Teamsters Union. Through murder, fear, and intimidation over
several decades, the Kansas City LCN gained control of various
Teamsters officials in Kansas City, most notably Roy Lee
Williams. Williams was told to run for president of the
Teamsters in 1981 by Kansas City LCN boss Nick Civella. His
selection was the result of a compromise involving Chicago LCN
bosses Jackie Cerone and Joey Aiuppa; Angelo Lonardo and other
high-ranking Cleveland LCN members; and ultimately, the boss of
New York's Genovese family. Once Williams was in office, friends
and relatives of Kansas City LCN members were placed in key
Teamsters positions, and Teamsters members were required to pay
extra dues for health and w~lfare benefits as kickbacks to the
LCN.
Most important. the multi-billion dollar Teamsters
pension fund, the largest pension fund in the country, was
controlled by Williams and other trustees under the domination of
the LCN. As a consequence, Teamsters pension fund loan
applicants, with LCN ties, received preferential treatment in
return for substantial kickbacks from the loan proceeds to the
LCN and the pension fund trustees.
All of these manipulations caused the-cost of Teamsters
services in hauling goods across the country to escalate, thus

5
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increasirig the cc;>st paid by the public for goods and services.
Not only were citizens unaware that they were being victimized,
but law enforcement was generally not aware of the scope of the
criminal activity taking place and its harm to the public.
There is no doubt that the "Strawrnan" case struck a
major blow against organized crime, destroying the rank and file
of the Kansas City, Chicago, Milwaukee and Cleveland LCN
families. Most of those convicted in the "Strawman" case are
still ; n pri son.
An interesting note is the fact that this Committee's
use of "Strawman" evidence led to the first criminal contempt of
Congress prosecution when Kansas City LCN member, William
Cammisano, after being granted immunity, steadfastly refused to
answer questions posed by this Committee in 1980.
In Kansas City, a temporary vacuum was created by the
loss of LCN leadership. But the war against organized crime goes
on. Traditional LCN activities continue in Kansas City under new
leadership. Last September, Sal Manzo, an LCN associate,
disappeared and is believed to have been murdered by the mob.
Within the past year there was an attempted bombing of a union
official's car as the mob is again trying to gain a stronghold in
the Teamsters local. Mob-controlled gambling is pervasive. And
thera is evidence the LCN is moving into the construction
industry and highly profitable drug trafficking.

6
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In spite of our successes we cannot let up the
pressure. We will continue to use the tools and techniques that
have proven to be effective -- electronic surveillance, the RICO
statute, high-level informants and continued cooperation between
federal and local authorities. We cannot afford to become
complacent in our victories.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I
will be happy to answer the subcommittee's questions.

7
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I

RESPONSES.TO WRI'ITEN QUES~IONS FROM THE KANSAS CITY DIVISION

Question. The summary submjtted by the Kansas City FBI Office states, and I
quote: "During the past .ten years, the impact of criminal prosecution on the activities of the LeN in Kansas City has remained relatively unchanged. Although significant statistical accomplishments and high impact achievements have occurred resulting in these convictions at Kansas City of LCN bosses and members, it is the
opinion of Kansas City that the 'beat goes on', e.g., replacement personnel have
filled the vacuum left by conviction and the criminal entsrprise continues."
,
Given that statement, is it the opinion of Kansas City that the war against organized crime is a no-win situation in the long run? If not, what else do we need to do
that we are not already doing?
'
Answer. Even though our past accomplishments have not resulted in' the total
elimination of the LeN, the war against organized crime should not be considered a
"no-win" situation. Instead, our ·pastaccomplishments should be considered the
starting point in a long-term effort· to achieve the goals set' forth in the Organized
Crime National Strategy. This strategy was implemented in December 1987. The Organized Crime Program Mission as set forth on that date states that the FBI will
eliminate the LeN and other organized crime groups as significant threats to American society' through sustained coordinated investigations that support successful
prosecutive action. Congress has provided the legal tools to achieve this goal with
electronic surveillance legislation and the criminal and civil provisions of the RICO
.Statute. With a sustairied effort using our past successes as a springboard, we believe we can successfully accomplish our mission.
Question. Both the FBI and the Labor Department's Organized Crime and Racketeering Section· have jurisdiction over criminal investigations in' the labor racketeering area. How many joint FBI/Labor Department investigations have been handled
by your office in the last three years? Are you satisfied with the cooperation between your office and Department Agents in criminal investigations?
Answer. During the past three years, Special Agents from the Kansas City FBI
Field Office have participated in at least seven investigations with representatives
from the Department of Labor's Office of Labor Racketeering. Each agency brought
its respective strengths to the investigations and a high degree of cooperation was
achieved. This has had a beneficial effect on both agencies and resulted in achieving
investigative goals and objectives.
Question. In your. view, what should the role of the Labor Department Inspector
General's Office be in the investigation of labor racketeering cases?
Answer. In labor racketeering matters, the role of the Labor Department Inspector General's Office should be to investigate waste, fraud and abuse within the Department of Labor (DOL); and to investigate violations of Section 805(b) of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, Section 504 of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (ERISA), and Section 601 of the Labor Management Reporting
and Disclosure Act (LMRDA), statutes which DOL is statutorily empowered to investi~ate. All other labor racketeering violations identified by DOL's Inspecto:r Generals Office should be referred to the appropriate criminal investigative agency. The
DOL should continue to provide to investigations their expertise developed over
years of administering various DOL programs where appropriate and applicable.
Question. Currently, unlike other Federal law enforcement Agents, Agents of the
Labor Department's Organized Crime Section do not have statutory law enforcement authority i.e., the. authority to make arrests and to carry a gun. They receive
this authority only ona case-by-case deputation basis, from the Justice Department.
Do you know of instances where this lack of authority has delayed or impeded their
ability to effectively investigate organized crime cases?
. Answer. Kansas City is not aware of any investigation in which the lack of any
statutory law enforcement authority has impeded or delayed the effective investigation of any organized crime cases.
Question. Do you believe that Agents of the Labor Department Inspector General's Organized Crime Section should have statutory law enforcement authority?
Why or why not?
Answer. No. The labor racketeering problem.is substantial. However, the number
of important organized crime influenced labor racketeers in a city is finite and usually readily identifiable by law enforcement. Past experience has demonstrated extraordiuarily dysfunctional results caused by uncoordinated multiagency pursuit of
the same subjects. In fact, some of the best organized crime sources of the FBI have
been lost unnecessarily due to uncoordinated investigations.
The FBI's "Organized Crime National Strategy," which has proven so successful
against the La Cosa Nostra (LeN), mandates use of the RICO Statute. in concert
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with Title III and undercover techniques. Indeed, the experience of the FBI is that
all three techniques are essential to success against the LCN. Furthermore, the
LeN is the major force in labor racketeering. Although additional resOUrces to law
enforcement to combat crime would be a much needed and welcomed augmentation
to the law enforcement effort, it is incumbent that such additional resources be
structured and marshaled in a coordinated and sell-defined manner to avoid inefficient, ineffective and duplicative activity. To empower numerous agencies and departments with full law enforcement powers under the direction of individual semiautonomous departments, without clear lines of jurisdiction and a clearinghouse
entity to avoid duplication of effort would most assuredly be drafting a blueprint for
inefficiency and conflict in future investigations.
Coordinating resource usage from independent agencies having concurrent jurisdiction was attempted under the Strike Force concept with less than favorable results. Political considerations as well as differing investigative strategies necessitated by the resource, intelligence gathering, and technical capabilities of each agency
prevented coordinated efforts toward a common goal. No agency will unilaterally
subjugate their personnel or responsibility to another agency leaving the alternative
of management by committee for a particular investigative project. This has proven
to be inefficient and ineffective in addressing a crime problem in a thorough and
timely fashion.
Question. Did your Division use any state or local law entorcement agencies in its
LeN investigations? If so, what agencies cooperated in these investigations, and
what was the level of that cooperation? If not, why not?
Answer. The Kansas City FBI Division has effectively utilized the coordinated efforts of local law enforcement agencies to identify, investigate and prosecute those
elements of the LeN involved in criminal activity. Due to the Kansas City LCN's
involvement in and impact on both local and national criminal activities, the
Kansas City Police Department was largely responsible for assisting in the investigation of those matters directly identifiable with the Kansas City metropolitan area.
The Kansas City Police Department was a participant in the task force which consisted of the FBI and Internal Revenue Service.
Question. Does your Division use the Task Force concept? If so, with whom, and
,"hat are the parameters of the Task Force?
Answer. The Kansas City FBI Division has effectively utilized the coordinated efforts of both Federal and local law enforcement agencies to identify, investigate -and
prosec1,tte those elements of the LeN involved in criminal activity. Task Force participants include the Internal Revenue Service, the Kansas City, Missouri Police Department and the FBI. Due to the Kansas City LeN's involvement in the impact on
both local and national criminal activities, the Kansas City Police Department has
been largely responsible for assisting in the investigation of those matters directly
identifiable with the Kansas City metropolitan area while the national aspects of
the investigation are handled by the Internal Revenue Service and FBI.
Question. What is your Division's LeN family's involvement in drug trafficking, if
any, and to what degree are they involved in the distribution of narcotics in your
area?
Answer. Our intelligence indicates that drug trafficking is not a criminal activity
that is officially sanctioned by the Kansas City LeN Family. However, LCN members have been identified in individual acts of drug trafficking. We do not believe
that these independent acts of drug trafficking by LeN members are highly significant in light of the overall drug problem. We are interested in pursuing these types
of investigations in furtherance of our Organized Crime National Strategy.
Question. What other indllstries and illegal activities are controlled or influenced
by the Kansas City LeN family, and how does that control or influence affect the
citizenry?
Answer. While the influence exerted by the Kansas City LCN has significantly
diminished in Las Vegas enterprises, there has been an emerging influence in the
construction industry. This influence includes bribery, bid rigging, political corruption, kickbacks and infiltration of legitimate business. In addition to these nationally impacting cases, the Kansas City LeN continues to derive its vitality and its principal source of revenue primarily from illegal gambling, pornography and prostitution.
Aside from its obvious impact on interstate commerce and a ripple effect on virtually every aspect of the community, Kansas City has a tradition of violence, intimidation, and destruction of property within the community attrIouted to the LCN.
Question. What investigative techniques were used in your Division's investigations into the LCN, and which of those techniques proved most successful?
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Answer. During the course of the Kansas City Division's investigation of the LCN,
a number of investigative techniCjues have been employed. These include electronic
and physical surveillance, witness interviews and the use of informants. Informants
and cooperating witnesses have proven to be invaluable in the investigation of the
LCN, particularly since the information supplied is frequently necessary to develop
sufficient probable cause to support the Title III affidavit.
Question. Is your Division fully committed to the Enterprise Theory of Investigation and the use of the RICO Statute.
Answer. The Kansas City Division is fully committed to the Enterprise Theory of
Investigation and the use of the RICO Statute. This is especially true in regard to
those investigations involving significant criminal. groups and/or any enterprise
whose criminal activities have a major impact on society.
Question. Does this commitment to the Enterprise Theory of Investigation include
the use of the civil components of the RICO Statute.
Answer. The civil sanctions of the RICO Statute are integral and indispensable
elements of the FBI's Enterprise Theory of Investigation. The utility of the civil aspects of the RICO Statute cannot be overstated. The foremost objective of the LCN
and other organized criminal groups is to generate revenue through illicit activities.
This revenue is generated through a number of criminal activities, to include the
infiltration of legitimate business and labor racketeering which frequently involves
influence over or control of institutionalized entities such as unions. The FBI has
determined that the conviction of prominent or in>luential organized crime group
members, including bosses, does not necessarily create a void within the group. The
civil RICO sanctions force organized crime figures out of union office aJ,:,J legitimate
business, bar association between members of the organized crime group and the
labor union or legitimate business and make possible the seizure of assets acquired
by organized crime through criminal activity. Such action, coupled with the criminal convictions, can SUbstantially disrupt or eliminate organized crime groups.
Question. Does the LCN family in your Division use any non-traditional or emerging organized crime groups in the conduct of its illegal enterprises or activities?
Answer. Investigation has determined that the Kansas City LCN has interacted
with the Cuban Marielitos, primarily in regard to drug activity. The extent has been
to allow the Cubans to use LCN-owned property to conduct drug business whereupon the LCN receives a portion of the ill-gained profits.
Question. What influence does the LCN have in the labor unions in your area?
Has your Division's organized crime successes had any effect on the LCN's influence
on those labor unions?
Answer. The Kansas City LCN was most prevalent nationally in the financial affairs of the Teamsters Union. As a result of the prosecution and removal of Roy Lee
Williams as President of the Teamsters Union, the Kansas City LCN has lost its
conduit and grasp upon the coffers of the 'reamsters. Without access to the Teamsters through Williams, the LCN in Kansas City no longer has the influence or
impact upon the Teamsters' fiscal policies and/or investments. This is subject to
change, however, since the August 1987 death of John Couts, President of Teamsters
Local 41. The opportunity now exists for the LCN to exert influence in forthcoming
elections and thus regain control of the Local. 'rhe Kansas City LCN has exhibited
an emerging influence in the construction industry particularly because their influence has been diminished in the Las Vegas enterprises as a result of the "Strawman" investigatiC'n and prosecution. Influence in the construction industry has surfaced in the form of bribery, bid-rigging, political corruption and the infiltration of
legitimate business.
Question. What other investigative tools or Federal statutes are needed to aid law
enforcement in its investigation of organized crime groups in your area of the country?
Answer. Stricter labor racketeering laws are required which would provide the
impetus for construction businesses to resist paying inflated union fees or "kickbacks" to currupt union officials as a cost of doing business. Laws are needed to prohibit the corrup,t receipt of things of value when paid by any person in return for
another's "sale' of union membership, the use of union-sponsored work placement
or the use of labor union property generally. Existing laws under Title 18, U.S.
Code, Section 1954 and Title 29, U.S. Code, Section 186 need to be broadened to
cover attempts to give or accept corrupt payments to influence the operation of employee benefit plans and labor organizations, to proscribe corrupt payments to persons exercising de facto influence or control over these organizations and to increase
the penalty for bribery under Section 1954.
Also needed are provisions which would permit the Internal Revenue Service to
disclose certain financial information to the FBI regarding subjects of FBI investiga-
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tions. Such information would serve to enhance the understanding of the financial
aspects of particular criminal enterprises.
Question. Can you identify any emerging or non-traditional organized crime
groups that will be able to challenge-or fill a void left by-the LCN family in your
Division?
Answer. There are no emerging or non-traditional organized crime groups that
have demonstrated any ability to challenge or fill any void left by the prosp.cution
and incarceration of the LCN in the Kansas City Division.
Question. In what other cities does the Kansas City Family of the LeN conduct its
criminal activities, and what is the extent of these criminal activities?
Answer. Historically, the Kansas City LCN has had criminal relationships with
the Milwaukee, Chicago and Cleveland factions of the LCN; however, since the convictions and incarceration of the defendants of the Strawman-Argent case on January 19, 1986, new associations have developed and given rise to more diversified
criminal endeavors. Specifically, the Kansas City LCN has been engaged in criminal
activities in Florida, California, Colorado and Washington" D.C. These activities include infiltration of the construction industry, extortion, kickbacks, bribery and
bankruptcy schemes.
Question. In the Bureau's briefing to the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations staff, it was stated that the Kansas City LCN influence was most prevalent,
nationally, L'l the fmancial affairs of the Teamsters Union. How is this influence
exercised? And, what is the extent of the influence exercised?
Answer. Since the prosecution and removal of Roy Lee Williams as president of
the Teamsters Union, Kansas City's LCN lost its conduit and grasp Upon the coffers
of the Teamsters. Without access to the '1'eamsters through Williams, Kansas City's
LCN no longer has influence or impact upon fiscal policies and investments of the
Teamsters.
Question. According to the Kansas City Office of the FBI, the Kansas City LCN
Family has a hidden interest in several hotels in Las Vegas. Does the Kansas City
LCN Family share this hidden interest with other LCN families? If so, what other
LCN families receive benefits from these hotels?
Answer. Historically, th~ Kansas City LeN shared a fmancial common interest in
various Las Vegas hotels/casinos with LeN families in Milwaukee, Chicago and
Cleveland; however, there is no evidence today to indicate the Kansas City LCN still
has either income from or influence in Las Vegas operations.
Question. Can you tell this Subcommittee through what illegal operations does the
LCN receive benefits from these hotels?
Answer. The prosecutions in the Tropicana and Argent trials r«~vealed "skimming" 'income from gambling operations was being derived by LCN families from
Las Vegas hotels; however, since that influence no longer exists, that benefit has
terminated.
Question. Specifically, what amounts are involved? Has anyone eyer testified to
the details of the buy-back clause? If so who?
Answer. At the Argent trial, Allen R. Glick, owner of the Argent Corporation, testified that he sold those casinos for $70 million and that neither the Balistrieri
brothers nor the LCN derived any profit from the sale of these casinos.
Quel1tion. What is the estimated monetary loss to Nevada taxpayers due to this
hidden inte!'est?
Answer. The hidden interest of the Kansas City, Chicago, Cleveland and Milwaukee LCN Families allowed them to skim millions of dollars from the hotels/casinos
in Las Vegas during the period of approximately 1976 through 1984; however, there
is no way to accurately assess the moneta:ry loss in revenue to the State of Nevada
and the benefit for its taxpayers.
Question. What was Milton Rockman's connection with Kansas City, Las Vegas,
Chicago, Milwaukee, Cleveland and New York?
Aru3wer. Milton Rockman was identified as the conduit and major liaison between
Kan!las City, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cleveland and New York LCN families. Testimony in the Argent trial accurately reflected Hockman's responsibilities with regard to
the distribution of skimming proceeds from Las Vegas casinos. It was through the
coordination of Rockman that each of the LCN representa~ives from the aforementioned cities was provided a "share" of these proceeds.
It was Rockman's initiative which allowed Kansas City to secure the election of
Roy Lee Williams to the Presidency of the Teamsters. Rockman was responsible for
an approach to members of the LCN family in New York that allowed the endorsement and, therefore, guaranteed election without major opposition for Williams. In
exchange for the election of Williams, Kansas City LCN, in essence, agreed that
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through Williams' control of the union, funds would be directed toward investments
of the LCN in Las Vegas hotels and casinos.
Question. Since the natural death of Nick Civella and the conviction of Carl
Deluna, what is the state of the Kansas City LCN?
Answer. Since the death of Nick Civella in 1984 and the conviction of Carl "Cork"
Civella and Carl "Tuffy" Deluna, the Kansas City LCN was left without leadership
for a period of approximately one year following the culmination of the StrawmanArgent trial on January 19, 1986. Internal struggle and identification of leadership
within the LCN ensued until a definitive power structure has been identified. Currently there is a new boss and two underbosses. As a result of this emerging structure, the Kansas City LCN is again developing an aggressive and active role in
criminal activities.
Question. How have the convictions of Carl Deluna, Joseph "Joey" Aiuppa of Chicago, John Cerone of Chicago, Milton Rockman of Cleveland, Frank Balistrieri of
Milwaukee, and others, affected LCN control and influence in the Las Vegas hotel
industry and in. the Teamsters Union? Has this influence decreased? If not, why
not?
.
Answer. The hidden interest of the Kansas City, Chicago, Cleveland and Milwau-·
kee LCN Families in Las Vegas hotel/casinos was eliminated by the Tropicana/
Argent prosecutions.
Question. In the Kansas City Division of the FBI, what was the monetary cost of
that Division's effort against LCN?
Answer. In terms of Agent manpower, investigative resources and trial expenses,
the monetary cost was hundreds of thousands of dollars. We do not have an exact
figure. It is difficult to put a price tag on a case of this magnitude.
Question. The FBI has done fine work against La Cosa Nostra (LCN). The obvious
question now is what is next? That is, who is filling the LCN void, and what are we
doing about it?
Answer. The void that was created as a result of the successful prosecution of the
leadership of the Kansas City LCN family will be filled from within the ranks of the
LCN. Younger LCN members who have been raised in the tradition of the LCN are
now asserting themselves and taking on leadership roles. Through the use of fear
and intimidation they are restructuring the organization in the form that preceded
the recent prosecution. They have effectively prevented any other criminal organization from achieving any significant degree of control over organized criminal activity in the Kansas City area. The FBI will address this problem as it has successfully done in the past. That is, through an effective intelligence base; the use of sophisticated investigative techniques such as electronic surveillance and cooperating
witnesses; and implementation of the Enterprise Theory of Investigation. We will
coordinate our investigations with the appropriate Federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies whenever practical. We will sustain this initiative until we have
.
fulfilled our goals.
Question. In our 1984 Subcommittee Report on the Status of Or:ganized Crime in
the Mid-Atlantic Region, we concluded on page 67 of the Report that: " ... emerging crime groups such as outlaw motorcycle gangs should be investigated fully by
law enforcement and immobilized before they become entrenched." Do you agree
with that assessment of the Subcommittee's? If so, what is your office doing about
them? Specifically, how many cases have you brought, and what resources have you
allocated to them? Where do you take such investigations for prosecution? U.S. Attorney? Strike Force?
Answer. The mission of the FBI's Organized Crime National Strategy is the elimination of the LCN and other organized crime groups as significant threats to American society. Should a non-LCN group be identified as sufficiently significant to warrant FBI investigation, it will be investigated using the same strategy as that employed to investigate the LCN. The Kansas City Division has experienced a rise in
the organized illegal activities of two groups identified as Jamaican gangs and two
Los Angeles street gangs, the Bloods and Crips. Both of these organizations have
targeted Kansas City for the distribution of drugs and have posewd a significant
threat to the stability of the community. Investigations direoted at the illegal activities of each of these organizations have resulted in sucessful prosecutions in Federal
District Court, Western District of Missouri. These prosecutions were handled by
the U.S. Attorney's Office.
Question. In the same Report, cur Subcommittee criticized the Department of Justice and the Organized Crime Strikt! Forces for focusing their attention almost exclusively on the LCN. We stated on page 67 of the Report: "For too long, the Strike
Forces have addressed the subject of organized crime as if the problem were one
limited almost exclusively to the LCN. The LCN is an important factor in organized
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crime, but it is not all there is to the problem." Do you agree with this 1984 assess'ment of the Subcommittee? Has it changed based upon your own experiences with
your local Strike Force's and U.S. Attorney's offices? .
Answer. The LCN has historically been the focus of criminal investigations and
prosecutions within the Organized Crime Strike Force office. It is felt to deviate
from this course would effectively dilute the initial impetus for the Strike Force.
For the most part, the Strike Force operates with limited resources. Within the
Kansas City Division, they are totally consumed with investigations developed by
the FBI. To deviate from this set course of action would detract zignificantIy from
the continued successful pattern established. However, the organized crime problem
in the 80's is by no means limited to the LCN. Other significant groups from varied
geographic, ethnic and racial backgrounds are involved in illegal and organized
criminal activities. The FBI is committed to pursuing the investigation of these nontraditional groups utilizing the same strategy as that employed to investigate the
LCN.
.
Question. In our 1984 hearings on the status of organized crime in the Great
Lakes region, the Subcommittee conducted a confidential survey of 30 past and
present strike force attorneys and investigators. Twenty-six of the 30 respondents
said they had firsthand, direct knowledge of instances in which they had gathered
sufficient evidence to demonstrate a major organized criminal activity that was not
part of or associated with an LCN family. But in each instance, their requests for
Strike Force assistance were denied because there was no LCN involvement. (Page
13 of the Hearings, and page 3 of the Report.)
Are such observations accurate, based upon your office's experience? In such a
case, what does your office do with the investigation? Do you have problems taking
it to a U.S. Attorney's office after it was rejected by the Strike Force? What should
be done about this?
Answer. Based upon the investigative experiences of the Kansas City Office of the
FBI, there have been no such instances in which there has been a denial of either
investigative or prosecutive action regarding any major organized criminal activities
within this division. As cited above, the only three non-LCN organized crime groups
have been identified as the Jamaicans from Florida and the Bloods and Crips gangs
from Los Angeles. In each instance, the investigations were conducted and handled
effectively and efficiently by the United States Attorney's Office.
ORGANIZED CRIME STRATEGY

Question. In our Report on the Status of Organized Crime in the Great Lakes
Region, we noted that there appeared to be no agreement within the Organized
Crime and Racketeering Section of the Justice Department, which supervises the
Strike Forces, as to what constituted organized crime. Do you agree with this assessment? How does your office define organized crime for prioritizing investigations?
Do your priorities agree with the Strike Force's? U.S. Attorney's? If not, where do
they diff~r? What do you do when they differ?
Answer. Kansas City does not concur in the assessment that the Organized Crime
and Labor Racketeering Section of the Department of Justice "appears" to lack an
agreement as to the definition and structure of organized crime. It has been the observation of this division that the Organized Crime Strike Force functions with definitive purpose and direction at the field level as exhibited by the successful investigations and prosecutions conducted in concert between the FBI and Strike Force
in Kansas City.
Kansas City prioritizes its investigations concerning organized crime in strict compliance with the mission of the FBI's Organized Crime National Strategy. Specifically, Kansas City is presently directing its investigative effort toward the LCN's illegal activities utilizing the Enterprise Theory of Investigation. Targeting the various
and independent activities of the LCN has demonstrated the cohesive criminal enterprise which binds these elements together. The identification and function of this
enterprise is based upon informant information, criminal intelligence data from
other law enforcement agencies, Title III coverage, and analysis of the overt investigation of known illegal activities associated with the LCN. These priorities are in
direct concert with both the United States Attorney's Office, Western District of
Missouri, as well as the Strike Force. To date, there have been no significant differences of opinion as to prioritization or identification of targets and prosecution of
cases in what appears to be a viable and effective working relationship.
Question. On the first day of the hearings, the General Accounting Office (GAO)
recommended to the Subcommittee that our organized crime efforts need to be
based upon "careful strategic planning" that establishes clear objectives, assigns r80
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sponsibilities, and allocates our finite law enforcement efforts. Do you agree with
such an analysis, and if you do, who do you recommend should establish such a well
thought out plan for all Federal law enforcement agencies involved in the fight
against organized crime?
Answer. Unprecedented investigative and prosecutive successes against the LCN
and other significant organized crime groups have provided the FBI with the opportunity to implement a strategy which will enhance investigative efforts nationwide.
By utilizing the Enterprise Theory of Investigation, expanding the FBI's national
intelligence base and developing a multidivisional approach to coordinate and sustain investigations, the FBI can address the organized crime problems threatening
American society. This strategy and approach has been presented in detail to representatives of the Organized Crime and Racketeering Section, Department of Justice.
Question. GAO recommended that the current Strike Force planning vehicle, the
National Organized Crime Planning Council (NOCPC), be expanded and intensified
to "accomplish this goal. NOCPC was established in response to prior criticism by
this Subcommittee that the Justice Department's organized crime program lacked
" ... formal standards to measure effectiveness, lacked a national strategy and definition of organized crime." Although NOCPC is supposed to annually visit every
Strike Force and discuss local problems with the various law enforcement agencies,
it is our understanding they rarely do so. Do you get any guidance from NOCPC?
When was the last NOCPC meeting in your town? I understand, for example, that
there hasn't been a NOCPC in Cleveland for three or four years? What is the
system in existence in your city to discuss and layout local strategies and allocate
resources between agencies? When was the last time you met? Who attended? Who
chaired the meeting?
Answer. The Kansas City FBI most recently participated in a NOCPC conference
held at Kansas City on May 4-5, 1988. The Chairman for this meeting was Richard
J. Marien, Attorney in Charge of the Kansas City Strike Force. Also in attendance
were David Margolis and Michael DeFeo, Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.
At this meeting, each attending agency presented its perspectives and objectives regarding the strategies for future investigations and prosecutive efforts of the Strike
Force. In each instance, these cases were discussed in general terms. All Federal
agencies, as well as representatives from state and local law enforcement attended
the conference.
Continued liaison is maintained on a regular basis between investigative agencies
on all levels of government (i.e., Federal, state, local) wherein investigative concerns
and priorities are discussed. In addition, Kansas City maintains an excellent working relationship with the Organized Crime Strike Force and the representatives of
the various agencies. These efforts have resulted in a mutual awareness and a sharing of information to better facilitate investigative priorities. Although there are no
formal organizations or meetings, the liaison maintained between agencies functions
as a means of communication and coordination of investigative efforts.
Question. As you know, on January 2, 1988, Attorney General Meese signed an
"Order Directing New and Expanded Initiatives in the Federal Organized Crime
Effort." As I read the order, it really addresses only the division of authority between the United States Attorney and the Justice Department's Organized Crime
Strike Forces. As I understand it, prior to this order, the Strike Forces, under the
direction of the Strike Force Chief in Washington, exercised control of their investigations, while keeping the U.S. Attorney advised of their activities in order to avoid
possible conflicts. By contrast, this new order apparently gives the United States Attorney principal control of Strike Force investigations and prosecutions. The order
even names the U.S. Attorney, as opposed to Strike Force superiors in Washington,
as the "rating official" for the performance rating of the local Strike Force chief.
Now, the FBI has obviously worked organized crime cases with both the Strike
Forces and the U.S. Attorney's Offices. Do you feel this order was necessary and, if
so, why? What is its impact in your city?
Answer. It is the experience of the Kansas City FBI that regardless of the specific
evaluations by either the United States Attorney's Office or the Department of Justice, Organized Crime Strike Force, there has been little noted or significant variation in performance and work product produced by the Kansas City Strike Force.
Simply stated, Kansas City has participated in a unified and consistent approach
with regard to the investigation and prosecution of organized crime and has not
been impeded in any manner by either the United States Attorney's Office or the
Strike Force. The Kansas City Strike Force has continued to operate without undue
influence from any outside interest. Prosecutively, the Kansas City Strike Force has
performed in an exemplary manner and it is anticipated it will continue to do so
regardless of the rating official.
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The immediate impact of the Attorney General's order has not produced any
noted significant operational or procedural policy changes which in any manner
negatively impact the investigations(s) of organized crime. Kansas City does not
foresee any such negative impact in the immediate future.
Question. What is the current procedure for coordinating labor cases with the
Strike Force and Labor Department? How can we be assured those problems won't
occur again?
Answer. The Kansas City FBI continues to maintain an open and frank relationship with both the Strike Force and the Labor Department.
The Strike Force is made aware of all investigations at the earliest practical
moment for preliminary prosecutive opinion(s).
The fundamental procedure for ensuring adequate disclosure and exchange of
data of mutual investigative interest is accomplished through routine discussion and
candor. Through the coordinated efforts of the Strike Force, an avenue for continued communication is significantly enhanced.
•
Question. Angelo Lonardo testified that the Cleveland family obtained an FBI informants list from the Cleveland FBI Office. How did that occur and was anyone
prosecuted for that?
Answer. Over an extended period of time, an FBI employee's assistance was enlisted by a LCN associate to provide the associate with certain documents regarding
Cleveland Organized Crime Investigations. A thorough investigation was conducted
of this incident. The persons responsible were prosecuted, convicted, and incarcerated. Administrative controls and procedures were revised to avoid a recurrence.
Question. You stated that the "Strawman-Argent" cases, which concluded in 1986,
destroyed the rank-and-file of the Kansas City family. Yet, you also told us that, not
only have LCN activities continued unabated in Kansas City, but that the "Outfit"
is expanding into new businesses. It appears that these major criminal prosecutions
have had little impact upon the LCN in Kansas City. Why is that the case? How
have they been able to restructure their organization so quickly without suffering a
decline in effectiveness?
Judge Sessions explained that the primary advantage of the enterprise theory of
investigation, which the FBI has used successfully in recent organized crime cases
including the Strawman-Argent cases, is that it enables law enforcement to build a
case against an entire criminal organization, rather than just its leadership. Apparently, this has not worked as well in Kansas City as it has elsewhere. What are the
reasons for that?
Have your investigations in Kansas City revealed any problems with the use of
the enterprise theory in these cases? If so, what are they and do you have any suggestions for ways in which these problems can be overcome?
Answer. To the contrary, the utilization of the enterprise theory of investigation
has proved to be expremely successful in creating disarray within the LCN family
at Kansas City. A number of high-ranking figures and soldiers were incarcerated as
a result of the convictions obtained in the Strawman-Argent investigation. The
Kansas City Outfit, as with other LCN enterprises, has a substantial network of associates and other members who conveniently "fill the void" created by the prosecution of their superiors and who carry out the criminal activity, frequently at the
direction of the incarcerated bosses. This does not imply that the enterprise theory
of investigation if not effective. Additionally, the LeN universally is constantly
seeking new avenues through which to profit. The Kansas City LCN Family is no
different in this regard.
Question. The electronic surveillance conducted in the "Strawman" investigation
gave rise to the Pendorf investigation which, in turn, triggered the Argent case; all
of which resulted in successful organized crime prosecutions. This is an excellent
example of what can be accomplished through a coordination of information and efforts. Using these cases as examples, can you explain how the FBI coordinates information in organized crime cases nationwide.
Answer. The FBI's Organized Crime Section is responsible for coordinating all organized crime matters. On a day-to-day basis, the case Agent is the field office with
guidance from his squad supervisor is responsible for disseminating information and
setting forth leads based upon the investigation which the Agent is conducting. This
information is then used by auxiliary FBI field offices to "spin-off' into other related investigations. One of the ways that this process is accomplished is through use
of the FBI's Organized Crime Information System (OCIS). OCIS is a computerized
information retrieval system designed for the rapid retrieval, collation, and analysis·
of up-to-date information gathered in the FBI's organized crime investigations
throughout the country. Conferences between FBIHQ and field offices are held
whenever necessary to insure that information developed from ongoing investiga-
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tions is used to its maximum effect in developing quality high impact "spin-off" investigations.
Question. Does this network make this information available to other Federal,
state and local law enforcement agencies?
Answer. Information gathered by the FBI relative to organized crime matters is
shared extensively with other Federal, state and local law enforcement agencies.
One of the primary methods whereby this information is shared is through the task
force concept. Virtually, every FBI field office where a strong LCN presence is felt
(even if an LCN family is not headquartered there) is involved in joint investigations with othe Federal, state or local law enforcement agenices, or with. a task
force. In everyone of these situations, the participating law enforcement agency has
access to the FBI's most recent organized crime information.
Question. Is it true that in 1979 the boss of the Kansas City family continued to
run the Outfit from his prison cell in Leavenworth? If so, how did he accomplish
this?
Answer. Kansas City acknowledges that in 1979 then boss, Nick Civella, continued
to participate in the operation of the "outfit business" from his prison cell in the
United States Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Kansas. Nick Civella was kept abreast of
the functions and operations on the LCN, Kansas City; however, as incarceration
continued, his dominance and control disminshed. Civella's influence was gradually
reduced to a point of mere advisor and did not affort day-to-day direction to the
Kansas City LCN.
Due to the proximity of the United States Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Kansas, to
Kansas City, Nick Civella was permitted to have visitors on a routine basis. These
visitors became couriers for information to and from Kansas City, and the nearby
confinement allowed routine telephone conversations from the penitentiary to associates in Kansas City.
Question. Is this practice still a problem today? If so, do you have any suggestions
as to how it can be eliminated?
Answer. Communication between inmate and outside associate(s) continues to provide some problem insofar as the incarcerated individuals are not held in a totally
sterile environment so as to prevent routine communication. These communications
are frequently transmitted through family members and past business associates
and provide a conduit to the "outside world." The Government cannot, without just
cause, infringe on the rights of confined individuals. When ranking LCN members
are incarcerated the FBI recommends to the Bureau of Prisons that they be housed
in a facility distant from their prior criminal activities and associates.
Question. It is true that leverage which the LCN utilized to maintain the "skimming" of gambling revenue from certain Las Vegas casinos was illegal "buyout contracts." If so, what were the purported "buyout" terms and which LCN family held
these contracts?
Anwser. There were two documented instances of skimming from Las Vegas casinos during the "Strawman" series of investigations. In the Tropicana case, the infil- .
tration of the casino-which allowed the skimming to occur-was a very subtle
change brought about by Joseph Agosto, who successfully purchased the Folies Bergere Extravaganza at the Tropicana. Agosto's relationship with the operators and
certain key employees at the Tropicana allowed him to direct the skimming of cash
from the casino without the specific knowledge of the owners. The Tropicana Hotel
and Casino did not have a loan from any Teamsters' affiliated pension fund.
Allen R. Glick, the owner of the Argent Corporation, testified that he obtained
the loans from the Central States Pension Fund to buy the Argent casinos through
Frank Balistrieri, boss of the Milwaukee LCN family, and that he gave Balistrieri
and Balistrieri's two sons an option to purchase a 50 percent share of the casinos
(for $25,000) in exchange for Balistrieri's influence with the Pension Fund's trustee.
Glick was personally confronted by the Kansas City LCN Boss Nick Civella and told
that the Kansas City LCN family shared in the Balistrieri's sons option and that he
definitely had "partners" in the casinos. The skimming was controlled by the Chicago representative in Las Vegas. Glick learned that even when he terminated that
employee from the Argent Corporation's payroll he continued his control over the
skimming of money from the casinos.
.
Question. Describe the relationship between the Outfit and other non-LCN organized crime groups in the Kansas City area. What types of businesses has the Outfit
gotten involved in because of its relationship with those other groups?
Answer. The LCN, Kansas City, has not demonstrated any significant relationship
between itself and any other non-LCN organized crime groups.
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Question. It was reported that the primary criminal enterprise of the Kansas City
LCN family is gambling and that it has increased during the past ten years. What
types of gambling operations are run in Kansas City by the LCN?
Street crimes, like gambling, are most often prosecuted on the state and local
levels. Do state and local law enforcement agencies have sufficient resources to effectively handle this problem or should these cases be afforded a higher priority by
Federal law enforcement authorities?
Answer. The LCN, Kansas City, has continued to rely heavily upon sports bookmaking as one of its basic means of revenue.
For the most part, state and local law enforcement have been powerless against
gambling since local judicial sanctions have been without significant impact. In view
of this fact, gambling has gone unabated and has intensified in scope and volume of
business. Local law enforcement has actively solicited the assistance of the FBI to
produce a coordinated effort against gambling. Specifically, gambling in and of itself
produces tremendous revenues, but it also provides a seedbed for hostility. Since
September 1987, there has been one murder and one attempted murder by bombing
as a result of "free-lance" gambling activities which attempted to operate without
LCN sanction. The LeN's response was swift and posed as a dynamic lesson to those
who were not willing to "play" the LCN way. The statutes of the State of Missouri
do not provide any means for electronic surveillance, which is frequently the only
investigative tool to effectively identify and obtain evidence in such illegal activities
where witnesses are reluctant to cooperate for fear of personal safety.
Question. Another primary criminal enterprise of the Kansas City family which
the FBI reported increased during the past decade is its involvement in the entertainment industry. What is the nature of the Outfit's involvement in the entertainment industry? What kinds of criminal activities are being carried out?
Answer. The Kansas City LCN has recently attempted to gain inroads into the
theatrical booking agencies of the entertainment industry. Since this is an on-going
investigation, further comment could seriously impair or disrupt the investigative
objectives of this case.
Question. You described an attempted bombing of a Teamsters' official's car which
occurred within the past year as an example of the LCN's continued efforts to
regain control of the Teamsters Kansas City local. Do you think the Teamsters'
should be placed under trusteeship to purge organized crime's control of the union
and return it to its members?
Answer. It is the opinion of the Kansas City FBI that organized crime's control of
the leadership of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (IBT) should definitely
be eradicated. It is believed that this can be accomplished through Kansas City's
participation in the FBI's civil RICO investigation which is attempting to return
control of the union to its legitimate members. Through utilization of this Civil Rico
action, one of the primary remedies sought would be directed toward permanent injunctive relief barring those individuals identified as having LCN membership or association from any participation in union operation and activities.
Question. Does the evidence of the Outfit's increased involvement in drug trafficking link the LeN with any emerging criminal groups? If so, what are the groups
involved and describe the nature of their relationship with the LCN? Is this alliance
between the LCN and emerging criminal groups in Kansas City limited to drug trafficking or does it extend to other activities? If so, what other activities are involved?
Answer. In Kansas City we have not identified any links between the LCN and
any drug-traffficking organizations or any other emerging criminal groups. Our intelligence indicates that drug trafficking is not a criminal activity that is officially
sanctioned by the LCN. This is not to say however that members of the LCN are not
engaged in individual acts of drug trafficking. The FBI is extremely interested in
investigating any such activities and bringing them to a successful prosecution. We
will also monitor our intelligence base closely in order to identify any links that
may develop between the LeN and any drug-trafficking organization or emerging
criminal group. We will also closely monitor and investigate any drug-trafficking activity by the LCN.
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RESPONSES TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM 'I'HE NEW YORK DIVISION

Question. Have all the successful prosecutions in New York City had any real
impact on the LCN?
Answer. The numerous successful prosecutions in all five New York LCN families
have had a measurable impact on the LCN, particularly with respect to the top
leadership.
The "Commission Case" virtually removed the existing hierarchy of three of the
families; Colombo, Luchese, and Genovese, and separate prosecutions eliminated the
leadership of the Bonanno Family.
With regard to the Gambino Family, the indictment and subsequent trial of Boss
Paul Castellano brought to light embarrassing conversations between Castellano
and other LCN members from FBI Title III interceptions. As a result, Castellano
neglected important family matters by becoming preoccupied with the trial. This led
to his demise and that of Thomas Bilotti at the hands of the current Gambino
Family leadership. In retaliation, Frank De Cicco, Gotti's right hand man and heir
apparent to the ConfJigliere position, was blown up by a bomb planted in his car.
Further, the indictment of long-time Gambino Consigliere Joe N. Gallo, caused
Gallo to retire from that position.
In the other four families and, to some degree, in the Gambino family, young, inexperienced street guys have been brought in as members, and the top leadership
and many capo positions are held by "acting" members, who have little of the expertise or wisdom in "family matters" to handle the illegal activities of these
groups.
This resulted in a breakdown in discipline, internecine warfare, and a return to
the more familiar forms of activity such as gambling, loansharking, and extortion.
This has led to the development of more sources, and in many ways, less complex
prosecution, since the new hierarchy has not yet developed an expertise in the conduct of illegal activity and the evasion of detection.
Question. Will Civil RICO lawsuits, targeted against the LCN, result in a diminution of the LCN's influence?
Answer. The purpose of civil litigation under the provisions of the RICO Statute
in an organized crime investigation is to seek injunctive relief prohibiting the recurring crime problem. The civil RICO actions filed against the LCN to date are structured to remove the LCN influence from specific labor entities thus removing the
LCN's lucrative control of certain industries. The LCN control or influence over
Teamster Locals 560 and 814, as well as Laborers Local 6a and the District Council
of Cement and Concrete Workers in New York, has continued unabated in spite of
successful Federal prosecution against LCN members for labor racketeering. This
new strategy of seeking injunctive relief will allow law enforcement through civil
and criminal contempt of court provisions to ensure that the LCN does not continue
to manipulate these labor entities.
Question. How are the LCN families reacting to the recent convictions of their
hierarchies? Are they in disarray, and if so, how have these convictions affected the
way they do business?
Answer. The convictions of various LCN hierarchies have caused disarray within
the affected LCN families. Acting bosses have been named to replace the incarcerated bosses, but tend to be younger and without lines of communication to other LCN
families. This necessary familiarity is usually gained through years of experience.
Meetings and discussions to further family businesses have generally excluded nonLeN members for the security of LCN members.
New meeting places are being sought and a general atmosphere of caution appears to be prevalent.
Question. What are the principal sources of income to the LCN families operating
in New York City?
Answer. The LCN families in New York gain income from a myriad of criminal
activities and are principally involved in gambling, loansharking, and labor racketeering. Organizationally, gambling is the principal source of income. Loansharking
and labor racketeering are important and provide income for individual members
(609)
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who are involved in th~ activities. As the Federal Government continues to
remove LCN influence from the labor movement and its related industries, certain
LCN members are engaging in narcotics trafficking to replace lost income.
Question. As to LeN influence in unions, how is organized crime able to establish
such a firm grip on some unions? What, if anything, can be done to prevent this?
Answer. The LeN utilizes many techniques to gain a firm grip on unions to include murder, extortion, loansharking, degenerate gambling' and property destruction. Investigations have also revealed many corrupt union officers willing to work
with the LeN for their personal enrichment.
We believe that freeing the unions of LCN control, dominance and influence is a
realistic goal. A review of the FBI's investigative efforts and successes over the past
decade relative to the LeN reflects a positive evolvement of investigative techniques
and effectiveness. As a result, today the FBI's current Organized Crime National
Strategy has as its mission the elimination of the LeN and other organized crime
groups as significant threats to American society through sustained coordinated investigations that support successful prosecutive action. Central to the accomplishment of this mission are well-developed, well-<:oordinated RICO investigations utilizing the Enterprise Theory of Investigation. We believe that our strategy provides for
an imaginative, responsive and effective investigative approach directed against the
LCN, and that with enhanced legislation, sufficient coordinated resources and sustained efforts to expand our national intelligence base, it is possible to remove the
influence the LeN has with unions.
Question. If so, how are we going to accomplish that?
Answer. We believe that we can free the unions from the influence of the LeN
and we believe we ,can accomplish that through the effective implementation of our
Organized Crime National Strategy. Our Organized Crime National Strategy calls
for coordinated investigations against LCN families utilizing the Enterprise Theory
of Investigation. These investigations will be prosecuted 'under the RICO Statute
and followed up when appropriate by the civil provisions of the RICO Statute.
Question. In the 197Os, the FBI conducted a massive investigation, 'called
UNIRAC, of organized crime's influence in the waterfront industries and in the
International Longshoremen's Association (!LA). Has organized crime influence declined in that area as a result? What follow-up has been done on that investigation
in the New York area?
.
Answer. At the conclusion of the UNIRAC investigation, the FBI believed that it
had dealt a crippling blow the LCN influence and control over the !LA and the shipping industry. In retrospect we now realize that although we had prosecuted and
jailed large numbers of larbor racketeers, we have not destroyed their criminal infrastructure. We had not taken advantage of the criminal provisions of the RICO
Statute which allow for prosecution of the criminal enterprise and the seizure of the
assets of that enterprise, nor did we employ the resources of the civil provisions of
the RICO statute. T"nerefore, the LCN has remained a dominant force in the ILA
and the shipping industry.
Labor racketeering is the highest priority in the FBI's organized crime investigative program. The FBI has identified four major unions that are substantially corrupted by the LeN. The ILA is one of those unions and as such receives continuous
and requisite investigative attention to labor racketeering violations identified.
Question. At the institution of a criminal investigation, does the FBI conduct a
civil investigation concomitant to the criminal investigation, If so, how do the civil
aspects hinder or bolster the criminal investigation?
Answer. Until recently, the civil provisions of the RICO Statute have been underutilized by the FBI. However, as part of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of
1984, RICO's pre-trial restraint provisions were amended enabling the Government
to obtain a restraining order from the court to prevent the dissipation, sale or transfer of property which the Government believes will become forfeitable upon conviction of the defendants. Presently at the institution of a RICO investigation, the FBI
initiates the process of identifying property used to facilitate racketeering activity
as well as the proceeds of racketeering activity. At the indictment stage this evidence is presented to the court in an effort to obtain a restraining order preventing
the dissipation, sale or transfer of the property. This is all done in anticipation of
the eventual forfeiture of the property to the Gnvernment upon conviction of the
defendant.
At the institution of a criminal investigation the FBI does not conduct a concomitant civil investigation. This is primarily due to the fact that some criminal investigative tools and techniques, such as the Federal grand jury, are not available to the
investigator in furtherance of a civil investigation. Also, some civil investigative
techniques, such as depositions, are not available to the investigator in furtherance
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of a criminal investigation. In civil investigations that have been successfully litigated by the Government, such as United Staes versus Local 6a, Et AI, United States
versus Local 560 Et Al, and United States versus Local 814 Et AI, the decision to
proceed with the civil case was made at the conclusion of the criminal investigation.
Question. Upon the successful conclusion of a civil RICO lawsuit aimed at the
LCN what agency is empowered to enforce the court order and how can the court
order be enforced?
Answer. The authority to conduct an investigation for the purpose of monitoring
compliance with a court order entered in a civil RICO proceeding is derived from
the RICO Statute itself (Title 18, U.S.C., Sections 1961-1968). Specifically, Section
1961(8) defines "racketeering investigation" as It • • • any inquiry conducted by any
racketeering investigator for the purpose of ascertaining whether any person has
been involved in any violation of this chapter or of any final order, judgment or
decree of any court of the United States, duly entered in any case or proceeding
arising under this chapter."
Based upon this definition, a racketeering investigation is authorized in two instances. First, it may be conducted to determine whether a violation of RICO's substantive provisions, Section 1962(a-d), has occurred. Once a Section 1962 violation
has been established the Government may elect to seek criminal penalties pursuant
to Section 1963, pursue civil remedies under Section 1964, or both.
Second, a racketeering investigation may be conducted to determine whether any
person has violated any final order, judgment or decree entered by a court in any
RICO proceeding. Within the context of civil RICO, Section 1964 confers upon the
District Courts of the United States broad equitable powers to prevent and restrain
violations of Section 1962. This statutory grant of equitable jurisdiction authorizes
the District Courts to issue orders which include, but are not limited to, ordering
divestiture of a person's interest in an enterprise, imposing restrictions on future
activities of any person and ordering dissolution or reorganization of any enterprise
[Section 1964(a)]. These are clearly the types of orders contemplated by the definition of racketeering investigation, i.e. "final order[s], judgment[s], or decree[s] duly
entered in any case or proceeding arising under" RICO.
Based on the foregoing, it should be noted that although the U.S. Marshals Service has primary responsibility for the enforcement of all court orders, the FBI has
statutory authority to investigate for the purpose of determining compliance with
civil RICO court orders. The authority to conduct such investigations, however, is
not limited to the FBI, but may be exercised by any "racketeering investigator" so
designated by the Attorney General. See Title 18, U.S.C., Section 1961(7). The statutory authority to conduct racketeering investigations, as defined in Section 1961(8),
provides a complete and independent jurisdictional basis for the FBI to investigate
compliance with civil RICO court orders. This grant of investigative authority is not
dependent upon a prior request for investigation by a court or a court-appointed
trustee. When conducting such investigations any evidence of noncompliance with
the court order will be brought before the court for a determination of any remedial
action necessary to effect compliance with the court order.
Question. What was the "human" cost of the New York Division's successful organized crime cases?
Answer. For the past several years, Joint Task Forces of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) and the New York City Police Department (NYCPD) have been
engaged in a struggle with the forces of Organized Crime in the New York metropolitan area. This conflict is the equivalent of investigative warfare.
During the course of this investigation, Agents and detectives encountered displaced families, victimized by Organized Crime, who were on the brink of despair.
Many were convinced to cooperate with the New York Division and became Government witnesses. In Government parlance, we offered them "relocation" which translates into the Witness Security Program (WSP). Relocation means a man can no
longer see his son. It means what he held most dear, he can no longer have. Some
people do not wish to be "relocated;" some people live with daily threats against
their lives posed by organized crime. For these people, their problems become our
own.
The human cost is not one sided. Threats are not exclusively directed at witnesses. Investigators have been assaulted and killed. Additionally, Agents are also
under extreme stress because of extended work hours, personal financial worries
and concerns with their general living conditions. Many of our Agents commute
three (3) to four (4) hours a day just to arrive at work.
Question. In The "Star Struck" and "StarQuest" investigations the New York Division convicted the hierarchy of the Colombo LCN Family. What was the cost of
this investigation in both money and human resources? After factoring in all costs,
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including court costs and incarceration fees, how does the total cost of this investigation equal to the cost of the illegal activities to the general public?
Answer. The Colombo LCN Family RICO enterprise investigation conducted by
the New York Division resulted in the expenditure of approximately 2.1 million dollars over a five-year period. This investigation and the successful prosecution resulted in the dismantling of the hierarchy of the Colombo LCN Family. This investigation exposed to public scrutiny the inner workings of an LCN family and its infrastructure which had permeated and successfully infiltrated the concrete and cement
industries as well as the hotel and restaurant industry in New York City. In one
instance, a concrete company paid two percent of their contract price in all high-rise
construction in New York City to the Colombo LCN Family. An additional two per- '
cent of the contract price of jobs over two million dollars was paid to four additional
New York LCN families, with $10,000 per job being paid to the Colombo Family sol- ,
dier and former President of the Cement and Concrete Workers Union, Ralph
Scopo. An additional cost of twenty percent of the above payoff per job was incurred
to pay the cost of raising the cash payoffs. All of these costs were passed along to
the general contractor or developer. The FBI investigation in this phase alone resulted in a potential economic loss prevented of $3,927,200 solely based on one concrete company with contracts amounting to $75,625,000 between October, 1984 and
December, 1986. This was the amount that company would have had to pay in kickbacks, and that amount would have been generated by overcharges to the contractor.
In another instance, a concrete company paid two-percent of the contract price on
all high-rise construction work to the LCN. To raise the two-percent payoff, the contract price was raised by four percent which was then charged to either the general
contractor or the developer. FBI investigation in this instance resulted in a potential economic loss prevented in the amount of $788,400 based on high-rise construction from October, 1984 through October, 1986 amounting to $19,710,000.
It is estimated that the citizens of New York pay more for what they eat and
where they live and work because of organized crime's grip on legitimate businesses.
The precise figure is difficult to quantify in monetary terms but a conservative estimate by knowledgeable economists in the New York City area determines that the
LCN's penetration of the construction, delivery, food, and private garbage collection
unions and industries, among others, costs consumers hundreds of million of dollars
each year in New York City alone. It is estimated that concrete companies doing
business in New York City with links to organized crime were overcharging builders
in New York City by 40 to 50 million dollars a year or about ten percent more than
they would otherwise have to pay.
Ultimately, such construction costs are borne by consumers in the form of higher
rents for apartments, higher cost for the goods or services sold by companies, and
higher government taxes to pay for public workS projects.
During the Colombo LCN Family trial conducted in the Southern District of New
York (SDNY), the president of Technical Concrete Construction Corporation testified that he paid the Colombo LCN Family more than $800,000 for labor peace and
the right to big money-building contracts. These payoffs were added to the cost and
passed along to the developers. Testimony disclosed that all developers in New York
City were losers because there was no competition. The builder felt that he and his
partners had no choice about making the payments to Ralph Scopo, former President of the Cement and Concrete Workers Union and a soldier in the Colombo LCN
Family. Testimony further disclosed that there was always the threat of physical
violence to the contractor because of Scopo's union position and his membership in
the LCN.
The President's Commission on Organized Crime has determined that illegal payoffs on $175,000,000 worth of concrete poured at Manhattan building sites alone
ranged up to 3.5 million dollars. The President's Commission on Organized Crime
further estimates that the LCN's possible total gross profit from all forms of construction throughout the New York City area "must have been at least several
times this amount."
Additional testimony at the Colombo LCN trial provided evidence against the Colombo LCN Family and John De Ross, President of Local 6A, Hotel and Restaurant
Employees Union and a caporegime in the Colombo LCN Family. Witness testimony
determined that De Ross was involved in accepting payoffs ranging from $7,500 to
$25,000 a year in return for labor peace. In one instance, testimony revealed that
nine $200-a-week dining room captains at Sardi's Restaurant in New York City were
allowed to be replaced with two $120-a-week waiters. The workers were given a
week's pay upon dismissal. The payoffs to De Ross were made for the purpose of
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allowing the former general manager of Sardi's Restaurant to violate the union contract.
FBI investigation of the Colombo LCN Family resulted in the conviction of eleven
LCN members including the boss, underboss and five caporegimes. These individuals
received lengthy prison terms ranging from 12 years to 198 years. Additionally, the
jury finding provided for a judicial determination of the existence of an LCN family.
This is the first instance in which the existence of an LCN family, as an enterprise
as defined by the RICO Statute, has been actually proven in Federal court.
Question. Did the New York Division's successful LCN prosecutions leave a void
in the underworld? If so, are other LCN families or nontraditional organized crime
groups filling that void?
Answer. The convictions and incarceration of the hierarchy of the five New York
LCN families has caused disarray within the families for strong leadership. Lessexperienced LCN members are attempting to return stability to the families but
have not received the old regime's tutoring; especially in the area of labor racketeering and union control. For this reason, the FBI is continuing to focus on LCN
union control as a priority.
Question. What is the relationship, if any, between the LCN and nontraditional
organized crime groups?
Answer. The LCN maintains a working relationship with certain other organized
crime groups in order to fulfill their racketeering objectives. For example, the Gambino and Genovese Families are known to use a violent group in New York called
the "Westies" who function as a "private army" for these families. The "Westies"
may be called upon to carry out contract murders or provide "muscle" when necessary. The Gambino Family has reportedly utilized a group of professional burglars
and armed robbers who reside and operate in New Jersey to perform armed robberies for the family. The Gambino, Bufalino and Bonanno Families have strong ties to
Colombian and Cuban drug cartels in the greater Miami, Florida, area, which provide these families with drugs for distribution in the United States. Also, there are
other incidents of identified relationships between the LCN and nontraditional organized crime groups, such as outlaw motorcycle gangs and ethnic street gangs,
wherein these groups are utilized in furtherance of the LCN's criminal activities.
Nontraditional organized crime groups have benefited from their relationship with
the LCN by having LCN members collect bad debts from reluctant clients. Other
Hispanic and Asian groups in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago and Miami have
also been known to collaborate with the LCN on occasion for their mutual benefit.
Question. What are the significant nontraditional organized crime groups in New
York City? What action has the New York Division undertaken to meet this threat?
Answer. The other significant criminal groups identified to date include Hispanic,
Asian, Greek, Russian, and Korean organizations. The Hispanic groups include "The
Company" and "The Corporation" which are generally involved in operating policy
operations throughout the city. Asian organized criminal groups have infiltrated the
Tung-On, the On-Leong Tong and the Hip Sing Tong in New York. These groups are
assisted by various youth gangs who carry out criminal acts for members of the
Tongs.
In order to address these known traditional organized crime groups, the FBI New
York has established a squad under the Joint Organized Crime Task Force concept
with the New York City Police Department (NYCPD) to deal with emerging groups.
This task force approaches the investigation of nontraditional organized crime utilizing the Enterprise Theory of Investigation.
Question. What exactly was The Commission's role in the LCN? Is an LCN Commission still in existence or did the "Five Star" investigation eradicate it?
Answer. The Commission's role in the LCN was generally to regUlate and facilitate relationships between and among LCN families throughout the United States.
Specific purposes of the Commission included the following:
1. Promoting and carrying out joint ventures between and among LCN families
and to obtain money through illegal activities.
2. Resolving actual and potential disputes and regulating the several LCN families regarding the operation, conduct, and control of illegal activities.
3. Extending formal recognition to newly-elected bosses of LCN families, and,
from time to time, resolving leadership disputes within a family.
4. Taking such steps as were necessary to preserve order in, between, and among
the LCN families including authorization of acts of murder of certain LCN members.
5. Approving the initiation of new members.
6. Establishing certain rules governing the families, officers and members of the
LCN.
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7. Using threats; violence, and murder within the LCN to maintain The Commission's position of power and authority.
The LCN Commission is having extreme difficulty maintaining a semblance of
control by virtue of the fact that its members and/or leadership are incarcerated
and generally out of touch with their respective families.
The only bosses not currently in jail are Gambino DOss John Gotti, and Vincent
"Chin" Gigante who has been recognized as the boss of the Genovese Family. The
remaining three families are being run by "acting bosses" who do not have the
Weight of a permanent boss, and to 'date have not been able to sit down and resolve
many of the pressing issues, particularly that of new membership.
It is not likely that The Commission will operate as it has in the past until permanent bosses are selected for each of the New York LCN families.
Question. The Genus-Cattails or Pizza Connection case established a relationship
between the Sicilian Mafia and the LCN. What is the extent of this relationship or
was it isolated to the "Pizza Connection" case?
Answer. The relationship between the Sicilian Mafia and the LCN is not isolated
to the "Pizza Connection" case.
The Genus-Cattails case, commonly referred to in the media as the "Pizza Connection" case, focused on Salvatore Catalano, a ranking member of the Bonanno LCN
Family. The investigation determined that Catalano and his associates were members of Sicilian families but had developed a relationship with the Bonanno Family
and/or the Gambino Family.
Information obtained from Tommaso Buscetta determined that the Sicilians are
allowed to operate within the area controlled by American LCN families. In return,
the Sicilian Mafia pays tribute to the LCN.
Question. How significant is the Silician Mafia's role in drug trafficking in this
country?
Answer. The Sicilian Mafia is comprised of organized criminal groups predominantly located in the Palermo, Agrigento, and Trapani provinces of Sicily. Two
other major enclaves suspected of operating in the Untied States are the 'Ndrangheta originating from Reggio di Calabria, and the Camorra from the Naples area of
Italy. Members and associates of the Sicilian Mafia have been responsible for a significant portion of the organized importation and distribution of multikilograms of
heroin. To a lesser extent, they have been known to distribute cocaine.
Recent investigations into Sicilian/ItaJian drug trafficking groups were highlighted in the well-publicized "Pizza Connection" case conducted by the FBI between
1980-1985. Extensive coordination of investigation v.ith Italian authorities resulted
in significant intelligence discoveries, more than 35· arrests in the United States,
arid laid the groundwork for the Italian Government to prosecute 350 Mafia members and associates in Palermo in the first "Maxi Trial." The most recent investigation into the Sicilian/Italian Mafia drug activities culminated on March 31, 1988,
with the arrest of' over. 100 subjects in the United States and Italy. The Sicilian
Mafia, 'Ndrangheta, and 'Camorra continue to be a strong force in the heroin trade
in the United States, however, other ethnic groups are now becoming significant.
Southeast and Southwest Asian drug trafficking organizations are emerging as dominant forces in the importation and distribution of heroin into the United States.
Mexican organizations, however, collectively still predominate as the single largest
suppliers of heroin, accounting for approximately 40 percent of the heroin smuggled
into the United States. The FBI has elevated these groups to a top investigative priority, committing manpower and resources to attack these groups.
Question. Is the Sicilian Mafia independently active in the United States? Is their
criminal activity confined to drug trafficking or are they active in the rackets?
Answer. The Sicilian Mafia is independently active in the United States and is
primarily involved in drug trafficking. They have minimal involvement in other traditional criminal activity in this country. The existence of the Sicilian Mafia, although already established and criminallx active in the United States, was discovered as a result of the "Pizza Connection' investigation. Beyond this initial discovery in New York, it was learned that enclaves of Sicilian Mafia members, associated
in some fashion with the LCN in several locales, were established in Buffalo,
Boston, New Jersey, Chicago, and Detroit-to name a few. These Sicilian Mafia
drug trafficker.s maintain their principal lines of communication and authority with
their sponsoring families in Sicily.
Question. In "The Commission" case, the FBI revealed that the LCN controlled
concrete industry in New York City. What was the price of that LON control in
terms of the cost of concrete to the consumer? Has the cost of concrete in New York
City gone ·down since the recent convictions? Can the cost expended by the FBI in
the investigation and convictions in this case be justified?
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Answer. The proof at trial during The Commission case demonstrated that, in the
first half of the 1980s, the LCN Commission directed a massive extortion and bribery scheme involving the concrete construction industry in New York City. The
power of the four families, Genovese, Gambino, Luchese and Colombo, whose bosses
sat as full voting members of The Commission in this period was combined and coordinated by The Commission in order to operate the "club" schemes. Ralph Scopo,
by virtue of his position as President of the Laborers Union which represents the
city's concrete workers, was one of the lower level La Cosa Nostra members designated by The Commission to carry out the day-to-day extortion operation.
The scheme was known as the "club" and through it, The Commission dominated
the major concrete construction contractors in New York City. In return for "labor
peace," these contractors were forced to pay two percent of the contract price for all
jobs over two million dollars. In addition, each organized crime family established
an interest in one or more concrete superstructure contractors and, through a coordinated bid-rigging scheme, sought to expand the number of jobs performed by
that contractor. In that way, each family earned money, over and above the two
percent, through the profits earned by the companies. The bosses of each of the four
La Cosa Nostra families involved in the scheme designated a family member to be
responsible for managing the scheme. These four subordinates, one of whom was
Ralph Scopo, met regularly to discuss which contractor would do upcoming jobs, resolved disputes, collected the two percent extortion payments, and passed the proceeds of the "club" scheme back up to The Commission.
Information indicates that there has been no reduction in the cost of concrete in
the New York area since the successful RICO prosecutions of the LCN. The reasons
are complex ones involving inflation, increased transportation costs and other factors unique to the New York ,area. The FBI is not in a position to determine if the
cost of the investigation is justified by savings incurred by the average citizen. However, the highest ranking members of organized crime are presently incarcerated for
the rest of their lives. These men generated millions of dollars yearly from a myriad
of illegal activities over which they no longer control. Their incarceration has disrupted this steady flow of revenue. Therefore, an actual dollar amount cannot be
placed on the savings to the average citizen.
Question. Based on the evidence, the RICO Statute appears to be an extremely
powerful tool for law enforcement. Can Congress "fine tune" RICO to make it an
even more effective statute? What suggestions could you make to bolster the RICO
Statute?
Answer. The addition of a civil forfeiture provision under RICO would permit law
enforcement to more effectively and efficiently penalize those engaged in, or otherwise involved in, racketeering activities. One of the most potent and effective criminal penalties under RICO is the forfeiture of the convicted individual's property
used to violate the law, or which was derived from the violations of the law. However, the civil remedies under RICO do not permit the forfeiture of any such property.
In contrast, the Controlled Substances Acts, as well as the Child Protection and
Money Laundering Control Acts, provide for both criminal and civil forfeiture penalties; these Acts permit law enforcement to seize and forfeit a larger percentage of
property which has been used to violate the law or which was derived from violations of the law and to decide how the seizure and forfeiture of such property can
best be accomplished.
In order for property to be criminally forfeited, law enforcement must establish
beyond a reasonable doubt that the owner of the property has violated the law and
that the property is subject to forfeiture. For civil forfeiture purposes, law enforcement need only establish probable cause to believe the property is subject to forfeiture. Therefore, if the ownership of property cannot be conclusively established by
the Government; if the owner of the property was aware of, or facilitated, but did
not commit, a violation of the law; or, if it can only be established by a preponderance of the evidence that the owner of the property violated the law and the property is subject to forfeiture, the property could not be criminally forfeited but could be
civilly forfeited pursuant to a civil forfeiture statute.
Furthermore, it is difficult to seize or restrain property which is being criminally
forfeited prior to the conclusion of the criminal proceeding. On the other hand,
property subject to civil forfeiture can be and usually is seized at the commencement of the civil forfeiture proceeding. This greatly reduces the risk that property
subject to forfeiture will be destroyed, placed beyond the jurisdiction of the court,
transferred to a third party, commingled with other property or diminished in
value.
Question. What can Congress do to aid law enforcement's efforts against organized
crime?
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Answer. The emergence of organized criUlegroups, some still based on foreign
soil, such as the Chinese Triads, the Japanl:lse Yakuza or the various narcoticl:! cartels may require some innovative legislative action. There is mounting evidence that
many of these criminal enterprises are generating large amounts of capital from
criminal activities in their homeland and are transporting these proceeds to the
United States for investment in otherwise legitimate entities. The provisions of Title
18; Section 1952, prohibit travel in foreign commerce or the use of any facility in
foreign commerce to distribute the proceeds of enumerated unlawful activity, however this unlawful activity .pertains to violations under existing U.S. jurisdiction.
Since this is a new area of·concern, extensive research by the Department of Justice
may be necessary to determine whether legislation can be recommended for criminal prosecution or asset seizure. under these circumstances.
Question,. Wh.at industries does the mob influence or control in the New York City
metropolitan area? .
,
Answer. The labor movement in the New York City metropolitan area has been,
in general,. heavily infIltrated by the LCN for decades. Such pervasive infIltration
continues to date. Particular labor organizations and industries so infIltrated in- I
clude, but are not limited to, the following:
International Brotherhood of Teamsters aBT)
Joint Council 16 of the IBT in New York City and many of its member locals have
. been influenced, infIltrated, and controlled by LCN members and associates from
each of the five New York City LCN families. The organized crime families with
greatest influence in the IB1' locals in New York City include the Colombo, Genovese, Gambino, and Luchese LCN Families. Industries affected by such LCN presence include, but are not limited to, long-haul trucking, short-haul trucking, building materials hauling, garment center trucking, IBT electrical workers, IBT entertainment industry workers, garbage hauling, airport workers, movers and warehousing related to the previously named trades.
Hotel Employee and Restaurant Employees International Union (HEREIU)
HEREIU locals in the New York City metropolitan area have traditionally been
influenced, infIltrated, and controlled by the Gambino and Colombo LCN Families.
Members of these LCN families interface with members of other LCN families who
have interests in restaurants, bars, and places of entertainment in the New York
City metropolitan area. The industries influenced by the LCN presence in HEREIU
locals would include the hotel, restaurant, and entertainment industries.
International Longshoreman :s Association (ILA), AFL-CIO
ILA locals in New York City metropolitan area have been traditionally and pervasively influenced, infIltrated, and controlled by members and associates of all five
New York City LCN families and the New Jersey Decaval~ante LCN Family. LCN
families with the greatest influence in, the ILA included the Genovese, Gambino, C0lombo, and Decavalcante LCN Families. Industries affected by such LCN presence
include the shipping industry, warehousing on the docks, and trucking from the
docks.
Laborers International Union of North America (LIUNA), AFL-CIO
LIUNA locals in the New York City metropolitan area have been influenced, infIltrated, and controlled by LCN members and associates from each of the five New
York City LCN families and the Decavalcante LCN Family. LCN families with
greatest influence in LIUNA locals in New York City include the Gambino, Luchese, and Genovese LCN Families. Industries affected by such LCN presence include the various building construction trades, demolition and excavation work,
road construction, and construction materials yard work.
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners (UBCARP) AFL-CIO
The New York City District Council of Carpenters and many of its member locail
unions have been influenced, infIltrated, and controlled by members and associates
of the five New York City LCN families and the Decavalcante LCN Family to various degrees over the past several decades. LCN families with particular influence in
UBCARP in the New York City metropolitan area include the Genovese, Gambino,
and Luchese LCN Families. Industries affected by such LCN influence include the
drywall construction industry, the general construction industry, the floor construc.
tion industry, and the cement and concrete industry.
International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied Trades aBPAT), AFL-CIO
District Countil. No.9 of IBPAT and individual IBPAT local unions in the New
York City metropolitan area have traditionally been influenced, infIltrated, and con-
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trolled by m~lmbers and associates of the Luchese and Gambino LCN Families.
Members of these LCN families interface with members and associates of the other
three LCN families in the New York City metropolitan area. Industries affected by
the LCN influence in IBPAT include the bridge painting industry, the general
painting industry, the nuclear power plant painting industry, and the paper hanging industry.
Roofers Union, AFL-CIO
The Roofers Union in the New York City metropolitan area has been influenced,
infiltrated, and controlled by members or associates of the Genovese, Luchese, and
Gambino LCN Families. Industries affected by such LCN presence include the roof
construction industry and the roof maintenance industry.
Operating Engineers Union, AFL-CIO
The Operating Engineers Union in the New York City metropolitan area has been
influenced, infiltrated, and controlled by members and associates of the Genovese
and Colombo LCN Families. Industries affected by such LCN presence include the
construction industry as well as the air conditioning and refrigeration industry.
Bricklayers Union, AFL-CIO
The Bricklayers Union of the New York City metropolitan area has been influenced, infiltrated, and controlled by members and associates of the Gambino, Luchese, and Genovese LCN Families. The industries affected by such LCN presence
have been the brick, stone, and tile construction industries.
Plcu;terers Union, AFL-CIO
Local unions of the Plasterers Union in the New York City metropolitan area
have been influenced, infiltrated, and controlled by members and associates of the
Genovese, Gambino and Luchese LCN Families. Members of those LCN families
have interfaced with members and associates of the other two LCN families in the
New York City metropolitan area. industries affected by such LCN presence include
the plastering industry and the drywall installation and taping industry.
Other Labor Organizations
Other labor organizations and affiliated local unions in the New York City metropolitan area which have been influenced, infiltrated, and controlled by one or more
LCN families include the Boilermakers Union, AFL-CIO; the Stage Employees
Union, AFL-CIO; the Transit Workers Union, AFL-CIO; the Clothing and Textile
Workers Union, AFL-CIO; the International Ladies Garment Workers Union
(lLGWU) AFL-CIO; Distillery Workers Local Union No.2, AFL-CIO; the Food and
Commercial Workers Union, AFL-CIO; the Iron Workers Union, AFL-CIO; Local 2
of the Laundry and Dry Cleaning Union, AFL-CIO; the Leather Goods Workers,
AFL-CIO, the Novelty Workers Union, AFL-CIO; the Plumbers Union, AFL-CIO;
the Retail Wholesale Workers Union, AFL-CIO; the Service Employees Union,
AFL-CIO; the Stage Employees Union, AFL-CIO; the Transit Workers Union, AFLCIO; the Journeymen's and Production Allied $ervices of America and Canada
International Union Local 157; the Allied International Union of Security Guards
and Special Police; and other independent and AFL-CIO-affiliated labor organizations. Industries affected by such LCN presence include, but are not limited to, the
construction industry, the garment industry, service and maintenance industries,
the security guard industry, the entertainment industry, the toy and novelty item
industry, the liquor sales industry and the busing industry.
Question. Do those industries share certain characteristics which make them especially vulnerable to LCN influence? If so, what are they?
Answer. The industries that are characteristically vulnerable to LCN influence
are those which are labor intensive. They usually 'require that goods be moved or
services be completed on a timely basis. The LCN has secured control over them
through illicit manipulation of the labor union,s that are affiliated with these industries.
Question. Have you found legitimate businesses within those industries to be cooperative or noncooperative in criminal investigations for the most part?
Answer. For the most part, the businesses that are infiltrated or influenced by the
LCN have an economic advantage in the market place and iace the threat that the
LCNwill use its illicit control of the labor movement to adversely affect them. The
New York Office has identified "clubs" of businessmen who band together under
the auspices of the La Cosa Nostra to fix prices and thereby control such industries
as construction, trucking, shipping and refuse collection. These "clubs" and their re-
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lation to the LCN threaten the free enterprise system and drive prices up. They also
deny workers the rights they have obtained through collective bargaining.
The "legitimate" businesses that are in collusion with the LeN are normally not
cooperative as it is to their benefit economically to cooperate with the LCN. It is
usually necessary to uncover the criminality on the part of the businessman in
order to obtain his cooperation. This usually requires prosecution of the businessman.
Question. What is the most important milestone in the Bureau's efforts against
the LCN?
.
Answer. The most important milestone in the FBI's efforts against the LCN is the
development and utilization of the "enterprise theory of investigation." Based on
the RICO Statute, this approach facilitates the accomplishment of a number of
interrelated objectives. These objectives include the identification and elimination of
corrupt influence, domination and control of labor unions and industry by LCN
members and associates and ultimately, the incarceration of the hierarchy of the
LCN. This "theory" has provided for the succf).6sful prosecution of the bosses of the
five New York LCN families as well as numerous capos and soldiers, civil injunctions against the Bonanno and Colombo LCN ilramilies, and civil injunctions against
labor unions dominated by the LCN. The effect of these successes has shown that an
LCN boss, allegedly insulated, is not immune from prosecution. For example, civil
court orders can also prohibit LCN members and corrupted officers from holding
union offices and can designate trustees to conduct union affairs and supervise the
election of new officers. These actions remove the offenders from union offices
which they have misused for the benefit of the criminal organization and restore
these offices to persons interested in the welfare of the union's rank and file.
Question. What differences separate nontraditional organized crime groups and
La Cosa Nostra?
Answer. Nontraditional organized crime (OC) groups are oftentimes violently oriented groups which engage in criminal activities for profit, such as gambling, drug
trafficking, extortion, and murder. These groups are distinguished from traditional
OC groups in that they have not used their criminal activities, or their illegal
incom.e derived therefrom, to penetrate the economic fabric of society. Through such
activities as labor racketeering, public corruption, and infiltration of legitimate business, traditional OC groups have become entrenched in American society.
Question. Both the FBI and the Labor Department's Organized Crime Racketeering Section have jurisdiction over criminal investigations in the labor racketeering
area. How many joint FBI/Labor Department investigations have been handled by
your office in the last three years? Are you satisfied with the cooperation between
your office and Department of Labor agents in criminal investigations?
Answer. The cooperation between the FBI and the New York Office of Labor
Racketeering (OLR) has been exceptional. New York has worked jointly on at least
six investigations with the OLR over the past three years.
Question. In yoiur view, what should be the role of the Labor Department Inspector General's office in the investigation of labor racketeering cases?
Answer. The role of the OLR, Departmentr of Labor should be focused on misuse
of union funds by officers in the labor movement. There is a great deal of discrepancy between the FBI's definition of labor racketeering and that of the Department of
Labor. The Labor Department's focus should be narrowed while the FBI is asttacking the labor racketeering problem utilizing the Enterprise Theory of Investigation.
There are instances where cooperation enhances investigations. It is a matter of
complementing each othe.r's efforts rather than one of competition.
Question. Currently, unlike other Federal law enforcement agents, agents of the
Labor Department's Organized Crime Section do not have statutory law enforcement authority, i.e., the authority to make arrests and to carry a gun. They receive
this authority only on a case-by-case, deputization basis, from the Justice Department. Do you know of instances where this lack of authority has delayed or impeded
their ability to effectively investigate organized crime cases?
Answer. The New York FBI Office is not aware of any instances where lack of
statutory law enforcement authority has impeded law enforcement efforts by the
OLR.
Question. Do you believe that agents of the Labor Department Inspector General's
organized crime section should have statutory law enforcement authority? Why or
why not?
Answer. All documented justification for expanding the law enforcement powers
of the Office of Inspectors General appear to be based on the assertion that in the
performance of the variety of law enforcement functions by the offices of Inspectors
General, personnel of the Inspectors General encounter serious Federal crimes and
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confront dangerous criminals; therefore'necessitating the authority to carry fir~
arms, make arrests and serve warrants. We agree that law enforcement entities
statutorily tasked with board-based investigative jurisdiction should be empowered
with full law enforcement powers. However,an agency mandated to investigate
interagency and intragovernmental crimes and frauds should rarely encounter dangerous criminals. In these rare instances where government employees become dangerGUS criminals, the currently available assistance to the Inspectors General from
the FBI is adequal.e.
It is my view that Public Law 95-452, also know as the "Inspector General Act of
1978," established 12 Inspectors General for the purpose of providing leadership, increasing coordination, and recommending policies designed (1) to promote economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in the administration for the department's programs
and operations; (2) to prevent and detect fraud and abuse in the department's programs and operations; and (3) to provide a means for keeping the heads of the depaltments and the Congress fully and currently informed of problems and deficienciel; relating to the administration of the department's programs. The Inspectors
General were empowered to conduct and supervise audits and investigations relating to programs and operations of their various departments.
In conclusion, I am opposed to empowering the various Offices of Inspectors Gen~f!U with authority to make arrests, carry firearms and serve warrants. Although
additional resources to law enforcement to combat crime would be a much needed
and welcomed augmentation to the law enforcement effort, it is incumbent that
such additional resources be structured and marshalled in a coordinated and welldefined manner to avoid inefficient, ineffective, and duplicative activity. To empower numerous agencies and departments with full law enforcement powers under the
direction of 12 individual semiautonomous departments, without clear lines of jurisdiction and clearinghouse entity to avoid duplication of effort, would most assuredly
be drafting a blueprint for inefficiency and conflict in future investigations. It is
also apparent that captioned legislation would divert Inspectors General from their
current statutory responsibility to detect waste, fraud, and abuse within their own
agencies.
Question. What problems do you anticipate in conducting other investigations of
this type?
Answer. For future investigations utilizing the enterprise theory of investigation,
it is incumbent upon the FBI to demonstrate to all Special Agents assigned organized crime matters the meaning of the theory, how it can be applied and what can
be attained. The Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 authorizes support
employees to monitor Title ill installations. If this can be accomplished it can alleviate the manpower limitations by freeing Sptlcial Agents to conduct investigations.
Investigators and prosecutors must consider how predicate crimial acts on the part
of the individuals can be developed to demonstrate criminality ,of the enterprise. We
must continue to improve and refine FBI training and awareness along these lines
in the field divisions. As Special Agents continue to learn how to use this theory
and prosecutors gain more experience litigating these matters, the utilization of the
enterprise theory will become the norm.
Question. How does modern technology affect the methods used by the FBI in the
conduct of its investigations? Has law enforcement been able to keep pace with
recent advances in technology and communications?
Answer. The FBI's Organized Crime Section (OCS) and the Technical Services Division (TSD) regularly assist one another in the development and refinement of computer systems. 'l'his effort maximizes the collection, analysis, and disseminat.ion of
Organized crime information and the management of the Organized Crime Program
in order to avoid unnecessary expenditure of resources and provide analysis to the
field for investigative focus. These systems include the Organized Crime Information
System (OCIS), Artificial Intelligence (AI), the Resource Management Information
System (RMIS) and the Field Office Information Management System (FOIMS).
Cellular telephones and telephones pagers (beepers) provide investigators and
managers with an important and continuous communication link which has significantly increased the effectiveness and efficiency of FBI operations. The FBI has increased the procurement and installation of voice privacy radio equipment and
secure telephone facilities in an accelerated manner due to the prolific use of radio
scanners and other sophisticated equipment by criminals and foreign agents to
intercept FBI communications. The TSD examines new commercially developed and
marketed technical equipment that may adversely affect the FBI's ability to conduct
its investigations.
Organized Crime cartels also closely monitor developments in commUnications
technologies not only as a means of enhancing the effectiveness and efficiency of
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their illicit operations, as evidenced by their widespread use of cellular telephones,
telephone pagers, and call forwarding, but also ih a continuing attempt to neutralize the technology utilized by law enforcement. It is therefore necessary for us to
]emain cognizant of technological advances in equipment capable of impeding law
enforcement efforts, and conduct the research necessary to protect the integrity of
our investigative operations.
Question. Can the Enterprise Theory of Investigation be effectively utilized
against nontraditional organized crime groups?
Answer. The Enterprise Theory of Investigation is an invostigative strategy which
seeks criminal prosecution of the hierarchy of a structured entity for all the criminal activity in which they are engaged. It also seeks forfeiture of the proceeds of
illegal activity, as well as seeking civil injunctive relief to remove the mechanisms,
albeit legal or illegal, which allowed the criminal enterprise to operate. This strategy can be used effectively against any criminal enterprise, be that enterprise Involved in political corruption, terrorism, narcotics trafficking, or traditional criminal violations.
Question. The FBI has done fine work against La Cosa Nostra. The obvious question now is what is next? That is, who is filling the LCN void, and what are we
.
doing about it?
Answer. The attack against the LCN is far from a point whereby other groups
would be able to fill the void. FBI New York estimates that there are over 682 LCN
members in New York and each member has at least 10 associates.
The number of unions that are dominated and controlled by the LCN is still very
high and much effort must be placed to rid the unions of this undue influence.
It is important to point out that the LCN control of certain parts of the labor
movement and related business marks the most serious difference between the LCN
and emerging organized criminals. Until such time as the labor movement and related business are freed from this illicit domination and control, the LCN must continue to be the focus of our investigative attention.
Question. In our 1984 Subcommittee Report on the Status of Organized Crime in
the Mid-Atlantic Region, we concluded on page 67 of the Report that:
emerging crime groups such as outlaw motorcycle gangs should be investigated fully by
law enforcement and immobilized before they become entrenched." Do you agree
with that assessment of the Subcommittee's? If so, what is your office doing about
them? Specifically, how many cases have you brought, and what resources have you
allocated to them? Where do you take such investigations for prosecution? U.S. Attorney? Strike Force?
Answer. In 1986, the New York Office of the FBI undertook a major investigation
of the Hells Angels Motorcyle Club, Chapter Headquarters in Manhattan, New
York City. This investigation showed that the Hells Angels were a disciplined, wellstructured organization whose primary criminal activity involved narcotics trafficking. The investigation led to the conviction of approximately 20 members of the
Hells Angels in Manhattan including its entire leadership. This investigation made
us aware of the scope of the Hells Angels' activities, and it has been determined no
further investigation is warranted. Besides narcotics trafficking, the most serious
threat the Hells Angels pose is their criminal conduct focused against each other.
This investigation was prosecuted in the Southern District of New York and is presently in a closed status.
Question. In the same Report, our Subcommittee criticized the Department of Justice and the Organized Crime Strike Forces for focusing their attention almost exclusively on the LCN. We stated on page 67 of the Report: "For too long, the Strike
Forces have addressed the subject of organized crime as jf the problem were one
limited almost exclusively to the LCN. The LCN is an important factor in organized
crime, but is not all there is to the problem." Do you agree with this 1984 assessment of the Subcommittee's? Has it changed, based upon your own experience with
your local Strike Forces and U.S. Attorney offices?
Answer. The Subcommittee's criticism that "The LCN is an important factor in
organized crime but is not all there is to the problem" is obviously true. However, to
turn away from the LeN as the major organized criminal problem in this country
would be a major mistake. While other so-called, ignored, organized crime groups
function in this country none of them has the history, the organizational skills or
the ability to control the free enterprise system and the free labor movement as
does the LCN.
It can not be overstated that until the LCN is removed from the control of major
unions in this country, organized crime will have the upper hand in many, many
areas of the free enterprise system. When the Federal Government and law enforcement in general reaches a point where it can say that the labor movement in this
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'country is in the hands of those to whom it rightfully belongs and the related industries no longer pay tribute and/or are controlled in various degrees by members of
the LCN then it will be time to turn toward other organizations. I believe this view
is shared by the U.S. Attorneys of the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York,
who continue to prosecute FBI investigations of the LCN involvement affecting the
citizens of New York.
.
Question. In our 1984 hearings on the status of organized crime in the Great
Lakes region, the Subcommittee conducted a confidential survey of 30 past and
present strike force attorneys and investigators. Twenty-six of the 30 respondents
said they had firsthand, direct knowledge of instances in which they had gathered
sufficient evidence to demonstrate a major organized criminal activity that was not
part of or associated with La Cosa Nostra family. But in each instance, their requests for Strike Force assistance were denied because there was no LCN involvement. (Page 13 of the Hearings, and page 3 of the Report.)
Answer. The New York Office (NYO) of the FBI operates its OC program through
specific strategic plans. These plans focus on the LCN, its hierarchy, and their involvement in the labor movement. There are minimal resources available to investigate anything other than the LCN. It is for this reason that this question does not
apply to the NYO.
.
Question. In our Report on the Status of Organized Crime in the Great Lakes
Region, we noted that there appeared to be no agreement within the Organized
Crime and Racketeering Section of the J\lstice Department, which supervises the·
strike forces, as to what constituted organized crime. Do you agree with this assessment? How does your office defme organized crime for prioritizing, investigations?
Do your priorities agree with the Strike Force's? U.S. Attorneys'? If not, where do
they differ? What do you do when they differ?
Answer. In our opinion there is no confusion at all concerning the definition of
organized crime or the priorities within the organized crime program among the
various components of the Department of Justice (DOJ).
The La Cosa Nostra is presently and will continue to be, for the foreseeable
.future, the number one priority of the New York Office organized crime program.
This is with the full knowledge and concurrence of the United States Attorney's and
Strike Force Office. Our priorities also fall within the FBI's organized crime National Strategy which is fully supported by the Organized Crime and Racketeering Section, Criminal Division of the DOJ.
It is imperative that the priorities of the FBI in the area of organized crime be in
full agreement with those of the United States Attorney's Office, and Strike Force
Office. We ensure that our priorities and our strategy for reaching our program
goals are coordinated by communication between the top management of the New
York Office and our OC program manager and their respective United States Attorneys and Strike Force Chiefs.
Question. On the first day of the hearings, the General Accounting Office recommended to the Subcommittee that our organized crime efforts need to be based upon
"careful strategic planning" that established clear objectives, assigns responsibilities, and allocates our finite law enforcement efforts. Do you agree with such an
analysis, and if you do, who do you. recommend should establish such a wellthought-out plan for all Federal law enforcement agencies involved in the fight
against organized crime?
Answer. The General Accounting Office recommendation has been the backbone
of the New York Office (NYO) OC program since 1980. In 1980, strategic plans were
prepared to focus on the hierarchy and criminal activities of each of the five LCN
families in NY with emphasis on their involvement in labor racketeering. These
plans were important because th~y caused the FBI to describe the problem of organized crime, what it intended to do about the problem, and specific steps on how the
goals were to be accomplished. It prompted the FBI to assess the resources needed
and to determine who should carry out the assigned responsibilities.
All OC investigations should begin with a planning process, and this plan must
continue throughout the course of the investigation and prosecution. It is our belief
that the OC problem will not be solved solely through incarceration of OC members.
We must go further to try to achieve change in behavior and prevent the conditions
that exist and allow OC to flourish.
As to who should establish such a well-thought-out plan, it is apparent from the.
experiences of the NYO that planning OC investigations requires'a strong intelligence base before plans can be implemented. The New York experience has shown
that the FBI can plan significant investigations, with the concurrence of the U.S.
Attorneys office and other agencies as well, to solve significant criminal problems. I
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would recommend that the FBI continue to be the lead agency and the planner of.
such endeavors.
Question. As you know, on January 2, 1988, Attorney General Meese signed an
"Order Directing New and Expanded Initiatives in the Federal Organized Crime
Effort." As I read the order, it really addresses only the division of authority between the U.S. Attorney and the Justice Department's Organized Crime Strike
Forces. As I understand it, prior to this order, the Strike Forces, under the direction
of the Strike Force Chief in Washington, exercised control of their investigations,
while keeping the U.S. Attorney advised of their activities in order to avoid possible
conflicts. By contrast, this new order apparently gives the U.S. Attorney principal
control of Strike Force investigations and prosecutions. The order even na:mes the
U.S. Attorney, as opposed to Strike Force superiors in Washington, as the "rating
official" for the performance rating of the local Strike Force Chief. Now, the FBI
has obviously worked organized crime cases with both the Strike Forces and the
U.S. Attorney's Offices. Do you feel this order was necessary and, if so, why? What
is its impact in your city?
Answer. The Organized Crime Section in the Southern District of New York
(SDNY) has historically been a unit of the United States Attorney's (USA's) Office
and answerable to the USA, SDNY. In the Eastern District of New York (EDNY),
the Strike Force has functioned as a separate prosecutive entity. The FBI in New
York has had an excellent relationship resulting in substantial prosecutive successes in the area of organized crime in both the SDNY and the EDNY. The change in
the rating official in EDNY has not had any impact on FBI investigations being
handled by the Strike Force.
Question. What is the current procedure for coordinating labor cases with the
Strike Force and Labor Department? How can we be assured those problems won't
occur again?
Answer. The important aspect of mutual relationships and effective prosecution of
organized crime requires that those individuals charged with the responsibility of
managing the related programs be willing to communicate with thE-ir counterparts.
From time to time there are very good reasons why this communication can not be
effected. This must be understood by those involved in this type of investigative activity. In New York, the communication between the Office of Labor Racketeering
and the FBI is exceptional. There are no secrets unduly kept, and for the most part
there is a very open, sharing atmosphere. We can be assured that those problems
won't occur again if there is an investigative agency, not prosecutive, that is
charged with designing a planned attack on organized crime with the input of all
other investigative agencies so that communications will be formalized and clearly
understood.
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Thank you, Mr, Chairman, for the opportunity to testify
Qefore this distinguished Committee.

Your efforts in maintaining

a pulse on organized crime are noteworthy and to be commended,
for you br.we ,"ontinued on the paths of your predecessors,
Senators Kefauver-and McClellan.

We, at the state level, are

fortunate to have this medium to discuss the problem of organized
crime and the attendant organized crime control methods,
techniques, and alternatives available to us, thanks to the
efforts of this Committee.

The reality of organized crime, its insidious, corrosive, and
subtle impact, is a feature of this unique form of criminality
that often goes undetected until it is too late to do anything
preventive.

organized crime is often

equat~d

to a cancer, and

its evolutionary growth is virtually identical.

Initially, we

see it begin with a complacency on the part of law enforcement
and the communitY1 something -like "it can't happen to us."

Then

it takes on another dimension ~ _small episodic events occur, the
likes of which are viewed as isolated incidents.

A bookmaking

arrest is made; there are allegations of police corruption and
perhaps a conviction is obtained, followed by the pronouncements
that this \>las "one bad apple"; a "mob hit" may occur, but who
really cares, "they're o-nly killing their own"; and then the
moral fabric of the community begins to be attacked by this most
potent organism, quickly followed by the subversion of political,
economic, and social institutions that are designed to prevent
this deadly disease.

Ultimately. the body politic is eroded. the

-1-
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infrastructures of the conununity are destroyed. and the "will to
live" no longer exists.

One gives uP. for as many before have

found, "you can't fight city hall."

In the end, you fihd

communities that have driven business from 'their environs,
undermining the financial structure; political institutions have
been corrupted to the point that organized crime interests
dominate political decisions; and the social institutions no
longer have the power to prevent the demand for the illicit
services that are being offered.

The community is ravaged,

plundered, exploited, and thrown to the forces of the fittest.
Only the most powerful survive.

This prognosis. if you will, is

repeated in conununity after community throughout the uni.ted
States. and only with the vigilance of Committees like this.
crime commissions. and law enforcement on 'a state and local
level, can we monitor, diagnose. prevent, and contain the growth
of organized crime.

Before we take corrective action, we must

know what the problem is; for if we do not, what may be seen as a
"successful" enforcement action--an arrest (s)--may be simply
"blue-smoke and mirrors."

We may, unconsciously. arrest an

element (e.g. organism) that would have prevented the growth of
organized crime--that independent criminal entrepreneur that
cared little about eliminating competition through violence or
corruption. expanding his or her territorial domain. and/or
monopolizing an illicit market.

I would suggest to you that

organized crime enforcement requires the same level of
sophistication in thought that cancer prevention demands; the
analogy is well-worth heeding.
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Let me begin by discussing traditional organized crime in
Pennsylvania.

The Italian-American Crime Syndicates are considered the most
well-entrenched criminal groups operating in the united states.
They derive substantial income from illegal activities, such as
gambling, loansharking, narcotics, extortion, prostitution, and
any criminal venture which offers the opportunity for financial
gain.

That which distinguishes the Italian-American Crime
Syndicates from other criminal groups is the insidious manner in
which they have attained monopoly control over legitimate, as
well as i.llegitimate, markets.

Despite changes in personnel, the

Italian-American Crime Syndicates have successfully employed
violence and intimidation so as to assure compliance between
other criminal groups, businessmen, labor leaders, and
politicians in order to control competition within a specific
market.

In what has historically been termed "racketeering", the

Italian-American Crime Syndicates participate in criminal
conspiracies with the aforementioned entities in order to derive
the financial benefits of a monopoly.

These criminal conspiracies pose a serious threat to the
integrity of our political and economic systems as was recently
evidenced in Philadelphia when two independent real estate
developers became victims of the joint extortion attempts of City
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Councilman Leland Beloff and syndicate crime boss
Scarfo.

~icodemo

Both incidents are classic examples of the monopolistic

control that can be exerted when politicians and crim,e syndicates
engage in criminal partnerships.

In the first incident. G. Willard Rouse, a nationally known
developer had undertaken a project. valued from 700 million to one
billion dollars to develop the Penn's Landing area of the
Philadelphia waterfront.

The project required substantial

private financing as well as a ten million dollar housing and
urban development action grant.

Approval for such a grant

required guarantees by the city of

~hiladelphia

in the form of

legislation against certain potential losses that might be
incurred by the developer.

According to Philadelphia protocol.

these legislative bills must be introduced by the city councilman
in whose district the construction would occur; in this case.
Councilman Beloff's district.

Rouse was approached jointly by operatives of both Beloff and
Scarfo who promised Rouse that Beloff would introduce the
necessary legislation only in exchange for the sum of one million
dollars; an amount which would ultimately be shared by both
Beloff and Scarfo.

In the second incident. developer John Bennett was similarly
extorted by these same operatives to the sum of $25.000. in
exchange for which they would guarantee Beloff's introduction and
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assistance in the passage of necessary legislation required by
Bennett; specifically, legislation which would confirm the
Philadelphia

Re~evelopment

Authority's selection of Bennett as

the developer for a building project in Beloffis district.
Moreover, Bennett was assured that his ongoing prQblems with
certain labor unions could be alleviated at a cost of one hundred
thousand dollars.

I submit that this type criminal partnership is not an
anomaly.

An ongoing investigation of New York City's

construction industry reveals that many businessmen readily
accept such payments not as extortion, but rather as "the cost of
doing business in certain markets."

Within the Commomleal th of Pennsylvania there are four
Italian-American Crime Syndic«tes, traditionally referred to as
crime "famil ies":

the Scarfo Crime Family, the LaRocca Crime

Family, the Bufalino Crime Family, and the Magaddino Crime
Family.

The Scarfo Crime Family

The Scarfo Crime Family operates primarily in the city of
Philadelphia, the southeast sector of the state, and New Jersey.
Presently, the boss of this Family is Nicodemo "Little Nicky"
Scarfo, age 58, of Atlantic City, New Jersey.

Scarfo's nephew,

Phil ip "Crazy Phil" Leonetti, age 34, and a resident of Longport,
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Ne~i

Jersey, maintains t.he position of "underboss."

The Family

"consigliere" is Scarfo's uncle, Nicholas "Nicky Buck" Piccolo,
age 84, of Turnersville, New Jersey.

I would like to comment briefly on the traumatic changes
which have occurred in t.his Family over the past decade.

These

changes relate not only to personnel but to philosophical
differences in the manner in which the Family continues its
criminal pursuits.

Angelo Bruno Annalore had been "boss" of the Bruno Crime
Family, as it has been formerly referred to, from 1959 unt.il his
murder on March 21, 1980.

An unprecedented period of internecine

violence followed Bruno's murder, resulting in what might
accurately be described as a complete purge of the Bruno Crime
Family so as to create the Scarfo Crime Family.

To date, at

least thirty Family members and associates have been murdered,
many at the direction of Nicky Scarfo.

I might add that Phillip Testa, Bruno's underboss, not Nicky
Scarfo, immediately succeeded Bruno as boss of the Family.
Testa's tenure, however, was short-lived.

He was killed by a

bomb explosion on his front porch less than one year after having
succeeded Bruno.

Hence, it is Nicodemo Scarfo, having succeeded Testa, who is
responsible for the current structure of the Family which I am
about to describe.
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Unlike Bruno, Scarfo lacked the respect of the whole Family
and saw violence as the only means of compensating for this
inadequacy.

Much of his decision making was irrational,

paranoiac, and resulted in violence as a solution.

Upon becoming

boss of the Family, Scarfo immediately surrounded himself with
young, aggressive, novice members of the organization who he
promoted for their loyalty to hirn rather than their competency.
talent, or skill at dispute resolution.

Scarfo ostracized many

of the Family's more experienced members, labeling them as Bruno
loyalists and threats to his authority.
as a leader, Scarfo ordered

th~

Insecure in his ability

murder of any member who he

believed to be disloyal.

As a consequence of Scarfo's paranoia, the Family underwent a
complete turnover in personnel.

Those members, who during

Bruno's reign were responsible for controlling much of the
Family's interests in such activities as gambling and
loansharking were either killed or ostracized.

With their

removal. so went many of the political, business, and labor
relationships that had taken years to cultivate.

In their place, a legion of young immature members remained,
absent a sophisticated network of relationships and devoid of any
real criminal expertise.

They sought to emulate the "gangsters"

who controlled the rackets dUring prohibition.

Relying

exclusively upon their proclivity towards violence, 'Scarfo Family
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members imposed a "street tax" on the revenues of those criminal
groups which were easy prey to physical intimidation, extortF.ld
businessmen and labor unions, and sought a dominant role in
gambling and narcotics activities in Philadelphia.

In the end,

it was Scarf:o' s unmitigated greed, impulsive use of violence, and
inexperience as a leader or boss of a crime family, plus the lack
of respect for Scarfo among the more competent. mature, and
experienced members of the Family. that caused the Family's
tattered decline.

In 1987. Family members Thomas DelGiorno and Nicholas
Caramandi became government witnesses against Scarfo.

Both

feared that Scarfo considered them disloyal and was planning to
have them murdered.

DelGiorno's and Caramandi's testimony has

resulted in an extortion conviction of Scarfo as well as several
pending fede·rai and state indictments against him and many
members of the Family.

These indictments, one of which could

result in the death penalty--the first mob

bo~s

to face such a

sanction since Louis Buchalter--ana. the extortion c.:>nviction will
undoubtedly keep Scarfo behind bars for the better part of his
remaining life. and force a

restructuri~g

of this Family.

The Bufalino Crime Family

The Bufalino Crime Family operates primarily in the Northeast
sector of the state.

Russell Bufalino. age 84. of Kingston,

Pennsylvania, continues to maintain the pOSition .of "boss". a
position he has held since 1959.

James osticco. age 74. of
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Pittston, Pennsylvania, holds the position of "underboss."

The

Family's "consigliere" is Edward Sciandra, age 75, of Bellmore,
New York.

Russell Bufalino is presently incarcerated and serving a ten
year sentence for his participation in the attempted murder of a
federal witness who was to testify against him.
health.

He is in poor

James'Osticco is also incarcerated in a federal

penitentiary for his involvement in the tampering of a jury.

Responsibility for the affairs of the Bufalino syndicate are
currently divided among Edward Sciandra, the Family's
consigliere, Anthony F. Guarnieri, a caporegime, and William
O'Elia, a confidant of Bufalino who maintains regular contact
with Bufalino and fUnctions as his emissary in meetings with
other members of the Family.

Bufalino Family members and associates are involved in
narcotics, loansharking, gambling, and labor racketeering.
Members, inclusive of Bufalino, maintain a legitimate interest in
various garment industry related businesses located in
Pennsylvania and New York.

Edward Sciandra, who was releas?d

from federal prison in 1982 after serving less than one year for
income tax evasion, presently oversees a sports bookmaking
operation in Manhattan.

Soldier Frank Cannone, of New York,

currently operates a sports bookmaking operation in Binghamton.
Soldier Anthony J. Musco of Endicott, New York, was the business
agent and is presently the steward of a teamste,r lOcal in
Binghamton, New York.
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The Bufalino Crime.Family continues to shrink in membership,
. the result of select prosecutions and, more importantly,
generational at:trition.

Those Family members who remain

criminally active appear to operate autonomous of any central
control.

what we find interesting is that D'Elia, who was

"employed" recently as a "night watchman" during the construction
of the Philadelphia Industrial Correction center, is meeting wil:h
members and associates of the LaRocca Crime Family in
Pittsburgh.
memb~r

D'Elia appears to be an "up and coming" Family

who is central to Bufalino's control of the Family.

Nonetheless, the influence and power of this Famfly has waned
over the years, primari ly beca'use no "new blood" has been
recruited or inducted, and the leaders of the Family are
relatively old, dying, and/or incarcerated.

Caporegine

Guar.nieri, who is in Florida under indictment for
narcotics-related charges, in a conversation, subsequent to the
indictment of Commission bosses in New York', ·states. "there's no
more hiding; they [the government] can get us no matter where we
go"; a tribute, albeit. from a gangster, to the efforts of law
enforcement.

The LaRocca Crime Family

The LaRocca Crime Family operates primarily in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, and the southwest sector of the state.

The current

"boss· of the Family is Michael Genovese. age 68. of Gibsonia.
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Pennsylvani.a, who succeeded John LaRocca in'1984 after the
latter' s

dea~h.

from natural causes.

John. Bazzano, Jr., age 60"

of McMurray,. pennsylvania, became "underboss" when Joseph N.
Pecora died in March 1987.

The LaRocca Family membership has, diminished over the years,
chiefly the

re~ult

of

generation~l.attrition •.

Besides the deaths

of LaRocca and Pecora, "caporegime" Joseph Regino and ·soldiers"
Louis Volpe, Samuel Fashionatta, and John Fontana have all died
within recent years.

"Soldiers" Joseph Sica, age 67. and Michael

Trafficante, age 80, are both considered retired.

Genovese has

recently initiate.d a recruitment campaign to replenish the Family
ranks.

The Hagaddino Crime Family

The Buffalo, New York, based Magaddino Crime Family, formerly
headed by the late

Stefan~

Magaddino, has historically exerted a

significant degree of control over criminal operations in Erie,
Pennsylvania.

Although many elderly members of the Family have remained
residents of Erie, their status within the Family is probably
best described as "retired."
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The fact that former "LCN informant" Raymond Ferritto was
able -to operate a large-scale gam!:'ling operation in Erie without,
syndicate retribution may, indicate that Erie is most probably an
"open city" subject to no control by the tradi'tional syndicates.
Ferritto was, of course, a government informant, who had
testified against James Licavoli. boss of the Cleveland LCN
Family, John Colandra, and Tony Liberatore in the murder' of Danny
Green, the Irish "mob boss" in' Cleveland, Ohio.

Despite

Ferritto's testimony and his eventual defect ton from the witness
protection program, Ferritto runs one of the largest gambling
operations in Erie, PA.

Joseph Todaro, of the Buffalo, New York, Crime Family, had
been seen meeting with Nicodemo Scarfo and Edward Sciandra in
Florida, lending support to intelligence data indicating Todaro
has assumed control of the Magaddino Family.

ORGANIZED CRIME ENTERPRISES:

B~ACK

AND HISPANIC

It is appropriate at this time to establish a definitional
distinction between the Italian-American criminal organizations,
or ·crime families", previously described and othe'r organized
crime groups or criminal "enterprises" which function in the
illicit market.
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In Rackets Bureaus:. Investigation and Prosecution of
Organized Crime, Blakey, et al define organized crime enterprises
as ·criminal groups ••• that provide illicit goods and services on
a regular basis."

In contrast organized crime "syndicates· are

defined as:

Crixninal groups that regulate relations between various
"enterprises."

They may be metropolitan, regional,

national, or international in scope.

They may be

concerned with only one field of endeavor or they may
be concerned with a broad range of illicit activities.
A "syndicate," therefore, is a crimj,nal cartel or
business organization.

It fixes prices for illicit

goods and services, allocates black markets and
territories, acts as a criminal legislature and court,
sets criminal policy, settles disputes, levies "taxes,"
and offers protection from both rival groups and legal
prosecution.

Whereas the traditional Italian-American "crime families"
satisfy the aforestated criteria of a crime "syndicate," the
black and Hispanic criminal organizations which I am about to
describe are characteristic of criminal "enterprises· vis-a-vis
criminal ·syndicates."
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In much the same manner as the Italian-American crime
syndicates evolved within the Italian" communities of our major
'cities, black and Hispanic criminal enterprises evolve within
their communities.

Similar to legitimate entrepreneurs", the

black and Hispanic criminal" enterprises are established so as, to
satisfy the market demand for particular illicit good or service
and take advantage of opportunities for the moment.
Historically, the illicit goods or services provided by these
enterprises have been gambling and narcotics.

I will begin by

discussing gambling.

within most black communities of any sizable population,
there exists illegal lottery'operations commonly called
"numbers."

Similar to the state controlled lottery, a bettor is

permitted to choose his own three-digit number and usually
receives, upon winning, 500 to 600 times the amount of the
denomination wagered.

Unlike the state, the amount the bettor

can wager is not fixed, and in many instances; he is extended
short-term credit.

'These distinctions, coupled with a certain

degree of convenience, has allowed illegal numbers operations to
continue to flourish, despite the creation of legalized, state
operated compet'itors.

In fact, evidence suggests that legalized

gambling may encourage and expand illegal gambling to

per~ons

heretofore never involved in gambling.
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The financiers of the illegal lotteries are called "numbers
~ankers"

and their employees are calle9 "numbers writers."

Although some numbers wri,ters accep,t be!:s on the street, ,major
, numbers operations use fixed locations, called "lead houses" in
Ph~ladelphia.

These "lead houses" are generally

g~oceryor

variety stores where people can place their n\ll1lbers
writer.

be~s

with the

Lead houses often employ a doorman who allows customers

to enter, watches for police, and warns the other employees of a
potential police raid.
of

~he

As one might suspect, ,this characteristic

business invites police corruption as a necessary

expenditure so as not to disrupt the flow of business.

In major cities such as Philadelphia, there can exist as many
as twenty separate, yet economically interdependent black numbers
ban~ers.

This economic interdependence, which is based upon the

peed for bankers to reciprocate in the exchange of ,excessive
wagers on anyone number, has led to what can be termed a "closed
industry.,11
lottery.

There are very few new entrants into illegal
Most bankers remain in business for relatively long

periods of time and then usually transfer the business to a
relative or loyal employee.

Uninvited compet,ition can

effectively be deterred via a discrete phone call to ,the police.
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Some of the more significant black numbers bankers in'
pennsylvania are:

eRic hard Spraggins - a numbers banker whose primary area of
operation is North Philadelphia and Germantown.
has expanded into loansharking"

Spraggins

and cocaine and heroin

distribution.

eJames ,Walton Nichols - a numbers banker whose primary area
of operation is West Philadelphia.
of forty "street writers."

Nichols employs in excess

It is estimated that his

operation has grossed in excess C!f ten mill'ion dollars
annually.

Nichols has branched out into cocaine

distribution, •

• Clifford Ballard - a numbers banker whose 'primary area of
operation is North Central Philadelphia'.

Ballard utilizes

seven to ten "lead houses" at which his customers can place
wagers •

• Charles and Junious Blackwell Sr.- both are partners in a
numbers operation which operates primarily in Northwest
Philadelphia and utilizes three to five "lead houses."
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.William Edwards - a nwnbers banker whose pr.imary area. of
operations is West Philadelphia although he employs "street
writers" from other Black populated areas of the city.
Edwa.rds utilizes at least five "l .. ad houses. n

elsiah Ford - a nwnbers banker who operates primarily in
Northwest Philadelphia and utilizes as many as ten "lead
houses."

Bla9k and Hispanic enterprises which deal in the distribution
of drugs are characteristically different from their gambling
oriented counterparts.
illegal

co~~odity

The.lucrative profits derived from this

arp. usually offset by the increased risks

associated with violent cut-throat competition, "rip-offs," and
law enforcement interdiction.

A credible reputation for the use

of violence is essential to a large-scale and continuing
enl;erprise I s success.

Roland Bartlett, who, prior to his arrest in March 1987,
operated one of the largest, if not the largest, heroin
distribution enterprises in Philadelphia, effectively enhanced
his reputation as someone who sQould not be -taken lightly.-

Bartlett, 43, was known for his violent proclivities, having
having hired two of his associates to murder his neighbor who had
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filed a municipal complaint about Bartlett's dog.

Bartlett is

currently awaiting retrail on conspiracy charges (first trial
resulted in ,hung jury) related to this incident.

Bartlett began

as a street dealer, worked his way up! until he developed
connections with the New York-based Gambino Crime Family for
direct purchases of heroin.

Bartlett is, in a sense, a "rags to

riches" story of "material success," similar to
Leroy "Nicky" Barnes who became New York City's largest black
heroin trafficker.

Upon his"arrest, Bartlett "owned several

residences in the Philadelphia area; a $750,000 home in New
'Jersey; two homes and "property in a Susquehanna County resort
development; the Club Fleetwood in Philadelphia; twelve
racehorses and thoroughbred breeding horses; two Mercedes Benz
automobiles and other autombiles; various men and women's
jewelery; and communications and counter surveillance equipment
worth approximately $1.75 million.

He controlled as many as

thirty-five workers, developed an organizational structure,_ and
had the physical presence to inhibit any incursions into his
territory.

Bartlett did not fear, nor did he pay a ·street tax"

to the Scarfo LCN Family in Philadelphia.

He was not intimidated

by any overtures by the Scarfo Family to exact a "street tax."
Bartlett operated independent of Scarfo's influence, and
developed a significant presence and support within the black
community.

A "local hero· in many respects, Roland Bartlett is

indicative of the numerous black criminal entrepreneurs that have
emerged through narcotics in the last decade in our major urban
centers.

They represent, if you will, role models for some black
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youth, who see no other means,of upward mobility.
~t,·

Bartlett "made

albeit, through the criminal exploitation .of his own

community.

Equally as significant. however, is-that the

government has successfully prosecuted Bartlett on drug-related
charges and his ill-gotten proceeds have been seized, taking away
not only his liberty. but what may be even more valuable to
him--his possessions.

The levels of ,sophistication characteristic of .these
enterprises cannot be

~nderstated.

Major narcotics distribution

organizations, such as Bartlett's, separated the division of
labor into salesmen, cutting crew supervisors, and enforcers.
Recruitment ;nto the organization required a criminal act, in
some cases the committing of a murder, so as to demonstrate
loyalty.

Members carried beepers and avoided long telephone

conversations that could be traced or tapped by law enforcement·
authorities.

Recently, another black criminal organization which refers to
itself as the "Junior Black Mafia" has emerged in Philadelphia.
This group is ,primarily inVOlved in cocaine trafficking.

Leaders

of this group are Robert Mims. an inmate at Graterford Prison and
former member of the Black Mafia in Philadelphia during the late
1960's and early 1970's; Jame3 Madison, head 9f the west
Philadelphia faction of the group, and Michael Youngblood, leader
of the group's North Philadelphia members.

There are between 30

to 35 members in the group, some of whom reportedly paid an
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initiation fee of $1,000.

There are indications that potential

members were screened and only those without criminal records
were being recruited.

Some members of the Junior Black Mafia have been flaunting
their affluence in their communities.

They have been observed

wearing rings featuring the initials "JBM" encrusted in diamonds,
and driving lUxury dark-colored vehicles, such as BMW's,
Mercedes, and Jaguars.

Most significantly, members of the Junior Black Mafia have
been observed meeting with'Joey Merlino, son of LCN member
Salvatore Merlino.

Reportedly these meetings are arranged to

discuss means of controlling cocaine trafficking by blacks and
whites in the Philadelphia area.

Junior Black Mafia members have

been extorting some established black street dealers for the
privilege of selling cocaine at various street corners in
Philadelphia.

Some of the more significant black narcotics traffickers
operating in pennsylvania are:

eAlfred Viner - a distributor: of heroin and cocaine in West
Philadelphia whose source oj: supply is New York ci ty.
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eDavid Holmes - a distributor of cocaine and marijuana to west
Chester,

DOWningt~,

and' Coatesville.

Holmes' source of

supply is Florida.

eRichard Jones - a distributor of heroin and cocaine in
Northwest: Philadelphia.

eWillie Rispers - the largest distributor of heroin to
Philadelphia, replacing Roland Bartlett. whose "Family"
network was interdicted by federal authorities in March.
1987.

Rispers not only distributes on the retail ievel. but

is the primary wholesaler to many of the lesser scale
distributors, previously mentioned.

Recently. Rispers

pleaded guilty to federal income tax evasion and is awaiting
sentencing.

eMarcus Howell - a major distributor of heroin in Pittsburgh.
Howell is presently incarcerated. yet his distribution
channels continue to operate under the supervision of his
second in command, Alvin Duwan Frazier.

eDarryl Nelson - a distributor of heroin. cocaine, and
marijuana in the, city of Pittsburgh whose source of supply is
New York Ci ty.

eJames Brown - a distributor of heroin in Pittsburgh whose
source of supply is also New York City.
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eCYler Reynolds - a distributor of heroin to Pittsburgh's Hill
District, the North Side and Homewood sections.

eErie and Thomas Jones - brothers who operate one of the
largest heroin and cocaine network in Chester, distributing
drugs out clf the William Penn Homes public housing project.

eWarner, Ant:hony, and Philip Brooks - brothers who distribute
heroin and cocaine at the Ruth L. Bennett Hcmes, Chester,. a
public

houl~ing

project.

eDavid Brightwell - Chester, PA, heads an organization that is
becoming increasingly significant in heroin trafficking.

eCharles Winfield - distributes cocaine in the Harrisburg, PA
area.

In the city of Philadelphia, cocaine distribution has become
so saturated with competitors that the Hispanic drug distribution
enterprises ccmtrol the sale of cocaine on specific street
corners and label their product with colored tape so as to
.distinguish their product's quality from that of

com~etitors.

The Hernandez brothers' cocaine distribution enterprise of
Philadelphia, which was recently interdicted by law enforcement,
employed an accountant whose job it was to keep the payroll
records of their retail street salesmen.

These salesmen were
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salaried employees of· the organization who received a shift
differential in their salaries, depending upon whether they
worked day or evening hours.

The principal Hispanic cocaine distribution organizations
which operate in PhIladelphia are:

eGeorge GarcIa - leads a cocaine distribution organization
whose retail distributors operate on the corners of 9th and
Luzerne Streets and Marshall and Butler streets.

Garcia's

organization distinguishes its product from competitors by
labeling user dosages with green tape.

-Jose Rosa - heads a cocaine distribution organization whose
retailers operate from the corners of 8th Street and Butler,
8th Street and Erie, Darien and Erie, Darien and Butler, and
Franklin and Butler.

Rosa distinguishes his product by

labeling user dosa.ges with blue tape.
incarcerated.

Rosa is presently

His operation has been assumed by Jose Aroya.

Rosa's wife Jeanette, supervises retail distributors who
operate from the corner of Pike and Darien and label user
dosages with white tape.

-Frank Rivera - heads a cocaine distribution organization
whose retail distributors label their user dosages with red
tape and operate from the corners of Lehigh and Cambria
Streets, Darien and pike Streets, and 9th and Pike·Streets.
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.The Hernandez Brothers - Jose and Angel.operate a major'
cocaine distribution organization whose retailers operate
primarily in the Hunting Park section of Philadelphia.

The

Hernandez organization labels its product with yellow tape.
In February 1988, the Hernandez Brothers pleaded guil.ty to
charges th",t they oper,ated a continuing criminal drug
enterprise.

OUTLAW I!OTORCYCLE GANGS'

The' two major outlaw motorcyc,le clubs which operate in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania are the Warlocks and the Pagans.
The Pagans are a much larger o.rganization than the' Warlocks and
are nationally represent:ed.

The Pagan's maintain chapters as far

west as Texas, as far north as New York, and as far south as
Florida.

Within pennsylvania, the Pagans have local chapters in

Delaware Valley, Philadelphia, Oxford, Lehigh Valley, Reading,
York, Lancaster,

~reensburg,

F~yette

City and Pittsburgh.

The

Warlocks are represented primarily in the southeas.tern sector of
the state.

Both clubs are structured and all members are subject

to strict discipline and monetary dues requirements., These clubs
are active in the distribution of drugs, specifically
methamphetamine and cocaine.
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A select

number~of

the clubs' members and associates are'

accomplished wcookers· or chemists. of methamphetamine.

The

manufacture of-methamphetamine isa costly procedure requiring
the expensive 'controlled substance P2P '(Phenyl-2-Propanone) as a
precursor.

Once the product is processed. it' is provided to the

club's membership who conduct retail sales.

Within the

Pa~an

organization. all drug distribution. whether it be
methamphetamine or cocaine. is controlled by the Mother Club
which is represented in each chapter by a Mother Club'member 'or
advisor.

The Mother Club ultimately receives a portion of the

revenues derived from each chapter's drug r.ales.

The Pagans have utilized violence so as to intimidate their
competitors in the drug trade.

Receritly, four Pa'ganmembers pleaded guilty following an
indictment by Federal authorities on charges, that they tried to
control the sale'of methamphetamine'in Chester County.
"-.

They

sought control ehrough'an organized policy of beatings, assaults,

~a~th

threats toward any retail methamphetamine distributor

who did not

~chase

his supply from the Pagans.

The Pagans Motorcycle Gang is a well--structured organized'
group with it's highest concentration in Pennsylvania.

The

governing body of the club is known as the Mother Club Chapter.
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The National

,Offici~ls

are:

National President': Merle "Jackpot"

Kingl Pennsylvania 1 National Vice President: Roland "petey"',
Cline, Pennsylvania: Na'tional Secretary/Treasurer. Samuel'· "Roach"
Avampato, Pennsylvania: and National Sergeant-at-Arms: Uaniel
"Dirty Dan" D,elp, Cihio.

Although Merle King has been identified as wearing the
"colors· of the' national president,' intelligence indicates that
Kerby "Bear"' Keller, from 'Pennsylvania, is the t,rue leader'.
Keller appears to be directing,the acti:,ities of the club but has
given up wearing 'the national pre,sident "colcii:-s" to avoid law
enforcement prl:!'ssure.

These four' nation'al officers 'oversee eleven Mother' Club
advisors, five of whom are from pennsylvania.

Each of the eleven Pagan chapters in pennsylvania is run by
chapter officers consisting 6f a president, vice president,
secretary/treasurer, and

ASIAN

sergeant~at-arms.

ORGANIZED CRIME

My

discussion of Asian o!;ganized crime within the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania will pertain to the Philadelphia
metropolitan area and will be segregated by

Chinese~

Vietnamese,

and Korean 'criminal groups.
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Asian influence in organized criminal activitY,is_nothing
new.

Historically, Asians have

pl~yed

a significant role in the

evolution of organized crime in America, despite recent
pronouncements to the contrary.

Nonetheless, .not until last year

did we fiud their influence extending beyond the borders of
Chinatown.

It is estimated that at least 40% of the heroin in

the United States is imported and distributed by Chinese criminal
organizations.

This sugg.ests that the Chinese have gained a

substantial hold on the heroin market, once predooiinantly a La
Cosa Nostra monopoly.

Moreover, we are finding greater

interaction- between-black, Italian, and Chinese criminal networks
than we had i.n the past.

Thus, it is important that we begin ,to

recognize the significance of 'these criminal networks and develop
a strong intelligence base fo.r successful prosecutions.

Chinese Tongs

Philadelphia's Chinatown is dominated 'by three major tongs or
merchants' associations; the Hip Sing Tong, On Leong Tong, and
Tsung Tsin Association.

These tongs are represented nationally

in-most major cities with a significant Chinese population.

The

Philadelphia tongs appear to maintain a subservient relationship
to their New York City counterparts.
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In Philadelphia, these associations or tong have a history of
involvement in ill'egal gambling casinos whose clientele is
limited almost exclusively to, Asians.

The casinos employ as many

as twenty people who function as doormen, guards,· dealers, and
money counters ..

These casinos are "high-stake" ·operations, featuring games
such as pai gow, fan tart, mah-jongg, thirteen-card poker, and
blackjack.

The casinos are operated at the associations'

headquarters or on association-owned property., Key members of
the associations control the casinos and the associations retain
the profits.

Each tong employs a specific street gang to protect its
casinos from robberies and extortion from other Asian groups.
The Hip Sing Tong, On Leong Tong. and Tsung Tsin Association in
New York are affiliated respectively with the Flying Dragons.
Ghost Shadows. and Tung On BOyS street gangs.

When the Hip Sing

Tong and On Leong Tong in Philadelphia were extorted by a Chinese
street gang in early 1987. each Tong sent a representative to
their parent association in New York City. who responded by
sending gang members from New York City to Philadelphia to
provide protection.
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It appears that Chinese organized crime is very well run in
Philadelphia, and that one of the major figures is Tom Min Ling,
~a

John Tom, 216 North. 9th Street, Philadelphia.

Tom, formerly

identified as a member of the "Flying Dragons" in New York, is
well-respected in the Chinese community, and maintains frequent
liaisons with tong associates in New York Cit.y.

He is a prominent figure in the operation of the Hip Sing
Tong's Casino.

Another major figure is wai Sin Yeung, under

whose leadership the Tsung Tsin's casino has grown to be the
largest in Chinatown.

Chinese gang members who came to Philadelphia to extort
restaurants have been arrested by the police, and we have not
witnessed the internecine violence that has beset San Francisco's
and New York's Chinatowns.

There appears to be an

·understanding" between the Philadelphia and New York tongs., that
Philadelphia is a "safe city," and should not be die,turbed or
undergo displays of public violence.

Vietnamese Street Gangs

Vietnamese street gangs, consisting of member.s in their late
teens and early twenties, have evolved in
sizable Vietnamese populations.

mos~

cities with

In Philadelphia severa'l gangs

have been identified, each with about 20 to 30 members.
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The Vietnamese ganga have been extorting money from Asian
merchants in Philadelphia.' Often, gang members "borrow" money
repeatedly from merchants with no intentions of repaying.
Sometimes they will run up tabs in restaurants and leave without
paying their bills.

Other gang members are involved in narcotics

trafficking, armed robberies, assaults, and residential and auto
burglaries.

Many gang members commit crimes to support their

, drug habits.

Transient Vietnamese gangs have also appeareq in
Philadelphia.

A mobile Vietnamese gang robbed a massage parlor

. in Chinatown in November of 1986 and 'four members were arrested
the same day in connecticut wi th more than $17,000 in cash.·

Korean Crimdnal organizations

The organization of crime.within the Korean community in
Philadelphia appears to be very narrowly circumscribed.
Essentially, Korean organized criminals are involved in the
prostitution rackets, running several massage parlors.

Our

investigative efforts have identified' the following massage
parlors as locations where prostitution is .occurring:

.Orient Studio
U37 Vine Street
Philadelphia, PA
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eOriental Delight
18.12 Ludlow Street
Philadelphia, PA

eFun City
'6 N. 19th Street
Philadelphia, PA

eMimi's Health Club/Bangkok Health Spa
1017 Spring Garden

Str.~et

Philadelphia, FA

An Analysis' of Law Enforcement's Efforts Against Organized Crime

Let me begin by saying, law enforcement primarily at the
Federal level, and with some notable exceptions at the state
level, have taken a Herculean step toward addressing the systemic
nature of traditional organized crime, commonly referred to as
'the Mafia or La Cosa Nostra.
enfor~ement

At no time in the· history of law

has there been such an effective, concerted, and

directed effort against the LCN.

Let's look at the evidence that

leads me to this conclusion:

eIn New York, the "bosses" of the five LCN "Families· have
either been convicted and sentenced to lengthy prison terms,
or are under indictment.

"
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-In New Jersey, the "boss" of the ,nL~chese Family" and twenty
members/associates are on trial for their involvement in
illegal, gambling, narcotics, a,nd murder in the "Garden
State."

-In Pennsylvania, Nicodemo Scarfo, the,"b9ss" of the former
"Bruno crime Family· is incarcerated and facing the death
pe.nalty.

The "boss"

0;

the "Bufalino

Fami~y,"

Russell

Bufalino is in Federal,prison, and John LaRocca, the "boss"
of the "LaRocca Family',' recently passed away.

_The Federal government is in the process of initiating a RICO
case against the Teamsters Union.

In New Jersey, the

mob-infested Teamste.rs Local 560 is under a court-appointed
trustee.
,

-A

-

RICO indictment has been brought against the "Bonanno Crime

Family" in New York, as well as the Fulton Fish Market
(N.Y.) •

I can go on and on across the countr}·.

The evidence is

overwhelming: the LCN has been seriously destabilized and, given
the competition that it now has in illegal markets, it is
questionable whether it will ever gain its previous dominance in
the illegal ,economy again.
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Mr. Chairman, not only have. the efforts of government been
effective at

destabilizi~g

the LCN, they have proven that the

system of criminal justice can be tasked with this onerous
responsibility of controlling organized crime and respond
accotdingly.

But I dare say, I do not believe that we have

learned from our successes and failures of the past.

In 1967, the
~ngly

Pr'~sident'

s Task Force on Organized Crime

recommended that law enforcement invest in strategic

intelligence.

Some twenty years later, we find that law

enforcement is no better at identifying, structuring, or
assessing what we shall call

"ne\~,"

"emer([ing," or "ignored"

organized criminal groups than we were in 1967.

That is,

i~

took

us some 40 years to play "catch up" with the' LCN, and we are
dec~de8

behind in assessing the capabilities of other criminal

organizations.

We have initiated criminal prOsecutions against

some of the individuals Who comprised these groups, but: there is
little understanding of the scope, dimensions, or capaQiliti¢s of
these groups.

The term "intel1 igence" has, taken on a numl;ler of

conflicein~ meanin~s.

mQst of which are negative and reflect

unfairly on this most vital process.

To a large extent, the

unwillingness or inability Of law enforcement to recognize and
infUse analytiCal functions into its intelligence activities--a
re·commendation of the 1,967 Task Force--has retarded the
sophistication and ability of intelligence units, .! gO

~Qt

see

this situation changi),1,9 substantiallY in years. hence.
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Ironically, had it·not been for the commitment made to
assessing traditional organized crime., using our intelligence.
data bases

a~d

a var-iety of ,analytical skills, the successes we

are witnessing today may never have come to fruition.

Our

continued ignorance of anything other than traditional organized
crime is a ,d,irect outgrowth; of our failure to invest in strategic
intell igence.

Another important lesson of history depicts a second failure.
in our current efforts.

Intelligence programs, hence. organized

crime control efforts, are only as good as the informational
sources at their disposal.

Unfortunately, the law enforcement

community has been slow at accepting minority ,group members into
its ranks, diminishing the effectiveness of' its
information-collection efforts.

Black, Hispanic, and Asian

criminal organizations are part of the organized criminal
landscape.

Nonetheless. our knowledge of these groUPS1'S'czui te-.__

primitive at best.

There is a need for a greater commitment

among organized crime units to recruit minority-group meIDbers
into its ranks.

Absent this infusion of "new-blood," we are

likely to again witness a forty year period of

~benign

ignorance. "

Lastly, it is important for law enforcement to recognize that
the days wherein investigators and attorneys could function
independent of one another are quickly coming to an end.

Again,
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the historical evidence, while short-lived, is convincing; RICO
prpsecutions are the direct result of a mutually-cooperative role
between investigators and prosecutors.

The bulwark of the

Federal effort against organized crime has been the RICO law.

We

need investigators who are proficient in collecting evidence
necessary for RICO prosecutions, and attorneys who possess the
legal skills to bring these cases to a successful conclusion.
RICO is a complex statute that requires a mutual understanding as
to the elements of the law.

It can not be used effectively if

attorneys are excluded from the investigatory process.

States

like New York, Arizona, Florida, and New Jersey have recognized
this and developed institutional structures to accommodate this
reality.

We must encourage this type of "task forcing" if we are

to continue in the footsteps of the Federal authorities who have
perfected this investigative technique.

On November 3.4, 1957, an obscure New York state Trooper,
Edgar Crosswell, uncovered the so-called "Apalachin Convention.That was thirty-one years ago.

The power, prestige, and vitality

of these crime families are waning, but the threat of organized
crime is ever-as-much serious and real.

l'lhether organized crime

was predominantly controlled by LCN as was indicated in the 1967
Task

~

Report, or we chose to ignore the other groups that

were inVOlved in organized criminal behavior, we can no longer
afford another decade of -benign neglect.-

We in the law

enforcement community must have at our disposal, intelligence,
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investigative, and prosecutorial . resources to encumber those
criminal organizations which are equally as powerful and
deleterious to the social fabric of our communities, as was the
LaCosa ·Nostra.

Thank you.
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Additional Questions for the Hearins Reoord
Or.ani.ed Cri.. aearin••
Pennsylvania Criae eo..ieeion
Ql.

Are the problems which you outlined in the Scarfo Ji'amily endemic
t.o the LCN as a whole? If so, will this changing membership make
LCN a more formidable foe, or will it reduce its effectiveness as
a criminal syndicate?

Al.

The decline of the Scarfo LCN j!'amily is unique in some respects .
. First, of course, we in the law enforcement community in
Pennsylvania benefited from the relatively inept leadership of
Nicodemo Scarfo. His· short-lived reign as a viable "boss" of an
LCN Family was marred by a series of significant criminal
prosecutions, his own incarceration for better than 50% of his
time as boss, and an inclination toward violence that resulted in
two trusted members of his family becoming government witnesses
for fear of being his next victims.
Secondly, it is important to recognize that, unlike New York City
whioh has five LCN families within its borders, Philadelphia
only has this LCN Family. When 20% of its membership is
decimated through internecine violence, the impact on the
stability and vitality of the Family is placed in serious
jeopardy. Such is not the case in other regions of the country.
Lastly, the influence of the Scarfo reign with the LCN Commission
is not what it was during Angelo Bruno's tenure as boss.
Clearly, the Scarfo Family does not have the stature with the New
York LCN families, which dominate this Commission, that Scarfo's
predecessors did. This has certainly impacted on this Family's
capacity to be as autonomous from the New York influence, as was
the Bruno Family.
Nonetheless, liiw enforcement, not only in Pennsylvania, can take
prill., in the fact that the role of the LCN is not what it once
was. Demographic changes in the structure of the LCN (e.g.,
younger members who are greedier and lack the commitment to
cultural loyalty) and competition in the narcotics markets have,
among other variables, placed the predominance of the LCN in a
very inevitable position. Coupled with the vigorous RICO
prosecutions of the LCN, we are certain to witness a decline in
the relative position of superiority the LCN once maintained
nationally.
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Q2.

Do you believe that Congress should amend the RICO statute in any'
way to make it a more effective tool for law enforcement?

A2.

The.R1Cb statute as currently writte~ and applied has proven to
be a formidable legal remedy against organi&ed crime. It
recogni&es, quite appropriately, the reality of enterprise. crime;
the role of organi&ed crime in the infiltration and takeover of
legitimate bUsiness; and the use of fraud as a predicate crime in
many org~ni&ed crime prosecutions. Clearly, ~he judiciary has
within its power the legal authority to address the aberrations
of RICO's application i f and when it sees fi<:. to do so.

Q3.

Should the Federal Government focus its efforts on educating
Federal. state, and local prosecutors and law enforcement
personnel in the proper use of the RICO statute? Is the statute
being adequate~y used. in your opinion?

A3.

There is no doubt but that. the Federal government has a role in
educating state and local prosecutors to the nuances of RICO
prosecutions. Clearly, more could be accomplished if the Federal
government enlisted the assistance of the state and local
prosecutorial agencies.

Q4.

In your statement, you discuss the extortion of two real estate
developers by the Scarfo Family and a member of the Philadelphia
City Council. Would you consider this to be a labor racketeering
case or the Scarfo Family's use of their political.connections
or both -- to control an industry? Is this typical of the wayan
LCN family uses its political and labor resources?

A4.

The extortion of Willard Rouse ~ is, in essence, what
organi&ed is all about. The business of organi&ed crime is plain
and simple: extortion. Whether it be gamblers, pimps, narcotic
traffickers, or legitimate businessmen, extortion is, in fact,
the critical organi&ing·element. Whether it uses its political
influence, as in the case of Rouse ~, or through threats of
violence or actu~l violence forces corrupt concessions, the
bottom line is: business suffers andd the quality of life
ultimately declines..

Q5.

What emerging -- or non-traditional -- organi&ed crime groups
merit Federal law enforcement attention at this time? What
parameters should be set to institute Federal efforts against a
particular group?
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It may be appropriate to llUggest that the term "emerging grOUPS"
be referred to as ., ignored groups" as well, It is certainly
unfair to suggest that the LCN is the only form of organized
crime in the United States. Black criminal syndicates, such as
that of Leroy "Nicky" Barnes. Frank Lucas AKA, "The Country Boys".
Roland Bartlett, and others. represent a viable organized crime
threat. Equally as threatening are·Hispanic criminal
organillations, such as that of Jose Battles; and of course,
Asian criminal organizations represent a continuing organized
crime threat; one that existed as early as the early 1900's in
this country. All deserve attention and increased vigilance
by law enforcement,
As to the parameters that should,be met before instituting an
enforcement action, clearly the proclivity toward corruption of
our government institutions; the impact on the economic,
political and social institutions and the attendant quality of
life in a particular geographic area; and the resortion to the
use of violence to further their goals of monopoly control of an
illicit market. represent the essential ingredients that should
be considered before allocating the finite operational resources
of the Federal government.,

QS.

Can you define any interrelationships between the traditional and
the emerging, non-traditional organized crime groups? Do they
engage in criminal activity on a partnership basis; or do they
deal with each other out of necessity? Is LCN always the CEO of
the enterprise?

AS.

There are, in some ins~ances, working relationships between LCN
families and other ethrlic and non-ethnic criminal organizations.
For the most part, crinlinal organizations tend, to be insular,
dealing primarily with their own. This affords them the security
that they all strive t<) protect. and maintains the cultural
solidarity which cannot; be underemphasized. It is this cultural
solidarity that often j,mpedes the capacity of law enforcement to
infil trate these crimirlal groups;
In Philadelphia, we have found members of the Junior Black Mafia
(JBM) meeting and working with younger members of the Scarfo
Family. We have also witnessed interactions between Scarfo
Family members and outlaw motorcycle gangs, as well as Colombian
cocaine traffickers. Asian groups still maintain a relatively
safe distance from other groups, although this is not 50 much
the case as it once was. Of course, much of this is out of
necessity, for some criminal organizations bring to the
relationship a monopoly on the product or service offered. In
other cases, partnerships evolve between criminal organi~ations
to maximize profits. The LeN is not the CEO in the relationship,
particularly when it involves narcotics.
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Q7.

What strategy would you.advocate to maximize the resources of
Federal, state, and local law enforcement authorities in the
investigation of an organized crime group?

A7.

.There is no one ,strategy to address the recurring problem of
organized crime. A variety of strategies must be employed.
Nonetheless, there are certain fundamental principles that must
:be met.
First, intelligen.ce systems tha~ provide for strategic and
,tactical ,assessments of th scope and dimen~ions of organized
crime are a must. Without intelligence, organized crime contuol
is reactionary, opportunistic, and more than likely, symbolic.
Moreover, measuring the impact of enforcement and its effect on
market conditions is virtually impos~ible without this vital
tool.
Second, there is ~ow, more than ever, the need to marry·
prosecutors with investigators. No longer can the law
en~orcement community continue to pursue diverse and sometimes
competing objectives, with no ~ appreciation for the legal
implications of its actions. Sophisticated enterpri~e
prosecution requires an organization and mobilization of
investigative aud prosecutorial resources.
La~t, 'state law enforcement represents the first line of defense
against organized ,crime . . Without a state program which addresses
the multi-jurisdictional reality of organized crime, as well as
the need for a unified, coordinated, proactive approach to
organized crime, failure is all but guaranteed. There is a
legitimate state role in organized crime control, and one that
must be acknowledged by state and local public officials.
Ultimately, the business climate and the quality of life suffers,
when the state abdicates its role to the Federal authorities.

QB.

In your statement you indicate that the Bufalino Family is in a
state 'Of decline due to the age of its members, failure to "make"
new members, and prosecution. Will this Family die out?, If so,
what group is in the position to take over their rackets? In
your opinion, are there any other families in the same ~tate of
affairs'!

AB.

Wh'ile we acknowledge the dwindling influence of the Bufalino LCN
Family, we must be careful not to prematurely relegate it to its
grave. William D'Elia is an active member of this Family, having
established working partnerships. with both the LaRocca/Genovese
and Bruno/Scarfo Families. Edward Sciandra, the underboss, i~ a
very active member of this Family, closely aligned with the New
York and Philadelphia LCN Families. While Russell Bufalino
remains in prison, it would be inaccurate to suggest that he has
lost control of this Family. The fact remains that'he continues
to exercise control over this Family.
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Nonetheless. there has been a noticeable decline in its size.
There are only eighteen members of this Family. and its influence
in the rackets is ce'rtainly not what it once was. Only time
will tell whether Russell Bufalino's continued incarceration will
forestall a resurgence of this Family. or whether there wil"l be 'a
consolidation of this Family with o'thers . Surely. as the labor
pool of new members d'eclines because of certain demographic·
changes in our society (e.g .• the acculturation process). coupled
with the incarceration and ageing of the "older dons" and the
gradual shift of power from local gover.nment to state government.
the' structure. solidarity. 'and insularity of the traditional LCN
families will most def.initely suffer.
QS.

'What steps should be taken to bolster law enforcement's
intelligence base in regard to organized crime?

AS.

Recrui tment of mirlOrit.y group members into intelligence units
must become a top priority. Intelligence .. if 'used properly, is a
predictor of the future, as well ,,"san interpreter of the past.
It is not enough to rheto.t'ically discuss these new. ignored.
and/or emerging groups. We must develop an intelligence base
that allows us to structure these groups out. define their
illicit and licit revenue sources, and develop avenues into their
most vulnerable points. This can only be accomplished through
the recruitment of minority group members who can gain the access
·to and trust of those in the community who seek to enhance the
quality of life in the community.

Q10.

You recommend that an attorney be incorporated into the
investigatory process of a RICO case. What institutional steps
can be developed to insure than an attorney is made an integral
part. of the investigation?
.

A10.

As I stated earlier, it is imperative that the investigative and
prosecutorial elements of the process be joined together. This
can be accomplished at. the st'ate level with Attorney Genel'al' s
officcs playing the lead role in organized crime control •.
establishing bot.h o:::riminal and civil RICO units. Investigators
from other state agencies could be 85signed to t.hese units.
Accountant.s, analysts, and other disciplines should be made part.
of. these units, and their foems should be narrowly ciro:::umscribed
t.oward enterprise crime.
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Qll.

In your opinion, what can Congress do to help law enforcement in
its efforts against organi2:ed crime?

All.

Congress must provide both the financial incentives for stat.es to
enter "the war against organi~ed crime" as well as heighten the
sensitivities of -the citi;::enry t.o 1,he reality of organlzed crime.
Congress should also provide monies to experiment and then study
the results of creative organized crime control programs, and
pursue alternative civil remedies. it is not sufficlent for
Congress to evaluat.e organized crime control efforts on criminal
prosecutions alone. Civil, regulatory, and administrative
approaches must also be encouraged and pursued.
-

Q12.

What types of narcotics are the different families involved in?
From where dO they obtain the narcotics?

A12.

The LCN Famiries, contrary to the self-proclaimed abstinence from
involvement in narcotics, have been and continue to be involved
in drug trafficking. 11arijuana, cocaine and heroin are their
principal drugs of choice; however, P2P, a precursor for
methamphetamine, is also trafficked in by certain LCN Families.
In some cases, these Families have direct sources of supply from
European and third-world counties, and in other cases, they enter
into partnerships with other criminal networks.
-
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Statement of Ronald Goldstock,
Director of the New York state Organized Crime Task Force,
before the
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on "Investigations

AprIl; 1988

The Committee Staff has asked me to actdress four
rJ.lffer.ent tC)pics: tbe. reasons for the recent Sl1ccel;!s j.n the
flqht against organized crime; the challenges lying ahead in
that f:'ffort; the approach we take to the
Orgll!ii"!:E!'d'Crime Task FOJ::ce

~n

prcbl~M

at the

New York; and the appro9r.iate

roll! of the federal government in relati"on to state and.
t',

A.'l analysis of the

COSB Nostra in. New York

:lr~atic

...

recent Sl.l.ccE!sses against

illumin~te

a number of practical

implicationlll for the future of organized.·criminal activity.
S\lch 1111

analysis properly pegina 1\t the ·turn of the century
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and ntilizes persFectives of history, sociology and law
enforcement.

The sociological perspective is impo.rtant

because, in ways and for 'reasons primal'i ly unrelated to law
enforcement efforts, the' people involved in traditional
organized crime have undergone considerable change.

The law

enforcement perspective is equally.important, however,
because of the impact of new attitudes held by those
investigating and prosecuting organized crime, both about
the nature of thej r

~1O':'k

and abollt: the new technique'!'; at

their disposal.

,!1:arly

Histo~

More than two million Italians arrived

in this country during the mass migration at the turn of the
century.

As was t?l'Pical of. any sizeable emigration..

scattered among the overwhelming maj-ori ty of the rj.·.~ ·.mt and
hard-working were a number of criminals.

In the case of

these new arrivals, some of the criminals were members of
ingrained and feared southern Italian secret societies
the Sicilii"n Mafia and the Neopolitan Camorra.

In the United States, Italians settled in "Little
Italies." where

the~

were able to speak their language,

retain their traditions, and maintain some sense of
familiarity and comfort.

These enclaves provided a natural

2
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setting for the criminal element among the .irnrnig'rllnt.s, •...hich
sought to prey upon

member~

of its own group.

Some

criminals operated individually, although in manlr cases·
practicing extortion under the shared insignia of the Bl:uck,
Hand.

Others, however. formed gangs, often neighborhood

based, which engaged in a variety of organized criminal
acti vi ties ..

By

the 1930' s, the gangs coalesced around two major·

criminal groups, one headed by Salvatore Maranzano and the
other by Giuseppe Masseria.

The result of the ensuing

conflict between the two, known as the Castalmerese War, was
the short-lived supremacy of Maranzano, who, together with
his successor, Charles "Lucky" Luciano, formed the basic
structure of what they called COSB

Significantly, COSB

N9~tr~

Nostr~

("Our Thing").

is not B subsidiary. or

subdivision of the Sicilian Mafia.

Instead, it is a

distinctly American organization which, while drawing' on
Mafiosa traditions, developed in response to the unique
social forces and culture of the New World.

Nonetheless,

those who comprised £.ll!!A'Nostraat its inception were the
pos'sessors of Nineteenth Century Old 'World values.
Mafia, 'COSB Nostra was an "honored society:"

Like the·

The ties that

3
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bound its members together were those of kinship and
respect.

Among the oaths taken upon entry into Cosa" Nostra was
that of omerta.

This term, when translated, literally means

"being a man," but in reality the oath of omerta was a code
of silence, an agreement not to reveal, upon penalty of
death, the secrets of "Our Thing."

. It is a powerful indication of the strength of the
Mob's value structure that for thirty years no one from
inside the Mob broke that code.

Even in 1963, when Cosa

Nostra member Joseph Valachi testified before a Senate
committee and explained the inner workings and structure of
the families, he was viewed and indeed, saw himself, as a
"stoolie" and a "rat."

He was one who had violated the

oath. and thus he was not deserving of respect.

For years

thereafter, he remained the only insider to have ·revealed
the secrets of Cosa Nostra.

Beginnings of Change.

While

V~lachi

stood alone, the

years of silence following his testimony saw the beginning
of important changes.

New soldiers were initiated into Cosa

Nostra who were second and third generation Americans.
These new members had grown up with a different system of
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vables: t.hese of their contemporaries.

Th!l'y joined the Mob

not because it was the honored society, but because it was a
means by which they could profit financially.

The ties that

bound them together.were not those of kinship'and respect,
but, in many cases, of do11'ars and cents.

Over ti.me,

members of the Mob would be killed because they sold
memberships to just such people.

These sociological changes were not particularly
noticeable at that time, but they were occurring
nonetheless.

The infrastructure of the Mob was beginning to

weaken:

Slow start for Law Enforcement.

At

~he

turn of the

century, crime in the Little 1talies of Ameri.ca received
1i ttle attention from law enforcement..

Few Italians were

police officers, and the non-Italians on the force
understood neither their culture nor their
Nor~over,

languag~.

many Ite.1if.ln-Americans wp.re predisposed to go

elsewhere than government to solve their problems, having
been raised without recourse to legitimate government, and
thus with a dependency on other social institutions to serve
their needs.
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Even where attempts were made to bridge that gap,
success was difficult to achieve.

The Ne.w York City Police

Department's "Italian squad," headed by the legendary Joseph
Petrosino, lost much of its influence when its leader was
killed by the Italian underworld during a villit there.

Federal authorities, with the exception of the Bureau
of Narcotics, had virtually no involvement with organized
crime after Prohibition.

Indeed, for a long time the FBI

denied the Mob's very existence.

Whatever enforcement

existed was at the local level. where in the 1930's Tom
Dewey and Frank Hogan became the Rackets Busters.

Expansion of the Federal Role.

By the beginning of the

1950's, changes were beginning to occur.

The Kefauver

Committee hearings in 1950 and 1951 awakened the public to
the scope of the problem.

In 1957, after the shooting of

Frank Costello, the killing of Albert Allastasia and the
Appalachin meeting, the FBI finally
role.

ass~med

a significant

Between that time and the mid-50' s, FBI bU§!9 8.nd

wiretaps, used solely·to gather

int~lligence,

began to

develop extraordinary information about Cosa Noatra families
throughout the. United states.
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The McC,lell/l,n hea,rings into labC?r racketeering in the
late 1950's provided detailed information on Mob activities
to committee

~embers.

,One, senator John F. Kennedy, beqame

President in 1960; another"the Committee Counsel. ,Robert
Kennedy.

bec'am~

president,

Kennedy~s

Attorney General. Th,e

Organizad Crime and Racketeering Sectioll of the Justice
Departme~twas

revitalized immediately thereafter.

This

unit, comprised of some of the best and brightest
prosecutors of the

d~y

and modeled after ,the Hogan Rackets

Bureau, undertook the first serious federal anti-organized
-::rime effort.,

Combined with the efforts ,of Kennedy-

appointed U.S. Attorneys, in

particular.Ro~ert

,M. Mprgenthau

of New York's Southern District, there existed the promise
of significant Change in Department policy. ' ,

That promise was to. have to wait.

On November 22,.

1963,. John F. Kennedy was assassinated. ,Robert
shortly thereafter, Robert

Morgent~au

~ennedy

left

was fired from his

job, and the Organi zed, ,Crime and Racketeering program was
allowed to wither.

As head of the Senate

JuiffcIary,'cCoiiiiiilttee;'howeVe~r;'-"

'.

Senator McClellan continued his work on the legislative
front.

His chief counflel. G.

~ol?~rt Bl~~.~J"

"a fc:rmer

~e~er

of Kennedy's Organized Crime and Racketeering Section,'knew
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from first-hand experience what tools were lacking at the
federal level.

In 1967, he served on the President's Task

Force on Organized Crime, -and then in 1968 _was principal
draftsman of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act,
which authorized court-ordered electronic surveillance atthe federal and state level:

Two years later, in 1970, Congress passed the Organized
Crime Control Act.

This Act, of which Blakey was again

principal draftsman, would revolutionize federal law
enforcement's approach to organized crime.

OCCA provided

for, among other things, testimonial immunity, increased
jurisdiction for the federal government in gambling
enforcement, enhanced sentencing in organized crime cases,
grand jury reports, the Witness Protection Program, and,
most significantly, the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organizations Act (RICO), a radically new legal approach to
the investigation and-prosecution of organized crime.

With

RICO, prosecutors had a tool specificalLy designed to dea'l
with illicit enterprises.

The _target became the criminal

syndicate (instead of individuals, against whom the war of
attrition had

seeme~

endless.)

Civil remedies were-made

available to "Criminal Division" attorneys·in their efforts-.
Strike Forces had recently been established_to bring
together federal investigative agenCies and-Justice
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Department attorneys.

It 'was tc take ten

y~ars,

b~t

,

ultimately Strike Force prosecutors began to understand how
RICO could be used in sophisticated p~osecutions.

Ch~nges

were occurring within the FBI.

After the death,

of Hoover and the tragedy of Watergate" first Clarence Kelly
and then William Webster changed the direction and focus of
the Bureau.

In the area of organized crime, they became

aggressive and pro-active, and began to work effectively
~ith

local law enforcement.

Perhaps most significantly, ,

individuals at policy making levels within the FBI came to
understand RICO both as an

invest;lg,~tive

tool and as a

prosecutorial end.

The Effect of the Cultural ChanPB.

Changes 1n law

enforcement coincided with the sociological, changes in the
l'lob.
Mob

Financial considerations we!;'e 'paralll<)W!.t fer'ti\e new
"yuppie~,n

who sought quick monetary rewards but were

unwilling to take the time to develop the skills'and
undertake the responsibilities of their predecessors.

Older

members looked down at the recent inductees with dismay.
Indeed, there was a general recognition that
been

fund~entally

~

Noatra had

transformed.
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By the late 1970's, for many family members, traditional values had been replaced by simple cost-benefit
analysis.

When faced with p'rosecution, forfeiture" and

incarceration, they chose instead to cooperate with law
enforcement.

They testified not only be£oreSenate. Commit-

tees, as Valachi had done, but at trials as well.

By the

mid 1980's, some were even willing to wear concealable
recorders to gather.evidence against their colleagues.

Ironically, instead of retreating from the limelight,
several "elder statesmen" reacted to the changes· in the mob
by becoming media stars.

The titles· of the books· they wrote

characterized their attitude.
Honor."
Mafioso."

Joe Bonnano was' a. "Man of

Jimmy "the Weasel" Fratianno·was "the Last
To them, those who now comprised the Mob were no

longer the legitimate heirs of the "honored society."

Today, the synergistic effect of the soci.ological and
law enforceml;!nt changes has becomp. apparent.

The increased

aggressiveness of law enforcement, using modern substantive
and procedural law in a sophisticated way, has created new
leverage against potential witnesses.

And Mob figures,

disenchanted with the organizations of which they were a
part, choose to cooperate· more' and more frequently.
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The result has been that entire crews and the upper
echelons of Families have been.indicted.and convicted.
Indeed, the Commissipn itself, made up of tl;le heads of the
five New York families, was.treated as a racketeering
enterprise, and its members convicted under the RICO
statute.

This process is continuing, with many new

investigations underway and many prosecutions forthcoming.

The effects are dramatic.

With the top people in

prison, on trial,· or awaiting trial, the Families are
undergoing further dissolution.

Vacated positions are being

filled·by members who have moved up without training and
testing.

More experienced and competent criminals, 'who in

an earlier day would likely have assumed,leadership,
positions, have sometimes stepped back rather than attract
law enforcement interest.

The Peter Principle is at work.

The result is incompetence, factionalization, arid friction.

The primary purpose of syndicates -- and this is what
makes organized crime organized -- is to. serve as a, government for the

underwo~ld,

providing services, allocating

resources and territories, and settling disputes.

With

experienced leaders distracted by their prosecutions and new
leaders having neither the ability nor the standing to
operate effectively, internecine disputes have been qrown in
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number and seriousness, violence has

becom~

commonplace, and

instability is evident both within and between families.

Moreover, inexperienced members who. may in the past
have run only a gambling or loan-·sharking operation are now
in positions of power within the Family.

As a result, they

represent its interests in complex legitimate industries
characteristically comprised of large numbers of businesses,
unions and criminal syndicates.

In New. York. examples.

include construction, carting, the waterfront, and the'
garment center.

In the past. those who operated within

these various entities. legitimately and illegitimately,
reached numerous interlocking accords with each other,
allowing them all to coexist.

The new representatives of

the families. however, unaware of the history and the
reasons for past accommodations. often seek to use their
new-found power to make changes in these delicate
relationships that may temporarily· increase their illicit
profits. but also contribute to destabilization.

With

instabilit~

at all levels and with continuing

sociological change inevitable, if current law enforcement
efforts are ml;!.intained in the I:\ext five to ten years the Mob
is likely to be rendered totally unrecognizable from what it
has been for the last seventy years.
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The Challenges Facing Law Enforcement

The challenges still facing law enforcement in the area
of organized crime are, I think, three-fold.

The first,

already discussed, is to continue efforts against
traditional organized crime groups.

The second is to

address emerging, ignored and non-traditional organized
crime syndica'tes.

The third is to address comprehensively

the underlying,'criminal activity in which those syndicates
engage.

Emerging Syndicates.

It

~s

essential that an analytic

approach be und,ertaken which recognizes the distinctions
between the various new organized crime groups based upon
their differing'origins, development, and criminal
activities.

The sociological perspective must thus be

maintained as we move ahead into the next decade.

rlhi le there are a number of ways that these emerging
syndicates can be analyzed, conceptually they tend to fall
into five groups.

Ethnic Predecessor!"Based Immigrant Groups.

The first

category is comprised of groups with histories similar to
~

Nostra.

The paradigm example is the Chi'nese Tongs.'
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They tend to be comprised of members of a single ethnic
group from a country with a tradition of illegitimate and
oppressive government.

In part for this reason, social

norms were largely medieval and feudal.

Man and-property

were protected not by lawful authority, but by personal and
family influence, by courage, and l;Iy self-reliance.

Loyalty

and solidarity were paramount vahtes.

Groups were established in these countries which at the
outset were nationalistic in their orientation, and which
provided quasi-governmental services.

These groups had the

fear and respect of their populations during their formative
years.

As they matured, they gained power, and when that

power corrupted them as power inevitably does, they found
themselves involved in a wide range of extortive and
predatory criminal activities.

Members of these groups came to the United States in
mass migrations and tended to settle in ethnic enclaves.
Some members retained the prominence ,they had attained in
their predecessor organizations.

As they became organized

in this country, they preyed on members of their own ethnic
groups.

Over time, they 'also attained positions of

prominence in local social institutions, giving them new
opportunities to expand their criminal activity.
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Urban Minority Drug-Based Groups.

The, se.cond, category'

is comprised ot: members of particular minority groups living
in urban ghettos Who developed substantial
by dealing in narcotics.

~apital

and power

Certain black and Hispanic drug

groups 'fall into this ca.tegory.

Initially, these groups relied on the Mob for the·
importation of drugs. They had no choice, as they lacked the
necessary contacts in source countries, the capital to
finance multi-kilo loads, and the sophistication and
corruption capability required for smugglingoperationEi.

While many of .their early operations were subjected to
successful prosecutions, others continued to prosper..

By

the early seventies., ..1;\ number of the minority group-based
criminal enterprises had developed

~heir

own capital,

cupidity and contacts to handle the importation, processing
and di'stribution of heroin and o.ther drugs.

The Hispanics, fn particular, had friends, relatives.
and common language in South America..

At the same time, the

Vietnam War took a great nuinber of Americ'an blacks into
Southeast Asia, where drugs and dealers were readily
accessible.
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Some of' these ~inor-ity drug-based grqups developed
tight structures of their own,.

Ins,tead of'

COSB

Nostra-type

affini ty based on kinshi.p, t,ies were formed which were based
on neighborhood relationships.

In many cases, the

frightening specter appeared of "successful" crime figures
being respected and ,even: cheered by the very people on whom
they preyed.'

Ganq"':BasedGroups.

Third are the multi-crime

gang-ba,sed -groups, including motorcycle and prison gangs;
Examples of motorcycle gangs are the Hell's Angels, the
Bandidos, the Outlaws and the Pagans.

Examples of the

prison groups are the Aryan Brotherhood, the Mexican. Mafia,
La

NU~,stra

Familia" and the Texas Syndicate.

It is more difficult to generalize about groups which
fall into this category.

Some of the motorcycle gangs have

formally elected officers and regional chapters thrqughout
the coun'try. , Notably, and in contrast with other organized
crime groups,

secretiyen~ss_

is not highly v:alued.

Indeed,

they publicly procll:iim their membership by the distinctive
"~o16rs" of their uriifol"\ns.

These' g:foup~ tend to be iees

tightly structured than those in the first two categories,
however. wi tb informal,.

l!!,,~e.rs

()fte,n el)lerging:arid e"ercisinc;r "

more power than the elected officers.
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Pri.Bon gangs were organized initially. for self-defemle
"and to pr,ovide servicGs inside pen,al institutions,-protection, the sale of drugs and homosexual prostitution.
In recent years, some prison gangs have come to maintain a
Elt~ctured

existence both inside and outside prison.

When

inmate-members leave prison,' they often provide support,for
colleagues who remain incarcerated.

They also involve

themselves in a broad range of crimfnal activity including
narcotics, robl;>ery, burglary. extortion, weapons trafficking
and murder.

As their names indiqate, many of the prison

gangs are organized along ethnic

Multi-C~i.e

~ines.

Ethnic-Based Groups.

Fourth are the

multi-crime ethnic-based groups, which' include organizations
of Russians, Cubans (including the Marielitos), Israelis,
and Irish.

These groups vary in the extent to which they are
organized.
not.

Some have formal hierarchies, while others do

Like other organized crime groups, however, they

engage, more or less on a full-time basis, in a wide variety
of crimes including not only drugs and gambling but also
counterfeiting, fraud, and auto theft.
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Members of some of these groups, such as t.he Russians
and Marielitos, had prior cd.minal histories and were
expelled from"their countries as undesirables.

External Drug-Based Groups.

Fifth are the exterllal

drug-based 'groups operating from a foreign country but
selling heroin imd cocaine in the United States.

Some, like

the Colombians, are vertically-organized cartels controlling
narcotics trafficking from production to sale.

Others, like

the Pakistanis, are less sophisticated in approach.

Comments on These Emerging Groups.

This analysis

.reflects the fact that organized crime, and in particular
emerging groups, cannot be viewed as a monolith subject to
one set of enforcement techniques.

Some groups already

present enormous problems today .. others may not mature for
years to come.
accord.

Some are likely to wither of their own

And others may last for generations if not attacked

with the vigor which has characterized our recent efforts
against Cosa Nostra.
determining which

Such an analysis can assist in

gro~ps

will fall into which category, ahd

in predicting what new groups are likely to emerge in the
future.
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To one extent or another however, all of these 9roups
·rely on their ability to engage in predatory act:l.vities or
to provide illicit goods or services to. a willing market;

Underlying Criminal Actiyities.

Today's syndicates are

involved in a large number of enterprises, some. of which are
wholly illicit, such as, gambling and narcotics trafficking,
and others of which exist within the framework of otherwise
lici t indu'stries, such as construction, carting, the
waterfront, and the garment center.

These legitimate

industries provide enormous incentives for the syndicates to
develop and e1)gage in anti-social behavior.

-Those

incentives, however, can be reduced.

The President"s Commission on Organized Crime suggested
"a national strategy" as'a response to the problem.

The

objective the Commission set forth in its report is
essentially correct:

The'objective of the national strategy recommended by
the Commission is to eliminate organized crime from the
,marketplace and to permit the natural forces of the
market, working in conjunction with the efforts of
honest trade unions and businesses, to set prices and
provide goods and.services. (Report of the Commission
at 310).
The Commission goes on. however" to demonstrate a
fundamental misunderstanding of the type of changes which
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need to be made within infiltrated industries and the
methods which can be used to' achieve them.' It recommends
that the Attorney General·consult with. a number of law
enforcement agencies, analyze the marketplace industx-y by
industry, and. use "intervention techniques" to produce not a
"random series of investigations

a~d

prosec'lltiona" but "jail

sentences ..• forfeiture of assets, and" the diamant.lement of
organized crime-owned businesses that are irretrievably
cOl."ru,pted. 'I

While this approach is,

i~deed,

an advance over "random

prosecutions," it fails to recognize· the need to identify
the underlying. features of particular industries which
contribute to Mob infiltration. influence. or domination.

In the long term, .it is not only essential that we move
against existing syndicates. and. corrupt businesses, but that
we reform the affected industry to reduce' the motives and
the means 'for organized crime to corrupt and control it.
Such reform ultimately r:equires an

understandin~

of the

industry not only from a·law enforcement perspective, but
also in economic, political, historical, and analytic terms.
It means using a wide vari6ty of appropriate remediea to
effect or

reatructur~

those industries to reduce their

"racketeering susceptibility" and "racketeerinq potential."
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Racketeering susceptibility is measured by the degree
to which an industry's structure and organization create
incentives for industry participants to engage in
racketeering, or provide the means and opportunity for
racketeers both inside" and outside the industry to control
or influence critical. industry components,

With such

control, racketeers- can extract payments from that indu"stry
by, for example, enforcing cartels, creating no-show jobs,
or insuring labor peace.

Thus, racketeering susceptibility

focuses on the vulnerability of an industry to racketeerj,ng
exploitation.

Racketeering" potential is measured by the extent to
which racketeerB can profit from exploitation of an
industry's vulnerability.

Assessing racketeering potential

requires analysis of the industry to identify such factors
as the amount of money which industry participants can
generate and make available to racketeers, the availability
of jobs which can provide legitimate status and income to
racketeers and

~heir

associates, and the potential of the

industry to launder dirty money or generate false business
expenses to disguise illicit payments or avoid paying taxes,

Without structural changes within affected industries,
the mobsters of the future will continue to have more than
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enough fertile ground in_which to 9row.

Those.changes must-

be based upon an analysis of -each affected industry, using a
variety

o~c

ac:ademic disciplines, aimed at identifying._ and

reducing that industry's susceptibility to racketeers and
their desire to infiltrate-it.
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The Approach of theOrqanized Crime Task Force

OUr approach differs from that tal\:en by moj3t other law
enforcement agencies.

First. five general principles guide

our work.

The Five Principles.

~road

Strategies.

The first principle concerns the

need to structure particular investigations around broad
strategies.

In dealing with criminal syndicates. it is not

sufficient to, investi'gate and prosecute participants for
their criminal conduct. even when complicated conspiracies
and RICO-type offenses can be proven.

Without the

formulation and execution of a coherent strategy. the impact
of criminal prosecutions is at best haphazard. and at worst
counterproductive.

The incarceration of an underworld figure may indeed
disrupt an individual enterprise until new leadership is
established.

The disruption.

~owever.

is often minimal. and

can provide as many new opportunities for organized crime as
it blocks.
finances the

For example. if an organized crime syndicate
op~ration

of independent criminal enterprises

throuqh usurious loans, the imposition of financial
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penalties on such indeperdent operatcirs will on-ly drive them
closer to the.' loansharks and thus :channel more of their
profits to the Mob.

Thus, spectacular investigations that

produce headlines but leave foundations untouched often 'do
little more than perpetuate the myth that nothing can be
done about or.ganized 'criminal activities.

To have significant results, . inv~stigations mus.t do
more than reach individuals and individual enterprises.
They must :Qebased on ·.an informed. understanding of the
particular organ,izep crime ·prob;lem, and must take: into
account the long. range

of both' the particular

implica~ions

strategy adopted and the specific operational tactics best
designed to carry out that strategy.

Perhaps Land.esco .put

it best when he said in 1929:
Crusades arouse public sentiment against some existing
abuse . or disorder but they are so sweeping in character
that they are usually only temporarily successful and a
reaction sets in against them. One reason for the
failure of crusades against crime and vice is they ...
are seldom or never based on (\ .st\ldy of the problem..
What is needed is a program that vill deal with the
crime problem in detail and .consecutively, .that ·i.s, :by.
analyzing the crime situation into its different
elements by taking up each crime situation separate.ly
. aI}d .9ne by ,one worki~9.. out.a. co?s;tructiY~'c.~~I~~.~~n;: .. ,
(2) Broad Range of Remedies.
th~t _all

available remedies

The secorid principle is

~u~t be~,?_nsider_e~_ ~nd .e~p:l:.o¥~d

in developing and executing whatever strategy

.. __

i~ C::hott~n.
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Criminal prosecution .1eadi'ng to .incarceration and fines, is,
only one remedy, and often has substantial U,mitations'.

One of the great benefits of RICO is that it embraces
the use of civil remedies, including forfeiture,
injunctions, and suits for mOl'!-etary damages, and allows,the
Criminal Division of the Justice'Department to think
conceptually about such applications.

In dealing, however, with corrupt institutions and
industries, illicit businesses, and sophisticated
syndicates, other remedies are appropriate as well.

The restoration of democratic and legitimate practices
in social institutions which have been corrupted, dominated,
or infiltrated by organized crime may require the
mobilization of the public in order to effect change in the
attitudes of the affected groups.

Public hearings, the

issuance of reports, and public information campaigns are
therefore sometimes essential.

The use of court orders to

place captive unions in receivership may also be necessary
in appropriate cases.

Opportunity-blocking techniques to reduce the
likelihood of theft, fraud, and racketeering can also be
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successfully employed.

Orqanj,zed crime involvement in the

counterfeitinq, forqinq and illeqitimate use of credit cards
has been reduced to a qreat extent by the adoption of
holoqrams and PIN numbers.

Loss

pr~vention

approaches, the

establishment ,of internal controls and the standardization,
of practices can be used in 'a

vari~ty

of leqitimate

industries.

Industries whi,ch have historj,cally been the subject of
anti-competitive practices supported or directed by
orqanized crime may be -affe.cted less by prosecution than by
the establishment of competinq public

b~nefit

corporations,

the use of eminent domain in claiming and fairly leas;ing
critical real estate, and in the development of alternative
supplies of labor and material.

Similarly, as indicated earlier, the restructuring of
some aspects of major industries through le'gislation,
regulation or measures adopted voluntarily by industry
participants may reduce both racketeering vulnerability and
potential.

(3) Specialized Skills.

The third principle is that

the desiqn and implementation of truly effective strateqies
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requi~es

the application of a number of specialized'skills

beyond those possessed by prosecutors.

This point may best be understood when viewed i'n an
historical, context.

The first step towards marrying

different skills was taken 50 years ago, and involved
relations between police and prosecutors.

Until then, the

primary focus of law enforcement had been on prosecuting
street crime.

With complaining victims willing to cooperate

and most. criminal conduct consisting of single criminal·
incidents, the traditional division between police and
prosecutor worked fairly well.

Suspects of discrete crimes

were identified by the police, who normally also located the
wltnesses, and cases were simply delivered to prosecutors'
offices for whatever action was appropriate.

During the 1930"s, however, it was recognized that a
different approach was required to deal with organized
criminnl.activity.

This form of crime was systematic,

ongoing, and more complex.

Often, there were no immediate

victims, or the victims were too frightened to corne forward.
In such cases, proactive investigation was necessary, and
close

co~peration

required.

between police and prosecutors was

Tom Dewey, New York"s famous· racket buster,

c.ornbined the skills of prosecutors and investigators at
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every stage of the criminal proceeding.' OUt of his
experience, and that of his successor, Frank Hogan, 'evolved
the Rackets Bureau concept.

As ,noted earlie,r, this approach

was to spread across the'country, and 'ultimately to lead to
the development of the Organized Crime Section and its
Fede;'al St'rike Forces.

The need to merge police and prosecutorial functions
became even more acute as investigations and prosecutions
became more sophisticated.

Legal rules

conc~rning

search

and seizure, the right to counsel, electronic surveillance
and related issues are now so intricate that police must
routinely rely on lawyers to determine what they can and
cannot do in any type' of complex investigations.

Moreover,

the Congress and state legislatures have formally given"
nttorneys control over sophisticated investigative
techniques used in organized crime, official corruption, and
labor racketeering cases.

Statutory law makes the

prosecutor counsel to the grand jury and gives the
prosecutor legal responsibility for resolving immunity
questions.

Prosecutors are 'alao given the exclusive

responsibility for applying'for authorization to conduct
electronic surveillance, and are required to monitor and
control its execution by the police.
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It is thus now well-established that the skills and
disciplines of both'police and prosecutors .are·vital
throughout

th~

course of investigation and prosecution of

organized crime cases.

Increasingly, each has come to

respect the other's role in the process, deferring to one
another in. particular situations as legal· or investigative
issues predominate.

But today, even more is needed.

The criminal law has

again grown more complex as RICO-type prosecutions· have come
to be the method of choice in dealing with syndicates.
Moreover. the greater the recognition of the· need to pursue'
broad strategies and utilize a broad range of remedies. the
more skills beyond

tho~e

possessed'by police and prosecutors

are required to .design and pursue them.

Particular

organized crime problems require knowledge of the structure
of industries and activities outside the conventional scope
of law enforcement.

In addition. the conduct of criminal investigations has
grown so sophisticated that no individual discipline can
provide all the necessary expertise.

Enterprises that deal

in the delivery of illicit goods and services need to keep
records of their transactions.

In addition. the laundering

of the proceeds of illegal activities leaves a paper trail
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through legitimate companies and financial institutions.
Thus, a valuable role may be assumed by sophisticated
inv.estigative

account~nts,

skilled in analyzing boo.kl!l and

recorda and in the detection of aSl!lets of organized crime
figures.

Moreover, the kinds of skills accountants have,

including the ability to analyze and develop mechanisms for
internal control, often permit them to make especially
valuable contributions to the development of remedial
strategies.

Tactical analystl!l, I!Ikilled in cOllating'and analyzing
evidence generated in particular investigations, 'cart play a
similarly critical role in complex investigations
continue for months or even years.
information may be generated by

lIIay

In·these cases,

w~ret.ps,

informants, and books and records.

w~ich

surveillance,

Given the quantity of

evidence which may be g'enerated, , the tnt.uit.ive abilities'c)£
attorneys and investigators may be. no match for link
analyses and formal charting.

By emPtoying tactical

analysts, investigators can make connectionl!l and pursue
leadl!l that might

oth~rWise

be lost in.mountains of data.

Similarly. because strategies must be based upon
sufficient and reliable information, experts are needed to
compile and analyze information.,

Strat~qi,c

analysts,
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trained to review broad data bases and analyze trends'within
areas of adtual or'potential criminal activity, can playa
key role in evaluating the appropriateness of particular
strategies.

Truly effective investig'ations will also often require
the employIDen~ of specialized akills norm~lly found outside
law enforcement agencies, frequently in academia.

Broadly

speaking, too few bridges have been built between law
enforcement and others who might be able to help them.

This

is especially important when law enforcement officials make
policy recommendations.

In our work, for example, we frequently consult with
economists, sociologists, loss prevention specialists,
historians, political sCientists, and people working within
particular industries.

(4) Special state Interests.

Our fourth operating

principle is that there are special state,..level interests in
organized crime enforcement which are different in kind from
those at the federal or local level.

There is therefore a

particular role for the state to play in organized crime
control.
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In narcotics pnforcement, for

~xample,

it would be

inappropriate for the Task Force to attempt to assume a
major role either in interdiction at the nation's borders
or in street level cases.

We have an appropriate role,

however, in situations in which organized crime groups
develop around nar-cotics ane pursu: ,the, ,drug trade through
one or more regiorts of the state.,

The role may be

especially important where drugs enter the state in one
location intended for disT.ribution in another.

To give another example, construction industry
racketeering in the New York City metropolitan area may
require the creation of regulatory bodies not provided for
un~er

federal, statutes and beyond the power of localities to

establish or support.

Only R state-wide law enforcement

aqency can have the information, incentive and mandate to
develop a proposal for such an agency.

In allort, a sl;~te-wide or regional approach is
sometim~s

required with responsibilities whi-::h cross county

lines, but not subject to possible shifts in federal
priorities.

j5) Accountability.

Fifth, any system of organized

crime control must be subject to examination and
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accountability.

Historically. law enforcement has had a

service monopoly. permitting it. to avoid
priorities at;ld choices in el:\forcement.

explaini~g

Similarly. because

it is a monopoly. little effort was put into the
of appropriate measures of success.

its

~evelopment

Clearly. the number of

indictments ancJ, conVictions is not an adequate measure' of
the impact of an agency on the problem of .organized crime.
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The StrUcture of OCTF.

OCTF is organized in a way designed to effectuate the
principles set forth above.

Areas of Criminal Activity.

In order to facilitate the

development and implementation of strategies, organized
crime activities are divided into four broad areas:

Financial Crimes and Schemes, including gambling, loan
sharking, infiltration of legitimate businesses, arson,
bankruptcy fraud, and official corruption;

Energy and the Environment, including unlawful conduct
in the collection and disposal of solid and toxic
waste, the development and manipulation of resource
recovery systems, the distribution in an illicit manner
of fuels such as gasoline, oil and coal, and violations
of law relating to nuclear power;

Narcotics and Non-Traditional Organized Crime Groups,
including sale and possession of narcotics and the
illegal activities of groups which have narcotics
operations; and
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Redistribution of Stolen and Illicit Property,
includi,ng not only cargo theft and related airport and
seaport activities, but also theft and fencing, the
redistribution of stolen securities and'neqoti.able
instruments, and theft involving stolen and fraudulent
credit cards.

Regions.

To facilitate field

~perations

throughout the

state and insure that regional problems are addressed, we
divide New

Yor~

state, into three regions based upon

organized c,rime operations and spheres of influence.

Teams.

Teams are comprised of individuals with the

skills and disciplines necessary to, ,address the criminal
activities within their area of specialization.

Each team

therefore has an attorney, an Jnve-~tigator, art investigative
accountant and a tactical analyst.
of each team are jointly

respo~sible

In general, ·the members
for its operation,

deferring when appropriate to each other's particular areas
of expertise.

The Need for Flexibility.

In addition to the teams in

the regional offices, it is important that

we

have the

flexibility to undertake organized crime investigations
bridging substantive and regional lines and concentrating on
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particular groups, geographic areas .or industries".

We

therefore have a Special Projects Team and, in the Southern
Region,

BI

Traditional Syndicates Team which are avdlable

for such assignments.

For example, the Special Projects

Team is currently conducting the Construction Industry
Project.

Support.

Teams are supported by a variety of other

units, comprised of strategic analysts, civil enforcement
and remedies" attorneys, appellate attorneys, and technical
investigators.
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Role of Federal. State and 'Local Governmenta

Introduction.

As noted earlier, a state agency such as

the Organized Crime Task Force has special responsibilities
_and a special role in organized ,crime enforcement.

I was

also asked to address the more general topic of the proper
roles of federal, state, and local governments in this area.

Itis common these days.to talk abollt the importance of
cooperation in the effort to fight organized crime.
Clearly, efficiency suffers if efforts are duplicated, and
the public is poorly served if competitive law enforcement
agencies put roadblocks in each other"s ways.

This is, however, not the same as saying that law
enforcement agencies should all be doing the same thing.
While' there is some inevitable overlap, there are different
roles for federal, state and local agencies to play, and
more than enough in each case to keep them busy.

One example, mentioned before, relates to drug
enforcement.

Local government simply cannot do very much to

stop drugs from' entering our country.

This requires

ipterdiction at our borders, at sea and in th,e air.

Perhaps
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more important, this effort also requires diplomatic: efforts
aimed at discouraging production and exportation.

On the other other hand, federal authorities do not
have sufficient resources to have any significant affect on
street sales, and thus to

af~ect

demand.

This responsi-

bility, as difficult as it is, has historically accrued to
locals officials, and will continue to do so . .

State authorities have a somewhat
looking at regional problems.

diffe~ent

role,

In the narcotics area, for

example, they should study distribution trends within the
state and use what they learn to disrupt distribution
systems and to aid local and federal enforcement efforts.
But, perhaps more importantly, state agencies must playa
lead role in identifying and tracking the development of new
drug-based syndicates.

The Inev:!,.tability of Conflicts.

One consequence of

having agencies at different levels of government active in
organized crime investigation and prosecution is that
conflicts often arise.

This is a difficult subject which

some of us have spent more·time thinking about -- and
dealing with -- than perhaps should be necessary.

But

whether we like it or not. we are players on a crowded
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field. apd a systematic effort to,think through the
resulting problems may point ,the

Complex

~ay

inv~stigationsroutinely

t6 some solutions.

require cooperation

from a variety of investigative agencies, and sometimes from
a variety of prosecutor's offices which have overlapping
geographical jurisdiction (a federal district, a state, a
county), different subject matter jurisdiction,

(t~x,

arson,

official corruption, labor racketeering), and different
sovereigns (st!lte, federal).

The existenc;e of these var:l.ous

agencies, and their ,own internal divisions into units of
differing geographical and subject matter responsibility,
usu~lly

makes internal policy sense because it permits

priorities to be established, allows different regions to be
covered efficiently and economically, and creates, logical
divisions of work.

The practical result, however, when

different agencies have a stake in a particular
investigation, is that five, ten, or fifteen different units
-- with different supervisors, mandates, and interests
may all have authority.

When multiple agencies or sub-units band together in a
joint

inv~stigative

undertaking, conflicts in mission and

directio'n are inevitable.

Such conflicts can breed

oonfusion and mistrust, and may result in turf wars which

39
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j eopaxdi 'Z.e the best interests of the investigation.

Worse,'

the jealousies and conflicts between agencies can -- and too
often. do .:.- prevent agencies from' even undertaking joint'
investigations that are otherwise logical and appropri"ate,
and prevent the flow of information possessed by one agency
to another for whom it would be obviously useful.

When the separate existence of many of these agencies
and their sub-divisions are justified on policy grounds, the
resultil1g problems must simply be tolerated and dealt with
as sensitively and intelligently as possible.

Turf problems

are less palatable, however, when the multiplicity of
agencies is not a pruduct of rational policy, but of
histor.ical anomalies that current political realities
prevent from being changed.

In
fOl'c~'~S

New York, for example, rational and historical
combine to create an incredible maze of law

enf(\rl~ement

agencies.

Am0ng th"se agencies in the New York

City Metropolitan agency with jurisdiction to investigate an
organized crime syndicate dealing in drugs are two organized
crime strike forces, three United States Attorney's offices,
two drug task forces, the Internal Revenue Service, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Drug Enforcement
Administration, the Immigration and Naturalization Service,
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Naturali~atioll

Service, the. Customs Service, two state

prosecutqr's offices. more than fifteell District Attorneys,
the Special Narcotics Prosecut9r for New York City, and,a
variety of state and local police forces.

Ironically. even

wh~n

cooperatio ll is attempted,

strenuous efforts to maintain good will among the various
participating agencies can be counterproductive.
Cooperation can overwhelm etrategic goals as the ultimate
purpos.e ..of a joint undertaking, and a great deal of time and
administrative effort. is spent on

w~rking

out agreements

among the agencies and ensuring that the agreements are
enforced.

The end result may be_no more meaningful than a

press conference in which several prosecutors and
representatives of a dozen agencies are represented. all of
whom comment upon the extraordinary cooperative efforts
which made the investigation possible.

Jncentive~

for Cooperation,

There are clearly

advantages to having a number of different agencies with
different sovereigns,. different subject matter jurisdiction
and different geographic jurisdictions.

Each has a body of

knowledge. a collection of resources and per·sonnel; and a
substantive point of view to contribute.

Strategically. if

a serious effort is made to establish common priorities in
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the investigative planning process, parochial perspectives
can be questioned and rej ect/ad in favor of .broader goals.
Tactically, police and prosecutorial agencies will then have
available the specialized knowledge and sJdlls of agencies
with strengths which can be complementary.

Moreover, although each agency has a variety of
substantive and procedural laws and regulations with which
it must deal, the "task force" is not bound by anyone set
of such requirements.

Fl.exibility is enhanced, for example,

when search or eavesdropping warrants can be procured in the
jurisdiction having the most advantageous procedural rules,
and when prosecution takes place in the jurisdiction
providing the greatest chance of success and broadest scope
of punishment.

This latter point is once again best illustrated by
looking at New York, where the contrast between State and
federal law is often so dramatic.

For example, in l'ecent

years the New York Court of App'eals has adopted rules that
require suppression of· eavesdropping evidence for hypertechnical reasons.

Virtually no other state or federal court

agrees with the overly rigid interpretation of the New York
courts, and thus

eavesd~opping

evidence obtained in New York

might better be used in another jurisdiction.
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Similarly, until last year, New York's legislature had
declined to enact a

stat~

RICO statute, despite the fact

that more than twenty-five other states already had done so,
including many with organized crime problems far leBB
serious than those in New York.

In jurisdictions without a

RICO statute, evidence of syndicated criminal activity might
better be prosecuted in the federal system where the UBe of
RICO allows fer consolidated trials, enhanced sentences,
civil remedies and criminal forfeiture.

In addition, New York's laws on immunity, accomplice
corroboration and right to counsel limit the usefulness of
the grand jury as an investigative tool, block avenues of
investigation and preclude some prosecutions altoge,ther.
This often leaves us no choice but to refer cases to federal
prosecutors.

On the other hand, the state forum is occasionally
preferable.

New York, for example, has severe penalties for

dealing in drugs.

Where cooperation' from an investigative

target is sought, a New York State indictment on drug
charges may create 'enormous incentive.

Some Solutions.

Work clearly needs to be done in

developing methods to take advantage of the opportunities
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through the' need for the current multiplicity of federal
agencies with overlapping jurisdiction.

The Need for Principled Decision Making in Inter-Agency
Disputes.

It is inevitable that ,there will 'continue to be

conflicts between state, local and federal enforcement
agencies as to who should,nandle particular cases.

Under

the current system, however, which agency gets a c'ase is
frequently decided on the basis of who got there first, who
has managed to secure the evidence or witnesses, who has ·the
politic'al muscle, or which jurisdiction allows for speedier
proce'ss.

This is simply not a satisfactory approach.

A set of principled policies which determine which is

the appropriate investigative and prosecutive agency in a
particular case should be promulgated.

In developing tilose

policies a number of factors should be considered:

1) Which agency has the most general interest in a
partiC\llar area?

Who has the most resources available to

attack a particular problem, whether this means enforcement
personnel, prosecutors, Qourtrooms, or'money to buy equipment or pay informants?

2)D;:.es one jurisdiction have a special interest in a
particular area?

Does it have a particular legislative
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scheme to deal wi th it?

Has it set up a speci al a'gency to

investigate or prosecute?

3) Who is best able to handle a specific case, in te.rms
of expertise and the substantive and procedural law of the
particular jurisdiction?

but,

4) Would tbe assignment of a case to a "less competent"
agency allow it to develop its capabilities in the area and
thereby assume primary responsibility for it in the future?
Particular attention should be paid to the potential
consequences which flow. 'for example. from the federal
government's doing a job for which local authorities wou.}.d
logically have responsibility..

First, the local agencies

may thus have a plausible excuse for continuing to avoid
particular sUbject-matter areas.

If the feds are doing it,

a local official (with a less than ,admirable agenda) is off
the hook and not accountable for the failure.

The second consequence of "federal takeover" is that
over time, local agencies will become incapable of doing
certain kinds of work.

A kind of atrophy will set in, and

the agencies will rather quickly find themselves without the
systems, the expertise, the resources, or the will to
perform some of t.he ,work which they should. In both cases,
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shifting federal prior:! ties or a reduction in resources will

.

leave the job undone •

. The federal government might thus make a different
decisio~.

For example, it can playa role in educating

representatives of state or local agencies in special areas
of investigation.

This can occur through formal instruction

or even cross-designation of assistants.

Sometimes, local agencies may deny the existence of a
part.icular crime problem within their jurisdiction, either
out of .ignorance or as a way to explain their failure to
commit significant resources to it.

Without making a long

term commitment to what may in fact be a problem of
primarily local concern, a federal agency can initiate a
single dramatic investigation anq pros':lcution to. demonstrate
its

ex~stence

and seriousness, and thus force the local

authorities to address it themselves.

It is no doubt. true that in certain jurisdictions the
reverRe wO\lld be appropriate.

Federal efforts can often be

enhanced by local authorities playing the teaching and
encouraging role.
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Conclusion: .The Need for a Broader Perspective

It should be clear by now that the principal theme
running through these remarks is the need to adopt a broader·
perspective in the investigation and prosecution of
organized crime activity.

In order to be effective, investigators, prosecutors
and others. must join together in formal tactical planning in
the context of broad strategic goals.

They must consider

and employ a ,'ariety of remedies for organized criminal
activity. and not limit themselves
sanctions.

~o

conventional criminal

They must encourage the involvement of agencies

wi thin and outside their own jurisdict:l.ons, in order to
include within their "task force" whatever variety of skills
and disciplines is necessary for tactical and strategic
planning and execution.

Finally, they must overcome the

parochial-limitations o.f geographical and i3ubject matter
boundaries to achieve goals set by considered policy rather
than by the limited mission of anyone particular agency.

The difficulties investigators and prosecutors
encounter in thus broadening their perspectives are not
entirely of their own making and overcoming thoBe
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di.fficulties will require broadening the pex:apectives of
many othern as well.

'1'00

of1:en, superiors. public

6f,fid,a~13

and the preas

juqge success by the numbers of arrests, in1ictments and

convictions.

Numbers, of cours,e, are .not an appropriate

measu.re of c.ffectivenesl3 in d,ealing with organized crime.
and the pt'eSBUl'a to produce quantity rnther than <1\lali ty can
badl.y distort tactical and strategic;, goals.
goals are 10n1 term, investigations can

b~

Moreover,. when
complex and

lengthy. and those whp monitor such investigations must
demonstrate

QG

much patience

flS

those who conduct them.

A

significant seizure of contraband may come only after months
of ":)luc'\:l:onic

slJl:';~d

t.mnp::l1tion to '::.31:1.

ll<>.r,c(,.

!l

Even then, and dospite 'the

prellS conf.",rencc in which the se·:!.7,Ul'9

i£.l l,otteU)' annul.lncell, the m',re p';odt:ctivc stl'-P nlny well he. to
IIHd. nt.:1:i.ll

1.':~~C.I:OC'y,

(.'Cll1b:f,~b:;tllrl

Wa.'3

pe::ln;i t'\;ing

l;.l~.zod

~he

person fn:m whom the

to CQO'rJUl'ate in ach:i.evJllq the ultim'lte

goals of the inveAtiga t.ion.

The Congress, state legislatures and the federal and
l''\:ate COllt:ts must also adopt broader perspectives.

For

example, after lengthy and complex wiretap investigations,

it makef3C no sense to reqU)r9 the wholesale f3CuPPl:ef3Csion of

e'lljctence fot' hyp<:lrtechntcal violations of the eavesdropping

1:9
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law without some showing of bad faith by the investigator or
prosecu'i;or or of. prejudice to the defendant.
n6 it may maltenosel'lse to have two Uni t.ed

Moreo:ver. just

~tate6

attorneys

respom;ible for crimes· ill different parts of the same city.
so i t may be illogical to separate the criminl'3l from the
civil in the operation of

Ill'll

enforcement agencies.

At the

very moment prosecuj;ors have come to see the importance of
civil forfeiture andinjullctive relief in controlling
or.ganized cl':ime activities, statutes written without ·this
per6Per.;ti ve in mind h<::"e increasingly been interpreted to
require that a shal:'p separation of crjmina.l and civil
proceedings be maintained.

For example, with no clear. policy jtls'tification,

jury

c-.I1,j

eavesdropping Bvid'Jtu:e in civil pr.oceedi.ngs

danger is greatly exaggel:'ated.

Less drastic remedies for

stich abuse can ;.!nd mnst be dp.signed that leave room for
flexibl.lity in l'espondjng' to organized crime problems.

Finally. \\xecutive& and lE"Jislatures must provide money
and funds

£'01.' tb~

neceSS8XY personnel and proj ects.
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Accountants, anal.ysts and other experts are not frills, but
a necessary "part of any effective organized crime unit."
Similarly, resources and manpower must be dev.oted "to the
analysi~

of investigative and· intelligence information and

the post-investigative review of cases.

In sum, we must encourage innovation and intelligence
in law enforcement, and give those who investigate and
prosecute organized crime both the incentive' and the means
to plan and carry out strategies designed to achieve broad
and well conceived goals.
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STATEMENT OF
JAMES R. ZAZZALI
COMMISSIONER
NEW JERSEY STATE COMMISSION OF INVESTIGATION
BEFORE THE
U.S. SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
,
HEARINGS ON
'ORGANIZED CRIME: 25 YEARS AFTER VALACHI
Hr. Chairman and

Mem~ers

of the Subcommittee:

Although I have been commissioner of New Jersey's State
Commission of Investigation during a number of its inquiries into
organized crime, I have brought with me our Chief of Organized
Crime Intelligence, Justin Dintino, to assist me in answering any
questions You may have at the conclusion of our presentation.
Our Commission very ,much appreniates your invitation to
address you on the'cutrent status of organized crime -- a subject
that has been a statutorily mandated investigative target for us
ever since the Commission was created 20 years ago. 'As you
probably know, many La Cosa Nostra -- or LCN -- figures fled New
Jersey, mostly to Florida, in the late 1960s and 1970s to escape
our Commission' s subpoenas. Most of these refugees have, never
returned.
Nonetheless, organized crime activity in our State
remains a problem
although by no means as barefaced and
wide-ranging as in our Commission's early years.
What we are
experiencing now in New Jersey, in the Northeast -- indeed, in
every metropolitan are,a of this nation -- is an evolution of
organized crime from domination largely by gangsters of Sicilian
or other Italian otigin since the 1930s to an even more deadly
mixture of other ethnic immigrants ,from Colombia and other South
American lands, from the Caribbean, from China, Japaw, and other
Asian countries, and even from the Soviet Union. As a recent U.S.
News and World Report article described it in a cover'story, this
is the "New Face of Organized Crime." Therefore, although the LCN
will be the topic of your opening discussions of organized crime,
our Commission is gratified that you intend also to assess this
ominous ethnic change in the, structure of organized crime in
America.
.
In connection with this changing ethnic face of
organized crime, I want to emphasize that while the Mafia remains
a significant criminal threat, it is by no means the only
organized crime problem, arid it never has been. In fact, in'terms
of gang numbers and cash loot, o'ther organized crime groups have
surpassed the LCN. And, al,though our law enforcement efforts on
the Federal and State levels against the Mafia have been
increasingly effective, our attack on the so-called hew emerging
groups has been abysmally inadequate. 'The term "new emerging
groups" is a misnomer because they are not new. They emerged some
time ago. I prefer to refer to them as 'previously ignored groups.
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So far as traditional organized crime is concerned, the
Hafia has been severely weakened in Dur region b~ recent
investigations, indictments, and successful prosecutions in New
Jersey, New York, and Pennsylv~nia. For example, almost half of
the Bruno/Scarfo gang under the jail house leadership of Nicodemo
Scarfo of Atlantic City is under .indictment or facing criminal
charges. The DeCavalcante/Riggi group of North Central New Jersey
is being investigated by the U.S. Attorney's office, and the
F .B.I. only_recently raided the long invulnerable Riggi '5 labor
union headquarters.
.
At this point, since today' s hearing is focused on the
status of the La Cosa Nostra crime groups, I intend to very
briefly cite the more significant LCN elements operating in and
around our State, and our assessment of their present impact on
New Jersey. We have assembled a supplement to my statement, which
not only details the La Cosa Nostra gangs that have a New Jersey
relationship
but
also
provides
for
the
Subcommittee's
consideration a more detailed outline of the many non-traditional
gang-s that have been afflicting our State with increasing violence
in recent years.
Currently, at least 29 organized criminal organizations
are operating in our State. Interestingly, only seven of these
are Mafia gangs, while more than a score are the non-traditional
criminal types.
I would like to identify t.he La Cosa Nostra
criminal organizations operating in and around the Garden State,
aside
from
the
previously
mentioned
Riggi
and
Scarfo
organizations.
Genovese/GiganteThis is the most dominant traditional organization
affecting New Jersey, with more than 215 "made" members, about 40
of ~hom reside in New Jersey. This criminal network's illicit
activities feature labor racketeering and political corruption.
Gambino/Gotti
This largest and most influential criminal organization
in the greater New York metropolitan area consists of 30 made
members and 650 associates. Its presence is felt most harshly in
Northern New Jersey, in gambling, hijacking, fencing, extortion,
loansharking, and narcotics. At present, the greatest mob threat
to South Jersey is the strong Gambino/Gotti gang's influence over
the weakened Scarfo organization.
Bonanno/Rastelli
This group of approximately 100 members and 315
associates has had a declining impact on New Jersey. Before the
death of Caporegime Joseph Zicarelli in 1983. the Bonanno
organization operated an extensive gambling network in Northern
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New Jersey which has since been taken over by elements of the
Genovese and Jose Battles groups. At pre~ent, it has focused n
controlling junket scam~, to Atlantic City's gambling casinos.
Lucchese/Corallo
Compared to other organized crime groups, the Lucchese
faction is small in numbers. However, it is in the forefront of,
lucrati ve gambling and narcotics rackets in New Jersey, a status
that may be adversely affected by arrests and prosecutions. The
entire Lucchese/Corallo leadership is either in prison or under
indictment. Also, 21 other Lu~chese gangsters have been charged
with operating a racketeering empire.'
Finally, ~llow me to make several brief references to
organized crime acti vi ties 'as they relate to casino gambl tng in
Atlantic City;
This famous resort, now one of the' richest and most
profitable gaming centers in the world, has been coveted by the
mob ever since the casinos began to operate. The LCN has declared
Atlantic City to be an open city, which means that any LCN group
may operate there if it first touches base with the local Scarfo
organization as a matter of courtesy and to prevent interference
with other LCN activities. The Scarfo mob does not receive any
percentage of any other LCN group's operation unless the project
is a joint endeavor'. It must be noted that almost all of tlie vice
activity in the Atlantic City area has been controlled by Scarfo,
despite the city's classification as an open city.
Most recently ,our Commission revealed the fin,ancial
rewards that hat! accrued to a specialized corporate group 'of
mob-owned construction firms that profited from private casino
construction contracts and from public construction projects
funded by Federal and State tax dollars. It was demonstrated that
two Scarfo gang-controlled business entities amassed over $3
million from public projects and casino construotion contracts
over a seven-year period. As recommended by our Commission, the
New Jersey Casino Control Act has recently been amended to prevent
further profiteering by the mob at casino construction sites.
Other organized crime operations in Atlantic City have
included:
Lucchese/Corallo and DeCavalcante/Riggi mobsters have
made real estate purchases and led junket enterprises.
The Pittsburgh-based La Rocca gang has sponsored
gambling junkets between that city and'Atlantic City.
At this point, I am submitting a more detailed written
'report on both the traditional and the non-traditional organized
crime scene in New Jersey.
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We will be happy to answer any questions.
----------

0

I would now like to identify in more detail both the La
Cosa Nostra' and non-traditional criminal organizations operating
in New Jeraay, starting with the LCN groUps:
DeCavalcante/Riggi Crime Organization
The
DeCavalcante/Riggi
criminal
o~ganization
is
relati vely small, consisting of approx imately 50, "made" members
'and 80 associates. The hub of this group's operations is the City
of Elizabeth, in Union County in Northern New Jersey. Its most
notorious leader,' Simon -- Sam the ,Plumber -- DeCavalcante is in
retirement in Dade County, Florida. cJohn M. Riggi now heads that
enterprise, whose illegal ventures include gambling, bookmaking,
loansharking, narcotiCS, pornography production and distribution,
extortion, labor racketeering, transport. and dumping of toxic
waste, official corruption, and conspiracies involving casino
junkets and the recording industry. The geographic r'each of this
organization extends from southwestern Connecticut through areas
of metropolitan New York and into Pennsylvania. In New Jersey,
the organization is most active in the counties of Essex,
Middlesex, Mercer, Monmouth, and Ocean in the north and central
parts of our State. ,
The greatest threat of Riggi's operation is its control
of Laborers Union Local 394, a primary tool for manipulating labor
and extorting contractors.
Because of this gang's power to
provide or withdraw essential labor at construction' projects,
contractors generally comply with any Riggi requests to utilize
certain organized crime-favored companies for trucking, concrete,
lumber, scaffolding, sand and gravel; dirt and garbage removal,
landscaping, plumbing, and electrical work, which results in
higher costs than customary for such work.
The State Commission of Investigation confirmed during a
1981-1982 investigation that this criminal enterprise maintains
cooperative relationships with the LCN groups, in New York City.
It also should be noted that Riggi met with Gambino family boss
Paul Castellano in December; 1985, on-the very day Castellano was
assassinated in New York City.
Bruno/Scarfo Organization
The Bruno/Scarfo crime organization, comprised of about
60 members and 250 associates, is in a state of disarray and
deteriorating influence due to the inept but bloodthirsty
leadership of boss Nicodemo (Little' Nicky) Scarfo.
Scarfo's
violence contrasts sharply with the more placid style of former
boss Angelo Bruno, who was aptly known as the "Docile Don."
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, Scarfo's
reign
is
dangerously
threatened
because
Caporegime Thomas DelGiorno and soldier Nicholas, Caramandi are
cooperating with law enforcement authorities.
At present .. the
organization's most influential members are incarcerated.
As a
resul t, Scarfo is almost certain to be replaced as boss soon.
Potential successors are Albert ,(Reds) Pontani, a soldier from
. Mercer County, recently indicted for drug distribution and RICO
offenses; Pasquale (Patty Specs) Martirano, a North Jersey capo,
and Joseph (Chickie) Ciancaglini from Philadelphia. The weakened
Scarfo organization may even be absorbed by such o'ther LCN
families as the, Gambino/Gotti or Genovese/Gigante organizations.
The Scarfo organization is engaged in the manufacture
and distribution of drugs, extortion, loansharking, illicit
gambling, labor racketeering, political corruption -- and murder.
It maintains interests in several legi·timate industries such as
vending, restaurants, bars, trucking, boxing promotion, and
construction.
Its area of control is Philadelphia and Southern
New Jersey.
It also has members in the Northern New Jersey
counties of Union and Essex.
Gambino/Gotti

Crim~nization

The largest and most influential criminal organization
in the greater New York metropolitan area,
this criminal
enterprise consists
of approximately 300 members and
650
associates.
Led by John Gotti, its influence extends from New
York City to California and Florida. The Gambino organiza,tion 's
presence is felt throughout New Jersey.
In Northern New Jersey,
this group engages in gambling, hijacking, fencing, extortion,
loansharking, and narcotics.
Until recently, law enforcement
authorities believed that a group operating in South Jersey was-a
faction of the Gambino/Gotti organization.
While the principal
members of this group had a blood rela'tionship to Carlo Gambino,
they also were an integral part of the Sicilian Mafia.
Their
primary criminal act! vities, heroin and alien smuggling, were
conducted with approval of the American Gambino organization in
exchange for a percentage of the profits.
However, their major
allegiance was to the Sicilian Mafia group in Palermo.
In the early 1960s, the Gambino organization established
-an amicable relationship with the Bruno regime in Philadelphia.
There is speculation that this working relationship could evolve
into control of the Scarfo organization, particularly if Scarfo is
convicted and incarcerated for the numerous murders he is alleged
to have ordered, approved, or committed.
Genovese/Gigante Organized Crime Organization _
The most dominant traditional criminal organization
affecting New Jersey is the Genovese/Gigante enterprise and its
275 membe.rs, supported by 600 associates. There are approx imately
110 members and 70 associates 'who reside in New Jersey.
This
criminal network I s illicit acti vi ties include illegal gambling,
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narcotics distribution, loansharking, extortion, money laundering,
labor racketeering, anti-trust violations, and the infiltration of
legitimate businesses.
Wi.th the incarceration of Anthony (Fat Tony) Salerno,
this gang's leader now is Vincent (The Chin) Gigante.
He is
engaged in labor racketeering on the Hudson County waterfront
through his subordinate, John DiGilio, a prominent soldier in
Bayonne, New Jersey. Caporegimes Andrew Gerardo, Louis (Streaky)
Gatto, Giuseppe (Pepe) Sabato, and DiGilio are the dominant
members of the Genovese organization in New Jersey, and their
criminal activities reach from North Jersey down to portions of
Ocean and Atlantic counties.
The Genovese organization I s major
threat is its influence over waterfront operations through labor
unions, its ability to foment political corruption, and its
incursion of legitimate enterprises.
Bonanno/Ras teU.~.JLrK!!!l i za.!<j.Jm.
The Bonanno/Rastelli network consists of approximately
100 members and 375 associates.
Its former leader, Joseph
Bonanno, is in retirement in Californ'ia. The organization I s most
recently recognized boss, Philip Rastelli, was sentenced to 12
years in Federal prison in January, 1987, for directing a labor
racketeering conspiracy through control of Teamsters Local 814 for
more than 21 years.
Because of his prison term and failing
health, Rastelli is viewed as losing ground in the organization.
Furthermore, Joseph Massino, the underboss of this enterprise, was
also convicted on racketeering charges in the same conspiracy
involving the Local 814 moving and storage union.
Consigliere
Anthony Spero now appears to be the Acting Boss, running the
street operations for the organization.
Spero is one of 16
defendants named in a civil racketeering complaint charging the
Bonanno/Rastelli organization with using legitimate businesses to
conduct criminal acti vi ties.
The civil suit, filed by Brooklyn
U.S. Attorney Andrew J. Maloney in August of 1987, seeks $1
million in damages.
Anther defendant is Gabriel Infanti of
Bloomfield in New Jersey.
On December 22, 1987, Infanti was
reported missing and is' presumed dead.
He manages a lucrative
gambling network out of East 4th Street in New York City.
Before the death of Caporegime Joseph Zicarelli in 1983,
the Bonanno organization operated an extensiv,e gambling network in
Northern New Jersey, which has since been taken over by elements
of the Genovese and Jose Ba,ttle criminal groups.
The Bonanno
organization's recent criminal interests also have focused on
junket scams to Atlantic City casinos. Caporegime Charles Musillo
awaits trial on charges relating to these scams.
Al though the Bonanno/Rastelli outfit conducts most of
its operations in the greater New York area, its threat to New
Jersey centers on the expansion of illicit gambling and scams
involving the casino industry in Atlantic City and on money
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laundering and narcotics smuggling as a result of its relationship
with the Sicilian Mafia.
Lucchese/Corallo Crime Organization
Compared ,to most organized crime organizations affecting
New Jersey, the Lucchese faction is small in numbers.
Its
lucrative gambling and narcotics operations have enlarged the
influence of its 1.00 members and several hundred criminal
associates.
Criminal operations in New Jersey are under the
supervision of Anthony Accetturo and
Joseph Abate,
both
capo regimes , and sold ier Michael Taccett.a.
Accetturo has been
exerting his influence in absentia since 1971, when he fled New
Jersey to avoid a subpoena issued by the State Commission of
Investigation.
Since then, Taccetta has served as Accetturo's
coo.rd inator. '
Criminal activities directed in New Jersey by the
Lucchese/Corallo gang include illegal gambling, loansharking,
narcotics trafficking, fraud, cigarette smuggling, extortion,
horse race fixing, pornography, and stolen property, mostly in New
Jersey.
Accetturo and Taccetta have served as: principal
operati ves in smuggling and distributing narcotics out of South
America and the Caribbean into Florida and ultimately into New
Jersey and New York.
Currently! the entire Lucchese/Corallo hierarchy is in
prison or under Fede,ral indictment. Also, 21 of its members and
associates have been charged with operating a racketeering empire.
If these individuals are convicted, the Accetturo/Taccetta network
would become vulnerable to a' takeover, most probably by the
Genovese or Gambino organizations.
.
Colombo/Persico Crime Organization
.
The Colombo/Persico organization', once one of the more
powerful of the five major New York LCN enterprises, now is in
disarray due to Federal and State prosecutions and poor
leadership. With 120 members and 450 aSSOCiates, the organization
is led by the jailed Carmine Persico through Victor Orena, a
caporegime .'
Revenues
from
illicit
gambling
and
loansharking
activities
finance
this
group's
inCUrsion
of
legitimate
industries. Additionally, the organization is involved in arson,
extortion, and labor racketeering.
Atlantic City. An Open City
Before turning away from the LCN groups that affect New
Jersey, an assessment of their activities in Atlantic City and New
Jersey's rich casino gambling industry is necessary.
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Atlantio
city
has
been
controlled
by
the
Philadelphia-based La Cosa Nostra organization now headed by
Nicodemo Scarfo. The legalization of oasino gambling in November.
1976, rejuvenated a sluggish market for LCN oriminal activities.
The LCN's National Commission deolared Atlantic City an
open oity with the advent of oasino gambling. An open city means
that any other LCN organization orime group may operate there. but
must first touoh base with the Soarfo organization as a matter of
oourtesy and to prevent interference Nith another LCN aotivity.
Almost all of the vice activity in the Atlantic City'
area, such as loansharking, labor racketeering, gambling,
narcotics, extortion, corruption, has been controlled by the
Soarfo gang. Other LCN groups that have been involved in Atlantic
City include the Lucchese/Corallo and the DeCavalcante/Riggi
organizations (real estate purchases and junke.t enterprises); La
Rooca LCN organization in Pittsburgh (gambling. junkets); and the
Bufalino LCN (providing gamblers to various junket companies).
At one time, Michael Insalaoo, a member of the Bufalino
LCN, was the only known LCN member to be licensed as a junket
operator by New Jersey's Casino Control Commission. Ultimately,
after an investigation, Insalaco's license was revoked, and his
firm. Tiffany Group Tours, LTD., of Easton, Pennsyl vania, was
placed on a blacklist by the Casino Control CommiSSion as an
entity prohibited fro!ll dOing bUsiness with a casino.
Shortly afl:.er New Jersey' 5 voters approved of casino
gambling, Paul Volpe, an organized crime figure from Toronto,
Canada, and his cousin Angelo PUCCi, began purchasing ral estate
in the ll.tlantic· City area via several corporate entities. -An
investigation conducted in New Jersey and in Canada confirmed that
PUcci was acting as a "front" for Volpe. During November, 1983,
Volpe was found 51ain in the trunk of his wife's car in Canada.
It 15 surmised that Volpe was killed on orders of Toronto's gang
boss, Remo CommiSSO, because Volpe had been oheating Commisso on
real estate as well as in narcotics transactions. In December,
1983, Pucci was indicted by the New Jersey State Grand Jury .f.or
fraud and failure to fil.e indi vidual and corporate tax returns.
Pucci pled guilty to les:ser charges and was plaoed on probation
and fined. He currently resides in Margate, New Jersey, and has
built condominiums in nearby Brigantine. Ironically, the concrete
work at the condominium project was provided by Soarf, Inc., a
construction firm operated by underboss Philip Leonetti, the
nephew of Nioky Scarfo.
We now tUrn to the non-traditional organized crime
groups which have had an ever-increasing impact on the New Jersey
region, but which have long been ignored by law enforcement.
Colo~bian Group~
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The most aggravating organized crime problem confronting
law enforcement authorities in our region are the Colombia cocaine
networks.
During the last two years, the New Jersey State
Commission of Investigation has identified the following eight
Colombian cocaine distribution groups operating within New
Jersey:
Vanegas/Lopez,
Uribe-Henao,
Barco/F~rnandez,
Arce-Bentancourt,
Martinez/San
Clemente,
Blandon/Cardona,
Maya-Restrepo, and Londono.
The Commission has identified other Colombian groups
about which data is being compiled. Indeed, some Colombian groups
have not been detected yet by law enforcement.
Identified in the eight Colombian networks were 233
persons engaged in smuggling and distributing high-grade, uncut
cocaine. Since 1986, more than 2,275 kilos of cocaine have been
seized in New Jersey, mostly in North Jersey.
The Colombian networks gain camouflage by moving
throughout Hispanic communities and by buying residences that are
chiefly used as "stash" houses. Their penchant for violence is
terrifying. The Colombians are known to have eliminated entire
families who were suspected of cooperating with the police or
cheating the networks.
The Colombian cocaine groups also are
tightly knit, comprised mostly of family members, including
females. Unfortunately, the cocaine networks have more financial
resources than law enforcement, because of the huge profits from
cocaine deals. Unlike in the past, ho\~ever, the Colombians ar,!'l
now engaged in smaller trades and retail sales, making them more
vulnerable to arrest.
Jose

~~j"tle

(The "CorporatiQn-1

Operating in North Jersey for at least two decades, Jose
Miguel Battle, Sr., leads the·la~gest Cuban criminal enterprise in
the country; Known as the "Corporation, II its New Jersey base is
in Hudson County, directly across from New York City.
The Battle Organization has at least 2,500 members. Its
principal
activities
include
illicit ,gambling
and
money
laundering. However, some Battle organization members have become
more involved in cocaine trafficking.
The Battle group also has a propensity for violence, and
scores of killings have been attributed to it.
Battle I stop
lieutenants in the New York/New Jersey area include several
brothel"s -- Gustavo, Sergio, and Aldo. Other top echelon members
include Abraham Ryd z, brother-in-law Manuel Isaac Harquez-Lopez,
Orlando
Cordoves-Brito,
Rigoberto
Fernandez,
Cesar
Ramon
Campa-Velis, and Antonio Garcia.
Owing to the enormous profits generated fl"om gambling
and cocaine deals, the "Corporation n has become a holding company
for many legitimate enterprises, including mortgage finance
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agenoies,
realty oompanies,
investment
firms,
and
travel
agenoies. It is known to have attempted to actively subvert local
government. Its international mobility has enabled the transfer
of millions of dollars out of the United States.
Jamaican Organized Crime
Jamaioan oriminals, operating in oells under a number of
"posses," have existed in the United States for some 10 years.
They first gained notoriety for extreme violenoe in August, 1985,
at a shoot-out among several Jamaican posses at a pionio attended
by 2,000 Jamaioans in Oakland, New Jersey. Three individuals were
killed, and nine were wounded.
A total of 33 handguns were
reoovered from the scene by polioe.
This gun battle involved
elements of the "Shower Posse" and the "Spangler Posse" from the
Bronx and Brooklyn against Jamaicans from Boston attached to the
"Dog Posse" and the "Tel Aviv Posse."
Law enforcement
intelligenoe has dooumented that elements of the Shower, Spangler,
and Dog posses are operating in New Jersey. In addition, paid
assassins oalled Junglelights, suoh as Temple Karl Bravo, who was
arrested last June on a murder charge in Newark, also operate in
New. Jersey.
The Shower Posse was the first to expand out of New York
City into Southern New Jersey and has been operating along the
enti re East Coast, as well as in Dallas and Kansas City. These
Jamaioan criminaJs are primarily engaged in the distribution of
oraok, or rock oooaine, marijuana, and the theft or illegal
purchase and exportation of firearms.
Thei,' oonfirmed use of
violence eases the efforts of Jamaican posses to expand into new
areas.
The Shower Posse cell of Donovan Clarke has been active
in drug distribution and sales since 1985 in ,Philadelphia and in
the Southern New Jersey counties of Atlantic, Burlington, .and
Camden. Recent informat.ion indicates that some Dog Posse members
have challenged the Shower Posse operation in New Jersey and
Philadelphia.
American Black Organized Crime
Black! Afro-American organized orimein New Jersey has
become pervasive and highly structured. Any young Black from an
inner oity neighborhood oan personally testify about its existence
on the streets where he plays. Black organized crime is rapidly
maturing and has expanded its own sophisticated narcotics
distribution network, among many other illicit activities.
Black organized crime was practically non-existent
outside of inner cities or so-called ghetto areas until after
World War II, when Blacks migrated to northern cities from the
South in large numbers. Organized crime activities have enlisted
many of th.ese migrants and their descendants. One such grou~l,
known as the "Country Boys" and led by Frank Lucas, based in North
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Carolina and New York City, was notorious
distributed in the New, York-New, Jersey area.

11.

for

the

heroln

it:

In the 1970s, Leroy (Nicky) Barnes operated out of New
York City, but he and a number of his top people lived in New
J'ersey.
They became almost totally independent of traditional
organized
crime
groups
an~
had
their
own
sophisticated
organizational structure.
In the 1960s and 1970s, a religious militant grol',p
emerged, known as the New World of Islam, which also was rigidJ.y
structured. Some Muslims became a violent splinter element within
the Islamic sect.
A main base in New J2rsey for the sect was
Temple #25 on South Orange Avenue in Newark. Six assassination
murders are attributed to this group, including' that of Minister
James (HcGregor) Shabazz, head of the Nation of Islam Temple #25.
The deaths o~ two Newark police officers are alsd attributed to
the group.
The officers had intervened in an attempted bank
holdup by New World of Islam members.
Out of t.he New World of Islam emerged one of Ess~x
County's and Northern Jersey's chief narcotics distribution
networks, the Wayne (Akbar) Pray group. or "The Family." In 1985.
Pray attempted to cont,rol all narcotics distributors in Newark.
That attempt was unsuccessful, but Pray now supplies many
independent dealers with cocaine, heroin, and other drugs in the
North Jersey area. The Pray group's other business interests are
boxing promotlons, auto leasing and sales, and night club
ownership. Its top people include Harold Breeden, a captain who
owns a jewelry shop in Montclair and drives a Rolls Royce; Glen
Hunter, another captain, who, with two lieutenants, is in charge
of heroin distribution in Newark's Fourth Ward; and Howard McLeod,
yet another captain who controls all illegal pills that are
purchased out of Philadelphia.
Throughout the' State there are a number of Black
organized crime groups operating primarily in the Black areas of
the cities. Their criminal activities are narcotics distribution
and gambling. 'For the most part,' the narcotics trafficking is
controlled by the Blacks with no ties to traditional organized
crime. The gambling activities are controlled by the Blacks, but
most groups utilize the La Cosa Nostra "layoff" services.
Asian

Or:1U~!tu@!LC..r..img

Asian criminality has become immersed in Oriental
communities in this country. The large Asian enclaves of New York
and Philadelphia provide camouflage for Oriental criminal groups
which directly impact on New Jersey.
During 1984, the President's Commission, on Organized
Crime conducted the first extensive investigation of Asian
organized crime, revealing that Chinese criminals linked with La'
Cosa Nostra groups facilitate the importation and distribution of
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heroin.
Specifically disclosed were deliveries of Southeast Asian
heroin
to
associates
of
the
Genovese
LCN
organization.
Intelligence information reveals that Chinese Tongs are financing
the importation of huge quantities of heroin into the Northeast.
New Jersey law enforcement authorities anticipate an
increase in Asian organized crime.
They have particularly
monitored the 1,000 Chinese restaurants that are operating
throughout the State, since a number of these restaurants and
other areas have been the victims of ,extortion and have knowingly
hired Asian criminals. At the current time, we have documented
several incidents of this type of criminal activity occurring in
New Jersey.
\
Japanese criminality is suspected in North Jersey, where
Japan is the leading foreign investor and where most of Japan's
200 New Jersey-based companies are located.
Law enforcement
authorities in this State are on the look-out for Japanese crime
groups such as the infamous Yakuza, which preys on Japanese
tourists and oversees workers by blackmail and other tactics.
'Close to South Jersey, a Vietnamese gang of about 25
males operates out of South Philadelphia's Italian Market area.
Vietnamese gangsters do not establish -- or respect -- territorial
boundarjes, are highly mobile, and engage chiefly in burglary,
extortion, and weapons offenses. In New Jersey, Hudson and Essex
counties have the largest concentration of Vietnamese refugees.
Organized prostitution under control of Korean criminals
has developed in Philadelphia and in Camden and Wrightstown in New
Jersey. Korean women are entering the country as "spouses" of
military servicemen, who are being paid as much as $10,000 to
marry them and then divorce them after entering the country.
Russian

Qr~nized

Crime

Russian criminal activity was first observed during
1975. Closest to New Jersey are two concentrations of Russian
criminals commonly referred to as the Malina. The larger group is
head,quartered in the Brooklyn neighborhood of Brighton Beach, and
the other is located in Northeast Philadelphia. An estimated 400
Russians are suspected of being involved in organized oriminality
in New York, as against approlimately 100 Russians in the
Philadelphia area. The Malina has been characterized as "loosely
knit" and also as a confederation based on geographical origins of
gang members. Certain gangs are known as the Odessa gang, the
Kiev gang, the Moscow gang, the Potato Bag gang, the Len:ingrad
gang, and the Gypsy gang.
Crimes perpetrated by the Malina
include
homicide,
extortion,
narcotics
distribution,
counterfeiting, burglary, sophisticated 'insurance frauds, arson,
auto theft and larceny, and shopliftinB.
The victims of such
transgressions usually have been Russian immigrants or Jewish
merchants, who reside or operate in Russian communities. Members
of the Malina have allied themselves with the Colombo, Lucchese,
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and Genovese crime organizations. Together they have controlled
"no brand" gasoline distribution and retail sales on Long Island.
It has been estimated that Russian mobsters working with the
Colombo crime group evaded up to $90 million in Federal and State
sales taxes between 1980 and 1986 by bootlegging gasoline.
Outlaw Motorcycle

geng~

New Jersey is plagued by four active outlaw motorcycle
gangs.
In descending order of menace, the gangs are the Breed,
the Pagans, the Warlocks, and the \~heels of Soul.
The gangs
operate predominately in New Jersey's southern counties. However,
the Pagans have two chapters in Union County. Additionally, each
gang has a chapter operating out of Philadelphia and Bucks County,
Pennsyl vania.
The
methamphetamine
drug
trade
is
the
largest
revenue-producing actj.vity amorg the gangs. The Pagans probably
once
produced
and
distributed
the
largest
amounts
of
methamphetamine in New Jersey, but the Breed boast of having taken
over the trade since the Pagans began maintaining a 10\~ profile.
Other criminal activities engaged in by the "bikers" are auto
theft, counterfeiting, weapons offenses, fencing stolen property,
fraud, forgery, assault, and larceny.
Several members of the various gangs own legitimate
businesses, such as tattoo parlors, auto repair shops, motorcycle
shops, and janitorial services. These serve as fronts for their
illicit activities and provide "places of employment" for gang
members.
The Breed is the most prolific and fastest growing
outlaw motorcycle gang in New Jersey.
The Breed has three
chapters:
The Jersey chapter, which 1s the "Mother" chapter
operating out of Middlesex County; a South Jersey chapter,
operating out of Riverside; and the Trenton-Bucks chapter. The
Breed consists of 90 members and approximately 50 associates. In
1983, the Breed aggressively recruited smaller motorcycle gangs.
The Bandana motorcycle gang now is openly being recruited for
Breed membership . . A unit known as the Nomad Chapter is an elite
element in the organization. It conducts all of the most serious
gang business, ranging from homicide to child pornography. Nomads
do not have to belong to any other chapter within the Breed
because of their special responsibilities, loyalty, and stature in
the gang.
The Breed is as violent as any other motorcycle gang and
is the largest operating in Ne~1 Jersey. Its president, referred
to as the "U.S.A. ," is Salvatore D'eIulio.
Members of the Breed operate tattoo parlors in five New
Jersey counties, from which methamphetamines are distributed. In
addition, Breed member Ralph EspOSito, owner of Rapid Motor
Transport, a car carrier/transport company, ran a chop-shop
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operation from his facility. Earlier this year, he was arrested
by Federal agents for counterfeiting $20 bills. The Breed's major
criminal activity ~s narcotics distribution.
With the Pagan gang deliberately maintaining a low
profile, the Breed has been able to operate with little
competi tion. Also, the Breed's membership expansion has made it
the most threatening motorcycle gang in New Jersey.
The Pagan motorcycle gang, once one of the nation's
largest, has been maintaining a low profile since the arrest and
incarceration of its national president, Paul (Ooch) Ferry.
Moreover, the national headquarters of the "Pagan Nation" has been
relocated from Long Island to Pittsburgh under the new l~adership
of Merrell (Jackpot) King. There are three New Jersey chapters of
the Pagans Motorcycle Club. They are the North Jersey Chapter,
operating primarily out of Union County; the Elizabeth Chapter;
and the South Jersey (or Atlantic City) Chapter. Several members
of the Philadelphia Chapter, with approximately 24 members, also
operate criminally in South Jersey.
The leader of the Pagan chapters in New Jersey are
Steven (Suds) Soderlind of the North Jersey chapter; Michael
(Rocky) Matthews of the Elizabeth chapter; and Jay (Junior) Rasch
of Atlantic City.
Prior· to the massi ve lal~ enforcement crackdown of the
Pagans, they were strong enough to deal directly with the Scarfo
LCN. Much of the interaction between the Pagans and the Scarfo
organization centered on
the
methamphetamine trade.
That.
relationship brqke down when Scarfo LCN associates and Pagan
members started warring after Pagan associate Roland Kownacki was
robbed.
In addition to the manufacture and distribution of
methamphetamines, the Pagans are involved in fencing stolen
property, burglary, and weapons offenses.
Pagans in the New Jersey chapters reportedly have been
ordered to cease drug trafficking and to avoid attracting law
enforcement and media attention. It appears that the Pagans are
consolidating and rebuilding while also guarding against losing
members and turf to other gangs.
The Warlock motorcycle gang, a regional gang based in
Southeast Pennsylvania, also maintains a chapter in South Jersey.
This chapter disbanded during the 1970s due to arrests· and
successful prosecutions. However, the South Jersey chapter, which
has 25 members, is now vigorously recruiting new members under the
leadership of Raymond (Clay) Ferrochio, the chapter president.
The Warlocks are extremely violent. They are heavily involved in
the manufacture and distribution of methamphetamines. The gang
also trafficks in stolen vehicles and firearms. The Warlocks are
linked to Roofers Union Local 30 through membership, and by
conducting strong-arm tactics for the Local. (Roofers Union Local
30 has strong connections to the Scarfo LCN.)
The damage
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inflicted on the Pagan Hotorcycle Club by successful Federal
prosecutions has resulted in an expansion of Warlock activity into
traditional Pagan territory in Southern New Jersey.
The Wheels of Soul motorcycle gang is an interracial
gang consisting of predominantly Black members but also carrying a
small White membership.
This group consists of at least 36
members and approximately 25 associates.
This gang 1 s principal
criminal activities are distributing methamphetamines, weapons
offenses, dealing in stolen property, counterfeiting, assault,
fraud, and burglary. Operating throughout the southern half of
New Jersey and in Philadelphia, the Wheels of Soul conducts most
of its activities in Atlantic, Middlesex, Burlington, and Camden
counties.
The arch rival of this gang is the Pagan gang. Several
years ago, the Wheels of Soul were violently competing against the
Pagans for the Atlantic City methamphetamine drug market. Since
the law enforcement crackdown on Pagan operations in South Jersey,
the violence has ceased, and the \-Iheels of Soul now control the
methamphetamine market in Atlantic City.

*

II

!!
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TESTIMONY OF EDWARD S. G. DENNIS. JR.

Traditional orgainized crime, or La Cosa Nostra, or
"the Mafia," hal> been a part of the tapestry of life

in Philadelphia for a long time.

In looking back from

the present, however, the night of March 21, 19BO may well

,

stand out as a landmark in the history of the LCN in Philadelphia.
For on that night the boss of the Philadelphia/South Jersey
LCN family, Angelo Bruno, known as "the gentle Don" because
of his relatively non-violent tenure, was killed by a point-blank
shotgun blast behind his right ear as he sat in the passenger
seat of an automobile outside his South Philadelphia
home.

Thus began an unprecedented series of murders and

attempted murders marking a power struggle within the family
for the right to succeed Bruno.
On April IB, 19BO, Antonio "Tony Bananas" Caponigro,
67, consigliere for the Bruno LCN family, was found dead

in south Bronx, New York.

He had been tortured, beaten,

strangled and repeatedly stabbed and shot and his naked
body was in a mortuary bag stuffed in the

trun~

of a car.

Approximately $300 in $20 bills was found stuffed in various
parts of his body.
Alfred Salerno, 64, brother-in-law and chauffeur
of Caponigro was also found dead on April IB, 1980 in the
Bronx about four miles from where Caponigro's body was
discovered.

He had been shot three times behind the right

ear and once behind the left ear.
his neck.

Rope was tied around

The autopsy report indicated rope burns on

the neck, wrist and ankles.

Also, most of the bones

in his face were broken.
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On September 19, 1980, John "Johnny Keyes" Simone,
70, cousin of Angelo Bruno, was found shoeless in weeds
off a. highway in Staten Island.
back of the head with a shotgun.

He had been shot in'the
He was a capo in the Bruno

LCN family and for a time was considered Bruno's possible
successor.
On October 29, 1980, Frank Sindone, 52, was found
stuffed in a trash bag with his hands and feet bound in the
rear driveway of a shopping center in South Philadelphia.
He had been shot three times in the head with different
caliber hand guns.

The knees of his trousers were dirty,

leading police to believe that he had kneeled to beg for

his life.

Sindone was the principal loanshark for the

Bruno LCN family.
On December 16, 1980, John McCullough, 60, head of
Roofers Local 30, a powerful, violence-prone labor union with
~trong ties to organized crime, was shot to death inside his

home in northeast Philadelphia.

The assailant entered

his home posing as a flower de liveryman bringing poinsettas.
McCullough was gunned down in the kitchen in front of his
wife while talking on the phone.
time~

He was shot six (6)

in the head with a .22 caliber automatic pistol.

Phillip

T~sta,

who succeeded Bruno as boss of the

LCN family, was killed by a bomb blast as he arrived at the
front door of his South Philadelphia home in the early
morning of March IS, 1981, less than one year after Bruno's death.

-2-
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The current boss of the Philadelphia/South

~ersey,

LCN family, Nicodemo Scarfo, succeeded Testa, and there
began another series of murders and attempted murders
apparently designed to consolidate Scarfo's power.
On January 7, 19B2, Frank "Chickie" Narducci
was shot ten times at close range in the head and chest
as he emerged from his car in South Philadelphia.

At the

time Narducci was a capo in the LCN family and was on trial
in federal court on racketeering charges and awaiting
sentencing on other federal charges.
On March 15, 1982, Rocco Marinucci was found
dead of multiple gunshot wounds to the chest, neck and
face with three large firecrackers stuffed in his mouth.
Marinucci was later identified as the person who detonated
the bomb that killed phil Testa, and his body was found
exactly one year from the day Testa was killed.
On May 13, 1982, Frank Monte, an LeN member,
died from five gunshot wounds in the back, the head,
the arms, and his hands.

Monte was sh,?t by Joseph Peilulla,

an associate of LeN member Harry "the Hunchback" RiC'cobene,
and thus became the first casualty in an escalating war
between Scarfo and a dissident LeN faction headed by Riccobene.
On June 8, 1982, Harry Riccobene was shot and
wounded while stepping out of a telephone booth in South
Philadelphia.

-3-
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On July 31, 1982, Salvatore Testa, the son of
Phil

~sta

and a capo in the LCN, was shot and wounded

by Victor DeLuca and Joseph Pedulla, associates of Harry Riccobene.
On August 21, 1982, Harry Riccob£!rle wab again shot.
at while sitting in his car but there were no injud.es.
On April 29, 1983, Pasquale "1?at the cat" Spirito,
an LCN member, was shot in the back of the h.eCld whi Ie
sitting in his car in South Philadelphia.

Spirito was

killed for failing to carry out a contract to kill Robert
Riccobene, the brother of Harry Riccobene.
Around September, 1983, the Philadelphia LCN family
created a "hit list" containing the names of several persons
associated with the Riccobene faction of the LeN:

Frank

Martinez, Robert Riccobene, Salvatore Tamburrino, Joseph
Kahana, Robert. Rego, Thomas Inverato, and Richard Gregorio.
On October 14, 1983, Frank Martinez was shot several times
but survived.
On November 3, 1983, Salvatore Tamburrino was shot
four times in the head, the chest and his two legs and
killed.
On December 6, 1983, Robert Riccobene was shot
in the back of the head with a sawed-off shotgun while
trying to scramble over the fence in the backyard of his
mother's house in Southwest Philadelphia.

Riccobene's

mother was present at the time of the murder and was struck
in the head when she screamed.

-4-
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On December 10, 1983, four men attempted to kill
Salvatore Testa. by firing on the car carrying Testa and his 1\

bodyguards at an intersection in South Philadelphia.
No one was hurt.
In January,· 1984, Nicodemo Scarfo called off the
rest of the "hit list".
On September 14, 1984, Salvatore Testa, a capo
in the LCN, was shot in the back of the head and his body
dumped in Gloucester Township, New Jersey.
On July 23, 1985, Frank "Frankie Flowers" D'Alfonso
was shot to death on a street corner in South Philadelphia.
As in other areas of the country, the Philadelphia!
South Jersey LCN and its associates have been involved
in all manner of criminal activity above and beyond the
murders and attempted murders I have mentioned, including
drugs, gambling, loan sharking, and illegal union activity.
Successful prosecutions have been numerous.

Among the more

significant prosecutions are the following:
(1)

of Delaware:

United States v. Francis Sheeran - District
Sheeran, the President of Teamsters Local 326

in Wilmington, Delaware, was convicted of RICO, RICO
conspiracy and mail fraud arising out of a scheme whereby
Eugene, Boffa made massive payoffs to Sheeran in exchange
for guarantees of labor'peace and, in some instances,

-5-
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contracts at less than established rates to Boffa's customers.
Boffa ran a labor leasing business which provided truck
dr.i.vers to various companies.

There

\~as

evidence at trial

th.at Boffa shared Profits from the scheme with Russell
Bufalino, the head of the LCN in Northern Pennsylvania,
and Anthony Provenzano, reputed capo in the Genovese LCN
family.

Sheeran was sentenced to 18 years in prison, Boffa

to 20 years and the three other defendants to sentences
ranging from 24 months to 12 years.

Corporate assets of

approximately $250,000 wer) also forfeited.
(2)

United States v.

of Pennsylvania:

Ra~nond

Martorano - Eastern District

Martorano, an LCN member, was convicted

of conspiracy to purchase over 250 gallons of P2P, the
principal ingredient in the manufacture of methamphetamine,
ut a cost of over $500,000, as well as a substantive count
of pUrchasing 52 gallons of P2P.

On July 1, 1982, Martorano

was sentenced to 10 years in prison.
(3)

united States v. Joseph Ciancaglini - Eastern

District of Pennsylvania:

On May 7, 1982, Joseph Ciancaglini,

a capo in the LCN, Harry Riccobene and Pasquale Spirito,
LCN members, and three associates were convicted of RICO
and RICO conspiracy consisting of illegal gambling activity,
collection of credit by extortionate means, and fraud.
Two other defendants, Phillip Testa (boss of the LCN) and
Frank Narducci (capo) were murdered before trial in the case.
On June 25, 1982, the defendants received sentences ranging
from two and one-half to ten years.

Spirito was murdered

while his appeal was pending.
-6-
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(4)

United. States v. Alberto Ficalora - Eastern

District of Pennsylvania:

Ficalora and several other defendants

were convicted of involvement in an international heroin
trafficking organization with ties to the LCN in New Jersey
and New York.

DUring the course of the investigation, undercover

agents purchased five and three-quarters kilograms of heroin
with an estimated street value of $8 to $10 million. The
defendants received sentences ranging from 20 to 35 years
in prison.
(5)

United States v. Victor DeLuca - Eastern

District of Pennsylvania:

DeLuca plead guilty to conspiring

with Harry Riccobene and others to murder Nicodemo Scarfo
(boss), Salvatore Merlino (underboss), Frank Monte (consigliere),
Salvatore Testa (capo), Joseph Ciancaglni (capo), and
Raymond Martorano (soldier).

Monte was killed on May 13, 1982

and Salvatore Testa was shot and wounded on July 31, 1982.
DeLuca agreed to cooperate, and his testimony led to the
conviction of Harry Riccobene and two others for the Monte
murder.

On July 2, 1985 DeLuca was sentenced to 16 years

in prison.
(6)

United States v. Steven Traitz, Jr., et al. -

Eastern District of Pennsylvania:

Steven Traitz, Jr.,

business manager of the Roofers Union in Philadelphia, and
12 other members of the union were convicted in November, 1986
of RICO, RICO conspiracy, extortion, collection of credit by
extortionate means, embezzlement,

an(~

other crimes, including
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charges that Traitz and other members attemp'ted to collect debts
on behalf of Scarfo.

The evidence in the case included

a tape recording of a conversation in which Traitz admits
going to see Scarfo and

r~questing

Scarfo's support for the

right to succeed John McCullough as head of the union.
The Government also presented a videotape of Traitz and
other union members attending a Christmas party for Scarfo
on December 19, 1985.

The defendants were sentel\ced on

January 22, 1988 and March 4, 1988 to sentences rang'ing
from three to 15 years.
The most recent breakthrough in the investigation of
the LCN in the Philadelphia area began in June, 1986, when
LCN member Nicholas Caramandi was arrested along with
Philadelphia City Councilman Leland Beloff and Beloff's
aide Robert Rego for attempting to extort $1 million
from developer Willard Rouse in exchange for the introduction
of certain legislation into City Council.

The arrests were

the result of an extensive undercover investigation
by the FBI designed to infiltrate the Philadelphia LCN.
The complaints were subsequently dismissed in order to
allow part of the undercover operation to continue.

On

october 27, 1986, Beloff, Rego and Caramandi were indicted
and charged with extortion .

./.

-8-
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After his arrest on october 28, 1986, Caramandi
was detained pre-trial.

While in prison in early November

Caramandi received information that Scarfo was going
to have him killed.

Caramandi immediately. contacted the

FBI and agreed to cooperate with the Government.

He eventually

plead guilty to the Hobbs Act conspiracy charge as well
as to a RICO charge and faces a maximum sentence of 20
years.

Sentencing has been postponed until after Caramandi's

cooperation has been complete, and he is currently in the
protective custody of the FBI.
At or about the same time the State of New Jersey
brought state racketeering charges against Scarfo and
approximately 10 other LCN members.

One of those members,

Thomas Del Giorno, a former "capo" in the Scarfo family,
had also come to believe that Scarfo was going to kill him.
Del Giorno agreed to cooperate with the Government and was
taken into protective custody by the State Police.

He

eventually plead guilty to a state charge as well as a
federal RICO charge, and he faces a maximum sentence of
20 years.

At present, Del Giorno is also in the protective

custody of the FBI.
Bet\~een

them, Caramandi and Del Giorno have

provided a wealth of 'information about the illegal activity
and the inner workings of the Scarfo LCN family.

That

illegal activity includes murder, attempted murder, bribery,
extortion, loan sharking and illegal gambling.

- 9 -
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As a direct'result of the cooperation of Caramandi
and Del Giorno, numerous criminal charges have been brought
against Scarfo and various members of his LCN family.
On January 5, 1987, a Superseding Indictment was returned
charging Scarfo and Charles Iannece, another LCN member,
with the RoUse extortion and conspiracy.

Scarfo was

found guilty on those charges on May 6, 1987, and on
August 5, 1987 sentenced to 14 years.
until October, 1987.

Iannece was a fugitive

The charges against Iannece were

later dismissed and incorporated into a larger RICO prosecution.
In May, 1987, the City of Philadelphia charged
Scarfo and seven LCN members with the murder of Salvatore
Testa, a former "capo" in the Scarfo LCN family.

That

case is currently on trial in Philadelphia.
In July, 1987, the City of Philadelphia charged
Scarfo and six other LCN members with the murder of Frank
D'Alfonso, a former LCN associate.

That case is scheduled

to go to trial as soon as the Testa case is completed.
On January 11, 1988, Scarfo and 18 other LCN members
were indicted and charged with RICO and RICO conspiracy
based on predicate acts involving ten separate murders,
four attempted murders, extortion, drugs, illegal gambling,
and loan sharking.

No trial date has been set in tha't case.

At present most of the active members of the
Philadelphia/South Jersey LCN are either under indictment,

in custody, or both.

If successful, this series of

prosecutions could effectively remove the LCN from
criminal activity in this area for at least the immediate future.

-10 -
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The potential success of these prosecutions is
the direct result of extensive cooperation among federal,
state and local law enforcement agencies.

In April, 1982,

as a result of the extraordinary series of LCN-related
murders following the death of Angelo Bruno, the Philadelphia
Strike Force, the FBI and the Philadelphia Police Department
formed a Homicide Task Force consisting of FBI agents,
police officers and prosecutors devoted to investigating
and solving the numerous murders.

'i'he Homicide Task Force

has resulted ina number of successful prosecutions on
several of the LCN-related murders.
For example, Raymond "Long John" Martorano, an
LCN member, Albert Daidone, a union official from Atlantic
City, and Willard Moran were all convicted in state
court for the murder of John McCullough, former head of the
Roofers Union.

Theodore DiPretoro plead guilty to the murder

of phil Testa, former boss of the LCN in Philadelphia.

Harry

Riccobene, Victor DeLuca, Joseph Pedulla, Joseph Casdia,
and Vincent Isabella were all convicted for their participation
in the murder of Frank Monte.

Ronald DiCaprio was convicted

of RICO for his participation in the murder of Pasquale
Spirito.

With the recent cooperation of

Del Giorno and Caramandi as many as. 10 more of these
murders are currently the subject of various federa;l
and state prosecutions.

-11-
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The decisions of Del Giorno and Garamandi
to cooperate in November, 1986, also presented a major
challenge to law enforcement agencies in both
Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

The United states Attorney's

Offices in Philadelphia and New Jersey, the Strike Forces
in Philadelphia and New Jersey, the Philadelphia District
Attorney's Office, the New Jersey Attorney General's Office,
the Pennsylvania Attorney General's Office, the FBI, DEA,
the Philadelphia Police Department, and the New Jersey
State Police got together and carefully planned and coordinated
the debriefing and-handling of ,these two witnesses.

The

result has been a series of prosecutions in New Jersey
and Pennsylvania designed to remove as many LCN members
as possible from criminal activity in this area.
The degree of cooperation enjoyed in this area
is best exemplified by the recent prosecution and conviction
of Scarfo for the attempted extortion of Willard RO·lse.

The

evidence presented in that case included the testimony
of Caramandi and Del Giorno, tape recordings made by
an FBI undercover informant, surveillances alld s'urveillance
photographs done by the New Jersey State Police, the
Philadelphia Police, the FBI, and the Fort Lauderdale,
Florida police and a videotape make by the FBI of persons
arriving at Scarfo's annual Christmas party.

Perhaps

the most remarkable piece of evidence, however, was a

-12-
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videotape made by Sgt. Anthoy Gatto 9f the New Jersey
State Police on June 16, 1986.

Sgt. Gatto was assigned

to the Bally's Casino in Atlantic City.

While leaving

the casino around .1:00 p.m. on June 16, Sgt. Gatto
recognized scarfo and Philip Leonetti, Scarfo's "underboss",
talking to t.wo other men on the boardwalk.

Sgt. Gatto

got on a pay telephone, called the casino and directed the.
casino's outside surveillance cameras to focus on the
group of four men and to videotape the meeting.
was then sent to the New Jersey St.ate Police.

The videotape
After Caramandi

began cooperating in November, 1986 he described a crucial
meeting on the ,boardwalk in mid-June, 1986 with Scarfo and
Leonetti, relating to the Rouse extortion at which Scarfo
dictated how the proceeds of the extortion would be divided.
The FBI checked with the New Jersey State Police and the
videotape made by Sgt. Gatto turned out to be a tape of that
meeting and was a crucial piece of evidence at trial.
The President's Organized Crime Drug Enforcement
Task Force has also proved to be an effective aid to the
law enforcement effort against the LCN.

In particular the

Ficalora drug case mentioned previously was handled as an
OCDETF case.

-13-
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Finally various weapons in the federal arsenal
continue to be used effeciively in the battle against the LCN.
TItle III wiretaps have been an essential ingredient in
many of the major cases against LCN members and associates.
The RICO statute has also been used effectively in several
prosecutions in order to present in the course of a single
case a complete picture of the nature and structure of the
LCN as well as the diversified criminal activity the LCN
engages in.

There have also been significant forfeitures

sought and obtained as a result of these prosecutions.
In short, we expect that the only battles the
Philadelphia/South Jersey LCN will be fighting over the
next year or so will be in the courtroom.

-14-
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. BONANNO

Aiello, Anthony
Amarante, Vincent
Amato, Baldassare
Asaro, Vincenta
Alfano, Nicholas
Andaloro, Russell
Arena, Anthony
Badalamenti, Antonio
Battaglia, Charles
Benanti, Joseph
Bonacci, Anthony
Bonanno, Salvatore
Bonomo, Frank
Bruno, Salvatore
Buccellato, Joseph
Cacioppo, Antonio
Caltagirone, John
Cannone, Ignazio
Cinquemani, Peter
Cosenza, Anthony
Caccamise, Salvatore
Calabra, Anthony
Cammarata, Gaspar
Campanella, John Joseph'
Capasso, Vincent
Capparelli, William
Catalano, Salvatore
Chilli, Gera.ld F.
Chilli, Joseph John III
Cocoleto, Pasquale
D'Amico, Joseph
D'Angelo, Frank

FAMILY

Defilippo, Patrick
Defilippo, Vito
Distefano, Nicholas
Duce, Ralph
Demarinis, Alphonse
Difiore, Thomas J.
Doctovio, Salvatore
Episcopia, James
Faraci, John
Fiodolino, Giovaimi
Giannavola, August
Galante, James
Genna, James
Grimaldi, Vito J.
Guaragna, Emanuel J.
Indelic~to, Anthony
Indelicato, Joseph B.
Licata, John'
Lino, Robert
Lapi, Angelo
Lorenzo, Ronald
Lucido, Anthony
Marchese, Salvatore
Maiorino, Salvatore
Marangello, Nicholas
Mauro, Russell
Messina, Anthony
Messina, Joseph
Mirabile, Salvatore
Mistretta, Frank
Monteleone, Peter

So,1!1iers,

Morale, Rosario
Morale, Salvatore J.
Navarra, Francesco
Palazzolo, John
Parsi, Anthony
Perrette, Robert
Piccarretta, Rene
Pitera, Thomas
Pizzo, Giuseppi
Pollastrino, Armondo
Primiano, Michael
Rabito, Anthony
Riela, Anthony Peter
Riviello, William
Rosa, Peter
Ruggiero, Benjamin
Sabella, Michael
Santora, Nicholas
Scala, Ronald
. Sciascia, Gerlando
Scicchitano, John
Soviero, Vincent
Spadaro, Anthony
Tartamella, Sereno
TriQ!,jnella, Richard
Tagiianetti, Joseph
Travella, Charles
Urso, Anthony
Valente, Costenza
Zancocchio, John
Zirpoli, Pasquale
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Accardi, Anthony
Alaimo, C~rIes Joseph
A1ogna, Ignaccio
Amato, Frank Paul
Amato, Vincent Jama.
Amato, Vincent

Amondolace, William
Anastasio, Anthony
Arduini, Harry,
Artuso, Vincent
Astuto, Louis
Aurelio, Charlas
Avitabile, Louis Anthony
Allu, John
Androlini, James

Barratu, Pete
Baratta, Michael
BYrranca, Francesco James
Barranca, Pasquale

Beltempo, Vincent
Bemardo, John
Bilotti, Joseph
BiSBccia, Robert
Bonadio, Frances Copaolo
Bonfrisco, Salvatore
Bonica, Edward
Bonomo, Lawrence
Bove, Michael
Bruno, Gaetano,
Caiauo, Michael Sr.
Cameglia, John
Castellana, Pietro
Castoro, Dominick

Catalano, Michael Vincent

Cinosomo, Mario

Cirelli, Michael
Como, Louis Patrick
Corouo, Joseph
Corouo, Nicholas
Corrao, Augustus

Cottone, William Charles
Covello, Joseph
Crapanzano, Pasqua!e

Crapanzano, Robert
Cuomo, Matthew Joseph
Cusimano, Anthony
Cusimano, Joseph Charles
Calandriello, James
Carminati, Anthony
Casablanca, Vincent
Dalessio, Alexander
Dalessio, John
Damico, John
Daniello, John
Daquilla, Girolomo
Decicco, Joseph
Deflfippo, Louis Michael
Degregorio, John

FAMILY

De!lacroce, Arrmndo
Dela<enzo, Anthony
De!utro, Anthony
. Demattio, John Albert
Depalma, Gregory John
Dil!ella, Ignazio
Dibella, Paul
Dlbono, Louis Salvato,e
DIn-lana, Leonard
Falico, Daniel
Frtico, Carmine
Frustacl, Nicholas
Gallo, Joseph
Gambino, John
Gammarano, John R.
Garafola, Edward
Giardina, Louis Michael
Giordano, Joseph
Gotti, Peter
Grammauta, Stephan
Grillo"l.&onard
Guerrieri, Anthony
,Guerrieri, Michael
Guglielminl, Francesco
lacovetti, David Robert
Ignilio, John Battista
Indelicato, Joseph Anthony
Insemia, Frank
Juliano, Joseph
Laforte, Joseph Jr.
Laforte, Joseph Sr.
Lagana, Dominick John
Lauro, Pasquale
lic&stri, Vincent
Uconti, Charles
Uno, Edward Carmine
Lomberdi, Joseph
Lomberdoul, Carmine John
Lombardoul, George
Lombardozzi, Paul
loscalzo, Felippo
1Jc8stri, Vincent
Lopiccolo, Joseph
Loporto, Manual
Malanga, William
Mancuso, Anlello
Mancuso, Gennaro

Mancuso, Gerlando'
Mandaglio, Michael
Manfredi, Joseph Anthony
Mannino, Samuel John
Marinelli, Accursio George
Mariroo, Daniel
.Marino, Joseph Michael
Marrone, Dominick
Martlnelli,Joseph
Mascia, Angalo
Ma5Cuzzlo, Anthony
Massi, James Leo

Soldiers

Mastrilrnarino, Constantine
Mazzla, Rocco
Melli, Angelo
Melfi, Philip
Mengola, John
Meaaina, Jooeph
, Milito, Uborlo
Mingola, John
Moccardi, John
Modica, Philip John
Morano, Frank
Morelli, Anthony
Napolitano, Anlonio Thomas
Palmieri, Frank
Palmisano, Vincent James
Pannizzo, France.co Anthony
Paradiso; Michael Joseph
Pasqua,Frank Anthony
Patti, Nicholas',
Penos!, GuldoAnthony
pet1etti,Phmp
Piacenti, Petar John
Pimpinella:Anthony
Pinetti, Michael
Richichi, Netale
Ruggiero, Frank
Rumore, Sam'
Russo, Patrick
Remlni, George
Rizzo, Frances Coalio
Rizzo, John
Rugglano, Arrthony
Rumore. Louis

Sallca, louis'
Santoro, John
Santoro, John Vincent
Sarullo, Vincent Frank
Scalicl, Giacomo
Scarpulla, Angelo Frank
Sciandra, Carrnelio
Sciandra, Gandolfo
Sciascia, John
Serrao, Joseph Anthor)y
SIIesI, JOII8pn Albert
Spatola, Salvatore
Spltalerl, A1fonao
Stanlinl, Orazio
Scotto, John
Spallino, Anthony
Spltaleri, Gioufat
Squillante, Nunzio
Squitieri, Arnold
. Testa, Fred
Teli,Felice
Tortorella, Peter
Trenl8costa, Anthony
Vrtta, Arrthony J. .
Yacono, Vincent James
lappi, Anthony Michael.
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Abbatemarco, Anthony
Aloi, Vincenzo
Barbieri, Robert
Bolino, Michaelangelo
Brancato, Joseph Patrick
Bretta, Dominic Angelo
Cacace, Joel J, •.
Cammarata, Gaspare
Cama, Joseph
,
Cataldo, Dominick F.
Cirillo, Alphonse
Commarato, John
Clemenza, Fred
Clemenza, JamesV.
Clemenza, Jerry
Colombo, Anthony Edward
Colombo, Anthony Joseph Jr.
Colombo, Joseph Jr.
Dagati, Girolomo Frank
Dambrosio, Alphonse Peter
Damico, Paul
Delio, Leonard George
Falvo, Robert J.
Fanelli, Edward
Farese, Thomas Ralph
Franzese, Carmine .
Franzese, Michael John
Fusco, Frank Richard
Fusco, Salvatore Joseph
Gambino, Phillip
Gorgone, Joseph
Grancio, Nicholas Patrick
Gugliaro, Vincent
Guzzo, Vito
lannaci, Joseph
Induisi, Anthony
Laponzina, Ernest
Larosa, Joseph
Livoti, Joseph
Locicero, Benjamin Augustus
Locicero, Frank A.
Lombardino, Rosario Giovanni

Soldiers

lombardino, Saivatore '
Lupo, Joseph
' "
Magliocco, Ambrose
Magliocco, Antonio Sr.
Mainello, Nicholas
Maione, Albert
Mangiamelli, Salvatore
Maltese; Anthony
Marcone, Natale .
Matera, John
Melli, Frank
Melia, Vincent
Miciotta, Salvatore
Minerva, John
Miraglia, Rocco
Musacchio, Frank
Nastasi, Rosario
Panarella, Charles
Panarello, Carmine J.
Pate, John Richard
Peraino, Anthony Joseph
Peritore, Salvatore
Persico, Theodore C. Jr.
Randazzo, James V.
. Rizzo, Nicky
Rossilo, Philip
,
Russo, Anthony
Sangiorgio, Joseph Eugene
Savino, Michael
Scarpa, Gregory
Scianna, James Vincent
Scianni, Anthony
Scianni, James
Scimone, John
Scopo, Joseph
Scopo, Ralph
Sorrentino, Nicholas
Speciale, Angelo
Tropiano, George
Yacovelli, Joseph
Zorzi, Richard
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Abinanti, Peter
Accardi, Carmine N.
Accetturo, Anthony
Aita, Victor
.
Arra, Nunzio F.
Avellino, Salvatore
Baratta, Anthony
Bellino, Frank
Belmont, Vincent
Bonina, Nicholas
Borelli, Frank
Capra, Joseph
Caputo, John
Carlino, Charles Salvator
Ciccone, Salvatore
Ciraulo, Vincent
Coco, Ettore
Conti, John Joseph
Croce, Anthony
Curcio, Joseph William
Cutaia, Domenico
Debenedictus, Savino
Defendis, Angelo
Dellacagna, Michael
Dellipaoli, Orlando
Deluca, Richard
Desimone, Andrew
Diconstanza, Nicholas
Didonato, Thomas
Diguardi, Thomas T.
Dilapi, Anthony
Dimeglio, Anthony J.
Dipalermo, Charles
Disimone, Salvatore

Facciolo, Bruno
Falco, Felice
Falco,James Michael
Falco, Philip
Federici, Anthony.
Foceri, Louis N.
Frangiapani, Joseph Frank
Furnari, Christopher
Giampaola, Ciro Charles
Gioia, Frank
Graffagnino, Salvatore
Jannotta, Michael
Labarbara, Michael Sr.
Lagano, Frank Peter
Laietta, Donato
Larnela, John
Laratro, Joseph Albert
Larosa, Michael
Lasorsa, Anthony
Lasorsa, Nicholas
Latella, Daniel Joseph
Lessa, Nicholas
Locascio, Peter J.
Loduca, Paul
Lucchese, .Ioseph
Macaluso, Mariano
Magistro, Frank
Maneri, Salvatore·
Mangiapane, Leonard P.
Manzo, Frank
Marone, Joseph F.
Migliore, Aniello Joseph
Moia, Frank
Niccio, Vincent Peter

Nuccia, Frank Josflph .
Nuccio, Salvatore John
Oddo, Steven V. Sr.
Panice, Victor J.
Perna, MichaelJ.
Perri, Bruno
Piccioli, Carlo Antonio
Pinto, Antonio M.
Pizzolata, Leonard
Pizzolato, \lito
Porcelli, Anthony
Potenza, Vincent
Rao, Vincent J.
Reina,·Giacomo
Ricciardi, Thomas Angelo
Rinaldi, Rosario
Russo, Anthony Peter
Santora, Salvatore
Sica, Joseph
Sorrentino, Jon
Suppa, Frank J.
Taccetta, Martin Ralph
Taccetta, Michael Stanley
Tortorello, Anthony
Truscello, Dominick J.
Tuminaro, Angelo
Tuso, Charles
Tutino, Ralph Joseph
Urgitano, Angelo Anthony
Vario, Peter
Vario, Thomas
Vintaloro, James
Zaccaro, Pasquale
Zito, Anthony
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Annunziato, Salvatore

Aparo, Salvatore
Barone, Georga J.
Barra, Morris
Basso, Salvatore
Battaglia, James
Benedetto, Luigi
Bivone, Vincent
Bonadonna, Philip A.
Borelli, Michael A. Jr.
Butanla, Nichola.
Buono, Philip
Cacciatore, Frank

Cafaro, Vlncant
Calabre.., Vincent
Campo, Eugenio
Cappola, Dominick
Carillo, Salvatore
Carpentier., Nicholas
Catena, Gerardo
Cavanna, Peter Silvio
Celentano, Julius
Centore, Lawrence

Cllente, Daniel
Cinquagrana, Benedetto
Cirillo, Dominick
Clemente, Michael
Conte, Relph
Coppola, Micheel J.
Coraluzzo, Orlando
Crlscuola, Alfred
Criscuolo, Alfred
Cuferi, Salvatore
Dambrosio, Anthony
Delduccs, John
Delio, Emilio
Demanino, Anthony
Demartino, Benjamin
Demicco, Tobia
Denoia, John
Dente, Joseph
Dentico, Larry
Dephillips, Thomas
Devlngo, Anthony
Dibia.., Carmine
Digilio, John J.
Dilorenzo, .Anthony L.
Dinapoli, Louis
Dinapoli, Vincent J.
Dlqual10, Dominick
Disalvo, Vito W.
Doto, ,Joseph Michael Jr.
Esposito, Salvatore
Facchiano, Alben J.
Falco, Edward F
Falglano, Sabato
Famularo, Joseph
Foclarici, Anthony
Flcarotta, Anthony
Fiumara, Tine

GENOVESE FAMILY,
Fortunato, Matteo
Francomano, Anthony
Frusmce, Nicholas
Galizia, Joseph
Gallo, Albert L.
Gangi, Rosario
Gazzio, Juliano
Gencsrelli, Salvatore
Genese, Pasquale
'Ganowse, Michael
Geralle, M"",.'J8I
Gerardo, Joseph F.
Giacslone, Anthony
Giardina, Joseph Jr.
Gigante, Mark>
Gigante, Ralph
Giovanelli, Fred
Graziosi, Michael
Grieco, Orlando
Laietta, August Gerald
Lapadura, Joseph
Lapi, Angelo J.
Lapurna, Dominick
Larocca, louis P.
Lascsla, .Josoph
Lauro,SaIvatom
Lazzara, EmestW.
Loiacono, Joseph
Lombardi, SaIvatom
Lombanf1llO, Paul
longo, Alan
Lu;';, SaIvstore
Malda,Joseph
Maione, MicI".aeI
Maiangone, Alphonse
Manarlte, Sam Filippo
Martino, V _ t Angelo
Mas;eUo, John
MasseIIi. William P.
Mauro, VIIlCIInt
Mazzarati, Aldo
Mogavero, Josoph
MOIIIICO, Felix Josoph
Mond, ManIt V.
MOI8Ii, AIoxander
MosieIIo, Mario
Napoli, - ' - V.
Napulllno, SaIvaron.\ D.
NicokIne, MIchael .
Note, Philip Jr.
OdiIImo, SiJIvatonI Jr,
Pacella I.ouis
Pacelli:VIIlCIInt
Pagano, 0anIIII
Pagano, Josoph
PaImIari, Rooario
Palumbo, Arthur

Paradioo/l'llraclie!l, Wm.
Perisi, Camillo
Pecom, Joeeph Sr.
Pecom, lhoil1llll

,

,

Soldfers

.

•

Pollegrino, Carmine
Pellicclo, Frank H.
Pelose, Joseph
Perrone, Clre
Perrone, Michael
Perrotta, Rocco
Pisani, narlo J.
Plsauro, Victor
Pollina, Vincent
Polverino, Joseph
Potenza, Vincent J.
Principa. Amato (Matty)
Prisco, Rudolph
Provenzano, Anthony
Provenzano, Nunzio

Rago, Douglass
Rendazzo, Joseph M.
Rao, Vincent C.
Riccsrdi, John
Roccamonte, Arthur

Romanelli, Michael
Romano, Carmin.
Rosato, Alexander
Rotondo, Louis J.
Russo, John .
Russo, Nicholas
Russo, Nunzio

Sebato, Joseph
Salerno, Angelo C.
Salerno, Anthony
Salerno, Fred
Salerno, Lawrence (Buddy)
Santanlallo, Joseph
Santobello, Rudolph A.
Scalise, George
Scarglato, D8nlel
Scarplnito, Joseph
Schipani, Joseph
Scibelli, Alben A.
Serpico, Frank
Serpico, Rolph
Sica, Angelo Carman
Somma, Gaetano
Spinelli, Jerry
Stancanelll, Peter
Stassi, Joseph
StoppoIli, John
Telllntino, Robert Steven
TocIeoch!, Joseph
Tonorlci, Joseph T.
Tourine, Charles
Tllllna, Joseph
Tlllmaglino, Victor
UricoIo, Eugene C.
Vellucci, Anthony J.
Ve,,", John
Vicaro, Ralph
VigorltCl,

Fred

V""isiano, Frank
Zerbe, Paul
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EXHIBIT NO. 26

U. S. SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARINGS ON
ORGANIZED CRIME: 25 YEARS AFTER VALACHI

NEW YORK CI'rY LCII FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP

APRIL 1988
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U. S. SENATE
PERMANENT SUBCOMMtTTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NEW YORI( LeN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP
D.O.B.
AI E1..I.. O, ANTHONY

BONANNO

08/19/38

ALFANO, NICHOLAS

BONANNO

12/10/94

AMARANTE, IJINCENT

BONANNO

04/26/47

AMATO, BALDASSARE

BONANNO

12/31151

ANDALORO, RUSSELL

BONANNO

04/25/09

ARENA, ANTHONY

BONANNO

0('1016/14

ASARO I VH1CENT (.)

BONANNO

03/04135

BADAL.AMENTI, ANTONIO

BONANNO

06/05/33

BATTAGI.. I A, CHARLES

BONANNO

03/01117

BENANTI, ,1OSEPH

BONANNO

(18/21/34

BONACCI, ANTHONY

BONANNO

07/07/30

BONANNO, JOSEPH

BONANNO

01/18/05

BONANNO, SALVATORE

BONANNO

11/05/36

BONOMO,

BONANNO

04/24/01

BRUNO, SALVATORE

BONANNO

05/24/15

BUCCELLATO, JOSEPH

BONANNO

07/16/19

CACCAMISE, SALVATORE

BONANNO

05/27/25

CACCAMISE, SALVATORE

BONANNO

05/27/25

CACIOPPO, ANTONIO

BONANNO

01/24/09

CALABRO, ANTHONY

BONAII.'ND

08/27/27

CALTAGIRONE, JOHN

BONANNO

03/12/28

CAMMARATA, GASPAR

BONANNO

12/04/29

CAMPANELLA, JOHN

BONANNO

06/26/15

CANNONE, IGNAZIO

BONANNO

06/16/15

CAPASSO, VINCENT

BONANNO

06/20/08

FRANI~
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F'l1.ge No,

2

04/08/88

U, S, SENATE
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FrVE NEW YDHf< L..!;:N FAMILIES ME~lBERSHIP
D.O.B.
CAPPARI'::I..LI , \HL.LIAM

BONANNO

02/11135

CATALANO, SALVATORE

r<ONANNO

02/24/41

CHILU, GERALD

BONANNO

07/26/36

;:;HILLI I JOSEPH

BONANNO

07/07/33

CHILLI , JOSEPH J III

BONANNO

02/27/56

CI NQUE~lAN I , PETER

BONANNO

03/20/20

COSENZA, ANTHONY

BONANNO

10/28/22

COSOl..ETO, PASQUALE

BONANNO

10/01/14

D'AMICO, .JOSEPH

BONANNO

09/09/55

D'ANGELO, FHANf<

BONANNO

1.0/071l. .!I·

D'OCTAl/IO, SALVATORE

BONANNO

05/11/32

DE FIL.IPPO, PATRICK

BONANNO

03/04/39

DE FILIPPO, VITO

BONANNO

08/23/12

DE MARINES, ALPHONSE

BONANNO

02/15/06

FIORE, THOMAS J

BONANNO

01

1

1

DISTEFANO, NICHOLAS

BONANNO

11/19/14

DUCE, RALPH

BONANNO

05/11/18

ENBARRARO, ALFRED

BONANNO

11/01/09

EPISCOPIA, JAMES

BONANNO

11/15/28

FARACI. JOHN

BONANNO

11110122

FERRUGIA, SALVATORE

BONANNO

01/19/14

FIORDOLINO, GIOVANNI

BONANNO

09/24/27

GALANTE, JAMES

BONANNO

01117136

GENNA, JAMES

BONANNO

07/06/30

GIANNAVOLA, AUGUST

BONANNO

09/08/21

FBI #3884186
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U. S. SENATE
PERMANENT SUflCOMM1TTEE ..DN INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NEW YORK LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP
D.D.S.
GRAZIANO, ANTHONY

BONANNO

11/02/40

GRIMAl.DI, VITO

BONANNO

11/19/39

GUARAGNA, EMANUEL

BONANNO

11/02/32

INDEl.ICATO, ANTHONY

BONANNO

03/26/56

INDELICATO, JOSEPH B

BONANNO

04/29/31

T.NFANTE, f.lABRI El.

BONANNO

03/26/35

I..API, ANGELO

BONANNO

04/22/32

Lr.CATA. .JOHN

BONANNO

05/27/37

UNO, FRANf<

BONANNO

10/30/37

L.lNO, ROBERT

BONANNO

11/20/30

LORENZO, RONALD

BONANNO

01/04/46

LUCIDO, ANTHONY

BONANNO

06/05/20

MAIORINO, SALVATORE

BONANNO

12/12/24

MARANGELLO, NICHOLAS

BONANNO

07/13/12

MARCHESE, SALVATORE

BONANNO

11107126

MASSINA, JOSEPH

BONAIIo"NO

01/10/43

MAURO, RUSSELL

BONANNO

OS/23/38

MESSINA, ANTHONY

BONANNO

03/12/21

MESSINA, JOSEPH

BONANNO

01/20/14

MIRABLE, SALVATORE

BONANNO

02/10/17

MISTRETTA, FRANK

BONANNO

06/30/2t

MONTELEONE, PETER

BONANNO'

08/08/26

MORALE, ROSARIO

BONANNO

06/06/16

MORALES, ROSARIO

BONANNO

06/07/16

MUSILLO, CHARLES F

BONANNO

02/25126
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°"'13'" NQ,

(4/1)8/88

4

U. S. SENATE
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NEW VORt( L,CN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP
D.0.8.

NAI'!'IRRA, FRANCESCO

BONANNO

1)1/05/39

PALAZZOLO, JOHN

BONANNO

1)5108/37

PARISI, ANTHONY

BONANNO

01114/27

F'ERRETTE, ROBERT

BONANNO

01/10/30

PICCARRETTA, RENE

BONANNO

07/08/24

P HERA, THOMAS

BONANNO

12/02/54

PIi:ZO, GUISEPPE

BONANNO

08/23127

PDLLASTRINO, ARMOND

BONANNO

04/21/15

PR!MIANO, MICHAEL

BONANNO

01/21143

R(.\E:ITO, ANTHONY

BONANNO

01127/34

RASTELLI, PHILIP

BONANNO

01/31/18

RESTIVA, LOUIS

BONANNO

RIELA, ANTHONY

BONANNO

08/05/97

RIVIELLO, WILLIAM

BONANNO

12/19/31

ROSA, PETER

BONANNO

07/09/46

RUGGIERO, BENJAMIN

BONANNO

04/19i23

SABELLA, MICHAEL

BONANNO

12/23/10

SANTORA, NICHOLAS

BONANNO

06/21/42

SCALA, RONALD

BONANNO

12/15/43

SCIASCIA, GERLANDO

BONANNO

02/15/34

SCICCHITANO, JOHN

BONANNO

08/04/41

SOVIERO, VINCENT

BONANNO

08/03/23

SPADARO, ANTHONY

BONANNO

09/10/20

SPERO, ANTHONY

BONANNO

(12/18/29

TAGLIANETTI, JOSEPH

BONANNO

03/19/33

1

1

NYSIIS #1348358J
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'C't..,\r:!":f No.

~

1)1.1;'08/88

U. S. SENATE
PERMANENT pUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NEW YORI< LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP
D.O.B.
TARTr->.Gl.IONE, JAMES

BONANNO

TARTAMELI.. A, SERENO

BONANNO

10/31/22

TRAVELLA, CHARLES

BONANNO

05/29/40

TRIBUNELLA, RICHARD

BONANNO

10/05/29

URSO, ANTHONY

BONANNO

07/02/36

VALENTE, COSTENZA

BONANNO

02/0B/25

VITAL.E, SAI.VATOf'E

BONANNO

09/22/47

ZANCOCCHIO, JOHN

BONANNO

11/27/57

Z 11=:"'01_1, PASQUAI..E

BONANNO

11/29/12

ABBCiTEMriRCO, ANTHONY

COLOMBO

04/06/22

I')L01, BENEDETTO

COLOMBO

10/06/35

ALaI, VINCENT

COLOMBO

09/22/23

ANGELLINO, VINCENT

COLOMBO

06/23/36

BARBIERI, ROBERT L

COLOMBO

12/2B/15

BIANCO, NICHOLAS

COLOMBO

03/21/32

BOLINO, MICHAEL ANGELO

COLOMBO

09/04/41

BRANCATO, JOSEPH

COLOMBO

02/12/17

BRETT I , DOMINICK ANGELO

COLOMBO

11/22/33

CACACE, JOEL

COLOMBO

04109/41

CAMMARATA, GASPARI;:

COLOMBO

12/04/29

CARNA, JOSEPH

COLOMBO

07/03/40

CATALDO, DOMINICK

COLOMBO

·CIRILLO, ALPHONSE

COLOMBO

12/22/44

",

05/12/36

..

07/15/30

CLEMENZA, FRED

COLOMBO

05/04/23

CLEMENZA, JAMES

COLOMBO'

05/04110" ..
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P"'Qr1 No.
04/('8/88

6
U. S. SENATE
PERt1ANENT SLJE<COMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NEW VORl>: l..eN r-AMXUES ME~'BERSHIF'
D.O.B.

CLEI<'ENZA,

JERR'{

COLOMBO

09/27/51

At-!THONY EDI'JARD

COLOMno

02/25/45

ANTHONY JOSEPH

COLOMBO

12124146

COLOMBO, .lDSEPH JR

COLOMBO

12/2"!,/46

Cot1MARATO, JOHN J.

COLOMBO

12/23124

I~ I

COI..OMr.~O

COLOMBO,
COl..ot1BO,

CIJTOLO,

LU A~'

1

1

COLOMBO

05/19/20

COLOMBO

02/18/14

DEI_UJ, LEONARC G

COLOMBO

1)8127/27

DI

COL.OMBO

1l./29/05

DI9ELL.A, THOMAS

COLOMBO

11129105

FALVO, ROE:ERT .1

COLOMBO

08/31125

o • AGAT I,
DA~ICO,

JEROME F
PAUL

BELLA, THOMAS

EDl~ARn

COLOMBO

11111/33

FARESE, THOMAS RALPH

COLOMBO

09/30/40

FRANZESE, CARMINE

COLOMBO

01/25/32

FRANZESE, JOHN

COLOMBO

02/06/19

FRANZESE, MICHAEL J

COl.OMBO

05/27/51

FRANZESE, CARMINE SALVATOR

COLOMBO

01125/32

FUSCO, FRANK R

COLOMBO

C!3/06/04

FUSCO, SALVATORE

COLOMBO

05/18/24

GAMB1NO,

PHILIP

,COLOMBO

05"/16/24

GORGONE,

JOSEPH FRANI'

COLOMBO

10/04/25

GRANCIO, NICHOLAS

COLOMBO

03/29/27

GUGLIARO,

COLOMBO

02/14128

COLOMBO

04/18/33

FANELI..I,

VINCENT

GUZZO, VITO

NYSI IS #3845269L.
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P;M.H~ No~

7

1)1.l/')8/S8

U. S. SENATE
PERMANSNT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE t;.lI;;W YORI< LCN FAmLIES MEMBERSHIP
D.O.B.
COLOMBO

12/02/30

COLOMBO

1,0/19/48

LA PONZINA, ERNEST

COLOMBO

0111)7/17

LANGELl.A, GENNARO

COLOMBO

12/30/3B

LAROSA, JOSEPH

COLOMBO

03/11/31

LIVOTI, .JOSEPH

COLOMBO

05/19/09

LOCICERO, Bf.NJAMIN AUGUST

COLOMBO

(1,3/24/33

LOCICEr,O, FRANK AUGLISTUS

COLOMBO

(l1/01/27

IANNACI, .JOSEPH
'INDLI~SI

, ANTHONY

, ROSARIO

COI~OMBO

05/28/25

COLOMBO

07111131

UWO, .10SEPH

COLOMBO

11101/12

MAGLIOCCO, AMBORSE

COLOMBO

01/01/01

MAGLIOCCO, ANTONIO SR

COLOMBO

02/26/0B

MArNELLO, NICHOLAS

COLOMao

'11121/22

MAIONE, ALBERT

COLOMBO

0'5/27/21

MALTESE, ANTHONY

COLOMBO

10/26/19

MARCONE, NATALE

COLOMBO

07104113

MATERA, JOHN J

COLOMBO

07127/32

MELIA, VINCENT

COLOMBO

02/12/1b

MELLI. FRANK

COLOMBO

12/16/41

MICIOTTA, SALVATORE

COLOMBO

12/06/46

MINERVA, JOHN

COLOMBO

MIRAGLIA, ROCCO

COLOMBO

06129126

MONTEMARANO, DOMINIC

CoLOMBO

05/03/38

MUSACCHIO, FRANK

COLOMBO

02/01/15

!~O!~BARDINO

LO~lBARDINO,

SALVATORE JR

/

,I

NASSAU 89034626
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F',AgP- No,
04/08/88

F.l

U. S. SENATE
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NE~J YORI< LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP,
D.O.B.
NASTASA I ROSARIO

COLOMBO

03/20/11

ORENA. VICTOR

COLOMBO

08/04/34

COLOMBO

01'105122

PANAREL.L.O, CARMINE J

COLOMBO

(12117/02

PATE, JOHN RICHARD

COLOMBO

12/03/41

PERAN 10, ANTHONY

COLOMBO

05/11/15

PERISICO, CARMINE

COI_OMBO

08/08/31

PERITORE, SALVATORE

COLOMBO

01/26/13

PAN~RELLA,

CHARLES

PEF:S I CO, ALPHONSE

COLOMBO

02/08/54

PEr,s I CO \ CARM I NE JOHN.JR

COLOMBO

08/08/33

PERSICO, THEODORE

COLOMBO

12/14/37

PROFACI SALVATORE JOSEPH

COLOMBO

05/18/36

RANDAZZO, JAMES VINCENT

COLOMBO'

06/03/46

RANDAZZO, VINCENT

COLOMBO

11101101

RIZZO, NICHOLAS

COLOMBO

09/12/20

ROSSILLO, PHILIP

COLOMBO

11106142

RUSSO, ANDREW T

COLOMBO

12/10/48

RUSSO, ANTHONY

COLOMBO

05/04/28

RUSSO, JOSEPH

COLOMBO

08/14/53

SANGIORGIO, JOSEPH

COLOMBO

09/23/38

SAVINO, MICHAEL

COLOMBO

12./26/08

SCARPA, C:lREGoRY JR

COLOMBO

08/03/51

SCARPA, GREGORY SR

COLOMBO

05/08/28

SCARPATI, ANTHONY JOSEPH

COLOMBO'

06/03/33

SCIANNA, JAMES V

COLOMBO

07/17/16
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l='O'gr~

No,

9

04:08/88

U. S. SENATE
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE: NEt·) YORIO: LCN FAf1IUES MEMBERSHIP
O.O.B.
SC!ANNI, ANTHONY GABRIEL

COLOMBO

08/03/30

SC!ANNI, JAMES

COLOMBO

08/31/12

SCIMONE, .JOHN

COLOMBO

08/31/12

SCOPO, JOSEPH

COLOMBO

03/26/46

SCOPO, RALPH SR

COLOMBO

11/21/28

SORRENTI NO, NICDL.INE

COLOMBO

07/11/27

SPECIAI..E, ANGELO

COI_OMBO

1)3/25/09

TO'''ASEI.LO. JOSEPH

COL.OMBO

1.1./05/32

TR,:·r.'IANO, GEORGE

COLOMBO

02/22/15

VAC\)VEl.L1., JOSEPH

COLOMBO

01/24/28

;:or'LI, JOSEPH RICHARO JR

COI.OMBO

08/22/28

ACCARDI, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

01/17/08

ALAIMO, CHARLES JOSEPH

GAMBINO

03/10/42

ALLLI, JOHN

GAMBINO

08/07/18

ALOGNA, lGNACCIO

GAMBINO

AMATO, FRANI( PAUL

GAMBINO

07/16/30

AMATO, VINCENT

GAMBINO

05/05/27

AMATO, VINCENT JAMES

GAMBINO

05/05/27

AMENDOLACE, WILLIAM

GAMBINO

02/03/18

ANASTASIO, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

12/21/28

ANDROLlNI, JAMES V.

GAMBINO

02/26/22

ARCURI, JOSEPH

GAMBINO

09/22/13

ARDUINI, HENRICO

GAMBINO

02/26124

ARMONE, JOSEPH

GAMBINO'

09/03/17

ARTUSO, VINCENT

GAMBINO

07/31/44

1

1

FBI #38572J2
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P;,'ge Nc •• ·

10

04/1)8/88

U. S. SENATE
. PERI1ANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NEW YORI( LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP
D.O.B.
ASTUTO, l.OUIS

GAMBINO

03/15/19

AUREl.LO, CHARL.ES

GAMBINO

03/14/14

AVARELI_O, SALVATORE

GAMBINO

03/14/14

AVITABILE, LOUIS

GAMBINO

06/13/11

BARATTA, MICHAEL

GAMBINO

09/10/04

E:ARRANCA, FRANCESCO J

GAMBINO

03/03/28

, PASQUALE

GAMBINO

08/05/25

Bf',RRATU, PETE

GAMBINO

08/22/10

8ELTEMPO, VINCENT

GAMBINO

07/01/35

BERNARDO, ,1OHN

GAMBINO

05/14/04

BISACCIA, ROBERT

GAMBINO

04/17/35

BONADIO, FRANCESCO P

GAMBINO

Cl6/Cl7/03

BONEFRISCO, SALVATORE

GAMBINO

10/05/11

BONICA, EDWARD

GAMBINO

Cl4/22/24

BONOMO, LAWRENCE

GAMBINO

10/2Cl127

BOVE, MICHAEL

GAMBINO,

03/06/13

BRUNO, GAETANO

GAMBINO

07122139

CAIAZZO, MICHAEL

GAMBINO

01/26/11

BARF~ANCF.:

CALANDRIELLO, JAMES

GAMBINO

11/06/22

CARMINATI, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

02/01/12

CARNEGLIA, JOHN

GAMBINO

09/13/44

CASABLANCA, VINCENT

GAMBINO

09/28/13

CASTELLANA, PETER

GAMBINO

10/26/27

CASTORE, DOMINICK

GAMBINO

08/09/11

CATALANO, MICHAEL

GAMBINO.

02/07/19
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"'''ge No.
04/08/98

11

U. S. SENATE
PERMANENT SUBCOMt1ITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NEW YORIO: LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIp
D.O.B.
crCCONE, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

07/19/34

CINOSOMO,

GAMBINO

01/20/13

CIRt::LLI, MICHAEL

GAMBINO

0::!./01/0e

CCMO, lJJUIS PATRIC\(

GAMBINO

05/17/21

CONTE, PASQUALE

GAMBINO

03/12/25

CORB! , FRANI(

GAMBINO

Ol.l12/03

COROZZO, JOSEPH

GAMBINO

03/17/40

COROZZO, NICHOLAS

GAMBINO

03/17/4C)

CORRAO, AUGUST

GAMBINO

07/09/33

CORRAO,

GAMI::INO '

10/21/36

GAMBINO

04/14/15

COVELLO, JOSEPH

GAMBINO

OS/29/24

CRAPANZANO, PATSY LOUIS

GAMBINO

09/03/09

CRAPANZANO, ROBERT L.

GAMBINO

04/06/34

CUOMO, MATTHEW JOSEPH

GAMBINO

11113/05

CUSIMANO, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

03/02/27

CUSIl\iANO, JOSEPH C.

GAMBINO

03/09/11

DALESSIO, ALEXANDER

GAMBINO

01/07/14

DALESSIO, JOHN

GAMBINO

01/01/12

DAMICO, JOHN

GAMBINO

07/09/34

DANIELLO,JOHN

GAMBINO

10/19/32,

DAPOLITO, FRANK ROBERT

GAMBINO

12/01/23

DAGlUlLLO, JEROME

GAMBINd

01/24/17

DEBR!ZZI, THOMAS

GAMBINO

03/25/23

DECICCO, FRANK SALVATORE

GAMBINO

11105135

COTTONE,

~1ARIO

.JOSEPH.
t~ILLIAM

CHARLES
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F'iHJC~

No.

1~'~

04/08/88

U. S. SENATE
PERMANEN1" SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NEW YORf( LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSf:lIP
D.O.B.
DECICCO, GEORGE

GAt1BINO

03/20/29

DEFILLIF'F'O, L.OUr,S M.

GAMBINO

01/15/21

DEGREGORIO, JOHN J.

GAMBINO

06/24/11

DELLACROCE, ARMANDO

GAMBINO

07/16/55

DELORENZO, ANTHON

GAMBINO

01/25/38

DELUTRO, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

04/09/27

DEt1ATTEO, ,HlHN ALBERT

GAMBINO

10/07/16

GREGORY ,JOHN

GAMBINO

02/24/32

GAMBINO

02/12/22

DIBELLA, PAUL

GAMBINO

02/28/20

DIBONO, LOUIS SALVATORE

GAMBINO

05/03/27

DIMARIA, LENNY

GAMBINO

04/01/41

FAILLA, JAMES

GAMBINO

01122119

FATICO, CARMINE

GAMBINO

01/19/10

FATICO, DANIEL

GAMBINO

07/10/20

FRUSTACI, NICHOLAS

DE:F'AL~1('\,

DIBELLA

!GN~UIO

GAMBINO

10/04/31

GAGGI, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

08/07/25

GALLO, JOSEPH H

GAMBINO

01/08/12

GAMBINO, JOHN

GAMBINO

08/22/40

GAMBINO, JOSEpH

GAMBINO

01/20/30

GAMBINO, THOMAS

GAMBINO

08/23/29

GAMMARANO, JOHN

GAMBINO

07/17/41

GAROFALO, EDWARD V.

GAMBINO

03/25/38

GIARDINA, JOSEPH JR

GAMBINO

09/17/33

GIARDINA, LOUIS M

GAMBINO

05/24/24
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04108/88
PEf~t1ANF::N"

F~VF.: Nr::l~

U. S, SENATE:
SUErCOMNITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
YORI( l.CN FAmUES ME~lBtRSHIP
n.O.B .

GIORDANO, .JOJ--IN (,JACI<)

GAMBINO

02107/41

GHJRDANO, JOSEPH

GAMBINO

01,/23/25

GOTTI, GENE A

GAMBINO

11)/31146

GOTTI, ,JOHN

GAMBINO

J,('/27/40

GOTTI, PETER

GAMBINO

11/15/39

GRAMMAUTA, srEPHEN

GA~mINO

12/06/16

GRAVANO, SALVATORE

GAMBINO

03/12/45

GRILLO, LEONARD

GA~1BINO

01/29/05

GUERRIERI, ANTHONY

GAr1BINO

07/10/29

GUERRIERI, rnCHAEL.

GAMBINO

06/09/26

GUGL:i.EMINI, FRANI(

GAMBI~IO

03/08/25

IACOVETTI, DAVID

GAMBINO

07/21117

IGNIZIO, JOHN BATTISTA

GAMBINO

11117/01

INDELICATO, ,1OSEPH

GAMBINO

06/14/10

INSERN1.A, FRANK

GAMBINO

07/11115

JULIANO, JOSEPH

GAMBINO

11/17/01

LAFORTE, JOSEPH JR

GAMBINO

10/15/40

LAFORTE, JOSEPH SR

GAMBINO

03/28/17

LAGANA, DOMINICf( J

GAMBINO

01101/03

LAURO, PASQUALE

GAMBINO

12/01115

LICASTRI, VINCENZO

GAMBINO

05/16/14

LICONTE, CHARLES

GAMBINO

11/16/13

LINO, EDWARD CARMINE

GAMBINO

05/13/42

LOCASCIO, FRANK

GAMBINO

09/24/32

LOMBARDI, JOSEPH

GAMBINO

07/13/40
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NL1.
04/08/88

14

PuQr~

PERMANE~T
FIVE NEI~

'U. S. SENATE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVES'TIGATIONS
YORI( LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP
D.O.B.

LOMBARDOZZ~,

CARMINE

GAMBINO

02/18/13

LOMBARDOZZI, GEORGE

GAMBINO

08/14/41

LOMBARDOZZI, PAUL .JOHN

GAMBINO

02/03/15

LOPICCOLO, JOSEPH PAUL

GAMBINO

04/28/18

LOPORTO, MANUEL RALPH

GAMBINO

02/28/20

LOSCALZO, PHILIP

GAMBINO

03/28/12

Mr..LANGA, WILI..AIM

GAMBINO

06/14/09

MANCIJSO, At-!IEL.l.O

GAMBINO

01/27/30

Mr.-Neuso,

GAMBINO

10/07/26

MA"lCLJSO, GERL.ANJ)O

GA~1BINO

01/01/14

MMJDAGL 10 , t1ICHAEL

GAM!lINO

09/01/20

MANFREDI, JOSEPH

GAMBINO

01/04/26

MANNINO, SAM

GAMBINO

06/22/22

MARINELLI, ACCURSIO

GAMBINO

. 02/01/11

MARINO, DANIEL

GAMBINO

01107140

MARINO, JOSEPH

GAMBINO

09/22/24

MARRONE, DOMINICK

GAMBINO

02/22/16

MARTI NELLI , JOSEPH

GAMBINO

03/24/14

MASCIA, ANGELO

GAMBINO

02/16/09

MASCUZZIO, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

11/07/44

MASSI, JAMES LEO

GAMBINO

09/23/08

MASTROMARINO, CONSTAATINE

GAMBINO

06/16/18

MAZZI, ROCCO

GAMBINO

02/25/16

MELLI, ANGELO

GAMBINO

01/25/30

MELLI, PHILIP

GAMBINO

09/11129

GE~jNARO
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LI. S. SENATE
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGAT!ONS
FIVE NEI~ YORI< LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP

D.O.B.
"1E':NGOIA, JOHN

GAMBINO

11)/01/23

JOSEPH

GAMBINO

Q4124/20

MI'_ETO, l.IBORIO

GAMBINO

04/26/42

M!NGOIA, JOHN

GAMBINO

10/01123

MOCCARDI, FRANK JOSEPH

GAMBINO

12/18/17

MODICA, PHILIP JOHN

GA~lBINO

01/23/29

MORANO, FRANI(

GAMBINO

05/24/15

i"IORf::LL! , ANTHONY

I:lAMBINO

05/10/41

t1QSCA, RALPH

GAMBINO

06/18/10

NAPOLI TANO , ANTHONY

GAMBINO

11/05/00

PAL.MIERI, FRANI(

GAMBINO

10/12/10

PALMISANO, VINCENT

GAMBINO

04/14/14

PANNIZZO, FRANI(

GAMBINO

05/13/19

PARADISO, MICHAEL

GAMBINO

11/17/39

PASQUA, FRANI(

GAMBINO

01/12/23

PATERNO, JOSEPH

GAMBINO

08/05/23

PATTI , NICHOLAS

GAMBINO

05/20/96

PENOSI, GUIDO ANTHONY

GAMBINO

06/04/30

PERFETTI , PHILIP

GAMBINO

03/08/13

PIACENTE, PETER

GAMBINO

08/28/21

PIMPINELLA, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

11/16/19

PINETTI , MICHAEL

GAMBINO

10/29/12

PISELLO, SALVATORE

GAMBINO

06/02/23

REMINI, GEORGE

GAMBINO

08/05/45

RICHICHI, NATALE

GAMBINO

02/22/16

~1ESSINA,
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PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVF.:STi13ATIONS
. FIVE NEI~ YORI( LCN FAMil,IES MEMBERSHIP
D.O.B.
R::::::ZO, FRANCESCO

GAt1BINO

10/08/97

RIZZO, .1OHN A.

GAMBINO

04/29/19

R'_'5GIANO, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

08/16/26

RUGGIERO, ANGELO

GAMBINO

07/29/40

RUGGIERO, FRANK

GAMBINO

04/14/13

GAMBINO

07/15/06

R!':'10RE, SAM

GAMBINO

05/03/12

R'JSSO, PATRIC1<

GAMBINO

04/29/16

9p:,.ICA, LOUIS

GAMBINO

11/16/12

SA:nORCI, JOHN

GAMBINO

08/16/44

GAMBINO

10/25/18

RL~'10RE,

LOUIS

S!~"lTOF;O,

JOHN VINCENT

SP::;ULLO, VINCENT FRANI(

GAMBINO

SCALISE, GIACOMO

GAMBINO

01/21/02

SCARPULLA, ANGELO

GAMBINO

08/17/16

1

1

SCIANDRA, CARMELLO

GAMBINO

07/05/52

SCIANDRA, GANDOLFO

GAMBINO

02/16/28

SCIASCIA, JOHN

GAMBINO

08/11/03

SCOTTO, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

05110134

SCOTTO, JOHN JOSEPH SR

GAMBINO

09/03/10

SERAO, JOSEPH

GAMBINO

10/24/15

SILESI, JOSEPH ALBERT

GAMBINO

09/15/96

SPALLINO, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

09/02/07

SALVATORE

GAMBINO

02/11132

SPITALERI, ALFONSO

GAMBINO

09/26/31

SPITALERI, GLOSAFAT

GAMBINO

09/14/01

SPATm~A,

B #181-797
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FIVE NEW YORf< LeN FA~1!LIES MEMBERSHIP
0.0.13.

SQUILL.ANTE;, NUN7.IO

GAMBINO

03/21123

SQUITIE:RI,ARNOLD

GAMBINO

02/1)2/36

STANTINI, ORAZIO

GAMBINO,

01/08/45

TESTA, FRED

GAMBINO

01/04,/16

TETI, FEL.ICE:

GAMBINO

01131114

TORTORELI_A \ PETER

GAMB I NO

03/13115

TRAINA, t1ARIO

GAMBINO

01127/15

TRENTACOSTA, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

08/22/39

\)ITTA, ANTHONY

GAMBINO

02/06/38

YANCONE, VINCENT

GA~1BINO

09/28/26

ZACCARIA, PAUL

GAMBINO

07/05/24

ZAPF'I, ANTHONY M

GAMBINO

12/22/24

ZINGARO, JOSEPH

GAMBINO

10/18/12

ALLO, VINCENT

GENOVESE

05/26/04

ANNUNZIATO, SALVATORE

GENOVESE

12/24/29

APARO, SALVATORE

GENOVESE

02/22/29

ARDITO, JOHN

GENOVESE

10/28/19

BARONE, GEORGE J

GENOVESE

12/16/23

BARRA, MORRIS

GENOVESE

09/23/06

BASSO, SALVATORE

GENOVESE

09/09/15

BATTAGLIA, JAMES

GENOVESE

07/27/12

BELLOMO, LIBORIO <BARNEY)

GENOVESE

01/08/57

BENEDETTO, LUIGI

GENOVESE

01/24/12

BIVONA, VINCENT

GENOVESE

05/27/07

BONADONNA, PHILIP A

GENOVESE

12/19/32
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. U. s. SENATE
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NE\~ YORK LCN FAMILIES ME~lBERSHIP
D.O.B.

BORELLI , MICHAEL A JR

GENOVESE

04112/37

[iLiFANIA, NICHOL.AS

GENOVESE

12/19/16

BUONO, PHILIP

GENOVESE

03/30/15

CACC1ATORE, FRANI(

GENOVESE

06/18i(l9

CAFARO, VINCENT

GENOVESE

08/27/33

CALABRESE, VINCENT

GENOVESE

07/14/18 .

CAMPO, El!GENIO

GENOVESE

12/27/15

CANTERINO, DOMINICI(

GENOVESE

06/0113(1

CAPPOLA,

GENOVESE

12/08/23

CARILLO, SALVATORE

GENOVESE

03/10/07

CARPENTIERE, NICHOLAS

GENOVESE

04/17/18

CATENA, GERARDO

GENOVESE

01/08/(12

CAVANNA, PETER SILVIO

GENOVESE

07/16/09

CELENTANO, JULIUS

GENOVESE

08/14/09

CENTORE, LAWRENCE

GENOVESE

08/01/06

CILENTE, DANIEL

GENOVESE

05/25/27

CINGlEGRANA, BENEDETTO

GENOVESE

01/06/13

CIRILLO, DOMINICI<

GENOVESE

07/04/29

CLEMENTE, MICHAEL

GENOVESE

08129108

CONTALDO, THOMAS

GENOVESE

12/24/13

CONTE, RALPH

GENOVESE

COPPOLA, MICHAEL J

GENOVESE

05/18/46

CORALUZZO, ORLANDO

GENOVESE

11/06/15

CRISCUOLA, ALFRED

GENOVESE

01122/11

CRISCUOl.O, ALFRED

GENOVESE

01/22/18

DOM!NIC~~

1

1

FBI 4t757605E
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U. S. SENAT!;;
PERMANr:NT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NEW YoRI( LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP
D.o.B.
CUP"ARI. SALVATORE

GENOVESE

01/13/01

DAMBROSIO, ANTHONY

GENOVESE

08/15/21

DEFEO, PETER

GENOVESE

03/04/02

DELDUCCA, JOHN

. GE::NoVESE

12/28/17

DEL1.0, EMILIO

GENOVESE

12/22/13

DEMARTINO, ANTHONY

GENOVESE

07/28/10

DEM(.'IRTINO, BENJAMIN

GENOVESE

12/21/13

DEMICCO, TOBIA

GENOVESE

03/24/16

DENOlA, JOHN

GENOVESE

11/23/27

DENTE, JOSEPH

GENOVESE

DENTICO, LARRY

GENOVESE

()8/22/23

OF-PH I LLl F'S, THOMAS

GENOVESE

06117127

DIBIASE, CARMINE

GENOVESE

10/27/22

DIGILIO, JOHN J

GENOVESE

12/05/32

DILORENZO, ANTHONY L

GENOVESE

01/25/28

DINAPOLI, LOUIS

GENOVESE

12/12/3E'

DINAPOLI, VINCENT J

GENOVESE

06/21/37

DIQUARTO, DOMINICI(

GENOVESE

06/22/22

DISALVO, VITO W

GENOVESE

02/17/45

DOTO, JOESPH MICHAEL JR

GENOVESE

03/25/33

ESPOSITO, SALVATORE

GENOVESE

07/15/31

FACCHIANO, ALBERT J

GENOVESE

03/1(1/10

FALCO, EDWARD F

GENOVESE

10/09137

FALGIANO, SABATO

GENOVESE

12/03/13

FAMULARO, JOSEPH

GENOVESE

01/11118

/

/

B !l<4b7488
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PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS.
FIVE NE~J YORI~ LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP
D.O.B.
FEDERICI, ANTHONY

GENOVESE

07/28/40

FICARDTTA, ANTHONY

GENOVESE

10/20/27

F IlJMARA, 'r! NO

GENOVESE

08/11/41

FORTUNATO, MATTEO

GENOVESE

10/17/01

FRANCOMANO,

GENOVESE

04/28/14

FRUSTACE, NICHOLAS

GENOVESE

10/04/31

GAL.! ZI A, JOSEPH

GENOVESE

07/24/41

GALLO, ALBERT L

GENOVESE

06/06/3(1

GANGI, ROSARIO

GENOVESE

11111)/39

GATTO, LOUIS

GENOVESE

09/02/16

GAZZIO, ,1UL.IANO

GENO';JESE

12/12/18

GENCARELLI, SALVATORE

GENOVESE

05/02/05

GENESE, PASQUALE

GENOVESE

03/03/11

GENOVESE, MICHAEL

GENOVESE

12/09/06

GERALLE, MICHAEL

GENOVESE

08/09/30

GERARDO, ANDREW N

GENOVESE

08/09/30

GERARDO, JOSEPH F

GENOVESE

01/31/12

GIACALONE, ANTHONY

GENOVESE

07/03/36

r

~NTHONY

GIARDINA, JOSEPH JR

GENOVESE

09/17/22

GIBANTE, MARIO

GENOVESE

11/04/23

GIGANTE, RALPH

GENOVESE

03/14/30

GIGANTE, VINCENT

GENOVESE

03/29/28

GIOVANELLI, FRED

. GENOVESE

03/27/32

GRAZIOSI, MICHAEL

GENOVESE

01/19/30

GRIECO, ORLANDO

GE!'I0VESE'

05/05/06
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U, S, SENATE
PERMANENT SU8COMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIdNS
FIVE Nr::W YORI( LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP

D.o.a,
GENOVESE

06/18/21;'

LAIETTA, AUGUST GERALD

GENOVESE

(,2/28/06

lAF'ADURA, ,JOSEPH

GENOVESE

09/14,/1)4

LAPI, ANGELO J

GENOVESE

04/22132

LAF'UMA, DOMINICK

GENOVESE

LAROCCA, LOUrS F'

GENOVESE

03/03116

l.ASCALA, JOSEPH

GF,;NOVESE

12123/31

IANNIELLO,

MATTHE~~

LAURO, SALVATORE

1

1

GENOVESE

10/13/04

GENOVESE

04/04,/1)8

LOIACONO, JOSEPH

GENOVESE

10/'30107

LOt1BARpr, SALVATORE

GENOVESE

03/05/40

LOMBARDINO, PAUL

GENOVESE

(12/20/22

LONGO, ALAN

GENOVESE

')4/(\2/50

LUISI, SALVATORE

GENOVESE

07106116

MAIDA, JOSEPH

GENOVESE

(7/12/21)

MAIONE, MlCHAEL

GENOVESE

11/24/07

MALANGONE, ALPHONSE

GENOVESE

12/02/36

MANARITE, SAM FILIPPO

GENOVESE

10115/18

GENOVESE

09/07/21

MANNA, LOUIS

GENOVESE

12/02/29

Li~7.ZAR(~

, ERNEST

~IANGANO,

~I

VENERO

MARTINO, ,VINCENT ANGEI_O

GENOVESE

10/25/15

MASIELLO, JOHN

GENOVESE

03/16/20

MASSELLI , WILLIAM P

GENOVESE

06/26/26

MAURO, VINCENT

GENOVESE

02/26/16

MAZZARATI , ALOO

GENOVESE

06/10/12

...
FBI #9(13:297

"
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SLJBCOMM FTEE mJ INVEST r GAT! ONS
FIVE M::I'1 yom: LCN F(4M~LlES ~1E~1BERBHIF'

PERMANF:.~J"

D.O.B .
"!OGA'JERO, .JOSr.'PH

GENOVESE

!10NACO, FELl >: JOSEPH

GEI~OV,ESE

1.2/2(,/1.8

MONTI, FRAN,::

GENOVESE

08/01/"'.1

MORELLI, ALE>:ANDER

GENOVESE

09/02/39

MOSIELLO, MARIO

GENOVESE

05/3c)/12

, VINCENZO

GENOVESE

11/()'I./11.

t.APlJRANO! SAU/ATORF. D

GF.NO'lESr"

08/01/32

GENOVESE

(1)/1:;; 1. 4

GENOVEBE

02/02/03

GENOVESE

09/19/15

"'ACELLA, LOLJIS

GF.;NOVESE

10/2€3/21

PACELLI , VINCENT

GENOVESE

()6l03/21

PAGANO, DANIEL

GENOVESE

09/21152

PAGANO, JOSEPH

GENOVESE

08/28/28 •

PALMIERI, ROSARIO

GENOVESE

02/08/15

GENOVESE

1)2/06/06

·t~APOLI

'4! COLENE \
NI::70 1

\,i

MICHAEL

PHILIP JR

OlnERNO,

PALU~1BO,

SALVATClF~[?'

.1R

ARTHUR

01/05/19

PARADISOIPARADISE, WM.

GENOVESE

PARISI, CAMILLO

GENOVESE

02/10/25

PECORA, JOSEPH SR

GENOVESE

04/19/05

PECORA. THOMAS

GENOVESE

02/12/07

PELLEGRINO, CARMINE

GENOVESE

(l5/08116

PELLICCIO, FHANf< H

GENOVESE

10/12/15

F'ELOSE, JOSEF'H

GENOVESE

11/05/14

PEF:RONE. CIRO

GENOVESE

Cll/0S/21

PERRONE. MICHAEL

GENOVESE

07/31/22

1

1

B #3c)3775
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U. 8. SENATE
PERt1AN£NT 8L1BCOMM I TTEE ON J NVESTI GA TI ONS
FIVE NEW YORK LeN FAMIL.IES MEMBERSHIP
D.O.B.

:-:;,

PERROTTA, ROGCO

GENOVESE

OS/26/14

PISANI. ILARIO J

GENOVESE

02/02/10

PISAURO, VICTOR

GENOVESE

11113/13

POLLINA, VINCENT

GENOVESE

09/17/17

POLVERINO, ,JOSEPH

GENOVESE

11125/14

PRINCIPE, AMATO (MATTY)

GENOVESE

07/08/08

PR!SCO, RUDOLPH

GlENOVri.SE

01/05/09

f"ROVE:NZANO, ANTHONY

GENOVESE

OG!(l7/17

PF:OVENZANO, NUNZIO

GENOVESE

02/24/23

RAGO, DOLIGLASS

GENOVESE

09/02/22

RANDAZZO, ,JOSEPH t1

GF::NOVESE

0'2.109/07

RAO, VINCENT C

GENOVESE

04·/27/()7

RICCARDI, JOHN

GENOVESE

01119117

ROCCAMONTE, ARTHUR

GENOVESE

08/04/13

ROMANE':LL.I , MICHAEL

GENOVESE

03/01110

ROMANO, CARMINE

GENOVESE

08/21/35

ROSATO, ALEXANDER

GENOVESE

07/08/14

ROTONDO, LOUIS J

GENOVESE

01118112

RiJGGIERO, JOSEPH

GENOVESE

RUSSO, JOHN

GENOVESE

08/13/13

RUSSO, NICHOLAS

GENOVESE

10/28/10

RUSSO, NUNZIO

GENOVESE

12/28/29

SABATO, JOSEPH

GENOVESE

08/05/07

GENOVESE

11111/02

GENOVESE

08115/11

SALERNO, ANGELO
SALERNO, ANTHONY

C

I

I

FBI # 737087
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PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NE~J YOr,f< LCN r-AMILlES MEMBERSHIP
0.0.8.

8m.ERNO, FRE:D
LAI'JF~Et~CE

SALERNO,

(BUDDY>

GENOVESE

05/02/25

GENOVESE

08/27/08

SANTANIELLO, JOSEPH

GENOVESE

12/1~/20

SANTOBELLO, RUDOLPH A

GENOVESE

09/06/28

SCAL I SE, GEORGE

GEt~OVESI?

05/03/96

SCARGLATO, DANIEL

GENOVESE

(19/23/03

SCARPULlTO, JOSEPH

GE~mVESE

05/29/03

SCHIPANI, ,JOSEPH

GENOVESE

04/01.l12

SCIBEL~I,

ALBERT A

GENOVESE

06/18/20

SCIr~ELL.I,

FRANCESCO

GENOVESE

09/15/12

Fr~I~Nf~

GENOVESE

08/11/16

SERPICO, RALPH

GENOVESE

),0/22/11

SICA, ANGELO CARMAN

GENOVESE

12/31/19

SONMA. GAETANO

GENOVESE

01l31.116

SPINELLI, JERRY

GENOVESE

04/02/07

STANCANELL.!, PETER

GENOVESE

03/26/01

STASSI. JOSEPH

GENOVESE

03/26/01

STOPPELL.!. JOHN

GENOVESE

04/06/06

TARANTINO, ROBERT STEVEN

GENOVESE

10/12/09

TEDESCHI, JOSEPH

GENOVESE

10117126

TORTORICI, JOSEPH T

GENOVESE

05/13/06

TOURINE, CHARLES

GENOVESE

03/26/05

GENOVESE

08/13/18

TRAMAGLINO, VICTOR

GENOVESE

03/19/12

URICOLo, EUGENE C

GENOVESE

04/04/10

SERP I CO,

TRAINA,

JOS~pH
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F'EmJANENT SUBCOMMI1"rEE ON I'NVE:STIGATIONS
FIVE NE~j YORK LCN FAMILIES ~lEMBERSHIF'
D.O.B,
l)EL,J"UGC I , ANTHONY ,J
. VERRI''', JOHN

GENOVESE

12112124

GENOVESE

01/27/22

YICARO, RALPH

GENOVESE

04·/29/15

VIGORITO, FRED

GENOVESE

03/08122

VISPISIANO, FRANJ(

GENOVESE

02/06/39

ZEF$O, PAUL.

GENOVESE

UI151l.2

ABATE, ,10SSPH

L.LJCHESJ;::

07/08/1~2

LUCHESE

06/12/J.2

N

LUCHESE

12/18139

ACCE1'Tl.lRO \ ANTHONY

LUCHESE

1.0/18/38

VICTOf;:

I_UCHESE

07/26/12

i\1~rNANTr

ACCARDI,

I.IJTA,
A~IUSO\

\ PETER
C('\RJ~INF.:

ROBERT

LUCHESE

1

1

ArmA, NUNZJO F

LlJCHESE

01/01110

AVELLINO, SALVATOHE

LUCHESE

11119/35

BARATTA, ANTHONY

LUCHESE

07/08/38

BELLINO, FHANI(

LUCHESE

09/26/16

BELMONT, VINCENT

LUCHESE

10/18/25

BONINA, NICHOLAS

L.UCHESE

01/09/28

BORELLI, FHANK

LUCHESE

06/15/25

CAPRA, JOSEPH

L.UCHESE

09/19/16

CAPUTO, JOHN

LUCHESE

09/31/11

CARLINO, CHARLES SALVA TOR

LUCHESE

08/04/13

CASSO, ANTHONY

LUCHESE

05121/40

CAVALIERI, SAMUEL JOSEPH

LUCHESE

09/14/11

CICCONE, SALVATORE

LUCH~SE

07/29/16

NYSI IS 4tOO68875B
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(:4/08/88

LI. S. SENATE
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
. FIVE NEtoJ YORI( LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP

D.O.B.
CIRAULO, VINCENT

LUCHESE

09/18/19

C':'CO, ErroRE

LUCHESE

07/12/Cl8

CONT 1, ,JOHN JOSEf"H

I..LJCHESE

07/28/35

CORALLO, ANTONIO

LUCHE~E

01/12/13

CROCE, ANTHONY

LUCHESE

1'2/24/32

LLJCHESE

1)6/26/1.8

CUTAI,,,,, D(lMENICO

LLJCHESE

11122/36

DEBENEJ) ICTUS , SAVINO

LLJCHESE

04/27/22

DEFENP IS, ANr,ELO

I..I.JCHESE

09/23/32

DELLACAGNA \ MICHAEL

LtJCHESt:.

12/12/18

DELL I PAOLI, ORLANDO

UJCHESE

10/09/12

DELUCA, RICHARD

LUCHESE

06/19/34

DESIMONE, ANDREW

LUCHESE

11114114

DICONSTANZA, NICHOLAS

LLJCHESE

07/18/36

DIDONATO, THOMAS

LUCHESE

11 1 10/26

DIGUARDI, THOMAS T

LUCHESE

10/29/15

DILAPI, ANTHONY

LUCHESE

02/09/36

DIMEGLIO, ANTHONV J

LUCHESE

11/12/32

DIMEGLIO, ANTHONY JOSEPH

LUCHESE

11112132

DIPALERMO, CHARLES

LUCHESE

02/15/25

DIPALERMO, JOSEPH

LUCHESE

06/08/07

DI PALERMO, F'ETER

LUCHESE

10118114

CURCIO, JOSEPH

~JILLIAM

DISIMONE, SALVATORE

LUCHESE

01/08/41·

FACCIOLO, BRUNO

LUCHESE

12/30/36

FALCO, FELICE

LUCHESE

06/01106
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U. S. SF.NATE
PERMANF::NT SU8I;:OMt-lITTEE ON !NVF::STIGATIONS
FIVE NEI'J YORl< LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP
D.O. ri.
, ,JAMES mCHAEL.

LlJCHESE

03/19/12

UJCHESE

07/0I/08

F<:::OERICI, ANTHONY

UJCHESE

07/28/40

FOCERI, l..OUrS N

LLJCHES.E

11/21/22

FRANGIAPANI, JOSEF'H FRANK

LlJCHESE

09/05/25

FURNARI, CHRT.STOPHER

LUCHESE

()4/30/24

81 AMf:'AOL.A, ClRO CHARL.ES

,_UCHESE

11/20/05

GrOIA,

LUCHESE

01.l20/49

GRAI"'FAGNINO, SALVI',TORE

LlJCHESE

12/20/12

,J,'!NNOTTA> MICHAEL

LUCHESE

12/08/16

LAElARElARA, t1ICHAEL SR

LUCHESE

12/22/13

r-.;~.CO

F~\LCO,

LAGANO,

PHILXF'

FF~ANf(

FRAI\!f~

PETER

LLJCHESE

1.1/24/39

LAIETTA, DONATO

LUCHESE

08/10/08

LAMELA\ ,JOHN

LUCHESE

11/05/08

LARATRO, JOSEPH ALBER

LUCHESE

02/07/16

LAROSA, MICHAEL

LUCHESE

06/02/15

LASORSA, ANTHONY

LUCHESE

11/18/32

LASORSA \ NICHOLAS

LUCHESE

LATELLA, DANIEL JOSEPH

LLJCHESE

10/12/40

LESSA, NICHOLAS

LUCHESE

02/19/21.

LUCHESE

06110/16

LODLJCA, PAUL

LLJCHESE

04/10/40

LUCCHESE, JAMES J

LlJCHESE

08/19/13

LUCCHESE, JOSEPH

I_UCHESE

04/13/10

MACALUSO, MARIANO

LlJCHESE

06/07/12

LOCASCIO, PETER

J

1

1

FBI #1577491
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LI. S. SENATE ,
PERt1ANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NCt~ YORI( LCN FAMILIES MEMBERSHIP
D.D'F!.
Mi4GISTRO,

FRANK

MI';NERI, SALVATORE
l.EON(~R!)

t1;"NG I AF'ANF.:,
~1AN7.0

P

\ FRANf(

LUCHESE

07/26/01

UJCHESE

08/15/11

LUCHESE

12/10/38

LLiCHESE

~lARONE, JOSEPH F

LUCHr.'SE

02/11/04

t'1!GL,IORE' ANIELLO ,JOSEPH

Ll.lCHESE

10/02/~;3

M:'IA,' FRANf(

UJCHESE

07/05/34

LLlCH~SE

03/05/3.2

08/29/19

NIGCIO,

VINC~NT

~jUCCIA,

FRf.\Nf( JOSF-PH

UJCHESE

Nt.'CCIO"

SALVATORE JOHN

L.lJCHF::f:'E

PETER

LIJCHESE

05/11112

J

Ll.ICHESE

(14/1 i'/24

PERNA, MICHAEl. J

LUCHESE

04/28/42

DDDI) , STE1lEN V SR
F'ANICA,

VICTOr~

06/06/24
F'ICCIOl-!, CARl.O ANTONIO

l.UCHESE

02/24/30

PINTO, ANTONIO M

UJCHESE

10/27/26

PIZZOLATA,

LEONARD

LLJCHESE

06/01/05

PIZZOLATO,

VITO

LLJCHESE

'08/01/09

LIJCHESE

03/27/29

PORCEl.l-!,

ANTHONY

LUCHESE

08125/26

VINCENT \J

LUCHESE

04/27/07

REINA, GIACOMO

LUCHESE

09/21108

RICCIARDI, THOMAS ANGELO

LUCHESE

03/25/52

R I NALD I, ROSAR I 0

LUCHESE

03/07/17

RUSSO,

LUCHESE

03/29/37

POTENZA, VINCENT
R(',O,

ANTHONY PETER
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U. S. SENATE
PERt1ANENT SlJBCOMMlTTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
FIVE NEW YORI( LCN FAMILIES MENBERSHIF'
D.O.B.
'SALERNO, MICHAEL C

LlJCHESE

03/20/23

SANTORA, SALVATORE

LI.ICHESE

l.1/18/15

LUCHESE

08/20/11

L.IJCHESE

06/04/49

TACCETTA, MARTIN RAl.PH

LUCHESE

'05/02/51

TACCETTA, MICHAEL STANLEY

LUCHESE

09116/47

TORTORELI.. O , ANTHONY

LUCHESE

10/06/36

TRUSCELLO, DOMINICK ,1

L.lJCHESE

04129/34

TUMINARfJ, ANGELO

UJCHESE

02/;22/09

TUBO, CHARLES

U)CHESE·

01/14·/12

TUTINO, RALPf-' JOSEPH

LUCHESE

05/12/28

URGITANO, ANGELO ANTHONY

LlJCHESE

12/25/28

YARIO, PAUl ..

LUCHESE

07/10/14

VrlRIO, PAUL ,1R

LUCHESE

06/02/38

VARIO, PETER

LUCHESE

06/26/36

VARl;O, THOMAS

LLJCHESE

VINTALORO, JAMES

LUCHESE

07/01/11

ZACCARO, PASQUALE

LUCHESE

03/16/12

ZITO, ANTHONY

LUCHESE

06/18/08

SICA,

JOSEPH~

SORREN!~"

N

/

1

B #158-208
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u.s. Department of Justice
EXHIBIT NO. 28

Office o/the Asl/ltanl Attorney G~n~ral

Criminal Division

Washington. D.C. 20S30

April 29, 1988
RECEIVED BY
SENATE PERMANENT
suaCDMM. ON INVESTIGATIONS

The Honorable Sail! Nunn
Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations
Committee on Governmental Affairs
United States Senate'
Washington, D.C. 20510

MAY 3 -1988
tA,\JCRITY OFFICE

Dear Mr. Chairman:
On April 11, 1988, David Margolis, Paul E. Coffey, and I
testified on behalf of the Department of Justice before your
Subcommittee in its hearings on organized crime. During that
testimony, you asked that we furnish additional details
concerning private civil RICO suits that have been brought by
persons associated with unions and industries. As you are aware,
the Department or Justice has no control over RICO $uits by
private plaintiffs; therefore, we may not become aware of such
suits unless they result in reported opinions. We have, however,
identified the follmling three civil RICO suits brought by union
members in connection with labor-racketeering allegations,
including the suit involving Local 507 that was mentioned by
l-lr. Coffey in hi.s testimony.
1.

Bro~m,

et al. v. Presser, et al., No. C86-5043 (N.D.

Ohio filed Dec. 1, 1986).
Plaintiffs, members of Teamsters Local 507 in Cleveland,
sued Teamsters official Jackie Presser and others in connection
with the defendants' alleged embezzlement of Local 507 funds
through the use of "ghost" employees. 'rhese allegations are also
the subject of a pending criminal indictment in Cleveland. A
copy of the complaint is enclosed for your information.
2.

White v. Fosco, 599 F. Supp. 710 (D.D.C. 1984).

Pla.intiffs, members of locals of the Laborers International
Union of North America, sued the international uni~n, several of
its officials, and others, alleging that the defFndants had
looted the union treasury in violation of 29 U.0.C. § 50l(c) and
had breached their fiduciary duty to the memb&Ls.
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3. Creamer v. General Teamsters Local Union 326, 560
F. Supp. 495 (D. Del. 1983), later opinion, 579 F. Supp. 1284
(D. Del. 1984).
Plaintiffs, former employees of Universal Coordinators, a
stevedoring company owned by convicted RICO violator Eugene
Boffa, alleged that their jobs were terminated unlawfully and
that Universal made illegal payments to Teamsters Local 326 to
induce the union to breach its fiduciary duty to help the
plaintiffs assert their contractual rights.
In addition, we are aware of two suits brought by private
plaintiffs other than union members in cases arising from
labor-racketeering conduct. Both cases arose from the
allegations in the government's criminal RICO prosecutions
involving the International Longshoremen's Association,
particularly the prosecution of Anthony Scotto in New York. In
both cases, plaintiffs were shipping companies that alleged that
the defendants paid kickbacks to the plaintiffs' employees to
cause the employees to take actions detrimental to the
plaintiffs' interests. Hellenic Lines Ltd. v. O'Hearn, 523
F. Supp. 244 (S.D.N.Y. 1981); Prudential Lines, Inc. v. McKeon,
No. 80-5853 (S.D.N.Y. April 21, 1982) (described in Blakey,
The RICO Civil Fraud Action in Context: Reflections on
Bennett v. Berg., 58 Notre Dame L. Rev. 237, 312 n.176 (1982».
Your question also asked about suits by members of
industries and associations. I assume this question was directed
to the area of labor-management issues. Again, we have no sU.re
\qay of tracking all such private suits. There have been,
undoubtedly, m~ny private RICO suits touching in some way on
labor issues. On~ recent suit that ~ay be of interest to the
Subcommittee is Yellow Bus Lines, Inc. v. Drivers, Chauffeurs &
Helpers Local Union 639,839 F.2d 782 (D.C. Cir. 1988), in which
a bus company sued a union under RICO, alleging a pattern of
violent acts in connection with a labor dispute.
I also would like to take this opportunity to correct an
error 'in the statement submitted by David C. Williams of the
General Accounting Office to your Subcommittee, entitled
"Effectiveness of the Government's Attack on La Cosa Nostra." At
page 7 of this statement,
Williams states that "[t]he first
civil RICO law suit was not filed until 1982, a full 12 years
after the act's passage. • • •
[S1uch a lengthy delay in the use
of RICO is difficult tel justify.· In fact, the government began
using the civil RICO provisions in the early 1970s, shortly after
the statute was enacted. ~.~. United States v. Cappetto,
502 F.2d 1351 (7th Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 420 U.S. 925 (1975)~
United States v. Ladmer, 429 F. Supp. 1231 (E.D.N.Y. 1977)~
United States v. Winstead, 421 F. Supp. 295 (N.D. Ill. 1976). Of

Mr.
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course, our use of civil RICO was greatly facilitated when, in
1981, the Supreloe Court made it clear that RICO applies to
illegitimate organizations and is to be construed broadly,
united states v, Turkette, 452 U.S. 576 (1981), and when, in
1985, the Third Circuit affirmed the district court's rlecision in
the Local 560 case. United States v. Lo.cal 560, International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, 581 F. Supp. 279 (D.N.J. 1984) v aff'd,
780 F.2d 267 (3d Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 106 S. Ct. 2247----(1986) .
I appreciate the opportunity to provide this additional
information.
Sincerely, /)

9'h!~l;i

~~~~'Assistant Attorney

General

Enclosure
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE nORTIIERN DISTRICT OF
~
',~ 10
EASTERN DIVISION
.._

OHIo,UDCE

8:tb:. Ue r
C
86
50
I
43

HAltRY ;'SROWN" RONALD CALDWELL,)
l;.·:.an,d'M.D. LEATHERMAIl, for and on )
behalf' of TEAMSTERS LOCAL 507,
Plaintiffs,

)

JACKIE PRESSER, IIAROLD FRIEDMAN,
ALLAN FRIEDMAN, JACK NARDI,
GEORGE ARGIE, and
TEAMSTERS LOCAL 507,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

v.

Defendants.

Civil Action No.

COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. RESTITUTION AND DAMAGES
This is an action in which three union members seek:-"--- --- ---

1.

redress under the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act
of 1959 ("LMRDA" or -Landrum-Griffin Act") and the Racketeer
Influenced and corrupt organizations Act (nRICO") from a pattern
of misappropriations of more than half a million dollars in union
funds over a period of approximately ten years.

Specifically,

plaintiffs seek'to recover, on behalf of their unicn, defendant
Teamsters Local 507, moneys paid out by the principal officers of
their union as

~salaries"

and related employment benefits for

three individuals who in fact performed no services for the
Local.

Plaintiffs seek restitution to the Local of the misappro-

priated funds, with interest accrued thereon; payment of treble
damages to their Local: and payment of their attorney fees by the
defendants who misappropriated the money.
2.
U.S.C.

The Court has jurisdiction of this action under 18
§

1964, 28 U.S.C.

§§

1331 and 1337, and 29 U.S.C.
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3.

Plaintiffs Harry Brown, Ronald Caldwell, and M.D. Leath-

erman are members of defendant Teainsters Local. 507.
4.

Defendant Teamsters Local 507 is a latbor organization

which has, its

p~incipa~

office in Cl.eveland, Ohio.,

Local 507 is

joined because its leaders have failed to respond to demands that
they take action on behalf of the Local to protect its financial
interests against defendants.

Local 507 is joined in order to be

certain that it is bound by the judgment and

'~hat'it

accepts the

benefit of the relief which plaintiffs seek in this case.
5.

since at least 1972, defendant Jackie Presser has been

the Secretary-Treasurer, and defendant Harold l'riedman has been
the President, of Local 507.
6.

Defendants Allan Friedman, Jack Nardi, and George Argie,

at various times between 1972 and 19B1, received payments, and
had payments made on their behalf, which were purportedly made to
compensate them for working for Local 507 as business agents
as 'a special org~nizing representativ.e.

o~

They wl~re not actually

employed by the Local, and did not perform serv:tces for it, but
rather were Nghost employees."
FACTS
7.

The President and secretary-Tr.easurer of Local 507 are

responsible for authorizing all expenditures of funds by Local
507.

Their signatures

accounts of Local 507.

ar~~equired

on all checks drawn on the

?... t;:

The Secretary-Treasurer is responsible

for hiring all Local 507 employees and supervising them in the
2
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performance of their duties.
8.,

Beginning in

~bout

January, 1972, and continuing until

about December, 1978, defendants Presser and Harold Friedman

"

issued weekly checks drawn on the funds of Local 507, totaling at
least

$71~800,

to defendant Nardi.

Although these,payments were

purportedly made to pay Nardi's salary as a busin~\I';s agent or
special organizing representative of Local 507, Nardi was not an
employee of Local 507 and performed no slervices for his salary.
Defendants Presser and Harold Fr'iedman also issued checks, in
amounts unknown to plaintiffs, to pay various employment-related
taxes, pension contributions, and other benefits based on defendant Nardi's purported employment.
9.

Beginning in about January, 1972, and continuing until

about September, 1981, defendants Presser and Harold Friedman
issued weekly checks drawn on the funds of'Local 507, totaling at
least $441,900, to defendant Allen Friedman, who is the uncle of
defendant presser·but is unrelated to defendant Harold Friedman.
Although these payments were purportedly made to pay Allen Friedman's salary as a business agent of Local 507, Friedman was not
an employee of Local 507 and performed no services for his sala-

ry.

Defendants Presser and Harold Friedman also issued checks,

in amounts unknown to plaintiffs, to pay various employmentrelated taxes, pension contributions, and other benefits based

~n

defendant 'Allen Fr,iedman's purported employment.
10.

Beginning in about August, 1978, and continuing until

about June,' 1979, defendants Presser and Harold Friedman issued.
3
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weekly checks drawn on the funds of Local 507, totaling at least
$17,600, to defend?nt Argie.

Although these payments were pur-

portedly made to pay his salary as'a business agent fer

Loc~(

507, defendant Argie was not an employee of Local 507 and per-

formed no, service's for his salary.
':

Defendants Presser and Harold

"

Friedman also issued checks, in amounts unknown to plaintiffs, to
pay employment-related taxes, pension contributions, and other
benefits in connection with the purported employment of defendant
Argie.
11.

During the periods of time set forth in paragraphs 8,

9, and 10, respectively, defendants Nardi; ~~len Friedman, and

Argie accepted the payments and the other benefits' accruing to
them paid by Local 507, as described in those paragraphs, purportedly to pay their salaries as union employees, despite the fact
that they were not employed by Local 507 and were performing no
services for Local 507, as they and d'efendants Presser and Harold
Friedman well knew.
12.

Defendants Presser and Har,old Friedman made false

statements to the United states Department of Labor, to other
government agencies, and to entities within the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning the purpose of the payments
described above, in ord~~ to further their scheme to defraud the
Local of these funds and to conceal the reasons for the payments.

....

Many of these false statements were sent by the United states
mails.
13.

~.~~::-

On March 20, 1986, plaintiffs and others wrote to the
4
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Executive Board of ~eamsters Local 507, asking it to, take action
to recover for the benefit of Local 507 the funds wrongfully
"

taken from the Local pursuant to the foreY9ing scheme to defraud
Local 507 of the moneys paid as salaries and related taxes and
benefits for Na.rdi, Allen Fx;iedman, and

Ar9~e.

Not only has the'

Executive Board taken no such action, but it has never responded
to plaintiffs' demand letter.
14.

On May 27, 1986, plaintiffs by their counsel wrote to

the Executive Board of Teamsters Local 507, noting the fact that
defendants Presser and Harold Friedman had been indicted for
their participation in the misconduct set forth in the foregging, '"
paragraphs, and urging the Board to take action to protect Local
507's inter'est in recovering the moneys wrongfully taken from it.
'A copy of this letter was also sent to the General Executive
Board of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters/asking it to
take action to compel the Local 507 Executive Board 't,:;:, act to
protect Local 507's interest in recovering these

fund~.

the Executive Board of Local 507 nor the General

Exec~!tive

Neither
Board

of the International has ever taken the action requested or even
responded to the demand lette'r.
COUNT ONE
15.

By causing payments to be made as alleged in the fore-

going paragraphs,
fact that

~he

~nd

by receiving these payments, despite the

recipients were not in fact employed by Local 507

and were not in fact performing services for Local 507, defendants Presser, Harold Friedman, Allen Friedman, Nardi and Argie
5
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violated their fiduciary duties to Teamsters Local 507, as set
forth in 29 U.S .C •.

§

501·"

.Defendants ..are therefore;' obligate~ .:to '.. :,

reimburse Local 507 for these funas, plus ,fnterest accrued thereon.
to

Defendants Presser and Harold Friedman are further obligated
reimb~rse
~

Local
507 for the salaries which
,

th~y

received from

it while thus abu'sing their positions of trust.
COUNT TWO

16.

Defendants Presser and Harold Friedman made the forego-

ing payments

~rom

the funds of Local 507, and defendants Allen

Friedman, Nardi and Argie accepted such payments, in
29 U.S.C.

§

50~(c),

vio~at,ion

of

and the making and the receipt of each such

payment constitutes a racketeering activity under 18 U.S. C.'

§

1961 (1) (B) •
17.

Each mailing of false statements in furtherance of the

scheme to defraud Local 507 by making payments to and on behalf
of the ghost employees, as described above, was a violation of 18
U.S.C.

§

1341, ,and 'constitutes a racketeering activity under 18

U.S.C.

§

1961(1)(B).

18.

The payments to defendants Allen Friedman, Nardi and

Argie, described above, and the use of the mails to prepare and·
,transmit false statements to perpetuate and conceal this scheme
to defraud Local 507, constitute a pattern of racketeering activity under 18 U.S.C.

§

1961(5).

19. :Defendants Presser, Harold Friedman, Allen Friedman.
Nardi, and Argie, , conducted or participated in the conduct of an
enterprise, vi z., Teamsters·'Local 507, through a pattern of
6
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racketeering activity described in paragraphs 16
violation of 18 U.S.C.

section, in violation of 18 U.S.c.
20.

throug~

18, in

1962(C}, and conspired to violate that

§

§

1962(di.

Defendants Presser and Harold Friedman made similar

fraudule~t pay~ents,

drawn on the account of Bakery Workers Local

19, to Anthony Hughes.

Defendants Presser, Harold Friedman,

Allen Friedman, Nardi, and Argie, conducted or participated in
the conduct of an enterprise, viz., Jackie Presser, Harold Friedman, Anthony Hughes, Teamsters Local 507, Bakery Workers Local
19, and the affiliated pension and benefit plans of those locals,--through a pattern of racketeering activity which included

no~"",, ___ ,__ ,__

only the payments from Local 507 funds, but also other racketeering activities involving payments and false statements about payments from Bakery Workers Local 19 and its affiliated pension and
benefit plans, in violation of 18 U.S.C.
to violate that section, in
21.

violatio~

§

1962(c), and conspired

of 18 U.S.C.

§

1962(d).

Teamst;ers Local 507 'and its members, inc"luding plain-

tiffs, were injured in their business or property by the violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1962 described above., They were deprived of
the Local 507 funds which were wrongfully paid by defendants
Presser and Harold Friedman to defendants Allen
and Argie, and of the

~se

Fri~dman,

Nardi

of those funds, which were obtained

from the members of Local 507 by mandatory dues assessments.
22. :pursuant to 29 U.S.C.

§

1964, Teamsters Local 507 is

entitled to recover threefold the damages sustained, plus costs
of suit including a reasonable attorney's fee.
"1
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WHEREFORE, PLAINTIFFS PRAY THE COURT TO:
A.

Grant them leave to proceed under 29 U.S.C.

B.

Order defendants

Jac~ie

§

501;

Presser, Hat'old Friedman, Allen

Friedman; Jack Nardi, and George Argie to make restitution,
pursuant~to

29\U.S.C.

§

501, to

Lo~al.507

of the funds paid to or

on the behalf of Allen Friedman, Nardi, and Argie, with interest
accrued thereon from the date of payment;
C.

Order defendants Jackie Presser and Harold Friedman to

make restitution, pursuant to 29 U.S.C.

§

501, to Local 507 of

the salaries which they received from the Local while they

wer~

abusing their positions of trust, with interest accrued thereon;
D.

Award Local 507 treble damages, pursuant to 18 U.S.C.

§

1964, against defendants Jackie Presser, Harold Friedman, Allen
Friedman, Jack Nardi, and George Argie;

E.

Issue an injunction, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1964, re-

quiring defendants Jackie Presser, Harold Friedman, Allen Friedman, Jack Nardi, and George Argie to divest themselves of any interest in Teamsters Local 507, and in any other labor organization in which they may at the time of judgment hold positions of
responsibility; and to refrain fre-m participation in any future

..

activities in such labor organization;
F.

Award plaintiffs their reasonable costs and attorney

fees, pursuant to 29 U.S.C.

,

G.

Award such

§

501 and 18 U.S.C.

othe~~elief

§

1964; and

as may be just and proper.

~~~ ~:~~}M·~tt~.~! ..
~~J.::':Alan

Levy

Y'"

8
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B. Morrison

_

t--tY~
Arthur L. Fox Ir
Public Citizen ~itigation Group
Suite 700
2000 P Street, N.W'~
Washington, D.C.
(202) 785-3704

~~r7··~
Edward R. stege, Jr.
stege, Delbaum & Hickman Co., LPA
1800 standard Building
Cleveland, ohio 44113
(216) 861-0360
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
December. 1, 1986
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EXHIBIT NO. 35

EXCERPTS OF ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE BY THE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
AND COOPERATING WITNESS

Sheer/Kossler Testimony
Federal Bureau of Investigation
New York, New York
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HISTORY OF THE COLOMBO FAMILY
An 11/4/1981 Conversation
between
Frank Falanga
. and
Vinny LNU

V:

By the way, you know gotta excuse me caUSe I'm d very
nosey guy. I'm always inquisitive. But I never thought
(Anthony) Scotto was Colombo -- was a Colombo Family.
The old man (Thomas S. DiBella) made him, then?

FF:

No. Gambino made him. Carlo Gambino made him.
him a skipper. That guy.

V:

Well, who else could?

FF:

He made him a skipper right away.
could -- ah, it was very fast.

V:

And, then, Gambino • • .

FF:

'Cause every time he used to send down, somebody sent
down, it was never taken care of. And never was done,
never was done.
And, then he had to do the right
thing. Then this [expletive] and [expletive] everything
and that's it. 'Cause then it got hot, and that's how
he made him a skipper like the old man (DiBella).

V:

Well, then when he -- wait a second, I lost track. When
(Carlo) Gambino retired, who took his
(Tom~ DiBel+a
took his place, right?

FF:

No, Gambino was always the head Godfather.

V:

He was the Boss of everything?

FF:

Yeah.
He (Carlo Gambino) was the big Boss.
big, big guy.

V:

I always thought that.

FF:

Now, everybody's got a family.
(Tom) DiBella's got a
family.
Right, he's got the Profaci (now Colombo)
family. Ah, Bonannos' have got this guy. Ah, the other
guy has got that guy. That other crew. You get it?

V:

But I thought DiBella was Colombo?

FF:

That's Colombo.

V:

Profaci?

He made

And then he (Scotto1
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FF:

Right.

V:

Profaci-Colombo are one in the same?

FF:

Profaci's all one.

V:

I'm all confused.

FF:

It was Profaci. Profaci died, Colombo took over.
Gambino was always -- he was made boss

V:

Of everybody?

Ff:

Yeah, the overall capo, capote
big shot.
This
Profaci, Profaci. Profaci died. Now, ah, the Sheik was
there.

V:

The who?

FF:

The Sheik.

V:

Who the hell is the Sheik?

FF:

Sally the Sheik. SallY the Sheik (Salvatore Musaccio).
Sally the Sheik da beem bah (phn), while he waS in
office, he was getting old. Da boom boom boom -- made
Colombo the boss. From Colombo he went -- Colombo was
kinda young to be made a boss. He was young. Youngest
boss ever made.
Big boss.
And, ah, from there he
(Colombo) passed away and, ah, ,las, ah, there was nobod y
at the head of this (Colombo) family then. (John) Sonny
Fran zese (Capo, Colombo LCN) was away. Junior (Carmine
"Snake" Persico, Jr.) -- Junior was always there. As
hot as a firecracker.
He was always underboss.
Even
with Colombo.

V:

He probably got [expletive] because of that?

FF:

No.
He (Persico, Jr.) was always underboss.
Nah, he
didn't care.
'Cause he always had a green light, ya
know? Now, ah, there was never none of this -- it was
always happy harmony right down the line. No, ah, end
up, ah, while, while, whi Ie, ah, Alley Boy (Alphonse
Persico -- current F.B.I. fugitive) was in jail, Junior
tu rned a round. Alley Boy came out.
Now. da boom. da
boom, Alley -- Junior got a hood, and he made, and he
made his brother Alley-Boy now.

That's all one.

*

If

It's all one.

Carlo

*
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LOANSHARKINj!
A 12/11/1981 Conversation
between
Frarikie Falanga, aka "The Beast"
and
Vinny LNU
V:

You still having problems with that guy?

FF:

Ah, I put a [expletive] bully (ph) on him.
I
straightened him Qut.
He owed thirty-two hundred
dollars -- I says, nbw you owe four thousand dollars!

V:

(Laughter)

FF:

How much could you pay every [expletive] week? Don't
gi ve me your [expletives] a thousand this, that, your
sister-in-law's [expletive], before I crack you in the
[expletive] mouth. You made me make two trips here for
nothin' •
Now, I'm telling ya, this is the last
[expletive] trip. I'll put your [expletive] head in a
Mixmaster. Who would I want to sell then? If you had
one of those things? The guy who's got a pizza -- he's
got a brand new one.

V:

He wants to put ah -- (laughter) --

FF:

And I'll put your [expletive] head in there. I'll show
You don't live up to your
ya
you know what?
[expletive] thing I'll come here with four [expletive]
m~n.
(Pause)
I'll take you, with the [expletive]
thing, and I'll come here with a truck, with four men,
I'll carry your [expletive] ovens and every [expletive]
thing out. What do ya know about that? Look, ya got a
friend? Well, ah -~ you got a friend, you better reach
out and tell him that I was here. And I'm gonna do it.
So he gave me two hundred dollars that day. Now, he got
to give me -- I made a good deal -- I gave him three
hundred dollars a week.
Now, you owe four thousand
dollars.

V:

Make sure he's not wired or nothing, huh?

FF:

No. No, he owes four thousand dollars. Four thousand
dollars he owes now.
It's all legit, this business.
It's all legit. (Pause) [expletive]

V:

Yeah, but you're not supposed to put guys' heads
Mixmaster! It mixes! What did he -- what was it?

FF:

V (inaudible) --

in
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The Mixmaster!

(Laughter)

FF:

And I told him, I said, I said, I said, ya (expletive],
I'll make a [expletive] pizza out of ya! I says, I'll
make you squeeze through the (expletive] door!

*
LABOR-P~~K~JEERING

IN

II

*

THE_~_Q[~J_~UCTION

INDUSTRY

A 3/19/1984 Conversation
between
Ralph Scopo
and
Sally D'Ambrosia
D'Ambrosia:

I know, but ya know
oh,
could I bid it?
as a GC.

job 200 million,

Scopo:

200 milliol1?

D'Ambrosia:

As a GC.

Scopo:

As a G, sure, GC, why not?

D I Ambros ia:

I could do it?

Scopo:

As a GC?

D'Ambrosia:

Yeah.

Scopo:

You ain't doin' the concrete.

D'Ambrosia:

Sure, I'm doin' the concrete.

Scopo:

How much is the concrete?

D'Ambrosia:

Concrete's gotta be nothin'.

Scopo:

How much?

D'Ambrosia:

What could concrete be, seven, eight, nine

Scopo:

The job's 200 million!

D'Ambrosia:

Everything is upstairs,
glass mirrors chromes

Scopo:

But, if the job's 200 million

D'Ambrosia:

Yeah.

Why not?

everything is above,

all
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Scopo:

the concrete's gotta be 12 million?

D'Ambrosia:

Yeah.

Why can't I do the concrete?

Scopo:

You can't do'it.
Over two million you can't de
it. It's under two million, hey, me, I tell you go
ahead and do it.

D'Ambrosia:

Who do'I g6tta go see?

Scopo:

You gotta see every family. And they're gonna tt:!ll
you no. So, don't even bother.
,,"":,.

D'Ambrosia:

If Tommy goes and talks to them?

Scopo:

They'll tell you no. No matter who talks. I know
they'll tell you no. I went through this not once,
a hund red times.
I can't get it for myself, how
could I get it for somebqdy else?

D'Ambrosia:

What'd happen if they give me million at a time?

Scopo:

How can they give you a million at a time?

D'Ambrosia:

What happens if they give me the million at a time?\

Scopo:

'Cause you're goin' as a general contractor.

D'Ambrosia:

You don't follow what I'm saying.
(UI)
I could
get the job, nobod y else should get the job, I
could create the job.

Scopo:

Yeah.

D'Ambrosia:

Okay?

Tell me who I gotta go see?

I want to do the concrete . . .
II

II

II

D'Ambrosia:

I got, uh, oh yeah, theY're looking to extend gate
one, to make another building out of it. And, uh,
uh, I co--, I 60uld, we could, I could do it all at
once, or I could do it in pieces. What would you
suggest?

Scopo:

First of all, the job costs you two points.

D'Ambrosia~

Why two pOints?

Scopo:

That's what they pay. Anything over two million.
All the guys in the club, got so much, out pay two
points.
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D'Ambrosia:

Uh,

I put two points into the job, you see
that's • • •

80,

th~t,

Scopo:

That's what I say, you gott;l put it ahead of time.

D' Ambrosia:

Yeah.

Scopo:

Tha,t' 8 w:i,thout union, without nothin'.

D'Ambrosia:

Y~h, I

Scopo:

Then y you got 'nothin', that's just for the job.
Out her-e, I think I could do something.

D'Ambrosia:

Shou~d

Scopo:
I

know what you're saying.

I ,go. talk to Tommy?

Ain't gonna do' you no. good.
back to

.e.

They're gonna come

•••
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AFFIDAVIT
ExHIBIT 110. 38

OF
lUCENT CAFABO

I,

Vincent Cafaro,

voluntal'il), make the

of New York,

Hew York,

treel)' and

following statement to the staff' of'the

United States. Senate Perllanent Subcomllittee on Investigations of
the Coamittee on Governmental Affairs.

")' namB is Vincent Cafaro, known to m)' friends as the
-Fish".

Thirt)'-six ),ears ago, when I was a seventeen )'ear old kid

in New York Cit)', I got -pinched" or busted tor possession or two
ounces of' • junk" - meaning, narcotics.

")' grandparents vent to

-Fat Tony" Salerno, at the tille, ..'a \loldier in the Genovese h.U)'
or "brugad", f'or .help.

Fat Tony got me a lawyer, took me aaide

and gave me sOlie advice:

leave the junk alone - if )'ou need

money, steal.

I

tollowed Tony's achice and

took up steaUnB -

robberies tor exa.ple - for a tew years.

atore

When I was. twentr, I lot

married, Bot a leBitlmate job at the Safeway on 116th Street and
Park Avenue, and started a ta.Ul. DurinB .this time I st.)'ed in
contact, on an occaaional basis, with'Fat Tony.

Six or seven fears, later - around 1958 - Fat Tonf ca.. to
me and asked me i t I wanted to work tor hi. in a numbers ottice.
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said yes and stayed with

,years.

Fat, Tony for the next twenty-five

In the end, Fat Tony had become,

in many ways, like a

father to me.

In 1986, the federal government charged Tony, myself and 14
other

ami co

nostra

for,

extortion, and conspiracy.

among

other

on those charges in Ilew York City.
was

returned,

I

began

Attorney's office.

reasons,

racketeering,

Shortly after the indictment

cooperating

with

the

FBI

and

the

US

I agreed to, and did, wear a wire for the FBI

for five months in New York City.
of

things,

Tony and the others are now' in' trial

in,cluding

concern

In October, 1987, for a number

for, my

family,

I

informed

the

prosecutor's office that I no longer ,:wished to cooperate, and was

"

placed in oustody to await trial.

,,(;.

.··1. .

I am providing this statement

independently of any agreement with the U.S. Attorney's office.
My case, and all

~he

charges against me, remain pending.

I have

not been given any itlmunity by the fede'ral government or by this
Subcommittee.

In 1974 I got "straightened out" - in other words, I became
a "made" member of the Genovese family or "brugad", a
nostra.

~rue

amico

This is not something that you ask for - it is; something

that you are offered' by the family, if they feel you are worthy.
A family must first send your full nal1)e and nickname to all the
other families in New York-except the Bonannos, who are no longer
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3.

formally re.cognized because of their role in the junk bUsiness.
This takes about a month and 1s done to check you out, to see if
you had done anything wrong, as far as the Families are concerned.
Prior to the late 1970's the membership rolls or "books" of
La Cosa Nostra were "closed" tpe majority of the time.

When the

"books" are closed, an LCH family cannot make any new members.
This "closing" of the "books" troubled many bosses as it affected
their ability to add or replace members of their families.

In the

late 1970' s, the Commission changed the rules of membership.

A

regime or crew had to have at least eight members and a family was
allowed to replenish that regime when a member died •

.
"

~

:.

300-

'Ii··.·:·

Our family or "brugad" has approximately 400 members. with
a 'definite hier:archy:
foilowed

a boss. an underboss, and a consigl1ere,

by 14' caporegimes.

Beneath the caporegimes are the

soldH'rs.
The boss of the Genovese family is Vincent Gigante, also
known as "Chin"; Bobby Hanna (Louis Hanna> is the consigliere.
Until his death in April, 1987. Sammy Santora was the underboss

o~

our brugad.
Beginning

in

the

early

1980's,

Fat

Tony

Salerno

was

generally recognized on the streets as the boss of the Genovese
family.

In fact, for years Fat Tony reported back to Phillip
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Lombardo, also known as Ben or Benny Squint.

In the 1960's, when

Vi to Genovese went to jail, he turned control of our brugad over
to Lombardo.

In 1972, Lombardo was the boss, "Tommy Ryan" (Thomas Ebo1i)
was the underboss, and Fat Tony was the consigliere.

Lombardo

wanted to stay in the background and keep the heat 01'1'·01' himself,
so Tommy

Ryan

controlled
1972,

fronted

things

as

from

of

the

family,

the background.

Lombardo continued

front~d

boss

in

while

Lombardo

After

the background

Ryan's death in
eL, Z"'C.C.IIR~I
while 111).e lliraRda

as boss of the family.

When I

was "straightened out" in 197-4,

Lombardo was the ..,

boss, Funzi Tieri the underboss wh~:t,Crontedn as the' boss, and Fat .~

Tony the consiglierL

Again,

Lombardo stayed in the backgrr-l.iiJd
rf>r TONY
In 1976, Eii Zaccm-d±

and put out 'fieri as boss of the faloily.
became the underboss
~t

a~t-hat

Ten) became the undel

the consig1iere.

tic.

~

"'c-

posiCIOn untrr-t9'M',

and Bucka100 (Antonio Ferro)

In 1978, "Fat Dom" Alongi replaced Bucka100 as

the consig1iere, followed by Bobby Hanna in 1980.

By this time,

Fat Tony f'ronted as boss of the family, but the real power behind
the throne was Lombardo.

~L

LOI.1N>1.,

In 1981, Fat Tony had a stroke and was "pulled down" by

Vincente "Chin" Gigante, lIanna, and Santora.
'i't7/ll£.\

!Ie.-

poor health and also loot h'fB~.

Lombardo was also in

Gigante became the boss,
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Santora the

underbo~s,

5.

and Hanna the consigliere.

Fat Tony to continue to f'ront as

the boss,

Gigante allowed

letting the other

f'amilies believe that Fat Tony still controlled our brugad.

Fat

Tony

the

continued

to

represent

the

f'amily

by

sitting

on

Commissio!l and in meeting representatives of' the other families.
In

fact,

Fat

Tony

conferred

affecting the family.

with

Chin \'Kl"ld

Chin

on

QCc;~'1I1all)'

any

major

atten!Ja

matters

"c~mmission

meeting, but preferred that Fat Tony go to these meetings.

On two occasions I

took Fat Tony to Commission meetings.

In Hay 198%, ~:- drove Fat Tony and Vinnie DiNapoli to the Country
Club Diner on Staten Island, New York.
going to attend a Commission

knew that they were

as Fat Tony had told me

meeti~g

.

I

~

80.

~

lihen we arrived at the diner, we met Tommy Bilotti, a "made" guy
in the Gambino brugad.

Bilotti took us to a private residence on

Staten Island wh,ere the Commission meeting took place.

I did not actually attend the meeting but stayed upstairs
with Bilotti and three other guys that I did not recognize.
Tony,

DiNapoli,

"Christie

Tick",

Commission

Neil

Dellacroce,

"Jerry

meeting

Lang",

Gambino

(Salvatore

brugad
Santoro)

and

and
was

Ralph

Scopo
and

"Tom

Fat
Mix",

attended

the

Castellano

Dellacroce was the underboss of'

Castellano
the

Castellano,

Dellacroce

downstairs.

represented the Gambino brugad.
the

Paul

was

underboss

the
and

boss.

"Tom

"Christy

Hix"
Tick"

(Christopher Furnari) was the consigliere of the Lucchese brugad.
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"Jerry Lang" (Gennaro Lange1la) was the underboss of the Colombo
,brugad and Ralph Scopo was a Colombo soldier.

After an hour and a

half or so, the meeting broke up and we left.

Later', Fat Tony

told me that this meeting concerned the construction industry.

About a week later, I again drove Fat Tony to the Country
Club Diner.

l~e

met a member of the Gambino brugad who drove Fat

Tony to the Commission meeting.

I stayed at the diner.

Later,

Fat Tony told me that he had been taken to the same house we had
been at the week before..

He told me that this Commission meeting

also concerned construction.

Another

Commission

which Fat Tony told

me

meeting which I
e:'out,

took

did

place

not attend,

at Bari ',.s,

equipment store near Houston street in lower Manhattan.
"Tony Ducks",

and "Tom Mix"

"T'ony

(Anthony

Ducks"

brugad.

traveled

Corallo)

was

a

but

pizza .,

....

Fat Tony,

to the meeting together.
the boss

of the

Lucchese

Fat Tony told me that Vince Gigante, Paul Castellano,

"Baldy Dom",

"Donny

attended this meeting.

Shacks",

capo in the Colombo brugad.

Lang",

and

Joe II.

Gallo

"Baldy Dom" (Dominick Cantarino) 1s a

capo in the Genovese brugad.
the Gambino brugad.

"Jerry

"Donny Shacks" (Dominick Montemarano) is a

Joe II. Gallo >las the consig1ieri in

He told me that the meeting was cut short

because "Baldy Dom" thought he saw an FBI agent outside of Bari's'
and

felt

that

they

had

been

"escaped" out a back window.

seen.

Everybody at

the meeting

Fat Tony got stuck going out the
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window, and Gigante and "Donny Shacks" had to push him through the
window.

When I saw him later back at 116th Street, he was still

out of breath over his "escape".

In 1984, about six months before Fat Tony got pinched for
the

"Commission

case",

Paul

Castellano,

boss

of

the

Gambino

family, attempted through Funzi Mosca, a soldier in the Gambino
brugad, to get Fat Tony to go together with the Gambino brugad on
the pur~:.l!9se Or-B'-concrete plant in Nell Jersey.

Fat Tony told

Hosca to tell Castellano that he, Fat Tony, was "out" and could
not

make

that decision

Gigante.

and

that Castellano would

For the first time,

have to see

the other bosse.s were told

that

Gigante was the boss of the Genoves,e ~brugad.

I

remember

the day

I

became

a

member of the

Genovese

family.

Tony Salerno had t.o1d me and Patty Jerome to meet him and

Bucka100

a'~

a parking lot on Canal Strl'et at 7 a .m. one morning.

When lie arwived, we met Bucka100 (Antonio Ferro).

Bucka100 told

Patty Jerome: to take a "walk" . as he,

Bucka1oo, had to take me

somewhere.

Patty

I

"straightened
Restaurant

later
out"

on

learned

that

Mulberry

day.

that
He

Street,

took
where

me

Jerome,
to

the

Bucka100

was
E1

and

also

CortHe
I

lIent

downstairs to meet with Funzi Tieri, the brugad's underboss, and
Fat Tony,

who at that time was

t.he consigliere.

At first,

I

wasn't positive why we were there - but I knew for sure when I saw
a gun,

a knife,

a pin,

alcohol and

tissue laying out on
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Funzi asked me if I

knew why I

was there;

I

said no.

Funzi asked me if I wanted to beconle a member of the family - he
sai.d I

could accept or not accept, and there would be no hard

reelings.

But he also said "once you accept, you belong to us -

we come rirst, your family and home comes second.
no matter what."

We come first,

I accepted.

Funzi then showed me the gun and the knife and said "This
is the gun and the knife, you live with the gun and die by the
knire."

He told me that Fat Tony had sponsored me, and gave me a

piece or paper to let burn in my hand while I took the oath: "If I
betray the Cosa' Nostra, I shall bUl'n like this paper".

He then

pricked my trigger finger with the :~,in and told me "I/ow you are
amico nostra, you have just been born over again - now you are a
man, you belong to us."
Buck~loo's

regime~

Funzi told me that I would be assigned to

I knew this to mean that Buckaloo would be my

caporegime.

From that point on, I was amico nostra, a soldier in the
Genovese ramily, the most powerful mob family or "brugad" in New
'tol'k City, and, for that matter, in the United States,

Over the

years, I was ofrered the chance to become a "caporegime" in the
ramily, but I turned it dOlm:

I had respect, I was making good

money, and I didn't need the added responsibility of running a
"regime" or crew.

Besides, I was Fat Tony Salerno' s right-hand
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man - I never needed to go to a capo to settle a "beef" - I could
·go right to Tony Jor that.

There were certain rules that .a,1.l amico nostra lived by:
no fooling around with another arnica nostra's wife; no "junk"; no
dealing with pornography or government bonds;

and never talkirig

about "this thing" to anyone but another amico nostra.
very disciplined organization:
once a week with his capo.

We were a

a soldier had to check in at least

A soldier oould not make a "score",

meaning any illegal business, without the approval of his capo.
If he wanted to, a capo Qould demand 10"; of profits made by his
soldiers on a "soore".

A soldiE>: could not even oarry a gun

without first getting approval from his capo.

Most important, we

~

knew never to ask questions about another amico nostra's business
unless it was also our business.

La Cos a Nostra enforces its rules through murder.

So, we

even had rules about who could or could not be murdered - or, as
we say on the street, clipped, whacked, or "hurt".
killings were mandatory for certain offenses:'
another

amico

nostra 's

wife

or

family;

First of all,

messing around with
dealing

in

"junk";

"ratting"; refusing to go on a hit if asked; knowingly killing a
cop

or

other

law

enforcement

agent.

Also,

if

someone

you

sponsored "ratted", you would be killed as being responsible for
his actions.
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No killing 9r "hit n could take place without the approval
.of the hierat:chy of your family.

The first step in getting that

approval was to take your 'iDeef" to your capo, who, in turn, gets
approval

for

Ultimately,
boss.

the
no

hit

from

the consiglieri and

the underboss.

hit could go down without the approval of the

If the boss okays the hit, the capo assigns it to you to be

carried out.

You decide who,

if anyone, from your own regime,

will help you do the job.

If the hit is against a member of another family, your boss
will take the beef to the boss of that family.
members of that family will carry out the hit.

If he agrees,
If he disagrees,

and the hit takes place anyway, a "war" may result.

When a "hit" does take place, other amico nostra usually do
not know who committed the murder or how the murder was committed.
Sometimes,

our

best

source

of

information

is

the

newspapers.

Unless you are, directly involved, it is not your busine!3s, so you
do not ask questions.
conversations

On at least three occasions, I overheard,

regarding

plans

to

elimin'ate

ind~viu;Jall'

who

eventually wound up murdered or missing.

In August
Street

in

1982,

I

was

standing on the corner of 116th

New York City with Sammy Santora

and

Philly Buono.

Santora was the underboss of my hrugad, and Buono was a soldier at
that time.

Buono pulled a plece of paper out of his pocket that
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was about Billy Hasselli's kid, Nat, whom Buono described as "no
good, he's a rat".
.it.

Buono gave Santora the paper, and Santora read

Santora then asked Buono, "Could this kid hurt you?"

responded. "Yeah, we done a few things together."

Buono

Santora told

Buono. "I'll take care of it - I've got to see the skinny guy and
'The Chin'."

th~

know

!

skinny guy

to be

Bobby Manna,

the

consigliere of our brugad, and "The Chin" to be Vincent Gigante.
the boss of our brugad.

Santora told Buono he would get back to

him ,the next day.

Having

!Jeard

their

conversation,

I

knew that Buono was

asking for an "okay" or permission to kill Billy Masselli' skid.
A soldier

always

under-boss,

and consigliere of his bruglld.

needs

permission

for

a

hit

from

the

boss,

.:

He usually receives

that permission through his caporegime - at the time, Santora was
both the underboss of our brugad and the caporegime of the '16th
Street Crew.

The next day, I saw Santora again on 1,6th Street.
him, "How did you make out?

Oid you see ·those guys?"

replied, "Yeah, I got the okay.

I asked
Santora

I gotta go see Philly and tell

him he can do what he wants with the kid. II

To me, this r.eant that

santora had obtained approval for the murder of Hasselli's kid
from the boss, Chin Gigante, and consigliere Bobby Manna.
days

later,

I

read

about

the

murder

of

Nat

Hasselli

A few
in

the

newspaper.
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In early 1982, ,I was standing on the corner of 115th Street
,and First Avenue in New York City.

Vinnie DiNapoli came up to me"

and, "during the course of our conversat'ion, DiNapoli said, "I'm

\\

, yc-

afraid of this guy Haritas, I'm worried about him. "f-neeEl to get:
yc.
a-td of 111m, I need to get an 'okay'
S'lmnI!y

Sautol

tic...

~,

from.

..$amat) ,'I meaning allde, bo:t's

I told DiNapoli, "What are you telling me for?

Go

see Sammy," and see what he'tells you."

Vinnie DiNapoli is a soldier in our brugad.
sponsored

him

into

~he

LCN.

DiNapoli controls

In fact, I
the District

Council of Carpenters and at the time of our conversation had been
charged with labor racketeering, violations.

Teddy MarUas was an

~,

,,~

official in the District Council of Carpenters and an associate or
Vinnie

A short

DiNapoli.

time

after

my

conversation

with

DiNapoli, Teddy Maritas disappeared, and as far as I know has not
been heard from since.

In March 1980, shortly after Angelo Bruno, the boss of the
Philadelphia LCN family, was murdered, Fat Tony Salerno received a
visit from a Philadelphia LCN membel' called "Chicken" (Phillip,
Testa),

at the Palma Boys Social Club

'present

at

the

meeting

was

in East Harlem.

Paul Castellano and

Also

Tony "Ducks"

Corallo.

After "Chicken 's" v,isi t, Tony told me that "Chicken"

believed

that

an

individual

named

"Tony

Bananas"

Caponigro) was responsible for ,the murder of Bruno.

(Antonio

I knew after
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this meeting and from what Fat Tony had told me that there was

s

'power s.truggle going on in the Philadelphia family and, that the
New York bosses were concerned about this

and the fact

stru~gle

that an LCN boss was publicly assassinated. LCN

protoc~l

does not

allow the public assassination of a boss. I also understood.that'
the

New York

families

had

not sanctioned Brun'ot& mUrder. The

bosses vowed, t~ determine who had killed Bruno. Later that same
day, Tony Bananas visited Salerno, Castellano and COrallo at the,
Palma Boys social club. They questioned "Bananas" about the "power
struggle" going on in Philadelphia and who was responsible for
Brunos murder. Approximately one week later, "Chicken" returned to
East Harlem to visit Salerno at the Palma Boys Social Club and
Salerno introduced me to him. Later~ Tony told me tha~ "Chicken"
...

'.,"!:

definitely believed that "Tony Bananas", ,was

~

'..~

responsibl~

. :~;,l

for the

murder of Bruno.

In April 1980, "Tony Bananas" visited Tony Salerno, at the
Palma Boys Social Club. Arter this visit, Tony told me that he had
advised "Tony Bananas" to go see "The Chin" because he did not
want to get involved in Philadelphia's problems. Fat Tony thought
,that the matte'r was a Philadelphia problem' and passed the problem
off to "The Chin~. At the time, the acting boss was (underbos.s)
Funzi Tieri, with Lombardo, the real power behind the s.cene, and
Hanna, the consigli'ere.

A short time later, "Tony Bananas" and

another guy ~ere found murdered in the Bronx. In mid~Aprll, 1980,
Salerno told me, "It's a good thing ! did not get, involved with

this Tony Bananas thing and I sent him to the Chin. He had an appointment
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~he,

Chin, Baldy Dom (Dominick Cantarino) picked him and the
,
,,~ '1ft l... vc"
,other guy up at the Diamond Exchange on 47th street (New York, Rew
York), and they banged him out."
In order for the -Tony Bananas" hit to be carried out, the
hierarohy of IIY brugad, specifically Lombardo, Bobby Manna, aad'
Funzi Tieri, atist have -okayed- the hit.

From what Fat Tony told

lie, 1 believe that BBldy Dom'8 crew had committed the murders.
This was a atrange situation aa Hew York got involved in
the internal probleas of another City's family.

To the best of ay

knowledge, 110 '!ther Rew York family disputed the Tony -Bananas.
hit.

In ay opinion, this lIeant, f<,hat the other faalHes also

.

sanctioned tbe bit.

,,~~

As for me, I waa never asked to carry out a bit - I never
had -to kill anyone.

Tbis waa because Flit Tony always looked out

tor lie - it was like a tatber-son relationsbip and be would Dever

subject ae to that.

However, I knew thst if I

WBS

ever asked, I

would have to kill or be killed.
Wbat I did do lor our laaily was run the nUllbers business
in Vest Harlea, from about 110th to 153rd Streets.
seventy-two controllers working under me.

We

had

I bad about
plenty 'Of

willing custoaera - we paid six to one - the New York lottery only
paid five to one.

At a,. peak, I wall grossing $80,000 per day,
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with a net of about $65,000 per day before
,

------

payou~s.

J; had. SOme

bad years, but in a good, year I could make as much as $2 million
or more.
Tony.

1,hatever money I

Later I

took,

r split fifty-fifty with Fat

expanded my businesses from numbers into sports

betting.

Uhen I

first

people that tried
Pagano.

I

got into the gambling bUsiness,

to "shake"

me down

Here

the first

Joe Cago

and

Joey

think that you know Cago better as Joe Valachi, who

testified before the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations in
1963.
I was running a poker game and Valachi and Pagano
become my .partners.

~Ianted

to

I told them that. I would think about it.

I

went and told Fat Tony what was goi~g on.

Fat: Tony 'told me to

close the game and move it somewhere else.
did.

So that is what I

Later I saw Valachi and he told me that I should have told

him that I was "with" Fat Tony.

I wasn't the only numbers bank in Hest Harlem.
several

black

and

Cuban-run

banks

in

the areas

-

Ther\! were
there were

probably five hundred controllers total operating in Harlem.

To
enforced
number

keep

the

peace

the "two-block"

and
rule.

spot or controller

was

insure

money

The, rule

for

everyone,

required

established,

no one

we

th.atonce a
else could

operate within a two-block radius of that spot.
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On seve.ral occasionll, the two-block rule was tested.

At

least twice I recall instances where Cuban guys opened up within
my two-block area.
Battle.

On each occasion, I had a sit-down with Miguel

Battle, along with Humberto Davila, ran the two biggest

Cuban numbers operations in New York City.

On each occasion, the

Cuban spot was shut down and peace maintained.

On another occasion, a black numbers operation opened up in
violation of the tl,o-block rUle.

When the black operators refused

to honor the two-block rille and close the shop, I sent a couple of
my guys over to break their shop up and put them out of business.

Hy family made a lot of money' ~rom gambling and the numbers
rackets.

~le

got OUr money from gambling, but our real power, our

real strength, came from the unions.

~lith

the unions behind us, we could shut dOl-!n the City, or

the country for that matter, if we needed to to get ollr way •.

Our brugad controlled a nllmber of different unions, some of
which I

personally dealt with, some of which I knew about from

other amico nostra.
with the unions,

In some cases, we got money from our dealings

in some cases we got favors such as jobs for

friends and relatives - but, most importantly, in all cases, we
got power over every businessman in New York.

With the unions
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behind us, we could make or break the construction industry, the
'garment, business, the docks, to name but:. a fell.

For example, Bobby Rao (Robert Rao) lias a union official
wi th a local of the Hotel Workers and Bartenders Union (Hotel,
Restaurant

Employees,

District Council).

AFL-CIO

Production,

Service

and

Sales

Bobby and his union belonged to our brugad.

Every month Bobby would bring over anywhere from $1,000 to $2,000
for me to give to Fat Tony.

I'd take the money from Bobby, and

then hand it over to Fat Tony, usually taking a cut for mYself, at
Fat

Tony's

suggestion.

At Christmas,

around $25,000 for me to g1 ve to

Bobby would

Fa~. Tony.

bring

ove'r

Fat Tony w~u.ld ,tell me '"

hOH to split the money up - half or $12,500 to Ben Lombi'rdo, who,
at the time Has the boss of our family behind Tony; another $6,500
to 'Tony Provenzano, or Tony "Pro", a family member Hho controlled
Teamsters Local 560; and
Tony and myself.

the remainder to be split between Fat

I knew that the money that Bobby Rao delivered

Has money that he skimmed from union fund,s, including union dental
and medical plans - I kneH this because Bobby himself told me so.

I also got union money from "Speed" or Charlie Salerno, who
was Fat Tony's brother.
Garage

and

Parking

Speed was connected to Local 272 of the

Attendants

Union.,

Every month Speed would

bring $1,000 to $2,000 by the club for me and Fat Tony - we would
split it.

Speed told me that these were "shakedown" funds - fun'ds
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kicked back to him by the dentist who got the union dental plan
.business.

We - Fat Tony and I - also got some money, but not much,
Crom

Joe

Dri vers.
$1,500 -

Zucco,

who

controlled

the

Local

oC

the

Ambulance

Joe would bring the money - at rirst around $1,000 to
Cor me and Tony.

It; got to the point where we were

getting very little money Crom that particular union.

We talked

about getting rid oC the union, but decided we shouldn't even
though no money was coming in - we didn't want to chance another
Camily taking over in case the time would come where we needed the
power behind that union.

Other members oC our brugad also made money - 'sometimes
large amounts - Crom their control of various unions.

Everyone on

the street knew tlJat Tony Pro ran Teamsters Local 560.

Tony Pro

used" to get around $3,000 per month Crom tla1sh Trucking Company,
an outCit that operated out oC New Jersey - I knew that because at
one point Matty 1anel10, or Hatty the Horse, as we called him - a
capo in our family - came to Fat Tony with a "beeC" regarding that
money •. At the time, Tony Pro was in prison, but Matty oomp1ained
that Eli Zaccardia's son, Carmine,

was keeping the $3,000 monthly

payment for himselC instead of delivering it as he should for Tony
Pro.

The "beeC" went to Fat Tony and Ben for settlement - in the

end, the money was delivered monthly to Fat Tony, on behalC ox'
Tony Pro.
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I got union money from our family's union conneotions in
the garment center.

Every

mon~h

Arthur RQooomante,

who ran a'

0

0

truoking business in the garment center. would deliver $8,000 to
$9,000.
the

Again. half would go to Ben. a quarter to Fat Tony. and

remi~ining

quarter to me.

l, had the oonvention center operations for our brugad.

I

used thl)Se 4nions to get jobs for friends and have iOnfluenoe when
we needed it.

If I needed something done - a job or some other

favor - I would oall Jimmy Angelino, a wise guy with the Columbo
family.
for

the

Angellino worked at the: ,Convention Center and ran, things
families.

Several

different
"

:;.

types

of

unions

were.O/~

important to keep operations going at the convention center. and
each

of those

example,

unions

answered

7" € Eo~tJ liN Cl b ito v ~ 1\ J

j}1<J~ "''I tf~\I~I\~· GONO"\t.I{,J 1~'
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Camily controlled
, through

our

the

lIIajority of bus.iness

control

Longllhoremen's Association, or ItA.

of

the

on

the

International

For a longtime, Doug Rago,

and George Barone, both lIoldiers in our family, controlled the ItA
and its president, Teddy Gleallon.

Whatever Rago or Barone wanted,

they could get, either through Gleason or some other lesser IL!
oCficial, like Thomas Buzzanca.

In the late 1970s, the FBI and

the Justice Department did a major investigation of the ILA:

Many

ILA leaders and family members were convicted and sent to jail,
including

George

Barone,

soldier in our family,

Thomas

Buzzanca,

and Anthony Scotto,

Hichael Clemente,

a

a Gambino capo who

controlled the Brooklyn docks.

.

~

But all of that really changed nothing on the docks in the
long run.

In October 1986, Sammy Santora, then the underboss of

our family, told 'me that Doug Rago was still bringing in anywhere
Crom $400,000 to $500,000 per year frol!l his control of the ILA.
In' fact, Santora said, Rago wanted to retire and the family was
looking for someone to take oyer control of the'ILA from Rago.

In

short, despite all the prosecutions, our control of the waterfront
was firmer than eve.'.

Aside from the waterfront, another major source of power
for

ou~r-

brugad was the mob's control of the concrete industry and

the construction unions through the concrete club.
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tlicky

Auletta,

owner

con~truction

ooncrete

father-in-law,

21..
o(

S

bU~ines~,

knew

Jimmy the Clinker.
t~

118th Street and used

A Concrete,' a

&

Fat

Jimmy

Tony

high-rise

through

his

the Clinker was

from

turn his numbers in to Fat, Tony.

Fat

,Tony, and Paul Caste11ano became partners with Auletta in S & A
cOllcrete.

Auletta provi(jed the bUsiness; Salerno and Castellano

put up no money,

but,

more importantly,

provided Auletta with

their control and influence of the, construction unions.

Through S & A Concrete, the Genovese and Gambino famiJ.fes
Aua

,/e.-'.

c.otJ'\'1f\~(.

r:-'

•.IN

took over the high-rise. oonstruotion business of DIC Concrete':
DIC

had

gone

Concrete,

out of business

refused

son-in-lall.

a

when

partnership'

Joe DePaola,

s

In order to avoid do'id

lIith

ollner of DIC

Paul

Castellano' II

business with

C'~stellano,

,..,.

':':. ..

DePaulo lIent out of business.

!,v

VV

AIJ~

UM liE
*~abaou~~-tthh~e~S~amm~p.~t~lEm~&7 Bif Halloran~~ollner of Transit Mix,

VI..-

took over Certified Concrete. illS! S
controlled

Halloran

and

others

.,1~

eenel'e~e

like

him

controlled Local 282 of the Teamsters Union.

plan~'

Castellano

because

Castellano

All of the concrete

drivers belonged to Local 282.

Fat Tony, Vinnie DiNapoli, and some attorneys opened up Big
Apple

Concrete,

a

concrete

Transit Mix and Certified.

plant

that

competed

directly 111th

Fat Tony and DiNap~li did not put up

any money to start Big Apple; again, all they provided was their
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influenoe with

22.

the unions.

When Castellano objeoted

to the,

oompetition, Fat Tony and Vinnie agreed to sell Big Apple to
Halloran.
Prior to this,
Halloran

could

Manhattan.

there had been an agreement that only

deliver

concrete

to

construotion

sites

in

Fat Tony and Castellano used their inf1uenoe to insure

that contractors bought all of their concrete from Halloran.

In

return, for every sale arranged by Fat Tony and Castellano, they,
got back fro .. Halloran .1.00, per yard of concrete poured.

Thia

dollar per yard was split, fifty-fifty, between Fat Tony and
Castellano.
agreeme~t

I' know this, because. fat Tony told lie about the

that he, Castellano, and Halloran had.

Castellano used

to send $15,000 a aonth to Fat Tony as his -cut- of the concrete
1I0ney fro .. Halloran.

Vinnie Dillapoli used to keep tabs on the

amount 01' concret~ that Halloran was' p0!lring and would figure out
the allount Halloran owed Fat Tony and C.stellano.
During the sa.a tiM. -Junior- Persico, the boss of the
Colombo brugad end -Tony Duoks- Corallo, the boss of the Luochese
brusad, raised a -beer- about Balloran beins the only one allowed
to deliver ooncrete in Manbattan.

Botb of thea had oonnections

with concrete plants and wanted to let a piece of Manhattan.
Persico gets

n.oo

to $ •• 00 • yard froll Ferrara Brothers, Ozone

Park, Queens, lew York, for concrete sales obtained for thea by
Junior.

Fat Tony and Ca.tellano.told them that Halloran was with
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23.

them and, given the strength of their families, were able to keep
Persico and Corallo out of Manhattan.

This worked well until a "beef" arose between Castellano
and Halloran.

Castellano was also with Scara Mix,

a< concrete

company in staten Illand, New York, owned by Tommy Bilotti and
Castellano' s son.

Castellano borrowed about 14 concrete mixer

trucks from Halloran to be used by Scara Mix.

When the trucks

were returned, they were damaged and in need of repair.

Halloran

wanted $400,000 <trom Castellano to pay for the damages.

When

Castellano refused to paYl Halloran stopped paying Fat Tony and
Castellano their $1.00 a yard.

At the time that Fat Tony and I

were pinched, Fat Tony had not received any money from Halloran
for about< tl;O years.

Castellano was also getting $2.00 to $3.00 a

yard from Scaccia Concrete.

Nobody
Castellano

bothered

asked us

Halloran

over

leave

Halloran

to

afraid that Halloran would "turn".

his

non-payment

alone.

because

Castellano was

Neil Migliore, a member of the

Lucchese brugad, also asked us not to go after Halloran because
Halloran owed <Neil about $12-million.

Halloran was selling< the

Taft Hotel, the Halloran House, and a parking lot on 48th Street,
near Lexington Avenue to payoff his debts.

When Halloran stopped paymehts to Fat Tony and Castellano,
other concrete companies

were

allowed

into Manhattan.

Vinnie
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DiNapoli

came

,high-rise

up

with

concrete

24.
a

plan

for

construction

a

"2$ Club"

conSisting

contraotors.

The

club

of
was

designed to split up jobs among concrete contractors who were with
the different bl'ugads in New York City.

The Genovese, Gambino,

Lucchese, and Colombo bl'ugads 'ran the club.

The Bonanno brugad

was not allowed to participate as they weren't recognized i~' ,.t~e
other families due to their drug involvement.
"made"

guy

knew

who

representative

on

Genovese brugad.

the

the
club.

construction
Vinnie

Each

DiNapoli

After he got convicted and

famili~~

business

as

its

represented

~,as

the

sent away, my

cousin, Carmine Della Cava, and LOUis Dil/apoli were the Genovese.
representatives.

"Funzi" Mosca represented the Gambino brugad;

Neil Migliore represen~ed

represented the ColombO brugad.

and Ralph Scopo
'"
Mosca and Della Cava were also

partners in Glenwood· Concrete.

Scopo was a union official who

oontrolled

laborer~

the Lucchese brugad;

.

~,

at the construction sites, and Neil was in the

tile, marble, and' crushed stone business.
the club,

but any "beefs"

These ind ividuals ran

were settled by the

bosses

of the

families.

The members of the club used to read the Dodge Reports.
The Dodge Report is a oonstruction trade publication that lists
the upcoming jobs.
$2 million.

S

The olub members split up all of the jobs over

& A Concrete got all of the jobs over $5 million.

After a while, the smaller contractors who were not members'

or

the

club started beefing because there were not enough jobs under
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25.

,,$2 million to go arolmd.

I know this because\ the

Cl~b

members

u,sed to come to me and tell me about the beefs.

I told them that

,I, would
"

the. b«;efs,

talk

to' Fat

rule

$2 million

Tony.

was

As

a

to

$3

raised

$5 million still went" to S

&

A olub contractor that

~he.,

four

br.ug~ds.

points from Auletta.

of

million.

,A,nything

the.
over

A Concrete.

w~s

given a job had to pay the club

two percent :of the contract price.
among

result

This two percent was 'split

Vinnie DiNapoli ,used to collect the two

As I ,stated earlier, ,after Vinnie went to

jail. Della Cava or Louis DiNapoli would collec,t the money,

As of

late 1987, Auletta was still paying Fat Tony $12,500 per week.
Auletta is p!!ying off debts to Tori'y that cameabo\lt"t.hrough t.he
~

...

.~

club's activity.

I know that the following concrete companies,were members
of t.he club:
MaXim,
cl~b,

S &. A Concret.e, G' &. G, XLO, Cedar ,Park, Cent.ury

Glenwood~

Toward the end of the

Hetro Concrete was also a member.

Fat.

Tony

Vinnie DiNapoli
Hosca,

Technical, and Northberry.,

who

and
also

Castellano
had

represent.ed

Concrete,Bs well as G

were

influence

Castellano,

behind

S

& A Concrete.

with Cedar

Park.

-Fund-,

also

behind

S

stood

&.

A

& G Concrete, as G & G was with Castellano.

Scopo would argue for XLO, Teohnioal, and Century Max illl , sinoe
these companies

were

with

t.he

Colombo, brugad.

Neil Higliore
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.represented Northberry Concrete, who was with' the Lucchese·'brugad.
The family representatives would get jobs for "their" oompanies.
as well as oollect the two points per job from the oompanies. The
two points would then be divided among the four brugads.
I have'reviewed oharts'of the five Hew York families whioh
have been shown to me by. the Suboommittee staff. I have identified
for 'the Suboommittee staff many uf those individuals' who. I know,
either personally .or through amioo. nOlitra,

inoluding the five

individuals listed as the ourrent bosses of the· New' York families:
Vincente nChin" Gigante of the Genovese family; John Gotti of the.
Gambino

family;

Viotor Amuso of the· Lucchese. family;

Philip

Rastelli of the Bonanno family; and Carmine' Persico of the Colombo
-".

family.

I have already related some of my knowledge of. Vincent
"Chin" Gigante, incll1ding the fact that he took over oontrol of
the Genovese family from Fat Tony Salerno in 1981. I was present
at New York University Hospital, where Salerno was' recovering from
a stroke, when he was visited by Gigante, then oapo Sammy Santora,
and th'en oonsigliere Bobby Kanna. Lombardo was also ill at the'
time and ohecked himself into University Hospital. Salerno later
told me that during that meeting it was decided that Salerno, as
well as Lombardo, should henceforth defer to G1ganteas boss of
the family.

Chin told me that my· main job was to look after the

·old man", meaning Tony.

He told me to make sure that Tony got
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21.

aome rest ,and to )ook after ,any "personal" business. that Fat Tony
hadpend,ing.

Chin also told me not to discuss Tony's "pull down"

with other members of the,brugad.

After leavin~ the hospital Salerno went to his
upstate New York.

city and ~sked that I go see Gigante about'it.
and

farm in

He told me of his desire toco,me back to the

told ,him of Salerno's desire to return.

I spoke to Gigante
Gigante told me

Salerno oould return after a few,'months but added that' if Salerno
w~s

approached about anything "serious" on his return, "I want to

know about it".

From that ,point on, I knew t~a:~ ,Gigante was the ,e.0ss of our :,'"
family.

I've already stated how underboss Sammy Santora Bought

Gigante's approval, as the boss, for at least two murders that I
know of and how Tony Salerno told me of Gigante's involvement in a
third.

As boss of the family, Gigante, ultimately controls any of'
the family's deals or SCOres.
are directly 'his.

There are some areas that I know

He controlsp-ll numbers operations in the area

,

VC-

,from Sullivan Street up to 41~th Street.
Feast,

a

He,runs the St. Anthony

street festival held annually in Lower Hanhattan.

When

"Tommy Ryan" (Thomas Eboli) was killed, Gigante took the book on
his shylock business Gigante's crew.

since that time that, money has, gone to

Gigante also haa been partners ,with !!orris Levy
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of Roulette· Records for· years, although I do not know the details
'of their reiationship.

I also know that Gigante and John Gotti, as heir to Paul
C'astellano and the Gambino family, both pushed Niok Auletta for a'
out of the

profits

from the sale of: the Bankers. and Brokers

bUilding, as a result of promises made when Auletta first bought
the building.

To the outside world, Gigante is known for his sometimes
bizarre

and

orazy

behavior.

In

truth,

he

is

a

shrewd

and

experienced family member, who has risen through the ranks from
soldier to capo to bons.

His stran'ge behavior, suggesting to the
:~

~~

outside world that he is crazy, helps to further insulate him rrom
the ,authorities.

In the meantime, his control of the family's

aotivities is as;strong and as calculated as ever.

I know John Gotti as the boss of the Gambino

f~mily.

Gotti

occupied the cell next to me at the MCC (Metropolitan Correctional
Center) in New York City when I was being
the Salerno indictment.

held on the charges in

I used to chat with Gotti and sometimes

eat with him and Carmine Persico, boss of the Colombo family, who
was also being held there. At the time I was having a dispute with
Fat Tony over some money I owed him, and Gotti used to tell Fat
Tony to take it easy with me.
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ApproximatelY'four years ago, I drove Fat Tony to a meeting
at the Beverly Hotel, 50th Street and Lexington Avenue in lIew York
City.
I

Paul Castellano, Tommy Bilotti, Nick Auletta, Fat Tony and

attended -this

meeting.

Fat Tony was

Auletta wanted to purchase the, Bankers

representing
and

Brokers

Auletta.

Restaurant

building, located on the Westside Highway in lower Manhattan, fr.omCastellano.

Auletta wanted the property ,so that he could- build a

high-rise building on the property.

As a result of this meeting,

Castellano agreed to sell the Bankers and Brokers building to
Auletta

for

approximately, $4.5 million.

Fat

Tony later

told

Auletta that i f he, Auletta, resold the property without bUil~!~I~tt h,~:,r.l
a high-rise, half of the profit made on the sale or the- building~ It>, 7',0"'1'1
r/<-Tony claimed this profit on any !~~a1e as he had r,!,presented
.'

Auletta at the sale.
built"

Fat

Tony

and

~J

If a high-'rise build ing would have been
Castellano

could

have

made

their

profit

through the concrete "club" and their control of- the construction
of the building.

In October 1986, I had a meeting with Sammy Santora at 1527
Kenilworth Place, the Bronx in New York.

Santora told me that

Auletta had sold the Bankers and Brokers building and that "Chin" ,
Gigante was claiming $3 million in profits fr,om the sale from
_Auletta.

Santora, also stated

portion of the profit.

that John

Gotti

was

claiming

a

Gotti was claiming Castellano's portion.

Santora asked me to attend a sitdown with himself, Auletta, Vinnie
DiNapoli and Louie DiNapoli regarding Chin's claim.
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Later that month, I

attended a sitdown at the office of'

Robert ElliS, 900 Third Avenue, New York City.

Santora, Vinnie'

DiNapoli, Louis DiNapoli, an individual known as "Barney" to me,
and myself attended.
and

Brokers

Among the "beefs" discussed was the Bankers

building.

It.

was

agreed

that

Auletta

made

approximately $300,000 profit on his resale of the Bankers and
Brokers building.

At

that

time,

Santora decided

that A)lletta

would repay Salerno, through "Speed" Salerno, $12,500 a week until
the debt was paid.

Santora allowed Auletta to deduct $900,000

from the $3 ,million debt owed to him by Salerno from the Glen
Island Casino construction
$750,000

that

was

already

project.
given

Auletta
to

Fat

could als6 deduct

Tony

thro~gh

Louie

DiNapoli •

The money was owed to Fat Tony, so "Chin" did not have a
leg'itimate

claim

to

it.

It

was

decided

that

Gotti

had

no'

legitimate claim to any portion of the money as Castellano was
never promised a share

I

~f

the profits.

should point out to you that the reason we held

this

"sitdo;/n" at Ellis's office was due to the fact that Ellis is an
attorney and we could use his office and discuss "family" business
wi thout worrying about being "bugged" by lall enforcement.
DiNapolis, Auletta and I

lIere also codefendants

The

in an upcoming

trial and we could only meet each other lIith our attorneys present
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discuss

legal

strategy.

revocation. Sammy had the
the meeting t:or us.

Otherwise;

we

attorneys",c,ontact~d

would

faie

bail

and they arr,!lnged

The attorneys were not allowed to !lit in on

our meeting when I.e discussed our family business.

While I

was in the MCC,

n the Commisslon" clase was beirig
::;t

tried.

During

the

opening

bE }",.\I f'

statement,

"Tell)

)IG-

/f\ \ or: 's. (t",'vI\1"01t.( ,sltIlTO;t.O
Dtt9k$"-, ~
,

,,/0/(\

attorney, adm.itted that there was a Commission and an LCN.

Gotti

became upset when he he,ard this, saying that adlJlitting that there
was an LCII anci an LCN Commission was a mistakj! and that such an
admission

would

hurt

all' LCN

members, in lany

futUre

Cllr<lllo, Persico, Gotti and other LCN meD)llers argued
legal, admission and

it resulted

trials.

over this

in a lot of bad blood betwee,n

them •

. As the new boss of the Gambino family, Gotti was entitled to
all the business 'and money that used to go to Paul Castellano.
For eXample, I

remember Gotti asking Lie if I knew how much money

Castellano had been getting kicked back every month from
Concrete Company.

/In",

Sc~

cpl) /(.;"

I didn't know, but told Gotti he should contact

Funzi Mosca, who, as the Gambino representative in the "Concrete
Club", would be able to give him the allswer.

I

Luongo)
Luongo

also know Vic Amuso, who sucl'eeded Budd y Luongo (Anthony
as boss of the Lucchese family.
and

Amuso

with

"Ralph

the

I

General"

remember discussing
(Ralph 'Tutino),

a
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Lucohese

assooiate who was

. rederal drug charges.
missing

32.

-

he

had

recently convicted

in

lIew York on .

In December 1986, Ralph told me "Buddy's

an

appointment

in

Brookl'yn

(meaning Amuso) and he never came back."

with Little Vic

A few days later, Ralph

told me that Eddie Coco, "Hao" (Mariano Hacaluso), and Vic Amuso
were now running things for the Lucohese family.
heard from again.

Luongo Has never

Sammy Santora later told me that Luongo bad

been murdered and that he believed that "the guy from Brooklyn"
was responsible.

I know "the guy from Brooklyn" to be "Little

Vic" (Victor Amuso), the then consigliere of the Lucchese family.
Amuso's mentor was "Christy Tick", who was and still is in prison,
who backed Amuso in his bid for power.
behind Amuso.

Eddie Coco is the power

Even though Amuso is boss, he takes counsel from
:

,',

Eddie Coco.

meet

high-ranking

members of families from other parts of the country.

At

times,. I

had

the

opportunity

to

For example,

on three or four oocasions, Fat Tony met Angelo Lonardo and/or
Haishe Rockman at 116th Street in lIew York City.
underboss

of

the

brother-in-law.

Cleveland

family

and

Rockman

Lonardo was the
was

Lonardo's

I would usually take Rockman and Lonardo to see

Fat Tony and would only sit down with them if Ton;! invited me to
stay.

It wasn't my bUsiness, so I had no right to stay.
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On one occasion, Fat Tony was in a meeting with Lonardo and
Rockman and he called me into the meeting and asked me to get R9Y
Cohn on the telephone.

I called Cohn and gave the phone to Tony.

Tony toid Cohn that he had some friends that were trying to get
the

~nd

Plain pealer to

retract a news story that had

claimed that Jackie Presser was a "rat".
knew anybody on the Plain Dealer.
owner

o~

the

~in

Tony asked Cohn if he

Cohn told Tony that he knew the

Dealer very well. .Tony told Cohn that he would

.come by and see him in a day or two.

Several days later,
walked

around

Cohn's

I drove",Tony to Cohn's' C!ffice.

office while Tony talked

getting the Plain Dealer to print a retraction.
30 minutes, !ony

'~nd

I left.

I

to Cohn abcut,

After about 20 or

T(\ny toid me that Cohn would get a

retraction from the Plain Dealer on the Presser artiole.

'"
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34.

have read, reviewed,

and initialed each page of this

statement consisting of thirty-three (33) pages, and I swear, to'.'
the best of my knowledge and belief, that the statements oontained
herein are true and correct.

Sworn to and subscribed before me
this

~

day 'of

~

nu..<¥ IC- A.u..w'>4Notary Pubic
My commission expires

19ft

U '

~~/fl

lAARY It GRAQOWSIII

1rJlAIY~St\lEOFftllll'Olll
lIr:::s'm
1ft OIMG! allJliIf

~~U:l.Itl:L
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STATEMENT OF
NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
EXHIBIT NO. 39

CAPTAIN VINCENT PAROLISI
COORDINDATOR FOR.CRIMINA~ & PUBLIC SECURITY
INTELLIGENCE DIVISIO~
·BEFORE THE
U.S. SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARINGS ON
ORGANIZED CRIME:

25 YEARS AFTER VALACHI

Centlemen, my name is Captain Vincent Parolisi. I am
the Coord indator for Criminal and Public Security, Intelligence
Division, New York City Police Department.
On behalf of my
Department, I would like to thank the Subcommittee for allowing us
the opportunity to express OUr view. on .organized 6rime.
These remarks will address several topics, namely:
I

A History of Organized Crime in New York City

II

A History of the New York Police Department's
Efforts versus Organized Crime

III

A Description of this Department's Organized Crime
Investigations Division, as One Excellent Example
of Federal/Local Cooperation

IV

Some Ideas for the Future

V

Some Conclusions and Recommendations

We also, at this time, submit to the Subcommittee our
listing of the individuals comprising the hierarchy of the
Traditional Organized Crime Networl(s operating in New York City
(Appendix A).
I.

A

BRIELijJ§.'I:Q~r ...OE_Q,!U!.>1.NIZ_EJL~KIJ1~ ..I.1i .~~KJ:Qll!LCITY

In the New York City area prior to 1930, there was no
organized crime syndicate, as we know it today. However, the~e
were several independent criminal groups which worked within the
City.
History reflects that as early as 1915, there were two
major organized factions that were in operation. They have been
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identifi4d as the Sicilian Mafia and the Neapolitan Camorra. By
the e,ar1y part of 1930, these factions had settled into four
organized crime groups .in the New York City 'area. Around this
period, a lengthy conflict erupted among these groups.
This
conflict has become known as the Caste11ammarese War.
With the murder of Giuseppe Hasseria on April 20, 1931,
peace within these organized crime groups was established.
.
Salvatore Haranzano, the boss of one of these groups ,
held a meeting with representatives of the other three. At this
meeting, he conferred upon himself the title, "floss of Bosses."
Each of these groups was to be headed by a Boss, followed by his
Chief Assistant, who was to be known as the Underboss; next in
line were the Caporegime, or Lieutenants, followed by the workers,
whom he called Soldiers.
A complete chain of command was
established within each of these groups.
A short time later, Salvatore Haranzano, fearful of
various members of these groups, plotted to have them murdered.
Haranzano hired Girolamo Santuccio to carry out these murders.
However, Santuccio notified his intended victime. On September
10, 1931, Haranzano was murdered by four gunmen on the orders of
Charles "Lucky" Luciano.
After the murder of Maranzano, Charles Luciano promptly
initiated some reforms within the organization. He abolished the
title and position of "Boss of Bosses" and ordered that a new
position be created which would be called a Consig1iere,
Counselor, and be assigned to each group. The Consig1iere's job
was to protect the rights of the Soldiers and to decide on issues
that would affect the group as,a whole. With these reforms, the
structure of the organized crime groups was set into a pattern
which continues to date. Luciano decided to divide the Haranzo
organization into two separate groups, each with its own boss,
thus bringing the total of traditional organized crime groups to
five.
A genealogy study of these five organized crime groups
indicates that each group has survived from 1930 until the
present. The only changes being the names of the hierarchy and
its members. These networks continue today as the following New
York crime families:
Bonanno
Colombo
Gambino
Genovese
Luchese
II.

NEW YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT EFFORTS VERSUS ORGANIZED CRIHE

Eighty-three years ago, long before today' s age of law
enforcement cooperation and perhaps half a century before the
Federal Government turned its attention to organized crime
problems, New York City began its efforts. In 1904, the "Italian
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Petrosino.
Through
three
police
commissioners,
including
later-President Theodore Roosevelt,
retrasino,
an
immigrant
himself, a man of humble origins but a man who embodied the
resourcefulness and ingenuity of the New York City Detective,
fought
a
relentless battle against the criminal elements
terrorizing his fellow immigrants.
In 1909, he gave his life for his beliefs, when he was
killed in Palermo while' investigating links between the Sicilian
Mafia and New York criminals. To this day, Joseph Petrosino is
revered by the Hew York City Police Department as a primary
example of dedication, bravery, and devotion to duty.
The "Italian Squad'," although operating under any number
of different names, continued in the New York City Police
Department from those days on. In the late 1940s, a small group
of detecti ves working from the Central Office of Bureaus and
Squads, under our Chief of Detectives, amassed information on
organized crime and were cited by the late Senator Kefauver's
Committee as being the best example of any local police
department's
awareness
of
racketeers
operating
in
their
jurisdiction.
In 1956, the Department formed the Central
Investigations Bureau and formally recognized the intelligence
role of the Organized Crime Investigators ordering it:
. • • to determine if any pattern of illegal
activity exists and to keep the Chief of
Detectives and District Attorneys advised
thereof • • • •
When the famous "Apalachin Meeting" of underworld figures took
place in November, 1957, this Department was the only law
enforcement agency at any level of Government with such a program
in force against organized crime.
Through the 1 960s, several more name changes occurred,
but the main thrust of this unit remained the same. In 1970, the
Intelligence Division was established, and this was accomplished
with Federal LEAA funds for organization and consultants. A major
segment of this Division became the Criminal Section, and this is
the group that currently gathers intelligence data on all forms of
organized crime in New York City.
Nineteen seventy was also a
landmark year, because of the formation of the "New York Joint
Task Force," an entity which continues to operate successfully
these 17 years later and combines the efforts of agents from the
Drug
Enforcement
Administration,
New
York
State
Police
Investigators, and New York City Police Officers in combatting the
vast drug problems encountered by our city.
In 1971, Federal
grants allowed our Department to take Narcotic and Public Morals
Uni ts, which had been found by the Knapp Commission to be corrupt,
and turn them into the organization we call today our Organized
Crime Control Bureau. After many years, these units within that
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an~ most ethical such units to be found anywhere in this country.
In 1975, the City was hit by the fiscal crisis, and
while all the efforts previously mentioned continued, the manpower
and fund ing for them were seriously reduced. We are only today
fighting our way back to the strength levels of 13 years ago, but
we are doing 50 quite well; and a good part of the way we are
accomplishing our revitalization is through thl~ formation of Task
Forces with Federal law enforcement. The initial Task Force with
the Drug Enforcement Administration continues; and bank robbery,
terrorist, auto crime, child explOitation., narcotics, and
organized crime task forces have been started with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. These task forces are able to utilize
the local expertise of the· New York City Police Department and
combine it with the technical and financial resources of the
Federal Government. We consider this a great step forward for law
enforcement efforts against a variety of organized criminals.
At this juncture, some words must be devoted to the
"Pizza Connection" case and the efforts of the New York City
Police Department's Joint Organized Crime Narcotics Task Force.
This unit was formed in an effort to more fully utilize the
strengths of the New York Police Department and the F.B.I. A need
was recognized, while both agencies were conducting independent
investigations into heroin importation, to combine, coord inate,
and cooperate to achieve the ultimate goal of destroying these
illicit organizations. As a result of their efforts, on March 2,
1987, jury verdicts were announced in what former United States
Attorney General William French Smith proclaimed as " ••• the most
significant case involving heroin trafficking by traditional
organized crime that has ever been developed by the Government.
Federal officials know of no other case that 50 clearly
documents the scope of an international heroin ring. They can
recall no other case that establishes so clearly the distribution
of heroin within this country." There were 18 guilty verdicts.
On April 9, 1984, the arrests of the defendants marked
the CUlmination of what was a four-year investigation coordinated
by
several
F.B.I.
agents
and
three
to
four
separate
investigations, conducted by both N.Y.P.D. and F.B.I.
These
efforts were consolidated and became known as the "Pizza
Connection." This investigation is an unprecedented example of a
heroin-trafficking
network
which
made
extensive
use
of
international
money-launderers
and
multinational
banking
operations from Switzerland to the Grand Cayman Islands. Further,
the participants in this criminal organization were some of the
most notorious, both in Sic ily and in the United States. As a
result of the undercover efforts and success by the F.B.I. through
SpeCial Agent Joseph Pistone, the "Sicilian" faction of the Mafia
was identified. I t was determined that this "Sicilian" faction
was controlling heroin importation into the United States through
New York. Investigations revealed a "pizza parlor" network and
front for the trafficking of heroin. Further, several cities in
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the Hidwest, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey were identified. This
network was extensive and well organized.
In New York City,
investigators of the New York City Police Department 's Nanotics
Divi~ion, already involved with ongoing undercover investigations
into this group, joined with the F.B.I. to form a task force which
would consolidate their investigative intelligence. This case is
the standard by which inter-agency cooperation can be measured.
The agencies eventually involved in this investigation
were F.B.I.; D.E.A.; loN.S.; U.S. Customs; A.T.F.; .and N.Y.P.D.
The foreign police cooperation emanated from Italy, Sicily, Spain,
Switzerland, Turkey, and Caribbean Island banking officials.
Nationwide, this investigation employed over 66 wiretaps.
The
list of coo·perating witnesses included high-~chelon Mafia figures
and a major figure in the movement of "black money" for Italian
"businessmen ," It was documented that over $50 mtllion dollars
were laundered by this criminal organization,
So detrimental was the prosecution of this Mafia
organization that the trial proceedings were marked by violence on
two occasions. In November, 1986, defendant Gaetano Mazzara was
kidnapped and later found brutally murdered.
Additionally, in
February, 1987, defendant Pietro Alfano was stalked for several
months before an unsuccessful assassination attempt on a Greenwich
Village sidewalk left him paralyzed.
In the latter case, the
Joint Organized Crime Narcotics Task Force, in cooperation with
the 6th Precinct Detective Unit, combined to generate the
information and intelligence, which resulted in the arrest of the
actual assailants and the members of the crime family organization
which ordered the "hit."
As a result of this jOint investigation, an intricate
international heroin-smuggling and distribution organization was
dismantled permanently, and its leaders were incarcerated for long
prison terms.
The Joint Organized Crime Narcotics Task Force is
continuing to function, utilizing the experience gained, to attack
drug organizations at the higher distribution levels. The concept
of joint cooperation in law enforcement was truly proven in the
"Pizza Connection."
In the next segment of this testimony, we would like to
provide an in-depth look at the latest of our task force efforts,
the Joint Organized Crime Task Forces within the Organized Crime
Investigations Division of our Organized Crime Control Bureau. I
must emphasize that we use this next section just as an example.
because the work of the other task forces, mentioned above, has
been outstanding; and the Drug Enforcement Administration Task
Force has served admirably as an organization and a model for the
groups which have followed it for all these many years.
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ORGANIZED CRIME INVE&.1:.IGATION DIVISION

The O~ganized Crime, Investigation Division is c'omposed
of a Headquarters Section and five Joint N.Y.P.D./F.B.I. O.rl~anized
Crime Task Forces. The Joint Task Force concept was .stablished
to provide a mOI'e positive, realistic approach regarding 'the
investigation of organized crime. Both agencies( ~he N.Y.P.D. and
the F.B.I., provide manpower, resources, intelligence information,
and creativity in an effort to develop ,practical, long-term
investigations.
These investigations target individuals, who
occupy mid- to high-level positions in the traditional' (LCN)
organized crime families, as well as emerging, non-traditional
organized crime groups.
Development of the N.Y.P.D./F.B.I. Joint Organized Crime Task
Force
During ~he 1970s, there was an increase in the number of
contacts between the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Ne,w
York City Police Department. Many of these contacts were a result
of the F. B. I. 's increased
invol v,ement in organized crime
investigations. Members of each agency opened informal, all well
as formal, lines of communication between the two agenci'es. On
occasion, members of each agency found themselves pursuing similar
goals and, as a result, shared information and coordinated their
investigations.
.
In 1983, then-Police Commissioner Robert McGuire and Lee
Lester. Director of the New York Office of the F. B. I., signed a
memorandum of understanding which created the Joint Organized
Crime Task Force. Since the formation of the Task Force, sticcess
has been achieved in cases against the La Cosa Nostra,
non-traditional organized crime group~, and labor racketeers.
There are many. reasons for the success of the Joint
Organized Crime Task Force. The commitment by -the Police
Commissioner and the Director of the New York Office of the F.B.I.
has set the tone for cooperation between the two agenc~es. The
personnel assigned to the Task Forces have been able to overcome
the differences that occur when two distinct agencies mesh their
operations. The emphasis on the njoint n nature of the, task forces
allows each agency to have equal input in tieciding the goals and
the methods to be used to achieve those goals.
Also, the
successful use of criminal and recently civil RICO statutes has
given momentum to further investigations. After years of. picking
away at the edges of organized crime, law en"forcement is now
hitting at the heart of the LCN families. Mob ,:leaders who were
once well insulated from arrest are now not only being arrested,
but are serving lengthy prison sentences. Mob control of labor
unions and certain industries has also come under'the scrutiny of
the Joint Task Forces.
Strong cases have been made against
mob-controlled unions and mob-controlled industries.
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- 7 The success of' the Joint Organized Crime TaskForce
should continue. Recent investigations have shown that the mob is
vulnerable. Its hold on certain unions and industries could be
broken. The union members and the honest bUsinessmen will not be
the only ones to benefit from the success of the Joint Task
Force. The public will profit when prices are determined by the
laws of the marketplace and not by the mob leadership.
The following are synopses of some of the major cases of
these. Task Forces.
Uni~ed

States versus PaUl Castellano et al.

In Harch of 1984, a major investigation of traditional
organized crime produced an enormous ind ictment of 'an entire crew
of the Gambino Crime Family. The 21 persons indicted included
Paul Castellano, the 68-year-old head of the family, who was
1',eputed to be the most powerful organized crime leader in the
country.
The RICO indictment charged the defendants with the
entire range of criminal activities from auto theft and insurance
fraud to extortion, loansharking, prostitution, drug trafficking,
jury tampering, obstruction of justice, and murder.
The investigation was conducted by an informal task
force of units within the New York City Police Department and
local and Federal agencies. This informal grouping became the
model for the Joint Task Forces which are operating today.
StarOuest
On November 23, 1983, Joint Organized Crime Task Force
I-A was established to target the entire leadership of the Colombo
Family for RICO prosecution.
The StarQuest case, initiated in
1983, focused on the illegal activities of the family. The case
CUlminated in the convictions of the entire leadership of the
Colombo Family for major violations in June, 1986. It should be
noted that the Title III wiretap of StarQuest was a springboard
for seven spin-off cases and provided probable cause for other
significant LCN prosecutions, including the Commission Case, the
Anthony Salerno/S&A Concrete Case, and the CONRAX Case, which will
be discussed next. In addition, StarQuest was the basis for the
successful civil RICO prosecution of the Colombo Family and the
Concrete and Cement Workers Unions.
The c'riminal and civil RICO prosecutions of the Colombo
Family were major milestones in the Government's war on organized
crime in the New York metropolitan area. The criminal case, as
stated, resulted in the convictions of the entire hierarchy of-the
family with each defendant receiving lengthy prison sentences.
Included in this case was the arrest of Carmine PerSiCO, the Boss
of the family, who at the time was a fugitive and the first major
organized crime figure to make the F.B.I.'s Ten Most Wanted List.
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Concrete and Cement Workers District C'ouncil and the loc.als as
well as the 'Colombo-FamilY and LCN Commission' members, and the
placing
of the District Council
and 'locals
under civil
recei vership.
The prevented economic loss to the public as a
result of these proceedings was estim,ated to be $585 million
dollars', and' the price of concrete per yard in the metropolitan
New York area \Jas reduced some $12 to $15 per cubic yard.
'
There have been other significant cases that were worked
by the Task Force, inc Iud ing the arrest (1986) and conviction'
(1987) of Joseph Tomasello and Vincent James Angellino for
conspiracy to receive stolen property.
Each defendant received'
one year and one day in prison and a $10,000 fine. Tomasello and
Angellino are both prominent Capos in the Colombo Family and we're
counted on to control the family during the p~riod' of turmoil
following the mass convictions of the family leadership.
Today, the Coiombo Family is fragmented and in a state
of flux. The Boss, Underboss, and most of the influential Capos
are incarcerated for long prison t~rms.
CONRAX L.!borers' International Union of North America
This case wau opened on June 26, 1984.
It was· a
spin-off from the Colombo La ,Cosa Nostra Family case (StarQuest)
and initially targeted LCN control of the low-rise concrete
construction industry in New York City through Laborers' Local 13
(Laborers' International Union of 'North America).
From .I.,une,
1984, through July, 1986, the CONRAX case was covert, involving
operation of seven Title III electronic surveillances.
During
this time, the scope of the investigation expanded to inc lude 10
labor unions, 19 labor officials, and numerous cons~ruction
contractors in the New York City metropolitan area.
The CONRAX case went overt in July, 1986. Since that
time, a nUlllber of cooperating witnesses have been develQped.
Information from these cooperating witnesses, which has b~,en
integrated
with
evidence
seized
pursuant
to
electronic
surveillances, search warrants, and Grand Jury subpoenas, has led
to an indictment which was returned on August 17, 1987, and
unsealed on August 18, 1987. Arrests were made during the early
morning hours of August 18, 1987, of certain defendants by Special
Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Detectives of
the New York City Police Department from the Joint Organized Crime,
Task Force. In this indictment, it is charged that six officers
of four different construction trades labor unions, six. shop
stewards in one such union, and eight construction contractors
engaged in RICO Act conspiracy; extortion; Taft-Hartley bribery;
mail fraud; wire fraud; benefit fund bribery; theft from welfare
funds; conspiracy; perjury; obstruction of justi,ce; and making
materially false statements to law enforcement agents.
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Crime Task Force's long-running COHRAX investigation of the
construction industry in Hew York City. In the three years of its
operation, CONRAX and its related activities have, used extensive
periods of oourt-authorized electronic surveillanoe, consensual
reoordings, and warranted searches to unoover what this indictment
oharges i's a long-running and widespread soheme to extort and
induce payoffs from construction companies and to engage in
bid-rigging and oollusion in the awarding of construction
oontraots.
'
The indiictment alleges a widespread praotice of labor
racketeering among the business agents who deal with ooncrete and
It is
masonry subcontraotors in the construction industry.
alleged that, aoting in conoert, various representatives of ~ason
Tenders Looals 13 and 46, Cement and Conorete Workers Union Local
20, and Carpenters' Union Local 531 have systematically bled the
oonstruotion industry through a pattern of· extortion, labor
bribery, and various forms of oollusion and fraUd.
The indiotment recites several of the means and methods
used by the defendants to obtain payoffs. These inolude the use
oT fear, violence, and force to interfere with oonstruotion
projects; the use of unproductive or troublesome workers to
disrupt aotive construction projects; threatening to organize
nnon-union n oompanies unless payoffs were madej the use of
enforoement or non-enforoement of collective bargaining agreements
to induoe payoffs from unionized companies; and the use of
bid-rigging to reward or punish construction companies as it
served the interests of the defendants.
The indictment charges that the defendants rewarded
union members who partiCipated in the extortion and labor bribery
scheme by permitting the union members to work off the books, work
. und'er false names, and obtain union benefits without working by
giving their union books and names to other persons who worked for
unionized oompanies. In addition, the defendants are oharged with
using the representatives of various minority worker groups in the
construotion industry to threaten, harass, and impede oontraotors
unless and until those oontraotors made payoffs.
In addition to the labor bribery and extortiori charges,
several defendants are charged with partioipating in instances of
bid-rigging and collusion in the manipulation of the awarding of
oonstruotion oontracts.
The indiotment alleges that the union
officials used bid-rigging and collusion as weapons to punish
contractors who were reluotant to make payoffs and as rewards for
oontraotors who were willing to do so.
Among the oharges of
bid-rigging in the indictment is a mail fraUd oharge against Basil
Robert Cervone, business agent for Mason Tenders' Local 13, and
George Btlrnesser, owner and operator of Bernesser Masonry Co ••
~lleging that, in Deoember, 1985, using the offioe and telephones
of Looal 13, the defendants tried to fix the prioe being paid for
one phase of the renovation of Shea Stadium.
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~. The ind ictment also" alleges that ~b'id-rigging occurred
during the construction of new housing.' and commercial· projects,'
particularly during the development of 96 homes in Howard Beach,
Queens. New York, and. during the develop!Dent of aneight-lStOrl'
Q,ommercial building on Prir)~e Stre~t, Queens, Ne~ York.
..
Fulton Fish Market·

,

.
On April 6, 1982, at 0900 hours, Vincent ~om~no,
believ,ed to be the most . powerful organized crime: figure
controlling the Fu"lt.on Fish Market area, was located by a member
of the New York City Police Department's Joint Organized, Crime
Task Force, and members of the Internal Revenbe Sefvice and the
. ,Un.ited States Labor Department. He was subsequently arrested for
conspiracy and five counts or making false state.ments to Chemi(!Ql
Bank to induce the extension of more than $206,000 in loans to.
Major Fish Company, .8 wholesale fish c'ompany formerly located in
the Fulton Fish Market. The indictment charged that Romano, who
was' president and sole stockholder of the Major Fish Company,
inflated the assets of his comparty'in order to obtain loans from
Chemical Bank and then defaulted on the loans, owing more than
$110,000. The maximum penalty for the conspiracy charge was five
years in prison and a $10,000 fine.
Each of the substantjve
charges carried a maximum 'p'enalty of two years' imprisonment and a
$5,000 fine.
In addition to' members of the New Yo~k CityPol,1ce
Department, personnel' from the Department of Laboran'd the
Internal Revenue Service were involved in this case.
Also arrested for income tax evasion was Gennaro
Prisinzano, of 5~-12 Arnold Avenue, Maspeth, New York.
Hr.
PrisinzanQ worked. fo~ Se~ Isle DistributOrs, Inc., a company which
unloads Tish brought into the FUlton Fish Market. He was cbarged
with three counts of tax evasion for aiding Sea Isle in failing to
declare over $.220,000 of income between 1977 and 1979. The income
tax evasion charges carried a maximum penalty of five years in
~rison and a $10,000 firte.
.
The followillg cases are examples of joint investigations
into emerging, non-tradltional organized crime.
Cuban

Organize~

Cri.e

This investigation targeted Humberto Davilla, who ran a
Cuban policy. operation, known as "The Company,•."
The Company
controlled policy betting in many parts of the New York City area
and, was in vol ved in money-lauridering, arson,' homic ide, and drug
sales •.
.

.

'

,I

During this investigation, undercover members of the New
y'ork City Police Department's Joint Organized. Crime' Task Force
made purchases of drugs totaling 4 1/2 kilos of cocaine and over
1/~ kilo of heroin.
In addition, members seized or were supplied
with a Thompson sub-machine gun, an UZi, two automatiCS, and three
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revolvers. Seven individuals were arrested for drug sales. Three
pled gu:l.1ty in Federal Court, and two others are awaiting Federal
trial. Two others are awaiting trial in Queens County for felony
drug sales.
Cooperlilting witnesses gave information 'to Brooklyn Grand
Juries' which re.i:ulted in two arrests for homicide by the '81
Precinct Detective Unit and one arrest for homicide and one for
arson by the Arson and Explosion Squad.,
'
Investigative efforts on the gambling operation of The
Company resulted in the execution of four Federal search warrants
on their policy banking operation. The Task Force seized, bankIng
records and a total of $330,534.00.
On January 31, 1986, members of the Hew York City Police
Department and the Federal Bureau of Investigation simultaneously
executed 483 Federal search warrants on The Company's store-front
policy locations throughout the New, York City area.
Over
$120,000.000 and 157 slot machin,es were seized. There were seven
arrests effected for buys or weapons.

Through an undercover operation initiated by the Hew
York Police Department Intelligence Division and then developed by
the N.Y.P.D./F.B.l. Joint Organized crime Task Force, law
enforcement was able to penetrate the hierarchy of the' United
Bamboo gang and successfully curtail its activities through the
arrests and prosecution of its leaders.
DUring the course of this investigation, a cooperating
witness was debriefed and directed by the Task Force.
This
individual
supplied' information
concerning
a Taiwan-based
organized crime syndicate which was preparing to establish a Hew
York base of operations.
Members of this group have been
implicated in the assassination of Henry Liu, a Tai,wanese·
dissident who wa's murdered in San Francisco in October, 1984. Two
Hew York City Police Department Detectives infiltrated this
organization and were formally inducted into the United Bamboo by
the pro tem national leader in Houston, Texas.
During this
investigation r over 100 pounds of marijuana, on. pound of heroin,
two automatic weapons, an assault shotgun, and seven handguns were
purchased or seized.
'
The undercover operatives also took numerous contracts
on people's lives, including the contracts fOl" the lives of three
-Monterey Park Police Detectives. It is believed that this covert
operation may have saved numerous lives. The investigation ended
prematurely. as agreement had been reached with the United Bamboo
to import 300 kilos of heroin from Thailand. In all, 16 persons
were arrested and charged with crimes ranging from RICO
violations; gambling; distribution of marijuana; conspiracy to
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the uniformed members of the Police Department in gathering raw
intelligence data on organized crime members and locations.
The Intelligence Division established a liaison unit, to
expedite the flow of intelligence data between these other
department units. In add Hion, liaison was established between
various other city, state, and Federal enforcement agencies. The
basic groundwork for the flow and exchange of intelligence was
established.
With the availability of intelligence data and liaison
efforts, cooperativeness has also been established.
In the early 1970s, the New York City Polic.e Department
assigned personnel to the New Yor/< Joint Drug Enforcement Task
Force.
The assignment of members of the New York Police
Department to this task forge, and the cooperative effort
displayed by the agencies involved, proved that a unified effort
was viable. The success of this task force paved the way for the
creation of other joint task forces, which are currently
investigating
organized
crime
and
other
major
criminal
enterprises. Members of the New York Police Department who are
assigned to these task forces are sworn in and designated as
Deputy U.S. Marshals. This dual police power gives the assigned
investig<ltors
greater
flexibility
in
conducting
their
investiga~ions.
In addition, these investigations, when they are
concluded, can be prosecuted by the agency (Federal or state) that
would penalize those arrested to the greatest extent.
This system, which encompasses il')telligence-gathering,
dissemination through liaison efforts, and the formation of task
forces with the Federal authorities, has proven successful, and
this is the course we hope to continue in the future.

L

SOME ~lL«J"ll~.I.O.1HL ANDRE<;OMHENDATIONS

In our efforts to combat organized crime, one must not
forget that besides the traditional organized crime networks,
there are other, emerging organized criminal groups. These groups
are becoming more powerful due to the vast profits that they are
obtaining in their criminal enterprises.
The task of cohlb81;ting organized crime is complex .and
beyond the reach of any single local, state, or Federal arm of
Government. The monetary cost of combatting organized crime is
immense. Local enforcement agencies are under extreme pressure to
battle rising violent street crime and massive narcotics problems
in an effort to better protect their citizens.
This makes it
extremely difficult to free up funds for combatting organized
crime.
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distribute heroin' and cocaine; and sale of hE!roin to murder for
hire and mu.rder.
. Eleven defendants, members, and associates of the United
Bamboo gang were tried by the United States Attorney's Office,
Southern District of New York, and convicted for their
participation in the .above charges. They were sentenced to terms
ranging frQm 10 to 25 years' imprisonment.
What is perhaps most significant about this cas~~is the
fact that it represents the first major trial of an Asian
Organized Crime group, which had preyed upon Oriental communities
for many years. The case presented challenges to the Government.'·s
ability to. enter the otherwise uncharted waters of the emerging
criminal syndicates. In gathering the ~vidence and in developing
wi tnesses, members of the Task Force were able to penetrate a
criminal network that has eluded law enforcement in the past.
Because of the magnitude of the next case, known as the
"Commission Case," we have reserved our comment on it for last.

This case involved the indictment of the leadership of
t.he five Mafia families in New York City. The indictment was the
result of many investigations conducted by several agencies.
The intricacies of this case and the massive cooperative
effort which comprised it are best delineated in the press release
which was issued by the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of
New York, Rudolph Giuliani (attached as Appendix B).
IV.

SOME IDEAS FOR THE FUTURE

In order to plan a strategy for investigating organized
crime, one must take into consideration the organized crime
connections between the New York City area and other ~arts of the
United States.
Many of the organized crime figures who have
illicit enterprises in the New York area reside and operate from
the adjoining states.
In addition, intelligence data indicate
that many members of these organized criminal groups in fact owe
their allegiance to New York-based organized crime networks.
For .many years, the New York City Police Department's
strategy for cQtlbatting organized crime was based solely on its
own internal units. Cooperation between these units sometimes
became strained because these units were competitive and arr~st
oriented.
To help alleviate this problem, the Intelligence
Di vision, a non-operatiol'lal un! t, was designated as the central
repository for maintaining the available data on organized crime
members and associates. These data, in turn, were made available
to any other unit to assist it in its investigations of organized
crime. To increase the flow of available intelligence data, the
Intelligence Division undertook a training program to familiarize
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At the present time, there is Federal legislation which
was passed by the House of Representatives (H.R. 2763, the
Commerce, State, Justice and Judiciary Appropriation Act of 1987)
to remove the sharing of forfeited monies with state and local law
enforcement agencies that participate in the case that led to the
forfeiture. This would include the monetary assets and eqUipment,
such as automobiles, that are presently being seized as a result
~farrests and convictions through joint investigation efforts.
The New York City Police Department is strenuously
opposed to such legislation and has made this opposition known to
the Chairman of the U.S. Senate's Subcommittee on Commerce,
Justice, State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies. Quite the
contrary, strategies for the seizing of assets and subsequent
sharing should be widely expanded and built into joint efforts
from their inception. This can be accomplished in many types of
Federal prosecutions, narcotics, conspiracies, RICO's, etc., and
must more frequently include the use of civil RICO proceedings and
tax judgments.
This will serve two
funds available at all levels
second, it will assail the
organized crimi'nal networks,
the organization.

purposes. First, it will increase
for combatting organized crime; and
central motivating factor in all
the ability to produce profits for

In this same vein, we are encouraged by, and ~e strongly
urge the continuation and expansion of, the Task Force concept and
its concomitant financial resources, which become available to us
locally. We do, however, ask that the Federal Government consider
re-instituting the type of direct funding which was formerly
available to us through LEAA, and which, as was mentioned before,
assisted us so much in the instituting of intelligence, narcotics,
and public morals efforts within our own Department.
Future success in combatting organized crime depends on
the continued and expanded cooperation between law enforcement
agencies. In conjunction with the Federal Government, we in New
York City have successfully prosecuted the higher echelons of the
Traditional Organized Crime Networks, but the void that resulted
from these cases is already being filled, and the emerging groups
become more powerful everyday.
We have won some decisive
Victories; but the war to eradicate organized crime, of all types,
from our SOCiety is far from over.
Through public education, a task force approach, and the
financial assistance of the Federal Government, we will continue
and escalate our efforts in this war.
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LEADERSHIP

BONANNO
ORGANIZED CRIME
NETWORK

Prepared by:
City of New York
Police Depart.ent
Intelligence Division
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BONANHO
ORGANIZED CRINE NETWORK
APRIL, 1988
BOSS

RASTELLI. Philip
473 Vandervoort Ave.
Brooklyn, NY

DOB 1/31./18
5# 152029
~YSID# 0082850 J

He 'was recently convicted in the EDNY the
"BONANNO FAMILY TRIAL",
and was sentenced to
12 years in Federal Pr ise,n.
Due' to ill
health.
it is anticipat.ed, that he will probably die in prisc'r.. AI'though he is in Federal
Prison, he cc,ntinues to contr"l this Organized
Crime Netwe.rk.
UNDERBOSS

MASSINA. Joseph

[.08 1/10/43

16~- ;:·r,

FBI# 883127

84 ton Street

'Howard Beach, NY
He was re.:en1:ly convicted in the "BONANNO
FAI1ILY TRIAL" in EDHY and was sentenced tc~ 10
v.::ars in Fed.::ral 'Prise.n. Al1:hough he is in
Federal Prisc.n,
he ce;ntinu.::s teo exercise ccn,t~61 in this OrganizedCrim~Netweork.
STREET BOSS
&

CONSIGLIERI

SPERO. Anthony
273 Bay 19t.h
Br·~c.l'-l yn. flY

Stree~

B# 501895
NYSID# 0900540 N
FBI# 201786H

Intelligence data indicates that Spero is
overseeing tHe day-to-day op~rations of this
Or ganized Crime Netwc,rk.
CAPOREGIMA

DOB

ATTANASIO. Louis
7 Round .Hill
Holmdel. NJ

~/8"44

NYSID# 0834221 N
FBI# 963032E

On September 4,
1987, Attanasio was arrested
by the New Jersey State PC/lice on various
charges. which include bribery.possess,i.on of
a weape,n and numereous other charges.
It is
anticipated that he will go to trial in
January of 1988.
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BClNAHNC.
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORK

APRIL. 1988
CAPOREGIMA

CAPOREGIHA

CHILLI, Joseeh Jr.
200 Hawthorne St.reet.
Stat.e:n Island, NY

EHBARRATO, Alfred
43 Market. St.reet
Ne:w Y,)rk New Yc.rk
I

DOB 7/7./33
B# 423532

NYSIb# 0709202 L
FBI# 713500
DCB 11/1/09
B# 84812
NYSXD# 01965~5 'f
FEI# 776057

CAPOREGIHA

CAPOREG1MA

FERRUGIA, Salvatore

Dds
11/19/14
B#I 104328

Bavsid.:, NY

tl'iISID# 0073286
FB'I# 447871

GRAZIANO, Anthon;l!
4(' Arbut.us WEt)'
Stater\ !sland. Ifx

DC.E 11/2i40
S#438928
N1'S1D# 0751605 H

6':'14 2SCJt...... Street.

Q

FBl# 411'9S2C

CAPOREGIMA

INFANTE, Gabriel
794 BroEtd S'tre:o:::t

DOB 3/26/35
FBI# 68225H

Slc.c.mfield. NJ
Infante

has been missing sin.;e December 22,
It is not. known who has replaced him at
t.h is tim€:.

1981.

CAPOREGIMA

LINO, Frank
1867 Madison Place

Brc.oklyn. Wi

DOB 10/30i37
B #3634 7 1
N1'SID# 0620085 M
FEI# 180107E

CAPOREGIHA

HUSILLO, Charles F

DOB 2/25/26

63 Dawson Circl€:

B i~232C153

Staten Island. NY

NYSID# 0182990 J
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BONANNO
ORGANIZED CRI.HE NETWORK
APRIL. 1988

CAPOREGIHA

RESTIVO, Louis D
63-34 Fitchett Street
Rego Park. NY

CAPOREGIHA

RIZZUTO, Nicholas
Montreal. Canada

.

DOB 11/14/34
NYSID# l348358 J

DOB 2/24/18

NADDI5# 77672

On 2/12/88. he was arrested in Caracas.
Venezuala for possession of Cocaine. He
is presently incarcerated in Venezuala.
CAPOREGIHA

VITALE. Salvatore
5 Pioneer Court.
Dix Hills. NY

DOB 9/22i47
FBI #452897-D
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LEADERSHIP
QE
COLOMBO
ORGANIZED CRIME
NETWORK

Prepared by:
City of New York
Police Depart.ent
Intelligence Division
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COLOMBO
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORV
APRIL. 1988 __ ,

FORHER
BOSS

PERSICO. Car.ine
8420 11~h Avenue
Brool:lyn. NY

,
DOB 8/8/31
B# 297269
NYSID# 0402484 K
FBIN 1132418'

Persico was 'recently conv'icted in two (2)
Federal trials. the "COMMISSION TRIAL". held
in the SDNY. and the "COLOMBO FAMILY TRIAL".
held in the EDNY. He was sentenced to a total
of 139 years 'in Federal Pris·con.
FORHER
ACTING
BOSS

LANGELLA. Gennaro
48 Gold Street

Staten Island. NY

DOB 12130/38
B# 486402
FBIN 966088D

Langella was reo~ently convicted in two (2)
Fedel'al trials. the "COLOMBO FAllILY TRIAL".
held in the EDNY. and the "COMMISSION TRIAL".
held in the ·SOIo).'. He was sentenced tco a total
of 165 years in Federal Prison.
FORHER
UNDER BOSS

FRANZESE. John
47 Shrub Hollow Road
Rcoslyn. NY

DOB 2/6/19
BN 164829

Franzese is currently incarcerated in Federal
Prison
for violation of his
parole
in
co.:onnection with loansharking charges on Long
Island.
He is currently attempting to vacate
an old bank robbery conviction.
If he is
succes~ful.
he might take over control of
th.is Network.
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COl.OMBO
ClRGAIHZED eRHIE NETWORK
,

FORMER
CONSIGLIERI

APRIl., 1988

PERSICO, Alphonse C
8102 11+-h Avenue
BrCoor.lyn, NY

DOB l,2/6/29
B# 277289
NYSID# 0345:.15 P
FBI# 263729A

Alphonse C PERSICO was convicted of Extortion
char'ges iTl the, ELlNY.
He C\isappeared while
awaiting sentencing in June of 1980,
became a
Fedel'al Fugitive until N.:.vember 15, 1987, when
he, was arrested by the Ll.S.
Marshals.
On Decemb",r
18.
1987.
he was sentenc.ed
te.
tw",nty-eight (28) years in Federal prison.
FORMER
CONSIGLIERI

DiBELLA. Thomas
121 Adl .. i eil'.::l,",
,Std.~o:rJ

lsland.

rn:

DCB 11/29/05
E#' 14607

Dibella t·:.(.;: c.vel' this position after Alphonse
C Persico be.::amo::· a Fedo::!'ol fugi ti ve.
He held
this position
until he was convicted
of
Coribery "",oj O:::":1:ol''Cie.n in tho:: indictmen'Cs that
were handed de·wn in Oc tc.b..,l' of 1984.
He is
currently awai~in! sentencing~
CURRENT
BOSS .

PERSICO, Carmine

8# 297269

Altbc.ugh hE: is currently serving 139 years in
Federal Prison,
he has not
relinquished
c.·:.m::l' 01 "f t hi.s NetwGl' k .
CURRt:NT
UNOERBOSS

LANGELLA, Gennaro

8# 486402

Al the.ugh he is currently serving 165 years in
'Federal Prison,
he has nCot relinquished his
positic,n as UNDERBOSS in this Network.
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COLOMBO
ORGANIZEr) CRIME NETWORK
APRIL, 1988
CONSIGLIERI

PERSICO, Alphonse C

DOB 12/6/29
Btl 277289

NYSID# 0345515 P
Although be is currently serving 28 years in
Federal Prison,
it is believed that he still
he. Ids the pc.si tion of CONSIGLIERI in this
Netwc·ry. .
STREET
BOSSES:

ALOI. Benedetto

B# 419713

ORENA. Vito

B# 366708

RUSSO, Joseph

Nlssau PDti 9030588

Recent
data
indicates
that
the
above
TRIUMVIRATE centrols the day teo day activities
c.f tbiS'. Organized Crime Netw,.rk.
CAPOREGIMA

ALOI, Benedetto
FIc.ral ParI:., NY

DOB 10/6/35
Btl 419713
NYSID# 0700803 R
FBI# S05780F

6&

AMATO, Pasquale
Keller h\'enue
Herri.:k, N'{

DOB 7/3/34
NYSID!; 0665572 Q

CAPOREGIMA

CUTOLO, William P
158.:. ESist 48~" Stl"tE:o:::t
Brc.c.l:lyn, NY

DC'B 6/6/49
NYSID# 3845269-L
FBIt! 9::·3127N6

CAPOREGIMA

FRANZESE, Michael
19-520 Haynes 'Street
Reseda, Ca.

DOB 5/27/51
NYSIDti 3661682 Y
FBI# 97822N7

135 5oE:t::ch St.reE:t

CAPOREGIMA

He: is the son of John Franzese, B# 164829.
It
was believed that he took c.ver the crew that
was headed by his father while his father was
i'n prisc'n.
In l1areh of 1986, Michael Franzese
was convic.ted of RICO violations in Florida.
He was sentenced to 10 years and had to make
restitution of $14 million dollars,
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922
COLOMBO
ORGANIZED'CRIME NETWuRK
APRIL, 1988

CAPOREGIHA'

MONTEMARANO. Do.inic
1343 67~n Stree~
Brooy.lyn, NY
Monteaarano
During ~be

OOB '5/3/38
B# 503602
NYSIO# 0806737 K
FBI# 61391E

was indicted in October of 1984.
trial, he became ill and was

severed.

CAPOREGlHA

ORENA. Vito (Little Vic)
37:;': Buckingham Rc.>ad
Ced;;.rhurs1;. NY

DOB 8/4/34
&# 36670€<
FBI# 359615E

Orena is b..,lieved ~.:. be related to
Persico's and is ac~ing 'i.n their behalf.
CAPOREGIHA

PERSICO. Alphonse T

006 2/8/54

E.l, We:Ecver Stre~t
Stet,ten island, NY

FBI# 845172AA6

the

He is ~h.:: s'.n c·f Car.ine Persico, B# 297269.
He was, e.c.nvie.~.::d in ~he "COLOMBO
FAMILY
TiUAL". held in ~he EON .... and was sentenced to
12 ye,arE in Federal Prise.n.
John (Jackie)
DeRoss, DC,B 7 i 17 /37 i;5 Ole. ~ing in his behalf.

DeROSS. John' (Jackie) DOB 7/17/37'
168 He'pe Avenue
Sta~en Island. NY
DeRoBa is currently in Texarkana,
Arkansas Federal Prison, after beinc
convicted of RICO violations.
His
inmate number is' 10451-054.
CAPORilGlHA

PROFACI, Salvatore J
6 Galewood DriVE:
Holmdell, NJ

OOB 5/18/36
FBII 754737Jll
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CC'LOI1BC·
ORGANIZED CRHIE NETWORK

APRIL. 1988
CAPOREGIHA

RANDAZZO. Vincent
214 Bay 3:."'" StreE:~
Brooklyn, NY
Randazzo

is

DOB 11/01i01

FBI# 1107093

.believed to be inactive

due

to

age.

CAPOREGlHA

SCARPATI. AnthonY
62 Barbara Stree~
Staten Island. NY

DOB 6/3/33
B# 286349
NYSID# 0371394 N·
FBI# 568582A

Scarpati was convic~ed and sentenced from the
indic. ~mer,ts ~I'ja~ WE:l"E: banded dc.wn in Oc.tobelCor 19",,4. H~ w",s "'ls.:o .;c.nvicted and sentenced
~C. 3£. years in Federal Priscon in the
"COLOMBO
FANIL'i TRIAL'·.
beld in EDNX'.
It is bE:lieved
tha~ Gregory Scarpa Jr.
is ac.ting in his behalf.
SCARPA. Gregory Jr.
436 H~lton Avenu~
S~atE:n Island. NY

DOB 8/3/51
B# 772483
NYSID# 3123741 L

It is c,eliE:v.::d that Gregory Scarpa
Jr. had ~a~.::n OVE:r ~hE: .:operations
feor his fatl'lE:r, Gregory Scarpa Sr.,
wbo is in~ctive due to illness, and
cof his uncle. Salvatore Scarpa, who
was tbE: victim of a homicidE: on
1/4/",,7.
In December
of
1987,
Gregory Scarpa Jr . . was indicted on
RICO and ex~ortion vic.lations and. ,is
currently a fugitive.
CAPOREGIHA

TOMASELLO. Joseph
130 Vermont Trail
Lake Hapatcong, NJ

DOB 11i5/32
Hi'SID# 0784858
B# 451405
FBI# 2347778

He was recently convi~ted in the SDNY for
receiving and the interstate transportation of'
stolen geoods.
He is currently serving one
year and one day.
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CuLOMEO
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORK
APRIL, 1988

CAPOREGIHA

RUSSO, Andrew T
Simonson Road
Old Brookville, NY

DOB 8/9/34
B# 533105
NYSIO# 0907875, J
FaI# 4564330

Russo was cc.nvicted and sentenced froin the
indictments that were'handed down in October
e.f 1984.
He was also sentenced to 35 years
in Fedel'al Prison after being convicted in the
"COLOMBO FAMILY TRIAL", that was held in the
EONY.
His Cl'ew was 'taken over by JUleS
Angelli.no. NYSID# 3803284 Z. who is currently
incarcerated.
It is believed that Joseph
Russo,
Nassau PO# 9030588, the son of Andrew
Russo has taken cc.ntrol of this crew.
ANGELLINO. Vi.ncent
12 Oakridge Road
White Plains, NY

(JiUleS)

OOB 6/23/36
NYSIO# 3803284 Z
FBI# 723147N1

Angellino was recently
indicted.
triE:d. and convicted in the SONY for
l'ecel.vl.ng
and
the
interstate
tl'anEpr.ortation of stolen goods.
He
. is cUl'r'ently serving one year and
one day.
RUSSO, JOsePh
Simonsc.n Road
Old Brookville. NY

DOB 8/14/53
Nassau POil 9030588

He is acting in behalf of
his
father, Andre.. Ruit.o, Bil 533105'.
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APRIL, 1988

LEADERSHIP

GAMBINO
ORGANIZED CRIME
NETWORK

Prepared by:

City of New York
Police Depart.ent
Intel licence D~vi8ion
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GAMBINO
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORK
APRIL, 1988
.FORMER
BOSS

CASTELLANO. Paul
177 Benedict Road
Stateri Island, NY

DOB 4/6/12
B# 125933

FORHER
UNDERBOSS

BILOTTI, Tho.as
80 Wakefield Road
Staten Island, NY

DOB 3/23/40
B# 450459

On Dec6mber 16,
1985, Castellano and Bilotti
were shot and killed in front of Stark's Steak
He,use le,cated at 210 East 46"'''' Street in New
York City.
FORMER
UNDERBOSS

DeCICCO, Frank
(12/16/85 till 4/13/86)

DOE 11/5/35
B# .427105

DeCicco was k.illed eon April 13, 1986. when a
bomb exploded under. the car he was utilizing.
It
is believed that his
nephew
George
DeCicco, B# 495992,
has taken over his crew,
and has been elevated te, the position of CAPOREGIMA.
FORMER
CONSIGLIERI

GALLO, JOSEPH N
3155 Crescent Street
Astoria, NY

DOB 1/8/12
NYSID# 1412270 K
FBU 2444809

It is believed that he stepped aside in June
of 1987 due to old age and ill health. He had
been indicted in June of 1986 for RICO violations. On December 22, 1987, he was conVicted
of Racketeering Conspiracy, Bribery, and the
Illegal Interstate Travel to commit Bribery.
On February 9,
1988,
he was sentenced to 10
years in Federal Prison and fined $380,000.00,
CURRENT
BOSS

GOTTI. John
160-11 85"'''' Street
Howard Beach, NY

DOB 10/27/40·
NYSID# 0691424 Z
FBI# 8212080
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GAMBINO
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWCIRK

API'.I L. 1988

CURRENT
UNDERBOSS

ARHONE. Joseph
530 92..... Street
Brool:;1yn. NY

DOB 9/13/17

B# 125191
NYSID# 0056550
FBI# 798582

K

He is ourrently on trial in'the EDNY for RICO
violations.
He replaced Frank DeCicco, as
UNDERBOSS when he was killed. On December 22,
1987,
He was convicted in the EDNY of Racketeering cc.nspirac.y.
Bribery. and the illegal
interstate travel to commit bribery. and on
February 22.1981':1. he was sentenoed to a total
of 15 years in Federal Prison. and fined
$820.000.

CURRENT
ACTING
UNDERBORS

CORRAO. Joseph
1531 7,,"'" Stro::o::t
Broc.l:lyn. NY

DOB 10/21/35

He was selecto::d t.:. replace joseph Ar.one as
UNDERBOSS.
when
ARHONE was convicted on
12/22/87.
He is presently on trial in the
SDNY for the Obstruction of Justice.
It is
not known who has taken over his crew at this
'time.
CURRENT
CONSIGLIERI

GRAVANO. Salvatore
70 Lamberts Lane
Staten Island. NY

DaB 3/12/45

B# 524149
NYSID# 0948197 Z

He

was elevated to this position in June of
replacing Joseph N. Gallo, who is 75
years old and in ill health.
It is not known
at this time who replaced Salvatore Gravano,
as CAPOREGlMA.
.

1987.
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GAMBINO
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORK
ApRIL, 1988
STREET
BOSSES:

CAPOREGIMA

CORRAO. Joseph

DOB10/21/36

FAILLA. 'James

008 1/22/19
NYSID# 3215470 Q

GRAVANO, Salvatore

DOB 3/12/45
B#524149

ARCURI', Joseph T,
162-16 33rd Avenue
Flushing. NY

D.)B 5/22/13
FBU 487293F

CAPOREGIMA

AVARELLO, Salvatore
1611 81-~ Street
Brooklyn. NY

CAPOREGIMA

CONTI, Pasquale
2 Hunts C'~Ul't
Roslyn, NY

FBI# 50399HA3

CAPOREGIMA

CORBI, Frank
3407 Norman Avenue
Bal time.re. Nd

DOB .1/12/03
B# 95838
FBI#, 189772

CAPOREGIHA

D'APOLITO, Frank
24-30 Little Neck Blvd.
Bayside, NY

DOB 12/1/23
B# 214093
NYSID# 0141730 R

DOB 4/14/45
or 3/14/45
B# 124515
MYSID# 0221579 ~
FBI # 831983 '.
DOB 3/12/25

Intelligence data indicated that he has
,placed Ettore Zappi, E#7002, .dob 7/14/04.
died of natural causes on 7/24/86.
CAPOREGIMA

DeBRIZZI, Tho.as
111 Hollister Street
Straford. Ct.

rewho

DOB 3/25/23
FBI# 3225111

He was missing from 1/29/88 and was found murdered on 2/5/88 in Trumble, Ct.
It is not
known who has replaced him at this time.
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GAMBINO
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORK
APRIL, 1988
CAPOREGIMA

DeCICCO, George
21 Bay 13"·... Street
Broe,klyn, NY

DOB 3/20/29
B# 495992
NYSID# 0626838
FBI# 98696E

:r

It is believed that George DeCicco has taken
over the crew that was· headed by his uncle,
Frank. DeCicco, B# 427105, when he was promoted
to UNDERBOSS.
CAPOREGIMA

FAILLA. James
275 Evergreen Avenue
Staten I;land, NY

DOB 1/22/19
NYSID# 3215470 Q
FBI# 758042G

CAPOREGIMA

GAGGI. Anthony F
285 Bay 8"'" Street
BrCoof:lyn, NY

DOB 8/7/25
B# :310882
NYSID# 0432135 L
FBI# 291593B

He currently is in Federal PrisCon after
vie ti~.n in the "CASTELLANO TRIAL".

con-

CAPOREGIMA

GAMBINO, JoseJ;!h
41-16 Bayberry Lane
Seafc.rd.· NY

DOB 1/20/30
FBI# 290681A
NYSID# 0439206 L

CAPOREGIMA

GAMBINO, Thomas
82 Pinehurst Street
Lido Beac..h, NY

DOB 8/23/29
FBI# 4192646

CAPOREGIMA

GIORDANO, John pack)
217 Braisted Avenue
Staten Island. NY

DOB 2/7/41
B# 550176
NYSID# 0751200

Q

Giordano took over the crew that was formerly'
headed by Joseph Ar.one, B# 125191,
who is
currently UNDERBOSS.
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930
GAHBll'iO
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORK
APRIL, 1966
C/IPOREGIHA

LOCASCIO, Frank
2412 Dorsey Street
Bronx, NY
&

DOB 9/24/32'
NYSID# 0340118 L
B# 273585
FBI# 525204A

P.O. Box 775
Philliport, Nx'
He is believed te, have replaced Angelo Hascia,
E#14202. when Mascia died of natural causes.
CAPOREGIMA

MOSCA. Ralph
1",08 Bronx River Reac.d
Yonkers. NY

OOS 6/18/10
B* 129036
NYSID# 0629688 J
FBI# 10363&0

CId'OREGIHA

NAPOLITANO. Anthony
21-13 47~'" Street
AS'~e'l'ia, NY

DOB 11/5/00
B# 53158

CAPOREGlHA

PATERNO. Joseph
76 Abbin€tc.n Avenue
Newar.:. NJ

DOB 8/5/23
FBI# 4386478

On April 20. 1985. he was arrested as a result
c,f a FBI investigation in Florida, for conspiracy to commit murder and racketeering.
Through his Attorne.y, Paterno, was nego't.iatina
a plea of guilty to lesser charges.
It, Is
believed that he ~as dying of cancer at that
time.
He died on March 16,1988 in Florida.
It is not knowl1 who has replaced him.
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931
GAMBINO
ORt:;ANIZEP eRniE NETWORK
APRIL. 1988
CAPOREGlHA

RUGGIERO. Angelo
:370 Bel·nard Av",nue
C,edal" hurs t. NY

DOB 7/20/40
B#619594
NYSID# 1136577 Y
FBI# 340401F

Ruggiero is currently in the Federal Metropolitan Correction Center.
in New York City.
where he is beirq!l h.;:ld without bail after being indicted in October of 1983 in the SDNY
for RICO violations. Narcotics Conspiracy. and
the Obstruction of Justice.
This trial
was
e,:,nducted in the EDNY. and was recently declared a mistrial al1d is tc' be rescheduled.
He was also indicted in June of 1986 on RICO
violations in the EDNY.
It is believed that
Gene' Gotti.
B# 578241.
is now acting in behalf of Ruggiero.
and has taken c,ver control
cd"' his crew.

GOTTI. Gene
98-04 101·~ Avenue
OZone Park. NY

DOB 10/31/46
NYSID# 1057637 K
B# 578241

Gene Gotti was indicted in October
of 1983 in the SDNY for RICO violations. Narcotics Conspiracy. and the
Obstruction of Justice.
This trial
was conducted i'n the EDNY.
and was
recently declared a mist·rial and is
to be rescheduled.
CAPOREGIHA

SCOTTO. Anthony
8220 11~M Avenue
Broc.l:lyn. NY

DOB 5/10/34
FBI# 875446

Scotto is curr-=ntly on Federal Parole.
CAPOREGIHA

TRAINA. Hario
1923 71·· Street
Brc.oklyn, NY

DOB 1/27/15
FBI# 298361L2
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932
':;AMBINQ
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORK
APRIL, 1988

CAPOREGIHA

ZACCARIA. PaY,l
226.8 National Drive
Brooklyn, Ni'

, 00a"7/5/24
B.I . 4657.67
Ni'SIDN0824036 i'

Zaccaria. is believed to have taken over the
crew that was he:aded by Oly.pio GaraCalo,
B# 96364, who died of natural causes in
Noyember c,f 1986 ..

CAPORJ.;;GIHA

ZINGARO, Joseph
6 Fran~lin Avenue
Rye, NY

ooa 10/18/12
FBI# 1971465

He was' c.ne of sixteen (16) members and associates who WE!rE: indicted in June c.f 198&, on
RICCo vir..lations in the EONY.
On July 9,
1987, h~ was convicted of RICO violations and
on September 9, 1987, he was sentenced to 5
years and finecl $250,OQO,00. H", is currently
appealing this conviction.
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APkIL. 1988

LEADERSHIP
·OF

GENOVESE
ORGANIZED CRIME
NETWORK

Prepared by:
City of New York
Police Depart~nt
Intelligence Division
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GENOVESe
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORK
APRIL. 1988
FORMER
BOSS

SALERNO, Anthony
345 Eas,t 114"'''' Street
New York, NY

DOB 8/15/11
NYSID# 2736631 R

Salerno was recently convicted and sentenced
to 100 years in Federal Prison in the
"COMMISSION TRIAL", which was held in the SONY.
FORHER
UNDER BOSS

GIGANTE. VINCENT
2Z5 Sullivan Street
New York, NY
,

FORHER'
UNDER BOSS

......'

SANTORA. Saverio
40

Edg~water

DOB 3/29/29
B#231328
NYSID# 0203570 Q
FBI# 5020214

Lane

DOB 6/6/35
NYSID# 0931650 K

Great Neck,. NY
He die.;! c·f

natUl~81

causes con May 28. 1987.

FORMER
CONSIGLIERJ

UNKNOWN

CURRENT
BOSS

GIGANTE, Vincent
225 Sullivan Street
New York, NY

DOB 3/29/28
B# 231328
NYSID# 0203570
FBI# 5020214

CURRENT
UNDERBOSS

MANGANO, Venero
2 Charlton Street
New York, NY

DOB 917/21
B# 472098
FBI# 7800140

CURRENT
CONSIGLIERI

HANNA, Louis
2624 Kennedy Blvd.
Jersey City, NJ

DOB 12/2/29
FBI# 649163A

STREET
BOSSES

HANNA, Louis

FBI# 649163A

CANTERINO, Dominick

NYS;£D# 0369689 ~

Q
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935
GENC'VESE
.
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWQRK
AI"RIL. 1988
CAPOREGlHA

ALa. Vincent
1248 Monroe Street
Hollywood. Flo

DOB 5/26/04
B# 58781
NYSID# 0176268 H
FBI# 554810

Alo is believed to be inactive and that
Guiseppe Spinelli. DOB 4i2/07. FBI# 552781. is
a.: ting in bis bebal f ..
SI"INELL~. Guiseppe
6122 82nd Street
Flusbing. NY

CAPOREGlHA

ARDITO .. John Gregory
lS4t.h Stl-eet
Whi t",stc.r.;:. NY

DOE 10/28/19
B# 161139
NYSID# 006615S L
FBI# 1763382

BELLOMO. Liborio.
FC'l'o:st Dr i v;:
Pelham M~nc.r. NY

D0B 1/8/57
NYSID# 4001635 Y
FBI# 83S711I"Q

20-~7

CAPOREGIMA

!(Barn~vl

.~O

CAPOREGIMA

CANTERINO. Do.inie
181 Bay 41-· Street
Bl'o(.I:l~m.

CAPOREGIHA

DOB 4/2/07
FBI# 552781

H:i

CONTALOO • Tho.as
2121 Shore Parkway
Brr.ooklyn. NY

DOB. 6/6/30
B# 292473
NYSID# 0369689 Z
niI# 565690A
DOB 12/24/13
B# 95136
FBI# 477828

It
is believed that
Alphonse
Malancone
NYSID# 0761255 J. is acting in his behalf.
MALANGONE. Alphonse
104 Medford Re.ad
Staten Island. Ni'

DOB 12/2/36
Ni'SID# 0761255 J
FBI# 403360114
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936
.
. 'GENOVESE
ORGANIZED" ClUNE NETWORK
APRIL, 1988

CAPOREGIHA

DeFEO. Peter

DOB 3/4,02

79 West: 12e ... Street'
New i'orl:, NY

It

is

believed that Alexander Morelli, DOB
48~361, is acting in his behalf.

9/2/39. '6#

MORELLI. Alexander
21E,6

6C.~h

Street

Br.:.c.k.lyn, NY
CAPOREGIMA

GACCIONE. Louis
l867 Aaron Avenu""
East MeCidow, NY

DOB 9/2/39
B# 484381
NYSID# 0862419 J
FBI# 7361lE
DOB 5/2/11

B# 184327
NYSID# ,0304363

Q

Gaccione is ina~tiv. due to illness, it is believ""d tr,.,t Rosario Gangi,
OOB 11/10/39,
E# 600790, is actin, in his behalf.
GANGI. Rosario
167 2;:\t ..... Avenue

i3rc..:.klyn, NY
CAPOREGIMA

CAPOREGIHA

·D08. 11/10/:39

B# 600790

FBI# 127177F

GATTO. Louis
1l.-02First St.reet
Fairl.awn. NJ

DOB 9/:2/16,
FBI# 2084089

GENEROSA. Michael
Shore Road
Broc.kl yn, NY

0083/3/17
FB!"! 823466

'9201

It is believed that Generosa is inactive. and
Charles 'ruzzo., dob 11/22/33. NYSIO# 0608968 K,
is acting in his behalf.
TUZZO·, Charles
l385 Bl'Oadwa)'
Hewlett,' NY

DOB 11/22/33
B# 389093

NYSID# 0608968 K
FBI# 5876330
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937
. GENOVESE
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORK
APRIL. 1988
CAPOREGItIA

GERAROO," Andrew N
224 Laurel Avenue
Livingston. NJ

DOB 8/9/30
FBI# 7657428

CAPOREGIMA

IANNIELLO. Matthew
ltl lre:adwel.l. Dr~ve:
Old Westbury. NY

DOB.6/18/20'
FBI# '690429H

Ianniello is c.urrently con appeal on a recent
Federal Cc,urt case in the SDNY.
It is be-lieved that Ja.es Ida, B# 690802.
is acting
ir, his behalf.
IDA. Ja.es
.:!=" Mare"t.z.el: CClurt

Island. NY

S~aten

CAPOREGIMA

DOB 11/17/39
B# 690802
N1'SID# 0769672 M
FBI# 7945G

LOIACONO. Joseph

DOB 1/3/07-10/30/07

9;, Naslclne AVoi:nth::::

J3# 397598

S,aten Island. NY
Dat2. indicates that Loiacono recently died of
natural causes.
However,
it can not be confirmed at this time.
CAPOREGIMA

LOMBARDI. Ottaviano
2236 West 7 t h Street
Brc,,~l:l yn. NY

DOB 1/22/24
B# 198210
NYSID# 0129942 R
FBI# 2944137

Lo.bardi died of natural causes on January 8,
1987.
It is believed that Joseph Ruggiero
NYSID, 0044294 L has taken over his crew.
RUGGIERO, Joseph
DOB 3/24/16
115 Rivingston Avenue B# 118820
Staten Island, NY
NYSID# 004~Q94 L
FBI# 73708,'
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938
GENOVESE

vRGAl!IZEP CRIME

,NEr~ORK

APRIL:. 1988
CAPOREGIHA

SCIBELLI,Francesco

DOB 9/15/12

(; Meadowlar}: Lane
Springfield, Ma,

FBI# 585801

On October 27, 1987, Seibel'li was convicted
cor Rc.ci'.stee.ring charges in Spl'ingfield Federal
Court, He is currently awaiting sentencing,
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989
APRIL, 1988

.

',~.

\.:

LEADERSHIP
. OF·

LUCHESE
ORGANIZED CRIME
NETWORK

Prepared by:
City of New York
Police Depart.en~
Intelligence Division
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940
LUCHESE
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORK
APRIL, 1998
BOSS

CORALLO. Antonio
9 Grace Lane

DOB 1/12/13 or
2/12/13

South Oyster Bay Cove, NY

B# 75882

He was recently convi~ted and sentenced to 100
years in the "COMMISSION TRIAL", which was
held in the SONY. . Although he is in Federal
Prison, it is believed that he still continues
to cdntrol this vrgani:?;ed Crime Network,
UNDERBOSS

§ANTORA.

DOB 11/18/15

Salvator~

90 City Island Avenue
Bl'onx, NY

B# 128622

He was recently ~orlVicted and sentel1ced to 100
yearS in the: "COMMISSION TRIAL", which was
held in .the ,SDN'{.
Althc,ugh he is in Federal
FTisc.n, it is. believed that he still continues
to control this network.
COHSIGLIEnI

FURNARI. Christopher

DOB 4/3(1/24
213639

66 Adams Court

staten Island,

B#
N~'

He was recently cc.nvicted and.sentenced to 100
years in tbe."COMMISSION TRIAL" which was held
in the SONY.
Although he is in Federal
Prison, it is believed that he still continues
te. control this network.
INTERIM

AHUSO. Victor

DOS 11/4/34

BOSS

Avenue
Howard Beach, NY

B# 322848

89-07

156~h

ACTING

t!6CALUSO. IfarilIDQ

.UNDERBOSS &

144-31 South Drive

COHSIGLlERI

Whitestone, NY

NYSID, 0460283 L
FBI# 6987748
OOB 617/12
(10~h

Ave.)
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9~1
LUCHESE
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORK
APRIL, 1988

STREET
BOSS

CAPOREGIHA

CASSO. Anthony
2148 East 72 Md Street
Brooklyn. NY
ABATE. Joseph F.
890S Atlantic City Avenue

.DOB 5/21/40
B# 509523
NYSID# 0900001 M

DOB 7/8/02
FBI# 1-228-812

Marga"te. NJ.·
CAPOREGIMA

ACCETURRO. Anthony
5131 Jackson Street

DOB 10/18/38
F'BI# 938611C

Hc·llywc.c.d, Fl.
&

PC< B.:.x

70S~

H~'llywc.od.

Fl.

He is currently on Federal trial
New Jersey.
CAPOREGIHA

CAPOREGIHA

CAPOREGIHA

CASSO •..,.Anthony
~14e-East

72 nd

8ro:.);1yn,

NY

Str~et

CASTALDI. Sa_uel
33S Whipp~e Stree"t
Brentwood, NY

CAVALIERI. SaMuel
i49-4!\ Northern Blvd.
Fl,usning, NY

in

Newark,

Doa S/21/40
B# 509523
NYSID# 0900001 M
DOB 2/26/09
B# 254905
NYSID# 0257183 M
FBI# 4981094

DOB 4/11/11
B# 93580-

He died c.f natural causes on November 4, 1987.
It is not known who has replaced him at this
tille.
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LUCHESE
ORGANIZED CRIME NETWORK
APRIL, 1988
FORMER
CAPOREGlHA

CICCONE. AnthonY (Anto~io)
"67 Wy.:.ming Drive',
Huntington Station, NY

DOB 7/18/18
B# 172419

Anthony
He is believed to have replaced
Luongo.
DOB 10/19/39. B# 393380, who has
bee:n missing since: Neovernber 11> 1986> to date:.
he has not be:an officially reported missing.
Anthony 'Ciccone died fr,c,m natural causes in
August eo{ 1987.
It. is not known who has
replaced him at this time.
CAPOREGIHA

COCO. Ettore
1261 Waring AV'i'nue:
Bron>:, NY

DOB 7/18/08
B# 9",208

It was believed that COCO was retired and living in Florida.
Recent. intelligence data indicates that he is back in New York,
He has
a current NY drivers license.
From July to
September of 1967, afte,r the' death of ThoJlas
LUCHESE. be was the ACT'INC BOSS of this. net.,...
WO)'\:.

CAPOREGlHA'

DeLUCA. Richard

DOB 6/19/34
B# 521879
NYSID# 0943275 P
FB!# 486141C

4 Hc,rizc'n Road

Fort Lee, NJ
CAPOREGlHA

DiPALERMO.Joseph
80 North Moore St~eet
New York, NY

DOB 6/8/07
B# 203135
NYSID# 0112283 M
FBI# 151916&

DiPalerao is a Federal Drug Enforcement fugitive since 7/3/86.
It is believed that his
brother Peter,DiPaler.o, B# 168069 is actinc
in his behalf.
DiPALKRMQ. Peter
801 Gramatan Avenue
Mount Vernon, NY

DOB 10/18/14
B# 168069
NYSIO# 0032992 J
FBII 518878
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943
LU(,HESE
ORGANIZED eRI,ME NETWORK

-,

APRIL, 1988
CAPOREGIHA

'LARATRO. Joseph
543 Palm Drive
Hallandale, Fl.

DOB 2i17/16
N'x'SID# 12.79607 Y

&

12"Bouton Road
Lloyd Harbc,r, NY
Im:elligenc.e data indicates that Laratro,
is
semi-r.:til'ed and it is believed that Aniello
Migliore, DvB 10iZ/33. B# ,522599 is acting 'in
his behalf.
'"iGLIORE. Aniello iN",ill DOB 10/2/33
14 Gra.:.", Lan..
B# 522599
Sc.uth uyst",l' Bay Cove. NY
NYSID# 0945003 J,' ,
FBIN 284211E
CAPOREGlHA

SALERNO. Michael C.
10 Dellwc·c.d Lane
Ardsley. NY

DOB 3i20/23
BN 198299

CAPOREGIMA

VAHIO. Paul '
132 Island Parkway Nc,rth
Island Park. NY

DOB 7/10/1/.
B# 98436
FBIN 516930

,

,

Paul" Vario was found guilty in 'the' "AIRPORT
TRIAL"whichwas held in the EDN". On December
, • 10,' '1986',
hec was 'sentenced to serve 6 years
conse~utively in' a Federal Prison.
It is be..,
lieved that his' son,'Peter V.rio,
S# 563733,
is acting in his behalf.
VARIO. Petet '
968 Hemlock Street
Brooklyn, NY·,

DOB 6/26/36
B# 563733
NYSID# 09,83580 H
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APPENDIX "B~'

U.S. Department of Justice

United StllteJ Attomey
SoutIN", District of New YOI'k

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FEBRUARY 26, 1985

CONTACT:

DENNISON YOUNG, JR.

(212) 791-0060
MICHAEL CHERTOFF
(212) 791-9228.

OUTLINE OF AN INDICTMENT

United States v. Anthony Salerno, et al.
A federal qrand jury in Manhattan has indicted "the
Commission," the rulinq council of the Mafia's Five Families in
New York and other American cities.

The 15 count indictment

eharqes 9 defendants -- the five bosses or actinq bosses
of the New York Families and four other hiqh rankinq Family
members -- with participatinq in the decisions and activities of
the Commission.

(See Appendix "A" for the Bosses and Acting

BosselS of the New York Five Families from 193'1 throu9h 1985).
The indictment charqes that thft Commission regUlates
the relationships between and among. Mafia Families.

It also

charqes that the Commission regulates the Mafia's criminal
activities ranging from loansharking and gambling to drug
trafficking and labor racketeering; authori::.es murders of Mafia
members. including

~~e

1979 murder of Carmine Galante. four

o.ther specific murders and an attempted murder; and carries on a
multi-million dollar extortion scheme. described as "the Club,"
which dominates the concrete industry.
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The

~ive bo~".1!

c:harged"in the

ind:l.etlllen~ and

.thdr

rfltspe!=t1ye Families ,are, as follows (See Appelldix "J!", for
d

thei~."age.

and r",sidenees).:

! rI

~thony Salerm., a/k/a "Fat Tony." Boss of the
Genovese Family

v!'..t Paul Castellano, 'a/k/a' "Paulie," "Mr. Paul,'" imd'
"Big Paul,," Boss .of the GlIJIIbino Family

u.'

i' Anthony Corallo, ..&/k/a "Tony Ducks," Boss. of the
Lucchese Family
,

;, l .

Philip Rastelli; a/k/a "Rusty," Boa3 of the

!'" Bonanne) F8I11i1,y
I

Gennaro Langella, a/k/a
r..I the Colombo Family.
','

~Gerry Lang,~,~ctinq

Boss of

-,

The four other ~lleged members or associates of the
Commission charged in the indictment and their respective Family
affiliations and positions are;
Aniello Dellacroce. a/k/a "N~ii," and "O'Neil,n' the
Underboaa of the; Gambino Family
S.alv.atore Santoro, a/k/a~Tom .Mix," the Underboss of
the Lucchese Family ,

\rJ

Christopher Furnari, a/k/a "Christie Tick," the
Consigliere of the Lucchese Family
Ralph $copo, a m~mber of theColombp Family
and President of the Concrete Workers District
Cou~cil, Laborers In~ernational Unipn of North
America.

-2-
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DI Director .,1111. . B. Webater' aaid 'that "thia
1Ddictaent 1a historic.

It

expo~e.

the atructure aDd 1••derabip

of organized cri.e on a .cale never done before.

&nd

It allege. not'

authori&ed
byth.~ ••1on.
.
but alao a 54-year history of the CCemiaaion'a role in
only the . activiti
•• r.gulated
"
facilitating the illegal

~ ~

aetiviti.~

of La Cos. No.tra."

Assistant Attorney Gener.l

St~ven's~

T~ott.'who

ia

in charge of the Crimin.l Diviaion,in the Dep.rt.ent of
Justice, said th.t ;thi. c.... the other . . jor Mafia c •••• in N.w York ~,throughout tb~ United State. and the on-goiDg
cooper.tion between the United States and It.ly in the war
.gainst organized crime were all developed under the le.dership
of former. Attorney General William French Smith."
"Bill Smith h ••
noted.

~eft

an impressive legacy," Mr. Trott

Be emph.sized that ·tnenew Attorney Gener.l, Edwin

Meese, will continue unab.ted.the n.tional andint.rnation.l
pressure on organized cri••• •
The formal

i~v.stiq.tion

commenced 19 montha aqo.

The investigation w.s coordinat.ed and person.lly superVised by
the United States Attorney in the SQuthern District of New York.
Rudolph W. Giuliani, along with Assistant United States Attorney
MiChael Chertof! who presented the case to the 9rand jury.
Mr. Giuliani said that "it would have been impossible
to put this clIse together without a monumental team effort-."
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-Wl thin

'tiW 'United S~t••
.'

Att'orneY·. Offlc.'1l1aciat

every Aa.iatant in the' :Organized' ~1IiiI'Uni t .ad. 'Wbstantlal" '
contributions to the cia ••• · - Walter' llack, vho va. Chietot 1'.li~:.I.':.

U~it, ~d Barbara S·"Jon•• ,thillcur~nt 'Chief. deserVe p'arti'=Ulai:.;

tb.·~~:~~f~~~~~.

credit for .uPerv1sing

Mr.

CiUliani.a:~~: ".:

The' primary 1nvestiqative agency vas the FBI.

";~::'

It vas

the FBI in New York that obtained the first tap. recorded
descriptions relevant to tbe'activitiesof the

.......

/

commission~

,

Moreover, it' was the investigative pian developt:d jOir.it'(Y by the' .
U.S. Attorney' s Offi'ce and the FBI Oftice

in

Nev York that "a ..

followed throughout., The FBI surveiilances supply
support for the case.
Assistants are proud

Mr. Giuliani said
~o

U~at

the largest

"he and'his

be involved with Tom Sheer, FBI Special

Agent in Charge of the Criminal Division in New York, and all the
dedicated, talented and brave agents who are 'in the, front-lines. w
On

tile federal lev0l, the United States Attorney's

Office in the Eastern District of Ne~York under' Raymond J.
Dearie and the S'tdke Force under Edward A.McDonald lent
substantial ;assi stance.
From the outset, Attorney General Smith
the investigative plan'.

~as

briefed on

Assistant Attorney General Trott was

selected as the primary contact.
Mr. Giuliani said that "Steve Trott and the Criminal
Division lent not only support but judgment and expertise to the
task force effort.

Without their active participation, it would

have been impossible to develop these charges."

-4-
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1Cl:. P:1ul1.an1r. ••rv:ed particular ·p'ra1.e for the

contribution

~!

Dbtdet Attom.y El1zc.th, 801 ~aD, of ltiD9.

CouDty, Nov York C:1ty Poliee eo..i••ion.r Bonja.in Ward and

~

York State. Deputy. Atto:mey Genual.. Ro~ld ,Gold.tock.
Ass1'atant Diatrict AttorDeys and detectives frora the
Brooklyn. Di strict Attorney'. office, vorkecl in full partnerahip vi th
the U.·S. AttorDey'lII off-ice. in developing theca •• , in particular
the charges

rdatinq.to~.

CarJlline·Galante.murder contained. in

this indictment and in the Sadai...nti indictment returned'laat

week.

Assistant .District Attorney John Pilaore Childera, who haa .

been ,c:ro ...w des1qnated 'a Special· Aaaistont U.S. Attorney, ia

workinq on this case.
Mr. Giuliani said that WDiatrict Attorney Holtzman and
her office

a~e

entitled to qreat credit for the development of

this case, as .they were for the development of the,Castellano

cas ....
District AttOrney BoltZlUUl noted that "I am proud of
the vital contribution my office made to the Indictment by the
grand jury in conneetion
joint

federal-sta~e

~ith

the killing of C&rmine Galante.

effort in the

prosecu~ion

case was essential because New York

Sta~e

It.

oft.'lis landmark

law ties the handaof

pros.cutors when it comes to prosecuting organized crime
enterprises."

-5-
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..

.

.

1'h1. lnv. .ttvat1OD c;ould not. hov.Yer""ha,,. been Pit

toqether without the help of the Mev York PoUc."'Depart..nt •

.' . ....
~

Police COlill1 .. 10n.~W.rd •••1CJD8d:aa.e of the Departaent'.

~op

.'

expert. on orqaniz.d criM'to the 1nva.t1vatlv• •ffort. , Chief of

Da~.CtiY••

Richard Hic ••1;rO 'and

Control BUr••u

R~ymond

,~af

,

;i .~~ Orqaru:Zed ~;i~~ ',:: -;",:,~.:.

30n•• vere both heavily 1nvolved •• were

detective.'under th.ir co.aand.
'Mr. Giuliani al.o commended Hew York State Attorney
Ganeral Robert Abram.,. H.w York St.te Superintendent of Police
Donald Ch••worth and Ronald Gold.tock. Deputy' Attorn.y Gan.ral 1n

/

ch.rqe of the Hew YorkSt.t•. Orqanized Cr1. . T.sk Force. and
members of his office •.
"In turninq ov.r to .. the federal government .ignificant
evidence qathered bY"his office .nd the State Police, Hr.
Goldst6c~put'

the publ1c,qood ahead of any n.rrower concerns."

Hr. Gu·ili'ani continued~ !'Mr. Gold.tock'. contributions. ~d tho,••

of hi. office to t.lUa and ,related c •••• ar. of prime importanc••
Without them the •• c •••• would not have reached the levels .0 far
.chieved.'
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of the Ind1ctment

De.c~1pt1on

. The indictment charqes .thatfrOli. 19.0.0 ,to the present.
there- existed a nationwide criminal soci ..ty-Jmown,~.:La,Cos.
".:'

"

Nostra or. the Mafia, which·operated throughout the. 'United Stat•••
"

'

..

.'. .

through entities lmown as -'alllilielS-.

'.

'.

Each Family had

leader n person }tn.owna,s a "Boas," a depu'ty leader

"

a.

'. ~

.

it.·-

~ownas

an

"Underhoas" and a high rankinq official MOwn as a .-Cons1qliere".
Families alllo. included officers known as "Capoa," members.. known
as "Soldiers," and

"Associat~s~.

The

BOSI1,

.lSaist~d.by

the

Und.rbo •• and the Conaigliere, INpervised, promoted" and
protected the criminal activiti'elS of. the Capos, Soldierl$ and
Associates, and, in return, received a part·of the illeqal
earninqs of those Capos,' Soldiers and Associates.
According to the indictment, five La Cosa

Nos~rn

Families are based in New York City, althouqn they alISO operate
througbout_the United States and abroad.

Each of- thelSe fah1ilie •.

is often· identified by the name of a fOnller -BoslS..

In the

indictment they are identified as the GenovelSe Family,

~e

Gambino Family, the Colombo Family, the Lucchese- Family and the
Bonanno Family (See Appendix S for a

lis~

0=

bosses of the five

New York Families from 1931 to 1985)_
The indictment also alleges that in or about 1931, the
BOlSses of the rive Families in New York and several other
powerful La Cosa Nostra Families associated to form the
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"Commi ••ion" to .erve a. their council.

rro. 1931 to the

pre.ent. the eo_i ••ion had the po_r to reaolve

....

d111PU~e.

.,

,"'

and to

. ",

F~ilie ••

regulate relations.between and aaoDq La eo.a Ro.tra

.:"

The Commi •• ion wa. compri.ed of Bo•••• and Actinq Bo ••••• actinq,
in conc~rt with other hi9h-r~ng offic~r •• from the five N.w
York L. CO •• No.tr. Faailie., •• well a. at various tim.. Family
Bos.e. from Buff.lo. Chicaqo. Detroit. Phil.delphia and New
Jersey.
. Specific.ally. the iDdicUlent all.qed that the
eo-i ••ion:

-. Proaoted and carried out. joint ventur.,. ~tw.en
L. Co ••.

~o.tr.

Familie. to obt.in .oney through illeg.l venture ••

including "the Club." • •ch_ to, .control concrete contrac.tor. and
.lloc.te CQnc=ete contract payoff. in New York City;
- ae.olveddiapute. and requlate.d relation.hip.
between and among raailie. concerning il18gal·activitie.
incluciing loansharkin9; gailbliDq. drug

~afficking

and

infi,ltr.tion of labor unions;
-

~t.nded

foraal

recoqnitio~

to newly-elected

.• Maint.ined· order be-:ween and .mong F.milie. by
... a.ure. inclu.din\J authorizing th8 aurder of high ranking Family

- Approved the initiation or - ••king" of n.w,r_ily

-8-
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- Controlled relations
Nostra or Mafia,

w1~~

the Sicilian La Co.a

a separate enterprise;

t•

•

>.;"".:.

- Established certain rules governing leaders a%w ::..,'.
4

,

:,,~. ~.~

members of La Cosa Nostra;
- Kept persons inside and outside La Cosa Nostra
in fear of the Commiss-ion by identifying the Commission with
threats, violence and"murder.
According to the indictment, the Commission established
a massive extor'tion and bid rigging 'scheme,
~-

called "the Club"

involving certain cons ruction,contractora who poured concrete.

7

Each of the defendants, except Philip Rastelli, is, charged with
personal involvement in controlling the allocation 'of contracts
to'pour concrete on construction jobs where the value of the
concrete conract exceeded two million dollars.
The Commi'ssion would designate the contractor to make
the successful bid on a particular contrac,t.

Often other

.cQncrete contr-ac.tors, were directed to submit' bids hfgher ''than'
that of the designated winner.

The Commission enforced the rules

of the "Club" with the threat of punishi'ng disobedient
cont~ac~o~s,

by causing the contractors' supplies of

stopped, or by causing certain labor union'
"labor problems" for the contractors.

leade~s

cemen~

to be

to create

The Commission exploited

its control over these concrete pouring contractors in order to
ilxtort payoffs, including payments made directly to Ralph Scopo,
president and business manager of the Cement

an~

Concrete Workers

District Council, Laborers International Union of North America,
91-31 Queens Bouleyard, Elmhur.st, Queens, New York.

-9-
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The indictment charge. specifically that during a
two and one half year period over $1,272,000 in payoffs were'
'extorted by the COJ1Ullissi'on from the followinq companies: X~L.O.
Concrete Corporation, CenturygMaxim Construction Corporation,
i·'"

,

•

'Cedar Park Concrete Corporation, Northberry Concrete Corporation,
G&G Concrete Corporation, and S&A Concrete Company, Inc.

Many

millions of dollars of concrete work were controlled by the
Commission through this scheme.
The indictment also alleges that the

~ommission

authorized murders to keep order among Families and their
members.

The Commission is alleged to have author'ized four

specific murders and one attempted murder.
In'particular, the Commission is alleged to have
resolved a leadership disp~te within the Bonanno' Family, ~nd
between the Bonanno Family and other Families, by authorizing
the murders of Carmine Galante, alk/a "Lilo," who was Boss of the
Botlultlo E:amilY-r-and-Leonard- Coppo12. --As-alleged··in the recent
superseding indictment handed down in the Southern District of
New York in United States v. Gaetano Badalamenti, SS 84 Cr. 236
(?NL), Galante was slain on July 12, 1979, at a restaurant in
Brooklyn, New York.

Named in the Badalamenti indictment as

conspiring to participate in the murder are Baldassare Amato,
Cesare Bonventre, and Santo Giordano, among others.

According

t~

the Badalamenti indictment, until his death Galante controlled a
"Sicilian Faction" of the Bonanno Family which was engaged in
narcotics trafficking.

-10-
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.lao·~ll.qftd

to have .authorized the

lIIurders o,f thr.e capos 1~ the Bonanno Family-- Alphon.e
Indelicato, a/le/a "Sonny Rec;l.," Dominic Trinchera, a/k/a"Trin,"
Philip Giaccone, a/lt/a "Philly Lucky," -- and ,the attempted
llIurder

o~

Anthony Indelicato, a/lt/a "Bruno,"

Bonanno Uamily.
York, Benjamin

II

a,oldier in the

In a 1982 trial in the Southern District of New
~Lefty"

Ruggiero and Nicholas Santora were

convicted of conspiring to participate in the 1981 killings of
Alphonse Indelicato, Trincherll and
Government e.tablished that a

Giaccon~.

"cre~"

At that trial, the

of the Bonanno Orqanized

Crime Family actU,ally carried out the three murders.
As Appendix £ details,

~~l

defendants

~re

charqed with

participating and conspiracy to palticipate in ~e conduct of
the affairs of the Commission racketeering enterprise.

In

.ddit~on, all defendants, excep; Rastelli, are named in the ten

extortion and thre;e labor, briber'y counts of the Indictment.

-11-
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¥'PENDIX "A"

Bo •••• Or Acting Bo •••• Of The New York City
La Co •• No.tra Fami1i •• (1931-1985)

n·

1

.. Frank Scalhe

Charl.. Luciano
a/k/a "Charlie Lucky"

Vincent Manqano

Frank costello
Vito Genovese

Albert Anastasia
a/k/a "'l'1'le Ear.thquake"

Frank Tieri
./k/Il "Funzi"

Carlo Gambino
a/k/a "Carl"

j\nthony Salerno
11/k/a "Fat Tony"

Paul Castellano
-/kIll "Paulie"
a/k/a ~Mr. Paul"
a/k/a "Big Paul"

ill
.:Toseph Prof'aci
Salvatore Magliocco
.;roseph Colombo
Carmine Persico
a/k/a ".:Tunior"
Thomas DiBella
Gennaro Langella
a/k/a "Gerry Lang"

y.
Gae~ano

Gagliano

Angelo Caruso

Thomas Lucchese
a/k/a "Tommy Brown"

Joseph Bonnano
Carmine Galante

Anthony Corallo
a/k/a "Tony Ducks"

Phi lip Rastelli
a!k/a "Rusty"

- 12 -
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APPENDIX -.-

DAU OF

~

ADDRESS

~

Anthony SlIlerno

RD *1 Oriole Hill Road
Rhinebeck, New York

8/11/11

73

PaulCaatellano

177 Benedict Road
Staten Island, New York

.6/26)15

69

Aniello Dellacroce

597 w. Fingerboard RO~.<l
Staten Island. New Yo~~

3/15/14

60

1617 Cropsey Avenue
Brooklyn, New York

12/30/38

46

~llIlaro

Langell.

Anthony corallo

1/12/13
9 ·Grace Court
Oyater Say Cove, New York,

72

Salvatoro SQntoro

9() City IlIland Avenue
Bronx, New York

11/18/15

69

Christopher Furnari

66 Adams Court
Sta.ten Island, New York

4/30/24

60

Philip Rastelli

473 Vandervoort Avenue
Brooklyn, New York

1/13/18

67

Ralph Scopo

159-51 91at Street
Boward Beach; New York

~.

56
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OUTLINE OF INDIC'l'MEN'l' CRARGJi:S

£Q!mI

DEFENDANrS

1

All Defendant:.

caMGE

PENALTY

Rac:lceteerinq .
Coa;ispiracy

20yra/$2S,OOO

18, U.S .• C. I 1962(d)

2

All Defendants

Engaging In A
Raclteteerin9

20 yrs/$25,OOO

E~terprise

18 U.S.c. § 1962(c)
3

Anthony Salerno
Paul Castellano
Aniello Dellacroce
Gennaro Langella
Anthony Corallo
Salvatore Santoro
Christopher Furnari
Ralph Scopo

Extortion
18 U.S.C. 5 1951

20 yrs/$lO,OOO.

4

Anthony Salerno
Paul Castellano
A.~iello Dellacroce
Gennaro Langella
Anthony Corallo
Salvatore Santoro
Chrisapher Furnari
R.lph Scope

Extortion

20 yrs/$10.oo6

Ralph Scope
Anthony Salerno
Paul Castellano
Aniello Dellacroce
Gennaro Langella
Anthony Cc:-allo
Salvatore Santoro
Christophe:- Furna:-i

Labor Payoffs

5

6

Anthony Salerno
Paul Castellano
Aniello Dellacroce
Gennaro Langella
Anthony Corallo
Salvatore Santoro
Christopher Furnari
Ralph Scopo

18 U.S.C. § 1951

29 u.s.c.
18 U.S.C.

Extortion

S 186(b)1
~

1 yr/$lO,OOO

2

20 yrs/$10,090

- 14 -
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. 12

DEl'lNDAN1'S

CRARGE

HIW.'1'Y

Anthony Salerno
Paul Ca.tellano
Aniello Dellacroce
Cenaaro Langella
Anthony COrallo
. Salvatore Santoro
Chriatopher lurnari
Ralph Scopo

Extortion
18' U:S,C. ,'1951

20 yn/$lO,ooo

13

Anthony Salerno
Paul Castellano
Aniello Dellacroce
'Gennaro Lanqella
Anthony Corallo
, Salvatore Santoro
Christopher lurnari
Ralph Scopo

Extortion
18 U.S.C •

20 YrB/$lQ,O'oO

14

Anthony Salerno
Paul Ca.tellano
Aniello Dellacroce
Gennaro Lanqella
Anthony Corallo
Salvatore santoro.
Christopher Furnari
Ralph Scopo

Extortion
18 U.S.C. • 1951

20 yn/$lO,OOO

15

Extor'tion
Anthony Salerno
18 U.S.C. S 1951
·Paul Castellano
Aniello Dellacroce
Gennaro Lanqella
,Anthony Corallo
Salvatore Santoro
Christopher Furnari .... .. - .... - .., ..
Ralph Scopo

20 yrs/$10,OOO

~

~.

•

1951

.~

- 16 -
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EXHIBIT NO. 40

-:\.

'

STATMNT (F. JACl< E. SWAGERTY " .
" .
ASSISTJINT (}fIEF POSTAL INsPECTOR, CRIMINAL IfMsrIGATicm
BEFORE TIE SENATE PEFfVUflIT

SI.JBC(Ho1ITIEEj, 00 :'INvEsriGATlor~
. --"

APRIL 11, 1988
':

..'

THE U. S. PoSTAL SERVICE APPRECIATES THE OPPORT\Jt'll~. TO HAVE ,TtE FOLLaolING
TESTIr-nlY

REGARDING

SPECIFICALLY,

THE

ORGANIZED
PoSTAL

CRIME

SUBMITTEb'

F9R

RECORD.

Tl£

SERVICE' Wl-k)LEHEARTEIiLy',SuPPORTS

Tl£

ATIORNEY GENERA!-'$ EFFOIrfS IN' ESTABLISHING STRIKE FORCES, WHIQi CONSIST> OF
JUSTICE DEPARMNT

ATI~EYS

AND

A~ENTS

FRa>1·TiiE VARIOUS '.FEDERAL LAW
. ,
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES, AS AN EFFECTIVE fo'EOOD TO FIGHT'
.
. ~IZED CRIr-E •
',~

',!

.'.

IT ,IS PosTAL SERVICE POLICY TO PARTICIPATE IN 1t£ STRIKE F.oRcES TO. 11£
EXTENT

-rHAi'
.

lliERE APPEARS TO BEA POSTAL RELATED ViOLATION.
·:"IN
. . '..
. EACH CIlY

WHERE THERE IS A STRIKE FORCE. THE INSPECTiON LrNICE
INSPECTORS TO SERVE AS STRIKE FORCE REPRESENTATIVES.

HAs 'ASSiGNED

PoSTAL

IN ADDITION, WE Wl.VE A

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR 11£' STRIKE FORCE PROGRAM IN WASHINGTON,

D.C.

THESE INSPECTORS ATTEND SCHEruLED STRIKE FORCE foEETINGS AND BRIEFINGS iN
11£IR AREAS.

\ttIENEVER A STRIKE FORCE ATIORNEY IIENTIFIES A CASE WHICH

APPEARS TO INVOLVE A POSTAL RELATED VIOLATION, SUCH AS f'VI.IL

FRALQ),

WE WILL

PROVIDE AN INSPECTOR TO INVESTIGATE 11£ ALLEGATIONS.

EACH STRIKE FORCE HAS ITS
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION.

GiN PERSONALIlY

AND AREAS OF EJoFHASIS DEPENDING ON

IN saE CITIES, SUCH AS IbJSTON AND CLEVELAND, M
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'7

8

9

10

11

DEl'DlDAN'l'S
Ralph Scopo
Psul Castellano
Aniello Dellacroce
Gennaro Langella
.Anth~ny Corallo
Salvatore santoro
Christopher ifurnari
Ralph Scopo
Ralph Scopo
Paul Castellano
Aniello Dellacro~e
Gennaro Langella
Anthony Corallo
Salvatore Santoro
Christopher Furnari
Ralph Scopo
Ralph Scopo
Anthony Salerno
Paul 'Castellano
Aniello Dellacroce
"~ennaro Langella
Anthony Corallo
Salvatore Santoro
Christopher Furnari

".~

PENALTY

..

Extortion
18 U.S.C.

.20 yrs/$10, 000
§

195.1

.Labor Payoffs
29 U.S.C. S 186(b)1
18 U.S.C. S 2

Anthony Salerno
Extortion
Paul Castellano
18 U.S.C. S 1951
Aniello Dellacroce
Gennaro Langella
Anthony Corallo
Salvatore Santoro
Christopher F~rnari .
Ralph Scopo
Anthony Salerno
Paul Castellano
Anieilo Dellacr6ce
Gennaro Langella
,Anthony Corallo
Salvatore Santoro
Christopher Furnari
Ralph Scopo

20 yrs/SlO. 000

"

'28 U.S:'C. • l86'(b)1
la·U.S.c. • 2 ': ....,:

Extortion
18 U.S.C.

1 yr/$10,000

20

yr~/$lO,OOO

~

.

.
20 yrs/$lO,OOO

§

1951
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-2IrNOLvEMENT

IS MINIWlL

BECAUSE FEW ~IZED CRIME CASES HAVE ~EN
IN OTHER CITIES, WE :revoTE.

Ia:NTIFI'ED AS INVOLVING POSTAL RELATED CRIMES.

sUBsTANTIAL RESOORCES TO STRIKE foRCE INVESnGATIOOS.
INSTANCE, THIS PAST YEAR ALOOE

Tht)

IN I,I£W YOOK, FOR

INSPECTORS DEVOTED ALMJST 1,(0) HooRS TO

Sm'IKE foRCE INVESTIGATIONS.

T~K) OF OUR fo'OST NOTABLE CASES HAVE OCCURRED IN

NEw YORK CITY.

IN folARCH

1986, A 'TEI'M OF PoSTAL INSPECTORS, WORKING WITH THE ORGANIZED CRlr-E STRIKE
FooCE OF THE SoUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, EXECUTED A FEa:RAL SEARCH
WARRANT ON THE PREMiSES OF STAR DISTRIBUTORS, LTD" ALLEGEDLY OOE OF THE
LARGEST NATIONWIDE DISTRIBUTORS OF PORNOGRAPHY.

SEIZED DURING THE SEARCH

WERE NUMEROUS BUSINESS RECORDS PERTAINING TO THE COMPANY'S CHILD PORNOGRAPHY
INVOLVEMENT, AND 1WO DLMPSTERSOF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY.

THE OPERATOR OF STAR

DISTRIBUTORS, A REPUTED CAPTAIN OF AN ORGANIZED CRIME FAMILY, DISAPPEARED 00
JlJlE 7, 1986; ~VER, PROSECUTION OF THE CASE COOTINUES.

THE OTHER CASE

LED TO THE INDICTMENT OF 21 ASSOCIATES OF THE GAMBINO ORGANIZED CRlr-E FAMILY
ON rltJ.1EROUS CHARGES INCLUDING WIlL FRAUD, INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATIOO OF
STOLEN PROPERTY ,'COOSPIRACY, AND 25 \U'lICIDES.

II SUBSE' .UENT INDICTr-ENT

RESULTED IN 11 DIFFERENT RACKETEERING COOSPIRACY CHARGES OF TI£SE SAfoE
INDIVI))JAI.S.

SINCE THE TRIAL 00 THE INITIAL CH/I\RGES BEGAN IN SEPTEMBER

1985, EIGHT a:FENDANTS HAVE BEEN' CONVICTED, EIGIf'[ ARE AWAITING TRIAL, AND
THREE ARE FUGITIVES OR ARE BELIEVED DEAD.

WE HAVE ALSO HAD SUCCESS WITH INVESTlGATIOOS liN OTI£R CITIES.

THIS PAST

JANuARY, IN lbCI£STER, NEw YORK, A FEIERAL GRAND .Am RET\R£D A llftE-<OtJIT
INDICTfo£NT CHARGING joSEPH DlBATTISTO,AN INDIVUlJAL WITH ALLEGED (RiANIZED
CRIfE TIES, WITH MIL FRAUD

Atm.

COOSPIRACY.

TI£

INDIClJoENT CHARGED THAT
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-3DIBArrlsTo AND, AN ~-tWtED oo-coNSPIRATOR ~Isa> A SO£f£ TO IEFRAIJI) 00

$1.7 MILLIOO

INSlJWlCE CCK'ANIES BY PlRliASIOO INSlJWlCE POlICIES KlRlH

11£ LIFE OF ,A BUSINESS ASSOCIATE.

~

DIBATTISTO AND ,HIS ~IRATOR ~

'-'

ACCUSED OF STRIKING Tl£ BUSINESS ASSOCIATE 00 TtE

I£AD~

AND 1l£N PUTTIOO HIS

TI£

BODY IN)ER A 10-TON ClPJHAVJNG W\CHI~, CRUSHING HIM TO I£ATH.

co-coNSPIRATOP. HAS SINCE DIED OF NA11Jt6l. CALlSES, ttllLE DIBATTISTO AWAITS
SENTENCING AFTER ENTERING A GUILTY PLEA BEFORE A
RocHESTER ON OcTOBER

19,

U.S. DISTRICT JuooE IN

1~7.

IN PHILADELPHIA, lrREE PERSOOS WERE COOVICTED ~ CHARGES OF, ,W\IL FRAUD,
INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF STOLEN PROPERTY AND VIa.ATlOO OF 11£

RICO

STATUTE FOR TtEIR INVOLVEJo'ENT IN THE SAlE OF SW\lL SNACK STOfIE FIWOlISES •
• ArNANCE FEES ~RE COLLECTED FRCJoI CLIENTS, BUT SERVI~S WERE f£VER REtaRED.

TI£ CONVICTED PERSOOS WERE 0RkRED TO MAKE Cat1INED RESTllUTlOO OF
$234,054.05, AND SENTENCED TO FIVE YEARS PRosATIOO.
IN KANSAS CITY" A CASE IS tDI BEFORE A GRAND JmY, ttllCH hE BELIEVE WILL
RESU..T IN A w\IL FRAUD INDIClJoENT AGAINST AN I:RGANIZED CRlfE FI<U£
ACCUSED OF DEFRAUDING Ttll INSUW«:E cq.pANIES

11f«)lX;H

':-K)

IS

AL110JGH Tt£ ,

ARSOO,

PosTAl SERvICE IS THE LEAD INVESTIGATING NECY IN THIS 'CASE. WE HAVE
RECEIVED IfNALlIABLE ASSISTANCE 1m 1rt:~TION FfU1 l1£ &R'AU OFALaHll"

Taw:co AND FIREAlf1S.
T~ COOPERATION FOSTERED BY ~ NS.NCf ~IBUTING A DIFFER£NT ~ OF

EXPERTISE TO 11£ STRIKE

FoRtE

PRCnXl:S AN tftiANlZED EfRRT ttnCH GETS

RESULTS, rwELY CHARGES AND arNICTlOOS.
",

FoRcE RESUlTS COLLD BE

~,p/ER, hE i£llEVE llfAT
'

.

Snul<E

~ KIRE IflFRESSiVE IF l1£ INVESTIGATIOOS NERE
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-4EXPANIEl TO INCLUDE I'IlRE tol.,.TRAD.ITIONAL CASES.

Exf'ANOING·ll£ SCOPE' OF 1l£

STRIKE FORCEs I«X.JLD ENSURE lliAT· ALL ~IZED CRifoE' IS GIVENPRIORIlY
ATTENTION FRa'-t THE FEDERAL INVESTIGATIVE CCMUlllY.
:-"

FOR INSTANCE, SINCE
. SERvICE HAS

1985, 1l£ los ANGELES OFFICE OF

INVESTIGATED EIGHT "'NONTRADITIONAL"

ll£ PoSTAL INSPECTION

~IZEDCRno£"

CASES,

, RELATIVE TO THE CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES· OF A itJNGARIAN GROUP MilCH . INCLUDE
TELEPHONE

BOILER

OFFERINGS.
~IL

ROOM SALES

PROMOTING AD SPECIALTIES OR SWEEPSTAKES

EACH CASE RESULTED IN TIlE CONVICTION OF ONE, OR fotlRE PERSONS FOR

FRAUD OR CONSPIRACY ,WITH

SE~fTENCES

RANGING FRa'<\ PROBATION TO FIVE

YEAP.S IMPR ISO!fv1ENT •

A 1986 UNDERCOVER OPERATION BY PoSTAL INSPECTORS IN

~STON LED TO 1l£

ARREST, INDICTMENT, AND IMPRISOI'KNT OF 20 fof:MBERS OF A NIGERIAN ORGANIZED
CRIME ,GROUP THAT WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR INTERSTA1'E. CREDIT'CARD TtEFTS.

l)JRING

THE ARRESTS, LAW ENFlJRCE1I£NT AGENTS RECOVERED APPROXI~TELY $200,(00 IN
STOLEN PROPERlY, $lO,(XX) IN CURRENCY, 2,(00 PIECES OF STOLEN ~IL, 38 STOLEN
CREDIT HISTORY FILES, PLUS COUNTERFEIT BIRTH CERTIFICATES, DRIVEP.S LICENSES,
PASSPORTS AND OTHER BOOUS IDENTIFICATIONS.
THE PosTAL

tIP

TO THE TIfo£ OF 1l£ ARRESTS,

INSPECTION SERVICE WAS THE ONLY AGENCY

It-..'VESTIGATION.

INVOLVED' IN Tt£

THE ARREST TASK FORCE, ~, WAS CeJoIPRISED OF PosTAL

INSPECTORS, I""'IGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE AGENTS, BORDER PAmL
OFFICERS, AND HouSTON PoLICE.

IN ANOll£R CASE, ON APRIL 19, 1986, A FEDERAL GRAND JlRY IN 1l£ WESTERN
DISTRICT OF NEW YORK ~ A l5-cooNT INDIcn£NT CKo\RGING EIGHT PERSOOS
WITH VARIOUS COUNTS PERTAINING TO ROBBERY, TIftATENING A GOVERtf£NT WITt£SS.
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(F

Afi£RIrAN

fxfREss TRAVELERS O£CKS.

THIS ,eASE' 'INVOlVED TI£:' 1984 NKD HIJACKING OF A comw:r MAIL vennE ,BY
feIBERS OF.'A HELLS ANGELS rt>"RlR:YCl.EQm 'IN

BERGEN. fEw YORK.

ItfiEE REGISTE~ PARCELS AND, (IE fIJl:TI-PlR'OSE mlTAlNERSlORING ItlSTlY
PRECIWS ,fo'ETALS AND :\JElELRY, ~ STOlEN.$221.~ IN NEGOTIABLE MRICAN

AtuiG THE STOlEN ITEMS KO.S

EXPREss TRAVELERS"Q£CKS.

.~STS, 11:£ DEFENIWlTS NEGOTIATED

BEFORE Tl£IR

$71.cm ~ OF Tl£SE O£cr,s. nus

FAR,

TtfiEE OF, OOSE ARRESTED HAVE' BEEN SENTENCED TO 'TlIENTY YEARS OR K>RE IN

I:'RISON.

THE ARRESTS WERE 11£ CWlINATI~ OF A TIftE YEAR TAsK FORCE

OPERATION BY PoSTAL INSPECTORS, 1l£ I«t£STER PolICE

IlEPAIm£NT.

AND 1l£

NEw

YORK STATE PoLICE.

Tt£ PoSTAL SERVICE HAS HAD POSITIVE EXPERIENCES IN OOR RELATIOOSHIPS WITH
ll£ VARIOUS STRIKE

fORCEs.

ftD«;Tt£ BEf£FITS HAVE BEEN 1l£ COOPERATION

NOOG AGENCIES, AND ll£ RESUlTANT. INCREASED
~IZED ~I~.

FOOCE

WE HAVE F<XW

RE~S

AVAILABLE FOR FIGHTIt«;

~IFOIf1 SUCCESS' IN,~KING WITH 1l£ STRIKE

t\1TQRNEYSJ IT .HAS' NaT MATIERED, AS FAR AS~'EFFECTIVENESS IS aKERNED,

\+£"Il£R Tt£. STRIKE FORcE A1TOOt£Y REf'()RTS TO A LOCAL U.S. ATTCR£Y OR
pIRECTlY 10.1l£ DEPARTfo'ENT OF .1JSTICE. ,IE ~ 1l£ canI~TIOOOF 1l£
STRIKE FoRCEs AND ,LOOK FORWARD TO' CtWrIftJING TO BE A PART:OF THIS EFFECTIVE
~ ~~

INITIATIVE.,·"
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BXHIBIT NO, 41

COMrIlSSIONE~ OF CIl~TONS STATEMEHT

MR. CHAIRMAN, AS PER YOUR REQUEST, THIS IS MY WRITTEN TESTIMONY
FOR YOUR INVEST1GATION INTO THE ACTIVITIES O~ THE LA COSA NOSTRA.
THIS STATEMENT, WHICI1 l!, INTENnED FOR INSERTION" INTO THE FINAL
HEARING RECORD, CHRONICLES THE EFFORTS OF THE

U.

S. CUSTOMS

SERVICE IN THE FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL ENFORCEMENT EFFORT TO
EFFECTIVELY THWART AND DESTROY THIS INSIDI01l8 ILLICIT
PROFITEERING ENTERPRISE.

ORGANIZED CRIIIE IS A SELF-PERPETUATING, STRUCTURED MID
DISC1PLINED ASSOCIATION OF INDIVIDUALS, OR GROUPS COMRINED
TOGETHER FOR THE PURPUSE OF OBTAINING MONETARY OR COMMERCIAL
GAINS OR PROFITS, WHOLLY OR IN PART RY ILLEGAL MEANS, WHILE
PROTECTING THEIR ACTIVITIES THROUGH A PATTERN OF GRAFT AND
CORRUPTION.

SINCE ITS ESTABLISHMENT IN 17R9, THE CUSTOMS ~ERVICF. HAS HAD, AS
ITS PRIMARY MISSION, THE

CO~LECTION

OF REVENUE FROM IHPQRTS AND

THE ENFORCEMEN'T OF CIISTOH~ AND RELATED LAWS, OF WH I CH CU!HOMS
ENFORCES APPROXIMATELY 400 STATUTORY AND REGULATORY REQIIIREMENTS
ON REHALF OF APPROXIMATELY 40 FEDERAL AGENCIF.S. IN CUSTOMS' ROLE
AS A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY. ONE OF OUR PRIORITIES IS THE
COMMITMENT OF AVAILARLE RESOURCES TO ASSIST IN COMRATTING THE
ORGANIZED CRIMINAL ELEMENT.
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ORGANIZED CRIME. BOTH TRADiTIONAL AND" NON-TRADITIONAL. PLAYS A
LARGE ROLE IN ALL A.PECTS OF ILtICIT.NARCOTI~~ TRAFFiC~ING, AND
THE VARIOUS OPERATIONAL ELEMENTS OF THE CUSTOMS SERVICE EACH PLAY
A ROLE IN THE IDENTIFICATION AND T~A~~ING OF KNO~N ORGAN)lEn
CRIME ME~BERS ENTERING ANO LEAVING.THE UNITEti STATES. R~CAUSE'OF
ORG~NIZED

CRIME INVOLVEMENT IN THE ILLICIT

NARCOTIC~

TRAFFIC, THe

DETAILED KNOWLEDGE OF THE MOVEMENTS OF THESE INDIVIDUALS IS
ESSENTIAL TO THE !iIJCCE~~FUl SIJPPRESSIOt~ AND ELIMINATION OF THIS
THREAT TO OUR SOtIETY.

PRESENTLY, 'NON-TRAD'ITIONAL ORGANIZED CRIMINAL GROUPS ARE
PRESENTING THE BIGGEST THREAT TO CUSTOMS LAW ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS.
OF THE~E NON-TRADITIONAL CRIMINAG GROUPS, THE ONES POSING THE
GREATEST THREAT ARE THE COL~MBIAN AND MEXICAN COCAINE CARTELS.
THESE O?GANIZ~TIONi, BECAU~E bF THEIR CONTROL OVER ALl ASPECTS OF
THE COCAINE TRAFFIC; ARE SPREAOiNG THEIR OPERATIONS TO ALL PARTS
OF THE UNItED STATES.

TH~ SOUTHERN FLO~IDA AREA STILL REPRESENTS

THE LARGEST CONCENTRATION OF THESE GROUPS.

HOWEVER, THE'WEST'

COAST AND THE SOUTHERN BOR6ER AREA OF THE UNITED STATES ARE
IMPORTANT BECAUSE THEY ARE ·SO VULNERABLE TO THE THREAT OF AIR.
SMUGGLI NG.
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IN ADDITION, THE SOUTHWEST RORDER is VERY VULNERARLE TO SMUGGLING
VIA LAND.

THIS IS NOT TO SAY,' HOWEVER, THAT TRADITIONAL ORGANI7F.D CRIME IS
NO LONGER A PROBLEM.

TRADITIONAL ORGANIZED CRIME 'STILL EXISTS,

AND WHILE RECENT ,PROSECUTIONS OF MEMBERS OF THESE ORGANI7.ATlONS
HAVE HAD AN EFFECT ON THESE GROUPS, THEY HAVE BY NO MEANS BEEN
COMPLETELY DISRUPTED.

IN 1966', THE' FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHED THE FEDERAL ORGANIZ.£D
CRIME STRIKE FORCE PROGRAM.

THIS PROGRAM, UNDER T~E U. S.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, BROUGHT TOGETHER, IN SE'.ECT TARGETED
CITIES, CRIMINAL INVESTIGATORS FROM ALL THE MAJOR FEDERAL
AGENCIES,CHARGED WITH ENFORCING THE V-ARIOllS SECTIONS OF THE
UNITED,STATES CRIMINAL CODES~

IN ADDITION, STATE AND LOCAL LAW

ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS HAVE PARTICIPATED IN THESE ORGANIZED CRIME
INVESTIGATioNS.

BECAUSE THE TRADITIONAL ORGANIZED

CRI~INAL

GROUPS ARE MULTINATIONAL IN NATIIRE", WE HAVE ALSO HAD EXCELLENT
RESULTS IN INVESTIGATIONS WITH THE COOPERATION OF THE ROYAL
CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE.

SINCE THE INCEPTION OF THE STRIKE FORCE CONCEPT, CUSTOMS SPECIAL
AGENTS HAVE BEEN AN INTEGRAL PART OF THESE GROUPS AND, WITH THE
SUPPORT OF OTHER CUSTOMS ELEMENTS, HAVE MADE, AND CONTINUE TO
HAKE, SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STRIKE FORCE PROGRAM.
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T~ESE ,EFFORTS ~~CLUD~ I~VESTIGATIONSjI~TO CARGO THEFT.,VIOL4T10~S

OF THE RANK SECRECY ACT (BOTH NARCOTIC AND nON-NARCOTIC RELATED).
AND LABOR RACKETEERING VIOLATIONS.
,

.".

CUStOMS CONTRIBUTION TO THE GOVERNMENT'S BATTLfi AGAINST ORGANIZED
CRIME ,~EMAINS HIGH. ,DURING THE LAST SEV~RAL YEARS. WE HAVE
CONDUCTED A NUMBER 'OF HIGHLYcSlGNIFICANT ORGANIZED CRIME
INVESTIGATIONS •

.MOST OF THESE HIVESTIGATlONS HAVE BEEN IN COOPERATION WITH OTHER·
.

'

FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES.

t

•

BELOW ARE BRIEF SYNOp,S,ES OF

SEVERAL ClF OIlR MORE IMPORTANT INVESTIGATIONS.

THESE

INVESTIGATIONS ARE SEPARATED CHRONCLOGICALLY BY OFFICE.

IN THE SPRING OF

1983. AN UNDERCOVER POLICE

~FFICER WITH THE NE~

YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT. BROOKLYN NARCOtICS SQUAD. WAS PURCHASING

•
SMALL AMOUNTS OF HEROIN THROUGH LOW-LEVel NARCOTICS DEALERS.
SUBSEQUENT INVESTIGATION BY THE NYPD AND THE OFFICE OF TH~ NEW
YORK CITY SPECIAL NA~COTICS PROSECUTOR SUCCEEDED IN IDENTIFYING
CALOGERO SALEMI AND SALVATORE BARTOLOTTA AS THE I~D~VIDUALS
DIRECTLY SUPPLYING THE UNDERCOVER POLICE OFFICER.
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THEY ALSq IDENT I F.lED LORENZq SCADUTO~ND HIS r:ATHE~-1 N-LAW

",

FILIPPO RAGUSA AS T~E PRINCIPALS IN THE HEROiN DIs..~RIBIITlON,
N.ETWORK.

WITH :H,IS )NFORMATI,ON. THE .N~w YORK ,POLlGE; DEP,~R:MENT

PROSECUTORS
OFFICE
CONTACTED • U.
S. CIISTOMS.
THE,
'
AND THE SPE~IAL
,
" ::
~
"
"t . , . , ' , . ,
• •..•.• '
''; .
'.
FEPERAL BUREAU ,OF IN~ESTI,GATION AND TH~UNITED STA,TE~ ATTORNE.Y
FOR TH~ S.~~U~HERN, }lIST,Rlq .,oF NEW Y,ORK ,~,~D ,PROPOS,ED ,A JO,I~T
I NVESTI GAT I ON.

To FACiLITATE
THE INVESTIGATIVE
EFFORT~,
THE
RR<lOKLYN NARCOTICS
,"
I
...... ;'1"
"','
..
.
'SaUAD's MEMBERS WERE DEPUTIZEP AS SPECIAL DEPIITY UNITED STATES,
•

MARSHALS.

).

:

*

{\DDITIONALI-Y~ !lY' WORK,ING TOGE.THEP.~ THERE WAS AN

I~CREASE~CAPABILITY

fOR SURVEILLANCES. AS WELL AS THE ADDITIONAL

POSSIBILITY OF INTERSTATE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMeNT
INVOLVEMENT.

As THE INVESTIGATION fROCE~DED, THE FBI's BUFFALO NEW YORK OFFICE
NOTIFIED THE NEW YORK CITY AGENTS THAT RAGUSA WAS PLANNING TO,
IMPORT A LARGE SHIPMENT OF HEROIN FROM ITALY.
TO ARRIVE AROUND SEPTEMBER

1983.

THIS SHIPMENT WAS

BASED ON THIS INFORMATION,

INVESTIGATION WAS INITIATEp ON ANDREAS AIELLO, A RAGUSA AS~OC1ATE

.

...

WHO HAD. A TILE IMPORTING BUSINESS IN, THE NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK.
AREA.

'

INVESTIGATION REVEALED THAT RAGU,SA WAS

GO~.NG TO UTILIZE A

TILE SHIPMENT TO AIELLO TO IMPORT THE HEROIN. ' ~lISTOMS TH,E~

.

UNDERTOOK THE TASK OF IDENTIFYING ALL THE SHIPMENTS ,OF· TILE ,R,EING
IMPORTED !lY AIELLO.
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ON SEPTEMBER
of

12, 1983, tUSTOMS IDENTIFIED AND SEIZED A SHIPMENT

18 KILOGRAMS OF HEROIN AT PORT ELIZABETH, NEW

JERS~V.

THE

HE·ROIN WAS SECRETED WI,HIN THE WOODEN PALLETS OF A TILE S"HIPMENT
THAT WAS CONSIGNED TO AIELLO IN BUFFALO, ·NEW YORI<.

AT THIS

POINT. THE AGENCIES AND PROSECUTORS AGREED UNANIMOUSLY THAT THE
HEROIN WOULD BE SUBSTITUTEri AND A tONTROLLED DELIVERY OF THE TILE
SHIPMENT ATTEMPTED.

THE CONTROLLED OELIVERY WAS MADE BV CUSTOMS AND THE FBI TO
A"IELlO's WA"REHOUSE IN BUFFALO.

ON SEPTEMBER 19.• 1983, SC~DUTO,

ACCOMPANIED BV TWO SICILIANS, DOMENICO LOGALBO AND PIETRO
·GRAFFEO) TRAVELLED FROM NEW YORK CITY TO BUFFALO TO RETRIEVE THE
HEROIN FROM THE SHIPMENT.

SHORTLY AFTER THE SHIPMENT WAS RETURNED TO NEW YORK CITY, RAGUSA
INTERPOSED HIMSELF DIRECTLY INTO THE IMPORTATION AND DISTRIBUTION
EFFORTS.

UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW

YORK AND THE SPECIAL PROSECUTORS OFFICE. ARREST AND SEARCH
WARRANTS WERE PREPARED AND OBTAINED IN BOTH THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT

O~"UEW YORK ANn THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF HEW YORK.
~EARCHES

OFFICERS.

THE RESULTING

AND ARRESTS WERE MADE JOINTLY BY ROTH FEDERAL AND CITY
THEY RESULTED IN FI~E _RRESTS. THE SEIZURE OF AN

ADDITIONAL 8 KILOGRAMS OF HEROI~ ANn DETAILED RECORDS OF RAGUSA's
CONTINUING CRfMINAL ENTERPRISE.
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ON NOVEMBER 19, 1984, WITHIN, THE EASTERN DISTRICT O'F flEW YORK
ANDREAS AIELLO ,WAS SENTE]lCED TO 26 YEA.RS INCARCERATION, .15 YEARS
SPECIAL PAROLE, AND FlNED ~76,000~

FRANiESCA BARTOLOTTA WAS

',"

.

SENTENCED TO FIVE YEARS IN ~RISON AND FINED $7,500.

ON NOVEMBER,21, 1984, WITHIN THE EA~TE.RN DISTIU;CT OF, .IIEW Y,ORK"
LORENZO SCADUTO WAS CONVICTED OF NARCOTICS ,~IOL~TI0NS AND
OPERATING A CONTINUI.NG CRI,MINAL ENTEPPRISE.

HE WAS SENTENCE!) TO

A TOTAL OF 64 .YEARS IMPRISONMENT AND FINED $200,000.

FI.Ll.PPo

RAGUSA, )NDICTED FOR THE ,AME CHARGE&, REMAINS A FUG~~IVE •.

TI-)E NEW YORK OFFICE WAS ALSO INVOLVED IN A JOINT I NV,EST IGATI ON
WITH THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATlON,.INTO THE ACT.lVITIES OF A
.FAC.JION OF THE BONANNO ORGANIZED CRIME FAMILY.

THIS FAC,T10N,

HEADED BY,SALVATORE CATALANO WAS DEEPLY •
INVOLVED
IN .A MASSIVE
.
. .;t •
. HEROiN IMPORTATIQN~ND DISTRIBUTION NETWORK IN THE UNITED STATES.
CATALANO's HEROIN BUSINESS WAS TIED DI~ECTLY TO ORGANIZeD
C8lMINAL'GROUPS IN SICIL~~ 'THE iTALIAN MAINLAND, SWITZERLAND AND
BRAZIL.

THE INVESTIGATION ALSO ESTARlI.SH.ED THAT THE UNn:ED

STATES HEROIN BUSINESS GENERATED LARGE AMOUNTS OF CASH AN~
iNCLUDED A VARIETY.OF HIGH~~ SOPHJSTICAT~D'MEANS OF tNVESTMENT'
AND MONEY LAUNDERING.

MILLfONS OF DqLLA~S WERE.~RANS~ERRED FROM

THE UNITED STATES TO SWITZERLAND AND .ITALY FOR THE PAYMENT OF
'"

PAST AND FUTURE HEROIN SHIPMENTS, AS WELL AS FOR FOREIGN
INVESTMENT IN LEGITIMATE AND ILLEGITIMATE ENTERPRISES.
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0,.. MARCH, ,2, 1987 i AFTER SEVENTEEN MoNTHS OF TR I AL, THE "P I ZZA
CASE" WAS FINALLY CONClIIDED.

THE JURY FOUND EIGHTEEN OF THE

tUNETEEN DEFENDANTS GUilTY OF VARI'OIlS NARCOT'lC AND CURRENCY
VIOLATIONS.

COMMENC~NG

IN NOVEMBER

1983, OFFICERS OF THE ONTARIO PROVINCIAL

POLICE AND THE TORONTO METRO POLICE CONDUCTED AN EXTENSIVE
COC~INE

INVESTIGATION.

DURI~G

19R5;

THF CUSTOMS OFF1cF 11'1

~UFFAlO AND THE FBI ASSiSTED THE CANADIAN AUTHORITIES IN THE

'INVESTIGATION.

ALL PERSONS TARGETTED ~ERE HIGH LEVEL ORGANIZED

CR.IME FIGURES, MANY WITH EXT'ENSIVE CRIMINAL HISTORIES.
EXTENSIVE USE OF CANADIAN AND U.S.

THROUGH

UNDERCOVER OFFICERS, INROADS

INTO ORGANIZED CRIME WERE MADE, RESULTING IN SIGNIFICANT DRUG
(

.

PURCHASES •. ~U~~G tHE INVFSTIGATlON,

CANADIAN ORGANIZED CRIME

FIGURES BEGAN PREPARATION FOR THE TRANSSHIPMENT OF I). S. GOODS
THROUGH CANADA TO NICARAGIIA.

IN JULY 1985, IN FURTHERANCE OF THE

~ONSPIRACY. SUSPECT MEL~YN BERNSTEIN TRAVELLED TO THE UNITED
ST~TES

'WITH AN UNDERCOVER ONTARIO PROVINCIAL POLICE OFFICER.

IN

A SEPARAT,:E ASPECT OF THE OPERATION. CANAD"lAN ORGANIZED CRIME
FIGURES WERE TO PURCHASE 10 K.ILOGRAMS OF COCA.lNE FR'OM AN
UNDERCOVER FEDERAL BIJREAU OF INVESTIGATION AGENT.

THIS SALE WAS

CANCELLED WHEN THE UNDERCOVER ONTARIO OFFICER DISCOVERED THAT TWO
MONTREAL "HIT." MEt! WERE TO "RIP OFF" AND MURDER THE FRI AGENT.
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24, 1985,

ON SEPTEMBER

APPROXIMATELY

325

CANADIAN LAW ENFOR,c:EMENT

·'1.

•

OFFICERS, EXECUTED APPPOXI,MATELY
40 SEARCH WARRANTS THROUGHOUT, THE
,

By

PROVINCE OF ONTA~IO.

THE EVENING ,OF'SEPTEMBER

SUSPECTS, HAD BF.EN APPREHENDED WITH ,ANAD,DITIONA,L
BE SERVED.

24,1985,51 _
20 WARRANTS TO

ONE QF THE INDIVIDUALS ARRESTED WAS MELVYN BERNSTEIN.

ALL SUSPECTS WERE CHA,RGED 10TH. THE SALE QF POUND QUANTITIES OF
COCAINE.

ALSO IN

1985,

TH'E BUFFALO OFFICE INVESTIGA'rED CURRENCY VIOLATIONS

'BY V)"CENT CACI, ~LQs ANGELES LA CfSA NOSTRA FIGURE.

CACI WA~

ATTEMPTING THROUGH THREATS OF VIOLENCE ,TO COI,.LECT $50.,000 FROM,
DONALD PRESSEY, A TORONTO, CANADA BUSINESSMAN INVOLVED IN
COUtlTERFE I TI NG AND DRUGS.

THE $50,000 ,WAS ,FROM A DEBT OWED TO

CACI FROM A DRUG SALE.

CACI WAS ULTIMATELY CONVICTED FOR

VIOLATIONS ,OF ~ITLE

AND WAS ~ENTENCED TO THREE YEARS

INCARCERATION.

31,

IN ,JUNE

1987,

DONALD PRE$SEY WAS CITED FOR

CONTEMPT BY THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT FOR,REFIISING TO TESTIFY
BEFORE THE CANADIAN ROGATORy'COMMISSION.

FOUR BUFFALO LCN

ASSOCIATES ARE CURRENTLY UNDER INDICTMENT FOR ASSISTING CACI IN
THE MOVEMENT OF THE CURRENCY.

SINCE AUGUST

1986,

THE BUFFALO, HEW YORK OFFICE HAS REEN

INVESTIGATING THE NARCOTICS DISTRIBUTJON ACTIVITIES OF JOHN
ANTICOLI, A BUFFALO, NEW YORK LA COSA "OSTRA ASSOCIATE.
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THE INVESTIGATION HAS BEEN'DESIGNATED AS AN ORGANIZED CRIME DRUG
ENFORCEMENT TASK FORCE CASE AND INVOLVES THE PARTICIPATION OF THE
FEDE"RAL BUREAU OF] NVESTIGATiON, THE DRUG ENFORC'EMENT
ADMINISTRATION, INTERNAL REVENIIF. SERVICF, ROYAL CANAnI'AN MOIlNTED
POLICE, ONTARIO PROVINCIAL POLICE AND THE NEW YORK ORGANIZED
CRIME TASK FORCE.

To DATE, THE INVESTIGATION HAS 'RESIILTED IN THE

ARREST OF FOUR INDIVIDUALS, THE SEIZURE OF

275 POUNDS OF

MARIJUANA AND THE SEIZURE OF $37,600 IN CURRENCY.

THE

INVESTIGATION IS CONTINUING AND THERE IS AN OUTSTANPING ARREST
WARR'ANT FOR THE CUBAN SUPPLI ER OF THE MAR IJUANA AND COCA I NE.
SUBSEQUENT TO HIS APRIL 23, 1987, ARREST F~R MARIJUANA
TRAFFICKING, ANTI COLI ADMITTED TO BEING THE LARGEST COCAINE
DISTRIBUTOR IN WESTERN NEW, YORK.

IN 1-983, THE BOSTON DISTRICT FINANCIAL INVESTlGATlVF. TASK FORCE,
WHICH INCLIJDED SPECIAL AGENTS FRO~' CUSTOMS AND THE. INTERNAL
REVENUE SeRVICE'S CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DIVISION, INITIATED AN
INVES~IGATION INTO VIOLATIONS OF TITLE

INSTITUTIONS IN THE BOSTON AREA.

31 BY TWO BANKING •

THE INVESTIGA'T10NS REVEALED CTR

VIOLATIONS AGAINST BOTH INSTITUTIONS FOR NOT

PROP~~LY

FILING

CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS REPORTS.
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ONE HUNDRED AND TH~EE OF THESE TRANSACTIONS, TOTALING $1.7
MILLI,ON, ,I,NVOLVEO THF PURCHASE~ 9F, CHASHIER'S ,CHECKS, WITH CIIRRENCY
FOR THE GENARO ANGUILLO ORGANIZED CRIME FAMILY AT THE BAtIK OF
BOSTON (FORMERLY THE ~IRST NATIONA~ RANK OF BOSTON).

IN

ADDITIO~, THE INVESTIGATION DISCLOSED THAT T~E RANK OF BOSTON HAD

FAILED TO FILE 1,163 CURRENCY TRA~S,ACTION ,REPORTS ON C'ASH
TRANSACTIONS WITH FOEI~N CORRESPONDENT BANKS.

THE BANK OF ROSTPN

PLED GUILTY AND PA1D A $500K CRIMINAL FINE.

IN ADDITION, AS 'PART OF THESE INVESTIGATIONS, TWO OFFICERS OF THE
AUSONIAN CREDIT UNIO~ PLED GUILTY 'TO FAILING TO FILE 31 CURRENCY
TRANSACTION REPORTS TOtALING $925,000.

THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE CHAR~ES AGAINST THE I\UGIIILLO FAMILY
WERE NOT PURSUED DUE TO THE CONVICTIONS FOR GAMING, LOANSHARKING
AND RICO VIOLATIONS.

GENARO ANGUILLO I~ PRESENTLY AWAITING TRIAL

IN MASSACHUSETTS.

IN 1982, THE CIISTOMS OFFICE IN SEATTLE, WASHINGTON INITIATED AN
INVESTIGATION INTO THE ACTIVITIES OF VINCENT A. TERESA, A WELL
KNOWN LCN FIGURE FROM ROSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, WHO WAS IN THE
WITNESS PROTECTION PROGRAM.' TERESA, lilS TWO SONS, A DAUGHTER, AN
ATTORNEY, AN

INSURANC~

RROKER, A DENTIST AND SEVERAL OTHERS WERE
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INVESTI~ATED EAR MURDERi wILDLrF~ VIOLATION~,

INSURANCE FRAUD,

MAIL FRAUD J AND CONSPIRACY TO IMPORT NARCOTICS.
INVESTIGATION INVOLVED "PARTICIPATION BY

U.

THE JdlNT

S. C~STOMS, FEDERAL

B"UREAlJ OF INVESTIG-ATION, DRUG ENFORCEMFNT ADMINISTRATION, POSTAL
SERVICE, AND LOCAL' LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS.

As A RESULT OF THE

INVESTIGATION, TERESA AND FIVE OTHERS WERE CONVICTED ON MAll
FRAun CHARGES; TERESA AND ONE OTHER WERE CONVICTED FOR CONSPIRACY
TO IMPORT COCAINE;' AND ONE INDIVIDUAL WAS CONVICTED FOR
CONSPIRACY TO IMPORT MARIJUANA.

VINCENT TERESA IS STILL

"!NCA~CERATED FOR ~IS PART IN THE CONSPIRACIES.

U. S.

CUSTOMS IS PRESENTLY INVOLVED IN SEVE~AL ONGOING

INVESTIGATIONS INTO ACTIVITIES OF LCN ASSOCIATES.

IN THE NORTH

CENTRA~ PART OF THE COtiNTRY, CUSTOMS IS WORKING WITH TH~
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR TO LOOK INTO THE POS~IRLE INFILTRATION OF A
LABOR UNION BY LCN MEMBERS.

CUSTOMS HAS ALSO BEEN ASSISTING THE

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE IN THE INVESTIGATION OF A LARGE SCALE
PORNOGRAPHY DEALER.

ON THE EAST COAST, CUSTOMS IS AOTIVELY

INVOLVED IN ANOTHER INVESTIGATION INVOLVING TIES TO ORGANIZED
LABOR • . ADDIT~ONALLY, THERE ARE NlJMERO~S ONGOING INVESTIGATIONS
INTO MONEY LAUNDERING BY AND FOR TRADITiONAL ORGANIZED tRIME
F,ft..M I LIES.
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As
IS

CAN BE SEEN FROM THESE E~AMPLES. COOPERATION RETWEEN AGENCIES

OF

"PAR'AMO"il"" IMPORTANcE'TO THE SIICCESSFUL:'PROSECIITION OF THESE

INDIVIDUALS.
,.'"

IN CONCLUlION. LEt ~~ RElrERAT~ THAT AS THE FIRST ~INE OF DEFENSE
OF OUR NAT I 9N I S R9RDERS. CUSTOMS HAS AND WILL CONTHi"UE TO
AGGRESSIVELY ENFORCE OliR ~IATION/S LAWS. AND WILL MAINTAIN OIiR
POSTURE OF COOPERATION WITH

OTH~R

ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN THE

ONGO~NG

FEDERAL. STATE AND LOCAL LAW
RATTLE AGAINST ORGANIZEn

CRIME. WHETHER IT BE TRADITIONAL OR NON-TRADITIONAL.
'"
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BDlIBI'l' NO. 42

STATEMENT OF
BRUCE V. MILBURN
ACTING ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER (CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION)
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
BEFORE THE
'PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
SENATE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
APRTL 11. 1988

MR. CHAIRMAN AND

MEMBE~S

OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

I AM VERY PLEASED TO PROVIDE THE SUBCOMMITTEE WITH

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON, THE SERVICE'S ROLE IN INVESTIGATING
MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES OF THE

V~RIOUS

ORGANIZED CRIME

My COMMENTS ARE IN RESPONSE TO A JULY 1987 LETTER
FROM SENATOR NUNN TO THE COM~ISSIONER AND AN AUGUST 1987

FAMILIES.

MEETING BETWEEN OUR RESPECTIVE STAFFS.
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THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

"

B~LIEVES TH~J

DEVOTIN&. "

SUBSTANTIAL RESOURCES TO THE INVESTIGATION OF ORGANIZED CRIME
IS APPROPRIATE NOT ONLY BECAUSE OF THE SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF
UNREPORTED INCOME INVOLVED. BUT
CONFID~NCE.IN

THE TAX

LAW~

OUR TAX SYSTEM ---

AL~O

TO MAINTAIN

~

PUB~IC

CONFIDENCE~THA~,WE

ADMINISTER

FAIRLY AND EVENHANDEDLy.

THE SERVICE IS ALSO STRONGLY COMMITTED TO PARTICIPATION
WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES IN COMBATlING qRGANlZED CRIME.
THOSE WHO PROFIT FROM ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES OFTEN RECEIVE, .

.

SUBSTANTIAL INCOME ON WHICH'NO TAX IS PAID. AND WE MAKE EVERY
EFFORT TO INVESTIGATE AND PROSECUTE THOSE GUILTY OF SUCH,TAK
CRIMES.

STRIKE FORC[.PROGRAM
IN ORDER TO WAGE A MORE EFFECTIVE FIGHT AGAINST .ORGANIZED
CRIME, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN

MAY~

DESIGNED TO STRIKE A, BLOW AT KEY

MEM~E~S

·1966. INITIATED' A PROGRAM
OF THE

UNDER~ORLp.

THE CRIMINAL DIVISION, OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE WAS CHAR6ED
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-3WITH COORDINATING A UNIFIED PROGRAM IN WHICH VARIOUS FEDERAL
AGENCIES CONCENTRATED THEIR ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS ON PROJECTS
INVOLVING DESIGNATED ORGANIZED CRIKE SUBJECTS IN SELECTED
TARGET CITIES.

EACH PROJECT WAS CALLED A "STRIKE FORCE".

STRIKE FORCES PRESENTLY EXIST IN FIFTEEN CITIES: BUFFALO.
DETROIT. BROOKLYN. NEWARK. CHICAGO. BOSlON. CLEVELAND. KANSAS·

CITY. LoS ANGELES. f1ANHATTAN (U.S. ATTORNEY'S OFFICE). MIAMI.
PHILADELPHIA. SAN FRANCISCO. NEW. ORLEANS. AND LAS VEGAS.
THE STRIKE FORCE IS A TEAM MADE· UP OF REPRESENTATIVES OF
ALL FEDERAL AGENClES WITH SIGNIFICANT ENFORCEHENT
RESPONSIBIlITIES RELATING TO ORGANIZEti CRIHINAL ACTIVITIES IN A
PARTICULAR LOCATION.

THE ATTORNEY-IN-CHARGE OF THE STRIKE

FORCE. WITH THE AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES AS A TEAH. DEVELOPS A
CONCERTED INVESTIGATIVE AND PROSECUTORIAL PROGRAM FOR PURSUING
ORGANIZED CRIME FIGURES AND THEIR ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES.

THE

ATTORNEY THEN DECIDES WHICH PARTS OF THE PROGRAM ARE PROPERLY
ALLOCABLE TO WHrCH AGENCIES.

THE STRIKE FORCE REPRESENTATIVES

THEN HAVE THE TASK OF OBTAINING LOCAL PERSONNEL FROM THEIR
AGENCIES TO DO THE ACTUAL INVESTIGATING AND REPORTING RESULTS
TO THE ATTORNEY-IN-CHARGE WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COORDINATION
WITH OTHER AGENCIES.
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THE STRIKE FORCE, APPROACH P.ERMITS A COORDINATED PURSUIT BY
LAW ENFORCEMENt AGENCIES
CRIMINAL ACTIVIT lEI.

~FORGANIZED

CRIME MEMBERS.ANa.THEIR

SUCCESSFUL PROSECUTIONS

WEAKEN.ORGANIZED~

CRIME BY BREAKING UP ITS ORGANIZATION THROUGH REMOVAL 'OF MAJOR
ORGANIZED CRIME MEMBERS FROM THEIR POSITIONS IN THE CRIMINAL.
HIERARC~Y.

WHILE STRIKE FORCES GENERALty CONCENTRATE ON' THE

PRINCIPAL MEMBERS OF ORGANIZED CRIME' SYNDICATES, OTHER KEY
MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES HAY BE. INCLUDED AS TARGETS.
AN IRS STRIKE FORCE REPRESENTATIVE I.S ASSIGNED TO EACH OF
THE FIFTEEN STRIKE FORCES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTR'.

IT IS THAT

REPRESENTATIVE'S RESPONSIBILITY TO MONITOR THE ILLEGAL
ACTIVITIES~ TAXRETU~NS,

AND ASS,ET ACQUISITIONS OF

CRIME MEMBERS WITHIN HIS/HER AREA.

ORGA~IZED

IRS' CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION

F~NCTION

PARTICIPATES FULLY IN THE STRIKE' FORCE PROGRAM.

CRIMINAL

INVESTIGATION'~ACTIVIXI~S

COVER A WIDE RANGE OF TAX

LAW ENFORCEMENT AREAS, INCLUDING EVASION OF INDIVIDUAL AND
CORPORATE INCOME TAXES, AND OTHER RELATED VIOLATIONS, SUCH AS .
THE MONEY LAUNDERING PROVISIONS OF THE BANK SECRECY ACT.

T.HE

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE HAS A HISTORY OF SUCCESS CONDUCTING
THOROUGH 'INVESTIGATIONS

L~ADING

TO THE CONVICTION OF UNDERWORLD

LEADERS. .HISTORICAtL Y.. 'SOME OF .THE INDIVIDUALS WHOSE·
CONVICT·IONS WERE BROUGHT ABOUTSY :THE IRS CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
FUNCTION INCLUDE. AL CAPONE, FRANK NITTI, JAKE AND .SAM GUZIK,
"DUTCH" SHUL n, JOHNNY

TOR~IO,

ALBERT At(AS.-TASI.A, AND FRANK

COSTULO.
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~SS~MBLE

REPRESENTATIVES FOR TARGET SELECTION PURPOSES.

AGENCY

BASED 'ON

AVAILABLE INFORMATION FROM EACH AGENCY, TARGETS ARE CHOSEN.
ONCE SELECTED, EACH AGENCY WORKS THROUGH THE STRIKE FORCE
ATTORNEY AND 'ATTEMPTS TO ASSEKaLE A CASE ON. THE lARGETED
SUSPECT.

BETWEEN FYs 1982 AND 1985. CRIMINAL ItNUnGATlOH·

AVERAGED 161 RECOMMENDED PROSECUTIONS A YEAR.

DURING 198&.

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION INITIATED 227 CASES ON STRIKE FORCE
TARGETS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY, 183 OF THESE WERE RECOMMENDED'
TN FY 1987, 211 CASES WERE INITIATED AND 179

FOR PROSECUTION.

WERE RECOMMENDED FOR PROSECUrION.
ORGANIZED tRIME AND DRUG ENFORCEMENT ;ASK fORCE
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION ALSO
GOVERNMENT'S
TAX LAW

A~TI-DRUG

AGAIN~ir

ANNOUNCED
TASK FORCE

TH~

P~AYS

A SIGNIFICANT PART IN THE

EFFORT THROUGH VIGOROUSLY ENFORCING THE

NARCOTICS VIOLATORS.

SINCE PRESIDENT REAGAN

FORMATION OF THE ORGANIZED CRIME DRUG ENFORCEMENT

P~OGRAM

(OCOETF), IRS CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION HAS

BEEN AN ACTIVE PARTICIPANT.

THE OCDETF PROGRAM BRINGS TOGETHER

EXPERT FINANCIAL INVESTIGATORS FROM IRS' CRIf:lINAL INVESTIGATION
WITH EXPERTS FROM CUSTOMS, ATF, .FBI. AND DEA WHO WORK TOGETHER
TO DOCUMENT SUBSTANTIVE

NARCOti~t VIOLATIONS.

THREE YEARS

EXPERIENCE WITH THE OCOETF HAS SHOWN THAT BY COMBINING THE
EXPERTISE OF OTHER AGENCIES AND THE EXPERTISE OF IRS' SPECIAL
AGENTS. EVIDENCE ON THE SOURCE OF FUNDS (NARCOTICS ACTIVITIES)

"
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CAN BE COUPLED WITH .THE EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS (INCOME TAX,
CONSEQUENCES) TO IMPROVE THE GOVERNMENT'S CHANCES OF DESTROYING
ENTIRE DRUG ORGANIZATIONS.
IRS,' COMMITMENT OF STAFF TO THE OCOETF PROGRAM IS THE
LARGEST OF ALL THE TREASURY BUREAUS.

SINCE THE INCEPTION. OF

. THE PROGRAM, WE HAVE PARTICIPATED IN 68.11 OF ALL 'o.COETF
INVESTIGATIONS INITIATED, SECOND ONLY TO
ADMINISTRATION OF THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT.

T~E

DRUG ENFORCEMENT

PERHAPS THE BEST WAY

TO ASSESS THE,' CONTRIBUTION THAT IRS HAS HADE TO THE o.CDE,TF
PROGRAM IS BY TRACKING THE NUMBER OF 9ASES WE HAVE INVESTIGATED
AND THE, SUCCESS OF THESE INVESTIGATIONS.

FROM THE INCEPTION OF

THE PROGRAM THROliGH THE END OF FY 1987, WE HAVEINITIAl£D CASES
ON 4, 279

INDIVIDUA~S,

RECOHHE.NDED 3,0.0.8 NARCOTICS VIOLATORS FOR

PROSECUTION, OBTAINED 2,359 INFORMATIONS AND INDICTHENTS, AND
CONVICTED 1,625 YIOLATORS.
NON-TRADITIo.NAl o.RGANIZED CRIME
IN RECENT YEARS, NON-TRADITIONAL (OR "EHERGING") GROUPS
HAVE BEEN DEVELOPING INTO ORGANIZED CRIHINAL GROUPS, SHARING
MANY OF, THE

ATTRIBUTESCOMHO~LY

ASSOCIATED WITH TRADITIONAL

ORGANIZED CRIME SYNDICATES., T.HESE GROUPS ARE BECOHING
INCREASiNGLY WELL-ORGANIZED 'AND ARE REPORTEDLY
VARIETY OF CRIMINAL ENDEAVORS.

~NGAGING

IN A

THESE ENDEAVORS INCLUDE THE

MANUFACTURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF DRUGS, TRAFFICKING IN ILLEGAL
, WEAPONS AND EXPLOSIVES, MURDER, PROSTITUTION, INFILTRATION
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MOREOVER, IN MANY AREAS OF THE COUNTRY THE NON-TRADITIONAL
GROUPS HAVE BECOME CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH TRADITIONAL ORGANIZED
CRIME FAMILIES.

FOR THESE REASONS, THE STRIKE FORCES, WITH IRS'

FULL SUPPORT, HAVE STEPPED-UP THEIR EFFORTS IN THE AREA OF
NON-TRADITIONAL ORGANIZED CRIME.

(

POSSIBLE LEGISLATIVE CHANGES
WE WERE ASKED BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE

~TAFF

TO IDENTIFY

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES WE THOUGHT SHOULD BE MADE TO THE MONEY
LAUNDERING CONTROL ACT OF 1986 (P.lo99-570>'
SHOULD BE AMENDED Tb INCLUDE AN

~DDITIONAL

LAUNDERING THAT PROMOTES TAX CRIMES.

WE BELIEVE IT

OFFENSE FOR MONEY

THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

SUPPOR~ED AN IDENTICAL ~ROPOSAL IN ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL

WELD I S MAY 6, 1987 TESTIMONY BEFORE THE HOUSE BANKING CO'MMITTEE.
THE CURRENT MONEY LAUNDERING CONTROL ACT OFFENSES REQUIRE
THE GOVERNMENT AT A MINIMUM TO PROVE THE DEFENDANT'S KNOWLEDGE
THAT THE FUNDS REPRESENT RTHE PROCEEDS OF SOME FORM OF UNLAWFUL
ACTIVITY" (18 U.S.C. SECTION 1956) OR "CRIMINALLY DERIVED
PROPERTY" (18 U.S.C. SECTION 1957).
OTHER CRIMES, DO NOT

~AVE

BECAUSE TAX CRIMES, UNLIKE

'ANY 'CLEARLY IDENTIFIABLE "PROCEEDS",

THE GOVERNMENT IS UNABLE TO· USE THE RECENTLY-ENACTED LAW TO
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-8PROSECUTE AN INDIVIDUAl WHO LAUNDERS ILLICIT tUNDS FOR THE
PURPOSE OF TAX EVASION.

(SEE SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

REPORT 99-Q33, PG. 11.)
THIS STATUTORY PROBLEM CAN BE ILLUSTRATED WITH AN EXAMPLE,
OF A COMMON SCENARIO.

AN UPPER ECHELON "CAPO" WILL PLACE

ASSETS PURCHASED WITH INCOME FROM AN UNLAWFUL SOURCE, INCLUDING
AUTOMOBILES AND REAL ESTATE, IN NOrlINEENAMES IN ORDER TO HIDE
THEM FROM THE IRS.

HOWEVER, PROOF OF INTENT TO CONCEAL THE

UNDERLYING SPECIFIED UNLAWFUL ACTIVITY IS ESSENTIAL TO SUSTAIN
A CONVICTION UNDER SECTION 1956 (1)(8)(1).
INTENT MAY,BE IMPOSSIBLE EVEN WHrN

PROOF OF SUCH

CIRCUMSTAN~ES

INDICATE THE

"CAPO" ACTUALLY DID INTEND TO CONCEAL HIS ILLICIT SOURCE.

4E

PROBABLY OWNS SOME SORT Of LEGIT1M ATE' BUSINESS IN AN ATTEMPT TO
CONCEAL HIS TRUE SOURCE OF INtOME.

THE UPPER ECHELON "CAPOn IS

NORMALLY INSULATED FROM THE CRIMES HE'FINANCES BY LAYERS' OF
SUBORDINATES, INCLUDING STREET DEALERS AND MONEY LAUNDERERS;
PROOF THAT SUCH INDIVIDUALS LAUNDERED MONEY WITH THE INTENT TO
CONCEAL THE UNREPORTED INCOME FROM THE IRS MAY BE,THE ONLY
KNOWLEDGE ELEMENT THAT CAN BE PROVEN.

(NOTE:

~~E

PROPOSED NEW

OFFENSE COULD NOT BE USED AGAINST ORDINARY PERSONS WHO EVADE
TAXES ON LEGITIMATE INCOME.

THE GOVERNMENT WOULD STILL'HAVE TO

PROVE THAT THE FUNDS IN FAC,T REPRESENT PROCEEDS OF "SPECIFIED
UNLAWFUL ACTIVITY" - - AN ELEMENT THAT IS

~UCH

EASIER TO PROVE

THAN THE DEFENDANT'S KNOWLEDGE.)
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. ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF THE NEED FOR THIS ADDITIONAL OFFENSE
INVOLVES THIRD-PARTY HONEY LAUNDERERS.

PROFESSIONAL HONEY

LAUNDERERS WILL TAKE GREAT PAINS TO AVOID
SOURCE OF THE MONEY THEY LAUNDER.

KNOWIN~

THE ACTUAL

HOWEVER. THEY ARE OFTEN

CAVALIER ABOUT KNOWING THAT THEIR S,ERVICES FACILIT.ATE TAX
EVASION.,

As

PART OF THEIR HONEY MOVING SERVICE. INTERNATIONAL

MONEY LAUNDERERS OFTEN PROVIDE DOCUMENTATION --- SUCH AS PHONY
PROMISSORY NOTES AND PHONY "BRASS PLATE" CORPORATIONS --- TO
CREATE THE APPEARANCE THAT REPATRIATED FUNDS ARE NONTAXABLE
INCOME~

A MONEY LAUNDERER WHO KNOWINGLY FACILITATES TAX

CRIMES. BUT IGNORES THE ACTUAL SOURCE OF THE FUNDS. SHOULD BEAR
A RISK THAT THE MONEY REPRESENTS.PROCEEDS FROM "SPECIFIED
UNLAWFUL ACTIVITIES" •

IF THE FUNDS ARf/ ILLICIT. THEN T~E

LAUNDERER SHOULD FACE MONEY
CONVENTIONAL

T~X

LIABILITY ON

PROFESSION~L

LAUNDERIN~

CHARGES., THIS

CHARGES IN ADDITION TO

INC~EASED

,

RISK OF CRIMINAL

HONEY LAUNDERERS SHOULD HELP DETER

MONEY LAUNDERING AND DRUG 'TRAFFICKING.
IN ADDITION TO THE

POSI~IVE

REASONS FOR THE NEW OFFENSE.

FAILURE TO CREATE IT AS AN OFFENSE PROVIDES A DEFENSE FOR THOSE
CHARGED UNDER THE EXISTING MONEY LAUNDERING STATUTE.

UNDER THE

EXISTING LAW. A DEFENDANT CHARGED WITH HONEY LAUNDERING HAY
ARGUE THAT HE OR SHE LAUNDERED THE HONEY WITH INTENT TO PROMOTE
TAX EVASION. NOT WITH THE INTENT TO HIDE PROCEEDS OF ANOTHER
CRIME.

BOTH THE "CAPO· AND THE PROFESSIONAL MONEY LAUNDERERS IN

THE ABOVE SCENARIOS HIGHT ESCAPE PROSECUTION WITH SUCH A
DEFENSE. THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY. IN THE REPORT
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. BY INDICATING THH A SIMILAR DEF·ENSE HAD BEE.N SUCCESSFULLY
RAISED IN 01HER COUNTRIES. WHERE DEfENDANTS SIMPLY DENIED
KNOWLEDGE THAT FUNDS REPRESENTED THE PROCEEDS, OF. CRIMES'
ENUMERATED IN THE STATUTE.

SUCCESSFUL IRS CASES AGAINST ORGANIZED

CRIME

THE SUBCOMMITTEE STAFF REQUESTED THAT'WE PROVIDE
PUBLICLY-DISCLOSABU:-EXAMPL'ES OF' C,ASES IN WHICK THE"'"IRS HAS
PLAYED A MAJOR ROLE IN THE CONVICTIO,NS OF ORGANIZED CRIME
FIGURES.

SOME OF THE SUCCESSF,UL IRS CA'SES, AGAINST ORGANIZED, CRIME
INCLUDE THE' FOLLOWING:

•

BOSTON'STRIKE FORCE,

-

CRIME FAMIL~ LOANSHARK

A MEMBER OF A CRIME FAMILY INVOLVED IN ILLEGAL
GAMBLING AND LOANSHARKING WAS SENTENCED TO EIGHT
YEARS IMPRISONMENT FOR

RACKETEERIN~

AND AIDING AND

ASSISTING HIS SON IN THE, PREPA'RATION OF A FALSE

T~X

RETURN.
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. A REPORTED "CAPO" IN. A CRUtE FAI1ILY, WAS· SENTENCED. TO

TEN YEARS IMPRISONMENT FOR RACKETEERING RELATED
CHARGES.

"

-\ PORNOGRAPHER
ONE OF THE LARGEST DISTRlaUTORS OF PORNOGRAPHIC
MATkRIAL IN THE NORTHEAST PLED GUILTY TO EVASION OF
HIS PERSONAL AND eORPORATE TAX LIABILITIES FOR TWO
YEARS.

THE CRIMINAL TAX LIABILITY WAS IN EXCESS OF

$400,000.
LOS ANGELES STRIKE FORCE
-

CRIME FAMILY SOLDIER

A LONG-TIME SOLDIER IN A CRIME FAMILY WAS INDICTED
DURING 1984 FOR

FILIN~

FALSE TAX RETURNS.

HE WAS

CONVICTED AND SENTE'NCEI> IN 1985 TO TWO YEARS IN
PRISON.

HE BEGAN HIS SENTENCE IN 1986 AND IS NOW IN

A HALFWAY HOUSE.'
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-12ANOTHER INVESTIGATION CONCERNING THIS SOLDIER WAS
BEGUN DURING HIS STAY IN PRISON •. AN INDICTHENT HAS
BEEN RETURNED UNDER 26 USC 7201 FOR THE YEARS 1983
THROUGH 1985 AND THE TRIAL IS SCHEDULED.
-

SUPERBOWL TICKETS
THE SPOUSE OF AN OWNER OF A PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
TEAM WAS CONVICTED OF TAX EVASION.

DURING A

PRE-SUPERBOWL PERIOD. THIS INDIVIDUAL TOOK

CO~TROL

OF

OVER 10X OF THE 27.000 SUPERBOWL TICKETS !N THE
POSSESSION OF THE TEAM.

THROUGH ORGANIZED CRIME

£ONNECTIONS. THESE TICKETS WERE SOLD AT

INFL~TED

PRICES AND THAT INCOME (ESTIMATED BETWEEN $500,000
AND $750.000) WAS NOT REPORTED ON A JOINT TAX
RETURN.

THE SPOUSE WAS SENTENCED TO SERVE A YEAR AND

A DAY IN JAIL.
•

KANSAS CITY STRIKE FORCE
-

LAS VEGAS SKIM INVESTIGATION
THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE PARTICIPATED IN AN
INVESTIGATION OF THE LAS VEGAS "SKIM" AND RELATED
ACTIVITY. WHICH RESULTED IN THE CONVICTION OF FIVE OF
THE TOP

~RGANIZED

CRIME FIIURES IN KANSAS CITY FOR

TAX EVASION.
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-13. THE PRIMARY EVIDENCE IN THE ·tAs VEGAS SKl"' :'
INVESTIGATION
FROM

~

CONSISTE~

Of· VOLUMINOUS

RECORDS~SEIZED

MOBSTERlS RESIDENCE IN KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

AGENTS FROM IRS' CRIMINAL I"VESTIGATION DIVISION IN
KANSAS CITY SPENT HUNDREDS OF HOURS ANAlYZtNG AND
PREPARING THESE RECORDS FOR TRIAl(THEY.WERE K£PT IN
CODE).
THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE'S EFFORTS

AND'EXPE~TISE

IN THE LAS VEGAS SKIM INVESTIGATION CONTRIBUTED TO
THE NON-TAX INDIC'TMENTS AND CONVICTIONS' OF HIGH
RANKING CRIME FAMILY ME"BERS IN KANSAS CIIY, CHICAGO,
r~ILWAUKEE,

CLEVElAND. AND LAs VEGAS.

RANGED FROM 10 TO 30

SENTENCES

YEARS~

Boss PLED TO TAX EVASION.

IN 1984. THE HEAD OF ORGANIZED CRIME IN KANSAS PLED
GUILTY TO SEVERAL COUNTS OF TAX EVASION AND WAS
SENTENCED TO THREE YEARS IN PRISON.
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-

STRIK~

FORCE

CRIME FAMILY
tNDIVIDUAL

"An HEADED A QUASI-INDEPENDENT FACTION Of

AN ORGANIZED CRIME FAMILY.

"A" WAS INVOLVED IN A

VARIETY OF LUCRATIVE BUSINESS

VENTURES~

AUTOMOBILE BUSINESSES, CONSTRUCTION

INCLUDING

COM~ANIES,

MOVIE

PRODUCTION COMPANIES, OIL 'AND' GAS DISTRIBUTORSHIPS,
AND LABOR UNIONS •. HIS OPERATIONS EXTENDED FROM LONG
ISLAND TO SOUTHERN FLORIDA AND CALIFORNIA.
~An

AND SEVEN ASSOCIATES PLED GUILTY TO CHARGES OF

IMPEDING, IMPAIRING, OBSTRUCTING, AND DEFEATING THE
LAWFUL FUNCTIONS OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE.

OF

THE NINETY-SEVEN OVERT ACTS LISTED IN THE TAX
CONSPIRACY CHARGE, FIFTY-SEVEN INVOLVED FAILURES TO
FILE INDIVIDUAL AND CORPORATE TAX RETURNS AND FILING
FALSE EXTENSIONS OF TIME.
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-15THE SALIENT FEATURES OF THE PLEA AGREEMENTS

AS.

~ERE

FOLLOWS:

"A" WAS SENTENCED TO TEN YEARS IMPRISONMENT ON THE
RICO COUNT AND FIVE YEARS PROBATION ON
TO DEfRAUD THE

CO~SPIRACY

GOVERNHENT/INTER~AL R~V~NUE

(THIS COUNT IS TO FOLI-OW

TH,~

SERVICE

CONCLUSIONS. ,OF ,HIS

ENTIRE TEN YEAR SENTENCE ON ,HE HICO COUNT).

HE

WILL,PAY THE MAXIMUM FINE QF $35.000. FORFEIT THE
FULL AMOUNT OF MONEY SOUGHT IN THE INDICTMENT
(OVER $4.7 MILLION),. AND WILL MAKE RESTITUTION IN
.THE AMOUNT OF $10.000.000.

IN ORDER TO SATISFY

THE FORFEITURE. FINE AND RESTITUTION PROVISIONS OF
THE PLEA AGREEMENT. "A" (IL AGREED TO A JUDGMENT
BEING ENTERED AGAINST HIM IN THE AMOUNT OF OVER

$14.7 MILLION (2) CAUSED TO BE SOLD NINE
PROPERTIES. INCLUDING A $1 MILLION HOUSE ON LONG
ISLAND; AND (3) CAUSED TO 8E REMITTED TO THE
GOVERNMENT ALL MONIES HE IS EXPECTED TO EARN FROM
A FILM CURRENTLY IN RELEASE.

THE RESTITUTION AND

FORFEITURE MONIES ARE TO BE DISTRIBUTED BY THE
GOVERNMENT TO THE VICTIMS OF

wAw,s FRAUDULENT

ACTIVITIES. IN PARTICULAR THE INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE AND THE STATES OF NEW

YOR~.

FLORIDA. AND

NEW JERSEY. ALL OF WHICH WERE DEFRAUDED OF
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN TAXES THROUGH THESE ILLICIT
ACTIVITIES.
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"8", A CO-DEFENDENT OF "A", WAS SENTENCED TO FIVE
YEARS IMPRISONMENT ON THE RICO COUNT AND FIVE
YEARS PROBATION ON THE CONSPIRACY TO DEFRAUD THE
GOVERNMENT/INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE.

"8" ALSO

PAID A $10,000 FINE.
"C", THE "ENFORCER" OF THE GROUP, WAS SENTENCED TO
EIGHT YEARS IMPRISONMENT ON THE RICO COUNT AND
FIVE YEARS PROBATION FOR CONSPIRACY TO DEFRAUD THE
GOVERNMENT/INTERNAL

REVENUE SERVICE.

"C" ALSO

PAID A FINE OF $10,000.

r

"0", "A"'s "R1GHTHAND" IN THE ILLEGAL OPERATIONS,
WAS SENTENCED TO FIVE YEARS IMPRISONMENT ON THE
RICO·COUNT AND FIVE YEARS PROBATION FOR CONSPIRACY
TO DEFRAUD THE GOVERNMENT/INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE.

"0", PRESIDENT.OF ONE OF "A"'s FRAUDULENTLY
OPERATED AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS WAS SENTENCED TO
EIGHTEEN MONTHS IN PRISON ON THE RICO COUNT.

ON

THE CONSPIRACY TO DEFRAUD THE GOVERNMENT/INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE COUNT, HE WAS SENTENCED TO FIVE
YEARS PROBATION TO FOLLOW THE SENTENCE HE RECEIVED
ON THE RICO COUNT.
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"En. A FORMER ACCOUNTANT FOR "An. PLED GUILTY AND WAS
SENTENCED,TO

~WO

YEARS IMPRISONMENT AND A $5.000 FINE ON

. THE RICO CONSPIRACY COUNT AND FIVE YEARS PROBATION ON
THE CONSPIRACY
TO DEFRAUD THE GOVERNMENT/INTERNAL
,
REVENUE SERVICE COUNT.
• MIAMI STRIKE FORCE
, PORNOGRAPHY
THE INVESTIGATION CENTERED AROUND AN INDIVIDUAL'S
INVOLVEMENT IN A LARGE. LUCRATIVE PORNOGRAPHY
. BUSINESS IN SOUTH FLORIDA.

.THIS INDIVIDUAL W'AS

REPUTED TO BE AN ASSOCIATE OF AN GRGANIZED

~RIME

FAMILY REf ORTING TO A KNOWN LIEUTENANT IN THAT
ORGA,NIZATIO.N.
IT WAS ESTIMATED THAT THIS INDIVIDUAL AND HIS
ASSOCIA:rES CONTROLLED AS MANY. AS FIVE HUNDRED PEEP
SHOW MACHINES IN 25 ADULT BOOKSTORES.

IN 19~5, THE

INDIVIDUAL PLED GUILTY TO TAX EVASION CHARGES AND WAS
SEN'TENCED TO FOUR

Y~ARS

IN

PRI~ON.
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MANHATTAN STRIKE FORCE
-

~APO

CONVICTED OF SKIMMING

AN ALLEGED CAPO ,IN ,A CR'IME FAMILY. WAS' SENTENCED, IN
198& TO SIX YEARS IN

~RISON

FOLLOWING CONVIC1IQN ON·'

CRIMINAL RICO AND TAX EVASION.· CHARGES: INVOLVI'NG
~SKIMMINGn

PROFITS FROM SIX BARS

NEW YORK CITY.

~ND

RESTAURANTS IN

THIS ALLEGED CAPO HAD A FINANCIAL

INTEREST' IN A FAMOUS RESTAURANT AND SEVERAL MIDT;OWPL
BARS.
-

CRIME FAMILY UNDERBOSS
THIS INDIVIDUAL WAS ARRESTED IN 1984 FOR VIOLATIONS
OF TITLE 26 USC SECTION 7201· AND 7206.
AN UNDERBOSS IN
DURING A MEETING

~

ALLEGED TO

~E

CRIME FAMILY, HE WAS ARRESTED
WIT~

OTHER REPUTED CRIME FAMILY

MEMBERS AT A SOCIAL CLUB IN MANHATTAN.

AT HIS

ARRAIGNMENT, HE PLED NOT GUILTY AND WAS RELEASED ON
BAIL OF ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

THE UNDERBOSS D\EO

SHORTLY AFTER HIS ARRAIGNMENT.
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DUE TO THE FINANCIAL

NATU~E

OF THESE AND .OTHER .'

INVESTIGATIONS, WE HAVE OFTEN BEEN ABLE TO FOLLOW THE FLOW OF
FUNDS 'FROM "ILLE"GAL 'SOURCES INTO "LEGITIMATE" BUS:rNESSVENTURES~
AND HAVE'BEEN~BLE'TODELVE INTO AREAS THAT OTHER AGENCIES
CANNOT PENETRATE. 'WE'HAVE FOUND THAT,"OBSTE~S,'USING WHAT THEY
HAVE DEVELOPE~ ~S SECUR~' "LEGAL FRONTS," ARE ENGAGING IN
NUMEROUS ILLEGAL ACTS THAT WOULD ORDINARILY .GO UNNOTJCED.
AMONG T~ESE ACTS ARE MAIL ~RAUD, INSURANCE FRAUD, FALSE
BANKRUPTCIES, BANK FRAUD, POLITICAL CORRUPTION, LAUNDERING OF
OTHER ILLEGAL FUNDS, AND TAX FRAUD BY EVADING TAXES ON

.

LEGITIMATE INCOME FROM THESE SOURCES.
THE NATURE OF THESE CASES MAKES IT ALL THE MORE IMPERATIVE
THAT THE SERVICE CONTINUE ITS COMMITMENT TO FIGHT ORGANIZED
CRIME.
I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE THESE COMMENTS TO

THE SUBCOMMITTEE.

,
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EXHIBIT NO. 43
Ralph F. Salerno. 'Statement to the U.S. Senate
Permanent Subconimlttee on Investigations.

appreciate the opportunity of appearing as a witness before this
committee. Over many years tpis committee has demonstrated a concern,
understanding ,md Interest In addressing the problem of organized crime
In the United States •. I have been proud of my long association with
, COf!Imlttee staff and the contribution I have been able to make to their
efforts over the years, Including past appearances as a witness. Further,
there Is a distinct awareness that crime problems .often require new
legislation and they always require the commitment of public funds for
personnel and equipment. ,In order to establish such government priorities,
congressional hearings are a most logical starting point.
Thirty years ago, police Investigation surfaced a national meeting of
more than one hundred persons, most with criminal records, who had come
from fifteen states, to the outskirts of a village with a population of eleven
hundred, named Apalachin, New York. There was evidence that the agenda
under consideration by these delegates included a discussion of murders and
narcotics violations. The federal Narcotics Control Act of 1956 l1ad become
effective Ju~y I, 1957, Just three al)d a half months before the meeting.
-There had been assassinations and shootings for mntrol of criminal groups,
the last of which had taken plac'e'three weeks before the meeting. Thus
the organized crime agenda three d~cades ago was narcotics and :01urder to
effect the control of cr:imlnal activities.
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This committee, then acting as part of the Senate Select Committee on
Improper Activities In the Labor/Management Field, aware that the activities
of some of the conferees came within 'the purview of its mandate, took a
leadership role in Investigating the occurrenca of November 14, 1957. Later,
some 20 of the attendees were convicted by the federal government of
Obstruction of Justice, in attempting to conceal the true purpose of the
meeting. An appellate court found insufficient legal foundation to uphold
these convictions and they were reversed.
Twenty four years ago, in S'eptember and O~tober, 1963, this Committee
held public hearings on Organized Crime and mrcit Traffic in Narcotics. The
first witness to app~ar was the Hon. Robert F. Kennedy, then Attorney General
of the United States. He described the problem and requested of the Congress
legislation that he believed would be helpful. Mr. Kennedy' had served as
Chief Counsel to this Committee, and much of what he had learned about
organized crime was addressed to the nation in a book he authored before
becoming Attorney General, He stated that our country made adequate and
significant efforts to protect Itself from external enemies, but was neglecting'
to take proper steps to deal with a sinister threat to be found inside of our
borders. That enemy which Impe~iled the nation was organized crime, and
the titie of his book was "The Enemy Within".
Th<l Att(;rney General's appearance was followed by what he described
as the greatest Intelligence breakthrough in the history of organized crime.
This referred to the testimony of Joseph Valachi, a federal prisoner then
serving long Jail terms for narcotics and murder. He told of his participation
in a national crime conspiracy as a member of one of about two dozen criminal
organizations known as crime "families", operating autonomously in many cities
of the United States, but joined together in a crime confederation in which
a limited amount of authority had been ceded to a governing National Commission.
His testimony was supported by state and local police from various jurisdic~ions.
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The problem revealed by the committee hearings, the legislative action
requested to address it, and popular support for such a program were
all eclipsed by the tragedy of the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy, In Dallas, Texa,s, less than two months later. The priorities
that the Kennedy administration had set for dealing with organized crime
were dissipatb'Ci by the changes in government that followed November 22~
1963.' This was clearly reflected when, just about two years later, a
Presidential Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration cif
Justice was established with an alloca~ion of budget and staff that did
not include a capability for studying organized1::rime. Largely through
the efforts of one of the nineteen commissioners. a past president of the
American Bar Association who is better known today as the recently retired
Mr. Justice Lewis Powell of the U.S. Supreme Court, a token appropriation
of $30,000 was committed to looking at organized crime, but this was after
three quarters of the study period had already elapsed. That sum represented
the priority for the subject in mid-1966, and is given perspective if one
understands that $30,000 is less than ONE heroin addict had to steal in cash
and property to support a narcotics habit in that year. Nonetheless, the
recommendations which had their genesis in this hurried, afterthought of an
effort, when published, merited and earned the serious consideration of the
U.S. Congress. In the Omnibus Crime Bill and Safe Streets Act of 1968 and
in the Organized Crime Bill of 1970, many of them were enacted into statute
, and procedural law and became functioning programs of government. These
have proven to be the most effective legai tools extant in combatting organized
crime:
#i-

Title III of the Safe Streets Act, which set forth procedures for
court controlled warrints to be issued and executed for electronic
surveillance .
#12- The Racket,*r Influenced Crim'nal Organizations (RICO) section
of the i970 Act, providing for criminal and civil procedures against
criminal organizations, including siezure of assets illegally obtained
or obtained with money from criminal activities.
113- The Witness Protection Program which faces the reality that legal
evidence comes only in the form of sworn testimony or an exhibit
accepted by the court. Thousands of persons have given such
testimony when offered the protection of the program.
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#4-

Grants of il!lmunity

#S-

Additional

pE:~alties

~o

compel testimony •.

for special felony offenders.

Thus, by the early 1970s, a decade after some had been requested and
15 years after the Apalachin Meeting, it could be said that we had the
statutes necessary to address the problem.

There was still, however,

the question of wtiether these weapons could be expertly utilized to
accomplish the task for which they had been promulgated.

It was seven

years after the enactment of the RICO law before such charges were
leveled against a defendcmt.

On March 17, 1977, a Report

~o

Congress was.

submitted by the Bureau of the Budget with a title page which read:"War on Organized Crime Faltering.
Federal Strike Forces not getting the job done".
A response from the U.S. Department of Justice to this audit was in
general agreement with the criticisms made.

There was a recognition of

the management deficiencies and some of the recommended changes were
said to be already under consideration or in effect.

There was a telling

comment made by the Department of Justice, particlliarly since it is a·s
true today as it was when made a decade ago.

It read:

"However. law· enforcement can only deal with one side of the
organized crime equation. Unlike street crime and other more
conventional offenses, organized crime is a business which depends,
as do all businesses, on customer acceptance and patronage.
Activities such as illegal gambling, narcotics trafficking, loan sharking
and fencing transactions, prostitution, pornography, etc. all depend
upon willing purchasers or customers for the goods and services which
organized crime sells. Organized crime will thus continue to "flourish"
until the American citizenry chooses to withdraw its patronage from
these mul.ti':'million dollar sources of income, and from the influence
and power of those who controi organized crime in this nation.
it must be understood and emphasized that whatever program is designed
by law enforcement it can deal only with the "supply" side of the
equation; the "demand" side is, in the final analysis, dependent on the
actions and reactions of the American public".
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Since it can be said that It was not until, 1977 that we had the
management skills to uS,e effect,iv.e legal effort!. against organized crime,
the results which have been obtained In one decade constitute a remarkable
achievement. The target of "traditional" organized crime was ~entered in
a core group of 26 crime families', together with associated organlza.tions and
Individuals.

Today, the number of Identificlblc, functioning "families" has

been reduced by about one half dozen, and/ the others have been seriously
teakened by the conviction of top echelon commanders who received lengthy
prison terms.

They have been replaced I:,y less experienced and less

powerful substitutes.

It is a fair stateme:nt that the quality of leadershijf

has deteriorated to a serious and measur:able degree. Some ,social 'and
lSemographic changes have aided in this effort. The immigrant communities
where "traditional" 'organized crime recruited young adherents no longer'
'exist as Isolated ghettos. These communities were also exploited to provide
an inordinate degree of political strengf(h for criminal organizations. Manifested
at every level of government they serv.ed to protect the' criminals In their
depredations.

The weakening of that political strength is a key factor in the

reduction of the total impact of such

~lroups

on our society.

The media. has played an important role. Organized crime becarne the
subjects of cover stories in highly re!garded national magazines, including
some that are primarily financial Journals.
When a Wall Street Journal
reporter won a Pulitzer Prize for organized crime stories, and a national
television network won a Peabody Award for a special feature on the subject
this contributed to a better understanding of the problem, and had a
salutory effect.

The assassinat~" of an organized crime investigative

reporter, when Don Boles was blown up in his automobile in. Arizona about
a decade ago, tbe:>v:eactiwR brought ;about the formation of a national association of Investigative Reporters and IEditors, whose work continues to be
helpful in adressing the current problems of organized crime.

The total

results in addressing "traditional" organized c.-ime in the last ten years
would have;been' considered an impclssible dream not very>i!ong -ago. It is
not all over yet, it may not be alJ elver for quite some time, but there is
a growing consensus that we are in a period of time that .. ,history wiJI record
. as the Twilight of the Godfathers.
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The unfortunate part of my perspective, arrived at as I enter the
42nd year of a career given exclusively to dealing- with organized crime, is
the feeling of De'la' Vu. "We have been here before". Today some studies
of organized crime differentiate between the traditionalists and "new emerging
groups", This latter term is inaccurate and suggests very strongly that we
may once again be falling victim to an unfortunate gap between what is known
by law enforcement practitioners and what is understand by government as
a whole and by the public at large.
During the month of August, 1987_, in
San Francisco, California, members of police agencies who serve in Asian
Crime Task Forces held the lOth in a series of annual conferences in which
they discussed common problems. Thus, such specialized units are more
than a decade old, and the crimes they address had been in existence for
some time before the police units were assembled. Crlmil)al organizations that
are now 10 to 15 years old should not be labeled "new emerging groups".
Organized crime training programs in which I have participated were teaching
about the activities in organized crime of outlaw motorcycle gangs more than
fifteen years ago. Gang wars -in Florida between "cocaine cowboys" of
Colombian and Cuban background started more than a decade ago. The
Miami Herald of March 12, 1968 (that is almost twenty years ago) quoted
some of my public comments as follows:
"A Black Mafia is coming an expert on organized crime told the
Fort Lauderdale Forum Monday. Negroes have begun to take
their place in organized crime".
worked with the committee staff and was a witness in 1963 during the
Valachi hearings. I recall his testimony of how, in the organization of the
traditional core group's structlJre there was formed a council of six, that
would would control murders, limiting them to those which had been approved
by this hierarchial group. In the early 1980s, Nicky Barnes, a major black
heroin dealer who is now serving a life sentence, testified how he and five
of his peers formed a council of six for the express purpose that Valachi's
group had done five decades earlier. We know of the violence during the
Prohibition Era for control of the sale of illicit products. The current turf :;1:.,,(.wars in Queens County, New York, in Detroit and elsewhere directly parallel
the Alchol Wars in major American cities sixty years ago.

Valachi told us
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one another, with a commensurate decline in viOlence. The Cuban-Colombian
gang war's of the Miami area have declined. The wild shootings ',In San
Francisco and New :York's Chinatown's have declined. There are Scime who'
view this reduction of violence with satisfaction. I do not do'so entirely, '
because the reduction of these' gang wars'in the current era' have been
brought abQut exactly for, the same reason~'that prevailed decades ago.
The cr,lminals are' becoming betterorglinized~ they are learning"to cut 'up
the pie ,peacefully, with profit for all and attracting less attention from the
rest of our society. 'Currently we have the unprecedented evidence' 'of
outlaw motorcycle gang' members dressed In collar and tie and three piece
suits, working cooperatively with Asian gangs and traditional ?rganized
crime groups. There Is comparatively new evidence of Colombian dr~,g
dealers bringing their wares to Mexico and allowing new partners to brl'ng
the product across the U.S. border, 'slnce Mexican crlmi,nals have b,ee'n
violating that border with' great skill for many years. It all tends to
suggest very strongly that the "new emerging groups" have escalated to '
the point of cooperation with other criminals exactly as the vaf.ous'
trac!.!tional groups did In 1931 and 1932. If the agenda of the ,Apalac~in
Meeting in 1957 was narc;otics, and murders for control of iII~gal businesses
we should be aware that the agenda is exactly the same thirty years later.
There are changes In the names; languages and the s~tin colors of the
players but the name of the game Is identically the same!!!
It would be a major error to assume that: law enforcement will be
able to adress the non-traditional groups as successfufly in the next,
decade as was the case in the past decade with the traditional,ists. Twenty
years ago the major targets' were the 26 crime "families" and associat~s.,
Today there are more than 26 significantly maj~;' drug o'rganizati~ns ir the
New York City area. There are more than 26 signlflca'ntly major' drug
organizations In the greater Mhimi ,are'a. There are mo~e than 'i~ sign'lfic.;ntly
major drug organizations In the greater Los Angeles area. And these'are
only three areas of our natlOri. The 'ne~ 'em?rglng groups, as targets',
greatly outnumber the organizations that had to be faced two decades ago.
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Electronic surveillance as authorized by Title III has been one of
the most effective'tools in fighting organized crime. To provide the' greatest
yield of evidence investigators were sent to military foreign language schools
to learn several languewes. A cursory ,examination of a newspaper of record
fur the past year will indicate that we have arrested drug smugglers from .
more than 30 different nations located on four continents. attempting. to bring
their product into our country. I mn not certain if our language schools h:ave
a curriculum that includes all of the languages used in these criminal enter'prises. In su"!, electronic surveillance will not as readily yield the same
harvest in the future as it has in :he past with the traditionalists.
T he letter written by the U. S. Department of Just ice ten years ago
spoke of multi-million dollar sources of Illegal income. Today in the field
of narcotics alone we are compelled to measure the profits in billions of
dollars. Law enforcement success in attacking the "supply" side has not
been paralleled by very much success in reducing the "demand" side of
the equation. This is exacerbated further by the evidence that many of
these dollars leave the Un!ted Siates for delivery to principals who reside
outside of our national boundaries and thus less susceptible to the
application of our laws, their sanctions and penalties. The very effective
RICO statute is not applicable in Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, Brazil, Mexico or
in Asian countries.
The Witness Protection Program. will not work as well with cooperating
witnesses who may not be as easily relocated outside of the areas in which
they now reside if language difficulties are involved.
There arEi difficulties involved in recruiting personnel who are
familiar with the languages; customs and attitudes of new organized crime
groups. In discussing non-traditional criminal organizations the Attorney
General of Califurnia in a report to the Legislature for 1986 states:"A common tactic is to infiltrate law enforcement agencies by
placing their own informants in trusted positions at police or
government agencies in order to gain access to confidential
information" •
Thus such difficulties become compounded when care must be taken that

a- recruitment success is not, in fact, a successful penetration of government
by an enemy.
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• Joseph Valachl"s testimony In 1963 was supported by state and local
police officers from many jurisdictions. Today, with a few notable
exceptions, many states 'have abdicated their responsibilities In fighting
organized crime, aIMw~C.the effort to becOme largely a federal one. This
Is manifest In the comparatively few cases where el~tronlc surveillance,
RICO, Immunity has been br,oughf Into being, evim though these have been.
the most effective tools in HM!' well est~bllshed' federal reCord. Unaided,
by other levels of Qilverhment, the federal effort couid be swamped In
attempting to deal realistically with both traditional and non-traditional
organized crime.
There is one hopeful feature. All of the "new emerging groups" are
very deeply involved in narcotics trafficking, with these profits making up
the largest majority of all Income. If this single illegal industry is madlle the
principal target, rather than the many groups involved, any successful
program would significantly reduce the effectiveness of all the organizations
Involved. Some question if the non-traditional groups will be able to extend
their operations outside of the communities in which they are now based,
(except for narcotics In which they are servicing our total society). Whether
they can or not should be of relatively small Import. Their current "horne"
com;nunitles contain populations that have a birthrate which Is far in excess
of our national average, so that even if crimes of extortion and control of
gambling and prosititutlon do not expand beyond the "home" communities
they will be effecting a sizeable proportion of our total population before
very long.
One definition of the word "Subvert" is, "to undermine the principles of;
to corrupt". Though never placed on subversive lists, or having received
the attention of congressional committees which In the past dealt with
SUbversion, organized crime has been one of the most successful subversive
movements In the history of the United States. "Terror" is defined as,
"Intense, sharp, overmastering fear" and "Terrorism" as "the state of fear
and submission so produced". We need not wait for terrorism to be brought
to the United States; organized crime, traditional and otherwise has
accomplished the results of those' definitions in all of the communities in
which it has been allow~ to thrive, and will continue to do so ••
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Combatting or.ganized crime will reduce these forms of subversion and
terrorism In our nation. This factor alone merits a high priority, and
a commlttment that organized· crime be reduced to a -much more tolerable
level than we have experienced in the past.
We are currentiy in danger of being lulled by recent successes
into a sense that true progress has been made. This could easily become
an error which our nation wlll pay for dearly in the decades to come.
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EXHIBIT NO. 44

STATEJlBNT SOBKITTED FOR THE RECORD
LT. DAVID GREER
Section Supervisor
Racketeering , Intelligence Section
De~nt Of Organized CrJ...a

'I

BROWARD COtlH'1'Y SHERIFF' fl OFFICE
"ORGAIIIZED CRDIE III BROWARD COtJHTY, FLORIDA·

u.

S. SBllATB PBIUIAliEJiT

SUBCOIIIIITTEE OR IRVBSTlGATIORS

BEARIIIGS 011
ORGAIIIlED CRlllE. 25 YEARS APTER VALACHI
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LT. GREEN'S BACKGROUND

David Green has been a~ember of three police "agencies, all of
which were in the State of Florida. The following is Lt. Green's
experience in the Field of the Investigation of Traditional
organized Crime.
1969-1979
Lt. Green was a supervisor in the Dade county Sheriff's Department,
Organized Crime Bureau. During this period, Lt. Green supervised
and partiCipated in approximately two hundred (200) court-authorized
intercepts (Title III) directed at Bookmaking and/or Shylocking
operations.
1975-1976 (lS month period)
As a member of the Dade County Sheriff's Department, Organized
crime Division, Lt. Green was the Field Coordinator for the
State-l9ide Grand Jury. A portion of Lt. Green's duties was to
supply the Grand Jury with mobsters' names, backgrounds and
pertinent data for a Grand Jury inquiry. All of the individuals
which are named below were at that time residents of Florida and
appeared before this Grand Jury.
':I

BRUNO CRIME FAMILY
JOHN SIMONE
*victim of an unsolved gangland murder
CHICAGO CRIME GROUP
JAMES "TOR-TOR" TORTORIELLO
*victim of an unsolved gangland murder
DeCAVALCANTE CRIME FAMILY
SIMONE "SAM THE PLUMBER" DeCAVALCANTE (Boss)
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GENOVESE- CRIME FMIILY

GERALDO "JERRY" CATENA
ANTHONY "FAT TONY" SALERNO
]\,LBERT "CHINK" FACCHIANO
CHARLES "THE BL.I.DE" TOURINE
VINCENT TERIACA
*Son murdered by MEYER LANSKY'S step-son, who was the victim of
an unsolved gangland murder.
LOUIS ROTUNDO
GAMBINO CRIME FAMILY
JOSEPH PATERNO
JOSEPH "DEMUS" COVELLO
ANTHONY PLATE
*missing and presumed dead
LUCCHESE CRIME FAMILY
ANTHONY "TUMAC" ACCETTttRO
TRAFFICANTE CRIME FAMILY
SANTO TRAFFICANTE, JR. (Boss)
FR.\NK DIECIDUE
ALFONSO SCAGLIONE
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LANSKY ORGANIZATION
MEYER LANSKY .
JACK B. COOPER
HYMAN LAZAR
NORMAN ROTlU-lAN
AND
JOHN "PEANUTS" TRONOLONE - now the Boss of the Cleveland Crime Family
1978

Testified before the Senate Permanent
regarding an Organized Crime matter.

Sub~Committee

of Investigation

1981 to 1985

David Green was a Special Agent for the Florida Department of Law
Enforcement, assigned state-wide, to assist local law enforcement
investigate organized crime.
In 1982, Lt. Green, providing assistance to the Ocala Police Department and Harion County Sheriff's Office, infiltrated a Lucchesebacked bookmaking operation that passed bookmaking action from Central
Florida to the mob's bookie office in South Florida. This investigation led to indictments of Racketeering charges by the Florida
State-1Hde Grand Jury.
1983 to 1984

Lt. Green, providing assistance to the Tampa Police Department and
Hillsborough Sheriff's Office. infiltrated a Tampa-based Traditional
Organized Crime Bookmaking operation. This investigation led to
Racketeering charges and a seven (7) year prison sentence against
the boss of the operation.
As a spin-off to the Tampa undercover assignment in 1984, Lt. Green
infiltrated a Miami-based Cuban lottery and bookmaking organization
that may well be the largest operation of this type in the world.
This investigation resulted in Racketeering charges and convictions.
There is additional information regarding this information in the
"Emerging Organized Crime Groups" section of this document.
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In 1985, Sheriff Navarro, as a newly elected Sheriff, re-organized
the Broward County Sheriff's Office, Organized Crime Division. He
hired Steven A. Bertucelli as the Director of said Division.
Director Bertucelli, who had been the Commander of the Dade County
Sheriff's Department's Organized Crime Bureau when Lt. Green was a
member of said agency, acting in concert with Sheriff Navarro, invited Lt. Green to participate in said agency, supervising the
investigation of traditional organized crime. Director Bertucelli
and Lt. Green joined the Broward Sheriff's Office in May of 1965.
In June of 1985, the undercover investigation titled "Operation
Cherokee" commenced.
A TIMELY INVESTIGATION - OPERATION CHEROKEE
The Broward County Sheriff's Office, during this long-range undercover investigation, successfully infiltrated the hierarchy of
Traditional. organized Crime at a significant time. This undercover
investigation was carefully timed by Broward County Sheriff Nick
Navarro (a car,eer law enforcement person with an extensive Federal
and State background in successful undercover investigations) to
coincide with the· trials (and convictions) of the Mafia Commission.
Sheriff Navarro surmised that the Mafia Commission Case had rocked
the foundation of organized crime and a successful penetration of
the mob by law enforcement could provide an assessment of how bad
the underworld had been effected by these arrests.
'
Lt. David Green was chosen to lead this investigation which was
eventually titled "OPERATION CHEROKEE-. Lt. Green managed to
infiltrate the upper-management of the Bufalino and Gambino Crime
Families and the lower echelon of the Genovese, Lucchese, Magaddino,
and New England Crime Families.
The "Operation Cherokee" investigation 'lasted for two years (1985
through 1987) and was successful in disrupting Traditional Organized
Crime in South Florida, mainly that part of Organized Crime that has
undisclosed interests' in the restaurant and liquor licensed premises.
Another successful side to the ·Operation Cherokee" was the
information gleamed by Lt. Green pertaining to the effect of the
New York State Organized Crime Task Force invesl:igation and
'
incarceration of individuals who comprised the /',\afia Commission.
The following are some of Lt. , Green's observations regarding the
impact of said arrests on Traditional Organized Crime:
There exists an air of sadness for those Mafia fi'gures incarcerated
in combination with a feeling of doom for those m()b figures yet
arrested.
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The 'remaining oldtimers, the "Mustaohe Petes", believe it is only a
matter of time until they-are targeted for arrest. They firmly ,
believe that as long as they are active in criminal matters, they
cannot hide from today's law enforcement methods, namely wiretaps
(Title III) and the Racketeering Statute.
The inner circle of trusted mob figures is getting smaller. forcing
them to take' chances with strangers (this is one reason Lt. Green
was successful :I.n this investigation). E\'en so. they do so believing
that these transactions will most likely result in arrests.
The foHowing is additional intelligence ga'thered by T,t. Green
during the undercover investigation:
JOSePH E. TODARO, SR.
DOB: 9/18/23
Residence: 95 Joseph Prive . Tonawanda, NY
He resides in HO'llywood, F,I,. between November and

~Iay

of each year,

TODARO, SR. \qas identified by three reliable sources to Lt. Green
as the Boss of the Duffalo, NY (Nagaddino) Crime Family. The
identifications were made to Lt, Green in his undercover. role by
t\~O principal non-member associates and one identified member of
Traditional Organized Crime.
.
On two separate occasions, Lt. Green learned that JOSEPH E. TODARO,
SR. had ordered ANTHONY "GOV" GUARNIERI, a Capodecina in the
Bufalino Crime Family, to "sit down" with TODI\RO. SR. The first
instance occurred in 1985, ~lhen a Federal Bureau of Investigat.ion ',s
confidential source was "burned" QY a target subject. This source
had been associating with Green in an undercover capacity for six
months prior to the "burn". TODARO, SR. contacted GUARNIERI at his
Stuart, FL. residence and inst.ructed GUARNIeRI to drive to
Hollywood, FL. (some eighty miles away) to meet with TODARO, SR.
At this meeting, TODARO, SR. told GUARNIERI not to associate with
Lt. Green. GUARNIERI complied with these instructions for
approximate'ly three months. No arrests were made as a result of the
"burned" source's involvement and this sit.uation "cooled".off. :::n
1987. TODARO, SR. using an intermeM.ary, ordered GUARNIERI to "sit
down" with ~~ODARO, SR.
GUlIRNIERI was incensed and hurt by the
method his old friend (TODARO, SR.) used to set up the meeting.
According to the intermed!ary. TODARO, SR. shook his finger in
the intermediary'S face when ordering him to tell GUARNIERI about
this meetint. The meeting did occur but was handled on GUARNIERI'S
behalf by GUARNIeRI I S boss, EDWARD SCIANDRA' (acting Boss of .the
Bufalino crime Family). The crux of this "sit down" involved
Gt1.'IRNIERI'S association and act.ivities \~ith Lt. Green. These
activities were undercover scenarios deliberately given to a
TODARO. SR. cT-onie in an effort to infil,trate TODARO'S operation.
This primary scenario is listed below:
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GUARNIERI set up a meeting between Green and a Buffalo, NY resident
regarding the alleged transpo:t'tation of stolen liquor into Canada
through the City of Buffalo, NY. GUAmiiIERI made this arrangement
without having TODARO'S blessings. Thf! Buffalo resident was a longtime associate of the Bufa1ino Crime Family.
During the POpe-ration Cherokee· investigation, JOSEPH E. TODARO, SR.
became a primary target after the "bulmed P source incident. Physical
surveillances of TODARO, SR. were instituted. Another agency, the
Metropolitan Organized Crime Inte11ig~nce Unit (a Broward County
Task Force) conducted physical surveillances in February 1986 of
NICODEMAS SCARFO, boss of the Bruno Crime Family. On one occasion,
this unit obs,erved JOSEPH E. TODARO, SR. and EDWARD SCIANDRA meeting with SCARFO at SCARFO'S Ft. Lauderdale, FL. residence. This was
a high level mob meeting in that th'e bosses of three families met.
The physical surveillances and other investigations conducted
during the ·Opel:ation Cherokee" investigation connected TODARO, SR.
with identified members of the below-described Traditional Organized
Crime Families:
BRUNO
GAMBINO
BONANNO
GENOVESE
BUFALINO
CHICAGO
and his own fam£ly members.
As the Operation Cherokee investigation progressed, Lt. David Green
periodically purchased counterfeit wrist watches from mob figures.
~!ost of these counterfeit wrist watches originated from Norman's House
of Deals in New York City. During undercover meetinys between Lt.
Green and Em~ARD SCIANDRA, acting Boss of the Bufa1ino Crime Family,
SCIANDRA took credit for originating the contact for counterfeit
wrist watches fO,r the mob with Norman's House of Deals. SCIANDRA,
a New York City resident heads the Pittston,PA. based Bufalino
Crime Family while RUSSELL BUFALINO is in prison. SCIANDRA appears
to have discovered a way to avoid law enforcement attention. He
resides in New York City, the home of the five major crime families,
where he maintains autonomy and is the acting boss of a crime fami'ly
based in Pittston, PA. and the Binghamton, NY area. Further, SCIANDRA
when in South Florida during the winter months, resides with 'long-time
associates, at various locations. This means that anyone jurisdiction
l(li1l, find it dif·fic.u1t to concentrate on SCIANDRA. .There were indications developed during this case that SCIANDRA was involved in high
level money laundering schemes, one of which occurred in Hollywood, FL.
in 1987 with JOSEPH E. TODARO, SR.
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The 'Bufalino Crime Family has a history of being involved in
Labor Racketeering and Extortion. A self-professed hitman, CHARLES
ALLEN, testified that RUSSELL BUFALINO was the leader of a group
of men who' participated in 't,~o murders, three attempted murders,
two acts of arson, and the embezzlement of union funds from 1973
to 1976 (information obtained from the 1980 Pennsylvania Crime
Commission Report).
.
In the spring of 1987, Lt. Green and Det. T. Peter Stephens, attended
a meeting at JOE SONKEN'S GOLD COAST RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE in
Hollywood, FL. others present at this meeting were ANTHONY "GOV·
GUARNIERI, ELLIS F. KLEPFER and NICK RIBILOTO. GUARNIERI informed
Lt. Green that he was asked by RIBILOTO to settle'a labor situation
where an unnamed labor racketeer facing charges may testify
against RIBILOTO •. GUARNIERI indicated he would attempt to
negotiate with the person Who may testify. GUARNIERI informed
Green that his friend, ELLIS, was a big man in the labor unions
and has done many favors for GUARNIERI'S friends. KLEPFER was
indicted in 1983 by the U. S. District Court for the Middle Dj.strict
of Pennsylvania regarding his part in attempting to settle a strike
by Local 481 of ~he Bakerv, Confectionery and Tobacco Union, by
bribing the president of tn~ Spaulding Bakeries, Inc. in Binghamton,
New York.
JOE SONKEN'S GOLD COAST RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE is listed in the 19BO
pennsylvania Crime Commission Report:
"~Ieetings in Florida between Bufalino and Pittsburgh boss
JOHN LaROCCA have also been documented. In Florida, Bufalino
holds court in JOE SONKEN'S GOLD COAST RESTAURANT, in Hollywood,
at which he has been seen meeting with LaROCCA, GABRIEL "KELLY"
~IANNARINO, a LaROCCA Capo, and FRANK GAGl.IARDI, a member of
the New York Gambino Family."

One of the primary meeting locations between Lt. Green and ANTHONY
"GOV" GUARNIERI was JOE SONKEN'S GOLD COAST RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE.
In August 1985, Lt. Green was with GUARNIERI at said establishment
when GUARNIERI was notified by JOE SONKEN that the Bufalino hitman,
CHARLES FRATELLO, received a first degree murder conviction in the
shooting of a patron at the Seminar Lounge in Pompano Beach, FL.
SONKEN was angry at GUARNIERI because nobody could find GUARNIERI
during the day to notify him of the conviction. It is alleged
that FRATELLO, who currently is in the Florida prison' system, could.
clear numerous homicides he committed on behalf of RUSSELL BUFALINO
and others. GUARNIERI was visibly upset at the news of this conviction.
GUARNIERI often remarked. at the number of times he met with his
associates over the years at JOE SONKEN'S GOLD COAST. GUARNIERI
told Lt. Green that when RUSSELL BUFALINO stayed at his Hollywood,
FL. residence, he was at the GOLD COAST every day. GUARNIERI
mentioned another close associate, who met with RUSSELL BUFALIllO
and JOE SONKEN daily at the GOLD COAST, "KELLY", who GOV described
as bei.ng a big man in the Pittsburgh crew. GUARlUERI was referring
to LaROCCA Capodecina Gabriel YANNARINO flk/a KELLY. MANNARINO
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died in 1980, and according to ,GUARNIERI, JOE SONKEN almost
"fell apart" over MANNARINO'S death. GUARNIERI indicated that the
GOLD COAST LOUNGE, which is a multi-million dollar establishment,
was financed by t-mNNARINO for SONKEN, who was just a bartender at
a hole in the wall bar in Hollywoqd in the "old days". GUARNIERI
also credited MANNARINO'S Jewish associates with setting up the
first Indian Bingo operation in Hollywood, FL. Indian Bingo, as
well as other forms of gambling; does not require State licensing
nor are any gambling regulations allowed by law enforcement on any
Indian reservation. MEYER LANSKY was believed to have been involved
in setting up the first Indian Bingo with undisclosed interests.
LANSKY, now deceased, was also known to have' frequented JOE SONKEN '.S
GOLD COAST. The following are some of the organized crime figures
known to frequent the GOLD COAST LOUNGE during the Operation
Cherokee investigation:
JOSEPH E. TODARO, SR. - Boss of the Magaddino Crime Family
EDNARD SCIANDRA - Acting Boss of the BUfalino Crime Family
JOml GOTTI - Boss of the Gambino Crime Family
JERRY CHILLI - Member of the Bonanno Crime. Family
STEVE MARUCA -

~Iember

of the Bonanno Crime Family

MATTEO FORTUNATO - Capo in the Genovese Crime Family
NAYNE BOCK - Alleged hitman for the Chicago Group
FRANK SCHI'IEIS - Alleged hit!nan for the Chicago Group
Lt. Green has been in the GOLD COAST RESTAURANT and was present
when JOE SONKEN relayed information to GUARNIERI that RUSSELL
BUFALINO had called from prison to SONKEN at the GOLD COAST.
Further, Lt. Green was present on another occasion when SONKEN
handed the telephone, located in the GOLD COAST RESTAURANT, to
GUARNIERI and according to GUARNIERI this turned out to be a big
bookmaker and close associate from New York, who was trying to
reach GUARNIERI.
The significance of this first-hand information
is supportive of law enforcement information that JOE SONKEN maintains a national message center for organized crime figures.
The above-described message center is one example of the interrelationships of the various La Cosa Nostra families in Broward
County, FL. These groups ·co-exist in a friendly atmosphere as
long as no one infringes on someone else's enterprise. with the
exception of pornography, almost any criminal activity is open to
any mob figure or group as long as it doesn't interfere with a
connected person or group's activities. The distribution of
pornography on an organized basis appears to be under the control
of the Gambino Crime Family.
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The following are additional observations and/or op~n~ons of Lt.
David Green, influenced by the two-year undercover assignment.
Nhen traditional organized crime figurs converse, the communical:ion
goes beyond l:he spoken word. There is an unusual understanding
that transcends what is said. As an example, Lt. Green was able to
understand points of. communications hetween himself and GOV GUARNIERI,
that wa.s not actually spoken. This was learned when Lt. Green played
back tape recordings to gel: the exact language of several important
situations and determined that words were not recorded even though
Lt. Green was aware of a plear understanding of what transpired.
It was well into the second year of this case and-some fifty (50)
me,etings between GUARNIERI and Lt. Green before Green developed
the ability to understand that more was happening in the communication process than words.
The recent incarceration of the Mafia Commission forced an unwanted
realization on the mob hierarchy; they are not immune from
prosecution. The effect of law enforcement's recent success is
yet to be seen, but it is the opinion of Lt. Green l:hat properly
funding long-range undercover investigations and proper use of
Title III and the Racketeering Statute, especially when combined,
are a means of delivering the fatal blow which will destroy
Traditional Organized Crime as we know it today.
The newer problem is the emerging Organized Crime Groups: Cubans,
Colombians, Blacks, Jamaicans, Asians, etc. These groups will be
addressed in the following section.
For additional information, please see the attached exhibit! titled,
"TODAY'S HAFIA TRENDS AND EMERGING GROUPS".
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EMERGING ORGANIZED CRIME GROUPS
Emerging Organized Crime Groups is a term used to describe Asian,
Black, Cuban, Colombian and other ethnic groups that op'erate
organized criminal enterprises in this county. The word ."Emerging"
is misleading. Not only have they emerged, these groups have been
involved in illegal activities of an organized nature in the United
States for many years.
CUBAN ORGANIZED CRIME
l~hat

criminal organization could handle sports bets without a limit
at a constant point spread; or accept a ~ million dollar sports
parlay wager with a payoff of $13.00 to every $5.00 wagered.
(This
payoff for a single wager is $650,000.00). There is only one such
organization and it is not the Mafia. The answer is: Cuban
Organized Crime. The following is a summary of a previous undercover investigation conducted by Lt. Green, which led to the
astounding facts regarding Cuban Organized Crime.
In 1984, David Green, who was at that time a Special Agent with
the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, was engaged in an
undercover capacity as an Irish-American cocktail lounge owner in
Tampa, FL. The focal point of this investigation was the Trafficante
Crime Family's bookmaking operation. The undercover investigation
snowballed into a Miami area based Cuban bookmaking operation.
David Green began placing undercover wagers with a Cuban named
ALFONSO RAMOS in the pre-season (August) of 1984. These wagers
I'ere medium range wagers of between $500 and $2,000 per contest.
This style of undercover activity continued until November 22,
1984. During this period, RAMOS accepted approximately $100,000
in wagers from Green, which is not unusually high. However, the
.,agering between November 22, 1984 and December 9, 1984 intensified.
RAMOS accepted $633,000.00 in wagers from Green, including an
additional $9,600.00 in vigorish and a $7,000 commission paid by
RAMOS during ten (10) actual days of wagers; three (3) of which
were single ~Ionday Night contests and one double day contest on
Thanksgiving, leaving only six (6) days where multiple games were
played. In addition to this wagering pattern, Dave Green introduced a reliable source and ex-bookmaking to RAMOS, who placed an
additional $600,000 in wagers with RAMOS.
(See attachment of Exhibit A, I,hich is the wagers accepted by RAMOS
between November 22, 1984 and December 9, 1984).
The original introduction to ALFONSO RAMOS was made by a Miami
based Cuban lottery operatar, who controlled a lottery operation in
the Tampa area. The lottery operator informed Green that RAMOS,
unlike all bookmakers, did not have a limit on his bets. Green
determined this to be accurate information. Further, the Cuban
Organization did not move the point spreads to their benefit,
when accepting large wagers. RAMOS told Green about a narcotics
dealer from the Ocala, FL. area that placed $250,000 on two team
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parlay bets. Green determined that supportive documentation
was available regarding this matter. The Ocala, FL. authorities
connected toll calls from a suspected Latin na=cotic trafficker
in Ocala to the same telephone number Green called to place the
above-described wager.s.
lihen the RAMOS operation was the subject of search warrants in
December 1984, more than $500,000 in cash was seized. The search
warrants determined that the RAMOS group made tape recordings of the
wagers they accepted on the telephone. Further, this operation
used computers to maintain wagering accounts. RA~IOS often referred
to the big lay-off office he called "the bank".
Lt. Green met with RAMOS six times in Miami. On several occasions
Green had lunch or dinner with RAMOS and lottery operators. They
appeared to be all one big happy enterprise. A previous investigation
in 1982 connected ALPHONSO RAMOS to the JOSE BATTLE organized crime
organization known as the corporation. BATTLE'S organization is
also known to use tape recorders to record wagering activity
allegedly to avoid error.
EXPERT OPINION
Lt. David Green has been qualified as an expert in the field of
bookmaking investigations in various circuit courts within the
State of Florida. For the past sixteen (16) years, Dave Green has
provided instruction in bookmaking investigations for more than three
thousand (3,000) law enforcement officials from thirty-five (35)
states. During these lectures, Green has sought information as to
gambling activities and trends in the area the students originated
from. To date, Green has never received information regarding any
other bookmaking organization that can handle the amount of money
that the Cubans did in the above-described information. Further,
these same Cuban organizations also operate multi-million dollar
lottery enterprises. Therefore. it is the opinion of David Green
that ~uban organized Crime finances and controls the largest illegal
gamblLng enterprises in the United States if not the world.
For additional information as to the structure of Cuban Organized
Crime, " .. fer to the attached Exhibit: "TODAY'S MAFIA TRENDS AND
EMERGING GROUPS".
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INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FEDERAL
AND STATE AGENCIES

The method of operating a joint investigation bet.ween the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and S~ate or local agencies suffers from
th€', requirement mandated to the Bureau by the Attorney General,
that a letter of agreement must be signed by said State or local
agency with the F.B.I. This letter predet,,)rmines the roll of the
F.B.I. as the Control Agency in the investigat.ion. Negotiations
are not permitted by State and local law enforcement. This
document is in reality a letter of surrender.
A primary objection to the letter of agreement as it currently
stands is that many local and state law enforcement officers not only
possess the expertise to successfully control a major investigation,
they are usually closer to the grass roots problems in their own
communities.
A solution to this one-sided situation would be a contract agreed
upon by the various agencies involved. The contract should
clearly outline the duties and responsibilities and legal limitations jointly agreed upon by the head of those agencies involved.
Host long-range investigations are financial burdens for local law
enforcement. Currently, Fede~'al funding for local law enforcement
cases can be applied for if the target subjects are involved in
narcotics. There is no argument that narcotics violations warrant
Federal funding. However, there appears to be no Federal funding
assistance readily available for the investigation of Traditional
Organized Crime violations, such as homicide, loansharking, extortion,
labor racketeering, pornography, gambling, dealing in stolen property,
etc. Therefore, if local law enforcement intends to conduct a longrange Hafia investigation, the F.B.I. is the agency contacted for
assistance, because of the Organized Crime funding available to
said agency.
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1.

Book Titled:

2.

Exhibit A, Undercover Wagers Placed With Cuban Organized Crime.

Today's Mafia Trends and Emerging Groups

3.

Exhibit B, Copy of the 1980 Pennsylvania Crime commission Report,
those pages with reference to:
BUFALINO CRIME FAl-IILY
RUSSELL BUFALINO
EDWARD SCIANDRA
ANTHONY "GOV:" GUARNIERI
LaROCCA CRUIE FAMILY
GABRIEL MANNARINO ,
JOSEPH SONKEN
GOLD COAST RESTAURANT, HOLLYWOOD, FL.

4.

Exhibit C, Copy of 1968 Fort Lauderdale News Article, captioned
"What's Mafia? Joke, says angry SONKEN".

5.

Exhibit D'; Copy of a 1975 Florida Vehicle Registration in the
name of "RUSSELL BUFFALINO", with the address of "c/o JOE
SONKEN REST., 606 N. OCEAN DR., HOLLYWOOD, FL." BUFALINO had two
"FF'S", which has been a common mistake in'the spelling of the
mob boss' last name.
606 North Ocean Drive, Hollywood, FL. is
the address of JOE SONKEN'S GOLD COAST RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE.

6.

Exhibit E, Copy of a 1978 Florida Vehicle Registration in the
name of RUSSELL "BUFFALINO" at 2033 Jefferson Street, Hollywood,
FL. The last name is also misspelled. However, 2033 Jefferson
Street was the Hollywood residence of BUFFALINO the crime boss,
prior to his incarceration.

7.

Exhibit F, Copy of Four Pages of the 1981 Pennsylvania Crime
Commission Report, containing references to:
EDWARD SCIANDRA
In the 1980 pennsylvania Crime Commission Report, SCIANDRA was
identified as a Capo inthe BUFALINO Crime Family.
In the 1981
edition, SCIANDRA was identified as udnerboss and acting as boss
of the family while RUSSELL BUFALINO was incarcerated.

8.

Exhibit G, transcript of conversation between STEVE CAVANO
(arrested as a result of Operation Cherokee) and the Broward
County Sheriff's Office undercover team.
CAVANO identified
EDWARD SCIANDRA as the person in charge of the BUFALINO Crime
Family.

9.

Exhibi t H, Transcript identi·fying JOSEPH E, TODARO, SR. boss of
his crime family.

10. Exhibit I, Copy of BENNIE HUSSO'S New York Teamster's Conference
Pension & Retirement Fund Check.
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Maf1a Problem Solving Methods
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Organized Crime Department
Fort lauderdale, Florida
Nick Navarro, Sheriff
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A Welcome From The Sheriff

From Tt;e Dnector Of O.C.D,
The Organized' CrimeOepartmenl of ilia'
aWWa,d Sheriff's Ollice extendS a welcom& 10 ""
participants and 90951s llltending OUr "Tedats

On behalf of the flwwaro Sh~tiH S Offcce. f
would Itko In extend a warm welc()me !O all attend·
ees. my.led speakors Ilfld g~ests,
Over the past deoad!! law 1lnforeemenl has

MafiaConfE!fenee:'Thej>limartaimofth:S~lJ;Icon

ferenc.e islo inform the law eritOfC\mlllot ~omrilunity
aMutrecenllrenos Of Mafia SCllvity aOd proVId& an'
up-daleabolJl ental!lingctiminaJgt/lups, (naddi'Jon
tolheweallllQllnvestigaUvll:. intehigence and printed
'tn.Jeri"t receiVed by each pffjc~t;' ali lnteJI;gencef
Oparl!tions Sutllily ts bein!l ad!ninlslerod 10 anow
each attendee. tQ s~ recent inforrnaJion for the '

mad~S!90lf!can!progressaga:rn,1aUf01lnSolor9an.

IZed cnm9, Through 1M ded;cated efforts of many
ptXlple, espet:ially too ,nsfrutlors and attendees of
!hlScon!ere"ee.the grOWlnganddevastabng threats
of Otganlwd criminal ac!JVlty hava baen recognized
and ad:1rossea I am pleased th& Otgamzed Crime
Cenlr. oj my offICe is coordjna~ng th1S Vllal tonference where the agenda will focus on the conceplsoJ
mutual coopera~on as the key 10 effective law onJo.-cement
Theconlenls oJ thiS program b\lOkletare daladeveloped anddocUmenled
II1rough reeent mufu.agency investigaUons aMU1 national crime problems
imp.::tMg onll1a cruzensof Sraward County. Each IndMduaJ identified oore met
"!lid standards of documentatlOn and acclltSCY and those named are
by no mean~ "" of the organized crane suspel'lS connected willi SOIIth
A.orida. OVrJJ1tentlS to promote aggreSSive mvestigatlonsand prosecutions as
well as providm9 govemmentollicialsWith reference dalallllportantloeffecWe
performance against organiZed criminal schemes, WMn all elements orllle
crim!nal JuSllCe system are better rllrormed and work Iogether: we can make

.diftercnco.
,My besl ,",shes for a Success/uleonferenee and I hOpe our'';srtors have an

/Je,1l!r~ ollm atte~

,

. ,.

.'

The successoJ any P!'i9ramlsdirt!Cllyrel~ lo.iliejl!l9rtpuifQ\1ll to make
1I a success. Durfn9l1Je past two years, manypfOleS$rUil~h!lves~Ci!ssfully,
1aken d7,ect aetlon against orsanl?od crJmqfamUlesand $fDuP5!incf SI1ared
their experiences ahd J<QovA/ld9$, \'lith P!her1k1hls conre!~l~a&,sigoed to:
'lll a1tendees to tawn. alJde~cnange -operaU(l(1a!fJlfQrm&!k>n:among
lhemse!ves lind wilh a.Jl3lionafly r~cow>lz«1 fjlc~lty of e~~· ...
Oil!) conference eaJ1(l()I cQ',e(all asPl'<iIS 01 iIi.& OIg~rifzlldcr1fii6 piobrem

anew

in the UnRed SIa~butvll)''h.opa 10 best otlJerprograms ahdJrilinTngSilSSlons
toaddtDs$this,nt~':\
'"
'~'
, •
, Mi§taff wi« lie'available IhroUglJOut·the' ~1'(j{l!ncrf~yoil tieed.any.
asslSlancg and Ihope you win haVll'B ple~anl5iay.. . .
_;

en;oyallie stay to Sroward County

Stl!veBertuceJII

Nick Navarro
Sheriff

.~~: ~~ ~~::i:Offie'S

Dlrec!or

.,~}i~i;j"~~f.~~~
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Today's Mafia
'Ii:ends and Emerging Groups

8:30 A.M .•••• Registration and Orientation
9:00 •••••••• William H. Dunman,
BSO/OCD

8:30 A.M.•••• Organized Crime Trends
and the Public
(Asian Update)
9:20 •••••.•• Fred Martens, Pa Crime
Comm.

9:00 •••••••• WELCOME
9:30 •••••••• Sheriff Nick Navarro

9:30 ••••••.. Fulure of Organized Crime
in U.S. Inside the President"s Commission Report
10:20 •.••••• Justin Dintino, N.J. SCI

9:45 •••••••• Mafia History/Structure

10:30 ••••••• The Rackets Bureau
11:20 ....... Charles Rogovin,
Temple Univ.

12:20 ••••••• Ralph Salerno, NYPD (Ret)

11:30 ••••••• The Organized Crime Unit
Objectives and Targets
12:20 •••.••• Steve Bertucelli, BSO/OCD

1:30 •.•••••• Canadian/U.S. Connections
italian Organized Crime
2:30 •••.•••• R.P. Graziano, RCMP

1:30 ........ Major Case Impact on
Organized Crime
2:30 •.• , •.•• Ronald Goldstock, NYOCTF

2:40-3:50 ••• American/Caribbean
Ethnic Crime
AI Lamberti, BSO/OCD
Robert Rios, BSO/OCD

2:40 •••• '•••• The Law and Organized
Crime Investigations
3:50 •••••••• G. Robert Blakey,
Notre Dame

3:50-5:00 ••. Criminal Issues Involving
Toxic> and Hazardous Waste
Henry Heisey, Pa Crime Comm.
Channel 7, Miami

3:50 ••••.•.• Mob Infiltration in Organized
Labor
5:00 •••• , ••• Edwin H. Stier, Atty.
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NowY,,!!<

Fr6quer,ls .lge
Sonken·s .Gotd
Coast lO!J,,!!e,

Ho1l)twolx!,FIa;

Ffe~ller.~ Joo Sonkcr. $
- - - GO'::I (%;ao\ PJ)s'.auranl

where t.a bas
metVJill>Joseph

e Todaro, Sr.-

Hol'ywo'J<!. F,a.

ALO, Vincent
Maruca w33. born m
Buffalo New York

MARUCA. Steven J.

DOB9928
fBI 5262278

- - - and <S kIlo....n to bO a
t;~SO assoClat~ of

Ptantat!on, Ffa res;derl
/lOf)

Joseph E Todaro S1
Boss of lhe 8uf!afo:,
New Yi')1k Maf;a

Member Assoclllttt

Ali85: J.mmy Slue

Eyes
OOB.5'26 OA
FBI. 554810

OOSSqfli\e'
Magaddioo Malia
Family.
.
;:ORTUtJATO;Milfteo
ArIaS: Matty Brown
00.8. 10117101
Hallandale, Fla resIdent

I.L..

Hollywood; Fla.
resident

Fato'l":tf

Mafll As;.cc:£ro
Hct:ard Oe:Gauc'u
Wt'l~hr€s!..t!teC.lOa
na~c'::.-t- ~

fa~

CI')r: .. ;!;:tQ:l

DeiGaoo::;

DeCRESCITO. Patrick
OOB 12827
- - - - Fr:ev;jC3.errplovmen~
FB I 1i73315l2
b~rtendef at
SQ:lken's
HO!fywood. Fla reS:dent
Go:~ Coast P~staiJfanL

Joe

H6;ywood. Fla

Close

Assoc:I!la.

;

Joseph E Todaro, 5(

Hollywood, Fra~ .
resident
CRIMINAl. EXPERTlSE;

6"1 bfrt~a;f of G~mt;:I'jD

DeNOIA,JOHI-f J.
AltasJ.J.

tr.agal Gambfing

00B.1I2327
M,am;. Ffa resident
CIDse assocIate of Steve
CllVanQ. operalor oI1he
S<>..mmar lounse, Pompano
Beach. Fla
CRlMlNAl EXPERTISE' Sale
of Counterl!l!t Trade Uem$
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B~a1o,NeWYorlt

f'ewYprk

Fn>quenls Joe
Gold

ViSi~ sO\lIh Florkill perjo<tically. 'liayo!~
will1llodyguarUa.lias ealan at '
Joe S9nk~n'5 Gold Colast Restauran.
Holly\'iWd.Ffa.

$on~oo'~

Coaslfle$tawant

an4lhQ DipiQm~t
Holel. boll; In Hollywood,Flo.
TQDARO. Sr, was a
priOlGty SUSpaclltl

a 19li.5 9~n9Iao<t,
TODARO, Sr.,Joseph styill m~rdar.
Ali1lS: Joe T.,
D.0.B.9118123
F.B.I. 3831577
HoifywOQd. Fla

GOVELLO.

of

, ',AKA; Demus

JoaopilE. Todaro. $f.-;-

0.0.B.5/9Ia4

Mafui.

F.B.I. 416567
Hal/andale. Fla.
resident

'BOSS PI BunalO. N.Y.

CRjMIN"~ EXI'Efl'nse

Gft(llbU~,9.-S/lyloc~ln9.
.N8r(:Ot~,

~

01

, Joseph

_' __ ' ' ' # ' __ - ' 7 _ ' ' _ " _

'j/pty ~o BsSo¢ate

.....
o

r~sldeot November
through M<!~

BONICA:Edwani

o.Q.e. 41~:lla4
Ft.' Lalic(erdaf$.
FJa.raSlden\
, "
,.

SCl~O, VIncent
D.0.B;71~lla4

"'a.

Pla!1l~un.
residilnt
.ManIaC! 10 0011 of Stefano
Magaddirio:i dau9htars.
9per~to$ q~eq car jot in
HOllywood, Flo.

CRIMINA\. EXPERT•
JSI:: llOqJ<makfng
FInancier ao<t
Controller.

I'rloWpal NO!'! /;\einller
AuQi;"te
'

Principal Hon Memller '
A~aoclsle

MUSSO,
Bennie

PeIGAUDIO,
Richard
0.0;B.8/23/42
Oad9 CoUnty
le~iQenl

D.O.B.
5118/26
Oakland

Park; Fla.

resfd,mt

MACK,

Prlnc/pal Non Member
AS80clate

John J.

Ali1lS:Jack

O.O.B. -

6/25127

F.B.I.

_~716l;4

Dllnia. FJa
resIdent

:3.
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~Nonllemb.it
. . .As3oc:lZto

~

StWPA,Fnmlc
. M1Ufl28!4P
." . F.B.J.,9215219Q
l:Iol!y.vood, .Ali.

-resident' .
R,t.audeidale.fJa.

Aula l?ales~
~PreYious!y

had undlscIased lnII>resI

CUrrenlIy serVing a
1iIB~inRal

·ford SIale Pri:;on.
Fla, fora 1st degree
In
_:nur<Ier commi!lBd
Counly. Aa.

CAMUSO, James
n.OA 1123/25
Pompano Beach.
Aa reslde1lt
0peraIes Camuso's
!.ounsa.. fo<! u!'.lderdale, Aa.
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u.aAmo. Daniel .

Beach.f!a.

Eat. 2634390
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;;;;;::---.

Prln~lpal

Non ¥em~

A_late

It.

'~Ie,FIa.

'OCCHJPINli, Robert B. VASTOLA,
Alias: Gorky

MICALE, ~Iph
O,O,B. 3f} 122
Hollywoqd. Fla, resident

fQsl;lElnl
,CRlMINAI.l;)(f>E'RTlSE;
eclortlQll. Snylocl@g,
LabOr Ra¢l<e1e<lMg. tkel$
frequonily wUll l/<lrn llie

,DriVQ& Sam tho Plumber
OtlCavalqanl~ lifQ,un<!

'0,0.8. 21151W

UghIhO\l$\lPorll~ Fla.

Piur{lber ~Cll'J1llcanlo.

·0.0,6,5120128
F.B,l4586221

Hollywood. Fis.. resident
CRIMINAL EXPS1T1SE:
Ex1or1lon, ClQ$O!lSSOCial&
cil John Riggi who iltlhe
acUng bOss oIl11~
~!\VALC.ANTE M~~a

family.
P!'/1i~IP!lt f<k!n ~t
AlI$o~I~\o

Soulh Florida. ~otVOd
lacontly moo!ing Jo$epIl

"OE'MI,IS" Covello. a

Gambfno Mafia figure,

TilONOl.ONe; John P.
Alias: Peanuts

, ,o,o.a, 12112110

.....
o

F.B.I. 370314
Mi~ml

Beach, Fla. ,~sldl1nt

~

OpefalaS Pole! PM Travel Ag~ncy.
'Oilde Courr.y. Fla.
CRIMINAL EXPERTISE;
~k[ng and ShylQck!ng,
,

TflONOlONE Is ~10$.1y _1ll19d
wIIh most Mafia ligures who Ii~ve
{oioc&,1e<1ln SouIh FI<l<Ida.

Joe Sonken's
IN<mM!!!nberIFrequonts
"rr~~'''''a
Gold CoMlR;Js!aUlanL

HllItywQOd,Ffa '

NATALIZIO. ,Marlo
0:0.B,8119/27
1-!.o!ft.'1QOd. AlLresld!!fll
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Loaoshad<
'
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About The
Organized Crime Centre
and
Command Centre
The Organized Crime Centro and Command Centre are units
wnhln the Sheriffs Organized Crime Department and have a primary
mission to address the speci&listtrainingot hundreds of Sheriff's Deputies In the areas oflnvestigation,lnteUigence, major crime and terrorism.
Centre staff also assist In intelligence coordination through planned
meetings and strategic planning sessions.
Multiple agency participation Is encouraged lor all courses and
programs allowing eso personnel and officers from throughout the
United States as well as Florida to learn from each other whllo discussIng Issues with experts on the faculty about mutual problems having
local Impact
Sheriff Nick Navarro has authorized a new training lacility lor the
Centres, which will open In January 1988 In the Fort lauderdale area.
fAost of the scheduled courses will be held there. The new locallon Is
100 West Cypress Creek Road, 10th floor, Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309telephone 305/492-1810.
The Organized Crime Centre Is pleased to serve as your host and if
we can be of further assistance, feel free to contact staff members or call
us. Contact names and telephone numbers are also located at the end of
each seclion. For the Organized Crime and Command Centres, -::cntact

Conference Introduction
The purpose of Ihis documenl is to provide·f,urrenl pholographs, illustrations and intelligence about organized crime fr;:lJ(es and structures for law
enforcement officers and other criminal justice personnel engaged in:
A) Training and education
B) Investigative enons againsl syndlcale crime
C) Prosecutive and legislative actions against organized crime.
This report and Iha Today's Mafia conlerence will concenlrale on three
major lasks:
A) Presenting the definitions 01 organized crime and police intelligence
B) An examination of recent Mafia activities In the U.S. and Iniormation
about emerging groups and Ihelr leadership causing impact In South
Florida and Ihe nation
C) Reviewing a recent undercover operation conducled by Broward
Sherin's Office, Or9anized Crime Oepanment personnel against
the Mafia.
Organized. Crtme
A sell'perpetuatlng, continuing crtmlnal conspiracy for the
power and. prollllliing fear and. corruption whlle seeking
Immunity !tom the law.
The definition 01 organized crime shown an this page was first
developed at the now famous Oyster Bay Conferences and 1s frequenUy utiII~ed by an Oyster Bay particlpanL Ralph Salerno, al poDce training sessions
conducled nationwide.
To enhanct the Investigative uses of the dala 10 be presenled, a
summary 01 the emergence and growth of La Cosa Nostra, as published by
the New Jersey Commission of Investigation In their I~B7 Organized.
Crime Rosier is presented here.

~

o
~

La Coso Noslra Background
Commander William H. Dunmen
BSO/Organlzed Crime Centre
P.O, Box 2505
Ft. Lauderda\e. FL 33303
Telephone: 3051492·1810

By 1930 two major factions of organized crime had emerged In the
Untied Slates, both based In New York CitY, One faclion was headed by
(Joe the Boss) Masseria and the other by Salvatore Maranzano:

GIUSep~

~~~lk~:'~~sf~.l'C~~ret~~~~e~: ~~ t'~f~s~e~~~th~he battle
Maranzano Can hailed from Ihe Sicilian coaSlaltown of Castellammarese
del Golfo. Masseria and most 01 his followers had roots In the northern mainland of lIaly and were aligned wnh Massena. Masseila's faction produced
such uUimalely notorious gangsters as VOO Genovese, Joseph fJoe Adonis)
0010, Francesco (Frank Costello) Castiglia. Carlo Gambino, Charles (Lucky)
Luciano, Albert Anastasia, Joseph (Stretch) Slracci, Meyer Lansky and
Benjamin (Bugsy) Siegal. The Maranzano gang also Included members who

~~~~n~:)~s~~~~~~%~~~~~i~~:[;,,::I~~~::rJ~~u~~"ih'g~:hJt~e
Fingers Brown) Lucchese.
By early 1931 Maranzano's gang gained the advantage and Masseria
made overtures of peace. As Ihe conflict lurned againsl Masseria, five of his

6
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t~~~~~s:;~~t::ed~~c~~~~~~i:~ag~~~.Frank Livorsi and
Luciano. at Maranzano's behest. arranged a lunch with unsuspecting
Masseria at a restaurant in the Coney Island section of Brooklyn on April 15,
1931. After their meal Luciano and Masseria began to play cards. Luciano
moments lat9r excused himsetf from the table. During his absenc9, several
men entered the restaurant and shot Masseria to death. The assassination
endad the Castellammarese War.
Soon after Masseria's murder, Maranzano advised his followers that he
had creatad a master plan for an expendad organization of which he would
be the leader. His plan callad for the creation of five separate New York Citybased "crime families" each having its own hierarchy. These families, which
still exist, were made up of individuals from the winning and 105i09 factions of

~~~~?~~~:.~~~W~rh~d~~~ ~eMrr;~~~~oO~~~~~~~~~e~f~oa

or

him. Maranzano hald the title of "Boss all Bosses" or "Capo di tutti Capi."
The bosses initially selected by Maranzano to head the five New York families were luciano, Tom Gagliano, Prafaei, Bonanno and Vincent Mangano.
Maranzano's ascension to power and the organization he devised
marked the formation of La Cosa Nostra His organizational structure was
subsequenUy adoptad by La Cosa Nostra families across the nation. (La
Cosa Nostra means "this thing of ours." It originally was a secret Italian
society formad by the fusion of the Sicilian Mafia with mainland Halian
criminal elements such as the Camorra).
Maranzano's reign as "Boss of Bosses" of his crime confederation was
short-livad. Beeausa of difficuHies wilh Luciano and Genovese, he arrangad
to hava these ambtlious cutthroats killad by Vincent (Mad Dog) Coli. However, on the day Coli was to execute Luciano and Genovese (September 10,
1931). four unknown triggermen dressad as police officers, who were
obviously alignad wilh Luciano and Genovese, murderad Maranzano.
AHer the death of Maranzano, Luciano assumed a temporary leadership
role during which he replacad the position of "Boss of Bosses" with a La
Cosa Nostrs governing body known as "The Commission," Which is still
intact He also establishad the position of counselor (consigliere) for each
family to mediate internal disputes. Just as Maranzano's initial organizational
structure was adopted by La Cosa N05tra families throughout the nation, 50
were the refinements developed by Luciano. Thus the La Cosa Nostra
underworld as we know tl today took permanent shape.

Bosses Listed
There are more than a score of La Cosa Nostra organizations,
commonly referred to as "families." Usted here are the cities/regions where
the families are based, as well as the narne of the individual currently
believed to hold the pastlion of boss.
New York City: Gambino-John Gotti. Genovese-Vincent Gigante/
Anthony Salerno (incarceratad), Columbo-Victor Oreno/Carmioe J. Persico,
Jr. (Incarceratad). Luchese-Victor Amuso/Antonio Corallo (incarceratad),

Bonanno-Joseph Masslno/Phillip Rastelli (Incarceratad); ChIcago: Joseph

~i:o'::~~~~~~~~r1~ t~~~~~ef~t~~~~~.);,~~~:~~nWI~~IIC;~.r):

J. Patriarca, Jr.; Buffalo: Joseph E. Todaro, Sr.; Rochester: Ange'fo'J. Amico;

~.e~~~~~~~::·d{t~~c:,~~;~~~r:"r;,;,u~~n~o~~d~~:~:~t~YOJh~Ck
Milano; Milwaukee: Frank Peter Balistrieri (incarcerated); ~orthlCentral

New Jersey: Simone DeCavalcante/John M. Riggr. New Orlean.: Carlos
J. Marcello (incarcerated); Pittsburgh: Michael J. Genovese; 51. Louis:
Matthew M. Trupiano, Jr.; San Francisco: James J. Lanza; San Jose:
Emanuel J. Flglia; lUcson: Joseph Bonanno, Sr.; Tampa: Vincent Loscalzo.
The national La Cosa Nestra governing body, or Commission, is made
up of the more prominent La Cosa Nostra bosses from throughout the nation.
The Commission as ol1987 includad the New York LCN leaders and the

i;:~I~~~~~"m:drsC~i~fRe~;~~~!n'rrt:;~a:tc~~en"of~;:~I~~rn;,~:..nf!~\~s

themselves. It also passes judgment on territorial or jurisdictional issues. In
order to be considered for induction into La Cosa Nostra an Individual must
first be proposad by a member. Prospective members are selectad from
associates who are closely alliad wtlh already inductad members. Before
being taken into the organization, a prospective member must first prove his
value and loyaity. He may be askad to commit a criminal act. such as
murder, if he has not already demonstratad his reliability.
In the American underworld, numerous emerging groups are also a part
of the organized crime problem. As the power of the emerging criminal
elements increases, significant parallels between traditional and other organ
izad criminal groups are also developing. Beyond the organizational and
operational Similarities, Infrequent joint agreements and alliances are
increasing criminal power and profit
We are also experiencing growing numbers of street level crimes which
are directly relatad to the presence of organizad criminal activity.
. Some of the major activities of organized criminals are: narcotics,
gambling. pornography and economic crimes. Street-level criminal statistics
will increase in those communities where the organized criminals exist
Murder, robbery. burglary. larceny and assauH rates are the most often
affectad.

w

conti~~:~6~~:~ro~a;~!!~:~~~~~re~ 1~~~Y;g ~~ :~~~~c~~J~tarj~~ce

system. Police intelligence techniques are the primary tools leading to strat~ic and tactical investigative eHorts proven most successful against major
crime figures and organizations.
The data contained in this report combined with the conference presen-

~~I~f~~~::~::~er;:ta~~~:~~~Ub~~:Cp~~~~~~~~:~~fg,~hose
methods utilizad to combat them.
Pollce Intelligence
5tgnUles knowledge pertaInIng to tactical and 'ttategtc
Investigative Issues which are relevant to departmental goals.
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From The Horse's Mouth
The Infiltration of the Mafia: 1985-1987
By David Green, Section Supervisor, Racketeering and Intellig'ence Section
Organized Crime Division, Browarel Sheriff's Office, FL Lauderdale, FL

Introduction
This Section pertains to information obtainad during a two-year undercover Investigation which startad In May 01 1985. This Investigation, mlad
Operation Cherokee, was dlrectad by the Broward Sheriffs Office, In conjunction with the below-dsscribed agencies:
Florida Division 01 Alcoholic Baverages & Tobacco
Metropolijan Organlzad Crime Intelligence Center, Fl Lauderdale, FL
Faderal Strike Force
F.B.I.
BroYiard County State Attorney's Office, Fl Lauderdale, FL
and In the prosecution phase:
Florida State-Wide Grand Jury.

The Undercover Scenario:
The undercover scenario was uncomplicated and attractive to the mob.
Devfd Green playad tne role 01 a hijacker, specializing In the theft of alcoholic
beverages. Detective T. Peter Stephens (BSO) playad the role 01 an underling. Oh~er Inv6stigators were used In short-range scenarios involving liquor
transacti"~s. The theme of the undercover scenario was to make allegedly
stolen liquor available to the Mana lor distribution to liquor-licensad establishments that had undlsclosad mob intarests. At no time during the In.estigation did we "pedal" Uquor from ber to bar to maximize arrest statislics. The
primary objective Viae to supply an illegal sarvlce normally sought by organIzad crime figures In furtherance 01 our eHorts to infiitrate the Mafia.
An undercover sije, Ii warehouse locatad In Broward CUunty, Florida,
stocked wnh various Ikluors, was usad as a meeting place between organized crime figures and the undercover team.
.

Case Objectives:
As the undercover investigation continued, the success of the investigation increa~ed, as descrlbad below:
A. Penetration.ol the upper level of the Bulallno LCN lamlly.
B. Direct sales 01 allegadly stolen liquor to Indlvi!fuals who enher operate,

Ng~~~~~~;~~I?s~~~X~~1 :r~~~~ ~\ l;itr~~~~~~eg:~~mM~uor-

"GOV" GUARNIERI, a Capodecina in the Bufalino LCN family.
C. The broadening 01 the undercover investigation from liquor and stolen
property violations to the lollowlng activities:
• Narcotics
• Pornography
• Conspiracy to Manufacture
• Extortion
• Firearm Sale by . Silencers and Counta,;eit
• Bookmaking
Convictad Felon
Trade Violations

D. Criminal charges were placad agalnstldenlifiad members 01 the belownamed LCN lamifies:
Bufalino

E.

Gambino

Genovese

~~~:: ~~r,g~;:;i:t~~fr~m 'ih:~ra~~I~~aE~~fa~[~.;r~:~~1

these Individuals are bellevad to be made members of theIr respective
LCN lamilies but are not listed as such because of the lack 01 Official
documentation:
Bonanno
New England
Genovese
DaC~valcante
Magaddlno
Bufalina
Gambino
Chicago
Lucchese

Anthony "GOV" Guarnieri:
GCN GUARNIERI, now rasiding In the Stuart, Florida, area, is originally
Irom the Binghamton, New York, area According to the 1980 Pennsylvania
Crime Commission Report, GUARNIERI was residing In Florida, handling
maners lor the Bufalino LCN lamily. The same document describad
GUARNIERI as a "Capo" In said LCN lamlly.
MR. GUARNIERI was an attendee althe 1e57 ApalachIn INew York)
meeting where the Mafia was caught tnerally wnh their pants down. This

~~g:n~~t~m~~~ ~~a~lym\~~~e~;r~~~~~~~~~:~n~~~w~~:r

b"lsIS.
The meeting noeH mede the statemant The Mana Is real and they meet like
legitimate businessmen: therefore, they must be organlzad.
GOV spoke to this writer about an Incident which ,"suHad from the
Apalachin meeting. whlc'r. almost cost him his me. GUARNIERI has atways
prldad himseH on his sanse 01 humor. Hwas his humor which causad a big
ripple In 1957 In the Mafia GUARNIERI and most of the Apalachin attendees
were the subject of subpoenas to appear before omclal inquiries. Thesa

~~~~~1~f:nsd~f~~~~~~:;n~~~~:,~ ~~~~;"k,"g~~~Nf~rer on
answered In jest, "01 course I'm going to tell the
always tell the truth."
By late afternoon althet day, newspapers In New York printad a headline
sto~ somethln~ to the point that "GUARNIERI will tell all before the

trulh,7

~rjm~~~~~~~ ~n~~~~!pWh~~~~~I~ "I.~'i~ ~;l~L~

lamlly members because 01 the news article. GUA!jiNIERI was forcad to "lay
low'" until RUSSELL BUFAUNO could convince the other Mafia lamilies that
GUARNIERI had no intention 01 telling the truth. GUARNIERI was a much
younger man at this time and was headad upward In the hierarchy olthe mob.
GOV GUARNIERI Is now a frail old man. I have been askad on occasion
why we made such a large commitrnen~ targeting a'man like GUARNIERI.
My answer is: "he Is a man In a powelful positfon In a group prone to Illegal
activijy." Many law enlorcement officla,s believe that Investigating anyone
over seventy years old Is a waste of time. That's comparebre to believing that
the decisions rendared by the U.S. Supreme CUurt cannot.be that Important
because many 01 the jurists are In the seventy-years-ol-age-or-older
category.
During the undercover investigation, we leamed from direct contacts
that GUARNIERI's organization calis him the "Iamb who really ts a woH."

8
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me to a man who resides in Buffalo, New Yori<, who GUARNIERI described
as a machinist who makes silencers. GUARNIERI detailed how well these
silencers were manufactured and, unlike most silencers, there was no need
to discard them aHer one or two uses because they did not break apart GOV
told me the silencers could be used over and over forever. What GUARNIERI
was saying was these silencers, which are noise suppressors for firearms,
CQuid be used in murder after murder forever. This is an example cf a frail
old men who looks like a lamb, but acts like a wolfl

Mafia Trends

"

Recent court proceedings. incarcerations, and deaths, natural or not,
have .caused movement in organized crime. The tar9sting and eventual
incarceration of leadership of the New York families 15 an example of the dis·
ruption 01 the Mafia hierarchy.
The Operation Cherokee undercover investigation was in full swing at
this time, which was a critical period for organized crime. The Mafia was reeling from the impact of New York families' legal problems in conjunction wnh
the death of a well-respected Mafia chieHain, SANTO TRAFFICANTE, JR.,
boss of the Tampa, Florida, LCN family. The ripple effect crealed by these
snuations at the time it reached the street was caution the size 01 a tidal
wave. The following are some of our significant observations made during
this period:
1. ANTHONY ACCETTURO, a/lUa TUMAC
(Capodecina, Lucchese LCN lamily)
Until his recent legal problems in New Jersey, ACCETTURO was a
force to be rei:koned with in Broward County, Florida. His illegal activities
were wide-spread and his power on the street was tremendous. Since his
recent hearings and trial, ACCETTURO's power and activities have subsided
in South Florida. ACCETTURO's South Florida power base is on the
down-swing.
2. JOSEPH E. TODARO, SR., the man on the up-swing
(Boss 01 the Magaddino LCN family)
JOSEPH E. TODARO, SR., Is ths boss of the Buffalo, New York, LCN
family, once known os the Magaddino Family. TODARO resides at 3111
North Ocean Drive, Apartment 310. and at the Diplomat Hotel, both being in
the City 01 HollYWOOd, Florida. He lives rme between November and May of
each year. TODARO SR., appears :e be the man 10 see to settle disputes.
His position may have increased in importance with the demise of the Mafia
Commission.
TODARO was surveilled in February of 1986 by the Fort Laudn,dale-

~~~;;;;~~r~l~'b~~~~~~8R~~J~:~~e~fc~~~~~;t~~ ~~~~nd

EDWARD SC!ANDRA, Acting Bess 01 the Bulalino LCN.
Th. Operation Cherokee investigation connected TODARO, SR., with:
DAVE IACOVETTI, Gambino LCN family; DANIEL CILENTI and MAnEO
FORTUNATO, both wfth the Genovese LCN family; RONALD SIMEONE, a
close associate and blood relative of ANTHONY ACCETTURO, in the

Lucchese LCN; and VINCENT SCRO, a member o!TODARO, SR.'s, LCN
lamily,
TODARO, SR., is known to "hold court" in the Dinghy Restauran~
localed al the Diplomat Holel, Hollywood, Florida, where he has met such
mob figures as STEVE MARUCA, a member of the Bonanno LCN family.
One such meeting occurred in 1986 al a time when the Buffalo, New York,
authorities had informaUon regarding a Buffalo resident who was a member
01 the TODARO, SR., family, who was allegedly en route to South Florida
wnh a large sum 01 money to buy cocaine. STEVE MARUCA allegedly deals

~a:~r~~~~~ ~~~r&~~~i~~"t=~~iI~~~W:fi~~~ei~~i~gn~~n~:i~ting in Holly, I '. ~; \ " ' .

If..

3.

THE GAMBINO LCN FAMILY IN SOUTH FLORIDA
The Gambino LCN family, in South Florida, appears to be expanding in
size which allows for increased illegal activities. During the undercover
Investigation, we learned that Gambino individuals heretofore listed as associates, were in fact family members and persons identified as soldiers were
receiving the tribute and respect normally given to a Capodecina.
Gonf, JOHN (Gambino Family Boss)
The Gambino LCN lamily boss, JOHN GOnl, visits Florida frequently,
usually' residing at motels in Broward County. GOnils known to have dined
in Apnl1987 at the renowned mobsler hangout, JOE SON KEN's Gold Coast
Restaurant and Lounge, Hollywood, Florida.
COVELLO, JOSEPH (alkla "DEMUS")
JOSEPH "DEMUS" COVELLO is a nationally known mob bookmaker
financier. His reputation in the underworld is, "if you want to set up a mob·
connected bookmaking operation in Broward County, DEMUS is the man 10
s~e. He's got the right connections!' COVELLO, although he is listed by old
public records as a soldier in the Gambino family, the two-year Operation
Cherokee Investigation revealed informallon that COVELLO rece,ves the
respect normally afforded a Capodecina.
COVELLO was indicted by the Federal Grand Juri for 18 USC Title
1955 (illegal gambling business) and 18 USC 371 (conspiracy) as a result 01
the Operation Cherokee investigation.
IACOVETTI, DAVID
As in the case 01 JOSEPH "DEMUS" COVELLO, IACOVETTI is publicly
Identified in old documentation as a soldier in the Gambino LCN family,
where he enjoys the mob respect normally given a Capodecina IACOVETTI
operates Roberto's Italian Restaurant in Dania, Florida, where he can be
seen meeting with high-ranking mob figures such as JOSEPH E. TODARO,
SR.
RICHICHI, NATALE
RICHICHI is believed to have taken over ETTORE ZAPP!'s nationwide
interests in the porno business. ZAPPI, now deceased, was one of the first
major organized crime figures to settle in Broward County.
BONICA, EDWARD
BONICA appears to answer to DAVE IACOVETTI. BONICA Is listed as a
soldier in the Gambino LCN family, was involved in the renovation of
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INDEX
Chart and
Narrative
Cmart

ADD~ESS: 5131 Jackson St, Hollywood, FL
Capo In Lucchese LCN
ALO~ VINCENT

008: 5/261001

Charland
Narrative
Chart
Narrative and
SlreetScene
Photos
Chart

Chartano
Narrative
Chart
Chart and
SlreetScene
Photos
Chart

ADDRESS: 1248 Monroe St, Hollywood, FL
Capo In 'Genovese LCN
BONICA, EDWARD
OOB: 4/22/24
ADDRESS: 2029 N. Ocean Dr.,#412,'Ft Laud, FL
Gambino LCN family
CNI\IUSO, JAMES
OOB; 1/23/25
ADDRESS: 2212 5, Cypr,sss Band 0", Pompano Beach, FL
~V~~~~~~E (SRIAN MICHAEL BRADLEY)
ADDRESS; 4013 N. Univ""'ity Dr.. ~10l!, Sunnse, FL
CILENTI, DANIEL
DOB; 5/25"27
.ADDRESS.2023 Dewey St, Hollywood, FL
COVELLO:, JOSEPH (D6JI1US)
OOB;5/9/24
ADDRESS; 707 Diplomat 'PkWy., Hallandale FL
Gambino LCN
'
DeCRESCrrO, PATRICK
DOB; 1218/27
DeNOIA, JOHN J. (J.J.)
OOB; 11/23/27
ADDRESS; 15701 N.W. 2nd Ave., Unincorporated
Dade County, FL
Genovese Soldier
DiGERONIMO, PATRICK
008; 8/27/19

Chart and
Narrative
Narrative

Chart and
Narrative
Chart and
Na!rative

Chart

65~~:;;lN~i~8ANTHONY rrUMAC)

ADDRESS; 8459 S.E. Sabal St, Hobe 'Sound, FL
FORTUNATO, MATTEO
OOB: 10117/01
ADDRESS: 44B Tamarind Dr., Hallandale, fL
FRATELLO, CHARLES E.
OOB: 8/31143
ADDRESS; Serving Life Sentence, Ranord State Prison FL
Bufaline LCN family seldier
'

Chart

DOB:2I7/16

Chart and
Narrative
Narrative and
Street Scene

Photos
Chart and
Narrative
Narrative and
SlreetScene
Phot""
Chart

Chart

Chart and
Narrative
Chart and
Street Scene
Photos
Chart

Slreet Scene
Photos
Chart and
Narrative

gg~~~\~~d ANTHONY FRANK (GOV)
ADDRESS: 6531 S.E. Federal Hwy., Stuart FL
Capodecina Bufanne LCN family
IACOVETTI, DAVID R.
008; 7/21117

ADDRESS: 3111 N. Ocean Dr., Apt ~1, Hollywood FL
Gambino :LCN
'

LaRATRO, DANIEL
DOB: 1/20/49
!'DDR:;5S: 618 Hibiscus Dr., Hallandale, FL
LaRATRO, JOSEPH A.

Chart

Chart

ADDRESS: 543 Palm Dr., Hallandale, FL
Capo In Lucchese LCN family
MARUCA, STEVE
DOB:9/9/28
ADDRESS: 711 N. Pine Island Drive, Plantation, FL
Bonanno LCN family
MATLICK, FLOYD
OOB: 11/22/30
ADDRESS: 2044 N.W. l111h Ter., Coral Springs, FL
MICALE, RALPH
OOB;311/2"

ADDRESS: 4831 Tyler St, Hollywood, FL
MUSSO, BENNIE
DOS.; 5118/26
ADDRESS: 3391 N.W. 6th Ave" Oakland Park, FL
NATALIZIO, MARIO
DOS; 8/19/27
ADDRESS: 1615 S. 14th Ave., ~3, Hollywood, FL
OCCHIPINTI, ROBERT B.
OOB; 2/15/20
ADDRESS; 3971 N.E. 24th Ave., Light'lOuse Point FL
DeCavalcante LCN family
RICHICHI, NATALE
DOB; 2123/16
ADDRESS; 3020 N.E. 46th St, Ft Lauderdale, FL
Gambino LCN family
SCIANDRA, EDDIE
DOB: 11/13/12
Acling Boss 01 Bufaline LCN family
SCRO, VINCENT
OOB: 7/28/24
ADDRESS: noo N.W. 13th Ct, Plantation, FL
Magaddino LCN family
SIMEONE, RONALD
OOB: 6/28/44
ADDRESS: 4400 Buchanan St, Hollywood, FL.
TODARO, JOSEPH E., SA.
OOB: 9/18/23
ADDRESS; 3111 N. Atlantic Blvd, Hollywood, FL
Boss of the Magaddine LCN familr
TRONOLONE, JOHN (PEANUTS
008; 12112110
ADDRESS: 8090 Hawthome Ave.. Miami Beach, FL
Boss of the Cleveland LCN family
VASTOLA, GAETANO (CORKY)
DOB: 5/20/28
ADDRESS: 2751 S. Ocean Dr., ApL PH18, Hollywood. FL
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If Ihere is a need for any additional information or nanyone wishes to
provide us with additional information, please1:ontact any of the below
individ~:als:

David Green, Section Supervisor

Planned and supervised
Operation Cherokee as well as
engaging as the primary
undercover investigator.

Donald Vellky. Unit Supervisor
John Sampson, Detective

Members of the surveillance
team responsible forthe
majority of the photogr.aphs
cflSplayedduringthe "Street Scene"
Section.

T. Peter Stephens, Detective

Case coordinator and a pri,
mary undercover investigator in
the Operation Cherokee case.

Emerging Groups
Lieutenant AI Lamberti
Supervisor Robert Faulkner

Major Case and Air/Marine
Interdiction.
Special Jnvestigati<lns Unit

I-'

~

o

Broward Sheriff's 011ice
P.O. Box 2505
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33303
Phone 305,564,0833
305492-1810 (After Dec. 31, 1987)
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EXHIBIT A
UNDERCOVER WAGERS PLACED WITH
CUBAN ORGANIZED CRI~IE
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On November 22, 23, 24, and 25, 1984, the following activities took place during

the "Operation

Sup~r

Boyl" investigation currently being conduc.ted in Tampa., FL.

On November 22, 23, 24 and 25, 1984, Special Agene (SA) D. Green placed undercover
wagers with Alphonso Ramos, Jr. ~ The following is an explanation of these wagers.
On November 22, 1984, at 1141 hours, SA D. Green placed an undercover telephone call
to Alphonso Ramos. Jr. at telephone numb"r 305/551-4564. During this conversation,
Alphonso Ramos, Jr. accepted the following wagers frOUl SA D, Green:

Green Bay Packers -4 points for $5000.00
Ne" E:ngland Patriots of 2 points for $5000.00
Scores:

Detroit Lions 31, Green Bay Packers 28
Dallas Cowboys 20, New England Patriots 17

SA D. Green lost both "'gers:

-$lO,OOa.aa
1,000.00 vigorish
-$11 ,000.00 amount lost

SA O. Green lost $11,000.00 on these two wagers.

On November 23, 1984, at 1221 hours, SA D. Green placed nn undercover telephone call

to Alphonso Ramos, Jr. at telephone number 305/551-4564. Ouring this conversation,
Alphonso Ramos, Jr. accepted the folllowing loIager from SA D. Green:
Miami Hurricnnes -6 points for $5000.00
The Score:

Boston College 47, Miami 45

SA D. Green lost this ",ager:

- $5000.00
500.00 vigodsh
_ $5500.00 amount lost

SA D. Green lost $5500.00 on these two wager ••

On November 24, 1984. at: 1143 hours, SA D. Green placed an undercover telephone
call to Alphonso Ramos, Jr. at telephone number 305/538-0035. Ouring this conversation, Alphonao Ramos. Jr. accep ted the following wa.gers from SA D.. Green:

North Carolina -12lj points for $10,000.00
Penn State -7 points for $10,000.00
Teaser Wagers:

Scores:

Texas Tech .. -14 points
LSU -2 point.
Oklahoma State -15 points

All for $10,000.00

Clemson -8 points
LSU -Z!j points
north Carolina -2!j pointa

All for $10,000.00

North Carolina 17, Ouke 15

This sco'te created a loss for 'SA D. Green in t.wo of the above wagers.
SA D. Green lo.t $10,000 on the North Carolina wager:

- $10,000.00
1,000.00
-$11,000.00

SA D. Green lost the three team teaser vager 'Where NO'rth Carolina was one of the

three tE:sms wagered ou.
_ $10,000.00 amount lOBt
(Vigorish i. not normally charged on parlay wagers)
ScoreB continued:

Pittsburgh 31, Penn State 11
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SA D. Green lost this wager:

- $10,000.00
1 ,000.00 vigorish
- $11,000.00 amount lost
Houston 24, Texas Tech 17
LSU 33. Tulane 15

Oklahoma 24, Oklahoma St. 14
SA D. Green Yon the last wager, a three team teaser:

+ $10,000.00 amount won.

The following is the amount won and lost during the above three-day period,
November
November
November
November

22,
23,
24,
24,

1984,
1984,
1984,
1984,

SA
SA
SA
SA

D.
D.
D.
D.

Green
Green
Green
Green

lost $11,000.00
lost $5500.00
lost $32,000.00
won $10,000.00

$38,500.00 amount lost

Total amount bet: $55,000.00
Total amount of vigorish: $3,500.00
Total wagers: 7
On November 25, 1984, at 1219 hours. SA D. Green placed an undercover telephone
call to Alphonso Ramos, Jr. at telephone number 305/551-4564. During this conversation, Alphonso Ramos, Jr. accepted the following wagers:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Cincinnati BengaIs -6!:i points for $10,000.00
Cleveland Browns -6~ points for $10,000.00
N.Y. Giants -6!:i points for $10,000.00
Tampa Bay Bucaneers +3 point. for $10,000.00
Washington Red Skins -14 points for $10,000.00

6)

Round Robin
N.Y. Giants -6~ points
Cincinnati Bengals -6~ points
Chicago Bears -3l:i points

All for $5000.00

This Round Robin is three separate two team parlays for $5000.00 each. Therefore.
this Round Robin wager is three separate wagers for $15,000.00, as explained belo",,:

6A)

N.Y. Giants -6~ pain ts
Cincinnati Bengals -6~ points

$5000.00 parlay

68)

N.Y. Giants -6!:i points
Chicago Bears -3l:i points

$5000.00 parlay

6C)

Cincinnati Bengals -6!:i points
Chicago Bears -3l:i points

$5000.00 psrlay

7)

3 Team Par lay:
N.Y. Giants -6!:i poin ts
Cincinnati Bengals -6~ points
Chicago Bears -3!:i points

8)

9)

10)

11)

3 Team Parlay:
Cincinnati Bengals -6~ points
Cleveland Browns -6!:i points
Tampa Bay Bucaneers -3 points
3 Team Teaser (ten point advantage)
N.Y. Giants +3~ point~
Cincinnati Bengals +3'i points
Chicago aears +61, points
3 Team Teaser:
N.Y. Giants +3l:i points
Tampa Bay Bucaneers +13 points
Cleveland Browns +3l:i points

3 Team Teaser
Cincinnati Bengals +3!:i points
Cleveland Browns +3~ points
Washington Redskins -4 points

$5000.00

$5000.00

$10,000.00

$10,000'.00

$10,000.00
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3 team parlay: Item (7):
SA D. Green lost $5000.00 on this parlay.
3 team parlay:

_ $5000.00

Item (8):

, SA D. Green won this wager. According to Alphonso RaIJlO& Jr
the a
t~~ee tThoam Pfarlay is approximately $6000.00 for every $1000.00 bet pW~i~~f i!o~ ~o I
a s.
ere are, SA D. Green Won approximat I $30 000 00
'
wager: + $30,000.00.
e y
,
•
on this three team parlay
3 team teaser:

Item (9):

SA D. Green won $10,000.00 on this wager:
4 team teaser:

Item (10):

+ $10,000.00

SA D. Green won this wager:
3 team teaser:

+ $10,000.00

Item (11):

+ $10,000.00

SA D. Green won this wager:
3 team teaser: Item (12):
SA D. GTeen lost this wager:

- $10,000.00

Item (13) is explained above.
3 team teaser:

Item (14):

SA D. Green won this wager:

+ $10,000.00

3 team teaser:ltem (15):
SA D. Green won this wager:

+ $10,000.00

Total amount for November 25, 1984:
Total amount of wagers: 17
Total,amount waged: $145,000.00
Total vigorish: $2000.00
Amount won: $143,000.00
Amount lost: $36,000.00
Total won: $107,000.00
Total figure:
Amount won November 25, 1984: $107,000.00
Previous loss as of November 24, 1984: $38,500.00
Total amount wcn: + $68,500.00
This figure is approximate because SA D. Green was not positive about the way Ramos
determines payoffs on parlay wagers.

On November 27, 1984, the following activity took place during the "Operation
Superbowl" investigation currently taking ptace,in Tampa, Florida.
On November 27, 1984, llillsborough :ounty Sheriff's Department Detective B.
Rodriquez, Special Agents M. LaMonte and D. Crcen were engaged in an undercover
assignment in Miami, Florida. The purpose of this assignment ""s to have picked
up U.S. Currency from Alphonso Ramos, Jr., which was ,the results frem the
previous weekends wagering activity. The amount owed by Ramos was $67,700.00.
Thi" undercover activity was described below:

At 1125 hours, 'ilovember 27, 1904, tha undercover te ... ente,red the Mi Rabana
Restnurant, S.W. 97th Avenue and Coral Way, Dade County" Florida. The undercover
team was supposed to meet AlphODBO Ramos, Jr •• at this restaurant.
At 1140 hours, Alphonso Ramos, Jr., joined the undercover team at said restaurant.
Alphonso Ramos, Jr., invited the undercover temu. to CaD~ to his residence ~ere
he would pny off Special Agent D. Green the above described money.
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At 1141 h~ut'll,. Special Atent entered Alphonao lIaos, Jr'o., vehicle, ·.bearing
Florida Hcense, ECK 127 and drove to the Ramos residence, 11860 SlI 49th Street,
Dade County, Florida. The Ramos veh1<:le 1iI!Ift followed by Detective B. Roodquez
and Special Agent. II. LaMonte in an undercover vehicle.
•
At !l51 hours, Special Atents II. LaMonte and O. Green entered Alphonso R,,",os,
Jr's., residence. A "".ite female lOla setting ata desk inside the front door.
This person was counting one hundred dollar bills. Alphonoo Ramos, Jr.,
introduced thio f""",le as his "wife".
Alphonao R,,",os, Jr., sat behind this deslt and spoke to his wife in Spanish. Ifrs.
Ramos placed a stack of o~e hundred dollar b11lo ioside a rubber band and ""ate
the figure 6000 on a piece of paper thot ,"",s placed under the rubber band. There
were six other hundles of one hundred dollar b11ls on the des It along with several
bundles of twenty dollar bills. Five of the six bundles had pieces of paper
under the rubber bands. Each piece of paper had the figure 10000. One
bundle of one hundred dollar bUls did not have" pLece of paper.
AlphorisO RaQos said: "You won $63,768.00 and I 0 .... you a tw thousand doUar
ccc:m:1ss1.on." At this titue Alphonso Ramos, Jr., said: "I want to give you all

big bUla, I call for more money." Special Agent O. G~een 't~ld Ramos not to
worry about the $68.00 portion of the above figure.
At 1153 hours, Alphonso R4tilos,Jr., placed an out callan telephone 305/551-4564.
After this <:411 was completed, Alphonso Ramos, Jr •• sald: "I'll have more mon.ey
over here in ten minutes. II
Specieal Agent 0. Greeo infomed R4tilos that the 2% c""'masion figure should
be $4,000.00 rather than $2,000.00 because Special Agent D. Green had placed
$200,000.00 tn wagers with R4tilos. Alphonso Ramos informed Special Agent 0.
Green that the bank 0011' paid the camrlssion on professional. football bets, not
college football wagers. In that Special Agent 0. Green had placed on $100,000.00
in professional footboll bets, the """unt owed for the cOtiltilission was $2,000.00.
However, since he (Ramos) had not informed Special Agent Green of this limit to
pro-football, Alphonso Ramos, Jr., included the $4,000.00 cOtiltilission to the
$63,768.00.
Alphonso Ramoe, Jt'., arranged the following bundles of- money in a stack on the
desk:

Five hundles of $100.00 billa ma~ked with pieces of paper containing
the figure "10000".
One bundle of $100.00 bills without a piece of paper.
One bundle of $100.00 b11ls with a piece of pap"r containing
the figure "6000".
Alphonso Ramos, Jr., then counted out $1,700.00 in one hundred dollar bills
and placed this SQOunt on top of the above described stnclt of money. As
Alphonso Ramos, Jr., placed thia u.s. Currency in a paper bag, he said: "my "
wife counted this .. so if there's a shortage, let me mow and It 11 make it up.
At approxilllately 1200 noon, the undercover te ... departed.
Spec1al Agent D. Green placed a one mndr..! dollar bill, F OZl89389A, 1977
Series, into evidence. '11.10 bill ...,s one "f bills counted out by Alphonso
Ramos, Jr., as $1,700.00.
The actual amount of money received by Special. Agent O. Green was $67,500.00;. d
The one bundle ""'rked "6000" had $5,800.00 in it. All bundles that were ClSr •
wi th the "10000" figure had $10,000.00 in onB hundred dollar billa.
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On llec ...ber 2, 1984, tho foU,,>rf.ng activity took plaee during the "Operation
Superbowl" investifllltion ""trently taking place in Tampa, 'Florida.
On Dec ...ber 2, 1984, Spect.u Agent D. Green plac<!d undEl.-cove" telephone ""sers with
Alphonso RaDIOS, Jr., a. described bel"".

At, IUS hours, DecGlIber 2, 1984, Spedal Agent D. Creen placed s telephone cail tG
.Uphonso Ramos, JI."., at telephone n ...her 3051538~035. ThefGllo>rf.ng 81."e ",agers
sccept<d by .uphaMo Ramos, Jr., during this call.
(1)

1'1 ttsburg Steelers -7 I, points for

$10,000.00

(2)
(3)

Nev England Patriots -51, po1nts for
Round Robin
$10,000

$10,000.00

Pittsburg

-7~

points

Dell\ler

-4

paints

Now England

-5~

paints

This Round Robin is explained bela",:
(3A) Pittsburg Steelers snd Denver llronco's in a $10,000.00 parlay.
(38) Pittsburg Steelel."9 and Nev England Patriots in's $10,000.00 parlay.
(3C) Denver Broncos and Nev l!agland Patriots 1n .. $10,000.00 parlay.
(4)

Round Robin

$10,000.00

Pi ttsburg Stealers

-7~

Seattle Seahawks

-lO~

Rms

-7

this Round Robin is <I"Pinined below:

(4A) Pittsburg Steelen snd Seattle Seahawlts in a $10,000.00 parlay.
(48) Pitlsburg Steders and the Los Angeles R8l\lS in a $IO,eGO.OO par!.ay.
(4C) Seattle Seakavks and Los Angeles R8l\lS 1n a $!!l.OOO.OO pa~lay

(5)

Teaser,

$10,000.00
+2~ paints

Pittsbu>'t; Steelers

Nev Enginnd Patdots +4~ points

Los Angeles RmB

(6)

+3 points

Teaser,

$1\\,000.00

San Francisco

4ge~s

Seattle Seab""lts
Los Angalas RmB

-3 points
~Z~ points
+3 poin:Q

At. 1518 hours December 2, 1984, Special Agent D. Creen placed a telephone call to
Alphonso Ramo;, Jr., at telephone number 30SISJ8~OJ5. The following are ""sers
accepted by .uphons" RIUDOS, Jr., during this telephone eonver .... tion:
(7)

Seattle Soahawks

-10l$. paints for $10,000.00

(8)

Los Angeles IIsms

-7 paints for

(9)

Scs'tle Soshawks

-10

LOB Angeleo R.....

-7

$10,000.00

Parlay for $10,000.00

(10) Seattlo Seah""lts

-4~

Teaser for $10,000.00

Los Angeles Rams

-1~

(Tva te"", 6 paint ad....nt ..ge)

(ll) Seattle 5eahnllka

..,.,

Loa Angeles Raiders +13ls
LoS Angeles Rams

+ 21,

Teaser for $10,000.00
(Thne tellO, 10 point advantage)
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"stORES
Houston Oiler.
Kansas City Chiefs

11
11
..!E.

Denver Bronco' B

San Francisco 4gers

II

Atlanta Falcons

Seattle Seah""ks
Los Angeles Romo

1!
li

Detroit Lions

St. Louis Cardinalo

Pitt.butg Steelet ..
New iEngland Patriots

.ll
II
II
1!.
1i

New Orleans Sointa

Los Angeles Raiders ~

!Q.
.!Q.

Hi... i Dolphins

Special Agent D. Green lost the following vagers:
(I.)
(2)

PHtsbutg Steelero
N.II England Patriots

-71s $10,000.
-Sis $10,000 •

-$11,000.00
-$11,000.00

(Note: The above two wgera were I'straight" uagers lob1ch envolved a ltlX vigorish
addad to the 10.in8 vagers. The foll~vlng parlay nnd teaser vager. do not normally
require the 10% vigorish chatge.)

(3)
(4)

(5)

All three parlaya, (3A).(3B), and (3C) vere lo'st
Tva of the three parlays, (4A) and@B) were lost
This wager was lost
AIilIlN'r LOST 12/02/84.

-$30,000.00
-$20,000.00
-$10,000.00
$82,000.00

SA D. Green won the following ""gers:
(4C)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)

Seattle Soahwks and Los Angeles Rams parlay for
$10,000. This tva te ... parlay paid 13 to 5 or
$26,000.00 for the $10,000.00 vager
+$26,000.00
A three team teaser von,
+SI0,OOO.00
Seattla Seilhwks -lOIs won,
+$10,000.00
Los Angeles Ramo -71s """,
+$10,000.00
Seattle Seahavks and the Los Angeles Rams parlay
von,
+$26,000.00
This two team teaser von,
+$10,000.00
TIlle. three team. teaser won,
+$10,000.00
TOTAL WON

Totals for 12/02/84:

Total Amount Bet:

Amount lion:
Amount Lost:

$102,000.00

$102,000.00
- 82 000.00
20,000.00

Eleven bets for $150,000.00.

According to the egreenent made by Alphonso RaIIoa, Jr., 2% of the $150,000.00
would be added to the amount won. This. amounted to $3,000.00
Amount lion
2% CCXIIIlIisa10n

$20,000.00
$ 3.000.00
$23,GOO.00

Previous Figure
(A)

on

November 29, 1984, Special Agent D. Green won $5,000.00 from Ramos. A
2% cCXllllliao1on, $100.00 should have been added to this figure, .. s explained
in items (E) below. Total: $5,100.00

(8)

on

(e)

On Decenber 2, 1984, Special Agent D. Green ..;;. $20,000.00 £rOIl Ramos.

December I, 1984, Special Agent D. Green ""n $13.400.00 frOll Ramos.

Ii. Green.

(D)

Thb .... a figure of §38,400.00 ""n by Special Agent

(E)

On November 29, 1984, Special Agent D" Green placed a $5,0011 .• 00 vager and

on Dec ... ber 2, 1984, Special Agent D. Green placed $150,000.00 10 wagers,
on professional football COlltests. Alphonso _ . hili! qread to pay Special
Agent D. Green 2% of the total profe.a1oaal football vagera. The~efo~e,
Ramoa oved Special Agent D. Gr ...... total of j3, 100.00 in cOlI_is. on or
the $155,000.00 in profeadonal football vagera.
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Amount won by Spedal Agent D. Green.
2% Commission

,

$38,400.00
$ 3,100.00
$41,500.00

(Note: TI,e above amount won, $38,400.00 is an approximte figure because
Special ...gent D. (''reen did not understand ~he Cuban method used by Ramos to
determine the amount won on parlay wagers.)
During this wagering period, November 29, 1984, December I, 1984, and December Z,
1984, Alphonso Ramos accepted $193,000.00 in wagers frO:&! Special Agent D. Green.

:;now~~cember
4, 1984, the follOwing activity occurred during the
investigation currently taking place in Tampa, Florida.

"Operation Super

On December 4, 1984, Special Agent David Green placed a telephone call to Alphonso
Ramos, Jr. as described below:
At 1835 hours, December 4, 1984, SA D. Green placed an tmdercover telephone caU
to Alphonso Ramos, Jr. at telephone number 305/551-1,564. Puring this conversation
SA D. Green asked Ramos for the ".figure". Ramos replied, "Forty two ten". This '
means Alphonso Ramos, Jr. owed SA D. Green $42,010.00 as a result of wagers previously accepted by Ramos. This conversation occurred on Tuesday, the week day
used by bookmakers to settle gambling debts.
On December S, 1984, the following activity took plaoe during the "Operation
Superbowltl investigation currently taking place in Tllldpa, Florida.
On Decembet 5, 1984, Pinells s County Sheriff' a Office Detective E. lIelendez and
Special Agent D. Green were in lIiami to meet with Alphonao Ramoa, Jr. The
purpose of this meeting \ma to receive money fran Alphonso Ramos, J'C t for
bookmaking wagers received by Ramos. Thi6 activity is explained below.
g

On December 5, 1984, at apprOXimately 0930 hours; Special Agent D. Green called
Alphonso Ramos, Jr., at his reddence, tel~phone number 305/551-4564. Special
Agent D. Green infonned Ramos that I was at the Airport Hilton lI~tel, 5101
Blue Lagoon Drive, Miami, Flodda. Ramoa informed Special Agent D. Green that
he would mect with Speciel Agent D. Green at said location at 1100 hours.

At 1143 hours, Alphonso Ramos and Clemente Lopez entered the l\ilton Hotel.
was carring a green 20lored plastic shopping bsg.

Lopez

Alphon.o Ra>los informed Speoial Agent D. Green that he had over twenty thousand
dollars in twanty dollsr bills and if Special Agent D. Green .... nt.d to !"lit. he
would exchange them for one hundred dollar bills. Special Agent D. Green declined
the offer.
At 1149 hours, Ramo. instructed Lopez to hand the green bsg to Special Agent D. Green.
At 1150 hours, Ramos and Lopez departed.
After Ramos and Lopez departed, the undercover team left the hotel and ~"nt to
Miami International Airport to transport the money bsck to Tamps.
At approximately 1500 hours, the undercover team, assisted by Specisl Agent S.
Pyles counted the above described CUl"rcncy.
A one hundred dollsr bill, "". retained by Tsmpe POliC"8 Department Sergeant K.~.
Newcanb as evidence.
Thi.

lDOtley " " .

1n twenty-three bundles held together by rubber bands.

The amounts of these bundles were:
Seventeen bundles,
Two bundles,

One
One
One
One

bundle,
bundle,
bundle,
bundle,

$ 1,000.00 each
$10,000,00 esch

(in one hundred dollar bills as
described by Alphonso Rsmos. Jr.)

$ 2,210.00
$
900.00
$
940.00
$
970.00
$42,020.00 TOTAL •
100.00 Evidence
$42,120.00

The $42.020.00 ... s turned over to Special Agent S. Pyles.
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Organized-Crime '.
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1980
Report
:Pennsylvania ,
Crime Commission
•
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Commission Staff
, thIs Report I. the product of yea.. _
of Investlgltlons by hundreds of per·
sons ,"Ithln and outsIde \he Pennsyl·

vania Crfma Commission.
The conception, formulation, anal·
ysls, Ind draftIng dIrected by tho
CommIssIon ""gan In I.t. Fall 1979
and Intenalfled on a dally ba.I.
thmughout early 1980, gradually In·
volvlng the entire .taff.1t stands as the
, ,"orl<'product of the many devoted and
dedIcated employee. at the Pennayl·

vania Crime Commission, all of whom
c?ntributed substantially. '

/Ih.8.

~r
&

William B. And ...on, Jr.

Executive Director

LogalSto"
John J. Contino, Esq.

JcSn Weiner, Esq.

In... tlgotl,oSt.1I
OebraJ.Ashton
John R. Barron
Frar,k R. Booth
Corl P:Srown
WlllleC.Byrd
Vincent F. Clemente
ThomaaJ.COnnor
ChristopherJ. ~re.
Victor II. DICIcco
Dan,,1 S. Fadeanl.
William F. Foren
William J. Fry, III
DonnJlJ.Groom
OllvsrH. Hunter
JamesF.Kanavy

R. Lee Kautzman"

Stovsn R. Kellsr
Greg"ry Kerpchar
GIno L lazzarI
DwIght McKee
Edward J. Mokos
Joseph V. Morace
, Jack Murrnylo
Albert B. Rlsdorfer
Gerald D. Rockey
GregoryC.Smllh
RIchard L Schulli
,PauIJ.Sj>ear
Gedrga R. Van Durick

Admlnl.trall•• Stoll
Thsre .. M, Baudry
B.ye~yJ. Boecalonl

Sharon L. Beerman
Deborah J, Brown
Nancy B. Checket

Eileen Commons
Wondy M. O'Agostlno
Phylli. J. Hale
Regina M. McBrlda
Vickie L. Maar.
W ••yl J, Pollschuk
Shamn A.Rockey
Mary Margaret Rus.eU
LoIs Ryal.
Carol C. Saller
Diane L. Schwandt
Mergaret A, Ward
Michael A. lallirl

Intern.
Shelley Ann Ftynn
Marl<A.I.tanlch
Leurle A. Schubert
Tompororlo.

Margie Barlow
Diane M. Carroll
lren. Goodslr

Grover E. Koon

~~,~:,--~------~------~-----'-'-----1MO ftopo<t Stoll
MarloA. Millettl, Edllor
Marilyn B. Peter1lon, Chief Writer
Robert Orenste)n
Jame. Shalhamer

Iv
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Ru"'11 Bul.llno
R',osarlo Albert Bufallno, known In
the United Slates as Russell Suralino,
was born on October29,1903. I"Slclly.
He became the head of the northeast·
ern Pennsylvania Cosa Nost,a family
when crime boss Joseph Barbara Sr.

dledonJune11,l959.
Burallno was credited by federal
authorities for "arranging and o.ttend·
1ng" thA 1957 COSB Nastrs convention

at &arbara's Apalachin. New York
home.
About a month after thai meeting,

the Immigration and Naturalization
Service began deportation procoedIngs against Bulallno. Allhough he
Vias shown to be deportable or. three
charges, he tought the order through D
dozen years of appeals. When his ap·

peals were finally exhausted In 1973,
t~e lIalian Foreign Ministry relused to
Issue a travel document for Bufallno,

effectively blocking his deportation.
Surallno grew up In Buffalo, New
-York. Alter his marriage to Caroline
SCiandra, he moved to the Pittston,
Pennsylvania area and now lives at 304
East Dorrance Avenue. Kingston. He
has been Involved In a number of busi·
nesses In northeastern Pennsylvania
and New York. predominantly in the
garment Industry. According to· one
Bulailno family member who Was his
chauffeur and companion, Bufalino
traveled to Hew York City on business
three days a week for 20 years. (See

page 234 lor dotalls 01 his Involve·
ments.) He has also engaged In the
selling and purchasing of Jewelry, es·
peclally diamonds. Information reo
ceived through records Indicate that
Bulallno has used a Jeweler's glass
whfch he carried on his keychaln to review gems.
RUtisell Surallno has twice been
tried for e)(torUon and was once can·
vlcted. The first case rose out of an al·

leged plot to beat two cigarette ven·
Crime boss Russell Bulallno.
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BOSS RESIDENCE
• MEMBER RESIDENCE
.BUSINESS LOCATION

A
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au'lhoritles, although several wern
plan nod. One recently planned meet·

Ing was supposed 10 deal wlth·altera·
tlons .01 boundaries that give major
·crlme groups exclusive operational
rights. The meeting was cancelled
when It was found that federal agents
knew of the plans, due to the wide·
spread disclosure 01 FBI Inquiries Into
Illegal activities regarding tho "Brllab"
Investigation I n 1980. (See page 81).
PennsylvanIa crime bosses have,
however, been observed at smaller
meet1ng~ with other crlmo family lead·
ers.ln 1969, John LaAocca, who heads
the Pittsburgh crime family, met In
Miami, Florida with nine Individuals
froro New York families, Frederico
Tomassi of Erie, Pennsylvania, Kansas
City crime family members, and Jo·
seph Regina, Gabriel "Kelly" Mannar·
Ina and Thomas Clancuttl, all memo
bers 01 LaRocca's crime ·famlly. The
meeting was reportedly held to dis·
cuss the successor to Vito Genovese
In New York, who was to be Thomas
Eboll, and also to discuss gambling In
Anguilla.
In August 01 1976, Russell Bula·
lino, head of the northeastern Pennsyl·
vania crime family, held a meeling at
Vesuvio's Restaurant In New York
City. In attendance were: Michael Alz·
zltello, former Gallo family member
who now lives In California; Edward
Sciandra, a Bufallno family capo; John
Francis, a sometimes bodyguard for
Bulalino; Frank Sheeran, a Teamsters
union official; and Anthony "Guv"
Guarnieri, a Bufallno family capo,
Meetings in Florida between Bufa·
Iino and Pittsburgh boss John LaRoc·
ca have also been documented. In
Florida, Bufallno holds court In Joe
Sonken's Gold Coast Restaurant, Hal·
Iywood, at which he has been seen
meeting with LaRocca, Gabriel "KeUy"
Mannarino, a LaRocca capo, and Frank
Gagliardi, a member of the New York
Gambino family.
Bufallno was also s~en In March of
1977 al the Thunderbird Motel In
Miami, Florida, meeting with Simone
Rizzo uSam the Plumber" DeCaval·
cante who has headed the crime family
located In northern New Jersey. Bufa·
IIno also acknowledged to authorities
thai he knows Tom DIBella, who head·
ed the Colombo crime family lor a
while, and Louis Volpe, a laRocca
crime family member.
According to Charles Allen, Angelo
Bruno, the murdered Philadelphia
crime family boss, had met with Bufa·
Ilno at the Old Timer's Tavern In Phlla·
delphia In 1976. The meeting was held
allegedly to mediate a dispute between the two families caused by AI·
len's murder of Francis J. "Big Bo~by"

Marino. Supposedly, Bruno had not
sanctionod the hit but Bufallno had.
Bufallno,· said Allen, spoke WI.th Brun,ol
and then told Allen to go In lind apologize to Bruno. (Se. page 83.)
The main connection with the
Bufallno and Bruno families has been
between· Joseph Scalleat Sr., and Jack
PariSi, both Bufallno family members,
and Santo Idone, capo In the Bruno
family. This relationship has existed
sln~e at least 1975.
Scalleat and Idone have also been
seen togeth.er meeting at the A·S Club
In Woodlyn, Pennsylvania, Which has
long been a meeting place for organ·
Ized criminals.
As recently 'as June of 1980, the
Crime Commission observed Idone at
Joseph Scalleat Sr.'s house In Hazle·
ton, Pennsyl ....anla. Idone brought Seal·
leat to Philadelphia that same night to
meet with Philip Tesla, the proba~l.
successor to Angelo Bruno as the
head of Philadelphia's crlm. family.
Idone was observed driving ~calleat
away tram the meeting..
Members and associates of the La·
Rocca family, I!)cluding Gabriel Man·
narlno and Anthony "Wango" Capizzi,
have also been seen visiting the
Wilkes· Barre/Scranton area. Capizzi al·
so has arranged gambling "Junkets" to
Las Vegas for Bufallno family memo
bers and their associates.
There has also been evidence of In·
ternatlonal connections betwaen a
Pennsylvania crime boss and Cana·
dian crime figures. According to a
Commission source, Joseph Todaro,
who controls organized crime In south·
ern Ontario, Canada-from Toronto to
Buffalo, New York-requested Russell
Bufallno to Intercede on his behalf In a
dispute with organized crime members
In 8ullalo who were a(temptlng to gain
control of Todaro's operation.

Tho Ilallan·Amari.an Civil Right.
League: Chaptet 34
Organized crime figures are active·
ly Involved with the northeastern Penn·
sylvania chapter of the ltallan·Amerlcan Civil Rights League, In what may
be the only remaining 9hapter of an or·
ganlzatlon that sprang up In 1970 pur·
portedly to protect ltallan·Amerlcans
from Unfairly being labeled· as organ·
Ized crime or Mafia figures. The chap·
ter's activities draw organized crime
figures from the southwestern portion
of the state and elseWhere.
Russell Bufallno, the Cosa Nostra
crime boss 01 northeastern pennsylva·
nla and southern New York State, was
Instrumental In setting up the local or·
ganization, known as Chapler 34. In·
deed, Chapter 34 dinners were held at
which Bufallno's birthday was hon·
ored, and the chapter ran a newspaper
advertisement urging that·he not be
deported to Italy.
--The League has had organized
crime ties from Its Inception. It was
founded by New York crime boss
Joseph Colombo Sr. Natale Marcone,
a soldier In Colombo's family, was
president of the New York chapter,
known as the Mother League chapter.·
The Pennsylvania Chapter 34,
headquartered In Pittston, was found·
ed around 1971 when Bufallno ap·
proached Louis Butera with the Idea.
Bufalino sought to start up a local
chapter when many of the league's 30
or 40 chapters became Inactive follow·
Ing the shooting of Colombo In 1971 al
a League rally InNewYork'sColumbus
Clrcle.(Helaterdled.)
'Colombo began the league allcr his son
was arrastcd on a charge of melling coins
Into sliver Ingols. Besides Ihe usual steps
01 putting up ball and hiring a lOp lawyer, he
picketed the FBI, claiming that he and his
family were being harrassed. He apparently
touched a raw nerve among honest italian·
Americans. Almost overnight, thousands
Joined Colombo's picketing. Alter several
monttls of dally demonstrations, the
League was formed. Its first rally drew
50,000. Nelson Rockefeller, Governor 01
New York Siale, accepted honorary memo
bershlp. The United States Justice Depart.
ment and some movlemakors were persu·
aded to ban the term Malia. Corporatfons
dropped tholr television commercials with
italian slorotypes, such as Alka·Seltzer's
prlze·wlnnlng "Spicy Meatballs" ad. Ford
Motor Company assUred the league thai In
television series II sponsored the FBI would
not track down crlmlnala belonging to the
Mafia. Plans for a $3.5 million hospital were
announced, and the league set up a chUd·
ren's summer camp. (From Malls, U.S,A.!
(Chicago: Playboy Pross). 1972: p. 182, drawn
from Time magazine article, and p. 375, The
New YrJfk Times.)
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Anadvertlsement Irom the AprJl 12,1973 Wilkes-Barre Times Leader.

Offlbers and directors 01 Chapl"
34, which has 200 to 250 active members, Include
•
President-Louis Butora, a mechanic at Butera Novelty Co.; Wilke..
Barre, Pennsylvania.
Vlce·Presldent-Angelo Bu'alloo.
A relallve 0' Russell Bu'allno: ho IllS
had business dealings with Russell
and was8cqultted In 1980lnanalloged
northeastern United States race,lIxing
conspIracy which Included Pocono
Downs Racetrack.
Secre'tary/Treasurer-Wllllam
D'Eliaol Hughestown, Pennsylvania. A
member of the Bufallno crime family
and an ,employee of the Arrow Appliances & Dlstrlbullng Company, King ..
ton, Pennsylvania.
Directors-Bernard Foglia Jr. 01
Exeter, Pennsylvania. Associates with
Russell Bu'allno and William O'EIi..
Owns Bernie's Pizza In Exeter
where Chapter 34's monthly meetlng~
are held, Also, Robert Jabers 01
Wilkes· Barre, Pennsylvania operates
the Saber Room Restaurant, whiCh
was used lor a private party attended
by Russell Sufallno and other organized crime figures In 1971, and also o~
erates the Genjl Room and Sliver T(l1)
Diner. There are other directors as
well,
The headquarters of Chapter 34
had been In a Pittston, Pennsylvama.
building owned by Russell Bu'allno.
The chapter has held formal dIn,
ners every year slnc~ 1972, Buralino
has been honored at several 01 those
dinners. Many advertisements in a
booklet distributed at the dinners have
congratulated Bufalino. Adveflise
ments for the booklet have been sohc·
!ted by Russell and Angelo Bufallno.
Among tho persons who have at
tended Chapter 34's dinners are:
.Anthony Casclols of Fonesl
Hills, New York. Manager of Vesuvlo's
Restaurant, a Bufallno family hang'ou:
In New York City, Vesuvlo's, owned by
P & G Restaurant Inc •• Is located on
48th Stre.t In Manhattan,
aLouls DelVecchio 01 Scranton,
Pennsylvania. Manager of Howald
Johnson's Motor Lodgo, Route 315.
Plains Township, Pennsylvania, a
moeting place for the Bulallno crime'amlly,
.John Thomas OILustro 01 Fan
Lee, New Jersey. Officer of Johnnle·s
Italian Restaurant In New York. 01·
flclally owned by L & L Inc" II Is I.,.
catod on 45th Street In Manhallan,
Helps Angelo Bu'allno and William
D'Elia line up entertainment lor Ihe
dinner.
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Pennsylvania
Crime Commission
Alvin B. Lewis, Jr., Esq., Chairman
Clifford C. Cooper, Esq.
Thomas F. Lamb, Esq.
Malcolm L. Lazln, Esq.
Dean Wm Roach
Wallace P. Hay, Executive Director
Donald Johnson, Esq., Deputy Executive
Director/Chief Counsel
Christopher M. Roberts, Special Assistant
for Communications
Staff
Sharon Beerman
Frank Booth
Carl Brown
Deborah Brown
WlIlJeC. Byrd
Nancy Checket
Vincent Clemente
Eileen Commons
Tom Connor
John Contino, Esq.
Wendy D'Agostino
MlchaelD'Anlello
Christopher DeCree
Victor DICicco
John Ditmore
Daniel Fedeanls
William Foran
William J. Fry, III
Donna Groom
Michael Hoey
Oliver Hunter

James Kanavy
Lee Kautzman
Steven Keller
Gregory Kerpchar
Gino Lazzari
Jeannie McBride
Dwight McKee
Edward Mokos

Nancy Monzl
Joseph Morace
WasYI Polischuk
Albert Rlsdorfer
Gerald Rockey
Sharon Rockey
Mary M. Russell
Lois Ryals
Connie Schaffer
Luke Schultz
Diane Schwandt
Gregory Smith
Paul Spear
George Van Durick
Margaret Ward
Joan Weiner, Esq.
Michael Zafflrl
MAGLOCLEN
Brooke Appleby
Jean Degnan
Marilyn B. Peterson
Alexander J. Rock
Warren B. Surdam
Margaret Taylor
LEVITICUS
Julie Brlnktey
Deborah Feurer
George Galovltch
Bill Rlchelt

.'.

This report Is published pursuant to the Act 01
October 4, 1978, P. L. 876 No. 169, which mandates
that an annual report on the status of organized
crime In the Commonwealth be presented to the·

Legislature bV the Crime Commission each April.
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bar and Industry, the Insurance
ner, the State Police Comthe Secretory of Banking,
1M'the Executive Dlreclor 01 the
""nBylvanla Commission on Crime

'!i~llellnquency.
.'":.- An advisory board also was ap-

pointed to assist Ihe committee. Com·
m{ttee members represent:
• The Pennsylvania Crime Commission
• The Insurance Federation of
Pennsylvania
• The Pennsylvania Association
Mutual Insurance Companies
• The Phlladel~hla Fire Deparlmenl
-The Philadelphia Dlstrlcl AI·
:orney's Olflce
, The Pittsburgh Fire Department
)ha;,:g~II~~egheny Counly Fire Mar·

0'

-ne;t The

WllkeS-Sarre Pollee Depart-

• Insurance companies and private
usan Investigators
Task rorces often cross slale lines
lnd Include represenlatlves from fedtfal agencies. An example Is the Task
""!'orce on Violent Crime, an eight·
nember panel Which In a recent letter
o Attorney General William French
imllh summed up Its philosophy:
We wish to emphaSize that the led·
'rlJl government's firsl priority shovld
Ie to provide adeqvale resources /0 Its
'wn oilices which are Involved In light·
19 VIolent crime and to assure that lis
'olleles are clear and sound in aI' mat·
:rs which Impact en state and local
JW enforcement. In this way the
t3tes and fecal governments can bet·
~r deploy their resources fo carry out
"eir responsibilities.
We do nor believe that the lederal
overnment shOUld subSidize the onoing operations 01 slate and local
-imlnal justIce systems. But we de
e/,eve that. wlthm the context of each
!Vel of government exercising Its own
Jthorlty and bearing its unique reoonsibllilies. mUch can be done to
nprove the coordmated ledam/·state·
Ica/llght agaInst vIolent crime.

La Cosa Nostra
The Philadelphia Family
Philip Charles Testa ruled as tklBd
01 Philadelphia's La Cosa Noslra fam·
lIy for Just under n year. He succeedo·d
Angelo Bruno who was killed gang.
land·slyle on March 21, 1900.
Testa was assassinatod by are.
mote control bomb, packed with lin.
Ishlng nalls, as he entered his South
Philadelphia home al 2117 Porter
Street be foro dawn on the morning of
March 15, 1981.
Under Bruno, Who was head of the
Philadelphia family lor some 20 years
there had been stability and relatlv~
gangland pellce. But his death, and
Testa's, left a fragmented family structure, resulting in a frantic, often via.
lent, scramble (or power.
The new boss 2'.ppears to be Nlcodemo Domonlc Scarfo who has been
acti"e In loansharking, gambling and
business ventures In the Atlantic City·
PhiladelphIa area. Mentioned as highran~lng members are:

• Salvatore Merlino, a.k.a. "Chuck"
or: "Sonny," 8 gamble:', loanshark and
suspepted hllman who was a clos8
friend of LC.N. member Frank Sin.
done (kllledOclober30, 1980).
•. Nicholas Piccolo, an Important

~'JhsgF~~~a~~,~h~n~r~.no

crime family,

Sln~;~:,:~hne;;~:I~~~;~u~:~n;~~~~~

been active as a gamblcr and loan
shark enforcer.
In the spring 01 1981, Frank
Norduccl, who headed Iho lamlly's
gambling operation and who was a
capodeclna under Testa, fell out of
favor with Scarfo. Narducci s gambling
network was placed under tho control
of Clancagllnl, who had Inherited Sindone's loan sharklng operation aHer
Sindono's death.
On February 21, 1981, Testa,
Narducci, Clancagllnl. Carl Ippolito,
Harry Rlccobone (all L.C,N. members)
and five others were Indicated on fed·
eral racketeering charges. Narducci
was slain on January 7, 1982. with jury
selection underway.

The Bufalino Family
Russell Bufallno, 304 E. Dorrance
Street, KIngston, Pa., boss of or·
ganlzed crime in Northeastern
Pennsylvania, was released Irom federallncarcerallon in May of 1981. Prior
to his release, however, he was
Indlcled (Docember 30, 1980) by a fed·
eral grand Jury In the Southern District
of New York for conspiring with
Michael RfzzUelio and Aladena
"Jimmy the Weasel" Fratlanno to
murder Jack NapOli, a protected fed·
eral witness, Napoli testified against
Sula1lno In his 1977 federal extortion
trial. Indicted with Bulallno was Los

~7~h~:ISRIZ~rfc~I~I.zed

crime figure
During Oclober, 1981, Bufallno and
Rlzzitello stood trial In New York City.
On October 23, 1981, Bulalino was
found guilty of conspiring to violate
Napoli's civil rights and obstruction 01
justice. Rlzzitollo was acquitted. On
November 17, 1981, Bufallno was sen~
lenced to ten years Incarceration for
conspiracy, and five yoars lor obstruc·
tlon of Justice, the terms to run concur·
rently. He was also lined SI5,000.
Bufallno, who recently was has·
pitalized with heart troublc, Is out on
~r:~~~~~~'~I?~~~OSllion 01 his appeal

15
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Bufallno also faced uopartatlon to
;Italy by the United States Immigration
'and Naturalization Service,
't· Edward Sclandrs. 2340 COntre
.Avenuo, Bellmore. N. Y•• (Underboss,.
: who allegedly acted 25 boss of the
lamlly whllo Bufallno was Incar; caraled, WBS Indlcled by a federal
: grand lury .Ittlng In the Scuthorn Dis'Irict of New York on Novomber 9,1981_
Sciandra was ....~arged with violations
of the Internal Revenue Code. Chargl3d
with Sciandra were Bufallno family as·
soclate Vincent Foli, Sr., along with
New York City businessman Yale
Krololf and Peter Cardaisls. On Janu·
ary IS, 1982, Sciandra, Fotl and cardalsls entered guilty pleas-Sciandra
to two Ic.!ony counts, punishable by a
maximum 01 live years Imprisonment.
andlor a $10,000 line for each count;
Foil to one felony count; and Cardalsls
to three misdemeanor counts,
Frank Sheeran, a Russell Sufalino
Crime Family Associate and a
'(eamster olUclal tram Philadelphia.
stood trial in Wllmlr~ton. Del.. during
October. 1981, Sheera!"', Eugene Boffa,
Sr.. and others had been Indicted for
labor racketeering. conspiracy to com·
mil labor rackeleering. mall fraud and
two counts of laking bribes. Sheeran
was sentenced on December 11,1981,
to 18 years Imprisonment and fined
S22,OOO.
Andrew Russo, Brooklyn, ~,Y.,
another Russell BUfallno Crime Family
associale and a member of the
Colombo Organized Crime Family, sur·
rendered to federal authorities In New
York City on Nov. 16. 1981. Russo was
arraigned on charges Incluttlng six
counts at bribery. five counts of ob·
struction of jusllce. and one count of
conspiracy. He also was Charged by
Nassau County, New York, authorities
with attempting to evade New York In·
come tax.

_The Burallno organized crime fam·
lIy Is p~ml\1l1y Involved In loonshark·
Ing,lowel theft and gam~lIng. The famIly 91so appeara to be InVOlved on tho
Irlnges 01 the mollon plcturelnduslry •
Russell Burallno appeared before· 8
United States Senate Permanent Sub·
Committee In Washington, D. C., duro
Ing February, 1981. Evldonce gathered
by that sub-commlttce InCluded state·
ments mado by Russell BUlalino asso·
elate David Rosan, In which he Indicates that he and Bufallno were Ir·
valved In the distribution of porno·
graphic motion pictures. That same
sub-commlttee developed Information
the' Bufallno had helped Rosen wllh
labor problems he was experiencing at
his newspaper distribution company In
New York City.
On or aboUt Augusl 11, 1981,
Joseph Nicholas Muruca, a Bufalino
organized crime family associate. was
gunned down In Agawam, Mass,
Muruca is originally from the Endicott,
N. Y. area, and currently lives In End·
well, N. Y. He was shot by unknown as·
sallants. being struck five times with
slugs from a small caliber weapon. but
survived the gangland'style hit. No ar·
rests were made.
Angelo Son. a member of the
Russell Bufallno· organized crime lam ..
lIy, died 01 natural c~uses during June,
1981.
During tho past year. the Pennsyl·
vania Crime Commission subpoenafJd
Russell BufaUno and family members
James "Dave" Osticco. William O'Ella.
Edward Sciandra, Angelo Butalino,
and Anthony Frank Guarnieri to appear
before the Commission to answer
qu~stlons relating to their legitimate
business Interests and alleged Illegal
activities. They were also questlnned
concerning their Involvement with the
lIallan Amorlcan Civil Rights loague
(IACRl), Chapler 34, localod In Pittston. Pa. O'Elia and Angelo Butallno are
oilicers 01 Ihe IACRl, while Russell
Bufallno reporledly was Instrumental
in Its formation. Each of the above In·
voked his Filth Amendmenl rIghts In
refusing to answor questions.

The League held lis 1981 dinner
dance In SOptembor of 1981, present.
Ing Russoll Bufallno with on award. 11
was tho first IACRl dinner dance he
had attended since his release from
prison.
The Crime Commission currently Is
conducting an Invesllgal10n 01 Ihe
lIallan Amerlcen Civil Rlghls league.
The Commission has delermlned Ihal
the League has failed 10 file any nonprofit Income tax records with either
the Pennsylvania Departmont of Rev.
enue, or the United States Internal
Revenue Service for years 1971
through 1980. In addillon, 11 was not
unl11 September of 1980 Ihat the
league reglslerod with Iho Pennsyl.
vania Department of State, Bureau of
Charllable Sollcllallons as requlrod by
state regulation.
Crime Commission surveillance
and other law enforcement reports
show that numerous organlled crime
mambers are or have been members of
the organization.

ThB LaRocca Family
John LaRocca continued to head
the Southwestern Pennsylvania La
Cosa Noslra family 10 1981-a position
he has held since 1956.
In 1957, LaRocca attended the
Appalachln meollng of major or·
ganlzed crime figures In New York with
his chief lieutenants, Michael Gena·
vese and G&.brlel Mannarino.
Mannarino died In 1980. and as of uarly
1982, no one had been named to reo
placehlm
Antonio Rlpopl, a capo In Ihe lamlIy, has retained control of ·gambllng
acllvlty In Washing Ion and Fayette
counties. and also stili has an Interest
In Keystf'lno Music Co., B multl·mlllion
dollar coin vending business.
Ripepl's son·ln·law, John Bazzano,
Jr., YJas released from a federal prison
111 Danbury, Conn., In early 1981,and as
a condition of his parolo, Is employed
by a coal company In Washington
County,
Bazzana l son of Western Pennsyl·
vania's first crime leader, had been
serving a sentence stemming from a
1975 conviction on charges of operat·
Ing a large Beale gambling business In
the Man-Valley area of PittSburgh.

Two police officers oxamlne debris lelt
by a remote controlled bomb that blew
tho fronl olf the home of Philip C. To.ta, kUling the organized crime leader
before dawn, the morning 01 March 15,
1981. The bomb was packed with finIShing nails.

17
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NICK NAVARRO
_1Ilf!'
UOWAIIlICOUHTY

P.O'.O• ...,.
fOAT LAUDIllDALI!, FLDlUDA 33110

EDWARD SCIANDRA

SUBJ<:CT,
DATE,

JANUARY 30. 1987

LOCATION:

UNDERCOVER FACILITY. A WAREHOUSE LOCATED 'AT
1021 NE 45 STREET. OAKLAND PA~ •. BROWARD COUNTY,
FLORIDA

ACTIVITY:

TAPE RECORDED CONVERSATION, BETWEEN SELF-PROFESSED
GAMBINO LeN MEMBER STEVE CAVANO AND BROWARD
~SHERIFF'S OFFICE DETECTIVES DAVID GREEN
AND THEODORE P. STEPHENS, WHO WERE 1'.CTING' IN
AN UNDERCOVER CAPACITY,

CAVANO and Green were discussing a situation where
BACKGODND:
ANTHONY GOV GUARNIERI sent a Binghamton. NY resident to the Broward
County home of BENNIE MUSSO; to scare MUSSO into paying a debt owed
by MUSSO to GUARNIERI.
<:DWARD SCIANDRA. acting boss of ,the Bufalino LCN Family, was present
at MUSSO'S residence as was Oet. Theodore P. Stephens, who was acting
in an undercover capacity. During the dinner hour, the man sent by
GUARNIERI to scare MUSSO, pushed is way into the residence and waved
a pistol in MUSSO'S face. As Oet. Stephens was explaining the
portion of the story about SCIANDRA. "EDDIE" being present during
the fiasco, CAVANO commented about SCI~NDRA'S position in the Mafia:
TRANSCRIPTION
STEPHENS

I'm telling you §teve, you should have been there.

CAVANO

This is in his house?

GR<:EN

This is in his house.

CAVANO

This guy came into !!ennie IS t"oouse?

GREEN

And this guy, Eddie's there, they're going to have dinner.

CAVANO

~

STEPHENS

Some guy by the name of Eddie and another guy by the
name of (interrupted) •••- - -

CAVANO"

Boss there, that's

GREEN

Yeah that's the (interrupted) •.•

CAVANO

He's the Consigliere for the family, he'S in charge of
the family while Russell's away.

was there?

~

boss, right.

§YNOPSIS: During this conversation, CAVANO identified "EDDIE",
EDWARD SCIANDRA. as the Consigliere, who was also the A~OSS
of the ~ wh}i.te ~ was away.
--- -RUSSELL BUFALINO,. the boss of the Bufalino LCN "FAMIL'/';' is currently
in prison. Mob jargon for being.in prison is: "AWAY", CAVANO
accurately described the Bufalino, Sciandra. Guarnieri organization
as the "FAMILY".: The word "FAMILY". as used in'this context, denotes
a core group of individuals of Italian descent upon ceremony become
made members of',.a Family; also known as the La Cos a Nostra, Mafia.
and/or organize~ crime.

£.XHI6/'

G-
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NICK NAVARRO
IIROWARD COUNTY

P.O. 8DX I$CI7
FORT LAUDUlOAut" FLORIDA US10

SUBJBC'l':

JOSEPH E. TODARO, SR.
A/K/A "JOE Tn

DATE:

JANUARY 30, 19B7

LOCATION:

UNDERCOVER FACILITY, A WAREHOUSE
LOCATED AT 1021 NE 45 STREET,
OAKLAND PARK, BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

ACTIVITY:

CONVERSATION (TAPE RECOrDED) BETWEEN SELFPROFESSED GAMBINO LCN ~IEMBER STEVE CAVANO
AND BROWARD COUNTY SHERIFF'S ~E-----
DETECTIVE DAVID GREEN WHO WAS ACTING IN AN
UNDERCOVER CAPACITY

TRANSCRIPT:
CAVANO

Cause I know one time with CHARLIE, you didn't know CHARLIE,
CHARLIE was with GOV. Ah, GOV and CHARLIE sat down with
JOE T over our bar:--Ah, thrs-guy, Fred Warren, we owed him
sixty thousand dollars from the bar. He built that bar so
we owed him sixty grand and he, we had to sit down over the
bar, extra wood in there. GOV and JOE T, I know know each
other well.
----- -

GREEN

But you know JOE T is, he thinks he's a big man now,
apparently he's the guy who's going to be the big man
around here.

CAVANO

Cause he 1 s boss-.

GREEN

Yeah.

CAVANO

He's the boss ..

GREEN

Since they went to jail..

CAVANO

Yeah well that makes him even stronger, makes him even
stronger.

EXPLANATION
"CHARLIE" is CHARLIE "LIPS" FRATELLO. He has been identified by the
Pennsylvania Crime Commission as a soldier in the Bufalino LCN Family.
FRATELLO was the Manager of the Seminar Lounge, 1400 Powerline Road,
Pompano Beach, Broward County, Florida prior to his 19B5 first degree
murder conviction for a murder by shooting inside the Seminar Lounge

in December 19B4.
"GOV" is ANTHONY GUARNIERI, a Capodecina in the Bufalino LCN Family.
GUARNIERI was an attendee at the 1957 Apalachin Meeting.
"JOE T" is JOSEPH E. TODARO, SR., believed to be the boss of the
Buffalo, New York Maggadino LCN Family. TODARO has not been
publicly identified as yet.
"SIT DOWN" is mob jargon for a MaIia meeting to 'settle a dispute.
The

informa~ion

pertaining to the connection between "JOE Tn,

JOSEPH E. TODARO, SR. and FRED WARREN, who was ·the subject of the
"sit down" described above, has been verified by toll records of

TODARO'S Hollywood, Florida residence.
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CAVANO identified "JOE T"",s the

·bOS~ ••

Oavid Green mentioned the incarceratihn of the New York Mafia
Commission Members and CAVANO resp'ond~d by saying TOOARO'S position
was "even stronger" because of the jai.jL s~ntences.
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EXJfI.BIT NO. 45

STATBHBNT SUBIIITTED FOR TBB RECORD
NEW YORK STATE POLICE
THOMAS A. CONSTANTIHR,

u.

SUPBRIB'.rEHD~·

S. SENATE PERl!ANENT SUBCOJOIITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
HEARINGS ON
ORGANIZED CRDIE: 25 YEARS AFTER VALACHI
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,NEW YORK STATE POLICE
STATE CAMPUS
A~BANY,

NY 12226

THOMAS A. CONSTANTINE:

August 19, 1987
RECEIVED BY
SENATE PERMANENT
SUBCOMM ON INVESTIGATIONS

SEP 1-1987
The Honorable'Sam Nunn
Chairman
United States Senate
Senate Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations
Washington, D.C. 20510-6250

'AAJOAITY OFFICE

Dear Senator Nunn:
In reply to your letter of' July 28, 1987, the
following synopsis of La Cosa Nostra investigations, conducted
by the New York State Police is submitted for your review.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

Rochester Organized Crime Investigation
Albany Gambling & Loan Sharking Investigation
Carting Industry Investigation
Joint Narcotics Investigation with Federal
Agencies
Southern Tier Gambling Investigation
Commission Case
Credit Card Investigation
Colombo Crew
CAMORRA

If any further information is desired by your staff,
feel free to contact me. Be assured of our continued assistance
in all matters of mutual concern.
Sincerely,

t/~ ..
Thomas A. Constantine
Superintendent

Enclosure
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ROCHESTER ORGANIZED CRIME INVESTIGATION

In November of 1982 a

Police

Special

enforcement
members

Investigations

agencies

of

the

Unit

resulted

Rochester

combined investigation by State

in

and
the

Federal

and

indictment

organized

crime

Local

of

group

ten

on

law
(10)

Federal

Racketeering charges. These indictments and ultimate convictions,
virtually eliminated the hierarchy of the Rochester crime group.
This

group

referred

to

as

an ENTERPRISE was

charged

under the Federal Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations
(RICO)

Statute.

involvement

Members

in

of

ENTERPRISE were

this

several murders

charged

and attempted murders,

with

acts

of

extortion involving gambling and attempted arson.
Much of the evidence presented during this investigation
came

in

the form

the

organized

the

Federal

of direct

crime

figures

Protection

testimony of former
who

have

Witness

since

Program.

been
A

associates

of

relocated

in

substantial

part

of the corroboration in this case was supplied by State Police
personnel.

This

information

was

developed

from

previolls

pro-active police work done by State Police investigators. This
evidence

was

considered

to

be

of

significant

importance

by

government attorneys.
The

indictment

charges

other persons constituted a
in

the

1971

to

Western
this

District

date.

The

of

that

the

ten

defendants

and

criminal. organization which existed
New

York

indictment

area

from

approximately

alleges

that

the

of the criminal organization included:

purposes.

the obtaining of monies
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by

engaging

in

illegal

acts,

including

extortion

of gambling

clubs in the Rochester area; controlling the activities of the
members of the organization by murder and otper illegal means;
protecting the organization from ri va.l groups

by murder,

arson

and other illegal means; and avoiding and thwarting investigations'
and prosecutions of the organization and its members by committing
murder, obstruction of justice and other illegal acts.
The indictment alleges that the
which

is

referred

possessed

an

to

as

internal

an

crimin~al

in

"enterprise"

structure

having

organization,

,the

indictment,

various

leadership

positions and states that SAMUEL RUSSOTTI is the "Boss" of the
"enterpise",
MARINO

is

RENE

the

are

"Captains"

J.

PAONE.

of

the

PICCARRETO

"Underboss",

is

the

JOSEPH

R.

in· the "enterprise",

JOSEPH J.

"Couns.elor"..

"enterprise",

and JOHN M.

J.

and THOMAS MAROTTA

ROSSI

ANTHONY

TRIESTE and JOSEPH J.

RICHARD

M.

COLOMBO.

DONALD

LA DOLCE are members

TRIVIGNO

is

employed by and

associated with the "enterprise".
The indictment goes on to allege that

thl~

defendants

and others carried out the purposes of the criminal organization
by using means and methods involving: acts and threats involving
murder,

attempted

murder and
arson,

murder,

solicitation

attempted

arson,

accessory

of murder;
accessory

to

murder,

acts and
to arson,

conspiracy

to

threats involving
and

conspiracy to

commit arson; interference with Interstate Commerce by extortion;
and

obstruction

of

impeding witnesses

justice
in

the

by

courts

influencing,

intimidating

of the United States and

and
by

impeding the due administration of justice.
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The

indictmfmt

alleges

that

the

ten

def'endants

and

others conducted and participated in the af'f'airs of' the enterprise
through a pattern of' racketeering acti vi ty.
f'orth

ten

specif'ic

acts

of'

the def'endants and others

racketeering

The indictment sets
which

it

is

alleged

committed. 'The acts set f'orth in the

indictment allege that:
(1) RUSSOT'.n, PICCARRETO and MARINO conspired to murder
VINCENT

JAMES

MASSARO

and

on

or

about

November

23,

1973

did

murder VINCENT JAMES MASSARO.
(2)

RUSSOTTI,

PICCARRETO,

MARINO,

MAROTTA,

ROSSI.

PAONE, COLOMBO, TRn:STE and TRIVIGNO conspired to murder ROSARIO
CHIRICO

and

on

or

about

May

25,

1978,

did

attempt

to murder

ROSARIO CHIRICO;
RUSSOTTI,

(3)

PICCARRETO,

MARINO,

MAROTTA,

ROSSI,

PAONE, cOLmmo, TRIESTE and TRIVIGNO conspired to murder DOMINIC
CELESTINO and

on or about

June

18, 1978 did attempt to murder

DOMINIC CELESTINO;

( 4)
COLOMBO,
murder

RUSSOTTI,

PAONE,

THOMAS

PICCARRETO,

TRIE-STE,

DIDIO

and

LA
on

DOLCE
or

MARINO,
and

about

MAROTTA,

TRIVIGNO

July

6,

ROSSI,

conspired

1978

to

did murder

THOMAS DIDIO;
(5)
LA

DOLCE

conspired

March 13,
these

PICCARRETO,

1979 did

same

endeavoring

to

murder

attempt

def'endants
to

MARINO,

murder

ROSSI,

ANGELO

to murder

endeavored
DIMARCO,

a

COLOMBO,

DIMARCO

and

PAONE
on

ANGELO DIMARCO,
to

obstruct

witness

before

or

and
about

and

justice
the

that
by

October

1977 Federal Grand Jury;
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ALBANY GAMBLING LOANSHARKING INVESTIGATION
I

In

May

Investigations

of

1983,

Unit,

in

the

Ne~

York 'State

conjunqtior

with

the

Police
New

Special

York

State

Organized Crime Task Force and :federal Bureau of Investigation,
started an investigation into Ithe gambling act:IJvity in the Albany
Capital District area.
Information
be

correct,

that

had

been

members

of

developed;
the

and

later

Springfield,

proved

to

Massachusetts

organized crime faction had sent representatives into the Albany
area

to

take

activities

of

over

the

some

of

gambling
the

local

(policy)

and

loansharking

gamblers.

The

Springfield,

organized crime faction is controlled by ADOLFO
n
nAL BRUNO who is alligned to the Genovese crime family gambling

Massachusetts

interests.
This

investigation

commenced

with

a

series

.of

court

authorized technical surveillances in the Albany Capital District
directed at illegal gambling acti vi ties.
that

representatives

were

attempting

to

for
gain

the

It soon became evident

Springfield,

control

of

local

Massachusetts
gambling

through extortion and loansharking techniques.

group

operations

The goal of this

group was to acquire an interest in the local gambling operations
so that they could get local g¥1blers to turn their "work" over
to representatives of the Springfield, Massachusetts group.
In February
nine
large

(9)

search

quantities

of 1984,

warrants

in

of

and

cash

State
the

Police personnel executed

Capital

gambling

District

records.

and

seized

Subsequently,
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(6) MARINO obstructed justice by cOI'ruptly counselling
one

VINCENT

RALLO

to

provide

false

testimony

before

the

May

1980 Federal Grand Jury;
RUSSOTTI.

(7)

MARINO.

MAROTTA.

ROSSI

and

TRIVIGNO

obstructed interstate commerce by extorting monies from persons
associated

with

the

Caserta

Social

and

Political

Club

(also

known as the "44 Club"), 44 Lake Avenue, Rochester, New York;
RUSSOTTI.

(8)

PICCARRETO.

MARINO,

ROSSI

and

PAONE

obstructed interstate C'ommerce by extorting monies from persons
associated with the Young Men's Social Club
"Lyell

Avenue

Social

Club"

and

"Torpey's

(also known as the
Joi.nt"),

253

Lyell

Avenue, Rochester, New York;
(9)

RUSSOTTI,

ROSSI

and

PAONE

conspired

to

commit

arson and attempted to commit arson of a business known as Trolley
Collision owned by ROSARIO CHIRICO; and
(10) MARINO obstructed justice by corruptly counselling
and advising one
Grand Jury

ROBERT BRUCATO,

to provide

false

a

witness

testimony

before the Federal

before

the October 1977

and the May 1980 Federal Grand Juries in Rochester.
The
November

8,

Federal

Grand

Jury

returned

1982 and

arrest

warrants

the

indi,ctment

were

issued

a

three

for

the

on
ten

defendants.
The

indictment

culminate!;

investigation by Federal Bureau of
Rochester

Folice

Department;

Investi~ation;

Department

of

year

long

State Police;

Alcohol,

Tabocco

and Firearms and the Organized Crime Task Force.
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the Organized Crime Task Force impaneled a Grand Jury in Albany
County

and

the

evidence

developed

of the Grand Jury investigation,

was

presented.

fourteen

(14)

As

a

result

defendants were

arrested in December of 1984.
Charged
of Agawam,
group.

myraid

g~bling,

these

indictments

was

ADOLFO

"AL"

BRUNO

Massachusetts the alleged leader of the Springfield

Subjects

with 'a

in

arrested
of

crimes

in

this

which

investigation

included

were

felony

charged

promoting

of

possession of gambling records. coercion, loansharking

and conspiracy.
Those
the

sentenced

takeover,

after

received

pleading guilty

were:

five
to

ADOLFO

years

"ALn'

BRUNO.

probation

and

leader
$5,000

Attempted Crimina,l Usury 1st

of

fine

Degree;,

ANTHONY LIQUORI received five years probation in the forfeiture
of

$4,616

Gambling

taken
1st

from

Degree;

probation and a

him

after

AMEDEO

pleading

SANTANIELLO

guilty

to

received

Promoting

five

years

$4,000 fine after pleading guilty to Attempted

Criminal Usury in the 1st Degree; PAUL "LEGS n DI COCCO receiv¢d
five

years

probation

Coercion 1st Degree;
probation and a

$250

and

$500

fine

after

pleading

guilty

to

DOLIO "JAKE" DI COCCO received five yeaI1s
fine

after pleading guilty to Possession

of Gambling Records 1st Degree; PAUL "FAT PAULIE" DI COCCO JR.
received five years probation and $250 fine af'ter pleading guilty
to

Possession

of

Gambling

Records

1st

Degree;

PETER DI

qOCC9

received five years probation and $250 fine after pleading g~i1ty
to

Posse.~sion

of

Gambling, Records

1st

Degree;

~ ~9HESE

received five years probation plus the forfeiture of a badillac
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automobile and over $3,000 cash after pleading gUilty to Attempted
Oriminal

Usury

1st

Degree

and

Pos!,\ession

1st Degree; JOSEPH LONDON received
fine

after

pleading

guilty

to

of

Gambling Records

5 years probation and a $500

Prdmoting

Gambling

1st

Degree;

MICHAEL AGRESTA received 5 years probation and. a $500 fine after
pleading guilty to Promoting Gambl1rjg 1st Degree; and JOHN RENNA
received 5 years probation and $250 fine after pleading guilty
to Attempted Criminal Usury 1st Degree.
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CARTING INDUSTRY INVESTIGATION

One

our

of

investigations

involved

most
the

successful

domination

of

Organized

Crime

private

carting

the

industry on Long Island by the LUCHESE Crime Family.
During 1983, in conjunction with the statewide Organized
Crime Task Force
~tate

Police

Suffolk County authorities,

Special

investigation
carting

and

into

industry

the

on

Investigations
dominance

Long

and

Island.

the New York

Unit

commenced

control

This

of

industry

the
was

an

private
ripe

for

exploitation by organized crime and the investigation disclosed
a classic textbook-type example of mob activity. Trash collection
on

Long

Island

companies
carting
bidding.

who

is

have

service

basically

handled

commercial

and

provided

through

was

A municipality

would

by

private

residential

award

a
a

sanitation

accounts.

Most

system

of

competi ti ve

contract

to

the

lowest

qualified bidder to handle residential pickups in the town for
a

specified

in

theory,

time
on

period.

Commercial

basis

of competition.

the

accounts
The

were
system,

handled,
good

in

theory, broke down when organized crime entered the picture.
The
industry

extensive

uncovered

a

state
network

investigation

into

of

crime

organized

the

carting

associates,

contract bid-rigging, political corruption and labor racketeering.
Our

personnel

spent

many

physical

surveillances.

received

to

intercept

hours
Court

and

conducting

both

authorization

monitor

technical

was

telephonic

sought

and
and

communications
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between the cOllspira tors.
of:

The results confirmed the domination

the industry by organized crime elements.

LUCHESE LeN Family

private

carting

In this case the

controlled the acti vi ties pertaining to the

industry.

'1'0

assist

them in their domination,

they engaged the services of the GAMBINO LeN Family which exerted
control

over

the

local

teamsters

union.

These organized

crime

groups shared in the proceeds.
The investigation disclosed, and subsequent indictments
would charge that the conspirators agreed among themselves which
carter would serve which "stops" > or customers, large or small,
ranging
office

from

an

building

individual
or a

private

home

lar:ge hospital.

to

Once a

a

restaurant,

an

stop belonged

to

a carter, no other carter would compete with him by soliciting
the customer's business by offering a lower price, and no other
carter would

respond

positively

if a

customer were

to

become

dissatisfied with his carter and try to find another.
The carter,

in effect, owned the stop and could sell

it or trade it but no one could take it away from h:jjn.
A

crucial mechanism in the maintenanc.e of this anti-

competitive conspiracy was the corrl1ption of ,the public bidding
process
bidding.

sinoe

many

governmental

accounts

The investigation disclosed

are

that

the

awarded

through

bidding process

was corrupted to ensure that carters were able to retain their
rights to their stops. Public officials were induced to prevent
certain

carters

i'rom knowing. that

bids

were

being

solicited;
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conversations

A~INO.

of

CORALLO

and

other

mob

figures

as

they talked in the buggea'~aguar.
These conversations included some of the
disclosures
have

crime

of organized

enabled

State

operations

Federal

and

ever

authorities

mos~

revealing

inter.'cepted and

p~~rate the

to

\

"

inner

secrets

of

ruling

the

body

of

organized

crime.

its

Commission.

......,.
.
The State concluded the first phase of its investigation

on

'.,
September

individuals
these

13.
and

1984

with

fifteen

indictments were

the

(15)

three

indictment

carting
(3)

of

twenty-one

companies.

(21)

Included

in

LUCHESE Crime Family members:

ANTONIO "TOHY DUCKS" CORALLO. his underboss SALVATORE "TOM MIX"
SANTORO and

Family

member

SALVATORE AVELLINO.

Defendants

charged with a myriad of charges pertaining to extortion.

were

briber~

and related matters.
:,.

On September 20.

1984, a second series of indictments

were returned against eleven (11) more people. Six (6) of these
defendants

were

p~blic

officials

who

were

indicted

for

Bribe

criminal

conspiracy

Receiving and Contempt and Perjury.
It
was

to

was

continue.

estimated

that

if

this

it would 'inflate garbage collection costs

in

Suffolk Coun'ty by as much as ten mil.lion dollars annually.
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carters
and

agreed

certain

among

themselves

carters

were

what, bids

pressured

not

they

to

would

bid

or

submit;

to

bid

a

prearranged amount.
The

investigation

disclosed

that

~hreats

enforced through a pattern of coercion and
carters

who

conspiracy.
carters

refused

or

were

a~reement

this

reluctanV to

was

against "rebel"

participate

in

the

The defendants allegedly instilled fear among rebel

that

they would

suffer

physidal

injury or death,' tliat;

their property or equipment would be damaged, that their customers
would be solicited away,

or that' they wO,uld sUffer labor union

problems.
This

investigation

who ,operated

JR.,

a

revealed

carting

company

that
on

SALVATORE

Long

AVELLINO,

Island and

is

a

member of the LUCHESE LCN, was a central figure ·in this rackets
operation.
as, a
the

The

investigation also' revealed

chauffeur

for

LUCHESE LCN.

0ther

organized

ANTONIO

He

"TONY DUCKS"

regularly

crime

included permission to

drove

figures.

AVELLINO acted

CORALLO,

CORALLO to

Court

install a

that

authorized

lis.tening device

the

boss

meetings

of

with

interceptions
in SALVATORE

AVELLINO'S Jaguar'sedan in which he regularly transported ANTHONY
CORALLO.

It

was

in

this

vehicle, jWith

state

investigators

following, listening and recording, that they discussed organized
crime matters. For months, surveillance teams followed the bugged
car from Long Island to the Bronx, Queens and Manhattan.
The
investigators

conversations
in

a

were

specially

tran'smitted

equipped

van

and
that

received
recorded

by
the
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JOINT NARCOTICS ·DfVESTIGATION WITH PEIERAL AGENCIES

In April 1984. the State POlice Special Investigations
Unit
major

and

Organized

drug

involved

a

Crime

investigation
heroin

Task Force

successfully

spanning

seven-month

smuggling

a

concluded
perIod

a

which

ring operating between Sicily and

the United States.
This

investigation,

which

involved

elements

of

the

United States-based BONAHHO and GAMBINO organized crime families
acting in concert with the Sicilian Mafia, came to a conclusion
on April 9. 1984 with the arrest, in conjunction with the FBI.
of 12 subjects in the New York City area.
These arrests, which were part of a larger international
drug, investigati':ln being conducted by the United States Justice
Department, brought to a close what United States Attorney General
WILLIAM FRENCH SMITH termed during a post-arrest news conference
as

" ..• the

most

by

traditional

significant
organized

case

crime

involving heroin

that

nas

ever

trafficking

been

developed

by the government."
Indictments
defendants

in

seven

by

the

states

Justice
and

the ring's activity indicate that

five

Department
countries.

totaled

31

Estimates

of

they have imported at least

330 pounds of heroin into the United States for the past five
years. This heroin is conservatively.va1ued at $1.65 billion.
Two of the 12 New York City area defendants were active
targets of the State Police investigation. It is believed that
a

clothing

boutique

operated by one

of

the subjects

in VAILS
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GATE.

ORANGE

heroin

this

via Canada

COUJI'l'YO" was
group brought

(one

of

utilized
into

the

as

a

first-drop

United

several methods

States

believed

point

from

employed

for

Sicily
by

this

group) •
Among the 31 targets,
cases

resulting

in

the FBI was able to establish

the .indictments

SALVATORE CATALANO and

of

GAETANO BADALAMKMTI. CATALANO is purported to be a second ranking
member

(or "underboss" ) of the BONANNO organized crime family,

and thought to be the· most important figure in the United States
insofar as the trafficking in international'heroin is concerned.

BADALAMENTI is a top ranking Sicilian mafia leader who figured
prominently

in

1960 IS.

has

He

the.

years and was,

notorious

been
at

an

the

"French

Connection"

international

figure

time of his arrest

for

case

in

the

the

past

10

in Spain,

the most

wanted criminal in Italy.
Although a

major shipment of heroin

(known to be in

excess of 50 pounds) was about to enter the country from Sicily
(via Fort Lauderdale. Florida), it was the judgment of Federal
authoi"ities to move to arrest all the co-conspirators when the
opportunity to capture BADALAMENTI presented itself.
United
conference,
rendered

to

made
the

States

Attorney

special
overall

note

General
of

the

investigation

SMITH,

in

invaluable
b~

the

New

his

news

assistance
York

State

Police Special Investigations Unit.
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In all,

some 27 weeks of wiretaps on five different

phones and physicai surveillances on several dozen individuals
were

conducted.

A total

of

12,680 man-hours

were

devoted

to

this case during the active period of the investigation by members
of the Special Investigations Unit.
This
federal,

state

investigation
and

represented

local

cooperation

the
in

epitomy' of
major

joint

organized

crime/narcotics investigations.
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SOOTHERN TIER CAMBLING INVESTIGATION

A

State

successfully
1984

Police

concluded

involved

a

by

the

documented

Crime Family who has
main

gambling

operative. for

long

the

investigation

Special

member
been

that

Investigations

of

was

Unit

in

BUFALIHO Organized

the

considered that

crime family's

Southern Tier gambling activities.

Two

State Police investigators were able to penetrate the Southern
Tier

gambling

Binghamton
subjects

and

to

be

operation

which

Waverly

areas.

operating

a

was

basically

centered

Investigation

major

bookmaking

in

disclosed

the
these·

operation

in

the

Waverly area with ties to other locations both within and without
New York State. Working in conjunction with the Organized Crime
Task

Force.

a

presentation

was

made

to a

Tioga

County

Grand

Jury. A member of the BUFALINO Organized Crime. Family was called
as

a

witness

documented

by

before
the

the

Grand

Pennsylvania

Jury.
Crime

This

subject

Commission

as

has
a

been

member

of this Family which operates in Northern Pennsylvania and the
Southern Tier of New York State.
Binghamton

and

Manhattan.

He

This subject resides
reportedly

oversees

in both
gambling

operations in the Southern Tier for the BUFALINO group. A member
of the bookmaking operation was also called before the special
Grand Jury in Tioga County. As a result of the evidence secured
by
and

the
the

undercover
evasive

Special
testimony

Investigations
before

the

Unit
Grand

investigators
Jury.

several

indictments were secured. The reputed organized figure was charged
with

ten

(10)

Felony

counts

of

Criminal

Contempt

1st

Degree.

An operative in the bookmaking operation. in Waverly was charged
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with

five

(5)

Felony

counts

of

Criminal

Contempt

1st

Degree •

. The subject identified as being the head of bookmaking operations
in the Waverly area was indicted on Felony cOuhts .0fPromoting
Gambling 1st Degree,

Possession of Gambling Records

1st Degree

and Consp:l.racy.
On
figure was
in

Tioga

November

28,

1984,

convicted on all ten
County.

On

December

the

reputed

organized

crime

(10) Felony counts at atrial
7,

the

Waverly

bookmaker' was

convicted on all Felony gambling and conspiracy charges in Tioga
County

Court.

on

December'

11,

Waverly pled guilty to all five

the
(5)

bookmaking. operative
Felony counts

from

of Criminal

Contempt 1st Degree in Tioga County.
The arrest and conviction of these subjects is believed
to have a

considerable impact on bookmaking activities in that

area.
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COMMISSION CASE 1985

The "Commission Case" involved the Government taking
to

trial

and

convicting the

top

leadership of three of the

five ruling Mafia families in the United States. Law enforcement
authoriti'es

and

legal

scholars

are

generally

in

agreement

as to the tremendous significance of this case and its impact
on so-called Traditional Organized Crime in the United States.
After

the

1984

indictments

of

ANTHONY

COlU'lLLO,

SALVATORE AVELLINO. ET AL. the Jijew York State Police and the
Organized Crime Task Force,
tapes

over

to

federal

turned

copies

authorities.

The

of 770,
tapes

90 minute

provided

to

be a rich source of information for the federal prosecution.
Information from the tapes was used by both the Eastern and
Southern District of the U.S. Attorney's Office. At the press
conference

annc>uncing

Giuliani, U.S.

the

indictment

of the

Commission,

Mr.

Attorney for the Southern District, commended

New York State Police in turning over to the Federal government
significant evj.dence gathered by the State Police, and putting
the public goold ahead of any narrower concerns.

It is clear

that without these contributions, this case and other related
cases would not have reached the levels so far achieved.
In FElbruary of 1985, a Federal Grand Jury in Manhattan
:l,ndicted nTHE COMJUSSIOlil n ,
five

families

in

New

the ruling council of the Mafia's

York City.

The

indictment

five bosses of the families and four other

charged

high-rank~.ng

the

members

with participating in the decision-making process and activities
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of the

families.

regulated

the

The

indictment

relationship

between

confirmation of the existence
form

of

their.

own

charged that
the

the Commission

Mafia

famil;Les.

The

of the Commission came in the

voices' from

the

now

famous

"bug

in

the

Jaguar."
The five Bosses charged in the indictment, and their
respective families, are as follows:
AHTHONY SALERNO, aka "Fat Tony". Boss of the GENOVEsE
Family,

DOB

08/11/11,

age

73;

Hl,

RD

Oriole

Hill

Road,

Rhinebeck, New York.
PAUL CASTELLlUiO. aka "Paulie",
Paul". Boss of the GAMBINO Family j

"Mr.

Paul". and "Big

DOB 06/26/15, age 69; 177

Benedict Road. Staten Island. New York.
AHTHONY CORALLO. aka "Tony Ducks". Boss of the LUCHESE
Family.

DOB

01/12/13.

age

72;

9

Grace

Court.

South

Oyster

Bay Cove. New York.
PHILIP RASTELLI.

aka

"Rusty".

Boss

of the

BOHAJOfO

Family, DOB 01/13/18. age 67; 473 Vandervoort Avenue. Brooklyn.
New York.
OBllJfARO
BONAKHO Family.

LANOELLA.
DOB

Brooklyn. New

YOl~k.

The

four

aka

01/23/38.

other

"Gerry
age

alleged

46;

Lang".

1617

members

or

Boss

of

the

Cropsey Avenue,

associates

of

the Commission l:harged in the indictment and their respective
faD1ily aff'il1ations and positions are:
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ANIELLO
Underboss

DELLACROOE,

of the

aka

GAJmIHO Family,

"Ne11" ,

"0' Ne11~1 ,

and

DOB 03/15/14,

age

60 j

the
597

West F1ngerboard Road, Staten Island, New York.
SALVATORE

SANTORO,

of the LUCHESE Fam1ly,

aka

"Tom

M1x",

the

DOB 11/18/15, age 69;

Underboss

90 City Island

Avenue, Bronx, New York.
CHRISTOPHER FURNARI"

aka "Chr1st1e T1ck", the Cons1g-

l1ere of the LUCHESE Fam1ly,

DOB 04/30/24, age 60;

66 Adams

Court, Staten Island, New York.
RALPH
President

SCOPO,

a

member

of

of the Concrete Workers

International Un10n

of

the

COLOMBO Fam1ly

Distr1ct

North America,

Counc1l,

and

Laborers

DOB 11/20/28, age 56;

159-51 9lst Street, Howard Beach, New York.
The indictment charged that from 1900 to the present,
there ex1sted a nationw1de' cr1minal society known as La Cosa
Nostra,

which

entit1es

operated

known as

throughout

the

United

States

through

"Fami11es." Each Fam1ly had as 1ts leader

a person known as a "Boss". a Deputy Leader known as an "Underboss"

and

Families
known
the

as

a

high-ranking

also

included ,officers

"Sold1ers"

Underboss

official

as

"Consigliere."

"Capos",

"Associates." The Boss,

assisted

by

protected the criminal activities' of the capos,

soldiers and

1n

Consigliere,

members

promoted and

and

the

known

as

supervised,

assoc1ates,

and

and

known

return,

received

a

part

of

the

illegal

earnings of those capos, soldiers and associates.
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According
F~nilies

to

the

indictment,

five

Cosa

La

Nostra

are based in New York City, although they also operate

throughout the United States and abroad. Each of these families
is often identified by the name of a former boss. In the indictment,

they are identified as the GEXOVESE Family, the GAMBINO

Family. the COLOMBO Family, the LUCHESE Family and the BONANNO
Family.
The indictment also alleged that

in or about 1931,

the Bosses of the five Families in New York and several other
powerful La Cos a Nostra Families associated to form the' "Commission"

to

serve

as

their

Council.

the Commission had the power to

From 1931

resolv~

to

the

present.

disputes and to regulate

relations between and among La Cosa Nostra Families. The Commission

was

concert
York

La

Family

comprised

with

other

Cosa

of

and

high-ranking

Nostra

Bosses

Bosses

from

Families,
Buffalo,

Acting

officers,
as

well

Chicago,

as

Bosses,
from
at

acting

the

five

various

Detroit,

in
New

times

Philadelphia

and New Jersey.
Specifically, the indictment alleged that the Commission:
promoted
between
money
"The

and
La

carried

Cosa

through
Club",

contractors

a
and

out

Nostra

illegal
scheme

joint

Families
ventures,
to

allocate

ventures
to

obtain

including

control

concrete

concrete

contract

payoffs in New York City;
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resolved disputes and regulated relationships
between and among families concerning illegal
activities, including loansharking, gambling,
drug

trafficking

and

infiltration of labor

unions;

extended formal recognition to newly-elected
Bosses;

maintained

o!'der between and among families

by measures including authorizing the murder
of high-ranking Family members;

approved

the

initiation or "making" of new

Family members;

controlled

relations

with

the

Sicilian

La

Cosa Nostra, a separate enterprise;

established

certain rules

governing

leaders

and members of La Cosa Nostra;

kept

persons

inside

and

outside

La

Cosa

Nostra in fear of the Commission by identifying

the

Commission

with

threats,

violence

and murder.
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.It was this investigation which led t,o the indictments
of
were

ANTHONY

CORALLO

and

bas¢d

largely

on

other mob
bugged

figures.

The

conversation~

that

indictments
took

place

in a black Jaguar in which SALVATORE AVELLINO, JR. frequently
chauffeured

CORALLO and

other gang members on mob business.

In the conversations, the mob people spoke about mob authorized
murd'ers, loansharking, labor racketeering and extortion.
As a
it

was

clear

I'c<sul t
that

of these tapes from the black Jaguar,

the

Commission

was

established

for,

and

served the purpose of settling: disputes arising from the competing interests of the Families and their members.
All

eight

defendants

in

this

case

were

convicted

of' each of twenty-two counts of Racketeering and Racketeering
ANTHONY nFat Tony" SALERNO, ANTHONY nTony Ducks"

Conspiracy.

CORALLO and CARMINE "Junior" PERSICO, Bosses of theGEHOVESE,
LUCHESE

and

COLOMBO

Organized

Crime

Families

respectively,

were sentenced to one hundred years in prison, as were Luchese
Underboss SALVATORE "Tom Joi:1.x" SANTORO and Luchese Consiglieri
CHRISTOPHER "Christy TIck" PURHARI,
"Gerry Lang"

LAHGELLA and

Colombo Underboss GEHHERO

Colombo Family member. RALPH ,SCOPO

who, as President of the Cement and Concrete Workers District
CounCil, was abLe to enf'orce the Commission's wishes by initiating labor problems with any company f'ailing to fully cooperate.
"Bruno R

The

eighth

defendant,

Bonanno

Family, member

ANTHONY

INDELICATO, received a ,f'orty year sentence.
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The heads of the remaining two of New York City's
fi ve' ruling organized crime families. PAUL CASTELLANO - Leader
of

the

GAMBIJIOS

and

PHILIP RASTELLI

-

Boss or the BONANIIO

Family. were named in the original indictment but CASTELLANO
was murdered prior to the start of the trial and his Underboss.
JlHIELLO

causes
was

DELLACROCE.

also

under

before he could be

severed

from

the

indictment.

brought

others

died

to trial.

before

the

of

natural

RASTELLl;' s

trial

case

commenced

in

September 1986 and he is presently awaiting trial.
PHILIP

RASTELLI

was

convicted

in

November

of 1986

by Federal authorities for his part in a Racketeering scheme
that took control of New York City's moving and storage industry.

In March of 1987.

PHILIP RASTELLI

started serving his

twelve year prison term for Labor Racketeering.
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CREDIT CARD INVESTIGATION - DECEMBER 1985

State
working
U. S.

with

Secret

Police

the

Special

Statewide

Service,

Investigations

Unit

personnel,

Organized Crime Task Force and

conducted

a

year

long

investigation

the
into

losses caused by counterfeit Master Charge and Visa credit cards.
This

investigation

centered

on

identifying

and

arresting

the

organized crime members who were manufacturing and distributing
these

counterfeit

seventeen
(20,000)

(17)

cards

both

locally

and

subjects were arrested and

worldl·/ide.

In

June,

some twenty thousand

counterfeit credit Master Charge and Visa credit cards

were seized. Also seized was printing equipment, including plates
and

presses

from

three

different

commercial

printing

plants

in Manhattan and some 80,000 additional cards in various stages
of completion.
that

the

resulted

Officials of both Master Charge and Visa estimated

cards

seized,

in

potential

a

if moved
loss

of

into
some

circulation,
$550

could

million

have

dollars.

Defendants arrested in this case were members of both the LUCHESE
and BONANNO crime families.

.
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COLOMBO CREW

In
state

Police

Investigation

Apr~l

of

1985,

Special
and

a

combined

Investigations

Suffolk

County

investigation

Unit,

Federal

Police

by

Bureau

Department

the
of

resulted

in a seventy-one count indictment by a Federal Grand Jury charging
twenty-five

defendants

including

ANTHONY.

VINCENT

JOSEPH

and

COLOMBO. JR., three sons of the late JOSEPH COLOMBO, the former
boss of the COLOMBO Organized Crime Family.
The
a

"crew"

indictment

charges

that

ANTHONY

COLOMBO

headed

of the COLOMBO family

of members and associates

that

was involved in a myriad of crimes including murder, attempted
extortion,

murde~,

home robberies,

narcotics

postal

sales

thefts,

and

possession,

mail and wire fraud,

numerous
interstate

transportation of stolen property and conspiracy.
The

first

of the defendants
and
that

Corrupt
the

with a

count

~ith

criminal

the

indictment

charges

twenty-two

a violation of the Racketeering Influenced

Organizations

twenty-two

of

(RICO)

defendants

statute.

That

were members

enterprise known

as

count

of and

charges

associated

the ANTHONY COLOMBO CREW.

The ANTHONY COLOMBO CREW was a part of ,the COLOMBO crime family
and

was

headed

by

ANTHONY COLOMBO.

It

operated

primarily

out

of the EL DORO CATERING HALL at 9413 Avenue L in Brooklyn, but
its

members

carried

the United States.

out

their

criminal

Many of their crimes

activities

throughout

took:~ii1:ace

in Suffolk

County.
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The RICO count charges that it was the primary purpose
of' the
the

enterprise to enrich its members and associates through

commission

of' various

crimes

called

"scores" • Some of the

"scores" (crimes) with which the defendants are charged include:

old

man,

1.

The

in

March

murder
1983

of

ZARAHSKI,

HEmIAlf

during

a

robbery

in

a

seventy

his

home

in

year
New

Windsor, New York.
2.
who

was

The

shot

attempted

after

he

murder. of

cooperated

with

ALPHONSE
Las

M.

Vegas

MEROLLA,

authorities

investigating the involvement of JOSEPH COLOMBO, JR. in a credit
scam at the DUNES CASINO in Las Vegas, Nevada.
3.

Robberies

of

s'everal

victims

at

their

homes.

primarily in Suffolk County, where the defendants posed as police
officers in order to gain admittance to the homes.
4.

The

extortion

of

the

owner of the

CAPLAN BUICK

dealership formerly located on 86th Street in Brooklyn.
5.

The

extortion

of

the

owner

of

the

SALTY

DOG'

RESTAURANT f'ormerly located in Kew Gardens, Queens.
6.
aboard

a

A conspiracy to rob suspected wealthy passengers

COSMOPOLITAN

AIRLINES

gambling

junket

flight

from

REPUBLIC AIRPORT in Farmingdale, Long Island, to Atlantic City,
New Jersey.
7.

A conspiracy

to

rob

the

weekly

payroll

at

the

PINE HILLS COUNTRY CLUB in Manorville, Long Island.
8.
of

cocaine

A large scale conspiracy to ste&l large amounts
and

amphetamines

from

drug

dealers

to

sell ·the

narcotics for profit.
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The hijacking of a truck carrying a substantial

amount of hashish in a false floor panel.
10.

The operation of two after hours gambling Clubs

in Manhattan 'in 1981 and 1982:.
11.
was posing as

The

bribery

of

a

New

York

City

detective who

a corrupt police officer.

12.

A

counterfeit

credit' cax'd

scheme

that

netted '

over $50,000 in a five-week 'period during 1982.
13.
was

A plan to I'ob a Suffolk County businessman that

interrupted

when

members

of

the

Suffolk

County

Police

Department arrested several of the defendants before they could
complete the robbery.
14.

The

staging

of

two

burglaries, in

a

scheme

to

steal over $40, 000 worth of electronic video games from a Long
Island businessman.
15.

The

conspiracy

to

rob a

whose company was in competition with a

New Jersey

businessman

company linked to the

defendants.
ANTHONY
since

the

COLOMBO

investigation

was
of

not

his

charged

in

involvement

the

in

RICO

that

count

count

is

continuing. Nonetheless, he is still charged with various counts
of narcotics trafficking and
counts

charges

Enterprise

COLOMBO with

statute

imprisonment without

and

exto~~ion.

, "violatiU$

carries

parole.

a

Under

One of the four narcotics
the

Continuing

possible
the

penalty

Criminal
of

life

prOVisions of the RICO
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- 4statute. the government is seeking forfeiture of over $3.600.000
to the United States. This figure: represents the proceeds that
the defendants

reali~ed

ARTHotfY

from their criminal activity.

COLOMBO,

U,

eldest

son

of

JOSEfH

COLOMBO,

plead gun ty to racketeering charges il1 June of 1986. He was
sentenced
$500,000.00

to

fourteen
in

(lq)

restitution

years
and

and

to

pay

forfeitures.

JR. and VIHCEN'l' were sentenced to five

the

government

Brothers

JOSEPH,

(5) year prison terms.

Twelve others plead guilty to racketeering charges.
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CAIIORRA - 1987

In September. of 1984.

the Massachusetts State Police

and Drug Enforcement Admtnistration at Springfield, MasachusettS'
arrested AHTOHIO

."'l'ONY"

~ZI

of 37 Somerset Street, Springfield,

Massachusetts, for sale and possession of cocaine. AH'l'ONIO MANZI
was

identified as a member of the

CAMORRA,

working· for

"DON"

RAFFAELECUTOLO who is incarcerated in Italy. Italian authorities
advised

that

MANZI was

wanted

in

Italy

for murder,

narcotics

and weapon violations.
In Albany·, New York, members of .the St.ate Police Special
Investigations ·Unit

identify

a

subject,

BRONO SICA,

who

was

dealing cocaine. BRUNO SICA was seen at a local vacation resort
with various members of the COLOMBO crime family.

Investigation

revealed that BRUHO SICA was using the same 37 Somerset address
in Springfield, Massachusetts as AH'l'ONIO MANZI.
Investigation
Immigration

and

by

State

Naturalization

Police

Service

and

United

continued

States

until -March

of 1987 when BRUNO SICA was arrested for being an Illegal Ali.en
and

Possession

Card).

EHRICO

authorities
and

the

a

Photographs

to Naples,
as

of

Forged
and

Italy where
MADONHA

of

Instrument

fingerprints

of

they were able
Cervinara

(Fraudulent

Immigration

BRONO SICA were

sent

to identify BRONO SICA

Avellino.

Italy.

Italian

indicated that MAJXl'A'fHA is a member of the CAMORRA

consig1iere

to

DON RAFFAELE CUTOLO.

MADONNA was

also

a fugitive from Italy where he was wanted for extortion, narcotics
violations and criminal association with mafia members.
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Shortly after the arrest
CAMORRA member,

BUGIO CAVA,

of .ENRICO MADONNA,

another

an alleged hit, man,. was arrested

in Springfield, Massachusetts, as an illegal alien. Other CAMORRA
members have been arrested in Chicago, Illinois.
Italian

authorities

have

identified

ENRICO

MADONNA,

ANTONIO MANZI and BIAGlO CAVA as members of "The CAMORRA"., They
also stated that there are two distinct groups within this Italian
Organized Crime Family. The first is the NEW ORGANIZED CAMORRA
(NUOVA CAMORRA ORGANIZZATA) headed by the incarcerated RAFFAELE
CUTaLO.

The second group

is

che NEW FAMILY

led by the fugi ti ve ANTONIO BARDELLINO.

(NUOVA FAMIGLIA),

which is comprised of

all clans of CAMORRA, excluding CUTOLO'S clan.
The

CAMORRA,

operating

from

the

Naples

area,

are

suspected of betng involved in an extensive cocaine distribution
network

that

furnishes

\.

cocaine

for

Italy

and

other

European

countries. One major importer of cocaine into Italy is Italian
fugitive ANTONIO BARDELLINO, the Boss of one of the three CAMORRA
families

that

are

closely

aligned

to

the

Sicilian

Mafia.

BARDELLINO is believed to be in San Paulo, Brazil.
The

Italians

have

many

associates

in

South

America

and are in an excellent position to establish cocaine smuggling
routes similar to what was uncovered during the Pizza Connection
Investigation.
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EXHIBIT NO. 46

STA'l'BIIBHT SUBIII'l'TED FOR 'l'HB RECORD

BUREAU OP ALCOHOL roSACeo Ii PIRBAIUIS
DBPAR'l'IIEII'l OP THB TREASURY

U. S. SBHATB pBlUlAJIBlI'f SUBCOIOIlftEB 011 IIIVBS'rIGA'I'IOliS
BBARIRGS 011

ORGDIIBD CRIIIBI 25 YEARS AP'I'BR

v~
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
BUREAU OF AI-COHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREAP.MS
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

20226

OFP'ICEOpt

THE ClfUl.C'1'QR

October 14, 1987

Honorable Sam Nunn
Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee on
Investiga tions/ .
Committee on Governmental Affairs
united States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Deal~

Mr. Chairman:

Per your request of October 6, 1987, enc1~sed please
find a statement from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms regarding our organized crime investigative
activY.ty. We understand that this statement will be
included as part of your final hearing record tor Fall
1987.
Should you require additional information, please do not
hesitate to contact Jim Pasco at 566-7376.
Sincerely yours,

Enclosure
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INTRODUCTION
Organized crime, as defined by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms (ATF), "refers to those self-perpetuating,
structured and disciplined associations of individuals or
organizations who have combined together for the purpose of
obtaining monetary or cC')mmercial benefit, or power, wholly or
in part by illegal means, utilizing a pattern of corruption,
violence and threats of violence to achieve their goals and
protect their activities.Characteristically, organized crime enterprises involve
several individuals; impact muitiple law enforcement
jurisdictions; and exhibit a ready predisposition to use
violence to achieve their aims or to preclude disclosure.
As a result. ATF has assigned the

investigatio~

of organized

crime enterprises a high priority in each of its several
program areas.
Today, as in the past, ATF is involved in the active and
successful investigation of organized crime as personified by
La Cosa Nostra, outlaw motorcycle gangs, street gangs, and,
most recently, Asian and Jamaican organized criminal groups.
The majority of Jamaican criminal groups (referred to as
posses) active in the United states draw their membership
froID

convicted felons and/or illegal aliens.

Usually the

infrastructure of the vari.ous posses is composed of
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individuals who began their criminal careers early in Jamaica
and either were forced to flee or voluntarily left that
country.

The rapid expansion and increase in the number

of posses operating in the United States is directly
attributed to the lucrative market in narcotics trafficking;
especially in the form of crack houses.
Jamaican posses have been identified as operating in Miami,
Fort Lauderdale, New York CitYt Houston, Boston, Philadelphia,
Kansas City, Washington, DC, Cleveland, Dallas, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Denver, Hartford, and Toronto, Canada.

As of

this date, 48 ATF investigations, involving 84 defendants,
have been recommended by ATF for prosecution.

Recognizing

the menace represented by Jamaican posses, ATF assumed a lead
agency posture among Federal law enforcement agencies and
during the week of July 13-17, 1987, sponsored an
international conference on Jamaican posses in Miami,
Florida.

The conference was attended by 85 Federal law

enforcement officials from across the united States, Canada,
and Great Britain.

The conference focused on the alarllling

rise in criminal activity dlsp1ayed by the Jamaican gangs who
have been identified as. being involved in hundreds of
homicides, gun smuggling operations, cocaine and marijuana
trafficking and money 1aunde·ring schemes.
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A.

ATF's Organized Crime Investigatiye .Approach

,

All investigations of organized crime by ATF are premised
upon violations of this country's firearms, explosives and
arson laws.

When an im'estigation discloses an organized
,,'

.

~ ~.

"

crime involvement, every effort, is made to

.

{..,

identif~

\',

'

all

individuals involved and all criminal violations being
perpetrated.

As

soon as practical, other agencies having the

appropriate jurisdi.ctions are contacted by ATFi usually at
the local level, and all pertinent information shared with
thein.

It is ATF' s·· belief that only through cooperation and

.'.

the full prosecution of

~rganized

crime on each chargeable

violation can its eventual dissollltion be realized.

ATF's

commitment to this'cooperative approach is further attested
to by the number of formal and ad hoc task forces it has
established and/or participated in across the United states.
In 1980 recognizing that the criminal trends and, therefore,
enforcement needs varied markedly between various portions of
the country and between rural and urban environments, ATF
instituted its Crime Impact Program (CIP).

This program

charges each first line supervisor with annually assessing
the crime trends existing in his area of responsibility and
posing programs to combat same.

These local assessments and

plans are reviewed and melded into District plans by the
respective special Agents in Charge.

Similarly, the 22

district's CIPs are reviewed and edited to reflect ATF's
national policy at the Headquarters level.
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Beginning on the local level, the integral importance of
organized crirrte in the development of an effective CIP is
stressed. Thus, ATF's national organized crime policy is
up-to.-date, sensitive'to local needs, and harmoniously blends
regional perspectives into a viable, and effective whole.
ATF's organized crime approach also incorporates special
agents assigned as representatives to the Department of
Justice'Organized Crime and, Racketeering Strike Force and
Organized Crime Coordinators.

In certain instances the

Organized Crime Coordinator will also function as the Strike
Force representative.

The primary responsibility of the

Organized Crime Coordinator is to initiate, monitor, and/or
coordinate investigations involving organized crime figures
whether or not then an active target of a strike Force.
Strike Force Representatives are responsible for the
coordination of ATF's participation in Strike Force
operations and referral of relevant information developed by
ATF to other appropriate agency representatives in the Strike
Force.

ATF was also a charter member in the Organized Crime Drug
Enforcement Task Force, participating with representation in
each of the designated core cities, and Operation Alliance.
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B. Federal Firearms and Explosives

Law~

ATF recognized several years ago that the violent activities

.

of organized crime organizations, which often involved the
use of firearms and explosives, established them as viable
targets for ATF's enforcement efforts.

These laws are among

the most effective tools in attacking the criminal activity
of organized crime figures.

Weapons and explosives

trafficking, which provides reve'nue and/or protection of
territory and business operations, is inherent to most
organized crime groups.

Included in the Federal Firearms and

Explosives Laws are statutes which prohibit the manufacture,
possession, and transfer of unregistered gangster-type
weapons including sawed-off shotguns and machineguns.
Destructive devices such as grenades, anti-tank rockets, and
homemade bombs are also included in these statutes.

Since

1972, through utilization of the laws mentioned above and
cooperation with State and local law enforcement agencies,
ATF has obtained convictions of several hundred organized
crime members and their associates.

C. The Racketeer Influence And Corrupt OIganizations Statute
Prior to the enactment of the Racketeer Influence and Corrupt
Organizations Statute (RICO), no criminal law enabled the
successful investigation and eradication of
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criminal organizations engaged in illegal. economic activity
as an entity.

Historically criminal law was narrowly

interpreted to reach specific types of individual conduct;
courts and juries were not often permitted to view or hear
proof of the diversity and multipli'city of

illega~

activities

with which a criminal organization might be involved.

The

RICO statute has allowed the addition of a significant weapon
against organized criminals--the attack on the organi'zation,
the enterprise, or that pattern of criminal activity which
is at the -core of the 'effort of associated ind-ividu'ala to
acquire power and profit.

simply "stated, this statute allows-

law enforcement to hit professional and organized crime in
the pocketbook.

The criminal and civil tools provided by

Title· 18; Unitea states Code, Sections 1961-1968 have given
impetus to imaginative prosecutions and the development of
quality cases by ATF.

D. The Comprehensive Crime Control Act
Another valuable asset recently acquired in combatting crime
perpetrated by the organized crime groups was the passage' of
the Comprehensive Crime Contr()l' Act (CCCA) of 1984.

The CCCA

is an .attempt by Congress to target organized criminal
activity ·and

·professional~

criminals.
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Chapter 18 of the CCCA enacted the Armed Career Criminal Act
of 1.984 •. Th~s Act places heavy penalties .em certain thre.e
time convicted felons found in possession of firearms. , If a
defendant whQ is convicted of this offense has three prior
convictions (state or Federal) for. robbery or bur;glary .or
both, the amended statute provides mandatory imprisonment of
not less than 15 years and a discretionary fine of up to
$25,IIIHJ.

Under this Act, Congress bas also curtailed the uS.e.

of probation, suspended sentence, and lenient application.of
parole.
Additionally, the CCCA amended Title 18 U.S.C. Section 924
(e), providing mandatory penalties for carrying or using a
firearm during the commission of a Federal crime of violence.
The mandatory penalties for first offenders is 5 years
imprisonment.

Each subsequent offense carries a mandatory

sentence of III years imprisonment with no option"for
probation or suspended sentencing, parole or concurrent
sentencing with the sentence for that of the predicate crime.
The CCCA also mandated enhanced punishment for persons who
commit crimes of violence while carrying a handgun loaded
with armor-pierCing ammunition.

This law applies only when a

handgun loaded with armor piercing ammunition is carried or
otherwise used during, and in relation to, a crime of
violence.

This provision of the law provides for a mandatory
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term of at least 5 years imprisonment.

It also mandates that

the defendant is not eligible for suspended sentence,
probation or. parole, and that the sentence cannot be served
concurrently with any other sentence including a sentencef6r
the underlying crime of violence.

E. Major Organized Crime Investigations
Presented below are summaries of significant ATF organized
crime investigations.

The investigations involve the

complete speqtrum of organized criminal organizations and
present an overview of ATF's diverse jurisdictions with
regard to organized crime enforcement and the criminal cases
that have been perfected against organized crime figures.
The investigations are categorized into three areas; La Cosa
Nostra, Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs, and street Gangs and Ethnic
Organized Crime Groups.
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SIGNIFICANT CASES
LCN
James Gaudio
Dennis McKiness
27il5 128il 3ilil3Z
Chicago District
This investigation was initiated in December

198il~

when ATF

received information that a large gun store in suburban
Chicago, Illinois, was fencing stolen firearms.

As the

investigation progressed, it was determined that a three
state burglary ring was fencing firearms and other
stolen merchandise through James Gaudio, a high-ranking
. Chicago organized crime figure.

Gaudio was, in turn, fencing

these firearms to the suburban Chicago gun store, which was
owned by a Cook County Deputy Sheriff.

The gun store owner

would either falsify'his records or sell the firearms without
recording them in his records.

Several of the identified

burglars admitted to the thefts of hundreds of firearms and
their subsequent transfer to James Gaudio.

In all, 32il fire-

arms were traced back to Gaudio.
On October 18, 1982, Gaudio was found guilty of conspiracy,
illegally dealing in firearms, and receipt and storage of
stolen firearms.

Prior to the end of the trial, Dennis

McKiness, also an organized crime figure and associate of
Gaudio, pled guilty to these and other charges.
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Danny Bambulas, et al.
33116-85-2543K
Chicago District
On August 29 , 1985, ATF arrested Danny Bambulas in 'Cnicago,
Illinois, for Federal firearms and narcotics conspiracy
violations.

Bambulas was a high-ranking soldier in-the Joe

Lombardo LCN family of Chicago and also a Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEAl Class I trafficker.

He was also a felon

on special parole until 1996.
An

ATF undercover agent had received a handgun directly from

Bambulas in connection with a' planned armed robbery of the
Jewelry Exchange Building in Chicago.

The robbery planning

included the ATF undercover agent, Bambulas, Edward Pedote
and Michael Swiatek.

As part of the preparation for the

robbery, the ATF agent received two handguns, a sawed-off
shotgun, a carbine, and four silencers from Pedote.

Pedote

was the owner of a jewelry store and is a soldier of the
Lombardo family.

He was also a Police Commissioner for

Hillside, Illinois.

Swiatek was identified as a Lieutenant

in the Lombardo family and acting boss while Joe Lombardo was
incarcerated.

In addition, Swiatek suppli,ed the ATF agent

with three bombs for use in other robberies.
Additionally, a narcotics charge was brought against Bambulas
as a result of his directing an Emil Crovedi to sell 3 ounces
of cocaine to the ATF undercover agent.

Bambulas was
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a large dealer of cocaine dealing in kilo quantities.

His

source was Vito Lombardo, a significant DEA cocaine target in
Miami, Florida.

In connection with the cocaine sale,

Crovedi, a special parolee until 1999, sold a silenced'
handgun to the ATF agent.
This undercover operation also

~ncluded

ATF's purchase of a

stolen car, a sawed-off shotgun and three handguns from Keith
Sass and Ken Kaenel, operators of a "chop shop" and
associates of the Lombardo family.

The ATF agent also was

introduced to Kenneth Curtis and Al Solis, not known as LCN
associates but who sold him a silenced machinegun.
Douglas Aldridge, Capo of the Al Tocco LCN family of Chicago
Heights, Illinois, gave the ATF agent two handguns, a shotgun, and a rifle for another unrelated robbery.

Aldridge was

a felon and had also sold the ATF agent three ounces of
cocaine.
After Bambulas' arrest, he was given the opportunity to
cooperate with ATF but he declined.

Once he refused to act

as an ATF informer on LCN activity, additional arrest and
search warrants were executed with the assistance of the
Chicago Police Department, DEA, and the Illinois Division of
Criminal Investigation.
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Mi.chaels Bombing
5999.-988l-9592N
E-598l-5
st. Louis District
On December 3, 1982, James Anthony Michaels III, grandson of
the late "Jimmy" Michaels (reputed head of the Syrian faction
of organized crime in St. Louis), was sentenced in u.S.
District Court, St.

Loui~,

for conspiracy to bomb.

Missouri, to 5 years imprisonment

Michaels was the first organized

crime figure to be convicted for bombings in the St. Louis
area.

~he

sentenc~ng

the revenge car

resulted from Michaels' guilty plea for

bombin~

of Paul Leisure, who allegedly was

responsible for the death of James Michaels, Sr.

Anderson Bombing
3794-357S-3535M
Kansas City
On May 22, 1978, a·luxury automobile belonging to Gregory
Jack Anderson was destroyed-by a destructive device while
parked ion. the parking
lot of a lounge in Kansas City, Kansas.
,
Following a lengthy investigation by ATF; the FBI; and_ the
Kansas City, Missouri, and· Kansas City, Kansas, Police
Departments, Art'hur Eugene Shepherd was charged with the
bombing.
Shepherd, an organized crime figure in the Kansas City area,
had a lengthy felony arrest record, but had never been
convicted.

...
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On April 5, 1982, Shepherd was found guilty by a jury of
conspiracy (Count 1) and transporting a destructive device in
interstate commerce (Count 11).

Shepherd was sentenced on

June 7, 1982, to serve 5 years imprisonment on Count 1, and10 years imprisonment on Count 11, the sentences to run

concurrently.

Marvin SteiD~erg
27(,l5-0881-31c103Y
Chicago District
On August 4, 1981, Marvin Steinberg, a felon, illegally sold
to ATF undercover agents 39 sticks of Tovex, a high
explosive, and 20 electric blasting caps.

After the initial

sale of the explosives by Steinberg, additional sales of
explosives or Title II firearms failed to materialize as
promised.
Marvin Steinberg was a major drug dealer named by DEA as a
"Class I" violator.

He was an associate of several organized

crime figures in Chicago, including the late Nick De Andre,
who was shot and killed during an undercover buy/bust with
DEA.
Steinberg's alleged drug empire extended to Florida, where he
owned a large horne, and throughout the Midwest.

Steinberg

had recently been arrested by DEA in Chicago in possession of
of several kilos of cocaine and over $90,090 in cash.
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On June 13, 1983, steinberg appeared before Federal Judge
George N. Layton and pled guilty to Count 1 (felon in
possession of a firearm), and Count 2' (illegal storage of
explosives), of a multi-count indictment. '
On July 29, 1983, Judge Layout sentenced Steinberg to 2 years
probation.

Jack Gail, et al.
33116-85-2533H
Chicago District
This investigation pertained to a conspiracy to manufacture
and sell silencers by six individuals in Miami, Florida, and
Chicago, Illinois. ,During this investigation, 3 silencers
with

firearms were sold and an attempt made to transfer 15

additional silencers and 2 machineguns.

The investigation

was initiated from information received from an informant in
Miami, Florida.

The six co-conspirators in Miami and

Chicago, were all

kno~l

organized crime subjects, and two of

the defendants (Jack Gail and Frank Arnmirato) were high
ranking organized crime subjects.
The first undercover cClntact was made with Jack Gail in
Chicago, Illinois.

One handgun with silencer was purchased.

Subsequent investigation revealed 'that the firearm was one
of 162 stolen firearms from a Wisconsin gun dealer.

The
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introduction of the undercover agents was made by Frank
Anooirato, a high-ranking organized crime figure from Miami,
Florida, who flew from Miami to Chicago for the meeting and
was part of the initial sale.
The silencers were sent to the ATF Laboratory, along with the
Sam Giancana and Allen Dorfman murder weapons.

(Sam Giancana

and Allen Dorfman were top Chicago organized crime figures
who were murdered in Chicago with a .22 caliber handgun with
a silencer attached.)

The firearms used in these murders

were recovered, but the murders were not solved.

These

silencers were found to be similar to others used throughout
the country in organized crime murders.

The lab indicated

that both weapons were most likely made by the same
machinist.

Other silencers purchased during this

investigation were found to be similar in construction to the
Giancana murder weapon and other recovered murder weapons.
An undercover trade of

19,9~g

Quaaludes and cash for 15

silencers was made in Chicago..

When Jack Gail met with the

undercover agents to complete the trade, he was arrested.
Three other defendants were arrested in Miami, Florida. ·All
but one of the defendants were found guilty.

The defendants

received sentences of from 5 to 25 years imprisonment.
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Richard Medeja, et al.
33ll6-S3-2503Y
Chicago District
~

This case dealt with the manufacturer of the silencers
referred to in the

aforement~oned

Gail case.

As a result of

information developed in the Gail case, Richard Medeja, along
with his silencer manufacturing operation, was located.
Medeja was arrested, convicted, and sentenced to 4 years
imprisonment.
Medeja admitted to making numerous silencers through the
years, and stated that he may have made the Giancana and
Dorfman murder weapons referred to in the previous case.
The .22 caliber handgun with silencer

ha~

been utilized in

numerous organized crime murders throughout the country.
Several murder weapons were recovered and compared with those
manufactured by Medeja and found to be almoSt identical.
Besides Medeja's admission that he may have made several of
the murder weapons, a favorable (but not conclusive)
ballistics comparison was made with two murder weapons and
expended rounds removed from a support beam in Medeja's
basement.

Medeja would test fire all the silencers he made

into this beam.
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Gerald Scarpelli
27ee-e68e-HHHlF

Chicago District
On January 5, 1983, a Federal grand jury in the Northern
Judicial District of Illinois, indicted Gerald Scarpelli, a
convicted felon and alleged organized crime enforcer and
hitman, for unlawfully possessing a firearm.
Scarpelli's indictment was based on information developed by
various agencies assigned to the Chicago Strike Force, and
more specifically, on evidence developed on January Ie" 1981,
at Scarpelli's home in Evergreen Park, Illinois.

On this

date, four local police officers and tWO,FBI special agents
went to Scarpelli's residenqe to question him about a recent
home invasion violation.

When they arrived at Scarpelli's

residence, two officers went to the rear of the residence
while the other officers
door.

w~nt

to the front and knocked on the

Shortly after the officers knocked on the door, the

two officers at the rear of the residence saw Scarpelli throw
a .45 caliber pistol out of his residence.
The firearm was recovered, traced, and subsequently found to
have been stolen from a guard during an armored car robbery
on February 12,

198~.

Several law enforcement agencies, including the Chicago Task
Force, the FBI, the Illinois State Attorney's Office, the
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Illinois Department of Law Enforcement, the Chicago Police
Department's Intelligence Division, and ATF have

co~perated

in theinvest{gat:1on.

Ernest A. Biondillo, Jr.
2595-9289-2996E
Cleveland District
During the period of July 1978 through October 1989,
Bioncillo, after having been convicted of a. felony, purchased
eight .firearms from a Federal ·firearms licensee.

Biondi1lo

was a principal. associate of the organized crime faction
operating·, in the Youngstown, Ohio, area.
On January 19, 1983, Biondillo pled guilty to six counts of
an eight-count, firearms-related indictment and was
immediately sentenced to 3 years imprisonment, fined $6,999,
and placed on 5 years probation (to Degin upon his release
from prison).

Alvin R. Campbell
242l-l282-1991S
Boston District
On March l5, 1983, Alvin R. Campbell was sentenced in Federal
district court to a total of 15 1/2 years imprisonment for a
variety of ATF Title I, II, and VII charges, as well as one
count of DEA possession and distribution of cocaine charge.
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On June 21, 1984, Lawrence Tadom was convicted in jury trial
in

u.s.

District Court, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, for

possession of a fire'arm by a convicted felon.

The charges

arose from Tadom's sale of a firearm to an ATF undercover
agent for use in an alleged robbery and killing.

Tadom faced

additional charges for tralisfer of a sawed-off rifle and
silencer to the same undercover agent.
Tadom, a former professional heavyweight boxer, is reputed
to be a "hit-man" for alleged Pittsburgh organized crime
figure Nicholas Delucia.

Tadom was a suspect in several

pittsburgh area organized crime related killings.
Samuel A. La Bruzzo
5344IJ-84-2535R
New Orleans District
On July 24, 1984, Samuel A. La Bruzzo, a convicted felon and
organized crime figure, was indicted and arrested for felony
firearms charges.

La Bruzzo had been convicted for obstruc-

tion of justice and previously arrested for extortion,
fraud, and racketeering violations.

He was known to be a

bodyguard, strong-arm man, and close associate of Mafia boss
Carlos Marcello.
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In a related matter, Campbell was sentenced to 6 months for
contempt of court after failing to provide ATF with a
handwriting exemplary, as ordered by the court (sentences to
run consecutively).
Campbell was considered. by the Boston strike Force Attorney
to be a major organized crime figure.

Campbell, who was on

Federal parole until 1999, received an additional 5 years
parole to be served upon completion of the aforementioned
cocaine sentencing. Campbell had previously been convicted
for seven felonies.

Lawrence Thomas Tadom
Paul Alexander Deluca
63461-83-3524X
Philadelphia District
On March 12, 1984, agents of the Pittsburgh ATF OfHce
arrested Lawrence Thomas Tadom and Paul Alexander Deluca

for

firearms violations and conspiracy.
This arrest culminated a 9-month undercover investigation in
which an ATF undercover agent with a confidential informant
successfully lnfiltrated a segment of the John LaRocca
organized crime family in Pittsburgh.

The undercover agent

acquired firearms and a silencer which were intended to be
used in a robbery and murder in Canada.

The defendants

stated they used one of the firearms and silencers for the
same purpose in this country.
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Parish Louisiana Sheriff's Office in possession of a stolen
automobile and a .38 caliber revolver, on which ATF subsequently initiated an investigation.
La Bruzzo was indicted by a Federal grand jury for violations
of 18 U.S.C. Section l2B2(a) (1)1 and learning of the issuance
of a bench warrant for his arrest, LaBruzzo surrendered
himself to the ATF, New Orleans District Office, on July 24,
1984.

Alberto Ficalora
637BB-83-BBB7L
Philadelphia District
Ficalora had been closely associated with Frank Monte in the
pizza business.

Monte and Ficalora were identified as close

associates to various organized crime members of the
Bonanno and Gambino organized crime families in New York and
Italy.

Ficalora and Monte were also linked through reliable

sources to the following organized crime members:
Francisco Navarra - soldier in the Bonanno family, as
well as the chauffeur for Joseph Buccellato who is the
"consigliere" for the Bonanno family.

Anthony Fiordillino - soldier in the Bonanno family and
brother to Giovanni Fiordillino, alleged "capo· in the
Bonanno family.
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Anthony Napo1atano - ·capo· in the Gambino family.
Fica10ra appeared to be a front for organized" crime
operations of the pizza shop industry and the cheese
industry.

Beginning in 1975,

Fica~ora

opened numerous pizza

shops in the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, area.

Subsequent to

Fica1ora's opening of a pizza shop in a town, his competition
in that particular town would either be threatened
out-of-business or burnt out-of-business.
Up to his arrest in the instant case, Ficalora's business had
two pizza parlors burned by arson in the New York area and
two in the Philadelphia area.

One of the fires in Phila-

delphia resulted in the death of the two arsonists who had
ties to the Gambino organized cd.me family.
This instant investigation resulted from the illegal purchase
of two firearms by Ficalora.
convicted felon.

Ficalora was a two-time

He purchased two firearms from Federally

licensed dealers and falsely stated on the required form that
he had not been convicted of any felonies.

Ficalora was also

an illegal alien in this country (born in Sicily).
In October 1982, a Federal search warrant was executed at
Fica1ora's residence and numerous firearms were recovered.
One of these firearms was stolen.
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Ficalora was indicted by the strike Force for five counts of
violations of the Gun Control Act.

On September 23, 1983,

Ficalora was found guilty on all counts.

Subsequently,

Ficalora was sentenced to 5 years in prison.

Rocco Filipino
2795-9489-3006S
Chicago District
This investigation involved a DEA Class violator, Rocco
Filipino, an alleged member of organized crime in Chicago.
Filipino had an extensive criminal arrest record including
batteries, firearms violations, and narcotics trafficking and
possession violations.

Filipino also had the reputation as a

"hit-man" for the Chicago organized crime family and was
believed to traffic in pound quantities of cocaine.
On April 24, 1980, during a traffic stop, Filipino was found
to be in possession of a converted, fully automatic MAC-10
machinegun, a 9mm handgun and 2 ounces of cocaine.

This

arrest and seizure was effected by the Buffa·lo Grove,
Illinois, Police Department and subsequently brought into
Federal court by ATF.
On July 8, 1981, a Federal search warrant was served on
Filipino's residence and resulted in the seizure of a handgun
by ATF agents.

A quantity of cocaine was also seized by DEA

at that time.
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On July 19, 1981, a Federal arrest warrant was executed upon'
Filipino as a result of. his possession of the firearm on' July
8, 1981.

At ,the' time of his arrest he was in possession of a

Beretta 6.35mm semiautomatic pistol.
On April 9, 1982, subsequent to a bench trial in District
Court, Chicago, Illinois, Filipino was found guilty of
narcotics possession, possession of firearms by a convicted
felon, and possession of a machinegun.

District Court Judge

Shadur sentenced Filipino to 4 years incarceration and fined
him a total of $29,009.

Filipino was also sentenced to an

additional 5 years probation, to begin at the expiration of
his active prison sentence.

Charles Thomas Indovino
Christopher Peliera
63120 85 1590 S '.
New York District
On May 20, 1987, Charles Indovino and Christopher Peliera
were indicted by the

U.s.

grand jury, Rochester, New York,

for possession of a destructive device and counterfeiting.
Indovino and Peliera had conspired with Joseph Margiotta and
John Quinn in the July 1985 attempted murder of Joseph
DiBattisto using a remote controlled bomb.

Margiotta

pled guilty to this crime.
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Indovino was an important organized crime figure in the
Rochester area, involved in loan sharking, gambling, and
murder-for-hire.
The U.S. Secret Service actively participated in thi,
investigation with ATF.
Burton Gorelick
33739 84 9997 M
Louisville Distr~ct
On February 26, 1987, in U.s. District Court, Indianapolis,
Indiana, Burton Gorelick pled guilty to one count of
violating the.RICO statute.

Gorelick was associated. with

one of the largest distributors of porno9raphic material in
the world.
As part of the plea agreement, Gorelick was to cooperat? with
the Government and testify against the distributor and two
others. Gorelick forfeited two adult entertainment businesses
which generated $2 million in,income, much of which was
unreported.
The guilty plea stemmed from

D.

joint investigation by ATF,

FBI, IRS, U.S. Customs Service, and the Indianapolis Police
Department into a pattern of racketeering activity by
Gorelick since 1976.

The investigation originated with the

activation of an ATF National Response Team to the January
1984 arson of an adult entertainment complex known as World
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Video Systems, Inc., in Indianapolis.

Federal search

warrants executed in determining the origin and cause of the
fire tied World Video Systems, Inc., and its owner, Gorelick,
to a major pornography organization.
This organization consisted of over 199 businesses across the
country which specialized in every facet of pornography,
including live nude entertainment, book stores, theaters,
drive-ins, adult novelties, and sexual aids.

These

activities were furthered by a variety of illegal enterprises
including arson, income tax evasion, insurance fraud, and
money laundering of narcotics proceeds.

Its leader had

direct ties to organized crime families in New Jersey and
Michigan.
St2bsequent to the fire, ATF obtained probable cause to search
the pornography distributors (Mohney) headquarters in Durand,
Michigan.

Execution of these warrants resulted in the

seizure of approximately

$659,99~

in cash, silver bullion and

jewelry, and over 1 million documents.

Eventually,

$4l6,~90

in cash was forfeited to the Government through the IRS.

Randolph Barsotti
939~0-85-0932U

San Francisco District
On March 21, 1985, ATF and other agents of the San Francisco
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) executed
a Federal search warrant at the estate of Randoph Barsotti.
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The search warrant was issued for firearms, ammunition, and
financial and business records.

ATF seized 2 firearms and

51HI rounds of ammunition.
Barsotti had previously been convicted of trafficking in
cocaine.

He had been targeted in a larger drug task force

investigation of the Maurtua Ledgard cocaine importation
cartel.

This investigation had resulted in the task force

arrests of

6~

persons earlier in March 1985.

Barsotti was alleged to be among the top five cocaine
distributors on the west Coast.
Michael J. Swiatek
33116-B4-2543X{
Chicago District
Michael Swiatek (age 50) had been identified by a U.S. Senate
subcommittee as a major

fig~re.

in Chicago organized crime.

He was known to be operating the Lombardo Family since
Lombardo was convicted and incarcerated.

Over a 16-month

period, ATF undercover agents made numeroUs buys of firearms,
silencers, sawed-off shotguns, and bombs from Swiatek and his
associates.
On February 27, 1986, Swiatek was sentenced to a total of

2~

years imprisonment for dealing in firearmsj dealing in
explosives, and possessing firearms and explosives while
being a felon.
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Peter Arvanitis
33117 8S 3033 N
Chicago District
'On July 13, 1987, a Federal grand jury in Chicago returned a
28-count indictment against Peter Arvanitis and 10 associates
for violations of the Federal statutes involving arson,
conspiracy, RICO, extortion, aiding and abetting, and use of
a firearm in a felony.

The heart of the indictment was a

RICO charge against four of the suspects who are members of a
Greek criminal organization, including its leader, Arvanitis.
All 11 suspects were arrested without incident on July 14,
1987.
The indictments were the culmination of a 4-year
investigation by ATF and the Chicago Police Department Bomb
and Arson Squad.

The investigation involved five restaurant

arsons, the use of extortion to acquire three additional
businesses, and the recovery of explosives and incendiary
device components similar to those used in an arson of a
restaurant in Elk Grove Village, Illinois.
The investigation uncovered evidence of other criminal acts
by members of this organization in Chicago, Illinois; Los
Ange1esl

California~

Toronto, Canada; and Pareaus, Greece.
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Peter Leventopou1os, and Robert Richards appeared in
District Court, Chicago, Illinois.

u.s.

The defendants were

ordered to be held in custody pending their arraignment on
arson, extortion, and RICO charges.
The four defendants along with six others, had been arrested
on July 14, 1987, and charged in a 28-count indictment.

The

four defendants were allegedly part of a Greek criminal
organization involved in arson fraud in the United States,
Canada, and Greece.
An additional defendant, Peter Gaitanis, was in Greece at the
time of the indictments and arrangements were made for
Gaitanis to return to the United States and surrender to ATF.

Joseph J. Boutross
3332S 84 1564 V
Kansas District
On January 9, 1987, in U.S. District Court, Kansas City,
Missouri, Joseph J. Boutross pled guilty to one count of bank
fraud and nolo contender to one count of mail fraud.

These

charges stemmed from an arson of a rental property that
occurred on December 29, 1983.

The loss was estimated at

$3SS,SSS.
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Boutross was rejected as a principal member of the Civella
organization in Kansas City.

This was his third felony

conviction.
Robert Richards
33117 85 3033 N

Chicago District
On May 15, 1986, Robert Richards, aka Joseph Moretti, was
arrested in Chicago, Illinois, by ATF agents and Chicago
Police Bomb and Arson Squad detectives.

The arrest stemmed

from the September 18, 1984, seizure of components from
destructive devices and a firearm from Richards' vehicle in a
routine stop by Chicago police.
This arrest was part of a complex investigation of several
arsons of Greek businesses in Chicago and portland, Oregon.
The arrest of Richards was necessitated after information was
developed that Richards had components in his possession to
manufacture additional devices.

The investigation involved

several individuals, including the head of the Greek
organized crime syndicate in Chicago.
Richards was a previously convicted felon and had arrests for
assault, burglary, kidnapping, aggravated battery, and
attempted burglary.
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33117 85 3935 L
On April 15, 1986, in

u.s.

Di~trict

Court, Chicago, Illinois,

Brian and David Sweiss were sentenced for their part in a
conspiracy to burn the Ziad Certified Grocery located in
Chicago.

Brian Sweiss was sentenced to 8 years imprisonment

followed by 5 years probation.

David Sweiss was sentenced to

6 months imprisonment followed by 5 years probation.
associates, who attempted on th.ree

Four

separate occasions

to

commit the actual arson, were sentenced at a later date.
Prior to trial, Brian Sweiss had been incarcerated at the
Chicago Metropolitan Correctional Center and while there, he
solicited a convicted murderer to kill the witnesses who were
to testify against him.
The Sweisses are part of the
family in Chicago.

l~rgest

and most powerful Arab

After Brian Sweiss' incarceratiQn and the

conviction of his uncle, Musa Sweiss, in late 1985, a
dramatic decline in arson incidents involving Arabs in
Chicago was noted.
This was a joint ATF/Chicago Police Bomb and Arson Section
investigation.
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33222 86 2532 M
st. Louis District
On October

1~,

1986, in U.S. District Court, St. Louis,

Missouri, Peter A: 'Tocco, an 'organized crime associate, was
sentenced to 5 years imprisonment and a probation term.
Tocco had earlier pled guilty to arson and inc'ome tax
/'

violations.
In July 1986, a Federal grand jury in St. Louis indicted
Peter Tocco and his son, Anthony P. Tocco, on three counts of
income tax violations.

Peter Tocco was also indicted on one

count of arson, stemming from his role in the April 1986
arson of his business, the MTL Frozen Food Company.

ATF and

the st.Louis Fire and Police Departments conducted the
investigation.

Anthony Leisure
David Leisure
332~~ 83 ~~U Y
St. Louis District
On May 22, 1987, Anthony Leisure was found guilty of capital
murder after a

2~week

trial in the Circuit Court of the City

of st. Louis.

:t.eisure was convicted of the automobile

bombing death of James Anthony Michaels, Sr., in September
198~.

The death of Michaels touched off an underworld

struggle for control of the St. Louis labor unions which
resulted in four deatlis and three serious injuries.
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On May 22, 1987', shortly after the verdict, arguments were
heard regarding the imposition of the death sentence.

After

several hours of deliberation, the jury assessed the ,penalty .
at life in'prison with a minimum of 50 years before parole
eligibili ty.
Earlier that date, David Leisure had been formally sentenced
to death in the murder of Michaels, Sr ••

David Leisure is

the cousin of Anthony Leisure and was found guilty of capital
.murder on April 7, 1987, in the Circuit Court of the City of
'st. Louis.
defendants

David, Anthony, and Paul Leisure and three other
w~~e

convicted in 1985 of RICO, RICO conspiracy,

obstruction of justice, and related bombing charges in
relation to the above cases.

Dominic J. Taddeo
63120-86-1567 N
New York District
On February II, 1987, defendant Dominic Taddeo, a reputed OC
leader of the Valenti Family in Rochester, New York, was
arrested by ATF agents and officers of the Rochester Police
Department.

The arrest was made pursuant to an indictment

charging Taddeo with possession of firearms by a convicted
felon and conspiracy.
This arrest is part of an ongoing Strike Force investigation
concerning four organized crime related murders in Monroe
I

County, Rochester, New York.

In addition to the arrest, a
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Federal search warrant was executed on a 1987 Lincoln Town
car that was operated by Taddeo.

The search resulted in the

seizure of four firearms, including a sawed-off shotgun and a
quantity of ammunition.

Some of the firearms recovered

matched the description of the murder weapons.

Significant Cases
Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs
Clifford Park Workman
7961-9583-IHHllN

Boston District
On september 27, 1983, ATF special agents assigned to the
Boston District Presidential Drug Task Force obtained and
executed a Federal search warrant at the residence of
Clifford Park Workman, felon and
Hell's Angels motorcycle club.

"retired member" of the
Seized at this time were 26

Title I firearms and related evidence implicating ,a second
suspect who was then an active member.
The search warrants culminated a 2-year investigation by the
ATF Boston District Office into illegal activities by the
local Hell's Angels chapter.

The information of the illegal

possession of the firearms was discovered during a
surveillance conducted by ATF and FBI special agents assigned
to the Task Force.
Workman, although technically a retired member, remains
active in the assistance he provides to the club.

This is

quite evident by the quantity of firearms he was storing fer
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club purposes.

It also should be noted that Workman was one

of the-original "Filthy Few" of the Oakland, California,
chapter and a Federally licensed firearms dealer.

His

firearms license was revoked by ATF after his felony
conviction.

Adam 1'. Fisher
5350(iJ-84-0014V
Houston District
On September 12, 1984, Adam Otis Fisher, National Sergeant at
Arms to the Bandido Motorcycle Gang, was convicted in u.S.
District Court, Corpus Christi, Texas, for Federal firearms
charges.

Fisher, a

previo~slY

convicted felon for narcotics

trafficking violations, was found in possession of five
firearms incidental to the execution of a Federal search
warrant on May 10, 1984.

The investigation was initiated by

the Gulf Coast Drug Task Force along with ATF investigators
from the Houston District Office; participants included the
FBI and the Corpus Christi Police Department.

Billy Dave Coker, et al.
39(iJ7-1l8l-!i:l(iJ07W
Los Angeles District
On September 28, 1982, 27 State search warrants were executed
in the Phoenix, Arizona, area by ATF, the Phoenix Police
Department and the Arizona Department of Public Safety in
connection with an ongoing joint narcotics and firearms
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investigation aimed at outlaw motorcycle gang members and
associates.

There were 119 firearms, including 3 silencers

and 2 sawed-off shotguns, seized.

Many of these firearms

were found in the possession of convicted felons.

Paul Seydel
Michael Carrol
Michael Jewell
Hell's Angels Motorcycle Gang
3347l-84-4922N
st. Paul District
On April 12, 1984, agents and officers of the Minneapolis DEA
Drug Task Force executed five state search warrants directed
at members and locations of the Hell's Angels motorcycle
gang, and seized two sawed-off shotguns and a rifle.
The aforementioned search warrants were predicated upon the
surveillance and "buy/bust" of Paul Seydel, in possession of
29 pounds of marijuana and carrying a loaded 9mm pistol
during the commission of the transaction.

Michael Jewell was

also arrested during the "buy/bust" in possession of two
loaded handguns on his person.

Michael Carrol was also

arrested in this matter, and the chapter financial records
were seized.
Paul Seydel was the vice president of the Minnesota chapter
of the Hell's Angels, and had been recently convicted of a
felony in February of 1984.
treasurer.

Michael Carrol was the chapter

Michael Jewell was convicted of murder in 1971,
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and prior to these events sold six stolen firearms which had
been recently stolen during the course of an armed robbery
from a Minneapolis Federal firearms licensee.

Joseph Dale Perron
63541-84 . . . 2114L
Washington District
As a result of an undercover investigation involving members
of the Phantom Motorcycle Gang, Federal arrest and search
warrants were obtained and executed at the residence of
Joseph Dale Perron, Fort Washington, Maryland, on October 25,
1984.

Perron was past president and secretary of the

Phantoms.
Information was developed that Perron maintained the
Phantom's stash of weapons at his residence.
execution of the

se~rch

Pursuant to

warrant, 14 handguns, 23

and ammunition were seized.

,~ong

guns

Assorted bludgeons, knives, and

brass knuckles were left on the premises after Prince
George's Police determined their simple possession was not a
violation.

Bill Henry Fambrougb
33745-85-4Bl9J
Louisville District
In the fall of 1982, under the auspices of the law
enforcement coordinating committee and the

u.s.

Attorney for

the Western Judicial District of Kentucky, an interagency
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Outlaw Motorcycle Gang Task Force (OMO) was formed with ATF
as the lead Federal agency.
The hierarchy and members of the Louisville chapter of the
"Outlaws" were designed as the prime targets of this
interagency task force.

From the latter part of 1982 to

October of 1984, two successive chapter presidents were
convicted on Federal firearms charges.
Beginning July 1, 1984, the OHO Task Force, in conjunction
with the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force
(OCDETF), purchased large quantities of methaqualone,
methamphetamine, cocaine, and other controlled substances
from Bill Henry Fambrough, the president of the Louisville
chapter of the Outlaws who was acting in concert with Fred
Adams, Jr., aka "Big Fred," past national president of the
Grim Reapers Motorcycle Gang, and Richard Arthur Kremer, aka
"Mandotta,n a member of the Chattanooga, Tennessee, Outlaws
chapter.
On several occasions when Fambrough was contacted by the
undercover agent, firearms were discussed.

It was evident

that Fambrough (a felon) was currently in possession of one
or more firearms.
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The investigation ended on February 13, 1985, with
Fambrough's arrest and the execution of Federal search
warrants for two locations where he had been staying
internlittently.

As a result of the searches, eight handguns

known to belong to Fambrough were seized by ATF.
On April 19, 1985, Fambrough entered a plea of guilty to an
indictment charging conspiracy and substantive counts of
trafficking in dangerous drugs in the U.S. District Court,
Louisville, Kentucky.

At the same time, Fambrough also pled

guilty 'co two informations filed by the

u.s. Attorne.l' for

trafficking in aangerous drugs and felon i~ possession of a
firearm.
The defendant was sentenced to serve a total of ,47 years
concurrent with all charges resulting in an actual sentence
of 12 years.

Alvin Hegge
Scott Howard
92900-84-0004H
Seattle District
On May 20, 1985, Alvin Hegge and Scott Howard were arrested
in Madison, Wisconsin, by the ATF led OCDETF headquartered in
the ATF Seattle District Office.

These arrests cu'lminated a

21-month long investigation of the nefarious criminal activities of the Ghost Rider Motorcycle Gang based in Spokane,
Washington.
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Hegge was arrested on second degree murder charges.

Hegge

and Howard were also arre'sted for the interstate
transportation of firearms to commit a felony.
Hegge's arrest stemmed from his participation in the July
1983 murder of a Spokane police detective, which occurred
during a botched extortion attempt to sell 81il stolen
firearms.

The firearms were previously taken in an armed

robbery.
Hegge and Howard were also charged for their participation in
a conspiracy involving seven others, in which a

~arcotics

dealer was robbed of cocaine and a quarter million dollars.
During this conspiracy, they unlawfully transported firearms
in interstate commerce to commit a felony.
Hegge was the national president of the Ghost Rider
Motorcycle Gang and Howard was a member of the same outlaw
gang.
James Cheatham
Jose Talamantes
steven Barbour
Ira Turner
5351il1il-85-1iJ1il11ilY
5351il1il-85-1il1ill8P
5351il1il-85-l:l1il19N
5351ill:l-85-1ill:l22Z
Houston District
On May 24, 1985, the above described members of the Bandido's
Outlaw Motorcycle Gang were sentenced in U.S. District Court,
Corpus Christi, Texas.

The investigation was a result of an
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OCDETF nationwide arrest effort made on February 21, 1985"
and involved the FBI, DEA, and hTF.

A total of 24 firearms

were seized from th,e 4 suspects at the time of their arrests,
all at different locations.
All

~our

defendants were convicted fe;J.ons or had lengthy

arrest records and all were charged with narcotics
distribu,tion and/or unlawful firearms possession charges.
Turner and Cheatham were convicted of narcotics violations
based upon the undercover purchases of

narcot~cs

by ATF

agents and received 3 year prison sentences.
Talamantes, the Bandido's chapter president and a felon
previously convicted of smuggling aliens, of narcotics
trafficking, and of an ATF Title VII firearms violation,
received a 3 year prison sentence for the new ATF firearms
charges.
Barbour~

previously convicted of homicide, received a 2 year

prison sentence for the ATF firearms violations.

Albert Jeavons
James Anderson
Samuel Hutzler
Jerry Oaks
William Wade.
Charles White
2294-9479-IS98F
Houston District
The above individuals were all active members o,f the Hell's
Angels with Jeavons as the main defendant

i~

this case.

A

2S-count indictment was returned charging the above subjects
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with felon in possession of firearms; possession of stolen
f·irearms; po.ssession, .manufacturing and dealing in NPA (Title
II) fir.earms; f.Uld conspiracy.

As a result qf this

investigation. 13 stolen firea£ms were recovered (purch5sed
undercover) and 9 Title I· carbine rifles were converted to
NPA

firear~

(Title II), and sold to undercover agents.

Pour

of the six defendants were convicted and sentenced as
follows:
Albert Jeavons
James Anderson
Jerry Oaks

5 years
2 years
5 years
3 years

Charles White

confinement:
confinement
probation
confinement

Louisville District
Indianapolis Post. of Duty
The Outlaws Motorcycle Club and .the Sons of Silence
Motorcycle Club both have chapters in. Indianapolis, Indiana.
They are inVOlved in narcotics dealing, prostitution,
burglaries, and illegal weapons possession.

A task force

investigation involving ATP, the· Indiana State Police, and
the Indianapolis Police'Department resulted in the following
cases:
Pogue, at al.
~3731rJ-84-251IrJL.

This investigation was part of the Outlaw Motorcycle Gang
Task Force directed at members and associates of the Outlaws
Motorcycle Club.

It

invo~ved

undercover buys and the

execution of a Pederal search li'.,.rrant: resulting in charges
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against Euwell Poque (for the receipt and possession of a
firearm by a felon) 1 Joseph Johnson (dealing in firearms
without a license); Charles Cavendish (sale of narcotics,
receiving stolen goods, and habitual offender (State

~ourt).);

Dennis Schaffer (receiving stolen goods (state court»; and
Maryland Mays (receiving stolen goods (State court·».

Daryl Sturges
33730-83-2599Y
This. case involved the receipt and possession of- firearll.ls by
Daryl Sturges, a member of the Sons of Silence Motorcycle
Club. He was charged with receipt and possess'ion of J;J.rearms
by a convicted felon.

Edwin Persinger
33731!-83-2549W.
This case

i~volved

the possession of firearms by a member of

the Outlaws Motorcycle Club and the possession and receipt of
firearms of. an Outlaws associate.

Edwin Persinger was

charged with possession of firearms by a convicted felon; and
William Pennington was charged with possession and receipt of
firearms by a convicted felon •
•1

Howard Miller, Jt al.
33730-83-2533P I
This case involved the straw purchase by two females for

/'

.

Howard Miller'l ·then president of the Indianapolis chapter of
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the' Sons of Silence.

~otorcycle

Club.

Howard Miller was

charged with receipt of firearms by a convicted felon, and
both Debra Miller and Lura Clarkson were charged with aiding.
and abetting.

Eric Borcherding
33739-83-2523L
This case involved the undercover purchase of a sawed-off
shotgun from Eric Borcherding, a Sons of Silence Motorcycle
Gang member.

He was charged with the possession and transfer

of an unregistered

fir~arm.
,.......

Dennis Christian
33730-83-2524K
This case involved the undercover purchase of two sawed-off
shotguns from Dennis Christian, a member of the Midnight
Riders Motorcycle Club.

He was charged with possession of

unregistered and illegally manufactured firearms.

steve Cass
33730-83-2526H
This case involved the undercover purchase of a sawed-off
shotgun from Steven Cass, a member of the Sons of Silence
Motorcycle Club.

He was charged with possession of an

unregistered firearm.
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,
D~rryl.DagastinQ

3.,391IJ-84-lOIJ3Y
District

~etroit

!/In November 1983., information was received· by ATF which
indicated DagasHno was illegally trafficking in firearms and
narcotics.

Investigation revealed Dagastino had

record for larceny and burglary.

It

~

lengthy

was also eA'tablished .

that Dagastino was an associate with the

De~il's

Disciples

Motorcycle Club.
ATF established surveillances of

Dagasti~o an~ ~tie

Disciples at vari.ous locations.

It was estab;I.ished that

Dagastino was operating a bar in Detroit.

The~bar

Devil's'

was

called "The Happy Landing."
An ATF informant contacted Dagastino at the bar.

The

informant, accompanied by an undercover ATF agent, Rarchased
two firearms from

Dagast~no.

Another informant was deyeloped

and he purchased 35 M-89 type eXJ?losives· from Dagastino.
Arrangements were made with Dagastino to purchase cocaine
from him at a later date.
During December 1983, Dagastino and
Florida as a result of a "reverse"

hi~

wife were arrested: in

sting~

Dagastino had

arranged to purchase in excess of 199 pounds of marijuana
from a Florida "group."

Dagastino had a

stole~

Corvette and

$14,99IJ to pay for the.marijuana.

The "group" was a

Tallahassee Police Department Task

Forc~.
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As a result of the Florida arrest, Dagastino was' too scared
to sell the cocaine

~o

the informant; however, the firearms

transactions continued.
After several weeks of meetings, Dagastino told the inf.ormant
that he had automatic weapons, explosive devices, and
silencers at his residence.

Be told the informant that he

would sell some of these items to him.
Finally, the informant saw an M-16 and several other firearms
in

D~gastino's

residence.

Due to the Florida case and

Dagastino's hesitancy to sell the cocaine, ATF obtained a
Federal search warrant for Dagastino's residence.
The warrant was served on July 24, 1984.

As a result of the

warrant, a machinegun, a sawed-off shotgun, silencers, and
explosives were seized.
Also taken pursuant to the warrant were records indicating
narcotics transactions, and receipts for PCP and LSD.
Gary H. Grinker
93350-83-3519J
Seattle District
In June 1983, ATF was advised by the Honolulu Police
Department that Gary Grinker allegedly possessed stolen
fire,arms and an illegal firearm.

Investigation revealed that

Grinker had a prior criminal history which included arrests
for rape, receiving stolen goods and possession of narcotics.
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Grinker, an associate of the Hell's Angels Moto'rcycle Club in
California, was assisting in making inroads into dealing
methamphetamine in Hawaii for the Hell's Angels.

A state

search warrant executed on Grinker's vehicle revealed a .22
caliber pen gun and a stolen handgun.

Grinker was later

indicted by a Federal grand jury in Honolulu and arrested by
ATF agents in Los Angeles.

He pled guilty to the two counts

of violating the Federal firearms laws.

Robert W. Maden
9336f1l-84-4f1lfll5W
Seattle District
In October 1983, ATF initiated a 5-month investigation of
violations of Federal firearms laws by Maden.

~he

investi-

gation revealed Maden hadpilrchased'firearmswhile under
indictment.

Following. this discovery, a search warrant was

executed on Maden's residence in southern Oregon.

Discovered

pursuant to the search was a major methamphetamine laboratory
complete with invoices of chemical purchases indicating a
production of 11 1/2 million dosage units with a wholesale
value of $2 million.

In addition to the methamphetamine

laboratory, the seizure included 39 firearms, 3 of which were
machineguns, 1 silencer, 1 silencer kit, lfll drop-in auto
sears for AR-15's, 25,fIlfllfll rounds of ammunition, and $3f1l,fIlfllfll
in cash.

Follow-up investigations led to another subject
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found. to be in possession of three machineguns and also
involved in the. manufacture of methamphetamines.

Subsequent

investigations revealed that both subjects were associated
with the Hell's Angels Motorcycle Club and it is suspected
that the methamphetamine was being manufactured for that
organization.

In June 1984, Maden

ple~

guilty to one

firearms count and one narcotics count.

Ricky Dean Miles
5327111 84 5511l2F
Dallas District Office
Ricky Dean Miles was a Mongols

Motorcycl~

dealt heavily in methamphetamines.

Gang member and

A State search warrant

was obtained for Miles' residence and a stolen MAC-10, .45
ACP machinegun was recovered along with $1111,11111111 in cash, and
a large amount of narcotics including methamphetamines,
cocaine, and marijuana.

Miles was charged with the firearms

and narcotics violations and was convicted in Federal court.
He was sentenced to 25 years in cus.tody •.

John DeFrank
Louis Giambi
6342lil 83 l524D .
Philadelphia District Office
On October 7, 1982, a raid and subsequent investigation
resulted in the seizure of grenades, firearms, an anti-tank
weapon, and large quantities of narcotics.

--

Arrested were

John DeFrank, a'DBA Class I violator, member of the pagan
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Motorcycle Gang Mother Club and founder of the Pagan's South
New Jersey Chapter: Louis Giambi, an associate of the
Bruno/Testa Organized Crime Family: and Suzanne Carlucci, a
major distributor of narcotics and listed as a DEA Class I
violator.

All three of these defendants were subjects of

previous ATF investigations.
On April 29, 1983, the suspects\ pled guilty to charges of
illegal possession of firearms ,and possession of methamphetamines, and on May 29, 1983, were sentenced to a minimum
of 3 years imprisonment and a maximum of 5 years imprisonment.
John Knight
Margaret Knight
33899 83 9991 V
Chicago District
In February or March 1983,. Outlaw Indiana Chapter President
Randy "Mad" Yager conspired with fellow members, Louis Luna
and John Knight, and Knight's mother, Margaret, to burn·
Margaret's former residence, 3265 Carlonia Street, Gary,
Indiana.

The purposes for burning the residence were to

enable Ms. Knight to collect insurance monies in order to
secure counsel to defend her son, John Knight, and to pay a
narcotics debt to Randy Yager.
On April 28, 1983, Yager

orde~ed

was accomplished the same date.

the residence burned, which
In October 1983, their

insurance company settled with Ms. Knight in the amount of
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$16,000.

In January 1984, Ms. Knight deeded" the property at

3265 Carolina Street, Gary, Indinana, to the outlaws, who now

utilize it as their clubhouse.
On March 29, 1985, defendants were indicted by a Lake County
(Indiana) grand jury for arson charges.

Bond for Yager,

Luna, and John Knight was set at $350,000 cash, and bond
for Margaret Knight was set at $1,500 cash.
Joseph"Nicolei
Robert Smith
Rebecca Head
33800-83-"091 V

Chicago District
~he

arrests of the three individuals culminated an Organized

Crime Drug Task Force (OCDETF) investigation concerning
narcotics sales by two Outlaw Motorcycle Gang members, Joseph
Nicolleo and Robert Smit:.h, and an associate member, Rebbeca·
Head.

This investigation was one aspect of the total North

Central Region OCDETF investigation against the Outlaw
Motorl=ycle Gang.
Previous to the -buy(bust& of Nicolie and Smith, Head was
arrested by ATF for being a felon in possession of a firearm.
On October 3, 1984, Nicolei and Smith were arrested by ATF
and other members of the task force as they were returning to
their vehicleR subsequent to a narcotics transaction.
Seized after the arrest by the FBI were two vehicles and
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United States currency in excess of $39,999.

ATF seized a

.38 caliber revolver loaded with "Hydra-shock" bullets.

These bullets are not armor piercing but designed to deliv'er
maximum. trauma through body fluid.
On October 4, 1984, the three subjects' appea·red before a· U.s.
Magistrate and bond was set at $299,999 cash for Smith and
$190,090 for Nicolei.

recognizance bond.

Head was released on a $4,SOg own

All three were represented by Michael

Fabing, a ·color wearing" member of the Outlaws who is alsQ
an attorney.

James E~ Brandes
9390-85-9002 K
San Francisco
In December 1984, James E. Brandes was convicted of Federal
narcotics and firearms violations.

On April 12, 1985,

Brandes was sentence to a total of 7 consecutive years
imprisonment.

The conviction and sentence were the result of

a joint OCDETF/Strike Force investigation into illegal
methamphetamine trafficking by members and associates of the
Hell's Angels Motorcycle Club.
Brandes, a convicted felon and then leader in the San Jose
chapter of the Hell's Angels, was the target of a Strike
Force investigation which later combined with the Northwest
Region OCDETF.
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Significant Cases
street Gangs and Ethnic Organized,Crime Groups
El Rukn
33899-83-9992U
Chicago District
The El Rukns had been in existence within the Chicago
metropolitan area for over 29 years.

Formerly this

organization was known as the Black P. Stone Nation which was
a violent Black gang ruled by 21 "Generals" known as the
aMain 21." For a number of years, practically every law
enforcement agency in northern Illinois had conducted
investigations on this organization, generally with little
success other than isolated cases against individuals.

ATP

had pursued individual firearms cases against many of the El
Rukns and their associates.
They

dev~loped

into the most sophisticated street gang in

Chicago with ,tentacles into Milwaukee, Wisconsin; st. Louis,
Missouri, and New York, New York.

The gang's major source of

income was from illicit narcotics and synthetic drug
distribution in Chicago and neighboring communities.

The E1

Rukns had a strong contingent in Milwaukee which was
established when their leader. Jeff Fort, was paroled there
from Leavenworth penitentiary' in 1976.

It is believed that

El Rukn members in Wisconsin may be a source of illegal
firearms for the Chicago E1 Rukns.

The E1 Rukns had long had

the reputation and record of firearms violence that
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intertwines with a myriad of crimes that include murder,
narcotics violations, extortion, armed robbery, intimidation
and other types of personal and commercial crimes.

They

effectively terrorized and intimidated citizens within the
bl'ack community of Chicago for several years.
There were over 59 readily identifiable members of the El
Rukns who took part in or oversaw the day-to-day operations
of the gang.

The Chicago Police Department Gang Crimes Unit

identified an additional 155 male adults as members of the El
Rukns and who participated in the street gang activity.
Virtually all of those members had arrest records on file at
the Chicago Police Department.
Most of the ruling body of the El Rukns, the "Generals",
were convicted felons and had no legitimate source of income.
The "Generals" and indeed the organization itself existed
primarily through the control of the narcotics trafficking on
the South and west sides of Chiqago.

The gang "owned" or

controlled real estate in Chicago gained through purchase
with illegal narcotics profits, ill.tirnidatJon and outright
strong-arm occupancy.
In April 1983, through efforts of ATF and the Mississippi
Bureau of Narcotics, a narcotics conspiracy case was
perfected against Jeff Fort (aka "Angel" and "Chief Malik")
and two of the leading 'El Rukn Generals, William ("General
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Sundown") Doyle and Henry ("General Tim") Timothy.
successful prosecution ensued.

A

Jeff Fort was sentenced to 13

years incarceration for Titre 21 narcotics and conspiracy
violations and Doyle and Timothy were sentenced to 8 years'
each on similar charges.

Michael Arbuckle
33800-83-0002U
Chicago District
It was alleged that Michael Arbuckle was involved in a murder
for hire in 1981 which occurred in Jackson County, Illinois.
At that time, Arbuckle was serving a prison sentence for a
previous murder and it is alleged that he and other
imprisoned members of the El Rukns solicited the murder for
hire of his wife.

A murder warrant was issued by the State

court, Jackson COUl1lty, Illinois, in the summer of 1984, at
which

tim~

A!buckle,

who was then on parole, fled from the

authori ties.
In late May 1985, information was received by the ATF
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) as to
the location of Arbuckle in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Acting

upon that information, a Task Force member went to
Wisconsin and in cooperation with the Milwaukee Police
Department initiated surveillance on an El Rukn safehouse.
On May 25, 1985, the house"was raided and Arbuckle was
arrested.
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Subsequent to this arrest, significant corroborating
information was gained by the ATF Drug Task Force which was
used in the ATF Drug Task Force Rico investigation against

•

the El Rukn street gang.

Shigeo Sato
93111 84 1549Z
Los Angeles District
On December 18, 1984, ATF fugitive Shigeo Sa to was arrested
by ATF special agents on Federal firearms charges.

A consent

search of Sato's residence on the sale date revealed evidence
substantiating charges that Sato illegally trafficked in
firearms internationally.
In March 1984, Interpol requested that ATF trace two u.S.
manufactured .22 caliber revolvers that had been seized in
Nagasaki, Japan.

An investigation coordinated by the ATF

ITAR Program Manager and conducted by Los Angeles ATF special
agents revealed that Shigeo Sato, an illegal alien in the
U.S., had purchased firearms for illegal international
shipment to Japan.

Japan's firearms laws are very strict and

firearms smuggled into Japan are sold at premium prices.
Investigation revealed that Sato

conspir~d

to smuggle

firearms into Japan for members of Yakusa, a Japanese
organized crime faction operating internationally.

A

complaint and arrest warrant were issued in the Central
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Judicial District of California, charging Sato with various
Federal firearms violations in June 1984.

Sato left the

united states around the same date.
fl·

On December 4, 1.984, Sato returned to the u.s. using a
passport in the name of Yuzo Nakajima.
On December 18, 1984, at 1:99 p.m., ATF special agents
located Sato at his residence in Los Angeles, California, and
arrested him.
apartment.

Sa~o

authorized a consent search of his

One: .22 caliber revolver and 199 roundS of .22

calibe.r ammunition were retained as a result of the search,
along with numerous stolen and forged Japanese documents.
Sato advised after his advice of r.ights that he had purchased
and shipped firearms to Tokyo, Japan, on two occasions.

He

also stated that he is a fugitive from justice in Japan where
he is wanted for the illegal sale and distribution of
firearms.

Sato said that i f he were convicted in Japan of

his firearms offenses, he would face a minimum penalty of 29
years imprisonment •

. Anthony Bridgeport
93189 83 5936T
Los Angeles District
Bridgeport and four subjects were arrested for smuggling
handguns to

~apan.

They had smuggled approximately 159

handguns from Tucson, Arizona, to Japan via Travis Air Force
Base.
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These firearms were reportedly sold for $1,5IH' each to the
head of the Yakuza in Osaka.

ATF seized an additional 38

handguns with obliterated serial numbers from a courier in
San Francisco.

Bridgeport was previously involved in

smuggling methamphetamine to Korea.

Bridgeport was

convicte~

of numerous firearms charges and was sentenced to 10 years in
custody.

Jose Santos
93120 85 2004D
Los Angeles District
On March 7, 1985, U.S. Immigration and Naturalization agents
arrested Jose Santos, a self-confessed member of the
"monkees," a Philippine death squad.

Santos has acknowledged

participation in 50 assassinations as a contract killer and
is alleged to have been involved in the killing of Philippine
opposition leader Benigno Aquino.

Santos' arrest resulted

from an ATF investigation into an illegal alien associate's
possession and sale of unregistered automatic firearms.
During the conduct of a Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD)
storefront operation, ATF special agents received

informa~ion

that an illegal' Philippine alien was "dealing in fully
automatic unregistered firearms.

The alien was known to

associate with an individual known as "Jun."

ATF

investigation revealed that "Jun" was in fact Jose Santos.
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On March 1, 1985, an LAPD undercover officer, met with Santos
to discuss a murder-for-hire contract.

Santos was

subsequently arrested after his identity was firmly ,proven on
March 7, 1985.

Fonesca-Caro Organization
9389B 84 BBB 2L
Los Angeles
The Fonesca-Caro Organization is a long established and
multi-family Mexican organization, alleged to be responsible
for the smuggling into the United states from Mexico
multi-kilogram quantities of heroin and cocaine and multi-ton
quantities of marijuana, and the smuggling of millions of
dollars of unreported currency out of the country.

Horma

Lerma-Fernandez is alleged to be in the hierarchy of this
organization, and was responsible for. the importation and
distribution of large quantities of drugs in the United
States, and the smUggling of automatic and semiautomatic
weapons from the United States into Mexico for the

purpos~

of

protecting drug laboratories and fields in that country.
ATprs investigation resulted in the indictment of 8 subjects
in the organization, including Horma Lerma-Fernandez and 2 of
her sons, on a total of 18 Federal firearms violations.
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Lan,Quy Chenh
33114 84 2952
Chicago District
This investigation has been directed toward the violations of
Federal firearms laws by the orga'nization known as the "Black
Eagles."

"The Black Eagles" allegedly was .,:omposed of

persons who fled from Sou.th Vietnam after it fell to the
Communists.

This particular criminal organization exists "to

fight communism" but according to intelligence, this and
other ethnic Oriental street gangs have been stockpiling
weapons and explosives in the Chicago area and their actual
purpose is to offer "protection" to persons and businessmen
from other Oriental street gangs, such as the Chinese group,
the "Ghost Shadows."

The alleged source of income for the

"Black Eagles·" has been armed· violence,
in.cocaine, extortion and burglariea.

n~rcotics

trafficking

These crimes have

mainly been directed toward the Oriental community in the.
Chicago Area, but many go unreported to the police department
because of intimidation of the populace by the gang itself
and a natu,ral Oriental reluctance to be involved with legal
authority.
The direct involvement by ATF with this ethnic criminal gang
and specifically its self-proclaimed leader, Lan Quy Chenh,
began with his arrest on February 5, 1984, by the
Police

De~artment

C~icago

for possession of three firearms.

The
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arrest of Chenh involved

111

traffic stop where a loaded pistol

was observed in plain vie'", by one of the arresting' officers.
There were' seven other persons in the vehicle at the time.
Found behind the driver's seat was a second loaded
pis~ol,

and a subsequent search of the vehicle revealed a

third fi-rearm, a loaded RPB, 'semiautomatic M-IO pistol.
Chenh's felony conviction stems from a bombing/arson which
took place at the Roxy Record and Book Company

at

231" S.

Wentworth street, Chicago, Illinois, on September 8, 1982.
He received a 1 year felony probation

~n

State court for this

violation.
During the scene investigation a letter was found which was
addressed to the Chicago Police Department.

This letter

stated that a group identified as REagle 7/" mega 7" (Black
Eagles) claimed responsibility for the bombing, which was
meant as a warning to any business that sold ·Communist
books, magazines, etc.," and that this group was formed to
combat communism. At the time of Chenh I s. arrest for this
fel~ny,

he was in possession of a firearm.

Felipe Bonilla-Romero
6316"-35-6517 C
New York District
On December 15, 1986, Felipe Bonilla-Romero, a convicted
felon and DEA Class I violator, was convicted in U.S.
District Court, Judicial District of Puerto Rico.
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Boni11a-~mero

was convicted on two'counts of possession'with

intent'to distribute narcotics and two counts of receipt of
firearms by a convicted felon.
This investigation was a joint effort between DEA, police of
Puerto Rico, and ATF.

The 5-month investigation' reS?lted in

nine ar rests and the disruption" of narcotics distribution
into Southern Puerto Rico.

Targets of the investigation were

believed to be responsible for 43 drug related homicides
beginning in 1982.
Dich Van Do, Ha Duyen Ngoc, Chi Fei Hung, and Chow Wah
4496 9983 2998N
New York District
On September 26, 1983, ATF, New York, received information
from a confidential informant that members of the Flying
Dragon Chinese Gang who are controlled by the Chinese Tongs,
had an arsenal of weapons
Pell St., New York"

~tored

at a safe house located at 12

New York.

On September 28, 1983, ATF agents obtained a Federal search
warrant based on this data.
that date.

The warrant was executed later
"

Specifically, the warrant indicated that four

illegal handguns were being stored at 12 Pell st. for
criminal use by gang members.

Upon entry into the subject

premise, four members of the gang were found sleeping on
mattresses on the floor of the apartment.

Three handguns
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were found under the mattresses and a search of the. kitchen
area produced a fourth illegal handgun.

The four gang

members were arrested for being illegal aliens in.possession
of £irearms.

Also ,detained were three bulletproof vests.

This case was coordinated with the Immigration &
Naturalization Service, the Organized Crime Control· Bureau of
the New York Police Department and the U.S. Attorney's
Office, Southern District of New York.

F. ATF Organized Crime Statistics
The statistics presented below represent the total number of
Organized Crime defendants recommended for prosecution on a
yearly basis.

rt

is estimated that La Cosa Nostra would

account for approximately 10% of ATF's O.C. defendants.
Total O.C. Defendants for Year:
1985
475
~.

1986
451

1987
479

Strategies and Technigues

.ATF-' s partiCipation with other Federal, State and local
agencies in the various Department of Justice strike forces
has proven to be successful in its ongoing efforts to
suppress organized crime groups and their illegal activities.
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The recent prosecution of several high ranking 'organi,zed
crime figures is evidence that the strike force strategy is
working.
Anoth~r

very important and successful deterrent to

o'rg~nized

crime is the Organized Crime· Drug Enforcement Task Force
(OCDETF). Among the participating agencies are ATF, Drug
Enforcement Administration, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Internal Revenue Service, coast Guard, U.S. Marshal Serv-ice,
Immigration and Naturalization Service and State and local
law enforcement agencies.

Since its .inception, the 13

regionally based OCDETF offices have made tremendous' inroads
against organized crime operations.

OVer the past few years

several hundred drug trafficking organizatipns that were
controlled by organized crime were successfully investigated
by OCEDTFJ the investigations resulted in numerouS
I

\

convictions and the seizure of large quantities of' ilIicit
narcotics.

The successes of OCDETF demonstrate the viability

of an integrated task force

concept~

local level autonomy

with national oversight.

The joint task force concept employed by ATJi' wi,th State and
local' law enforcement has also proven to be a very effective
investigative approach to combatting org,anized crime.

As

organized crime groups have become more involved in
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interjqrisdictional. criminal activity, ATF has initiated and
participated in a number of interagency task forces targeting
organized crime figures.
All oft;he organized crime enforcement strategies .described
above depend on variations in three primary investigative
techniquesl the use of confidential informers, undercover
operatives, and the extensive use of electronic and visual
surveillance operatipns.

H.Observations and Recommendations
Law enforcement is confronted with a myriad of investigative
difficulties with regard to organized crime investigations.
A major problem encountered when investigating. organized
crime groups is that their leadership is, in most instances,
highly insulated.

Longer periods of time and additional

funding are required to successfully investigate and
penetrate their operations.

Increased manning and funding

would seemingly abet the investigation of organized. crime.
Due ·to the emergence of several Asian and other ethnic
organized crime organizations, law enforcement is also
confronted with the additional problems of language and
~th~ic

barriers.

Successful investigations of these emerging

criminal organizations mandate the recruitment of the
appropriate type of law enforcement personnel; those who
possess the proper ethnic background and language skills.
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The ipcreased sophistication of today's organized crime
groups, both in the areas of operations and technological
advances, is making law enforcement efforts to

eff~ctively

investigate and curtail their illegal activities much more
difficult.

Broadening of Title III of the Omnibus Crime

Control Act 1968 to include more laws enforced by ATF, would
increase ATF'S ability to employ this very potent weapon in
its investigation of organized crime.

I.

Relationships with Other Law Enforcement Agencies

The cornerstone to ATF's approach to organized crime
investigations is that of cooperation.

As previously stated,

it is our belief that only through a cooperative effort can
the menace posed by organized crime be effectively stemmed.
ATF's commitment to cooperation is manifested by its ready
referral of information, and its development and/or
participation in task forces, both formal and ad hoc.
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Mr. Chairman and Committee Members:
It 1S indeed both a pleasure and a privilege to have been
invited to present this written statement to this committee. As
Executive Director of the Middle Atlantic-Great Lakes Organized
Crime Law Enforcement Network, (hereinafter referred to as
MAGLOCLEN), I can state that our or,ganization has been
concentrating on Organized Crime networks in the states of
Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland and the District of Columbia with connections
into the provinces of Quebec,and Ontario, Canada.
MAGLOCLEN, by way of background, is one of seven (7)
Regional Inform,ation Sharing Systems (RISS) that were created
through congressional actiQn to provide regional criminal
information exchange and other related support services to state
and local law enforcement agencies located in all fifty states.
The US Justice Department set,guidelines for the projects
which would allow state, local, and federal agencies to iden~ify,
target and remove criminal conspiracies an~ activities which span
several jUrisdictions.
In addition two main objectives were listed:
1.

To encourage and facilitate the rapid exchange
and sharing of information pertaining to known
or suspected criminals or criminal activity among
federal, state, and local law enforcement
agencies

2.

To enhance coordination/communication among those
agencies in pursuit of criminal conspiracies
determined to be interjurisdictional in nature

In addition to MAGLOCLEN, the six other RISSprojects
involved in these very important objectives are listed as
follOWS:
1.

The original project covering the southern states
is known as the Regional ,Organized Crime
Information Center. (ROCIC)

2.

The Rocky Mountain Information Network includes
the Rocky Mountain states. (RMIN)

3.

The Western States Information Network
encompasses the western states including Alaska,
and Hawaii. (WSIN)
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4.

The New England State Police Information Network
covers the New England states. (NESPIN)

5.

The Mid-States Organized Crime Information
Network incorporates the central states. (MOCIC)

6.

LEVITICUS, which focuses on coal, oil, and gas
frauds accomodates states that.· transcend the
boundaries of several projects.

\

MAGLOCLEN and the. other RISS projects are governed by an
Executive or Policy Board which sets policies to govern the
projects' activities. Geographic and regional differences are
considered when formulating pelicy for each indivi~ual and unique
project. The Executive or Policy Board consists of seasoned law
enforcement individuals with S\ unique expertise in
inter-jurisdictional Organized Crime investigations.·
To reply to your counsel's request, I will now briefly
mention how MAGLOCLEN has assisted and will continue to assist
law enforcement within its region. We must keep in mind that all
the projects perform similar functions within their own
respective regions.
MAGLOCLEN's pelicy board originally targeted La Cosa Noatra
(LCN) activities, such as arson for profit, pornography, auto
chop shops, etc., as priority areas. Emphasis was vigorously
placed on capturing information on traditional organized crime
individuals. Almost two years ago, the priorities were more
specifically concentrated on oJ:ganized crime groups and their
major criminal enterprises. Currently these priority areas are
expanded to. include La Cosa Nostra, Columbian cocaine cartels,
outlaw motorcycle gangs, other non-traditional organized crime
groups (Asian, Jamaican, etc.), white collar crime, pornography,
labor racketeering. and narcotics. The priority areas are
selected based on ·surveys of our member agencies needs.
The primary law enforcement tool developed b¥ all the
projects is a regional data base. By requiring members to input
quality information into the project's data base, a constant
buildup of information becomes readily available to all members.An immediate referral process is set in motion when entries are
submitted or inquiries are made of the data base. Agencies which
have shown a previous interest in that particular subject are
notified that a new agency has inquired about or submitted an
entry on that subject.
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Referrals are also made utilizing our staff's knowledge of
the specialization of their individual member agency's
personnel. As a result of such referral services, MAGLOCLEN was
able to greatly assist its member agencies in several LCN
investigations.
For example, a central New York state agency (Colonie, NY
Police Department) received information on criminal activity
allegedly transpiring within its jurisdiction. Through MAGLOCLEN
and its services, this agency was put in touch with Suffolk
County Police Department, Long Isl~nd, New York. The result was
an investigation of LCN figures traveling from Long Island to
central New York for criminal purposes. Both agencies began
cooperative efforts which enhanced the in~estigatio~ in central
New York.
Another example where MAGLOCLEN's referral services were
used to assist law enforcement occurred when a,New York City
Member agency (New York County District Attorney's Office) was
put in touch with a member agency from Quebec, Canada. The
result was the rapid exchange of information. on meetings between
organized crime figures from New York City and Montreal. This
information exchange aided the New York City agency's
investigation and prompted an investigation, within Montreal.
With the help of MAGLOCLEN services in the technical and
financial field, as well as MAGLOCLEN's data base, a Maryland
agency was helped in their investigation of LCN figures operating
between Maryland and North Carolina. With further help from
MAGLOCLEN, ties were also established with the state of New
Jersey.
.
To further explore how important these regional projects
support law enforcement in multijurisdictional cases, a New York
City member agency was able, with MAGLOCLEN's help, to conclude
an LCN investigation which had connections between California and
New York. Federal prosecutions were begun in California as a
result of this information exchange.
MAGLOCLEN's sister project, the Regional Organized Crime
Information Center was able to substantially assist a Florida
member agency ~ith an LCN investigation. This resultea in
several criminal cases with numerous pieces of intelligence
information developed on major members of the Pennsylvania based
Bufalino LCN family.
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These are only a few exampl es of how MAGLOCLm and its
sister RISS projects have assisted laW enforcement efforts in
investigating La ,Cos a Nostra activities.
Other major services MAGLOCLEN has been able to provide to
combat La Cos a Nostra activities include strategic and tactical
analytical products. Strategic assessments were made in the
early 1980's on the five New York based LCN families and have
been constantly updated. Ad ... ·· ':ional assessments were done on
o'ther LCN families within the MAGLOCLEN region. Tactical
analytical capabilities utilized include telephone toll analy.ses
and link charts.
.
.
The purpose of such assessments was to enlighten law
enforcement membership about the various crime families, trends
being observed in their criminal activities, and the
interjurisdictional nature of all the families •. The hope being
that with these and other assessments completed on
non-traditional organized crime goups, the law enforcement
community within MAGLOCLEN and throughout the other RISS projects
will be able to properly address their problems utilizing a more'
analytical concept. The final goal: a complete understanding of'
the organized crime groups. Law enforcement 'ifill benefit with
the knowledge that MAGLOCLEN can refer agencies to each other,
direct agencies towards strategic analyses within their area of
concern, or simply educate members as to what might be OCCUrring
in their own jUrisdictions •.
We have also shared information at MAGLOCLEN sponsored
intelligence conferences and training sessions, including
training on La Cosa Nostra in the early 1980's. Presently
MAGLOCLEN is endeavoring to give an overview on organb:ed crime
as law enforcement sees it today.
MAGLOCLEN fUrther hdped our member agencies by sharing
information at a Labor Racketeering"Conference on La Cosa Nostra
and other oranized crime groups in November, 1987. This was
co-sponsored with the OS Dept of L~bor.
MAGLOCLEN has been compiling statistics on other criminal
organizatiqns and is preparing assessments on Jamaican,
Columbian, and Asian Organized Crime groups. We are also
preparing an assessment on pornography and its impact within the
MAGLOCLEN region. It is important, that Law Enforcement move
vigorOUSlY against such otJiler groups and develop stratagies to
attack such criminal enterprises.
At MAGLOCLEN's conference in May', 1988, we will be working
with the FBI, Department. of Labor, DEA, and state and local
agencies to capsulize various organized crime groups. I have
attached a tentative agenda for this conference, as well as our
Jamaican Organized Crime Conference scheduled for June, 1988, for
your review.
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The purpose of these training sessions or conferences is
two-fold. First, they provide our members with current
information which may assist them in their investigations.
Second, they encourage contact wi th counterparts throughout' the
region. This facilitates the rapid exchange of information
through personal contacts and future networking when the
participants return to their respective agencies.
.
MAGLOCLEN also provides equipment, such as video equipment,
dialed number recorders and special lenses, which is used by our
163 member agencies,. consisting of over 100,000 sworn law
enforcement personnel, during the course of their investigations.
Overall, MAGLOCLEN is serving their members to the fullest
extent by enabling these agencies to combat organized crime to
the best of their ability.
We appreciate the opportunity to speak today before the
committee, and we thank you for your generous support.
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TENTATIVE AGENDA

IIAGLOCLBII
IIODBIIH 'rIlEIlIJS III ORellllIlBDCRIIIB:
TRADI'UCllAI;' lIIID Ra.TRADI'l'ICliAL
DanI~,

PDllSILVlIIIIA',
, MAY 24-27,'1988

IiOiDAY,

lIAr 23, 1988

3:00-5:00 p.m.

Registration (Chester County Room)

TUISDAY, MAY 24, 1988

8: 00-11: 00 a. m.

Registration (Chester County Room)
Conference Commences (Grand Ballroom)

12:30-12:45 p.m.

Wel00aio9 Beaarka
Gerard P. Lynch, Esq., Executive Director,
, HAGLOCLEN
Leroy Zimmer.an, Attorney General,
Pennsylvania Attorney General's Office
Ernie Preate, District Attorney,
Lackawanna County, (717) 963-6717

* * * *

~I'l'ICliAL ORellllIIBD CRIIIB

* * * *

12: 45-1: 15 p.m.
Ralph Salerno, Retired, New York City
Police Department, (803) 775-2809
1:15-2:15 p.m.

·Ca.aiaaion

ea..

Inreatigatioo-

Jim Koasler, Coordinating Supervising Special
Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
New York, NY (212) 553-2700
2:15-2:30 p.m.

BREAK
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2:30-3:30 p.m.

-Italian Fa-ilies·
Unlt Chief Bil'! Rice, Federal Bureau of
Investtga,tion, Washington,. DC, EuropeanASian Drug Traffic Unit, (202) 324-5705
- Sicilian
-·La Comorra
(Naples, .Italy)
-.N'drangheta
(Calabbria Region, Italy)

3:30-4:15 p.m.

-Labor and Organized CriaeDeputy Director Ray Maria, U.S. Department
of Labor, Washington, DC (20~) 523-8545

4:15-5:15 p.m.

-other l"_ilies·Scalish l"_ily- (Cleveland, OH)
Sergeant Robert Cermak, Cleveland Police
Department, (216) 623-5535
-DeCalvalcante l"_ily- (New Jersey)
Detective Dan Cortese, New Jersey State
Police, (201) 938-2992
-Bufalino and La Rocca l"_ily· (Central and
Western Pennsylvania)
Trooper Paul Andrejko, Pennsylvania State
POlice, (717) 693-2442 - Bufalino
Trooper Louis Genti19, Pennsylvania State
Police, (717) 429-2861 - La Rocca

5:15-7:00 p.m.

HOSPITALITY (Chester County Room)

WBDIIBSDit, iii! 25, 1!J88
7:45-8:30 a.m.

COFFEE AND DANISH (Grand Ballroom Area)

8:30-9:15 a.m.

-Scarfo l"_ily UpdateKlaus Rohr. Supervising Special Agent,
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Philadelphia, PA (215) 629-0800

9:15-10:00 a.m.

835 Organized Cri.. Baaicide.Captain Francia Friel, Commanding Officer,
Intelligence Unit, Philadelphia (PA)
Police Department (215) 978-3918
-2-
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10:00-10:10 a.m.

BREAK

10:10-:11:00 a.m.

"S Pa.ily UpdateJill Kossi"!o!r, Coordinating Supervising Special
. Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
New York, NY (212) 553-2700
- Columbo
- Genovese
- Bonanno
- Luchese
- Gambino

11:00-12:00 p.m.

-Italian Rational Police-

12:00-1:00 p.m.

LUNCH BREAK

1:00-2:00

p.m.

-aua.otti (Roche.ter, BY) and "gaddino
(Buffalo. BY) LCII
Colonel David Luitveiler, Assistant Deputy
Superintendent, New York State Police,
Albany, NY (518) 457-3869

2:00-2:30 p.m.

-Canadian LCII-.
Staff Sergeant Ron Sandelli, Metropolitan
Toronto Police Force, Toro,nto, Canada,
(416) 973-0264

2:30-3:00 p.m.

Perapact ye.-

,

SOlltb Plorida

Captain Doug Baaa, Director, Metropolitan
Organized Crime Intelligence Unit,
P.O. Box 350536, Fort Lauderdale, FL,
33335 (305) 523-3200
3: G\l-3: 15 p. m.

BREAK

3:15-4:00 p.m.

-Organised Crt.. Biker PanelSergeant Terry L. lat., Intelligence
Unit, Maryland State Police,
(301) 799-0190
Senior Xnveatigator Lou Barbaria, New
York State
Police, (212) 399-4970
.
'

.

Detective Warren Mabay, New Jersey
'State Police, (609) 530-5710
4:00-4:30 p:m.

-C&alno'. aDd Organised

Crt..~

Deputy George Benning.on, Director of
Operations, New Jersey Division of
Gaming Enforcement, (609) 292-5113
-3-
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4:30-5:00 p.m.

aKanaging Organized Cri.e Infor.ants·
Special Agent Chuck Conley, Pennsylvania
Attorney General's Office, Trooper, PA
(215) 631-5979.

5:00-7:00 p.m.
:!'BtJRSDAY, MY

HOSPITALITY (Chester County Room)

26, ISB8

• * **
7:45-8:15 a.m.
8:15-8:30 a.m.

ROII-'rRADI'rlmlAL OItGARIIBD CIlIIIB

*** *

COFFEE AND DANISH (Grand Ballroom Area)
Opening.a..arks'
Col. Justin Dintino,New Jersey State
Commission of Investigation,
(609) 292,..6767

8:30-9:15 a.m.

·OritintalOrganized Crt. . Assistant District Attorney ··hncy' Ryan,
New York County District Attorney's
Office, New York, NY (212) 553-9000

9:15-10:00 a.m.

-"rcotics and Asian Organized Cri.. GroupCGroup Supervisor Richard,LaMagna, U.S.
Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement
Administration, New York, NY
(212) 399-2966/2967

10: 00-10;30 a. m.

·.igerianOrganised.CriaeInvestigator John O'Connell, Drug
Enforcement Task Force, New York State
Police, Albany, NY (518) 457-3869'

10:30-11:00 a.m.

-Isreali Organised CriaeSpecialist Sheldon Barsky, Intelligence
Research O.S. Department of Justice,
Drug Enforcement Administration, New York,
NY, (212) 399-4960

11 : 00-11: 15 a. m.

BREAK

-4-
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11:15.,1.2:15 p.m.

• ...riean Black Organsied

Cr~·

Serg.ant Larry Gerholt, New York Police
Department, Iritelligence Unit,
(212) 741.,.8455

Supervisor Jia SWeeney, Federal Bureau of
'Investigation, Philadelphia~ PA
(215) 829-2720

Detective Marion Wheeler, :Cleveland (OH)
Police Department, (216) 623-5535
'Detective'Carl Shoffler, Washington (DC)
Metropolitan Police Department
(202) 727-4312

Serg.ant Dennia Bllia, Indiania State Police
Indianapolis, IN (317) 232-8280
12:15-1:00 p.m.

-au••iaD

Org&D1a.a

Cr~-

Detective Joel Caapanella, New York City,
Police Department, Intelligence Unit
(718) 802-2241

Special Agent ,Bill Moachella, Pederal Bureau
of Investigation, New York, NY
(718) 455-3140

Detective Peter Grininko, Kings County
District Attorney's Office, Brooklyn,
NY, (718) 802-2525
1:00-2:30 p,.m.

LUNCU:EON wi th Guest Speaker

3:00 p.m.

ACTIVITIES (Golf Outing, Casino Trip, Tennis,
Bowlirig,' etc.)
HOSPITALITY (To be announced)

ftIDaY, MY 27, 1'"
7:45-8:30 a.m.

COPPEE AND DANISH (Grand Ballroom Area)

-5-
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8:30-9:15 a.m.

-Jaaaican Organised Cri. . •
Special Agent Steve Pirotte. U.S. Department
of Treasury, Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco.
and Firearms. (ATF) Washington, DC
(202) 566-7845

9:15-10:00 a.m.

·.on-~raditional

Organised Cri. .·~rend.

Ronald Gold.tock. Esq •• Director. New York
Organized Crime Task Force. White Plains,
New York, (914) 682-8700
10:00-11:00 a.m.

·Coloabian Organised Cri. . Senior Inve.tigator Mike Kluaacek, New York
State Police, Albany, NY (518) 457-0276
Special Agent Mike Ti.ko, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Newark, NJ (20J.) 456-9250
Special Agent Dick Pekete, U.S. Department
of Justice, Drug Enforcement
Administration, Philadelphia, PA
(215) 597-0957

11:00-11:30 a.m.

-Greek Organised Cri.eSpecial Agent Mickey Dawkins; Federal BureaU
of Investigation, Philadelphia, PA
(215) 829-2733

11:30-12:00 p.m.

-Protecting Organised Cri..

Info~t.·

Tom Rapon., U.S.Marshal, U.S. Marshal's
Service, Philadelphia, PA (215) 597-4305
12:00-12:30 p.m.

-Roney Laundering aDd Organised Cri. .Group Supervisor Francis X. Cunningham,
U.S. Customs Ser.vice, Philadelphia, PA
(215) 597-4305

12:30-1:00 p.m.

-InterpolSpecial Agent Joseph Wilson, U.S. Department
of Justice, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
and Firearms (ATF), Washington, DC
(202) 272-8383

1:00 p.m.

CLOSING REMARKS

-6-
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4

BXlfIBI'l' U(,),. 46
CITY OF CHICAGO/DEPARTMENT OF POUtE

'1121 South 5.... St,.. t

Chicago, IIlInol. 60605

Eugene Sawyer, Acting Mayor
leRoy Mlrtln, Superintendent of Police

,20

Jimuary 1988
RECEIVED BY
SENATE PERIoIANENT
sceCOMM, ON INVEST1OATIOHS

Senator Nunn
Omnittee on Governnmltal Affairs
Senate Permanent Subocnmittee
on ,Investigatioos
W~, DC 205~0-6250

JAN 26198a

pear Senator Nunn:
Upon recei¢ of your letter via the Office of the Superintendent
of Police, the undersigned caused an indepth research to be conducted
with regard to yOur requested infornatioo.

With reference to the years in question, 1982 thru 1987, you will
find attached case descriptions and overviews listing investigations,
their conclus~ons, and court dispositions and cases pending in court.
We sincerely hope the sulmI.tted report will aid you and yoor
subcomrl.tt"", stoff in the hearings that you have scheduled. .

If we can be of further assistance to you please feel free to
contact us at 312-744-0201.

spect

a.~
~

19IrS;-:--"

ganized Crine Division .
Olicago Police Department

JilX:mb

Att.
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..: '( ,~

"

CASE. DESCRIPTION
"Omega"

1986

Investigatioh il1 conjunction
with DEA, centering in
northwest side of Chicago and
northwest suburbs of a large
midwest narcotic trafficking
operation. involving Florida
connections and believed to
have ties to syndicated
organized crime. This
investigation is still
currently being pursued, and
additional results are
forthcoming.
"Oasis"

OVERVIEW

The principal target of this
investigation has been
arrested. Definite ties have
been made to organized
crime. To date 7 individuals
have been indicted and'
convicted in federal court,
rece1v1ng sentences from 2
to 20 years. To date, over
17 million dollars in
cocaine has been seized. In
addition, 17 federal
indictments are pending.

1984

Investigation developed regarding an auto theft operation being conducted by
individuals, wl).ile on a work
release program.

Two individuals were
determined to be involved in
two specific incidents
relating to auto theft.
Subject's were arrested on
warrants, indicted in state
court for grand theft and
received a three years
prison sentence upon
conviction.

"TEK"
Investigation conducted in
conjunction with. F.• 'B.I.,
bas~d on information of
narcotics, weapons and
explosives violations in-.
volving organized crime
suspects.

Inve'stigation resulted in
numerous purchases of
cocaine, explosive devices,
gun silencers and illegal
firearms, (machine gun'&
sawed-o~f shotguns), from
suspects. A multi-million
dollar robbery conspiracy
also was uncovered. six men
including a member of
Hillside's Police and Fire
commission, and two repute.d
crime syndicate figures were
arrested on charges of
taking part in gun, bomb and
drug trafficking. Four of
the men, including the
Hillside official, (who
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CASE DESCRIPTION

"Chisel"

1980 - 1985

Task force investigation in
conjunction with F.B.I.
initiated in 1980 and
cumulated in. 1985. The
investigation was directed
towards the organized
criminal activity of stolen
auto's. chop shop's,
racketeering, conspiracy,
mail fraud and interstat~
transportation of stolen
property.

"Airport"

OVERVIEW

1982

Infonnationdeveloped from
confidential·infonnant and
verified by investigation
procedures conducted in
consort with the F.B.I.
involving individuals
identified with syndicated
organized crime activities
in the greater metropolitan
area of Chicago.

Based on evidence gathered
resulting from this
investigation 6 search
warrants were executed
against targeted businesses.
Records seized resulted in
additional information'
leading to the seizure of 30
stolen vehicles; 3~ complete
front end assemblies; 786
doors and numerous other
vehicle parts records. and
documents. Examination of'
these documents revealed a
system of using fictitious
auto companies and the
laundering of same through
a currency exchange. Based
on the evidence uncovered, a
total of 26 individuals and
2 businesses were indicted,
resulting in total
convictions, receiving
sentences ranging from
probation and fines to 8
years in the federal
penitentiary. In addition, 7
other individuals were
charged and/or indicte.d and
convicted of charges
directJ.y related to this
investigation.
In~esti9ation revealed that
a "street tax", amounting to
payoffs, was being assessed
against auto wrecking yards
and shops, x-rated movie
theatres and illegal
gamblers under intimidation
of threats of violence.
InVestigation resulted in
the return of 8 federal
indictments, 6 of which
resulted in convictions
receiving sentences ranging
form probation to 30 years
in prison.
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CASE DESCRIPTION

"Charter Boat"

operated a loop· jewelry
store) were indicted on
federal charges and
convicted in court.

1985

Investigation into vehicle
theft ring which stole
vehicles in Chicago and
then transported to two
locations in Wisconsin.
The stolen vehicles were
then re-tagged or the
bodies switched and resold.

"Remy Martin"

Five individuals were
indicted by the Federal
Grand Jury and convicted of
Interstate Transportation of
Stolen Motor Vehicles.
Defendants were convicted
and sentenced to from 2
years to 10 years in federal
prison. Fines and
.
restitution were also levied
on the defendants.

1986

Investigation based on
allegation of infiltration of immigrant female
Korean prostitution operation into oriental
restaurants and bars, as may
relate to a Korean crime
group.with ties to Japanese
organized crime.

Undercover investigation
identified 7 locations which
had been infiltrated by an
organized prostitution
operation. Subsequent raids
were conducted based on
evidence gathered leading to
the arrest of 49 persons.

"Operation Double .score" 1986
Joint investigation conducted
with the Illino~s State
Police, Cook and Du Page
Counties law enforcement
agencies, into organized
syndicate gambling operations.
"Operation Super Score"

Investigation resulted in 15
locations raided, 16
indiviuuals arrested
~140,000 USC and 500,000 ih
betting records seized.
Indictments pending.•

1987

Continuation of the above
investigation based on
records seized into syndicate
gambling operations in Cook
and Du Page Counties.

Additional locations
identified and subsequent
raids made. 3 individuals
arrested, $10,000 in bets
were recorded by
investigators answering
telephones after recorded
gambling records were
destroyed by arrestee's by
use of water soluble paper.
Indictments of syndicate
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CASE

PESCR~

, OVERVIEW'
gambling and obstruction of
justice pending before the
DuPage county Grand JUry •.

,-

"Tabascq"

1987

A joint inves't:igation' '"
undertaken wH:h the special
Prosecution Ullitof the
State I s 'Attonll~y Office,
into a prostitution and
escort se~rice with ties to
syndicate organized crime.
This investigai:ion, was
prompted by thE\ Federal
investigation, Operation
Safe Bet, which was a credit
card billing sting operation of the F.B.I.

surveillances indicated that
the money taken in from the
prostitution service,was
collected from prostitutes
and delivered to a location
in Chicago. Based on the
information gathered during
the surveillances, and
subsequent investigation,
sUSPected activity was
sUbstantiated. Search
warrants were executed on
persons; vehicles and eight
suspected locations used in
the operation, resulting in
the confiscation of over
$75,000 in USC and Checks',
as' proceeds of the operat:i:on'
as woall asvarious.records
and other documents.' Cook
CoUnty Grand Jury
indictments pending.
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CASE DESCRIPTION
"Chisel"

1980 - 1985

Task force iJllvestigation in
conjunction '~ith F.B.I.
initiated in 19BOand,
cumulated in 1985. The
investigation was directed
towards the organized
criminal activity of stolen
auto's, chop shop's,
racketeering, conspiracy,
mail fraud and interstate
,transportation of stolen
property.

"Airport"

QVERVIEW

1982

Information developed from
confidential informant and
verified by investigation
procedures conducted in
consort with the F.B.I.
involving individuals
identified with syndicated
organized crime activities
in the greater metropolitan
area of Chicago.

Based on evidence gathered
resulting from this
investigation 6 search
warrants were executed
against targeted businesses.
Records seized resulted in
additional information
leading to the seizure of 30
stolen'vehicles; 33 complete
front end assemblies'; 786
doors and numerous'other
vehicle'parts records and
documents. Examination of '
these documents revealed a
system of using fictitious
auto companies and the
laundering of same through
a currency exchange. Based
on the evidence uncove~ed, a
total of 26 individuals and
2 businesses were indicted,
resulting in total
convictions, receiving
sentences ranging from
probation and fines to 8
years in the federal
penitentiary. In addition, 7
other individuals were
charged and/or indicted and
convicted of charges
directJ,y related to this
investigation.
Investigation revealed that
a "street tax", amounting to
payoffs, was being assessed
against auto wrecking yards
and shops,. x-rated movie
theatres and illegal
gamblers under intimidation
of threats of violence.
Investigation resulted in
the return of B federal
indictments, 6 of which
resulted in convictions
receiving sentences ranging
form probation to 30 years •
in prison.
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CASE DESCRIPTION
"Omega"

1986

Investigation in conjunction
with DEA, centering in
northwest side of Chic.ago and
northwest suburbs of a large
midwest narcotic trafficking
operation involving Florida.
connectiona and believed to
have ,ties to syndicated
organize~ orime. This
investigation is still
currently being pursued, and
additional results are
forthcoming.
"Oasis"

0YERVIEW
The principa1 target of this
investigation has been
arrested.·~efinite ties have
been made to,Qrganized
crime. To date 7-individuals
have been indicted and
convicted in federal court,
receiving sentences from 2
to 20 years •.To date, over
17 mill!~n dollars in
cocaine has been seized. In
addition, 17 federal
indictments are pendi~g.-

1984

Investigation developed re~
garding.an auto theft operation being conducted by
individuals while on a work
release program.

Two individuals were
determined to be involved in
two specific incidents
relating to auto theft.
Subject's ~ere arrested on
warrants, indicted in state
court for grand theft and
received a three years
prison sentence upon
conviction.

"TERn
Investigation conducted in
conjunction with F.B.I.,
based on information of
narcotics, weapons and
eXPlosives violations involving organized crime
suspects.

Investigation resulted in
numerous purchases of _
cocaine, explosive devices,
gun silencers and illegal
firearms, {machine gun &
sawed-off shotguns}, from
suspects. A multi-million
dollar robbery conspiracy
also was uncovered. Six men
including a member of
Hillside's Police and Fire
Commission, and two reputed
crime syndicate fi~Ares were
arrested on charg~s of
taking part in ~An, bomb and
drug trafficking. Four of'
the men, including the
Hillside official, (who
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operated a loop jewelry
store) were indicted on
federal charges and
convicted in court.

CASE PESCRIPT:t;ON

"9harter Boat"

1985

Investigation into vehicle
theft ring which stole
vehicles in Chicago and
then transported to two
locations in wisconsin. ,
The stolen vehicles were
then re-tagged or the
bodies switched and resold.

"Remy Martin"

Five individuals were
indicted by the Federal
Grand Jury and convicted of
Interstate Transportation of
Stolen Motor Vehicles.
Defendants were convicted
and sentenced to from 2
years to 10 years in federal
prison. Fines and
restitution were also levied
on the defendants.

1986

Investigation based on
allegation of infiltration of immigrant. female
Korean prostitution operation into oriental
restaurants and bar~\, as may
relate to a Korean clrime
group with'ties to Japanese
organized crime.

Undercover investigation
identified 7 locations which
had been infiltrated by an
organized prostitution
operation. Subsequent raids
were conducted based on
evidence gathered leading to
the arrest of 49 persons.

"Operation Double Score" 1986
Joint investigation conducted
with the Illinoxs State
Police, Cook and Du Page
Counties law enforcement
agencies, into organized
syndicate gambling operations.
"Operation Super Score"

Investigation resulted in 15
locatinns raided, 16
individuals arrested
$140,000 USC and 500,000 in
betting records seized ..
Indictments pending.

1987

continuation of the above
investigation base~ on
records seized into syndicate
gambling operations in Cook
and Du Page Counties.

Additional locations
identified and subsequent
raids made. 3 individuals
arrested, $10,000 in bets
were recorded by
investigators answering
telephones after recorded
gambling records were
destroyed by arrestee's by
use of water soluble paper •.
Indictments of syndicate '
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CASE DESCRIPTION .

«?v£RVH;W .
gambling and obstruction of
justice pending before the,
DuPage County Grand Jury.

"Tabasco"

1987

A joint investigation
undertaken with the'special
Prosecution Unit of the
State's Attorney Office,
into a prostitution and
escort service with ties to
syndicate organi~ed crime.
This investigation was
prompted by the'Federal
investigation, operation
Safe Bet, which was a credit
card billing sting opera~
tion of·the F.B.I.

,

.

Surveillances indic~~ed that
the m~ney taken in from the
prostitution serviqe.was ' .
collected fro~ prostitutes
and delivered to a location
in Chicago. Based on the .
information gathered during
the surveillances, and
subsequent investigation,
suspected activity was
sUbstantiated. search
warrants were executed on
persons, vehicles and eight
suspected locations used in
the operation,. resulting in'
the confiscation of over·
$75,000 in USC and Checks,
as proceeds of the oPe~ation
as well as various records
and other documents. Cook
County Grand Jury
. indictments' pending.
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COL. "OBERT E.SCHEETZ, CNtD"O'~/C~

EXHIBIT NO. 49

METROPOLITAN POLICE

IB~~~ENT

CITY OF ST. LOUIS. 1200 CL"fIt" AVENUE. ST. LOUIS. MI5SOU'U .3103

January 22, 1988
RECEIVED I!Y
SENATE PERMANENT

SU8COUf..t, ON IN'JESnClA11ONS

JAN 261988
Mr •. Sam Nunn, Chairman

committee on Governmental Affaira
Washington, D.C. 20510-6250
Dear Senator:
Per your request, attached is a statement from the
Saint Louis Metropolitan Police Department regarding
organized crime investigative activity in our area for
the period of 1979 to 1987.
I hope this information will help your Subcommittee
during the hearings.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to submit a
statement, and. if I can be of any further assistance,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

~~~{t;-G:~
Robert E. Scheetz
Colonel
Chief of Police

RES: sma
Atta.chment
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METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOUIS
lntr~-Dopartment

DATE:

Report end Correspondence Sheet'

January 20, 1980
Colonel Robert E. Scheetz, Chief of Police
Lieutenant john M. Letz, Commander, Intelligence Unit
Harry 8 .• Haggar .. Supervisor

FRO~l:

Sergean~

SUBJECT:

Response to
Affairs

UnIted States Senate .. Committee on Governmental

COPIES SENT TO:

In response to your directive concerning correspondence dated

December 17,1987. from the United
Affairs, the followln!1

States senate

correspondence

indicates

Invest {get ions

is

that

focus' fng

the

fts

attent ion

of organizad

inv fted

to

Department

t

Police

Oep~rtment

between 1982

fnd ictments,
h~s

on

Further •. ;he

committee has

statement regard frig or,gan 'zed 'C?r {me

specific inquiry

end' prosecut ions

participated

~nd 1987. and .. any

Tlils-

are~.

Noted in that correspondence was the
invest: iga't ions.,

Subcommittee

on law enforcement efforts and

crime.

iii'

submit

investigative activities fn our

Perml!llnent

Senate

prosecutIons in the area

our

Committ:.ee on Governmental

InformatloO') Is being furnished for your r-evlew.

in Involving

concerning what

the St. Lou Is Metropo I itan
La Cos a

Nostra activities

investigat"ive efforts which were coordinated

wfth other federal and/or state law enforcement agencies.
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:n this

response,,1 would like to

criminal groups

course.

Includes

other forms
area of

the

~raditional1Y

the La COS" Nostr".

of Organized

St. Lou is

Nation.

Investigations.

sum~~rize

referred

to

Cr.lm.e,actlvlty.

which not

b~t

would

offer

some

I"

to

detail.

agencies and have been successful

the cur.rant stetus of some

Organized

whtch of

Crime.

Additionally. I would like to address

is exper, iel"!C ~ng,

like

,as

only the Metropolitan

is.. no doubt:, prom inant throughout
fur~her

comments

on

,,"ecent

which have been coordinated with federal
In our attempts

~o

control

these patterns

of organized crime.

By

the

early, 1980.'5.

In

what

may be defined as the La Cosa Nostra

and/or re)ated types of organized crime mobs. a

to have occurred.

skimming fro~ some Las

Vegas Casinos
th,~'!Iselves

Louis. they had en,trenched

locals.

power was noted

~nd in

th~ Metropolttan

area of St.

into, power f?osftfons wf.thi.n area union

A decline In strong, leadership of tho:' LCN and a riSing ambition for

power within
Violence.

decline of

Prior to this period the LCN had been prominent In profit

and control

In summ<:,rY,

of tr,e un.lon local by the Leisure Mob resulted In

th.et chronology of vi,elene" ~n.d other

related event's

is as follows:
NOVEMBER ,B. 1979 - John Paul Spica. an LCN associate
who had Jus~ begun a move to ~inffltrate a

local.

labor union

Is killed In a car bombing out;slde his hom'1_

AUGUST 31. 19BO St. Louis,

df~~

Tony Giordano. head ,?f "he LCN In

of cancer.

John Vftale eakes over as

Inter 1m head of the I,tallan fact ion_
SEPTEMBER 17. 19BC) -·J"mes Michael,,:. head of the Syrian
organ ized

Cl"

fme f.lt,ct ion and in contro 1 of c:'\e of the
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labor union locals. 1$ kfl led .. hen" bomb ."~plod,,s In
his "uto ,,~ he Is 'travelling on ,,'St. Louis hlghw"~.
AUGUST 11. 1981 - Paul Leisure. form .. rl~ the major
It-muscle"' for the Syrfan crfmfnel alamen't an~ responsible

'for ,the

Col"

bombing of Mlch"als. is critic.. l i~ injured

whan " bomb explodes through his auto as he l.eves his
residence enroute to work.
SEPTEMBER", 1981 - Charles 'Johnn~" 'Mlchaols,
(grandson of James 'M'lch"els), "nd an "ssoci'ate,
Dennis Da~, are wounded In a shotgun,ambush at the
Edge Restaurant (a popular hangout for' organized crime
figures In St. Louis).
OCTOBER 16, 1981 -

Georg~

James Michaels) Is killed

·sonn~·

b~

Faheen. (nephew of

" bomb Bxploslon In his

auto as he starts his vehicle In an apartment building
parking garage In Downtown St. Louis.
JUNE 5, 1982

~ Joh~

J. Vitale; Interim head of the

It .. lian F.. ctlon. dies of ha~rt dlse"se.
JULY 31. 1982 - l.elsure Ii"ng member MIchael Kornha'rdt
Is found murdered (shot to death) In an open field In
the neighboring

count~

of St. Charles.

APRIL 14, 19'83 - Paul LeiSUre. Anthon~ Leisure. "nd
David Leisure. and "II gang members of theIr so celled

"

"No Name" g"ng ara epprehended
enforcement authorities.

b~

federa 1 and loc ..,l

law

ihey are cha~ged with ~ultfple

counts stemming from car bombfng murders of James Michaels,
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George Faheen. the fatal shooting of Michael Kornhardt, and
the'shotgun wO,undlng of "Johnny' Mlch"els "nd hls,,,,,socl,,te.
Paul Leisure and five gang members.
David

Leisure,

(Paul's .. cous1n),

CarbZlugh ware conv·icted

offenses

r~ngtng

to

fr~m

Anthony Le,lsure

federC!ll

end

state

courts

racketeer;~g,

conspiracy,

rival faction.

James A

Michaels III

for

a

v,ariety of

obstruction of

manuf"cturlng a destructive device (bomb). to murder.
of a

(Paul's brother).

Charles Lpwe, Steve Waugamon, and Robert

In 1984.

and former

Pol,lce ,?hlef Milton Russell Schepp were found gullt,y

Justtc~,

two members

St. George Missouri

of charges relating to

the car bombing of Paul Leisure.
Throughout those
Agents of the Feder,al

Tobacco,

~nd

invest i gat f ons, memb.ers of o,ur Department and Spec f el
Burei!lu of

Ffrearlfls

Investigation and

conducted

,mutu~.11y

II

investigation which resulted

in

subjects

violence.

involved

In

this

the

,indictment

after those subjects were. convicted in
and contr ibut.ad

the Bureau

cooperative

and

of Alcohol.
and

cohesive

of numerous

err-ests

Additionally. those federal agents.
Fede~al

Court,

fully

particip~t~d

in

in the successfu 1 prosect ion of some of those subJects when

they were tried and conVicted In State Circuit Courts.
As

th!St

chronology
organized

tr~dition~l

Indicates.

crime

gangs

the
in

power

of

the

the St. Louts Brea

ineffective. when you compare their present status to that of

Murder.

imprisonment.

recognized leadership

these

groups

may

be

and

death

of these
at

by

natural

mobs.

present,

causes

and

bec~me

other

somewhat

Pbst history.

greatly reduced the

l:Iowever d 1m In Ished
there

LCN

the strength of

exists en element which remaIns

entrenched in local union, leadership positions and influence.
For

One local

~~ampla,

four labor union locals remain influenced by mob elements.

has hfstorically

been under

the control of Meast side- criminal
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influence dating back to the days of Frank "Buster" Wortman.

by mombers

is influencecl

of the

La Cose

Nostra in

A second local

St. Louis.

The third

un!o.n. ·e ... "ditionally Influenced by the "Syri"n Faction". which w"s headed by
tho

l"te

Jimmy

1980-1981.

Mlch"els.

was

successfully taken over by the Leisures in

Th"t union Is now fully controlled by new leadership elements of

the LCN ''''nea "he incarceration of the Laisures and their gang memb ........
fourth union, mentioned is controlled
~oufs

by

the

Chieago

LCN

with

The

local St.

·caret~kersM.

Aside from

these four labor locals. " local of the Oper"ting Engineers

Union was infiltrated by the
~we1ve

years

elements..

In '984,

side"

"east

Tha~

ago.

loc.,l

union

members

of

-this

crlmlrial
rem" ins

element

relating to

a bombing

explosives,

The Investigation was conducted

elements "pproMlmately
Inf'luenced'

were

by these mob

convicted

on chargos

of a union h811. possessing a bomb. "nd transporting
JOintly by

the Federal Bureau

of Investigation and this Dep"rtment,
As a

LoU Is.

ffnal note

on this summary of tradtefonal organized crime in St.

It ,Is Important to note th"t there present ly appe"rs to be efforts of

:ebulldlng

and

reorganiZing

the

LCN

through

"

newly emerging Sicilian

'element which operates through tne fr"mework of the old La COS" Nostr".
Their' criminal activities appear to be In the
~nd

narcotIc tr"fflcklng

money leundering.
Another

investigation

our attention

in

1984,'

corpor"ta umbrella
Louis

the

araa of

are~,

m~in

of Comp-Tech

where tt

thrUst of

recre~tiona1

are~

related

That

est~blfshed

tho

~o

operaelng

CorporatIon. suddenly
it's

or9~nfz~tfon's

~ctivities

organized crime

organIzation,

under

came to

the broad

appeared in the

corporate business

office.

~t.

However,

illegal ectfvfties took place in the

and small towns surrounding the

L~ke

of the Ozarks area in
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,..,laBour; .
Th"t corporation.

..nd Its m.. ny subsidiarIes. beg"n purch .. slng mil Hons

of do'llars worth of property and business.",

In

the' Lake

Area.

In "hat

Investlg .. tlon. whIch was Initl .. ted by our Dep .. rtment·s IntellIgence UnIt and
the 'St. Louis Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

disclosed that

the presIdent of this corporat'lon had close ties to organIzed crime.
~een

discovered that the president of Comp-Tech had once
of now

a

It was

close associate.

deceased Meyer Lansky. an organized crime principle In Florida.

corpor .. te official "Iso had tlas to members of

the Columbo

The

Organized Crime

Family.
That ,cooper .. t ;ve Invest Ig'at Ion expanded to ihc lude the Intern .. I Revenue
Service

.. nd

the

investigation

Missouri

St .. te

ser~ous

were

Highway

racketeer-fng, money launder thg, ~nd

Presently.

violations

as

there

those

remains

nlirC01:'tc$

CountIes

of

Camden.

Miller.

of

"hat
l~bor

possible

coll .. psed.

taxes have

arid

In

corruption.

troff {ck tng.

Comp~Tech

under

doll .. rs In federal .. nq state liens In unpaId
MIssourI

Disclosed

political

InvestigatIon

an

businesses

P.. trol.
of

implications

St.

criminal

Two million

boen fIled

In the

LouIs agalnst.Comp-Tech.

Numerous cIvil suits have been filed by Individual Investors.
In 1986 and 1987. thIs Department
Federal BLire .. u

federol
stemming

8

cooperative case

with the

of Investigation Into a drug trafficking oper,,,tlon funded by

a Slclll .. n f"ctlon
fnvestigation

worked

In

the

concluded

St.

Louis

recently

area.

when

five

The

first

subJac~s

phase

of this

were indicted on the

level for conspiracy to distribute cocaine. a vlolotlon of Title 21.
from

their

narcotic

Mlssou'ri ( .. St.·Louls suburb).

operation

between Florida end St4 Charles.

ThIs Investigation

task forc", case under OCDETF Case Number SC-MOE-034.

is'"belng

conducted Os ..

Addi:lonal charges may
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be filed on members of this group for
in the

ne~r

n~rcotlc

and

money laundering charges

future.

Another type of organizational crime. to be mentioned In brief.
of

local

motorcycle

Motorcycle Gang.

An

gangs.

Though

ex .. mplEi

the loc .. l

sophtstfcated o,.gl!lni·z,ationlll structures

left unchecked.

of

this

chepter- In

of

Is

the

St. Louis

som,a orgonfzed

Is that

El Fo"".tero

Is far from the
'crim~

oroups, if

they may re .. llze the reputation of more notable biker gangs

associ,ated with organ.fzed crfme~

In 1970 .. this group.
Galloping Goose,

a brother

club of- '"nother motorcycle

The E 1

emergad.

For .. stero estab llshed .. chartar i!lnd by-

l .. ws Identical to th .. t of the Galloping Goose.
these two motorcycle

To d .. te.

clubs have

Loulsiana;

MfnnfJapolfs,

Loc .. lly. their membership Is

These

members.

two

all pr .. ctlcal purposes.

charters In St. LOUis and Kansas City.
Iowa: Wichita

Missouri; Des Moines and Sioux ctty,
Orlo.et;ns,

For

are one in the same.

g~ngs

these two

gang. the

·Minnesota;

approximately

clubs,

on

a

and Topeka.

Kansas; New

California.

and Los Angeles,

one

national

hundred

level.

and

have

fifty active

a

large male

membership .. nd a substantial female following .
.
The three primary

trafficking,

sources

prostitution.

of

and

income

the

,

of

these

clubs

ara narcotfcs

softle of stolen motoreyc'les and parts.

These crimes are committed. by the 1% outlaw gangs and their aSSociates.
G~11oping

Goose

and

the

El

For~stero's

1%

The

outlaw motorcycle gangs arB

closely associated with the Hell's Angels Outlaw Motorcyclo Gang.
In 1986-87. the Missouri
undercover investigation

State Highway

by

a

Federal

a nina aonth

into the ~ctivities of several members and persons

associated with the El Forasteros.
indicted

Patrol conducted

Grand

Jury

As

a

result.

numerous

su~Jects

ware

and prosecuted by tho Drug Task Force
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Office. of the United
h~ve

subjects Who

States Attorney

been

tried

h~ve

In St.

Others indicted have entered guilty ple~s.

offenses such
Methaqualone,

Ourlng the

as d fstr f.but ion

LOUis.

To date,

all of the

been convicted on a variety of
Those convfc~ions were

of '''ethamphetam ina,

COClJ

ch~rges.

fer such

fne. Mer {Juana. and

Conspiracy to Distribute Cocaine. Car"ryfng A Concealed Firearm

Commission of

a Felony, and Possessing a Firearm by a Convicted

Felon.
In recent years, we have recognized the existence and expansion of non-'
organfz~tfons.

traditional organized

crfme

crimes go

what is

far beyond

organized crime

--- MThe

perceived to

Mafia N

Illegal

activities.

Unlike

consplra~orfal

An
~ommon

example

of

this

goals

~re

to

engage in

and executed form of criminal behavior

of Individuals.

organized

criminal activity, which has become a

pattern of organizational crime Is that of Black Organized Crime drug

traffickers.

One' such

example

Is

an

Investigation

Department's Int." IIgen.ce Unit Into the Illegal
major drug

distributors In

the St.

set up

b

Initiated by this

drug activities

Louis Metropolitan

Cocaine distributors were believed to be supplied by
who had

traditional concept of

predatory street crime, this organized crime

pl~nned.

ne~work

Involving an Intricate

be the

The St. Louis area also has those groups

•

of organized criminal gangs who's

activity is a rational, well

As most metropollean areas, OUr

Area.

a former

of several
These major
St. Loulslan

base of operations In Los Angeles for the sole purpose of

avoiding law enforcement In St.

Louis

and

taking

over

as

thD principle

Cocaine and Heroin trafficker/supplier for many of the major drug dealers In
the metropolitan
Angeles drug

area.

This Investigation

trafficker, John

later disclosed

that this Los

Alvin Payne, was the source of Illegal druge

for other major dealers In the cities of Alton and East St. Louis, IllinoiS;
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Llt~le Rock, Arkanses; Greenville, Mississippi;
Following an

extensIve Investigation

'anb

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

In cooperation with the Criminal

)nvestlgatlon Division of the Internal Revenue SerVice and
of

the

Federal

accepted

by

agencies,

Bureau

the

Investigation,

of

working

In

case was presented to and

Crime

Drug

Enforcement

conjunction

with

the Drug Task Force Office of the

United States Attorney-Eastern District
surveillance, (through

tng

i

Organized

of

The Wiretap,

Missouri,

delivery

of

responsible for
LOUIs

dealers

Cocaine

that

the

In December 1986,

shipped

~he

drug

1987, on

John AlVin Payne.

St.
to

collecting hundreds
for

Initiated electronIc

deeler being

other Investigative facts developed, led to e

contact/supplier for
Insuring

the

These

P~Yne.

along with

St. Louis

responsible for

Force.

Louis drug

second electronic surveillance (wiretap) In January
of the

Task

the use of Title III Legislation),

on the telephones of Lee Autry Wright, a major St.
supplIed by John AlVIn

the local office

Louis
St.'

drug

This contact was

traffickers received

Louis.

of thousands

the telephone

This same contact was

of dollars

from the St.

shipments, then making sure John Alvin Payne

recefved those funds.

EventuallY,

that

Investigation, (Task
and seizure of a
Area.

Organized
Force Case

ten kilo

Crime

Drug

Enforcement

SC-MOE-031), resulted

Cocaine shIpment

to the

Task

Force

In the InterruptIon

St. Louis Metropolitan

On March 25, 1987, following the delivery of CocaIne, (still packaged
~o

in foreign wrapping), from Los Angeles

taken into

custody.

Following that

law enforcement officers, consistfng
Department, Special

Agents of

St.

LoUis. several

persons were

seizure and arrests, over one hundred
of the

the FBI,

St. Louis

~etropolftan

IRS-CID, and DEA,

the executfon of fourteen search warrants fn the St. Louis

Police

participated In
Metropolit~n

Are~
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and

fOll,..'

search

Wc!lrr~nts

in

.L~s

Ange.le~

.... Cal tforl1ia"

which

WBrs

executed

simultaneously.

As .. result of thIs InvestIgatIon the folloWIng

pr,opertles were seIzed

for eventual forfeIture:
Cache Inn Motel,

located in Los Angeles, CalIfornia.

This was the base of the drug dIstribution '9perations of
John A lV,ln Payne and his twIn brother Thomas Ervin Pay"",
(also Indlctad as "co-def<;ndant).

The Payne

the principle owner of thIs business, however
the name of a nominee.

B~others

are

It was fIled under

Valued at approximately $2.5 mlllipn.

The residence of John Alvin Payne, ,Los Angel,es, CaHfprnla.
Listed under the name of a nominee.

Valued at approximately

$275,000.00.

Escrow accoUnt containing $50',000 .. 00.

Payne was in the process

of purchasIng another motel for several millIon dollars.

Five rehabilitated rental properties located In St. Louis, as
Investment properties.

Payne had Invested $160,000.00 In

cash in the purchase and construction of these propert.tes

In 1986.

A lata

was

Also

~odel

<!I 150

seized

Chevrolet, Corvette. belonging to John Alvin Payne

setzed.

~s

a

result

of

the

fnves~igatfon

and search warrants
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executed ~t prfv~te resfdences.
were,

$35,000.00

Jewelry, fUrs.
aec~use

of

lerge

of

West who

Motel

,~nd

method

It

w~s

properties In

Cache Inn

the need

Auto Sales,
Illegal

~rose

the Mid-

determined that the, Payne a.-others used th..

L.os Angeles

motel

Cocaine to not only St. Louis drug

those huge

leunderlng

~ddltlon~l

a high level of distribution

but, those drug traffickers In

Los Angeles,

World Class

of

of expensive

conce~l

travelled to

drug prof Its.

re~ched

bulk

aver~gs,

doposlt boxes

numftrOUS vehfclesa

had

high-grade

traffickers on a bl-weekly

s~fe

bank

and

Currency, numeroUs Itoms

~nd

Cocaine,

Organlz~tlon

the Payne

amounts

St~tes

United

In

ffre~rms.

businesses,

to

'lot only "s a b.:;se of operations, but a

drug

and St.

Louis,
~lso

In Los Angeles Wore

Reh~bllitated

profits.
~nd

purch~se

the Intended

used/ to be

and rental

l~under

used to

of an
drug

profits.
In

June

~

1987,

Federal

Indictment, supereeded by

a

charging

In

fifteen

people

Grand

thirty
a

iSB ~

That

investlg~tlon

mfllion dollars in real
Investigation disclosed

est~te

a

Indictment

Conspiracy.

Distribute Cocaine, FedeNIl Tax Law

Enterpr l

Jury returned" twenty three count

count

Violations

propertIes.

f~lrly

and

resulte~

.. Iso

In

September 1987.

Possession With the Intent to
Contl.nulng

.. Crlmln .. l

In the sel~ure of several
~nd

currency,

sophisticated method

vehicles.

The

of money laundering

through buslnes" .. nd rente I properties to conce"l th .. profIts gained through
Illegal

drug

trafficking.

defendants In this TDsk Force

thf .. ty

Th~t

C~se

Is

set

count Indictment naming fifteen
for

trial

on

April

25. 1986 •.

FollOWing that trial, an addltlon .. l twenty persons fDce a similar Indictment
as " result of
Payne

Brothers

the Investigation.
as

a

major

Coc·~

This Investigation

ine

source),

disclosed that, (the

sever~

Influeneed/affected by t'he drug distribution network

1 hundred paople were

of

~his

org"nlzatlon
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(See

a~~achment

This

t~sk

for Organizational Chart).
force case Just described is tyoical of some present ongoing

investigations.
nature

In

Also

which

typical

cur

of

invBs~i9ation

this

Department

and

is

the cooperetlvB

the local offfce of the

enforcement agencies conduct fnvestigations of ~utual concarn~
note,. this

DeplIrtment receives

flne cooperation

Office and the entire office of the United
of

Missour

t.

The

success

herein would not have

been

of

from the

feder~l

law

As an added·

Drug Task Fore"a

States Attorney-Eastern District

all tho completed Investigation described

possible

had

It

not

cooperation of the United States Attorney's Office.

been

for,

the'complete

That OCDETF concept not

only authorlz"d speCial federal deputation for the St. Louis Pollc';, Officers
assigned

to

the

Task

Force

Case, but also provided funding through this

program for reimbursement of hundpsds of hours of.case related
thousands
travel,

of

dollars

for

lodging, etc.).

~vail~ble

a success.

related

to the investigation,. (I.e .•

This concept of cooperative law enforcement through

the Org,mlzed .Crlme Drug
m~de

expenses

overtime and

through that

Enforcement Task
progr~m

m~de

Force'. and

the John

the fundIng that Is

Alvin Payne investtgatton

Without' all those factors. the investig~tion would not have had

those fine results.
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~
L. HALL
D. I1DYE

L. CLAYBORN
II. GurllRIE

G. JONES OTHERS
D. BLANI<E'lSHIP

ORGANIZED CRIPIE DRUG ENFORCEI1ENT fASI< FORCE
JOHN ALVIN PAYNE. ETAL
HIIRCH 1'187
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EXHIBIT NO. 50

I'Ot.ICE DEPARTMENT
HEADOUARTEJIII. ff!:ANKUM .:MIAM
PH~

. . CITY ,OF PHILADELPHIA

,.,..mvANIA 111.

KEVIN M. TUCKER

0-_

January 19. 1988

RECElveOBY

•• ~ATE PERMANeNT
wv

I. ON INVESTlGATlONS

JAN 25 19aa
r':'\.'CRlTV 0FnC!;

The Honorable Sam Nunn
United States Senate
Chairman. Committee on Governmental Affairs
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
Washington. DC 20510-6250
Dear Senator Nunn:
Thank you for your letter dated December 17. 1987. requesting information
regarding the organized criminal activity of the La Cosa Nostra Family in the
Philadelphia region.
Enclosed is an overview of this activity prepared by the Special Units of the
Philadelphia Police Department charged with the, responsibility of monitoring
and investigating organized crime members and associates in our city.
As y(IU will see from this report. the Philadelphia Police Department has
recently experienced great success in participating in 'the arrest and
prosecution of major crime figures in the local La Coss Nostra. 1 firmly
believe that this success is the result of the Joint Task Forc,e approach which
combines the talents and resources of local. state and federal agencies.
This "multi-agency" attack on organized cri_ supplements and complements each
agency's expertise and resources. Additionally. this approach expands the
judicial forum in whiCh law enforcement officials can successfully prosecute
thlese individuals.
.
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January 19, 1988
Page 2

Senator Sa .. Nunn

This overview of criminal activity of the Philadelphia La Coja
Nostra is not representative of the various ethnic/national
groups which ~re8ently engage in o~sanized crime. Nor does
this overview attempt, in any way, to derogate the legion of
achievements and contributions that Americans of Italian
descent have provided and continue to provide our country.
Xn closing, we of the Philadelphia ~olice Department are
available to provide any additional information or testimony
that you may deem necessary.
.
Sincerely,

(~~S~
KEVIN H. TUCKER
Co .... isaioner
KMT:nm
Enclosure

"
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*
KEVIN M. TUCKER *
* Police· Commissioner *
.

.

1 -19-1988
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<CR][MlIN&lL AC1rlIVJITY·
]1982.,,]1987

••
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, I

I.

HISTORY, PROBLEMS, AND POWER STRUGGLES

h :cdern day history of the Philadelphia La Cosa Nostra (LeN) Family would

begin

~,ith

the elevation of Angelo Bruno to the position of "Mob Boss" in the

year of 1959.

The infamous mob conference held in Appalachin, New<York on

November 14, 1957, resulted in the exhting Philadelphia Hob B09s, Joseph Ida,
,fleeing America in fear of government prosecution.

In his absence, Angelo

Bruno. was able to peaceably lay claim to the Philadelphia LCN Family.

On the surface, Angelo Bruno rUled the LCN Family with patience, tact and
diplomacy for more than 20 years.

So efficient and uneventful was his reign,

that Mob watchers began to view the Philadelphia LCN as a group of aging and
benevolent busine8smen who conducted social gatherings 80mehowconnected with
the "innocent" vice of gambling.

That mistaken illusion of innocence was permanently shattered on March 21,
1980, when a double barrel shotgun blast wss diocharged into the back of the

head of Angelo Bruno as he sst in a car near his modest rowhome in South
Philadelphia.

This event irrevocably dispelle,d the myth that any LON Family, even t'he family
of Angelo Bruno, could remain forever non-violent.

Within one short year. the

entire hierarchy of ,the ruling mob had been eliminated.

In addition to the

murder of Bruno, 'his'consigliere - Antonio Caponigro, Caponigro'.
brgthe~in-le~,

Alfred Salerno and Caporegiaea, John Simone and Frank Sinaone

vere all murdered.

Their bodie. were either mutilated or stuffed in
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plastic trash bags and dumped Qn debris-strewn lots.
bodies bore· mute
them.

testi~ony'to

The condition of their

the low, esteem in which their murderers held

The unmistakeable symbolism of torn twenty.dollar bills: stuffed into.

the body cavities of Caponigro. and Salerno, led

i~vestigators

to conclude that

their greed and avarice had contribu.ted. to their deaths.

At the close of'1980, warring factions of the LCN family eliminated the'Bruno
ties to organized labor with the assassination a! union leader,. John
McCullough.

This close associate of Bruno ·was· murdered. in t'he kitchen of his

own home before the horrified eyes of his'wife by a
a flower de liveryman'.

mo~

assassin disguised as

Thus, after 20 years of relative tranquility, the

Philadelphia'LCN Family entered into an' era of internal violence.
violence culminated in' the murder of the head of the LCN,

hi~

This

consigliere, two

major capos, the leader of the moh's. lucrative gambling. enterprise, and the
most influential City

la~or

leader with unmistakeable ties to organized crime.

After the death of McCullough, an uneasy truce seemed.to settle·.on the
divided factiona of the Philadelphia LCN.

For the next year,. the LCN seemed

to conduct their activities in a "business as usual" manner whil'e l-aw.
enforcement officials were hardpresaed in finding information which would. lead·
to the arrest of the perpetrators.

In the wake of the Angelo Bruno murder, his underboss. Philip' "Chickemaan!'
.

Testa,.ascended to the rank of

I

b~s~

of the Philadelpnia LeN· family.
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During Teata'. ahort-lived reign, violence; .'eemed to aub'stde except for the
murder of a low-level mob

enforce~

named Frankie StHitano.

However, this undeclared truce vas broken on March 15, 1981, when a bomb
composed of 20 sticka of dyn.. ite, roofing nails and B-B shot was detonated by
remote control as Philip Testa vas about to inoert his house key into the
front door of his home.

T~e

ensuing blast killed Testa and ushered in a wave

of violence which was pre8ided over by Testa' a successor to ,the LCN Family.
Nicodemo "tittle Nicky" Scarfo.,

Investigators now believe the murders of Angelo Bruno, Antonio Caponigro,
Alfred Salerno. ,John Simone and Frank Sindone occurred as a result of an
, internecine war.

An attempt by Caponigro to

ta~eover

the mob and his failure

to gain the support of the ruling mob families, resulted in his death and the
death

Of his supporters.

The murder of Bruno's 8ucc;essor. Philip Testa. resulted from the unchecked
ambition of his underboss. Peter Casella.

'Casella's ullsuccessfui at,tempt to

take control the Philadelphia FaiDily precipitated the bombing of Philip Testa
at his home.

Casella died of natural causes while in exile.

During prior mob regimes, mob assassinationa were ordered to advance the
interests and influence of the organizat io~,.

However, during Scarfo 18 t,enure

as crime boss, mayhem and murder Vere not a mean a to an end, but an end in
itself.
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Source inforaation indicatee that' these Mob murders (appro~imately 21 )
co_itted during Scarfo's reign were directed .·for vague and il.l-defined
.rea.ons. auch as implied grievailcu;. lnaolt.·either·Teal .or imqined. ·o.lt
ai.ply because those who ordered theae deaths could do

~o

vith iapunity.

In .aU probability. this senseless· level of violence. more than aO)1 other
factor. caused disruption. dissatisfaction and defection within the Scarfo
. Family.

Members of the Scarfo Family who incurred· the disfavor of ''Little

Nicky" knew there could be' no appeal
their lives to seek the

prote~tion ~f

fro~

his wrath and ultimately fled for

the government.

The defections of these ·family members have greatly

cootribut~d

to the

collective knowledge of the LCN by Law Enforcement officials and thereby
enhanced prosecutorial efforte against the entire Scarfo organization.

Today. the future of tht Philadelphia LCN is in grave doubt.

Its direction i8

inextricably tied to 'the fortune of its boss. Hicodemo Scarfo who facea
aeeaingly in.uraountable legal obstacles.

In addition to being convicted of

Federal Racketeering chargeo.Scarfo currently stand. accused of directing the
~rder.

of two Philadelphia mob members aod for the involvement in fourteen

!!dditional mob related .urden.
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• On

Jl1n\lary 11, 1988, Scarfo and ei,hteen member,s of his inner circle v~re

charged in a Federal Racketeering Influence and Couupt Organbation ca~~
(RICO).

This case lists thirty-six racketeer:ing acta.

In spite of this success, law enforcement officials mu.t remain vigilant.

It

would be extremely naive to believe the end of orga!,i&e~ c~i",!, is at han~:
Many nov atand in line awaiting the'ir opportunity t!' pick up vh~re Scarf9 left
off.
all

Enormous amount. of revenue are at stake.
~ut ~ffor't.

unit,ed

~n

Authoritiea must engage in an

their deter.ination. to prevent

group from ever again establishing such a viOlent

~ny

individual or

organi~ation.
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CUUBNT OPEllAnONS

The onloing a_blinl operation. conducted by the Philadelphia LCN h' the
fund_ntal .ource'of incOllevhich.upport. varioue LCN criminal activitie ••

G~ling

operation •• uch as: nu-berll. aporta-bettin'g. horse wagering. etc. haa-

provided the

financia~

wherewithalthroush which the

purchaa~

and iaportation

of the key'eleaent of aeth_phetDine P2P (Phenyl-2-Propanone) is aade
possible.

The Philadelphia LCN 'aaUy .ought to IIOnopoliae the acquisition.
diatribution. and aale of this' key el ...nt. thereby.

~atabli.hing-a

atranglehold on the aetha.phet_ine aarket in-the Philadelphia region.
A~lditionally.

the LeN collecta a ".treet tax" on the proceeds received by- the

d~al~r. of aethslllphetaaine.

The illustration on the following pase deaoaetratea how gambling operations
finance the ... jor Cliiainal acitivity of the Philadelphia LCN.
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Tbe following Philadelphia Police Departaent unita are charged with the
rea~neibility

A.

of invea~igating organized criae 'activity:

ORGANIZED CRIHB/INTELLIGEHCB UNIT- Thia unit gathera, collecta. and
dis ...inatea'intelligence inforJllation concerning organised criae activit,.
in the 'Philadelphia Region. Inforaation ia provided to inveatigators and
to other LavEnforcement Agenciea. This unit is. the, lead agency for ail
Philadelphia Special 'Units

inveati8ating~t&*nisedcria.

activity and

coordinates Task Force activities and providea .anpover to a •• iat other
inveatigative unita.

B.

BOHlClDE TASK FORCE -'Coapoa.d of .embera of the Philadelphia

Po~ice

,Departaent Homicide Unit. Organized CriaetIntelligence Unit. Federal
Bureau of'

Inv~.tigation.

Pennsylvania State and Nev Jeraey State Police.

This Taak Force investigates aordera of Philadlephia LCN F.. ily aeabers
and asaociatea.

C.

SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS UNIT (SIU) NARCOTICS - Investigates ..jar suppliers
of narcotics and the dietribution locations. SIU coord.inatea
investigations with Federal and regional Dr.ug Law Enforcemellt Agenciee.

D.

CITY WIDE VICE - Enforceaent of g_bling.

pro.tituti~on.

and acta on intelligence ·inforaation received from

and liquor lawa.

'~he Org~nized

Criae/lnteHigence Unit.
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IV.

JOINT FEDERAL/PHILADELPHIA POLICE BOHlCID! TASK FORCE REl'QRT '.,'
'

.

A.

.

,:

.:

PREFACE:

;"

.

'

.

~

.

ORGANIZED CRIME ACTlVlnES AND GROUPS
'0:.,"

B.

TASK FORCE

1.

PAST:

BlSTORY. AND ACCOIIPLISIlMENTS

2. . PRESENT: . STAWS AND EVALUAnm.
'I.

C.

•...

IlKCOtIMENDATIOH' to FUroRE' CcMaTMENT
' ~.

..

D.

CONCLUsiON

.'
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A.

PUJI'ACE

Organi&ed Cri.e-.is a constantly chan&ing subculture in our society
influenced·by.any factors.

It is important to realize that

anythina writteti Qr reported about organiaed'crime,today aay not be
accurate toaorrow.

The illegal activities- associated with-organised crime include, but are
not Ii.ited to:

a_bUng, drug trafficking. lolinsharldng, extortion,

prostitution. and .urder.

Trafficking in.illegal drugs and 'murder have

beco.e a _jor sOltrce of pover and wealth' for the SCARFO Philadelphia
(LCN) Cri.e Fa.ily.

This realisation of wealth generated frQ1ll,drug

trafficking prompted

th~

SCARFO Faai1y. in. 1985. to atteapt to control

over.ll P2P importation and distribution.

P2P (Phenyl-2-Propanone) is a

. .jor·_precur.or in the ..nufacturing of Methamphetamine.

'DIe "HOB"· abo

intended to levy a "street tax" on all Methamphetamine 801d in
Philadelphia •

.• (The hOB. in thi •• aection of the-report. refera to the Scarfo LCN Cri..
V_By).
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80 one group, though, bas a aonopoly on organized crime activities, but '"
.any continue to strive for more power and wealth.

Known Organize~ Cri.e

groups operating in the Philadelphia area include the La COBa NOBtra
(Scarfo Family>, the Sicilian Mafia, the Jamaican "Shower Posse," the
"Family," a~d others along ethnic and racial backgrounds.
within the Scarfo Crime
independe~t

groups to

Faai~y

e~pand

Currellt'turmo'il

makes it p08sible for these and other

their activities without fear of harassment

from the ''Mob. II

In the event curr,ent Bnd future prosecutions against Scarfo end his top
lieutenants Bre successful, a new boss will emerge.

Meanwhile,

des~ite

the problems facing the Scarfo Family, other family members and associates
will attempt to control their illegal activities in Philadelphia.

;

It is crucial at this time for the Philadelphia Police Intelligence and
Organized Crime Units and City-Wide Vice Units to properly identify
emerging organized crime groups and document their status, structure,
strength, and potential, as well as their cooperative or violent
interaction with other groups.

Due to the magnitude of organized crime,

no sir.tgle law enforcement, agency is capable of designating suffic.ient
reBources to totally eradicate organized crime.

Therefore, a joint

investigatory effort, involving all law enforcement agencies, must be more
comprehensively developed.
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TASK FOR.CE
1.

~AsT:

History and Accomplishments

In April 1982, then Police Co_iedoner Morton B. SololDOn, met with
Speci,al Agent In Charge John Roglm of the FBI, for the-purpose of
forming a LCN Homicide Task Forc;e.

The Task Foree, .consisting of five

Philadelphia Police Homicide Detectives and two FBI Agents, bagan
.investigating the unsolved LCN murders, ..,hich began on March :U,

198~,

with the .shotgun 91aying of Family BaSIl Angelo Bruno.

From March 21, 1980 thru March 1982, approximately eighteen persons
associated with the Philadelphia LCN were killed.

Those

ViCt~8

found

in Philadelphia and th •. resulcant, investigations were· turned-over· to
the 'newly-formed 'Task Force in April 1982.

These homicide

investigations included the following reputed,LCN members and
associates:
ANGELO BRUNO

3/21/S0

ALFRED SALERNO

4/19/Sr1

AKTONIO.CAPONIGRO

4/21/S0

JOHN'SIMONE

9/18/80

'FRANK SIRDONE

10/30/SO

JOHN McCULLOUGll

12/16/80

FRANK STILLITANO

2/26/81

,PHILIP TESTA:

3/15/81

STEVE llooRAS

5/2'7/81

JENETTE CURRO

5/27/81
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JOIIH CALABRESE

10/6/81

FRANK NARDUCCI

1/7/82

DOMINIC DEVITO

2/25/82

ROCCO MARINUCCI

3/15/82

FRANK MONTE

5/13/82

ROBERT HORNIKEL

1/27/83

PASQUALE SPIRITO

4/29/83

SALVATORE TAMBURRINO

11/3/83

ROBERT RICCo BENE

12/6/83

SALVATORE TESTA

9/14/84

FRANK D'ALPHONSO

7/23/85

Prior to the formation of the Taek Force, Howard Dale Young plead
guilty to third degree murder in the JOHN McCULLOUGH case and
implicated Williard Horan as the shooter. Moran

was

~'~b8equentiy

convicted of first degree ~urder, and within weeks, began cooperating
with the Ho~icide T.ask Force.

Moran's cooperatioo re.~lted in the

arre.t and conviction of Raymond Martorano end Albert Daidone for
fint degree murder in the follow-up )k:Cullough trial.

John

McCullough, hoad of the local Roofer;. Union, had been a close
associate of Angelo Bruno.

After Bruno'. death, HcCuiiough fell out

of favor with the LCN becau.eof his union activities in Atlantic
City.
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Within months of its inception, the Homicide Task

Forc~

arrested Teddy

DiPretoro for the murder of rep~ted Philadelphia Crime Boss PHILIP
TESTA.

DiPretoro plead guilty and in turn implicated Rocco Marinucci

as the person who detonated the explosive
TESTA.

devi~e

that killed the elder

Rocco Marinucci, himself, was later found dead with

firecrackers stuffed in his mouth.

In addition to the Testa murder,

DiPretorio plead guilty to killing Edward Bianculli (not mob related)
and implicated Michael Rinaldi.

Rinaldi, later convicted of first

degree murder in the case, is currently serving a life sentence, as is
DiPretoro.

Shortly after the murder of Phil Testa, Nicodemo Scarfo

was named as "Boss" of the Philadelphia LeN.

By mid 1982, friction between Scarfo and a faction headed by Harry
Riccobene resulted in a "hit list" being placed ·on the Riccobene
clan.

In an attempt to strike first, on May 13, 1982, the Riccobene

faction killed FRANK MONTK, Scarfo's Consigliere, a.s he walked near
his home.

A month later, Harry Riccobene was wounded, in a

retaliatory assassination attempt, a~ he stood by a phone booth.

In

retaliation, on July 31, 1982, Salvatore Testa was shot as he stood on
a street corner in the Italian Market.

The young Testa, oon of slain

former Boss Philip Testa and a close ally of Nicodemo Scarfo, was shot
and wounded by Riccobene associates, Joseph Pedulla and Victor
DeLuca.

As a result of their conviction, DeLuca was sentenced to 17

1/2 years to 35 years in prison.

Joseph Pedulla, prior to sentencxng,

agreed to cooperate with
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the Homicide Task Force and implicated himself, Victor DeLuca, Joseph
Casdia, Vincent Isabella, and Harry and Mario Riccoben,e for the murder
of Frank Monte.

The participants were arrested on March 20, 1984.

On November 19, 1984, Harry Riccobene and Joseph Casdia were convicted '

of first degree murder, and both are currently serving, life
sentences.

Vinceilt Isabella was convicted of third degree murder.

Joseph Pedu11a, Victor DeLuca, and Mario Riccobene plead guilty and
testified for the prosecution.'

On August, 21, 1982, three weeks after the Sal Testa shooting, Harry
Riccobene was shot at a second time as he aat in his car.

Riccobene

was not injured as the masked 'gunman missed and' fled on' foot.

From

this,point in time. and up until Scarfo was released from prison on
January 20. 1984, this period has become 'known as the "RICCOBENE
WARS."

Fortunately for Harry Ri.ccobene, he was jailed on January 10,

,1983. and suryived the ensuing onslaught on his 'associates.

On April 29. 1983. PASQUALE SPIRITO, a one-time Riccobene loyalist was
shot and killed inside his auto for his refusal to set up and kill
Mario Riccobene.

On October 14. 1983. FRANK MARTINEZ. a Riccobene associate. was shot

a. he entered hi. piCkup truck.
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On November 3, 1983,

S~VATORS

TAKBUaaINO. another Riecobene

associate, was ohot and killed, i,n~ide, his grocery store.,

On December 6, 1983, ROBERT RlCCOBENE, was gunned down as he walked
toward his residence. '

Other Riccobene 8ssociates on tbe "hit liat" v.ere.pared as the :list,
WI\S

terminated after Scarfo va,s released fro.. prison in January 1984,

ending the "RICCOBENE WARS."

Then in Marcb of .1984, Harry Ric,cobene

and the other participants in tbe Frank Honte .urder (previously
mentioned), were arrested, virtually endioa tbe lliccobene fact,ion. of
the Philadelphia LCR.

On

September 14. 1984. the blood-soaked body of SALVA-mRS TESTA was

found, dlJ!llpe,d 1110ng a rural roadway in New Jersey. bound witb rope and
covered with a blanket.

The 28-year-old Teata bad risen swiftly in

the Philadelphia LCN. first being "-.de" by his father. tben being
elevated to Capo by Scarfo.
of favor witb Scarfo

beca~~e

.aineain,a low profile.

It i. alleged that Testa bad: fallen out
of bis cockineas and his unwillingness to

There vas

~ra

that Te8ta was "88sing a

slllall army and he would bave eventually ette-pted a takeover of the
f8lllily.
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On July 23, 1985, FRANK D'ALFONSO, a close associate of slain mob Boss
Angelo Bruno, was shot· and killed outside a variety store in South
Philadelphia.

It is alleged that D'Alfonso was shot because of his

refusal to show proper respect to the Boss; Nicodemo Scarfo.

On May 27,1986,' STEVE VENTO JR •. , was wounded as he sat in a car with
a friend.

It is believed that Vento Jr., son of convicted drug

kingpin Steve Vento, Sr., was shot as part of the Mob's attempted
takeover of the methamphetamine distribution in Philadelphia.

In November 1986, as a result of separate arrests, Thomas DelGiorno
and Nicholas Caramandi began cooperating with authorities.

DelGiorno,

a Capo in the Scarfo LCN Crime Family, began cooperating with the New
Jersey State Police after Ilis arrest in "Operation Tigershark."
Caramandi, a soldier in the Scarf'o Family, began cooperating· with the
FBI and the Homicide Task Force after his arrest for extortion of
developer Willard Rouse.

As a result of such continuous operations,

the Homicide Task Force, as weI! as

oth~rs,

have made numerous arrests

at the local and federal levels of high-level members of the Scarfo
LCN Family.

To date, Nicodem~ Scarfo has been convicted of extortion

in federal court.

At the local level, Scarfo and his top lieutenants

have been indicted, and presently are incarcerated

aw~iting

trial for

the murders of Salvatore Testa and Frank D'Alfonso.
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Besides a8sisting in the preparation of the local .urder

c~se8,

the

Task Force haa been assisting in the, U. S. Attorney' 8 Strike Forc,e in
prepadng for'the Fed!,ral aICO indict.ant, vhich was issued on
January I, 1988,.

lr.,'.

RICO indicb8ent include •. the charge8 of

Gambling, Loans.harking, Extortion and Hurder agaillst Scarfo and
eighteen associates.

2.

PRESBNT:

Status and Evaluation

In January 1987, the mandate'for the Joint Homicide Task Force was
expanded to include investigation of g8lllbling, loansharking, and
extortion activities of the PhiladelphiaLCN.

The makeup of the Task

Force also expanded to nov include one Philadelphia Police Lieutenant
(Supervisor), four Philadelphia Police Homicide Detectives, two
Philadelphia Police Organized Crime Unit. Police Officers, two
Pennsylvania State Police Trooper8, and four FBI Agents.
Force has also maintained

~

The Task

liai80n with the Nev Jersey State Police

and the New Jersey Attorney General'" Of.fice.

The expanded

investigations into g_bUng has led to t'he voluntary cooperation of
two additional a8sociates of the Philadelphia LCN •

•
To sUllllllarize, the Joint Homicide Task Force

W88

formed to

investigate, in the words of many, "unsolvable" murders.

To date,

, fourteen aV80ciates have either plead guilty or have been convicted af
mob-related shootings.

Approximately fifteen LCN members, inCluding

.

.

reputed Philadelphia Crime Boss Nicodemo Scarfo, are awaiting trial
for murder and racketeering.

Thanks to dedicated and professional

investigators, ve are beginning to reap the fruits of their labor.
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The Task Force's success can be attributed to its ability to develop

cooperating witnesses as well as its ability to rise above petty
inter-agency jealousies for the sake of getting the job done.

Also,

particularly' during the past year, the Task Force has developed and
maintained a close working relationship with the following law
enforcement agencies:

Pennsylvania State Police Bureau of Criminal
Belmont Barracks; the New Jersey,State Police

Inve~tigation8
Intellig~nce

at

Unit at

Bellmawr; the Pennsylvania Crime Commission; the New Jersey Attorney
General's Office; the Metro Organized Crime Unit in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida; and the Philadelphia Police

Department~G

Organized Crime

Unit.

Due, to this network of dedicated law enforcement professionals and
their willingness to ohare expertise and information, law enforcement
agencies in the Philadelphia/South Jersey area have become more
effective and efficient in their

figh~

against organized crime.
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C.

RECOMMENDATION TO FUTURE COKNITHEHT
For the future, the DlUlti-ag~ncy T.ask Porce concept is essential.

It

allows for lengthy quality investigations, ailled at the hierarchy of the
group, by dedicated professionals whose- shared expertise ..ill re.sult in
higher conviction rates and longer jail teras. ·The Task Force also
collectively pools adequate sanpower and equipaent without draining the
resources of anyone ageacy and ~voids a duplication of investigatory
efforts.

Additionally, the Task Force allows· for. increased use of

electronic surveillance and enables better coordination with inv.estigators
and prosecutors.

The Task Force "tea.. effort" approach against organized

crime activity is conducive tovards fostering the individual integrity of
the members of the TaSk Force;

D.

CONCLUSl:ON
Without constant pressure from law enforcement, organized crime is able to
increase its criminal activities,. as vell as expand into legitimate
businesses.

This- increased activity in turn leads to violence, public

corruption, and community breakdovn 9f trust and confideuce in"the
Criminal Justice

Syste~o

@a~bling

is still a significant source of

revenue for organized crime, yet arrests are decreasing, prosecutions are
minimal, and very few participsnts are found guilty.

A more comprehensive

investigation into gambling and other illegal activities, conducted by a
Task Force, will provide effective implementation of the State and Federal
RICO Statutes
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V.

NARCOTICS - SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS 'l/NIT (S.I.U'.) REPORT'

Since the FaUof 1984, the Narcotics Special Investigation Uriithas been
actively involved in several major investigations direct ell' at reputed members
and/or associates of the Philadelphia LCN Family.

The following persons have been the subject of joint investigations conducted
by the Philadelphia Police Force and these agencies:
DBA, FBI, IRS, U.S. Customs Service, ATF. U.S. Attorney's Office, Pbiladelpbia
District Attorney's Office, Pennsylvania Attorney General's Office,
Pennsyvlania State Police, Gloucester County Prosecutor's Office, Ne:nJersey
State Police, Federal Republic of Germany's 'B.it.A., and the Belgian Police
Judicare.

Subjects of Investigations since Fall of 1984:
A.

NICODEMO SCARFO

B.

JOSEPH PUNGATORE

C.

JOHN A. REt/ZULLI

D.

KlCHAEL FORTE

E.,

THOMAS PASHA
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Theseinvestig'atio,n,,! have

aho~

,that reputed aeJabers ancX

.Philadelphia LCN F!1mily, headed by Nicodello Scarfo"
distribu~ion

~ave

assoc~ate8

of the

taken ,control of the

and manufacturing ,of methamphet_ine, ,and the, importation of P2P,'

the key ingredient' which was used to

manufacture~bundreds

,?f. pounds of ..

methamphetamine yielding profits of millions of dollars to this organization.

This control reached down to the middle levels ,of distribution in the city of,"
Philadelphia, where "!l!mbers of this family were charging a street tax on every
gallon of P2P and pound of metbampbetamine sold through theiJ: associates.

In

turn, the money that was collected fro. thia illegal activity was passed up
"4
" ,
the chain of c'ommand, yielding all members '! substantial profit.

The evidence that bas been obtainl!d against this organization has been the
result of an all-out, combined effort by the aforementioned agencies.

Up to the present time, the Philadelphia Police Narcotics Unit participated in
investigations which have led to the arrest of sixty-three persons.

Those arrested included Nicodemo Scarfo, his Underboss, Capos, and several
soldiers of his family.

They have been charged in Federal Court with

Continuing Criminal Enterprise, Conspiracy, and Distribution of P2P.
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Seized as a result of these investigations have beeu'the following:
1.

262 gallons of P2P, which could conver,t into 2,620 pounds of
uncut methamphetamine worth an a'pproximate street value of ~26 million.
~,8&O,OOO.

2.

86 poundo of methamphetamine - approximate street value

3.

8 pounds of cocaine - approximate street value $96,000.

4.

5 methamphetamine labs

5.

$625,000 in U.S. Currency

6.

Houses. boats, cars,' jewelry. and life insurance estimated to be worth
approximately

r~veral m~llion

dollars.

"
Addit~onally"

on

Ja~~uy

11, 1988, nineteen reputed Philadelphia"LCN

members/associ,ates ~ere i~dicted in the ,3rd U.S. District Courlt under Federal
RICO.

Included in these indictments were the Philadelphia

Hob'B~"B.

Underboas

(past and present), 3 Capos, and 13 soldiers.
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VI.

CITY WIDE VICE REPORT

The Philadelphia City Wicie Vice'Unit reports that from 9/22/84·to 11/24/87.
Philade(phia: Police haveparticipate,d in th'e "arrests of seven 7 reputedLCN
Family,members andforty-thrre reputed LCN Family associates for gambling
offense.s.

The arresis net'ted '$133,500 in, illegal' lottery; $5,275 sports

betting, $3,107,000 lottery tally, and $45,526 in

u.s.

Currency.

Fifteen of those arrested were a8 a result of a joint investigation with the
NJSP - "Op,eration Tigershark. II

This operation was conducted from July 1986

through to December 1986 and was led by' the New Jersey State
members of the PhiliidelpiHa Poiice Dep'ar:tment partiCipating.

Po~ice

with

Court':'ordered ..

eiec.l:rOliic slii:veii14n~e~, shared in'f~~maticin', join~ 'investigad.ona/efforta';
"

".

'. -.. :'

. . ", . . '. - .

•

. ' '...

"

.

.. :'

~, '

!

and manpower were' the successful 'ingredient's of this operation.

t

,
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VII.

LA COSA NOSTRA I\CTIVITY - 1982 TO 1987

The followi.ng is a chronological list of major events involving La Cosa Nost'ra
in the Phi:ladelphia area between 1982 and 1987:
1/4/82

Salvatore Scafidi, reputed. Mob member, was arrested by'
Philadelphia Police on Gambling charges.

117/82

Reputed LCNmember Frank "Chicltie" Narducci, was shot to death on
the highway at 13th and Curtain Streets. Investigation of this
case is .continuing between the Homicide Task Force and the Nell
Jersey State Police (NJSP). .

2/25/82

The bOdy of a close reputed Mob associate, Dominic '~ickey
Diamond" DeVito, was found in. the trunk of his car at· 9th and
Bainbridge Streets. This is an a~tive investigation, with
cooperation between the Homicide lask Force and the New Jersey
State Police.

3/14/82

The body of Rocco Marinucci was found shot to death on the
highway at 8th and Cross Streets. Marinucci was a close
associate of reputed LCN. member, Pete Casella. Marinucci was
also named 8S a co-conspirator by Theodore DiPretoro whohss
admitted playing a part in the nail ~omb murder on March 5, 1981,
of Philip "Chickenman" Testa, who was successor to Angelo Bruno
as Boss of the Philadelphia LeN. DiPretoro is in the Witness
Protection Program. The Marinuc'l:i homicide investigation is
still active, with cooperation between the Homicide task Force
and the New Jersey State Police (NJSP).

5/13/82

Frank Monte was shot to death' on· a gas station parking lot, 2900
South 70th Street. Monte served as a COnsigliere and Underboss
to Philip Testa and as Underbos8 for Nicodemo Scarfo bri~fly
before his demise. The joint investigation resulted in the
arrest and conviction of the following: Harry Riccobene, reputed
LCN member. and Mob associates Mario Riccobene, Vincent Isabella.
Joseph casdia, Victor DeLuca, and Joseph Pedulla. All of these
subjects sre serving jail t~rms for this homicide. Arrests were
made by the Homicide Task Force.
•

6/8/82

Reputed Mob member Harry "The Hunchbsck" Riccobene was shot and
wounded inside a phone booth at 2500 South 74th Street. This
case is still sctive and being investigated by the Philadelphia
Police Department.
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6/30/82.

Raymonl\ "Lo\:t8 John" Martoralt0, reput~d LeN member, indicted for
drug violations and convicted. This was a joint DEA and
Philadelphia Police Depart~ent investigation.

7/31/82

Reputed LCN member, Salvatore'Testa, was shot and wounded ou tlie
highway at 9th and Christian Streets. The assailants, Joseph,
Pedulla and· Victor DeL'uca, were captured after a high-speed chase
by Philadelphia Police.

8/21/82

Reputed LCN member, Ha~ry Riccobene,~was fired upon while inside
his auto at the intersection of Broad and'Ritner Streets.
Riccobene was not wounded during this att"empt on his life. The
case is still being investigated by the Homicide Task Force.

11/10/82.

Jailad reputed LCN, member, Raymond ''Long John", Martorano, was
indicted for tile murder of Roofers' Union Boss, John McCullough,
along with Mob associate Albert Daidone. Both were convicted and
sentenced to life imprisonment. Investigation was conducted by
the Philadelphia Police Department's Homicide Unit.

1/10/83

Reputed LCN member, Harry Riccobene, was arrested by Philadelphia
Police for Firearms violations.

1/26/83

Investigation was begun using electronic 'surveillance methods
with reputed Mob associate John Melilli ta.rgeted. This
investigation resulted in arrests 'on December 9, 1983, fo~
illegal gambling and Corrupt Organization. Melilli and fifteen
associates were convicted of these charges. Investigation was
conducted by the Philadelphia Police Department and Pennsylvania
State Police.

1/27/83

The body of Robert Homikel was found inside his auto in the 500
block' .. of Bainbridge Street. Investigation'revealed that he was
Ilhot to death by Donald DiCaprio, a reputed Mob associate.
DiCaprio was arrested and s'ubsequently convicted and s.entenced to
a twenty year term of imprisonment. The investigation was
conducted by the Homicide Task Force'.

4/17/83

Reputed Mob .;'ember, Larry "Yogi" Merlino, was arrested by
Philadelphia Police for terroristic threats and found not guilty.
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the Cat" Spirito, r~puted LCN member, was shot and
his auto' at nth and Mifflin f':reets. This
is stil1· ongoing and is being· lnducted by the
Force.

4/29/83

Pasquale "Pat
killed inside
investigation
Homicide task

10/1/83

Reputed LCN member, Charles "Charlie White" Iannece, was arrested
by Philadelphia Police on gambling charges.

10/14/83

~eputed Mob associate, Frank Martinez, was shot and wounded on
the highway at 9th and Morris Streets. This is still an active
investigation being investigated by the Homicide, Task Force.

11/3/113

Reputed Hob associate, Salvatore Tamburrino, was shot to death
inside his.otore at 6324 Guyer Avenue. This is still an active
investigation being conducted by the Homicide Task Force.

11/5/83

Reputed LCN member, Charles' "Charlie White" lannece, was arrested
by Philadelphia Police On Gambling charges.

12/6/83

Robert Riccobene, half brother of reputed Mob member Harry
Riccobene, was shot and killed outside his residence, 2123 Ploven
Street. The inveotigation is still active and is being conducted
by the Homicide Task Force.

3/20/84

Reputed LeN member, Harry Riccobene, along with reputed Mob
. associates Mario Riccobene, Vincent Isabella, Jo'seph Casdia,
Victor DeLuca, and Joseph Pedulla were arrested, tried and
convicted for the homicide of Frank Monte which occurred On
May 13, 1982. The investigation was conducted by the Homicide'
Task Force.

&/18/84

'Reputed Mob member, Salvatore. Scafidi, was arrested and found
guilty for Theft and Receiving Stolen Property by Philadelphia
Police. .
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9/.14/84

Reputed Mob Capo, Salvatore Testa, son of forme.r It'eputed Mob Bos8
Philip Testa, was shot and killed inside 1613passyunk Avenue.
On April 4,1987, reputed Mob B08s Nicodemo Scarfo,'Underb08s
Phil Leonetti, former Underb088 Salva~ore Merlino, Mob Capo
Francis Iannarella, and four other reputed'Mob members were
indicted in this murder. The trial is scheduled to begin in
January of 1988. This was a result of it joint inv!lstigation
between. the Homicide Task Force and the New Jersey State Police
(NJSP).

7/24/85

Reputed LCN as'sociate, yrank "Frankie Flowers" D'Alphonso, was
shot and ltilled on the highway at Percy and Ca.therine Streets.
Indicted on 7/1/87, were reputed Mob Boss Nicodemo Scarfo,
Underboss Phil Leonetti, and former ·Underboss Sal.vatore Merlino,
Capo ·Franics Iannarella, and six other .Mob membe'rs. Trial is
scheduled for April 1988. This was a result of a joint
investigation between the Homicide Task Force and .the New Jersey
State Police.

1/27/86

Electronic surveillance was' begun on reputed L':N.uieltlber, Joseph
Pungitore's gambling organization by Pennsylvania State Folice
and the Philadelphia Police Department. This investigation has
resulted Pungitore's arren~ under'tne federal RICO statutes.

5/27/86

Steven Vento Jr., reputed Mob associate, was shot and wounded
inside hiS auto. This' is' s.till an active investigation being
conducted 'by the Philadelphia Police Homicide Task Force.

5/29/86

I

'Reputed 'Mob'associate, Louis Teti, was arrested by the
Philadelphia Police Department for Fugitive Other JurisdictiQn,
along with reputed Mob associate Bernard Malseed. Both subjects
were turned over to the NJSP.

11/3/86

Reputed 'Mob Doss Nicodemo Scarfo, Underboss Phil' Leonetti, former
Underboss Salvatore Merlinc, Mob Capos Francis lannarelli and
Thomas DelGiorno, along with fifteen other reputed LCN members
and Mob associates were arrested in "Operation Tigershark." A
Grand Jury indictment resulted in gambling and conspiracy
charges. These arrests were made through evidence obtained by
electronic surveillance, which was conducted by the NJSP. Also
cooperating in this investigation was the Philadelphia Police
Department. ·This investigation is still active and is scheduled
for trial sometime in early 1988.

4/9/87

Indictments and arrests were made on Nicodemo scarfo, Phil
Leonetti, Salvatore Merlino, and .six other reputed Mob members
for the September 14, 1984 homicide of Salvatore Testa. This was
the result of joint cooperation between the Homicide Task Force
and the New Jersey State Police.

~

1
'1
'.
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5/29/87'

Bernard Haleeed, reputed Mob. a88o~iate, was arrested for Fugitive
Other Jurisdiction and turned over to NJSP by the Philadelphia
Police Department.

6/18/87

Ni~odemo

7/1/137

Ind1ctments and arrests were made on Nicodemo Scarfo, Philip
Leonetti, Frank Iannarella, and six (6) other reputed Mob
members, for the Frank "Frankie Flowers" D'Alphonso homicide,
which occurred on July 24, 1985. This was a joint investigation
of the Homicide Task Force and the NJSP. Trial is SCheduled for
April 1988.

Scarfo, Phil Leonetti, Salvatore Merlino, Fran~is
lannarella. Ralph Staino, John Renzulli, Angelo DiTullio, and
twenty otber defendants were arrested for drug traffi~king by
DEA, Philadelphia Police Department, and the FBI.

Indictments are expected to come down on many of the aforementioned cases.
Much information has been obtained from Mob members who are now in the Witness
Protection Program. Joint investigations are now in the process of being
conducted by the Homicide Task Force and NJSP in an effort to corroborate
testimony and gather evidence to bring theee cases to fruitation.
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VII. ;'CONCLUSION

The overview of the Philadelphia LCN activities is ample testimony to the
insidious and violent nature of this organization 'and the successful
efforts of the Joint Task Force concepts in combatting organized crime.
The Philadelphia Police Department's Joint Task Force attack on organized
crime activity has resulted··in tile 'arrest and conviction of seventeen LCN
members/associates for six murders. AlSo; thirteen LCN members/associates
are presently being held without'bail for the murders of two LCN members.
Their' trials are scheduled for the early part of 1988.
The multi-agency approach toward the identification, 'in)1estigation and
successful prosecution of the participants of organized crime must
continue to be a priority of our Department and other law enforcement·
agencies involved.
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LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT
EXHIBIT NO. 51
DARYL F. GATES

P. O. B.x 301S!!

Chl.f of Pollee

T.I.....

Las Angeles, Callf.900JO

(213).

January 27, 1988

TOM BRAIILlY

n.·'1'85-5201'

R.IN, 1. 4.1

M'var

The Honorable Sam Nunn:
United States Senate
Committee on Governmental Affairs
Senate Permanent SUbcommittee on Investigations'
Washington, DC 20510-6250

FEB 1-1988
I.I~~

Dear Senator Nunn,
In respon,,!e to youX' letter dated December 17,1987, we are pleased
to provide the following information on organized crime activities
in Los Angeles for use by,your Subcommittee. Though not
all-inclusive of our investigative activities between 1982 and
1987, our statement X'epresents a cross section of the types of
major crime we have been encountering and continue to experience
within our jurisdiction. Examples of coordinated efforts between
our Department and Federal and'State law enforcement agenaies are
included.
.
The traditional organized crime problem in Los Angeles is unique in
that it is relatively new and does not have the ethnically
estll.blished neighborhood entrenchment as do New York,Cliicago,
Boston and other large citiev. Although there has been a'constant
organized crime presence in Los Angeles dating back to Prohibition,
organized crime has not gained a substantial foothold as it has'in
some East coast cities •.
One reason why oz:glmized crime has not flourished in Los Angeles 'is
the size of the. City Which encompasses more than 400 square miles.
Another factor is the distance separating Los Angeles f;.om the
Eastern seaboard. The 'powerful East coast organized crime families
are reluctant'to invest too heavily in the Los Angeles area with
little ability to· oversee their operations~ -But the. chief reason
why organized crime has not qaineda significant foothold in
Southern CalifoX'nia is because of the continual :attention given' to
local organized crime figUres by tbe Los Angeles ~olice Department
and neighboring jurisdictions. That., coupled with a relatively
corruption-free political system, has allowed the Depar.i:ment,to pay
close attention to organized c:rime influence in the City.':.and
prevent its expansion.·

AN ItQUAL ItMPLOYMENT OPPORTUN.TY":"'AFF,RMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

I
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:The Los Anqales ,Police Department is, one ,i,f the few large city
aqencies that'has devoted th~ necessary manpower to monitor
orqanized crime activity. The Department achieves this qoal
throuqh a specialized Division of 55 detectives. The Division
(OCID) has achieved measurable successutilizinq criminal and
citizen informants, coupled,with related surveillances and a
var.ietyof other'investigative techniques. Additionally, the
sharing Qf information and cooperative 'investigations with other
local, state and federal aqencies have resul'i:ed. in the arrest and
prosecution of a number of Los Angeles organized crime figures.
One such siqnificant investigation occurred in 1984. After
amassing considerable intelligence from informants, an intensive
investiqation wa~ initiated by the Los Anqeles Police Department
focusinq in on the so-called Los Anqeles organized crime family.
At the head of the family was Peter John Milano, a native of
Cleveland, Ohio. Milano had structured a small orqanization of
individuals with orqanized crime backqrounds from Buff~lo, New
York, Cleveland and New Jersey, as well as Los Angeles. The
investigation indicated that a large number of bookmakers 'was being
extorted by members of Milano's organization and forced to
relinquish a major portion of their bookmakinq operation to
Milano's group.
The investigation was structured in a multi-phase task force
concept in order to preserve the inteqrity of the effort. Along
wi th the Los Angeles Police Department, the Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Department and the Federal Bureau of Investigation
participated. On October 28, 1984, Milano and 19 members ,of his
organization were arrested.

In 1985, Peter Milanc was again the focal. point of an investigation
initiated by the FBI.' The Los Angeles Police Department assisted
by contributing intelligence at the initial stages of the
investigation. On May 21, 1987, Peter Milano, Carmen Milano'
(underboss) and Louiel ~lfuBo, a "capo", along with a number of
other Milano crime family members, were indicted in federal court
on violations of the RICO statute; Peter Milano is now in custody
'awaiting trial whieh is scheduled to b~gin in March, 1988.
Another siqnificant investigation deals with members of several
Eastern orqanized crime families moving to the Los Angeles area and
infiltratinq legitimate bUfJinesses. In Marc!'!, 1987, the Los '
Anqeles Police Department's Organized Crime Intelliqence Division
investigated, the infiltration of the posh Malibu restaurant,
"Splash", ,by·orqanized crime figures with alliances to various ,
crime families. The investiqationquickly expanded to inclUde the
involvement of these same orqanized crim~ figures in seyeral other
LoB Angeles area businesses. ZZZZ Best Company, Inc.', the most
prominent of these businesses, was a rapid-qrowth, carpet cleaninq

":
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establishm~nt withplsns to e~pand nationally.
ZZZZ. Best
fraudulently claimed that it earned sever.al million dollars from
insurance res.toration projecto .in different states. Organized
crime involvement surfaced in Art World Industries, a recently,
incorporated Los Angeles clearing house for .art objeqts. Art World
Industries was en;twined in the ZZZZ Best/Splash investigation
through fraudulent stock. manipulation . .bY the. same organized crime
figures alluded to abo·ve.

The investigation determined that members and associates from the
Bonanno, Colombo, and Genovese organized crime families. had
engineered a.1QO% hidden .ownership inberest in "Splash" I the Malibu
restaurant. This portion of·the investigation ascertained that the
organized crime figures were skimming profits from the restaurant
and had fronted a legitimate businessman for the. daily operation of
the locati~n. Evidence obtained from search. warrants. indicated
that organized crime had long-range plans for "Splash" including a
proposal to convert the restaurant and its surrounding, valuabl.e '
real estate into a large hot~l complex.
The same organize~ crime a~sociates involved with' "Splash"
Restaurant also utilized a shell corporation to take ~ZZZ Best and
Art World Industries public through over-the-counter sales of
stock. These organized crime figures purchased large blocks of
worthle~~ stock prior to establishing the shell corporation.
The
same stock was then sold at significantly higher values. This was
accomplished through the inflation of stock values through
fraudulent, registered statements within the business' p~ospectus.
In addition, the investigation determined that muscle was provided
by Bonanno organized crime associates to "police" extortion
attempts of ZZZZ Best principals by Chicago crime syncicate
associates and members of Peter Milano's 'Los Angeles crime family.
Through the coordinated efforts of the U.S. Attorney, FBI, SEC,IRS
and the California State Attorney General, indictments were
obtained and, in January, 1988, 12 individuals were arrested on
various charges including bank fraud, mail fraud, securities fraud,
money laundering, interstate transportation of stolen property,
conspiracy, and violation of the RICO statute. Investigation,
including further review of bank rec,ords, into the laundering of
drug money through the aforementioned bUsinesses by these organized
crime figures, is continuing.
Along with the growing Asian population in Southern California, the
Los Angeles Police Department has witnessed an influx of Asian
organized crime groups and related criminal activity. The
Department has addressed that problem by assigning specific
detectives to investigate the various Asian organized crime groups.
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,In May, 1987, the Department conducted an extortion, loansharkin~,
and witness intimidation investigation involving individuals
described as Vietnamese gangsters. The alleged leader of the group
is cl03ely associated with the Wah Ching Chinese organized crimo
group. The victims were primarily Vietnamese who were frequent
gamblers in the Los Angeles area card clubs. The suspects would
monitor the gambling activities at several of the clubs. When a
"big winner" was identified, the suspects would confront that
person a~d demand payment of up to $15,000 for protection from
other gBIl,}sters. The investigation resulted in the arr.est and
prosecution of eight individuals. for extortion, one individual 'for,
loansharking and one individual for intimidation of a witness. The
LOs AngEiles Police Department was assisted during. the investigation
by the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Departm~nt and the Bell Gardens
Police Department.
In response to your 'questions on interagency cooperation, the
position of the Los Angeles Police Department is that it is in the
best interest of all law enforcement to cooperate fully with
municipal, state and federal agencies. In the past, several
Si~lificant cases have been successful due to that type of
cooperation. However, 'there is still substantial room for
improvement between local and federal entities.
If we may be of any further assistance to your Subcommittee, please
contact me or Lieutenant Dave Smith· at Organized Crime Intelligence
Division, (213) 485-5201.
Very truly yours,

--41-~Jq9~

~~K'

Captain
Commanding Officer
Organized Crime Intelligence Division
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KANSAS Clty"SOUR'."O.
EXHIBIT NO. 52
SE~CE~

LARRY J. JOINER .
Chief of Police'

~M. ON INVElmaAnoNs

JAN 261988

January 20. 1988

Honorable Senator Sam Nunn
Senate Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations
United States Senate
Wsshington D.C. 20510-6250
Dear Senator Nunn:

The Kansas City. Missouri Police Department is pleased to have the
opportunity to r9spond to the United States Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
investigations regarding organized crime investigations within our jurisdiction. Past testimony before your 'Subcommittee has 'related that the Kansas
City La Cos a Nostra family has been involved in a multitude of illegal Bnd
,often violent activities since the 1930's. including gambling. extortion.
prostitution. bootlegging. labor racke~eering. and murder. One of the most
organized and tightly controlled LCN families in the United States. they
extended their scope of influence nationally (primarily in Las Vegas) through
their control of certain Teamsters Union officials and the illegal use of
millions of dollars rrom the Teamsters Pension Fund.
An extremely close working relationship exists between the Kansas City
Police Department and the Kansas City office of the F.B.I. Beginning in 1978.
we assisted the. F.B.I. in an' organized crime investigation which became knownas the "Strawman" case. This investigation exposed the local LCN structure.
their inter-relationship with other LCN ,families. and the extensive involvement of organized crime in the Teamsters Union and in the Las Vegas casino
industry. Between 1980 and 1986. StraWman resulted in the conviction of LCN
leaders and henchmen from Chicago. Kansas City. Milwaukee. Las Vegas. and
Cleveland. For the first time. the LCN mystique 'of invulnerability had been
broken in Kansas City.

The results of the Strawman investigation were significant and farreaching; however. our struggle continues. Although a temporary vacuum was
created by the imprisonment of the LCN leaders. new leaders have emerged and
are continuing the family's illegal activities. Within the past year there
was an attempted bombing of a Teamsters Union official's car; an LeN associate
disappeared and is believed to have been mu.dered by the mob over a gambling
dispute; the mob has reestablished their control of the multi-million dollar
bookmaking operation; and. evidence has 'surfaced indicating that the LCN may be
moving into illegal drug trafficking. Although successes have been realized.
the LCN problem is not resolved. the threat is still real. We must not relent
in our fight against it.
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Although your Subcommittee has primarily addressed the problem of La Cosa
Nostra, I would like to briefly mention two additional organized crime groups
that pose serious problems .in Kansas. City: Outlaw motorcycle gangs and Jamaican
drug gangs. Both the El Forasteros and Galloping Gooses motorcycle gangs have
chapters in Kansas City and have a combined strength estimated to be approximately forty sworn members and approximately one hundred associates. Tbey are involved in the manufacture and trafficking of narcotics, and in escort services
and-other ;orms of prostitution. These violent gangs possess sophisticated
weapons, are extremely mobile and well organized, and are very difficult to
penetrate. The El Forasteros and. Galloping Gooses share the same clubhouse in
Kansas .City; act as a single group; and are ·considered an enforcement arm of the
Hells Angels. Current Justice Department guidelines do not allow ·the F.B.I. to
open investigations on outlaw motorcycle gangs unless it involves one of.the
"Big Four" gangs (Bandidos, Hells Angels, Pagans, and Outlaws); they have made
important cases against motorcycle gangs in other parts of the· country, but their
hands. are tied in Kansas City and elsewhere. Sources have stated that the motorcycle gangs in Kansas City are, in practice, members of the He.Us Angels, but do
not officially change their name because it would open them up to federal scrutiny.
The mobility of outlaw gangs make federal enforcement an essential element of
the fight againat these dangerous groups.
At least one. additional organized crime group has been identified.in Kansas
City and involves Jamaican Nationals, who have established a broad network of
groups called Posse's in the United States. These groups are made up of both
legal and illegal aliens, whose criminsl acts have been reported at all levels
of jurisdictional boundaries. Jamaican organized crime groups sre involved in
the trsfficking of nsrcotics, illegal acquisition, and trafficking of firearms,
money laundering. fraud, kidnapping, robbery, and murder.
The Jamaican organized crime faction in Kansas City is operating a network
that deals mainly in "crack" cocaine. They are also involved in all related
activities that are associated with the narcotics industry. Because they are a
close knit group with established relationships and associations, it is difficult·
to be effective uaing traditional investigative techniques.
For the paat ye~r and a half, the Knnsas City Police Department has conducted
a cooperative Jamaican narcotics investigation with ATF, DEA, IRS, Customs. INS,
and the federal Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF). A good
example of inter-agency cooperation, this investigation has seriously impacted
the Jamaican narcotics organization in Kansas City and has resulted in the conviction of over 100 Jamaican Nationals. Inter-agency communication was responsible
for the success of this investigation; unfortunately, communication on these
emerging groups does not exist on a national levei and it appears that OCDETF
funding is being reduced •.
I hope this information will benefit your Subcommittee, and I applaud its
continuing role in focusing the nations attention on organized crime.
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Janu.ry 14,'1988
Sen.tor SUI Nunn
.. ',
United State. Senate
committee on Covernaent.l Aff.ir.
Sen.te Per•• nent Subco. .ittee
on Investig.tions
'II.ahington. DC 20510-6250
Dear Senator Nunn:
Thank you for your letter of December 17. 1987. requesting
information on organized crime activity in Georgia. The LaCos.
Nostra and its ••soci.tes are involved in many aspects of
illegal activity throughout the State. There are. however. new
.nd emerging group. which .lso pose • serious threat. Hany of
these group. h.ve collbined with the traditional LCN or have
branched out on their own .nd eOllt.bli .. hed nelr terr.itorie ••
There h.. been a shift. p.rticul.rly in the .rea of n.rcotic.
di.tribution. to the Colollbian .nd Cub.n families. We also find
other groups. .uch as tbe Nigeri.ns, th.t are heavily ~nvolved
in credit c.r~ .nd insur.nce fraud.
Gaorgi.. in particul.r Atl.nta. in conaidered open territory for
organizea cri...
'l'hare i. no known family -::ontrol ld.thin the
State.
Repre.entativ.. fro. varioua familie. do have busine.a
intereat.. both legal .nd illegal. in Georgia. The'G.nov•• e.
G..-bino and DeCavacanti f..-ilie. have documented ties in the
State.
Th. pornogr.phy bu.inssa, onc. c.nt.r.d in Atlant •• i •
• till .ctive but on • .uch ••aller .cale. Th.re .r• • till
.plint.r. of the old Thavi. org.niz.tion op.r.ting in Atlant ••
La.t ye.r the collb1ned effort. of F.deral. St.te .nd loc.l law
.nforce.ent agencie. .ucce.afully inv •• tig.ted and pro••cuted
C.rl Coppola in • RICO c.... Thia ca•• culmin •. t.d • two y.ar
inv•• tig.tive .ffort which produc.d • record aeiaure of •••• t ••
C.rl Coppola and hia cohort. .re suspect.d of being •• sociat••
of the G..-bino f..-ily.
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Senator Sam Nunn
Washington, DC
January 6, 1988
Page :it
During, the past five or six years, reports have been received
indicatipg , that organized crime has continued to' invest money in
restaurants,
nightclubs
and
other
entertainment
related
businesses.
Atlsnta hes also been suspected of being a center
for the laundering of ill~gal funds derivad from narcotics
distribution.
The
Georgia Bureau of InVestigation strongly supports the
Subcommittee's efforts in bringing attention to the problem of
organized crime.
If I csn provide Rny further information to
assist- the Subcommittee, please contact me. I would like to
commend yoU and the Subcommittee for recognizing the problem and
hope, your
efforts will be succeasful in focusing public
attention on the activities of organized crime and the .menace.it
represents to our great nation.
Respectfully,

~

Director
Georgia Bureau of Investigation
JRH/tlf
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. EXHIBIT ,NO •. S4

Coleman A. YOUIII/; Mayor

Departmell! of Police
Detroit, M~higa1l48226

City 0/ Detroit

January 21, 1988 .

Senator Sam I/Unn
Cbai.:man, Senate Pi!J:manent
Subcomnittee on Investigations
Washington, DC 20510-6250
Dear Senator Nunn:
I have received your letter requesting infotmation relating to organized
crime in the Detroit area, specifically La Cosa Nostra activities.
During the years of 1982 through 1987, the Detroit Police Organized
Crime Unit was involved in several inl(eStigations which resulted in sa
arrests relating to organized crime activities. '!be criJnes included Armed
Robbery, Stolen Autanobiles/Parta, ~ingimd GanDling. Incluaiveamong
those arrested were 8ane meobers lmaIm to be a part of the La Cosa Nostra.
AilCIitionally, dU!,ing the years in questiOn, the Detroit Police Organized Crime Unit was involved in several criminal investigations coordinated
\lith the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the U.S. Secret service, the U.S.
Department of A<jriculture and the IIichigan State Police.
It is hoped that the above will be of """'" benefit to your investi-

~,,~. -----"tfi:-V!7£,1~·

=?;;l=
Wt.!I/!;lU
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EXHIBIT NO. 55

POLICE DEPARTMENT··· CITY OF SALTIMORE
eol II. PAYE'1'TI: STREET

DALTnlOIIE, XARYLAND 21JQt

811G.1U6

.J.>. Code 301

,JroWARD J. TILGHMAN

Cotnbl'-'-"

• BDWAItD V. WOOo.
Ad.!Jt;.tnU.. ,Bur..

January 22, 1988
The Honorable Sam Nunn
Senator
United States Senate
Committee on Governmental Affairs
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations
Washingto~, DC 20510-6250

BA."OOD W. auaanT
ta.I--U-"~.un.
aGNAJ.l) 1. IIULLmrf
o...",UouJtl,lftllla

SEN.\~~

JlJmJ.UL 0.

zoroa

SUllCOII.\I. ON 1M'EGll!M~ .....

JAH 271988

_

.....-

Dear Senator Nunn:
In answer to your letter of December 17, 1987, enclosed
are statements by Police Agent Charles W. Hedrick of our
Criminal Intelligence Section and Captain Michael J. Fannon
of our Drug Enforcement Section.
Police Agent Hedrick's statement concerns a recently
concluded racketeering investigatior. that has ·aspects which
may be of interest to your committee. Captain-Fannon's
remarks summarize results of our participation in Drug Enforcement Task Force efforts. Both officers would be available for additional comments if necessary.
Please let us know if we can be of any further assistance. Inquiries on this.matter may be directed to Major
Elbert F. Shirey, Director, Inspectional Services Division,
(301) 396-2566.

i·f!~fL
Commissioner

Enclosures
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Statement of POlice Agent Charles W. Hedrick
Baltimore Police Department
Criminal Intelligence Section

The author has been a member of the Baltimore Police Department for 18 years.

Since 1983, I have'been assigned to the

Inspectional Services Division,

Cri~inal

Intelligence Section,

with the responsibilit:( to identify organized cr.iminal activities that impact on the City of Baltimore.

Since December 1984,

I have been on special' assignment, working with the Baltimore
Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on matters
which relate to my respO~sibilities.

Much of this time was ded-

icated to the investigati<?n which 1s the 13 ubject of this statement.
During.late 1986 through mid-1987, a two year racketeering
investigation conducted jointly by the Baltimore Police Department, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Internal Revenue Service·
(IRS), Maryland State Prosecutors Office, and the United States
Attorneys Office for the District of Maryland culminated in.tOe
highly successful prosecution of former Baltimore State Delegate,
George J. Santoni and eleven other individuals.

Santoni and

others were indicted in Maryland on charges of narcotics traf.ficking of both cocaine and heroin,

alon~

with a money

scheme operated in Maryland and Massachusetts

involvi~g

ceeds of prostitution operatipns in Las vegas, Nevada..
allel

investiga~on

launderin~

the proIn a

par~

conducted jointly by the FBI, Union County·

(NJ) Prosecutors Office, and the United States Attorneys Office
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District of New Jersey, Santoni and twenty other indivi-·

th~

duals were indicted for numerous criminal offenses' including narcotics trafficking, conspiracy, extortion, gambling, and wire
fraud. '
The joint investigation was initiated after the agencies
involved determined during round-table discussions that their
separate investigations had focused independently on Santoni
and a number of the more significant subjects.
In the Maryland case, Santoni (who served four years in
p~ison

for extortion and conspiracy convictions in 1977 and 1978)

pleaded guilty and was sentenced to eight years in prison for

~

his participation in the interstate narcotics distribution'con-

(

tl!1:ering count in which he admitted being a member of a criminal

spiracy.

I
I

Santoni also pleaded guilty in New Jersey to a

organization headed by Gaetano Dominic Vastola.

racke~

The New Jer-

sey State Police have characterized Vastola as a member of the
De Cavalcante La Cosa Nostra family.

Santoni faces a January

29, 1988 sentencing date in Newark, New Jersey, on the racke. teering conviction.
Palmer ·Sonny· Brocco of Bowell, New

Jers~y,

and Nicholas

Massaro of Long Branch, New Jersey, were convicted. and sentenced

t
I.;

t

I

to eight years for their partic'ipation in the Maryland Interstate narcotics conspiracy.

The conspiracy involved Santon'i

brokering; cocaine deals between Herbert De Jesus Britton, a naturalized American
Massaro.

ci~izen

born in Colombia, SA., and Brocco and

Both Brocco and Massaro are charg'ed in the New Jersey

indictment as being members of Vastola's criminal organization.
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Santoni's wife, BeJ;'nice C. Santoni, and three other individuals . fr~m. ~evada and MassacllUsett:s (Edward Walkup, Margaret
Melvin and Arthur Strahl) were convicted of mail fraud violations
in connection with

la~ndering,

Las Vegas prostitutioQ credit-card

receipts through 'Santoni's travel and tour-booking agency, Atlantic City Tours.

Another travel firm in west Yarmouth, Massachu-

setts, Travel Brokers of America, was also involved. in the laundering scheme.
I would like to take this opportunity to point out the
excellent cooperation that was manifest among the various agencies, investigators, and prosecutors involved in the investi-

~

gation.

I
rt
I:

i

ly FBI

Everyone inv~lved gave a superior effort; particularCa~e

Agent (SA) Gregory Stevens.

Also noteworthy was

the Middle Atlantic Great Lakes Organized Crime Law Enforcement
Network (MAGLOCLEN) who provided important assistance to me in
the form of technical equipment loans and reimbursement for investigative travel expenses.
From a local law enforcement standpoint, it is my opin1on

~I',
'.

,

volving criminal organbations and major conspiracies would be .,

X

greatly enhanced by utilization of the task force concept.

~

that cases of this

compl~xity

and significance could not be car-

ried out as effectively without
sharing of resources.

inter~agency

Strategies

f~r

cooperation and

future investigations·in-

f:

i.-

t
t

~
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Statement of Captain Michael J.' Fannon
Baltimore Police Department
Drug Enforcement Section

Our assistance with DEA, actually has two phases as follows.
By written (untitled) agrl!ement, the Baltimore Police Department
has participated in the r/EA Task Force since 1978.

Personnel as-

signed to this Task Porere, known as the Baltimore District Office
Group I Task Force, conrJist of one Detective Sergeant and two n'etective Police Officers selected from the Criminal Investigation
Division's Drug Enforcement' Section.

Under terms of. the agree-

ment, they are designated Special Deputy U.S. Marshals and serve
for a period of not less than two years.

They are under direct

supervision of a DEA Group Supervisor and are obliged to adhere
to DEA Rules/Regulations, as well as those of this agency.

The

DEA provides necessary funds and equipment to support the various
activities of 'those assigned such as office space, overtime,
vehicles, travel expenses; etc.

Their investigative eff'orts are

as directed by the DEA, as well as providing assistance as needed
to DES in a large percentage of our cases.
The second facet of our cQncerted effort is through involvement in the Mid-Atlantic Region Organized'Crime Drug Enfor~e-'
ment Task Force cases (OCDETF).

Por example, if personnel assign-

, ed to CID/DES are conducting an investigation into a major drug
organization, it is possible, through formal application to the
DEA/U.S. Attorney's Office, to have the case designated an OCDETF
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case if it meets certain criteria.
personnel involved in the

"

Once designated as, such .. ~E.S

investiga~ion

are deputized as

~pecial

I

Deputy "U. S. Marshals for the duration of .that spe'cific case, and
certain assistance such as overtime funding, vehicles, and additional personnel are provided.

During this type of investigation,

DES personnel mayor Jlay not work in concert with the GroupL_ _
Task Force.
One such case, 1GC-87':X012, .involved a Class I heroin trafficker who was obtaining his

supplY~QIlL,a,,·mel1iber

of the Gambino

Crime Family in New York, who was also arrested by New York agents
/
.
of DBA. There were other investigations such as a methamphetam~,
case that led us to locatioris in Pennsylvania and Florida that ~
believed were connected with organized crime, however, specifics
are not readily

avail~le.

Statistics on
available.

arr~sts/convictions

since 1982 are also not

However since July 1984, we have brought to a success-

fu1 conclusion investigations of 28 major drug trafficking organizations as a

di~ect

result of Group I and/or OCDETF participa- -)

.

,

tion.
Since the inception of the Federal Asset Shari,ng Program

I

I

i~

the latter part of 1984, participation in these types of inves- f
tigations has resulted in the following items being submitted
through the forfeiture/asset sharing process by this agency
as of 17 December 1987:
$l t 4S9.-S51
val
' t .$772,486
Personal Property alued at $337,425
Re.a! Property valued at $520,000
./,/

o
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